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dc23	LC	record	available	at	Printed	in	U.	S.A	8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1	To	Sue,	Dave,	and	Chrissie,	from	RWH	To	Mary,	from	GAW	To	Anita	and	Andy,	from	MA	Preface	Our	most	important	goal	in	this	book	is	to	articulate	the	themes	and	overarching	hypotheses	of	modern	animal	physiology.	In	the	contemporary	information	era,	individual	facts	are	easier	to
find	than	ever.	Themes—which	collect	facts	into	useful,	coherent	stories	and	worldviews—have	always	been	the	key	challenge	in	textbook	writing.	Today	that	challenge	is	greater	than	ever	because	of	the	ceaseless	escalation	in	the	numbers	of	available	facts.	While	recognizing	this,	our	central	goal	remains	the	same	as	it	was	in	earlier	editions.	We
have	not	sought	to	produce	an	encyclopedia.	Instead,	we	emphasize	themes,	worldviews,	and	overarching	hypotheses.	Another	of	our	key	goals	is	to	use	graphics,	drawings,	and	photographs	to	maximum	advantage	to	communicate	knowledge	of	animal	physiology.	Thus	we	have	an	ambitious	art	program.	For	example,	as	often	as	possible,	we	include
drawings	and	photographs	of	animals	being	discussed,	to	ensure	that	readers	are	familiar	with	the	subjects	under	discussion.	Clear,	rigorous	explanations	of	physiological	concepts	are	a	third	key	goal.	Toward	this	end,	we	work	with	experienced	reviewers,	editors,	and	artists	to	address	complex	material	with	lucid	text	and	revealing	conceptual
diagrams.	In	these	pages,	we	consistently	and	deliberately	address	animal	physiology	as	a	discipline	integrated	with	other	disciplines	in	biology—especially	molecular	biology,	genetics,	evolutionary	biology,	and	ecology.	We	also	consistently	emphasize	the	roles	of	physiology	throughout	the	life	cycles	of	animals	by	discussing	physiological	development
and	by	examining	animal	function	during	such	important	life-cycle	processes	as	exercise,	long-distance	migration,	seasonal	rhythms,	and	accommodation	to	severe	conditions	(we	generally	omit	pathology	and	parasitism,	however).	Although	we	give	particular	attention	to	mammals,	we	make	a	point	of	recognizing	the	other	vertebrate	groups	and	at
least	the	arthropods	and	molluscs	among	invertebrates.	We	address	all	levels	of	organization	that	are	germane,	from	the	genome	to	the	ecology	of	the	animals	involved.	We	want	to	mention	three	specific	strategies	we	have	adopted	to	add	interest	and	breadth	to	the	book.	First,	we	start	every	chapter	with	a	vivid	example	of	the	application	of	the
chapter’s	material	to	the	lives	of	animals	in	their	natural	habitats.	Second,	we	devote	five	entire	chapters	(our	“At	Work”	chapters)	to	in-depth	explorations	of	how	physiologists	do	their	work;	in	these	chapters	we	break	out	of	the	usual	textbook	mold	to	discuss	exciting	topics—such	as	the	diving	physiology	of	seals	and	whales—with	emphasis	on
experiments,	theory	maturation,	integration	of	physiological	systems,	and	prospects	for	future	research.	Third,	we	invite	specialists	to	contribute	expert	Guest	Boxes	on	emerging	topics	that	expand	the	book’s	scope.	With	our	aspirations	being	as	numerous	as	we	have	described,	we	have	put	a	great	deal	of	effort	into	balancing	competing	demands	for
space.	The	product	is	a	complete	physiology	textbook	that	in	one	volume	will	meet	the	requirements	of	a	diversity	of	one-	or	two-semester	courses	in	animal	function.	Our	intended	audience	is	sophomores	through	beginning	graduate	students.	To	make	the	book	accessible	to	as	wide	an	audience	as	possible,	we	include	both	a	glossary	of	more	than
1500	terms	and	11	appendices	on	important	background	concepts.	Our	approach	to	the	writing	has	been	to	work	from	the	original	scientific	literature	and	obtain	extensive	peer	review.	Another	aspect	of	our	approach	is	that	we	have	opted	for	the	pedagogical	consistency	of	a	book	written	by	just	three	principal	authors.	Margaret	Anderson	wrote
Chapters	16,	20,	and	21,	and	Gordon	Wyse	wrote	Chapters	12–15,	18,	and	19.	Richard	Hill	wrote	Chapters	1–11,	17,	and	22–30.	David	S.	Garbe,	Scott	A.	Huettel,	Matthew	S.	Kayser,	Kenneth	J.	Lohmann,	and	Margaret	McFall-Ngai	wrote	Guest	Boxes.	Matthew	S.	Kayser	and	Gordon	Fain	assisted	with	topic	development	in	certain	parts	of	the	principal
text.	The	book	is	organized	in	modular	fashion	with	the	express	purpose	of	providing	instructors	and	students	with	flexibility	in	choosing	the	order	in	which	they	move	through	the	book.	The	first	of	the	six	parts	(modules)	consists	of	Chapters	1	to	5,	which	are	background	chapters	for	the	book	as	a	whole.	Most	instructors	will	want	to	assign	those
chapters	at	the	beginning	of	the	course	of	study.	Each	of	the	subsequent	five	parts	of	the	book	is	written	to	be	freestanding	and	self-contained,	so	that	students	who	have	mastered	the	material	in	Part	I	will	be	well	prepared	to	work	through	any	of	the	other	five	parts.	Two	of	the	final	five	parts	begin	with	explicitly	introductory	chapters	that	present
fundamentals.	All	five	of	these	parts	end	with	“At	Work”	chapters.	Within	a	part,	although	chapters	will	probably	be	best	read	in	order,	most	chapters	are	themselves	written	to	be	relatively	self-contained,	meaning	that	the	order	of	reading	chapters	within	a	part	is	flexible.	Three	additional	features	promote	flexibility	in	the	order	of	reading:	the
glossary,	the	new	index,	and	page	cross-references.	Text	is	extensively	cross-referenced	both	forward	and	backward,	so	that	instructors	and	students	can	link	material	across	chapters.	Throughout	the	book	we	strive	to	take	advantage	of	all	the	assets	of	traditional	book	production	to	achieve	a	text	that	integrates	the	full	range	of	relevant	pedagogical
elements	to	be	a	first-rate	learning	tool.	Many	sorts	of	professionals	have	important	contributions	to	make	for	a	book	to	be	excellent.	Thus	many	sorts	of	professionals	have	traditionally	found	personal	fulfillment	by	engaging	in	the	cooperative,	synergistic	production	of	books.	The	authors	listed		Preface 	on	the	cover	are	just	the	tip	of	the	iceberg.	A
book’s	art	program	depends	on	scientific	illustrators.	Coordination	between	the	art	and	the	text—a	key	to	the	success	of	any	textbook—depends	on	the	editorial	expertise	of	the	book’s	editors.	An	attractive	science	text	needs	to	be	designed	and	physically	executed	by	talented	people	who	combine	scientific	acumen	with	artistic	sensibility.	This	book	is
the	creative	product	of	a	team	of	at	least	a	dozen	people	playing	diverse,	mutually	reinforcing	roles—all	dedicated	to	providing	students	with	a	superior	textbook.	We	have	tried	to	keep	animals	front	and	center.	At	the	end	of	our	production,	as	the	orchestra	goes	silent	and	the	klieg	lights	dim,	we	hope	that	animals	leading	their	lives	in	their	natural
habitats	will	be	the	enduring	image	and	memory	left	by	this	book—animals	now	better	understood,	but	still	with	much	to	attract	the	curiosity	of	upcoming	generations	of	biologists.	New	to	this	Edition	We	have	added	genomics	material	to	most	chapters	to	reflect	the	rapidly	growing	role	of	genomics	and	related	disciplines	in	the	modern	study	of
animal	physiology.	As	in	all	new	editions,	two	of	our	central	goals	were	to	update	content	and	enhance	pedagogical	effectiveness	throughout.	To	these	ends,	we	have	reconsidered	every	sentence	and	every	element	of	the	art	program.	Now	the	total	of	figures	and	tables	exceeds	750,	of	which	over	130	are	revised	or	new.	Chapters	that	have	received
exceptional	attention	are:	Chapter	4	(development	and	epigenetics),	Chapter	6	(nutrition,	feeding,	and	digestion),	Chapter	10	(thermal	relations),	Chapter	14	(sensory	processes),	Chapter	17	(reproduction),	Chapter	18	(animal	navigation),	Chapter	19	(control	of	movement),	and	Chapter	29	(kidney	physiology,	edited	more	completely	to	emphasize
plasma	regulation).	The	index	is	new	and	upgraded.	In	addition	to	the	genomics	content	already	mentioned,	many	topics	have	been	added	or	substantially	upgraded,	including	(but	not	limited	to):	bioluminescence,	cardiac	muscle	of	vertebrates,	CRISPR,	evolution	of	electric	fish,	gills	of	ram-ventilating	fish,	human	individual	variation	in	maximal	rate
of	O2	consumption,	human	thermoregulation,	hunger	and	satiation,	insect	juvenile	hormone,	metabotropic	sensory	transduction,	monarch	butterfly	migration,	neuron	population	coding,	ocean	acidification,	opah	endothermy,	owl	auditory	localization,	PGC-1α	roles	in	exercise	training,	physiological	“personalities,”	python	gut	and	cardiac	genomics,
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Michigan	Gordon	A.	Wyse	Amherst,	Massachusetts	Margaret	Anderson	Northampton,	Massachusetts	March	2016	To	Our	Readers	If	you’ve	ever	been	to	a	show	and	one	of	the	producers	stepped	out	on	stage	before	the	curtain	went	up	to	offer	remarks	about	the	upcoming	event,	you	will	understand	the	nature	of	these	two	pages.	We,	your	authors,
want	to	say	a	few	words	about	the	way	we	approached	writing	this	book.	We	would	also	like	to	mention	how	we	have	handled	several	challenging	issues.	One	of	our	primary	goals	has	been	to	create	a	book	in	which	you	will	find	the	fascination	of	physiology	as	well	as	its	content.	Thus	we	start	each	of	the	30	chapters	with	an	intriguing	example	that
illustrates	the	application	of	the	chapter	to	understanding	the	lives	of	animals.	Collectively,	these	examples	highlight	the	many	ways	in	which	the	study	of	physiology	relates	to	biology	at	large.	Besides	our	desire	to	emphasize	the	fascination	of	physiology,	we	have	also	wanted	to	stress	the	importance	of	integrating	knowledge	across	physiological
disciplines—and	the	importance	of	integrating	physiology	with	ecology,	behavior,	molecular	biology,	and	other	fields.	We	have	wanted,	in	addition,	to	discuss	how	concepts	are	tested	and	revised	during	research	in	physiology	and	to	focus	on	the	cutting	edges	in	physiological	research	today.	To	help	meet	these	goals,	we	include	five	“At	Work”
chapters,	which	appear	at	the	ends	of	five	of	the	book’s	six	parts.	You	will	find	that	the	“At	Work”	chapters	are	written	in	a	somewhat	different	style	than	the	other	chapters	because	they	give	extra	emphasis	to	the	process	of	discovery.	The	topics	of	the	“At	Work”	chapters	are	deliberately	chosen	to	be	intriguing	and	important:	diving	by	seals	and
whales,	animal	navigation,	muscle	in	states	of	use	(e.g.,	athletic	training)	and	disuse,	mammals	in	the	Arctic,	and	desert	animals.	Each	“At	Work”	chapter	uses	concepts	introduced	in	the	chapters	preceding	it.	We	hope	you	will	find	these	chapters	to	be	something	to	look	forward	to:	enjoyable	to	read	and	informative.	In	the	information	age,	with	easy
access	to	facts	online,	you	might	wonder,	why	should	I	take	the	course	in	which	I	am	enrolled	and	why	should	I	read	this	book?	The	answer	in	a	few	words	is	that	the	extraordinary	quantities	of	information	now	available	create	extraordinary	challenges	for	synthesis.	To	explain,	the	more	information	each	of	us	can	locate,	the	more	we	need	frameworks
for	organizing	knowledge.	Scientists,	philosophers,	and	historians	who	comment	on	the	practice	of	science	are	almost	never	of	one	mind.	Nonetheless,	they	nearly	universally	reach	one	particular	conclusion:	In	science,	the	mere	accumulation	of	facts	leads	quite	literally	nowhere.	The	successful	pursuit	of	scientific	knowledge	requires	testable
concepts	that	organize	facts.	Scientists	create	concepts	that	organize	raw	information.	Then,	in	science,	it	is	these	concepts	that	we	test	for	their	accuracy	and	utility.	A	good	course	taught	with	a	good	textbook	provides	a	conceptual	framework	into	which	raw	information	can	be	fitted	so	that	it	becomes	part	of	the	essential	life	of	ideas	and	concepts.
We	hope	we	have	provided	you	not	simply	with	a	conceptual	framework,	but	one	that	is	“good	for	the	future.”	By	this	we	mean	we	have	not	tried	merely	to	organize	the	knowledge	already	available.	We	have	tried	in	equal	measure	to	articulate	a	conceptual	framework	that	is	poised	to	grow	and	mature	as	new	knowledge	becomes	available.	Just	briefly
we	want	to	comment	on	three	particular	topics.	First,	our	Box	design.	Boxes	that	start	on	the	pages	of	this	book	often	continue	online.	To	find	the	web	content,	go	to	the	book’s	website	that	is	mentioned	prominently	at	the	end	of	each	chapter.	The	part	of	a	Box	that	you	will	read	online	is	called	a	Box	Extension.	All	the	Box	Extensions	are	fully
integrated	with	the	rest	of	the	book	in	terms	of	concepts,	terminology,	and	artistic	conventions.	Moreover,	many	of	the	Box	Extensions	are	extensive	and	include	informative	figures.	Thus,	we	urge	that	you	keep	reading	when	a	Box	directs	you	to	a	Box	Extension.	Second,	units	of	measure.	For	40	years	there	has	been	a	revolution	underway	focused	on
bringing	all	human	endeavor	into	line	with	a	single	system	of	units	called	the	Système	International	(SI).	Different	countries	have	responded	differently,	as	have	different	fields	of	activity.	Thus,	if	you	purchase	a	box	of	cereal	in	much	of	the	world,	the	cereal’s	energy	value	will	be	quoted	on	the	box	in	kilojoules,	but	elsewhere	it	will	be	reported	in
kilocalories.	If	you	go	to	a	physician	in	the	United	States	and	have	your	blood	pressure	measured,	you	will	have	it	reported	in	millimeters	of	mercury,	but	if	you	read	a	recent	scientific	paper	on	blood	pressures,	the	pressures	will	be	in	kilopascals.	The	current	state	of	transition	in	units	of	measure	presents	challenges	for	authors	just	as	it	does	for	you.
We	have	tried,	in	our	treatment	of	each	physiological	discipline,	to	familiarize	you	with	the	pertinent	units	of	measure	you	are	most	likely	to	encounter	(SI	or	not).	Moreover,	you	will	find	in	Appendix	A	an	extensive	discussion	of	the	Système	International	and	its	relations	to	other	systems	of	units.	The	third	and	final	specific	matter	on	our	minds	is	to
mention	our	referencing	system.	For	each	chapter,	there	are	three	reference	lists:	(1)	a	brief	list	of	particularly	important	or	thought-provoking	references	at	the	end	of	the	chapter,	(2)	a	longer	list	of	references	in	the	section	titled	Additional	References	at	the	back	of	the	book,	and	(3)	a	list	of	all	the	references	cited	as	sources	of	information	for
figures	or	tables	in	the	chapter.	The	final	list	appears	in	the	Figure	and	Table	Citations	at	the	back	of	the	book.	x	 	To	Our	Readers		All	three	of	us	who	wrote	this	book	have	been	dedicated	teachers	throughout	our	careers.	In	addition,	we	have	been	fortunate	to	develop	professional	relationships	and	friendships	with	many	of	our	students.	This	book	is
a	product	of	that	two-way	interaction.	In	the	big	universities	today,	there	are	many	forces	at	work	that	encourage	passivity	and	anonymity.	We	urge	the	opposite.	We	encourage	you	to	talk	science	as	much	as	possible	with	each	other	and	with	your	instructors,	whether	in	classroom	discussions,	study	groups,	office	hours,	or	other	contexts.	Active
learning	of	this	sort	will	contribute	in	a	unique	way	to	your	enjoyment	and	mastery	of	the	subjects	you	study.	We	have	tried,	deliberately,	to	write	a	book	that	will	give	you	a	lot	to	talk	about.	Richard	W.	Hill	Gordon	A.	Wyse	Margaret	Anderson	Media	and	Supplements	to	accompany	Animal	Physiology,	Fourth	Edition	For	the	Student	Companion
Website	(sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e)	The	Animal	Physiology	Companion	Website	includes	content	that	expands	on	the	coverage	in	the	textbook	plus	convenient	study	and	review	tools.	The	site	includes	the	following	resources:	„„Chapter	Outlines	include	all	of	the	headings	and	subheadings	from	each	chapter.	„„Chapter	Summaries	provide	quick
chapter	overviews.	„„Box	Extensions	expand	on	topics	introduced	in	the	textbook	and	cover	important	additional	conceptual	material.	„„Online	Quizzes	cover	all	the	key	material	in	each	chapter	(instructor	registration	required).	„„Flashcards	allow	students	to	learn	and	review	the	many	new	terms	introduced	in	the	textbook.	„„A	complete	Glossary.
For	the	Instructor	(Available	to	qualified	adopters)	Instructor’s	Resource	Library	The	Animal	Physiology	Instructor’s	Resource	Library	includes	a	range	of	resources	to	help	instructors	in	planning	the	course,	preparing	lectures	and	other	course	documents,	and	assessing	students.	The	IRL	includes	the	following	resources:	Presentation	Resources
„„Textbook	Figures	&	Tables:	All	of	the	textbook’s	figures	(both	line	art	and	photographs)	are	provided	as	JPEG	files	at	two	sizes:	high-resolution	(excellent	for	use	in	PowerPoint)	and	low-resolution	(ideal	for	web	pages	and	other	uses).	All	the	artwork	has	been	reformatted	and	optimized	for	exceptional	image	quality	when	projected	in	class.
„„Unlabeled	Figures:	Unlabeled	versions	of	all	figures.	„„PowerPoint	Presentations:	„„Figures	&	Tables:	Includes	all	the	figures	and	tables	from	the	chapter,	making	it	easy	to	insert	any	figure	into	an	existing	presentation.	„„Layered	Art:	Selected	key	figures	throughout	the	textbook	are	prepared	as	step-by-step	and	animated	presentations	that	build
the	figure	one	piece	at	a	time.	Answers	to	End-of-Chapter	Questions 	Answers	to	all	of	the	end-of-chapter	Study	Questions	are	provided	as	Word	documents.	Test	Bank 	Revised	and	updated	for	the	Fourth	Edition,	the	Test	Bank	consists	of	a	broad	range	of	questions	covering	key	facts	and	concepts	in	each	chapter.	Both	multiple-choice	and	short-
answer	questions	are	provided.	The	Test	Bank	also	includes	the	Companion	Website	online	quiz	questions.	All	questions	are	ranked	according	to	Bloom’s	Taxonomy	and	referenced	to	specific	textbook	sections.	Computerized	Test	Bank 	The	entire	Test	Bank,	including	all	of	the	online	quiz	questions,	is	provided	in	Blackboard’s	Diploma	format
(software	included).	Diploma	makes	it	easy	to	assemble	quizzes	and	exams	from	any	combination	of	publisher-provided	questions	and	instructor-created	questions.	In	addition,	quizzes	and	exams	can	be	exported	for	import	into	many	different	course	management	systems,	such	as	Blackboard	and	Moodle.	Online	Quizzing	The	Companion	Website
features	pre-built	chapter	quizzes	(see	above)	that	report	into	an	online	gradebook.	Adopting	instructors	have	access	to	these	quizzes	and	can	choose	to	either	assign	them	or	let	students	use	them	for	review.	(Instructors	must	register	in	order	for	their	students	to	be	able	to	take	the	quizzes.)	Instructors	can	add	questions	and	create	their	own	quizzes.
Course	Management	System	Support	The	entire	Test	Bank	is	provided	in	Blackboard	format,	for	easy	import	into	campus	Blackboard	systems.	In	addition,	using	the	Computerized	Test	Bank	provided	in	the	Instructor’s	Resource	Library,	instructors	can	easily	create	and	export	quizzes	and	exams	(or	the	entire	test	bank)	for	import	into	other	course
management	systems,	including	Moodle,	Canvas,	and	Desire2Learn/Brightspace.	Value	Options	eBook	Animal	Physiology	is	available	as	an	eBook,	in	several	different	formats,	including	VitalSource,	RedShelf,	and	BryteWave.	The	eBook	can	be	purchased	as	either	a	180-day	rental	or	a	permanent	(nonexpiring)	subscription.	All	major	mobile	devices
are	supported.	For	details	on	the	eBook	platforms	offered,	please	visit	www.sinauer.	com/ebooks.	Looseleaf	Textbook	(ISBN	978-1-60535-594-8)	Animal	Physiology	is	also	available	in	a	three-hole	punched,	looseleaf	format.	Students	can	take	just	the	sections	they	need	to	class	and	can	easily	integrate	instructor	material	with	the	text.	Brief	Contents
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CHAPTER	5 	 	Transport	of	Solutes	and	Water	Previous	page	Bioluminescent	fireflies,	when	contemplated,	are	among	the	animals	that	most	vividly	exemplify	how	the	extreme	endpoints	of	the	hierarchy	of	life—molecules	and	ecology—interact	and	are	interdependent.	Having	evolved	unusual	molecular	mechanisms	that	permit	light	production,
fireflies	are	able	to	communicate	ecologically	in	unique	ways.	Shown	is	a	long	exposure	of	fireflies	in	early	summer	in	Japan.	Animals	and	Environments	Function	on	the	Ecological	Stage	Animal	physiology	is	the	study	of	animal	function—the	study	of	“how	animals	work.”	Physiologists—the	scientists	who	carry	out	this	study—bring	a	special
perspective	to	scenes	such	as	birds	migrating.	They	wonder	how	much	energy	the	birds	must	expend	to	fly,	where	and	when	the	birds	obtain	the	energy,	and	how	the	birds	stay	oriented	toward	their	destination	so	as	to	arrive	efficiently.	More	broadly	stated,	physiologists	seek	to	identify	the	functional	challenges	that	migrating	birds	face,	and	they
seek	to	understand	the	functional	properties	of	the	birds	that	allow	them	to	meet	the	challenges.	Billions	of	animals	migrate	over	the	face	of	the	planet	every	year,	making	the	functional	properties	of	migrating	animals	a	subject	of	paramount	importance.	By	definition,	however,	migrating	animals	are	on	the	move;	they	do	not	stay	in	one	place	where
they	might	be	investigated	with	ease.	Consequently,	researchers	have	had	to	be	inventive	to	study	these	animals.	Physiologists	now	have	high-quality	methods	for	measuring	the	cost	of	flight.	Sandpipers	such	as	those	shown	here	are	trained	to	fly	in	a	wind	tunnel,	where	their	speed	of	flight	can	be	controlled.	While	the	birds	fly,	their	rates	of	energy
use	are	measured	by	techniques	designed	not	to	disturb	them.	One	such	technique	makes	use	of	unusual,	benign	isotopes	of	oxygen	1	Long-distance	migrants	Some	populations	of	these	sandpipers,	which	are	known	as	red	knots	(Calidris	canutus),	breed	in	the	high	Arctic	every	summer	but	overwinter	in	southern	Argentina.	The	birds	thus	migrate
almost	halfway	around	the	globe	twice	a	year.	They	use	energy	at	relatively	high	rates	not	only	while	migrating	but	also	during	several	other	phases	of	their	annual	life	cycle,	such	as	their	period	of	nesting	on	the	cold,	exposed	Arctic	tundra.	4	 	Chapter	1	and	hydrogen.	These	isotopes	are	injected	into	the	sandpipers	before	they	start	flying,	and	then
the	rates	of	loss	of	the	isotopes	from	the	birds	are	measured	as	they	fly	unencumbered	in	the	wind	tunnel.	From	the	isotope	data,	the	birds’	rates	of	energy	use	can	be	calculated	as	they	fly	at	speeds	typical	of	migratory	flight.	These	rates	turn	out	to	be	very	high:	about	seven	or	eight	times	the	birds’	resting	rates	of	energy	use.1	Physiologists	have
then	combined	this	information	with	field	observations	on	food	ingestion	and	processing	to	learn	how	the	birds	obtain	sufficient	energy	and	how	they	manage	their	energy	supplies	to	meet	their	flight	needs	during	migration.	One	population	of	the	sandpipers	is	famous	for	migrating	every	spring	from	southern	South	America	to	the	Arctic—a	distance	of
15,000	km	(9300	miles	[mi]).	In	common	with	other	populations	of	the	same	species,	when	these	birds	migrate,	they	alternate	between	extended	stopover	periods,	during	which	they	“refuel”	by	feeding,	and	flight	periods,	during	which	they	fly	nonstop	for	long	distances—sometimes	more	than	5000	km	(3100	mi).	Based	on	the	information	available,
the	sandpipers	fuel	each	long,	uninterrupted	flight	by	eating	lots	of	clams,	snails,	and	other	food	during	the	stopover	period—often	lasting	3–4	weeks—that	immediately	precedes	the	flight.	By	the	time	they	take	off,	the	birds	must	have	enough	stored	energy	to	fuel	the	entire	next	leg	of	their	journey	because	they	do	not	eat	as	they	fly.	During	a
stopover	period,	as	the	birds	eat	day	after	day,	they	store	a	great	amount	of	energy	as	fat,	and	their	body	weight	can	increase	by	50%.	Physiologists	have	discovered,	however,	that	the	birds’	adjustments	during	a	stopover	period	are	far	more	complex	than	simply	storing	fat.	For	part	of	the	time,	the	birds’	stomach	and	intestines	are	large,	aiding	them
in	processing	food	at	a	high	rate.	During	the	week	before	they	take	flight,	however,	several	organs	that	they	will	not	use	during	flight,	including	their	stomach	and	intestines,	decrease	significantly	in	size.	Other	organs,	such	as	their	heart,	grow	larger.	Overall,	during	that	week,	the	body	of	each	bird	is	reproportioned	in	ways	that	poise	the	bird	to	fly
strongly,	while	reducing	the	amount	of	unnecessary	weight	to	be	carried.	By	investigating	these	phenomena,	physiologists	have	revealed	that	the	fascinating	migrations	of	these	birds	are,	in	truth,	far	more	fascinating	than	anyone	could	have	imagined	prior	to	the	detailed	study	of	function.	As	you	start	your	study	of	physiology,	we—your	authors—
believe	you	are	at	the	beginning	of	a	great	adventure.	We	feel	privileged	to	have	spent	our	professional	lives	learning	how	animals	work,	and	we	are	eager	to	be	your	guides.	If	we	could	hop	with	you	into	a	fantastic	travel	machine	and	tour	Earth	in	the	realms	we	are	about	to	travel	in	this	book,	we	would	point	out	sperm	whales	diving	an	hour	or	more
to	depths	of	a	mile	or	more,	electric	fish	using	modified	muscles	to	generate	500-V	shocks,	just-born	reindeer	calves	standing	wet	with	amniotic	fluid	in	the	frigid	Arctic	wind,	reef	corals	growing	prolifically	because	algae	within	their	tissues	permit	internal	photosynthesis,	and	moths	flying	through	cool	nights	with	bodies	as	warm	as	those	of
mammals.	Each	of	these	scenes	draws	the	interest	of	physiologists	and	continues	to	spark	new	physiological	research.	1	The	method	of	measuring	rate	of	energy	consumption	discussed	here,	known	as	the	doubly	labeled	water	method,	is	explained	in	greater	detail	on	page	217.	Figure	1.1 	Pacific	salmon	migrating	upriver	to	their	spawn-	ing
grounds 	Having	spent	several	years	feeding	and	growing	in	the	Pacific	Ocean,	these	fish	have	once	again	found	the	river	in	which	they	were	conceived.	Now	they	must	power	their	way	back	to	their	birthplace	to	spawn,	even	though	they	ate	their	last	meal	at	sea	and	will	starve	throughout	their	upriver	journey.	Shown	are	sockeye	salmon
(Oncorhynchus	nerka).	The	Importance	of	Physiology	Why	is	the	study	of	animal	physiology	important	to	you	and	to	people	in	general?	Not	the	least	of	the	reasons	is	the	one	we	have	already	emphasized—namely,	that	a	full	understanding	and	appreciation	of	all	the	marvels	and	other	phenomena	of	the	animal	world	depend	on	an	analysis	of	how
animals	work.	The	study	of	physiology	draws	us	beyond	surface	impressions	into	the	inner	workings	of	animals,	and	nearly	always	this	venture	is	not	only	a	voyage	of	discovery,	but	also	one	of	revelation.	The	study	of	physiology	also	has	enormous	practical	applications	because	physiology	is	a	principal	discipline	in	the	understanding	of	health	and
disease.	The	analysis	of	many	human	diseases—ranging	from	aching	joints	to	heart	failure—depends	on	understanding	how	the	“human	machine”	works.	A	physician	who	studies	heart	disease,	for	instance,	needs	to	know	the	forces	that	make	blood	flow	into	the	heart	chambers	between	one	heartbeat	and	the	next.	The	physician	also	needs	to	know
how	pressures	are	developed	to	eject	blood	into	the	arteries,	how	the	cells	of	the	heart	muscle	coordinate	their	contractions,	and	how	the	nutrient	and	O2	needs	of	all	parts	of	the	heart	muscle	are	met.	We	discuss	these	and	other	aspects	of	mammalian	physiology	extensively	in	this	book.	Even	when	we	turn	our	attention	to	other	types	of	animals,	our
study	will	often	have	application	to	human	questions.	One	reason	is	that	nonhuman	animals	are	often	used	as	“models”	for	research	that	advances	understanding	of	human	physiology.	Research	on	squids,	for	instance,	has	been	indispensable	for	advancing	knowledge	of	human	neurophysiology	because	some	of	the	nerve	cells	of	squids	are	particularly
large	and	therefore	easily	studied.	Animals	and	Environments 	5	Physiology	is	as	important	for	understanding	the	health	and	disease	of	nonhuman	animals	as	it	is	for	understanding	health	and	disease	in	humans.	An	example	is	provided	by	studies	of	another	group	of	migrating	animals,	the	Pacific	salmon—which	swim	up	rivers	to	reach	their
spawning	grounds	(Figure	1.1).	Physiologists	have	measured	the	costs	these	fish	incur	to	swim	upstream	and	leap	waterfalls.	This	research	has	enabled	better	understanding	of	threats	to	their	health.	For	instance,	although	each	individual	dam	along	a	river	might	be	designed	to	let	salmon	pass,	a	series	of	dams	might	so	increase	the	overall	cost	of
migration	that	the	fish—which	don’t	eat	and	live	just	on	their	stores	of	energy	when	migrating—could	run	out	of	energy	before	reaching	their	spawning	grounds.	With	knowledge	of	the	energetics	of	swimming	and	leaping,	managers	can	make	rational	predictions	of	the	cumulative	effects	of	dams,	rather	than	simply	altering	rivers	and	waiting	to	see
what	happens.	The	effects	of	water	pollutants,	such	as	heavy	metals	and	pesticides,	are	other	important	topics	in	salmon	physiology.	Examples	in	other	animals	include	studies	of	stress	and	nutrition.	Careful	physiological	studies	have	solved	mysterious	cases	of	population	decline	by	revealing	that	the	animals	were	under	stress	or	unable	to	find
adequate	amounts	of	acceptable	foods.	In	brief,	physiology	is	one	of	the	key	disciplines	for	understanding	„„The	fundamental	biology	of	all	animals	„„Human	health	and	disease	(A)	Ecological	and	evolutionary	levels	of	organization	For	a	pheasant,	all-out	exertion	to	escape	a	predator	is	crucial	at	the	ecological	and	evolutionary	levels	of	organization.
„„The	health	and	disease	of	nonhuman	animals	of	importance	in	human	affairs	The	Highly	Integrative	Nature	of	Physiology	Physiology	is	also	important	in	the	study	of	biology	because	it	is	one	of	biology’s	most	integrative	disciplines.	Physiologists	study	all	the	levels	of	organization	of	the	animal	body.	In	this	respect,	they	are	much	like	detectives	who
follow	leads	wherever	the	leads	take	them.	To	understand	how	an	organ	works,	for	instance,	information	about	the	nervous	and	hormonal	controls	of	the	organ	might	be	required,	plus	information	about	enzyme	function	in	the	organ,	which	might	lead	to	studies	of	the	activation	of	genes	that	code	for	enzyme	synthesis.	Physiology	not	only	pursues	all
these	levels	of	biological	organization	within	individual	animals	but	also	relates	this	knowledge	to	the	ecology	and	evolutionary	biology	of	the	animals.	Students	often	especially	enjoy	their	study	of	physiology	because	the	discipline	is	so	integrative,	bringing	together	and	synthesizing	many	concepts	that	otherwise	can	seem	independent.	Suppose	we
observe	a	pheasant	pursued	by	a	fox.	This	scene	has	obvious	evolutionary	and	ecological	importance	(Figure	1.2A);	if	the	pheasant	is	to	continue	passing	its	genes	to	future	generations,	it	must	win	the	contest,	but	if	it	loses,	the	fox	gets	to	eat.	In	other	words,	the	outcome	is	significant	at	the	evolutionary	and	ecological	levels	of	organization.	But	what
determines	the	outcome?	The	The	structure	and	contractile	properties	of	the	pheasant’s	muscle	cells	help	determine	how	fast	the	pheasant	can	escape.	(B)	Cellular	level	of	organization	(C)	Biochemical	level	of	organization	Failure	of	escape	=	death	Pyruvic	acid	CO2	Acetyl	coenzyme	A	Oxaloacetate	The	Krebs	cycle,	which	is	an	important	process	in
making	ATP	for	use	in	muscle	contraction,	also	helps	determine	how	fast	the	pheasant	can	escape.	Success	of	escape	=	life	and	future	reproduction	Figure	1.2 	The	study	of	physiology	integrates	knowledge	at	all	levels	of	organization 	(A)	When	we	see	a	pheasant	or	other	animal	escaping	from	a	predator,	we	tend	to	think	of	the	process	as	being
entirely	a	matter	of	behavior.	Actually,	however,	internal	physiological	processes	such	as	(B)	muscle	contraction	and	(C)	ATP	production	play	key	roles,	because	the	outward	behavior	of	the	animal	Citrate	Isocitrate	Malate	Fumarate	Krebs	cycle	CO2	α-Ketoglutarate	Succinate	CO2	Succinyl	coenzyme	A	can	be	only	as	effective	as	these	internal
processes	permit.	The	study	of	physiology	considers	all	the	relevant	levels	of	organization,	from	the	cellular	and	biochemical	processes	involved	in	running	and	flying	to	the	ecological	and	evolutionary	consequences.	See	Chapter	8	for	more	detail	on	ATP	production	and	Chapter	20	for	more	on	muscle	structure	and	force	production.	6	 	Chapter	1
Different	populations	of	salmon	travel	vastly	different	distances.	Going	far	upriver	can	provide	advantages	of	certain	kinds,	such	as	providing	pristine	spawning	grounds.	However,	this	ecological	factor	has	other	consequences	as	well.	Females	that	exert	great	effort	to	reach	their	spawning	grounds,	such	as	by	swimming	great	distances,	spawn	fewer
eggs	because	swimming	diverts	energy	away	from	use	in	reproduction	(see	Figure	1.3D).	Mechanism	and	Origin:	Physiology’s	Two	Central	Questions	Physiology	seeks	to	answer	two	central	questions	about	how	animals	work:	(1)	What	is	the	mechanism	by	which	a	function	is	accomplished,	and	(2)	how	did	that	mechanism	come	to	be?	To	understand
why	there	are	two	questions,	consider	the	analogous	problem	of	how	a	car	works.	In	particular,	how	is	an	engine-driven	wheel	made	to	turn?	To	understand	this	function,	you	could	disassemble	a	car	and	experiment	on	its	parts.	You	could	study	how	the	pistons	inside	the	cylinders	of	the	engine	are	made	to	oscillate	by	forces	released	from	exploding
gasoline,	how	the	pistons	and	connecting	rods	turn	the	drive	shaft,	and	so	forth.	From	studies	like	these,	you	would	learn	how	the	car	works.	At	the	conclusion	of	such	studies,	however,	you	would	have	only	half	the	answer	to	the	question	of	how	the	car	works.	Presuming	that	you	have	investigated	a	routine	design	of	modern	car,	your	experiments	will
have	revealed	how	a	routine	internal	combustion	engine	turns	a	wheel	by	way	of	a	routine	transmission.	Let	your	mind	run	free,	however,	and	you	may	quickly	realize	that	there	are	alternative	designs	for	a	car.	The	engine	could	have	been	a	steam	engine	or	an	electric	engine,	for	example.	Accordingly,	when	you	ponder	how	a	wheel	turns,	you	see
that	you	really	face	two	questions:	the	immediate	question	of	how	a	particular	design	of	car	makes	a	wheel	turn,	and	the	ultimate	question	of	how	that	particular	design	came	into	being.	Physiologists	also	face	these	two	questions	of	mechanism	and	origin.	The	study	of	mechanism:	How	do	modern-day	animals	carry	out	their	functions?	If	you	examine
a	particular	car	and	its	interacting	parts	to	understand	how	it	works,	you	are	learning	about	the	mechanisms	of	function	of	the	car.	Likewise,	if	you	study	the	interacting	parts	of	a	particular	animal—from	organs	to	enzymes—to	learn	how	it	works,	you	are	studying	the	animal’s	mechanisms.	In	physiology,	Figure	1.3 	To	develop	a	full	understanding	of
salmon	swimming,	physiologists	integrate	studies	at	multiple	levels	of	organization 	To	understand	the	physiology	of	fish,	physiolo-	gists	consider	(A)	evolutionary	biology,	(B)	the	laws	of	chemistry	and	physics,	and	(D)	ecological	relations—as	well	as	(C)	body	function	at	all	levels	of	organization.	All	elements	shown	are	for	fish	in	a	single	genus,
Oncorhynchus,	the	Pacific	salmonid	fish.	In	(C)	the	drawing	in	“Systems	physiology”	is	a	cross	section	of	the	body;	the	salmon	in	“Morphology”	is	a	chinook	salmon.	(Graph	in	A—	which	pertains	to	populations	of	chum	salmon—after	Hendry	et	al.	2004;	cross	section,	salmon,	and	biomechanics	illustration	in	C	after	Videler	1993;	graph	in	D—which
pertains	to	sockeye	salmon—after	Crossin	et	al.	2004.)	▲	physiological	properties	of	many	of	the	pheasant’s	internal	tissues	play	major	roles.	The	speed	at	which	the	pheasant	can	escape,	for	example,	depends	on	the	precise	ways	that	the	pheasant’s	muscles	work	(Figure	1.2B)	as	they	contract	to	produce	the	mechanical	forces	that	propel	the
pheasant	forward.	The	pheasant’s	speed	also	depends	on	its	biochemical	mechanisms	of	producing	adenosine	triphosphate	(ATP)	(Figure	1.2C),	because	the	muscles	use	ATP	as	their	source	of	energy	for	producing	mechanical	forces,	and	consequently	they	can	work	only	as	fast	as	their	ATP	supply	permits.	In	a	very	real	sense,	the	pheasant’s	success
at	the	ecological	and	evolutionary	levels	of	organization	is	a	direct	consequence	of	the	pheasant’s	physiological	capabilities	at	the	cellular	and	biochemical	levels	of	organization	in	its	tissues.	To	explore	the	highly	integrative	nature	of	the	study	of	physiology	in	greater	detail,	let’s	again	consider	the	Pacific	salmon.	As	juveniles,	these	fish	migrate	from
rivers	to	the	open	ocean.	Years	later,	they	return	to	the	very	rivers	of	their	conception	to	procreate	the	next	generation.	Before	a	returning	salmon	enters	freshwater,	it	maintains	its	blood	more	dilute	than	the	seawater	in	which	it	swims.	After	it	enters	freshwater,	however,	it	must	maintain	its	blood	more	concentrated	than	the	dilute	freshwater	now
surrounding	it.	Another	challenge	the	salmon	faces	is	meeting	the	energy	costs	of	its	migration.	Once	in	its	natal	river,	a	salmon	no	longer	eats.	Yet	it	may	swim	for	many	weeks	before	it	reaches	its	spawning	grounds—sometimes	traveling	against	the	river	current	as	far	as	1100	km	(680	mi)	and,	in	mountainous	regions,	climbing	1.2	km	(0.75	mi)	in
altitude.	During	this	trip,	because	the	fish	is	starving,	it	gradually	breaks	down	the	substance	of	its	body	to	supply	its	energy	needs	(e.g.,	needs	for	metabolic	fuels	to	produce	ATP);	50–70%	of	all	tissues	that	can	supply	energy	for	metabolism	are	typically	used	by	the	time	the	fish	reaches	its	destination.	As	physiologists	study	salmon,	they	consider	all
levels	of	organization	(Figure	1.3).	As	part	of	their	background	of	knowledge,	they	recognize	that	the	populations	and	species	of	salmon	alive	today	not	only	are	products	of	evolution	but	also	are	still	evolving	(see	Figure	1.3A).	Physiologists	also	recognize	that	the	laws	of	chemistry	and	physics	need	to	be	considered	(see	Figure	1.3B),	because	animals
must	obey	those	laws—and	sometimes	they	exploit	them.	For	understanding	swimming,	multiple	levels	of	organization	must	be	considered	(see	Figure	1.3C).	The	nervous	system	generates	coordinated	nerve	impulses	that	travel	to	the	swimming	muscles,	which	contract	using	energy	drawn	from	ATP	that	is	synthesized	from	organic	food	molecules
that	serve	as	metabolic	fuels.	The	contraction	of	the	swimming	muscles	then	exerts	biomechanical	forces	on	the	water	that	propel	the	fish	forward.	The	investigation	of	swimming	illustrates,	too,	the	important	general	point	that	the	study	of	function	typically	goes	hand	in	hand	with	the	study	of	form;	knowledge	of	anatomy	often	sets	the	stage	for
understanding	physiology,	and	as	function	is	clarified,	it	typically	helps	account	for	anatomy.	Often,	the	ultimate	goal	of	a	physiological	study	is	to	understand	how	an	animal	functions	in	its	natural	environment.	Thus	an	ecological	perspective	is	vital	as	well.	As	seen	in	Figure	1.3D,	when	an	individual	salmon’s	fluid	environment	changes	from	saltwater
to	freshwater,	the	fish	alters	the	set	of	ion-transporting	proteins	expressed	in	its	gills,	permitting	inward	ion	pumping	in	freshwater	whereas	ions	were	pumped	outward	in	saltwater.	The	distance	a	fish	swims	is	another	important	ecological	consideration.	Animals	and	Environments 	7	(B)	Chemistry	and	physics	Genetic	difference	between
populations	(A)	Evolution	Today’s	animals	are	products	of	evolution	and	are	still	evolving	Thrust	–	Drag	=	Mass	×	Acceleration	Populations	of	one	salmon	species	differ	genetically,	and	this	difference	increases	as	the	distance	between	them	increases.	0	C6H12O6	+	6	O2	→	6	CO2	+	6	H2O	+	energy	2000	4000	6000	Physical	separation	(kilometers)
Animals	must	adhere	to	the	laws	of	chemistry	and	physics—and	sometimes	they	take	advantage	of	them.	(C)	Physiology	depends	on	all	levels	of	organization	in	the	body	Cell	physiology	Systems	physiology	Nerves	Nerve	impulses…	Voltage	across	nerve	cell	membrane	Nerve	cell	Spinal	cord	…delivered	through	the	nervous	system…	Vertebra
Swimming	muscle	Time	…activate	the	swimming	muscles.	Morphology	Biochemistry	Organic	fuel	molecules	ATP	CO2	Enzymes	in	the	muscle	cells	catalyze	reactions	that	provide	energy	for	contraction.	Biomechanics	The	fish	propels	itself	by	applying	forces	to	the	water.	(D)	Ecology	Physiology	acts	within	an	ecological	context	Saltwater	Freshwater
When	salmon	swim	from	saltwater	(left)	into	freshwater	(right),	they	modify	the	ion-transport	proteins	in	their	gill	epithelium—so	that	they	can	pump	ions	inward	in	freshwater	even	though	they	pumped	ions	outward	in	seawater.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	01.03	10-30-15	Size	of	ovaries	(g)	550	450	350	250
150	50	KEY	Sizes	of	circles	symbolize	amount	One	cell-membrane	protein	Another	cell-membrane	protein	0	100	200	300	400	500	600	700	800	Effort	required	to	reach	spawning	grounds	from	sea	(index)	The	biomass	of	eggs	to	be	spawned	becomes	smaller	as	salmon	work	harder	to	swim	upriver	to	spawning	grounds.	8	 	Chapter	1	(A)	A	firefly
producing	light	(B)	Anatomy	of	the	light	organ	Light	organ	(lantern)	A	gas-filled	tubule	(trachea	or	tracheole)	brings	O2	to	each	light	cell	in	the	light	organ.	The	final	tubules	in	this	branching	system	have	diameters	so	small	(<	1	µm)	that	they	are	invisible	to	the	human	eye.	Figure	1.4 	Light	production	by	fireflies 	Fireflies	are	not	in	fact	flies.
Instead	they	are	beetles.	(A)	Light	is	produced	by	a	light	organ	at	the	posterior	end	of	the	abdomen.	Photinus	pyralis,	found	in	the	eastern	and	central	United	States,	is	shown	here.	Insects	employ	a	system	of	branching	gas-filled	tubules	to	deliver	oxygen	(O2)	to	all	their	cells.	O2	enters	this	system	at	pores	on	the	surface	of	the	insect’s	body.
mechanism	refers	to	the	components	of	actual,	living	animals	and	the	interactions	among	those	components	that	enable	the	animals	to	perform	as	they	do.	Curiosity	about	mechanism	is	what	inspires	most	physiologists	to	study	animals,	and	studies	of	mechanism	dominate	physiological	research.	Physiology,	in	fact,	is	most	clearly	distinguished	from
other	biological	disciplines	with	which	it	is	related,	such	as	morphology	or	ecology,	by	its	central	focus	on	the	study	of	mechanism.	A	physiologist	typically	begins	an	investigation	by	observing	a	particular	capability	that	excites	curiosity	or	needs	to	be	understood	for	practical	purposes.	The	capability	of	the	human	visual	system	to	distinguish	red	and
blue	is	an	example.	Another	example	is	the	ability	of	certain	types	of	nerve	cells	to	conduct	nerve	impulses	at	speeds	of	over	100	meters	(m)	per	second.	Whatever	the	capability	of	interest,	the	typical	goal	of	physiological	research	is	to	discover	its	mechanistic	basis.	What	cells,	enzymes,	and	other	parts	of	the	body	are	employed,	and	how	are	they
employed,	to	enable	the	animal	to	perform	as	it	does?	For	a	detailed	example	of	a	mechanism,	let’s	consider	light	Animal(Physiology	production	byHill	fireflies	Figure	4E	1.4).	Each	light-producing	cell	Sinauer	Associates	in	a	firefly’s	light	organ	receives	molecular	oxygen	(O2)	by	way	Morales	Studio	01.04of	gas-transport	11-20-15	of	a	branchingFigure
system	tubules.	O2	enters	this	system	from	the	atmosphere	and	is	carried	by	the	tubules	to	all	the	tissues	of	the	insect’s	body	(see	Chapter	23).	To	understand	how	a	light-producing	cell	emits	flashes	of	light,	let’s	start	with	the	biochemistry	of	light	production	(Figure	1.5A).	A	chemical	compound	(a	benzothiazol)	named	firefly	luciferin	first	reacts	with
ATP	to	form	luciferyl-AMP	(AMP,	adenosine	monophosphate).	Then,	if	O2	can	reach	the	luciferyl-AMP,	the	two	react	to	form	a	chemical	product	in	which	electrons	are	boosted	to	an	excited	state,	and	when	this	electron-excited	product	returns	to	its	ground	state,	it	emits	photons.	This	sequence	of	reactions	requires	a	protein	(B)	A	detailed	image	of
the	exceedingly	fine	gas-transport	tubules	in	the	light	organ	was	finally	obtained	in	Asian	fireflies	(Luciola)	in	2014	by	use	of	advanced	X-ray	methods.	Each	light	cell	in	the	light	organ	is	supplied	by	a	tiny	gas-transport	tubule.	(Tubule	image	in	B	courtesy	of	École	Polytechnique	Fédérale	de	Lausanne,	after	Tsai	et	al.	2014.)	catalyst,	an	enzyme	called
firefly	luciferase.	A	question	only	recently	answered	is	how	cells	within	the	light	organ	are	controlled	so	that	they	flash	at	certain	times	but	remain	dark	at	others.	When	a	firefly	is	not	producing	light	(Figure	1.5B),	any	O2	that	reaches	the	insect’s	light	cells	via	its	gas-transport	tubules	is	intercepted	(and	thereby	prevented	from	reacting	with	luciferyl-
AMP)	by	mitochondria	that	are	positioned	(in	each	cell)	between	the	gastransport	tubules	and	the	sites	of	the	luciferin	reactions.	The	light	cells	produce	light	(Figure	1.5C)	when,	because	of	stimulation	by	the	nervous	system,	the	mitochondria	become	bathed	with	nitric	oxide	(NO).2	The	NO	blocks	mitochondrial	use	of	O2,	allowing	O2	through	to
react	with	luciferyl-AMP.	Facts	like	these	form	a	description	of	the	mechanism	by	which	fireflies	produce	light.	The	study	of	a	mechanism	may	become	so	intricate	that	decades	or	centuries	are	required	for	a	mechanism	to	be	fully	understood.	By	definition,	however,	the	complete	mechanism	of	any	given	function	is	present	for	study	in	the	here	and
now.	A	scientist	can,	in	principle,	fully	describe	the	mechanism	of	a	process	merely	by	studying	existing	animals	in	ever-finer	detail.	The	study	of	origin:	Why	do	modern-day	animals	possess	the	mechanisms	they	do?	Suppose	a	youngster	observes	a	firefly	produce	a	flash	of	light	and	asks	you	to	explain	what	he	has	seen.	One	way	you	could	interpret
the	request	is	as	a	question	about	mechanism.	Thus	you	could	answer	that	the	brain	of	the	insect	sends	nerve	impulses	that	cause	the	light	cells	to	become	bathed	with	nitric	oxide,	resulting	in	the	production	of	excited	electrons	through	the	reaction	of	O2	with	luciferyl-AMP.	However,	the	youngster	who	asks	you	to	explain	2	Interestingly,	NO—the
signaling	molecule	that	controls	firefly	flashing—	is	the	same	molecule	that	initiates	erection	of	the	penis	in	human	sexual	activity	(see	page	490).	Animals	and	Environments 	9	(A)	Light-emitting	chemical	reactions	Firefly	luciferin	ATP	Luciferyl-AMP	Catalysis	by	firefly	luciferase	O2	Electron-excited	product	Photons	Ground-state	product	(B)	Light
cell	in	dark	state	In	the	dark	state,	the	mitochondria	intercept	O2…	Light	cell	…and	the	light-emitting	reactions	therefore	receive	no	O2	and	cannot	go	to	completion.	Luciferin	ATP	Gas-transport	tubule	Luciferyl-AMP	O2	O2	Mitochondria	(C)	Light	cell	in	flashing	state	In	the	flashing	state,	nitric	oxide	is	produced	under	nervous	control	and	bathes	the
mitochondria,	preventing	them	from	intercepting	O2.	Luciferin	ATP	Luciferyl-AMP	O2	O2	O2	O2	Nitric	oxide	Pulses	of	O2	reach	the	luciferin	reactions,	resulting	in	pulses	of	light.	Figure	1.5 	The	mechanism	of	light	production	by	fireflies	(A)	The	chemistry	of	light	production.	(B,C)	In	the	light	cells—the	cells	that	compose	the	light	organ—the	luciferin
reactions	are	spatially	separated	from	mitochondria.	When	a	light	cell	is	not	flashing	(B),	the	mitochondria	intercept	O2.	However,	when	a	cell	is	flashing	(C),	O2	gets	through	to	the	luciferin	reactions.	AMP	=	adenosine	monophosphate;	ATP	=	adenosine	triphosphate.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	the	flashing	of	a	firefly
is	probably	interested	in	something	else.	The	reason	the	firefly	makes	light	is	probably	what	is	on	your	young	friend’s	mind,	rather	than	the	mechanism.	That	is,	the	youngster	is	probably	wondering	why	the	firefly	possesses	a	mechanism	to	make	light.	For	biologists,	the	answer	lies	in	evolutionary	origins.	The	mechanisms	of	modern-day	animals	are
products	of	evolution,	and	thus	the	reasons	for	the	existence	of	mechanisms	lie	in	evolutionary	processes.	The	study	of	evolutionary	origins	is	a	central	aim	of	modern	physiology	because	it	promises	to	reveal	the	significance	of	mechanisms.	If	we	can	learn	why	evolution	produced	a	mechanism,	we	will	better	understand	what	(if	anything)	animals	gain
by	having	the	mechanism.	Because	modern-day	mechanisms	evolved	in	the	past,	the	question	of	origins	is	fundamentally	historical.	The	origins	of	a	mechanism,	unlike	the	mechanism	itself,	cannot	usually	be	observed	directly	in	the	here	and	now.	Instead,	origins	must	usually	be	studied	indirectly,	by	means	of	inferences	about	the	past	derived	from
observations	we	can	make	in	the	present.	The	reliance	on	indirect	reasoning	means	that	evolutionary	origins	are	rarely	understood	with	the	same	certainty	as	mechanisms.	Natural	selection	is	a	key	process	of	evolutionary	origin	Natural	selection	is	just	one	of	several	processes	by	which	animals	acquire	traits	during	evolution,	as	we	discuss	later	in
this	chapter.	Natural	selection,	however,	holds	a	place	of	special	importance	for	biologists	because,	of	all	the	modes	of	evolutionary	change,	natural	selection	is	believed	to	be	the	principal	process	by	which	animals	become	fit	to	live	in	their	environments.	Natural	selection	is	the	increase	in	frequency	of	genes	that	produce	phenotypes	that	raise	the
likelihood	that	animals	will	survive	and	reproduce.	During	evolution	by	natural	selection,	such	genes	increase	in	frequency—over	the	course	of	generations—because	animals	with	the	genes	are	differentially	successful	relative	to	other	members	of	their	species.	If	we	find	that	a	physiological	mechanism	originated	by	natural	selection	within	the
prevailing	environment,	we	can	conclude	that	the	mechanism	is	an	asset;	that	is,	it	improves	an	animal’s	chances	of	survival	and	reproduction	within	the	environment	the	animal	occupies.	Adaptation	is	an	important	sister	concept	to	natural	selection.	Because	we	discuss	adaptation	at	length	later,	here	we	simply	state	that	an	adaptation	is	a
physiological	mechanism	or	other	trait	that	is	a	product	of	evolution	by	natural	selection.	Adaptations	are	assets;	because	of	the	way	they	originated,	they	aid	the	survival	and	reproduction	of	animals	living	in	the	environment	where	they	evolved.	When	we	speak	of	the	adaptive	significance	of	a	trait	evolved	by	natural	selection,	we	refer	to	the	reason
why	the	trait	is	an	asset:	that	is,	the	reason	why	natural	selection	favored	the	evolution	of	the	trait.	The	light	flashes	of	fireflies	usually	function	to	attract	mates.	The	males	of	each	species	of	firefly	emit	light	flashes	in	a	distinctive,	species-specific	pattern	as	they	fly,	thereby	signaling	their	species	identity	to	females	(Figure	1.6).	Using	various	sorts	of
evidence,	students	of	fireflies	infer	that	the	firefly	light-producing	mechanism	evolved	by	natural	selection	because	light	flashes	can	be	used	to	10	 	Chapter	1	know	the	adaptive	significance,	you	do	not	necessarily	know	anything	about	the	mechanism.	Thus,	to	understand	both	mechanism	and	adaptive	significance,	you	must	study	both.	As	an
example,	consider	light	production	by	fireflies	once	again.	Physiologists	know	of	many	mechanisms	by	which	organisms	can	produce	light.3	Thus,	even	if	fireflies	were	required	to	attract	their	mates	with	light,	their	mechanism	of	making	light	would	not	be	limited	theoretically	to	just	the	mechanism	they	use.	The	mechanism	of	light	production	by
fireflies	cannot	be	deduced	from	simple	knowledge	of	the	purpose	for	which	the	mechanism	is	used.	Conversely,	light	flashes	could	be	used	for	purposes	other	than	mate	attraction,	such	as	luring	prey,	distracting	predators,	or	synchronizing	biorhythms.	The	significance	of	light	production	cannot	be	deduced	from	the	simple	fact	that	light	is	made	or
from	knowledge	of	the	mechanism	by	which	it	is	made.	François	Jacob	(1920–2013),	a	Nobel	laureate,	asked	in	a	famous	article	whether	evolution	by	natural	selection	more	closely	resembles	engineering	or	tinkering.	An	engineer	who	is	designing	a	machine	can	start	from	scratch.	That	is,	an	engineer	can	start	by	thinking	about	the	very	best	design
and	then	build	that	design	from	raw	materials.	A	tinkerer	who	is	building	a	new	machine	starts	with	parts	of	preexisting	machines.	Evolution	is	like	tinkering,	Jacob	argued:	A	population	of	animals	that	is	evolving	a	new	organ	or	process	rarely	starts	from	scratch;	instead,	it	starts	with	structures	or	processes	that	it	already	has	on	hand	for	other
reasons.	The	lungs	of	mammals,	for	example,	originated	as	outpocketings	of	a	Figure	1.6 	Male	fireflies	employ	their	mechanism	of	light	production	for	an	food-transport	tube,	the	esophagus,	in	the	ancient	adaptive	function:	mate	attraction 	The	drawing	shows	representative	flashing	patterns	and	flight	paths	of	males	of	nine	different	species	of
fireflies	of	the	genus	Photifish	that	gave	rise	to	the	tetrapods	living	on	land	nus	from	the	eastern	and	central	United	States.	Each	line	of	flight	represents	a	different	today.	Those	fish,	moreover,	were	not	the	only	species.	For	instance,	the	uppermost	line	represents	Photinus	consimilis,	a	species	that	fish	to	evolve	air-breathing	organs.	Today,	as	we
flies	high	above	the	ground.	To	understand	the	format,	imagine	that	you	are	watching	will	discuss	in	Chapter	23	(see	page	611),	there	are	the	uppermost	firefly	as	it	leaves	the	tree	at	the	left	and	follows	the	numbered	sequence.	various	different	groups	of	fish	that	use	the	stomach,	The	differences	in	flashing	and	flight	patterns	among	species	allow
males	to	signal	their	intestines,	mouth	cavity,	or	outpocketings	of	the	gill	species	to	females.	(From	a	drawing	by	Dan	Otte	in	Lloyd	1966.)	chambers	as	air-breathing	organs.	This	diversity	reminds	one	of	a	tinkerer	who,	in	the	course	of	assembling	a	garden	cart,	might	try	to	use	axles	bring	the	sexes	together.	Thus	the	mechanism	of	light	production
and	wheels	taken	from	a	discarded	bicycle,	an	outdated	trailer,	or	is	an	adaptation,	and	its	adaptive	significance	is	mate	attraction.	an	old	children’s	wagon.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Throughout	evolution,	animals	in	a	sense	have	had	to	remain	Sinauer	Associates	Mechanism	and	adaptive	significance	are	capable	of	living	in	their	old	ways	even	as
they	have	developed	Morales	Studio	distinct	that	do	not	imply	each	other	new	ways.	Thus	design	from	first	principles—the	engineering	Figure	01.06	concepts	10-30-15	Why	have	we	stressed	that	physiology	faces	two	central	questions?	approach—has	not	been	possible.	We	have	emphasized	both	that	physiology	studies	mechanism	3	The	number	of
known	mechanisms	is	partly	obscured	by	the	fact	that	and	that	it	studies	evolutionary	origins	to	understand	adaptive	luciferin	and	luciferase	are	generic	terms,	each	used	to	refer	to	many	distinctly	different	chemical	compounds.	For	example,	more	than	30	significance.	Why	both?	Physiologists	must	seek	answers	to	both	distinctly	different	compounds
are	called	luciferin.	Accordingly,	although	questions	because	mechanism	and	adaptive	significance	do	not	imply	many	bioluminescent	organisms	are	said	to	use	a	“luciferin–luciferase	each	other.	If	you	know	the	mechanism	of	a	process,	you	do	not	system”	to	make	light,	all	such	organisms	are	not	by	any	means	employing	the	same	chemistry.
necessarily	know	anything	about	its	adaptive	significance.	If	you	1	Soon	after	it	has	cleared	the	tree,	the	uppermost	firefly	emits	three	flashes	in	close	sequence.	2	Then	it	flies	awhile	without	flashing.	3	Again	it	emits	a	set	of	three	flashes	and	goes	dark.	4	Finally	it	emits	three	more	flashes	just	before	it	disappears	from	your	field	of	vision	to	the	right.
Animals	and	Environments 	11	(A)	Octopus	(B)	Fish	The	nerve	cells	that	convey	visual	signals	from	the	retinal	receptors	to	the	brain	leave	the	eye	directly	in	multiple	optic	nerves.	Muscle	The	nerve	cells	leaving	the	retina	gather	into	a	single	optic	nerve.	Muscle	Retina	Retina	Lens	Lens	Light	Light	Cornea	Cornea	Iris	Photoreceptor	Iris	To	brain	To
brain	Light	Integrating	neurons	Photoreceptor	Light	In	the	eye	of	an	octopus	or	squid,	the	photoreceptors	point	toward	the	direction	of	incoming	light.	Figure	1.7 	Structures	that	are	similar	in	gross	appear-	ance,	functional	performance,	and	adaptive	significance	can	differ	dramatically	in	details	of	how	they	are	assembled	and	work 	Both
cephalopod	molluscs	and	fish	Retinal	nerve	cells	in	a	fish	or	other	vertebrate,	unlike	those	in	an	octopus,	form	networks	that	extensively	process	visual	information	before	signals	go	to	the	brain.	have	evolved	excellent	vision,	but	they	see	using	different	detailed	mechanisms.	(A	after	Wells	1966	and	Young	1971;	B	after	Walls	1942.)	The	tinkering
aspect	of	evolution	is	a	key	reason	why	mechanism	and	adaptive	significance	do	not	imply	each	other.	The	mechanism	employed	to	perform	a	particular	function	is	not	an	abstraction	but	Hill	Animal	4E	of	the	structures	and	processes	that	came	instead	bearsPhysiology	an	imprint	Sinauer	Associates	before	in	any	particular	evolutionary	line.	Consider,
for	instance,	Morales	Studio	the	eyes	of	two	groups	of	active	aquatic	animals:	the	cephalopod	Figure	01.07	10-30-15	molluscs	(squids	and	octopuses)	and	the	fish.	Both	groups	have	evolved	sophisticated	eyes	that	permit	lifestyles	based	on	excellent	vision.	However,	these	eyes	are	built	on	very	different	retinal	designs	(Figure	1.7).	The	photoreceptors
in	the	retinas	of	fish	point	away	from	the	light;	those	of	squids	and	octopuses	point	toward	the	light.	Moreover,	whereas	visual	signals	from	the	fish	photoreceptors	are	extensively	processed	by	networks	of	integrating	nerve	cells	within	the	retina	before	visual	information	is	sent	to	the	brain	in	a	single	optic	nerve,	in	squids	and	octopuses	the
photoreceptors	send	their	visual	signals	more	directly	to	the	brain	in	multiple	optic	nerves.	The	adaptive	significance	of	excellent	vision	in	the	two	groups	of	In	the	eye	of	a	fish	or	other	vertebrate,	the	photoreceptors	point	away	from	the	direction	of	incoming	light,	so	the	light	must	pass	through	the	retinal	tissue	to	stimulate	the	photoreceptors.
animals	is	similar,	but	the	detailed	mechanisms	are	not.	A	major	reason	for	the	differences	in	mechanisms	is	that	the	two	groups	built	their	eyes	from	different	preexisting	structures.	This	Book’s	Approach	to	Physiology	Mechanistic	physiology,	which	emphasizes	the	study	of	mechanism,	and	evolutionary	physiology,	which	emphasizes	the	study	of
evolutionary	origins,	have	become	recognized	as	major	approaches	to	the	study	of	animal	physiology	in	recent	years.	The	two	approaches	share	the	same	overall	subject	matter:	They	both	address	the	understanding	of	animal	function.	They	differ,	however,	in	the	particular	aspects	of	physiology	they	emphasize.	The	viewpoint	of	this	book,	as	stressed
already,	is	that	both	approaches	are	essential	for	physiology	to	be	fully	understood.	Comparative	physiology	and	environmental	physiology	are	additional	approaches	to	the	study	of	animal	physiology.	These	approaches	overlap	mechanistic	and	evolutionary	physiology,	and	they	overlap	each	other.	Comparative	physiology	is	the	synthetic	study	of	the
function	of	all	animals.	It	contrasts,	for	example,	with	human	physiology	or	avian	physiology,	each	of	which	addresses	only	12	 	Chapter	1	TABLE	1.1 	Major	Parts	of	this	book	and	“At	Work”	chapters	The	“At	Work”	chapters	exemplify	how	the	material	covered	in	each	Part	of	the	book	can	be	used	synthetically	to	understand	a	problem	in	animal
physiology.	Part	“At	Work”	chapter	Part	I:	Fundamentals	of	Physiology	Part	II:	Food,	Energy,	and	Temperature	The	Lives	of	Mammals	in	Frigid	Places	(Chapter	11)	Part	III:	Integrating	Systems	Animal	Navigation	(Chapter	18)	Part	IV:	Movement	and	Muscle	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse	(Chapter	21)	Part	V:	Oxygen,	Carbon	Dioxide,	and
Internal	Transport	Diving	by	Marine	Mammals	(Chapter	26)	Part	VI:	Water,	Salts,	and	Excretion	Mammals	of	Deserts	and	Dry	Savannas	(Chapter	30)	a	limited	set	of	animals.	Comparative	physiology	is	termed	comparative	because	one	of	its	major	goals	is	to	compare	systematically	the	ways	that	various	sorts	of	animals	carry	out	similar	functions,
such	as	vision,	breathing,	or	circulation.	Environmental	physiology	(also	called	physiological	ecology)	is	the	study	of	how	animals	respond	physiologically	to	environmental	conditions	and	challenges,	or—more	briefly—“ecologically	relevant	physiology.”	Integrative	physiology	is	a	relatively	new	term	referring	to	investigations	with	a	deliberate	emphasis
on	synthesis	across	levels	of	biological	organization,	such	as	research	that	probes	the	relations	between	molecular	and	anatomical	features	of	organs.	Our	viewpoint	in	this	book	is	mechanistic,	evolutionary,	comparative,	environmental,	and	integrative.	In	other	words,	we	stress:	„„The	mechanisms	by	which	animals	perform	their	lifesustaining
functions	„„The	evolution	and	adaptive	significance	of	physiological	traits	„„The	ways	in	which	diverse	phylogenetic	groups	of	animals	both	resemble	each	other	and	differ	„„The	ways	in	which	physiology	and	ecology	interact,	in	the	present	and	during	evolutionary	time	„„The	importance	of	all	levels	of	organization	for	the	full	understanding	of
physiological	systems	Overlapping	with	the	classifications	already	discussed,	physiology	is	divided	also	into	various	branches	or	disciplines	based	on	the	types	of	functions	that	are	performed	by	animals.	The	organization	of	this	book	is	based	on	the	types	of	function.	As	Table	1.1	shows,	the	book	consists	of	six	major	subdivisions,	Parts	I	through	VI,
each	of	which	focuses	on	a	particular	set	of	functions.	The	chapters	within	each	part	are	listed	in	the	Table	of	Contents	and	at	the	start	of	each	part.	Here	we	want	to	stress	that	each	part	(except	Part	I)	ends	with	a	unique	type	of	chapter	that	we	call	an	“At	Work”	chapter.	Each	“At	Work”	chapter	takes	a	synthetic	approach	to	a	prominent,	curiosity-
provoking	topic	in	the	part.	Table	1.1	lists	these	topics.	The	principal	goal	of	the	“At	Work”	chapters	is	to	show	how	the	material	in	each	of	the	parts	can	be	used	in	an	integrated	way	to	understand	animal	function.	Now,	as	they	say	in	theater,	“Let	the	play	begin.”	As	we	consider	the	principal	subject	of	this	chapter—function	on	the	ecological	stage—
the	three	major	players	are	animals,	environments,	and	evolutionary	processes	(see	Figure	1.3).	We	now	address	each.	Animals	The	features	of	animals	that	deserve	mention	in	an	initial	overview	are	the	features	that	are	of	overriding	importance.	These	include	that	(1)	animals	are	structurally	dynamic,	(2)	animals	are	organized	systems	that	require
energy	to	maintain	their	organization,	and	(3)	both	time	and	body	size	are	of	fundamental	significance	in	the	lives	of	all	animals.	One	of	the	most	profoundly	important	properties	of	animals	is	that	the	atoms	of	their	bodies—their	material	building	blocks—	undergo	continuous,	dynamic	exchange	with	the	atoms	in	their	environments	throughout	life.
This	structural	dynamism—memorably	termed	“the	dynamic	state	of	body	constituents”	by	Rudolf	Animals	and	Environments 	13	Schoenheimer,	who	discovered	it4—is	a	fundamental	and	crucially	important	way	in	which	animals	differ	from	inanimate	objects	such	as	telephones.	After	a	telephone	is	manufactured,	the	particular	carbon	and	iron
atoms	that	are	built	into	its	substance	remain	as	long	as	the	telephone	exists.	One	might	think	by	casual	observation	that	the	composition	of	a	person,	lion,	or	crab	is	similarly	static.	This	illusion	was	abruptly	dispelled,	however,	when	Schoenheimer	and	others	began	using	chemical	isotopes	as	research	tools.	Isotopes	proved	to	be	revealing	because
they	permit	atoms	to	be	labeled	and	therefore	tracked.	Consider	iron	(Fe)	as	an	example.	Because	most	iron	atoms	in	the	natural	world	are	of	atomic	weight	56	(56Fe),	an	investigator	can	distinctively	label	a	particular	set	of	iron	atoms	by	substituting	the	unusual	(but	stable	and	nonradioactive)	alternative	isotope	of	iron	having	an	atomic	weight	of	58
(58Fe).	Suppose	that	we	make	a	telephone	in	which	all	the	iron	atoms	are	of	the	unusual	58Fe	isotope,	so	that	we	can	distinguish	those	iron	atoms	from	the	ones	generally	available.	Years	later,	all	the	iron	atoms	in	the	telephone	will	still	be	of	the	unusual	58Fe	type.	Suppose,	however,	that	we	create	a	58Fe-labeled	person	by	feeding	the	person	over
the	course	of	a	year	the	unusual	58	Fe	isotope,	so	that	isotopically	distinctive	iron	atoms	are	built	into	hemoglobin	molecules	and	other	iron-containing	molecules	throughout	the	person’s	body.	Suppose	we	then	stop	providing	the	unusual	iron	isotope	in	the	person’s	diet.	Thereafter—as	time	goes	by—the	isotopically	distinctive	58Fe	atoms	in	the	body
will	leave	and	will	be	replaced	with	atoms	of	the	ordinary	isotope,	56	Fe,	from	the	environment.	Years	later,	all	the	unusual	iron	atoms	will	be	gone.	We	see,	therefore,	that	although	the	person	may	outwardly	appear	to	be	structurally	constant	like	a	telephone,	the	iron	atoms	in	the	substance	of	the	person’s	body	at	one	time	differ	from	those	at	another
time.	The	mechanistic	reason	for	the	turnover	of	iron	atoms	in	an	animal	is	that	the	molecular	constituents	of	an	individual’s	body	break	down	and	are	rebuilt.	A	human	red	blood	cell,	for	example,	typically	lives	for	only	4	months.	When	a	red	blood	cell	is	discarded	and	replaced,	some	of	the	iron	atoms	from	the	hemoglobin	molecules	of	the	old	cell	are
excreted	into	the	environment,	and	some	of	the	iron	atoms	built	into	the	new	cell	are	acquired	from	food.	In	this	way,	even	though	the	number	of	red	blood	cells	remains	relatively	constant,	the	iron	atoms	of	the	cells	are	in	dynamic	exchange	with	iron	atoms	in	the	environment.	Essentially	all	the	atoms	in	the	substance	of	an	animal’s	body	undergo
similar	dynamic	exchanges.	Calcium	atoms	enter	an	animal’s	skeleton	and	later	are	withdrawn;	some	of	the	withdrawn	atoms	are	replaced	with	newly	ingested	calcium	atoms	from	the	environment.	Proteins	and	fats	throughout	an	animal’s	body	are	continually	broken	down	at	substantial	rates,5	and	their	resynthesis	is	carried	out	in	part	with
molecules	newly	acquired	from	the	environment,	such	as	amino	acids	and	fatty	acids	from	foods.	Adult	people	typically	resynthesize	2–3%	of	their	body	4	As	chemists	learned	about	and	started	to	synthesize	unusual	isotopes	in	the	1930s,	Rudolf	Schoenheimer	(1898–1941)	was	one	of	the	first	to	apply	the	newfound	isotopes	to	the	study	of	animal
metabolism.	His	classic	book	on	the	subject,	published	posthumously	as	World	War	II	raged,	is	titled	The	Dynamic	State	of	Body	Constituents.	5	See	Chapter	2	(page	59)	for	a	discussion	of	the	ubiquitin–proteasome	system	that	tags	proteins	for	breakdown	and	disassembles	them.	protein	each	day,	and	about	10%	of	the	amino	acids	used	to	build	the
new	protein	molecules	are	acquired	from	food	and	therefore	new	to	the	body.	Have	you	ever	wondered	why	you	need	to	worry	every	week	about	whether	you	are	eating	enough	calcium,	iron,	magnesium,	and	protein?	The	explanation	is	provided	by	the	principles	we	are	discussing.	If	you	were	an	inanimate	object,	enough	of	each	necessary	element	or
compound	could	be	built	into	your	body	at	the	start,	and	you	would	then	have	enough	forever.	Instead,	because	you	are	alive	and	dynamic—rather	than	inanimate	and	static—you	lose	elements	and	compounds	every	day	and	must	replace	them.	As	this	discussion	has	illustrated,	the	material	boundaries	between	an	animal	and	its	environment	are
blurred,	not	crisp.	Atoms	cross	the	boundaries	throughout	life,	so	that	an	atom	that	is	part	of	an	animal’s	tissues	on	one	day	may	be	lying	on	the	forest	floor	or	drifting	in	the	atmosphere	the	next	day,	and	vice	versa.	Possibly	the	most	profound	implication	of	these	facts	is	that	an	animal	is	not	a	discrete	material	object.	The	structural	property	of	an
animal	that	persists	through	time	is	its	organization	If	the	atomic	building	blocks	of	an	animal	are	transient	and	constantly	changing,	by	what	structural	property	is	an	animal	defined?	The	answer	comes	from	imagining	that	we	can	see	the	individual	molecules	in	an	adult	animal’s	body.	If	we	could,	we	would	observe	that	the	molecular	structures	and
the	spatial	relations	of	molecules	in	tissues	are	relatively	constant	over	time,	even	though	the	particular	atoms	constructing	the	molecules	change	from	time	to	time.	A	rough	analogy	would	be	a	brick	wall	that	retains	a	given	size	and	shape	but	in	which	the	bricks	are	constantly	being	replaced,	so	that	the	particular	bricks	present	during	one	month
are	different	from	those	present	a	month	earlier.	The	structural	property	of	an	animal	that	persists	through	time	is	the	organization	of	its	atomic	building	blocks,	not	the	building	blocks	themselves.	Thus	an	animal	is	defined	by	its	organization.	This	characteristic	of	animals	provides	the	most	fundamental	reason	why	animals	require	inputs	of	energy
throughout	life.	As	we	will	discuss	in	detail	in	Chapter	7,	the	second	law	of	thermodynamics	says	that	for	organization	to	be	maintained	in	a	dynamic	system,	use	of	energy	is	essential.	Most	cells	of	an	animal	are	exposed	to	the	internal	environment,	not	the	external	environment	Shifting	our	focus	now	to	the	cells	of	an	animal’s	body,	it	is	important
first	to	stress	that	the	conditions	experienced	by	most	of	an	animal’s	cells	are	the	conditions	inside	the	body,	not	those	outside.	Most	cells	are	bathed	by	the	animal’s	tissue	fluids	or	blood.	Thus	the	environment	of	most	cells	consists	of	the	set	of	conditions	prevailing	in	the	tissue	fluids	or	blood.	Claude	Bernard	(1813–1878),	a	Frenchman	who	was	one
of	the	most	influential	physiologists	of	the	nineteenth	century,	was	the	first	to	codify	this	concept.	He	coined	the	term	internal	environment	(milieu	intérieur)	to	refer	to	the	set	of	conditions—temperature,	pH,	sodium	(Na+)	concentration,	and	so	forth—experienced	by	cells	within	an	animal’s	body.	The	conditions	outside	the	body	represent	the
external	environment.	14	 	Chapter	1	(A)	Temperature	conformity	(B)	Temperature	regulation	…or	the	internal	environment	may	be	held	constant.	An	animal’s	internal	environment	may	be	permitted	to	vary	when	its	external	environment	changes…	40	Internal	temperature	(°C)	Internal	temperature	(°C)	40	30	20	10	10	20	30	External	temperature
(°C)	40	…but	its	blood	Cl–	concentration	remains	almost	constant,	even	though	river	water	is	very	dilute	in	Cl–	and	seawater	is	very	concentrated	in	Cl–.	When	a	salmon	enters	a	river	from	the	sea,	its	body	temperature	(including	blood	temperature)	changes	if	the	river	water	is	warmer	or	cooler	than	the	ocean	water…	Water	temperature	Water	Cl–
concentration	Figure	1.9 	Mixed	conformity	and	regulation	in	a	single	spe-	cies 	Salmon	are	temperature	conformers	but	chloride	regulators.	The	presentation	of	Cl–	regulation	is	diagrammatic;	the	blood	Cl–	concentration	is	not	in	fact	absolutely	constant	but	is	a	little	higher	when	the	fish	are	in	seawater	than	when	they	are	in	freshwater.	internal
temperature	match	the	surrounding	water	temperature	(see	Figure	1.9A).	Simultaneously,	salmon	are	excellent	chloride	regulators;	they	maintain	a	nearly	constant	concentration	of	Cl–	ions	in	their	blood,	regardless	of	how	salty	their	environmental	water	is—that	is,	regardless	of	how	high	or	low	the	outside	Cl–	concentration	is	(see	Figure	1.9B).
Regulation	demands	more	energy	than	conformity	because	regulation	represents	a	form	of	organization.	How	does	regulation	represent	organization?	The	answer	is	that	during	regulation,	an	animal	maintains	constancy	inside	its	body,	and	it	maintains	distinctions	between	inside	and	outside	conditions.	Both	the	constancy	Hill	the	Animal
Physiologyare	4E	types	of	organization.	A	familiar	analogy	and	distinctions	Sinauer	Associates	for	the	energy	costs	of	regulation	in	animals	is	provided	by	home	Morales	Studio	heating.	Considerable	energy	is	required	to	keep	the	inside	of	a	Figure	01.09	11-09-15	house	at	22°C	(72°F)	during	the	cold	of	winter.	This	energy	cost	is	entirely	avoided	if	the
inside	temperature	is	simply	allowed	to	match	the	outside	temperature.	Homeostasis	in	the	lives	of	animals:	Internal	constancy	is	often	critical	for	proper	function	30	20	10	10	(B)	Chloride	regulation	Blood	Cl–	concentration	Animals	have	evolved	various	types	of	relations	between	their	internal	environment	and	the	external	environment.	If	we	think	of
the	organization	of	the	body	as	being	hierarchically	arranged,	the	relations	between	the	internal	and	external	environments	represent	one	of	the	potential	hierarchical	levels	at	which	animals	may	exhibit	organization.	All	animals	consistently	exhibit	structural	organization	of	their	atoms	and	molecules.	When	we	think	about	the	relation	between	the
internal	and	external	environments,	we	are	considering	another	level	at	which	organization	may	exist.	At	this	level,	animals	sometimes—but	only	sometimes—exhibit	further	organization	by	keeping	their	internal	environment	distinct	from	their	external	environment.	Animals	display	two	principal	types	of	relation	between	their	internal	and	external
environments.	On	the	one	hand,	when	the	conditions	outside	an	animal’s	body	change,	the	animal	may	permit	its	internal	environment	to	match	the	external	conditions	and	thus	change	along	with	the	outside	changes.	On	the	other	hand,	the	animal	may	maintain	constancy	in	its	internal	environment.	These	alternatives	are	illustrated	with	temperature
in	Figure	1.8.	If	the	temperature	of	an	animal’s	external	environment	changes,	one	option	is	for	the	animal	to	let	its	internal	temperature	change	to	match	the	external	temperature	(see	Figure	1.8A).	Another	option	is	for	the	animal	to	maintain	a	constant	internal	temperature	(see	Figure	1.8B).	If	an	animal	permits	internal	and	external	conditions	to
be	equal,	it	is	said	to	show	conformity.	If	the	animal	maintains	internal	constancy	in	the	face	of	external	variability,	it	shows	regulation.	Conformity	and	regulation	are	extremes;	intermediate	responses	are	common.	Animals	frequently	show	conformity	with	respect	to	some	characteristics	of	their	internal	environment	while	showing	regulation	with
respect	to	others.	Consider	a	salmon,	for	example	(Figure	1.9).	Like	most	fish,	salmon	are	temperature	conformers;	they	let	their	(A)	Temperature	conformity	Blood	temperature	The	internal	environment	may	be	permitted	to	change	when	the	external	environment	changes,	or	it	may	be	kept	constant	20	30	40	External	temperature	(°C)	Figure	1.8 
Conformity	and	regulation 	These	examples	from	the	study	of	temperature	illustrate	the	general	principles	of	conformity	(A)	and	regulation	(B).	Homeostasis	is	an	important	concept	regarding	the	nature	and	significance	of	internal	constancy.	Soon	we	will	define	homeostasis	using	the	words	of	Walter	Cannon	(1871–1945),	who	coined	the	term.	To
fully	appreciate	the	concept,	however,	we	must	first	recognize	its	historical	roots	in	medicine.	The	two	men	who	contributed	the	most	toward	developing	the	concept	of	homeostasis,	Claude	Bernard	and	Walter	Cannon,	were	physicians	and	medical	researchers,	concerned	primarily	with	human	physiology.	Healthy	humans	maintain	remarkable
constancy	of	conditions	in	their	blood	and	tissue	fluids.	The	concept	of	homeostasis	was	thus	conceived	during	studies	of	a	species	that	exhibits	exceptional	internal	constancy,	and	later	the	concept	was	extrapolated	to	other	animals.	Animals	and	Environments 	15	BOX	1.1	Negative	Feedback	The	type	of	control	that	Claude	Bernard	discovered	in	his
studies	of	blood	glucose	is	what	today	we	call	negative	feedback.	In	any	control	system,	the	controlled	variable	is	the	property	that	is	being	kept	constant	or	relatively	constant	by	the	system’s	activities.	The	set	point	is	the	level	at	which	the	controlled	variable	is	to	be	kept.	Feedback	occurs	if	the	system	uses	information	on	the	controlled	variable
itself	to	govern	its	actions.	In	negative	feedback,	the	system	responds	to	changes	in	the	controlled	variable	by	bringing	the	variable	back	toward	its	set	point;	that	is,	the	system	opposes	deviations	of	the	controlled	variable	from	the	set	point.	There	are	many	detailed	mechanisms	by	which	negative	feedback	can	be	brought	about	in	physiological
systems.	Negative	feedback,	however,	is	virtually	synonymous	with	homeostasis	and	occurs	in	all	homeostatic	systems.	In	the	case	of	the	blood	glucose	level	that	so	intrigued	Claude	Bernard,	the	control	system	adds	glucose	to	the	blood	if	the	blood	glucose	concentration—the	controlled	variable—falls	below	its	set-point	concentration,	thereby
opposing	the	deviation	of	the	blood	concentration	from	the	set	point.	The	control	system	removes	glucose	from	the	blood	if	the	glucose	concentration	rises	too	high,	thereby	again	opposing	the	deviation	of	the	concentration	from	its	set	point.	Biologists	and	engineers	who	study	control	systems	have	established	that	no	control	system	can	maintain
perfect	constancy	in	a	controlled	variable;	putting	the	case	roughly,	a	controlled	variable	must	be	a	moving	target	for	a	control	system	to	act	on	it.	Thus	the	blood	glucose	concentration	is	not	kept	perfectly	constant	by	the	glucose	control	system,	but	during	normal	health	it	is	kept	from	varying	outside	a	narrow	range.	You	will	find	a	more	thorough
discussion	of	control	systems	based	on	negative	feedback	in	Box	10.3.	Claude	Bernard	was	the	first	to	recognize	the	impressive	stability	of	conditions	that	humans	maintain	in	their	blood	and	tissue	fluids.	One	of	Bernard’s	principal	areas	of	study	was	blood	glucose	in	mammals.	He	observed	that	the	liver	takes	up	and	releases	glucose	as	necessary	to
maintain	a	relatively	constant	glucose	concentration	in	the	blood.	If	blood	glucose	rises,	the	liver	removes	glucose	from	the	blood.	If	blood	glucose	falls,	the	liver	releases	glucose	into	the	blood.	Bernard	stressed	that,	as	a	consequence,	most	cells	in	the	body	of	a	mammal	experience	a	relatively	constant	environment	with	respect	to	glucose
concentration	(Box	1.1).	Bernard’s	research	and	that	of	later	investigators	also	revealed	that	most	cells	in	a	mammal’s	body	experience	a	relatively	constant	temperature—and	a	relatively	constant	O2	level,	osmotic	pressure,	pH,	Na+	concentration,	Cl–	concentration,	and	so	on—because	various	organs	and	tissues	regulate	these	properties	at
consistent	levels	in	the	body	fluids	bathing	the	cells.	Claude	Bernard	devoted	much	thought	to	the	significance	of	internal	constancy	in	humans	and	other	mammals.	He	was	greatly	impressed	with	how	freely	mammals	are	able	to	conduct	their	lives	regardless	of	outside	conditions.	Mammals,	for	example,	can	wander	about	outdoors	in	the	dead	of



winter,	seeking	food	and	mates,	whereas	fish	and	insects—in	sharp	contrast—are	often	driven	into	a	sort	of	paralysis	by	winter’s	cold.	Bernard	reasoned	that	mammals	are	able	to	function	in	a	consistent	way	regardless	of	varying	outside	conditions	because	the	cells	inside	their	bodies	enjoy	constant	conditions.	He	thus	stated	a	hypothesis	that
remains	probably	the	most	famous	in	the	history	of	animal	physiology:	“Constancy	of	the	internal	environment	is	the	condition	for	free	life.”	In	positive	feedback,	a	control	system	reinforces	deviations	of	a	controlled	variable	from	its	set	point.	Positive	feedback	is	much	less	common	in	physiological	systems	than	negative	feedback.	It	is	more	common
during	normal	function	than	is	usually	recognized,	however.	For	example,	positive	feedback	occurs	when	action	potentials	(nerve	impulses)	develop	in	nerve	cells	(see	Figure	12.16),	and	it	also	occurs	during	the	birth	process	in	mammals	(see	Figure	17.18).	In	the	first	case,	a	relatively	small	change	in	the	voltage	across	the	cell	membrane	of	a	nerve
cell	modulates	the	properties	of	the	membrane	in	ways	that	make	the	voltage	change	become	greater.	In	the	second,	muscular	contractions	acting	to	expel	the	fetus	from	the	uterus	induce	hormonal	signals	that	stimulate	evermore-intense	contractions.	A	modern	translation	might	go	like	this:	Animals	are	able	to	lead	lives	of	greater	freedom	and
independence	to	the	extent	that	they	maintain	a	stable	internal	environment,	sheltering	their	cells	from	the	variability	of	the	outside	world.	Walter	Cannon,	a	prominent	American	physiologist	who	was	born	in	the	same	decade	that	Claude	Bernard	died,	introduced	the	word	homeostasis	to	refer	to	internal	constancy	in	animals.	In	certain	ways,
Bernard’s	and	Cannon’s	views	were	so	similar	that	Bernard	might	have	invented	the	homeostasis	concept,	but	the	implications	of	internal	constancy	were	clearer	by	Cannon’s	time.	Because	animals	dynamically	interact	with	their	environments,	the	temperature,	pH,	ion	concentrations,	and	other	properties	of	their	bodies	are	incessantly	being	drawn
away	from	stability.	Cannon	emphasized	that	for	an	animal	to	be	internally	stable,	vigilant	physiological	mechanisms	must	be	present	to	correct	deviations	from	stability.	Thus	when	Cannon	introduced	and	defined	the	term	homeostasis,	he	intended	it	to	mean	not	just	internal	constancy,	but	also	the	existence	of	regulatory	systems	that	automatically
make	adjustments	to	maintain	internal	constancy.	In	his	own	words,	Cannon	described	homeostasis	as	“the	coordinated	physiological	processes	which	maintain	most	of	the	[constant]	states	in	the	organism.”	An	essential	aspect	of	Cannon’s	perspective	was	his	conviction	that	homeostasis	is	good.	Cannon	argued,	in	fact,	that	homeostasis	is	a	signature
of	highly	evolved	life.	He	believed	that	animal	species	could	be	ranked	according	to	their	degree	of	homeostasis;	in	his	view,	for	example,	mammals	were	superior	to	frogs	because	mammals	maintain	a	greater	degree	of	homeostasis.	16	 	Chapter	1	homeostasis	in	the	modern	study	of	animal	physiology	The	concept	of	ranking	animals	using	degrees	of
homeostasis	seems	misguided	to	most	biologists	today.	Bernard	and	Cannon,	having	focused	on	mammals,	articulated	ideas	that	are	truly	indispensable	for	understanding	mammalian	biology	and	medicine.	However,	the	mere	fact	that	mammals	exhibit	a	high	degree	of	homeostasis	does	not	mean	that	other	animals	should	be	held	to	mammalian
standards.	Animals	that	exhibit	less-complete	homeostasis	than	mammals	coexist	in	the	biosphere	with	mammals.	Indeed,	the	vast	majority	of	animals	thriving	today	do	not	achieve	“mammalian	standards”	of	homeostasis.	Thus	most	biologists	today	would	argue	that	a	high	degree	of	homeostasis	is	merely	one	of	several	ways	to	achieve	evolutionary
and	ecological	success.	In	this	view,	Bernard	and	Cannon	did	not	articulate	universal	requirements	for	success,	but	instead	they	clarified	the	properties	and	significance	of	one	particular	road	to	success.	Recent	research	has	clarified,	in	fact,	that	organisms	sometimes	achieve	success	in	the	biosphere	precisely	by	letting	their	internal	environment
vary	with	the	external	environment:	the	antithesis	of	homeostasis.	Consider,	for	example,	insects	that	overwinter	within	plant	stems	in	Alaska.	They	survive	by	ceasing	to	be	active,	allowing	their	internal	temperatures	to	fall	below	–40°C,	and	tolerating	such	low	tissue	temperatures.	Any	attempt	by	such	small	animals	to	maintain	an	internally	constant
temperature	from	summer	to	winter	would	be	so	energetically	costly	that	it	would	surely	end	in	death;	thus	the	tolerance	of	the	insects	to	the	change	of	their	internal	temperature	in	winter	is	a	key	to	their	survival.	Even	some	mammals—the	hibernators—survive	winter	by	abandoning	constancy	of	internal	temperature;	hibernating	mammals	allow
their	body	temperatures	to	decline	and	sometimes	match	air	temperature.	For	lizards	in	deserts,	tolerance	of	profound	dehydration	is	often	a	key	to	success.	Both	constancy	and	inconstancy	of	the	internal	environment—	regulation	and	conformity—have	disadvantages	and	advantages:	„„Regulation.	The	chief	disadvantage	of	regulation	is	that	it	costs
energy.	The	great	legacy	of	Bernard	and	Cannon	is	that	they	clarified	the	advantage	that	animals	enjoy	by	paying	the	cost:	Regulation	permits	cells	to	function	in	steady	conditions,	independent	of	variations	in	outside	conditions.	„„Conformity.	The	principal	disadvantage	of	conformity	is	that	cells	within	the	body	are	subject	to	changes	in	their
conditions	when	outside	conditions	change.	The	chief	advantage	of	conformity	is	that	it	is	energetically	cheap.	Conformity	avoids	the	energy	costs	of	keeping	the	internal	environment	different	from	the	external	environment.	Neither	regulation	nor	conformity	is	categorically	a	defect	or	an	asset.	One	cannot	understand	mammals	or	medical	physiology
without	understanding	homeostasis,	but	one	cannot	understand	the	full	sweep	of	animal	life	without	recognizing	that	physiological	flexibility	is	sometimes	advantageous.	Time	in	the	lives	of	animals:	Physiology	changes	in	five	time	frames	Time	is	a	critical	dimension	for	understanding	the	physiology	of	all	animals	because	the	physiology	of	animals
invariably	changes	from	time	to	time.	Even	animals	that	exhibit	homeostasis	undergo	change.	Details	of	their	internal	environment	may	change.	Moreover,	the	regulatory	processes	that	maintain	homeostasis	must	change	from	time	to	time	so	that	homeostasis	can	prevail,	much	as	dayto-day	adjustments	in	the	fuel	consumption	of	a	home	furnace	are
required	to	maintain	a	constant	air	temperature	inside	the	home	during	winter.	An	important	organizing	principle	for	understanding	the	role	of	time	in	the	lives	of	animals	is	to	recognize	five	major	time	frames	within	which	the	physiology	of	an	animal	can	change.	The	time	frames	fall	into	two	categories:	(1)	responses	of	physiology	to	changes	in	the
external	environment	and	(2)	internally	programmed	changes	of	physiology.	Table	1.2	lists	the	five	time	frames	classified	in	this	way.	We	will	recognize	these	five	time	frames	throughout	this	book	as	we	discuss	various	physiological	systems.	The	concept	of	the	five	time	frames	overlies	other	ways	of	organizing	knowledge	about	animal	function.	For
example,	the	concept	of	time	frames	overlies	the	concepts	of	regulation,	conformity,	and	homeostasis	that	we	have	just	discussed.	When	we	speak	of	regulation,	conformity,	and	homeostasis,	we	refer	to	types	of	responses	that	animals	show	in	relation	to	variations	in	their	external	environments.	When	we	speak	of	the	time	frames,	we	address	when
those	responses	occur.	physiology	responds	to	changes	in	the	external	environment	in	three	time	frames 	Individual	animals	sub-	jected	to	a	change	in	their	external	environment	exhibit	acute	and	chronic	responses	to	the	environmental	change.	Acute	responses,	by	definition,	are	responses	exhibited	during	the	first	minutes	or	hours	after	an
environmental	change.	Chronic	responses	are	expressed	following	prolonged	exposure	to	new	environmental	conditions.	You	might	wonder	why	an	individual’s	immediate	responses	to	an	environmental	change	differ	from	its	long-term	responses.	The	answer	is	that	the	passage	of	time	permits	biochemical	or	anatomical	restructuring	of	an	animal’s
body.	When	an	animal	suddenly	experiences	a	change	in	its	environment,	its	immediate	responses	must	be	based	on	the	“old,”	preexisting	properties	of	its	body	because	the	animal	has	no	time	to	restructure.	A	morphological	example	is	provided	by	a	person	who	suddenly	is	required	to	lift	weights	after	months	of	totally	sedentary	existence.	The
sedentary	person	is	likely	to	have	small	arm	muscles,	and	her	immediate,	acute	response	to	her	new	weight-lifting	environment	will	likely	be	that	she	can	lift	only	light	weights.	However,	if	the	person	lifts	weights	repeatedly	as	time	goes	by,	restructuring	will	occur;	her	muscles	will	increase	in	size.	Thus	her	chronic	response	to	the	weight-lifting
environment	will	likely	be	that	she	can	lift	heavy	weights	as	well	as	light	ones.	A	familiar	physiological	example	of	acute	and	chronic	responses	is	provided	by	human	reactions	to	work	in	hot	weather.	We	all	know	that	when	we	are	first	exposed	to	hot	weather	after	a	period	of	living	in	cool	conditions,	we	often	feel	quickly	exhausted;	we	say	the	heat	is
“draining.”	We	also	know	that	this	is	not	a	permanent	state:	If	we	experience	heat	day	after	day,	we	feel	more	and	more	able	to	work	in	the	heat.	Figure	1.10	shows	that	these	impressions	are	not	merely	subjective	illusions.	Twenty-four	physically	fit	young	men	who	lacked	recent	experience	with	hot	weather	were	asked	to	walk	at	a	fixed	pace	in	hot,
relatively	dry	air.	Their	endurance	was	measured	as	a	The	acute	response,	displayed	when	the	men	were	first	exposed	to	the	hot	environment	on	day	1,	was	low	endurance;	none	could	continue	walking	for	100	minutes.	The	chronic	response,	displayed	after	a	week	of	experience	with	the	hot	environment,	was	dramatically	increased	endurance;	23	of
the	24	men	could	continue	walking	for	100	minutes.	Endurance	measured	as	number	of	men	who	could	walk	for	100	minutes	24	20	16	12	8	4	0	1	2	3	4	5	Days	of	heat	exposure	6	7	Figure	1.10 	Heat	acclimation	in	humans	as	measured	by	exercise	endurance 	Twenty-four	fit	young	men	without	recent	heat	experience	were	asked	to	walk	at	3.5	miles
per	hour	in	hot,	dry	air	(49°C,	20%	relative	humidity).	Their	endurance	was	used	as	a	measure	of	their	physiological	capability	to	engage	in	moderate	work	under	hot	conditions.	The	acclimation	illustrated	by	the	chronic	response	is	reversible;	if	heat-acclimated	men	return	to	a	life	of	no	heat	exposure,	they	gradually	revert	to	the	level	of	endurance
evident	on	day	1.	(After	Pandolf	and	Young	1992.)	way	of	quantifying	their	physiological	ability	to	sustain	moderate	exercise	under	the	hot	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Econditions.	None	of	the	men	had	sufficient	Sinauer	Associates	endurance	to	walk	for	100	minutes	(min)	on	the	first	day.	However,	Morales	Studio	as	the	days	passed	and	the	men	had
more	and	more	experience	with	Figure	01.10	10-30-15	hot	conditions,	their	endurance	increased,	as	indicated	by	a	steady	increase	in	the	number	of	men	who	could	keep	walking	for	100	min.	Animals	and	Environments 	17	From	research	on	the	physiology	of	human	work	under	hot	conditions,	physiologists	know	that	endurance	under	hot	conditions
changes	because	as	people	gain	increased	experience	with	heat,	their	rates	of	sweat	secretion	increase,	their	sweat	glands	are	able	to	maintain	high	rates	of	sweat	secretion	for	dramatically	lengthened	periods	of	time,	their	sweat	becomes	more	dilute	(so	they	lose	less	salt),	the	blood	flow	to	their	skin	becomes	more	vigorous	(improving	delivery	of
internal	heat	to	the	body	surface),	and	their	heart	rates	during	exercise	in	the	heat	become	lower.	Thus	human	physiology	is	restructured	in	many	ways	by	repeated	exposure	to	heat.	For	a	person	who	has	been	living	in	cool	conditions,	the	acute	physiological	responses	to	heat	exposure	are	low	exercise	endurance,	a	low	rate	of	sweat	production,	and
so	forth.	Heat	training	poises	a	person	to	express	chronic	physiological	responses	to	heat,	such	as	high	exercise	endurance	and	a	high	capacity	to	sweat.	The	acute	and	chronic	responses	are,	by	definition,	phenotypic	responses	of	individual	animals	to	environmental	change.	Populations	may	exhibit	a	third	category	of	response	to	environmental
change:	evolutionary	responses	involving	changes	of	genotypes.	Collectively,	therefore,	animals	display	responses	to	environmental	change	in	three	time	frames:	„„Individuals	exhibit	immediate,	acute	responses.	„„Individuals	exhibit	long-term,	chronic	responses.	The	length	of	time	that	an	individual	must	be	exposed	to	a	new	environment	for	chronic
responses	to	be	fully	expressed	is	usually	a	few	days	to	a	few	weeks.	„„Populations	exhibit	evolutionary	responses.	Chronic	responses	by	individual	animals	to	environmental	change	are	so	common,	diverse,	and	important	that	their	study	forms	a	special	discipline	with	its	own	terminology.	For	many	physiologists,	the	concepts	of	acclimation	and
acclimatization	provide	an	important	way	to	classify	the	chronic	responses	of	individuals	to	environmental	change.	A	chronic	response	to	a	changed	environ-	TABLE	1.2 	The	five	time	frames	in	which	physiology	changes	Type	of	change	Description	Changes	in	physiology	that	are	responses	to	changes	in	the	external	environment	1.	Acute	changes
Short-term	changes	in	the	physiology	of	individual	animals:	changes	that	individuals	exhibit	soon	after	their	environments	have	changed.	Acute	changes	are	reversible.	2.	Chronic	changes	(termed	acclimation	and	acclimatization;	also	termed	phenotypic	plasticity	or	phenotypic	flexibility)	Long-term	changes	in	the	physiology	of	individual	animals:
changes	that	individuals	display	after	they	have	been	in	new	environments	for	days,	weeks,	or	months.	Chronic	changes	are	reversible.	3.	Evolutionary	changes	Changes	that	occur	by	alteration	of	gene	frequencies	over	the	course	of	multiple	generations	in	populations	exposed	to	new	environments.	Changes	in	physiology	that	are	internally
programmed	to	occur	whether	or	not	the	external	environment	changes	4.	Developmental	changes	Changes	in	the	physiology	of	individual	animals	that	occur	in	a	programmed	way	as	the	animals	mature	from	conception	to	adulthood	and	then	to	senescence	(see	Chapter	4).	5.	Changes	controlled	by	periodic	biological	clocks	Changes	in	the	physiology
of	individual	animals	that	occur	in	repeating	patterns	(e.g.,	each	day)	under	control	of	the	animals’	internal	biological	clocks	(see	Chapter	15).	18	 	Chapter	1	BOX	1.2	The	Evolution	of	Phenotypic	Plasticity	When	animals	express	different	genetically	controlled	phenotypes	in	different	environments—when	they	acclimate	and	acclimatize—they	require
controls	that	determine	which	particular	phenotypes	are	expressed	in	which	particular	environments.	As	an	illustration,	suppose	that	an	individual	animal	has	four	possible	phenotypes,	P1	through	P4,	and	that	there	are	four	environments,	E1	through	E4.	One	option	is	that	the	individual	could	express	phenotype	P1	in	environment	E3,	P2	in	E4,	P3	in
E1,	and	P4	in	E2.	This	set	of	correspondences	between	phenotypes	and	environments	constitutes	the	individual’s	norm	of	reaction;	that	is,	if	we	think	of	the	phenotypes	as	one	list	and	the	environments	as	a	second	list	in	a	matching	game,	the	norm	of	reaction	is	like	the	set	of	lines	that	we	would	draw	between	items	on	the	two	lists	to	indicate	which
item	on	one	matches	which	on	the	other.	The	norm	of	reaction	is	genetically	coded	in	the	genome.	Because	of	this,	the	norm	of	reaction	itself	can	evolve	and	is	subject	to	natural	selection.	To	see	this,	suppose	that	an	individual	other	than	the	one	just	discussed	expresses	phenotype	P1	in	environment	E1,	P2	in	E2,	P3	in	E3,	and	P4	in	E4.	In	this	case,
the	two	individuals	would	differ	in	their	norms	of	reaction.	Suppose,	now,	that	there	is	a	population—	living	in	a	variable	environment—that	is	composed	half	of	individuals	with	the	first	reaction	norm	and	half	of	individuals	with	the	second.	If	individuals	of	the	first	sort	were	to	survive	and	reproduce	more	successfully	as	the	environment	varied,
natural	selection	for	the	first	reaction	norm	would	occur.	In	this	way	the	reaction	norm	itself	would	evolve	in	ways	that	would	better	adapt	the	animals	to	the	variable	environment	in	which	they	live.	A	simple	example	is	provided	by	tanning	in	people	with	light	complexions.	ment	is	called	acclimation	if	the	new	environment	differs	from	the	preceding
environment	in	just	a	few	highly	defined	ways.6	Acclimation	is	thus	a	laboratory	phenomenon.	Acclimatization	is	a	chronic	response	of	individuals	to	a	changed	environment	when	the	new	and	old	environments	are	different	natural	environments	that	can	differ	in	numerous	ways,	such	as	winter	and	summer,	or	low	and	high	altitudes.	Thus	animals	are
said	to	acclimatize	to	winter,	but	they	acclimate	to	different	defined	temperatures	in	a	laboratory	experiment.	Acclimation	and	acclimatization	are	types	of	phenotypic	plasticity:	the	ability	of	an	individual	animal	(a	single	genotype)	to	express	two	or	more	genetically	controlled	phenotypes.	Phenotypic	plasticity	is	possible	because	the	genotype	of	an
individual	can	code	for	multiple	phenotypes	(Box	1.2).	Growth	of	the	biceps	muscle	during	weight	training	provides	a	simple	example	of	a	change	in	phenotype	under	control	of	genetically	coded	mechanisms.	Another	example	is	that	the	particular	suite	of	enzymes	active	in	an	adult	person	may	change	from	one	time	to	another	because	the	genes	for
one	suite	of	enzymes	are	expressed	under	certain	environmental	conditions,	whereas	the	genes	for	another	suite	are	expressed	under	different	conditions.7	We	will	discuss	phenotypic	plasticity	in	more	detail—with	several	additional	examples—in	Chapter	4.	6	Some	authors	restrict	use	of	the	word	acclimation	to	cases	in	which	just	one	property
differs	between	environments.	7	Enzymes	that	vary	in	amount	as	a	result	of	changes	in	environmental	conditions	are	termed	inducible	enzymes.	An	excellent	illustration	is	provided	by	the	P450	enzymes	discussed	at	length	in	Chapter	2	(see	page	52).	During	tanning,	the	skin	changes	in	its	content	of	a	dark-colored	pigment	called	melanin.	Suppose
that	there	are	two	possible	cutaneous	phenotypes:	high	melanin	and	low	melanin.	Suppose	also	that	there	are	two	environments:	high	sun	and	low	sun.	One	possible	norm	of	reaction	would	be	to	express	high	melanin	in	low	sun	and	low	melanin	in	high	sun.	Another	norm	of	reaction	would	be	to	express	high	melanin	in	high	sun	and	low	melanin	in	low
sun.	Over	the	course	of	evolution,	if	both	of	these	reaction	norms	once	existed,	it	is	easy	to	understand	why	individuals	with	the	second	reaction	norm	would	have	left	more	progeny	than	those	with	the	first.	That	is,	it	is	easy	to	understand	the	evolution	of	the	sort	of	reaction	norm	we	see	today	among	people	with	light	complexions.	Phenotypic
plasticity	itself	can	evolve,	and	norms	of	reactions	can	themselves	be	adaptations.	physiology	undergoes	internally	programmed	changes	in	two	time	frames 	The	physiological	properties	of	individuals	sometimes	change	even	if	their	external	environment	stays	constant.	For	instance,	the	type	of	hemoglobin	in	your	blood	today	is	different	from	the
type	you	produced	as	a	newborn.	This	change	in	hemoglobin	is	internally	programmed:	It	occurs	even	if	your	external	environment	stays	constant.	Sometimes	internally	programmed	changes	interact	with	environmental	changes.	For	instance,	an	internally	programmed	change	might	occur	sooner,	or	to	a	greater	amplitude,	in	one	environment	than	in
another.	However,	the	internally	programmed	changes	do	not	require	any	sort	of	environmental	activation.	There	are	two	principal	types	of	internally	programmed	change:	developmental	changes	and	changes	controlled	by	periodic	biological	clocks.	Development	is	the	progression	of	life	stages	from	conception	to	senescence	in	an	individual.
Different	genes	are	internally	programmed	to	be	expressed	at	different	stages	of	development,	giving	rise	to	developmental	changes	in	an	animal’s	phenotype.	Puberty	is	a	particularly	dramatic	example	of	internally	programmed	developmental	change	in	humans.	The	environment	may	change	the	timing	of	puberty—as	when	the	advent	of	sexual
maturity	is	delayed	by	malnutrition—but	puberty	always	occurs,	no	matter	what	the	environment,	illustrating	that	internally	programmed	changes	do	not	require	environmental	activation.	We	will	discuss	physiological	development	in	much	greater	depth	in	Chapter	4.	Biological	clocks	are	mechanisms	that	give	organisms	an	internal	capability	to	keep
track	of	the	passage	of	time.	Most	biological	clocks	resemble	wristwatches	in	being	periodic;	that	is,	after	Animals	and	Environments 	19	80	Mountain	zebra	Length	of	gestation	(weeks)	on	log	scale	they	complete	one	timing	cycle,	they	start	70	another,	just	as	a	wristwatch	starts	to	time	a	60	new	day	after	it	has	completed	timing	of	the	previous	day.
These	sorts	of	biological	clocks	50	emit	signals	that	cause	cells	and	organs	to	undergo	internally	programmed,	repeating	40	cycles	in	their	physiological	states,	thereby	giving	rise	to	periodic,	clock-controlled	changes	in	an	animal’s	phenotype.	An	30	enzyme	under	control	of	a	biological	clock,	for	instance,	might	increase	in	concentration	Dikdik	each
morning	and	decrease	each	evening,	not	because	the	animal	is	responding	to	changes	20	in	its	outside	environment,	but	because	of	the	action	of	the	clock.	The	changes	in	enzyme	concentration	might	mean	that	an	animal	is	15	inherently	better	able	to	digest	a	certain	type	5	of	food	at	one	time	of	day	than	another,	or	is	better	able	to	destroy	a	certain
type	of	toxin	in	the	morning	than	in	the	evening.	Biological	clocks	typically	synchronize	themselves	with	the	external	environment,	but	they	go	through	their	timing	cycles	inherently,	and	they	can	time	physiological	changes	for	days	on	end	without	environmental	input.	We	will	discuss	them	in	greater	detail	in	Chapter	15.	Size	in	the	lives	of	animals:
Body	size	is	one	of	an	animal’s	most	important	traits	Plains	zebra	African	buffalo	Greater	kudu	Mountain	reedbuck	Bushbuck	Wildebeest	Warthog	Gray	duiker	10	20	50	100	200	Adult	female	body	weight	(kg)	on	log	scale	500	1000	Figure	1.11 	Length	of	gestation	scales	as	a	regular	function	of	body	size	in	mammals 	The	data	points—each
representing	a	different	species—are	for	African	herbivorous	mammals	weighing	5–1000	kg	as	adults.	The	line	(fitted	by	ordinary	least	squares	regression;	see	Appendix	D)	provides	a	statistical	description	of	the	overall	trend	and	thus	depicts	the	gestation	length	that	is	statistically	expected	of	an	average	or	ordinary	animal	at	each	body	size.	Both
axes	use	logarithmic	scales,	explaining	why	the	numbers	along	the	axes	are	not	evenly	spaced	(see	Appendix	E).	The	red-colored	data	points	are	for	animals	discussed	in	the	text.	(After	Owen-Smith	1988.)	How	big	is	it?	is	one	of	the	most	consequential	questions	you	can	ask	about	any	animal.	This	is	true	because	within	sets	of	related	species,	many
traits	vary	in	regular	ways	with	their	body	sizes.	With	this	information	on	expected	gestation	lengths,	now	we	can	The	length	of	gestation,	for	example,	is	a	regular	function	of	body	address	the	question	asked	earlier:	Are	the	bushbuck	and	mountain	size	in	mammals	(Figure	1.11).	Brain	size,	heart	rate,	the	rate	reedbuck	specialized	or	ordinary?	Notice
that	the	length	of	gestation	of	energy	use,	the	age	of	sexual	maturity,	and	hundreds	of	other	in	the	bushbuck	is	very	close	to	what	the	line	in	Figure	1.11	predicts	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	physiological	and	morphological	traits	are	also	known	to	vary	in	for	an	animal	of	its	size.	The	bushbuck,	therefore,	adheres	to	what	Sinauer	Associates	regular,
predictable	ways	with	body	size	in	mammals	other	is	expected	for	its	size:	It	has	an	ordinary	gestation	length	when	its	Morales	and	Studio	Figure	01.11	11-09-15	size	is	taken	into	account.	The	mountain	reedbuck,	however,	is	far	phylogenetically	related	sets	of	animal	species.	The	study	of	these	regular	relations	is	known	as	the	study	of	scaling
because	related	off	the	line.	According	to	the	line,	as	shown	in	Table	1.3,	an	animal	species	of	large	and	small	size	can	be	viewed	as	scaled-up	and	scaledof	the	reedbuck’s	size	is	expected	to	have	a	gestation	lasting	26.5	down	versions	of	their	type.	weeks,	but	actually	the	reedbuck’s	gestation	lasts	32	weeks.	Thus	Knowledge	of	the	statistical
relationship	between	a	trait	and	the	reedbuck	seems	to	have	evolved	a	specialized,	exceptionally	body	size	is	essential	for	identifying	specializations	and	adaptations	of	particular	species.	To	illustrate,	let’s	ask	if	two	particular	TABLE	1.3 	Predicted	and	actual	gestation	African	antelopes,	the	bushbuck	and	mountain	reedbuck,	have	specialized	or
ordinary	lengths	of	gestation.	Answering	this	lengths	for	two	African	antelopes	question	is	complicated	precisely	because	there	is	no	single	norm	of	about	the	same	body	size	of	mammalian	gestation	length	to	use	to	decide.	Instead,	because	Actual	Predicted	the	length	of	gestation	varies	in	a	regular	way	with	body	size,	a	gestation	gestation	length
Species	length	(weeks)	(weeks)a	biologist	needs	to	consider	the	body	sizes	of	the	species	to	know	what	is	average	or	ordinary.	Bushbuck	27	26	Statistical	methods	can	be	used	to	derive	a	line	that	best	fits	a	(Tragelaphus	scriptus)	set	of	data.	In	the	study	of	scaling,	the	statistical	method	that	has	traditionally	been	considered	most	appropriate	is
ordinary	least	26.5	32	Mountain	reedbuck	squares	regression	(see	Appendix	D).	The	line	in	Figure	1.11	was	(Redunca	calculated	by	this	procedure.	This	line	shows	the	average	trend	in	fulvorufula)	the	relationship	between	gestation	length	and	body	size.	The	line	a	is	considered	to	show	the	length	of	gestation	expected	of	an	ordinary	Predicted	lengths
are	from	the	statistically	fitted	line	shown	in	Figure	1.11.	species	at	each	body	size.	20	 	Chapter	1	long	gestation.	Similarly,	the	gray	duiker	seems	to	have	evolved	an	exceptionally	short	length	of	gestation	for	its	size	(see	Figure	1.11).	In	the	last	20	years,	physiologists	have	recognized	that	ordinary	least	squares	regression	may	not	always	be	the
best	procedure	for	fitting	lines	to	scaling	data	because	the	ordinary	least	squares	procedure	does	not	take	into	account	the	family	tree	of	the	species	studied;	it	simply	treats	each	data	point	as	being	fully	independent	of	all	the	other	data	points	(see	Appendix	D).	Increasingly,	therefore,	physiologists	have	fitted	lines	not	only	by	the	ordinary	least
squares	procedure	but	also	by	an	alternative	procedure	based	on	phylogenetically	independent	contrasts,	a	method	that	takes	the	family	tree	into	account	(see	Appendix	G).8	Although	these	two	approaches	sometimes	yield	distinctly	different	results,	they	most	often	yield	similar	results,	and	in	this	book,	the	lines	we	present	for	scaling	studies	will	be
derived	from	the	method	of	traditional,	ordinary	least	squares	regression.	Figure	1.12 	Krill	and	fish	in	the	sea	around	Antarctica	spend	their	Body-size	relations	are	important	for	analyzing	almost	entire	lives	at	body	temperatures	near	–1.9°C 	Despite	the	low	temall	sorts	of	questions	in	the	study	of	physiology,	ecology,	and	peratures,	these
shrimplike	krill	(Euphausia	superba)	occur	in	huge,	gregarious	evolutionary	biology.	If	all	one	knows	about	an	animal	spepopulations	that	blue	whales	greatly	favor	for	food.	The	krill—which	grow	to	cies	is	its	body	size,	one	can	usually	make	useful	predictions	lengths	of	3–6	cm—eat	algal	cells	in	the	water	and	also	graze	on	algae	growing	on	ice
surfaces.	They	hatch,	grow,	feed,	and	mate	at	body	temperatures	about	many	of	the	species’	physiological	and	morphological	near	–1.9°C.	traits	by	consulting	known	statistical	relationships	between	the	traits	and	size.	Conversely,	there	is	always	the	chance	that	a	species	is	specialized	in	certain	ways,	and	as	soon	as	one	has	actual	data	on	the	species,
one	can	identify	potential	ranges	of	variation	of	temperature,	oxygen,	and	water	across	the	specializations	by	the	type	of	scaling	analysis	we	have	discussed.	face	of	the	globe.	We	also	discuss	highlights	of	how	animals	relate	to	these	features.	In	later	chapters,	we	will	return	to	these	topics	in	greater	detail.	Environments	What	is	an	environment?	An
important	starting	point	in	answering	this	question	is	to	recognize	that	an	animal	and	its	environment	are	interrelated,	not	independent,	entities.	They	are	in	fact	defined	in	terms	of	each	other:	The	environment	in	any	particular	case	cannot	be	specified	until	the	animal	is	specified.	A	dog,	for	instance,	is	an	animal	from	our	usual	perspective,	but	if	the
animal	of	interest	is	a	tapeworm	in	the	dog’s	gut,	then	the	dog	is	the	environment.	All	animals,	in	fact,	are	parts	of	the	environments	of	other	animals.	The	birds	in	the	trees	around	your	home	are	part	of	your	environment,	and	you	are	part	of	theirs.	The	interdependence	of	animal	and	environment	is	reflected	in	standard	dictionary	definitions.	A
dictionary	defines	an	animal	to	be	a	living	organism.	An	environment	is	defined	to	be	all	the	chemical,	physical,	and	biotic	components	of	an	organism’s	surroundings.	Earth’s	major	physical	and	chemical	environments	The	physical	and	chemical	environments	on	our	planet	are	remarkably	diverse	in	their	features,	providing	life	with	countless
challenges	and	opportunities	for	environmental	specialization.	Temperature,	oxygen,	and	water	are	the	“big	three”	in	the	set	of	physical	and	chemical	conditions	that	set	the	stage	for	life.	Here	we	discuss	the	8	Appendix	G	explains	the	reasons	why	the	family	tree	should	ideally	be	taken	into	account,	as	well	as	providing	a	conceptual	introduction	to
phylogenetically	independent	contrasts.	temperature 	The	temperature	of	the	air,	water,	or	any	other	material	is	a	measure	of	the	intensity	of	the	random	motions	that	the	atoms	and	molecules	in	the	material	undergo.	All	atoms	and	molecules	ceaselessly	move	at	random	on	an	atomic-molecular	scale.	A	high	temperature	signifies	that	the	intensity	of
this	atomic-molecular	agitation	is	high.	Most	animals	are	temperature	conformers,	and	as	we	discuss	temperature	here,	we	will	focus	on	them.	The	conformers	are	our	principal	interest	because	the	level	of	atomic-molecular	agitation	in	their	tissues	matches	the	level	in	the	environments	where	they	live.	The	lowest	temperature	inhabited	by	active
communities	of	relatively	large,	temperature-conforming	animals	is	–1.9°C,	in	the	polar	seas.9	The	open	waters	of	the	polar	oceans	remain	perpetually	at	about	–1.9°C,	the	lowest	temperature	at	which	seawater	is	liquid.	Thus	the	shrimplike	krill	(Figure	1.12),	the	fish,	the	sea	stars	and	sea	urchins,	and	the	other	invertebrates	of	these	oceans	have
tissue	temperatures	near	–1.9°C	from	the	moment	they	are	conceived	until	they	die.	They	do	not	freeze.	Whereas	some,	such	as	the	krill,	do	not	freeze	because	their	ordinary	freezing	points	are	similar	to	the	9	The	very	lowest	temperature	at	which	any	active	communities	of	temperature-conforming	animals	live	occurs	within	the	sea	ice	near	the
poles.	Minute	nematodes	and	crustaceans,	as	well	as	algae,	live	and	reproduce	within	the	sea	ice	at	temperatures	that,	in	some	places,	are	a	few	degrees	colder	than	the	temperature	of	–1.9°C	that	prevails	in	the	surrounding	polar	water.	Animals	and	Environments 	21	Figure	1.13 	Butterfly	biogeography:	Species	diversity	is	relatively	low	at	the
cold,	high	latitudes 	The	diagram	shows	Latitude	70°	3	60°	the	number	of	species	of	swallowtail	butterflies	(family	Papilionidae)	at	various	latitudes.	The	reason	there	are	relatively	few	species	of	animals	at	high	latitudes	may	not	be	simply	the	low	temperatures	there,	but	may	in	part	be	a	relay	effect	from	the	effects	of	cold	on	plants.	Plants	decrease
in	diversity	and	annual	productivity	toward	the	poles,	affecting	the	food	supplies	of	animals.	(After	Scriber	1973.)	9	50°	16	40°	The	number	of	species	of	terrestrial	temperature	conformers	usually	declines	toward	the	poles.	19	30°	30	20°	65	10°	81	Equator	79	10°	The	Canadian	tiger	swallowtail	(Papilio	canadensis)	is	one	of	the	species	of	butterflies
that	lives	farthest	from	the	equator.	69	20°	46	30°	13	40°	0	freezing	point	of	seawater,10	others,	such	as	many	fish,	metabolically	synthesize	antifreeze	compounds	that	keep	them	from	freezing.	Because	the	tissues	of	these	animals	are	very	cold,	one	might	imagine	that	the	animals	live	in	a	sort	of	suspended	animation.	Actually,	however,	the
communities	of	temperature-conforming	animals	in	the	polar	seas	are	active	and	thriving.	In	the	ocean	around	Antarctica,	for	example,	a	sure	sign	of	the	vigor	of	the	populations	of	krill	and	fish	is	that	they	reproduce	and	grow	prolifically	enough	to	meet	the	food	needs	of	the	famously	huge	populations	of	Antarctic	whales,	seals,	and	penguins.	Are	the
low	tissue	temperatures	of	polar	fish	and	invertebrates	actually	challenging	for	them,	or	do	these	low	tissue	temperatures	only	seem	challenging?	One	way	to	obtain	an	answer	is	to	compare	polar	species	with	related	nonpolar	ones.	Tropical	species	of	fish	clearly	find	low	temperatures	to	be	challenging.	Many	tropical	fish,	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	in
fact,	die	if	cooled	to	+6°C,	even	if	they	are	cooled	very	gradually.	Sinauer	Associates	Such	observations	emphasize	that	success	at	–1.9°C	is	not	“autoMorales	Studio	Figure	01.13	11-09-15	matic,”	and	that	the	polar	species	of	fish	have	had	to	evolve	special	adaptations	to	thrive	with	their	tissues	perpetually	at	–1.9°C.	The	polar	species	themselves
often	die	if	they	are	warmed	to	+6°C,	indicating	that	the	tropical	species	also	have	special	adaptations—	adaptations	that	poise	them	to	live	at	tropical	temperatures.	The	evolutionary	divergence	of	these	fish	is	dramatized	by	the	fact	that	a	single	temperature	can	be	lethally	cold	for	tropical	species	and	yet	be	lethally	warm	for	polar	species!	Far
greater	extremes	of	cold	are	found	on	land	than	in	aquatic	environments.	In	Antarctica,	the	air	temperature	sometimes	drops	10	 Dissolved	salts	and	other	dissolved	compounds	lower	the	freezing	points	of	solutions.	Krill	and	most	other	marine	invertebrates	have	total	concentrations	of	dissolved	matter	in	their	blood	similar	to	the	concentration	in
seawater.	Consequently,	their	blood	freezing	points	are	about	the	same	as	the	freezing	point	of	seawater,	and	they	do	not	freeze,	provided	that	the	seawater	remains	unfrozen.	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	80	90	Number	of	species	of	swallowtail	butterflies	to	–90°C	(–130°F);	in	the	Arctic,	it	descends	to	–70°C	(–90°F).	The	extremes	of	animal	adaptation	to	low
tissue	temperature	are	represented	by	certain	extraordinary	species	of	Arctic	insects	that	spend	winters	inside	exposed	plant	stems	or	on	the	surface	of	pack	ice.	These	insects	are	in	a	state	of	suspended	animation	at	these	times;	they	are	quiescent,	not	active.	Nonetheless,	it	is	impressive	that	some	endure	tissue	temperatures	of	–60°C	to	–70°C,
either	in	a	frozen	state	(which	they	have	adaptations	to	tolerate)	or	in	an	unfrozen	supercooled	state.	The	diversity	of	terrestrial	temperature-conforming	animals	typically	becomes	lower	and	lower	as	latitude	increases	from	the	temperate	zone	toward	the	poles,	as	exemplified	in	Figure	1.13.	This	decline	in	diversity	toward	the	poles	indicates	that	the
very	cold	terrestrial	environments	are	demanding	places	for	animals	to	occupy,	despite	evolutionary	adaptability.	At	the	high	end	of	the	temperature	scale,	the	temperature	of	the	air	or	water	on	Earth	usually	does	not	go	higher	than	+50°C	(+120°F).	Animals	on	land	may	experience	even	higher	heat	loads,	however,	by	being	exposed	simultaneously
to	hot	air	and	the	sun’s	radiation.	Some	temperature-conforming	animals	from	hot	environments—such	as	certain	desert	insects	and	lizards—can	function	at	tissue	temperatures	of	45°C–55°C	(Figure	1.14).11	These	are	the	highest	tissue	temperatures	known	for	animal	life,	suggesting	that	the	high	levels	of	molecular	agitation	at	such	temperatures
pose	the	greatest	challenge	that	can	be	met	by	evolutionary	adaptation	in	animal	systems.	The	hottest	places	in	the	biosphere	are	the	waters	of	geothermally	heated	hot	springs	and	underwater	hot	vents.	These	waters	are	often	far	above	the	boiling	point	when	they	exit	Earth’s	crust.	Although	aquatic	animals	typically	stay	where	the	waters	have	11
Normal	human	body	temperature	is	37°C.	22	 	Chapter	1	Figure	1.14 	A	thermophilic	(“heat-loving”)	lizard	common	in	North	American	deserts 	The	desert	iguana	(Dipsosaurus	dorsalis)	can	often	be	seen	abroad	as	the	sun	beats	down	on	hot	days.	Although	it	does	not	usually	expose	itself	to	body	temperatures	higher	than	42°C,	it	can	survive
48.5°C,	one	of	the	highest	body	temperatures	tolerated	by	any	vertebrate	animal.	cooled	to	35°C–45°C	or	lower,	many	prokaryotic	microbes—	bacteria	and	archaea—thrive	at	much	higher	temperatures	than	animals	can.	Some	prokaryotes	even	reproduce	at	temperatures	above	100°C.	oxygen 	The	need	of	most	animals	for	oxygen	(O2)	is	a
consequence	of	their	need	for	metabolic	energy.	The	chemical	reactions	that	animals	use	to	release	energy	from	organic	compounds	remove	some	of	the	hydrogen	atoms	from	the	compounds.	Each	adult	person,	for	example,	liberates	about	one-fifth	of	a	pound	of	hydrogen	every	day	in	the	process	of	breaking	down	food	molecules	to	obtain	energy.
Hydrogen	liberated	in	this	way	cannot	be	allowed	to	accumulate	in	an	animal’s	cells.	Thus	an	animal	must	possess	biochemical	mechanisms	for	combining	the	hydrogen	with	something,	and	O2	is	the	usual	recipient.	O2	obtained	from	the	environment	is	delivered	to	each	cell,	where	it	reacts	with	the	free	hydrogen	produced	in	the	cell,	yielding	water
(see	Figure	8.2).	The	suitability	of	an	environment	for	animals	often	depends	on	the	availability	of	O2.	In	terrestrial	environments	at	low	and	moderate	altitudes,	the	open	air	is	a	rich	source	of	O2.	Air	consists	of	21%	O2,	and	at	low	or	moderate	altitudes	it	is	relatively	dense	because	it	is	at	relatively	high	pressure.	Thus	animals	living	in	the	open	air
have	a	plentiful	O2	resource.	Even	within	burrows	or	other	secluded	places	on	land,	O2	is	often	freely	available	because—as	counterintuitive	as	it	may	sound—O2	diffuses	fairly	readily	from	the	open	atmosphere	through	soil	to	reach	burrow	cavities,	provided	the	soil	structure	includes	gas-filled	spaces	surrounding	the	soil	particles.	As	altitude
increases,	the	O2	concentration	of	the	air	declines	because	the	air	pressure	decreases	and	the	air	therefore	becomes	more	and	more	rarified.	Air	at	the	top	of	Mt.	Everest—8848	m	above	sea	level—is	21%	O2,	like	that	at	sea	level;	but	the	total	air	pressure	is	only	about	one-third	as	high	as	at	sea	level,	and	gas	molecules	within	the	air	are	therefore	so
widely	spaced	that	each	liter	of	air	contains	only	about	one-third	as	much	O2	as	at	sea	level.	The	high	altitudes	are	among	Earth’s	most	challenging	places,	reflected	in	the	fact	that	the	numbers	of	animal	species	are	sharply	reduced.	At	such	altitudes,	the	maximum	rate	at	which	animals	can	acquire	O2	is	often	much	lower	than	at	sea	level,	and
functions	are	consequently	limited.	At	elevations	above	6500	m	(21,000	ft),	for	example,	people	breathing	from	the	atmosphere	find	that	simply	walking	uphill	is	a	major	challenge	because	their	level	of	exertion	is	limited	by	the	low	availability	of	O2	(Figure	1.15).	Some	animal	species	have	evolved	adaptations	to	succeed	in	the	dilute	O2	of	rarefied	air
in	ways	that	humans	cannot.	One	of	the	most	remarkable	species	is	the	bar-headed	goose	(Anser	indicus),	which—in	ways	that	physiologists	still	do	not	fully	comprehend—is	able	to	fly	(without	an	oxygen	mask!)	over	the	crests	of	the	Himalayas	at	9000	m.	Water-breathing	animals	typically	face	a	substantially	greater	challenge	to	obtain	O2	than	air-
breathing	animals	do	because	the	supply	of	O2	for	water	breathers	is	the	O2	dissolved	in	water,	and	the	solubility	of	O2	in	water	is	not	high.	Because	of	the	low	solubility	of	O2,	water	contains	much	less	O2	per	liter	than	air	does,	even	when	the	water	is	fully	aerated.	For	example,	aerated	stream	or	river	water	at	sea	level	contains	only	3–5%	as	much
O2	per	liter	as	air	at	sea	level	does.	A	common	problem	for	animals	living	in	slow-moving	bodies	of	water	such	as	lakes,	ponds,	or	marshes	is	that	the	O2	concentration	in	the	water	may	be	even	lower	than	in	aerated	water	because	dissolved	O2	may	become	locally	depleted	by	the	metabolic	activities	of	animals	or	microbes.	Density	layering	of	water—
which	prevents	the	water	from	circulating	freely—is	a	common	contributing	factor	to	O2	depletion	in	the	deep	waters	of	lakes	and	ponds.	Density	layering	occurs	when	low-density	water	floats	on	top	of	highdensity	water,	causing	distinct	water	layers	to	form.	When	this	happens,	there	is	often	almost	no	mixing	of	oxygenated	water	from	the	low-
density	surface	layer	(where	photosynthesis	and	aeration	occur)	into	the	high-density	bottom	layer.	Thus	O2	in	the	bottom	layer	is	not	readily	replaced	when	it	is	used,	and	as	microbes	and	animals	in	the	bottom	layer	consume	O2,	the	O2	concentration	may	fall	to	very	low	levels.	In	lakes	during	summer,	density	layering	occurs	because	of	temperature
effects:	Sun-heated	warm	water	tends	to	float	on	top	of	colder	and	denser	bottom	water.12	The	lake	studied	by	a	group	of	university	students	in	Figure	1.16	provides	an	example	of	this	sort	of	density	layering.	The	bottom	waters	of	this	lake	contained	12	 In	estuarine	bodies	of	water	along	seacoasts—where	freshwater	and	seawater	mix—layering	can
occur	because	of	salinity	effects	as	well	as	temperature	effects.	Low-salinity	water	is	less	dense	than—and	tends	to	float	on	top	of—high-salinity	water.	Animals	and	Environments 	23	O2	enters	a	lake	only	near	the	surface	(through	photosynthesis	or	aeration).	O2	concentration	2	Depth	(meters	below	surface)	4	6	8	Little	mixing	between	the	two
layers	occurs	across	the	thermocline,	the	transition	layer	where	temperature	changes	rapidly	with	depth.	10	12	14	20	0	0	essentially	no	dissolved	O2	on	the	July	day	when	the	data	were	collected.	Deep-water	O2	depletion	has	become	more	common	in	recent	decades	in	lakes,	ponds,	and	estuaries	as	human	populations	have	enriched	waters	with
organic	matter.	The	organic	matter	supports	the	growth	of	microbes	that	deplete	dissolved	O2.	For	animals	in	deep	waters	to	survive,	they	must	be	able	to	tolerate	low	O2	levels,	or	they	must	temporarily	move	to	other	places	where	O2	is	more	available.	In	certain	sorts	of	water	bodies,	animals	have	faced	the	challenge	of	low	O2	concentrations	for
millennia.	Unlike	animals	confronted	with	new,	human-induced	O2	depletion,	the	animals	living	in	primordially	O2-poor	waters	have	been	able	to	undergo	long-term	evolutionary	adaptation	to	low-O2	conditions.	Tropical	rivers	that	are	naturally	very	rich	in	organic	matter,	as	in	the	Amazon	basin,	provide	examples	of	waters	that	have	been	O2-poor	for
millennia.	The	warmth	of	these	rivers	not	only	lowers	the	solubility	of	O2	in	the	water	but	also	promotes	rapid	multiplication	of	microbes	that	use	O2.	In	addition,	thick	forest	canopies	may	create	deep	shade	over	the	rivers,	impeding	algal	The	failure	of	the	surface	and	deep	layers	to	mix	cuts	off	the	O2	supply	to	the	deep	waters.	Cold,	high-density
layer	of	water;	O2-depleted	18	Because	of	the	difficulty	of	acquiring	O2	from	rarefied	air,	the	rate	at	which	energy	can	be	released	from	food	molecules	for	use	in	work	by	humans	is	reduced	at	high	altitudes,	and	the	simple	act	of	walking	uphill	becomes	extremely	arduous.	Well-conditioned	mountaineers	are	slowed	to	a	walking	rate	of	100–200	m	per
hour	near	the	tops	of	the	world’s	highest	mountains	if	they	are	breathing	from	the	air	rather	than	from	oxygen	tanks.	Shown	here	is	Chantal	Mauduit	(1964–1998)	during	an	unsuccessful	attempt	to	reach	the	summit	of	Mt.	Everest	while	breathing	only	atmospheric	air.	On	an	earlier	expedition	she	had	been	the	fourth	woman	to	climb	to	the	peak	of	K2
(8611	m),	second	highest	mountain	on	Earth,	without	supplemental	oxygen.	When	a	sun-heated	surface	layer	forms	in	the	summer,	it	tends	to	float	on	top	of	the	deep,	cold	layer.	Warm,	low-density	layer	of	water;	O2-rich	16	Figure	1.15 	Performance	in	an	O2-poor	environment 	Temperature	2	4	6	8	Oxygen	concentration	(mL	O2/L)	4	8	12	16	10	20
Temperature	(°C)	Figure	1.16 	Density	layering	can	cut	off	the	O2	supply	to	the	deep	waters	of	a	lake 	Different	densities	of	water	do	not	mix	readily.	The	O2	concentration	in	the	deep	waters	of	a	lake	may	fall	to	near	zero	because	the	animals	and	microbes	living	there	consume	O2	that	is	not	replaced.	(From	data	gathered	by	a	group	of	animal
physiology	students	on	a	lake	in	northern	Michigan	in	July.)	photosynthesis	that	otherwise	could	replenish	O2.	Among	the	fish	living	in	such	waters,	the	evolution	of	air	breathing	is	one	of	the	most	remarkable	features.	Hundreds	of	species	of	fish	in	these	waters	are	air	breathers.	Some	take	up	inhaled	O2	across	well-vascularized	mouth	linings	or
lunglike	structures.	Others	swallow	air	and	absorb	O2	in	their	stomachs	or	intestines,	as	mentioned	previously.	For	animals	confronted	with	short-term	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	or	Associates	long-term	O2	deficiency,	whether	in	O2-depleted	freshwater	Sinauer	environments	or	elsewhere,	a	potential	solution	over	evolutionMorales	Studio	Figureary
01.16	time11-09-15	is	to	adopt	a	biochemistry	that	can	attach	hydrogen	to	molecules	other	than	O2.	Many	species—both	air	breathers	and	water	breathers—have	temporary	options	of	this	sort.	Certain	tissues	in	our	own	bodies,	for	example,	can	live	without	O2	for	10	min	at	a	time	by	attaching	hydrogen	to	pyruvic	acid	(making	lactic	acid).	Suppose,
however,	that	an	animal’s	entire	body	must	live	with	little	or	no	O2	for	many	hours,	days,	weeks,	or	months.	Doing	so	is	possible	for	some	animals,	but	as	the	period	without	O2	lengthens,	ever-fewer	species	have	evolved	biochemical	specializations	that	enable	them	to	survive.	Some	exceptional	animals	are	able	to	meet	the	most	extreme	challenge	of
living	indefinitely	in	O2-free	environments.	Most	that	are	currently	known	to	science	are	parasites	(e.g.,	nematodes	and	tapeworms)	that	live	in	the	O2-free	environment	of	the	vertebrate	gut	cavity.	24	 	Chapter	1	Figure	1.17 	The	sea	star	and	the	corals	in	this	ocean	scene	have	body	fluids	similar	to	seawater	in	their	total	concentration	of	salts,
although	the	body	fluids	of	the	fish	are	more	dilute	than	seawater 	Most	scientists	believe	that	the	difference	between	marine	invertebrates	and	marine	bony	fish	is	based	on	their	evolutionary	histories.	The	invertebrates’	ancestors	always	lived	in	the	sea,	but	the	fish’s	ancestors	once	lived	in	freshwater.	water 	Water	is	the	universal	solvent	in	bio-
logical	systems—and	therefore	is	required	for	blood	and	all	other	body	fluids	to	have	their	proper	compositions.	Water	is	also	important	for	animals	because	H2O	bound	to	proteins	and	other	macromolecules	as	water	of	hydration	is	often	required	for	the	macromolecules	to	maintain	their	proper	chemical	and	functional	properties.	Animal	life	began	in
Earth’s	greatest	watery	environment,	the	oceans.	Most	invertebrates	that	live	in	the	open	oceans	today—sea	stars,	corals,	clams,	lobsters,	and	so	forth—are	thought	to	trace	a	continuously	marine	ancestry.	That	is,	their	ancestors	never	left	the	seas	from	the	time	that	animal	life	began,	and	thus	the	salinity	of	the	oceans	has	been	a	perennial	feature	of
their	environment.	The	blood	of	these	invertebrates	(Figure	1.17),	although	differing	a	bit	from	seawater	in	composition,	is	similar	to	seawater	in	its	total	salt	concentration.	These	animals	therefore	do	not	tend	to	gain	much	H2O	from	their	environment	by	osmosis,	nor	do	they	tend	to	lose	H2O	from	their	blood	to	the	seawater.	Because	this	situation	is
almost	universal	among	these	animals,	we	believe	it	is	the	primordial	condition	of	animal	life.	Thus	we	believe	that	for	much	of	its	evolutionary	history,	animal	life	lived	in	a	setting	where	(1)	H2O	was	abundant	in	the	environment	and	(2)	little	danger	existed	for	an	animal	to	be	either	dehydrated	or	overhydrated.	This	benign	situation	was	left	behind
by	the	animals	that	migrated	from	the	oceans	into	rivers	during	their	evolution.	Freshwater	has	a	very	low	salinity	compared	with	seawater.	When	animals	from	the	oceans,	with	their	salty	blood,	started	to	colonize	freshwater,	they	experienced	a	severe	challenge:	H2O	tended	to	seep	osmotically	into	their	bodies	and	flood	their	tissues	because
osmosis	transports	H2O	relentlessly	from	a	dilute	solution	into	a	more	concentrated	one.	Today,	lakes	and	rivers	are	populated	by	fish,	clams,	crayfish,	sponges,	hydras,	and	so	forth,	all	descended	from	ocean	ancestors.	Over	evolutionary	time,	freshwater	animals	reduced	their	tendency	to	gain	H2O	osmotically	from	their	environment,	but	they	have
not	eliminated	it.	A	100-g	goldfish,	for	example,	osmotically	gains	enough	water	to	equal	30%	or	more	of	its	body	weight	every	day.	Vertebrates	and	several	groups	of	invertebrates	invaded	the	land	from	freshwater.	In	so	doing	they	came	face	to	face	with	the	most	severe	of	all	the	water	challenges	on	Earth:	On	land,	evaporation	of	water	into	the
atmosphere	tends	to	dehydrate	animals	rapidly.	Some	terrestrial	habitats	are	so	dry,	in	fact,	that	replacing	lost	water	borders	on	impossible.	When	animals	first	invaded	terrestrial	habitats,	they	probably	possessed	integuments	(body	coverings),	inherited	from	aquatic	ancestors,	that	provided	little	or	no	barrier	to	evaporative	water	loss.	This	problem
ultimately	had	to	be	solved	for	animals	to	be	able	to	live	entirely	freely	in	the	open	air.	Some	of	today’s	land	animals	have	integuments	that	resemble	the	primordial	types.	Leopard	frogs,	earthworms,	and	wood	lice,	for	example,	have	integuments	that	lack	significant	evaporation	barriers	and	permit	virtually	free	evaporation.	In	some	cases,	water
evaporates	across	these	sorts	of	integuments	as	fast	as	it	evaporates	from	an	open	dish	of	water	of	the	same	surface	area!	Animals	with	such	integuments	dehydrate	so	rapidly	that	they	cannot	possibly	live	steadily	in	the	open	air.	Instead,	they	must	stay	in	protected	places	where	the	humidity	of	the	air	is	high,	or	if	they	venture	into	the	open	air,	they
must	return	often	to	places	where	they	can	rehydrate.	The	danger	of	dehydration	severely	constrains	their	freedom	of	action.	For	a	terrestrial	animal	to	be	liberated	from	these	constraints	and	lead	a	fully	exposed	existence	in	the	open	air,	it	must	have	evolved	highly	effective	barriers	to	water	loss	across	its	integument.	Only	a	few	major	groups	of
animals	possess	such	novel	water	barriers:	mammals,	birds,	other	reptiles	(see	Figure	1.14),	insects,	and	spiders.	In	each	of	these	groups,	thin	layers	of	lipids	are	deposited	in	the	integument	and	act	as	barriers	to	evaporative	water	loss.	The	evolution	of	these	lipid	layers	liberated	animals	to	occupy	the	open	air	and	was	a	prerequisite	for	animals	to
invade	the	driest	places	on	Earth,	the	deserts.	In	hyperarid	deserts,	a	year	or	two	can	pass	without	rain,	yet	there	are	populations	of	insects,	lizards,	birds,	and	mammals	that	succeed	there.	Some	terrestrial	animals	have	adapted	to	land	in	part	by	evolving	exceptional	tolerance	of	dehydration.	Although	most	terrestrial	animals	die	if	they	lose	half	or
more	of	their	body	water	without	replacing	it,	the	exceptional	types	can	dehydrate	more.	The	most	extreme	cases	are	certain	invertebrates	that	can	lose	essentially	all	their	body	water	and	survive	in	a	dormant,	crystalline	state	until	water	returns.	Certain	tardigrades	(“moss	animals”	or	“water	bears”),	for	example,	dry	completely	when	deprived	of
water	and	then	can	blow	about	like	dust,	ready	to	spring	back	to	active	life	if	water	becomes	available.	Animals	and	Environments 	25	At	head	height,	a	person	might	experience	air	temperatures	approaching	7ºC	in	winter…	…and	50ºC	in	summer.	Distance	aboveground	(m)	2	1	0	In	the	burrow	of	a	kangaroo	rat	at	1	m	beneath	the	soil	surface,
temperatures	remain	between	15ºC	and	32ºC	throughout	the	year.	The	environment	an	animal	occupies	is	often	a	microenvironment	or	microclimate	1	Soil	depth	(m)	Contrary	to	what	intuition	might	suggest,	even	some	aquatic	animals	are	threatened	with	dehydration.	The	bony	fish	of	the	oceans,	such	as	the	reef	fish	seen	in	Figure	1.17,	are	the	most
important	example.	These	fish	have	blood	that	is	only	one-third	to	one-half	as	salty	as	seawater,	probably	because	they	are	descended	from	freshwater	ancestors	rather	than	from	ancestors	that	always	lived	in	the	sea.	The	ocean	is	a	desiccating	environment	for	animals	with	dilute	blood	because	osmosis	transports	H	2O	steadily	from	the	blood	to	the
more	concentrated	seawater.	These	desiccating	fish	have	an	advantage	over	terrestrial	animals	desiccating	in	a	desert—namely,	that	H	2O	to	replace	their	losses	is	abundant	in	their	watery	environment.	To	incorporate	H2O	from	seawater	into	their	dilute	bodies,	however,	they	must	in	essence	possess	mechanisms	to	“distill”	the	seawater:	They	must
be	able	to	separate	H2O	from	the	salty	seawater	solution.	2	Soil	surface	Zone	of	rodent	residence	These	curves	show	the	maximum	temperature	(black	curve)	and	the	minimum	temperature	(red	curve)	recorded	over	the	course	of	an	entire	year	at	each	depth.	3	In	a	forest,	lake,	or	any	other	large	system,	small	places	–20	–10	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	70
inevitably	exist	where	physical	or	chemical	conditions	are	Annual	range	of	air	temperature	(°C)	significantly	different	from	the	average	in	the	system.	For	Figure	1.18 	Microenvironments	in	the	Arizona	desert	near	Tucson	instance,	when	the	average	temperature	of	the	open	air	in	The	plot	shows	the	annual	range	of	temperatures	in	the	soil	and	air
and	at	the	a	woodland	is	30°C,	the	temperature	under	a	pile	of	brush	soil	surface.	(After	Misonne	1959.)	on	the	forest	floor	might	be	24°C.	Although	large-bodied	animals	are	often,	by	necessity,	exposed	to	the	statistically	average	conditions	where	they	live,	small-bodied	animals	may	enter	daytime	air	temperatures	that	reach	almost	50°C	during	the
summer,	the	small	places—the	nooks	and	crannies—where	they	may	find	combined	with	intense	solar	radiation.	Humans	and	horses	typically	conditions	that	are	far	from	average.	Places	within	an	environhave	no	choice	but	to	cope	physiologically	with	these	conditions	ment	that	potentially	differ	from	the	environment	at	large	in	their	because	they	are
too	large	to	escape	by	going	underground	or	physical	or	chemical	conditions	are	called	microenvironments.	A	squeezing	into	patches	of	shade	cast	by	cacti	or	desert	bushes.	Small	related	concept	is	that	of	microclimates.	A	microclimate	is	the	set	desert	rodents	such	as	kangaroo	rats	and	pocket	mice	are	in	a	very	of	climatic	conditions	(temperature,
humidity,	wind	speed,	and	so	different	situation,	however,	because	they	can	burrow	deep	into	forth)	prevailing	in	a	subpart	of	a	system.	the	soil,	where	thermal	conditions	are	far	different	from	those	that	Because	we	humans	are	large	organisms,	our	perception	of	humans	associate	with	deserts.	On	the	surface	of	the	desert	soil,	the	prevailing
conditions	in	a	place	may	bear	little	relation	to	the	the	annual	temperature	range	is	actually	greater	than	that	in	the	air	microclimates	that	smaller	creatures	can	find	by	entering	distinctive	above	(see	Figure	1.18);	the	soil	surface	becomes	hotter	than	the	air	subparts	of	the	place.	George	Bartholomew	(1919–2006),	one	of	the	during	the	day	as	it
absorbs	solar	radiation,	and	it	becomes	cooler	founders	of	environmental	physiology,	expressed	this	important	than	the	air	at	night	because	it	radiates	infrared	energy	to	the	cold	Hill	Animal	Physiologysky	4E	(see	page	241).	Beneath	the	soil	surface,	however,	point	well:	nighttime	Sinauer	Associates	the	annual	range	of	temperature	decreases
dramatically	as	depth	Most	vertebrates	are	much	less	than	a	hundredth	of	the	size	of	Morales	Studio	increases.	At	a	depth	of	1	m,	the	temperature	remains	well	below	man…	,	and	the	universe	of	these	small	creatures	is	one	of	cracks	Figure	01.18	11-02-15	the	maximum	aboveground	air	temperature	during	summer	and	and	crevices,	holes	in	logs,
dense	underbrush,	tunnels	and	nests—	well	above	the	minimum	air	temperature	during	winter.	In	fact,	a	world	where	distances	are	measured	in	yards	rather	than	miles	in	certain	desert	regions,	such	as	that	shown	in	Figure	1.18,	the	and	where	the	difference	between	sunshine	and	shadow	may	rodents	never	face	significant	heat	or	cold	stress
throughout	the	be	the	difference	between	life	and	death.	Climate	in	the	usual	year	when	they	are	in	their	burrows!14	sense	of	the	word	is,	therefore,	little	more	than	a	crude	index	to	Microenvironments	must	be	considered	in	the	study	of	virtually	the	physical	conditions	in	which	most	terrestrial	animals	live.13	all	the	physical	and	chemical	features	of
the	places	where	animals	Desert	environments	nicely	illustrate	the	point	that	Bartholomew	live	(e.g.,	see	Figure	1.16).	In	tall	grass,	for	example,	the	wind	speed	makes	(Figure	1.18).	At	head	level	(about	2	m	aboveground),	a	is	likely	to	be	lower	than	in	adjacent	open	areas,	and	because	the	human	or	a	horse	standing	in	the	Arizona	desert	may
experience	14	13	From	G.	A.	Bartholomew.	1964.	The	roles	of	physiology	and	behavior	in	the	maintenance	of	homeostasis	in	the	desert	environment.	Symp.	Soc.	Exp.	Biol.	18:	7–29.	 There	are	hotter	desert	regions	where	even	the	burrow	environment	presents	thermal	challenges	in	some	seasons,	but	the	burrow	environment	is	still	far	more	moderate
than	the	environment	aboveground	(see	Chapter	28).	26	 	Chapter	1	Distance	above	snow	surface	(cm)	–18°C	at	150	cm	15	10	5	The	subnivean	air	space,	where	temperatures	are	much	warmer	than	in	the	air	above	the	snow,	offers	protection	to	small	burrowing	mammals	and	birds.	Surface	of	snow	0	Snow	depth	(cm)	5	10	15	20	–24	Subnivean	air
space	–20	–16	–12	–8	–4	0	4	Temperature	(°C)	a	school	of	fish	can	deplete	water	of	dissolved	O2	and	then	must	cope	with	low	“environmental”	O2	levels.	Because	of	phenomena	like	these,	the	analysis	of	an	animal–	environment	interaction	often	requires	dynamic	calculations	that	take	into	account	that	the	interaction	is	of	a	two-way,	back-and-forth
sort.	After	an	animal	has	initially	altered	an	environment,	the	animal	may	function	differently	because	it	is	in	a	changed	environment,	and	thus	the	animal’s	future	effect	on	the	environment	may	be	different	from	its	original	effect.	Global	warming	represents	a	planet-sized	example	of	this	phenomenon.	Most	scientists	believe	that	the	use	of	fossil	fuels
by	the	global	human	population	is	changing	Earth’s	atmosphere	toward	a	composition	that	increases	planetary	heat	retention.	Human	activities	are	therefore	raising	the	global	temperature.	The	warming	environment	then	will	alter	the	ways	in	which	human	societies	function	in	the	future.	Figure	1.19 	Microenvironments	in	deep	snow	in	the	Far
Evolutionary	Processes	trapped	beneath	deep	snow.	When	lemmings,	ptarmigans,	or	other	small	mammals	or	birds	burrow	under	the	snow	into	the	subnivean	air	space,	they	enter	a	windless	environment	where	the	temperature	may	be	20°C	warmer	than	in	the	air	above	the	snow,	and	where	they	are	protected	by	the	overlying	snow	from	losing	heat
radiatively	to	the	frigid	nighttime	sky.	The	temperatures	shown	were	measured	on	a	March	night	in	Sweden.	(After	Coulianos	and	Johnels	1963.)	The	evolutionary	origins	of	physiological	traits—and	the	continuing	evolution	of	physiological	traits	in	today’s	world—form	the	subject	matter	of	evolutionary	physiology,	one	of	the	two	most	important
branches	of	the	modern	study	of	physiology,	as	stressed	earlier.	Physiologists	have	long	recognized	that	the	traits	of	species	are	often	well	matched	to	the	environments	they	occupy.	For	example,	polar	bears	are	well	suited	to	deal	with	cold,	and	dromedary	camels	with	heat.	Evolution	by	natural	selection	is	believed	by	modern	biologists	to	be	the
primary	process	that	produces	this	match	between	species	and	the	environments	they	inhabit.	Carefully	defined,	evolution	is	a	change	of	gene	frequencies	over	time	in	a	population	of	organisms.	Suppose	a	population	of	animals	contains	a	gene	that	codes	for	the	oxygen	affinity	of	hemoglobin	(the	ease	with	which	hemoglobin	combines	with	O2).	The
gene	has	two	alleles	(alternative	forms),	one	coding	for	high	oxygen	affinity	(H	allele)	and	one	for	low	oxygen	affinity	(L	allele).	At	one	time	in	the	history	of	the	population,	suppose	30%	of	all	copies	of	this	gene	were	of	the	H	allele	and	70%	were	of	the	L	allele.	After	1000	generations	have	passed,	however,	suppose	60%	of	all	copies	are	of	the	H	allele
and	40%	are	of	the	L	allele.	In	this	case,	gene	frequencies	have	changed.	Therefore	evolution	has	occurred.	A	more	complex	question	by	far	is	whether	adaptation	has	occurred.	There	are	several	known	processes	by	which	gene	frequencies	can	change.	Only	one,	natural	selection,	leads	to	adaptation.	North 	An	air	space—termed	the	subnivean	air
space—is	often	weak	wind	permits	moisture	evaporating	from	the	soil	and	grass	to	accumulate	in	the	air	rather	than	being	blown	away,	the	humidity	also	tends	to	be	higher	than	in	adjacent	open	air.	Animals	that	enter	tall	grass	are	thus	likely	to	find	a	less	desiccating	microenvironment	than	in	open	fields	nearby.	In	winter,	spaces	under	deep	snow	in
the	Far	North	form	distinctive	thermal	microenvironments.	The	temperature	there	is	often	higher	by	20°C	(or	more)	than	in	the	open	air	above	(Figure	1.19).	Thus	a	lemming	burrowing	under	Hill	Animalexperiences	Physiology	4Ea	very	different	environment	from	a	reindeer	the	snow	Sinauer	Associates	standing	above.	Morales	Studio	Figure	01.19
11-09-15	Animals	often	modify	their	own	environments	An	important	way	in	which	animal	and	environment	are	interdependent	is	that	animals	modify	their	own	environments.	In	the	simplest	case,	animals	behaviorally	select	the	actual	environments	that	they	experience	from	the	many	that	they	could	experience.	A	frog	stressed	by	desiccation	on	open
terrain,	for	example,	can	raise	the	humidity	and	lower	the	wind	speed	of	its	environment	by	hopping	into	tall	grass.	The	environment	of	an	animal	is	the	animal’s	surroundings,	and	the	surroundings	depend	on	where	the	animal	places	itself.	A	more	subtle	but	equally	important	point	is	that	the	very	presence	of	an	animal	in	a	place	often	alters	the
physical	and	chemical	features	of	the	place.	The	environmental	alteration	caused	by	the	animal	may	then	change	that	selfsame	animal’s	behavior	or	physiology.	Consider,	for	instance,	a	squirrel	in	a	small	cavity	in	a	tree.	In	winter,	the	squirrel	will	warm	the	cavity	to	a	higher	temperature	than	would	prevail	in	the	squirrel’s	absence.	The	squirrel	will
then	respond	physiologically	to	the	elevated	temperature	in	the	cavity,	by	cutting	back	its	rate	of	metabolic	heat	production.	In	a	like	manner,	Some	processes	of	evolution	are	adaptive,	others	are	not	Returning	to	the	hypothetical	example	just	discussed,	suppose	that	in	a	population	of	animals	occupying	a	particular	environment,	individuals	with
hemoglobin	of	high	oxygen	affinity	are	more	likely	to	survive	and	reproduce	than	those	with	hemoglobin	of	low	affinity.	By	this	very	fact,	an	allele	that	codes	for	high	affinity	will	tend	to	increase	in	frequency	in	the	population	from	one	generation	to	the	next	(and	an	allele	that	codes	for	low	affinity	will	tend	to	decrease).	After	many	generations,	the	H
allele	might	become	so	common	that	essentially	all	individuals	born	into	the	population	have	it.	You	will	recognize	this	as	the	process	of	natural	selection.	Natural	selection	creates	a	better	match	between	animals	and	their	environments.	Animals	and	Environments 	27	The	concept	of	adaptation,	which	is	intimately	related	to	that	of	natural	selection,
has	a	specific	meaning	in	the	study	of	evolutionary	biology.	By	definition,	a	trait	is	an	adaptation	if	it	has	come	to	be	present	at	high	frequency	in	a	population	because	it	confers	a	greater	probability	of	survival	and	successful	reproduction	in	the	prevailing	environment	than	available	alternative	traits.	Thus	adaptations	are	products	of	the	process	of
natural	selection.	An	adaptation	is	not	necessarily	an	optimum	or	ideal	state,	because	constraints	on	the	freedom	of	natural	selection	may	have	precluded	the	optimum	state	from	being	an	option	(the	optimum	state,	for	instance,	might	never	have	arisen	through	mutation).	As	the	definition	stresses,	an	adaptation	is	the	trait	favored	by	natural	selection
from	among	the	available	alternative	traits.	Now	let’s	repeat	our	thought	exercise	but	substitute	different	assumptions.	Consider	a	population,	in	the	same	environment	as	we	have	just	been	analyzing,	in	which	the	H	and	L	alleles	are	both	common.	Suppose	that	the	population	experiences	a	drop	in	size,	so	that	it	contains	fewer	than	100	individuals.
Suppose	also	that	during	this	low	point,	a	catastrophe	strikes,	killing	individuals	at	random,	regardless	of	whether	they	possess	the	H	or	L	allele.	In	a	small	population	of	100	or	fewer	animals,	deaths	at	random	could	by	sheer	chance	eliminate	all	individuals	possessing	one	of	the	alleles.	All	copies	of	the	H	allele	might,	in	fact,	be	eliminated.	In	a
population	subjected	to	this	process,	when	the	population	later	regrows	in	size,	it	will	have	only	the	L	allele,	the	less	adaptive	allele.	In	this	case,	the	process	of	gene	frequency	change	we	have	described	is	a	process	of	nonadaptive	evolution.	Because	of	chance,	an	allele	that	provides	a	lower	probability	of	survival	and	reproduction	than	an	available
alternative	comes	to	be	the	predominant	allele	in	the	population.	Processes	in	which	chance	assumes	a	preeminent	role	in	altering	gene	frequencies	are	termed	genetic	drift.	We	have	described,	in	the	last	paragraph,	one	scenario	for	genetic	drift:	Gene	frequencies	may	shift	in	chance	directions	because	of	random	deaths	(or	other	random	blocks	to
individual	reproduction)	in	populations	transiently	reduced	to	small	size.	Another	scenario	for	genetic	drift	is	that	when	a	species	enters	a	new	area	and	founds	a	new	population	there,	the	new	population	may	exhibit	changed	gene	frequencies,	relative	to	the	parent	population,	simply	because	of	chance—because	the	founding	individuals	may	by
chance	be	genetically	nonrepresentative	of	the	population	from	which	they	came	(a	so-called	founder	effect).	Researchers	who	study	allele	frequencies	in	natural	populations	believe	that	they	often	observe	evidence	of	genetic	drift.	For	example,	two	populations	of	mice	living	10	km	(6	mi)	apart	in	seemingly	identical	woodlots	usually	exhibit	many
differences	in	allele	frequencies	thought	to	be	produced	by	drift	of	one	sort	or	another.	Often	the	genes	affected	by	drift	seem	to	be	ones	that	have	little	or	no	fitness	effect;	drift,	in	other	words,	seems	to	have	its	greatest	influence	on	genes	not	subject	to	strong	natural	selection.	That	is	not	always	the	case,	however.	Additional	processes	are	known	by
which	evolution	may	lead	to	nonadaptive	outcomes.	These	include:	„„A	trait	may	be	common	in	a	population	simply	because	it	is	closely	correlated	with	another	trait	that	is	favored	by	natural	selection.	For	instance,	a	trait	that	itself	diminishes	the	fitness	of	animals	(their	ability	to	survive	and	reproduce)	may	occur	because	it	is	coded	by	a	gene	that	is
subject	to	positive	selection	because	of	other,	fitness-enhancing	effects.	The	control	by	an	allele	of	a	single	gene	of	two	or	more	distinct	and	seemingly	unrelated	traits	is	called	pleiotropy.	An	example	is	provided	by	a	recently	discovered	allele	of	an	enzyme-coding	gene	that	simultaneously	has	two	effects	in	the	mosquito	Culex	pipiens.	The	allele	both
(1)	increases	the	resistance	of	the	mosquitoes	to	organophosphate	insecticides	and	(2)	decreases	the	physiological	tolerance	of	the	mosquitoes	to	the	cold	of	winter.	When	a	population	of	mosquitoes	is	sprayed	with	insecticides,	the	population	may	evolve	toward	a	diminished	physiological	ability	to	survive	winter	because	of	this	pleiotropy.	Selection
will	favor	the	allele	we’ve	been	discussing	because	it	confers	insecticide	resistance,	but	the	allele	will	also	diminish	the	odds	of	winter	survival.15	„„A	trait	may	have	evolved	as	an	adaptation	to	an	ancient	environment,	yet	persist	even	though	the	environment	has	changed.	In	the	new	environment,	the	trait	may	no	longer	be	beneficial	and	thus	may
not	be	an	adaptation.	Traits	of	this	sort	are	thought	by	some	evolutionary	biologists	to	be	common,	because	animals	often	move	to	new	places,	and	even	if	they	stay	in	one	place,	climates	often	change	radically	over	relatively	short	periods	of	geological	time.16	The	need	of	many	desert	amphibians	for	pools	of	water	to	breed,	and	the	possession	of	eyes
by	numerous	species	of	arthropods	that	live	in	caves,	are	two	examples	of	traits	that	seem	to	exist	today	because	they	are	carryovers	from	the	past,	not	because	they	are	adaptations	to	the	animals’	present	environments.	Similarly,	the	dilute	blood	of	the	bony	fish	of	the	oceans	is	probably	a	legacy	of	life	in	a	different	environment,	not	an	adaptation	to
life	in	seawater.	A	trait	is	not	an	adaptation	merely	because	it	exists	Prior	to	about	1980,	many	physiologists	referred	to	all	traits	of	organisms	as	adaptations.	Traits	were	called	adaptations	merely	because	they	existed,	and	stories	(now	sometimes	recalled	as	“just-so”	stories)	were	concocted	to	explain	how	the	traits	were	beneficial.	This	habit	ignored
the	possibility	of	genetic	drift	and	other	forms	of	nonadaptive	evolution.	The	habit,	in	fact,	reduced	adaptation	to	a	nonscientific	concept	because	no	empirical	evidence	was	required	for	a	trait	to	be	considered	an	adaptation.	A	major	shift	in	the	use	of	the	concept	of	adaptation	was	precipitated	by	Stephen	J.	Gould	and	Richard	C.	Lewontin	with	the
publication	of	a	critique	in	1979.	They	stressed	that	natural	selection	in	the	present	environment	is	just	one	of	several	processes	by	which	a	species	may	come	to	exhibit	a	trait.	A	trait,	therefore,	is	not	an	adaptation	merely	because	it	exists.	Instead,	when	physiologists	call	15	In	addition	to	causation	by	pleiotropy,	traits	may	also	evolve	in	tandem
because	of	linkage	disequilibrium,	in	which	alleles	of	two	or	more	genes	on	the	same	chromosome—because	of	being	on	a	single	chromosome—tend	to	be	inherited	together	to	a	nonrandomly	great	extent.	16	Just	18,000	years	ago,	the	arid,	warm	deserts	of	Arizona	and	New	Mexico	were	far	more	moist	than	today,	and	they	were	on	average	about	6°C
cooler,	because	of	the	last	ice	age.	About	10,000	years	ago,	large	expanses	of	the	Sahara	Desert	experienced	far	more	rain	than	they	do	today	and	were	savannas	(prairielike	landscapes)	rather	than	desert.	28	 	Chapter	1	a	trait	an	adaptation,	they	are	really	making	a	hypothesis	that	natural	selection	has	occurred.	Data	must	be	gathered	to	assess
whether	a	hypothesis	of	adaptation	is	true	or	false,	just	as	we	gather	data	to	assess	the	truth	of	other	types	of	hypotheses.	With	this	objective	in	mind,	the	study	of	adaptation	has	been	maturing	gradually	into	an	empirical	(i.e.,	data-based)	science.	Adaptation	is	studied	as	an	empirical	science	(A)	Human	(Phylum	Chordata)	(B)	Insect	(Phylum
Arthropoda)	Spiracle	Tracheal	system	Lung	Biologists	today	are	giving	a	great	deal	of	attention	to	the	question	of	how	to	obtain	data	that	will	guide	a	decision	(C)	Land	snail	(Phylum	Mollusca)	on	whether	or	not	a	trait	is	an	adaptation.	Sometimes	the	Lung	biosphere	presents	a	“natural	experiment”	that	permits	(mantle	scientists	to	observe	evolution
taking	place	over	multiple	cavity)	generations	in	a	natural	setting.	Scientists	cannot	depend	entirely	on	such	natural	experiments	to	study	adaptation,	because	the	natural	experiments	are	uncommon	and	may	Shell	Diaphragm	not	speak	to	questions	of	greatest	interest.	Nonetheless,	a	natural	experiment	may	provide	particularly	useful	insights	Figure
1.20 	The	comparative	method 	Terrestrial	vertebrates	(A),	insects	into	adaptation	because	it	may	allow	the	adaptiveness	of	a	(B),	and	land	snails	(C)—representing	three	phyla	that	separately	colonized	the	trait	to	be	judged	from	all	the	angles	that	matter.	land—have	independently	evolved	breathing	organs	that	are	invaginated	into	the	body.	This
convergence	in	the	type	of	breathing	organ	suggests	that	invagiIndustrial	melanism	is	a	famous	phenomenon—with	nated	breathing	organs	are	adaptive	for	living	on	land.	which	you	are	likely	familiar	from	your	study	of	general	biology—that	exemplifies	a	natural	experiment	for	adaptation.	Melanism	refers	to	a	genetically	coded	dark	body	similar	and
dissimilar	environments.	This	method	is	based	coloration.	Industrial	melanism	is	an	evolutionary	increase	in	the	on	the	premise	that	although	we	cannot	see	evolution	occurring	frequency	of	melanism	in	a	population	of	animals	living	in	an	enin	the	past,	the	many	kinds	of	animals	alive	today	provide	us	vironment	modified	by	human	industries.	A
species	of	moth	in	the	with	many	examples	of	outcomes	of	evolution,	and	patterns	we	industrial	regions	of	England	has	two	genetically	determined	color	identify	in	these	outcomes	may	provide	insights	into	processes	states:	light	and	dark.	The	moths	were	predominantly	light-colored	that	occurred	long	ago.	Figure	1.20	presents	a	simple	prior	to	the
industrial	era,	when	light-colored	lichens	covered	the	example	of	the	use	of	the	comparative	method.	Terrestrial	tree	trunks	on	which	they	rested	during	the	day.	With	increasing	vertebrates	have	lungs	for	breathing.	If	we	were	to	look	industrialization,	the	lichens	on	the	trees	were	killed	by	pollutants,	only	at	terrestrial	vertebrates,	we	would	have	just
that	single	and	soot	from	factories	darkened	the	tree	trunks.	Within	50	years	isolated	bit	of	knowledge	about	breathing	mechanisms.	of	the	beginning	of	industrialization,	the	moth	populations	in	the	However,	if	we	also	examine	other	unrelated	terrestrial	industrial	areas	became	predominantly	dark-colored	because,	organisms,	we	discover	a	pattern:
In	insects,	in	land	snails,	from	generation	to	generation,	genes	for	dark	coloration	increased	and	in	terrestrial	vertebrates,	the	breathing	surfaces	are	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	in	frequency.	Studies	demonstrated	that	on	dark	tree	trunks,	the	Sinauer	Associates	parts	of	invaginated	structures	that	hold	the	air	rather	than	dark-colored	moths	were	less
likely	than	light-colored	ones	to	be	Morales	Studio	projecting	into	the	air.	This	pattern	is	striking	because	seen	by	avian	predators.	Figure	01.20	11-02-15	evaginated	breathing	surfaces,	which	project	into	the	water,	From	the	direct	observation	of	this	natural	experiment,	we	can	say	are	nearly	universal	among	aquatic	animals	(note	the	gills	of	the



following:	In	an	environment	affected	by	industrial	pollution,	fish	and	crayfish).	The	occurrence	of	invaginated	structures	dark	coloration	became	common	in	the	moth	populations	by	way	in	multiple	independent	lines	of	modern	terrestrial	animals	of	natural	selection	because	it	increased	an	individual’s	likelihood	suggests	that	if	we	could	see	into	the
distant	evolutionary	of	survival	in	comparison	with	the	available	alternative	coloration.	past,	we	would	witness	individuals	with	invaginated	Dark	coloration	thus	met	all	the	standards	of	our	formal	definition	breathing	organs	outcompete	ones	with	alternative	of	adaptation	and	could	be	judged,	based	on	evidence,	to	be	an	breathing	structures	on	land.
The	pattern	suggests	that	adaptation	to	the	sooty	environment.	natural	selection	was	at	work,	and	that	the	invaginated	Usually	biologists	are	not	able	to	observe	evolution	in	action	in	breathing	organs	are	adaptations	to	life	on	land.	this	way.	Thus,	to	study	adaptation	empirically,	they	must	adopt	„„Studies	of	laboratory	populations	over	many
generations.	other	approaches.	Several	techniques	have	been	developed—or	Changes	in	gene	frequencies	can	be	observed	over	multiple	are	being	developed—to	study	the	question	of	adaptation	when	generations	in	laboratory	populations	of	fast-breeding	nature	fails	to	provide	an	ideal	natural	experiment:	animals	such	as	fruit	flies.	By	exposing	such
populations	to	„„The	comparative	method.	The	comparative	method	seeks	specific,	controlled	conditions	(e.g.,	high	or	low	desiccation	to	identify	adaptive	traits	by	comparing	how	a	particular	stress),	physiologists	may	observe	which	alleles	are	favored	function	is	carried	out	by	related	and	unrelated	species	in	Animals	and	Environments 	29	by
selection	when	a	particular	condition	prevails.	An	illustration	is	provided	by	studies	of	fruit	fly	populations	exposed	for	many	generations	to	high	desiccation	stress;	in	such	populations,	the	genetically	coded	blood	volume	of	flies	increases	dramatically,	and	the	flies	become	able	to	tolerate	desiccation	for	greatly	enhanced	lengths	of	time	(see	Box
28.6).	The	selection	that	occurs	in	cases	like	this	is	usually	considered	to	be	laboratory	selection	or	artificial	selection	because	humans	are	manipulating	the	circumstances.	A	concern,	therefore,	is	to	assess	whether	outcomes	of	natural	selection	in	the	wild	would	be	likely	to	be	similar.	„„Single-generation	studies	of	individual	variation.	Individuals	in	a
natural	population	of	a	single	species	typically	vary	in	their	physiological	properties,	as	discussed	in	the	final	section	of	this	chapter.	Such	natural	variation	among	individuals	of	a	species	can	be	exploited	to	carry	out	single-generation	experiments	to	determine	which	traits	are	most	advantageous.	To	illustrate,	suppose	we	trap	several	hundred	mice	in
a	wild	population	and	measure	the	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	each,	and	then	we	release	all	the	mice	back	into	their	natural	population,	where	we	monitor	them	until	they	die.	If	we	find	that	individuals	with	particular	O2-consumption	capabilities	produce	more	young	before	dying	than	individuals	with	other	O2-consumption	capabilities,	we
will	have	evidence	of	which	capabilities	are	adaptive.	„„Creation	of	variation	for	study.	Biologists	may	be	able	to	create	variation	in	a	trait	that	shows	little	or	no	natural	variation	among	individuals	of	a	species.	Then	competitive	outcomes	in	natural	or	laboratory	settings	may	be	observed.	Years	ago,	the	principal	application	of	this	approach	was
morphological;	for	instance,	the	size	of	the	ear	cavities	of	desert	rats	was	morphologically	altered	to	assess	which	ear-cavity	dimensions	allowed	the	surest	detection	of	predators.	One	newer	approach	is	to	employ	genetic	manipulations.	Suppose	that	the	vast	majority	of	individuals	of	a	species	have	a	certain	allele	for	a	digestive	enzyme	but	that	an
unusual	mutant	allele	is	found	that	produces	a	different	molecular	form	of	the	enzyme.	By	controlled	breeding,	one	could	create	a	population	rich	in	both	alleles	and	then	observe	the	relative	advantages	of	the	two	enzyme	forms.	Another	genetic	approach	is	to	employ	genetic	engineering	methods	to	silence	genes.	As	we	will	discuss	in	Chapter	3	(see
page	83),	knockout	animals	that	lack	functional	copies	of	a	gene	of	interest	can	be	produced,	or	RNA	interference	(RNAi)	can	be	employed	to	block	transcription	of	a	gene.	Individuals	manipulated	in	these	ways	are	unable	to	synthesize	the	protein	coded	by	the	affected	gene	and	thus	can	be	used	to	evaluate	the	functional	significance	of	the	protein.
Other	forms	of	“engineering”	are	available	for	creating	individual	diversity	that	can	be	tested	for	effects.	These	include	“allometric	engineering,”	in	which	the	body	sizes	of	individuals	are	artificially	manipulated	during	development	to	create	variation,	and	“hormonal	engineering,”	in	which	hormone	injections	are	used.	„„Studies	of	the	genetic
structures	of	natural	populations.	Natural	populations	are	sometimes	genetically	structured	in	revealing	ways.	Genetic	clines	provide	excellent	examples.	A	genetic	cline	is	a	progressive	change	in	allele	frequencies	or	gene-controlled	phenotype	frequencies	along	an	environmental	gradient.	Investigators	find,	for	instance,	that	within	certain	species	of
fish	of	the	East	Coast	of	the	United	States,	alleles	that	are	common	in	warm-water	Georgia	individuals	become	progressively	less	common	toward	the	north	and	are	almost	absent	in	cold-water	New	England	individuals	(see	Figure	2.22).	Genetic	patterns	of	this	sort	often	point	to	ways	in	which	natural	selection	differs	in	its	effects	from	place	to	place.
„„Phylogenetic	reconstruction.	The	goal	of	phylogenetic	reconstruction	is	to	determine	the	structure	of	the	family	tree	(the	ancestry)	of	groups	of	related	species,	often	using	molecular	genetic	data.	The	family	tree	is	useful	in	two	major	ways.	First,	a	family	tree	often	facilitates	the	estimation	of	exactly	when	in	evolutionary	history	each	trait	evolved;
thus,	for	example,	we	might	learn	from	a	family	tree	whether	the	evolution	of	one	trait	preceded	or	followed	the	evolution	of	another—knowledge	that	can	help	us	understand	the	context	of	the	evolution	of	each	trait.	Second,	a	family	tree	clarifies	whether	a	trait	evolved	independently	more	than	once;	several	independent	origins	in	one	environment
suggest	that	a	trait	is	adaptive	to	the	environment.	In	this	book	we	discuss	several	analyses	of	adaptation	based	on	family	trees.	Chapter	3,	for	example,	starts	with	a	family-tree	analysis	of	the	icefish	of	Antarctic	seas,	fish	that	lack	red	blood	cells	and	sometimes	lack	myoglobin,	a	key	O2-transport	compound,	in	their	heart	muscle	(see	Figures	3.3	and
3.4).	Evolutionary	potential	can	be	high	or	low,	depending	on	available	genetic	variation	A	key	determinant	of	the	course	of	evolution	of	a	trait	in	an	animal	population	is	the	amount	of	genetic	diversity	for	the	trait	in	the	population.	If	there	is	no	genetic	diversity	for	a	trait—that	is,	if	all	the	individuals	in	a	population	are	homozygous	for	a	single	allele
—then	evolutionary	change	in	the	trait	is	essentially	impossible.	As	an	example,	imagine	a	population	of	mammals	in	which	all	individuals	are	homozygous	for	an	eye-color	allele	that	codes	for	brown	eyes.	In	this	population	as	a	whole,	there	would	be	no	genetic	diversity	for	eye	color.	Thus	natural	selection	of	alleles	could	not	possibly	alter	eye	color.
By	contrast,	if	the	individuals	in	a	population	collectively	have	several	different	alleles	of	the	gene	for	eye	color—some	alleles	coding	for	brown,	others	for	blue	or	olive—then	the	frequencies	of	the	various	alleles	can	be	modified	by	natural	selection,	and	eye	color	can	evolve.	Physiologists	are	just	beginning	to	take	into	full	account	the	importance	of
genetic	diversity	in	understanding	evolutionary	potential.	Figure	1.21	provides	a	model	example	of	the	sorts	of	insights	that	can	be	obtained	from	considering	genetic	diversity.	House	mice	were	collected	from	five	locations	in	eastern	North	America,	locations	chosen	to	represent	a	progression	in	winter	severity,	from	mild	winters	in	the	south	to
severe	winters	in	the	north.	The	mice	collected	were	from	wild	populations	that	had	30	 	Chapter	1	–12°C	LOW	LOW	HIGH	HIGH	–7°C	There	are	latitudinal	trends	of	increasing	size	from	south	to	north	in	the	two	traits	that	show	high	genetic	diversity…	0°C	…but	there	are	no	latitudinal	trends	in	the	two	traits	that	show	low	genetic	diversity.	6°C	e
siz	st	Ne	dy	s	18°C	ize	10°C	Bo	ting,	house	mice	(Mus	domesticus)	from	the	more	northern	locations	attain	larger	body	sizes	and	build	bigger	nests	than	mice	from	the	more	southern	populations.	In	contrast,	despite	having	evolved	in	different	climates,	mice	from	the	five	locations	show	no	differences	in	body	temperature	or	in	the	amount	of	brown	fat
they	have	relative	to	body	size.	Independent	studies	reveal	that	in	house	mouse	populations,	there	is	high	diversity	in	the	genes	that	control	the	body	sizes	of	the	mice	and	the	sizes	of	the	nests	they	build,	whereas	the	diversity	of	genes	controlling	body	temperature	and	the	amount	of	brown	fat	is	low.	The	results	support	the	hypothesis	that	the
effectiveness	of	natural	selection	depends	on	how	much	genetic	diversity	exists	in	populations.	The	dashed	lines	on	the	map	show	average	winter	temperatures.	(After	Lynch	1992.)		–	Collection	location	pe	Bod	rat	y	ure	Am	bro	ount	wn	of	fat	diversity	on	evolutionary	potential 	Tested	in	a	constant	laboratory	set-	tem	Figure	1.21 	The	effects	of
genetic	Genetic	diversity	typical	of	house	mouse	populations	in	the	four	traits	studied	Four	traits	were	studied	in	mice	from	the	five	starred	locations.	The	widths	of	the	four	vertical	green	bars	symbolize	latitudinal	trends.	presumably	reproduced	at	the	five	locations	for	many	generations	and	were	subjected	to	natural	selection.	Mice	from	the	five
locations	had	litters	in	the	laboratory,	and	their	offspring	were	studied.	The	reason	for	studying	the	offspring	rather	than	the	wild-caught	animals	was	to	gain	as	clear	insight	as	possible	into	genetic	differences	among	the	populations;	because	all	the	offspring	were	born	and	reared	in	one	environment,	their	differences	were	likely	to	be	mostly	or
entirely	caused	by	differences	in	genetics,	rather	than	differences	in	early	upbringing.	Four	traits	of	the	offspring	were	measured:	their	body	temperatures,	the	sizes	of	the	nests	they	constructed,	their	body	weights,	and	the	fractions	of	their	bodies	occupied	by	brown	fat,	a	tissue	capable	of	intense	heat	production	(see	page	266).	The	offspring	of	the
mice	from	the	five	locations	differed	Hill	significantly	in	body4E	Animal	Physiology	size	and	nest	size;	both	the	body	size	and	theSinauer	nest	size	were	higher	Associates	Morales	Studio	ones,	as	in	the	colder,	northern	populations	than	in	the	southern	Figure	01.21	11-02-15	one	might	expect	(see	Figure	1.21).	However,	the	offspring	from	all	five	sets
of	mice	had	the	same	average	body	temperature	and	the	same	average	amount	of	brown	fat.	In	the	abstract,	one	might	expect	animals	in	a	cold	climate	to	evolve	a	lower	body	temperature	and	a	larger	quantity	of	heat-producing	tissue	than	ones	in	a	warm	climate,	but	neither	of	these	expectations	is	fulfilled	in	reality.	Why	has	adaptation	occurred	in
only	two	of	the	four	traits	studied?	Genetic	diversity	provides	an	important	part	of	the	answer.	House	mouse	populations	exhibit	relatively	high	genetic	diversity	in	the	genes	that	control	body	size	and	nest	size;	these	two	traits	have	responded	to	natural	selection.	However,	house	mouse	populations	exhibit	little	diversity	in	the	genes	that	control	body
temperature	and	the	amount	of	brown	fat;	these	two	traits	have	failed	to	respond	to	natural	selection	in	the	very	same	mice.	We	do	not	know	why	genetic	diversity	is	high	for	some	traits	and	low	for	others.	Examples	such	as	this	show,	however,	that	evolution	by	natural	selection	depends	on	the	underlying	genetic	structure	of	populations.	It	can	be
only	as	effective	as	genetic	diversity	permits	it	to	be.	Individual	Variation	and	the	Question	of	“Personalities”	within	a	Population	When	biologists	make	measurements	on	many	individuals	within	a	single	interbreeding	population	of	animals,	they	usually	discover	that	the	individuals	vary	somewhat	in	their	physiological	properties.	For	example,	35
randomly	selected,	adult	deer	mice	(Peromyscus	maniculatus)	were	captured	from	a	single	wild	population	living	in	a	forest.	Using	a	standardized	procedure,	each	individual	was	tested	to	measure	the	maximum	rate	at	which	it	could	take	in	and	use	O2—a	rate	that	is	a	key	determinant	of	how	long	and	vigorously	an	individual	can	sustain	metabolic
effort.	Although	all	the	mice	looked	similar	to	each	other	and	were	of	similar	body	size,	they	varied	significantly	in	this	important	physiological	property,	as	seen	in	Figure	1.22.	Evidence	indicates	that	the	differences	among	individuals	in	this	trait	are	consistent:	Two	individuals	that	differ	at	one	point	in	time	are	likely	to	differ	in	about	the	same	way	if
tested	again	at	a	later	time.	Individual	variation	such	as	seen	in	this	example—if	it	is	heritable—provides	the	raw	material	for	evolutionary	change.	As	we	have	already	discussed,	if	a	particular	genetically	coded	O2-uptake	capacity	endows	animals	with	increased	chances	of	surviving	and	reproducing,	then	the	frequencies	of	the	genes	responsible	will
Although	some	mice	were	able	to	take	in	and	use	O2	at	a	rate	of	only	16–17	mL	O2/g•h…	Number	of	individuals	10	5	0	16–17	Animals	and	Environments 	31	…others	could	take	in	and	use	O2	at	a	rate	of	over	22	mL	O2/g•h	—	40%	higher.	17–18	18–19	19–20	20–21	21–22	22–23	Maximum	rate	of	oxygen	consumption	(mL	O2/g•h)	23–24	O2
consumption	rates	are	expressed	as	the	number	of	milliliters	of	O2	used	by	each	gram	of	tissue	in	one	hour.	Figure	1.22 	Physiological	variation	among	individuals	of	a	species 	This	histogram	summarizes	the	measured	maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption	of	35	deer	mice	(Peromyscus	maniculatus)	from	a	single	natural	population.	The	individual
variation	observed	was	attributable	to	both	genetic	and	nongenetic	causes,	although	the	proportions	of	each	were	not	measured.	increase	in	the	gene	pool	of	the	population	over	time	through	the	action	of	natural	selection.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	individual	variation	often	occurs	in	human	populaSinauerSimilar	Associates	tions.Studio	For	example,
to	better	understand	individual	variation	in	Morales	Figure	01.22	11-09-15	the	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	among	people,	investigators	took	advantage	of	the	fact	that	in	1983	all	18-year-old	Norwegian	men	were	required	to	report	for	a	medical	exam.	Of	the	33,000	men	examined,	each	exercised	on	a	bicycle-like	device	at	an	intensity	that
permitted	estimation	of	his	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption.	Figure	1.23	summarizes	the	results.	Collectively,	the	men	showed	a	wide	range	of	individual	variation,	with	some	men	able	to	take	in	and	use	O2	at	rates	twice	as	high	as	others,	even	though	they	were	all	the	same	age	and	from	a	fairly	homogeneous	society.	Within	the	world	of
competitive	sports,	people	tend	to	sort	themselves	out	in	ways	that	correlate	with	their	maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption.17	For	example,	a	high	maximum	rate	is	an	advantage	during	long-distance	races,	and	when	individual	athletes	who	excel	in	long	races	are	tested,	they	often	prove	to	have	relatively	high	maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption.	By
contrast,	a	high	maximum	rate	is	not	of	central	importance	for	excelling	in	sports	such	as	weight	lifting	or	gymnastics,	and	when	individual	athletes	who	excel	in	those	sports	are	tested,	they	often	prove	to	be	only	average	(or	less)	in	their	maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption.	In	the	past	one	or	two	decades,	certain	physiologists	have	postulated	that
there	may	be	a	similar	sorting	out	in	nonhuman	animals.	For	example,	let’s	consider	again	the	deer	mice	living	in	a	single	population	in	a	forest	(see	Figure	1.22).	The	individuals	with	high	maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption	would	be	far	more	able	to	run	at	high,	sustained	speeds	than	those	with	low	maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption.	Possibly,
therefore,	if	a	fox	or	cat	starts	to	hunt	mice	in	the	population,	the	individuals	with	high	maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption	would	most	often	escape	by	running,	whereas	those	with	low	maximum	rates	would	instead	emphasize	hiding.	Looking	back	at	human	athletes	who	excel	in	long-distance	races	versus	weight	lifting	or	wrestling,	we	might	describe
the	athletes	as	having	different	athletic	“personalities.”	With	this	in	mind,	some	physiologists	have	hypothesized	that	the	various	individuals	in	a	population	of	mice	might	have	different	functional	“personalities”	(consistent	differences	in	their	physiological	and	associated	behavioral	traits)	in	the	ways	they	evade	predators.	Similarly,	if	we	consider	a
population	of	predatory	fish	that	use	sight	to	find	prey,	we	might	hypothesize	that	there	is	17	This	phenomenon	will	be	discussed	at	greater	length	in	Chapter	9.	6000	Number	of	men	5000	4000	3000	2000	1000	0	58	Figure	1.23 	Individual	variation	in	the	maximum	rate	of	O2	con-	sumption	among	33,000	18-year-old	men	who	reported	for	compulsory
medical	exams	in	Norway	in	1983 	The	individual	variation	observed	was	attributable	to	both	genetic	and	nongenetic	causes,	although	the	proportions	of	each	were	not	measured.	(After	Dyrstad	et	al.	2005.)	32	 	Chapter	1	individual	variation	in	how	well	the	fish	see.	Some	individuals,	for	example,	may	have	greater	visual	acuity	in	dim	light	than
others.	If	so,	various	individuals	might	differ	in	the	details	of	how	they	hunt.	Traditionally,	biologists	have	emphasized	averages.	When	measurements	have	been	made	on	large	numbers	of	individuals	in	a	population,	the	measurements	have	been	averaged,	and	only	the	averages	have	been	used	for	further	analysis.	By	contrast,	the	biologists	who	focus
on	“personalities”	are	hypothesizing	that	when	the	individuals	in	a	population	exhibit	consistent	individual	differences,	this	individual	variation	may	be	important	in	its	own	right.	Study	Questions	1.	There	is	a	chance	that	a	calcium	atom	or	carbon	atom	that	was	once	part	of	Caesar’s	or	Cleopatra’s	body	is	now	part	of	your	body.	Part	of	the	reason	is
that	most	calcium	and	carbon	atoms	that	were	parts	of	these	rulers’	bodies	did	not	go	to	their	graves	with	them.	Explain	both	statements.	(If	you	enjoy	quantifying	processes,	also	see	Question	11.)	2.	Animals	do	not	keep	all	their	detoxification	enzymes	in	a	constant	state	of	readiness.	Thus	they	depend	on	phenotypic	plasticity	to	adapt	to	changing
hazards.	An	example	is	provided	by	the	enzyme	alcohol	dehydrogenase,	which	breaks	down	ethyl	alcohol.	People	who	do	not	drink	alcoholic	beverages	have	little	alcohol	dehydrogenase.	Expression	of	the	enzyme	increases	when	people	drink	alcohol,	but	full	expression	requires	many	days,	meaning	that	people	are	incompletely	defended	against
alcohol’s	effects	when	they	first	start	drinking	after	a	period	of	not	drinking.	Consider,	also,	that	muscles	atrophy	when	not	used,	rather	than	being	maintained	always	in	a	fully	developed	state.	Propose	reasons	why	animals	depend	on	phenotypic	plasticity,	instead	of	maintaining	all	their	systems	in	a	maximum	state	of	readiness	at	all	times.	3.
Whereas	the	larvae	of	a	particular	species	of	marine	crab	are	bright	orange,	the	adults	of	the	species	are	white.	An	expert	on	the	crabs	was	asked,	“Why	are	the	two	different	life	stages	different	in	color?”	She	replied,	“The	larvae	accumulate	orangecolored	carotenoid	pigments,	but	the	adults	do	not.”	Did	she	recognize	all	the	significant	meanings	in
the	question	asked?	Explain.	4.	Referring	to	Figure	1.11,	do	plains	zebras,	warthogs,	and	greater	kudus	have	normal	or	exceptional	gestation	lengths?	Justify	your	position	in	each	case.	5.	At	least	three	hemoglobin	alleles	in	human	populations	alter	hemoglobin	structure	in	such	a	way	as	to	impair	the	transport	of	O2	by	the	blood	but	enhance
resistance	of	red	blood	cells	to	parasitization	by	malaria	parasites.	Explain	how	such	alleles	exemplify	pleiotropy,	and	discuss	whether	such	alleles	could	lead	to	nonadaptive	evolution	of	blood	O2	transport	in	certain	situations.	6.	What	are	some	of	the	microclimates	that	a	mouse	might	find	in	your	professor’s	home?	7.	Figure	1.16	seems	at	first	to	be
simply	a	description	of	the	physical	and	chemical	properties	of	a	lake.	Outline	how	living	organisms	participate	in	determining	the	physical	and	chemical	(i.e.,	temperature	and	O2)	patterns.	Consider	organisms	living	both	in	the	lake	and	on	the	land	surrounding	the	lake.	Consider	also	a	research	report	that	shows	that	dense	populations	of	algae
sometimes	change	the	temperature	structure	of	lakes	by	raising	the	thermocline	and	thereby	increasing	the	thickness	of	the	deep,	cold	layer;	how	could	algal	populations	do	this,	and	what	could	be	the	consequences	for	deep-water	animals?	8.	Do	you	agree	with	François	Jacob	that	evolution	is	more	like	tinkering	than	engineering?	Explain.	9.	Explain
how	the	comparative	method,	knockout	animals,	and	geographical	patterns	of	gene	frequencies	might	be	used	to	assess	whether	a	trait	is	adaptive.	As	much	as	possible,	mention	pros	and	cons	of	each	approach.	10.	Certain	species	of	animals	tolerate	body	temperatures	of	50°C,	but	the	vast	majority	do	not.	Some	species	can	go	through	their	life
cycles	at	very	high	altitudes,	but	most	cannot.	What	are	the	potential	reasons	that	certain	exceptional	species	have	evolved	to	live	in	environments	that	are	so	physically	or	chemically	extreme	as	to	be	lethal	for	most	animals?	How	could	you	test	some	of	the	ideas	you	propose?	11.	Using	the	set	of	data	that	follows,	calculate	how	many	of	the	molecules
of	O2	that	were	used	in	aerobic	catabolism	by	Julius	Caesar	are	in	each	liter	of	atmospheric	air	today.	All	values	given	are	expressed	at	Standard	Conditions	of	Temperature	and	Pressure	(see	Appendix	C)	and	therefore	can	be	legitimately	compared.	Average	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	a	human	male	during	ordinary	daily	activities:	25	L/h.	Number	of
years	after	his	birth	when	Caesar	was	mortally	stabbed	near	the	Roman	Forum:	56	years.	Number	of	liters	of	O2	per	mole:	22.4	L/mol.	Number	of	moles	of	O2	in	Earth’s	atmosphere:	3.7	×	1019	mol.	Number	of	molecules	per	mole:	6	×	1023	molecules/mol.	Amount	of	O2	per	liter	of	air	at	sea	level	(20°C):	195	mL/L.	Be	prepared	to	be	surprised!	Of
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physiology.	Trends	Ecol.	Evol.	21:	38–46.	A	survey	of	the	ways	in	which	physiological	knowledge	can	be	applied	to	animal	conservation.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology	The	two	slow-moving	animals	pictured	here	are	able	to	consume	fast-moving	prey	because	they	have	evolved
ways	to	defeat	the	function	of	essential	molecules	and	cellular	structures	in	their	prey.	The	puff	adder	is	one	of	the	slowest	moving	of	snakes.	It	feeds	on	fast-moving	rats,	however,	because	it	needs	only	a	split	second	of	contact	with	its	prey	to	set	in	motion	processes	that	will	destroy	key	molecular–cellular	properties	on	which	a	rat	depends	for	life.
Like	rattlesnakes	and	other	adders,	the	puff	adder	sits	and	waits	for	an	unsuspecting	animal	to	come	close	enough	for	a	strike.	It	then	lunges	at	its	victim,	sinks	its	fangs	in,	and	in	less	than	1–2	s,	injects	a	complex	mix	of	compounds	that	attack	critical	molecules	and	cells.	The	snake	then	immediately	releases	the	rat	and	tracks	it	as	the	rat’s
molecular–cellular	mechanisms	fall	apart.	Some	of	the	injected	compounds	strip	the	outer	membranes	from	the	rat’s	muscle	cells,	whereas	other	compounds	make	tiny	holes	in	the	rat’s	blood	capillaries,	permitting	widespread	internal	hemorrhaging.	When,	finally,	the	molecular–cellular	damage	is	so	great	that	the	victim	can	no	longer	function,	the
slow-moving	adder	moves	in	to	eat.	The	second	example	of	a	slow-moving	animal	that	consumes	fast-moving	prey—the	cone	snail—feeds	on	fish.	The	snail	lures	fish	to	its	vicinity	by	waving	a	wormlike	body	part	that	deceives	the	fish	into	coming	close	to	eat.	The	snail	then	harpoons	the	fish	with	a	hollow	barbed	2	Two	slow-moving	predators	that	use
molecular	weapons	to	capture	fast-moving	prey 	A	cone	snail	sits	virtually	motionless	in	the	coral	reef	ecosystems	it	occupies,	yet	feeds	routinely	on	fish.	The	puff	adder	is	a	notoriously	sluggish,	but	deadly,	African	snake	that	resembles	rattlesnakes	in	its	strategy	of	hunting	small	mammals.	Both	predators	produce	venoms	that	disrupt	vital	molecular
structures	or	mechanisms.	36	 	Chapter	2	Carbohydrate	chains	bonded	to	cellmembrane	proteins	(forming	glycoproteins)	or	lipids	(forming	glycolipids)	project	into	the	extracellular	fluid	on	the	outside	face	of	the	cell	membrane.	Extracellular	fluid	tooth.	The	fish	could	easily	tear	itself	loose	(aqueous	solution)	if	permitted	just	a	moment’s	time	to	do
so.	Carbohydrate	The	snail	preempts	such	escape	by	injecting	chain	Phospholipid	molecule	the	fish	through	the	tooth	with	compounds	Phospholipid	that	almost	instantly	disrupt	the	function	of	Protein	bilayer	proteins	that	are	essential	for	the	function	of	the	fish’s	nerve	and	muscle	cells.	In	this	way	the	fish’s	most	promising	defense,	its	ability	to	swim
rapidly	away,	is	immediately	defeated.	With	the	cells	in	its	nervous	system	in	disarray	and	its	muscles	paralyzed,	the	fish	is	ingested	by	the	sedentary	snail.	The	actions	of	venoms	and	poisons	remind	us	that	all	the	higher	functions	of	animals	depend	on	molecules	and	on	the	organization	Filaments	of	cytoskeleton	Cytoplasm	of	molecules	into	cellular
structures	and	cells.	Cholesterol	(aqueous	solution)	An	animal	as	spectacular	as	a	racehorse	or	Peripheral	proteins	are	noncovalently	bonded	to	integral	proteins	or	lipids	but	are	a	mind	as	great	as	that	of	Socrates	can	be	not	within	the	bilayer.	Some	peripheral	Integral	proteins	are	brought	down	in	a	moment	if	the	function	proteins	help	anchor	the
cell	membrane	to	embedded	in	the	of	key	molecules	is	blocked	or	the	normal	filaments	of	the	cytoskeleton.	phospholipid	bilayer.	organization	of	cells	is	disrupted.	A	case	can	be	made	that	the	study	of	molecules	and	the	cellular	organization	of	molecules	Cell	membrane	is	the	most	fundamental	study	of	biology,	Nucleus	because	molecules	and	cells	are
the	building	Cytoplasm	blocks	of	tissues	and	other	higher	levels	of	organization.	Some	scientists	believe	that	all	the	properties	of	tissues,	organs,	and	whole	Animal	cell	animals	will	eventually	be	fully	predictable	Figure	2.1 	The	structure	of	a	cell	membrane 	The	cell	membrane	consists	primarily	from	knowledge	of	molecules	and	cells	alone.	of	two
layers	of	phospholipid	molecules	with	protein	molecules	embedded	and	attached.	Other	scientists,	however,	believe	that	animals	Intracellular	membranes	also	have	a	structure	based	on	proteins	embedded	in	a	phoshave	emergent	properties:	properties	of	pholipid	bilayer.	tissues,	organs,	or	whole	animals	that	will	never,	in	principle,	be	predictable
from	mere	and	outer	membranes	of	each	mitochondrion,	and	the	two	closely	knowledge	of	molecules	and	cells	because	the	properties	emerge	associated	membranes	that	form	the	nuclear	envelope.	These	memonly	when	cells	are	assembled	into	interactively	functioning	sets.	branes	are	exceedingly	thin,	measuring	6–8	nanometers	(nm)	from
Regardless	of	the	resolution	of	this	important	debate,	molecules	one	side	to	the	other.	They	play	vitally	essential	roles	nonetheless.	and	cells	are	critically	important.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	They	physically	compartmentalize	systems	in	functionally	essential	The	goal	of	this	chapter	is	to	discuss	fundamental	Sinauerstructural	Associates	and	Morales
Studio	ways;	the	cell	membrane,	for	instance,	separates	the	inside	of	a	cell	functional	properties	of	molecules	and	cells.	Many	of	the	properties	Figure	02.01	11-03-15	from	the	cell’s	surroundings,	permitting	the	inside	to	have	differdiscussed	here	will	come	up	in	more	specific	ways	throughout	the	ent	properties	from	the	outside.	In	addition,	far	from
being	inert	book.	Four	topics	receive	greatest	attention:	barriers,	the	membranes	are	dynamic	systems	that	participate	in	„„Cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes	cellular	and	subcellular	functions.	For	example,	the	cell	membrane	„„Epithelia—the	sheets	of	tissue	that	line	body	cavities	and	acts	to	receive	and	transmit	signals	that	arrive	at	the
cell	surface.	form	the	outer	surfaces	of	organs	The	cell	membrane	is	ordinarily	composed	primarily	of	a	bilayer	„„Enzyme	function,	diversity,	and	evolution	(double	layer)	of	phospholipid	molecules	in	which	protein	molecules	„„Mechanisms	by	which	cells	receive	and	act	on	signals	are	embedded	(Figure	2.1).	Similarly,	the	fundamental	structure	In
addition	we	will	discuss	fundamental	properties	of	proteins,	the	ways	that	proteins	are	repaired	or	destroyed,	and	the	abilities	of	some	cells	to	produce	light	or	modify	an	animal’s	external	color.	Cell	Membranes	and	Intracellular	Membranes	Each	animal	cell	is	enclosed	in	a	cell	membrane	(plasma	membrane).	Each	cell	also	includes	many	sorts	of
intracellular	membranes	(subcellular	membranes),	such	as	the	endoplasmic	reticulum,	the	inner	of	the	intracellular	membranes	is	also	a	bilayer	of	phospholipid	molecules	with	protein	molecules	embedded	in	it.	Recognizing	the	ubiquity	and	importance	of	phospholipids,	it	is	not	surprising	that	they	are	targets	of	venoms.	A	principal	weapon	in	the
complex	venom	of	a	puff	adder	or	a	rattlesnake	is	a	set	of	enzymes	known	as	phospholipases,	which	break	up	phospholipids.	Among	other	effects,	these	enzymes	destroy	the	phospholipid	matrix	in	the	cell	membranes	of	a	victim’s	skeletal	muscle	cells,	thereby	exposing	the	insides	of	the	cells,	setting	membrane	proteins	adrift,	and	wreaking	other
havoc.	Many	different	positively	charged	groups	can	occupy	this	position	in	the	head.	(A)	A	phospholipid	molecule	(a	phosphatidylcholine)	+	N	(CH3)3	The	two	components	of	the	polar	head	of	this	particular	phospholipid	are	choline	(positively	charged)	and	phosphate	(negatively	charged).	CH2	Figure	2.2 	The	structure	of	membrane	phospholipid
Choline	CH2	Polar	head	O	–O	P	Phosphate	O	O	CH2	CH	O	O	C	Nonpolar	tails	O	CH2	C	O	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH2	CH3	Glycerol	residue	molecules 	Phospholipid	molecules	are	often	described	as	having	a	polar	head	and	two	nonpolar	tails,	joined	by	way	of	ester
linkages	to	glycerol.	(A)	The	full	chemical	structure	of	a	particular	phospholipid,	a	phosphatidylcholine,	that	is	common	in	animal	cell	membranes.	Because	many	different	chemical	structures	can	occupy	the	two	tail	positions	and	the	labeled	position	in	the	head,	hundreds	of	kinds	of	membrane	phospholipid	molecules	are	possible.	Any	particular
membrane	typically	consists	of	many	different	kinds	of	phospholipid	molecules,	and	the	kinds	may	change	from	time	to	time.	(B)	The	way	that	a	phospholipid	molecule	is	usually	symbolized	to	emphasize	its	polar	head	and	lipid	tails.	(C)	The	assembly	of	phospholipid	molecules	into	a	lipid	bilayer.	The	bend	in	this	tail	at	the	double	bond	symbolizes	that
double	bonds	often	produce	bends	in	hydrocarbon	chains.	(B)	Model	of	a	phospholipid	molecule	Polar	(hydrophilic)	head	CH	CH	2	CH	2	CH	2	(C)	Phospholipid	molecules	assembled	into	a	bilayer	with	water	on	either	side	Nonpolar	(hydrophobic)	tails	CH	2	CH	2	CH	3	Each	tail	is	a	hydrocarbon	chain	derived	from	a	fatty	acid.	Many	different	fatty	acids
can	occupy	each	tail	position.	To	understand	the	molecular	logic	of	the	structure	of	cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes,	it	is	necessary	to	consider	the	polarity	of	molecules	and	the	attendant	attributes	of	hydrophilic	and	hydrophobic	interactions.	Consider	vinegarand-oil	salad	dressing	as	an	everyday	example	of	the	effects	of	molecular
polarity.	Vinegar	consists	of	acetic	acid	and	water.	Thus	the	dressing	has	three	principal	components:	oil,	acetic	acid,	and	water.	If	the	dressing	sits	still	for	a	while,	the	acetic	acid	remains	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	in	solution	in	the	water,	but	the	oil	forms	a	separate	layer.	This	Sinauer	Associates	outcome	occurs	because	the	acetic	acid	is	hydrophilic
(“waterMorales	Studio	loving”),	whereas	the	oil	is	hydrophobic	(“water-hating”).	Why	Figure	02.02	11-03-15	11-10-15	do	the	two	substances	behave	in	these	different	ways?	A	principal	reason	is	the	polarity	of	the	molecules.	Acetic	acid	is	polar	and	because	of	its	polar	nature	is	attracted	to	water.	Oil	is	nonpolar	and	therefore	repelled	from	water.	The
distribution	of	electrons	in	a	molecule	is	the	property	that	determines	whether	the	molecule	is	polar	or	nonpolar.	Within	a	polar	molecule,	electrons	are	unevenly	distributed;	thus	some	regions	of	a	polar	molecule	are	relatively	negative,	whereas	others	are	relatively	positive.	Water	is	a	polar	molecule.	Other	polar	molecules,	such	as	acetic	acid—and
ions—intermingle	freely	with	polar	water	molecules	by	charge	interaction,	forming	solutions.	Within	a	nonpolar	molecule,	electrons	are	evenly	distributed	Phospholipid	molecules	are	represented	symbolically	like	this.	When	placed	in	water,	phospholipid	molecules	spontaneously	assemble	into	a	bilayer	in	which	the	nonpolar,	hydrophobic	tails	occupy
the	core	and	the	polar,	hydrophilic	heads	occupy	the	two	surfaces.	and	there	are	no	charge	imbalances	between	different	molecular	regions.	Nonpolar	molecules,	such	as	the	oil	in	salad	dressing,	do	not	freely	intermingle	with	polar	water	molecules.	Because	of	this,	after	oil	is	dispersed	into	water	by	violent	shaking,	the	oil-and-water	system	can	move
toward	a	more	thermodynamically	stable	state	if	the	water	molecules	assemble	with	other	water	molecules	into	arrays	that	surround	the	dispersed	droplets	of	nonpolar	oil	molecules.	These	arrays	of	water	molecules	then	join	with	each	other	until	there	is	a	complete	separation	of	the	water	and	nonpolar	molecules.	As	we	will	shortly	see,	these
principles	help	explain	the	structure	of	the	phospholipid	bilayer	in	cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes,	and	they	also	help	explain	the	positioning	of	other	chemical	constituents	within	the	bilayer.	The	lipids	of	membranes	are	structured,	diverse,	fluid,	and	responsive	to	some	environmental	factors	Phospholipids	are	lipids	that	contain
phosphate	groups	(Figure	2.2A).	They	are	the	principal	constituents	of	the	matrix	in	which	proteins	are	embedded	in	cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes.	They	are	amphipathic,	meaning	that	each	molecule	consists	of	a	polar	part	(within	which	there	are	regional	differences	of	charge)	and	a	nonpolar	part	(which	lacks	regional	differences	38
 	Chapter	2	90	Antarctic	species	Percentage	of	hydrocarbon	tails	that	are	unsaturated	of	charge).	A	membrane	phospholipid	consists	of	a	polar	head	and	two	nonpolar	tails	(Figure	2.2B).	The	polar	head	is	composed	of	the	phosphate	group,	which	forms	a	region	of	negative	charge,	bonded	to	another	group	that	forms	a	region	of	positive	charge,	such
as	choline	(see	Figure	2.2A).	Each	nonpolar	tail	consists	of	a	long-chain	hydrocarbon	derived	from	a	fatty	acid.	Whereas	the	polar	part	of	a	phospholipid	molecule	or	any	other	amphipathic	molecule	is	hydrophilic,	the	nonpolar	part	is	hydrophobic.	When	phospholipid	molecules	are	placed	in	a	system	of	oil	layered	on	water,	they	collect	at	the	interface
of	the	oil	and	water	in	a	predictable	way,	with	their	polar,	hydrophilic	heads	in	the	water	and	their	nonpolar,	hydrophobic	tails	in	the	oil.	Of	greater	importance	for	understanding	living	cells	is	the	fact	that	when	phospholipid	molecules	are	placed	simply	in	an	aqueous	solution,	they	spontaneously	assemble	into	bilayers,	adopting	the	same	bilayer
conformation	they	take	in	cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes	(Figure	2.2C).	This	bilayer	conformation	forms	because	it	is	thermodynamically	stable.	All	the	hydrophobic	regions	(the	hydrocarbon	tails)	get	together	in	the	interior	of	the	bilayer	(away	from	the	water),	whereas	the	hydrophilic	heads	associate	with	the	water	on	either	side	of	the
membrane.	The	energy	barrier	to	mixing	polar	and	nonpolar	regions	in	the	membrane	is	so	great	that	in	a	cell	membrane,	it	is	nearly	impossible	for	a	phospholipid	molecule	to	“flip”	its	polar	head	through	the	nonpolar	interior	and	move	from	one	side	of	the	bilayer	to	the	other	(unless	specifically	catalyzed	to	do	so).	A	striking	attribute	of	membrane
phospholipids	is	their	great	chemical	diversity.	Many	different	types	of	phospholipid	molecules	are	possible	because	the	two	tails	and	the	positively	charged	part	of	the	head,	as	shown	in	Figure	2.2A,	can	differ	widely	in	their	specific	chemical	composition.	The	cell	membranes	of	human	red	blood	cells	contain	more	than	150	different	chemical	forms	of
phospholipids,	and	similar	diversity	is	seen	in	other	cell	membranes.	The	two	layers	of	phospholipid	molecules	in	any	particular	membrane,	known	as	the	two	leaflets	of	the	membrane,	typically	are	composed	of	different	mixes	of	phospholipid	molecules.	The	phospholipids	in	a	cell	membrane	or	intracellular	membrane	are	fluid.	Individual	phospholipid
molecules	are	not	covalently	bound	to	one	another.	Therefore	they	move	relative	to	each	other.	They	are	able	to	move	about	rather	freely	by	diffusion	within	each	membrane	leaflet.	The	rate	of	this	diffusion	is	great	enough	that	a	particular	phospholipid	molecule	is	able	to	travel,	by	diffusion,	around	the	entire	circumference	of	a	cell	in	a	matter	of
minutes.	The	ease	of	motion	of	the	phospholipid	molecules	in	a	membrane	leaflet	is	termed	their	fluidity.	Fluidity	depends	in	part	on	the	degree	of	chemical	saturation	of	the	hydrocarbons	that	make	up	the	phospholipid	tails.	What	do	we	mean	by	chemical	saturation?	A	hydrocarbon	is	saturated	if	it	contains	no	double	bonds.	It	is	unsaturated	if	it
includes	one	or	more	double	bonds;	different	degrees	of	unsaturation	are	possible	because	the	number	of	double	bonds	can	be	high	or	low.	As	shown	in	Figure	2.2A,	a	double	bond	often	imparts	a	bend	to	a	hydrocarbon	chain.	Bent	tails	of	membrane	phospholipids	prevent	tight,	crystal-like	packing	of	the	tails	in	the	hydrophobic	interior	of	the
membrane.	This	disruption	of	tight	packing	helps	keep	the	phospholipid	molecules	free	to	move.	Accordingly,	a	greater	proportion	of	unsaturated	fatty	acids	in	the	tails	of	phospholipids	results	in	a	membrane	with	more	fluidity.	Brain	Trout	Phosphatidylethanolamines	Bass	70	Tropical	species	50	Phosphatidylcholines	30	–5	5	15	25	35	Typical	habitat
temperature	(°C)	Figure	2.3 	The	degree	of	chemical	unsaturation	of	the	hydrocarbon	tails	of	brain	phospholipids	in	fish	varies	with	habitat	temperature 	Brain	synaptic	membranes	of	17	species	of	teleost	(bony)	fish	were	studied.	Measurements	were	made	of	the	composition	of	the	hydrocarbon	tails	of	two	categories	of	cell-membrane
phospholipids,	the	phosphatidylcholines	and	the	phosphatidylethanolamines,	which	differ	in	whether	the	group	at	the	top	of	the	head	in	Figure	2.2A	is	choline	[—CH2—CH2—N(CH3)3]	or	ethanolamine	(—CH2—CH2—NH2),	respectively.	Each	plotted	symbol	corresponds	to	the	average	value	for	one	species.	(After	Logue	et	al.	2000.)	In	addition	to
chemical	composition,	temperature	affects	the	fluidity	of	membranes;	just	as	butter	and	other	household	lipids	stiffen	when	they	are	chilled,	the	phospholipid	leaflets	in	cell	membranes	tend	to	become	stiffer	at	lower	temperatures.	During	evolution,	one	important	way	in	which	cells	have	become	adapted	to	different	temperatures	is	alteration	of	the
number	of	double	bonds	(the	degree	of	unsaturation)	in	their	membrane	phospholipids.	This	is	evident	in	fish	of	polar	seas,	for	instance.	The	fish	experience	tisHill	Animal	Physiology	4E	sue	temperatures	Sinauer	Associates	so	low	that	their	cell	membranes	could	be	overly	stiff.	This	problem	is	avoided,	however,	because	these	fish	have	cell	Morales
Studio	Figure	02.03	constructed	11-03-15	11-10-15	membranes	of	phospholipids	that	are	particularly	rich	in	double	bonds;	the	highly	unsaturated	phospholipids	are	inherently	quite	fluid	and	thus	less	likely	than	other	phospholipids	to	become	detrimentally	stiff	at	low	temperatures.	Recent	research	on	the	cell	membranes	of	brain	neurons	(nerve
cells)	in	fish	demonstrates	that	the	degree	of	phospholipid	unsaturation	depends	in	a	regular	way	on	the	environmental	temperatures	to	which	various	species	are	adapted	(Figure	2.3).	Tropical	species	of	fish,	which	face	little	risk	of	having	their	membranes	rendered	too	stiff	by	low	temperatures,	have	evolved	relatively	saturated	phospholipids,	but	as
the	temperature	of	the	habitat	falls,	the	degree	of	unsaturation	of	the	phospholipids	increases.	Evidence	is	accumulating	that	individual	animals	sometimes	restructure	their	membrane	phospholipids	in	response	to	environmental	factors.	For	example,	lab	mice	alter	the	mix	of	membrane	phospholipids	in	their	heart	muscle	cells	after	just	4–12	h	of
fasting	and	reverse	the	changes	when	fed.	At	least	some	hibernating	species	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	39	of	mammals	substantially	alter	the	mix	of	phospholipids	in	their	cell	and	mitochondrial	membranes	as	they	approach	hibernation,	in	ways	thought	to	promote	the	hibernating	physiological	state	(e.g.,	suppression	of	metabolism).
Besides	phospholipids,	cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes	contain	other	classes	of	lipids,	one	of	which	is	sterols.	The	principal	membrane	sterols	are	cholesterol	and	cholesterol	esters.	In	cell	membranes,	which	are	typically	much	richer	in	sterols	than	intracellular	membranes	are,	sterols	collectively	occur	in	ratios	of	1	molecule	per	10
phospholipid	molecules,	up	to	8	per	10.	Cholesterol	is	mildly	amphipathic	and	positioned	within	the	phospholipid	leaflets	(see	Figure	2.1),	where	it	exerts	complex	effects	on	membrane	fluidity.	Proteins	endow	membranes	with	numerous	functional	capacities	Proteins	are	the	second	major	constituents	of	cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes.
According	to	the	fluid	mosaic	model	of	membranes,	a	membrane	consists	of	a	mosaic	of	protein	and	lipid	molecules,	all	of	which	move	about	in	directions	parallel	to	the	membrane	faces	because	of	the	fluid	state	of	the	lipid	matrix.	As	we	start	to	discuss	proteins,	an	important	fact	to	recall	from	the	study	of	organic	chemistry	is	that—in	terms	of	their
chemical	makeup—proteins	are	considered	to	have	primary,	secondary,	tertiary,	and	sometimes	quaternary	structure.	Box	2.1	reviews	this	aspect	of	protein	structure.	Membrane	proteins	are	structurally	of	two	principal	kinds:	integral	and	peripheral.	Integral	membrane	proteins	are	part	of	the	membrane	and	cannot	be	removed	without	taking	the
membrane	apart.	Most	integral	proteins	(see	Figure	2.1)	span	the	membrane	and	thus	are	called	transmembrane	proteins.	These	molecules	have	both	hydrophobic	and	hydrophilic	regions.	As	we	will	see	in	detail	shortly,	each	hydrophobic	region	typically	has	an	amino	acid	composition	and	a	molecular	geometry	that	allow	it	to	associate	with	the
hydrophobic	hydrocarbon	tails	of	the	membrane	interior.	The	hydrophilic	regions	of	transmembrane	protein	molecules,	by	contrast,	typically	protrude	into	the	aqueous	solutions	bathing	the	two	sides	of	the	membrane.	BOX	Protein	Structure	and	the	Bonds	2.1	That	Maintain	It	All	protein	molecules	have	primary,	secondary,	and	tertiary	structure	(and
some	have	quaternary	structure).	Primary	structure	refers	to	the	string	of	covalently	bonded	amino	acids.	As	essential	as	primary	structure	is,	protein	function	depends	most	directly	on	secondary	and	tertiary	structure—the	three-dimensional	conformation	of	the	protein	molecule.	Because	secondary	and	tertiary	structure	are	stabilized	by	weak
chemical	bonds	rather	than	covalent	bonds,	the	three-dimensional	conformation	of	a	protein	can	change	and	flex—a	process	essential	for	protein	function.	Denaturation	is	a	disruption	of	the	correct	tertiary	structure;	because	primary	structure	is	not	altered,	denaturation	may	be	reversible	(reparable).	This	box	continues	on	the	web	at	Box	Extension
2.1.	There	you	will	find	detailed	inftormation	on—and	illustrations	of—all	levels	of	protein	structure,	strong	versus	weak	bonds,	the	types	of	weak	bonds,	denaturation,	and	potential	repair	of	denaturation.	Peripheral	membrane	proteins	are	associated	with	the	membrane	but	can	be	removed	without	destroying	the	membrane.	They	are	bonded
noncovalently	(i.e.,	by	weak	bonds)	to	membrane	components	(e.g.,	integral	proteins)	and	are	positioned	on	one	side	of	the	membrane	or	the	other	(see	Figure	2.1).	Their	positioning	means	that	the	two	leaflets	of	a	membrane	differ	in	protein	composition,	as	well	as	phospholipid	composition.	The	proteins	of	cell	membranes	and	intracellular
membranes	endow	the	membranes	with	capabilities	to	do	many	things.	Five	functional	types	of	membrane	proteins	are	recognized:	channels,	transporters	(carriers),	enzymes,	receptors,	and	structural	proteins.	Because	these	types	are	classified	by	function,	the	actions	listed	in	Table	2.1	define	the	five	types.	The	categories	are	not	TABLE	2.1 	The
five	functional	types	of	membrane	proteins	and	the	functions	they	perform	Functional	type	Function	performed	(defining	property)	Channel	A	channel	protein	permits	simple	or	quasi-simple	diffusion	of	solutes	in	aqueous	solution	(see	page	108)—or	osmosis	of	water	(see	page	126)—through	a	membrane.	A	simplified	view	of	a	channel	is	that	it	creates
a	direct	water	path	from	one	side	to	the	other	of	a	membrane	(i.e.,	an	aqueous	pore)	through	which	solutes	in	aqueous	solution	may	diffuse	or	water	may	undergo	osmosis.	Transporter	(carrier)	A	transporter	protein	binds	noncovalently	and	reversibly	with	specific	molecules	or	ions	to	move	them	across	a	membrane	intact.	The	transport	through	the
membrane	is	active	transport	(see	page	113)	if	it	employs	metabolic	energy;	it	is	facilitated	diffusion	(see	page	113)	if	metabolic	energy	is	not	employed.	Enzyme	An	enzyme	protein	catalyzes	a	chemical	reaction	in	which	covalent	bonds	are	made	or	broken	(see	page	45).	Receptor	A	receptor	protein	binds	noncovalently	with	specific	molecules	and,	as
a	consequence	of	this	binding,	initiates	a	change	in	membrane	permeability	or	cell	metabolism.	Receptor	proteins	mediate	the	responses	of	a	cell	to	chemical	messages	(signals)	arriving	at	the	outside	face	of	the	cell	membrane	(see	page	62).	Structural	protein	A	structural	protein	attaches	to	other	molecules	(e.g.,	other	proteins)	to	anchor
intracellular	elements	(e.g.,	cytoskeleton	filaments)	to	the	cell	membrane,	creates	junctions	between	cells	(see	Figure	2.7),	or	establishes	other	structural	relations.	40	 	Chapter	2	(A)	Hypothesized	secondary	structure	(linear	presentation)	Figure	2.4 	The	structure	of	a	transmem-	brane	protein—a	voltage-gated	Na+	channel—illustrating	several
modes	of	presentation	Each	cylinder	represents	an	α-helix	(see	Box	2.1).	Extracellular	fluid	Hydrophilic	amino	acid	string	Cell	membrane	Hydrophobic	α-helix	Each	black	line	represents	a	string	of	amino	acids.	COOH	NH2	Domain	I	Domain	II	Domain	III	Domain	IV	Cytoplasm	(B)	Simplified	tertiary	(three-	(C)	dimensional)	structure	enclosed	in	a
sketch	of	the	envelope	of	the	molecule	Stylized	version	of	chemical	structure	showing	domains	(D)	Semirealistic	symbol	(E)	Schematic	symbol	This	molecule	consists	of	four	domains,	each	of	which	includes	six	α-helices.	(F)	Stylized	version	of	chemical	structure	showing	associated	protein	molecules	Extracellular	fluid	I	II	III	IV	β	γ	Cell	membrane
Cytoplasm	For	different	purposes,	the	protein	can	be	represented	in	a	variety	of	ways.	mutually	exclusive:	A	membrane	protein	can	be	both	a	receptor	and	a	channel,	or	a	transporter	and	an	enzyme,	for	example.	The	molecular	structures	of	membrane	proteins	are	complex	and	are	diagrammed	in	several	ways,	depending	on	the	degree	of	chemical
detail	to	be	shown.	To	illustrate,	let’s	focus	on	a	channel,	which	is	a	type	of	membrane-spanning	integral	protein.	Channels	provide	paths	for	ions	or	other	materials	in	aqueous	solution	to	pass	through	membranes.	In	our	example	the	channel	is	formed	by	a	single	protein	molecule,	the	secondary	structure	of	which	is	shown	in	Figure	2.4A	(see	Box	2.1
for	an	explanation	of	secondary	structure).	Each	cylinder	in	Figure	2.4A	represents	a	sequence	of	amino	acids	that	forms	a	helix-shaped	subunit,	called	an	α-helix	(see	Box	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	whole	protein	molecule	2.1),	within	the	protein	structure.	The	Sinauer	Associates	exemplifies	a	common	of	membrane	proteins,	in	that	it	Moralesproperty
Studio	consists	of	repeating	patterns11-10-15	known	as	domains.	To	Figurestructural	02.04	11-03-15	identify	the	domains,	review	the	molecule	from	left	to	right.	You	will	note	five	α-helices	linked	closely	together,	and	then	a	sixth	helix	separated	from	the	others	by	a	longer	string	of	amino	acids;	then	you	will	note	that	this	pattern	of	five	closely
spaced	helices	followed	by	a	sixth	more-separated	helix	is	repeated	three	more	times.	On	A	channel	protein	may	be	associated	in	the	membrane	with	other	transmembrane	proteins	(e.g.,	β)	or	peripheral	proteins	(e.g.,	γ).	the	basis	of	this	repeating	pattern,	this	molecule	is	said	to	show	four	domains,	numbered	I	to	IV,	as	illustrated	in	Figure	2.4A.	The
α-helices	are	predominantly	hydrophobic	and	span	the	membrane	by	associating	with	the	hydrophobic	interior	of	the	phospholipid	bilayer.	The	strings	of	amino	acids	that	connect	successive	helices	are	hydrophilic	and	protrude	from	the	membrane	into	the	aqueous	solutions	on	either	side.	In	its	natural	state	in	a	membrane,	this	protein	is	believed	to
be	shaped	into	a	closed	ring	in	which	the	four	domains	form	cylinder-like	structures	surrounding	a	central	pore,	as	diagrammed	in	Figure	2.4B.	The	three	additional	representations	of	the	membrane	protein	shown	in	Figure	2.4	are	progressively	simpler.	The	sort	of	representation	in	Figure	2.4C,	which	still	shows	that	there	are	four	domains,	is	a
simplified	way	to	represent	the	chemical	structure	of	the	molecule.	The	diagrammatic,	semirealistic	representation	in	Figure	2.4D,	which	leaves	one	guessing	about	the	number	of	domains,	is	more	simplified	yet,	and	in	Figure	2.4E	the	channel	is	represented	schematically	(without	any	intention	of	resembling	the	actual	molecule).	The	interrelations	of
the	presentations	in	Figure	2.4A–E	are	important	to	note	because	all	of	these	sorts	of	presentations	are	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	41	commonly	used	in	biological	literature.	An	important	additional	detail	is	that	the	major	subunits	of	membrane	proteins	are	not	always	parts	of	one	molecule	(Figure	2.4F).	(A)	Generalized	epithelium
The	cell	membrane	of	each	epithelial	cell	has	an	apical	region	that	faces	out	from	the	underlying	tissue	into	a	cavity	or	open	space…	Epithelial	cell	Carbohydrates	play	important	roles	in	membranes	Cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes	also	contain	carbohydrates,	which	occur	mostly	in	covalently	bonded	combination	with	lipids	or	proteins,
or	both	(see	Figure	2.1).	Glycolipids	(e.g.,	gangliosides),	glycoproteins,	and	proteoglycans	are	some	of	the	major	categories	of	carbohydrate-containing	membrane	compounds.1	Carbohydrate	groups	are	hydrophilic	and	thus	are	associated	with	the	membrane	surface	and	adjacent	aqueous	solution.	Carbohydrates	reinforce	the	point,	stressed	earlier,
that	the	two	leaflets	of	a	membrane	are	typically	different.	In	cell	membranes,	for	example,	the	carbohydrate	groups	always	project	from	the	outer,	extracellular	face,	not	the	inner,	cytoplasmic	face	(see	Figure	2.1).	These	carbohydrate	groups	serve	as	attachment	sites	for	extracellular	proteins	and	as	cell-recognition	sites.	…and	a	basal	region	that
faces	toward	the	tissue	to	which	the	epithelium	attaches.	Nucleus	Basement	membrane	Blood	capillary	(B)	Intestinal	epithelium	Microvillus	Absorptive–digestive	cells	Endocrine	cell	Brush	border	Summary	Cell	Membranes	and	Intracellular	Membranes	„„Animals	exhibit	adaptive	trends	in	the	phospholipid	compositions	of	their	cell	membranes.	Cells
that	function	routinely	at	low	temperatures	tend	to	have	a	phospholipid	composition	that	permits	membranes	to	remain	fluid	under	cold	conditions	(e.g.,	they	have	high	proportions	of	double	bonds	in	the	hydrocarbon	tails).	„„Five	functional	categories	of	proteins	occur	in	cell	and	intracellular	membranes:	channels,	transporters	(carriers),	enzymes,
receptors,	and	structural	proteins.	A	single	protein	may	engage	in	more	than	one	function.	„„In	addition	to	phospholipids	and	proteins,	which	are	the	principal	components,	membranes	often	have	4E	Hill	Animal	Physiology	other	components	such	as	cholesterol	(a	lipid)	and	Sinauer	Associates	glycoproteins	(composed	of	covalently	bonded	Morales
Studio	Figure	02.05	11-03-15	11-10-15	carbohydrate	and	protein	subunits).	Epithelia	An	epithelium	(plural	epithelia)	is	a	sheet	of	cells	that	covers	a	body	surface	or	organ,	or	lines	a	cavity.	Although	epithelia	are	radically	different	from	cell	membranes	and	intracellular	membranes,	they—to	some	degree—perform	parallel	functions	on	a	larger
structural	scale.	Epithelia	compartmentalize	the	body	by	forming	boundaries	between	body	regions.	They	also	form	a	boundary	1	The	word	fragment	glyco	refers	to	carbohydrates	(after	the	Greek	glykeros,	“sweet”).	The	apical	regions	of	the	cell	membranes	of	these	metabolically	active	epithelial	cells	bear	microvilli.	The	microvilli	face	into	the
intestinal	lumen.	The	intercellular	spaces	are	particularly	wide	in	this	epithelium,	especially	toward	the	bases	of	the	cells.	„„The	matrix	of	a	cell	membrane	or	intracellular	membrane	consists	of	a	bilayer	of	phospholipid	molecules.	The	phospholipids	are	chemically	very	diverse,	even	within	a	single	membrane,	and	in	a	particular	cell	the	phospholipid
composition	can	undergo	change	in	response	to	environmental	or	other	factors.	The	phospholipids	are	fluid,	meaning	that	individual	molecules	move	about	relatively	freely	by	diffusion	within	each	membrane	leaflet.	Intercellular	space	Basal	region	of	cell	membrane	Nucleus	Basement	membrane	Blood	capillary	The	epithelium	includes	endocrine	cells
that	produce	granules	of	secretory	material.	Figure	2.5 	Simple	epithelia 	(A)	A	generalized	simple	epithelium	covering	a	free	surface	of	a	tissue.	(B)	The	specific	simple	epithelium	lining	the	mammalian	small	intestine	(midgut).	This	epithelium	consists	of	several	cell	types.	Most	cells	are	the	absorptive–digestive	cells	emphasized	here.	Scattered
among	these	cells	are	mucin-secreting	cells	(not	shown)	and	at	least	ten	types	of	endocrine	or	endocrine-like	cells.	Each	endocrine	cell	produces	granules	of	secretory	material;	the	granules	move	to	juxtapose	themselves	with	the	basal	or	near-basal	regions	of	the	cell	membrane	and	then	release	their	secretions	into	the	spaces	outside	the	cell,	after
which	the	secretions	enter	the	blood	for	transport	elsewhere.	Endocrine-like	cells	termed	paracrine	cells	(not	shown)	are	also	present.	Paracrine	cells	produce	secretions	that	affect	nearby	cells	rather	than	acting	on	distant	cells	by	way	of	the	circulation	(see	Figure	16.1).	between	an	animal	and	its	external	environment.	Moreover,	like	cell
membranes,	epithelia	have	numerous	functional	capacities	and	play	major	functional	roles	in	animal	physiology.	A	simple	epithelium	consists	of	a	single	layer	of	cells	(Figure	2.5).	Simple	epithelia	are	exceedingly	common;	in	the	human	body,	for	instance,	the	intestines,	kidney	tubules,	blood	vessels,	and	sweat	glands	are	all	lined	with	a	simple
epithelium.	Each	cell	in	a	simple	epithelium	has	an	apical	surface	(mucosal	surface)	facing	into	a	cavity	or	open	space,	and	a	basal	surface	(serosal	surface)	facing	toward	the	underlying	tissue	to	which	the	epithelium	is	attached.	An	epithelium	typically	rests	on	a	thin,	permeable,	noncellular,	and	nonliving	sheet	of	matrix	material,	positioned	beneath
the	basal	42	 	Chapter	2	Figure	2.6 	Tubules	and	follicles	formed	by	simple	epithelia 	(A)	Both	tubules	and	follicles	are	formed	by	the	wrapping	of	simple	epithelia	into	closed	curves.	Cross	sections	of	two	important	tubular	structures	are	shown	in	(B)	and	(C);	in	each	case	the	basal	cell	surfaces	and	basement	membrane	of	the	epithelium	are	on	the
outside.	For	historical	reasons,	the	cells	of	blood	capillaries	are	usually	called	endothelial	cells,	but	they	are	a	form	of	epithelium.	(A)	Epithelial	cells	can	form	tubules	and	follicles	Tubule	Follicle	(B)	Proximal	part	of	a	mammalian	nephron	(kidney	tubule)	in	cross	section	Nucleus	of	one	epithelial	cell	Basement	membrane	Lumen	Microvilli	The	cuboidal
cells	of	this	epithelium	display	two	signature	properties	of	high	metabolic	activity:	microvilli	on	the	apical	surfaces,	and	abundant	mitochondria.	Mitochondrion	10	µm	(C)	Mammalian	blood	capillary	in	cross	section	Mitochondrion	Basement	membrane	Nucleus	of	one	epithelial	cell	Three	cells	can	be	seen;	all	three	have	nuclei,	but	because	the	cells	are
so	highly	flattened	that	they	extend	considerable	distances	along	the	length	of	the	capillary,	the	nuclei	of	two	of	the	cells	are	positioned	outside	the	plane	of	this	section.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	02.06	11-03-15	Lumen	1	µm	The	flattened,	squamous	cells	of	this	epithelium	lack	microvilli.	cell	surfaces.	This
sheet	is	called	the	basement	membrane	(basal	lamina)	and	is	composed	of	glycoproteins	and	particular	types	of	collagen.	It	is	secreted	mostly	by	the	epithelial	cells,	although	the	underlying	cells	also	contribute.	Simple	epithelia	are	classified	as	squamous,	cuboidal,	or	columnar,	depending	on	how	tall	the	cells	are.	The	cells	in	a	squamous	epithelium
are	low	and	flat,	whereas	those	in	a	columnar	epithelium	are	high	relative	to	their	basal	dimensions;	the	epithelium	in	Figure	2.5A	is	classified	as	cuboidal	because	the	cells	are	about	as	tall	as	they	are	wide.	Blood	vessels	usually	do	not	enter	epithelia.	Instead,	epithelial	cells	exchange	O2,	CO2,	and	other	materials	through	the	underlying	basement
membrane	with	blood	capillaries	located	on	the	opposite	side	of	the	basement	membrane	(see	Figure	2.5A).	The	columnar	epithelium	that	lines	the	small	intestine	(midgut)	of	a	mammal	(see	Figure	2.5B)	is	a	type	of	simple	epithelium	that	will	be	featured	prominently	in	this	book	(e.g.,	in	Chapters	5	and	6)	and	that	introduces	additional	aspects	of
epithelial	morphology	and	function.	The	apical	surfaces	of	the	cells	in	this	epithelium	face	into	the	lumen	(open	central	cavity)	of	the	intestine.	As	digestion	occurs,	liberating	food	molecules	from	foods,	the	molecules	pass	through	the	epithelium	and	basement	membrane	to	reach	blood	vessels	and	lymph	passages	that	transport	them	to	the	rest	of	the
body.	The	intestinal	epithelium	illustrates	that	a	simple	epithelium	can	consist	of	two	or	more	cell	types.	Whereas	the	epithelium	is	composed	mostly	of	absorptive–digestive	cells,	it	also	includes	endocrine	cells	(see	Figure	2.5B)	and	additional	cell	types.	The	intestinal	epithelium	also	illustrates	microvilli	(singular	microvillus),	which	are	a	common	(but
not	universal)	feature	of	epithelial	cells.	Microvilli	are	exceedingly	fine,	fingerlike	projections	of	the	apical	cell	membrane	(see	Figure	2.5B).	In	the	intestinal	epithelium,	the	microvilli	greatly	increase	the	area	of	contact	between	the	epithelial	cells	and	the	contents	of	the	gut.	Microvilli	are	most	often	found	in	epithelia	that	are	active	in	secreting	or
absorbing	materials,	such	as	the	epithelia	of	certain	kidney	tubules	and	the	pancreatic	ducts,	as	well	as	the	intestinal	epithelium.	Microvilli	are	often	described	collectively	as	a	brush	border	because	they	look	like	the	bristles	on	a	brush	when	viewed	microscopically.	Another	significant	aspect	of	diversity	in	simple	epithelia	arises	from	the	geometric
arrangement	of	the	cells.	Tubules	or	follicles	(hollow	globes)	are	often	formed	by	the	wrapping	of	a	simple	epithelium	into	a	closed	curve	(Figure	2.6A)	supported	by	the	basement	membrane	on	the	outside.	A	tubule	formed	by	cuboidal	epithelium	bearing	microvilli	forms	the	proximal	region	of	each	mammalian	nephron	(kidney	tubule),	for	example
(Figure	2.6B).	Vertebrate	blood	capillaries	are	an	especially	important	example.	Each	blood	capillary	consists	of	a	single	layer	of	highly	flattened	epithelial	cells	(lacking	microvilli)	supported	by	the	epithelial	basement	membrane	(Figure	2.6C).	The	basement	membranes	of	capillaries	are	one	of	the	important	biochemical	targets	of	the	venoms	of	puff
adders	and	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	43	(A)	An	epithelial	cell	shown	with	one	neighboring	cell	Intercellular	space	Cytoskeleton	filament	Cell	A	Connexin	protein	Apical	region	of	cell	membrane	Cell	B	A	band	of	tight	junctions	(septate	junctions	in	many	invertebrates)	goes	completely	around	each	cell.	It	acts	as	a	fence	between	the
apical	region	of	the	cell	membrane	and	the	basolateral	region	(which	includes	the	lateral	parts	of	the	membrane	below	the	tight	junctions	and	the	basal	part).	Cell	membranes	Glycoprotein	filaments	Tight	junction	Septate	junction	Desmosome	(“spot	weld”)	Occluding	junctions	Tight	junctions	and	septate	junctions	occlude	the	intercellular	space
between	two	cells	because	not	only	do	the	cell	membranes	meet	or	fuse	at	such	junctions,	but	also	the	junctions	form	continuous	bands	around	cells.	In	tight	junctions,	the	cell	membranes	of	the	two	cells	make	contact	at	ridges.	A	desmosome	is	a	localized	spot	where	the	contact	between	cells	is	strengthened.	Gap	junction	(communicating	junction)	A
gap	junction	is	a	localized	spot	where	the	cytoplasms	of	two	cells	communicate	through	tiny	pores,	as	symbolized	by	the	double-headed	arrows.	Figure	2.7 	Types	of	junctions	between	cells 	At	a	pore	in	a	gap	junction,	each	cell	has	a	ring	of	six	connexin	proteins	that	together	form	the	pore,	and	the	rings	of	the	two	cells	line	up	to	create	continuity
between	cells.	Each	ring	of	connexin	proteins	is	called	a	connexon.	rattlesnakes.	The	venoms	contain	enzymes	(metalloproteases)	that	break	down	the	basement	membranes,	destroying	the	integrity	of	blood	capillaries.	In	this	way	the	venoms	cause	widespread	internal	hemorrhaging.	Adjacent	cells	in	an	epithelium	are	physically	joined	by
cellmembrane	junctions	of	several	sorts;	the	four	most	important	are	tight	junctions,	septate	junctions,	desmosomes,	and	gap	junctions	2.7).	In	4E	the	paragraphs	that	follow,	we	look	at	each	of	Hill(Figure	Animal	Physiology	theseAssociates	junctions	in	turn.	Sinauer	MoralesAStudio	tight	junction	is	a	place	where	the	cell	membranes	of	adjacent	Figure
02.07	11-03-15	cells	are	tightly	joined	so	that	there	is	no	intercellular	space	between	the	cells;	adjacent	cells	are	perhaps	10–20	nm	apart	for	the	most	part,	but	at	tight	junctions	the	cell	membranes	meet	or	fuse.	Tight	junctions	typically	occur	between	the	sides	of	adjacent	cells,	just	a	short	distance	away	from	their	apical	surfaces	(Figure	2.8).	Any
given	epithelial	cell	has	tight	junctions	with	adjacent	epithelial	cells	in	a	continuous	ring	around	its	entire	perimeter.	This	ring	of	tight	junctions	demarcates	the	apical	surface	of	the	cell	from	its	lateral	and	basal	surfaces,	giving	rise	to	one	of	the	most	important	distinctions	in	the	physiological	study	of	epithelia,	the	distinction	between	the	apical
region	and	the	basolateral	region	of	each	cell	membrane	(see	Figure	Basolateral	region	of	cell	membrane	The	apical	and	basolateral	regions	typically	differ	greatly	in	their	protein	components	and	functional	properties.	(B)	Schematic	representation	of	a	microvilli-bearing	epithelial	cell	with	two	neighboring	cells	Apical	region	of	cell	membrane	Tight
junction	Basolateral	region	of	cell	membrane	Figure	2.8 	The	organization	of	epithelial	cells	into	apical	and	basolateral	regions 	(A)	The	cell	membrane	of	an	epithelial	cell	is	divided	into	apical	(pink)	and	basolateral	(orange)	regions—which	differ	in	their	protein	components	and	functions—by	a	band	of	tight	junctions	formed	with	adjacent	epithelial
cells.	In	this	book	we	will	often	use	the	schematic	format	shown	in	(B)	to	represent	an	epithelium.	Microvilli	do	not	always	occur,	but	when	they	do,	they	are	on	the	apical	side	only.	2.8).	Many	invertebrate	groups	have	septate	junctions	instead	of	tight	junctions.	Septate	junctions	differ	from	tight	junctions	in	their	fine	structure	(see	Figure	2.7),	but
they	resemble	tight	junctions	in	their	position	and	in	the	fact	that	they	fully	encircle	each	cell.	Tight	and	septate	junctions	are	sometimes	aptly	called	occluding	junctions	because	they	block,	or	occlude,	the	spaces	between	adjacent	epithelial	cells,	preventing	open	passage	between	the	fluids	on	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	either	side	of	an	epithelium.
Sinauer	Associates	A	desmosome	(see	Figure	2.7)	is	a	junction	at	which	mutually	Morales	Studio	Figure	02.08	11-03-15filaments	from	two	adjacent	cells	intermingle	adhering	glycoprotein	across	the	space	between	the	cells.	Desmosomes	are	often	likened	to	rivets	or	spot	welds	because	they	occur	as	tiny	isolated	spots,	not	continuous	bands,	and	their
principal	function	is	believed	to	be	to	strengthen	and	stabilize	contacts	between	adjacent	cells.	Gap	junctions	(see	Figure	2.7)	are	like	desmosomes	in	that	they	occur	at	discrete	spots,	but	otherwise	they	are	very	different	44	 	Chapter	2	from	all	the	other	junctions	we	have	discussed	because	within	a	gap	junction	there	are	open	pores	between	cells.
At	these	pores,	which	are	formed	by	connexin	proteins	(see	Figure	2.7),	the	two	adjacent	cells	lack	cell-membrane	boundaries,	and	there	is	continuity	between	the	cytoplasms	of	the	cells.	Molecules	and	ions	smaller	than	1000–1500	daltons	(Da)	in	molecular	mass	are	able	to	pass	between	cells	at	gap	junctions,	although	large	solutes	such	as	proteins
cannot.	Gap	junctions	are	important	in	cell–cell	communication—including	passage	of	intracellular	signaling	agents	in	some	tissues	and	direct	electrophysiological	interactions	between	cells	in	nerve	or	muscle	(gap	junctions	are	treated	in	detail	in	Chapter	13;	see	Figure	13.2).	A	central	feature	of	epithelia	is	that	each	epithelial	cell	is	functionally
asymmetric.	The	proteins	in	the	cell	membrane	of	an	epithelial	cell	are	unable	(for	reasons	only	poorly	known)	to	diffuse	through	tight	junctions.	Thus	the	ring	of	tight	junctions	around	each	epithelial	cell	acts	as	a	fence	that	keeps	proteins	from	crossing	between	the	apical	and	basolateral	regions	of	the	cell	membrane.	The	two	regions	of	the	cell
membrane	therefore	have	different	sets	of	channels,	transporters,	membrane	enzymes,	and	other	classes	of	membrane	proteins,	and	they	are	functionally	different	in	many	ways.	Differences	also	exist	between	the	apical	and	basolateral	regions	in	the	membrane	phospholipids	composing	the	outer	(but	not	inner)	leaflet	of	the	cell	membrane.	One	of	the
important	functions	of	an	epithelium	is	to	control	and	mediate	the	transport	of	substances	between	the	apical	and	basal	sides	of	the	epithelium	and	thus	between	different	body	regions.	Substances—such	as	ions,	nutrient	molecules,	or	water—pass	through	a	simple	epithelium	by	two	types	of	paths	(Figure	2.9).	They	may	pass	through	cells	by
transcellular	paths.	Alternatively,	they	may	pass	between	cells,	in	paracellular	paths.	Tight	junctions	interfere	with	or	block	the	paracellular	movement	of	substances	across	an	epithelium.	In	some	epithelia	the	tight	junctions	prevent	almost	all	paracellular	movement.	In	others,	however,	the	tight	junctions	permit	extensive	paracellular	movement	of
certain	sorts	of	molecules	or	ions,	and	the	epithelia	are	described	as	leaky.	A	substance	that	crosses	an	epithelium	by	a	transcellular	path	must	pass	through	two	cell	membranes.	One	of	the	most	important	principles	in	the	study	of	epithelia	is	that	for	scientists	to	understand	the	physiology	of	transcellular	transport,	they	must	understand	the
membrane	proteins	and	functions	of	both	the	apical	cell	membranes	and	the	basolateral	cell	membranes	of	the	epithelial	cells.	Summary	Epithelia	„„An	epithelium	is	a	sheet	of	cells	that	lines	a	cavity	or	covers	an	organ	or	body	surface,	thereby	forming	a	boundary	between	functionally	different	regions	of	the	body	or	between	the	animal	and	the
external	environment.	„„In	a	simple	epithelium,	each	cell	is	fully	encircled	by	a	ring	of	tight	or	septate	junctions	formed	with	adjacent	epithelial	cells.	These	occluding-type	junctions	seal	the	spaces	between	adjacent	cells.	Moreover,	the	ring	of	junctions	around	each	cell	divides	the	cell	membrane	into	chemically	and	functionally	distinct	apical	and
basolateral	regions.	„„An	epithelium	rests	on	a	nonliving,	permeable	basement	membrane	secreted	by	the	epithelial	cells	and	underlying	tissue.	The	apical	membranes	of	metabolically	active	epithelial	cells	often	bear	a	brush	border	of	microvilli,	greatly	enhancing	their	surface	area.	In	addition	to	the	occluding	junctions,	adjacent	epithelial	cells	are
joined	by	structurally	reinforcing	“spot	welds,”	called	desmosomes,	and	sometimes	by	gap	junctions	at	which	continuity	is	established	between	the	cytoplasms	of	the	cells.	„„Materials	pass	through	epithelia	by	paracellular	paths	between	adjacent	cells	and	by	transcellular	paths	through	cells.	Materials	traveling	through	a	cell	must	pass	through	both
the	apical	and	the	basolateral	cell	membranes	of	the	cell.	Tight	junction	Elements	of	Metabolism	(A)	Transcellular	paths	across	epithelium	Materials	following	a	transcellular	path	must	cross	both	apical	and	basolateral	cell	membranes.	(B)	Paracellular	path	across	epithelium	Basement	membrane	Materials	following	a	paracellular	path	must	be	able	to
move	through	the	band	of	tight	(or	septate)	junctions;	in	many	epithelia,	only	very	small	molecules	are	able	to	do	this,	restricting	the	paracellular	path	to	such	molecules.	Figure	2.9 	Transcellular	and	paracellular	paths	across	an	epithelium	At	this	point	in	the	chapter,	we	shift	to	focus	principally	on	processes,	rather	than	morphology.	The	basics	of
metabolism	constitute	a	good	beginning	for	this	new	emphasis.	Metabolism	is	the	set	of	processes	by	which	cells	and	organisms	acquire,	rearrange,	and	void	commodities	in	ways	that	sustain	life.	Metabolism	involves	myriad	chemical	and	physical	processes.	To	give	order	to	their	research,	animal	physiologists	subdivide	the	study	of	metabolism.	One



way	of	doing	this	is	according	to	specific	commodities.	For	example,	nitrogen	metabolism	is	the	set	of	processes	by	which	nitrogen	is	acquired,	employed	in	synthetic	reactions	to	create	proteins	and	other	functional	nitrogenous	compounds,	and	ultimately	transferred	to	elimination	compounds	such	as	urea	or	ammonia.	Energy	metabolism	consists	of
the	processes	by	which	energy	is	acquired,	transformed,	channeled	into	useful	functions,	and	dissipated.	Metabolism	also	may	be	subdivided	according	to	the	type	of	transformation	that	occurs.	Catabolism	is	the	set	of	processes	by	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	45	which	complex	chemical	compounds	are	broken	down	to	release	energy,
create	smaller	chemical	building	blocks,	or	prepare	chemical	constituents	for	elimination.	Anabolism,	by	contrast,	consists	of	the	processes	that	synthesize	larger	or	more	complex	chemical	compounds	from	smaller	chemical	building	blocks,	using	energy.	Whereas	catabolism	is	destructive,	anabolism	is	constructive.	Metabolism	depends	on	sets	of
biochemical	reactions,	such	as	the	30	or	so	linked	reactions	that	cells	employ	to	oxidize	glucose	into	CO2	and	H2O.	The	prominence	of	biochemistry	in	metabolism	can	give	the	impression	that	cells	are	just	like	test	tubes:	merely	places	where	chemicals	react.	There	is	a	massive	distinction	between	cells	and	test	tubes,	however.	Whereas	test	tubes	are
simply	places	where	chemical	reactions	occur,	cells	orchestrate	their	own	chemistry.	The	cellular	orchestration	of	metabolism	is	directed	by	genes	and	mediated,	in	major	part,	by	enzymes.	Enzyme	Fundamentals	In	his	story	“The	Celebrated	Jumping	Frog	of	Calaveras	County,”	Mark	Twain	appealed	to	the	imagination	of	his	readers	by	extolling	the
awesome	jumping	abilities	of	a	frog,	probably	a	common	leopard	frog	(Rana	pipiens)	(Figure	2.10A),	named	Dan’l	Webster.	Anyone	who	has	ever	tried	to	catch	leopard	frogs	knows	that	when	first	disturbed,	they	hop	away	at	lightning	speed.	Thus	it	is	hard	not	to	smile	in	knowing	admiration	as	Twain	describes	Dan’l	Webster’s	celebrated	jumping
feats.	Muscles	can	work	only	as	fast	as	they	are	supplied	with	adenosine	triphosphate	(ATP).	Amphibians,	however,	have	only	modest	abilities	to	make	ATP	using	oxygen	(O2),	because	they	have	relatively	simple	lungs	and	can	supply	their	cells	with	O2	only	relatively	slowly.	For	leopard	frogs	to	hop	along	as	fast	as	they	do	when	fleeing	danger,	they
need	to	make	ATP	faster	than	the	O2	supply	to	their	muscles	permits.	That	is,	they	must	make	ATP	by	anaerobic	mechanisms	not	requiring	O2.	A	crucial	reason	they	can	do	this	is	that	their	leg	muscles	are	well	endowed	with	the	enzyme	lactate	dehydrogenase.	Compared	with	leopard	frogs,	toads	such	as	the	common	western	toad	of	North	America
(Anaxyrus	boreas,	formerly	Bufo	boreas)	(Figure	2.10B)	are	not	nearly	as	well	endowed	with	lactate	(A)	A	fast-jumping	amphibian:	the	leopard	frog	(Rana	pipiens)	dehydrogenase.	Thus	they	cannot	make	ATP	to	a	great	extent	without	O2,	and	the	slow	rate	of	O2	delivery	to	their	muscle	cells	means	a	slow	rate	of	ATP	production,	explaining	why	they
cannot	hop	along	as	fast	as	frogs.	Mark	Twain	could	not	have	known	this,	because	the	study	of	enzymes	was	just	beginning	during	his	life,	but	when	he	searched	his	mind	for	an	amphibian	that	could	inspire	his	readers	as	a	“celebrated”	jumper,	he	chose	a	frog	rather	than	a	toad	in	major	part	(we	now	know)	because	frogs	have	more	of	the	enzyme
lactate	dehydrogenase.	Enzymes	are	protein	catalysts	that	play	two	principal	roles:	They	speed	chemical	reactions,	and	they	often	regulate	reactions.2	To	appreciate	the	extreme	importance	of	enzymes,	it	is	crucial	to	recognize	that	the	vast	majority	of	the	biochemical	reactions	that	occur	in	animals	do	not	take	place	on	their	own	at	significant	rates
under	physiological	conditions.	Cells	are	biochemically	complex	enough	that,	in	principle,	tens	of	thousands	of	reactions	might	occur	in	them.	However,	because	reactions	in	general	require	catalysis	to	occur	at	significant	rates,	the	particular	reactions	that	do	take	place	in	a	cell—out	of	all	those	that	could	take	place—depend	on	the	cell’s	own
biosynthesis	of	enzyme	proteins.	Enzymes	represent	one	of	the	foremost	means	by	which	cells	take	charge	of	their	own	biochemistry.	When	we	say	that	an	enzyme	is	a	catalyst,	we	mean	it	is	a	molecule	that	accelerates	a	reaction	without,	in	the	end,	being	altered	itself.	The	reaction	catalyzed	by	lactate	dehydrogenase	(LDH)	that	is	important	for
escape	by	frogs	is	the	reduction	of	pyruvic	acid	to	form	lactic	acid,	a	reaction	in	which	each	pyruvic	acid	molecule	is	combined	with	two	hydrogen	atoms	(Figure	2.11A).	Although	the	presence	of	LDH	speeds	this	reaction,	LDH	is	not	itself	altered	by	the	reaction.	Thus	a	molecule	of	LDH	persists	as	it	catalyzes	the	reduction	of	many	pyruvic	acid
molecules,	one	after	another.	Enzymes	are	described	as	having	substrates	and	products,	and	often	there	are	two	or	more	of	each.	To	be	exact	about	the	substrates	and	products	of	LDH,	a	chemically	complete	presentation	of	the	LDH-catalyzed	reaction	is	needed	(Figure	2.11B).	The	hydrogen	atoms	that	reduce	pyruvic	acid	are	taken	from	a	molecule
we	2	Research	over	the	past	35	years	has	shown	that	protein	catalysts—	enzymes—are	not	the	only	catalysts.	Some	types	of	RNA	molecules	also	serve	as	catalysts.	(B)	A	slow-jumping	amphibian:	the	western	toad,	Anaxyrus	(Bufo)	boreas	Figure	2.10 	Two	amphibians	with	different	jumping	capabilities	based	in	part	on	different	levels	of	a	key	enzyme,
lactate	dehydrogenase	(A)	Simplified	reaction	2H	Pyruvic	acid	Lactic	acid	Lactate	dehydrogenase	Pyruvic	acid	is	produced	from	glucose	by	glycolysis	(see	Figure	8.1).	(B)	Full	reaction	NADH2	NAD	O	H3C	C	OH	COOH	Pyruvic	acid	Lactate	dehydrogenase	H3C	C	COOH	H	Lactic	acid	When	this	reversible	reaction	proceeds	from	left	to	right,	pyruvic
acid	is	reduced	by	receiving	two	hydrogen	atoms	from	NADH2,	yielding	lactic	acid	and	NAD.	Figure	2.11 	The	reaction	catalyzed	by	lactate	dehydroge-	nase	(LDH) 	The	enzyme	cofactor	nicotinamide	adenine	dinucleotide	(NAD)	acts	as	an	electron	(or	hydrogen)	shuttle	by	undergoing	reversible	reduction	(forming	NADH2)	and	oxidation	(forming
NAD).	As	(B)	shows,	when	the	reaction	catalyzed	by	LDH	proceeds	from	left	to	right,	NADH2	produced	elsewhere	is	converted	to	NAD,	renewing	the	supply	of	NAD.	The	reaction	catalyzed	by	LDH	is	reversible,	but	the	NAD	reaction	involved	in	the	reverse	direction	is	not	shown.	Chapter	8	discusses	the	important	role	of	the	LDH-catalyzed	reaction	in
ATP	production.	symbolize	as	NADH2.	NAD	is	an	enzyme	cofactor	(nicotinamide	adenine	dinucleotide)	found	in	all	animal	cells;	and	NADH2	symbolizes	the	reduced	form	of	this	cofactor,	the	form	that	is	combined	with	hydrogen.	The	substrates	of	an	enzyme	are	the	initial	reactants	of	the	reaction	that	the	enzyme	catalyzes;	the	products	of	the	enzyme
Physiology	4E	areHill	the	Animal	compounds	produced	by	the	reaction.	Thus	in	the	reaction	Sinauer	Associates	weMorales	are	discussing—the	left-to-right	reaction	in	Figure	2.11B—the	Studio	substrates	of	LDH	are	pyruvic	acid	and	NADH2,	and	the	products	Figure	02.11	11-03-15	are	lactic	acid	and	NAD.	Chapter	8	discusses	how	this	reaction	aids
not	only	rapid	jumping	by	frogs,	but	also	other	forms	of	sudden,	intense	vertebrate	exercise,	such	as	sprinting	by	people.	Put	simply,	the	way	the	reaction	helps	is	precisely	that	it	produces	NAD,	an	essential	compound	for	ATP	synthesis	by	glycolysis.	There	are	many	kinds	of	enzymes.	Mammalian	cells,	for	instance,	collectively	synthesize	several
thousand	kinds.	Usually,	the	names	of	enzymes	end	in	-ase.	Thus	when	you	see	a	biochemical	term	that	ends	in	-ase,	it	usually	refers	to	an	enzyme.	Later	we	will	see	that	a	single	enzyme	may	exist	in	multiple	molecular	forms	in	different	tissues	or	different	animal	species.	The	name	of	an	enzyme	typically	refers	to	the	reaction	catalyzed.	Lactate
dehydrogenase,	for	example,	is	defined	to	be	an	enzyme	that	catalyzes	the	reaction	in	Figure	2.11B.	All	molecular	forms	that	catalyze	this	reaction	are	considered	to	be	forms	of	lactate	dehydrogenase,	even	though	they	vary	in	their	exact	molecular	structures	and	detailed	functional	properties.	Enzyme-catalyzed	reactions	exhibit	hyperbolic	or	sigmoid
kinetics	For	an	enzyme	molecule	to	catalyze	a	reaction,	it	must	first	combine	with	a	molecule	of	substrate	to	form	an	enzyme–substrate	com-	plex.	(Here,	for	simplicity,	we	assume	there	is	only	one	substrate.)	This	complexing	of	enzyme	and	substrate,	which	usually	is	stabilized	by	noncovalent	bonds,	is	essential	for	catalysis	because	the	enzyme	can
alter	the	readiness	of	the	substrate	to	react	only	if	the	two	are	bonded	together.	Substrate	is	converted	to	product	while	united	with	the	enzyme,	forming	an	enzyme–product	complex,	also	usually	held	together	by	noncovalent	bonds.	The	enzyme–product	complex	then	dissociates	to	yield	free	product	and	free	enzyme.	Symbolically,	if	E,	S,	and	P
represent	molecules	of	enzyme,	substrate,	and	product,	the	major	steps	in	enzyme	catalysis	are:	E	+	S	~	E–S	complex	~	E–P	complex	~	E	+	P	(2.1)	Note	that,	as	stressed	earlier,	the	enzyme	emerges	unaltered.	An	enzyme-catalyzed	reaction	occurs	at	a	rate	that	is	affected	by	the	relationship	between	the	available	number	of	enzyme	molecules	and	the
concentration	of	substrate.	The	reaction	velocity	(reaction	rate)	is	the	amount	of	substrate	that	is	converted	to	product	per	unit	of	time.	At	relatively	low	substrate	concentrations,	the	reaction	velocity	increases	as	the	substrate	concentration	increases.	However,	this	process	does	not	go	on	indefinitely:	As	the	substrate	concentration	is	raised,	the
reaction	velocity	eventually	reaches	a	maximum.	The	reason	for	this	overall	behavior	is	precisely	that	substrate	must	combine	with	enzyme	molecules	to	form	product.	As	shown	in	Figure	2.12A,	when	the	substrate	concentration	is	low	(as	at	➊),	all	of	the	available	enzyme	molecules	are	not	occupied	by	substrate	at	any	given	time	and	the	amount	of
substrate	available	is	therefore	the	limiting	factor	in	determining	the	reaction	velocity.	Raising	the	substrate	concentration	(as	from	➊	to	➋)	increases	the	reaction	velocity	by	using	more	of	the	available	enzyme	molecules.	At	high	substrate	concentrations	(as	at	➌),	however,	the	amount	of	enzyme	is	the	limiting	factor	in	determining	the	reaction
velocity.	When	the	substrate	concentration	is	high,	the	population	of	available	enzyme	molecules	becomes	saturated,	meaning	that	each	enzyme	molecule	is	occupied	by	a	substrate	molecule	nearly	all	of	the	time.	Increasing	the	substrate	concentration,	therefore,	cannot	increase	the	reaction	velocity	further.	Because	of	the	principals	just	discussed,
enzyme-catalyzed	reactions	are	one	of	the	types	of	reactions	that	exhibit	saturation	kinetics.	Kinetics	refers	to	the	velocity	properties	of	reactions.	A	reaction	exhibits	saturation	kinetics	if	it	is	limited	to	a	maximum	velocity	because	there	is	a	limited	supply	of	a	molecule	(the	enzyme	in	the	case	of	enzyme-catalyzed	reactions)	with	which	other
molecules	must	reversibly	combine	for	the	reaction	to	take	place.	Two	types	of	saturation	kinetics	are	exhibited	by	various	enzyme-catalyzed	reactions.	One	is	hyperbolic	kinetics	(Michaelis–Menten	kinetics),	illustrated	by	the	reaction	we	have	been	discussing	in	Figure	2.12A.	The	second	is	sigmoid	kinetics,	seen	in	Figure	2.12B.	Whether	the	kinetics
are	hyperbolic	or	sigmoid	depends	in	major	part	on	the	chemical	properties	of	the	enzyme.	Hyperbolic	kinetics	occur	when	each	enzyme	molecule	has	just	one	substrate-binding	site	for	the	particular	substrate	of	interest,	or	alternatively,	such	kinetics	can	occur	when	there	are	multiple	sites	but	the	sites	behave	independently.	Sigmoid	kinetics	occur
when	each	enzyme	molecule	has	multiple	substrate-binding	sites	and	the	multiple	sites	influence	each	other	by	way	of	ripple	effects	within	the	enzyme	molecule	(discussed	later)	so	that	catalytic	activity	at	any	one	site	depends	on	whether	binding	has	occurred	at	other	sites.	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	47	(A)	Hyperbolic	kinetics
Reaction	subsaturated	At	3	,	however,	the	reaction	velocity	cannot	increase	further,	because	substrate	is	so	abundant	that	all	the	enzyme	molecules	are	engaged	to	the	fullest	extent	possible.	Reaction	saturated	Vmax	Reaction	velocity,	V	3	2	1	Substrate	concentration	KEY	Substrate	molecule	Enzyme	molecule	(B)	Sigmoid	kinetics	Reaction	saturated
Reaction	velocity,	V	Vmax	Substrate	concentration	A	mathematical	description	of	hyperbolic	kinetics	was	first	provided	by	Leonor	Michaelis	and	Maude	Menten	in	1913.	Their	equation,	after	being	revised	by	other	chemists	about	a	decade	later,	is	called	the	Michaelis–Menten	equation:	Vmax	[S]		(2.2)	[S]	+	Km	where	V	is	the	reaction	velocity	at	any
given	substrate	concentration	[S],	Vmax	is	the	maximum	reaction	velocity	(assuming	a	certain	fixed	amount	of	enzyme	to	be	present),	and	Km	is	a	constant	that	is	usually	termed	the	Michaelis	constant.3	This	equation	describes	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	the	curve	plotted	in	Figure	2.12A.	V=	Morales	Studio	Figure	02.12	reaction
11-03-15	11-10-15	Maximum	velocity	is	determined	by	the	amount	and	catalytic	effectiveness	of	an	enzyme	Two	properties	determine	the	maximum	velocity	(Vmax)	at	which	a	saturated	enzyme-catalyzed	reaction	converts	substrate	to	product	(see	Figure	2.12).	One	is	the	number	of	active	enzyme	molecules	present.	The	second	is	the	catalytic
effectiveness	of	each	enzyme	molecule.	3	Square	brackets	signify	concentration.	Thus	[S]	is	the	concentration	of	compound	S.	Figure	2.12 	Reaction	velocity	as	a	function	of	substrate	concentration 	(A)	Some	enzymes	exhibit	hyperbolic	kinetics,	in	which	the	reaction	velocity	increases	as	shown,	asymptotically	approaching	a	maximum	velocity,	called
Vmax.	(B)	Some	enzymes	exhibit	sigmoid	kinetics,	in	which	the	approach	to	Vmax	follows	an	Sshaped	(sigmoid)	trajectory.	The	catalytic	effectiveness	of	an	enzyme	molecule	is	expressed	as	its	turnover	number	(kcat),	the	number	of	substrate	molecules	converted	to	product	per	second	by	each	enzyme	molecule	when	saturated.	Different	enzymes	vary
enormously	in	turnover	number.	Indeed,	even	the	molecular	variants	of	a	single	enzyme	can	vary	substantially	in	this	crucial	property.	Some	enzymes	are	so	catalytically	effective	that	when	they	are	saturated,	each	enzyme	molecule	converts	10,000	substrate	molecules	to	product	each	second,	whereas	others	convert	only	1	substrate	molecule	to
product	per	enzyme	molecule	per	second.	The	catalytic	effectiveness	of	an	enzyme	depends	partly	on	the	activation	energy	of	the	enzyme-catalyzed	reaction.	To	understand	the	implications	of	activation	energy,	it	is	necessary	to	recognize	that	a	substrate	molecule	must	pass	through	an	intermediate	chemical	state	termed	a	transition	state	to	form	a
product	molecule.	Thus	one	can	think	of	any	reaction,	whether	or	not	it	is	enzyme	catalyzed,	as	involving	first	the	conversion	of	the	substrate	to	a	transition	state,	and	second	the	conversion	of	the	transition	state	to	the	product.	For	a	substrate	molecule	to	enter	the	transition	state,	its	content	of	energy	must	increase.	The	amount	by	which	it	must
increase	is	the	activation	energy	of	the	reaction.	Molecules	gain	the	energy	they	need	by	random	collisions	with	other	molecules.	Any	particular	substrate	molecule	has	a	continuously	fluctuating	energy	content	as	it	gains	and	loses	energy	through	intermolecular	collisions;	as	its	energy	content	rises	and	falls,	it	undergoes	reaction	when	its	energy
content	is	boosted	by	an	amount	at	least	equal	to	the	activation	energy.	An	enzyme	accelerates	a	reaction	by	lowering	the	activation	energy	(Figure	2.13).	The	extent	to	which	it	lowers	the	activation	energy	is	one	factor	that	determines	the	enzyme’s	catalytic	effectiveness.	Free	energy	of	molecules	The	reaction	velocity	increases	from	1	to	2	because
the	increased	availability	of	substrate	allows	a	greater	fraction	of	enzyme	molecules	to	engage	in	catalysis	at	any	given	time.	Uncatalyzed	reaction	Catalyzed	reaction	The	activation	energy—the	increased	energy	required	to	achieve	transition	state—is	greater	without	catalysis…	…than	with	catalysis.	Substrates	Products	Progress	of	the	reaction
Figure	2.13 	Enzymes	accelerate	reactions	by	lowering	the	needed	activation	energy 	Starting	at	their	average	energy	level,	substrate	molecules	must	gain	sufficient	energy	to	enter	a	transition	state	before	they	can	react	to	form	product.	The	amount	of	energy	required,	the	activation	energy,	is	lowered	by	enzyme	catalysts.	Catalysts	do	not,
however,	alter	the	average	free	energy	of	either	substrates	or	products;	nor	do	they	affect	the	relative	concentrations	of	substrates	and	products	at	equilibrium.	Vertical	arrows	indicate	the	activation	energy.	48	 	Chapter	2	According	to	modern	theories	of	how	enzymes	work,	catalytic	effectiveness	also	depends	critically	on	the	rates	at	which	enzyme
molecules	can	go	through	molecular	conformational	changes	required	for	catalysis.	As	we	discuss	below,	enzyme	molecules	change	shape	when	they	bind	with	substrate	and	again	when	they	release	product.	There	is	reason	to	believe	that	different	enzymes	vary	in	the	rates	at	which	they	can	go	through	these	necessary	conformational	changes,	and
differences	in	these	rates	may	be	as	important	as	differences	in	activation	energy	in	determining	the	relative	turnover	numbers	of	different	enzymes.	A	convenient	numerical	expression	of	enzyme–substrate	affinity	for	reactions	showing	hyperbolic	kinetics	is	the	apparent	Michaelis	constant	or	half-saturation	constant,	Km	,	defined	to	be	the	substrate
concentration	required	to	attain	one-half	of	the	maximum	reaction	velocity.	Figure	2.14B	shows	how	Km	is	determined	for	both	the	high-affinity	enzyme	x	and	the	low-affinity	enzyme	z	from	Figure	2.14A.	Note	that	the	low-affinity	enzyme	has	the	greater	Km	value.	Thus	Km	and	enzyme–substrate	affinity	are	related	inversely:	A	high	Km	means	low
affinity,	and	a	low	Km	means	high	affinity.	Km	is	one	of	the	parameters	in	the	Michaelis–Menten	equation	(see	Equation	2.2).	For	enzyme-catalyzed	reactions	that	follow	sigmoid	kinetics,	the	measure	of	affinity	is	once	again	the	substrate	concentration	required	to	half-saturate	the	enzyme,	but	it	is	calculated	in	technically	different	ways	and
symbolized	like	this:	(S0.5)substrate.	Substrate	concentrations	in	cells	are	usually	subsaturating.	Thus	the	affinities	of	enzymes	for	substrates	are	important	determinants	of	reaction	velocities	in	cells.	In	sum,	therefore,	reaction	velocities	in	cells	depend	on	all	three	of	the	enzyme	properties	we	have	discussed:	(1)	the	number	of	active	enzyme
molecules	present	(which	affects	Vmax),	(2)	the	catalytic	effectiveness	of	each	enzyme	molecule	when	saturated	(which	also	affects	Vmax),	and	(3)	the	affinity	of	enzyme	molecules	for	substrate	(which	affects	how	close	the	velocity	is	to	Vmax).	Enzyme–substrate	affinity	affects	reaction	velocity	at	the	substrate	concentrations	that	are	usual	in	cells	In	a
cell,	a	collision	between	an	enzyme	molecule	and	substrate	molecule	does	not	necessarily	result	in	the	formation	of	an	enzyme–substrate	complex.	The	two	molecules	may	instead	collide	and	“bounce	apart”	(i.e.,	separate).	The	outcome	of	a	collision	depends	on	a	property	of	the	enzyme	called	enzyme–substrate	affinity,	which	refers	to	the	proclivity	of
the	enzyme	to	form	a	complex	with	the	substrate	when	the	enzyme	and	substrate	meet.	An	enzyme	that	is	highly	likely	to	form	complexes	with	substrate	molecules	it	contacts	has	a	high	enzyme–substrate	affinity.	Conversely,	an	enzyme	that	is	unlikely	to	form	complexes	has	a	low	enzyme–substrate	affinity.	The	affinity	of	an	enzyme	for	its	substrate
affects	the	shape	of	the	velocity–concentration	relation	at	subsaturating	concentrations	of	substrate	(concentrations	too	low	to	saturate	the	reaction),	as	illustrated	in	Figure	2.14A	by	three	enzymes	with	hyperbolic	kinetics.	Curve	x	in	the	figure	represents	an	enzyme	having	a	high	affinity	for	its	substrate;	curve	z	represents	one	having	a	low	affinity.
All	three	enzymes	in	the	figure	have	the	same	maximum	velocity.	The	key	difference	among	them	is	that,	at	any	given	subsaturating	substrate	concentration,	the	reaction	velocity	more	closely	approaches	Vmax	if	the	enzyme	has	high	substrate	affinity	(x)	rather	than	low	substrate	affinity	(z).	Enzymes	undergo	changes	in	molecular	conformation	and
have	specific	binding	sites	that	interact	Like	any	other	protein,	an	enzyme	depends	on	its	three-dimensional	molecular	shape—its	conformation—for	its	functional	properties.	One	of	the	single	most	important	attributes	of	enzymes	and	other	proteins	is	that	their	three-dimensional	structure	is	stabilized	mostly	by	weak,	noncovalent	bonds,	such	as
hydrogen	bonds,	van	der	Waals	interactions,	and	hydrophobic	interactions	(see	Box	2.1).	Weak	bonds	create	flexible	links	between	molecular	regions	that	allow	an	enzyme’s	three-dimensional	structure	to	change	its	detailed	(B)	Determination	of	Km	for	two	of	the	enzymes	from	(A)	(A)	Three	enzymes	with	high,	intermediate,	and	low	affinity	for
substrate	For	an	enzyme	that	exhibits	hyperbolic	kinetics,	the	enzyme–substrate	affinity	is	quantified	by	the	half-saturation	constant	Km,	which	is	the	substrate	concentration	needed	for	the	enzyme-catalyzed	reaction	to	proceed	at	one-half	of	the	maximum	velocity	(1/2	Vmax).	Vmax	High-affinity	enzyme	x	y	z	Low-affinity	enzyme	Reaction	velocity	(V)
Reaction	velocity	(V)	Although	Vmax	is	the	same	in	all	cases,	the	reaction	rate	at	subsaturating	substrate	concentrations	is	greater	when	the	enzyme–substrate	affinity	is	higher.	Vmax	High-affinity	enzyme	x	Low-affinity	enzyme	z	1/2	V	max	Km	and	enzyme–substrate	affinity	are	inversely	related.	Substrate	concentration	Figure	2.14 	The	approach	to
saturation	depends	on	enzyme–substrate	affinity	Km	for	x	Km	for	z	Substrate	concentration	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	49	Glucose	Hexokinase	Hexokinase	changes	shape	to	surround	its	substrate,	glucose,	when	enzyme–substrate	binding	occurs.	Figure	2.15 	Molecular	flexibility	is	important	for	enzyme	function	as	exemplified	here
by	hexokinase 	Hexokinase	is	the	enzyme	that	ushers	glucose	into	glycolysis	by	catalyzing	glucose	phosphorylation	using	a	phosphate	group	from	ATP	(see	Figure	2.19).	The	enzyme	molecule	is	a	single	protein;	the	different	shading	of	the	two	parts	of	the	molecule	is	for	visual	clarity	only.	shape	while	retaining	its	overall	organization.	Such	shape
changes,	as	already	suggested,	are	crucial	for	proper	enzyme	function.	For	example,	an	enzyme	changes	shape	when	it	binds	with	its	substrate	(Figure	2.15).	A	substrate	molecule	binds	with	an	enzyme	molecule	at	a	particular	molecular	region,	at	or	near	the	surface	of	the	enzyme,	called	the	active	site	or	substrate-binding	site.	The	three-dimensional
shape	of	the	active	site	and	the	peculiarities	of	its	chemical	constituents	complement	a	particular	three-dimensional	part	of	the	substrate	molecule	(and	its	chemical	constituents)	such	that	the	substrate	molecule	and	the	enzyme	molecule	match	up	and	fit	The	binding	Hilltogether.	Animal	Physiology	4E	of	the	substrate	and	enzyme	molecules	is
Sinauer	Associates	typically	stabilized	entirely	by	weak	bonds,	not	covalent	bonds.	If	Morales	Studio	requires	two	or	more	substrates,	the	enzyme	molecule	an	enzyme	Figure	02.15	11-03-15	has	an	active	site	specific	for	each.	Enzyme–substrate	binding	is	sometimes	said	to	resemble	a	lock	and	key	fitting	together,	but	this	analogy	is	flawed	in	two
important	respects.	First,	the	binding	between	the	substrate	and	the	corresponding	active	site	on	an	enzyme	is	principally	chemical	and	electrochemical	in	nature,	not	mechanical.	Second,	the	lock-and-key	analogy	erroneously	suggests	mechanical	rigidity.	In	fact,	as	we	have	seen,	the	active	site	and	other	regions	of	an	enzyme	molecule	are	flexible
and	change	conformation	when	enzyme–substrate	binding	occurs	(see	Figure	2.15).	They	also	change	conformation	when	product	is	released.	Many	enzyme	molecules	consist	of	two	or	more	noncovalently	bonded	proteins,	and	these	often	interact	in	important	ways	to	determine	enzyme	properties.	Enzyme	molecules	composed	of	two,	three,	or	four
protein	subunits	are	called	dimeric,	trimeric,	or	tetrameric,	respectively.	All	the	subunits	in	a	multisubunit	enzyme	may	be	chemically	identical,	or	they	may	consist	of	two	or	more	types.	Multisubunit	enzymes	typically	have	multiple	binding	sites.	The	simplest	version	of	this	property	is	that	a	multisubunit	enzyme	may	have	an	active	site	on	each
subunit.	However,	multisubunit	enzymes	often	also	have	specific	binding	sites	for	molecules	other	than	the	substrate.	These	nonsubstrate-binding	sites	have	important	similarities	to	the	active	(substrate-binding)	sites:	They	are	at	or	near	the	surface	of	the	enzyme	molecule;	they	bind	noncovalently	and	reversibly	with	specific	molecules;	and	their
specificity	arises	because	they	are	complementary	in	three-dimensional	shape	and	chemistry	to	parts	of	the	molecules	they	bind.	The	substrates	of	enzymes	and	the	molecules	that	bind	to	specific	nonsubstrate-binding	sites	are	collectively	known	as	enzyme	ligands.	A	ligand	is	any	molecule	that	selectively	binds	by	noncovalent	bonds	to	a	structurally
and	chemically	complementary	site	on	a	specific	protein;	not	just	enzymes	but	also	certain	other	sorts	of	proteins	(e.g.,	transporters	and	receptors)	are	said	to	bind	or	combine	with	ligands,	as	we	will	see.	When	an	enzyme	molecule	has	multiple	binding	sites,	the	binding	of	any	one	site	to	its	ligand	may	facilitate	or	inhibit	the	binding	of	other	sites	to
their	ligands.	Such	interactions	between	the	binding	behaviors	of	different	sites	are	termed	cooperativity,	whether	they	are	facilitating	or	inhibiting.	In	positive	cooperativity,	ligand	binding	at	one	site	facilitates	binding	of	other	sites	on	the	same	molecule	to	their	ligands;	in	negative	cooperativity,	binding	at	one	site	inhibits	binding	at	other	sites	on
the	same	molecule.	In	addition	to	being	classified	as	positive	or	negative,	cooperativity	is	also	categorized	as	homotropic	or	heterotropic.	In	homotropic	cooperativity	the	binding	of	a	particular	type	of	ligand	facilitates	or	inhibits	the	binding	of	other	molecules	of	the	same	ligand	to	the	same	enzyme	molecule;	homotropic	cooperativity	occurs,	for
example,	when	the	binding	of	a	substrate	molecule	to	one	of	the	active	sites	on	a	multisubunit	enzyme	molecule	facilitates	or	inhibits	the	binding	of	other	substrate	molecules	to	other	active	sites	(this	is	the	phenomenon	that	causes	the	kinetics	to	be	sigmoid).	In	heterotropic	cooperativity	the	binding	of	one	type	of	ligand	to	an	enzyme	molecule
influences	the	binding	of	other	types	of	ligands.	An	important	point	is	that	when	cooperativity	occurs,	the	interactions	between	binding	sites	on	a	molecule	are	interactions	at	a	distance.	The	various	binding	sites	on	a	multisubunit	enzyme—	whether	they	are	sites	for	substrates	or	nonsubstrates—are	usually	not	immediately	next	to	each	other.	Instead,
they	are	found	at	separate	locations	in	the	multisubunit	molecular	structure.	Cooperativity	occurs	because	the	binding	of	a	ligand	to	its	particular	binding	site	causes	the	detailed	conformation	of	the	enzyme	molecule	to	change	in	a	way	that	ripples	through	the	whole	molecule,	affecting	the	shapes	and	binding	characteristics	of	all	its	other	binding
sites.	A	type	of	cooperativity	that	has	great	importance	in	the	control	of	multisubunit	enzymes	is	allosteric	modulation	(allosteric	modification).	Allosteric	modulation	means	modulation	of	the	catalytic	properties	of	an	enzyme	by	the	binding	of	nonsubstrate	ligands	to	specific	nonsubstrate-binding	sites,	which	are	called	regulatory	sites	or	allosteric
sites.	The	nonsubstrate	ligands	that	participate	in	this	sort	of	modulation	are	called	allosteric	modulators.	In	allosteric	activation	the	binding	of	an	allosteric	modulator	to	its	binding	site	on	an	enzyme	molecule	increases	the	affinity	of	the	molecule’s	active	sites	for	the	substrate	or	otherwise	increases	the	catalytic	activity	of	the	enzyme.	In	allosteric
inhibition	the	binding	of	an	allosteric	modulator	impairs	the	catalytic	activity	of	an	enzyme,	such	as	by	decreasing	its	affinity	for	substrate.	Allosteric	modulation,	as	we	will	discuss,	opens	up	vast	regulatory	possibilities.4	4	Although	the	term	allosteric	was	originally	used	only	in	the	context	of	allosteric	modulation,	its	meaning	has	evolved.	Today
allosteric	is	often	used	to	refer	to	any	form	of	enzyme	conformational	change	that	results	from	the	noncovalent	bonding	of	ligands	to	ligand-specific	sites,	not	just	allosteric	modulation.	50	 	Chapter	2	Enzymes	catalyze	reversible	reactions	in	both	directions	Multiple	molecular	forms	of	enzymes	occur	at	all	levels	of	animal	organization	Like	all	other
catalysts,	enzymes	accelerate	reversible	reactions	in	both	directions.	LDH,	for	example,	can	accelerate	either	the	reduction	of	pyruvic	acid	(in	Figure	2.11B,	the	reaction	going	from	left	to	right)	or	the	oxidation	of	lactic	acid	(in	Figure	2.11B,	the	reaction	going	from	right	to	left).	Although	all	the	reactions	that	take	place	within	animals	are	reversible
in	principle,	only	some	are	reversible	in	practice.	This	is	true	because	some	reactions—for	reasons	unrelated	to	the	enzymes	that	catalyze	them—always	proceed	significantly	in	just	one	direction	under	the	conditions	that	prevail	in	the	body.	The	direction	of	a	reversible	enzyme-catalyzed	reaction	is	determined	by	the	principles	of	mass	action.
Consider	the	following	reversible	reaction	(where	A,	B,	C,	and	D	are	compounds):	A	single	enzyme	often	exists	in	multiple	molecular	forms,	which	all	catalyze	the	same	reaction,	as	stressed	earlier.	Dozens	of	described	forms	of	lactate	dehydrogenase	are	known,	for	example,	in	the	animal	kingdom.	All	the	enzyme	forms	are	called	lactate
dehydrogenase	because	they	catalyze	one	reaction.	In	terms	of	primary	structure	(see	Box	2.1),	an	enzyme	can	be	thought	of	as	a	string	of	amino	acids	in	which	each	amino	acid	occupies	a	specific	position	in	the	string;	an	enzyme	composed	of	300	amino	acids	has	300	positions,	for	example.	Multiple	molecular	forms	of	an	enzyme	typically	have
similar	string	lengths	and	are	identical	in	the	particular	amino	acids	that	occupy	most	of	the	positions	on	the	string.	However,	they	differ	in	the	amino	acids	at	one	or	more	of	the	positions,	and	these	differences	in	their	primary	structures	alter	the	details	of	their	tertiary	structures	and	function.	You	might	guess	from	what	we	have	said	that	multiple
molecular	forms	of	enzymes	are	often	related	by	evolutionary	descent—that	is,	that	certain	forms	evolved	from	others	by	mutations	that	caused	changes	in	the	amino	acid	sequence.	As	we	will	see,	biochemists	in	fact	know	enough	about	the	exact	structures	of	many	different	LDH	molecules	to	be	almost	certain	that	the	various	forms	of	LDH	are
related	by	evolutionary	descent.	It	is	probably	a	general	rule	that	the	multiple	molecular	forms	of	enzymes	are	families	of	evolutionarily	related	molecules.	LDH	provides	a	good	example	for	understanding	multiple	molecular	forms	of	enzymes	in	greater	detail.	Among	vertebrates,	individuals	have	two	or	three	different	gene	loci	that	code	for	LDH
proteins.	Thus	two	or	three	different	forms	of	LDH	protein	are	synthesized	in	any	one	individual;	these	are	called	LDH-A,	LDHB,	and—if	a	third	form	is	present—LDH-C.	The	various	gene	loci	are	not,	however,	expressed	equally	in	all	tissues.	An	additional	complexity	is	that	each	“finished”	LDH	molecule	is	a	tetramer,	consisting	of	four	LDH	protein
molecules	that	are	independently	synthesized	but	linked	together	as	subunits	of	the	mature	enzyme.	The	A	and	B	forms	are	produced	in	all	or	nearly	all	vertebrates.	Usually,	skeletal	muscle	cells	express	the	A	genetic	locus	strongly	and	the	B	locus	weakly.	Thus,	although	some	of	the	LDH	tetramers	produced	in	skeletal	muscle	consist	of	mixed	A	and	B
subunits,	the	principal	type	of	LDH	tetramer	in	the	skeletal	muscles	consists	of	all	A	subunits,	symbolized	LDH-A4.	In	contrast,	the	cells	of	heart	muscle	express	the	B	genetic	locus	strongly,	and	their	principal	type	of	LDH	tetramer	is	composed	entirely	of	B	subunits:	LDH-B4.	In	mammals,	LDH-C	is	expressed	in	just	a	single	organ,	the	mature	testis;
mammalian	sperm	LDH	is	mostly	LDH-C4.	Both	finer-scale	and	larger-scale	variations	occur	in	the	forms	of	LDH.	At	a	finer	scale	than	we	have	already	described,	two	or	more	alleles	may	exist	at	each	genetic	locus	within	a	species.	Thus,	for	instance,	a	species	might	have	two	alleles	for	the	A	locus,	meaning	that	two	different	types	of	the	A	protein	can
be	synthesized;	the	skeletal	muscles	of	the	species	would	then	exhibit	multiple	molecular	forms	of	the	finished	LDH-A4	enzyme	(i.e.,	LDH-A4	in	which	all	four	A	subunits	are	of	the	sort	coded	by	one	allele,	LDH-A4	in	which	all	four	A	subunits	are	coded	by	the	other	allele,	and	LDH-A4	in	which	some	of	the	A	subunits	are	coded	by	one	allele	and	some	by
the	other	allele).	On	a	larger	scale,	different	species	typically	differ	in	the	A,	B,	and	C	proteins.	For	example,	although	the	A	proteins	A	+	B	~	C	+	D	(2.3)	If	the	four	compounds	A,	B,	C,	and	D	are	mixed	and	then	left	alone,	they	will	react	until	they	reach	equilibrium.	The	reaction	equilibrium	is	characterized	by	a	particular	ratio	of	concentrations	of	the
four	compounds.	This	ratio—[C][D]/[A][B]—always	has	the	same	value	at	equilibrium.	The	principles	of	mass	action	state	that	if	compounds	are	out	of	equilibrium,	the	reaction	will	proceed	in	the	direction	of	equilibrium	as	dictated	by	the	ratios	of	concentrations.	For	example,	if	the	reactants	on	the	left,	A	and	B,	are	collectively	too	concentrated
relative	to	C	and	D	for	the	equilibrium	state	to	exist,	the	reaction	will	proceed	to	the	right,	thereby	lowering	the	concentrations	of	A	and	B	and	raising	those	of	C	and	D.	An	enzyme	does	not	alter	the	principles	of	mass	action.	The	catalytic	effect	of	an	enzyme	on	a	reversible	reaction	is	to	increase	the	rate	of	approach	to	equilibrium	from	either
direction.	To	see	an	important	aspect	of	this	action,	consider	that	the	substrate	or	substrates	are	different	from	the	two	directions.	For	instance,	when	LDH	catalyzes	the	reaction	in	Figure	2.11	going	from	left	to	right,	its	substrates	are	pyruvic	acid	and	NADH2;	when	it	catalyzes	the	reaction	going	from	right	to	left,	its	substrates	are	lactic	acid	and
NAD.	The	enzyme–substrate	affinity	of	an	enzyme	and	its	other	kinetic	properties	are	typically	different	for	the	substrates	of	the	reaction	going	in	the	left-to-right	direction	than	for	the	substrates	of	the	reaction	going	in	the	right-to-left	direction.	Thus,	although	an	enzyme	always	catalyzes	a	reversible	reaction	in	both	directions,	its	catalytic	behavior
in	the	two	directions	may	be	very	different.	In	cells	reversible	reactions	are	typically	directional	at	any	given	time	because	reactions	operate	dynamically	in	a	state	that	remains	far	from	equilibrium.	In	a	test	tube,	if	A	and	B	in	Equation	2.3	are	initially	at	high	enough	concentrations	for	the	reaction	to	proceed	to	the	right,	the	reaction	itself	will	draw
down	the	concentrations	of	A	and	B	and	create	an	equilibrium	state.	In	a	cell,	however,	the	substrates	of	any	one	reaction	are	typically	being	produced	by	other	reactions.	Thus,	in	a	cell,	A	and	B	are	likely	to	be	replaced	as	they	are	converted	to	C	and	D—meaning	that	their	concentrations	are	not	drawn	down	and	a	condition	of	disequilibrium	in
Equation	2.3	is	maintained,	driving	the	reaction	steadily	to	the	right	(an	example	of	a	steady	state).	In	this	way,	the	enzyme-catalyzed	reaction	in	a	cell	can	display	directionality,	even	though	the	enzyme	itself	catalyzes	both	directions	of	reaction.	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	51	Each	species	of	mammal	has	three	major	isozymes	of
lactate	dehydrogenase	(LDH),	one	of	which	is	expressed	just	in	the	mature	testis	of	the	male.	Human	LDH-B4	Human	LDH-A4	Isozymes	Interspecific	enzyme	homologs	Human	LDH-C4	Rat	LDH-B4	Rat	LDH-A4	Isozymes	Rat	LDH-C4	Figure	2.16 	Isozymes	and	interspecific	enzyme	homologs	in	the	skeletal	muscles—LDH-A4,	the	isozyme	that	is	superior
in	reducing	pyruvic	acid—plays	a	key	role	in	the	performance	of	intense	exercise.	The	heart	muscle,	in	contrast,	seldom	makes	ATP	without	O2,	and	its	isozyme,	LDH-B4,	is	more	suited	to	other	functions	than	to	the	rapid	reduction	of	pyruvic	acid.	Interspecific	enzyme	homologs	are	often	instrumental	in	the	adaptation	of	species	to	different	habitats.
For	example,	two	closely	related	species	of	thornyhead	rockfish	(Sebastolobus)—both	found	in	the	ocean	along	the	West	Coast	of	the	United	States—possess	different	genetically	coded	homologs	of	LDH-A4	in	their	skeletal	muscles.	One	of	the	species	is	found	in	waters	shallower	than	500	m;	the	other	lives	at	depths	of	500–1500	m.	A	problem	with	the
forms	of	LDH-A4	found	in	shallow-water	species	of	marine	fish,	including	the	shallow-water	rockfish,	is	that	their	affinity	for	substrate	is	highly	sensitive	to	water	pressure;	these	enzyme	forms	lose	their	affinity	for	substrate	as	pressure	increases—so	much	so	that	at	the	high	pressures	of	the	deep	oceans,	the	forms	become	ineffective	as	enzymes.	The
homolog	of	LDH-A4	synthesized	by	the	deep-water	species	of	rockfish	is	distinctive.	It	is	relatively	insensitive	to	water	pressure	and	retains	a	suitably	high	affinity	for	substrate	even	when	the	pressure	is	high,	helping	to	account	for	the	adaptation	of	the	species	to	live	in	the	deep	ocean.	The	forms	of	LDH	in	rats	are	interspecific	enzyme	homologs	of
the	forms	in	humans.	Summary	Enzyme	Fundamentals	synthesized	by	laboratory	rats	and	by	humans	are	similar,	they	are	not	identical,	so	rat	LDH-A4	differs	from	human	LDH-A4.	Considering	multiple	molecular	forms	in	general,	researchers	have	developed	a	complex	terminology	to	describe	all	the	possibilities.	For	the	purposes	of	an	introduction	to
animal	physiology,	a	simple	dichotomy	between	isozymes	(isoenzymes)	and	interspecific	enzyme	homologs,	illustrated	in	Figure	2.16,	is	sufficient.	Isozymes	are	the	different	molecular	forms	of	an	enzyme	produced	by	a	single	species;	an	example	is	that	the	LDH-A4,	LDH-B4,	and	LDH-C4	produced	in	humans	are	three	isozymes.	Interspecific	enzyme
homologs	are	the	different	molecular	forms	of	an	enzyme	coded	by	homologous	gene	loci	in	different	species;	an	example	is	that	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	human	LDH-A	4	and	rat	LDH-A4	are	interspecific	enzyme	homoSinauer	Associates	logs.	Functionally,	isozymes	and	interspecific	enzyme	homologs	Morales	Studio	often	differ	not	only	in	their
catalytic	properties	but	also	in	their	Figure	02.16	11-03-15	regulatory	properties.	When	functional	differences	exist	between	isozymes	or	interspecific	enzyme	homologs,	they	often	seem	to	be	adaptive	differences;	that	is,	they	often	seem	to	assist	the	proper	functioning	of	the	animal.	For	an	example	that	pertains	to	isozymes,	consider	LDH-A4	and
LDH-B4,	the	two	isozymes	of	LDH	usually	found	in	the	skeletal	and	heart	muscles,	respectively,	of	a	vertebrate.	Of	these	two	isozymes,	LDH-A4	is	much	more	effective	in	using	pyruvic	acid	as	a	substrate.	As	noted	earlier,	the	reduction	of	pyruvic	acid	to	lactic	acid	is	an	essential	part	of	the	mechanism	by	which	skeletal	muscles	can	at	times	make	more
ATP	than	their	O2	supply	permits.	Whenever	people	sprint	for	sport,	cheetahs	sprint	for	food,	or	frogs	sprint	for	prizes	in	the	Calaveras	County	races,	the	ability	of	their	skeletal	muscles	to	make	ATP	without	O2	allows	the	muscles	to	work	exceptionally	vigorously.	Because	this	ATP	production	depends	on	the	reduction	of	pyruvic	acid,	the	particular
isozyme	of	LDH	found	„„Enzymes	are	protein	catalysts	that	accelerate	reactions	by	lowering	the	activation	energy	required	for	reactants	to	reach	transition	state.	For	most	reactions	to	occur	in	cells,	they	must	be	catalyzed	by	enzymes.	Thus	a	cell	controls	which	reactions	occur	within	it	by	the	enzymes	it	synthesizes.	„„An	enzyme	must	bind	with	its
substrate	to	catalyze	the	reaction	of	substrate	to	form	product.	This	binding,	which	is	usually	stabilized	entirely	by	noncovalent	bonds,	occurs	at	a	specific	active	site	on	the	enzyme	molecule,	a	site	that	is	complementary	in	its	three-dimensional	chemical	and	electrochemical	configuration	to	a	portion	of	the	substrate	molecule.	Enzyme	molecules
change	shape	when	they	bind	to	substrate	or	release	product.	These	changes	are	permitted	because	the	tertiary	structure	of	a	protein	is	stabilized	by	weak	bonds.	„„Enzyme	properties	that	determine	the	velocity	of	an	enzyme-catalyzed	reaction	in	a	cell	are:	(1)	the	number	of	active	enzyme	molecules	present	in	the	cell,	(2)	the	catalytic	effectiveness
of	each	enzyme	molecule	when	saturated,	and	(3)	the	enzyme–substrate	affinity.	Enzymecatalyzed	reactions	exhibit	saturation	kinetics	because	the	reaction	velocity	is	limited	by	the	availability	of	enzyme	molecules	at	high	substrate	concentrations.	The	maximum	reaction	velocity	(Vmax)	that	prevails	at	saturation	depends	on	properties	1	and	2:	the
amount	and	catalytic	effectiveness	of	the	enzyme.	Property	3,	the	enzyme–substrate	affinity,	determines	how	closely	the	reaction	velocity	approaches	Vmax	when	(as	is	typical	in	cells)	substrate	concentrations	are	subsaturating.	The	enzyme–substrate	affinity	is	measured	by	the	halfsaturation	constant	(i.e.,	the	Michaelis	constant,	Km,	for	enzymes
displaying	hyperbolic	kinetics).	(Continued	)	52	 	Chapter	2	„„Multisubunit	enzymes	often	exhibit	cooperativity,	a	phenomenon	in	which	the	binding	of	certain	binding	sites	to	their	ligands	affects	(positively	or	negatively)	the	binding	of	other	binding	sites	to	their	ligands.	An	important	type	of	cooperativity	is	allosteric	modulation,	in	which	a
nonsubstrate	ligand	called	an	allosteric	modulator	affects	the	catalytic	activity	of	an	enzyme	by	binding	noncovalently	with	a	specific	regulatory	(allosteric)	binding	site.	Both	allosteric	activation	and	allosteric	inhibition	are	possible.	„„Enzymes	catalyze	reversible	reactions	in	both	directions	because	their	action	is	to	accelerate	the	approach	toward
reaction	equilibrium	(determined	by	principles	of	mass	action),	regardless	of	the	direction	of	approach.	„„Multiple	molecular	forms	of	enzymes	occur	at	all	levels	of	biological	organization.	Isozymes	are	multiple	molecular	forms	within	a	single	species.	Interspecific	enzyme	homologs	are	homologous	forms	of	an	enzyme	in	different	species.	Functional
differences	between	isozymes	and	interspecific	enzyme	homologs	often	prove	to	be	adaptive	to	different	circumstances.	Regulation	of	Cell	Function	by	Enzymes	The	catalytic	nature	of	enzymes	often	receives	such	exclusive	attention	that	enzymes	are	viewed	merely	as	molecules	that	speed	things	up.	At	least	as	important,	however,	is	the	role	that
cellular	enzymes	play	as	agents	of	regulation	of	cell	function.	The	biochemical	tasks	in	a	cell	are	typically	accomplished	by	sequences	of	enzyme-catalyzed	reactions	called	metabolic	pathways.	Enzymes	participate	in	the	regulation	of	cell	function	in	two	principal	ways.	First,	the	types	and	amounts	of	enzymes	synthesized	by	a	cell	determine	which
metabolic	pathways	are	functional	in	the	cell;	any	particular	pathway	is	functional	only	if	the	cell	synthesizes	(through	gene	expression)	all	the	enzymes	the	pathway	requires.	Second,	the	catalytic	activities	of	the	enzyme	molecules	that	actually	exist	in	a	cell	at	any	given	time	can	be	modulated	as	a	way	of	controlling	the	rates	at	which	the	functional
metabolic	pathways	operate.	The	types	and	amounts	of	enzymes	present	depend	on	gene	expression	and	enzyme	degradation	Essentially	all	cells	in	an	animal’s	body	have	the	same	genome,	and	the	genome	includes	the	genetic	code	for	all	enzymes	that	the	animal	can	produce.	Cells	of	different	tissues	differ,	however,	in	their	suites	of	enzymes.
Moreover,	any	one	cell	typically	differs	from	time	to	time	in	the	types	and	amounts	of	enzymes	it	contains.	A	gene	that	codes	for	an	enzyme	is	said	to	be	expressed	in	a	cell	if	the	cell	actually	synthesizes	the	enzyme.	The	reason	that	cells	of	various	tissues	differ	in	their	enzymes—and	that	one	cell	can	differ	from	time	to	time—is	that	only	some	genes
are	expressed	in	each	cell	at	any	given	time.	Gene	expression	is	not	all-or-none.	Thus,	for	enzymes	that	are	being	synthesized	by	a	cell,	the	rate	of	synthesis	can	be	varied	by	modulation	of	the	degree	of	gene	expression.	The	amount	of	a	particular	enzyme	in	a	cell	depends	not	just	on	the	rate	of	enzyme	synthesis	but	also	on	the	rate	of	degradation	of
the	enzyme.	All	enzymes	are	broken	down	in	specific	and	regulated	ways	by	various	pathways,	of	which	the	ubiquitin–proteasome	system	discussed	later	in	this	chapter	is	best	understood.	Because	of	degradation,	unless	an	enzyme	is	synthesized	in	an	ongoing	manner,	the	enzyme	will	disappear	from	a	cell.	The	amount	of	an	enzyme	present	in	a	cell
depends,	then,	on	an	interplay	of	synthesis	and	degradation;	the	amount	can	be	increased,	for	example,	by	either	accelerated	synthesis	or	decelerated	degradation.	Variation	in	the	rate	of	enzyme	synthesis	is	the	best-understood	way	that	animal	cells	modify	the	amounts	of	their	enzymes.	The	synthesis	of	an	enzyme	molecule	requires	several
sequential	steps:	transcription	of	the	stretch	of	DNA	coding	for	the	enzyme	protein	to	form	pre-messenger	RNA,	posttranscriptional	processing	to	form	mature	mRNA,	exit	of	the	mature	mRNA	from	the	nucleus	to	associate	with	ribosomes	in	the	cytoplasm,	translation	of	the	mature	RNA	into	the	amino	acid	sequence	of	the	protein,	and
posttranslational	processing	that	transforms	the	immature	polypeptide	chain	into	a	mature	protein.	Each	of	these	steps	is	potentially	modulated	by	a	cell	to	control	the	rate	at	which	the	enzyme	is	synthesized.	The	first	step,	the	transcription	of	DNA,	for	instance,	is	typically	modulated	by	two	types	of	specific	regulatory	regions	of	the	DNA	molecule
that	control	whether,	and	how	fast,	transcription	occurs	in	the	relevant	coding	region	of	DNA.	One	type	of	regulatory	region	is	the	promoter,	a	DNA	sequence	located	just	upstream	(toward	the	5′	end)	from	the	site	where	transcription	starts.	The	second	type	of	regulatory	region	consists	of	one	or	more	enhancers,	which	are	DNA	sequences	that	may
occur	at	various	locations,	even	thousands	of	nucleotide	bases	away	from	the	promoter.	Proteins	called	transcription	factors	bind	with	the	promoter	and	enhancer	regions	of	DNA	by	way	of	DNA-matching	subparts	of	their	molecular	structures,	and	this	binding	controls	the	extent	to	which	RNA	polymerase	attaches	to	and	transcribes	the	DNA-coding
region	responsible	for	a	given	enzyme.	Transcription	factors	are	highly	specific	and	often	work	in	sets,	permitting	different	genes	to	be	independently	and	finely	controlled.	The	processes	that	control	the	rates	of	synthesis	of	enzymes	act	on	a	variety	of	timescales	to	determine	which	metabolic	pathways	are	functional	in	a	cell.	A	useful	distinction	for
discussing	timescales	is	that	between	constitutive	and	inducible	enzymes.	Constitutive	enzymes	are	present	in	a	tissue	in	relatively	high	and	steady	amounts	regardless	of	conditions.	Inducible	enzymes,	however,	are	present	at	low	levels	(or	not	at	all)	in	a	tissue,	unless	their	synthesis	is	activated	by	specific	inducing	agents.	The	differentiation	of
tissues	in	an	animal’s	body	exemplifies	the	control	of	constitutive	enzymes	on	a	long	timescale.	Tissues	become	different	in	their	sets	of	functional	metabolic	pathways	during	development,	and	they	remain	different	throughout	life,	because	of	long-term	(often	epigenetic)	controls	on	gene	expression.	For	example,	the	bone	marrow	cells	and	skin	cells
of	mammals	differ	in	whether	they	express	the	genes	that	code	for	the	enzymes	required	for	hemoglobin	synthesis.	All	the	genes	are	relatively	steadily	expressed—and	the	enzymes	are	therefore	constitutive—in	marrow	cells	but	not	skin	cells.	Accordingly,	the	marrow	cells	have	a	functional	metabolic	pathway	for	hemoglobin	synthesis	at	all	times
throughout	life,	whereas	skin	cells	do	not.	Inducible	enzymes	that	undergo	up-	and	downregulation	on	relatively	short	timescales	are	excellently	illustrated	by	the	cytochrome	P450	enzymes	found	in	the	liver,	kidneys,	and	gastrointestinal	tract	of	vertebrates	(and	also	found	in	most	or	all	invertebrates).	The	P450	enzymes	are	a	complex	family	of
enzymes;	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	53	more	than	30	kinds	occur	in	humans,	for	example.	Their	function	is	to	help	detoxify	foreign	compounds	by	oxidizing	them.	The	foreign	compounds	themselves	often	serve	as	inducing	agents	for	the	enzymes.	Low	levels	of	P450	enzymes	are	found	in	an	individual	animal	that	has	not	been	exposed
in	the	immediately	preceding	weeks	or	months	to	suitable	inducing	agents,	because	little	or	no	enzyme	synthesis	occurs	in	such	an	individual.	However,	even	a	single	exposure	to	an	inducing	agent	will	strongly	induce	increased	synthesis	of	certain	P450	enzymes.	A	mammalian	example	is	provided	by	barbiturate	anesthetics.	If	a	person	or	other
mammal	is	administered	an	identical	dose	of	barbiturate	on	two	occasions	that	are	a	few	days	or	weeks	apart,	the	second	administration	will	have	much	less	effect	than	the	first.	The	reason	is	that	P450	enzymes	that	break	down	barbiturates	are	induced	by	the	first	administration,	and	the	levels	of	the	enzymes	are	therefore	higher	when	the	second
dose	is	given.	Another	example	that	is	particularly	well	understood	is	induction	by	halogenated	aromatic	hydrocarbons	(HAHs)—a	class	of	modern	pollutants.	When	an	animal	is	exposed	to	HAHs,	the	HAHs	enter	cells	and	activate	an	intracellular	receptor,	which	acts	as	a	transcription	factor,	causing	expression	of	P450-coding	genes.	Levels	of	P450
enzymes	then	rise,	poising	the	animal	to	better	detoxify	HAHs	if	a	second	exposure	occurs.	Another	control	system	for	inducible	enzymes	that	is	well	understood	is	the	system	for	response	to	hypoxia	(low	O2	levels)	described	in	Chapter	23	(see	page	604).	In	Chapter	1	(see	pages	17–18)	we	discussed	acclimation	and	acclimatization—the	chronic	(i.e.,
long-term)	modifications	of	phenotype	that	individual	animals	commonly	exhibit	in	response	to	changes	in	their	environments.	These	important	phenomena	are	often	dependent	at	the	cellular	level	on	changes	in	the	amounts	of	key	enzymes.	Modulation	of	existing	enzyme	molecules	permits	fast	regulation	of	cell	function	Cells	require	speedier
mechanisms	of	regulating	their	functions	than	are	provided	by	even	the	fastest	inducible	enzyme	systems.	They	achieve	speedier	regulation	by	modulating	the	catalytic	activity	of	their	existing	enzyme	molecules.	A	control	mechanism	that	depends	on	changing	the	amounts	of	enzymes	in	cells	usually	requires	many	hours	to	be	even	minimally	effective
because	increasing	the	synthesis	or	the	degradation	of	enzymes	cannot	alter	enzyme	amounts	more	rapidly;	if	such	mechanisms	were	the	only	controls,	a	cell	would	be	like	a	car	that	could	be	accelerated	or	decelerated	only	once	every	several	hours.	Moment-by-moment	acceleration	and	deceleration	of	cell	functions,	however,	can	often	be	achieved	by
changing	the	catalytic	properties	of	already	existing	enzyme	molecules.	Some	enzymes	are	better	positioned	than	others	in	metabolic	pathways	to	serve	the	requirements	of	rapid	metabolic	regulation.	One	category	of	well-positioned	enzymes	consists	of	those	that	catalyze	rate-limiting	reactions.	In	a	linear	metabolic	pathway,	it	is	possible	in	principle
for	the	rate	of	one	of	the	reactions	to	set	the	rate	of	the	entire	pathway.	Suppose,	for	example,	that	of	all	the	reactions	in	the	pathway	in	Figure	2.17A,	the	conversion	from	B	to	C	is	inherently	the	slowest.	Because	the	rate	of	the	entire	pathway	would	then	be	limited	by	the	rate	of	that	reaction,	the	conversion	of	B	to	C	would	be	the	rate-limiting
reaction	of	the	pathway.	The	catalytic	effectiveness	of	enzyme	enz2	would	then	be	crucial.	(A)	A	linear	metabolic	pathway	with	a	rate-limiting	reaction	(B)	A	branching	metabolic	pathway	A	enz1	A	enz1	Fast	B	enz2	B	Rate-limiting	reaction	enz2	Slow	C	enz3	enz3	D	F	enz6	D	Fast	E	enz5	C	Fast	enz4	Branch-point	reaction	enz4	G	enz7	E	H	Figure	2.17 
Enzymes	that	catalyze	rate-limiting	reactions	and	branch-point	reactions	are	well	positioned	to	exert	control	over	metabolism 	The	two	reaction	sequences	in	(A)	and	(B)	are	independent.	A–H	are	reacting	compounds;	enz1–enz7	are	enzymes.	For	example,	B	is	the	substrate	of	enz2,	and	C	is	its	product.	Enzymes	that	catalyze	branch-point	reactions	in
metabolic	pathways	are	another	category	of	enzymes	that	are	well	positioned	to	effect	rapid	metabolic	regulation.	A	branching	metabolic	pathway	permits	two	or	more	final	products	to	be	made	from	a	single	initial	reactant.	For	instance,	in	Figure	2.17B	either	E	or	H	can	be	made	from	A.	The	relative	activities	of	the	enzymes	at	the	branch	point—enz2
and	enz5	—determine	which	product	is	favored.	allosteric	modulation	of	existing	enzymes 	Although	binding	sites	for	allosteric	modulators	do	not	occur	in	all	enzymes,	they	are	a	common	feature	of	enzymes	that	play	regulatory	roles.	Allosteric	modulation	is	a	principal	mechanism	by	which	cell	function	is	regulated.	Recall	that	allosteric	modulators
are	nonsubstrate	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	molecules	that	bind	noncovalently	with	specific	sites,	termed	alloSinauer	Associates	steric	sites	Studio	or	regulatory	sites,	on	enzyme	molecules	and	that	thereby	Morales	affect	the	catalytic	activities	of	the	enzymes.	The	binding	of	an	Figure	02.17	11-03-15	allosteric	modulator	with	a	regulatory	site	is
reversible	and	follows	the	principles	of	mass	action.	To	illustrate,	suppose	that	enz2	in	Figure	2.17A,	the	rate-limiting	enzyme	in	the	reaction	sequence,	is	allosterically	modulated	by	a	compound	M.	The	reaction	between	M	and	the	regulatory	site	on	enz2	would	then	be	M	+	enz2	~	M–enz2	complex		(2.4)	Increasing	the	concentration	of	M	shifts	the
reaction	to	the	right	by	mass	action,	causing	more	enz2	molecules	to	form	M–enz2	complexes	(Figure	2.18A).	Decreasing	the	concentration	of	M	shifts	the	reaction	to	the	left,	causing	fewer	enz2	molecules	to	be	in	complexes	with	the	allosteric	modulator	(Figure	2.18B).	These	adjustments,	being	driven	by	mass	action,	occur	almost	instantly,	and	they
almost	instantly	affect	the	catalytic	activity	of	the	enzyme.	Thus	allosteric	modulation	can	occur	very	rapidly.	54	 	Chapter	2	(A)	High	M	concentration	Glucose	(B)	Low	M	concentration	B	B	ATP	Hexokinase	M	ADP	enz2	enz2	Glucose-6-phosphate	C	C	Hexose	phosphate	isomerase	Figure	2.18 	An	allosteric	modulator	follows	the	principles	of	mass
action	in	binding	with	the	enzyme	it	modulates 	This	figure	shows	how	enz2	in	Figure	2.17A	could	(A)	associate	with	an	allosteric	modulator,	M,	and	(B)	dissociate	from	the	modulator.	B	and	C	are	reacting	compounds.	Combination	of	enz2	with	M	might	promote	or	inhibit	the	action	of	the	enzyme,	depending	on	the	exact	nature	of	M,	as	exemplified
in	Figure	2.19.	When	citrate	combines	according	to	mass	action	with	its	regulatory	site,	it	decreases	the	catalytic	activity	of	phosphofructokinase.	Fructose-6-phosphate	Citrate	ATP	Phosphofructokinase	ADP	AMP	As	stressed	previously,	when	an	allosteric	modulator	binds	with	(or	dissociates	from)	an	enzyme,	it	alters	the	enzyme’s	ability	to	catalyze
the	conversion	of	substrate	to	product.	This	outcome	occurs	because	the	binding	of	the	modulator	to	its	regulatory	site	induces	changes	in	the	conformation	of	the	enzyme	molecule	that	ripple	through	the	enzyme’s	molecular	structure,	affecting	the	catalytically	important	properties	of	the	molecule,	such	as	molecular	flexibility	or	the	conformation	of
the	active	site.	An	enzyme	molecule	that	has	its	catalytic	activity	increased	by	a	modulator	is	said	to	be	upregulated;	conversely,	one	that	has	its	catalytic	activity	decreased	is	said	to	be	downregulated.5	A	single	enzyme	molecule	may	have	two	or	more	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	regulatory	sites,	each	specific	for	a	different	allosteric	modulator.
Sinauer	Associates	In	this	case,	the	individual	modulators	can	exert	reinforcing	or	Morales	Studio	canceling	effects11-03-15	on	the	catalytic	activity	of	the	enzyme,	offering	Figure	02.18	elaborate	regulatory	possibilities.	When	an	allosterically	modulated	enzyme	is	the	rate-limiting	enzyme	in	a	metabolic	pathway,	the	entire	pathway	may	be
upregulated	or	downregulated	by	allosteric	modulation.	The	downregulation	of	an	entire	pathway	occurs,	for	example,	during	the	phenomenon	known	as	feedback	inhibition	(end-product	inhibition),	a	common	process	in	which	a	product	of	a	metabolic	pathway	decreases	the	catalytic	activity	of	a	rate-limiting	enzyme	earlier	in	the	pathway.	Feedback
inhibition	would	occur	in	the	pathway	in	Figure	2.17A,	for	example,	if	enz2,	the	rate-limiting	enzyme,	were	downregulated	by	allosteric	combination	with	compound	E,	the	final	product	of	the	pathway.	In	this	case,	an	abundance	of	E	in	the	cell	would	diminish	the	further	formation	of	E	by	slowing	the	entire	pathway.	Conversely,	if	E	were	scarce,	the
rapid	dissociation	of	E–enz2	complexes	by	mass	action	would	accelerate	the	reaction	sequence	that	produces	E.	A	metabolic	pathway	of	this	sort	would	act	to	stabilize	levels	of	E	in	the	cell	by	negative	feedback	(see	Box	1.1).	5	The	concepts	of	upregulation	and	downregulation	are	used	in	additional	contexts	as	well.	Another	application	in	the	study	of
enzymes,	for	example,	is	to	the	amounts	of	inducible	enzymes	in	cells.	When	the	cellular	concentration	of	an	inducible	enzyme	is	increased,	the	enzyme	is	said	to	be	upregulated;	when	the	enzyme	is	permitted	to	fall	to	low	concentration,	it	is	said	to	be	downregulated.	Common	usage	also	refers	today	to	the	upregulation	and	downregulation	of
processes	and	receptors.	Fructose-1,6-diphosphate	2	Pyruvic	acid	In	contrast,	AMP	potently	increases	the	catalytic	activity	of	phosphofructokinase	when	it	combines	with	its	regulatory	site.	Figure	2.19 	Phosphofructokinase,	an	allosterically	modu-	lated	enzyme,	is	a	key	regulatory	enzyme	for	glycolysis 	The	first	three	reactions	of	the	glycolytic
metabolic	pathway	are	shown.	The	enzymes	catalyzing	the	three	reactions	are	in	red	print.	Citrate	and	adenosine	monophosphate	(AMP)	are	allosteric	modulators	of	the	mammalian	phosphofructokinase	known	as	PFK-2.	The	first	and	third	reactions	are	not	reversible	under	physiological	conditions	and	thus	are	symbolized	with	single,	rather	than
double,	arrows.	Although	the	reactions	shown	consume	ATP,	subsequent	reactions	in	glycolysis	produce	more	ATP	than	is	consumed,	so	the	catabolism	of	glucose	brings	about	a	net	production	of	ATP.	ADP	=	adenosine	diphosphate;	ATP	=	adenosine	triphosphate.	The	potential	complexity	of	allosteric	modulation	is	illustrated	by	the	reactions	at	the
start	of	glycolysis,	the	metabolic	pathway	that	converts	glucose	into	pyruvic	acid	(see	Figure	8.1).	As	shown	in	Figure	2.19,	the	third	reaction	in	glycolysis	is	catalyzed	by	phosphofructokinase,	an	enzyme	of	pivotal	regulatory	significance.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	The	form	of	phosphofructokinase	that	occurs	in	most	mammalian	Sinauer	Associates
tissues	Morales(PFK-2)	Studio	is	allosterically	modulated	by	more	than	six	different	Figure	02.19	of	which	11-03-15	substances,	citrate	and	adenosine	monophosphate	(AMP)	are	particularly	influential.	Binding	of	citrate	to	a	citrate-specific	regulatory	site	on	the	phosphofructokinase	molecule	inhibits	catalysis.	This	modulation	by	citrate	is	essentially	a
case	of	feedback	inhibition	because	in	a	cell	with	plenty	of	O2,	the	pyruvic	acid	produced	by	glycolysis	forms	citric	acid	in	the	tricarboxylic	acid	cycle;	if	the	citrate	concentration	in	a	cell	is	high,	allosteric	downregulation	of	phosphofructokinase	tends	to	restrain	further	entry	of	glucose	into	the	glycolytic	pathway	that	would	produce	more	citrate.	AMP
potently	upregulates	phosphofructokinase.	A	high	concentration	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	55	of	AMP	in	a	cell	signals	that	the	cell	has	depleted	its	ATP	(because	AMP	is	formed	from	the	use	of	ATP).	Under	such	circumstances,	the	allosteric	modulation	of	phosphofructokinase	by	AMP	can	increase	the	catalytic	activity	of	the	enzyme
100-fold,	accelerating	the	use	of	glucose	to	make	more	ATP.	covalent	modulation	of	existing	enzymes 	In	addition	to	allosteric	modulation,	covalent	modulation	(also	called	covalent	modification)	is	the	second	major	way	that	the	function	of	cells	is	regulated	by	changes	in	the	catalytic	activity	of	existing	enzymes.	Covalent	modulation	occurs	by	way	of
chemical	reactions	that	make	or	break	covalent	bonds	(strong	bonds)	between	modulators	and	enzymes.	Although	allosteric	modulators	are	chemically	very	diverse,	just	a	few	principal	chemical	entities	are	employed	in	covalent	modulation.	Of	these,	the	most	common	is	phosphate.	The	most	important	processes	of	covalent	modulation	are
phosphorylation	and	dephosphorylation	—the	covalent	attachment	and	removal	of	orthophosphate	groups	(HPO42–).	In	discussions	of	these	processes,	the	orthophosphate	groups	are	usually	called	simply	“phosphate”	groups	and	symbolized	Pi	or	PO42–.	The	phosphate	groups	are	added	to	and	removed	from	specific	parts	of	modulated	enzyme
molecules,	usually	bonding	with	units	of	serine,	threonine,	or	tyrosine	in	the	protein	structure.	When	a	phosphate	group	forms	a	covalent	bond	with	an	enzyme	that	is	covalently	modulated,	the	enzyme’s	activity	is	modulated	because	the	shape	of	the	protein	changes,	leading	to	changes	in	the	catalytically	important	properties	of	the	molecule.	Often
phosphorylation	and	dephosphorylation	act	as	a	very	rapid	type	of	on–off	switch.	That	is,	for	example,	an	enzyme	molecule	might	be	completely	inactive	(“turned	off”)	when	it	lacks	a	phosphate	group	and	become	activated	(“turned	on”)	when	it	bonds	with	a	phosphate	group.	The	transition	between	the	downregulated	“off”	form	and	the	upregulated
“on”	form	can	occur	almost	instantaneously.	A	crucial	property	of	covalent	modulation	is	that,	unlike	allosteric	modulation,	it	requires	the	action	of	enzymes	to	catalyze	the	making	and	breaking	of	covalent	bonds.	The	enzymes	that	catalyze	phosphorylation	belong	to	a	large	class	called	protein	kinases,	which	are	enzymes	that	covalently	bond
phosphate	to	proteins	using	ATP	as	the	phosphate	donor	(see	the	inset	of	Figure	2.20).	The	enzymes	that	catalyze	dephosphorylation	are	protein	phosphatases,	which	break	covalent	bonds	between	proteins	and	phosphate,	liberating	phosphate	in	the	simple	form	of	inorganic	phosphate	ions.	Here	we	emphasize	the	protein	kinases.	A	significant
question	with	regard	to	covalent	modulation	that	you	may	have	already	wondered	about	is	this:	If	phosphate	is	nearly	always	the	modulator	in	covalent	modulation,	how	does	a	cell	prevent	the	simultaneous	modulation	of	all	of	its	covalently	modulated	enzymes?	A	key	part	of	the	answer	is	that	the	protein	kinases	required	for	phosphorylation	are
specific	to	the	enzymes	being	modulated.	Hundreds	of	major	types	of	protein	kinases	are	known.	Two	different	enzymes	that	are	modulated	by	phosphorylation	require	the	action	of	two	different	protein	kinases	to	bind	with	phosphate,	meaning	that	each	can	be	controlled	independently	of	the	other.	Some	protein	kinases	phosphorylate	proteins	other
than	enzymes,	as	we	will	see	later.	Protein	kinases	often	act	in	multiple-enzyme	sequences	in	carrying	out	their	control	functions.	That	is,	one	protein	kinase	often	activates	another	protein	kinase!	Then	the	second	protein	kinase	may	activate	a	different	sort	of	enzyme	or	possibly	even	a	third	protein	kinase.	The	principal	advantage	of	such	sequences
is	amplification	of	the	final	effect.	Amplification	occurs	because	each	molecule	of	an	activated	protein	kinase	can	catalyze	the	activation	of	many	molecules	of	the	enzyme	following	it.	Figure	2.20	presents	a	simple	example	of	an	amplifying	sequence	of	enzymes,	consisting	of	two	protein	kinases	and	a	final	target	enzyme	that	controls	a	critical
metabolic	process.	The	sequence	is	set	in	motion	by	an	initial	activating	agent	that	activates	a	single	molecule	of	the	first	protein	kinase.	That	one	protein	kinase	molecule	then	catalyzes	the	phosphorylation—and	thus	the	activation—of	four	molecules	of	the	second	protein	kinase.	Each	of	the	four	activated	molecules	of	the	second	protein	kinase	then
catalyzes	the	phosphorylation—and	activation—of	four	molecules	of	the	final	target	enzyme.	In	total,	therefore,	16	targetenzyme	molecules	are	activated.	The	initial	activating	agents	of	such	sequences	are	often	signaling	compounds	that	arrive	at	cells	in	amounts	so	minute	they	could	not	by	themselves	exert	large	effects.	A	multi-enzyme	sequence	like
that	in	Figure	2.20	allows	a	tiny	quantity	of	a	signaling	compound	to	have	a	16-fold	greater	effect	than	otherwise	would	occur.	Summary	Regulation	of	Cell	Function	by	Enzymes	„„The	metabolic	pathways	active	in	a	cell	depend	on	which	enzymes	are	present	in	the	cell,	as	determined	by	the	processes	of	enzyme	synthesis	(dependent	on	gene
expression)	and	enzyme	degradation.	The	presence	or	absence	of	enzymes	in	a	cell	is	regulated	on	long	and	short	timescales.	During	individual	development	(an	example	of	a	long	timescale),	tissues	acquire	tissue-specific	patterns	of	gene	expression	that	establish	tissue-specific	suites	of	enzymes	and	metabolic	pathways.	Inducible	enzymes,	such	as
the	cytochrome	P450	enzymes,	exemplify	shorter-term	regulation	of	the	presence	or	absence	of	enzymes	and	metabolic	pathways.	„„Very	fast	regulation	of	enzyme-catalyzed	metabolic	pathways	is	achieved	by	the	modulation	(upregulation	or	downregulation)	of	the	catalytic	activity	of	enzyme	molecules	already	existing	in	a	cell.	Enzymes	that	catalyze
rate-limiting	or	branch-point	reactions	are	well	positioned	to	mediate	the	rapid	regulation	of	entire	metabolic	pathways	in	this	way.	„„Allosteric	modulation	and	covalent	modulation	are	the	two	principal	types	of	modulation	of	existing	enzyme	molecules.	Allosteric	modulation	occurs	by	way	of	the	noncovalent	binding	of	allosteric	modulators	to
regulatory	sites,	governed	by	the	principles	of	mass	action.	Covalent	modulation	requires	the	enzymecatalyzed	making	and	breaking	of	covalent	bonds—	most	commonly	with	phosphate.	Phosphorylation	is	catalyzed	by	enzyme-specific	protein	kinases,	which	usually	are	the	principal	controlling	agents	in	covalent	modulation.	Phosphorylation	and
dephosphorylation	Figure	2.20 	Protein	kinases	often	function	in	multi-enzyme	sequences	that	bring	about	amplifying	effects	ADP	ATP	Phosphorylation	(protein	kinase	catalyzed)	OH	Enzyme	molecule	O–	O	Dephosphorylation	(protein	phosphatase	catalyzed)	P	O–	O	3	Each	of	those	four	then	phosphorylates	and	2–	HPO4	2	This	activated	molecule	then
phosphorylates	and	activates	four	molecules	of	protein	kinase	#2.	activates	four	molecules	of	the	final	target	enzyme.	Consequently,	16	active	molecules	of	the	final	target	enzyme	result	from	the	activation	of	1	molecule	of	protein	kinase	#1.	1	An	activating	agent	activates	a	single	molecule	of	protein	kinase	#1.	Activating	agent	Inactive	Active
Inactive	Active	Inactive	Active	2–	Various	mechanisms	Phosphorylation	Protein	kinase	#1	Protein	kinase	#2	•	Activated	by	one	of	various	chemical	mechanisms	•	Activated	by	phosphorylation	•	Catalyzes	phosphorylation	of	protein	kinase	#2	•	Catalyzes	phosphorylation	of	final	target	enzyme	Evolution	of	Enzymes	A	great	achievement	of	modern
molecular	biology	is	that	protein	evolution	can	now	be	studied	at	the	biochemical	level.	Here	we	discuss	studies	in	which	proteins	themselves	are	examined	to	elucidate	protein	evolution.	Our	focus	will	be	on	enzyme	proteins.	In	Chapter	3	we	will	discuss	studies	of	protein	evolution	that	are	based	on	examination	of	the	genes	that	code	for	proteins.	In
the	study	of	enzyme	protein	evolution,	investigators	typically	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Etwo	perspectives.	One	perspective	is	to	focus	on	the	adopt	one	of	Sinauer	Associates	evolutionary	relationships	of	the	multiple	enzyme	forms	that	are	found	Morales	Studio	in	sets	of	related	species.	The	goal	of	research	on	these	relationships	Figure	02.20	11-03-15
11-10-15	is	to	reconstruct	the	family	tree	of	the	enzyme	forms,	so	as	to	clarify	enzyme	evolution	over	geological	timescales.	In	research	directed	at	this	goal,	scientists	extract	homologous	enzymes	from	all	the	species	of	interest	and	determine	the	sequence	of	amino	acids	in	each	enzyme.	They	then	employ	the	amino	acid	sequences	to	estimate	the
evolutionary	relationships	among	the	enzymes	by	drawing	logical	conclusions	from	similarities	and	differences	in	the	sequences.	Figure	2.21A	illustrates	this	approach	using	a	set	of	five	simplified	enzymes;	note,	for	example,	that	it	is	logical	to	PO4	Phosphorylation	PO42–	Final	target	enzyme	•	Activated	by	phosphorylation	•	Catalyzes	a	critical
metabolic	process	such	as	a	rate-limiting	or	branch-point	reaction	conclude	that	the	enzyme	forms	with	red	+	green	and	red	+	blue	mutations	are	descended	from	a	form	with	only	the	red	mutation	because	all	the	red	mutations	are	identical.	Figure	2.21B	presents	a	far	more	elaborate	family	tree	of	24	vertebrate	lactate	dehydrogenases	(LDHs).	The
evidence	available	indicates	that	there	was	just	a	single	LDH	gene	when	vertebrates	first	arose.	All	the	modern,	vertebrate	LDH	enzyme	forms	are	coded	by	genes	descended	from	that	original	gene	and	belong	to	a	single	family	tree.	According	to	amino	acid	sequence	data,	all	the	A	forms	of	LDH	in	modern	vertebrates	are	relatively	closely	related	to
each	other	(and	thus	all	fall	on	one	major	branch—the	upper	branch—of	the	family	tree	in	Figure	2.21B).	Moreover,	all	the	B	forms	are	also	relatively	closely	related	to	each	other	(and	fall	on	a	second	major	branch	of	the	tree).	This	pattern	indicates	that	the	single	original	LDH	gene	duplicated	(i.e.,	gave	rise	to	two	genes)	early	in	vertebrate	evolution
at	the	point	marked	*.	After	that	early	duplication,	each	individual	vertebrate	animal	had	two	LDH	genes.	The	two	diverged	evolutionarily	to	give	rise	to	two	lineages	(two	evolutionary	families)	of	genes:	one	coding	for	the	A	forms	of	LDH,	and	the	other	for	the	B	forms.	The	analysis	also	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	57	(A)	Five	molecular
forms	of	an	enzyme	protein	(at	the	top)	and	their	arrangement	(below)	into	a	logical	family	tree	based	on	similarities	and	differences	in	their	amino	acid	sequences	Presumed	ancestral	state	The	colored	amino	acids	in	the	lower	four	enzymes	have	become	altered	from	the	ancestral	condition	by	mutation	in	the	coding	DNA.	This	family	tree	represents	a
sequence	in	which	the	five	enzyme	forms	might	hypothetically	have	appeared	during	evolution.	(B)	Twenty-four	vertebrate	LDH	proteins	arranged	into	a	family	tree	based	on	their	amino	acid	sequences	Diamonds	mark	branch	points	where,	on	the	basis	of	available	evidence,	gene	duplication	occurred.	KEY	Cattle	LDH-A	A	forms	B	forms	Pig	LDH-A
Rabbit	LDH-A	C	forms	Mouse	LDH-A	Rat	LDH-A	Human	LDH-A	**	Chicken	LDH-A	Fox	LDH-C	Human	LDH-C	Mouse	LDH-C	Rat	LDH-C	Dogfish	shark	LDH-A	Lamprey	LDH	Killifish	LDH-A	*	Killifish	LDH-B	Killifish	LDH-C	Xenopus	LDH-B	Xenopus	LDH-C	Xenopus	LDH-A	Duck	LDH-B	Chicken	LDH-B	Pig	LDH-B	Human	LDH-B	Mouse	LDH-B	Number	of
amino	acids	modified	by	mutation	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	2.21 	Enzymes	and	other	proteins	can	be	arranged	into	family	trees	based	on	their	amino	acid	sequences	(A)	Five	simplified	enzymes,	each	consisting	of	a	string	of	eight	amino	acids,	and	a	proposal	for	how	they	could	logically	be	arranged	into	a
family	tree.	(B)	The	most	logically	cogent	arrangement	of	24	vertebrate	LDH	proteins	into	a	family	tree.	The	tree	was	determined	by	a	computer	program	that	took	into	account	the	primary	chemical	structures	of	the	24	proteins	(300+	amino	acids	per	protein)	but	was	provided	with	no	information	on	the	presumed	relationships	of	the	animals
sampled.	Each	red	horizontal	line	segment	is	proportional	in	length	to	the	number	of	amino	acids	altered	in	that	segment	of	the	tree.	Asterisks	are	referred	to	in	the	text.	At	the	time	this	analysis	was	carried	out,	24	LDH	proteins	had	been	sequenced,	and	all	were	included	in	this	tree.	(B	after	Stock	et	al.	1997.)	indicates	that	the	A	gene	itself
duplicated	prior	to	the	appearance	of	mammals	at	the	point	marked	**.	Following	that	duplication,	one	copy	of	the	gene	continued	to	code	for	the	A	form,	whereas	the	other	diverged	to	produce	the	C	form.	According	to	the	amino	acid	sequence	data,	the	C	forms	of	LDH	in	fish	and	amphibians	are	only	distantly	related	to	the	C	forms	in	mammals
(these	were	all	named	“C”	forms	long	ago,	before	their	relationships	were	known).	In	sum,	the	study	of	the	24	LDHs	illustrates	that	important	features	of	the	family	tree	of	enzymes	can	be	elucidated	by	the	study	of	the	amino	acid	sequences	of	the	enzyme	forms	in	modern	animals.	The	second	perspective	that	investigators	adopt	in	studying	enzyme
protein	evolution	is	to	focus	on	the	evolution	of	allele	frequencies	within	single	species.	An	important	goal	of	this	type	of	research	is	to	study	evolution	in	action.	Changes	in	allele	frequencies	within	species	can	be	highly	dynamic	and	occur	on	relatively	short	timescales.	A	case	can	often	be	made,	therefore,	that	when	differences	in	allele	frequencies
are	observed—from	place	to	place,	or	time	to	time—within	a	living	species,	the	differences	reflect	the	presentday	action	of	natural	selection	or	other	evolutionary	mechanisms.	A	famous	example	of	this	type	of	research	focuses	on	the	killifish	Fundulus	heteroclitus,	a	small	fish	(5–10	cm	long)	found	commonly	in	estuaries	along	the	Atlantic	seaboard.
The	waters	along	the	coast	from	Georgia	to	Maine	represent	one	of	the	sharpest	marine	temperature	gradients	in	the	world;	killifish	living	in	Georgia	experience	body	temperatures	that,	averaged	over	the	year,	are	about	15°C	higher	than	those	of	their	relatives	in	Maine.	In	killifish,	there	are	two	major	alleles	of	the	B	form	of	LDH	(the	form	that
occurs	in	the	heart,	red	blood	cells,	liver,	and	red	swimming	muscles	of	fish).	As	shown	in	Figure	2.22,	killifish	in	the	coastal	waters	of	Georgia	have	mostly	the	a	allele	(symbolized	Ba	),	whereas	those	in	Maine	have	only	the	b	allele	(Bb	).	Moreover,	the	a	allele	becomes	progressively	less	frequent	from	Georgia	to	Maine.	Several	sorts	of	studies
indicate	that	modern-day	natural	selection	maintains	this	geographical	gradient	of	allele	frequencies	in	killifish.	Individual	killifish,	for	instance,	have	been	demonstrated	to	travel	substantial	distances.	Because	of	these	long	travels,	interbreeding	would	rapidly	even	out	the	frequencies	of	the	a	and	b	alleles	along	the	entire	Atlantic	seaboard	if	simply



left	to	its	own	devices.	The	fact	that	different	allele	frequencies	persist	from	place	to	place	indicates	that	fish	with	different	alleles	undergo	differential	survival	and	reproduction:	Those	with	the	b	allele,	for	example,	survive	and	reproduce	better	than	those	with	the	a	allele	in	Maine.	Evidently,	in	the	study	of	killifish,	we	are	witnessing	natural
selection	right	before	our	eyes	because	otherwise	there	would	be	no	differences	in	allele	frequencies!	58	 	Chapter	2	b	allele	a	allele	The	allele	frequencies	exhibit	a	geographical	trend	that	could	not	persist	without	the	action	of	present-day	evolutionary	forces.	Figure	2.22 	Contemporary	evolution	of	an	enzyme	in	the	killifish	Fundulus	heteroclitus 
The	pie	diagrams	show	the	fre-	quencies	of	the	a	and	b	alleles	of	the	gene	for	the	B	form	of	lactate	dehydrogenase	in	fish	of	this	one	species	collected	at	seven	latitudes	from	Georgia	to	Maine.	The	green	region	in	each	diagram	is	the	frequency	of	the	b	allele;	the	yellow	region	is	the	frequency	of	the	a	allele.	(After	Powers	et	al.	1993.)	To	try	to
understand	this	natural	selection,	physiologists	have	explored	how	the	two	isozymes	of	the	B	protein,	coded	by	the	a	and	b	alleles,	differ	in	their	functional	properties	as	enzymes.	They	have	found	that	the	isozyme	coded	by	the	b	allele	has	several	functional	advantages	at	low	temperatures,	and	the	one	coded	by	the	a	allele	has	advantages	at	high
temperatures.	Thus	mutation	has	given	rise	to	two	forms	of	this	one	enzyme	protein,	and	both	forms	are	retained	because	each	is	superior	to	the	other	in	certain	environments	where	the	fish	live.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	02.22	11-03-15	Enzymes	Are	Instruments	of	Change	in	All	Time	Frames	Enzymes	are
primary	instruments	of	physiological	change	in	all	five	of	the	time	frames	identified	in	Chapter	1	(see	Table	1.2).	Three	of	the	time	frames,	you	will	recall,	refer	to	changes	in	animal	physiology	that	are	responses	to	changes	in	the	external	environment.	The	first	of	these	three	is	acute	physiological	responses	by	individuals,	the	responses	that	occur
rapidly	after	the	environment	changes.	Allosteric	modulation	and	covalent	modulation	of	existing	enzymes	are	major	mechanisms	of	acute	enzyme	responses.	For	instance,	if	an	animal	is	frightened	by	a	predator	and	runs	rapidly	away,	allosteric	upregulation	of	phosphofructokinase	by	accumulation	of	adenosine	monophosphate	(AMP)	in	its	muscle
cells	will	immediately	increase	the	rate	at	which	glucose	is	processed	to	manufacture	more	ATP	to	sustain	muscular	work	(see	Figure	2.19).	The	second	major	time	frame	of	response	to	the	environment,	the	chronic	(long-term)	physiological	responses	of	individuals,	depends	on	reconstructions	of	physiological	systems	requiring	hours,	days,	or	longer
periods	to	complete.	Environmentally	induced	changes	in	the	expression	of	enzyme-coding	genes	constitute	a	major	mechanism	of	chronic	responses.	For	an	example,	consider	a	fish	acclimated	to	toxin-free	water.	If	the	fish	encounters	toxins,	it	will	be	unable	to	defend	itself	immediately	using	P450	enzymes,	because	the	enzymes	must	be	synthesized,
a	process	requiring	many	hours	or	days.	In	the	long	term,	however,	the	fish	will	assume	a	new	phenotype—characterized	by	superior	toxin	defenses—because	of	induction	of	its	P450	enzymes.	The	third	time	frame	of	response	to	the	environment,	evolutionary	change,	depends	on	shifts	of	gene	frequencies	in	entire	populations	over	multiple
generations.	Genes	that	code	for	enzymes	are	frequently	known	to	evolve	by	mutation,	natural	selection,	and	other	mechanisms	on	both	long	and	short	scales	of	evolutionary	time,	as	we	have	seen	in	Figures	2.21B	and	2.22.	In	this	way,	populations	of	animals	take	on	new	catalytic	and	regulatory	phenotypes	by	comparison	with	their	ancestors.	In
addition	to	the	responses	of	animals	to	their	environments,	there	are	two	time	frames	in	which	the	physiology	of	individual	animals	is	internally	programmed	to	change,	and	enzymes	are	primary	participants	in	these	time	frames	as	well.	One	time	frame	of	internally	programmed	change	consists	of	developmental	(ontogenetic)	changes	in	an	animal’s
physiology,	the	changes	that	occur	in	a	programmed	way	as	an	animal	matures	from	conception	to	adulthood.	The	expression	of	particular	enzymes	is	often	programmed	to	start	at	particular	stages	of	development,	as	we	will	discuss	in	Chapter	4	(see	Figure	4.5).	Individual	animals	also	undergo	periodic	physiological	changes—	such	as	changes
between	day	and	night—under	control	of	internal	biological	clocks.6	Enzymes	often	mediate	these	changes,	as	shown	by	the	fact	that—in	the	tissues	of	animals—the	catalytic	activities	of	many	enzymes	rise	and	fall	in	rhythms	that	parallel	the	daily	day–night	cycle	even	when	the	animals	have	no	external	information	on	the	prevailing	time.	Some	of
these	enzymes	affect	the	abilities	of	animals	to	metabolize	particular	foodstuffs.	Others	affect	capabilities	for	detoxifying	foreign	chemicals,	including	medications	as	well	as	toxins.	Thus	food	metabolism	and	responses	to	foreign	agents	vary	between	day	and	night	because	of	internally	programmed	enzyme	changes.	The	Life	and	Death	of	Proteins	In
the	lives	of	animals,	physical	and	chemical	stresses—such	as	high	tissue	temperatures	or	exposure	to	toxic	chemicals—can	denature	enzymes	and	other	proteins.	When	we	say	a	protein	is	denatured,	we	mean	that	its	three-dimensional	conformation—its	tertiary	structure—is	altered	in	a	way	that	disrupts	its	ability	to	function	(see	Box	2.1).	Usually,	the
primary	structure—the	string	of	amino	acids—remains	intact.	Because	the	primary	structure	remains	intact,	the	denatured	state	is	potentially	reversible.	One	of	the	stunning	discoveries	of	the	last	25	years	is	that	cells	synthesize	proteins	termed	molecular	chaperones	that	can	repair	damage	to	other	proteins	by	correcting	reversible	denaturation.	The
molecular	chaperones	use	ATP-bond	energy	to	guide	the	folding	of	other	proteins.	They	are	often	active	when	proteins	are	first	synthesized,	and	they	are	active	in	the	repair	of	“old”	but	damaged	proteins	as	emphasized	here.	Molecular	chaperones	assist	repair	by	preventing	protein	molecules	that	are	in	unfolded	states	from	aggregating	with	each
other	and	by	promoting	folding	patterns	that	restore	damaged	proteins	to	their	correct	three-dimensional	structures.	Because	ATP	is	used,	repair	by	molecular	chaperones	has	a	metabolic	cost.	6	Biological	clocks	are	discussed	at	length	in	Chapter	15.	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	59	Heat-shock	proteins	are	the	most	famous	and	best
understood	molecular	chaperones.	They	are	called	heat-shock	proteins	because	they	were	initially	discovered	in	cells	of	organisms	that	had	been	exposed	to	stressfully	high	tissue	temperatures.	We	realize	now,	however,	that	“heat-shock”	proteins	often	function	as	molecular	chaperones	following	many	other	types	of	cell	stress,	sometimes	even
including	cold	stress!	An	alternative	name	is	stress	proteins.	The	heat-shock	proteins	belong	to	several	protein	families	of	characteristic	molecular	weights	(especially	70	and	90	kilodaltons,	kDa)	and	display	highly	conserved	amino	acid	sequences,	indicating	that	they	are	evolutionarily	related	in	most	or	all	animals.	Often	they	are	named	by	combining
the	prefix	hsp	with	their	molecular	weight;	thus	hsp70	and	hsp90	refer	to	heat-shock	proteins	with	molecular	weights	of	70	and	90	kDa.	Although	some	are	constitutive	proteins,	heat-shock	proteins	are	principally	inducible	proteins:	Most	are	absent	except	during	times	when	a	stress	has	elicited	expression	of	the	genes	that	encode	them.	Rocky	shores
along	seacoasts	are	known	from	recent	research	to	be	one	of	the	ecological	settings	in	which	heat-shock	proteins	routinely	play	critical	roles.	Mussels,	snails,	and	other	attached	or	slow-moving	animals	living	on	the	rocks	can	experience	heat	stress	on	clear,	hot	days	when	the	tide	goes	out	and	they	are	exposed	to	the	sun.	During	or	soon	after	such
events,	these	animals	express	heat-shock	proteins.	Of	course,	repair	is	not	always	possible,	or	proteins	once	needed	may	become	unnecessary,	or	regulatory	processes	may	require	that	proteins	be	lowered	in	concentration.	That	is—speaking	metaphorically—enzymes	and	other	proteins	in	cells	often	die.	Biochemists	have	discovered	in	the	last	25
years	that	cells	possess	metabolic	processes	that	specifically	target	enzymes	and	other	proteins	for	destruction.	The	most	important	known	protein-degradation	mechanism	is	the	ubiquitin–proteasome	system.	There	are	three	major	players	or	sets	of	players	in	this	complex	system.	One	is	a	small	protein	called	ubiquitin.	Another	is	a	multiprotein
complex,	termed	a	proteasome,	which	functions	as	an	enzyme.	The	third	is	a	suite	of	additional	enzymes	that	catalyze	steps	in	the	process.	These	include	E1,	an	enzyme	that	activates	ubiquitin;	E2,	an	enzyme	that	conjugates	activated	ubiquitin	to	a	lysine	unit	within	the	protein	that	is	destined	to	be	broken	down	(sometimes	aided	by	another	enzyme,
E3);	and	cytoplasmic	peptidases.	A	stunning	(and	almost	scary)	attribute	of	the	ubiquitin–proteasome	system	is	that	it	tags	proteins	prior	to	destroying	them.	Tagging	occurs	by	the	attachment	of	ubiquitin	molecules	to	a	protein	molecule	that	is	targeted	to	be	degraded—a	process	termed	ubiquitination.	After	the	ubiquitin	molecules	are	attached,	the
ultimate	destruction	of	the	targeted	protein	is	inevitable:	No	reprieve	or	reversal	is	possible.	Ubiquitination	is	the	kiss	of	death.7	As	shown	in	Figure	2.23,	after	a	protein	is	tagged,	it	is	recognized	by	a	proteasome,	which	breaks	the	protein	into	peptides	(short	strings	of	amino	acids).	The	cytosolic	peptidases	then	break	up	the	peptides	into	amino
acids,	which	replenish	a	cell’s	amino	acid	supplies,	or	can	be	oxidized.	Ubiquitin	is	released	unaltered	and	can	be	reused.	7	 The	one	exception	is	that	histone	molecules	in	the	chromosomes	are	routinely	combined	with	ubiquitin	and	yet	not	degraded.	Histones	in	the	nucleus	are	the	only	proteins	that	are	tagged	with	ubiquitin	and	live	to	tell	about	it
(paraphrasing	a	lecture	by	Michael	S.	Brown).	E1	ATP	Ubiquitin	AMP	E1	The	mechanism	of	the	specificity	of	tagging	is	a	central	topic	for	current	research.	An	additional	enzyme,	E3,	is	often	involved.	Transfer	of	ubiquitin	from	E1	to	E2	Targeted	protein	E2	Tagged	targeted	protein	E2	Polyubiquitination	Proteasome	ATP	ADP	Peptides	Action	of
peptidases	Amino	acids	Figure	2.23 	The	ubiquitin–proteasome	system	tags	proteins	and	then	inevitably	destroys	those	that	are	tagged 	Note	that	ATP	is	used	by	both	the	initial	reactions	leading	up	to	tagging	and	the	proteasome	reactions	that	break	up	a	protein	into	peptides.	Tagged	proteins	are	repeatedly	tagged,	a	process	termed	Hill	Animal
Physiology	4E	polyubiquitination.	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	02.23	11-03-15	60	 	Chapter	2	Light	and	Color	The	ability	of	cells	to	produce	light	biochemically—called	bioluminescence	—is	widespread	in	animals.	It	is	most	common	in	the	ocean,	where	bioluminescent	species	are	found	in	most	of	the	principal	animal	groups,	including
many	invertebrate	groups	and	fish—as	well	as	bacteria	and	protists.	On	land,	the	more	than	2000	species	of	beetles	in	the	family	Lampyridae—known	as	fireflies—	are	bioluminescent	(see	Figures	1.4	and	1.5),	as	are	some	other	types	of	beetles,	and	some	flies,	millipedes,	and	earthworms.	Few	bioluminescent	animals	are	known	in	freshwater,
however.	Based	on	analysis	of	chemical	mechanisms,	bioluminescence	has	evolved	independently	more	than	40	times,	indicating	that	it	confers	functional	advantages.	Animals	employ	bioluminescence	to	attract	mates,	lure	prey,	camouflage	themselves	where	there	is	ambient	light	of	similar	intensity,	frighten	predators,	and	in	other	functions.	The
animal	cells	in	which	bioluminescence	occurs	are	called	photocytes.	Bioluminescence	must	be	distinguished	from	fluorescence.	Both	processes	can	occur	within	a	photocyte.	In	bioluminescence,	light	is	produced	de	novo.	In	fluorescence,	light	is	not	produced	de	novo;	instead,	preexisting	light	is	absorbed	and	re-emitted	at	longer	wavelengths
(although,	as	soon	noted,	actual	events	may	not	exactly	follow	this	dictionary	definition).	Green	fluorescent	protein	(GFP),	discovered	in	a	bioluminescent	species	of	jellyfish	(genus	Aequorea),	provides	a	prominent	example	of	fluorescence.	Photocytes	in	the	jellyfish	have	a	biochemical	pathway	that,	in	isolation,	generates	light	at	blue	wavelengths.	In
the	intact	cells,	however,	the	pathway	is	intimately	associated	with	GFP,	and	in	the	final	step	of	light	production,	energy	from	the	light-producing	pathway	is	transferred	by	resonance—a	radiation-less	process—to	the	GFP.	The	GFP	emits	light	at	green	wavelengths,	so	the	clusters	of	photocytes	on	the	margin	of	the	bell	of	the	jellyfish	glow	green
(Figure	2.24).	In	a	very	general	sense,	light	is	often	said	to	result	from	a	luciferin–luciferase	reaction.	That	is,	light	is	said	to	be	generated	when	a	luciferin—a	compound	capable	of	light	emission—is	oxidized	by	the	action	of	a	luciferase	—an	enzyme	that	catalyzes	luciferin	oxidation.	This	statement	is	valid,	but	it	hides	the	fact	that	there	are	many
chemically	different	luciferins	and	luciferases,	and	thus	an	enormous	diversity	of	light-producing	reactions	exists.	The	luciferases	are	particularly	diverse.	Typically,	the	luciferase	catalyzes	combination	of	the	luciferin	with	O2	to	form	a	peroxide	intermediate	compound,	which	then	spontaneously	decomposes	to	generate	a	singlet	electronically	excited
product,	which	in	turn	decays,	emitting	a	photon	of	visible	light.	The	color	of	the	light	depends	on	the	particular	luciferin–luciferase	reaction	and	on	fluorescent	proteins	if	present.	Marine	animals	most	commonly	emit	at	blue	wavelengths—the	wavelengths	that	travel	farthest	in	clear	seawater.	In	some	marine	animals—notably	the	Aequorea	jellyfish
(see	Figure	2.24)—luciferin,	O2,	and	an	inactive	form	of	the	catalyzing	protein	are	assembled	into	a	complex	called	a	photoprotein.	Light	production	in	these	cases	is	initiated	by	exposure	of	the	photoprotein	to	Ca2+	or	Mg2+	(or	another	agent),	which	induces	a	conformational	change	that	activates	catalysis.	Bioluminescent	animals	probably,	in	most
cases,	synthesize	their	own	luciferin	and	luciferase—and	produce	their	own	light.	However,	many	departures	from	this	straightforward	scenario	are	known	in	marine	animals.	Some	obtain	their	luciferin	in	their	diet.	A	more	common	variant	is	that	some	animals	depend	on	symbi-	Figure	2.24 	Bioluminescence	and	fluorescence	in	Aequo-	rea	victoria,	a
hydromedusan	jellyfish	found	along	the	West	Coast	of	the	United	States 	Clusters	of	light-producing	cells	are	found	on	the	margin	of	the	bell.	Although	the	light-producing	mechanism	generates	blue	light,	the	light	emitted	is	green	because	of	the	presence	of	green	fluorescent	protein	(GFP),	which	converts	the	emission	wavelengths	from	blue	to
green.	The	light-producing	photoprotein	is	Ca2+-activated.	Both	the	photoprotein	and	the	GFP,	discovered	in	this	jellyfish,	have	revolutionized	biology	because	of	their	widespread	use	as	molecular	probes.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	oticAssociates	bacteria	for	light	production,	rather	than	having	endogenous	Sinauer	photocytes.	This	phenomenon	is
best	understood	in	the	Hawaiian	Morales	Studio	Figure	02.24	squid	11-03-15	bobtail	(Euprymna	scolopes),	in	which	each	generation	must	acquire	specific	light-emitting	bacteria	(Vibrio	fischeri)	from	the	water	in	its	ocean	environment.	As	discussed	in	Box	2.2	,	the	squid	and	its	bacteria	provide	probably	the	greatest	insight	available	today	on	the
mechanisms	by	which	animal–microbial	symbioses	are	established—as	well	as	being	a	striking	example	of	how	an	animal	can	achieve	bioluminescence	by	the	use	of	microbial	light.	When	biologists	discuss	animal	color,	they	usually	refer	to	colors	that	result	from	pigments	in	the	skin	(or	other	outer	integument)	and	the	wavelengths	that	those
pigments	absorb	or	reflect	when	illuminated	by	solar	light.	If	an	animal’s	skin	is	rich	in	a	pigment	that	absorbs	wavelengths	other	than	green,	for	example,	the	animal	looks	green	when	viewed	in	solar	light	because	only	the	green	wavelengths	are	reflected	into	our	eyes.	Speaking	of	animal	color	in	this	sense,	a	process	of	great	physiological	interest
and	ecological	importance	is	rapid	color	change	(physiological	color	change)—the	ability	of	individuals	to	change	color	(or	color	pattern)	in	seconds,	minutes,	or	at	most	a	few	hours.	For	example,	in	many	species	of	frogs,	flatfish,	and	crayfish,	individuals	darken	rapidly	when	placed	on	a	dark	substrate,	and	lighten	on	a	light	substrate.	In	these	animal
groups,	this	color	change	depends	on	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	61	BOX	Squid	and	Bioluminescent	Bacteria,	a	Study	in	Cross-Phylum	Coordination:	2.2	The	Euprymna	scolopes–Vibrio	fischeri	Symbiosis 	Margaret	McFall-Ngai	The	Hawaiian	bobtail	squid	(Euprymna	scolopes)	forms	a	lifelong	symbiotic	relationship	with	the	Gram-
negative	bioluminescent	bacterium	Vibrio	fischeri.	The	animal	houses	populations	of	the	bacterium	in	a	bi-lobed	light	organ	in	the	center	of	its	mantle	(body)	cavity	(Figure	A).	This	squid	is	nocturnally	active	and	uses	the	light	produced	by	the	bacterial	symbiont	as	an	antipredatory	mechanism.	Specifically,	bacterial	light	Bacteria	in	the	light	organ,	in
the	center	of	the	mantle	cavity	of	the	squid,	emit	bioluminescent	light	downward	so	that	at	night,	the	squid	blends	in	with	moon-	or	starlight	when	viewed	from	below.	is	emitted	from	the	ventral	surface	of	the	squid	at	an	intensity	that	matches	the	intensity	of	moonlight	and	starlight	shining	down	through	the	water	(a	phenomenon	termed
counterillumination),	so	that	the	animal	does	not	cast	a	shadow	that	can	be	perceived	by	a	predator	looking	up	from	below.	Each	squid	acquires	its	own	bacteria	from	its	environment	early	in	life:	A	juvenile	squid	recruits	V.	fischeri	cells	from	the	seawater	in	which	it	develops	within	hours	of	hatching	from	its	egg.	Careful	studies	have	revealed	that
this	recruitment—the	formation	of	the	symbiosis—entails	an	intimate	interaction	between	the	squid	and	the	bacteria	(Figure	B).	A	young	squid	presents	specialized	epithelia	to	its	seawater	environment	to	acquire	the	specific	bacterial	symbionts,	which	populate	deep	crypts	within	the	squid’s	light	organ.	Once	acquired,	the	symbionts	initiate	the
lifelong	loss	of	those	very	epithelia,	making	further	acquisition	impossible!	For	more	on	this	fascinating	story,	see	Box	Extension	2.2.	Figure	A 	The	ecological	function	of	the	symbiosis	for	the	squid 	(Photo	courtesy	of	Margaret	McFall-Ngai.)	the	function	of	chromatophores	—flattened	pigment-containing	cells—in	the	skin	or	other	integument.	An
individual	may	have	several	types	of	chromatophores	that	differ	in	their	pigment	colors.	Thus	chromatophores	containing	brown-black	pigments,	ones	containing	red	pigments,	and	still	others	containing	yellow	or	white	pigments	may	be	present.	The	pigment	in	a	chromatophore	is	in	the	form	of	pigment	granules	(pigment-containing	organelles),	each
about	0.3–1.0	micrometer	(μm)	in	diameter.	As	a	first	approximation,	each	chromatophore	cell	has	a	fixed	size	in	these	animals.	Color	change	is	achieved	by	dispersing	or	aggregating	the	pigment	granules	within	the	cell.	When	the	granules	are	dispersed	throughout	the	cell,	the	cell	as	a	whole	takes	on	the	color	of	the	granules	and	imparts	that	color
to	the	skin.	When	the	granules	within	a	cell	are	aggregated	tightly	together	at	a	tiny	spot	in	the	center	of	the	cell,	the	color	of	the	granules	may	be	essentially	invisible	and	exert	hardly	any	effect	on	the	color	of	the	skin.	The	process	of	fully	dispersing	or	fully	aggregating	pigment	granules	in	a	chromatophore	takes	as	little	as	2–8	s	in	some	flatfish	but
as	long	as	a	few	hours	in	some	frogs.	Several	mechanisms—still	being	elucidated	even	in	vertebrates,	where	they	are	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Soon	after	a	squid	hatches,	Vibrio	fischeri	bacteria	specifically	attach	to	key	epithelial	surfaces	that	the	bacteria,	after	they	are	acquired,	promptly	induce	to	be	lost.
Simultaneously,	…	…	the	bacteria	enter	ciliated	pores	to	populate	the	squid’s	light	organ.	Figure	B 	Acquisition	of	bacterial	symbionts 	Both	images	were	obtained	by	use	of	immunocytochemistry	and	confocal	microscopy.	(Images	courtesy	of	J.	Foster	[upper]	and	E.	Ziegelhoffer	[lower].)	best	understood—are	involved.	One	is	that	the	pigment
granules	within	a	chromatophore	move	along	microtubules	(part	of	the	cytoskeleton)	that	radiate	out	to	the	cell	periphery	from	the	cell	center	in	complex	geometries	(Figure	2.25A).	Movement	of	the	granules	toward	the	periphery	disperses	them,	whereas	movement	toward	the	cell	center	aggregates	them	(Figure	2.25B).	Movement	is	driven	by	ATP-
using	intracellular	motor	proteins	such	as	kinesin	and	dynein.	Chromatophores	are	signaled	to	disperse	or	aggregate	their	pigment	granules	by	hormones,	such	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	as	(1)	melanocyte-stimulating	hormone	in	amphibians	and	fish	Sinauer	Associates	and	(2)	several	well-defined	peptide	Morales	Studio	hormones	(e.g.,	red-
pigmentBox	Figure	B	Chromatophores	11-03-15	concentrating	hormone)	in02.02	crustaceans.	in	some	fish	are	also	directly	innervated,	poising	them	for	relatively	fast	neuronally-stimulated	responses.	The	most	rapid	color	change	in	the	animal	kingdom	is	displayed	by	squids,	cuttlefish,	and	octopuses—the	cephalopod	molluscs.	Their	color	change	is
based	on	an	entirely	different	principle	than	that	in	amphibians,	fish,	and	crustaceans.	It	occurs	so	rapidly	in	some	species	that	an	individual	can	switch	from	a	fully	dark	to	a	fully	light	coloration	in	less	than	1	s!	Color	change	62	 	Chapter	2	(A)	Microtubules	Microtubules	are	seen	here	as	fibrous	white	material.	Note	that	they	radiate	out	from	the
cell	center.	(B)	Aggregation	and	dispersal	Pigment	granules	are	tightly	aggregated	at	the	center	in	this	cell	but	can	travel	outward	along	microtubules	to	disperse.	Aggregation	Dispersal	Figure	2.25 	Pigment	aggregation	and	dispersal	within	black-pigmented	chromatophores	(melanophores)	from	the	skin	of	a	codfish	(Gadus	morhua) 	(A)
Photomicrograph	of	a	cell	treated	so	that	the	microtubules	are	visible.	Pigment	granules	are	transported	along	the	microtubules	during	dispersal	and	aggregation.	In	this	cell,	the	black	pigment	granules	are	aggregated	at	the	cell	center.	(B)	Diagram	of	a	cell	in	aggregated	and	dispersed	states.	Note	that	the	branched	shape	of	the	cell	ensures	that
pigment	granules	will	be	widely	spread	out	when	in	the	dispersed	state.	(A,	photo	courtesy	of	Helén	Nilsson	Sköld;	from	Nilsson	and	Wallin	1998.)	10	µm	in	cephalopod	molluscs	is	mediated	by	tiny	color-change	organs	(Figure	2.26A).8	Each	of	these	organs	consists	of	a	pigment	cell	of	variable	size	that	is	surrounded	(in	three	dimensions)	by	dozens	of
radially	arranged	muscles	that	are	innervated	directly	from	the	brain.	Relaxation	of	the	muscle	cells	allows	the	pigment	cell	to	contract	to	minimal	size	(Figure	2.26B).	Alternatively,	contraction	of	the	muscles—which	can	be	very	fast	(as	is	typical	of	muscles)—expands	the	pigment	cell	so	the	pigment	inside	is	spread	out	and	easily	visible	(Figure
2.26C),	imparting	its	color	to	the	integument.	8	These	organs	are	often	called	chromatophores,	although	this	usage	of	“chromatophores”	is	entirely	different	from	the	usage	we	have	been	discussing	in	the	preceding	paragraphs.	(A)	A	young	squid	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Pigment	cellAssociates	of	a	color-change	organ	Morales	Studio	Figure
02.25	11-03-15	11-10-15	(B)	Color-change	organ	with	muscles	relaxed	Pigment	cell	Reception	and	Use	of	Signals	by	Cells	Cells	send	signals	to	each	other	that	serve	to	coordinate	cell	functions	throughout	the	body.	Nerve	cells,	for	example,	employ	neurotransmitter	molecules	to	signal	muscle	cells	to	contract,	and	endocrine	cells	secrete	hormones
that	affect	the	functions	of	other	cells.	When	a	signal	arrives	at	a	target	cell,	the	cell	must	have	mechanisms	of	signal	reception	to	detect	the	signal.	It	must	also	have	mechanisms	of	signal	transduction—meaning	mechanisms	by	which	it	modifies	its	intracellular	activities	in	appropriate	ways	in	response	to	the	extracellular	signal.	Here	we	address
signal	reception	and	transduction.	(C)	Color-change	organ	with	muscles	contracted	Muscle	0.5	mm	Figure	2.26 	Color-change	organs	in	a	squid 	(A)	A	juvenile	Hawaiian	bobtail	squid,	Euprymna	scolopes.	The	entire	squid	is	only	2	mm	long,	accounting	for	the	large	size	of	the	colorchange	organs	relative	to	the	size	of	the	animal.	(B,C)	Diagrams
showing	a	color-change	organ	with	muscles	relaxed	and	contracted.	(B)	Relaxation	of	the	muscles	allows	the	pigment	cell	to	contract	to	a	small,	barely	visible	size.	(C)	Contraction	of	the	muscles	expands	the	pigment	cell	so	it	has	a	prominent	effect	on	integumentary	color.	(A,	photo	courtesy	of	Margaret	McFall-Ngai;	B,C	after	Bozler	1928.)
Extracellular	signals	initiate	their	effects	by	binding	to	receptor	proteins	Extracellular	signaling	molecules	such	as	neurotransmitters	or	hormones	initiate	their	actions	on	a	cell	by	binding	with	certain	protein	molecules	of	the	cell,	called	receptors.	A	molecule	that	binds	specifically	and	noncovalently	to	a	receptor	protein	is	considered	a	ligand	of	the
receptor.	Ligand	binding	occurs	at	a	specific	receptor	site	(or	sites)	on	the	receptor	protein	and	results	in	a	change	in	the	molecular	conformation	of	the	receptor	protein,	a	process	that	sets	in	motion	a	further	response	by	the	cell.	Receptors	may	be	categorized	into	four	functional	classes:	(1)	ligand-gated	channels,	(2)	G	protein–coupled	receptors,	(3)
enzyme/	enzyme-linked	receptors,	and	(4)	intracellular	receptors	(Figure	2.27).	Receptors	in	the	first	three	categories	reside	in	the	cell	membrane.	This	prevalence	of	receptors	at	the	cell	surface	reflects	the	fact	that	most	signaling	molecules	cannot	enter	cells.	For	the	most	part,	signaling	(A)	Ligand-gated	channel	(B)	G	protein–coupled	receptor	and
associated	G	protein	system	Extracellular	fluid	After	binding	to	its	ligand,	a	G	protein–coupled	receptor	typically	interacts	with	two	other	cellmembrane	proteins—a	G	protein	and	an	enzyme	—to	activate	intracellular	enzyme	catalytic	sites.	Extracellular	fluid	Ligand	Na+	Ligand	(first	messenger)	G	protein–	coupled	receptor	Cell	membrane	K+	In	their
typical	mode	of	functioning,	ligand-gated	channels	open	to	permit	ions	to	pass	through	when	they	bind	to	their	ligands.	The	flux	of	ions	alters	the	electrical	charge	across	the	membrane.	ATP	The	catalytic	activity	of	the	enzyme	produces	cyclic	AMP	or	another	second	messenger	inside	the	cell.	Activating	interaction	(D)	Intracellular	receptor	In	this
relatively	simple	example,	binding	with	the	ligand…	Extracellular	fluid	Ligand	(first	messenger)	Activated	active	site	Cyclic	GMP	(second	messenger)	Cyclic	AMP	(second	messenger)	Cytoplasm	(C)	Enzyme/enzyme-linked	receptor	Cytoplasm	Enzyme	KEY	Cytoplasm	GTP	G	protein	Activated	active	site	…activates	a	catalytic	site	on	the	same	molecule.
Activation	of	the	catalytic	site	inside	the	cell	causes	production	of	the	second	messenger	cyclic	GMP.	The	ligand,	in	this	case	a	steroid	hormone,	dissolves	in	and	diffuses	through	the	cell	membrane.	Extracellular	fluid	Ligand	Cytoplasm	Nuclear	envelope	(simplified)	Now	inside	the	cell,	the	ligand	binds	with	the	intracellular	receptor.	Intracellular
receptor	Figure	2.27 	The	four	types	of	receptor	proteins	in-	volved	in	cell	signaling 	(A)	A	ligand-gated	channel.	The	particular	example	shown,	an	acetylcholine	receptor	of	a	muscle	cell,	must	bind	a	ligand	molecule	at	two	sites	for	the	channel	to	open.	(B)	A	G	protein–coupled	receptor.	Details	of	the	molecular	interactions	symbolized	by	the	yellow,
doubleheaded	arrows	are	discussed	later	in	this	chapter.	(C)	Enzyme/	enzyme-linked	receptors	are	themselves	enzymes	or,	when	activated,	interact	directly	with	other	membrane	proteins	that	are	enzymes.	Either	way,	binding	with	the	ligand	activates	an	enzyme	catalytic	site	inside	the	cell.	The	example	shown	is	the	atrial	natriuretic	peptide	receptor,
which	is	particularly	simple	because	it	consists	of	just	a	single	protein	with	both	a	ligandbinding	site	and	a	catalytic	site.	(D)	Intracellular	receptors	are	effective	only	for	ligands	that	can	dissolve	in	and	diffuse	through	the	lipid	bilayer4Eof	the	cell	membrane.	After	a	ligand	Hill	Animal	Physiology	enters	the	cell,	it	forms	a	complex	with	the	receptor	to
initiate	Sinauer	Associates	cellular	The	example	shown	is	a	steroid	hormone	Moralesresponses.	Studio	receptor,	a	type11-03-15	of	receptor	protein	that	is	composed	of	a	Figure	02.27	11-10-15	hormone-binding	region	and	a	region	capable	of	binding	with	DNA.	Binding	with	the	hormone	activates	the	receptor,	and	the	activated	hormone–receptor
complex	functions	as	a	transcription	factor.	ATP	=	adenosine	triphosphate;	cyclic	AMP	=	cyclic	adenosine	monophosphate;	cyclic	GMP	=	cyclic	guanosine	monophosphate;	GTP	=	guanosine	triphosphate.	Nucleus	The	activated	ligand–receptor	complex	functions	as	a	transcription	factor	inside	the	nucleus.	DNA	molecules	are	proteins	or	other
hydrophilic	molecules	that	are	unable	to	pass	through	the	hydrophobic	interior	of	the	cell	membrane.	Instead	of	entering	cells,	these	signaling	molecules	bind	to	receptors	on	the	cell-membrane	surface,	and	the	receptors	then	initiate	their	intracellular	effects.	Only	hydrophobic	or	very	small	signaling	molecules	can	enter	a	cell	at	meaningful	rates
through	the	cell	membrane;	once	inside,	such	molecules	bind	to	intracellular	receptors.	Now	let’s	discuss	the	properties	of	the	four	principal	classes	of	receptors.	ligand-gated	channels 	A	ligand-gated	channel	is	a	cell-membrane	protein	that	acts	as	both	a	receptor	and	a	channel.9	This	sort	of	channel	opens	to	create	a	passageway	for	specific
solutes,	typically	inorganic	ions,	through	the	cell	membrane	when	the	receptor	site	or	sites	on	the	protein	bind	to	specific	signaling	9	Table	2.1	defines	the	functional	categories	of	membrane	proteins.	64	 	Chapter	2	molecules,	as	diagrammed	in	Figure	2.27A.	Ligand-gated	channels	function	mostly	in	the	transmission	of	nerve	impulses	across
synapses,	the	narrow	spaces	between	interacting	nerve	cells	or	between	nerve	and	muscle	cells	(see	Chapter	13).	The	signaling	molecules	that	carry	signals	across	synapses	are	called	neurotransmitters.	When	a	neurotransmitter	is	released	by	one	cell	into	a	synaptic	gap,	it	diffuses	across	the	gap	to	the	receiving	cell.	The	initial	response	of	the
receiving	cell	is	that	ligand-gated	channels	in	its	cell	membrane	open	because	of	binding	of	the	neurotransmitter	to	the	channels.	The	opened	channels	permit	increased	flux	of	inorganic	ions	through	the	cell	membrane,	thereby	changing	the	voltage	difference	across	the	cell	membrane	of	the	receiving	cell.	An	example	of	synaptic	transmission	is
provided	when	a	nerve	cell	stimulates	a	skeletal	muscle	cell	to	contract.	In	this	case,	the	specific	neurotransmitter	acetylcholine	is	released	by	the	nerve	cell	and	binds	noncovalently	to	the	receptor	sites	of	acetylcholine	receptors—which	are	ligand-gated	channels—on	the	surface	of	the	muscle	cell.	The	channels	then	open	and	allow	sodium	(Na+)	and
potassium	(K+)	ions	to	flow	through	the	cell	membrane	of	the	muscle	cell,	initiating	a	change	in	voltage	across	the	membrane	and	a	series	of	subsequent	changes	culminating	in	muscle	contraction.	Fish-eating	cone	snails	(Figure	2.28A),	which	we	introduced	at	the	opening	of	this	chapter,	incapacitate	their	prey	in	part	by	using	toxins	that	block	these
ligandgated	channels.	One	of	the	most	potent	of	a	cone	snail’s	conotoxins	is	α-conotoxin	(Figure	2.28B),	which	specifically	binds	to	the	receptor	sites	on	muscle	cell	acetylcholine	receptors,	preventing	the	receptors	from	binding	with	or	responding	to	acetylcholine,	as	shown	in	Figure	2.28C.	Because	α-conotoxin	binds	to	the	receptors	very	rapidly	and
tightly,	the	swimming	muscles	of	a	fish	attacked	by	a	cone	snail	are	promptly	blocked	from	responding	to	nervous	stimulation,	and	the	fish	becomes	paralyzed.	Thus	the	fish	is	condemned	to	death	by	the	incapacitation	of	a	crucial	ligand-gated	channel	protein	in	its	body.	Certain	Asian	krait	snakes	and	the	poison-dart	frogs	of	Latin	America	have
independently	evolved	toxins	that	also	incapacitate	this	channel	in	their	prey.	(A)	A	fish-hunting	cone	snail	in	action	A	fish-eating	cone	snail	lures	a	fish	with	a	proboscis	that	looks	like	food.	When	the	fish	comes	near,	the	snail	spears	it	with	a	hollow	harpoon	through	which	it	injects	a	potent	mix	of	toxins.	(B)	An	example	of	an	a-conotoxin	Different
species	of	cone	snails	synthesize	different	forms	of	α-conotoxin,	but	all	the	conotoxins	are	very	small	molecules.	This	one,	for	example,	consists	of	a	string	of	only	13	amino	acids	(symbolized	by	purple	ovals).	Disulfide	bond	Glu	Cys	Cys	Asn	Pro	Ala	Cys	Gly	Arg	His	Tyr	Ser	Cys	Disulfide	bond	(C)	Block	of	receptor	action	by	a-conotoxin	NORMAL
POISONED	Extracellular	fluid	End	of	nerve	cell	a-conotoxin	Acetylcholine	Muscle	cell	membrane	Cytoplasm	Closed	acetylcholine	receptor	Open	In	a	normal	fish,	when	a	nerve	cell	releases	acetylcholine,	the	muscle	cell	receptors	bind	the	acetylcholine,	causing	the	receptors,	which	are	ligand-gated	channels,	to	open,	thereby	stimulating	the	muscle
cell	to	contract.	Closed	Closed	In	a	poisoned	fish,	the	muscle	cell	receptors	are	unable	to	bind	the	acetylcholine	because	the	receptor	sites	are	blocked	by	the	a-conotoxin.	The	receptors	thus	fail	to	open	in	the	normal	way.	Consequently,	the	muscle	cell	is	not	stimulated	and	does	not	contract—the	fish	is	paralyzed.	Figure	2.28 	The	defeat	of	a	vital
molecule	by	a	venom 	(A)	The	speed	of	action	in	this	cone	snail’s	capture	of	a	fish	is	imperative	because	the	slow-moving	snail	could	not	pursue	a	fish	that	had	even	seconds	to	swim	away.	(To	see	an	electron	micrograph	of	the	harpoon	the	snail	uses,	see	Figure	6.11D.)	(B)	One	of	the	most	important	toxins	for	the	quick	immobilization	of	the	fish	is	α-
conotoxin,	a	small	polypeptide.	(See	Appendix	I	for	three-letter	codes	for	amino	acids.)	(C)	α-Conotoxin	binds	quickly	and	tightly	to	the	receptor	sites	on	the	acetylcholine	receptors	of	the	fish’s	swimming	muscles.	Consequently,	as	shown	in	the	“Poisoned”	side	of	the	diagram,	the	receptors	become	incapable	of	binding	acetylcholine.	Molecules	and
Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	65	g	protein–coupled	receptors 	G	protein–coupled	receptors	in	cell	membranes	mediate	cellular	responses	to	many	hormones	and	neurotransmitters.	They	also	mediate	many	responses	of	sensory	neurons.	When	a	G	protein–coupled	receptor	in	the	cell	membrane	of	a	cell	is	activated	by	binding	its	ligand,	it	activates	a
separate	cell-membrane	protein	termed	a	G	protein.	The	activated	G	protein	may	then	directly	exert	an	intracellular	effect,	or	more	commonly,	it	interacts	with	still	another	cellmembrane	protein,	usually	an	enzyme,	and	activates	it	so	that	a	distinctive	intracellular	signaling	compound	is	synthesized	in	the	cytoplasm	of	the	cell	by	the	catalytic	activity
of	the	enzyme	(see	Figure	2.27B).	A	major	difference	between	reception	based	on	G	protein–	coupled	receptors	and	reception	based	on	ligand-gated	channels	is	that	in	general,	no	sort	of	chemical	passes	through	the	cell	membrane	in	the	case	of	G	protein–mediated	reception.	In	the	most	common	type	of	such	reception,	one	chemical	brings	the	cell-
signaling	message	to	the	extracellular	side	of	the	cell	membrane,	and	a	second,	different,	chemical	is	produced	on	the	intracellular	side	to	carry	the	signal	onward	to	the	interior	of	the	cell.	The	molecules	that	bring	signals	to	the	cell	membrane	from	the	outside—such	as	hormones	or	neurotransmitters—are	called	first	messengers,	whereas	the
intracellular	signaling	molecules	that	carry	the	signals	to	the	interior	of	the	cell	are	called	second	messengers.	The	action	of	the	G	protein–mediated	mechanism	in	the	cell	membrane	is	analogous	to	a	relay	race	in	which	the	first	messenger	brings	the	message	to	a	certain	point	but	then	can	go	no	farther	and	must	activate	a	second	messenger	for	the
message	to	go	on.	An	example	is	provided	by	the	action	of	epinephrine	(adrenaline)	on	a	liver	cell.	Epinephrine,	the	first	messenger,	binds	to	a	G	protein–coupled	receptor	in	the	cell	membrane,	which	initiates	steps	resulting	in	intracellular	synthesis	of	the	second	messenger	3′-5′-cyclic	adenosine	monophosphate	(cyclic	AMP,	or	cAMP).	Cyclic	AMP
then	activates	the	intracellular	responses	to	the	epinephrine	signal.	Shortly	we	will	return	to	this	and	other	second-messenger	systems	in	greater	detail.	enzyme/enzyme-linked	receptors 	Enzyme/enzyme-	linked	receptors	are	cell-membrane	proteins	that	either	are	en-	zymes	themselves	or	that	interact	directly	with	enzyme	proteins	when	activated.
They	are	a	more	structurally	and	functionally	diverse	class	of	receptors	than	the	two	types	of	cell-membrane	receptors	we	have	already	discussed.	As	in	the	case	of	G	protein–	mediated	reception,	molecules	or	ions	do	not	pass	through	the	cell	membrane	in	this	sort	of	reception,	and	enzyme/enzyme-linked	receptors	often	activate	the	formation	of
second	messengers.	The	simplest	sort	of	enzyme/enzyme-linked	receptor	is	a	receptor	protein	that	is	itself	an	enzyme;	such	a	protein	is	composed	of	an	extracellular	receptor	region,	a	membrane-spanning	region,	and	an	intracellular	catalytic	region	(see	Figure	2.27C).	Binding	of	the	extracellular	signaling	molecule	to	the	receptor	site	activates	the
catalytic	site	at	the	other	end	of	the	molecule.	The	hormone	atrial	natriuretic	peptide	(ANP)	acts	on	target	cells	in	the	human	kidney	to	increase	Na+	excretion	by	way	of	this	sort	of	receptor.	When	ANP	binds	to	the	receptor	region	on	the	outside	of	a	cell,	the	receptor	molecule	catalyzes	the	formation	of	a	second	messenger,	3′-5′-cyclic	guanosine
monophosphate	(cyclic	GMP,	or	cGMP),	inside	the	cell.	intracellular	receptors 	Intracellular	receptors	are	the	only	class	of	receptors	not	localized	at	the	cell	surface.	As	noted	earlier,	most	signaling	molecules	cannot	enter	cells.	Those	that	do	are	typically	relatively	small,	hydrophobic	molecules	that	can	dissolve	in	and	diffuse	through	the	core	of	the
lipid	bilayer	of	the	cell	membrane.	These	signaling	molecules	include	steroid	hormones,	thyroid	hormones,	retinoic	acid,	vitamin	D,	and	the	gas	nitric	oxide	(NO).	The	receptors	for	these	substances	are	located	intracellularly,	in	the	cytoplasm	or	nucleus.	The	usual	pattern	for	intracellular	receptors	is	that,	after	they	are	activated	by	binding	with	their
ligands,	they	interact	with	DNA	(see	Figure	2.27D)	to	activate	specific	primary-response	genes,	the	products	of	which	may	secondarily	activate	other	genes.	When	the	steroid	hormone	estrogen	arrives	at	a	cell,	for	example,	it	passes	through	the	cell	membrane	and	binds	to	an	estrogen-specific	intracellular	receptor	protein,	forming	a	hormone–
receptor	complex.	The	complex	is	itself	a	transcription	factor	that	activates	specific	promoter	and	enhancer	regions	of	the	nuclear	DNA,	causing	the	expression	of	specific	genes.	The	resulting	effects	can	alter	much	of	a	target	cell’s	metabolism,	often	promoting	female	cellular	phenotypes.	receptors	occur	as	multiple	molecular	forms	related	by
evolutionary	descent 	In	terms	of	molecular	diversity,	receptor	proteins	of	any	given	type	follow	the	same	general	principles	as	enzyme	proteins:	Each	type	of	receptor	exists	in	multiple	molecular	forms	that	typically	are	related	by	evolutionary	descent.	Most	of	the	ligand-gated	channels	in	modern-day	animals,	for	example—although	they	vary	in
molecular	details—have	very	similar	chemical	structures	and	are	coded	by	a	single	lineage	of	genes	that	diversified	over	evolutionary	time	to	give	rise	to	the	channels	seen	today.	Similarly,	all	the	G	protein–coupled	receptors	belong	to	a	single	family	tree,	as	do	the	intracellular	steroid	receptors.	Cell	signal	transduction	often	entails	sequences	of
amplifying	effects	When	signaling	molecules	bind	to	cell-membrane	receptors,	sequences	of	amplifying	effects—analogous	to	a	chain	reaction—are	often	involved	between	the	moment	that	signal	reception	occurs	and	the	moment	that	the	final	intracellular	response	occurs.	For	a	classic	example	of	this	widespread	pattern,	let’s	look	at	the	process	by
which	epinephrine	leads	to	the	activation	of	glycogen	breakdown	to	produce	glucose	in	vertebrate	liver	cells,	shown	in	Figure	2.29.	When	a	human	or	other	vertebrate	experiences	stress,	such	as	the	stress	that	occurs	in	anticipation	of	physical	conflict,	the	adrenal	glands	secrete	epinephrine	into	the	blood.	The	circulation	carries	the	epinephrine	to
the	liver,	where	the	hormone	bathes	liver	cells,	which	contain	abundant	supplies	of	glycogen,	a	glucose-storage	compound.	The	epinephrine	itself	cannot	cross	the	cell	membranes	of	the	liver	cells.	“News”	of	its	arrival	reaches	the	inside	of	each	cell,	instead,	by	way	of	a	G	protein–coupled	receptor	system.	The	receptor	system	itself	has	important
amplifying	properties.	To	set	the	stage	for	discussing	these,	we	need	to	note	some	details	of	Gprotein	function.	Recall	that	a	G	protein–coupled	receptor	activates	a	cell-membrane	G	protein.	G	proteins	get	their	name	from	the	fact	that	they	are	modulated	by	binding	with	guanine	nucleotides.	A	G	protein	bonded	with	guanosine	diphosphate	(GDP)	is
inactive.	A	G	protein	is	activated	when	it	is	induced	to	change	from	being	66	 	Chapter	2	Extracellular	fluid	Epinephrine	(first	messenger)	Receptor	Active	adenylyl	cyclase	Inactive	adenylyl	cyclase	Activated	active	site	GTP	GDP	G	protein	GTP	gained	Inactive	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	dissociates	when	molecules	of	cAMP	bind	to	one	of	its
molecular	subunits.	Of	the	subunits	released…	Cyclic	AMP	GDP	lost	Inactive	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	Amplification	occurs	in	each	of	these	steps	because	the	active	forms	of	the	enzymes	catalyze	formation	of	many	product	molecules.	cAMP	cAMP	cAMP	cAMP	…two	are	catalytically	active	enzme	units.	ATP	Active	cAMPdependent	protein
kinase	ADP	ATP	Inactive	glycogen	phosphorylase	kinase	Active	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	units	are	protein	kinases	and	activate	their	target	protein	by	phosphorylating	it	using	phosphate	groups	(—PO42–	)	drawn	from	ATP.	Moreover…	Active	glycogen	phosphorylase	kinase	Cytoplasm	PO4	ATP	Inactive	glycogen	phosphorylase	KEY	Amplification
step:	Multiple	product	molecules	are	generated	by	the	action	of	each	activated	initiating	molecule	(e.g.,	activated	enzyme).	2–	ADP	Active	glycogen	phosphorylase	PO4	2–	…active	glycogen	phosphorylase	kinase	molecules	are	also	protein	kinases	and	activate	their	target	protein	in	the	same	way.	Figure	2.29 	In	a	liver	cell,	amplifying	signal
transduction	of	an	extracellular	epinephrine	signal	results	in	enzymatic	release	of	glucose 	Because	five	steps	in	the	epinephrine	signal	transduction	pathway	are	amplifying,	a	very	low	epinephrine	concentration	can	trigger	a	very	large	increase	in	glucose	concentration.	The	bonded	with	GDP	to	being	bonded	with	guanosine	triphosphate	(GTP).
However,	G	proteins	exhibit	intrinsic	GTP-destructive	activity:	When	bonded	with	GTP,	they	tend	to	break	down	the	GTP	to	GDP	by	hydrolysis.	In	this	way,	a	G	protein	that	has	been	activated	by	binding	with	GTP	tends	to	inactivate	itself	by	reverting	to	the	inacHill	Animal	Physiology	4E	tive	GDP-bonded	Sinauer	Associates	form.	The	membrane	G
proteins,	which	are	our	focus	here,	are	trimers	in	their	inactive	state.	They	dissociate	into	Morales	Studio	Figure	02.29	11-03-15	two	parts	when	activated	by	GTP	binding.	When	epinephrine	binds	to	its	specific	G	protein–coupled	receptor	in	the	cell	membrane	of	a	liver	cell,	what	first	occurs	is	a	series	of	amplifying	reactions	within	the	cell	membrane,
diagrammed	across	the	top	of	Figure	2.29.	The	activated	receptor	first	interacts	with	molecules	of	G	protein	in	the	membrane	to	activate	them	by	promoting	loss	of	GDP	in	exchange	for	GTP.	The	G	protein–coupled	receptor	and	the	G	protein	are	separate,	however,	and	both	diffuse	freely	and	independently	in	the	fluid	mosaic	of	the	cell	membrane.
Accordingly,	as	an	activated	receptor	diffuses	about	in	the	membrane,	Glycogen	Glucose	enters	the	blood.	Glucose	cyclic	AMP	signal	is	ultimately	terminated	by	the	action	of	a	cytoplasmic	enzyme,	phosphodiesterase.	ATP	=	adenosine	triphosphate;	cyclic	AMP	=	cAMP	=	cyclic	adenosine	monophosphate;	GDP	=	guanosine	diphosphate;	GTP	=
guanosine	triphosphate.	it	must	randomly	bump	into	a	G-protein	molecule	to	activate	it,	a	situation	that	sounds	inefficient	until	one	realizes	that	it	makes	amplification	possible.	During	its	active	life,	a	single	activated	receptor	can	bump	into	and	activate	many	(perhaps	100)	G-protein	molecules.	Each	activated	G-protein	molecule	then	remains	active
for	a	period	of	time,	the	duration	of	which	depends	on	how	long	it	takes	to	inactivate	itself	(tens	of	seconds	to	several	minutes),	and	while	it	is	active,	it	can	activate	a	cell-membrane	enzyme,	adenylyl	cyclase	(also	called	adenylate	cyclase),	which	it	bumps	into	by	diffusion	in	the	membrane;	probably	each	activated	G-protein	molecule	activates	just	one
adenylyl	cyclase	molecule	because	the	activation	requires	steady	linkage	of	the	two	proteins.	Adenylyl	cyclase	has	an	active	site	on	the	cytoplasmic	side	of	the	cell	membrane,	and	when	it	is	activated,	it	catalyzes	the	formation	of	the	second	messenger	cyclic	AMP	(cAMP)	from	ATP	inside	the	cell.	Further	amplification	occurs	at	this	step	because	a
single	activated	molecule	of	adenylyl	cyclase	can	catalyze	the	formation	of	many	molecules	of	cAMP	during	its	active	life.	Extracellular	fluid	2	1	Guanylyl	cyclase	Adenylyl	cyclase	Nitric	oxide	(NO)	4	5	Phospholipase	C	PIP2	Other	effects	G	protein–	coupled	receptor	ATP	G	protein–	coupled	receptor	Nitric	oxide	(NO)	GTP	Inositol	trisphosphate	(IP3	)	3
Cyclic	AMP	Cyclic	GMP	Activation	of	cAMPdependent	protein	kinases	Activation	of	cGMPdependent	protein	kinases	GTP	Cytoplasmic	guanylyl	cyclase	IP3	7	Phosphorylation	of	proteins	Phosphorylation	of	proteins	IP3	Ca2+	Ca2+	Ca2+	Ca2+	Ca2+	Ca2+	Ca2+–calmodulin	complex	Cytoplasm	Activation	of	membrane	protein	kinases	6	Calmodulin
Phosphorylation	of	proteins	Diacylglycerol	(DAG)	IP3-gated	calcium	channel	Endoplasmic	or	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	KEY	Activating	interaction	Activation	of	calmodulindependent	protein	kinases	or	other	enzymes	Figure	2.30 	Second	messengers	in	overview 	The	production	and	the	actions	of	five	important	second	messengers	are	shown:	cyclic
AMP,	cyclic	GMP,	diacylglycerol,	inositol	trisphosphate,	and	calcium	ion.	This	figure	includes	only	some	of	the	major	cell	signal	transduction	pathways	that	employ	second	messengers.	➊	Some	G	protein–coupled	receptor	systems	employ	cyclic	AMP	as	a	second	messenger,	as	seen	previously	in	Figure	2.29.	➋	Receptor	systems	based	on	guanylyl
cyclase	enzymes	employ	cyclic	GMP	as	a	second	messenger.	When	activated,	a	guanylyl	cyclase	produces	cyclic	GMP	from	guanosine	triphosphate	(GTP).	In	some	cases,	as	in	the	atrial	natriuretic	peptide	receptor	system	(see	Figure	2.27C),	the	guanylyl	cyclase	is	a	cell-membrane	enzyme.	➌	Some	guanylyl	cyclase	enzymes	are	cytoplasmic.	Many	of
the	actions	of	nitric	Hill	Animal	4E	by	cyclic	GMP	produced	by	the	activation	of	a	oxide	(NO)Physiology	are	mediated	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	FigureThe	02.30	11-03-15	cAMP	signal	inside	a	liver	cell	triggers	the	activation	of	a	series	of	intracellular	enzymes	(see	Figure	2.29).	Multiple	amplifying	steps	occur	in	this	series.	The	series	starts
with	two	protein	kinases	and	is	a	classic	example	of	the	type	of	amplification	sequence	shown	in	Figure	2.20.	The	cAMP	second	messenger	activates	a	protein	kinase	named	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	(cAPK)	by	causing	it	to	dissociate,	forming	two	active	enzyme	units.	The	activated	cAPK	units	phosphorylate,	and	thereby	activate,	a	second
protein	kinase	called	glycogen	phosphorylase	kinase	(GPK).	Finally,	the	active	GPK	molecules	phosphorylate	and	activate	the	ultimate	target	enzyme,	glycogen	phosphorylase	(GP).	Great	numbers	of	activated	GP	molecules	are	produced.	Each	of	them	catalyzes	the	removal	of	glucose	units	from	the	glycogen	polymers	stored	in	the	cell,	and	the	glucose
is	then	released	into	the	blood	for	distribution	throughout	the	body.	Because	of	the	cumulative	effect	of	all	the	amplifications	that	occur	in	this	cell	signal	transduction	pathway,	a	minute	quantity	of	epinephrine	can	cause	a	flood	of	blood	glucose.	A	cumulative	cytoplasmic	guanylyl	cyclase.	❹	Some	G	protein–coupled	receptor	systems	employ
diacylglycerol	and	inositol	trisphosphate	as	second	messengers.	When	such	receptor	systems	are	activated,	the	two	second	messengers	are	synthesized	simultaneously	from	a	cell-membrane	phospholipid,	PIP2	(phosphatidylinositol	4,5-bisphosphate),	by	the	catalytic	action	of	activated	phospholipase	C,	a	membrane-associated	enzyme.	➎
Diacylglycerol	stays	in	the	cell	membrane	because	it	is	hydrophobic.	➏	Inositol	trisphosphate,	which	is	hydrophilic,	enters	the	cytoplasm,	where	its	major	action	is	to	open	ligand-gated	channels	that	release	Ca2+	from	intracellular	stores	such	as	the	endoplasmic	reticulum.	➐	Ca2+	ions	sometimes	act	as	second	messengers,	as	when	Ca2+	released	by
action	of	inositol	trisphosphate	activates	the	cytoplasmic	protein	calmodulin,	which	then	can	activate	protein	kinases	or	other	enzymes.	amplification	of	about	10,000-fold	can	occur	between	the	binding	of	an	epinephrine	molecule	to	a	G	protein–coupled	receptor	molecule	and	the	formation	of	cAMP.	Accordingly,	a	blood	epinephrine	concentration	of
10	–10	molar	(M)	can	result	in	an	intracellular	concentration	of	cAMP	of	10	–6	M.	Then	the	protein-kinase	cascade	within	the	cell	can	result	in	a	further	amplification	of	about	1000,	so	that	the	concentration	of	activated	GP—which	directly	catalyzes	release	of	glucose	—is	10	million	times	the	blood	concentration	of	epinephrine	that	initiated	the	signal
transduction	process!	Several	second-messenger	systems	participate	in	cell	signal	transduction	Several	compounds—not	just	cyclic	AMP—act	as	second	messengers.	The	common	second	messengers,	in	addition	to	cyclic	AMP,	are	cyclic	GMP	(cGMP);	inositol	1,4,5-trisphosphate	(IP3);	1,2-diacylglycerol	(DAG);	and	Ca2+	ions.	Figure	2.30	provides	an
overview	of	some	prominent	second-messenger	systems	in	68	 	Chapter	2	which	these	compounds	participate.	For	the	most	part,	all	of	the	second	messengers	share	with	cyclic	AMP	the	property	that	their	immediate	intracellular	effect	is	to	activate	a	protein	kinase	that	is	already	present	in	the	cell	in	an	inactive	form,	as	Figure	2.30	shows.	The
protein	kinase	then	activates	or	inactivates	its	target	protein	or	proteins	by	phosphorylation.	The	target	proteins	are	often	enzymes,	but	they	may	be	cell-membrane	channels	or	receptors,	channels	in	intracellular	membranes,	transcription	factors	that	regulate	gene	expression,	or	virtually	any	other	sort	of	protein.	Sequences	of	multiple	signal-
amplifying	reactions	are	a	common	feature	of	the	signal	transduction	pathways	involving	second	messengers.	Summary	Reception	and	Use	of	Signals	by	Cells	„„Extracellular	signals	such	as	hormones	initiate	their	actions	on	cells	by	binding	noncovalently	with	specific	receptor	proteins.	Receptor	proteins	activated	by	binding	with	their	signal	ligands
set	in	motion	cell	signal	transduction	mechanisms	that	ultimately	cause	cell	function	to	be	altered.	„„Most	extracellular	signaling	molecules	are	chemically	unable	to	enter	cells	because	they	are	hydrophilic,	or	otherwise	unable	to	pass	through	the	hydrophobic,	lipid	interior	of	cell	membranes.	The	receptors	for	these	molecules	are	cell-membrane
proteins	that	fall	into	three	principal	functional	classes:	ligand-gated	channels,	G	protein–coupled	receptors,	and	enzyme/enzymelinked	receptors.	Extracellular	signaling	molecules	that	readily	pass	through	cell	membranes,	such	as	steroid	hormones,	thyroid	hormones,	and	nitric	oxide	(NO),	bind	with	receptors	that	belong	to	a	fourth	functional	class:
intracellular	receptors.	„„Activation	of	ligand-gated	channels	by	their	ligands	most	commonly	results	in	changed	fluxes	of	inorganic	ions,	such	as	Na+	and	K+,	across	cell	membranes,	thereby	altering	voltage	differences	across	the	membranes.	The	altered	voltage	differences	may	then	trigger	other	effects.	„„Activation	of	G	protein–coupled	receptors
and	enzyme/	enzyme-linked	receptors	by	their	extracellular	signaling	ligands	typically	initiates	the	formation	of	second	messengers,	such	as	cyclic	AMP	or	cyclic	GMP,	on	the	inside	of	the	cell	membrane.	The	second	messengers,	in	turn,	often	trigger	sequences	of	additional	intracellular	effects	in	which	preexisting	enzymes	are	modulated,	most
notably	protein	kinases.	A	function	of	these	sequences	is	dramatic	amplification	of	the	ultimate	effect.	„„Intracellular	receptors,	when	activated	by	their	ligands,	usually	bind	with	nuclear	DNA	and	directly	activate	specific	primary-response	genes.	Study	Questions	1.	It	is	becoming	possible	for	molecular	biologists	to	synthesize	almost	any	protein
desired.	Suppose	you	use	a	phylogenetic	tree	of	modern-day	enzymes	(e.g.,	Figure	2.21B)	to	predict	the	amino	acid	sequence	of	a	now-nonexistent	ancestral	enzyme	form.	What	insights	might	you	obtain	by	synthesizing	the	ancestral	enzyme	protein?	2.	Using	lactate	dehydrogenase	as	an	example,	explain	why	it	is	true	to	say	that	“multiple	molecular
forms	of	enzymes	occur	at	all	levels	of	animal	organization.”	3.	Pollutants	such	as	halogenated	aromatic	hydrocarbons	(HAHs)	are	usually	spotty	in	their	distributions	in	bodies	of	water.	Thus	even	if	HAHs	are	present,	fish	might	be	able	to	avoid	being	exposed	to	them.	Suppose	you	want	to	determine	if	the	fish	living	in	an	industrialized	harbor	are	in
fact	more	exposed	to	HAHs	than	fish	in	a	more	pristine	harbor.	Why	might	a	study	of	liver	P450	enzymes	be	particularly	useful	for	your	purposes?	4.	What	is	cooperativity,	and	why	does	it	not	require	that	“cooperating”	sites	affect	each	other	directly?	5.	Explain	why	G	protein–mediated	receptor	systems	depend	on	membrane	fluidity.	6.	Describe	the
possible	roles	of	allosteric	modulation	in	the	regulation	of	metabolic	pathways.	7.	Venoms	nearly	always	consist	of	complex	mixes	of	compounds.	Suggest	evolutionary	and	physiological	reasons	why	mixes	are	employed	rather	than	pure	compounds.	Assume	that	mixes	imply	lower	amounts	of	individual	components;	for	instance,	assume	that	if	a	venom
is	composed	of	two	compounds,	each	will	be	present	in	only	about	half	the	quantity	than	if	it	were	the	only	component.	8.	What	are	your	views	on	the	two	sides	of	the	debate	over	whether	emergent	properties	exist?	Explain	and	justify.	9.	Outline	the	functional	roles	of	conformational	changes	in	proteins,	being	sure	to	consider	the	various	categories	of
proteins	such	as	enzymes,	channels,	and	receptors.	10.	Present	additional	plausible	family	trees	for	the	enzyme	forms	in	Figure	2.21A,	and	explain	which	tree	you	judge	to	be	most	likely.	11.	Cone	snails,	krait	snakes,	and	poison-dart	frogs	(dendrobatid	frogs)	have	independently	evolved	venoms	that	block	the	muscle	acetylcholine	receptor.	Why	do	you
suppose	this	receptor	has	so	often	become	a	target	of	venoms?	Explain	your	answer	in	terms	of	the	cellular	mechanisms	involved.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	Molecules	and	Cells	in	Animal	Physiology 	69	References	Alberts,	B.,	A.	Johnson,	J.	Lewis,	and	four	additional	authors.
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Related	Approaches	to	Physiology	Old-time	Antarctic	whalers	believed	that	some	of	the	fish	in	the	polar	seas	had	no	blood	because	when	they	lifted	the	opercular	flaps	of	the	fish	to	see	their	gills,	the	gills	were	white,	and	when	they	cut	the	fish,	only	a	whitish	fluid	ran	out.	A	young	Norwegian	named	Johan	Ruud,	recently	graduated	from	college,	was
introduced	to	these	fish	by	whalers	during	an	Antarctic	voyage	in	the	late	1920s.	His	curiosity	whetted,	he	remembered	the	unique	fish	throughout	the	middle	years	of	his	life	and,	20	years	later,	seized	an	opportunity	to	investigate	them.	Convinced	of	their	distinctive	properties,	he	then	brought	the	fish	to	the	attention	of	biologists	worldwide.	That
was	in	the	1950s,	and	by	now	the	fish	have	become	the	focus	of	one	of	the	most	startling	and	instructive	efforts	to	fuse	studies	of	physiology	and	genetics.	Although	Johan	Ruud	originally	referred	to	the	fish	using	the	whalers’	term	bloodless	fish,	his	studies	revealed	that	they	in	fact	have	blood.	Their	blood	lacks	hemoglobin,	however,	and	is	virtually
devoid	of	red	blood	cells.	Thus	the	blood	is	translucent	and	whitish,	rather	than	dense	red	like	most	vertebrate	bloods	(Figure	3.1).	Today	the	fish	are	usually	called	icefish,	a	reference	to	their	clear	blood	and	the	icy	seas	they	inhabit.	There	are	more	than	30,000	species	of	fish	alive	today—and	more	than	60,000	species	of	vertebrates	of	all	kinds—yet
the	icefish	are	the	only	vertebrates	that	do	not	have	red	blood	as	adults.	3	This	Antarctic	fish	differs	from	most	fish	in	that	it	has	no	hemoglobin	in	its	blood,	giving	it	an	almost	ghostlike	appearance 	The	fish	is	one	of	16	species	known	as	icefish	because	their	blood	is	clear	like	ice	and	they	live	in	the	icy	polar	seas	around	Antarctica.	The	icefish	differ
dramatically	from	most	fish	in	the	proteins	they	synthesize:	They	fail	to	synthesize	blood	hemoglobin,	explaining	why	their	blood	is	clear	instead	of	red,	but	they	produce	antifreeze	glycoproteins	that	are	not	made	by	the	great	majority	of	fish.	(The	photo	is	of	Chaenocephalus	aceratus.)	72	 	Chapter	3	Icefish	have	whitish,	translucent	blood	because
they	lack	blood	hemoglobin.	Nearly	all	polar	fish	have	red	blood	like	other	vertebrates.	Figure	3.1 	Freshly	drawn	blood	from	two	species	of	Antarc-	tic	fish 	Both	species	belong	to	a	single	suborder,	the	Notothenioidei,	the	dominant	group	of	fish	in	Antarctic	waters.	Most	species	in	this	group,	such	as	the	yellowbelly	rockcod	(Notothenia	coriiceps)
represented	on	the	right,	are	red-blooded.	The	icefish,	represented	here	by	the	blackfin	icefish	(Chaenocephalus	aceratus)	on	the	left,	lost	blood	hemoglobin	during	their	evolution.	(Photo	courtesy	of	Jody	M.	Beers.)	possibly	entirely	lost?	Modern	molecular	genetic	studies	can	answer	these	sorts	of	key	questions.	Studies	of	genetics	from	an
evolutionary	perspective	also	may	help	to	clarify	the	adaptive	significance	of	the	loss	of	blood	hemoglobin.	Fewer	than	20	species	of	icefish	exist	today;	most	authorities	say	16.	If	the	fish	in	this	small	group	turn	out	to	lack	functional	genes	for	synthesis	of	blood	hemoglobin,	can	we	trace	the	loss	of	the	genes	back	to	a	single	common	ancestor	of	all
members	of	the	group,	meaning	the	genes	were	lost	a	single	time?	Or	did	certain	species	lose	the	genes	independently	of	others	during	evolution?	The	answer,	as	discussed	later,	might	help	us	think	more	confidently	about	whether	the	loss	of	blood	hemoglobin	was	a	disadvantageous	accident	or	an	advantageous	change	favored	by	natural	selection.
The	protein	portion	of	the	blood	hemoglobin	of	vertebrates	consists	of	alpha	(α)	and	beta	(β)	globin	units.	Specifically,	each	hemoglobin	molecule	is	composed	of	two	α-globin	units	and	two	β-globin	units	(see	Figure	24.1C).	The	genes	that	code	for	the	αand	β-globin	units	are	members	of	an	evolutionarily	ancient	gene	family.	Biologists	know	the	family
is	ancient,	in	part,	because	genes	with	a	clear	structural	similarity	are	found	in	bacteria	and	yeasts,	indicating	that	genes	of	this	basic	type	existed	before	the	time	that	animals	branched	off	from	other	life	forms.	The	ancestral	genes	became	duplicated	during	evolution.	Because	of	this	duplication,	each	individual	vertebrate	animal	today	has	multiple
copies.	Over	the	course	of	millions	of	years	of	animal	evolution,	copies	of	the	genes	in	different	species	diversified	by	accumulating	changes,	and	the	multiple	copies	within	a	single	species	also	underwent	diversification.	All	the	genes	retained	their	family	resemblance	nonetheless.	In	modern	birds	and	mammals,	the	two	distinct—but	structurally
similar—genes	that	code	for	the	α-	and	β-globin	units	are	located	on	different	chromosomes.	In	fish,	by	contrast,	the	two	genes	are	found	on	a	single	chromosome,	relatively	close	to	each	other.	Physiologists	reasoned	that	if	they	could	look	at	the	exact	DNA	structure	of	the	α-	and	β-globin	genes	in	icefish—and	compare	those	genes	with	ordinary	fish
globin	genes—they	might	be	able	to	determine	how	the	DNA	of	icefish	became	modified	during	evolution	to	produce	the	hemoglobin-free	condition	(Figure	3.2).	The	physiologists	employed	knowledge	of	the	basic	DNA	structure	The	icefish	function,	overall,	as	quite	ordinary	fish	even	though	one	might	imagine	that	their	lack	of	blood	hemoglobin
would	be	a	crippling	defect.	They	are	neither	rare	nor	small.	Some	species	have	been	sufficiently	common	at	times	in	the	past	to	form	commercially	valuable	fisheries,	and	several	species	grow	to	be	0.5–0.6	m	long.	Some	are	active	swimmers	that	move	between	deep	and	shallow	waters	each	day.	If	icefish	have	any	sort	of	obvious	limitation,	it	is	that
they	are	restricted	to	the	Antarctic	seas,1	where	the	waters	are	persistently	very	cold	(often	–1.9°C)	and	saturated	with	dissolved	oxygen	(O2).	The	coldness	plays	a	key	role	in	their	survival	because	it	tends	to	depress	their	metabolic	needs	for	O2,	and	it	tends	to	make	O2	particularly	soluble	in	both	the	seawater	and	their	body	fluids.	The	icefish
evolved	after	the	time—about	30	million	years	ago—when	the	(A)	Ordinary	fish	3	2	1	1	2	3	Antarctic	seas	became	functionally	isolated	α-Globin	gene	β-Globin	gene	from	most	of	the	world’s	oceans	because	of	dramatically	altered	patterns	of	ocean	circulaKEY	(B)	Icefish	tion.	The	seas	became	much	colder	than	they	3	Exon	had	been	before,	and	the
icefish	evolved	in	that	Intron	α-Globin	gene	frigid	context.	fragment	Other	DNA	(pseudogene)	A	question	that	immediately	arises	in	considering	icefish	is	how	they	came	to	lose	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	their	ability	to	synthesize	blood	hemoglobin.	Length	of	DNA	(kilobases)	Physiologists	recognize	that	studies	of	genetics	Figure	3.2 	Genes	and	pseudogenes
for	blood	hemoglobin 	The	diagrams	depict	can	often	provide	insight	into	such	questions.	homologous	stretches	of	DNA	in	(A)	ordinary	fish	and	(B)	icefish.	In	ordinary	fish	(exempliDo	the	icefish	still	have	the	genes	that	code	for	fied	here	by	Notothenia	coriiceps,	an	Antarctic	red-blooded	fish),	functional	genes	for	α-	and	hemoglobin	and	not
transcribe	those	genes?	β-globin	are	found	near	each	other	on	a	single	chromosome;	each	globin	gene	consists	of	Or	have	the	genes	become	nonfunctional,	or	three	exons	(coded	green)	and	two	introns	(coded	yellow).	In	nearly	all	icefish,	the	entire	1	One	species,	of	undoubted	polar	ancestry,	occurs	in	adjacent	cold	waters	near	the	southern	tip	of
South	America.	β-globin	gene,	most	of	the	α-globin	gene,	and	the	DNA	between	the	original	globin	genes	have	been	deleted.	The	icefish	retain	only	a	nonfunctional	pseudogene,	a	fragment	of	the	α-globin	gene	consisting	of	exon	3	and	a	part	of	the	adjacent	intron.	(After	Near	et	al.	2006.)	Genomics,	Proteomics,	and	Related	Approaches	to	Physiology 
73	Notothenia	coriiceps	Pagothenia	borchgrevinki	Trematomus	bernacchii	Parachaenichthys	charcoti	D.	mawsoni	P.	borchgrevinki	T.	bernacchii	P.	charcoti	B.	marri	Bathydraco	marri	C.	esox	Champsocephalus	esox	Champsocephalus	gunnari	Loss	of	functional	globin	genes	Pagetopsis	macropterus	C.	gunnari	P.	macropterus	P.	georgianus
Pseudochaenichthys	georgianus	Channichthys	rhinoceratus	D.	hunteri	C.	rhinoceratus	Icefish	C.	aceratus	C.	dewitti	Chionobathyscus	dewitti	C.	antarcticus	Cryodraco	antarcticus	C.	atkinsoni	Cryodraco	atkinsoni	C.	wilsoni	Chaenodraco	wilsoni	Chionodraco	myersi	C.	myersi	Chionodraco	hamatus	C.	hamatus	Chionodraco	rastrospinosus	C.
rastrospinosus	Figure	3.3 	The	evolution	of	icefish 	The	diagram	shows	the	evolutionary	tree	of	22	species	of	related	Antarctic	fish	belonging	to	the	suborder	Notothenioidei.	The	tree	is	the	product	of	the	most	recent	research	on	phylogenetic	reconstruction	of	this	suborder.	Information	on	blood	hemoglobin	was	not	used	to	construct	the	tree,	which
is	primarily	based	on	studies	of	mitochondrial	DNA.	(After	Near	et	al.	2004.)	of	fish	globin	genes	to	find	the	relevant	stretches	of	DNA	in	icefish.	Then	they	used	the	polymerase	chain	reaction	(PCR)	to	make	enough	copies	of	the	icefish	DNA	so	that	they	could	determine	the	sequences	of	nucleotide	bases	in	the	DNA.	Research	of	this	type	carried	out	in
just	the	last	20	years	showed	that	in	15	of	the	16	species	of	icefish,	the	DNA	is	modified	in	exactly	the	same	way!2	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	relevant	DNA	in	ordinary	fish	consists	of	a	complete	α-globin	SinauerThe	Associates	gene	separated	Figure	03.03	1-27-16by	an	intermediate	stretch	of	DNA	from	a	complete	β-globin	gene	(see	Figure	3.2A).	In
the	icefish,	however,	the	β-globin	gene	is	completely	gone,	and	the	α-globin	gene	is	missing	parts,	rendering	it	nonfunctional	(see	Figure	3.2B).	A	substantial	stretch	of	DNA	was	deleted	during	the	evolution	of	the	icefish	from	their	red-blooded	ancestors.	To	visualize	when	an	event	occurred	during	the	evolution	of	a	set	of	species,	biologists	often	plot
the	event	at	the	most	logical	position	on	an	evolutionary	tree	of	the	species	concerned.	Figure	3.3	shows	the	most	likely	evolutionary	tree	of	the	icefish	and	some	of	their	closest	red-blooded	relatives.	This	tree	is	itself	based	The	16th	species,	although	it	does	not	contradict	the	conclusions	described	herein,	is	a	special	case.	If	you	are	interested	in
more	detail,	see	Near	et	al.	2006,	listed	in	the	Additional	References.	Icefish	Beyond	this	point	in	the	evolutionary	tree,	every	species	is	missing	the	same	portions	of	DNA.	Dacodraco	hunteri	2	*	P.	maculatus	Pagetopsis	maculatus	Chaenocephalus	aceratus	Red-blooded	fish	Dissostichus	mawsoni	N.	rossii	Red-blooded	fish	Notothenia	rossii	N.	coriiceps
Figure	3.4 	The	most	likely	point	at	which	the	ability	to	synthe-	size	blood	hemoglobin	was	lost	during	the	evolution	of	icefish 	Red	and	gray	are	used	to	symbolize	which	species	and	lines	of	evolution	are	characterized	by	the	presence	of	functional	globin	genes	(red)	and	which	are	not	(gray).	All	of	the	15	icefish	species	shown	exhibit	the	condition
diagrammed	in	Figure	3.2B:	They	lack	the	β-globin	gene	and	possess	only	a	nonfunctional	fragment	of	the	α-globin	gene.	One	species	of	icefish	(Neopagetopsis	ionah)	is	omitted	because,	although	it	does	not	contradict	the	conclusions	described	here,	it	represents	a	special	case.	See	Figure	3.3	for	full	species	names.	principally	on	genetic	information.
To	construct	the	tree,	biologists	determined	the	nucleotide	base	sequences	of	mitochondrial	DNA	in	all	the	fish	involved.	Then	they	used	the	sequences	of	the	various	species	to	identify	logical	relationships	among	the	species,	based	on	the	same	principles	we	discussed	in	Chapter	2	(see	Figure	2.21)	for	interpreting	amino	acid	sequences.	No
information	on	hemoglobin	or	the	α-	or	β-globin	gene	was	used	in	constructing	the	evolutionary	tree	in	Figure	3.3.3	The	tree	is	therefore	completely	independent	of	our	knowledge	of	the	globin	genes.	The	most	logical	spot	on	the	evolutionary	tree	to	plot	the	loss	of	the	globin	genes	is	shown	in	Figure	3.4.	All	the	lines	of	evolution	drawn	in	red	in	Figure
3.4	end	in	species	that	have	functional	genes	for	both	α-	and	β-globin	and	that	synthesize	blood	hemoglobin.	All	linesPhysiology	of	evolution	HilltheAnimal	4E	drawn	in	gray	end	in	species	that	lack	Sinauer	Associates	functional	globin	genes	because	of	DNA	deletions.	Moreover,	all	03.04	theFigure	species	with1-27-16	deletions	exhibit	the	same
deletions,	those	evident	in	3	The	globin	genes	are	found	in	chromosomal	DNA	in	the	cell	nucleus,	not	in	the	mitochondrial	DNA	used	to	construct	the	tree.	74	 	Chapter	3	Figure	3.5 	Presence	and	absence	of	myoglobin	in	the	ventricular	heart	muscle 	(A)	Three	hearts—representing	three	species	of	Antarctic	fish—removed	from	individuals	of
approximately	the	same	body	size.	Because	blood	has	been	drained	from	the	hearts,	the	color	of	the	tissues	depends	on	whether	or	not	myoglobin	is	present	in	the	cardiac	muscle	cells.	The	left	and	middle	hearts	are	from	two	species	of	icefish;	the	species	at	the	left	(Chaenocephalus	aceratus)	has	a	cream-colored	ventricle	because	it	lacks	ventricular
myoglobin,	whereas	the	species	in	the	middle	(Chionodraco	rastrospinosus)	has	a	reddish	ventricle	because	it	synthesizes	ventricular	myoglobin.	The	heart	at	the	right,	red	with	ventricular	myoglobin,	is	from	a	red-blooded	species	of	Antarctic	fish	(Notothenia	coriiceps).	(B)	The	points	in	evolution	at	which	the	genes	for	myoglobin	synthesis	in	the
heart	ventricle	became	nonfunctional.	The	mutations	at	three	of	the	four	points	are	known	to	be	different	from	each	other;	those	at	the	fourth	(the	icefish	Dacodraco	hunteri)	are	presumed	also	to	be	distinct	but	remain	to	be	described.	See	Figure	3.3	for	full	species’	names.	(A	from	Moylan	and	Sidell	2000;	B	after	Sidell	and	O’Brien	2006.)	(A)	Hearts
of	two	species	of	icefish	and	a	red-blooded	Antarctic	fish	Six	species	of	icefish	have	cream-colored	hearts	because	they	lack	ventricular	myoglobin…	…whereas	the	other	icefish	have	ventricles	colored	red	by	the	presence	of	myoglobin.	In	red-blooded	fish,	the	ventricle	is	nearly	always	red	with	myglobin.	(B)	The	points	at	which	the	myoglobin	genes
became	nonfunctional	N.	coriiceps	N.	rossii	D.	mawsoni	P.	borchgrevinki	T.	bernacchii	Red-blooded	fish	Red	symbolizes	the	presence	of	ventricular	myoglobin,	whereas	gray	symbolizes	its	absence.	P.	charcoti	B.	marri	C.	esox	Each	asterisk	(*)	symbolizes	a	loss	of	functional	genes	for	myoglobin	synthesis.	The	mutations	that	brought	about	the
nonfunctional	state	are	different	at	the	four	points.	*	C.	gunnari	*	P.	macropterus	P.	maculatus	P.	georgianus	*	D.	hunteri	C.	rhinoceratus	C.	aceratus	C.	dewitti	C.	antarcticus	C.	atkinsoni	C.	wilsoni	C.	myersi	C.	hamatus	C.	rastrospinosus	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Figure	03.05	1-27-16	Icefish	*	Figure	3.2B.	Therefore	the	most
logically	coherent	proposition	is	that	the	deletions	occurred	at	the	spot	marked	with	an	asterisk	in	Figure	3.4,	in	an	ancestor	of	modern-day	icefish.	Later,	as	the	various	existing	species	of	icefish	evolved,	all	inherited	the	deletions	from	their	common	ancestor.	A	deeper	appreciation	of	these	conclusions	is	reached	by	looking	at	another	property	of
icefish	that	is	similar	in	certain	respects	but	dissimilar	in	others.	In	most	vertebrates,	the	blood	is	not	the	only	place	in	the	body	where	hemoglobin	is	found	(see	Chapter	24).	Hemoglobin	of	distinctive	structure	is	found	also	within	the	cells	of	muscles—particularly	many	of	the	skeletal	muscles	and	the	heart	muscle—where	it	imparts	a	red	color	to	the



muscle	tissue.	Hemoglobin	within	muscle	cells	helps	increase	the	rate	at	which	O2	diffuses	into	the	cells,	and	it	sometimes	acts	as	an	important	internal	store	of	O2	for	the	cells.	Muscle	hemoglobin	is	known	as	myoglobin	(myo-,	“muscle”).	Six	of	the	16	species	of	icefish	lack	myoglobin	in	the	cells	of	their	ventricular	heart	muscle.	The	ventricle	in	these
species	is	cream-colored,	in	contrast	to	the	ventricle	in	the	other	10	species	of	icefish,	which	have	ventricular	myoglobin.4	Figure	3.5A	shows	examples	of	these	two	sorts	of	icefish	(left	and	middle	images).	To	increase	understanding	of	the	evolution	of	the	myoglobin-free	condition,	physiologists	took	the	same	approach	as	in	the	study	of	blood
hemoglobin.	They	examined	the	DNA	sequences	of	the	genes	for	myoglobin	and	asked	what	had	happened	to	render	the	genes	nonfunctional	in	the	icefish	that	lack	ventricular	myoglobin.	The	physiologists	found	that	the	myoglobin	genes	in	some	species	of	myoglobin-free	icefish	are	altered	in	distinctly	different	ways	from	the	genes	in	other
myoglobin-free	species.	This	discovery	indicates	that	the	myoglobin-free	condition	evolved	independently	more	than	once.	In	fact,	based	on	the	evidence	currently	available,	there	were	four	independent	occasions	when	the	myoglobin	genes	became	nonfunctional.	These	plot	on	the	evolutionary	tree	as	shown	in	Figure	3.5B.	Comparing	Figures	3.4	and
3.5B,	you	can	see	that	during	the	evolution	of	the	icefish,	the	loss	of	blood	hemoglobin	and	that	of	muscle	myoglobin	followed	very	different	paths.	4	Fish	with	red	blood	almost	always	have	ventricular	myoglobin.	N.	coriiceps	5	The	overall	change	from	normal	to	altered	DNA,	diagrammed	in	Figure	3.2,	probably	involved	several	sequential	mutations,
not	just	a	single	large	and	simultaneous	deletion.	The	change	is	described	as	occurring	once	because	from	the	viewpoint	of	the	species	existing	today,	there	was	a	single	net	alteration	in	the	DNA,	regardless	of	the	intermediate	steps	involved	in	its	occurrence.	6	The	distinctive	cardiovascular	physiology	of	icefish	is	discussed	further	in	Chapter	24	(see
page	657).	You	can	see	that	the	icefish	hearts	are	enlarged	in	Figure	3.5A.	7	An	obvious	question	is	how	the	fish	that	initially	exhibited	hemoglobin	loss	were	able	to	survive.	Researchers	working	on	the	subject	argue	that	survival	occurred	in	part	because	of	the	particular	conditions	existing	in	the	Antarctic	seas	at	the	time,	including	relatively	little
overall	competition	and	the	existence	of	ecological	refuges	from	competition.	The	arguments	rest	on	studies	of	the	ancient	oceanography	and	plate	tectonics	of	the	region,	as	well	as	studies	of	biology.	Appearance	of	genes	for	antifreeze	glycoproteins	*	D.	mawsoni	P.	borchgrevinki	T.	bernacchii	P.	charcoti	B.	marri	C.	esox	Both	icefish	and	all	related
red-blooded	fish	in	the	Antarctic	inherit	genes	for	antifreeze	glycoproteins	from	a	common	ancestor.	C.	gunnari	P.	macropterus	P.	maculatus	P.	georgianus	D.	hunteri	C.	rhinoceratus	C.	aceratus	C.	dewitti	C.	antarcticus	C.	atkinsoni	C.	wilsoni	C.	myersi	C.	hamatus	C.	rastrospinosus	Figure	3.6 	Evolution	of	antifreeze	glycoproteins 	Blue	symbolizes
the	species	and	lines	of	evolution	characterized	by	antifreeze	glycoproteins.	Genes	coding	for	the	glycoproteins	appeared	prior	to	the	evolution	of	icefish.	See	Figure	3.3	for	full	species’	names.	(After	Cheng	et	al.	2003.)	seawater	freezes.8	The	seawater	in	the	frigid	polar	seas,	in	fact,	is	often	cold	enough	to	freeze	fish	even	though	the	seawater	itself
remains	unfrozen.	Antarctic	species	of	fish	typically	differ	from	the	great	majority	of	fish	species	in	that	they	synthesize	specialized	antifreeze	compounds,	the	antifreeze	glycoproteins.	These	compounds	bind	to	any	minute	ice	crystals	that	appear	in	the	body	and	arrest	crystal	growth,	thereby	preventing	freezing	of	the	blood	and	other	body	fluids.	An
individual	fish	synthesizes	a	suite	of	chemically	similar	antifreeze	glycoproteins,	coded	by	a	suite	of	evolutionarily	related	genes.	The	antifreeze	glycoproteins	present	still	another	evolutionary	scenario,	compared	with	blood	hemoglobin	and	ventricular	myoglobin.	According	to	available	chemical	and	genetic	evidence,	the	Hill	Animal	Physiology
glycoproteins	and	the4E	genes	that	code	for	them	are	essentially	the	Sinauer	Associates	same	not	only	in	all	icefish	but	also	in	all	the	Antarctic	red-blooded	Figure	03.06	1-27-16	fish	related	to	icefish.	The	most	logical	conclusion,	therefore,	is	that	the	genes	for	antifreeze	synthesis	evolved	before	icefish	appeared,	as	shown	in	Figure	3.6.	When	blood
hemoglobin	became	deleted,	giving	rise	to	the	first	ancestors	of	icefish,	those	early	hemoglobin8	Typically,	in	aqueous	solutions,	the	freezing	point	depends	on	the	concentration	of	dissolved	entities:	The	higher	the	concentration,	the	lower	the	freezing	point.	More	specifically,	doubling	the	concentration	of	dissolved	entities	(e.g.,	Na+	ions	or	glucose
molecules)	approximately	doubles	the	extent	to	which	the	freezing	point	of	a	solution	is	lowered	below	0°C	(see	page	122).	Antifreeze	proteins	and	glycoproteins	are	unusual,	compared	with	other	dissolved	materials,	in	that	they	exert	a	far	greater	effect	on	freezing	point	than	can	be	accounted	for	by	just	their	concentrations	(see	page	256).	Icefish
Blood	hemoglobin	was	lost	once:	A	large	stretch	of	DNA	was	deleted,	eliminating	one	globin	gene	and	rendering	the	other	irretrievably	nonfunctional,	and	this	deletion	was	passed	on	to	all	the	species	of	icefish	alive	today.5	By	contrast,	most	icefish	synthesize	myoglobin	in	their	heart	muscle,	just	like	most	of	their	red-blooded	relatives	do;	myoglobin
was	not	lost	when	blood	hemoglobin	was.	After	the	icefish	first	appeared,	however,	mutations	that	eliminated	myoglobin	occurred	independently	in	four	of	the	lines	of	icefish	evolution,	and	today	six	of	the	species	exhibit	one	of	those	mutations	and	have	myoglobin-free	ventricular	muscle.	Was	the	loss	of	blood	hemoglobin	and	myoglobin	advantageous
or	disadvantageous?	Answering	this	question	is	complicated,	and	surely	biologists	will	debate	some	aspects	long	into	the	future.	Here	let’s	look	just	at	blood	hemoglobin.	Most	researchers	conclude	that	the	initial	loss	of	blood	hemoglobin	was	probably	a	disadvantage	for	the	ancestors	of	icefish.	The	genetic	discovery	that	the	loss	occurred	once—
rather	than	multiple	times—enhances	the	plausibility	of	this	conclusion.	Evolution	by	natural	selection	tends	to	weed	out	deleterious	mutations.	It	is	easy	to	imagine	that	a	single	deleterious	loss	might	survive	the	immediate	selection	against	it;	multiple	surviving	losses	would	be	much	less	plausible.	Dramatic	morphological	and	physiological
specializations	of	icefish	provide	the	most	compelling	evidence	that	the	loss	of	blood	hemoglobin	was	a	disadvantage.	Compared	with	related	red-blooded	fish	of	the	same	body	size,	existing	icefish	have	very	large	hearts,	and	they	circulate	their	blood	at	rates	that	are	far	higher	than	usual.	6	These	specializations	strongly	suggest	that	the	original	loss
of	blood	hemoglobin	was	a	defect	that	significantly	decreased	the	ability	of	the	circulatory	system	to	transport	O2,	and	the	circulatory	system	thereafter	became	modified	to	make	up	for	the	defect	by	evolving	a	capacity	to	circulate	the	blood	exceptionally	rapidly.	Looking	at	the	evidence	from	both	genetics	and	physiology,	a	persuasive	case	can	be
made	that	the	loss	of	blood	hemoglobin	initially	decreased	the	fitness	of	icefish	and	thereby	favored	the	subsequent	evolution	of	other	attributes	that	compensated	for	the	shortcoming.7	The	antifreeze	glycoproteins	are	a	final	set	of	proteins	of	icefish	that	raise	intriguing	genetic	and	evolutionary	questions.	All	species	of	ocean	fish	with	bony	skeletons,
including	icefish,	have	body	fluids	that	are	more	dilute	in	total	dissolved	matter	than	seawater	is	(see	Chapter	28).	Because	of	this,	the	body	fluids	of	ocean	fish	tend	to	freeze	at	a	higher	temperature	than	Red-blooded	fish	N.	rossii	76	 	Chapter	3	free	fish	already	had	the	types	of	antifreeze	compounds	that	their	descendants	still	display	today.
Modern	research	on	icefish	dramatically	illustrates	the	fruitful	use	of	genome	science	to	help	understand	questions	in	animal	physiology.	We	will	return	to	the	icefish	examples	several	times	as	we	now	look	more	systemically	at	genomics	and	the	disciplines	related	to	genomics.	Genomics	Genomics	is	the	study	of	the	genomes	of	organisms.	The
genome	of	a	species	is	the	species’	full	set	of	genes,	or—more	broadly	put—	its	full	set	of	genetic	material.	Probably	the	most	famous	aspect	of	genomics	at	present	is	genome	sequencing,	in	which	the	DNA	sequence	of	the	entire	genome	of	a	species	is	determined.	Because	individuals	of	a	species	differ	genetically	to	some	degree	(e.g.,	whereas	some
people	have	genetically	coded	brown	eyes,	others	have	blue	eyes),	the	DNA	sequence	for	a	species	depends	a	bit	on	the	particular	individual	from	which	the	DNA	for	sequencing	was	acquired.	The	sequence	is	enormously	useful	nonetheless,	even	if	based	on	just	one	individual.	At	present,	complete	genome	sequences	have	been	determined	for	more
than	100	animal	species.	Probably	thousands	of	animal	species’	genomes	will	be	fully	sequenced	within	the	next	decade.	The	study	of	genomics	is	not	limited	to	species	for	which	the	entire	genome	has	been	sequenced.	Sequencing	of	just	a	limited	set	of	individual	genes—a	subpart	of	the	genome—can	sometimes	set	the	stage	for	major	new	insights
into	a	physiological	system.	An	example	is	provided	by	research	on	the	evolutionary	origins	of	the	genes	that	code	for	the	antifreeze	glycoproteins	of	Antarctic	fish.	Sequence	comparisons	of	those	genes	with	a	limited	but	relevant	set	of	other	genes	reveal	that	the	antifreeze	genes	are	derived	from	genes	that	in	ordinary	fish	code	for	pancreatic
proteins	similar	to	trypsinogen,	the	precursor	of	the	digestive	enzyme	trypsin	(see	Box	10.2).	That	is,	copies	of	genes	that	originally	coded	for	pancreatic	digestive	proteins	evolved	to	code	for	the	antifreezes!	Genomics	is	inextricably	linked	with	advanced	methods	of	information	processing	Genomics,	especially	when	entire	genome	sequences	are
studied,	involves	the	processing	of	massive	quantities	of	information.	The	genome	of	a	single	species,	for	example,	may	consist	of	a	string	of	more	than	1	billion	nucleotide	bases.	To	compare	the	genomes	of	two	species,	researchers	often	need	to	search	for	stretches	of	similar	and	dissimilar	DNA	in	two	sequences	that	each	exceed	1	billion	bases	in
length.	Modern	genomics	is	defined	in	part	by	massive	information	processing.	Progress	in	genomics	relies	typically	on	the	use	of	computer	programs	and	robots	that	carry	out	great	numbers	of	steps	without	direct	human	attention.	The	computer	programming	is	itself	sufficiently	demanding	that	it	is	carried	out	by	scientists	in	new	specialties	termed
computational	biology	and	bioinformatics.	One	key	task	for	these	specialties	is	the	organization	of	data:	The	great	masses	of	information	gathered	in	genomic	studies	need	to	be	recorded	in	ways	that	permit	reliable	retrieval	by	multiple	users,	many	of	whom	were	not	involved	in	the	original	data	collection.	A	second	key	task	is	to	articulate	the
operational	meaning	of	similarity	and	difference	among	base	sequences	within	stretches	of	DNA	and	write	algorithms	that	efficiently	identify	similarities	and	differences.	Algorithms	of	this	sort	are	used,	for	example,	to	locate	apparently	homologous	strings	of	nucleotides	in	DNA—similar	DNA	sequences—in	two	or	more	genomes.	Much	of	genomic
research	is	carried	out	by	what	are	called	high-throughput	methods.	The	term	refers	to	methods	of	the	sort	we	have	been	discussing,	in	which	computer	programs	and	robots—after	being	designed	to	be	as	effective	and	error-free	as	possible—are	“turned	loose”	to	carry	out	procedures	and	generate	results	without	moment-to-moment	human	attention
or	detailed	human	quality	control.	The	process	of	adding	direct	human	interpretation	is	known	as	annotation.	To	illustrate	the	interplay	between	high-throughput	methods	and	annotation,	consider	a	genome	composed	of	20,000	genes.	When	the	genome	is	first	fully	sequenced,	both	the	sequencing	itself	and	the	initial	identification	of	individual	genes
will	be	carried	out	largely	by	high-throughput	methods.	Thereafter,	experts	on	various	genes	in	the	global	scientific	community	will	directly	or	indirectly	(e.g.,	by	use	of	data	catalogs)	assess	and	add	annotations	to	the	information	on	genes	of	interest,	but	this	time-consuming	process	is	never	complete.	Possibly,	therefore,	the	information	on	just	6000
of	the	genes	will	be	annotated	within	the	first	few	years.	Knowledge	of	the	other	14,000	genes	would	then	consist,	for	the	moment,	only	of	the	decisions	of	computer	programs.	The	World	Wide	Web	is	the	primary	vehicle	by	which	the	vast	quantities	of	genomic	information	are	shared	among	scientists	worldwide.	Gene	and	genome	sequences	are
posted	at	dedicated	websites	(e.g.,	National	Center	for	Biotechnology	Information,	GenBank,	FlyBase,	and	WormBase).	Web-based	tools—notably	BLAST	programs—are	available	online	to	search	for	similarities	among	nucleotide	base	sequences	in	two	or	more	stretches	of	DNA	of	interest.9	Web-based	tools,	such	as	the	Gene	Ontology,	are	also
available	to	facilitate	and	standardize	annotation.	One	overarching	goal	of	genomics	is	to	elucidate	the	evolution	of	genes	and	genomes	Genomics,	whether	based	on	entire	or	partial	genome	sequences,	can	be	said	to	have	two	overarching	goals:	„„First,	elucidate	the	evolution	of	genes	and	genomes.	„„Second,	elucidate	the	current	functioning	of
genes	and	genomes.	Genomics	does	not	proceed	in	isolation	in	the	pursuit	of	either	of	these	goals.	Instead,	progress	is	most	effective	when	genomics	is	integrated	with	physiology,	biochemistry,	and	other	disciplines.	In	the	study	of	the	evolution	of	genes	and	genomes,	one	central	topic	is	the	elucidation	of	mechanisms	of	gene	modification.	The
genome	of	each	species	is	descended	from	the	genomes	of	ancestral	species,	and	genomes	become	modified	as	they	evolve.	Genomic	studies	help	clarify	the	mechanisms	by	which	genes	and	genomes	become	modified.	One	mechanism	documented	by	genomic	research	is	that	genes	sometimes	become	modified	during	evolution	by	the	accumulation	of
beneficial	base	substitutions	9	BLAST	stands	for	basic	local	alignment	search	tool.	BLAST	programs	are	available	to	search	for	similarities	among	amino	acid	sequences	in	different	proteins,	as	well	as	similarities	among	base	sequences	in	samples	of	DNA.	See	“Learn”	at	the	National	Center	for	Biotechnology	Information	website
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)	for	useful	tutorials	on	BLAST	programs.	Genomics,	Proteomics,	and	Related	Approaches	to	Physiology 	77	or	other	mutations	favored	by	natural	selection.	This	process	can	occur	to	such	a	significant	extent	that	certain	genes	come	to	code	for	new	proteins,	as	we	have	seen	in	the	evolution	of	the	genes	for	antifreeze
glycoproteins	in	Antarctic	fish	from	genes	for	pancreatic	proteins	such	as	trypsinogen.	Another	mechanism	of	modification	is	that	genes	sometimes	become	duplicated	during	evolution,	and	following	duplication,	the	multiple	copies	within	a	single	species	often	come	to	code	for	different	proteins	(illustrated	by	the	evolution	of	the	α-	and	β-globin	genes
in	red-blooded	vertebrates).	Genes	also	sometimes	become	nonfunctional	as	they	evolve,	by	partial	or	full	deletion	or	by	mutations	that	block	transcription	(illustrated	by	the	icefish	hemoglobin	and	myoglobin	genes).	The	coding	regions	of	genes	are	not	the	only	parts	that	change	by	the	operation	of	these	and	other	mechanisms.	Regulatory	regions
also	sometimes	change,	thereby	affecting	the	circumstances	in	which	genes	are	transcribed.	Besides	analyzing	mechanisms	of	gene	change,	another	central	topic	in	the	study	of	the	evolution	of	genomes	is	the	reconstruction	of	paths	of	evolution	in	the	past.	In	research	of	this	sort,	the	evolutionary	tree	of	species	of	interest	is	first	determined	as
accurately	as	possible	from	genomic,	morphological,	and	biochemical	evidence.	Then,	as	illustrated	by	Figures	3.4–3.6,	the	most	likely	points	of	occurrence	of	particular	evolutionary	developments	are	located	on	the	tree.	Methods	exist	to	add	a	time	scale,	so	that	the	amount	of	time	between	events	can	be	approximated.	Reconstructions	of	the	sort
described	are	useful	in	several	ways.	One	is	that	they	clarify	the	order	of	evolutionary	events.	For	example,	as	physiologists	reason	about	why	certain	icefish	lost	ventricular	myoglobin,	they	can	be	virtually	certain	that	blood	hemoglobin	was	already	gone	(compare	Figures	3.4	and	3.5B):	To	hope	to	explain	accurately	the	evolution	of	myoglobin-free
ventricular	muscle	in	icefish,	one	needs	to	think	of	the	loss	of	myoglobin	as	having	occurred,	not	in	fish	with	ordinary	vertebrate	blood,	but	in	ones	with	hemoglobin-free	blood.	A	second	overarching	goal	of	genomics	is	to	elucidate	the	current	functioning	of	genes	and	genomes	Because	of	the	evolutionary	continuity	of	life,	when	a	new	genome	is
sequenced,	many	of	the	genes	found	in	the	new	genome	are	likely	to	be	similar	to	genes	observed	already	in	genomes	that	were	sequenced	at	earlier	times.	One	may	therefore	be	able	to	predict	the	function	of	genes	in	the	Hill	newAnimal	genome	by	extrapolatPhysiology	4E	ing	from	preexisting	knowledge	of	homologous	genes.	Suppose,	Sinauer
Associates	03.07	1-27-16	to	illustrate,	that	a	particular	gene	ofFigure	physiological	importance	is	known	to	occur	in	the	laboratory	mouse	(one	of	the	most	intensively	studied	mammals),	and	suppose	that	the	mouse	gene	has	been	extensively	annotated	with	information	on	how	it	is	regulated	and	the	physiological	roles	it	plays.	Suppose	also	that	when
researchers	sequence	the	genome	of	a	new	mammal	species,	they	find	a	gene	that	has	a	DNA	sequence	closely	similar	to	the	mouse	gene.	It	would	then	be	reasonable	for	the	researchers	to	predict	that	the	gene	in	the	newly	sequenced	species	has	a	function	like	that	of	the	gene	already	known.	Not	all	such	predictions	prove	to	be	accurate	when
tested,	because	genes	evolve	and	can	take	on	new	properties.	Nonetheless,	homologous	genes	in	different	species	often	have	similar	functional	properties.	The	existence	of	gene	families	creates	opportunities	for	large-scale	interpretations	based	on	the	same	sort	of	logic	as	just	described.	We	In	the	genome	of	the	sea	urchin,	analysis	of	gene	families
indicates	that:	1	No	genes	are	present	that	code	for	connexins	or	other	gap-junction	proteins.	2	No	genes	are	present	that	code	for	the	enzymatic	synthesis	or	use	of	epinephrine	or	melatonin,	although	such	genes	exist	for	many	other	common	neurotransmitters.	3	Genes	that	code	for	elements	of	the	innate	immune	response—such	as	genes	for	innate
pathogen-recognition	proteins—are	extraordinarily	numerous	in	comparison	with	other	known	genomes.	4	Genes	that	code	for	cytochrome	P450	detoxification	enzymes	and	other	types	of	detoxification	proteins	are	also	unusually	numerous.	5	In	the	gene	families	that	control	skeleton	mineralization,	the	genes	differ	in	major	ways	from	those	in
vertebrates.	6	Many	genes	are	observed	that	previously	had	been	thought	to	exist	only	in	vertebrates.	Figure	3.7 	Characteristics	of	the	genome	of	a	sea	urchin	The	six	observations	listed	here	arise	from	a	close	study	of	the	genome	of	the	purple	sea	urchin	(Strongylocentrotus	purpuratus),	a	common	echinoderm	in	shallow	coastal	waters	and	tidal
pools	along	the	West	Coast	of	the	United	States.	Sequencing	of	the	urchin’s	genome	was	completed	in	2006.	(After	Sea	Urchin	Genome	Sequencing	Consortium	2006.)	have	already	seen	an	example	of	a	gene	family,	namely	the	set	of	genes	that	code	for	vertebrate	globin	proteins.	You	will	recall	that	the	various	globin	genes	within	a	single	vertebrate
species	bear	a	family	resemblance,	and	the	globin	genes	in	different	species	also	do—all	being	related	through	evolutionary	descent.	All	these	genes	are	considered	to	belong	to	one	gene	family.	The	property	that	defines	a	gene	family	is	that	all	the	genes	in	a	family	share	distinctive	DNA	base	sequences.	All	the	genes	in	a	family	also	tend	to	code	for
functionally	similar	proteins;	for	example,	just	as	the	genes	in	the	globin	family	code	for	hemoglobin	proteins,	the	genes	in	another	family	might	code	for	a	particular	type	of	enzyme,	and	those	in	still	another	family	might	code	for	a	particular	type	of	voltage-gated	channel	protein.	With	these	concepts	in	mind,	it	is	clear	that	when	the	genome	of	a
species	is	initially	sequenced,	the	simple	process	of	scanning	the	genome	for	distinctive	DNA	sequences—the	signature	sequences	of	gene	families—can	be	instructive.	The	process	can	provide	a	great	deal	of	tentative	insight	into	the	functions	of	the	genes	present	and	the	types	of	proteins	likely	to	be	synthesized.	An	illustration	is	provided	by	the
genome	of	the	purple	sea	urchin.	Figure	3.7	lists	just	six	of	the	many	major	insights	that	have	been	gained	into	urchin	biology	by	surveying	this	genome.	Consider,	first,	observations	➊	and	➋,	which	state	that	when	the	urchin	genome	is	surveyed,	no	genes	are	found	that	would	be	expected	to	code	for	gap-junction	proteins	or	mediate	the	synthesis	78
 	Chapter	3	or	use	of	melatonin	and	epinephrine	(also	called	adrenaline).	These	observations	suggest	that	the	cellular	communication	system	of	sea	urchins	is	unusual,	compared	with	that	of	other	animals,	in	that	it	lacks	gap	junctions	and	certain	of	the	common	neurotransmitter	compounds.	Observations	➌	and	➍	highlight	that	there	seem	to	be	lots
of	genes	in	the	urchin	genome	for	immune	and	detoxification	proteins;	these	observations	suggest	that	sea	urchins	have	unusually	elaborate	immune	and	detoxification	systems,	possibly	helping	to	explain	why	urchins	are	exceptionally	long-lived.	Observation	➎	points	to	a	functional	explanation	for	why	the	skeletons	of	sea	urchins	differ	from	those	of
vertebrates	in	the	chemistry	of	their	mineral	composition.	Sea	urchins	and	vertebrates	are	thought	to	belong	to	fairly	closely	related	phyla	(see	endpapers	at	the	back	of	the	book).	Observation	➏	suggests	that	certain	vertebrate	genes	in	fact	evolved	in	a	common	ancestor	of	sea	urchins	and	vertebrates,	rather	than	being	exclusive	to	vertebrates	as
previously	thought.	Genomes	must	ultimately	be	related	empirically	to	phenotypes	Although	the	genome	of	an	animal	reveals	what	genes	are	present	in	the	animal’s	tissues,	the	phenotype10	of	any	particular	tissue	at	any	given	time	is	not	a	simple,	deterministic	consequence	of	the	genes	present,	the	tissue	genotype.	Thus	efforts	to	predict	proteins,
metabolic	processes,	and	other	phenotypic	traits	from	the	genome	represent	just	the	first	step	in	a	long	and	essential	process,	namely	that	the	genome	must	be	related	by	empirical	studies	to	the	phenotype.	When	predictions	are	made	from	just	the	genome,	they	may	ultimately	prove	to	be	wrong	for	several	reasons.	These	include	that	(1)	the	actual
functions	of	newly	discovered	genes	may	in	fact	not	match	the	functions	predicted	by	extrapolation	from	already-known	genes	and	(2)	even	if	the	true	function	of	a	new	gene	is	known,	the	gene	may	not	be	expressed	when	and	where	predicted.	Predictions	from	the	genome	are	in	fact	hypotheses,	and	they	must	be	tested	before	they	can	be	accepted	or
rejected.	The	process	of	testing	genomic	predictions	entails,	in	part,	the	study	of	which	genes	are	transcribed	and	expressed	under	various	circumstances.	It	also	entails	the	study	of	the	actual	proteins	synthesized	as	a	consequence	of	gene	expression,	and	the	metabolites11	that	are	synthesized,	used,	and	otherwise	processed	by	the	proteins.	We	will
return	to	these	sorts	of	studies—transcriptomics,	proteomics,	and	metabolomics—after	looking	at	important	issues	in	research	strategy	in	the	next	two	sections	of	this	chapter.	The	study	of	a	species	is	said	to	enter	a	postgenomic	era	after	the	genome	of	the	species	has	been	sequenced.	Postgenomic	does	not	mean	that	the	genome	can	be	relegated	to
history.	Quite	the	contrary,	it	emphasizes	that	in	the	era	“after	the	genome	is	known,”	the	study	of	a	species’	biology	is	forever	altered.	In	the	postgenomic	era,	the	sequence	of	a	species’	genetic	material	is	entirely	known.	The	monumental	task	of	empirically	evaluating	the	full	significance	of	this	knowledge	remains,	however.	10	The	phenotype	of	a
tissue	consists	of	its	outward	characteristics—	its	structure,	activities	(such	as	contraction	or	secretion),	biochemical	constituents,	and	metabolic	pathways—as	opposed	to	its	genetic	material.	Its	genotype	is	its	genetic	material,	its	genome.	11	A	metabolite	is	an	organic	compound	of	modest	to	low	molecular	weight	that	is	currently	being	processed	by
metabolism.	An	example	would	be	glucose	that	is	being	processed	by	glycolysis.	Summary	Genomics	„„Genomics	is	the	study	of	the	genomes—the	full	sets	of	genes—of	organisms.	Because	of	the	large	numbers	of	genes,	genomics	depends	on	high-throughput	methods	to	collect	data	and	on	advanced	information	processing	to	catalog	and	use	data.
„„One	of	the	two	major	goals	of	genomics	is	to	elucidate	the	evolution	of	genes	and	genomes.	In	pursuit	of	this	goal,	students	of	genomics	seek	to	understand	the	mechanisms	of	evolutionary	modification	of	genes	and	genomes	(e.g.,	deletion	and	duplication).	They	also	seek	to	reconstruct	the	paths	followed	by	evolution	in	the	past	so	that,	for	example,
the	order	of	evolutionary	events	is	better	defined.	„„The	second	major	goal	of	genomics	is	to	elucidate	the	current	functioning	of	genes	and	genomes.	In	pursuit	of	this	goal,	genomics	uses	information	on	already-known	genes	and	gene	families	to	predict	the	likely	functions	of	newly	identified	genes	and	the	likely	ranges	of	action	and	competence	of
newly	sequenced	genomes.	„„Although	knowledge	of	an	animal’s	genome	permits	many	useful	predictions	to	be	made	about	the	animal’s	biochemical	phenotype,	these	predictions	must	ultimately	be	tested	empirically.	For	example,	although	the	suite	of	proteins	synthesized	in	an	animal’s	tissues	can	be	predicted	from	the	genome,	the	proteins	present
must	ultimately	be	studied	directly,	as	by	proteomic	methods.	Top-down	versus	Bottom-up	Approaches	to	the	Study	of	Physiology	The	traditional	approach	to	the	study	of	the	multiple	levels	of	organization	in	animal	physiology	can	be	described	as	top-down.	To	see	this,	consider	the	diagram	of	levels	of	organization	and	the	chain	of	causation	in	Figure
3.8A.	To	study	a	phenomenon	using	the	traditional	approach,	as	shown	at	the	left	in	Figure	3.8B,	the	order	of	study	proceeds	from	the	top	of	the	diagram	to	the	bottom.	Physiologists	first	recognize	an	attribute	of	animal	function	of	interest;	a	human	example	would	be	the	exercise	training	effect:	the	improved	ability	of	previously	sedentary	people	to
engage	in	exercise	when	they	participate	in	a	program	of	athletic	training.	After	the	attribute	of	animal	function	is	specified,	physiologists	seek	to	identify	the	aspects	of	tissue	function	that	are	involved.	In	the	case	of	the	exercise	training	effect,	a	key	aspect	of	tissue	function	is	that	skeletal	muscles	increase	their	capacity	for	physical	work	when	they
are	trained.	Physiologists	then	look	for	the	specific	proteins—and	the	properties	of	the	proteins—that	are	responsible	for	the	tissue	functions	they	have	identified.	Finally,	physiologists	identify	the	genes	coding	for	the	proteins,	and	they	study	how	the	expression	of	the	genes	is	controlled,	and	the	evolution	of	the	genes.	In	the	traditional,	top-down
order	of	study,	investigation	proceeds	from	animal	function	to	tissue	function,	then	to	tissue	biochemistry,	and	finally	to	genes.	Genomics	sets	the	stage	for	physiologists	to	adopt	a	new	bottomup	approach	to	the	study	of	physiological	phenomena,	shown	at	the	Genomics,	Proteomics,	and	Related	Approaches	to	Physiology 	79	(A)	The	levels	of
organization	and	chain	of	causation	in	animal	physiology	Animal	function	(B)	The	order	of	questions	posed	in	top-down	and	bottom-up	studies	Animal	function	Animal	function	What	tissue	functions	account	for	animal	function?	Tissue	coordination,	etc.	Tissue	function	Tissue	function	Tissue	function	Tissue-specific	proteins	Tissue-specific	proteins
What	genes	and	gene	functions	account	for	tissue	proteins?	Gene	transcription,	etc.	Genes	Knowing	the	proteins	in	a	tissue,	how	is	the	tissue	likely	to	function?	What	proteins	account	for	tissue	function?	Catalysis,	etc.	Tissue-specific	proteins	(e.g.,	enzymes	and	structural	proteins)	Knowing	tissue	function,	in	what	ways	is	animal	function	likely	to	be
affected?	Genes	Genes	Top-down	order	of	study	Bottom-up	order	of	study	Knowing	the	genes	present	and	being	transcribed,	what	proteins	are	likely	present?	Figure	3.8 	Top-down	versus	bottom-up	studies 	(A)	Four	of	the	principal	levels	of	organization	that	must	be	taken	into	account	in	the	study	of	animal	physiology.	Arrows	show	cause–effect
relationships	among	the	levels	of	organization:	the	order	of	causation.	Arrows	are	labeled	with	just	a	few	of	the	processes	that	are	instrumental	in	the	cause–effect	relationships.	(B)	The	order	in	which	investigators	study	the	levels	of	organization	(yellow	arrows)	in	top-down	versus	bottom-up	studies.	right	in	Figure	3.8B.	In	this	approach,
physiologists	first	sequence	the	genome	of	a	species,	or	they	approximate	the	genome	by	extrapolating	from	other,	related	species.	Actually,	the	entire	genome	need	not	be	known	or	approximated;	physiologists	need	only	have	information	on	the	portion	of	the	genome	that	is	relevant	to	them.	After	the	genomic	information	is	available,	physiologists
study	the	transcription	of	the	genes	in	key	tissues.	For	example,	in	research	on	athletic	training,	physiologists	would	study	gene	transcription	in	the	skeletal	muscles	to	determine	which	genes	are	transcribed	to	a	greater	extent	after	training	than	before	(i.e.,	genes	upregulated	by	training),	and	which	genes	are	transcribed	less	than	before	training
(downregulated).	After	changes	in	gene	transcription	are	known,	physiologists	predict	changes	in	tissue	proteins.	They	also	look	directly	at	extensive	suites	of	tissue	proteins	to	see	which	are	increased	and	decreased	in	amount.	Then	physiologists	seek	to	understand	how	the	changes	in	proteins	alter	tissue	function,	and	how	the	changes	in	tissue
function	are	likely	to	affect	animal	function.	In	the	new,	bottom-up	order	of	study,	investigation	proceeds	from	genes	to	gene	expression,	then	to	tissue	biochemistry,	Hill	finally	Animal	Physiology	4E	animal	function.	and	to	tissue	and	Sinauer	Associates	What	would	be	the	potential	advantage	of	the	bottom-up	apFigure	03.08	1-27-16	proach?	The
answer	depends	on	recognizing	the	methods	used.	Researchers	who	employ	the	bottom-up	approach	have	developed	high-throughput	methods	to	study	all	the	genetic	and	biochemical	steps.	Thus	not	only	the	genes,	but	also	the	gene	transcripts,	proteins,	and	metabolites,	are	surveyed	and	monitored	in	great	numbers	simultaneously.	The	bottom-up
approach	carried	out	with	high-throughput	methods	has	two	distinctive	advantages:	(1)	It	can	be	extremely	thorough	in	searching	for	the	genes,	proteins,	and	metabolites	that	are	instrumental	in	a	physiological	process;	and	(2)	precisely	because	it	is	thorough,	it	can	proceed	without	preexisting	biases	regarding	which	genes	or	proteins	are	likely	be
involved.	Advocates	of	the	bottom-up	approach	point	to	examples	in	which	the	traditional	top-down	approach	missed	important	genes	or	proteins	because	investigators	looked	only	at	the	small	subsets	that	they	imagined	would	be	important.	With	the	high-throughput	methods	employed	in	the	bottom-up	approach,	investigators	can,	in	principle,	look	at
everything	and	therefore	miss	nothing.	Defenders	of	the	top-down	approach	emphasize	that	looking	at	everything	is	not	always	an	advantage.	For	example,	when	dozens	or	even	hundreds	of	genes	prove	to	be	up-	or	downregulated	during	a	physiological	process—as	is	often	the	case—sorting	through	the	implications	for	tissue	function	and	animal
function	can	be	mind-boggling.	Advocates	of	the	top-down	approach	stress	that	it	brings	a	needed	focus	to	research	because	it	starts	with	a	defined	phenomenon	of	known	importance	to	whole	organisms.	The	top-down	and	bottom-up	approaches	seem	certain	to	coexist	for	the	foreseeable	future.	Each	has	advantages.	Thus	the	two	approaches	can
work	together	synergistically.	Screening	or	Profiling	as	a	Research	Strategy	At	each	stage	of	a	bottom-up	study,	the	most	common	strategy	today—termed	screening	or	profiling—is	for	investigators	to	look	as	comprehensively	as	possible	at	the	class	of	compounds	of	interest,	whether	the	compounds	are	messenger	RNAs	(produced	by	transcribed
genes),	proteins,	or	metabolites.	To	study	the	compounds	comprehensively,	high-throughput	methods	are	used.	In	screening	or	profiling	studies,	the	most	common	type	of	research	design	is	to	compare	a	tissue	of	interest	before	and	after	a	change	of	interest.	For	example,	investigators	might	screen	skeletal	muscle	before	and	after	exercise	training.
Or	they	might	80	 	Chapter	3	screen	a	tissue	before	and	after	stress,	or	at	different	times	of	day,	or	in	young	individuals	versus	old.	In	all	cases,	the	full	suite	of	compounds	present	before	a	change	is	compared	with	the	full	suite	after	the	change.	An	important	challenge	for	screening	studies	is	the	statistical	challenge	of	deciding	which	observed
changes	are	likely	to	be	physiologically	significant	and	which	are	likely	to	be	mere	artifacts	of	chance.	We	often	read	that	statistical	tests	are	carried	out	“at	the	5%	level,”	meaning	that	the	probability	of	error	(i.e.,	of	thinking	we	see	a	change	when	in	fact	there	is	none)	is	5%	or	less.	In	standard	computer	programs	used	for	statistical	calculations,
however,	this	probability	level	is	calculated	on	the	assumption	of	an	a	priori	hypothesis,	that	is,	a	hypothesis	stated	prior	to	data	collection.	Screening	or	profiling	studies	typically	gather	the	data	first,	then	articulate	hypotheses;	the	hypotheses	from	such	studies,	in	other	words,	are	not	a	priori.	Suppose	a	screening	study	examines	1000	genes	and—
among	the	1000—identifies	100	genes	that	seem	to	exhibit	increased	transcription	when	a	tissue	is	stressed	in	some	particular	way.	Of	those	100,	if	an	investigator	has	simply	used	a	standard	statistical	program	and	an	error	probability	of	5%,	50	of	the	instances	of	increased	transcription	(5%	of	1000)	will	doubtless	be	false	positives.	They	will	not	be
real	and	repeatable	changes,	but	instead	will	be	chance	events.	Specialized	statistical	methods	already	exist	and	are	used	to	reduce	false	positives.	Moreover,	research	is	ongoing	to	develop	improved	methods	that	will	deal	in	superior	ways	with	the	problem	that	when	genes,	proteins,	or	metabolites	are	surveyed	in	great	numbers,	some	of	the	effects
observed	are	bound	to	be	artifacts	of	chance.	To	extend	the	leg,	the	thigh	muscles	needed	to	work	against	a	substantial	resistance	that	opposed	extension.	Quadriceps	femoris	The	study	of	gene	transcription—that	is,	the	study	of	which	genes	are	being	transcribed	to	make	messenger	RNA	(mRNA)	and	the	rates	at	which	they	are	transcribed—is	known
as	transcriptomics	or	transcription	profiling.12	Because	physiologists	have	recognized	for	decades	that	the	genes	that	matter	are	those	that	are	transcribed,	physiologists	have	studied	transcription	and	mRNA	synthesis	for	a	long	time.	Transcriptomics	and	transcription	profiling	are	new	terms.	One	of	their	key	connotations	is	that	they	imply	the
simultaneous	study	of	great	numbers	of	mRNAs,	often	by	use	of	highly	automated	methods.	Changes	in	gene	transcription	during	and	after	exercise	nicely	illustrate	the	transcriptomic	approach.	Investigators	have	found	that	numerous	genes	are	upregulated—transcribed	at	an	increased	rate—in	exercising	muscles	each	time	a	person	engages	in	an
extended	period	of	endurance	exercise.	In	one	study	(Figure	3.9A),	subjects	performed	90	min	of	leg	extension	(kicking)	exercise	with	one	leg	while	the	other	leg	remained	at	rest.	For	24	h	following	the	exercise,	biopsy	methods	(see	Figure	21.3)	were	used	to	remove	tiny	samples	of	muscle	tissue	from	thigh	muscles	periodically,	and	the	levels	of
dozens	of	mRNAs	in	the	exercised	leg	were	compared	with	those	in	the	unexercised	leg.	Three	groups	of	genes	were	identified	that	12	Expression	profiling	is	another	commonly	used	term.	However,	expression	is	sometimes	used	to	mean	protein	synthesis.	Transcription	profiling	is	a	more	exacting	term	to	use	when	transcription	per	se	is	the	process
under	study.	See	Nikinmaa	and	Schlenk	2009	in	the	Additional	References	for	a	discussion.	(B)	Changes	in	three	categories	of	mRNAs	in	the	exercised	leg	Concentration	of	mRNAs	(A)	The	type	of	exercise	performed	The	Study	of	Gene	Transcription:	Transcriptomics	Resistance	mRNAs	of	stress-response	genes	mRNAs	of	metabolic	priority	genes
Although	these	mRNAs	do	not	rise	to	high	levels,	they	code	for	key	proteins	that	last	a	long	time	after	being	synthesized.	Daily	exercise	builds	up	the	proteins	incrementally,	day	after	day.	mRNAs	of	metabolic/mitochondrial	enzyme	genes	Exercise	0	0.5	1–2	4–8	24	Hours	after	exercise	Figure	3.9 	Exercise	is	followed	by	increased	transcription	of
groups	of	genes 	(A)	Subjects	performed	a	90-min	bout	of	leg-extension	exercise	once	each	day	for	5	days.	Only	one	leg	was	exercised;	the	other	remained	at	rest.	On	the	fifth	day,	biopsy	samples	were	taken	repeatedly	from	the	quadriceps	femoris	muscles	of	the	two	legs,	and	concentrations	of	many	messenger	RNAs	were	measured	in	the	samples.
(B)	Based	on	the	mRNA	data—and	using	the	unexercised	leg	as	a	control	for	the	exercised	one—investigators	identified	three	groups	of	genes	that	exercise	causes	to	be	upregulated.	One	group	of	genes—termed	the	stress-response	genes—quickly	exhibits	highly	enhanced	transcription	(and	therefore	increased	mRNA	synthesis)	during	and	after
exercise	of	the	sort	performed.	Another	group—dubbed	the	metabolic	priority	genes—is	slower	to	be	upregulated	but	also	exhibits	a	dramatic	increase	in	transcription.	The	third	group—the	metabolic/	mitochondrial	enzyme	genes—is	the	slowest	to	be	upregulated	and	exhibits	only	modest	(but	long-duration)	increases	in	transcription.	Note	that	times
are	not	evenly	spaced	on	the	x	axis.	(B	after	Booth	and	Neufer	2005.)	Genomics,	Proteomics,	and	Related	Approaches	to	Physiology 	81	(A)	A	fluorescent	image	of	a	DNA	microarray,	greatly	magnified	(B)	A	study	to	compare	gene	transcription	under	two	different	conditions	Tissue	cell	of	animal	exposed	to	condition	II	Tissue	cell	of	animal	exposed	to
condition	I	~1	mm	underwent	upregulation	in	the	muscles	of	the	exercised	leg	during	and	following	exercise	(Figure	3.9B).	One	of	the	groups	of	upregulated	genes—termed	the	metabolic/	mitochondrial	enzyme	genes—is	especially	interesting.	These	genes	code	for	mitochondrial	proteins.	As	seen	in	Figure	3.9B,	the	metabolic/	mitochondrial	enzyme
genes	undergo	just	a	small	degree	of	upregulation	after	a	single	bout	of	exercise	and	thus	boost	mitochondrial	protein	synthesis	just	a	bit.	The	mitochondrial	proteins,	however,	have	long	half-lives;	once	synthesized,	they	last	for	a	long	time.	The	investigators	believe	they	have	found	a	key	mechanistic	reason	for	why	muscles	keep	increasing	their
exercise	capability,	day	after	day,	over	many	weeks	of	daily	endurance	training.	Each	day’s	training	produces	just	a	modest	increase	in	transcription	of	the	mitochondrial	genes	and	a	modest	increase	in	synthesis	of	mitochondrial	proteins,	but	these	small	effects	cumulate	when	training	is	repeated	day	after	day.	DNA	microarrays	(also	called	DNA
microchips	or	gene	chips)	are	the	basis	for	a	set	of	particularly	important,	high-throughput	methods	for	the	study	of	gene	transcription.	A	single	microarray	can	permit	investigation	of	thousands	or	tens	of	thousands	of	genes	at	a	time.	As	a	physical	object,	a	microarray	consists	of	a	grid	of	spots	of	DNA	placed	on	a	glass	plate	or	other	solid	substrate
by	a	robot	(Figure	3.10A).	Each	spot	might,	for	instance,	consist	of	a	stretch	of	DNA	that	represents	a	single	gene	or	presumptive	gene.13	Given	the	minute	physical	size	of	each	bit	of	DNA	and	the	technology	used	to	apply	the	spots,	a	grid	of	10,000	spots—representing	10,000	different	genes—will	fit	within	an	area	of	only	1	cm2,	or	less.	In	one
common	type	of	experiment	using	a	DNA	microarray,	a	single	array	is	used	to	carry	out	a	direct	comparison	of	the	mRNAs	produced	by	a	tissue	under	two	different	conditions.14	For	illustration,	let’s	assume	that	we	are	doing	a	microarray	study	of	muscle	before	and	after	exercise.	The	mixes	of	mRNA	molecules	present	under	the	two	conditions	are
extracted	(➊	in	Figure	3.10B),	and	all	the	mRNA	molecules	in	each	extract	are	then	labeled	with	a	distinctive	fluor,	a	compound	that	has	the	potential	to	emit	light	by	fluorescence.15	A	common	approach	(➋	in	the	figure)	is	to	label	one	extract	(e.g.,	that	from	muscle	before	exercise)	with	a	fluor	13	The	nature	of	the	DNA	spots	depends	on	the	method
used	to	prepare	them,	and	several	methods	are	in	common	use.	One	method	is	to	reversetranscribe	mRNA	molecules	to	produce	DNA	sequences	(cDNA)	that	code	for	the	mRNA	molecules;	this	method,	you	will	note,	does	not	require	a	sequenced	genome.	Another	method	is	to	start	with	the	entire	genome	and	essentially	cut	it	up	into	many,	often
overlapping,	pieces	ofHill	DNAAnimal	(producing	a	tiling	Physiology	4Earray).	Still	another	method	is	to	synthesize	DNA	sequences	from	scratch	(essentially	from	raw	nucleotides)	using	Sinauer	Associates	knowledge	of	the	genome	to	select	the	sequences	made.	Figure	03.10	1-27-16	14	This	experimental	design	is	said	to	employ	a	two-color	spotted
microarray.	15	For	conceptual	simplicity,	we	here	describe	the	procedure	as	if	the	raw	mRNA	itself	were	used,	although	in	reality,	technical	steps	must	be	taken	to	stabilize	the	mRNA.	1	mRNA	extraction	mRNA	2	mRNA	labeling	Fluor-labeled	mRNA	DNA	spot	3	Hybridization	DNA	microarray	hybridized	with	fluor-labeled	mRNA	4	Visualization
Fluorescence	emitted	Figure	3.10 	With	DNA	microarrays,	the	transcription	of	thou-	sands	of	genes	can	be	studied	at	once 	(A)	A	DNA	microarray.	Each	spot	represents	one	gene.	The	color	of	a	spot	after	processing	indicates	whether	the	gene	was	transcribed	under	either	or	both	of	two	conditions	being	investigated.	(B)	An	outline	of	the	procedure
followed	to	compare	directly	the	mRNAs	produced	by	a	tissue	under	two	different	conditions,	I	and	II.	The	mRNAs	extracted	from	the	tissue	of	an	animal	exposed	to	the	two	conditions	are	labeled	with	two	different	fluors	(green	and	red)	prior	to	hybridization	with	spots	of	DNA	on	the	microarray.	Each	mRNA	hybridizes	with	the	specific	DNA	that
represents	the	specific	gene	that	codes	for	the	mRNA.	When	the	fluors	are	visualized,	spots	emit	either	green	or	red	fluorescence	if	they	represent	genes	that	were	transcribed	under	just	one	of	the	conditions.	Spots	that	represent	genes	that	were	transcribed	about	equally	under	both	conditions	emit	yellow	(the	combination	of	green	and	red).	Spots
emit	nothing	and	appear	black	if	they	represent	genes	that	were	transcribed	under	neither	condition.	82	 	Chapter	3	TABLE	3.1 	Numbers	of	genes	studied	and	discovered	to	be	up-	or	downregulated	in	transcriptomic	research	on	seven	phenomena	using	DNA	microarrays	Number	of	genes	studied	Number	of	up-	or	downregulated	genesb	8432	126
Tissue	freezing	in	freeze-tolerant	wood	frogs:	Heart	muscle	after	frogs	experienced	extracellular	freezing	compared	with	before	(Storey	2004)	>19,000	>200	High	water	temperature	in	killifish:	Liver	after	fish	were	exposed	to	high	temperature	compared	with	ordinary	temperature	(Podrabsky	and	Somero	2004)	4992	540	Heat-shock	protein
synthesis,	cell	membrane	synthesis,	nitrogen	metabolism,	protein	biosynthesis	Continuous	swimming	for	20	days	in	rainbow	trout:	Ovaries	in	fish	that	swam	compared	with	resting	fish	(Palstra	et	al.	2010)	1818	235	Protein	biosynthesis,	energy	provision,	ribosome	functionality,	anion	transport	(all	categories	mostly	downregulated)	Transfer	from
freshwater	to	seawater	in	eels:	Several	tissues	in	eels	after	transfer	to	seawater	compared	with	before	(Kalujnaia	et	al.	2007)	6144	229	Transport	across	membranes,	cell	protection,	signal	transduction,	synthesis	of	structural	proteins	Exposure	to	juvenile	hormone	in	developing	honeybees:	Animals	treated	with	a	juvenile	hormone	analog	compared
with	ones	not	treated	(Whitfield	et	al.	2006)	5559	894	Foraging	behaviors,	RNA	processing,	protein	metabolism,	morphogenesis	Ocean	acidification	in	sea	urchin	larvae:	Larvae	exposed	to	high	CO2	and	low	pH	compared	with	ones	not	exposed	(Todgham	and	Hofmann	2009)	1057	178	Biomineralization,	energy	metabolism,	cellular	defense	responses,
apoptosis	Phenomenon	and	tissue	studied	(reference	in	parentheses)a	Endurance	exercise	in	humans:	Thigh	muscle	3	h	following	lengthy	(~75	min),	high-intensity	bicycling	compared	with	before	bicycling	(Mahoney	et	al.	2005)	a	b	Some	of	the	functions	controlled	by	affected	genes	Mitochondrial	biogenesis,	tolerance	of	oxidative	stress,	membrane
ion	transport,	nuclear	receptor	function	(all	categories	mostly	upregulated)	Glucose	metabolism,	antioxidant	defense,	membrane	ion	transport,	ischemia-related	signaling	(all	categories	mostly	upregulated)	Full	citations	are	listed	in	the	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	The	numbers	of	affected	genes	are	quoted	from	the	references	cited;	different	criteria
might	have	been	used	in	different	studies.	that	will	emit	green	light	after	it	is	fully	processed,	and	the	other	extract	(e.g.,	that	from	muscle	after	exercise)	with	a	different	fluor	that	will	emit	red	light.	The	two	fluor-labeled	mRNA	preparations	are	then	permitted	to	hybridize	with	the	microarray.	Each	mRNA	hybridizes	with	the	DNA	spot	representing
its	specific	gene	(➌	in	the	figure).	Thus,	at	this	step,	each	spot	in	the	microarray	potentially	becomes	labeled.	A	spot	is	labeled	with	mRNA	from	both	preparations	if	the	gene	it	represents	was	being	transcribed	under	both	conditions.	A	spot	is	labeled	with	mRNA	from	only	one	preparation	if	the	gene	it	represents	was	being	transcribed	under	only	one
of	the	two	conditions.	A	spot	that	represents	a	gene	that	was	not	transcribed	under	either	condition	is	not	labeled	at	all.	Finally,	the	fluors	bonded	to	the	microarray	are	visualized	by	laser	scanning	(➍	in	the	figure)	so	they	emit	their	distinctive	fluorescent	wavelengths:	green	or	red.	If	the	gene	represented	by	a	spot	on	the	microarray	was	not	being
transcribed	under	either	condition,	the	spot	emits	nothing	and	appears	black.	If	the	gene	was	being	transcribed	approximately	equally	under	both	conditions,	the	spot	emits	both	green	and	red	and	thus	appears	yellow.	The	most	interesting	spots	are	those	that	emit	only	green	or	only	red,	because	those	represent	the	genes	that	were	being	transcribed
under	only	one	of	the	two	conditions	studied.	Transcription	profiling	often	identifies	large	numbers	of	genes	that	exhibit	altered	transcription	in	response	to	environmental	or	other	conditions	Table	3.1	illustrates	that	animals	routinely	modify	the	transcription	of	hundreds	of	genes—by	up-	or	downregulating	them—in	response	to	environmental
changes	of	many	sorts,	or	in	response	to	other	changes	such	as	exercise	or	hormone	exposure.	Physiologists	never	imagined	until	recently	that	such	large	numbers	of	genes	would	be	involved.	Determining	the	significance	of	gene	transcription	changes	numbering	in	the	hundreds	will	obviously	be	a	challenging	and	revelatory	phase	in	the	advance	of
physiological	knowledge.	One	of	the	“At	Work”	chapters	in	this	book,	Chapter	21,	discusses	exercise	responses	in	far	greater	detail.	Transcription	profiling	reveals	that	many	genes	routinely	undergo	daily	cycles	of	transcription	Periodic	cycles	of	gene	transcription—transcription	rhythms—are	common,	based	on	recent	research.	Most	known	cycles	in
gene	transcription	are	daily	cycles	in	which	the	pattern	of	falling	and	rising	transcription	repeats	approximately	every	24	h.	Based	on	studies	on	a	Genomics,	Proteomics,	and	Related	Approaches	to	Physiology 	83	KEY	agCYP6P3	agCYP6M2	CYP6Z1	mRNA	concentration	in	multiples	of	the	gene-specific	median	mRNA	concentration	4×	3×	2×	1×	0×	0
1	Time	(days)	2	Figure	3.11 	Daily	cycles	in	three	mRNAs	coding	for	detoxifica-	tion	enzymes	in	the	malaria	mosquito	Anopheles	gambiae 	The	mRNAs	produced	by	transcription	of	three	genes—agCYP6P3,	agCYP6M2,	and	CYP6Z1—were	measured	over	two	day–night	cycles	(see	scale	at	bottom:	yellow	=	day,	black	=	night).	The	genes	and	mRNAs
code	for	three	detoxification	enzymes	in	the	P450	system	(see	page	50).	Because	the	enzymes	help	the	mosquitoes	resist	pyrethrin-based	insecticides,	the	cycles	in	gene	transcription	suggest	that	vulnerability	to	such	insecticides	is	likely	cyclic.	mRNA	levels	are	expressed	on	the	y	axis	as	multiples	of	the	gene-specific	median	mRNA	concentration
(e.g.,	2×	for	a	particular	gene	indicates	a	concentration	twice	as	high	as	that	gene’s	median	mRNA	concentration	over	the	course	of	the	study).	Because	the	mosquitoes	studied	here	could	not	actually	see	day	and	night,	biological	clocks	probably	controlled	the	transcription	cycles	shown.	(After	Rund	et	al.	2011.)	wide	variety	of	animals,	2%–40%	of
genes	exhibit	such	daily	cycles.	For	example,	in	a	recent	study	of	gene	transcription	in	the	lung	tissue	of	laboratory	rats,	more	than	600	genes	exhibited	clear	24-h	cycles	in	their	transcription.	These	genes	participate	in	just	about	every	aspect	of	lung	function.	Some,	for	example,	play	roles	in	tissue	maintenance,	others	in	defense	against	airborne
foreign	materials,	and	still	others	in	the	genesis	of	asthma.	Because	the	genes	are	transcribed	more	rapidly	at	some	times	in	the	24-h	daily	cycle	than	at	others,	lung	repair	and	defense	are	likely	to	occur	more	effectively	at	some	times	of	day	than	others,	and	treatments	for	asthma	may	be	more	effective	at	certain	times.	All	the	genes	are	not
synchronous;	some	reach	their	peaks	and	troughs	of	transcription	at	different	times	than	others.	Some	of	these	transcription	cycles	are	undoubtedly	under	control	of	biological	clocks	(see	page	420).	Other	cycles,	however,	are	probably	direct	responses	to	day–night	changes	in	the	outside	environment.	Malaria	mosquitos	(Anopheles	gambiae)	provide
another	thoughtprovoking	example.	Hundreds	of	genes	in	these	mosquitos	exhibit	daily	cycles	(Figure	3.11).	Inasmuch	as	some	of	these	genes	play	roles	in	defending	the	mosquitoes	against	toxic	environmental	agents,	the	mosquitoes	may	be	inherently	more	vulnerable	at	some	times	of	day	than	others	to	agents	(e.g.,	insecticides)	used	to	combat
them	(see	Figure	3.11).	Manipulations	of	protein	synthesis	can	be	used	to	clarify	gene	function	We	are	concerned	in	this	chapter	mostly	with	the	unmanipulated	chain	of	events	by	which	genes	are	naturally	transcribed	and	translated,	leading	to	changes	in	proteins	and	other	aspects	of	the	biochemical	phenotype.	A	significant	aspect	of	gene
expression,	nonetheless,	is	that	it	can	be	manipulated	experimentally	as	a	way	of	gaining	insight	into	gene	function.	One	strategy	of	this	sort	is	gene	deletion	or	gene	knockout,	in	which	a	gene	is	manipulated	so	that	experimental	animals	lack	functional	copies	of	the	gene.	The	animals	therefore	cannot	synthesize	the	mRNA	ordinarily	associated	with
transcription	of	the	gene,	and	consequently	they	do	not	synthesize	the	protein	(or	proteins)	coded	by	the	gene.	In	principle,	such	animals	will	be	deficient	or	inferior	in	one	or	more	phenotypic	traits,	and	their	deficiencies	will	reveal	the	function	of	the	missing	gene.	A	converse	strategy	is	forced	overexpression,	in	which	tissues	are	subjected	to
experimentally	increased	synthesis	of	the	mRNA	associated	with	a	gene	of	interest.16	Several	considerations	can	cloud	the	interpretation	of	gene	knockout	or	overexpression	studies.	Compensation	is	one	of	the	most	important:	When	animals	artificially	lack	a	certain	protein,	for	example,	they	often	exhibit	other	phenotypic	alterations	that	tend	to
make	up	for	the	loss	of	function	they	would	otherwise	exhibit.	Mice	engineered	to	lack	functional	genes	for	myoglobin	synthesis	in	their	heart	muscle,17	for	example,	have	more	blood	capillaries	in	their	heart	muscle	than	ordinary	mice,	and	they	circulate	blood	faster	through	the	muscle.	These	compensations,	and	others,	prove	that	the	lack	of
myoglobin	is	physiologically	significant.	Because	of	the	compensations,	however,	the	lack	of	myoglobin	does	not	have	a	simple	deterministic	effect	on	the	overall	phenotype	of	the	animals,	and	the	mice	are	actually	quite	normal	in	their	overall	vigor	and	appearance.	RNA	interference	(RNAi)	is	a	cellular	process	that	silences	protein	synthesis	and,
among	other	things,	can	be	manipulated	to	gain	insight	into	gene	function.	When	certain	types	of	short	RNA	molecules	are	introduced	into	cells	and	operate	in	tandem	with	so-called	Argonaute	proteins	in	the	RNAi	pathway,	specific	mRNA	molecules	that	are	naturally	produced	by	the	cells	are	destroyed	or	blocked	from	being	translated.	In	effect,	the
genes	that	produce	the	targeted	mRNAs	are	silenced	because	the	mRNAs	produced	by	transcription	of	the	genes	are	rendered	inoperative	before	they	lead	to	protein	synthesis.	The	consequence	is	in	many	ways	similar	to	that	of	gene	deletion:	Certain	proteins	are	not	synthesized,	providing	an	opportunity	to	learn	what	the	proteins	normally	do.
Unlike	the	case	when	gene	deletion	is	used,	however,	animals	with	normal	genomes	can	be	manipulated	with	RNAi	because	gene	action	is	blocked	following	gene	transcription.	The	CRISPR/Cas	system	is	a	recently	discovered	system	that	evolved	in	prokaryotes	to	protect	against	foreign	genetic	material.	Introduced	into	an	animal	cell,	this	system	can
be	used	to	“edit”	nuclear	DNA,	meaning	it	can	insert	specific	deletions	into	the	DNA	(a	type	of	gene	deletion),	or	it	can	be	used	to	introduce	specific	mutations	into	the	DNA.	Small	RNA	molecules	introduced	into	a	cell	guide	the	CRISPR/Cas	system	to	remove	a	highly	defined	short,	double-stranded	stretch	of	DNA.	Effectively,	if	this	is	all	that	happens,
a	deletion	results.	However,	the	system	can	also	be	used	to	replace	the	removed	stretch	of	DNA	with	an	alternative	stretch	that	can	be	engineered	to	have	a	specific,	desired	nucleotide	sequence.	When	this	inserted	sequence	is	transcribed	and	translated,	the	cell	will	produce	the	protein	coded	by	the	inserted	DNA,	providing	a	means	of	identifying	the
function	of	this	protein.	16	This	might	be	achieved,	for	example,	by	genetically	engineering	a	tissue	to	have	an	unusually	large	number	of	copies	of	the	gene.	17	Myoglobin	aids	intracellular	O2	transport	and	storage,	as	discussed	earlier	in	this	chapter.	84	 	Chapter	3	(A)	A	gel	employed	for	protein	identification	Proteins	were	spread	throughout	a	slab
of	gel	by	being	induced	to	migrate	in	two	dimensions	based	on	two	different	chemical	properties.	Summary	The	Study	of	Gene	Transcription:	Transcriptomics	„„Transcriptomics	or	transcription	profiling	(also	sometimes	called	expression	profiling)	is	the	study	of	which	genes	are	transcribed	in	a	tissue	and	the	degrees	to	which	they	are	transcribed.
Transcription	is	evaluated	by	measuring	the	messenger	RNAs	(mRNAs)	produced	in	the	tissue.	Molecular	weight	(kDa)	Isoelectric	point	(pH)	104	The	seven	circled	proteins	differed	in	concentration	in	high-	and	low-altitude	people.	60	„„DNA	microarrays	are	a	major	tool	in	modern	transcriptomic	research.	A	microarray	consists	of	a	grid	of	thousands
of	DNA	spots,	each	representing	a	particular	gene.	Each	mRNA	produced	by	a	tissue	binds	to	the	DNA	that	corresponds	to	the	gene	that	produced	the	mRNA.	The	DNA	spots	that	thus	become	labeled	with	mRNA	when	exposed	to	the	mix	of	mRNAs	produced	by	a	tissue	collectively	mirror	the	genes	being	transcribed	in	the	tissue.	NUGM	GAPDH	40
ECH	25	Lactate	dehydrogenase	GST	P1–1	Phosphoglycerate	mutase	„„DNA	microarrays	are	often	used	to	carry	out	a	direct	comparison	of	the	mRNAs	produced	by	a	tissue	under	two	different	conditions.	The	mRNAs	produced	under	the	two	conditions	are	labeled	with	green	and	red	fluors.	Gene-specific	DNA	spots	in	the	microarray	then	glow	with
green	light,	red	light,	or	yellow	light	(the	result	of	green	+	red),	depending	on	whether	the	corresponding	genes	were	transcribed	under	just	one	of	the	two	conditions	or	both.	„„Studies	using	microarrays	often	identify	hundreds	of	genes	that	undergo	changes	of	transcription	when	an	animal	is	exposed	to	a	change	in	conditions.	Many	genes	also
routinely	exhibit	daily	cycles	of	transcription.	Myoglobin	15	0	4	5	6	7	10	Each	spot	represents	a	unique	protein.	(B)	A	modern-day	Sherpa	carrying	a	heavy	load	at	high	altitude	„„One	way	to	study	gene	function	is	to	manipulate	gene	transcription	or	translation	and	observe	the	consequences.	Gene	knockout,	gene	overexpression,	RNA	interference,	and
the	CRISPR/Cas	system	are	four	of	the	major	methods	used.	All	modify	the	capacities	of	cells	to	produce	specific	proteins.	Proteomics	Proteomics	is	the	study	of	the	proteins	being	synthesized	by	cells	and	tissues.	The	term	implies	the	simultaneous	study	of	large	numbers	of	proteins,	even	to	the	extent	of	screening	all	proteins	that	can	be	detected.
One	reason	for	the	study	of	proteomics	as	a	separate	discipline	is	that	the	proteins	coded	by	many	genes	are	unknown,	and	therefore	biologists	cannot	predict	the	full	list	of	proteins	in	a	cell	from	knowledge	of	gene	transcription	alone.	A	second	reason	for	studying	proteomics	as	a	separate	discipline	is	that,	even	if	the	proteins	coded	by	mRNAs	are
known	and	the	mRNAs	have	been	quantified,	protein	concentrations	cannot	necessarily	be	predicted	because	protein	synthesis	is	sometimes	only	loosely	correlated	with	mRNA	synthesis.	Cell	proteins	constitute	a	part	of	the	cell	phenotype.	Proteomics	is	thus	a	branch	of	the	study	of	the	biochemical	phenotype.	The	set	of	proteins	assayed	in	a
proteomic	study	can	be	narrowed	down	by	a	variety	of	methods.	Thus	a	particular	proteomic	study	might	examine	just	the	set	of	proteins	that	bind	ATP—such	as	ATPase	enzymes—or	just	the	set	of	phosphorylated	protein	kinases	(types	of	regulatory	proteins;	see	Chapter	2).	Figure	3.12 	Proteomics:	A	study	of	tissue	protein	response	to	life	at	high
altitude 	(A)	For	a	proteomic	study	of	muscle	proteins	in	high-altitude	human	populations,	tiny	(15-mg)	samples	of	muscle	tissue	were	cut	by	biopsy	from	the	vastus	lateralis	muscles	in	the	thighs	of	volunteers	and	subjected	to	two-dimensional	gel	electrophoresis.	The	gel	shown	here	resulted	from	the	processing	of	one	sample.	The	proteins	in	the
sample	were	induced	to	migrate	both	from	left	to	right	and	from	top	to	bottom.	When	the	proteins	migrated	from	left	to	right,	they	were	separated	by	isoelectric	point	(measured	in	pH	units).	When	they	migrated	from	top	to	bottom,	they	were	separated	by	molecular	weight	(measured	in	kilodaltons,	kDa).	The	proteins	were	in	solution	and	invisible
during	migration.	Afterward,	however,	they	were	visualized	in	the	gel	by	staining,	as	seen	here.	The	seven	circled	proteins	were	found	to	be	present	in	significantly	different	concentrations	in	high-	and	low-altitude	people.	(B)	An	individual	typical	of	the	high-altitude	populations	studied.	ECH	Δ2-enoyl-CoA-hydratase;	GAPDH	=	glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate	Hill	=	Animal	Physiology	4E	dehydrogenase;	GST	P1-1	=	glutathione	S-transferase;	NUGM	=	NADHSinauer	Associates	Figure	03.12oxidoreductase.	1-27-16	ubiquinone	(A	after	Gelfi	et	al.	2004.)	(A)	Life	history	of	the	host–parasite	relationship	(B)	Proteome	1	The	insect	ingests	water	that	contains	microscopic	hairworm	larvae.	6	Hairworms
breed	in	the	water,	producing	larvae.	2	A	hairworm	larva	Molecular	weight	(kDa)	Isoelectric	point	(pH)	Increased	during	water	seeking	Decreased	during	water	seeking	64	matures	inside	the	insect.	3	The	mature	hairworm	modifies	the	insect	proteome.	This	is	likely	one	way	it	manipulates	the	insect’s	behavior.	32	5	The	hairworm	exits	the	insect	into
the	water.	4	The	insect	seeks	and	enters	water—behaviors	never	observed	in	unparasitized	insects.	Figure	3.13 	Proteomics:	Parasites	sometimes	alter	the	protein	profile	of	the	central	nervous	system	in	their	hosts 	(A)	The	life	history	of	the	parasite–host	relationship.	(B)	Proteins	in	the	brains	of	katydids	(Meconema	thalassinum)	were	separated	in
two	dimensions	by	the	methods	described	in	the	caption	of	Figure	3.12A.	Unlike	in	Figure	3.12A,	however,	the	image	seen	here	is	not	just	that	of	a	single	gel.	Instead,	this	image	is	a	computer-generated	synthesis	of	evidence	from	multiple	gels,	some	from	control	katydids	and	some	from	katydids	Two-dimensional	(2D)	gel	electrophoresis	is	a	common
proteomics	method.	In	this	method,	the	proteins	in	a	tissue	sample,	after	being	extracted,	are	first	forced	to	migrate	linearly	through	a	gel	material	that	separates	them	according	to	their	isoelectric	points,	and	thereafter	the	proteins	are	forced	to	migrate	at	a	right	angle	to	the	first	migration	through	a	second	gel	material	that	separates	them
according	to	their	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Emolecular	weights.	In	this	way,	the	proteins	Sinauer	Associates	in	the	original	mixture	are	spread	out	in	two	dimensions—based	Figure	1-27-16	on	two03.13	different	chemical	properties—as	seen	in	Figure	3.12.	The	proteins	are	then	chemically	identified	by,	first,	excising	spots	of	interest	from	the	gel	and,
second,	analyzing	the	spots	by	mass	spectrometry	or	another	analytical	method.	Figure	3.12A	is	a	gel	from	a	proteomic	study	carried	out	to	understand	how	Tibetan	Sherpas	(see	Figure	3.12B)	are	able	to	climb	with	great	endurance—often	carrying	heavy	loads—at	altitudes	above	5500	m	(18,000	ft)	in	the	Himalaya	Mountains.	Tissue	was	taken	by
biopsy	from	a	thigh	muscle	of	six	Tibetans	who	had	spent	their	entire	lives	at	altitudes	of	at	least	3500–4500	m	and	from	six	Nepal	natives	who	had	lived	at	1300	m.	Proteins	in	the	muscle	samples	were	then	subjected	to	2D	electrophoresis.	Seven	of	the	proteins—those	circled	in	Figure	3.12A—proved	to	be	different	in	concentration	in	the	high-	and
low-altitude	people.	One	of	these,	myoglobin,	was	hardly	a	surprise;	the	high-altitude	people	had	relatively	high	levels	of	myoglobin,	which	as	we	earlier	discussed,	helps	O2	diffuse	into	muscle	cells.	The	discovery	of	very	high	levels	of	another	protein,	the	5	6	7	8	that	were	in	the	act	of	seeking	water.	Orange-colored	proteins	were	at	elevated
concentrations	during	water-seeking	behavior.	Green-colored	proteins	were	at	reduced	concentrations.	Water-seeking	occurs	only	when	katydids	are	parasitized	by	hairworms	(Spinochordodes	tellinii),	which	manipulate	the	katydids’	behavior	in	ways	advantageous	to	the	parasites.	Although	the	insects	are	called	katydids	in	the	United	States,	they	are
more	often	called	grasshoppers	in	Europe,	where	this	study	was	done.	(B	after	Biron	et	al.	2005.)	enzyme	glutathione	S-transferase	(GST	P1-1),	in	the	high-altitude	people	was	a	surprise,	however.	Investigators	now	must	learn	what	role	this	protein	plays	at	altitude;	possibly	it	helps	defend	against	oxidative	damage	that	can	cause	muscle	deterioration
at	high	elevations.	When	biologists	first	started	to	study	high-altitude	physiology,	they	focused	on	breathing	and	blood	circulation.	Later	they	realized	that	tissue	biochemistry	is	also	of	great	importance,	as	discussed	in	Box	23.2.	Proteomics	now	promises	to	expand	rapidly	our	understanding	of	which	tissue	proteins	are	important.	As	a	second	example
of	the	use	of	proteomics	in	research,	let’s	consider	a	study	of	a	parasite’s	ability	to	modify	the	behavior	of	its	host.	A	hairworm	that	parasitizes	certain	katydids	is	known	to	manipulate	the	behavior	of	the	insects,	so	that—entirely	contrary	to	their	normal	behavior—the	katydids	jump	into	bodies	of	water	at	night.	This	strange	behavior	is	induced	when
the	hairworm	within	a	katydid	has	grown	to	full	size,	and	the	behavior	enables	the	hairworm	to	exit	its	host	into	water	(Figure	3.13A).	Investigators	reasoned	that	the	parasite	might	exert	its	effect	on	the	behavior	of	its	host	by	increasing	or	decreasing	the	levels	of	brain	proteins.	They	also	reasoned	that	the	host	might	upregulate	defensive	proteins.	A
proteomic	study	confirmed	that	many	proteins	are	increased	or	decreased	in	the	brain	of	a	parasitized	katydid	at	the	time	it	bizarrely	seeks	water	and	jumps	in.	All	the	proteins	colored	orange	or	green	in	Figure	3.13B	are	significantly	altered.	The	next	step	will	be	to	determine	the	roles	the	protein	changes	are	playing.	86	 	Chapter	3	(A)	The	NMR
spectrum	obtained	from	analysis	of	a	single	fruit	fly	Metabolomics	Choline	6	β–Alanine	Glutamine	Glutamate	Proline	Acetate	Alanine	Valine/isoleucine	Fatty	acid	Glucose	Glycogen	7	Trehalose	Tyrosine	8	5	4	3	2	1	1	H	chemical	shift	(ppm)	(B)	Average	concentrations	of	10	metabolites	that	were	compared	in	control	and	heat-stressed	flies	Control	ac	id
os	Ad	ph	e	Ni	no	a	co	te	si	(A	ne	di	tina	TP	nu	m	)	cle	id	e	ot	a	id	de	e	(N	nin	AD	e	)	tri	ph	tty	se	Fa	alo	e	Tr	eh	eu	ol	/is	Va	li	in	e	cin	in	m	ta	lu	Ty	ro	s	e	e	in	ne	G	G	e	ta	m	at	in	an	Pr	ol	e	Concentration	Heat-stressed	Al	Metabolomics	parallels	and	complements	proteomics.	Like	proteomics,	metabolomics	seeks	to	describe	the	biochemical	phenotype.
Unlike	proteomics,	metabolomics	does	not	focus	on	gene	products.	Metabolomics,	in	a	few	words,	is	the	study	of	all	the	organic	compounds	in	cells	and	tissues	other	than	macromolecules	coded	by	the	genome.	The	compounds	encompassed	by	metabolomics	are	generally	of	relatively	low	molecular	weight	(roughly	4	×	106	in	a	lifetime)	Slow	Moderate
(30	with	glycogen	fuel,	20	with	fatty	acid	fuel)	—	Anaerobic	glycolysis	Nonsteady	state	Moderate	(1.5)	Fast	High	(60)	Slow	Phosphagen	use	Nonsteady	state	Small	(0.4)	Fast	Very	high	(96–360)	Fast	Aerobic	catabolism	using	O2	preexisting	in	body	Nonsteady	state	Small	(0.2)	Fast	High	Fast	a	b	Numerical	estimates	of	total	yields	are	computed	from
information	in	Åstrand	and	Rodahl	1986;	a	75-kg	person	living	70	years	is	assumed.	Peak	rates	of	production	are	from	Hochachka	and	Somero	2002.	In	contrast,	the	three	mechanisms	that	operate	in	nonsteady	state	are	limited	in	the	amount	of	ATP	they	can	produce	during	any	one	episode	of	use	because	of	their	mechanistic	self-limitations.	For
example,	the	amount	of	ATP	that	can	be	made	from	phosphagen	is	limited	by	the	quantity	of	phosphagen	available;	after	the	phosphagen	originally	present	has	been	used,	no	more	ATP	can	be	made	until	(at	some	later	time)	the	phosphagen	is	regenerated.	Table	8.1	shows	representative	yields	of	ATP	in	humans.	Phosphagen	and	O2	stores	permit	only
relatively	small	quantities	of	ATP	to	be	made	per	episode	of	use.	The	yield	from	anaerobic	glycolysis	is	larger	but	modest.	Question	2:	How	rapidly	can	ATP	production	be	accelerated?	In	vertebrates	and	many	types	of	invertebrates	(although	not	insects),	aerobic	catabolism	using	environmental	O2	requires	a	relatively	long	time	(minutes)	to	accelerate
its	rate	of	ATP	production	fully	to	a	new	high	level.	Acceleration	is	slow	because	this	mechanism	of	ATP	production	is	not	self-contained	in	cells.	The	mechanism	requires	inputs	of	O2,	and	the	processes	of	breathing	and	blood	circulation—which	supply	the	needed	O2	by	transporting	it	from	the	environment	to	the	cells—increase	their	rate	of	O2
delivery	gradually,	not	instantly.	By	contrast,	the	other	three	mechanisms	of	ATP	production	can	accelerate	very	rapidly	because	all	are	self-contained	in	the	cells.	At	the	start	of	a	bout	of	exercise,	for	example,	a	vertebrate	muscle	cell	contains	not	only	all	the	enzymes	of	anaerobic	glycolysis	but	also	the	glycogen	fuel	required.	Nothing	needs	to	be
brought	to	the	cell	for	anaerobic	glycolysis	to	take	place,	and	in	fact	a	cell	is	capable	of	nearly	instantly	stepping	up	its	glycolytic	rate	of	ATP	production	to	a	high	level.	ATP	production	by	use	of	phosphagen	and	O2	stores	can	also	accelerate	very	rapidly	because	the	phosphagen	and	O2	stores	are	already	present	in	cells	when	the	mechanisms	are
called	into	play.	In	both	vertebrates	and	crustaceans	such	as	crayfish,	the	first	stages	of	burst	exercise	receive	their	ATP	supply	principally	from	anaerobic	glycolysis,	phosphagen	use	(Box	8.2),	and	use	of	O2	stores.	This	is	true	because	these	are	the	three	mechanisms	of	ATP	production	that	can	accelerate	their	rates	of	ATP	production	very	rapidly.
Vertebrates	would	be	incapable	of	burst	exercise	without	these	mechanisms.	As	bizarre	as	it	might	be	to	imagine,	if	aerobic	catabolism	using	O2	from	the	environment	were	the	only	means	of	making	ATP,	vertebrates	would	be	unable	to	start	running	suddenly	at	top	speed;	instead,	they	would	have	to	accelerate	their	running	gradually	over	a	period	of
minutes!	Question	3:	What	is	each	mechanism’s	peak	rate	of	ATP	production	(peak	power)?	After	a	mechanism	has	accelerated	its	ATP	production	to	the	fastest	rate	possible,	how	fast	can	ATP	be	made?	As	shown	in	Table	8.1,	the	peak	rate	at	which	anaerobic	glycolysis	can	make	ATP	is	much	greater	than	the	peak	rate	of	ATP	production	by	aerobic
catabolism	using	environmental	O2,	and	the	rate	of	ATP	production	by	use	of	phosphagen	is	greater	yet.	Although	the	phosphagen	mechanism	cannot	make	a	lot	of	ATP,	it	can	make	its	contribution	very	rapidly;	thus	it	can	briefly	support	very	intense	exertion.	Anaerobic	glycolysis	can	make	a	modest	amount	of	ATP	at	a	high	rate,	and	aerobic
catabolism	using	environmental	O2	can	make	an	indefinite	amount	at	a	relatively	low	rate.	Question	4:	How	rapidly	can	each	mechanism	be	reinitialized?	Whenever	ATP	has	been	made	by	a	nonsteady-state	mechanism,	cells	are	left	in	an	altered	state	and	must	be	returned	to	their	original	state	before	the	mechanism	can	be	used	again	to	full	effect.
When	internal	O2	stores	have	been	used,	the	stores	must	later	be	recharged.	When	phosphagen	has	been	used,	it	must	be	remade.	When	lactic	acid	has	accumulated,	it	must	be	metabolized.	In	a	word,	the	nonsteady-state	mechanisms	must	be	reinitialized.	The	reinitialization	of	anaerobic	glycolysis	requires	much	more	time	than	the	reinitialization	of
the	phosphagen	or	O2-store	mechanisms.	This	is	true	because	the	length	of	time	required	to	rid	tissues	of	lactic	acid	is	much	greater	than	the	time	required	to	rebuild	phosphagen	or	O2	stores.	In	people,	for	example,	a	substantial	accumulation	of	lactic	acid	may	require	15–20	min	for	Aerobic	and	Anaerobic	Forms	of	Metabolism	 	201	BOX	Genetic
Engineering	as	a	Tool	to	Test	Hypotheses	8.2	of	Muscle	Function	and	Fatigue	Experiments	based	on	genetic	engineering	are	increasingly	being	used	to	test	physiological	hypotheses.	Genetic	engineering	methods,	for	example,	are	being	used	extensively	to	study	muscle	function	and	fatigue.	One	example	is	provided	by	research	on	the	role	of	the
phosphagen	creatine	phosphate.	Because	creatine	phosphate	in	mammalian	muscle	can	be	mobilized	extremely	rapidly	to	make	ATP	at	a	high	rate	(see	Table	8.1),	physiologists	have	long	hypothesized	that	a	cell’s	phosphagen	serves	as	a	principal	source	of	ATP	during	the	first	seconds	of	burst	exercise.	ATP	synthesis	from	creatine	phosphate	depends
on	the	enzyme	creatine	kinase	(CK)	(see	Figure	8.7B).	One	way	to	test	the	hypothesis	of	phosphagen	function	is	to	lower	or	raise	the	levels	of	CK	in	muscle	cells	by	genetic	engineering	methods.	If	the	hypothesized	role	of	creatine	phosphate	in	burst	exercise	is	correct,	lowering	or	raising	the	levels	of	CK	should	interfere	with	or	facilitate	burst
exercise.	Mutant	mice	deficient	in	CK	have	been	reared	by	genetic	engineering	methods.	The	muscles	of	these	mice	clearly	exhibit	compensatory	adjustments	that	tend	to	make	up	for	the	effects	of	their	CK	deficiency	(see	page	83).	Even	with	such	compensations,	however,	the	muscles	exhibit	a	subnormal	ability	to	perform	burst	activity,	and	this
performance	deficit	increases	with	the	extent	of	their	CK	deficiency.	Mice	have	also	been	engineered	to	produce	unusually	high	amounts	of	CK.	Their	muscles	contract	faster	than	normal	muscles	in	the	first	moments	of	isometric	twitches.	These	experiments	half	dissipation	and	even	1–2	h	for	full	dissipation,	whereas	the	half-time	for	reconstituting
phosphagen	and	O2	stores	is	just	30	s.	Fish,	frogs,	lizards,	and	other	poikilothermic	vertebrates	require	even	more	time	than	mammals	to	dissipate	lactic	acid;	1–10	h	may	be	required	for	half	dissipation.	Conclusion:	All	mechanisms	have	pros	and	cons	A	review	of	Table	8.1	and	the	preceding	discussion	reveals	that	each	mode	of	ATP	production	has
pros	and	cons;	none	is	superior	in	all	respects.	Let’s	consider,	for	example,	the	relative	pros	and	cons	of	the	two	major	sources	of	ATP	in	vertebrates:	aerobic	catabolism	using	environmental	O2	and	anaerobic	glycolysis.	When	one	looks	simply	at	biochemical	maps,	aerobic	catabolism	tends	to	seem	far	superior	to	anaerobic	glycolysis.	Aerobic
catabolism	fully	releases	the	energy	of	food	molecules	(producing	29	ATPs	per	glucose),	whereas	anaerobic	glycolysis	unlocks	only	a	small	fraction	of	the	energy	value	of	food	molecules	(producing	2	ATPs	per	glucose).	Moreover,	anaerobic	glycolysis	typically	is	able	to	use	only	carbohydrate	fuels,	produces	only	a	limited	total	amount	of	ATP	in	any	one
episode,	and	creates	a	product,	lactic	acid,	that	requires	a	long	time	to	be	cleared	from	the	body.	Anaerobic	glycolysis	also	has	great	advantages	in	comparison	with	aerobic	catabolism,	however.	Because	anaerobic	glycolysis	does	not	require	O2,	it	can	provide	ATP	when	O2	is	unavailable,	or	it	can	supplement	aerobic	ATP	production	when	O2	is
insufficient.	Of	equal	importance,	anaerobic	glycolysis	can	accelerate	very	rapidly	and	reach	an	exceptionally	high	rate	of	ATP	production	almost	instantly.	These	properties	make	anaerobic	glycolysis	indispensible	for	meeting	the	ATP	needs	of	burst	exercise.	Creatine	kinase	(CK)	support	the	hypothesized	role	of	creatine	phosphate	in	burst	exercise.
Box	Extension	8.2	discusses	another	example	of	the	application	of	genetic	engineering	methods	to	the	study	of	muscle,	focusing	on	fatigue.	Two	Themes	in	Exercise	Physiology:	Fatigue	and	Muscle	Fiber	Types	During	muscular	exercise,	performance	is	affected	by	fatigue	and	by	the	fact	that	a	muscle	often	consists	of	two	or	more	types	of	fibers	(cells)
that	differ	in	their	contractile	and	metabolic	properties.	Here	we	discuss	these	important	themes.	Fatigue	has	many,	context-dependent	causes	Muscle	fatigue	is	an	exercise-induced	reduction	in	a	muscle’s	ability	to	generate	peak	forces	and	maintain	power	output.	It	is	a	fascinating	and	critical	physiological	phenomenon—having	lifeand-death



consequences	in	natural	settings—that	has	defied	full	understanding.	Fatigue	clearly	has	multiple	causes,	depending	on	the	type	and	duration	of	exercise,	and	on	the	physiological	status	of	the	individual	performing	the	exercise.	The	fatigue	associated	with	lactic	acid	accumulation	is	one	of	the	types	of	fatigue	that	is	best	understood
phenomenologically.	Humans	or	other	vertebrates	undergoing	intense	exercise	that	involves	sustained	net	lactate	production	characteristically	become	profoundly	overcome	with	fatigue	when	lactic	acid	accumulates	to	a	certain	level;	virtual	paralysis	often	sets	in.	Even	in	the	case	of	this	very	regular	and	predictable	type	of	fatigue,	however,	the
cellular	and	molecular	mechanisms	are	not	well	understood.	In	the	1960s	and	earlier,	the	lactate	ion	was	considered	to	be	a	specific	“fatigue	factor.”	By	1990,	however,	investigators	had	decided	that	the	acid–base	disturbance	associated	with	lactic	acid	accumulation—	acidification	of	muscle	cells—was	the	real	cause	of	this	fatigue.	By	now,
acidification—although	it	plays	a	role—seems	unlikely	to	be	the	principal	cause,	based	on	studies	in	which	muscle	cell	pH	has	Percentage	of	ATP	made	from	various	fuels	100	Figure	8.8 	The	fueling	of	intense,	sustained	muscular	work	in	humans	Shown	are	the	fuels	that	the	muscles	use	to	make	ATP	over	the	course	of	4	h	of	exercise	that	requires
about	70%–80%	of	a	person’s	maximum	rate	of	aerobic	catabolism.	In	the	later	stages	of	this	exercise,	a	failure	of	glucose	resupply	processes	to	keep	up	with	muscle	needs	is	believed	to	be	an	important	cause	of	fatigue;	the	resupply	processes	include	mobilization	of	liver	glucose	and	blood	transport	to	muscles.	(After	Coyle	1991.)	Fatty	acids	brought
to	muscles	by	blood	80	60	40	Glucose	from	glycogen	stored	in	exercising	muscles	20	0	0	Glucose	brought	to	muscles	by	blood	3	1	2	Number	of	hours	after	start	of	exercise	As	time	passes,	muscle	glycogen	is	depleted,	meaning	that…	4	At	each	time,	the	percentage	of	the	total	vertical	distance	that	falls	within	each	category	of	fuel	corresponds	to	the
percentage	of	ATP	made	from	that	fuel.	…glucose	must	be	brought	to	the	muscles	at	an	increasing	rate	from	elsewhere	in	the	body.	been	directly	manipulated	to	observe	its	effects.	Investigators	have	not,	however,	reached	a	consensus	on	the	actual	mechanism.	Accumulation	of	lactic	acid	clearly	serves	as	an	indicator—a	proxy—for	the	development
of	this	sort	of	fatigue	without	lactic	acid	being	the	principal	causative	agent.14	Some	types	of	fatigue	seem	to	be	partly	caused	by	changes	in	organ-level	systems.	For	example,	a	type	of	fatigue	that	meets	this	description	and	is	fairly	well	understood	is	the	fatigue	that	develops	after	a	long	time	during	intense,	sustained	(aerobically	fueled)	exercise
(Figure	8.8).	When	people	engage	in	this	sort	of	exercise,	fatigue	is	associated	with	(and	probably	partly	caused	by)	inadequate	muscle	glucose.	In	the	first	tens	of	minutes	of	such	exercise,	glucose	from	muscle	glycogen	fuels	the	portion	of	muscle	ATP	production	that	is	based	on	glucose	oxidation.	As	time	passes,	however,	muscle	glycogen	becomes
depleted,15	and	the	muscles	become	dependent	on	glucose	brought	to	them	from	other	organs	(notably	the	liver)	by	blood	flow	(see	Figure	8.8).	When	the	rate	of	this	glucose	resupply	is	inadequate,	fatigue	sets	in.	Hyperthermia	(unusually	high	body	temperature)	is	another	organismal	factor	that	sometimes	causes	fatigue.	Usually,	however,	fatigue	is
caused	by	changes	in	cell	function	and	molecular	function	in	the	exercising	muscles,	explaining	why	the	focus	Hill	overwhelming	Animal	Physiology	4E	of	modern	fatigue	research	is	on	cellularSinauer	Associates	molecular	mechanisms	(see	Box	8.2).	As	discussed	in	Chapter	20,	Morales	both	theStudio	excitation	of	muscle	and	the	contraction	of	muscle
entail	Figure	08.08	11-13-15	ion	fluxes	across	cellular	or	intracellular	membranes	mediated	by	ion	transport	proteins.	Contraction,	moreover,	entails	interactions	among	the	contractile	proteins,	ATP,	and	other	cellular	molecules.	Disruption	of	any	of	these	constituents	has	the	potential	to	diminish	a	muscle	cell’s	ability	to	develop	force	and	maintain
power	output.	For	instance,	during	the	sort	of	sustained	exercise	discussed	in	the	last	paragraph,	part	of	the	cause	of	fatigue	seems	to	be	a	gradual	accumulation	of	critical	ions	(e.g.,	Ca2+)	in	incorrect	cellular	locations	as	a	consequence	of	the	repetitive	ion	fluxes	involved	in	long-duration	muscular	effort.	14	Some	investigators	even	argue	that	lactic
acid	aids	muscular	work,	such	as	through	effects	on	cell-membrane	ion	channels	that	help	prevent	deleterious	changes	in	intracellular	and	extracellular	ion	concentrations.	15	Recall	(see	Figure	6.2)	that	carbohydrate	stores	are	small	in	comparison	with	fat	stores.	Even	when	a	person’s	glycogen	stores	are	fully	loaded,	the	human	body	contains	only
about	450	g	(1	pound)	of	glycogen.	The	small	size	of	the	glycogen	stores	helps	explain	why	glycogen	depletion	can	occur	during	prolonged	exercise.	The	muscle	fibers	in	the	muscles	used	for	locomotion	are	heterogeneous	in	functional	properties	The	muscle	tissue	of	an	animal	is	typically	heterogeneous	in	its	metabolic	and	contractile	properties.	In
vertebrates,	for	example,	several	different	types	of	muscle	fibers	(muscle	cells)16	occur	in	skeletal	muscle.	Two	of	the	principal	types	in	mammals	are	termed	slow	oxidative	(SO)	fibers	and	fast	glycolytic	(FG)	fibers.	The	SO	fibers	are	called	slow	because	they	contract	and	develop	tension	relatively	slowly,	in	contrast	to	the	FG	fibers,	which	are	fast	in
contracting	and	developing	tension	(see	Table	20.2).	The	SO	fibers	are	called	oxidative,	whereas	the	FG	fibers	are	called	glycolytic,	because	of	differences	in	the	physiology	of	their	ATP	production.	The	SO	fibers	are	poised	principally	to	make	ATP	by	aerobic	catabolism;	they	have	high	levels	of	key	enzymes	specific	to	aerobic	catabolism,	such	as
succinic	dehydrogenase	(a	Krebs-cycle	enzyme),	and	are	well	endowed	with	mitochondria.	The	FG	fibers,	by	contrast,	are	poised	principally	to	make	ATP	anaerobically;	they	are	high	in	enzymes	of	anaerobic	glycolysis,	such	as	lactate	dehydrogenase,	and	are	relatively	sparse	in	mitochondria.	Correlated	with	the	differences	in	the	catabolic	pathways
they	use,	the	SO	and	FG	fibers	differ	in	how	readily	they	can	take	up	and	store	O2.	SO	fibers	are	relatively	rich	in	myoglobin,	which	not	only	helps	store	O2	within	the	fibers	but	also	aids	diffusion	of	fresh	O2	into	the	fibers.	FG	fibers	are	low	in	myoglobin.	Because	of	the	difference	in	myoglobin	content,	SO	fibers	are	reddish	in	color,	whereas	FG	fibers
are	whitish,	explaining	why	the	SO	fibers	are	sometimes	called	red	fibers,	and	the	FG	fibers	white.	SO	and	FG	fibers	also	differ	in	their	power-generation	and	fatigue	properties	in	ways	that	correlate	with	the	features	already	discussed.	The	properties	of	SO	fibers	are	predictable	from	the	fact	that	they	mainly	use	steady-state	aerobic	catabolism	to
make	ATP:	Although	SO	fibers	have	relatively	low	peak	mechanical-power	outputs	(see	Table	8.1),	they	are	relatively	resistant	to	fatigue	and	readily	sustain	work	over	long	periods.	FG	fibers	represent	the	opposite	extreme.	They	can	generate	a	high	power	output,	but	they	rely	strongly	on	nonsteady-state	mechanisms	of	ATP	production,	accumulate
lactic	acid,	and	fatigue	quickly.	In	mammals,	major	skeletal	muscles	are	typically	built	of	mixes	of	intermingled	SO	fibers,	FG	fibers,	and	other	fiber	types	(see	Chapter	20).	Fish,	by	contrast,	often	have	large	muscle	masses	composed	principally	of	a	single	type	of	muscle	fiber	similar	to	the	mammalian	SO	or	FG	fibers;	thus	entire	blocks	of	muscle	in
fish	are	red	or	white	and	exhibit	the	performance	properties	of	red	or	white	fibers.	16	A	muscle	fiber	is	a	muscle	cell.	“Fiber”	and	“cell”	are	synonyms	in	the	study	of	muscle.	The	Interplay	of	Aerobic	and	Anaerobic	Catabolism	during	Exercise	When	animals	engage	in	exercise,	their	performance	typically	reflects	the	underlying	mechanisms	that	they
are	using	to	produce	the	ATP	required.	Fish	that	are	cruising	about	at	relatively	leisurely	speeds,	for	example,	do	so	with	their	red	swimming	muscles,	employing	steady-state	aerobic	catabolism	to	make	ATP.	Cruising,	therefore,	can	be	sustained	for	long	periods.	However,	fish	that	engage	in	sudden,	intense	exertion—such	as	cod	avoiding	a	trawling
net	or	salmon	leaping	waterfalls—use	their	white	swimming	muscles	and	anaerobic	glycolysis	to	generate	the	high	power	they	require.17	They	thus	accumulate	lactic	acid,	and	if	they	must	perform	repeatedly	in	a	short	time,	they	are	in	danger	of	the	sort	of	fatigue	associated	with	lactic	acid.	Crustaceans	similarly	illustrate	that	exercise	performance
reflects	the	underlying	mechanisms	of	ATP	production.	When	crayfish,	lobsters,	and	crabs	walk	or	cruise	about	at	modest,	sustainable	speeds,	they	produce	ATP	by	steady-state	aerobic	catabolism.	When	a	crayfish	or	lobster	employs	tail	flipping	to	power	itself	rapidly	away	from	danger,	however,	the	tail	muscles	require	ATP	at	a	greater	rate	than
aerobic	catabolism	can	provide.	Thus	the	muscles	turn	to	mechanisms	that	can	produce	ATP	at	exceptionally	high	rates.	In	species	of	crayfish	studied	in	detail,	the	tail	muscles	exhibit	high	levels	of	arginine	kinase	and	lactate	dehydrogenase—enzymes	instrumental	in	anaerobic	ATP	production—and	low	levels	of	aerobic	catabolic	enzymes.	The
primary	mechanism	of	ATP	production	at	the	start	of	escape	swimming	by	tail	flipping	is	use	of	the	phosphagen	arginine	phosphate.	Later,	if	tail	flipping	continues,	anaerobic	glycolysis—producing	lactic	acid—is	brought	into	ever-greater	play	to	meet	the	ATP	demands	of	the	tail	muscles.	Because	both	of	these	mechanisms	are	nonsteady-state	and
self-limiting,	tail	flipping	cannot	be	sustained	for	long.	A	huge	amount	of	information	exists	on	lactic	acid	concentrations	in	relation	to	fatigue.	Although	lactic	acid	is	not	the	cause	of	fatigue,	it	is	nonetheless	often	a	useful,	readily	measured	index	of	cell	conditions	causing	fatigue.	As	a	practical	index,	animals	are	often	considered	to	have	an	upper
limit	of	lactic	acid	accumulation.	According	to	this	view,	after	one	bout	of	exercise	has	caused	a	buildup	of	lactic	acid,	a	closely	following	second	bout	is	limited	in	the	degree	to	which	anaerobic	glycolysis	can	be	used	because	newly	made	lactic	acid	adds	to	the	preexisting	amount.	A	human	example	is	provided	by	athletes	who	compete	in	two	burst-
type	races	in	a	single	track	meet;	performance	in	the	second	race	is	often	impaired	if	lactic	acid	accumulated	in	the	first	race	has	not	yet	been	fully	metabolized.	Clearing	lactic	acid	from	the	body	takes	tens	of	minutes	in	mammals	and	can	take	hours	in	poikilotherms.	For	animals	in	nature,	the	slow	rate	of	removal	of	lactic	acid	may	well	mean	that	an
animal	is	impaired	for	a	substantial	time	in	its	ability	to	pursue	prey	or	escape	danger.	These	important	behavioral	consequences	are	additional	manifestations	of	the	high	degree	of	relevance	of	the	biochemistry	of	ATP	production.	Some	types	of	animals	follow	patterns	that	are	different	from	those	of	vertebrates	and	crustaceans.	Insects	are	the	most
dramatic	17	When	we	speak	of	red	and	white	muscles	in	this	context,	we	are	referring	to	the	distinction	between	the	myoglobin-rich,	SO-like	muscles	and	the	myoglobin-poor,	FG-like	muscles	discussed	in	the	previous	section.	This	is	an	entirely	different	matter	from	the	overall	hue	of	a	fish’s	muscle	tissue,	whether	off-white	in	a	cod	or	orange	in	a
salmon.	Number	of	offspring	fathered	Aerobic	and	Anaerobic	Forms	of	Metabolism	 	203	12	10	8	6	4	2	0	2.5	3.0	3.5	4.0	Burst	speed	(m/s)	on	a	log	scale	4.5	5.0	Figure	8.9 	Modern	genetic	paternity	testing	reveals	that	the	number	of	offspring	fathered	by	male	collared	lizards	(Crotaphytus	collaris)	depends	directly	on	how	fast	they	can	run	during
burst	running 	Each	symbol	represents	one	male	in	a	free-	living	population.	Males	defend	territories	where	they	mate	with	females.	The	defense	of	a	territory	depends	in	part	on	sudden,	high-intensity	running	to	repel	male	invaders	or	meet	other	threats.	(After	Husak	et	al.	2006.)	and	important	example.	Insect	flight	muscles	typically	have	little	or
no	ability	to	make	ATP	anaerobically	and	remain	fully	aerobic	even	when	they	suddenly	increase	their	power	output,	as	at	the	onset	of	flight.	Correlated	with	the	fact	that	virtually	all	flight-muscle	work	is	aerobic,	insect	flight	muscles	contain	very	high	levels	of	aerobic	catabolic	enzymes,	and	in	some	species,	half	the	tissue	volume	of	these	muscles	is
mitochondria!	The	flight	muscles	of	certain	insects,	in	fact,	are	the	most	aerobically	competent	of	all	animal	tissues	as	judged	by	the	rate	per4Egram	at	which	they	can	synthesize	ATP	by	Hill	Animal	Physiology	Sinauer	Associates	aerobic	catabolism.	A	characteristic	of	insects	that	helps	explain	Morales	Studio	their	aerobic	fueling	of	burst	exercise	is
their	tracheal	breathing	Figure	08.09	11-13-15	system,	which	provides	O2	directly	to	each	flight-muscle	cell	by	way	of	gas-filled	tubes	(see	page	629).	When	squids	and	other	molluscs	use	anaerobic	catabolism	for	burst	swimming,	they	exhibit	a	curious	difference	from	vertebrates.	Their	swimming	muscles	reduce	pyruvic	acid	to	octopine	rather	than
lactic	acid.	The	octopine-generating	anaerobic	pathway	provides	a	high	rate	of	ATP	synthesis,	as	in	vertebrates,	but	has	different	detailed	biochemical	implications.	Underlying	much	of	scientific	thinking	about	exercise	in	the	wild	is	an	assumption	that	a	high	capacity	for	exercise	performance	is	advantageous	for	survival	and	reproduction—meaning
that	a	high	capacity	for	performance	is	favored	by	natural	selection.	Although	some	tests	of	this	hypothesis	have	not	obtained	positive	results,	direct	evidence	is	in	fact	accumulating	that,	in	a	state	of	nature,	individual	animals	of	a	single	species	vary	in	exercise	performance	and	this	variation	affects	their	survival	and	reproductive	success	as
hypothesized.	An	example	is	provided	by	male	collared	lizards	(Crotaphytus	collaris)	that	are	defending	territories	where	they	mate	with	females.	To	defend	these	territories	the	males	employ	sudden,	high-speed	running	to	exclude	intruders	and	meet	other	threats.	Their	burst	running	almost	surely	depends	on	ATP	produced	by	anaerobic	glycolysis
because	(see	Table	8.1),	in	such	running,	they	accelerate	almost	instantly	and	achieve	high	work	intensities.	Individual	males	vary	substantially	in	how	fast	they	can	cover	distance	during	burst	running,	from	about	3	to	5	m/s.	Investigators	measured	the	burst	running	speeds	of	16	males	in	a	free-living	population.	Then	they	used	genetic	paternity
testing	to	determine	the	number	of	offspring	fathered	by	each.	They	found	a	statistically	significant	trend	for	the	faster	males	to	father	more	offspring	(Figure	8.9).	204	 	Chapter	8	(A)	Theoretical	rate	of	O2	consumption	assuming	that,	moment-by-moment,	all	ATP	is	made	using	O2	from	the	atmosphere	Under	the	highly	theoretical	assumption	that
all	ATP	is	made	aerobically	using	environmental	O2,	a	person’s	rate	of	O2	uptake	by	breathing	would	increase	stepwise	at	the	start	of	exercise…	Metabolic	transitions	occur	at	the	start	and	end	of	vertebrate	exercise	…and	decrease	stepwise	at	the	end.	Rate	of	O2	demand	or	supply	Rate	of	theoretical	O2	demand	Multiple	metabolic	processes	are
involved	in	the	Exercise	provision	of	ATP	for	vertebrate	exercise	of	all	types.	Details	depend	on	the	intensity	of	exercise,	which	is	usefully	indexed	by	comparison	with	an	individual’s	maximum	rate	of	aerobic	catabolism.	A	given	individual	in	a	particular	state	of	trainRest	Rest	ing	is	capable	of	a	certain	maximum	rate	of	O2	18	consumption.	Exercise
that	requires	exactly	this	maximum	is	classified	as	maximal	exercise.	Exercise	that	requires	less	than	the	maximum	Time	rate	of	O2	consumption	is	called	submaximal	(B)	Actual	rate	of	O2	consumption	compared	with	theoretical	exercise,	and	exercise	that	requires	more	than	an	individual’s	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	…the	difference	between
theoretical	O2	demand	In	real	exercise,	the	difference	between	the	and	actual	O2	uptake	at	the	end	is	the	excess	is	called	supramaximal	exercise.	theoretical	O2	demand	and	the	actual	O2	postexercise	oxygen	consumption	(EPOC).	uptake	at	the	start	is	the	oxygen	deficit,	and…	Consider	a	bout	of	submaximal	exercise	that	starts	and	ends	abruptly,
requires	about	80%	of	Pay-as-you-go	phase	an	individual’s	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption,	and	lasts	30	min	or	so.	Let’s	assume	we	are	talking	about	a	person	who	is	running,	although	the	principles	we	will	develop	apply	to	all	or	most	vertebrates.	Figure	8.10A	shows	how	the	Theoretical	O2	Actual	O2	uptake	demand	from	environment	person’s	rate
of	O2	consumption	by	breathing	would	change	during	this	bout	of	exercise	if	all	Resting	rate	of	O2	consumption	ATP	were	made	on	a	moment-by-moment	basis	by	aerobic	catabolism	using	O2	taken	up	from	the	Time	environment	by	breathing.	The	person’s	rate	of	O2	consumption	would	increase	stepwise	at	the	Figure	8.10 	The	concepts	of	oxygen
deficit	and	excess	postexercise	oxygen	start	of	running	and	decrease	stepwise	at	the	end.	consumption 	(A)	The	rate	of	O2	demand	of	a	person	who	is	initially	at	rest,	suddenly	starts	vigorous	submaximal	exercise,	continues	for	30	min	or	so,	and	then	suddenly	stops,	Actually,	however,	during	this	type	of	exercise,	assuming	unrealistically	that	all	ATP
is	produced	aerobically,	using	atmospheric	O2,	at	all	a	person’s	rate	of	O2	uptake	by	breathing	changes	times.	(B)	The	actual	rate	of	O2	uptake	from	the	environment	(red	line)	of	the	person	in	(A),	as	shown	by	the	red	line	in	Figure	8.10B.	In	showing	that	there	is	an	initial	transition	period	during	which	the	full	ATP	demand	is	not	met	the	middle	of	the
bout	of	exercise,	the	person’s	by	O2	uptake,	then	a	period	when	O2	uptake	matches	the	full	O2	demand,	and	finally	a	actual	rate	of	O2	uptake	matches	the	theoretical	transition	period	when	the	person’s	actual	rate	of	O2	uptake	exceeds	the	resting	rate	even	O2	demand	of	the	exercise.	However,	there	is	a	though	the	person	is	at	rest.	transition	phase
at	the	start	of	the	exercise,	when	the	person’s	actual	rate	of	O2	uptake	is	lower	than	the	theoretical	O2	demand,	and	there	is	another	transition	phase	During	the	period	of	the	oxygen	deficit,	the	full	ATP	demand	of	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	at	the	end	when	the	person’s	actual	rate	of	O2	uptake	Sinauer	exceedsAssociates	the	exercise	is	not	met	by
aerobic	catabolism	based	on	environmental	theoretical	O2	demand.	O2.	Where,	then,	does	the	other	ATP	come	from?	In	the	sort	of	Morales	Studio	Figure	08.10	11-13-15	exercise	we	are	discussing,	the	answer	is	that	ATP	is	contributed	the	transition	phase	at	the	start:	the	oxygen	deficit	during	the	period	of	oxygen	deficit	by	anaerobic	glycolysis,	use
The	reason	for	the	transition	phase	at	the	start	of	the	exercise	we	of	phosphagen,	and	use	of	O2	stores.19	These	three	mechanisms,	are	considering	is	the	fact,	already	mentioned,	that	the	breathing	in	fact,	are	essential	for	exercise	to	start	in	a	stepwise	way.	They	and	circulatory	systems	in	vertebrates	do	not	instantly	increase	make	up	for	the	slow
acceleration	of	ATP	production	by	aerobic	the	rate	at	which	they	deliver	O2	to	the	body.	Instead,	even	if	excatabolism	based	on	environmental	O2.	They	thereby	permit	the	ercise	starts	abruptly,	O2	delivery	to	the	tissues	increases	gradually.	overall	rate	of	ATP	production	to	increase	abruptly	to	a	high	level	In	people,	1–4	min	are	required	for	the
breathing	and	circulatory	when	exercise	begins.	systems	to	accelerate	fully.	During	the	period	when	the	breathing	and	circulatory	systems	are	accelerating	their	actual	rate	of	O2	the	pay-as-you-go	phase 	During	the	exercise	we	are	discussdelivery	at	the	start	of	a	bout	of	exercise,	the	body’s	supply	of	O2	ing	or	any	other	sort	of	submaximal	exercise,
the	breathing	and	from	the	environment	(actual	O2	uptake)	is	less	than	its	theoretical	circulatory	systems	ultimately	accelerate	their	rate	of	O2	delivery	O2	demand	for	the	exercise.	This	difference	is	termed	an	oxygen	sufficiently	to	meet	the	full	O2	demand	of	the	exercise.	The	exercise	deficit	(see	Figure	8.10B).	is	then	said	to	enter	a	pay-as-you-go
phase	(see	Figure	8.10B)	18	See	Chapter	9	for	an	extensive	discussion	of	the	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	and	its	determinants.	19	Anaerobic	glycolysis,	use	of	phosphagen,	and	use	of	O2	stores	are	sometimes	termed	the	mechanisms	of	oxygen	deficit.	Aerobic	and	Anaerobic	Forms	of	Metabolism	 	205	(C)	Supramaximal	exercise	Rate	of	O2
demand	or	supply	Rate	of	O2	demand	or	supply	(A)	Light	submaximal	exercise	Maximal	rate	of	O2	consumption	Time	Time	KEY	(B)	Heavy	submaximal	exercise	Theoretical	O2	demand	Rate	of	O2	demand	or	supply	Actual	O2	uptake	from	environment	Oxygen	deficit	Excess	postexercise	oxygen	consumption	Figure	8.11 	Stylized	O2	supply–demand
diagrams	for	light	sub-	maximal,	heavy	submaximal,	and	supramaximal	exercise 	The	Time	format	is	as	in	Figure	8.10.	The	patterns	illustrated	are	those	observed	in	mammals.	Two	important	determinants	of	exercise	performance	are	an	individual’s	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	and	maximum	oxygen	deficit.	Both	are	increased	by	training
(repeated	exercise),	thereby	increasing	performance.	A	person,	for	example,	might	increase	his	or	her	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	by	10%–30%	through	appropriate	training.	because	thereafter	its	full	O2	cost	is	met	on	a	moment-to-moment	basis	by	use	of	O2	taken	up	from	the	environment	by	breathing.	With	all	ATP	being	made	by	steady-state
aerobic	catabolism,	the	exercise	can	in	principle	be	sustained	indefinitely.	The	pay-as-you-go	phase	in	submaximal	exercise	begins	soon	enough,	in	general,	to	prevent	biochemical	self-termination	of	anaerobic	glycolysis,	use	of	phosphagen,	and	use	of	O2	stores.	Although	those	three	mechanisms	are	susceptible	to	self-termination,	they	are	not	called
upon	for	long	enough	in	this	sort	of	exercise	to	reach	their	inherent	limits.	the	transition	phase	at	the	end:	excess	postexercise	oxygen	consumption 	At	the	end	of	the	exercise	we	are	describing,	the	exercising	person	suddenly	stops	running,	but	thereafter	his	or	her	actual	rate	of	O2	uptake	does	not	suddenly	drop	in	stepwise	fashion.	Instead,	it
declines	gradually,	remaining	above	the	resting	rate	of	O2	consumption	for	many	minutes	(see	Figure	8.10B).	This	elevation	of	the	actual	rate	of	O2	uptake	above	the	resting	rate	of	O2	uptake—even	though	the	person	is	behaviorally	at	rest—is	termed	excess	postexercise	oxygen	consumption	(EPOC).	In	everyday	language,	people	describe	the	EPOC
as	“breathing	hard”	after	exercise.20	The	EPOC	has	multiple	causes,	and	the	reasons	for	it	are	not	fully	understood	at	present.	20	For	several	decades	in	the	mid-twentieth	century,	the	EPOC	was	called	oxygen	debt.	That	term	has	been	discredited,	however,	because	it	was	based	an	assumption	Hill	on	Animal	Physiologythat	4E	the	cause	of	the	EPOC
is	simply	the	need	to	metabolize	any	lactic	acid	that	was	accumulated	at	the	start	of	the	exercise.	Sinauer	Associates	Actually,	is	often	a	nearly	total	lack	of	correspondence	between	the	Moralesthere	Studio	time	course	of	the	EPOC	and	the	time	course	of	lactic	acid	metabolism	Figure	08.11	11-13-15	12-02-15	in	vertebrates.	The	term	EPOC	is
preferred	over	oxygen	debt	because	it	is	functionally	neutral	and	implies	no	particular	mechanistic	explanation.	the	transition	phases	vary	in	their	nature	depending	on	the	intensity	of	exercise 	Different	intensities	of	exer-	cise	in	vertebrates	produce	different	sorts	of	transition	phases.	For	example,	if	a	vertebrate	undertakes	light	submaximal
exercise	that	requires	less	than	50%–60%	of	the	individual’s	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption,	transition	phases	occur	at	the	start	and	end,	as	shown	in	Figure	8.11A,	but	lactic	acid	does	not	accumulate	at	these	exercise	intensities.	Without	a	lactic	acid	accumulation,	the	only	processes	required	to	“reinitialize”	the	body	at	the	end	of	exercise	are	the
replenishing	of	O2	stores	and	phosphagen	stores,	both	of	which	occur	very	rapidly	(see	Table	8.1).	In	heavy	submaximal	exercise	that	requires	more	than	50%–60%	of	maximum	O2	consumption	(Figure	8.11B),	net	accumulation	of	lactic	acid	occurs	at	the	start.	Accordingly,	lactic	acid	must	be	metabolized	at	the	end—a	long	process.	The	EPOC
therefore	lasts	longer	than	in	light	submaximal	exercise.	The	most	dramatic	transition	phases	occur	during	supramaximal	exercise	(Figure	8.11C).	Such	exercise	demands	ATP	at	a	greater	rate	than	can	ever	be	supplied	by	steady-state	aerobic	catabolism.	Thus	a	pay-as-you-go	phase	is	never	reached,	and	anaerobic	glycolysis	must	continue	to	be
tapped	for	ATP	for	as	long	as	the	exercise	continues—causing	a	steadily	increasing	oxygen	deficit	and	buildup	of	lactic	acid.	Supramaximal	exercise	is	the	principal	form	of	exertion	in	which	lactic	acid	accumulates	to	such	high	levels	that	the	profound,	debilitating,	“lactic	acid	type”	of	fatigue	can	occur.	In	fact,	unless	an	individual	electively	stops
exercising,	supramaximal	exercise	typically	undergoes	metabolic	self-termination	within	minutes.	Then,	associated	with	the	large	accumulation	of	lactic	acid,	a	long	time	is	required	for	the	body	to	recover,	during	which	the	individual’s	capability	for	further	supramaximal	exertion	is	impaired.	206	 	Chapter	8	10	100-m	dash	200	m	Red	line:	Average
speed	(m/s)	400	m	800	m	8	of	world-class	competitive	running 	The	red	line	shows	1500-m	run	5000	m	6	Figure	8.12 	The	mechanisms	of	meeting	the	ATP	costs	Speed	of	running	in	event	specified	ATP	from	anaerobic	glycolysis	10,000	m	ATP	from	aerobic	catabolism	using	glycogen	and	glucose	4	Marathon	(42,194	m)	100,000	m	2	ATP	from	aerobic
catabolism	using	lipid	ATP	from	phosphagen	0	10	50	100	1000	500	Duration	(s)	on	log	scale	Most	ATP	is	made	by	anaerobic	glycolysis	and	use	of	phosphagen	in	short-duration	events,	whereas…	5000	10,000	the	average	pace	of	races	as	a	function	of	the	length	of	time	the	pace	is	maintained,	based	on	world	records	for	men	in	the	specified	competitive
events.	The	space	below	the	red	line	shows	the	approximate	fraction	of	ATP	made	by	aerobic	catabolism,	anaerobic	glycolysis,	and	use	of	creatine	phosphate.	For	simplicity,	synthesis	of	ATP	by	use	of	O2	stores	is	not	shown	as	a	separate	category.	(Data	on	ATP	production	after	Newsholme	et	al.	1992.)	The	fraction	of	the	vertical	distance	between	the
red	line	and	the	x	axis	that	falls	within	each	category	of	ATP	production	corresponds	to	the	fraction	of	ATP	made	by	each	mechanism	of	production.	…essentially	all	ATP	is	made	by	aerobic	catabolism	in	long-duration	events.	The	ATP	source	for	all-out	exercise	varies	in	a	regular	manner	with	exercise	duration	If	you	consider	human	competitive
running	and	reflect	on	the	progression	from	a	sprint	to	a	mile	race	to	a	marathon,	you	will	notice	that	as	the	duration	of	all-out	exertion	increases,	the	pace	slows.	Mile	races	are	run	slower	than	sprints,	and	marathons	are	run	slower	than	mile	runs.	This	trend	in	performance,	which	is	a	fairly	general	property	of	animal	exercise,	is	a	direct	reflection	of
the	biochemistry	of	ATP	production.	In	a	person	or	other	vertebrate,	when	all-out	exertion	lasts	10	s	or	so,	the	total	amount	of	ATP	needed,	from	start	to	finish,	is	relatively	small	(simply	because	ATP	must	be	provided	for	only	a	short	time).	This	means	that	anaerobic	glycolysis,	phosphagen,	and	O2	stores	can	in	principle	meet	the	full	ATP	requirement.
In	actual	practice,	when	people	run	the	100-yard	dash	(or	100-m	dash),	these	three	mechanisms	of	ATP	production	meet	at	least	90%	of	the	ATP	cost;	some	champions	hold	their	breath	from	start	to	finish!	Anaerobic	glycolysis	and	the	use	of	phosphagen	and	O2	stores—while	unable	to	make	a	great	quantity	of	ATP—are	able	to	produce	ATP	at
exceptionally	high	rates	(see	Table	8.1).	Thus,	when	theseAnimal	mechanisms	are	Hill	Physiology	4Esufficient	to	meet	most	of	the	cost	of	running,	Sinauer	Associates	the	pace	of	running	can	be	very	fast,	as	it	is	in	the	100-yard	dash.	Morales	Studio	In	a	mile	race	(about	the	same	as	a	1500-m	race),	the	total	ATP	Figure	08.12	11-13-15	12-02-15
requirement	is	much	greater	than	in	a	100-yard	dash.	Even	if	anaerobic	glycolysis,	phosphagen,	and	O2	stores	are	fully	exploited	to	make	as	much	ATP	as	they	possibly	can	during	a	mile	race,	they	can	meet	no	more	than	25%–50%	of	the	total	ATP	need.	The	rest	of	the	ATP	must	be	made	by	steady-state	aerobic	catabolism	using	O2	from	the
environment,	a	mechanism	that	cannot	produce	ATP	as	fast	as	the	other	mechanisms	(see	Table	8.1).	Thus,	taking	into	account	the	rates	of	all	the	processes	that	are	required	to	contribute	ATP	during	a	mile	race,	the	overall	rate	of	ATP	production	is	lower	than	that	during	a	100-yard	dash.	The	pace	of	the	mile	race	must	therefore	be	slower.	The	pace
of	a	marathon	must	be	slower	yet	because	the	total	ATP	requirement	of	a	marathon	is	so	great	that	only	2%–3%	of	it	can	be	met	by	use	of	anaerobic	glycolysis,	phosphagen,	and	O2	stores.	In	a	marathon,	almost	all	of	the	ATP	is	made	by	steady-state	aerobic	catabolism,	limiting	the	pace	to	that	which	is	permitted	by	that	mechanism.	Figure	8.12	shows
how	the	mechanisms	of	ATP	production	vary	with	the	duration	of	exertion	in	world-class	competitive	runs.	The	red	line	depicts	the	speed	of	running	as	a	function	of	duration.	The	subdivision	of	the	space	below	the	red	line	shows	how	ATP	is	made.	With	increasing	duration,	ATP	production	shifts	from	being	principally	anaerobic	(based	on	phosphagen
and	anaerobic	glycolysis)	to	being	chiefly	aerobic.	Moreover,	at	marathon	and	ultramarathon	distances,	aerobic	catabolism	shifts	from	exclusive	use	of	carbohydrate	fuels	toward	substantial	use	of	lipid	fuels,	which	permit	only	a	lower	rate	of	ATP	synthesis	than	carbohydrate	fuels	(see	Table	8.1).	Trends	similar	to	those	in	Figure	8.12	apply	to
vertebrates	living	in	the	wild.	Thus	ecologically	relevant	performance	depends	in	a	regular	way	on	the	biochemical	mechanisms	by	which	ATP	is	made.	As	the	primary	mechanism	of	ATP	synthesis	shifts	from	phosphagen	use	to	anaerobic	glycolysis	and	then	to	aerobic	catabolism	based	on	carbohydrate	and	lipid	fuels,	the	pace	slows.	Related	species
and	individuals	within	one	species	are	often	poised	very	differently	for	use	of	aerobic	and	anaerobic	catabolism	Related	species	sometimes	have	evolved	very	different	emphasis	on	aerobic	and	anaerobic	ATP	production	during	intense	exertion,	and	these	differences	can	have	important	life-history	consequences.	Thus	the	biochemistry	of	ATP
production	is	one	of	the	ways	that	species	become	specialized	to	live	as	they	do.	The	terrestrial	amphibians	we	briefly	noted	in	Chapter	2	(see	Figure	2.10)	provide	a	classic	illustration.	Some	species,	such	as	the	common	leopard	frog	(Rana	pipiens)	and	many	other	ranid	and	hylid	frogs,	have	a	muscle	biochemistry	that	emphasizes	anaerobic	glycolysis
as	the	principal	mechanism	of	ATP	production	during	all-out	exertion.	If	you	chase	a	leopard	frog,	at	first	the	frog	flees	by	jumping	away	very	rapidly,	but	within	a	few	minutes	it	collapses	in	fatigue.	Both	the	high	speed	of	the	initial	jumping	and	Figure	8.13 	Two	top	athletes	who	differ	in	the	fiber	composi-	tion	of	their	thigh	muscles 	(A)	The
swimmer	competes	in	50-m	(A)	sprints.	(B)	The	cyclist	competes	in	long-distance	races.	Shown	to	the	right	of	each	man	is	a	microscopic	section	of	his	vastus	lateralis,	a	thigh	muscle,	stained	to	make	slow	oxidative	(SO)	fibers	dark.	The	sections	are	labeled	with	a	different	nomenclatural	system	from	the	one	we	use	in	this	chapter:	I	=	SO	fibers;	II	=
either	FG	fibers	or	other	fastcontracting	fibers.	(From	Billeter	and	Hoppeler	1992;	courtesy	of	Rudolf	Billeter-Clark	and	Hans	Hoppeler.)	the	quick	fatigue	reflect	the	emphasis	on	anaerobic	glycolysis	to	make	ATP.	Many	of	the	bufonid	toads,	such	as	the	western	toad	(Anaxyrus	boreas,	formerly	Bufo	boreas),	exemplify	the	opposite	extreme.	The	toads
have	a	muscle	biochemistry	that	emphasizes	aerobic	production	of	ATP	during	all-out	exertion.	When	chased,	they	do	not	flee	as	quickly	as	leopard	frogs,	but	they	can	continue	jumping	at	a	steady	pace	for	a	long	time.	Both	their	slow	speed	and	their	resistance	to	fatigue	reflect	the	aerobic	fueling	of	their	exercise.	Lactate	dehydrogenase	(LDH)
represents	a	key	respect	in	which	the	frogs	and	toads	differ;	the	leg	muscles	of	the	frogs	express	LDH	at	higher	concentration	than	those	of	the	toads.	A	parallel,	and	very	dramatic,	example	is	provided	by	species	of	fish.	The	skipjack	tuna	(Katsuwonus	pelamis)	is	a	supremely	vigorous	species	of	fish.	The	enzymatic	activity	of	LDH	in	its	white
swimming	muscles	exceeds	the	activity	of	LDH	in	sluggish	fish	species	by	more	than	1000	times.21	The	tuna	is	thereby	able	to	engage	in	exceptionally	intense	burst	exercise.	At	a	different	scale,	individuals	within	a	single	species	are	often	poised	differently	for	use	of	aerobic	and	anaerobic	catabolic	pathways.	A	particularly	intriguing	example	of	this
sort	of	variation	is	that	humans	vary	widely	in	the	fiber	composition	of	their	muscles,	as	illustrated	in	Figure	8.13.	The	swimmer	at	the	top	competes	in	sprints	that	require	intense	exertion	for	short	periods.	The	cyclist,	however,	competes	in	sustained	cycling	races.	Small	pieces	of	tissue	were	removed	from	identical	thigh	muscles	of	the	two	men	and
subjected	to	a	histochemical	procedure	that	darkly	stains	slow	oxidative	(SO)	muscle	fibers.	The	images	to	the	right	in	Figure	8.13	show	that	few	of	the	muscle	fibers	of	the	swimmer	are	SO	fibers,	whereas	most	of	the	fibers	of	the	cyclist	are	SO	fibers.	Most	researchers	believe	that	a	difference	of	this	specific	sort	(percentage	of	SO	fibers)	is	relatively
fixed.	That	is,	people	like	the	cyclist,	it	is	thought,	have	principally	SO	fibers	from	early	childhood.	Such	people	discover	through	experience	that	their	muscles,	although	not	extremely	powerful,	are	resistant	to	fatigue;	and	if	such	people	are	inclined	toward	athletic	competition,	they	choose	sports	such	as	long-distance	cycling	that	are	well	served	by
SO	muscle	fibers.	In	contrast,	people	like	the	swimmer,	whose	muscles	are	low	in	SO	fibers	and	presumably	high	in	fast	glycolytic	(FG)	fibers,	gravitate	toward	sports	such	as	sprint	swimming	in	which	high	power—rather	than	long-term	endurance—is	a	key	to	success.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Enzyme	activity	is	measured	as	the
maximumMorales	rate	at	Studio	which	substrate	can	be	converted	to	product	by	a	unit	weight	of	tissue.	Figure	08.13	11-13-15	21	Summary	The	Interplay	of	Aerobic	and	Anaerobic	Catabolism	during	Exercise	„„Behavior	and	biochemistry	are	linked	during	physical	activity	because	attributes	of	performance	depend	on	how	the	ATP	for	muscular	effort
is	synthesized.	(B)	„„Submaximal	forms	of	exercise	can	be	supported	entirely	(except	during	transition	phases)	by	aerobic	catabolism	using	O2	taken	in	from	the	environment	by	breathing.	From	the	viewpoint	of	ATP	supply	and	demand,	submaximal	forms	of	exercise	can	thus	be	sustained	indefinitely.	„„Supramaximal	forms	of	exercise	in	vertebrates,
crustaceans,	and	some	other	animals	require	a	continuing	input	of	ATP	from	anaerobic	glycolysis.	The	steady	use	of	anaerobic	glycolysis—manifested	by	a	steady	accumulation	of	lactic	acid—eventually	causes	metabolic	self-termination	of	the	exercise.	„„In	vertebrates,	metabolic	transitions	occur	at	the	start	and	the	end	of	even	light	submaximal
exercise.	An	oxygen	deficit	occurs	at	the	start,	and	excess	postexercise	oxygen	consumption	(EPOC)	occurs	at	the	end.	The	oxygen	deficit	is	a	consequence	of	the	fact	that	the	breathing	and	circulatory	systems	increase	O2	delivery	gradually,	not	stepwise,	at	the	start	of	exercise.	„„As	the	duration	of	all-out	exertion	increases,	ATP	must	increasingly	be
supplied	by	steady-state	aerobic	catabolism,	rather	than	by	nonsteady-state	mechanisms	that	can	produce	ATP	exceptionally	rapidly	but	cannot	produce	a	great	deal	of	it.	The	pace	of	all-out	exertion	therefore	declines	as	duration	increases.	„„Closely	related	species,	and	even	individuals	within	one	species,	often	differ	greatly	in	their	emphasis	on
aerobic	and	anaerobic	mechanisms	of	producing	ATP	for	exercise.	These	metabolic	differences	help	explain	differences	in	exercise	performance.	208	 	Chapter	8	Responses	to	Impaired	O2	Influx	from	the	Environment	In	addition	to	vigorous	exercise,	impaired	O2	influx	from	the	environment	is	the	second	major	reason	that	animals	turn	to	anaerobic
catabolic	pathways	to	make	ATP.	Many	animals	experience	reduced	O2	influx	from	their	environments	during	parts	of	their	lives.	The	situation	can	arise	in	two	ways.	First,	O2	influx	may	be	reduced	because	the	concentration	of	O2	in	the	environment	is	low.	Alternatively,	animals	may	enter	environments	in	which	they	cannot	breathe,	as	when	seals	or
whales	dive.	Under	either	set	of	conditions,	it	is	common	for	at	least	some	tissues	to	experience	hypoxia	or	anoxia,	defined	respectively	to	be	an	especially	low	level	of	O2	in	tissues	or	an	absence	of	O2	in	tissues.	Some	animals	display	metabolic	depression	when	they	are	faced	with	reduced	O2	influx.	Metabolic	depression	is	a	regulated	reduction	in
the	ATP	needs	of	the	animal	(or	certain	of	its	tissues)	to	levels	below	the	needs	ordinarily	associated	with	rest	in	a	way	that	does	not	present	an	immediate	physiological	threat	to	life.	When	deprived	of	O2,	for	example,	brine	shrimp	embryos	switch	to	a	greatly	reduced	rate	of	metabolism	(signifying	a	reduced	rate	of	ATP	use),	and	they	are	able	to
sustain	this	state	for	long	periods	and	later	recover	without	ill	effect	(Figure	8.14).	Study	of	the	mechanisms	of	metabolic	depression	is	in	its	infancy.	In	some	cases,	key,	rate-limiting	enzymes	are	downregulated,	or	numbers	of	mitochondria	decline.	The	hypoxia-inducible	factor	1	(HIF-1)	control	system	is	often	involved	(see	Figure	23.6),	as	are	other
control	systems.	To	make	ATP	during	anoxia,	animals	must	turn	to	anaerobic	catabolic	pathways,	and	they	also	often	use	such	pathways	to	help	make	ATP	during	hypoxia.	When	vertebrates	turn	to	anaerobic	Rate	of	heat	production	(mJ/g•s)	8	No	O2	Return	to	O2	6	Brine	shrimp	embryos	enter	a	sustained	state	of	profound	metabolic	depression	when
denied	O2.	4	2	0	Ammonia	2	4	6	10	12	8	Time	from	start	of	experiment	(h)	14	16	Figure	8.14 	Metabolic	depression	in	an	invertebrate	faced	with	anoxia 	Metabolic	rate	was	quantified	directly,	by	measure-	ment	of	heat	production.	Two	groups	of	embryos	of	brine	shrimps	(Artemia)—represented	by	the	two	lines—were	studied.	They	were	living	in
water	near	equilibrium	with	the	atmosphere	at	the	start	of	the	experiment.	Then,	at	the	time	marked	“No	O2,”	they	were	switched	into	O2-free	water.	The	embryos	were	exposed	to	ammonia	while	in	O2-free	water,	as	a	way	of	raising	their	pH.	Their	response	to	ammonia	supports	the	hypothesis	that	metabolic	depression	in	the	embryos	is	partly
dependent	on	a	low	pH.	The	drawing	shows	an	adult	brine	shrimp.	(After	Hand	and	Gnaiger	1988.)	catabolism,	they	almost	universally	produce	lactic	acid,22	which	they	never	excrete.	In	sharp	contrast,	invertebrates	adapted	to	life	without	influx	of	O2	rarely	produce	lactic	acid.	Instead,	they	usually	employ	anaerobic	catabolic	pathways	that	are	more
elaborate	than	anaerobic	glycolysis	and	that	yield	a	variety	of	different	products,	which	often	are	excreted.	All	anaerobic	catabolic	pathways	produce	far	less	ATP	per	food	molecule	than	aerobic	catabolism	does.	Thus,	when	animals	turn	from	aerobic	to	anaerobic	catabolic	pathways	as	their	means	for	long-term	ATP	production,	they	are	less	able	to
make	ATP.	Metabolic	depression	helps	with	this	situation	because	it	reduces	the	rate	at	which	animals	need	ATP.	Air-breathing	vertebrates	during	diving:	Preserving	the	brain	presents	special	challenges	Most	vertebrate	brains	are	obligatorily	aerobic;	they	must	have	O2.	When	air-breathing	vertebrates	dive	for	extended	periods,	therefore,	the	status
of	their	brain	is	of	special	interest	and	concern.	In	diving	species	of	mammals	and	birds,	most	dives	are	kept	short	enough	that	the	ATP	needs	of	all	tissues	can	be	met	aerobically	using	stored	O2.	Dives	of	exceptionally	long	duration,	however,	cause	these	vertebrates	to	resort	to	anaerobic	glycolysis.	The	animals	then	metabolically	subdivide	their
bodies	(see	Chapter	26	for	details).	They	ensure	continuing	O2	delivery	to	their	brain	by	reserving	certain	of	their	O2	stores	for	the	brain,	while	simultaneously	they	deprive	large	portions	of	their	bodies	of	O2	delivery;	the	latter	parts	run	out	of	O2	and	become	dependent	on	anaerobic	glycolysis.	Diving	crocodilians,	sea	turtles,	lizards,	and	most
freshwater	and	terrestrial	turtles	must	also	keep	their	brains	aerobic.	Certain	species	of	freshwater	and	terrestrial	turtles,	however,	are	dramatic	exceptions	in	that	they	can	tolerate	total-body	anoxia—full	O2	depletion	of	all	tissues,	including	the	brain—during	protracted	dives.	These	anoxia-tolerant	turtles	are	able	to	dive	for	exceptionally	long
periods.	Figure	8.15	shows	the	lengths	of	time	that	various	vertebrates	can	survive	anoxia	as	a	function	of	their	body	(tissue)	temperatures	when	they	are	tested.	The	anoxia-tolerant	turtles	(in	which	the	brain	can	survive	without	O2),	such	as	those	in	the	genera	Trachemys	and	Chrysemys,	are	able	to	survive	about	1000	times	longer	at	any	given	body
temperature	than	most	other	vertebrates.	An	informative	way	to	understand	the	implications	of	brain	anoxia	in	diving	turtles	is	to	look	briefly	at	the	threat	anoxia	poses	to	vertebrate	central	nervous	system	(CNS)	tissue.	In	a	person	or	other	mammal,	catastrophe	strikes	when	the	brain	is	deprived	of	O2	because	the	ATP	requirement	of	mammalian
brain	cells	per	unit	of	time	far	exceeds	the	rate	at	which	those	cells	can	make	ATP	by	anaerobic	means.	Within	seconds	after	O2	influx	to	the	mammalian	brain	is	cut	off,	the	concentration	of	ATP	in	brain	cells	starts	to	fall	precipitously.	Soon,	ATP-dependent	ion	pumps	(e.g.,	Na+	–K+-ATPase)	are	unable	to	pump	ions	across	the	cell	membranes	rapidly
enough	to	maintain	normal	membrane	polarization.	The	cell	membranes	thus	depolarize,	with	numerous	cataclysmic	consequences;	for	instance,	nerve	impulses	(action	potentials)	become	impossible,	and	voltage-gated	Ca2+	channels	are	inappropriately	triggered	to	open,	allowing	Ca2+	to	flood	into	the	cells.	For	this	reason	and	others,	the	Ca2+
concentration	in	the	22	A	few	vertebrate	species,	notably	two	species	of	fish	discussed	later,	are	exceptions.	Aerobic	and	Anaerobic	Forms	of	Metabolism	 	209	KEY	Anoxic	survival	time	(min)	on	log	scale	Anoxia-tolerant	vertebrates	Crucian	carp	Blind	goby	10,000	Mouse	Anole	lizard	1000	Rainbow	trout	Bullhead	catfish	(A)	The	concepts	of	oxygen
regulation	and	conformity	Rate	of	O2	consumption	Trachemys	turtle	Chrysemys	turtle	100,000	Oxygen	regulation	r	nfo	e	yg	Ox	o	nc	ty	mi	O2	concentration	of	environmental	water	or	air	100	(B)	Regulation	and	conformity	in	two	species	of	related	fish	“Normal”	vertebrates	10	0	The	redline	darter	inhabits	fastflowing	streams.	Exposure	to	O2
concentrations	less	than	50%	of	that	of	fully	aerated	water	can	be	fatal.	120	0	10	20	30	Body	temperature	(°C)	40	90	Figure	8.15 	Survival	times	during	total-body	anoxia	in	verte-	brates	as	a	function	of	body	temperature 	The	survival	times	are	plotted	on	a	logarithmic	scale.	(After	Nilsson	and	Lutz	2004.)	Animals	faced	with	reduced	O2	availability
in	their	usual	environments	may	show	conformity	or	regulation	of	aerobic	ATP	synthesis	When	animals	are	living	in	the	environments	in	which	they	can	breathe,	such	as	fish	in	water	or	mammals	in	air,	how	do	their	rates	of	aerobic	ATP	production	change	when	they	are	confronted	with	changes	of	O2	concentration	in	the	environmental	water	or	air?
As	the	environmental	O2	level	is	lowered,	the	usual	pattern	is	for	an	animal’s	rate	of	O2	consumption	to	be	unaffected	over	a	certain	range	of	O2	levels	(Figure	8.16A).	This	maintenance	of	a	steady	23	A	parallel	phenomenon	has	recently	been	discovered	in	certain	crayfish,	in	which	the	shell	buffers	lactic	acid	produced	when	the	animals	are	placed	in
air,	where	they	cannot	breathe.	Routine	rate	of	O2	consumption	(µL/g•h)	cytoplasm	rises	to	levels	that	trigger	a	variety	of	inappropriate	and	disastrous	Ca2+-mediated	responses.	The	turtles	that	tolerate	brain	anoxia	employ	metabolic	depression	of	the	brain	as	a	key	mechanism	of	maintaining	the	integrity	of	their	brain	tissue	during	anoxia.	Synaptic
transmission	between	brain	cells	is	suppressed	in	the	absence	of	O2,	and	ion-mediated	bioelectrical	activity	of	cells	is	reduced	so	that	the	brain	becomes	electrically	relatively	silent.	This	response	has	a	significant	cost:	The	turtles	cease	to	be	behaviorally	alert.	They	become	comatose.	Because	of	this	response,	however,	the	brain	ion	pumps	have	much
less	work	to	do	to	maintain	normal	ion	distributions	and	cell-membrane	polarization.	The	ATP	requirement	of	maintaining	tissue	integrity	is	lowered,	Hill	Animalglycolysis	Physiology	is	4E	able	to	meet	the	ATP	requirement,	and	anaerobic	Sinauer	Associates	brain	ATP	concentrations	do	not	fall.	With	its	entire	body	anoxic,	Morales	Studio	a	Figure
turtle08.15	accumulates	11-13-15	lactic	acid,	which	can	reach	extraordinary	concentrations	during	prolonged	anoxia.	The	shell	and	the	bones	of	a	turtle	play	key	roles	in	preventing	lethal	acidification	under	these	circumstances,	by	buffering	the	acid.23	60	30	0	180	150	120	90	60	The	slack-water	darter	resides	in	slow-moving	streams	and	is	much
more	tolerant	of	low	O2	concentrations	in	its	environment.	30	0	0	25	50	75	100	Water	O2	concentration	as	percentage	of	fully	aerated	Figure	8.16 	Oxygen	regulation	and	conformity 	(A)	The	general	concepts	of	oxygen	regulation	and	conformity.	(B)	Rates	of	O2	consumption	of	two	species	of	fish	in	the	genus	Etheostoma—the	redline	darter	(E.
rufilineatum)	and	the	slack-water	darter	(E.	boschungi	)—during	routine	activity	at	20°C.	Red	circles	mark	ambient	O2	levels	at	which	deaths	occurred.	On	the	x	axis,	100	is	the	O2	concentration	of	water	that	is	at	equilibrium	with	the	atmosphere	and	therefore	fully	aerated;	values	higher	than	100	were	created	in	some	studies	by	bubbling	water	with
pure	O2.	(After	Ultsch	et	al.	1978.)	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	rate	of	O	consumption	(and	aerobic	ATP	production)	regardless	of	Sinauer	2Associates	the	level	of	O2	in	the	environment	is	termed	oxygen	regulation	Morales	Studio	(see	Figure	It	often	12-02-15	involves	active	responses,	such	as	an	inFigure	08.161.8).	11-13-15	crease	in	breathing	rate	as
the	O2	level	in	the	water	or	air	declines.	Ultimately,	if	the	environmental	O2	level	is	lowered	further	and	210	 	Chapter	8		eak	O2	Consumption	and	Physical	Performance	BOX	P	8.3	at	High	Altitudes	in	Mountaineers	Breathing	Ambient	Air	100	Maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	as	percentage	of	rate	at	sea	level	(%)	When	people	(and	other	mammals)
are	exposed	to	decreased	atmospheric	concentrations	of	O2,	they	marshal	vigorous	physiological	defenses,	discussed	in	Boxes	23.2	and	24.5.	Because	of	these	responses,	resting	or	moderately	active	people	show	a	substantial	degree	of	oxygen	regulation	as	the	ambient	O2	level	falls	with	increasing	altitude.	Here,	however,	we	consider	the	most
demanding	of	circumstances:	the	capability	of	mountaineers	for	all-out	physical	effort	at	the	highest	altitudes	on	Earth.	As	the	figure	shows,	when	people	are	asked	to	work	hard	enough	that	they	take	in	O2	at	their	peak	rate,	their	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	becomes	a	smaller	and	smaller	fraction	of	their	rate	at	sea	level	as	altitude	increases.
The	cost	of	any	particular	form	of	physical	exertion	remains	the	same	regardless	of	altitude,	however.	Accordingly,	a	rate	of	climbing	that	is	distinctly	submaximal	at	low	altitudes	can	become	maximal,	or	even	supramaximal,	at	high	altitudes.	At	altitudes	near	the	top	of	Mt.	Everest	(8848	m),	the	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	is	so	low	that	even
minimum	rates	of	climbing	require	about	the	maximum	possible	rate	90	80	70	60	50	40	30	20	0	1000	2000	3000	4000	5000	6000	7000	8000	9000	Altitude	(meters	above	sea	level)	Maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption	of	human	mountaineers	at	increasing	altitudes 	Values	are	expressed	as	percentages	of	the	values	at	sea	level.	Mountaineers	were
breathing	from	the	ambient	air,	not	from	O2	tanks.	(After	Fulco	et	al.	1998.)	of	O2	consumption.	Work	that	requires	100%	of	a	person’s	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	is	always	extremely	taxing:	barely	possible.	When,	in	1978,	Reinhold	Messner	and	Peter	Habeler	became	the	first	to	reach	the	summit	of	Mt.	Everest	without	supplemental	O2,	they
reported	climbing	so	slowly	near	the	top	that,	even	though	they	felt	they	were	working	at	their	limits,	they	required	an	hour	to	cover	the	final	100	meters!	Box	Extension	8.3	provides	more	information	on	climbing	Mt.	Everest.	Water-breathing	anaerobes:	Some	aquatic	further,	oxygen	regulation	can	no	longer	continue.	Instead,	the	rate	animals	are
capable	of	protracted	life	in	of	O2	consumption	starts	to	fall	as	the	environmental	O2	level	falls.	water	devoid	of	O2	This	condition	is	termed	oxygen	conformity	(see	Figure	8.16A).	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	High	altitudes	are	an	intriguing	situation	in	which	these	concepts	O2-free	microenvironments	are	far	more	common	in	bodies	of	water	Sinauer
Associates	Morales	Studio	apply	to	human	beings	(Box	8.3).	than	in	terrestrial	environments	(see	Chapter	22),	and	biologists	Figure	BE08.03	11-13-15	12-02-15	When	related	species	are	compared	under	similar	test	conditions,	have	discovered	quite	a	few	cases	of	water-breathing	aquatic	anitheir	abilities	for	oxygen	regulation	and	conformity	often
correlate	mals	that	can	live	in	O2-free	settings	because	they	can	function	as	with	the	types	of	habitats	in	which	they	live.	These	abilities	therefore	anaerobes,	meaning	they	are	able	to	survive	whole-body	anoxia	seem	to	have	evolved	in	parallel	with	habitat	selection.	An	illustrafor	long	periods.	Some	of	the	best-studied	examples	among	invertion	is
provided	by	two	species	of	related	freshwater	fish	living	in	a	tebrates	are	certain	species	of	clams,	mussels,	and	other	bivalve	single	Alabama	watershed	(Figure	8.16B).	One	species,	the	redline	molluscs.	Ribbed	mussels	(Geukensia	demissa),	for	example,	live	in	darter,	occurs	in	fast-flowing	streams	where	O2	levels	tend	to	be	the	mud	of	salt	marshes,
where	they	can	become	buried;	they	are	consistently	high	because	turbulence	promotes	aeration.	The	other	able	to	survive	in	an	atmosphere	of	pure	N2	for	5	days.	Certain	species,	the	slack-water	darter,	is	found	in	slow-moving	streams	marine	clams	that	live	in	seas	prone	to	O2	depletion,	such	as	the	where	the	O2	concentration	may	be	only	one-
third	as	high	as	in	ocean	quahog	(Arctica	islandica),	can	live	for	1–2	months	in	O2-free	fully	aerated	water.	As	Figure	8.16B	shows,	the	slack-water	darter,	water.	Worms	and	other	invertebrates	that	live	at	the	bottoms	of	which	often	experiences	low-O2	waters,	exhibits	a	much	broader	lakes	or	ponds	are	other	animals	that	may	experience	severe	and
range	of	oxygen	regulation	than	the	redline	darter,	which	rarely	prolonged	O2	deprivation	(see	Figure	1.16),	and	some	are	among	must	cope	with	low	O2	levels.	Indeed,	lowering	the	concentration	the	most	tolerant	to	anoxia	of	all	free-living	animals.	Certain	anof	O2	to	40%–50%	of	the	fully	aerated	level	causes	a	sharp	depresnelid	worms	(Tubifex)
that	burrow	in	O2-free	sediments	in	pond	or	sion	of	O2	uptake	and	deaths	in	redline	darters,	whereas	it	does	lake	bottoms,	for	example,	have	been	shown	not	only	to	survive	not	affect	the	O2	uptake	of	slack-water	darters	at	all.	but	to	feed,	grow,	and	reproduce	while	deprived	of	O2	for	7	months!	Aerobic	and	Anaerobic	Forms	of	Metabolism	 	211
Table	8.2 	Average	rates	of	O	consumption,	heat	2	Anaerobes	are	rare	among	aquatic	vertebrates.	production,	and	carbohydrate	use	in	goldfish	Nonetheless,	two	species	of	related	cyprinid	fish	are	(Carassius	auratus)	before	and	during	exposure	known	to	have	extraordinary	abilities	to	live	without	to	anoxia	at	20°C	O2.	One	of	these	is	the	common
goldfish	(Carassius	Note	that	although	metabolic	rate	decreases	in	anoxia,	the	rate	of	use	auratus),	which	is	reported	to	survive	in	O2-free	of	carbohydrate	stores	increases	because	production	of	ATP	is	far	less	water	for	11–24	h	at	20°C	and	for	1–6	days	at	10°C.	efficient	by	anaerobic	glycolysis	than	by	aerobic	catabolism.	No	wonder	goldfish	survive
the	tender	loving	care	of	5-year-olds!	The	second	species,	which	is	even	more	At	normal	After	3	h	After	8	h	O2	levels	of	anoxia	of	anoxia	Property	measureda	tolerant	of	anoxia	than	the	goldfish,	is	the	crucian	carp	(Carassius	carassius),	a	common	inhabitant	of	Oxygen	consumption	(mmol/kg•h)	1.51	0	0	northern	European	ponds.	It	can	survive	without
Heat	production	(J/	kg•h)	709	203	206	O2	for	several	months	at	temperatures	below	10°C	43	221	234	Carbohydrate	catabolism	(mg/kg•h)	(see	Figure	8.15)!	The	ability	of	crucian	carp	to	live	without	O2	permits	them	to	evade	predators	by	Source:	van	Waversveld	et	al.	1989.	a	living	in	ponds	that	become	O2	depleted,	where	All	rates	are	expressed
per	kilogram	of	adjusted	body	weight.	Adjusted	weights	were	calculated	in	a	way	intended	to	remove	allometric	effects	of	different	body	sizes.	the	predators	die.	Their	physiology,	therefore,	is	a	key	to	their	ecological	success.	For	both	invertebrate	and	vertebrate	aquatic	The	swimming	muscles	of	these	fish	possess	biochemical	speanaerobes,
metabolic	depression	(see	Figure	8.14)	is	typically	a	cializations,	including	an	unusual	form	of	the	enzyme	alcohol	key	strategy	used	to	survive	anoxia.	Table	8.2	presents	data	on	dehydrogenase	(ADH).	This	form	of	ADH	strongly	favors	the	metabolic	depression	in	goldfish.	Although	their	O2	consumption	formation	of	ethanol	(ethyl	alcohol)	under
prevailing	tissue	condifalls	to	zero	during	anoxia,	direct	measurements	of	heat	productions.	During	anoxia	all	the	tissues	of	the	fish,	including	the	brain,	tion	show	that	metabolism	continues,	but	it	does	so	at	a	highly	synthesize	ATP	by	anaerobic	glycolysis	and	produce	lactic	acid.	The	depressed	rate.	Metabolic	depression	lowers	ATP	requirements
swimming	muscles	convert	this	lactic	acid	(some	of	it	brought	to	the	and	thus	relaxes	demands	on	the	ATP-producing	mechanisms	muscles	from	the	other	tissues)	to	ethanol	and	CO2.	The	producthat	are	available	to	make	ATP	in	the	absence	of	O2.	tion	of	ethanol	does	not	increase	ATP	yield.	Rather,	its	principal	mechanisms	of	invertebrate
anaerobiosis 	The	most	advantage	is	believed	to	be	that	it	makes	possible	the	excretion	of	the	common	principal	products	of	the	anaerobic	biochemical	pathways	carbon	chains	produced	by	anaerobic	glycolysis.	Unlike	lactic	acid,	used	for	ATP	synthesis	by	invertebrate	aquatic	anaerobes	are	aceethanol	is	lost	across	the	gills	into	the	water	that	the
fish	inhabit	tic	acid,	succinic	acid,	propionic	acid,	and	the	amino	acid	alanine.	(Figure	8.17).	This	excretion	limits	end-product	accumulation	and	These	products	obviously	signal	that	the	biochemical	pathways	of	anaerobic	catabolism	in	these	animals	differ	from	simple	anaerobic	glycolysis.	The	pathLactic	acid	ways	are	elaborate.	They	often	permit	the
animals	to	catabolize	anaerobically	not	only	carbohydrates	but	also	other	classes	of	food	molecules,	notably	amino	Lactic	acid	acids,	and	they	typically	yield	more	ATP	per	food	LDH	Swimming	Pyruvic	acid	molecule	than	anaerobic	glycolysis	does.	Invertebrate	Brain	muscles	Enzyme	anaerobes	often	excrete	their	anaerobic	end	products	PDH	catalysts
or	derivatives	of	them.	Excretion	wastes	the	energy	ADH	Gills	value	of	the	carbon	compounds	excreted,	but	it	helps	Ethanol	Viscera	limit	acidification	of	the	body	fluids	and	helps	prevent	self-limitation	of	the	ATP-generating	mechanisms,	Blood	vessel	allowing	the	animals	to	sustain	all	their	vital	functions	in	the	absence	of	O2	for	protracted	periods.
Ethanol	mechanisms	of	anaerobiosis	in	goldfish	and	crucian	carp 	The	goldfish	and	crucian	carp	provide	a	possibly	amusing	end	to	this	chapter	because	they	raise	the	question	of	whether	certain	animals	are	constantly	drunk.	Of	all	vertebrate	animals,	these	fish	are	the	most	proficient	known	anaerobes	because	not	only	do	they	survive	without	O2
for	long	periods	(see	Figure	8.15),	but	also,	unlike	the	turtles	we	discussed	earlier,	they	remain	conscious	and	capable	of	responding	behaviorally	to	their	environments.	Figure	8.17 	Excretion	of	the	end	product	of	anaerobic	glycolysis	as	ethanol	When	crucian	carp	(Carassius	carassius,	shown	here)	and	goldfish	are	living	in	O2-free	water,	all	tissues—
including	the	brain—make	ATP	by	anaerobic	glycolysis	from	stored	glycogen.	In	most	fish,	when	lactic	acid	is	made,	it	accumulates	in	the	body.	In	the	crucian	carp	and	goldfish,	however,	the	swimming	muscles	have	an	unusual	ability	to	convert	lactic	acid	to	ethanol,	which	then	is	readily	lost	across	the	gills.	In	the	swimming	muscles,	lactic	acid	is
first	converted	to	pyruvic	acid,	a	reaction	catalyzed	by	lactate	dehydrogenase	(LDH).	Pyruvic	acid	is	then	converted	to	acetaldehyde—catalyzed	by	pyruvate	dehydrogenase	(PDH)—and	acetaldehyde	is	converted	to	ethanol—catalyzed	by	alcohol	dehydrogenase	(ADH).	(After	a	concept	by	Bickler	and	Buck	2007.)	212	 	Chapter	8	body-fluid
acidification,	thereby	helping	to	prevent	self-limitation	of	the	ATP-generating	mechanisms.	The	brains	of	goldfish	and	crucian	carp	living	in	O2-free	water	exhibit	far	less	metabolic	depression	than	those	of	turtles.	The	more-limited	metabolic	depression	permits	the	fish	to	remain	conscious	and	responsive.	It	also	increases	demands	for	anaerobic	ATP
synthesis	by	brain	cells.	Crucian	carp	build	up	stores	of	brain	glycogen	with	the	approach	of	winter—the	season	when	they	are	most	likely	to	face	anoxia.	These	stores	provide	fuel	for	making	the	ATP	that	keeps	the	brain	functional.	The	fish	do	not	get	drunk!	Their	rate	of	excretion	of	ethanol	is	great	enough	to	keep	their	tissue	concentrations	of
ethanol	below	the	drunken	level.	Summary	Responses	to	Impaired	O2	Influx	from	the	Environment	„„Many	of	the	animals	that	are	adapted	to	living	without	O2	undergo	metabolic	depression	when	deprived	of	O2.	Metabolic	depression	can	be	so	profound	as	to	lower	an	animal’s	metabolic	rate	to	less	than	5%	of	the	usual	rate,	thereby	greatly	reducing
the	rate	at	which	ATP	must	be	supplied	by	catabolic	mechanisms.	„„Invertebrate	anaerobes	deprived	of	O2	produce	ATP	by	means	of	a	diversity	of	complex	anaerobic	catabolic	pathways	that	generate	end	products	such	as	acetic	acid,	succinic	acid,	and	propionic	acid.	The	invertebrates	commonly	excrete	these	organic	products	during	anoxia	as	a	way
of	avoiding	end-product	accumulation	in	their	bodies.	„„Virtually	all	vertebrates	use	simple	anaerobic	glycolysis	to	produce	ATP	in	tissues	deprived	of	O2,	and	vertebrates	invariably	retain	lactic	acid	in	their	bodies,	setting	the	stage	for	potential	metabolic	self-limitation.	Usually	when	vertebrates	experience	anoxia,	it	is	strictly	regional;	whereas	some
tissues	become	anoxic,	others—most	notably	the	CNS—retain	an	O2	supply.	Only	a	few	vertebrates	can	tolerate	total-body	anoxia.	„„Turtles	capable	of	total-body	anoxia	employ	anaerobic	glycolysis	to	make	ATP.	A	key	part	of	their	strategy	for	survival	is	a	metabolic	depression	of	the	CNS	sufficiently	profound	to	produce	a	comatose	state.	„„Goldfish
and	crucian	carp	undergoing	total-body	anoxia	remain	alert.	They	have	the	unusual	ability	to	convert	lactic	acid	to	ethanol,	which	they	can	excrete,	thereby	preventing	end-product	accumulation	in	their	bodies.	3.	Explain	the	concept	of	redox	balance.	What	conditions	must	exist,	for	example,	for	cytochrome	oxidase	to	be	in	redox	balance?	4.	How	does
the	reduction	of	pyruvic	acid	create	a	state	of	redox	balance	in	anaerobic	glycolysis?	5.	Outline	the	chemiosmotic	hypothesis	for	the	mechanism	by	which	oxidative	phosphorylation	is	coupled	with	electron	transport.	How	does	uncoupling	occur	in	tissues	with	uncoupling	protein	1	(UCP1)?	Under	what	circumstances	would	uncoupling	be
disadvantageous,	and	under	what	circumstances	might	it	be	advantageous?	6.	Using	two	or	three	carefully	chosen	examples,	illustrate	the	point	that	during	physical	activity,	behavior	and	biochemistry	are	intimately	linked,	such	that	an	animal’s	exercise	performance	depends	on	the	mechanisms	that	are	making	ATP	for	the	exercise.	7.	Assuming	that
an	animal	uses	a	catabolic	pathway	that	produces	organic	products,	such	as	lactic	acid	or	propionic	acid,	compare	the	pros	and	cons	of	retaining	or	excreting	the	organic	molecules.	8.	Why	is	it	important	to	distinguish	temporary	electron	(hydrogen)	acceptors	in	cells	from	final	electron	acceptors?	What	are	the	unique	advantages	of	O2	as	an	electron
acceptor?	9.	Why	does	an	oxygen	deficit	occur	at	the	start	of	submaximal	exercise	in	vertebrates?	What	are	the	mechanisms	of	ATP	production	during	the	oxygen	deficit	phase,	and	how	is	ATP	made	in	the	ensuing	pay-as-you-go	phase?	10.	A	single	individual	can	differ	from	time	to	time	in	his	or	her	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption.	For	example,
athletic	training	in	people	can	raise	the	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	by	10%–30%,	whereas	going	to	high	altitudes	can	lower	it	(see	Box	8.3).	Explain	how	these	sorts	of	changes	in	the	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	can	make	a	single	type	of	exercise	(such	as	jogging	at	6	miles	per	hour)	shift	from	being	submaximal	to	supramaximal,	or	vice
versa.	What	are	the	physiological	implications	of	such	shifts?	11.	There	has	been	a	great	deal	of	debate	over	whether	the	ratio	of	SO	to	FG	fibers	in	the	muscles	of	individual	people	or	other	animals	is	fixed	genetically.	Researchers	have	asked	whether	the	ratio	of	fiber	types	can	be	altered	during	an	individual’s	lifetime	by	various	sorts	of	training	or
other	experiences.	Why	would	a	change	in	the	ratio	of	fiber	types	be	of	interest	and	importance?	Design	experiments	or	other	sorts	of	studies	that	would	help	elucidate	whether	the	ratio	of	fiber	types	can	undergo	change.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Study	Questions	1.
One	approach	to	conservation	of	fish	populations	is	to	release	unwanted	fish	accidentally	caught	in	trawling	nets.	Such	fish	often	have	very	high	concentrations	of	lactic	acid	in	their	bodies.	Why	do	you	think	they	have	these	high	concentrations	of	lactic	acid,	and	how	might	their	survival	after	release	be	affected	by	their	condition?	2.	Explain	how	the
reactions	that	produce	and	use	ATP	serve,	together,	as	an	energy	shuttle	mechanism	in	cells.	Alberts,	B.,	A.	Johnson,	J.	Lewis,	and	four	additional	authors.	2014.	Molecular	Biology	of	the	Cell,	6th	ed.	Garland,	New	York.	A	superior	and	time-proven	presentation	of	all	aspects	of	cellular	physiology,	including	the	catabolic	mechanisms,	emphasizing
mammals.	Excellent	illustrations	for	understanding	difficult	concepts.	Åstrand,	P.-O.,	K.	Rodahl,	H.	A.	Dahl,	and	S.	B.	Strømme.	2003.	Textbook	of	Work	Physiology:	Physiological	Bases	of	Exercise,	4th	ed.	Human	Kinetics,	Champaign,	IL.	A	classic	treatment	of	the	physiology	of	all	forms	of	human	work,	from	housework	to	Nordic	skiing.	Aerobic	and
Anaerobic	Forms	of	Metabolism	 	213	Brand,	M.	D.	2005.	The	efficiency	and	plasticity	of	mitochondrial	energy	transduction.	Biochem.	Soc.	Trans.	33:	897–904.	A	superb,	accessible	review	of	oxidative	phosphorylation	and	other	aspects	of	mitochondrial	function.	Brooks,	G.	A.,	T.	D.	Fahey,	and	K.	M.	Baldwin.	2005.	Exercise	Physiology:	Human
Bioenergetics	and	Its	Applications,	4th	ed.	McGraw-Hill,	Boston.	Divakaruni,	A.	S.,	and	M.	D.	Brand.	2011.	The	regulation	and	physiology	of	mitochondrial	proton	leak.	Physiology	26:	192–205.	Enola,	R.	M.,	and	J.	Duchateau.	2008.	Muscle	fatigue:	what,	why	and	how	it	influences	muscle	function.	J.	Physiol.	586:	11–23.	Although	this	article	takes	a
limited	approach,	it	is	one	of	the	more	accessible	reviews	of	the	complex	question	of	muscle	fatigue.	Hand,	S.	C.,	and	I.	Hardewig.	1996.	Downregulation	of	cellular	metabolism	during	environmental	stress:	Mechanisms	and	implications.	Annu.	Rev.	Physiol.	58:	539–563.	A	compact	but	fascinating	and	thought-provoking	review	of	the	physiology	of
metabolic	dormancy.	See	also	S.	C.	Hand’s	1991	paper	listed	in	the	Additional	References	for	a	great	deal	more	on	the	natural	history	of	metabolic	dormancy.	Hochachka,	P.	W.,	and	G.	N.	Somero.	2002.	Biochemical	Adaptation.	Oxford	University	Press,	New	York.	A	definitive	synthesis	of	the	themes	discussed	in	this	chapter.	Nilsson,	G.	E.,	and	P.	L.
Lutz.	2004.	Anoxia	tolerant	brains.	J.	Cerebr.	Blood	Flow	Metab.	24:	475–486.	A	review	of	a	fascinating	phenomenon	written	by	two	of	the	leaders	in	research	on	fish	and	turtles.	Milton,	S.	L.,	and	H.	M.	Prentice.	2007.	Beyond	anoxia:	The	physiology	of	metabolic	downregulation	and	recovery	in	the	anoxiatolerant	turtle.	Comp.	Biochem.	Physiol.,	A
147:	277–290.	A	progress	report	on	numerous	molecular	aspects	of	brain	tolerance	to	episodes	of	anoxia	in	an	anoxia-tolerant	turtle.	Several	other	relevant	research	reports	can	be	found	in	the	same	issue	of	Comparative	Biochemistry	and	Physiology.	Shephard,	R.	J.,	and	P.-O.	Åstrand	(eds.).	2000.	Endurance	in	Sport,	2nd	ed.	Blackwell,	Oxford,	UK.
Excellent	chapters	by	many	different	authorities	on	most	of	the	major	topics	in	human	exercise	performance.	Chapters	22	and	23	on	metabolism	in	muscle	are	especially	relevant	to	our	discussion	here.	Weibel,	E.	W.,	and	H.	Hoppeler.	2004.	Modeling	design	and	functional	integration	in	the	oxygen	and	fuel	pathways	to	working	muscle.	Cardiovasc.
Eng.	4:	5–18.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	The	Energetics	of	Aerobic	Activity	Breeding	colonies	of	seabirds	are	memorable	for	the	amount	of	activity	taking	place,	as	great	numbers	of	birds	come	and	go	all	day	and	sometimes	into	the	night.	Adults	congregate	in	large	numbers	on	islands	and	beaches	in	these	colonies.
All	their	food,	however—and	all	the	food	for	their	offspring—comes	from	the	ocean.	More	than	100,000	masked	boobies	(Sula	dactylatra)	congregate	for	breeding	each	year	on	Clipperton	Island,	a	tiny	atoll	far	out	in	the	Pacific	Ocean	off	the	coast	of	Costa	Rica.	Both	sexes	typically	forage	at	sea	each	day	(Figure	9.1).	Some	foraging	trips	are	relatively
short:	only	about	1	h.	Others	last	most	of	a	day:	18	h.	The	average	is	9	h.	During	an	average	9-h	trip,	a	bird	spends	about	80%	of	its	time—7	h—flying	out	and	back	to	fishing	areas	that,	on	average,	are	103	km	(64	miles	[mi])	from	land.	In	the	fishing	areas,	the	birds	feed	by	use	of	short	(3-s),	spectacular	plunge	dives,	during	which	they	undertake
aerodynamically	controlled,	high-speed	free	falls	into	the	water	to	capture	fish—mostly	species	of	flying	fish.	Each	adult	booby	(weighing	1.5–2	kg)	must	catch	and	digest	about	0.5	kg	of	fish	each	day	to	meet	its	own	metabolic	needs,	especially	its	costs	of	flight.	Parents	must	also	provide	each	offspring	with	about	0.3	kg	of	fish	per	day.	All	told,	the
breeding	colony	on	Clipperton	Island	takes	about	70	metric	tons	of	fish	from	the	surrounding	Pacific	Ocean	each	day.1	According	to	a	recent	study,	the	seabirds	of	the	world—summing	up	all	species—remove	about	190,000	metric	tons	of	fish	from	the	oceans	daily,	making	the	global	fish	consumption	by	seabirds	approximately	equal	to	global
harvesting	by	humans.	The	sustained	foraging	activity	exhibited	each	day	by	masked	boobies	and	other	seabirds	must	be	aerobic.	1	A	metric	ton	is	1000	kg,	or	about	2200	pounds.	Masked	boobies	(Sula	dactylatra)	nest	on	islands	but	get	all	their	food	from	the	sea 	Their	foraging	flights	to	distant	fishing	areas	far	out	over	the	ocean—in	common	with
sustained	activities	of	other	animals—are	fueled	by	aerobic	ATP	production	and	elevate	the	costs	of	daily	life.	9	216	 	Chapter	9	~1	00	km	11.0°N	Latitude	10.5°N	Clipperton	Island	10.0°N	Belt	Free	axle	9.5ºN	Motor-driven	axle	Figure	9.2 	A	treadmill	provides	a	way	to	control	the	run-	9.0°N	110.5°W	110.0°W	109.5°W	109.0°W	108.5°W	ning	or
walking	speed	of	an	animal	during	study 	When	the	motor-driven	axle	turns,	the	belt	moves	as	indicated	by	the	arrows.	After	being	trained,	animals	run	at	the	same	speed	as	the	belt	to	keep	their	position	relative	to	the	surrounding	room.	Longitude	FIGURE	9.1 	The	routine	daily	flights	of	masked	boobies	(Sula	dactylatra)	to	and	from	feeding	areas
over	the	ocean	depend	on	aerobic	catabolism	to	supply	energy	for	muscular	work 	The	map	shows	five	daily	foraging	flights	by	birds	that	were	nesting	on	Clipperton	Island.	Each	color	represents	a	different	individual;	for	one	individual,	two	flights	are	shown	(blue	plots).	Dots	along	the	flight	paths	show	places	where	the	birds	engaged	in	fishing.	The
circle	represents	a	flight	distance	from	the	island	of	100	km	(62	mi).	(After	Weimerskirch	et	al.	2008.)	How	Active	Animals	Are	Studied	Studies	of	actively	moving	animals	present	challenging	methodological	problems,	whether	carried	out	in	the	laboratory	or	in	the	wild.	One	important	question	that	is	usually	studied	under	laboratory	conditions	is	the
relation	between	the	speed	of	locomotion	and	the	metabolic	rate.	The	greatest	challenge	for	such	studies	is	controlling	and	measuring	an	animal’s	speed	as	it	runs,	flies,	or	swims.	For	running	or	walking	animals,	the	device	most	commonly	used	to	control	the	speed	of	a	moving	individual	is	a	motor-driven	treadmill	(Figure	9.2).	The	animal	stands	on	a
belt,	which	is	driven	round	and	round	by	a	motor.	For	the	animal	to	keep	its	position,	it	must	run	or	walk	at	the	same	speed	as	the	belt	passing	beneath	its	feet.	The	treadmill	can	be	tilted	at	an	angle	relative	to	the	horizontal	to	simulate	uphill	or	downhill	running.	Animals	as	diverse	as	cockroaches,	land	crabs,	turkeys,	and	cheetahs	have	been	Hill
Animal	Physiology	4E	That	is,	the	ATP	for	the	activity	must	be	produced	by	aerobic	catabolism,	using	O2	delivered	steadily	to	the	exercising	muscles	from	the	atmosphere.	Anaerobic	mechanisms	of	ATP	production	could	not	possibly	supply	the	ATP	because—in	birds,	as	in	mammals—the	anaerobic	mechanisms	can	produce	only	very	limited	total
amounts	of	ATP	(see	Table	8.1).	Throughout	the	animal	kingdom,	as	discussed	Sinauer	Associates	in	Chapter	8,	the	ATP	requirements	of	routine	daily	Morales	Studio	living	are	mostly	met	by	aerobic	catabolism	because	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	09.02	11-16-15	the	mechanism	Table	9.1 	Figure	Representative	metabolic	rates	of	young	adult	Sinauer
Associates	of	aerobic	ATP	production	can	operate	in	steady	state,	meaning	aerobic	ATP	synthesis	can	go	Morales	Studio	people	of	average	build	during	sustained,	Figure	09.01on11-16-15	on	and	without	self-limitation.	aerobically	fueled	forms	of	exercise	In	this	chapter	we	examine	the	energy	costs	of	Type	of	activitya	Metabolic	rate	(kJ/minute)b
routine	daily	living	and	of	sustained,	aerobically	fueled	Lying	down	6.3	exercise.	This	focus	is	justified	because	although	highly	anaerobic	forms	of	exertion	(e.g.,	sprints)	sometimes	Sitting	7.1	spell	the	difference	between	life	and	death	(see	Chapter	Standing	8.8	8),	aerobic	types	of	activity	predominate	in	the	lives	Walking	at	2	miles	per	hour	(mph)	12
of	most	animals	in	regard	to	time	spent	and	energy	Walking	at	4	mph	21	required.	As	a	first	example	of	the	energy	costs	of	sustained,	Bicycling	at	13	mph	32	aerobically	fueled	activity,	the	metabolic	rates	of	humans	Jogging	at	7	mph	59	engaged	in	various	physical	activities	are	listed	in	Table	Crawl	swimming	at	2	mph	59	9.1.	Walking	increases	a
person’s	metabolic	rate—and	therefore	the	rate	at	which	ATP	must	be	made—by	Running	at	10	mph	84	two-	to	fourfold	compared	with	rest.	More	intense	Source:	After	Åstrand	and	Rodahl	1986.	types	of	sustained	exercise	can	increase	metabolic	rate	a	All	forms	of	locomotion	are	assumed	to	be	on	level	ground.	by	tenfold	or	more.	b	In	aerobic
catabolism,	1	kJ	=	49.5	mL	O2.	The	Energetics	of	Aerobic	Activity 	217	Figure	9.3 	Modern	telemetry	devices	permit	information	on	O2	consumption	to	be	radioed	from	a	freely	moving	subject 	In	the	cases	shown,	the	person’s	or	horse’s	rate	of	O2	consumption	is	measured	using	the	principle	of	open-flow	respirometry	(see	Box	7.4).	Valves	in	the
mask	allow	the	subject’s	breathing	to	cause	a	measured	stream	of	air	to	flow	through	the	mask.	An	O2	probe	measures	how	much	O2	is	removed	from	each	unit	of	volume	of	the	flowing	air.	The	device	has	been	used	to	study	racehorse	performance	and	the	energetics	of	running	in	Kenyan	athletes	(inset).	(Courtesy	of	Marco	Brugnoli	and	Cosmed
S.r.l.)	trained	to	run	and	walk	on	treadmills!	Lobsters	and	crayfish	have	even	been	trained	to	use	underwater	treadmills.	As	the	speed	of	a	treadmill	is	varied,	the	subject’s	rate	of	O2	consumption	is	measured,	permitting	investigators	to	describe	the	relation	between	the	speed	and	the	metabolic	cost	of	locomotion.	Wind	tunnels	are	used	to	control	the
speeds	of	flying	animals.	A	bird,	insect,	or	bat	in	a	wind	tunnel	must	fly	into	the	forced	air	current	produced	by	the	tunnel	at	the	same	speed	as	the	current	if	it	is	to	maintain	its	position.	For	swimming	animals	such	as	fish,	a	device	analogous	to	a	wind	tunnel—but	filled	with	water	instead	of	air—is	commonly	used	to	control	speed.	For	carrying	out
field	studies	of	the	energetics	of	activity,2	the	greatest	challenge	is	often	that	of	measuring	or	estimating	the	metabolic	rate,	because	standard	laboratory	metabolic	techniques	usually	cannot	be	used.	In	some	cases,	O2	consumption	can	be	measured	in	the	field	by	use	of	a	mask	and	valve	system,	so	that	the	subject	breathes	from	a	defined	air	stream
rather	than	from	the	atmosphere	at	large	(Figure	9.3).	This	sort	of	approach	has	been	used	in	a	wide	variety	of	studies	(Box	9.1).	Typically,	however,	alternatives	to	the	measurement	of	O2	consumption	must	be	used	in	field	studies.	One	of	the	most	important	innovations	for	studying	the	energetics	of	air-breathing	animals	in	the	wild	is	the	doubly
labeled	water	method.	With	this	technique,	researchers	can	measure	the	metabolic	rate	of	an	individual	animal	that	is	entirely	free	to	engage	in	its	normal	behaviors	in	its	natural	habitat.	The	method	takes	its	name	from	the	fact	that	the	individual	under	study	is	injected	with	water	labeled	with	unusual	isotopes	of	both	hydrogen	and	oxygen.
Deuterium	(a	hydrogen	isotope)	and	oxygen-18	are	the	most	commonly	used	isotopes.3	The	method	is	then	called	the	2	Field	studies	are	studies	carried	out	in	natural	or	seminatural	environments	outside	the	laboratory.	3	The	ordinary	isotope	of	oxygen	is	oxygen-16.	BOX	9.1	The	Cost	of	Carrying	Massive	Loads	Nepalese	porters:	Their	cost	of	carrying



a	load	as	a	function	of	the	size	of	the	load 	The	black	line	shows	average	results	from	a	previous	study	of	Europeans	carrying	heavy	loads	in	standard	backpacks.	Error	bars	show	standard	deviations.	(After	Bastien	et	al.	2005.)	3	2	Nepalese	porters	1	0	They	discovered	that	for	these	Nepalese	porters,	the	cost	of	carrying	heavy	loads	was	only	50%–
60%	as	great	as	the	cost	incurred	by	Europeans	carrying	identical	loads	in	backpacks,	as	shown	by	the	Europeans	using	backpacks	4	Cost	of	carrying	load	(J/kg•m)	Nepalese	porters	carry	massive	loads	up	steep	mountain	trails	at	high	altitudes.	Investigators	recently	interviewed	more	than	500	male	porters	in	a	remote	village	at	an	elevation	of	3500
m	(11,500	ft)	near	Mt.	Everest.	The	porters	had	just	arrived	in	the	village	after	a	trek	of	100	km	(62	mi).	The	average	load	they	carried	was	93%	of	body	weight.	One-fifth	of	the	porters	carried	loads	greater	than	125%	of	their	body	The	porters	Hill	weight!	Animal	Physiology	4E	employ	a	unique	Sinauer	Associates	head-supported	system	to	carry	these
Morales	Studio	loads.	enormous	Figure	09.03	11-16-15	The	investigators	took	a	device	similar	to	that	in	the	inset	of	Figure	9.3	to	the	Himalayan	village	and	used	it	to	measure	the	O2	consumption	of	eight	porters.	0	20	40	60	80	Load	carried	(percent	of	body	weight)	100	data	in	the	figure.	African	women	carrying	loads	on	their	heads	also	exhibit
relatively	low	carriage	costs.	The	biomechanical	explanation	remains	a	mystery.	218	 	Chapter	9	D218O	method.	We	explain	the	method	here	with	reference	Table	9.2 	A	time–energy	budget	for	an	adult	African	penguin	(Spheniscus	demersus)	during	the	breeding	season	B	C	A	to	these	particular	isotopes,	although	the	rationale	is	the	same	Hourly
cost	Daily	cost	of	Hours	per	regardless	of	the	isotopes	used.	day	devoted	of	behaviorb	behavior:	18	For	an	animal	to	be	studied	using	the	D2	O	method,	(kJ/h)	A	×	B	(kJ)	to	behaviora	Behavior	it	is	injected	at	the	start	of	the	study	period	with	measured	Maintenance	on	19.5	49	956	amounts	of	both	D216O	and	H218O,	which	mix	with	its	body	land	water.
Later,	at	the	end	of	the	study	period,	a	blood	sample	Swimming	2.0	358	716	is	taken	to	determine	how	rapidly	the	deuterium	and	oxyunderwater	gen-18	were	eliminated	from	the	animal’s	body	during	the	Resting	at	water’s	2.5	83	208	study	period.	In	the	interval	between	the	initial	injection	of	surface	the	isotopes	and	the	collection	of	the	final	blood
sample,	the	subject	is	released	and	is	free	to	live	normally	in	its	natural	Total	daily	energy	expenditure	(sum	of	column	C):	1880	kJ/day	habitat.	The	method	measures	the	individual’s	average	rate	of	Source:	After	Nagy	et	al.	1984.	CO2	production	during	the	study	period.	Average	metabolic	a	Time	devoted	to	each	behavior	was	determined	from	field
studies	of	African	rate	is	then	computed	from	CO2	production.4	penguins.	b	The	reason	the	doubly	labeled	water	method	works	is	The	hourly	energetic	cost	of	each	behavior	was	estimated	from	comparative	laboratory	studies	of	multiple	bird	species.	that	the	oxygen	atoms	in	expired	CO2	are	in	isotopic	equilibrium	with	the	oxygen	atoms	in	body
water;	this	means	that	if	the	body	H2O	consists	of	given	proportions	of	H216O	(ordinary	water)	and	H218O,	expired	CO2	contains	oxygen-16	and	Time–energy	budgets	represent	an	older,	but	still	useful,	apoxygen-18	in	the	same	proportions.5	After	the	concentration	of	proach	for	estimating	the	ADMRs	of	animals	free	in	their	natural	H218O	is
elevated	in	an	animal’s	body	at	the	start	of	a	study,	the	habitats.	To	construct	a	time–energy	budget,	an	investigator	first	excess	atoms	of	oxygen-18	are	gradually	lost	by	way	of	expired	categorizes	all	of	an	animal’s	behaviors	into	a	few	categories.	For	CO2.	The	rate	of	loss	of	oxygen-18	thus	depends	on	the	subject’s	instance,	the	categories	might	be
sleeping,	standing	guard,	and	rate	of	CO2	production.	A	problem	is	that	atoms	of	oxygen-18	are	actively	moving.	By	using	laboratory	studies	or	other	sources	of	inlost	from	the	body	in	the	form	of	H2O	as	well	as	CO2	because	H2O	formation,	the	investigator	then	estimates	the	animal’s	rate	of	energy	that	leaves	the	animal’s	body	by	evaporation,
urination,	or	other	expenditure	(metabolic	rate)	while	it	engages	in	each	category	of	mechanisms	consists	in	part	of	H218O.	Accordingly,	after	an	animal	behavior.	Finally,	field	observations	are	used	to	estimate	the	amount	has	been	injected	with	oxygen-18,	its	total	rate	of	elimination	of	of	time	the	animal	spends	in	each	sort	of	behavior	during	a	day.
To	the	oxygen-18	is	in	fact	a	function	of	both	its	rate	of	CO2	expiration	calculate	the	total	energy	cost	of	each	behavior,	the	time	spent	in	and	its	rate	of	H	2O	loss.	The	hydrogen	isotope—deuterium—is	the	behavior	is	multiplied	by	the	rate	of	energy	expenditure	during	injected	in	the	doubly	labeled	water	method	to	obtain	an	indethe	behavior.	The
energy	costs	of	all	behaviors	are	then	summed	to	pendent	measure	of	the	rate	of	H2O	loss;	because	CO2	contains	obtain	the	total	daily	energy	expenditure.	no	hydrogen,	after	an	animal	has	been	injected	with	deuterium,	Table	9.2	presents	an	example	of	a	time–energy	budget	for	African	its	rate	of	loss	of	the	deuterium	from	its	body	depends	just	on
its	penguins	(Spheniscus	demersus).	These	penguins	live	on	southern	rate	of	H2O	elimination.	Knowing	the	animal’s	rate	of	H	2O	loss	African	shores	and	forage	for	fish	by	underwater	swimming.	In	the	from	the	hydrogen-isotope	data,	one	can	calculate	how	much	time–energy	budget,	three	categories	of	behavior	are	recognized:	oxygen-18	is	lost	in
H2O	during	the	study	period.	Knowing	this	maintenance	on	land	(which	includes	costs	of	thermoregulation),	value,	one	can	then	subdivide	the	total	rate	of	oxygen-18	loss	into	swimming	underwater,	and	resting	at	the	water’s	surface	while	at	sea.	two	components:	the	rate	of	loss	in	H	2O	and	the	rate	of	loss	in	The	values	in	column	C	show	the
estimated	daily	costs	of	the	three	CO2.	In	this	way,	the	rate	of	CO2	expiration—and	the	metabolic	behaviors	separately.	Summation	of	the	daily	costs	of	all	three	yields	rate—is	calculated.	the	total	daily	energy	expenditure	of	an	African	penguin,	about	1900	kJ.	The	most	common	use	of	the	doubly	labeled	water	method	is	A	third	technique	useful	for
studying	the	physiology	of	activity	to	determine	the	average	metabolic	rate	of	an	animal	in	the	wild	in	the	wild	is	the	use	of	miniaturized	electronic	monitors,	which	are	during	the	entire	24-h	day,	termed	the	average	daily	metabolic	placed	on	or	in	a	study	animal.	Two	basic	types	of	monitors	are	in	rate	(ADMR)	or	field	metabolic	rate	(FMR).	The
animal	might	use:	telemetric	devices	that	transmit	data	as	the	data	are	acquired,	sleep	for	part	of	the	day,	stand	guard	for	another	part,	and	move	and	data	loggers	that	accumulate	data	in	onboard	digital	memory	about	actively	during	still	another	part.	The	doubly	labeled	water	for	later	retrieval.	Miniaturized	electronic	monitors	can	be	used	to
method	measures	the	metabolic	cost	of	all	these	behavioral	states	record	heart	rates,	behavioral	activity,	and	other	useful	indices	in	lumped	together.	many	sorts	of	animals.	Heart-rate	data	can	sometimes	be	used	to	estimate	metabolic	rates,	and	activity	data	may	be	useful	in	construct4	As	discussed	in	Chapter	7	(see	Table	7.1),	uncertainties	are
involved	ing	time–energy	budgets.	in	calculating	metabolic	rate	from	the	rate	of	CO2	production.	These	uncertainties	need	to	be	kept	in	mind	in	interpreting	results	of	the	doubly	labeled	water	method.	5	The	reason	for	the	isotopic	equilibrium	between	oxygen	in	H2O	and	oxygen	in	CO2	is	that	atoms	of	oxygen	are	freely	exchanged	between	molecules
of	H2O	and	CO2	during	the	reactions	of	the	Krebs	cycle	(citric	acid	cycle)	(see	Figure	8.2).	The	Energy	Costs	of	Defined	Exercise	If	we	consider	each	of	the	major	forms	of	animal	locomotion—	swimming,	running,	and	flying—we	find	that	there	is	often	a	characteristic	relation	between	the	metabolic	cost	per	unit	of	time	Adult	sockeye	salmon
Laboratory	mouse	(21	g)	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mL	O2/g•h)	6	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mL	O2/g•h)	0.8	Maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	0.6	Kangaroo	rat	(41	g)	Dog	(2.6	kg)	Kangaroo	rat	(100	g)	4	Laboratory	rat	(384	g)	Ground	squirrel	(236	g)	Dog	(18	kg)	2	0.4	0	0.2	0	1	2	3	Swimming	speed	(lengths/s)	2	4	6	Running	speed	(km/h)	8	10	Figure
9.5 	Rate	of	O2	consumption	as	a	function	of	running	speed	in	six	species	of	mammals	of	different	body	sizes	studied	on	treadmills 	The	species	are	laboratory	mouse	(Mus	Standard	rate	0	0	domesticus,	average	weight	21	g),	Merriam’s	kangaroo	rat	(Dipodomys	merriami,	41	g),	banner-tailed	kangaroo	rat	(D.	spectabilis,	100	g),	laboratory	rat	(Rattus
norvegicus,	384	g),	round-tailed	ground	squirrel	(Xerospermophilus	tereticaudus,	236	g),	and	domestic	dog	(mongrels	weighing	2.6	kg	and	Walker	foxhounds	weighing	18	kg).	(After	Taylor	et	al.	1970.)	4	Figure	9.4 	Rate	of	O2	consumption	as	a	function	of	swimming	speed	in	yearling	sockeye	salmon	(Oncorhynchus	nerka) 	The	fish	were	studied	in	a
water	tunnel.	(After	Brett	1964.)	When	a	mammal	runs,	its	metabolic	rate	usually	increases	as	a	linear	function	of	its	speed,	as	is	shown	for	six	species	in	Figure	9.5.	Other	running	or	walking	animals,	such	as	running	insects	and	terrestrial	crabs,	also	usually	exhibit	linear	relations	between	metabolic	rate	and	speed.	For	birds	flying	by	flapping	their
wings,7	aerodynamic	theory	predicts	a	U-shaped	relation	between	metabolic	rate	and	speed	(Figure	9.6A	).	The	actual	existence	of	this	sort	of	relation	has	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	been	difficult	to	test	in	practice,	in	part	because	of	difficulties	in	and	the	speed	of	locomotion.	Consider	swimming	by	fish,	for	example.	In	this	form	of
exercise,	metabolic	rate	typically	increases	in	a	J-shaped	power	function	as	speed	increases	(Figure	9.4).6	This	relation	occurs	because	the	drag	that	a	fish	must	overcome	to	move	through	water	increases	approximately	in	proportion	to	the	square	of	its	speed	of	swimming.	6	180	Budgerigar	160	140	0	0	Flight	speed	Figure	9.6 	The	metabolic	rate	of
birds	moving	by	flapping	flight	as	a	function	of	flight	speed	(A)	The	predicted	relation	between	energy	output	and	airspeed	(speed	relative	to	the	air)	based	on	aerodynamic	theory.	(B)	The	empirically	measured	rate	of	output	of	metabolic	energy	as	a	function	of	flight	speed	in	five	species	of	birds	studied	in	wind	tunnels.	The	results	for	Eurasian
magpies	(Pica	pica)	were	obtained	by	analysis	of	data	on	wing	movements	and	forces.	The	results	for	the	other	four	species	were	gathered	by	the	measurement	of	O2	consumption	and	have	been	calculated	to	be	in	the	same	units	as	the	magpie	data.	(A	after	Alerstam	and	Hedenström	1998;	B	after	Dial	et	al.	1997.)	Metabolic	rate	(J/kg•s)	Metabolic
rate	required	for	horizontal	flapping	flight	If	M	is	metabolic	rate	and	u	is	speed,	the	expected	relation	between	M	and	u	for	swimming	fish	is	described	by	a	power	function:	M	=	a	Morales	Studio	7	+	buc,	where	a,	b,	and	c	are	constants	for	a	particular	fish	species.	The	Flapping	flight	11-16-15	is	distinguished	from	soaring	flight	and	from	gliding	and
Figure	09.05	characteristics	power	functions4E	are	discussed	in	Appendix	F.	diving.	Hill	of	Animal	Physiology	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	(A)	Predicted	relation	from	aerodynamic	theory	(B)	Empirical	data	for	five	species	of	birds	Figure	09.04	11-16-15	Magpie	120	100	80	60	40	European	starling	Rock	dove	(pigeon)	20	0	Laughing	gull	0	1	2	3	4
5	6	7	8	Flight	speed	(m/s)	9	10	11	12	13	14	220	 	Chapter	9	(A)	Metabolic	rate	(energy	cost	per	unit	of	time)	20	To	stay	aloft	for	the	longest	possible	time,	a	bird	should	fly	at	the	speed	at	which	the	metabolic	rate	is	minimal.	10	Speed	that	minimizes	energy	cost	per	unit	of	time	0	20	30	Flight	speed	(km/h)	40	50	(9.1)	On	the	left	side	of	this	equation,
the	first	expression	is	the	metabolic	rate,	and	the	second	expression	is	speed.	The	equation	shows	that	if	an	animal	is	traveling	at	any	given	speed,	its	energy	cost	per	unit	of	distance	is	calculated	by	dividing	its	metabolic	rate	at	that	speed	by	the	speed.	Each	of	the	six	data	points	in	Figure	9.7A	depicts	the	metabolic	rate	at	a	particular	speed.	Dividing
each	metabolic	rate	by	the	corresponding	speed	produces	the	six	data	points	in	Figure	9.7B.	The	two	plots,	therefore,	are	merely	different	ways	of	looking	at	the	exact	same	information.	To	see	the	significance	of	the	two	ways	of	analyzing	budgerigar	flight	costs	in	Figure	9.7,	consider	these	two	questions:	First,	if	a	budgerigar	takes	off	with	certain
fuel	reserves	and	does	not	eat	during	flight,	at	what	speed	should	it	fly	to	stay	airborne	for	the	longest	time	before	it	runs	out	of	fuel?	Second,	at	what	speed	should	the	bird	fly	to	cover	the	greatest	possible	distance	before	it	runs	out	of	fuel?	Clearly,	to	stay	aloft	for	the	longest	possible	time,	the	bird	should	fly	at	the	speed	that	minimizes	its	energy
cost	per	O2	consumption	per	unit	of	distance	(mL	O2/g•km)	2.0	We	are	well	aware	that	we	can	judge	the	ideal	speed	of	a	vehicle	in	more	than	one	way,	depending	on	what	we	are	attempting	to	accomplish	by	travel	in	the	vehicle.	For	instance,	we	might	want	to	get	to	our	destination	as	fast	as	possible,	or	we	might	want	to	travel	at	a	speed	that
promotes	energy	efficiency.	Similarly,	there	are	several	ways	to	judge	the	most	advantageous	speed	for	an	animal	to	swim,	run,	or	fly.	To	illustrate	this	point,	the	study	of	flapping	flight	by	birds	is	particularly	revealing.	In	the	analysis	of	animal	locomotion,	two	measures	of	cost	are	useful:	energy	cost	per	unit	of	time	(metabolic	rate)	and	energy	cost
per	unit	of	distance	traveled—termed	the	cost	of	transport.	Figure	9.7A	shows	the	weight-specific	energy	cost	per	unit	of	time	(i.e.,	weight-specific	metabolic	rate)	of	flying	budgerigars	as	a	function	of	their	flight	speed.	Figure	9.7B	shows	the	weightspecific	energy	cost	per	unit	of	distance	traveled	(i.e.,	weight-specific	cost	of	transport)	as	a	function	of
speed.	The	following	equation	explains	how	the	two	plots	are	related:	energy	distance	energy	÷	=	time	time	distance	30	(B)	Cost	of	transport	(energy	cost	per	unit	of	distance)	The	most	advantageous	speed	depends	on	the	function	of	exercise		40	O2	consumption	per	unit	of	time	(mL	O2/g•h)	measuring	the	metabolic	rates	of	birds	flying	at	low	speeds
in	wind	tunnels.	Figure	9.6B	shows	results	for	five	species	of	birds.	Two	species,	the	magpie	and	budgerigar	(a	type	of	parakeet),	exhibited	U-shaped	relations	when	studied,	but	the	data	for	the	other	three	species	are	incomplete	because	of	no	information	at	low	speeds.	A	recent	review	of	more	than	20	studies	reached	the	conclusion	that	most	studies
support,	or	are	compatible	with,	the	hypothesis	of	a	U-shaped	relation.	For	all	three	forms	of	locomotion	that	we	have	discussed—	swimming	by	fish,	running	by	terrestrial	animals,	and	flying	by	birds—small-bodied	species	tend	to	require	greater	weight-specific	metabolic	rates	to	move	at	any	particular	speed	than	large-bodied	species.	Note,	for
example,	in	Figure	9.5	that	the	weight-specific	metabolic	rate	required	to	run	at	about	1	km/h	is	far	higher	for	a	mouse	than	for	a	rat.	Similarly,	small	birds	such	as	budgerigars	have	higher	weight-specific	metabolic	rates	than	large	ones	(e.g.,	gulls)	when	flying	at	the	same	speed	(see	Figure	9.6B).	1.5	To	cover	the	greatest	distance,	a	bird	should	fly
at	the	speed	at	which	the	cost	of	transport	is	minimal.	1.0	0.5	Speed	that	minimizes	energy	cost	per	unit	of	distance	0	20	30	Flight	speed	(km/h)	40	50	Figure	9.7 	Two	ways	to	view	the	energetics	of	flapping	flight	by	budgerigars	(Melopsittacus	undulatus) 	(A)	Metabolic	rate	as	a	function	of	speed.	(B)	Cost	of	transport	as	a	function	of	speed.	To
minimize	metabolic	rate,	the	flight	speed	must	be	significantly	lower	than	the	speed	that	minimizes	cost	of	transport.	Both	graphs	express	energy	expenditure	in	weight-specific	terms.	Figure	9.6B	presents	the	data	in	(A)	in	transformed	units.	(After	Tucker	1968,	1969.)	unit	of	time—the	speed	at	which	the	metabolic	rate	in	Figure	9.7A	is	minimal.	By
contrast,	to	cover	the	greatest	distance,	the	bird	should	fly	at	the	speed	that	minimizes	its	energy	cost	per	unit	of	distance—the	speed	at	which	the	cost	of	transport	in	Figure	9.7B	is	minimal.	The	two	speeds	are	different.	On	the	basis	of	these	theoretical	considerations,	therefore,	the	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	most	adaptively	Sinauer
Associatesadvantageous	speed	depends	on	the	function	being	performed	by	flight.	If	the	function	of	flight	is	best	served	by	staying	Morales	Studio	Figure	09.07	11-17-15	airborne	as	long	as	possible,	the	speed	marked	in	Figure	9.7A	would	be	most	advantageous.	However,	if	the	function	of	flight	is	to	cover	as	much	distance	as	possible—as	when	a	bird
migrates—the	speed	marked	in	Figure	9.7B	would	be	most	beneficial.	Data	collected	on	the	behavior	of	birds	in	the	wild	over	the	last	25	years	strongly	suggest	that	birds	actually	tend	to	follow	these	principles	in	selecting	their	flight	speeds.	When	skylarks	(Alauda	arvensis),	for	example,	engage	in	song	flights	that	act	as	displays	to	The	Energetics	of
Aerobic	Activity 	221	cost	of	transport	(minimum	energy	cost	per	distance	covered)	has	provided	powerful	insights	into	many	types	of	animal	performance—insights	we	now	discuss.	attract	mates,	they	fly	at	about	the	speed	that	minimizes	their	energy	cost	per	unit	of	time	in	the	air.	When	they	undertake	migratory	flights,	however,	their	average
speed	increases	more	than	twofold	and	more	closely	approximates	the	speed	at	which	they	require	the	least	energy	to	cover	a	kilometer	of	distance.	Besides	the	perspectives	already	stressed,	there	are	additional	ways	in	which	the	adaptive	advantage	of	speed	can	be	assessed,	depending	on	circumstances.	When	an	animal	must	run	a	long	distance	to
escape	a	pursuing	predator,	for	example,	maximization	of	sustained	speed	is	likely	to	be	paramount,	regardless	of	the	efficiency	of	travel	at	that	speed.	Another	perspective	arises	when	we	consider	animals	undertaking	long-distance	migrations	during	which	they	feed	along	the	way.	If	forward	travel	will	likely	bring	an	animal	into	a	habitat	where	food
is	more	abundant	than	in	the	habitat	it	is	leaving,	a	substantial	body	of	theory	indicates	that—energetically	speaking—the	optimal	speed	of	travel	is	a	bit	higher	than	the	speed	at	which	the	animal’s	cost	of	transport	is	minimized;	this	is	true	because	faster	travel	allows	the	animal	to	arrive	sooner	in	places	where	food	is	easier	to	obtain.	You	can	see
from	this	discussion	that	travel	at	a	speed	that	minimizes	cost	of	transport	is	relevant	only	when	certain	functions	are	being	performed	by	exercise;	it	is	not	a	universal	standard	of	performance.	Nonetheless,	the	study	of	travel	at	the	minimum	The	minimum	cost	of	transport	depends	in	regular	ways	on	mode	of	locomotion	and	body	size	Suppose	that
for	each	species	of	animal	we	study,	we	identify	the	minimum	weight-specific	cost	of	transport.	Specifically,	we	identify	the	minimum	energy	cost	to	move	1	kg	of	body	weight	1	m	during	horizontal	locomotion,	regardless	of	the	speed	at	which	the	minimum	occurs.	Then	we	plot	the	minimum	cost	of	transport	as	a	function	of	body	weight,	as	in	Figure
9.8.	This	sort	of	plot	reveals	one	of	the	most	striking	patterns	ever	discovered	in	exercise	physiology:	Namely,	species	that	engage	in	a	particular	primary	mode	of	locomotion—running,	flying,	or	swimming—	tend	to	exhibit	a	regular	relation	between	minimum	cost	of	transport	and	body	size.	Furthermore,	the	relation	for	runners	differs	from	that	for
fliers,	and	both	relations	differ	from	that	exhibited	by	swimming	fish.	To	interpret	the	lines	showing	these	three	relations	in	Figure	9.8,	note	that	the	graph	employs	log–log	coordinates.	Minimum	cost	of	transport	is	an	allometric	function	of	body	weight	for	animals	that	engage	in	each	primary	mode	of	KEY	Minimum	weight-specific	cost	of	transport
(J/m•kg)	on	log	scale	100	Walkers,	runners	Mice	Mosquito	Mammals	Reptiles,	except	birds	Walkers,	runners	Fly	Horsefly	Birds	Lizards	Bee	Quail	Fliers	Fliers	Rat	Migratory	line	(20	J/m•kg)	Goose	Hummingbird	10	Insects	Duck	swimming	Locust	Budgerigar	Bat	Birds	Mammals	Helicopter	Dog	African	hunting	dog	Crow	Fish	swimming	Human
swimming	Fish	swimming	F105	fighter	airplane	Motorcycle	Cheetah	Pigeon	Human	Pedal	airplane	Ice	skater	Bicyclist	1	Machines	Light	airplane	Cadillac	Volkswagon	Humans	using	manufactured	devices	Hovercraft	DC8	airplane	Horse	Dirigible	Surface	swimmers	Tractor	trailer	truck	Freight	steamer	Freight	train	0.1	10–6	10–5	0.0001	0.001	0.01	0.1
1	10	100	1000	104	105	106	107	Body	weight	(kg)	on	log	scale	Figure	9.8 	Minimum	weight-specific	cost	of	transport	in	relation	to	body	weight	for	running,	flying,	and	swimming	animals	and	for	machines 	Representative	species	and	machines	are	identified	at	random.	The	three	solid	lines	show	the	relation	between	cost	of	transport	and	body	weight
for	animals	that	employ	walking	or	running,	flapping	flight,	or	swimming	as	their	primary	modes	of	locomotion.	Only	fish	are	included	in	the	swimming	line.	By	now,	huge	numbers	of	data	points	have	been	added	to	this	sort	of	analysis.	However,	this	older	plot—partly	because	it	is	relatively	uncluttered—	nicely	brings	out	the	basic	principles.	(After
Tucker	1975.)	Minimum	weight-specific	cost	of	transport	(J/m•kg)	on	log	scale	222	 	Chapter	9	102	Shrimps	Squid	Human	10	Marine	iguana	Seals,	sea	lions	1	Sea	turtles	All	17	species	of	fish	included	fall	along	one	line—the	purple	line.	Dolphin	The	red	line	describes	underwater	swimmers	besides	fish.	They	generally	expend	more	energy	than	fish
do	to	cover	distance.	KEY	Whale	Fish	Various	underwater	swimmers	besides	fish	10–1	Surface	swimmers	10	–4	10	–2	1	Body	weight	(kg)	on	log	scale	Figure	9.9 	Minimum	weight-specific	cost	of	transport	during	swimming 	The	animals	besides	fish	that	swim	underwater	include	shrimps	(Palaemon),	a	species	of	squid	(Loligo),	the	green	sea	turtle
(Chelonia),	the	harbor	seal	(Phoca),	the	California	sea	lion	(Zalophus),	the	bottlenose	dolphin	(Tursiops),	and	the	gray	whale	(Eschrichtius).	These	various	species	roughly	fall	on	a	single	line.	Animals	swimming	at	the	water’s	surface	include	humans,	several	species	of	ducks	and	geese,	a	mink	(Mustela),	a	pengiun	(Eudyptula),	and	the	marine	iguana
(Amblyrhynchus	cristatus);	the	iguana	plots	very	close	to	the	underwater-swimming	sea	turtles.	(After	Videler	1993.)	locomotion,	and	for	this	reason	the	relations	plot	as	straight	lines	when	both	axes	are	logarithmic.8	To	appreciate	the	full	significance	of	the	regular	relations	shown	in	Figure	9.8,	consider	first	the	fliers—the	species	for	which	the
primary	mode	of	locomotion	is	flapping	flight.	These	species	are	taxonomically	very	diverse—including	insects,	bats,	and	birds—yet	allPhysiology	fall	approximately	on	a	single	line	in	terms	of	their	relation	Hill	they	Animal	4E	Sinauer	Associates	between	minimum	cost	of	transport	and	body	weight.	Similarly,	Morales	Studio	the	walkers	and	runners
plotted	in	Figure	9.8—which	consist	of	Figure	09.09	11-17-15	lizards	and	running	birds	as	well	as	mammals—fall	on	a	single	line.	In	fact,	data	are	now	available	for	more	than	150	species	of	animals	that	move	primarily	by	running—including	running	insects,	semiterrestrial	crabs,	additional	running	birds	(e.g.,	roadrunners	and	ostriches),	centipedes,
and	millipedes,	as	well	as	additional	lizards	and	mammals—and	with	a	few	exceptions,	all	the	species	fall	statistically	along	a	single	line.	The	line	for	swimming	in	Figure	9.8	is	just	for	fish.	Nonetheless,	data	are	available	now	for	more	than	20	species	of	fish,	some	of	which	are	very	different	from	one	another	in	body	form	and	swimming	style,	and
essentially	all	fall	along	one	line.	The	overall	picture	that	emerges	from	analyses	such	as	the	one	shown	in	Figure	9.8	is	remarkable:	Among	animals	engaged	in	their	primary	form	of	locomotion,	the	minimum	cost	of	transport	displayed	by	a	species	of	given	body	size	typically	depends	principally	on	the	species’	mode	of	locomotion	rather	than	its	clade
(phylogenetic	position)	or	the	details	of	its	locomotor	mechanisms.	8	Surface	swimmers	generally	expend	the	most	energy	to	cover	distance.	Ducks,	mink,	and	others	For	each	mode	of	locomotion,	minimum	weight-specific	cost	of	transport	=	aW	b,	where	W	is	body	weight,	a	and	b	are	constants,	and	b	is	typically	about	–0.2	to	–0.4.	See	Chapter	7
(pages	178–179)	and	Appendix	F	for	discussions	of	allometric	functions	and	their	shapes	on	various	sorts	of	plots.	10	2	4	10	For	animals	of	a	particular	body	size	engaging	in	their	primary	form	of	locomotion,	running	is	the	most	costly	way	to	cover	distance,	whereas	swimming—as	practiced	by	fish—is	the	least	costly.	The	differences	in	cost	among	the
three	forms	of	locomotion	are	more	substantial	than	they	might	appear	from	a	simple	visual	inspection	of	Figure	9.8	because	the	logarithmic	scale	used	for	cost	of	transport	tends	to	make	differences	look	smaller	than	they	are.	For	a	100-g	animal,	the	cost	of	running	a	unit	of	distance	is	about	4	times	higher	than	the	cost	of	flying	the	same	distance
and	about	14	times	higher	than	the	cost	of	swimming!	Among	animals	that	share	a	single	primary	mode	of	locomotion,	large-bodied	species	cover	distance	at	considerably	lower	weightspecific	cost	than	small-bodied	species	do.	This	means,	among	other	things,	that	if	two	animals	of	different	sizes	set	off	on	travels	with	equal	proportions	of	body	fat
(which	they	use	as	fuel),	the	larger	one	will	be	able	to	cover	more	distance	before	exhausting	its	fat.	Swimming	has	proved	to	be	a	particularly	interesting	and	revealing	mode	of	locomotion	for	study.	As	we	have	noted,	even	though	different	species	of	fish	employ	a	diversity	of	swimming	styles,	fish	species	usually	fall	along	a	single	line	in	their	relation
between	minimum	cost	of	transport	and	body	size.	What	about	other	types	of	animals	that—like	fish—travel	by	underwater	swimming	as	their	primary	mode	of	locomotion,	such	as	shrimps,	sea	turtles,	and	marine	mammals?	As	shown	in	Figure	9.9,	such	animals	(shown	in	red)	typically	exhibit	higher	costs	of	transport	than	fish	(shown	in	purple),
possibly	because	they	often	are	less	streamlined	than	fish.	Costs	of	transport	are	in	general	even	higher	in	animals	that	swim	at	the	water’s	surface	rather	than	underwater,	such	as	humans,	ducks,	and	other	primarily	terrestrial	animals	(see	Figure	9.9).	The	high	costs	observed	in	most	surface	swimmers	are	consequences	of	two	factors:	(1)	swimming
is	not	the	primary	mode	of	locomotion	for	the	surface-swimming	animals,	and	(2)	according	to	hydrodynamic	principles,	swimming	at	the	surface	tends	to	be	intrinsically	more	costly	than	underwater	swimming.	For	us	humans,	an	interesting	corollary	of	our	high	cost	of	swimming	is	this:	Our	own,	human	experience	of	the	effort	required	to	swim
provides	not	the	slightest	insight	into	the	effort	required	of	a	fish!	In	fact,	if	you	want	to	get	a	sense	of	how	strenuous	it	would	be	for	a	human-sized	fish	to	cover	distance	by	underwater	swimming,	climb	on	a	bicycle.	Bicycling	ranks	as	one	of	the	least	costly	The	Energetics	of	Aerobic	Activity 	223	of	all	animal-powered	forms	of	locomotion,	and	the
cost	to	cover	distance	by	bicycling	approaches	the	cost	of	swimming	expected	for	fish	of	human	size	(see	Figure	9.8).	Let’s	now	briefly	consider	the	various	sorts	of	animals	that	undertake	long-distance	migrations.	When	we	do	this,	we	encounter	a	remarkable	fact:	Although	certain	small	or	medium-sized	fish	and	flying	animals	(insects,	bats,	and
birds)	undertake	long-distance	migrations,	such	migrations	are	rare	among	small	or	medium-sized	running	animals.	Some	large	running	animals,	such	as	reindeer	(caribou),	are	noted	for	their	long	migrations,	but	as	Figure	9.8	shows,	their	cost	of	covering	distance	is	likely	to	be	similar	to	that	of	relatively	small	fish!	Vance	Tucker	pointed	out	years
ago	that	if	a	line	(which	he	called	the	migratory	line)	is	drawn	across	Figure	9.8	at	about	20	J/m•kg,	most	migratory	species	are	found	below	the	line,	and	species	above	the	line	are	unlikely	to	be	migrants.	Apparently,	long-distance	migration	has	a	high	chance	of	being	favored	by	natural	selection	only	if	the	cost	of	covering	distance	is	relatively	low,
and	the	body	size	that	permits	an	adequately	low	cost	depends	on	the	mode	of	locomotion.	We	discuss	long-distance	migration	at	more	length	shortly.	Summary	The	Energy	Costs	of	Defined	Exercise	„„When	a	mammal	or	other	animal	runs,	its	metabolic	rate	typically	increases	linearly	with	its	speed.	Metabolic	rate	and	speed	are	related	by	a	J-shaped
power	function	in	swimming	fish.	For	animals	engaged	in	flapping	flight,	metabolic	rate	is	expected	to	exhibit	a	U-shaped	relation	to	speed,	but	this	theoretical	expectation	is	not	always	observed	in	real	animals.	„„Cost	of	transport	is	the	energy	cost	of	covering	a	unit	of	distance.	The	speed	that	minimizes	the	cost	of	transport	is	the	speed	that
maximizes	the	distance	that	can	be	traveled	with	a	given	amount	of	energy.	„„Running	animals,	animals	flying	by	flapping	flight,	and	swimming	fish	exhibit	three	distinctive	and	coherent	allometric	relations	between	minimum	cost	of	transport	and	body	weight.	For	animals	of	any	particular	body	size,	running	is	the	most	expensive	way	to	cover
distance,	flying	is	intermediate,	and	swimming	by	fish	is	the	least	expensive.	Within	any	one	locomotory	group,	the	minimum	weight-specific	cost	of	transport	decreases	as	body	size	increases.	The	Maximum	Rate	of	Oxygen	Consumption	An	animal’s	maximum	rate	of	oxygen	consumption,	symbol•	ized	VO2max	and	sometimes	called	aerobic	capacity	or
maximum	aerobic	power,	is	a	key	property	for	the	study	of	aerobic	activity.9	9	A	symbolic	convention	used	in	some	branches	of	physiology	is	to	place	a	dot	over	a	symbol	to	indicate	rate.	VO2	symbolizes	volume	of	O2.	Placing	a	dot	over	the	V	symbolizes	the	rate	at	which	the	volume	of	O2	is	used	(i.e.,	rate	of	O2	consumption	in	volume	units).	In	this
chapter	we	assume	•	that	to	measure	VO2max	,	investigators	induce	animals	to	exercise	intensely,	thereby	raising	their	rates	of	O2	consumption	to	peak	levels.	Another	way	to	raise	the	rates	of	O2	consumption	of	some	animals,	such	as	mammals,	is	to	expose	them	to	low	environmental	temperatures.	Maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption	induced	by
exercise	and	cold	are	often	not	the	same	because	different	organs	participate	in	exercise	and	cold	defense.	•	One	reason	an	animal’s	VO2	max	is	of	interest	is	that	it	determines	the	peak	rate	at	which	the	animal	can	synthesize	ATP	by	aerobic	catabolism.	Thus	it	determines	how	intensely	the	animal	can	exercise	in	a	pay-as-you-go	mode	(see	Figure
8.10B).	Suppose	two	species,	A	and	B,	exhibit	the	same	relation	between	metabolic	rate	and	speed,	but	•	species	A	has	a	higher	VO2	max	than	species	B.	In	that	case,	although	A	and	B	would	require	the	same	rate	of	energy	expenditure	to	travel	at	any	given	speed,	species	A	would	be	able	to	cover	long	distances	faster	because	it	would	be	able	to
make	ATP	more	rapidly	by	aerobic	catabolism	and	thus	reach	higher	sustained	speeds.	•	A	second	reason	for	interest	in	VO2	max	is	more	subtle	and	remarkable:	In	studies	of	humans	and	other	vertebrates,	the	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	provides	a	benchmark	by	which	to	judge	the	strenuousness	of	all	aerobic	physical	activity.	Specifically,	the
strenuousness	to	an	individual	of	any	particular	form	of	aerobic	exercise	•	depends	roughly	on	how	high	a	proportion	of	that	individual’s	VO2max	is	required	by	the	exercise.	In	people	on	average,	if	a	fully	aerobic	•	activity	demands	no	more	than	35%	of	an	individual’s	VO2	max,	the	activity	can	likely	be	carried	out	for	8–10	continuous	hours.	As	the	•
percentage	of	VO2max	required	by	aerobic	activity	increases,	the	activity	•	becomes	more	strenuous.	An	activity	that	requires	75%	of	VO2	max,	for	instance,	will	probably,	for	most	people,	be	exhausting	in	1–2	h.	•	The	use	of	VO2	max	as	a	benchmark	is	informative	in	several	ways.	One	is	the	analysis	of	human-powered	flight	(Box	9.2).	A	more
practical	application	for	most	people	is	the	analysis	of	the	relation	between	exercise	and	aging.	As	people	age	beyond	young	•	adulthood,	their	VO2	max	tends	to	decline;	after	age	30,	the	decline	is	about	9%	per	decade	for	sedentary	people,	although	it	is	less	than	5%	per	decade	for	people	who	stay	active.	Because	of	the	decline	•	in	VO2	max,	an
activity	that	requires	any	particular	absolute	rate	of	O2	•	consumption	tends	to	demand	an	ever-greater	proportion	of	VO2	max	as	people	age.	Thus	the	activity	becomes	more	strenuous.	A	form	•	of	exercise	that	demands	35%	of	VO2	max	in	youth	might	require	50%	in	old	age;	the	exercise	would	therefore	shift	from	being	sustainable	for	8–10	h	in
youth	to	being	sustainable	for	perhaps	half	that	time	in	old	age.	This	process	helps	explain	why	jobs	involving	physical	labor	become	more	difficult	for	people	to	perform	for	a	full	workday	as	aging	occurs.	•	Work	that	requires	O2	consumption	at	100%	of	VO2max	is	strenuous	in	the	extreme;	people	can	ordinarily	continue	it	for	only	a	few	minutes.	We
saw	in	Box	8.3	that	mountaineers	who	are	breathing	•	the	ambient	air	exhibit	a	lower	and	lower	VO2max	as	they	go	to	higher	altitudes.	Accordingly,	for	such	mountaineers,	although	slow	uphill	•	walking	requires	just	a	small	percentage	of	VO2	max	at	low	altitudes,	•	it	demands	approximately	100%	of	VO2	max	at	the	highest	altitudes	on	Earth.	Slow
uphill	walking	therefore	shifts	from	being	simple	at	low	altitudes	to	being	barely	possible,	or	impossible,	in	high	mountains.	As	mountaineers	breathing	the	ambient	air	approach	the	top	of	Mt.	Everest,	they	may	require	an	hour	to	walk	the	final	100	m	(see	Box	8.3)!	The	physiological	causes	of	the	limits	on	maximum	O2	consumption	are	hotly	debated.
Some	physiologists	argue	that	particular	•	organ	systems	set	the	limits	on	VO2	max.	For	instance,	some	point	to	the	circulatory	system	as	being	the	“weak	link”	in	mammals,	arguing	that	all	other	organ	systems	could	transport	and	use	O2	at	a	greater	rate	if	it	were	not	for	more-restrictive	limits	on	how	fast	the	circulatory	system	can	transport	O2.	An
alternative	position	is	the	hypothesis	of	symmorphosis,	which	states	that	all	organ	systems	that	serve	a	single	function	in	an	animal	are	interactively	224	 	Chapter	9	BOX	9.2	Finding	Power	for	Human-Powered	Aircraft	The	world	was	electrified	in	1977	when	a	human-powered	aircraft	named	Gossamer	Condor	first	flew	a	mile.	Two	years	later,	Bryan
Allen	powered	another	such	aircraft,	the	Gossamer	Albatross,	across	the	English	Channel	in	a	flight	of	36	km	(22	mi)	that	required	almost	3	h.	Humanpowered	aircraft	fly	at	an	average	altitude	of	about	6	m.	At	these	heights,	even	a	few	seconds	of	loss	of	power	are	out	of	the	question,	because	without	continuous	power	the	aircraft	will	quickly	land	or
crash.	Thus	the	feat	achieved	by	Bryan	Allen	required	3	h	of	truly	uninterrupted	effort	at	a	very	high	work	intensity.	The	physiological	properties	of	human	exercise	discussed	in	this	chapter	dictate	that	the	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	a	pilot	must	be	no	higher	than	65%–70%	of	his	•	or	her	VO	max	for	there	to	be	a	reason2	Bryan	Allen	powering	the
Gossamer	Albatross	over	the	English	Channel	on	June	12,	1979	able	chance	that	a	very	motivated	pilot	will	be	able	to	maintain	uninterrupted	effort	for	3	h.	This	biological	fact	set	the	engineering	goals	for	the	design	of	the	Gossamer	Albatross:	The	aircraft	could	adapted	to	have	approximately	equal	limits	because	it	would	make	no	sense	for	any	one
system	to	have	evolved	capabilities	that	could	never	be	used	because	of	more-restrictive	limits	in	other	systems.	For	biologists	who	subscribe	to	the	concept	of	symmorphosis,	the	reason	an	animal	cannot	attain	a	rate	of	O2	consumption	higher	•	than	its	VO2	max	is	that	multiple	organ	systems	simultaneously	reach	•	their	performance	limits	at	VO2
max.	Aerobic	scope	for	activity	and	aerobic	expansibility	are	two	concepts	•	that	are	sometimes	employed	in	the	study	of	VO2	max.	An	animal’s	aerobic	scope	for	activity	at	a	particular	temperature	is	usually	•	defined	to	be	the	difference	between	its	VO2	max	at	that	temperature	and	its	resting	rate	of	O2	consumption	at	the	same	temperature.	•	Its
aerobic	expansibility	is	the	ratio	of	its	VO2	max	over	its	resting	rate	of	O2	consumption.10	To	illustrate,	suppose	that	at	a	particular	body	temperature,	a	fish	has	a	resting	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	•	0.05	mL/g•h	and	a	VO2	max	of	0.30	mL/g•h.	Its	aerobic	scope	for	activity	would	be	(0.30	–	0.05)	=	0.25	mL/g•h.	Its	aerobic	expansibility	would	be
0.30/0.05	=	6.	•	VO	max	differs	among	phyletic	groups	2	and	often	from	species	to	species	within	a	phyletic	group	•	A	rough	but	useful	rule	of	thumb	for	vertebrates	is	that	VO2	max	is	about	ten	times	higher	than	the	resting	rate	of	O2	consumption.11	10	There	has	never	been	a	successful	effort	to	achieve	universal	consensus	on	the	use	of	these
terms.	Thus,	for	example,	aerobic	expansibility	values	are	sometimes	called	aerobic	scope	values.	In	reading	the	scientific	literature,	it	is	important	to	ascertain	the	meaning	in	each	context.	11	•	 In	the	case	of	mammals	and	birds,	the	VO2max	is	about	ten	times	the	basal	•	metabolic	rate.	Keep	in	mind	that	in	this	chapter	we	use	VO2max	to	refer	to
the	highest	rate	of	O2	consumption	elicited	by	exercise.	not	demand	more	power	from	its	“power	•	plant”	than	65%–70%	of	VO	max.	Box	Ex2	tension	9.2	discusses	pilot	selection	and	the	next	stage	in	human-powered	aircraft	following	the	Gossamer	Albatross.	That	is,	the	aerobic	expansibility	of	vertebrates	tends	to	be	about	10.	The	consistency	of	the
aerobic	expansibility	in	vertebrates	has	some	remarkable	implications.	For	example,	consider	that	the	standard	metabolic	rates	of	fish,	amphibians,	and	nonavian	reptiles	are	typically—at	most—only	one-tenth	to	one-fourth	as	high	as	the	basal	metabolic	rates	of	mammals	and	birds	of	similar	body	size	(see	page	265).	Given	that	aerobic	expansibility
averages	about	10	in	all	vertebrate	groups,	you	can	see	that	the	peak	rates	of	O2	consumption	of	fish,	amphibians,	and	nonavian	reptiles	are	of	the	same	order	of	magnitude	as	the	basal	(resting)	rates	of	mammals	and	birds.	Table	9.3	illustrates	this	important	relation	with	data	on	two	pairs	of	vertebrates:	(1)	a	salmon	and	a	rat	of	similar	size	and	(2)	a
monitor	lizard	and	a	guinea	pig	of	similar	size.	Salmon	and	monitor	lizards	are	among	the	most	aerobically	competent	of	all	fish	and	nonavian	reptiles.	Yet	their	peak	rates	of	O2	consumption	•	(VO2	max	)	resemble	the	basal	rates	of	O2	consumption	of	mammals.	•	•	VO2	max	in	the	mammals	is	thus	far	above	VO2	max	in	the	salmon	and	lizards.
Mammals	and	lizards	of	the	same	body	weight	typically	resemble	each	other	in	the	ATP	cost	to	cover	a	unit	of	distance	when	they	run	at	speeds	that	minimize	their	cost	of	transport	(see	Figure	9.8).	Mammals,	however,	can	make	ATP	aerobically	far	faster	than	lizards	of	the	same	size	can.	Thus	mammals	can	achieve	far	higher	sustained	speeds	than
lizards	can.	One	of	the	principal	hypotheses	offered	for	the	evolution	of	homeothermy	is	that	it	permitted	animals	to	run	faster	in	a	sustained	manner.	•	Within	any	one	vertebrate	phyletic	group,	VO2	max	per	gram	of	body	weight	tends	to	be	an	allometric	function	of	body	weight,	with	•	small	species	having	a	higher	VO2	max	per	gram	than	large
species	(see	Chapter	7).	The	line	in	Figure	9.10	shows	the	average	relation	•	between	VO2	max	and	size	in	mammals.	The	line,	in	other	words,	The	Energetics	of	Aerobic	Activity 	225	The	pronghorn	is	extreme	in	the	extent	•	to	which	its	VO	max	is	2	elevated	above	the	level	to	be	expected	on	the	basis	of	body	size	alone.	7	Bat	VO2	max	(mL	O2/kg•s)
6	•	Pronghorn	5	4	Elevation	above	expected	Fox	3	Average	relation	for	mammals	2	Dog	1	0	10–2	10–1	1	10	Body	weight	(kg)	on	log	scale	One	comparison	is	between	a	fish	and	mammal	of	similar	body	weight.	The	other	is	between	a	lizard	and	mammal	of	similar	weight.	The	mammals	were	studied	at	30°C.	The	other	animals	were	studied	at	the
temperatures	that	maximized	their	aerobic	scopes	(lizard,	40°C;	salmon,	15°C).	Species	Horse	Elite	human	athlete	102	Table	9.3 	Rates	of	aerobic	catabolism	(mL	O2/g•h)	during	rest	and	during	sustained	exercise	of	peak	intensity	in	two	pairs	of	vertebrates	103	Figure	9.10 	The	pronghorn	(Antilocapra	americana)	rep-	resents	an	extreme	case	of
evolutionary	specialization	for	•	high	V	O	max 	The	line	shows	the	average	statistical	relation	between	2	•	weight-specific	V	O2max	and	body	weight	in	mammals;	it	is	curved	rather	than	straight	in	this	plot	because	although	the	x	axis	is	logarithmic,	the	y	axis	is	not.	Five	nonhuman	species	that	are	strong	athletic	•	performers	and	that	have	V
O2maxvalues	higher	than	average	(for	their	•	body	sizes)	are	plotted	individually.	The	high	V	O2max	of	the	pronghorn	enables	it	to	be	the	fastest	known	sustained	runner	on	Earth.	(After	Lindstedt	et	al.	1991.)	shows	what	is	statistically	“expected”	for	mammals	of	each	size.	•	Physiologists	have	been	interested	in	species	that	exhibit	a	VO2	max	that	is
above	the	“expected”	value	for	their	size,	suggesting	evolution	of	an	unusually	high	capacity	for	sustained,	aerobic	exercise	(see	page	22).	The	pronghorn,	found	in	grasslands	of	the	American	West,	•	is	the	most	extreme	of	these	species	(see	Figure	9.10).	Its	VO2	max	is	more	than	four	times	higher	than	the	value	that	would	be	average	or	“expected”
for	a	mammal	of	its	size.	Pronghorns	are	grazers	that	are	legendary	for	the	speeds	at	which	they	flee	danger.	They	are	not	quite	fast	asPhysiology	cheetahs.	Hill	as	Animal	4EHowever,	unlike	cheetahs—which	produce	Sinauer	Associates	when	running	fast—pronghorns	produce	the	ATP	anaerobically	Morales	Studiofor	fast	running	aerobically.
Cheetahs	fatigue	within	ATP	required	Figure	09.10	11-17-15	a	minute	or	two	when	they	run	fast.	Pronghorns,	however,	can	maintain	speeds	of	at	least	65	km/h	(40	mph)	for	long	periods	of	time.	Pronghorns	are	the	fastest	known	sustained	runners	on	Earth.	They	have	enormous	lungs	for	their	size	and	exceptional	abilities	to	maintain	high	rates	of
blood	circulation.	Compared	with	goats	and	dogs	of	the	same	total	body	weight,	pronghorns	have	1.2–1.7	times	more	muscle,	and—per	gram	of	muscle—they	have	1.2–2.6	times	more	mitochondria.	Considering	the	entire	animal	kingdom,	the	highest	known	•	levels	of	weight-specific	VO2	max	are	found	in	certain	types	of	flying	animals.	Among
invertebrates,	certain	strong-flying	insects	achieve	•	extreme	VO2	max	levels.	Among	vertebrates,	certain	small-bodied	fliers—hummingbirds	and	bats	(see	Figure	9.10)—do.	In	the	flight	muscles	of	such	aerobic	heroes,	mitochondria	often	occupy	35%–45%	of	tissue	volume—very	high	values.	With	mitochondria	Basal	or	standard	rate	of	O2
consumption	•	VO	2max	Animals	weighing	230	g	Rat	(Rattus)	0.9	4.6	Salmon	(Oncorhynchus)	0.05	0.49	Guinea	pig	(Cavia)	0.6	3.7	Monitor	lizard	(Varanus)	0.11	1.0	Animals	weighing	700–900	g	Source:	From	Hill	and	Wyse	1989.	packed	this	densely	in	muscle	cells,	a	sort	of	competition	arises	between	mitochondria	and	contractile	elements	for	cell
space;	as	mitochondria	occupy	more	space,	contractile	elements	have	less.	Animals	seem	never	to	go	higher	than	about	45%	mitochondria	in	working	muscles,	suggesting	that	the	evolution	of	higher	values	would	be	pointless	because	the	contractile	apparatus	would	be	too	diminished	to	use	the	ATP	that	the	mitochondria	could	make.	The	•	peak	in
mitochondrial	packing	helps	set	an	ultimate	peak	on	VO2	max	per	gram	of	muscle	tissue.	•	VO	max	varies	among	individuals	within	2	a	species	•	Individuals	of	a	species	vary	in	VO2	max,	as	we	saw	in	Figures	1.22	and	1.23.	The	phenomenon	is	readily	documented	in	humans	(see	Figure	1.23).	For	example,	when	groups	of	young	men	entering	the	•
military	are	tested	for	VO2	max,	they	typically	exhibit	a	normal	statis•	tical	distribution	(bell	curve)	in	VO2	max	(expressed	per	unit	of	body	•	•	weight),	with	the	VO2	max	of	the	highest-VO2	max	men	being	twice	as	•	high	as	that	of	the	lowest-VO2max	men.	As	we	discuss	in	greater	detail	shortly,	some	of	this	variation	is	a	consequence	of	life
experience,	whereas	some	(about	half,	according	to	recent	research)	is	genetic.	Recall	that	the	strenuousness	of	any	given	form	of	sustained	•	exercise	depends	on	the	fraction	of	VO2max	that	the	exercise	requires.	This	principle	helps	explain	why	a	single	form	of	sustained	exercise	can	be	differently	taxing	to	different	individuals.	Suppose,	to
illustrate,	that	for	a	person	to	run	at	a	particular	speed,	a	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	30	mL	O2/kg•min	is	required.	Suppose	also	that	two	•	otherwise	identical	people	have	VO2	max	values	of	40	and	70	mL	O2/	kg•min,	respectively.	For	the	former	individual	the	running	would	•	require	75%	of	VO2	max	and	would	be	very	taxing;	for	the	latter,	it	would
require	just	43%	and	would	be	sustainable	for	hours.	226	 	Chapter	9	•	Table	9.4 	Average	V	O2max	in	male	Swedish	athletes	who	compete	in	various	events	at	the	world-class	level	Event	(or	other	category)	Highest	values	ever	recorded	muscle	cells	and	upregulation	of	mitochondrial	enzymes	of	aerobic	catabolism,	such	as	citrate	synthase	(a	Krebs
cycle	enzyme)	and	cytochrome	oxidase	(an	electron-transport	enzyme),	as	exemplified	in	Table	9.5.	Other	changes	include	increases	in	the	heart’s	capacity	to	pump	blood,	the	density	of	blood	capillaries	in	muscles,	and	muscle	glucose	transporters.	Training	is	discussed	in	detail	in	Chapter	21.	On	a	different	scale	of	time,	there	are	several	ongoing
projects	focused	on	evolutionary	selection—over	many	generations—for	high	or	low	aerobic	competence.	In	one	study,	investigators	started	with	random-bred	lab	rats	that	were	individually	tested	for	their	ability	to	run	long	distances	during	aerobic	exercise.	Rats	with	both	high	and	low	aerobic	endurance	were	selected	to	be	parents	of	future
generations.	As	Figure	9.11	shows,	ten	generations	of	this	process	resulted	in	two	populations	of	rats	(shown	in	blue	and	red)	that	differed	dramatically	in	aerobic	endurance,	emphasizing	that	there	is	a	partial	genetic	basis	for	exercise	performance;	on	average,	rats	in	the	population	selected	for	high	running	capacity	could	run	905	m	prior	to
exhaustion,	whereas	rats	in	the	population	selected	for	low	running	capacity	•	could	run	only	217	m.	VO2	max	diverged	in	the	two	populations;	by	the	15th	generation,	it	was	1.5	times	higher,	on	average,	in	the	high-endurance	population.	The	capacity	of	the	heart	to	pump	blood	was	far	higher	in	that	population,	blood-capillary	density	in	the	muscles
was	higher,	and	enzymes	of	aerobic	catabolism	were	elevated.	The	research	also	brought	to	light	a	discovery	that	is	disturbing	in	light	of	today’s	sedentary	lifestyles:	Rats	in	•	Average	VO	max	2	(mL	O2/kg•min)	90–95	Cross-country	skiing	84	Long-distance	running	83	Canoeing	67	Ice	hockey	63	Soccer	58	Weight	lifting	53	Gymnastics	52	General
population	(young	adult	Swedish	men)	44	Source:	After	Åstrand	and	Rodahl	1986.	•	VO	2max	responds	to	training	and	selection	Training	that	emphasizes	aerobic	ATP	production—known	as	en•	durance	training—often	increases	an	individual’s	VO2max.	When	sedentary	people,	for	example,	participate	in	endurance	training,	they	•	typically	increase
their	VO2	max	by	10%–30%,	although	individuals	vary	widely	and	some	show	no	change.	The	physiological	reasons	•	for	the	increase	in	VO2	max	are	starting	to	be	well	understood,	at	least	in	humans	and	lab	animals.	Training	activates	widespread	changes	in	gene	expression	in	exercising	muscles	(see	Figure	3.9).	One	of	several	major	consequences
is	an	increase	in	numbers	of	mitochondria	in	25	Frequency	(%)	Investigators	consistently	find	that,	among	successful	human	athletes,	individuals	who	excel	in	different	types	of	competition	•	tend	to	exhibit	striking	differences	in	VO2	max.	As	Table	9.4	shows,	for	example,	men	who	compete	at	the	world-class	level	in	crosscountry	skiing	or	long-
distance	running	have	far	higher	average	•	VO2max	values	than	men	who	compete	in	weight	lifting	or	gymnastics.	Based	on	careful	analysis,	the	differences	in	Table	9.4—taken	as	a	whole—cannot	be	attributed	primarily	to	differences	in	training	•	(except	for	the	“general	population”).	The	differences	in	VO2	max	among	successful	athletes	in	various
events	are	believed	to	result	to	a	substantial	extent	from	the	athletes’	choosing	to	compete	in	•	events	in	which	they	have	inherent	abilities	to	succeed.	A	high	VO2max,	meaning	a	high	peak	rate	of	aerobic	ATP	production,	is	an	asset	in	long-sustained	events,	especially	ones	like	cross-country	skiing	in	which	most	major	muscle	masses	are	employed.
Athletes	who	are	endowed	by	heredity	or	by	early	developmental	influences	with	a	•	high	VO2	max	choose	sports	such	as	cross-country	skiing	and	other	sports	in	which	aerobic	ATP	synthesis	is	particularly	important,	and	vice	versa.	Although	almost	nothing	is	known	about	nonhuman	animals	in	this	regard,	it	seems	reasonable	to	hypothesize	that	in
them	also,	individuals	with	different	aerobic	competence	elect	different	lifestyles	(see	page	32).	20	Founder	population	Selected	for	low	running	capacity	15	Selected	for	high	running	capacity	10	5	0	0	200	400	600	800	1000	1200	1400	1600	Distance	run	prior	to	exhaustion	(meters)	1800	Figure	9.11 	Consequences	of	selection	on	endurance	2000
running	in	rats 	Hundreds	of	rats	were	tested	on	a	treadmill	tilted	so	they	had	to	run	uphill.	The	distance	each	rat	could	run	prior	to	exhaustion	was	measured.	Rats	led	a	sedentary	existence	except	during	testing.	Plotted	here	are	frequency	distributions:	the	percentages	of	rats	that	ran	various	distances	prior	to	exhaustion.	The	study	started	with	a
“founder”	population.	Animals	with	exceptionally	great	endurance	were	chosen	as	parents	for	the	next	generation,	and	this	process	was	repeated	for	a	total	of	ten	generations	to	give	rise	to	the	population	shown	here	(blue)	as	“selected	for	high	running	capacity.”	Similarly,	animals	in	the	founder	population	that	displayed	exceptionally	low	endurance
were	mated,	and	the	process	was	repeated	for	ten	generations	to	obtain	the	population	(red)	“selected	for	low	running	capacity.”	Both	the	high-	and	low-running-capacity	populations	exhibited	shifted	distributions	in	comparison	with	the	founder	population.	(After	Koch	and	Britton	2005.)	The	Energetics	of	Aerobic	Activity 	227	The	Energetics	of
Routine	and	Extreme	Daily	Life	Table	9.5 	Average	physiological	measures	before	and	after	7	weeks	of	endurance	training	in	young	adult	people	The	training	consisted	of	60	min	of	cycling,	requiring	60%	•	of	VO2max,	5	days	a	week.	All	before–after	differences	are	statistically	highly	significant,	except	for	the	testosterone	values.	Muscle	measures
are	for	samples	from	the	vastus	lateralis,	a	thigh	muscle.	Gender	Before	After	Male	Female	41.5	31.9	48.7	41.5	Muscle	citrate	synthase	activity	(µmol/mg•min)	Male	Female	7.3	8.4	10.2	12.0	Muscle	cytochrome	oxidase	activity	(µmol/mg•min)	Male	Female	4.8	4.1	5.9	5.3	Blood	testosterone	(nmol/L)	Male	Female	19.3	1.7	21.5	1.3	Property	•	VO	2max
(mL	O2/kg•min)	Source:	Carter	et	al.	2001.	the	population	selected	for	low	aerobic	exercise	capacity	tended	to	exhibit	symptoms	of	chronic	cardiovascular	and	metabolic	diseases,	such	as	high	blood	pressure	and	diabetes.	Summary	The	Maximum	Rate	of	Oxygen	Consumption	•	„„An	animal’s	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	(VO2max)	is	significant
for	two	principal	reasons.	First,	it	determines	the	maximum	rate	at	which	sustained,	aerobic	exercise	can	be	performed.	Second,	it	serves	as	a	benchmark	by	which	the	strenuousness	of	submaximal	aerobic	work	can	be	assessed.	Sustained	work	becomes	more	strenuous—and	more	quickly	fatiguing—for	an	individual	as	it	demands	a	higher	proportion
of	the	•	individual’s	VO2	max.	„„Major	phyletic•groups	sometimes	exhibit	consistent	differences	in	VO2	max.	Among	vertebrates—as	a	rough	•	but	important	rule	of	thumb—VO2	max	in	mammals	and	birds	is	about	an	order	of	magnitude	higher	than	•	VO2max	in	fish,	amphibians,	and	nonavian	reptiles	of	similar	body	size,	assuming	that	the	latter
groups	are	at	body	temperatures	near	mammalian	and	avian	levels.	•	Within	a	single	phyletic	group,	VO2	max	typically	tends	to	vary	with	body	size	in	an	allometric	fashion,	with	small•	bodied	species	having	higher	VO2	max	per	gram	of	body	weight	than	large-bodied	species.	„„Individuals	of	a	species	that	are	similar	in	age	and	•	gender	typically	vary
considerably	in	VO2	max.	Some	of	this	variation	can	be	attributed	to	differences	in	training.	Usually	a	significant	proportion	of	the	variation	can	also	be	attributed	to	inheritance	and/or	early	developmental	effects.	From	studies	using	the	doubly	labeled	water	method,	physiologists	now	know	a	great	deal	about	the	average	daily	metabolic	rates
(ADMRs;	also	called	field	metabolic	rates)	of	terrestrial	animals	as	they	lead	their	routine	lives	in	their	natural	habitats.	Within	sets	of	related	species,	the	ADMR	is	an	allometric	function	of	body	size:	To	meet	the	costs	of	their	ordinary	daily	lives	in	the	wild,	small-bodied	species	expend	more	energy	(and	must	therefore	gather	more	food)	per	unit	of
body	weight	than	large-bodied	species.	An	extremely	important	insight	from	the	ADMR	studies	is	quantification	of	the	vast	difference	in	energy	costs	between	poikilothermic	(“cold-blooded”)	and	homeothermic	(“warm-blooded”)	animals.	In	comparison	with	lizards,	snakes,	and	other	nonavian	reptiles	living	in	the	wild,	mammals	and	birds	of	the	same
body	size	living	in	the	wild	have	ADMRs	that	are	12–20	times	higher!	Physiologists	have	long	known	that	homeothermy	is	expensive,	but	now	we	can	put	realistic	numbers	on	the	phenomenon	(discussed	further	in	Chapter	10).	Let’s	focus	a	bit	on	how	much	the	ADMR	of	a	species	differs	from	its	resting	metabolic	rate.	Among	wild	mammals	and	birds,
ADMR	is	typically	about	2.5–3.5	times	higher	than	basal	metabolic	rate	(BMR).	Routine	daily	existence,	in	other	words,	requires	about	2.5–3.5	times	more	energy	than	resting	all	the	time	in	a	thermoneutral	environment.	How	do	people	compare?	In	both	developed	and	developing	societies,	the	ADMRs	of	hundreds	of	people	going	about	their	ordinary
daily	lives	have	been	measured	by	use	of	the	doubly	labeled	water	method.	ADMR	typically	varies	from	about	1.2	to	2.5	times	BMR	in	the	general	population.	For	the	most	part,	only	dedicated	athletes	have	ADMRs	that	exceed	BMR	by	more	than	2.5.	A	question	that	has	drawn	the	interest	of	physiologists	is	how	high	the	ADMR	can	possibly	be.	That	is,
what	is	an	animal’s	maximum	possible	metabolic	rate	that	can	be	sustained	day	after	day?	Note	that	this	is	a	very	different	question	from	asking	how	high	•	•	the	VO2	max	can	be,	because	VO2	max	reflects	a	rate	of	metabolism	that	can	be	maintained	for	only	tens	of	minutes,	at	most.	To	gain	insight	into	how	high	the	human	sustained	metabolic	rate
can	possibly	be,	investigators	studied	cyclists	in	the	Tour	de	France,	a	long-distance	bicycle	race.	In	1984	the	race	covered	nearly	4000	km	and	lasted	22	days,	during	which	the	cyclists	fought	for	the	lead	while	going	up	and	down	34	mountains.	The	athletes	maintained	stable	body	weights	over	the	3	weeks	of	the	race	by	eating	large	amounts	of	food
during	their	nighttime	breaks.	The	metabolic	rates	of	four	of	the	cyclists	were	measured	with	the	doubly	labeled	water	method.	The	ADMRs	of	these	four	averaged	about	4.5	times	higher	than	their	BMRs.	These	data	indicate	that	when	well-conditioned	people	in	a	competitive	situation	expend	the	maximum	effort	that	they	can	possibly	sustain	for
periods	of	many	days,	their	time-averaged	metabolic	rates	are	about	4.5	times	•	BMR	(even	though	VO2	max	is	at	least	10	times	BMR).	Table	9.6	presents	analogous	information	for	nonhuman	mammals	and	birds.	In	each	study	listed,	the	animals	were	required	to	sustain	a	highly	demanding,	all-out	effort	day	after	day,	analogous	to	the	effort	put	forth
by	competitors	in	the	Tour	de	France.	Whereas	228	 	Chapter	9	Table	9.6 	Particularly	high	sustained	metabolic	rates	measured	in	nonhuman	mammals	and	birds	Animals	and	circumstances	Average	daily	metabolic	rate	as	ratio	of	resting	metabolic	rate	Female	laboratory	mice	nursing	litters	of	14	young	6.5	Females	of	three	other	species	of	mice
nursing	litters	3.7–6.7	Four	species	of	mice	living	at	–10°C	3.7–6.1	Grey	seals	nursing	pups	Europe	7.4	Three	species	of	perching	birds	rearing	young	2.4–3.9	Six	species	of	seabirds	rearing	young	3.1–6.6	Migrating	birds:	Bar-tailed	godwits	migrating	over	Pacific	Ocean	Several	species	flying	in	wind	tunnels	8.0–10.0	9.0	Africa	Sources:	After	Gill	et	al.
2009;	Hammond	and	Diamond	1997;	Mellish	et	al.	2000;	Piersma	2011.	some	of	the	animals	in	the	table	were	in	cold	environments	requiring	high	energy	costs	to	keep	warm,	others	were	rearing	young.	The	data	indicate	that	usually,	at	the	extreme,	the	sustained	ADMR	can	be	as	high	as	6–7	times	resting	metabolic	rate.	Migrating	birds	are
exceptions.	In	some	cases,	they	sustain	metabolic	rates	8–10	times	resting	metabolic	rate.	Clearly,	if	animals	could	achieve	higher	peak	sustained	metabolic	rates	than	they	do,	they	could	raise	more	young,	migrate	faster,	or	survive	in	more-demanding	environments.	Why	then	are	the	peak	sustained	metabolic	rates	of	mammals	and	birds	not	usually
higher	than	6–7	times	their	resting	metabolic	rates?	What	constraints	prevent	sustained	metabolic	rates	from	being	higher	than	they	are?	These	are	current	questions	for	research.	Long-Distance	Migration	Figure	9.12 	Three	years	in	the	life	of	a	male	osprey	(Pandi-	on	haliaetus) 	Ospreys	migrate	singly	rather	than	in	groups.	As	this	male	flew
between	Scandinavia	and	Africa,	a	small	radiotransmitter	on	him,	mounted	externally,	radioed	his	position,	which	was	detected	by	satellite.	Three	colors	are	used	to	distinguish	the	three	successive	years	in	the	order	yellow,	red,	and	blue.	Symbols	along	the	lines	represent	the	bird’s	locations	at	intervals	of	1	day	or	more.	Solid	lines	mark	his
southbound	migrations	in	autumn.	Dashed	lines	mark	his	northbound	migrations	in	spring.	(After	Alerstam	et	al.	2006.)	When	we	see	an	osprey	(Pandion	haliaetus)—also	called	a	fish	hawk—at	the	seashore,	going	about	its	life,	we	might	easily	assume	that	the	bird	is	always	at	that	area	where	we	see	it.	Applicarefuel,	the	osprey	took	34–55	days	to
reach	its	destination	in	Africa.	tions	of	satellite	and	global-positioning	technology	in	the	past	20	There,	it	resumed	the	life	it	had	left	behind	a	half-year	before:	living	years,	however,	have	provided	an	entirely	different	view.	Figure	in	its	individual	wintering	locality.	Then,	each	spring,	it	returned	9.12	shows	the	directly	observed	locations	of	a	single
osprey	over	in	21–33	days	to	Scandinavia	to	its	individual	breeding	location.	a	3-year	period	of	its	life.	The	osprey	traveled	back	and	forth	beMigratory	patterns	of	this	sort	already	existed	in	the	deep	past	of	tween	Sweden	and	Ivory	Coast—a	one-way	distance	of	7000	km	Hill	Animal	Earth’s	geologic	Physiology	4Ehistory	and	continue	today	despite
burgeoning	(4300	mi)—three	times.	Each	autumn,	having	spent	the	summer	Sinauerhuman	influences	all	along	the	routes	traveled.	Associates	in	Scandinavia,	the	osprey	traveled	a	route	that	must	have	started	Morales	Studio	Some	of	the	questions	raised	by	this	natural	phenomenon	09.12	11-17-15	to	seem	familiar—given	that	the	route	was	almost
the	same	each	Figureare	put	into	greater	relief,	perhaps,	by	studies	recently	completed	year.	Stopping	over	on	repeated	occasions	to	rest	and	potentially	on	bar-tailed	godwits	(Limosa	lapponica)—shorebirds	weighing	The	Energetics	of	Aerobic	Activity 	229	BOX	Eel	Migration	and	Energetics:	9.3	A	2300-Year	Detective	Story	40	Rate	of	O2
consumption	(mL	O2	/kg•h)	European	eels	(Anguilla	anguilla)	are	currently	believed	to	breed	in	the	western	Atlantic	Ocean	near	Bermuda,	although	the	distance	between	Europe	and	this	breeding	area	is	about	5500	km	(3400	mi).	Skeptics	have	questioned	whether	adult	eels—which	do	not	eat	in	the	ocean—could	swim	that	far	and	still	have	enough
stored	energy	for	reproduction.	Recently,	investigators	placed	eels	in	a	water	tunnel	for	a	simulated	5500-km	migration.	The	eels	had	to	swim	for	almost	6	months	to	cover	the	equivalent	of	5500	km.	Not	only	did	they	succeed,	but	they	did	so	at	a	remarkably	low	cost.	As	seen	in	the	figure,	the	metabolic	rates	of	the	swimming	eels	tended	to	be	only
about	twice	as	great	as	those	of	resting	eels.	The	migrating	eels	achieved	a	cost	of	transport	that	was	only	about	onefifth	as	great	as	expected	for	their	body	size,	pointing	to	exceptional	swimming	efficiency.	As	a	result,	they	lost	only	about	20%	of	their	body	weight	and	would	have	had	reasonably	large	energy	stores	remaining	on	arrival	in	Bermuda.	9
swimming	eels	30	20	6	resting	eels	10	0	0	1	2	3	Months	of	swimming	4	5	Metabolic	rate	measured	on	each	day	of	a	6-month,	5500-km	simulated	migration 	Nine	eels	(Anguilla	anguilla),	0.7	m	in	average	body	length,	swam	for	173	days	in	a	water	tunnel.	They	were	compared	with	6	resting	eels.	The	eels	were	not	fed.	The	temperature	was	19ºC.
(After	van	Ginneken	et	al.	2005.)	European	eels	have	been	a	focal	mystery	in	marine	biology	for	more	than	2300	years—ever	since	the	time	of	the	ancient	Greeks,	when	Aristotle,	in	his	writing	on	natural	history,	highlighted	the	literal	statement	that	no	one	in	Europe	had	ever	seen	sperm	or	eggs	in	a	European	eel	or	seen	the	eels	breed!	Box	Ex-
tension	9.3	outlines	the	long	story	of	how	scientists	ultimately	concluded	that	the	eels	do	in	fact	breed	like	other	fish,	but	do	so	far	from	Europe.	The	box	extension	also	discusses	the	latest	efforts	to	confirm	this	hypothesis	by	direct	observation.	Moreover,	because	the	fatty	acids	are	not	water-soluble,	the	birds	roughly	0.5	kg—during	their	southward
migration	from	Alaska	evidently	also	have	highly	developed	mechanisms	for	solubilizing	each	autumn.	These	cutting-edge	studies	have	revealed	that	the	fatty	acids,	as	by	formation	of	lipoprotein	complexes,	so	the	fatty	godwits	fly	nonstop	to	New	Zealand	over	the	open	water	of	the	acids	can	be	distributed	by	the	circulatory	system	to	the	working
central	Pacific	Ocean—a	trip	of	approximately	10,000	km	(6200	mi)	that	takes	them	6–9	days.	Over	those	6–9	days,HilltheyAnimal	starve	muscles	from	storage	depots.	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	(they	do	not	feed	at	sea),	and	they	have	no	freshwater	to	drink.	Birds	accumulate	fat	prior	to	migration	(they	often	increase	Moreover,	they
presumably	do	not	sleep	and	thus	Morales	suffer	Studio	sleep	50%–100%	in	body	weight)	and	use	their	stored	fat	during	migraFigure	BX09.03	11-17-15	deprivation;	and	their	flight	muscles	must	engage	in	powering	or	tion—giving	rise	to	a	long-held	view	that	the	process	is	much	like	controlling	flight	continually	day	and	night—not	to	mention	the
fueling	an	aircraft.	In	the	last	20	years,	however,	evidence	has	accumulated	that—at	least	in	some	long-distance	migrants—the	necessity	of	navigating	accurately	over	endless	expanses	of	water.	nature	of	the	aircraft	changes	along	the	way!	For	example,	some	Although	the	godwits	take	advantage	of	tailwinds,	this	flight	seems	of	the	organs	that	are
involved	in	building	up	fat	stores	(e.g.,	the	to	challenge	some	of	our	most	basic	assumptions	about	the	very	intestines)	shrink	substantially	after	the	fuel-storage	phase	and	durnature	of	animal	life.	ing	migration,	thereby	lightening	the	load	that	must	be	transported	Physiologists	have	long	recognized	that	birds	principally	use	(see	the	discussion	of	red
knot	sandpipers	at	the	start	of	Chapter	stored	fat	as	fuel	for	long-distance	migrations.	Fat	is	particularly	1).	Other	long-distance	migrations	also	have	properties	that	draw	suited	for	this	function	because	of	its	high	energy	density	(see	the	interest	of	physiologists.	Studies	of	migrating	sea	turtles,	for	Table	6.3).	The	mobilization	and	distribution	of	fatty
acids	from	fat	example,	have	revealed	that	the	turtles	are	able	to	navigate	by	use	of	during	migration	are	significant	concerns,	however.	This	point	Earth’s	magnetic	fields	(see	Chapter	18).	Certain	eels	are	believed	to	is	highlighted	by	the	fact	that	mammals	that	have	been	studied	undertake	such	long	migrations	that	physiologists	have	wondered
cannot	mobilize	fat	rapidly	enough	for	it	to	be	the	principal	fuel	for	if	their	energy	resources	are	adequate.	Box	9.3	discusses	studies	high-intensity,	long-term	exertion.	In	migrating	birds,	by	contrast,	roughly	90%	of	the	fuel	is	fat.	The	birds	evidently	have	highly	deof	energetics	during	the	spawning	migration	of	European	eels	to	veloped	mechanisms
for	fatty	acid	transport	across	cell	membranes.	the	Sargasso	Sea	near	Bermuda.	230	 	Chapter	9	2.	Temperature	regulation	may	also	be	costly.	To	fly,	bumblebees	require	the	temperature	of	their	flight	muscles	to	be	about	30°C	or	higher	(see	page	281).	When	the	bees	are	flying,	temperatures	that	high	are	maintained	by	the	heat	produced	by	the
wing-flapping	contractions	of	their	flight	muscles.	When	bees	land	on	flowers	(and	stop	flying)	in	cool	weather,	however,	they	are	at	risk	of	quickly	cooling	to	below	the	necessary	flight	temperature—which	would	make	them	unable	to	take	off	again.	To	keep	their	flight	muscles	warm	while	they	are	alighted	on	flowers,	bees	produce	heat	by	a	process
analogous	to	human	shivering	(see	Chapter	10).	The	intensity	and	energetic	cost	of	this	form	of	shivering	become	greater	as	the	air	temperature	decreases.	Although	shivering	may	be	unnecessary	at	an	air	temperature	of	25°C,	shivering	at	5°C	may	raise	a	stationary	bee’s	metabolic	rate	to	as	high	a	level	as	prevails	during	flight.	Figure	9.13 	A	case
study	in	ecological	energetics 	A	breeding	colony	of	seabirds,	such	as	this	colony	of	terns,	is	ecologically	dependent	on	the	populations	of	fish	in	its	vicinity	to	obtain	energy	for	life	and	reproduction.	With	modern	methods,	physiologists	can	quantify	the	rate	at	which	a	colony	harvests	energy	relative	to	the	rates	of	production	of	prey	populations.
Ecological	Energetics	Ecological	energetics	is	the	study	of	energy	needs,	acquisition,	and	use	in	ecologically	realistic	settings.	An	example	is	provided	by	research	on	the	energy	needs	and	acquisition	of	breeding	colonies	of	seabirds	(Figure	9.13).	Using	the	doubly	labeled	water	method	or	time–energy	budgets,	investigators	estimate	the	daily	energy
demand	of	a	colony,	including	costs	of	growth	in	the	young	birds	and	costs	of	foraging	flight	in	the	adults,	as	discussed	at	the	start	of	this	chapter.	The	energy	demand	of	the	colony	can	then	be	compared	with	the	energy	available	from	the	fish	populations	on	which	the	birds	feed.	Studies	of	this	sort	have	revealed	that	seabird	colonies	sometimes
consume	one-fourth	to	one-third	of	all	the	productivity	of	prey	fish	in	their	foraging	areas.	This	sort	of	ecological	energetic	analysis	has	helped	biologists	better	understand	seabird	population	dynamics.	For	example,	the	high	energy	needs	of	some	colonies	help	explain	why	some	have	been	devastated	by	competition	from	human	fishing.	A	more
elaborate	illustration	of	the	power	of	ecological	energetic	research	is	provided	by	Bernd	Heinrich’s	analysis	of	costs	and	rewards	in	bumblebee	foraging—an	example	of	what	Heinrich	terms	bumblebee	economics.	The	starting	point	of	his	analysis	is	the	recognition	that	in	ecologically	realistic	settings,	the	acquisition	of	food	has	energy	costs	as	well	as
energy	rewards.	When	bumblebees	(Bombus)	forage,	they	fly	from	one	flower	(or	flower	cluster)	to	another,	landing	on	each	long	enough	to	collect	available	nectar.	Two	major	costs	of	bumblebee	foraging	must	be	considered:	1.	Flight	is	itself	very	costly.	It	can	easily	elevate	the	metabolic	rate	of	a	bumblebee	to	20–100	times	its	resting	rate.	The	cost
of	flight	per	unit	of	time	is	essentially	independent	of	air	temperature.	Considering	the	costs	of	both	flying	and	shivering,	the	average	metabolic	expenditure	per	unit	of	time	for	a	bee	to	forage	tends	to	increase	as	the	air	becomes	cooler.	If	the	air	is	warm	enough	that	no	shivering	is	needed,	a	bee	has	a	high	metabolic	rate	when	it	is	flying	but	a	low
rate	when	it	is	not.	If	the	air	is	cold,	the	bee	has	a	high	metabolic	rate	all	the	time,	whether	flying	or	stationary.	Now	let’s	turn	to	the	energy	rewards	of	foraging.	The	energy	reward	that	can	be	obtained	per	unit	of	time	from	any	particular	species	of	flowering	plant	depends	on	(1)	the	volume	of	nectar	obtained	from	each	flower,	(2)	the	sugar
concentration	of	the	nectar,	and	(3)	the	number	of	flowers	from	which	a	bee	can	extract	nectar	per	unit	of	time.	The	third	property	depends	on	the	spacing	of	the	flowers	and	the	difficulty	of	penetrating	flowers	to	obtain	their	nectar.	Some	species	of	plants	yield	sufficient	sugar	per	flower	that	bumblebees	can	realize	a	net	energy	profit	when	foraging
from	them	regardless	of	the	air	temperature.	For	example,	the	rhododendron	Rhododendron	canadense,	a	plant	with	large	flowers,	typically	yields	sugar	equivalent	to	about	1.7	J/flower.	At	0°C,	a	large	bee	expends	energy	at	a	time-averaged	rate	of	about	12.5	J/min	while	foraging.	Accordingly,	the	bee	could	break	even	energetically	by	taking	the
nectar	from	about	7–8	flowers	per	minute.	In	fact,	bees	can	tap	almost	20	rhododendron	flowers	per	minute.	Thus,	even	at	0°C,	bees	foraging	on	the	rhododendron	are	able	to	meet	their	costs	of	foraging	plus	accumulate	a	surplus	of	nectar	to	contribute	to	the	hive.	In	contrast,	some	plants	yield	so	little	sugar	per	flower	that	they	are	profitable	sources
of	nectar	only	when	air	temperatures	are	relatively	high	(and	the	bees’	costs	of	foraging	are	thereby	reduced).	For	example,	bees	typically	visit	flowers	of	wild	cherry	(Prunus)	only	when	the	air	is	warm.	The	flowers	yield	sugar	equivalent	to	only	about	0.21	J/flower.	At	0°C,	a	bee	would	therefore	have	to	tap	about	60	flowers	per	minute	just	to	meet	its
costs	of	foraging.	Tapping	so	many	flowers	is	impossible,	meaning	the	bees	cannot	profitably	forage	on	cherry	flowers	when	the	air	is	cold.	The	study	of	bumblebee	foraging	exemplifies	how	an	ecologically	realistic	accounting	of	energy	costs	and	gains	can	help	ecologists	better	understand	the	foraging	choices	that	animals	make.	Bumblebees	are
observed	to	forage	on	rhododendron	in	all	weather,	but	they	forage	on	wild	cherry	only	in	warm	weather.	From	the	study	of	ecological	energetics	we	now	understand	that	energetic	considerations	place	constraints	on	foraging	choices	by	helping	to	dictate	which	flowers	the	bees	can	profitably	exploit.	The	Energetics	of	Aerobic	Activity 	231
References	Study	Questions	1.	How	does	the	doubly	labeled	water	method	depend	on	the	existence	of	isotopic	equilibrium	between	the	oxygen	in	H	2O	and	that	in	CO2?	2.	From	a	list	of	your	friends,	select	one	(theoretically)	for	study	to	determine	his	or	her	average	daily	metabolic	rate.	How	would	you	carry	out	research	to	create	a	time–energy
budget	for	your	friend?	3.	In	your	own	words,	explain	why	foraging	on	wild	cherry	flowers	is	beneficial	for	bumblebees	in	warm	weather	but	not	in	cold	weather.	•	4.	As	noted	in	this	chapter,	the	VO2max	of	people	tends	to	decline	after	age	30	by	about	9%	per	decade	for	sedentary	individuals,	but	it	declines•	less	than	5%	per	decade	for	people	who
stay	active.	The	average	VO2max	in	healthy	30-year-olds	is	about	3.1	L/min.	•	Using	the	information	given	here,	what	would	the	average	VO2max	be	in	60-year-olds	who	have	been	sedentary	throughout	their	lives	and	in	60-year-olds	who	have	stayed	active	(keep	in	mind	that	the	decline	is	exponential)?	Consider	the	activities	in	Table	9.1,	and	recall
from	Chapter	7	that	1	kJ	is	equivalent	to	about	0.05	L	of	O2	in	aerobic	catabolism.	How	would	you	expect	sedentary	and	active	people	to	differ	in	their	capacities	for	each	of	those	activities	in	old	age?	Explain.	5.	For	an	animal	engaging	in	sustained	exercise,	why	is	there	not	one	single	ideal	speed?	6.	List	the	possible•	reasons	why	two	individuals	of	a
certain	species	might	differ	in	VO2max.	7.	Suppose	that	a	bird’s	metabolic	rate	while	flying	at	30	km/h	is	8	kJ/h.	What	is	the	bird’s	cost	of	transport	when	flying	at	30	km/h?	8.	Looking	at	Figure	9.8,	how	would	you	say	animals	and	machines	compare	in	their	efficiencies	in	covering	distance?	9.	African	hunting	dogs	depend	on	sustained	chases	by
groups	of	cooperating	individuals	to	capture	antelopes•	for	food.	If	the	members	of	two	groups	differ	in	their	average	VO2max,	how	might	the	two	groups	differ	in	the	strategies	they	use	during	hunting?	10.	In	mammals	of	all	species,	the	peak	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	each	mitochondrion	is	roughly	the	same.	On	the	basis	of	patterns	•	of	how
VO2max	varies	with	body	size	in	species	of	mammals,	how	would	you	expect	the	muscle	cells	of	mammals	of	various	body	sizes	to	vary	in	how	densely	they	are	packed	with	mitochondria?	Explain	your	answer.	11.	What	is	the	hypothesis	of	symmorphosis?	How	might	you	evaluate	or	test	the	hypothesis?	12.	Explain	the	concept	that	in	high-performance
muscle	cells,	mitochondria	and	contractile	elements	compete	for	space	over	scales	of	evolutionary	time.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	Alexander,	R.	M.	2003.	Principles	of	Animal	Locomotion.	Princeton	University	Press,	Princeton,	NJ.	Åstrand,	P.-O.,	K.	Rodahl,	H.	A.	Dahl,	and	S.	B.
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in	behavior?	Trends	Ecol.	Evol.	25:	653–659.	Dickinson,	M.	H.,	C.	T.	Farley,	R.	J.	Full,	and	three	additional	authors.	2000.	How	animals	move:	An	integrative	view.	Science	288:	100–106.	A	short	but	broadly	conceived	introduction	to	the	biomechanics	and	functional	morphology	of	animal	locomotion.	Although	the	present	chapter	does	not	include	these
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century.	A	rewarding	and	thoroughly	enjoyable	book.	Nagy,	K.	A.	2005.	Field	metabolic	rate	and	body	size.	J.	Exp.	Biol.	208:	1621–1625.	A	brief	but	thought-provoking	paper	on	the	costs	of	existence	in	free-living	vertebrates.	Piersma,	T.	2011.	Why	marathon	migrants	get	away	with	high	metabolic	ceilings:	towards	an	ecology	of	physiological	restraint.
J.	Exp.	Biol.	214:	295–302.	An	enticing	paper	on	maximum	sustained	rates	of	energy	expenditure	in	people	and	other	endotherms—and	why	the	rates	of	energy	expenditure	are	what	they	are.	Provides	lots	to	think	about.	Suarez,	R.	K.,	L.	G.	Herrera	M.,	and	K.	C.	Welch,	Jr.	2011.	The	sugar	oxidation	cascade:	aerial	refueling	in	hummingbirds	and	nectar
bats.	J.	Exp.	Biol.	214:	172–178.	Hummingbirds	and	nectar	bats	have	converged	in	that	they	hover	at	flowers	to	collect	nectar.	This	research	shows	that	they	reach	a	steady	state	in	which	they	use	the	sugars	they	are	collecting	immediately	for	the	muscular	work	of	hovering.	Weibel,	E.	R.	2000.	Symmorphosis.	On	Form	and	Function	in	Shaping	Life.
Harvard	University	Press,	Cambridge,	MA.	Even	if	one	is	unconvinced	by	the	theory	of	symmorphosis,	this	book	provides	a	compact	and	lucid	introduction	to	the	suite	of	systems	responsible	for	O2	delivery	in	sustained	exercise.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	Thermal	Relations	As	this	bumblebee	flies	from	one	flower
cluster	to	another	to	collect	nectar	and	pollen,	temperature	matters	for	the	bee	in	two	crucial	ways.	First,	the	temperature	of	the	bumblebee’s	flight	muscles	determines	how	much	power	they	can	generate.	The	flight	muscles	must	be	at	a	tissue	temperature	of	about	30–35°C	to	produce	enough	power	to	keep	the	bee	airborne;	if	the	muscles	are
cooler,	the	bee	cannot	fly.	The	second	principal	way	in	which	temperature	matters	is	that	for	a	bumblebee	to	maintain	its	flight	muscles	at	a	high	enough	temperature	to	fly,	the	bee	must	expend	food	energy	to	generate	heat	to	warm	the	muscles.	In	a	warm	environment,	all	the	heat	required	may	be	produced	simply	as	a	by-product	of	flight.	In	a	cool
environment,	however,	as	a	bumblebee	moves	from	flower	cluster	to	flower	cluster—stopping	at	each	to	feed—it	must	expend	energy	at	an	elevated	rate	even	during	the	intervals	when	it	is	not	flying,	either	to	keep	its	flight	muscles	continually	warm	enough	to	fly	or	to	rewarm	the	flight	muscles	to	flight	temperature	if	they	cool	while	feeding.
Assuming	that	the	flight	muscles	must	be	at	35°C	for	flight,	they	must	be	warmed	to	10°C	above	air	temperature	if	the	air	is	at	25°C,	but	to	30°C	above	air	temperature	if	the	air	is	at	5°C.	Thus,	as	the	air	becomes	cooler,	a	bee	must	expend	food	energy	at	a	higher	and	higher	rate	to	generate	heat	to	warm	its	flight	muscles	to	flight	temperature,
meaning	it	must	collect	food	at	a	higher	and	higher	rate.	10	For	a	foraging	bumblebee,	warming	the	thorax	to	a	high	temperature	is	a	critical	requirement 	The	process	adds	to	the	bee’s	energy	costs	and	food	needs	on	cool	days.	However,	the	flight	muscles	in	the	thorax	require	high	temperatures	to	produce	sufficient	power	for	flight.	234	 	Chapter
10	ENDOTHERMY	No	THERMOREGULATION	Poikilotherms	or	ectotherms	No	Yes	Yes	Endotherms	Nonthermoregulating	poikilotherms	or	ectotherms	Nonthermoregulating	endotherms	Thermoregulating	poikilotherms	or	ectotherms	Thermoregulating	endotherms	Behavioral	thermoregulators	Homeotherms	Figure	10.1 	Animals	fall	into	four
categories	of	thermal	relations	based	on	whether	they	display	endothermy	and	whether	they	display	thermoregulation	Overall,	tissue	temperatures	have	a	two-fold	significance	in	many	animals,	including	ourselves.	The	temperature	of	a	tissue	helps	determine	how	the	tissue	performs.	Tissue	temperature	also	helps	determine	an	animal’s	rate	of
energy	expenditure.	Bumblebees	illustrate	both	of	these	points.	The	temperature	of	a	bumblebee’s	flight	muscles	determines	how	intensely	the	muscles	are	able	to	perform	their	function	of	generating	lift,	and	it	determines	how	much	food	energy	the	bee	must	employ	for	heat	production.	Physiologists	now	realize	that	animals	are	very	diverse	in	the
types	of	thermal	relations	they	maintain	with	their	environments.	For	categorizing	the	thermal	relations	of	animals,	one	key	concept	is	endothermy;	if	an	animal’s	tissues	are	warmed	by	its	metabolic	production	of	heat,	the	animal	is	said	to	exhibit	endothermy.	A	second	key	concept	is	thermoregulation,	which	refers	to	the	maintenance	of	a	relatively
constant	tissue	temperature.1	Suppose	we	classify	animals	according	to	whether	or	not	they	exhibit	endothermy	and	whether	or	not	they	display	thermoregulation.	Doing	so	results	in	the	matrix	in	Figure	10.1,	which	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	identifies	the	four	most	fundamental	types	Sinauer	Associates	of	thermal	relations	that	animals	have	with
their	environments.	Morales	Studio	Most	animals	are	incapable	of	endothermy	and	thus	fall	on	Figure	10.01	11-23-15	12-30-15	the	left	side	of	the	matrix	in	Figure	10.1.2	Animals	of	this	sort	are	termed	ectotherms	because	their	body	temperatures	(not	being	elevated	by	their	metabolism)	are	determined	by	the	thermal	conditions	outside	their	bodies
(ecto,	“outside”).	These	animals	are	also	called	poikilotherms	because	they	have	variable	body	temperatures	(poikilo,	“variable”);	their	body	temperatures	are	high	in	warm	environments	but	low	in	cool	ones.	Most	fish	are	excellent	examples	of	ectotherms	or	poikilotherms;	their	tissues	are	1	Thermoregulation	is	a	specific	type	of	regulation	as	defined
in	Chapter	1	(see	Figure	1.8).	2	As	stressed	in	Chapter	7,	metabolic	heat	production	is	a	universal	feature	of	living	organisms.	When	we	say	“most	animals	are	incapable	of	endothermy,”	we	do	not	mean	they	fail	to	produce	heat	metabolically.	Instead,	keep	in	mind	that	endothermy	is	warming	of	the	tissues	by	metabolic	heat	production.	Most	animals,
although	they	produce	heat,	do	not	make	heat	fast	enough	or	retain	heat	well	enough	for	their	tissues	to	be	warmed	by	their	metabolic	heat	production.	not	warmed	metabolically	and	therefore	are	at	essentially	the	same	temperature	as	the	environmental	water	in	which	the	fish	swim.	A	poikilotherm	or	ectotherm	may	or	may	not	exhibit
thermoregulation	(see	the	vertical	dimension	of	Figure	10.1).	When	a	poikilotherm	displays	thermoregulation	and	thus	falls	into	the	lower	left	category	of	our	matrix,	it	does	so	by	behavior:	It	keeps	its	tissues	at	a	certain	“preferred”	temperature	by	behaviorally	positioning	itself	in	environments	that	will	warm	or	cool	its	tissues	as	needed.	Animals
that	exhibit	endothermy—that	is,	animals	that	warm	their	tissues	by	their	production	of	metabolic	heat—are	termed	endotherms	and	fall	on	the	right	side	of	the	matrix	in	Figure	10.1.	Although	endotherms	may	or	may	not	be	thermoregulators,	most	in	fact	exhibit	thermoregulation	(placing	them	in	the	lower	right	category	of	the	matrix).	Mammals	and
birds	are	outstanding	examples	of	animals	that	exhibit	both	endothermy	and	thermoregulation.	Additional	examples	include	many	species	of	medium-sized	and	large	insects,	such	as	the	bumblebees	we	have	already	discussed,	which	exhibit	both	endothermy	and	thermoregulation	in	their	flight	muscles	when	they	are	flying.	A	homeotherm	is	an	animal
that	thermoregulates	by	physiological	means	(rather	than	just	by	behavior).	Humans	provide	an	excellent	example	of	homeothermy.	Under	many	circumstances,	the	principal	way	we	thermoregulate	is	by	adjusting	how	rapidly	we	produce	and	retain	metabolic	heat:	We	thermoregulate	by	modulating	endothermy!	Other	mammals	and	birds	do	the	same
under	many	circumstances,	as	do	insects	such	as	bumblebees.	As	we	attempt	to	categorize	animal	thermal	relations,	temporal	and	spatial	variation	often	add	complexity.	Let’s	focus	first	on	temporal	variation:	An	individual	animal	may	exhibit	different	thermal	relations	to	its	environment	at	different	times.	Species	of	mammals	that	hibernate	illustrate
this	phenomenon;	in	such	species,	individuals	are	homeotherms	during	the	seasons	of	the	year	when	they	are	not	hibernating,	but	often	they	exhibit	neither	endothermy	nor	thermoregulation	when	they	are	hibernating.	Thermal	relations	may	also	exhibit	spatial	variation,	differing	from	one	region	of	an	animal’s	body	to	another.	The	abdomens	of
bumblebees	and	other	active	insects,	for	example,	are	typically	neither	endothermic	nor	thermoregulated,	even	in	individuals	that	exhibit	endothermy	and	thermoregulation	in	their	thoracic	flight	muscles.	Heterothermy	refers	to	a	difference	in	thermal	relations	from	one	time	to	another,	or	one	body	region	to	another,	within	a	single	individual.
Hibernating	species	of	mammals	exemplify	temporal	heterothermy.	Flying	bumblebees	illustrate	regional	(i.e.,	spatial)	heterothermy.	Temperature	is	always	a	major	factor	in	the	lives	of	individual	animals,	regardless	of	the	particular	thermal	relations	the	animals	exhibit.	Whether	animals	are	poikilotherms	or	homeotherms,	for	example,	temperature
is	universally	important	in	at	least	two	ways,	as	already	illustrated	in	our	opening	discussion	of	bumblebees:	„„The	environmental	temperature—also	known	as	ambient	temperature—universally	is	a	principal	determinant	of	an	animal’s	metabolic	rate	and	therefore	the	rate	at	which	the	animal	must	acquire	food.	„„The	temperature	of	an	animal’s
tissues	universally	plays	a	principal	role	in	determining	the	functional	properties	of	the	tissues.	For	example,	tissue	temperature	affects	whether	protein	molecules	in	a	tissue	are	in	high-performance	Thermal	Relations 	235	–4°C	isotherm	Blue	areas	show	where	eastern	phoebes	overwinter.	Most	of	the	winter	range	of	the	species	is	south	of	the	–4°C
isotherm.	phoebes	in	winter	do	not	extend	northward	to	a	fixed	latitude,	mountain	range,	river,	or	other	geographical	limit.	Instead,	they	extend	northward	to	a	relatively	fixed	severity	of	winter	cold	stress.	Where	winter	nights	average	warmer	than	about	–4°C,	these	birds	are	to	be	found.	Where	winter	nights	average	colder	than	–4°C,	they	do	not
occur.	Temperature	is	a	particularly	prominent	focus	for	biologists	today	because	of	the	threat	of	global	warming	(Box	10.1).	Society	needs	accurate	predictions	of	the	potential	effects	of	global	warming.	The	need	to	make	such	predictions	constitutes	a	major	reason	for	the	study	of	animal	thermal	relations	in	today’s	world.	Temperature	and	Heat	KEY
Abundance	of	phoebes	relative	to	maximum	abundance	100%	60%	80%	40%	20%	Figure	10.2 	Eastern	phoebes	(Sayornis	phoebe)	overwinter	where	the	average	minimum	air	temperature	in	January	is	–4°C	or	warmer 	The	data	shown	were	compiled	in	the	1980s.	The	average	minimum	air	temperature	in	January	was	–4°C	or	warmer	below	the	red
line	(the	“–4°C	isotherm”)	and	colder	than	–4°C	above	the	line.	(After	Root	1988.)	or	low-performance	molecular	conformations.	Tissue	temperature	also	affects	the	rates	of	biophysical	processes	(e.g.,	diffusion	and	osmosis)	and	the	rates	of	biochemical	reactions	in	a	tissue.	Temperature	also	exerts	major	effects	on	the	properties	of	entire	ecological
communities.	You	will	see	this	vividly	if	you	walk	through	a	temperate	woodland	during	the	various	seasons	of	the	year.	On	a	walk	in	summer,	you	will	be	aware	of	vigorous	photosynthesis	by	the	plants,	and	you	will	witness	sustained	activity	by	mammals,	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	snakes,	amphibians,	and	other	animals.	In	birds,	insects,	turtles,
Sinauer	Associates	the	winter,	however,	plants	and	most	animals	become	cold	and	Morales	Studio	quiescent;	the	woodland	becomes	restricted	largely	to	Figure	10.02	activity	11-23-15in	12-07-15	the	mammals	and	birds	that	keep	their	tissues	warm.	We	cannot	always	say	with	certainty	whether	temperature	is	the	primary	determinant	of	the	seasonal
changes	that	we	observe	in	a	particular	species,	because	in	an	entire	community	of	this	sort,	the	responses	of	any	one	species	may	be	ripple	effects	of	impacts	on	others.	We	cannot	doubt,	nonetheless,	that	much	of	the	change	in	the	animal	life	of	a	temperate	woodland	from	summer	to	winter	is	a	direct	consequence	of	the	seasonal	change	of
temperature.	Beyond	the	obvious	effects	of	temperature	in	a	local	ecological	community,	temperature	also	helps	determine	where	each	animal	species	can	live.	That	is,	temperature	affects	a	species’	geographical	range.	In	North	America,	for	example,	if	we	consider	the	geographical	ranges	of	resident	birds	in	winter,	we	often	find	that	the	northern
limits	of	these	ranges	correlate	well	with	particular	winter	temperatures.	Eastern	phoebes	illustrate	this	pattern.	The	northern	limit	of	their	geographical	range	in	winter	corresponds	closely	with	a	line	that	connects	all	the	places	where	the	average	minimum	air	temperature	is	–4°C	(Figure	10.2).	Eastern	The	distinction	between	temperature	and	heat
is	tricky,	and	it	is	important	for	understanding	the	thermal	relations	of	animals.	To	elucidate	the	distinction,	consider	a	simple	inanimate	system:	two	blocks	of	copper—one	of	which	is	ten	times	more	massive	than	the	other,	and	both	of	which	have	been	sitting	in	a	room	at	20°C	long	enough	that	they	are	at	temperature	equilibrium	with	the	room.	If
you	measure	the	temperature	of	each	block,	you	will	find	that	it	is	20°C,	even	though	one	block	is	small	and	the	other	is	large.	Suppose,	however,	that	you	remove	and	measure	the	heat	from	each	block;	suppose,	for	instance,	that	you	place	each	block	at	absolute	zero	and	measure	the	amount	of	heat	liberated	as	the	block	temperature	falls	from	20°C
to	absolute	zero.	You	will	find	that	the	large	block	yields	ten	times	more	heat	than	the	small	one.	Thus,	as	the	two	blocks	sit	in	the	room	at	20°C,	their	temperatures	are	the	same	and	independent	of	the	amount	of	matter	in	each	block,	but	their	contents	of	heat	are	different	and	directly	proportional	to	the	amount	of	matter	in	each	block.	To
understand	in	greater	depth	these	contrasting	attributes	of	temperature	and	heat,	recall	from	Chapter	5	(see	page	106)	that	the	atoms	and	molecules	within	any	substance	undergo	constant	random	motions	on	an	atomic-molecular	scale.	The	temperature	of	a	substance	is	a	measure	of	the	speed—or	intensity—of	these	incessant	random	motions.3	In
the	two	copper	blocks	sitting	in	the	room	at	20°C,	the	average	speed	of	atoms	during	the	random	atomic-molecular	motions	is	identical;	thus,	even	though	the	blocks	differ	in	size,	they	are	the	same	in	temperature.	Heat,	unlike	temperature,	is	a	form	of	energy;	it	is	the	energy	that	a	substance	possesses	by	virtue	of	the	random	motions	of	its	atomic-
molecular	constituents	(see	page	167).	The	amount	of	heat	in	a	piece	of	matter	thus	depends	on	the	number	of	atoms	and	molecules	in	the	piece,	as	well	as	the	speed	of	each	atom	and	molecule.	A	copper	block	with	many	copper	atoms	moving	at	a	given	average	speed	contains	proportionally	more	heat	energy	than	one	with	fewer	atoms	moving	at	the
same	speed.	A	key	property	of	temperature	is	that	it	dictates	the	direction	of	heat	transfer.	Heat	always	moves	by	conduction	or	convection	from	a	region	of	high	temperature	to	one	of	low	temperature.	To	refine	this	concept,	suppose	you	have	a	large	copper	block	at	3	Temperature,	more	specifically,	is	proportional	to	the	product	of	molecular	mass
and	the	mean	square	speed	of	random	molecular	motions.	The	speeds	of	the	motions	are	astounding.	In	a	gas,	molecules	collide	with	each	other,	bounce	apart,	and	then	fly	through	free	space	until	they	collide	with	other	molecules.	At	20°C,	the	average	speed	during	each	period	of	free	flight	is	about	500	m/s!	The	speed	is	lower	at	lower	temperatures,
and	higher	at	higher	temperatures.	236	 	Chapter	10	BOX	10.1	Global	Warming	The	great	majority	of	scientists	who	have	assessed	the	evidence	on	global	climate	change	agree	that	effects	of	global	warming	are	already	right	before	our	eyes	or	can	be	predicted	with	confidence.	Species	are	tending	to	shift	their	ranges	poleward.	Surveys	of	large	sets
of	animal	species	find	that	there	is	a	strong	statistical	bias	for	species	in	both	hemispheres	to	be	shifting	their	ranges	toward	the	poles.	For	example,	of	36	fish	species	studied	in	the	North	Sea	over	a	recent	25-year	period	(1977–2001),	15	species	changed	their	latitudinal	center	of	distribution,	and	of	those,	13	(87%)	shifted	Scandinavia	Scandinavia
60	Latitude	(°N)	58	Cod	Blenny	FIGURE	B 	Little	brown	bats	(Myotis	lucifugus)	will	likely	extend	their	range	northward	by	2080 	ConHudson	Bay	Montreal	Toronto	northward	(Figure	A).	This	is	the	pattern	expected	as	a	response	to	global	warming:	Faced	with	a	warming	environment,	many	species	will	shift	to	more-polar	latitudes.	A	synthetic	study
of	almost	900	animal	and	plant	species	that	were	monitored	over	a	median	observation	period	of	66	years	found	that	434	of	the	species	shifted	their	56	North	Sea	54	52	England	50	Center	of	distribution	1977	2001	Figure	A 	Shifts	in	the	centers	of	distribu-	tion	of	two	fish	species	in	the	North	Sea	from	1977	to	2001 	Arrows	symbolize	the	latitudinal
shifts	of	cod	(Gadus	morhua)	and	blenny	(Lumpenus	lampretaeformis).	Average	sea	temperature	increased	1.1°C	over	the	period.	Both	shifts	of	species	distribution	have	been	monitored	annually	and	have	strong	statistical	support.	(After	Perry	et	al.	2005.)	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	Box	10.01B	12-02-15	20°C
in	contact	with	a	tiny	copper	block	at	30°C;	although	the	large	block	contains	more	heat	than	the	small	one,	heat	will	move	from	the	small	block	into	the	large	one	because	temperature,	not	energy	content,	dictates	the	direction	of	energy	transfer.	The	net	addition	of	heat	to	any	object	causes	an	increase	in	the	temperature	of	the	object.	All	in	all,
therefore,	temperature	and	heat	have	intimate	interactions:	„„Heat	moves	by	conduction	or	convection	from	high	temperature	to	low.	„„The	transfer	of	heat	raises	the	temperature	of	the	object	receiving	heat	and	lowers	the	temperature	of	the	object	losing	heat.	„„In	a	simple	physical	system	such	as	two	solid	objects	in	contact	with	each	other,	objects
are	at	thermal	equilibrium	when	their	temperatures	are	the	same	because	then	heat	does	not	tend	to	move	in	net	fashion	between	them.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	2002	2080	sidering	bats	in	hibernation,	the	map	shows	predicted	northern	range	limits	in	eastern	Canada,	based	on	a	bioenergetic	model.	The	model	makes	various
predictions,	depending	on	assumptions	made	(e.g.,	cave	types	used).	Blue	shows	model	predictions	of	the	present	northern	range	limit	for	hibernation,	whereas	red	shows	model	predictions	for	2080.	Model	predictions	of	the	present	range	limit	are	compatible	with	actual	known	hibernation	sites,	bolstering	confidence	in	the	predictions	for	the	future.
(After	Humphries	et	al.	2002.)	ranges,	and	of	those,	80%	shifted	as	expected	in	response	to	a	warming	world.	Physiological	principles	enable	researchers	to	predict	that	some	species	will	be	required	to	shift	their	ranges	poleward	in	the	future.	Little	brown	bats	provide	an	example.	When	small	mammals	hibernate,	they	allow	their	body	temperature	to
fall	to	environmental	temperature.	The	fall	of	body	temperature	is	critical	because	it	helps	inhibit	metabolism	and	thereby	save	energy.	However,	temperature	cannot	safely	decline	without	limit.	When	a	hibernator’s	body	temperature	reaches	the	lowest	tolerable	level,	the	hibernating	animal	increases	its	metabolic	rate	to	keep	its	body	temperature
from	falling	further.	Consequently,	energy	costs	during	hiber-	Heat	Transfer	between	Animals	and	Their	Environments	A	living	animal	positioned	in	an	environment,	besides	making	heat	internally	because	of	its	metabolism,	exchanges	heat	with	its	surroundings	by	four	distinct	heat-transfer	mechanisms:	conduction,	convection,	evaporation,	and
thermal	radiation	(Figure	10.3).	The	animal	may	well	gain	heat	by	one	mechanism	of	heat	transfer	while	it	simultaneously	loses	heat	by	another.	A	familiar	illustration	of	this	important	point	is	that	on	a	hot	day	in	summer,	people	may	simultaneously	gain	heat	from	the	sun	by	thermal	radiation	while	they	lose	heat	by	the	evaporation	of	sweat.	Because
the	four	mechanisms	of	heat	transfer	follow	distinct	laws	and	can	operate	simultaneously	in	opposite	directions,	they	cannot	simply	be	lumped	together.	Instead,	each	mechanism	needs	to	be	analyzed	in	its	own	right,	and	then	the	effects	of	all	four	can	be	summed	to	determine	an	animal’s	overall	heat	exchange	with	its	environment.	Thermal
Relations 	237	Days	between	egg	laying	and	peak	caterpillar	abundance	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mg	O2	/kg•h)	1200	1000	Maximum	800	600	Resting	400	200	0	28	29	for	overwinter	survival.	The	northern	limits	of	40	latitude	at	which	hibernating	little	brown	bats	are	likely	to	find	suitable	temperatures	30	are	predicted	to	shift	poleward	as	global
warming	proceeds	(Figure	B).	Experiments	on	physiological	effects	20	of	anticipated	temperatures	sometimes	point	to	severe	future	challenges.	Some	10	species	of	fish	on	the	Great	Barrier	Reef,	for	example,	are	in	danger	of	losing	much	of	0	their	capability	to	be	active,	as	exempli1973	1995	fied	by	cardinalfish	(Figure	C).	Experiments	Year	show	that
the	difference	between	their	Figure	D 	Days	between	egg	laying	by	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	and	great	tits	(Parus	major)	and	peak	cattheir	resting	rate	of	O2	consumption	(i.e.,	erpillar	abundance	in	a	Netherlands	their	aerobic	scope)	becomes	dramatiwoodland 	When	young	birds	hatch	out	of	the	eggs	and	then	undergo	their	nestling	cally
smaller	if	the	water	in	which	they	live	development,	the	abundance	of	caterpillars	is	warmed	from	its	current	temperature	of	in	the	woodland	affects	how	well	parents	can	29°C	to	temperatures	2°–4°C	higher.	A	rise	feed	them.	(After	Visser	et	al.	1998.)	in	water	temperature	on	the	reef	could	reduce	the	ability	of	the	fish	to	increase	their	O2
consumption,	limiting	their	ability	to	engage	in	aerobic	exercise	(see	Chapter	9).	ductive	success.	However,	the	dates	when	Effects	of	environmental	warming	on	the	tits	lay	their	eggs	have	hardly	changed	some	animals	can	pose	ecological	chal-	at	all	from	year	to	year.	Accordingly,	allenges	for	others.	Because	animals	live	in	though	the	time	between
egg	laying	and	interconnected	ecological	communities,	peak	caterpillar	abundance	was	about	effects	on	one	species	affect	others.	At	a	ideal	in	1973,	it	had	shortened—and	bestudy	site	in	the	Netherlands,	for	example,	come	too	short	to	be	ideal—by	1995	and	peak	caterpillar	abundance	in	the	spring	remains	so	today	(Figure	D).	Food	for	nesthas	been
occurring	progressively	earlier	lings	has	become	detectably	inadequate	from	year	to	year	because	spring	temperabecause	of	the	mismatch	of	ever-earlier	tures	have	been	rising,	speeding	caterpillar	caterpillar	abundance—caused	by	warmdevelopment	and	causing	trees	(food	for	ing	temperatures—while	bird	reproduction	the	caterpillars)	to	leaf	out
earlier.	For	greatHill	has	notPhysiology	shifted	to4Ebe	equally	earlier.	Animal	tits	(chickadee-like	birds),	caterpillars	for	Sinauer	Associates	feeding	their	nestlings	are	a	key	to	repro-	Morales	Studio	30	31	32	33	Water	temperature	(°C)	34	Figure	C 	Rising	water	temperatures	on	the	Great	Barrier	Reef	could	impair	the	ability	of	cardinalfish
(Ostorhinchus	doederleini	)	to	engage	in	aerobic	exercise 	When	water	temperature	is	raised	from	29°C	to	31°,	32°,	or	33°C,	the	difference	between	maximum	and	resting	O2	consumption	becomes	significantly	smaller	with	each	step.	Symbols	are	means;	error	bars	show	±	1	standard	deviation.	(After	Nilsson	et	al.	2009.)	nation	are	elevated	if	the
environmental	temperature	is	too	high	and	if	it	is	too	low.	Many	hibernators	live	entirely	on	fat	stores.	To	survive,	they	must	not	exhaust	their	fat	stores	before	winter’s	end.	Environmental	temperatures	determine	their	metabolic	rates	and	therefore	the	rates	at	which	they	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	use	up	their	fat	stores.	Accordingly,	certain	Sinauer
Associates	environmental	temperatures	are	required	Morales	Studio	Figure	Box	10.01D	12-02-15	Figure	Box	10.01C	12-02-15	12-07-15	Radiation	from	sky	Reflected	radiation	from	sun	Direct	radiation	from	sun	Convection	Radiation	from	bush	Radiation	from	animal	Wind	Respiratory	evaporation	Metabolic	heat	production	Radiation	from	ground
Conduction	Cutaneous	evaporation	Figure	10.3 	An	animal	exchanges	heat	with	its	environment	by	conduction,	convection,	evaporation,	and	thermal	radiation 	The	animal	exchanges	heat	by	conduction	with	the	ground	and	by	convection	with	the	wind.	It	loses	heat	by	evaporation	(both	respiratory	and	cutaneous).	It	receives	heat	by	thermal
radiation	from	all	objects	in	its	surroundings	and	also	emits	heat	by	thermal	radiation	toward	all	objects.	Finally,	it	gains	heat	from	its	own	metabolism.	(Because	rabbits	lack	sweat	glands,	the	cutaneous	evaporation	from	a	rabbit	is	entirely	of	a	nonsweating	sort.)	238	 	Chapter	10	Body	surface	TS	Outer	layer	of	body	Body	core	TB	d	Environment	TA
Figure	10.4 	A	model	of	an	animal’s	body	showing	key	tem-	peratures 	The	body	core	is	at	body	temperature	TB,	while	the	surrounding	environment	is	at	ambient	temperature	TA.	The	temperature	of	the	body	surface	is	TS.	The	outer	layer	of	the	body,	separating	the	body	core	from	the	surface,	has	thickness	d.	For	the	body	temperature	of	an	animal
to	be	constant,	the	sum	total	of	its	heat	gains	by	all	mechanisms	taken	together	must	equal	the	sum	total	of	all	its	heat	losses.	For	instance,	suppose	that	an	animal	is	gaining	heat	from	its	environment	by	conduction	and	thermal	radiation,	as	well	as	from	metabolism,	while	losing	heat	by	convection	and	evaporation.	Its	body	temperature	will	be
constant	if	and	only	if	the	sum	of	its	heat	gains	by	conduction,	radiation,	and	metabolism	per	unit	of	time	is	exactly	matched	by	the	sum	of	its	heat	losses	through	convection	and	evaporation	per	unit	of	time.	Figure	10.4	presents	a	simple	model	of	an	animal	that	will	be	useful	as	we	discuss	the	individual	mechanisms	of	heat	exchange.	The	core	of	an
animal’s	body	is	considered	to	be	at	a	uniform	body	temperature,	symbolized	TB	.	The	temperature	of	the	environment	is	called	ambient	temperature,	TA	.	The	temperature	of	the	body	surface	often	differs	from	TB	and	TA	and	thus	is	distinguished	as	surfaceHill	temperature	,	TS	.	Separating	the	body	core	from	the	body	Animal	Physiology	4E
Associates	surface	Sinauer	is	the	outer	layer	of	the	body,	where	temperature	gradually	changesMorales	from	TStudio	B	on	the	inside	to	TS	on	the	outside.	Figure	10.04	11-23-15	Conduction	and	convection:	Convection	is	intrinsically	faster	Conduction	and	convection	are	usefully	discussed	together	because,	in	a	sense,	these	two	mechanisms	of	heat
transfer	define	each	other.	What	they	have	in	common	is	that	when	heat	moves	through	a	material	substance	by	either	mechanism,	the	atoms	and	molecules	of	the	substance	participate	in	the	transfer	of	heat.	Conduction	is	the	transfer	of	heat	through	a	material	substance	that	is	macroscopically	motionless.	A	familiar	example	of	conduction	is	the
transfer	of	heat	through	a	block	of	copper.	We	know	that	if	the	temperature	of	one	side	of	a	copper	block	is	raised,	heat	will	move	through	the	block	and	appear	on	the	other	side	even	though	the	copper	undergoes	no	macroscopic	motion.	The	way	heat	makes	its	way	through	such	a	macroscopically	motionless	substance	is	strictly	by	atomic-molecular
interactions;	if	atoms	(or	molecules)	on	one	side	are	especially	agitated,	they	increase	the	agitation	of	atoms	farther	into	the	substance	by	interatomic	collisions,	and	by	repetition	of	this	process,	successive	layers	of	atoms	relay	the	increased	agitation	through	the	entire	thickness	of	the	substance.	Conduction	mechanistically	has	much	in	common	with
simple	solute	diffusion	(the	movement	of	solute	through	a	macroscopi-	cally	motionless	solution;	see	page	106),	and	conduction	in	fact	is	sometimes	called	heat	diffusion.	Convection,	in	sharp	contrast,	is	transfer	of	heat	through	a	material	substance	by	means	of	macroscopic	motion	of	the	substance.	Fluid	flow	is	required	for	convection.	If	a	wind	or
water	current	is	present,	the	macroscopic	motion	of	matter	carries	heat	from	place	to	place.	This	transfer	of	heat	is	convection.	A	critical	difference	between	conduction	and	convection	is	that,	for	a	given	difference	of	temperature,	heat	transfer	by	convection	is	much	faster	than	that	by	conduction.	Consider,	for	example,	a	horizontal	surface	that	is
10°C	warmer	than	the	surrounding	air.	If	the	air	is	moving	at	just	10	miles	per	hour	(4.5	m/s),	convection	will	carry	heat	away	from	the	surface	about	70	times	faster	than	if	the	air	is	perfectly	still!	The	acceleration	of	heat	transfer	by	fluid	movement	is	familiar	from	everyday	experience.	We	all	know,	for	instance,	that	a	wind	greatly	increases	the
thermal	stress	of	a	cold	day.	the	laws	of	conduction 	We	can	better	understand	conduction	if	we	focus	on	a	specific	object,	such	as	a	sheet	of	material	of	thickness	d.	If	the	temperature	on	one	side	of	the	sheet	is	T1,	that	on	the	other	is	T2,	and	heat	is	moving	through	the	sheet	by	conduction,	then	the	rate	of	heat	transfer	H	from	one	side	to	the	other
per	unit	of	cross-sectional	area	is		H	conduction	=	k	T1	−	T2	d	(10.1)	where	k	is	a	constant.	The	ratio	(T1	–	T2)/d	is	called	the	thermal	gradient.4	You	can	see	from	the	equation	that	the	rate	of	heat	transfer	by	conduction	through	a	sheet	of	material	increases	as	the	temperature	difference	between	the	two	sides	increases.	In	addition,	the	rate	at	which
heat	moves	from	one	side	of	the	sheet	to	the	other	decreases	as	the	thickness	of	the	sheet	(d)	increases.	The	coefficient	k	depends	in	part	on	the	type	of	material	through	which	conduction	is	occurring.	Some	biologically	important	materials,	such	as	air,	conduct	heat	poorly;	they	are	said	to	exhibit	low	thermal	conductivity	and	have	low	values	of	k.
Other	materials,	such	as	water,	exhibit	higher	thermal	conductivity	and	higher	k	values	(water’s	conductivity	is	about	20	times	that	of	air).	Heat	transfer	through	the	fur	of	a	furred	mammal,	or	through	a	winter	jacket	worn	by	a	person,	is	typically	analyzed	as	a	case	of	conduction	because	fur	traps	a	layer	of	relatively	motionless	air	around	the	body	of
a	furred	mammal,	and	a	winter	jacket	envelops	a	person’s	body	in	a	shell	of	relatively	still	air.	Motionless	air	is	one	of	the	most	highly	insulating	materials	in	the	natural	world,	and	the	stillness	of	the	air	layer	trapped	by	fur	or	a	jacket	is	the	key	to	the	insulative	value	of	the	fur	or	jacket.	To	the	extent	that	the	air	is	motionless,	heat	must	move	through
it	by	conduction;	thus	heat	moves	much	more	slowly	than	if	convection	were	at	work.	Indeed,	from	the	viewpoint	of	physics,	the	benefit	of	fur	or	a	jacket	in	a	cold	environment	is	that	it	favors	an	intrinsically	slow	mechanism	of	heat	loss	from	the	body,	conduction,	over	an	intrinsically	faster	mechanism,	convection.	In	Figure	10.4,	the	“outer	layer”	of
the	body	might	be	taken	to	represent	the	fur	or	jacket.	Equation	10.1	shows	that	increasing	the	thickness	(d)	of	the	motionless	air	layer	trapped	4	Although	the	thermal	gradient	is	technically	defined	to	be	(T1	–	T2)/d	(i.e.,	temperature	difference	per	unit	of	distance),	the	expression	thermal	gradient	is	sometimes	used	to	refer	simply	to	a	temperature
difference,	(T1	–	T2).	Thermal	Relations 	239	by	the	fur	or	jacket	will	tend	to	slow	heat	loss	from	an	animal	or	person	to	a	cold	environment.	the	laws	of	convection 	When	air	or	water	flows	over	an	object,	the	rate	of	heat	transfer	by	convection	between	the	object	and	the	moving	fluid	depends	directly	on	the	difference	in	temperature	between	the
surface	of	the	object	and	the	fluid.	Suppose,	for	instance,	that	the	model	animal	in	Figure	10.4	is	exposed	to	a	wind.	Then	the	rate	of	convective	heat	transfer	between	the	animal	and	the	air	per	unit	of	surface	area	is	calculated	as	follows:	Hconvection	=	hc(TS	–	TA)	(10.2)	The	animal	will	lose	heat	by	convection	if	its	surface	temperature	(TS	)	exceeds
the	ambient	air	temperature	(TA);	however,	it	will	gain	heat	by	convection	if	TA	is	higher	than	TS.	The	coefficient	hc,	called	the	convection	coefficient,	depends	on	many	factors,	including	the	wind	speed,	the	shapes	of	the	body	parts	of	the	animal,	and	orientation	to	the	wind.	If	the	shape	of	a	body	part	is	approximately	cylindrical	(as	is	often	true	of
the	limbs)	and	the	wind	is	blowing	perpendicularly	to	the	cylinder’s	long	axis,	then	V	hc	∝		(10.3)	D	where	V	is	the	wind	speed	and	D	is	the	diameter	of	the	cylinder.	This	equation	shows	that	the	rate	of	heat	transfer	per	unit	of	surface	area	by	convection	tends	to	increase	with	the	square	root	of	the	wind	speed.	The	rate	of	heat	transfer	per	unit	of
surface	area	also	tends	to	increase	as	the	square	root	of	the	diameter	of	a	cylindrically	shaped	body	part	is	decreased;	this	physical	law	helps	explain	why	body	parts	of	small	diameter	(e.g.,	fingers)	are	particularly	susceptible	to	being	cooled	in	cold	environments.	Figure	10.5 	An	antelope	jackrabbit	(Lepus	alleni	) 	This	species	of	jackrabbit	is	found
principally	in	the	low-altitude	desert	plains	of	southern	Arizona	and	northern	Mexico.	For	terrestrial	animals,	including	people,	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer	often	ranks	as	one	of	the	quantitatively	dominant	mechanisms	of	heat	exchange	with	the	environment,	yet	it	tends	to	be	the	least	understood	of	all	the	mechanisms.	Although	we	are	all	familiar
with	radiant	heating	by	the	sun,	such	heating	is	only	a	special	case	of	a	sort	of	heat	transfer	that	is	in	fact	ubiquitous.	The	first	fact	to	recognize	in	the	study	of	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer	is	that	all	objects	emit	electromagnetic	radiation.	That	is,	all	objects	are	original	sources	of	electromagnetic	radiation.	If	you	look	at	a	wall,	your	eyes	see
electromagnetic	radiation	(light)	coming	from	the	wall,	but	that	radiation	is	merely	reflected;	it	originated	from	a	lamp	or	the	sun	and	reflected	off	the	wall	to	enter	your	eyes.	As	a	completely	separate	matter,	the	wall	also	is	the	original	source	of	additional	electromagnetic	radiation.	The	radiation	emitted	by	the	wall	is	at	infrared	wavelengths	and
thus	invisible.	It	travels	at	the	speed	of	light,	essentially	unimpeded	by	the	intervening	air,	until	it	strikes	a	solid	surface	(such	as	your	body),	where	it	is	absorbed.	Simultaneously,	your	body	emits	electromagnetic	radiation,	some	of	which	strikes	the	wall.	In	this	way	the	wall	and	your	body	can	exchange	heat	even	though	they	are	not	touching	and	in
fact	may	be	far	apart.	Any	two	objects	that	are	separated	only	by	air	undergo	exchange	of	heat	at	the	speed	of	light	by	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer.6	An	interesting	application	of	the	principles	of	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer	is	to	the	huge	ear	pinnae	of	jackrabbits	(Figure	10.5).	In	some	species,	such	as	the	one	pictured,	the	ear	pinnae	constitute
25%	of	the	total	body	surface	area.	Despite	decades	of	interest,	physiologists	still	do	not	definitely	know	the	function	of	these	pinnae.	The	most	likely	function	is	that	they	act	as	radiators.	Jackrabbits	modulate	blood	flow	to	the	pinnae.	When	blood	flow	is	brisk	and	the	pinna	blood	vessels	are	engorged	(as	in	Figure	10.5),	the	pinnae	are	warmed,	and
they	thereby	increase	the	intensity	at	which	they	emit	electromagnetic	radiation.	When	heat	is	lost	in	this	5	6	Evaporation:	The	change	of	water	from	liquid	to	gas	carries	much	heat	away	Evaporation	of	body	water	from	the	respiratory	passages	or	skin	of	an	animal	takes	heat	away	from	the	animal’s	body	because	water	absorbs	a	substantial	amount	of
heat	whenever	its	physical	state	changes	from	a	liquid	to	a	gas.	The	amount	of	heat	required	to	vaporize	water,	called	the	latent	heat	of	vaporization,	depends	on	the	prevailing	temperature.	It	is	2385–2490	joules	(J)	(570–595	calories	[cal])	per	gram	of	H	2O	at	physiological	temperatures.	These	large	values	mean	that	evaporation	can	be	a	highly
effective	cooling	mechanism	for	an	animal.	The	heat	is	absorbed	from	the	body	surface	where	the	vaporization	occurs,	and	it	is	carried	away	with	the	water	vapor.5	Thermal	radiation	permits	widely	spaced	objects	to	exchange	heat	at	the	speed	of	light	See	Chapter	27	(page	730)	for	a	detailed	discussion	of	the	physical	laws	of	evaporation.	Water,
being	far	more	opaque	to	infrared	radiation	than	air,	largely	blocks	this	sort	of	heat	transfer	in	aquatic	environments.	240	 	Chapter	10	Sun	(~5700°C)	Figure	10.6 	As	objects	reach	higher	surface	temperatures,	the	ranges	of	wavelengths	at	which	they	emit	thermal	radiation	extend	to	shorter	wavelengths 	Temperatures	specified	are	surface
temperatures.	All	three	of	the	objects	shown	also	emit	energy	at	wavelengths	longer	than	6	μm	(not	shown).	Embers	of	a	fire	(~800°C)	Animal	with	surface	temperature	of	30°C	Electromagnetic	spectrum	Infrared	UV	Visible	0.3	1.0	2.0	way,	it	need	not	be	lost	by	panting	or	other	forms	of	evaporation—a	water-saving	benefit	for	animals	that	live	in
deserts	or	semideserts.7	When	objects	emit	electromagnetic	radiation,	they	do	so	over	a	range	of	wavelengths.	A	key	principle	of	thermal-radiation	physics,	illustrated	in	Figure	10.6,	is	that	the	range	of	wavelengths	emitted	by	an	object	depends	on	the	surface	temperature	of	the	object	(TS	)	and	shifts	toward	shorter	wavelengths	as	the	surface
temperature	increases.	The	lowest	thin	black	bar	in	Figure	10.6	shows	the	wavelengths	emitted	by	an	animal	or	other	object	with	a	surface	temperature	of	about	30°C.	Note	that	the	shortest	wavelengths	emitted	by	a	surface	at	this	temperature	are	between	3	and	4	micrometers	(μm);	energy	is	also	emitted	over	a	broad	range	of	longer	wavelengths.
All	the	emitted	wavelengths	are	in	the	infrared	range	and	thus	invisible.	The	embers	of	a	fire	(middle	thin	black	bar	in	the	figure)	emit	at	shorter	wavelengths	because	they	are	hotter.	They	are	in	fact	hot	enough	that	the	shortest	wavelengths	they	emit	are	within	the	visible	range.	Because	Hill	we	see	those	wavelengths,	we	Animal	Physiology	4E
Sinauer	Associates	see	the	coals	glow.	The	visible	wavelengths	emitted	by	the	coals	are	limited	to	the	red-orange	endMorales	of	theStudio	visible	spectrum;	thus	Figure	10.06	11-23-15	the	glow	of	the	coals	is	red-orange.	The	sun	is	so	hot	that	it	emits	electromagnetic	energy	(upper	thin	black	bar	in	the	figure)	at	all	wavelengths	of	the	visible	spectrum
and	therefore	glows	with	a	nearly	white	light.	The	most	important	concept	illustrated	by	Figure	10.6	is	that	the	radiative	emissions	from	organisms	are	of	the	same	basic	nature	as	those	from	a	fire	or	the	sun.	The	only	reason	we	do	not	see	organisms	glow	is	that	the	wavelengths	they	emit	are	out	of	our	visible	range.	An	important	principle	of	thermal-
radiation	physics	is	that	the	total	intensity	of	radiation	emitted	by	an	object—summing	the	radiation	emitted	at	all	wavelengths—increases	as	surface	temperature	increases:	Hradiative	emission	=	εσTS4	(10.4)	In	this	equation,	which	is	known	as	the	Stefan–Boltzmann	equation,	H	is	the	rate	of	emission	per	unit	of	surface	area	at	all	wavelengths
combined,	ε	is	a	surface	property	called	emissivity	(emittance),	σ	is	a	constant	called	the	Stefan–Boltzmann	constant,	and	the	surface	temperature	TS	must	be	expressed	in	absolute	degrees	(K).	Another	important	principle	of	thermal-radiation	physics	is	that	when	electromagnetic	radiation	strikes	an	object,	the	radiant	7	Wavelengths	at	which	three
objects	emit	radiation	When	the	pinnae	are	warmer	than	the	air,	heat	will	also	be	carried	away	from	them	by	convection	if	a	breeze	or	wind	is	present.	Like	heat	loss	by	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer,	loss	by	convection	also	occurs	without	making	demands	on	body	water.	3.0	Wavelength	(µm)	4.0	5.0	6.0	energy	may	be	absorbed	or	reflected,	or	it
may	pass	through.	The	fractions	of	the	energy	absorbed,	reflected,	and	transmitted	depend	on	the	surface	properties	of	the	object	and	are	wavelength-specific.	Energy	that	is	absorbed	is	converted	into	heat	at	the	surface	of	the	absorbing	object,	as	illustrated	in	everyday	experience	by	the	fact	that	our	skin	is	warmed	by	radiant	energy	from	the	sun	or
from	the	embers	of	a	fire.	radiant	exchanges	in	the	biosphere	that	do	not	involve	the	sun 	In	natural	biological	communities,	the	sun	is	usually	the	only	object	that	is	hot	enough	to	emit	energy	at	wavelengths	shorter	than	3–4	μm.	The	surface	temperatures	of	animals,	plants,	rocks,	and	all	other	objects	besides	the	sun	are	typically	between	–50°C	and
50°C,	and	surfaces	at	such	temperatures	emit	only	wavelengths	of	3–4	μm	or	longer	(see	Figure	10.6).	Thus,	if	we	exclude	the	sun	from	consideration,	all	radiant	exchanges	among	objects	in	the	biosphere	are	at	such	wavelengths:	Various	organisms	and	objects	emit	at	3–4	μm	and	longer,	and	the	emitted	radiation	that	they	receive	from	other
organisms	and	objects	is	at	3–4	μm	and	longer.	This	fact	massively	simplifies	the	analysis	of	radiant	exchanges	because	although	organisms	and	objects	in	the	biosphere	commonly	differ	from	one	another	in	surface	temperature,	all	are	essentially	identical	in	their	other	radiative	properties	at	wavelengths	of	3–4	μm	and	longer.	Specifically,	all	exhibit
about	the	same	value	for	ε	in	the	Stefan–Boltzmann	equation	(Equation	10.4)	at	these	wavelengths;	and	all	are	highly	absorptive	at	these	wavelengths,	meaning	that	they	absorb	(rather	than	reflect	or	transmit)	most	energy	that	strikes	them.	Put	loosely,	organisms	and	objects	in	the	biosphere	do	not	differ	in	color	at	these	wavelengths.	If	this	idea
sounds	strange,	recognize	that	the	color	you	see	with	your	eyes	is	a	property	at	visible	wavelengths	of	0.4–0.72	μm.	Whether	the	visible	color	of	an	organism	or	object	is	brown,	green,	or	even	white,	the	color	at	wavelengths	of	3–4	μm	and	longer	is,	in	all	cases,	nearly	black.	Because	all	organisms	and	objects	in	the	biosphere	are	virtually	identical	in	ε
and	in	their	absorptive	properties	at	wavelengths	of	3–4	μm	and	longer,	surface	temperature	(TS	)	is	the	sole	major	determinant	of	radiative	heat	exchange	when	the	sun	is	excluded	from	consideration.	If	two	organisms	or	objects	are	exchanging	heat	radiatively,	each	can	be	considered	to	emit	a	beam	of	energy	toward	the	other.	Whereas	the	warmer
of	the	two	emits	a	relatively	strong	beam	(see	Equation	10.4),	the	cooler	emits	a	relatively	weak	beam.	Each	absorbs	most	of	the	energy	that	it	receives	from	the	other.	For	these	reasons,	energy	is	passed	in	net	fashion	from	the	Thermal	Relations 	241	The	widths	of	the	arrows	symbolize	the	relative	intensities	of	the	beams	of	thermal	radiation.	–
40°C	–10°C	+15°C	Figure	10.7 	A	bird	loses	heat	in	net	fashion	to	tree	trunks	by	thermal	radiation	as	it	flies	past	them	on	a	cold	winter	night 	The	bird	also	loses	heat	in	net	fashion	to	the	night	sky.	More	than	half	of	a	bird’s	total	heat	loss	may	be	by	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer.	The	temperatures	shown	for	the	tree	and	bird	are	their	surface
temperatures;	that	shown	for	the	sky	is	the	radiant	sky	temperature	expected	on	a	night	when	the	air	temperature	near	the	ground	is	–10°C.	Quantitatively,	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer	depends	on	temperature	on	the	absolute	(Kelvin)	scale.	On	that	scale,	+15°C	=	288	K;	–10°C	=	263	K;	and	–40°C	=	233	K.	warmer	object	to	the	cooler	one.
Quantitatively,	if	the	surface	temperatures	of	the	two	objects	(on	the	Kelvin	scale)	are	T1	and	T2,	the	net	rate	of	heat	transfer	between	them	is	proportional	to	(T14	–	T24),	and	the	direction	of	net	heat	transfer	is	from	the	one	with	the	higher	TS	to	the	one	with	the	lower	TS.	As	examples,	consider	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	first	a	relatively	cool	lizard
standing	in	theSinauer	early	Associates	nighttime	hours	near	a	rock	that	remains	hot	from	the	Morales	Studio	preceding	day.	The	rock	emits	a	relatively	strong	beam	of	radiant	Figure	10.07	11-23-15	energy	toward	the	lizard,	and	the	lizard	absorbs	most	of	this	radiant	energy;	simultaneously,	the	lizard	emits	a	weaker	beam	of	energy	toward	the	rock,
and	the	rock	absorbs	that	energy.	The	net	effect	is	that	the	lizard	is	warmed	by	standing	near	the	rock.	A	less	familiar	example	is	provided	by	a	bird	flying	past	cold	trees	on	a	frigid	winter	night	(Figure	10.7).	The	surface	temperature	of	the	bird	(+15°C	in	Figure	10.7)	is	higher	than	that	of	the	tree	trunks	(–10°C).	In	this	case	the	beam	of	energy
carrying	heat	away	from	the	bird	is	more	intense	than	the	beam	striking	the	bird	from	each	tree,	and	the	net	effect	of	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer	is	to	cause	a	loss	of	heat	from	the	bird	to	the	trees.	the	night	sky	as	a	radiant	object 	The	sky	is	one	of	the	objects	in	the	biosphere	that	deserves	special	note.	Here	we	consider	just	the	night	sky;
because	the	sun	is	absent	at	night,	the	discussion	in	this	section	is	a	special	case	of	the	last	section’s	discussion.	In	the	atmosphere	above	us	at	night,	each	gas	molecule—	whether	positioned	just	above	Earth’s	surface	or	at	the	limits	of	outer	space—emits	radiation	as	a	function	of	its	temperature.	In	this	way,	the	surface	of	Earth	steadily	receives	a
beam	of	radiation	emitted	from	the	sky	above.	One	way	to	express	the	intensity	of	this	radiation	is	to	pretend	that	the	sky	is	a	solid	surface	and	ask	what	the	temperature	of	that	surface	would	have	to	be	for	it	to	emit	at	the	intensity	observed	(assuming	ε	=	1.0).	This	temperature	is	called	the	radiant	temperature	of	the	sky	(or	the	black-body	sky
temperature).	A	characteristic	of	the	radiant	temperature	of	the	clear	night	sky	is	that	it	is	far	lower	than	the	simultaneous	air	temperature	at	ground	level.	For	example,	during	a	particular	summer	night	in	the	Arizona	desert	when	the	air	temperature	near	the	ground	was	+30°C,	the	radiant	temperature	of	the	clear	sky	was	simultaneously	–3°C;	that
is,	the	sky	on	that	warm	night	behaved	like	a	subfreezing	object!	The	low	radiant	temperature	characteristic	of	the	clear	night	sky	explains	how	frosts	can	form	on	nights	when	the	air	temperature	at	ground	level	stays	above	freezing.	When	animals	are	exposed	to	the	clear	night	sky,	they	emit	a	beam	of	radiation	toward	the	sky.	In	return,	they	receive
only	a	weak	beam	of	radiation	from	the	sky	(see	Figure	10.7).	Accordingly,	animals	tend	to	lose	energy	in	net	fashion	to	the	clear	night	sky,	which	is	often,	therefore,	said	to	act	as	a	“radiant	heat	sink.”	The	radiative	loss	of	heat	to	the	clear	sky	can	be	of	substantial	importance.	Because	of	this,	animals	confronted	with	cold	stress	may	benefit
considerably	by	avoiding	exposure	to	the	clear	sky.	solar	radiation 	The	sun	is	the	one	object	in	the	biosphere	that	routinely	emits	radiation	at	wavelengths	shorter	than	3–4	μm	(see	Figure	10.6).	Most	of	the	solar	radiant	energy	is	at	visible	or	near-visible	wavelengths.	Accordingly,	when	we	consider	objects	exposed	to	solar	radiation,	the	visible
colors	of	the	objects	matter;	visible	color	affects	the	fraction	of	the	energy	that	is	absorbed.	If	an	animal’s	body	surfaces	are	opaque	(nontransparent),	the	analysis	of	the	effects	of	the	animal’s	visible	color	on	the	absorption	of	the	visible	and	near-visible	solar	radiation	is	straightforward:	Dark	surfaces	absorb	more	of	this	solar	radiation—and	are
heated	more	by	it—than	light	ones.	Black	beetles,	for	instance,	absorb	the	visible	and	near-visible	wavelengths	relatively	well,	whereas	light-colored	beetles	tend	more	to	reflect	these	wavelengths	and	absorb	them	relatively	poorly.	Animals	that	can	change	their	skin	color,	such	as	many	species	of	lizards,	can	increase	and	decrease	the	solar	heating	of
their	bodies	by	darkening	and	lightening,	respectively.	Summary	Heat	Transfer	between	Animals	and	Their	Environments	„„In	addition	to	making	heat	metabolically,	animals	exchange	heat	with	their	environments	by	conduction,	convection,	evaporation,	and	thermal	radiation.	An	animal’s	body	temperature	depends	on	heat	gains	and	losses;	it	is
constant	only	if	the	sum	total	of	gains	equals	the	sum	total	of	losses.	„„Conduction	and	convection	have	in	common	the	property	that	when	heat	moves	through	a	material	substance	by	either	mechanism,	the	atoms	and	molecules	of	the	substance	participate	in	the	transfer	of	heat.	Conduction	occurs	when	a	material	substance	is	macroscopically
motionless.	Convection	is	heat	transfer	brought	about	by	flow	of	a	material	substance	(e.g.,	by	wind).	Convection	is	much	faster	than	conduction.		(Continued	)	242	 	Chapter	10	„„Evaporation	is	a	potentially	potent	mechanism	for	heat	transfer	because	the	change	of	state	of	water	from	a	liquid	to	a	gas	absorbs	a	great	deal	of	heat	per	gram	of	water.
The	heat	is	absorbed	from	the	surface	where	evaporation	occurs	and	is	carried	away	with	the	water	vapor.	„„Thermal-radiation	heat	transfer	occurs	by	means	of	beams	of	radiant	energy	that	all	objects	emit	and	that	travel	between	objects	at	the	speed	of	light.	Because	of	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer,	objects	can	exchange	heat	at	a	distance.	In
most	instances	of	thermalradiation	heat	transfer	in	the	biosphere,	the	heat	transfer	occurs	at	invisible	infrared	wavelengths;	because	all	objects	are	nearly	black	at	such	wavelengths,	visible	color	plays	little	role,	and	the	net	transfer	of	heat	is	from	the	object	with	higher	surface	temperature	to	the	one	with	lower	surface	temperature.	Visible	color,
however,	is	a	major	factor	in	how	well	objects	absorb	the	visible	and	near-visible	wavelengths	of	solar	radiation.	Poikilothermy	(Ectothermy)	Poikilothermy	is	by	far	the	most	common	type	of	thermal	relation	exhibited	by	animals.	Amphibians,	most	fish,	most	nonavian	reptiles,	all	aquatic	invertebrates,	and	most	terrestrial	invertebrates	are
poikilotherms.	The	defining	characteristic	of	poikilothermy	is	that	the	animal’s	body	temperature	is	determined	by	equilibration	with	the	thermal	conditions	of	the	environment	and	varies	as	environmental	conditions	vary.	Poikilothermy	and	ectothermy	are	the	same	thing.	The	two	terms	simply	emphasize	different	aspects	of	one	phenomenon;	whereas
poikilothermy	emphasizes	the	variability	of	body	temperature,	ectothermy	emphasizes	that	outside	conditions	determine	the	body	temperature	(see	page	234).	Poikilothermy	manifests	itself	differently	depending	on	whether	an	animal	is	aquatic	or	terrestrial.	Aquatic	poikilotherms	typically	have	body	temperatures	that	are	essentially	the	same	as
water	temperature.	Terrestrial	poikilotherms,	however,	do	not	necessarily	have	body	temperatures	that	equal	“air”	temperature,	because	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer	or	evaporation	on	land	can	tend	to	draw	the	body	temperature	away	from	air	temperature.	For	instance,	if	a	frog	or	snail	on	land	basks	in	the	sun,	its	body	temperature	may	be	much
higher	than	the	air	temperature.	Such	animals	nonetheless	still	meet	the	definition	of	poikilothermy	or	ectothermy,	because	their	body	temperatures	are	determined	simply	by	equilibration	with	the	sum	total	of	thermal	conditions	in	their	environments.	Poikilothermic	or	ectothermic	animals	are	often	called	coldblooded	in	nonscientific	writing,	in
reference	to	their	coolness	to	the	touch	under	certain	conditions.	Many	species,	however,	may	have	high	body	temperatures	when	in	warm	environments.	For	example,	desert	lizards	and	insects	that	are	perfectly	fine	poikilotherms	often	have	body	temperatures	that	substantially	exceed	human	body	temperature!	Cold-blooded	is	therefore	not	a
suitable	general	term	to	describe	poikilotherms	or	ectotherms.	Poikilotherms	often	exert	behavioral	control	over	their	body	temperatures	The	natural	environments	of	poikilotherms	typically	vary	from	place	to	place	in	thermal	conditions.	In	a	forest,	for	example,	the	temperature	on	the	exposed	forest	floor	might	be	higher	than	that	under	a	log,	and
the	temperature	in	a	spot	of	sunlight	might	be	higher	yet.	Poikilotherms	in	the	wild	can	behaviorally	choose	where	they	position	themselves	and,	in	this	way,	control	their	body	temperatures.	If	a	poikilotherm	behaviorally	maintains	a	relatively	constant	body	temperature,	it	is	said	to	exhibit	behavioral	thermoregulation.	Sometimes	behavioral
thermoregulation	is	rather	simple.	In	a	lake,	for	instance,	various	large	water	masses	(such	as	those	at	the	surface	and	at	greater	depth)	often	differ	in	temperature	(see	Figure	1.16).	Fish	that	elect	to	stay	in	one	water	mass,	rather	than	another,	take	on	the	temperature	of	the	water	they	occupy	and	remain	at	that	temperature	for	extended	periods.
The	behavior	of	the	fish	is	accordingly	a	simple	form	of	behavioral	thermoregulation.	In	other	cases,	behavioral	thermoregulation	is	far	more	complex	and	dynamic.	Many	lizards,	for	example,	maintain	relatively	stable	body	temperatures	during	daylight	hours,	and	they	do	so	by	complex,	moment-to-moment	behavioral	exploitation	of	environmental
opportunities	for	heating	and	cooling.	A	desert	lizard,	for	instance,	ordinarily	emerges	in	the	morning	and	basks	in	the	sun	until	its	body	temperature	rises	to	be	within	a	“preferred”	range	that	it	maintains	during	its	daily	activity.	Thereafter	the	lizard	keeps	its	body	temperature	within	that	range	until	nightfall	by	a	variety	of	mechanisms.	One
common	strategy	is	to	shuttle	back	and	forth	between	sun	and	shade;	when	its	body	temperature	starts	to	drop	too	low,	the	lizard	moves	into	sunlight,	and	then	later,	when	its	body	temperature	starts	to	rise	too	high,	it	enters	shade.	The	lizard	might	also	modify	the	amount	of	its	body	surface	exposed	to	the	direct	rays	of	the	sun	by	changing	its
posture	and	orientation	to	the	sun.	It	might	flatten	itself	against	the	substrate	to	lose	or	gain	heat	(depending	on	substrate	temperature),	and	when	the	substrate	has	become	very	hot	during	midday,	the	lizard	might	minimize	contact	by	elevating	its	body	off	the	ground	or	even	climbing	on	bushes.	By	thus	exploiting	the	numerous	opportunities	for
heating	and	cooling	in	its	thermally	heterogeneous	environment,	a	lizard	may	well	maintain	a	body	temperature	that	varies	only	modestly	for	long	periods.	The	desert	iguana	illustrated	in	Figure	1.14,	for	instance,	typically	maintains	an	average	abdominal	temperature	of	38°–42°C	during	daylight	hours,	and	it	often	keeps	its	temperature	within	2°–
3°C	of	the	mean	for	hours	on	end.	Investigators	have	worried	a	lot	about	the	question	of	documenting	true	behavioral	thermoregulation.	They	thus	have	compared	living	animals	with	inanimate	model	animals.	In	one	study,	living	lizards	in	a	natural	setting	on	a	Mediterranean	island	were	found	to	exhibit	far	less	variable	body	temperatures	than	lizard
models	placed	widely	in	the	same	environment	(Figure	10.8).	Such	evidence	documents	that	real	lizards	do	not	simply	position	themselves	at	random,	but	behave	in	ways	that	keep	their	body	temperatures	within	a	relatively	narrow	preferred	range.	Poikilotherms	must	be	able	to	function	over	a	range	of	body	temperatures	A	limitation	of	behavioral
thermoregulation	is	that	it	is	dependent	on	the	thermal	opportunities	available	in	the	environment,	and	thus	it	may	be	thwarted	by	changes	of	weather	or	other	conditions	outside	an	animal’s	control.	A	desert	iguana,	for	example,	may	never	reach	a	body	temperature	that	is	even	close	to	its	“preferred”	level	of	38°–42°C	on	a	day	that	happens	to	be
cloudy	and	cool.	Similarly,	a	fish	that	would	select	a	cool	water	mass	if	it	could,	cannot	do	so	if	all	the	water	in	its	lake	or	pond	is	warm.	Thermal	Relations 	243	(A)	Temperatures	of	actual	lizards	(B)	Temperatures	of	lizard	models	8	Percentage	of	observations	(%)	Percentage	of	observations	(%)	25	20	15	The	distribution	of	the	body	temperatures	of
real	lizards	is	far	less	variable	than…	10	5	0	10	20	30	40	Body	temperature	(°C)	50	6	…the	distribution	of	the	temperatures	of	inanimate	lizard	models.	4	2	0	10	60	20	30	40	Body	temperature	(°C)	50	60	Figure	10.8 	Behavioral	thermoregulation	documented	by	comparison	of	real	lizards	with	inanimate	lizard	models	Multiple	daytime	measurements	of
the	body	temperatures	of	real	lizards	(A)	and	inanimate	lizard	models	(B)	were	made.	The	lizards	(Podarcis	hispanica)	were	living	freely	on	a	Mediterranean	island.	The	lizard	models	were	placed	as	comprehensively	as	possible	in	all	the	various	microhabitats	available	to	real	lizards	during	their	daytime	activities	on	the	same	island.	Data	on	the	y	axes
are	the	percentages	of	all	observations	in	various	1°C	intervals	of	temperature.	(After	Bauwens	et	al.	1996.)	For	these	and	other	reasons,	poikilotherms	must	typically	be	thermal	generalists:	They	must	be	capable	of	functioning	at	a	variety	of	different	body	temperatures.	Species	differ	in	how	wide	a	range	of	body	temperatures	is	acceptable.	Some
species,	termed	eurythermal,	can	function	over	wide	ranges	of	body	temperature;	goldfish,	for	instance,	maintain	normal	body	orientation,	feed,	and	swim	at	body	temperatures	of	5°–30°C.	Other	poikilotherms,	termed	stenothermal,	have	comparatively	narrow	ranges	of	body	temperature	over	which	they	can	function.	Poikilotherms	respond
physiologically	to	their	environments	in	all	three	major	time	frames	The	three	major	time	frames	of	physiological	response	to	the	environment	identified	in	Chapter	1	(see	Table	1.2)	provide	a	useful	way	to	organize	knowledge	of	the	relations	of	poikilotherms	to	their	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4EIn	three	of	the	next	four	sections,	we	discuss	thermal
environments.	Sinauer	Associates	poikilotherms	in	each	of	the	three	time	frames.	First,	in	the	next	Morales	Studio	section,	we	address	the	acute	responses	of	poikilotherms	to	changes	Figure	10.08	11-23-15	16	14	Metabolic	rate	(arbitrary	units)	on	log	scale	Metabolic	rate	(arbitrary	units)	Acute	responses:	Metabolic	rate	is	an	approximately
exponential	function	of	body	temperature	When	the	body	temperature	of	an	individual	poikilotherm	is	raised	in	a	series	of	steps	and	its	metabolic	rate	is	measured	promptly	after	each	upward	step,	the	usual	pattern	is	that	the	resting	metabolic	rate	increases	approximately	exponentially	with	the	animal’s	body	temperature	(Figure	10.9A).9	An
exponential	relation	signifies	that	the	metabolic	rate	increases	by	a	particular	multiplicative	factor	each	time	the	body	temperature	is	stepped	up	by	a	particular	additive	increment	(see	Appendix	F).	For	example,	the	metabolic	8	Acclimation	and	acclimatization	are	forms	of	phenotypic	plasticity.	The	distinction	between	them	is	discussed	on	pages	17–
18.	9	There	are	limits	to	this	process:	An	exponential	increase	is	seen	only	within	a	particular	range	of	body	temperatures,	a	range	that	depends	on	the	species	and	individual.	We	discuss	the	limits	later	in	the	chapter.	(B)	Plot	on	semilogarithmic	coordinates	(A)	Plot	on	linear	coordinates	12	10	8	6	4	2	0	in	their	body	temperatures.	The	acute	responses
are	those	that	individual	animals	exhibit	promptly	after	their	body	temperatures	are	altered.	After	that	we	address	the	chronic	responses	of	poikilotherms,	termed	acclimation	and	acclimatization:8	What	changes	do	individual	animals	undergo	when	they	live	in	an	altered	thermal	environment	(and	have	altered	body	temperatures)	for	a	prolonged
period?	Finally,	after	discussing	temperature	limits,	we	discuss	evolutionary	changes—the	ways	in	which	the	physiology	of	poikilotherms	may	be	modified	by	changes	in	the	frequencies	of	genes	when	populations	live	in	different	environments	over	many	generations.	16	14	12	10	8	Figure	10.9 	An	exponential	rela-	tion	between	metabolic	rate	and
body	temperature	plotted	in	two	ways 	(A)	A	plot	employing	linear	6	4	2	1	0	10	20	30	Body	temperature	(°C)	40	0	10	20	30	Body	temperature	(°C)	40	scales	for	both	variables.	(B)	A	semilogarithmic	plot	of	the	same	data	as	in	part	(A);	metabolic	rate	is	plotted	on	a	logarithmic	scale,	whereas	body	temperature	is	plotted	on	a	linear	scale.	Metabolic
rate	is	expressed	in	the	same	arbitrary	units	in	both	parts.	See	Appendix	E	for	background	on	logarithmic	scales.	244	 	Chapter	10	(A)	Plot	on	linear	coordinates	M	=	a•10n	TB	•	400	200	0	(10.6)	According	to	this	second	equation,	log	M	is	a	linear	function	of	TB	(log	a	and	n	are	constants).	Thus,	if	M	is	an	exponential	function	of	TB	as	in	Equation
10.5,	log	M	is	a	linear	function	of	TB	(Equation	10.6).	This	result	represents	the	basic	reason	why	physiologists	usually	plot	metabolism–temperature	data	for	poikilotherms	on	semilogarithmic	coordinates.	The	logarithm	of	the	animal’s	metabolic	rate	is	plotted	on	the	y	axis,	and	the	animal’s	body	temperature	itself	is	plotted	on	the	x	axis.	The	curve	of
Figure	10.9A	is	replotted	on	semilogarithmic	coordinates	in	Figure	10.9B,	illustrating	the	“linearizing”	effect	of	semilogarithmic	coordinates.	A	similar	comparison	is	seen	in	Figure	10.10	using	data	on	actual	animals.	As	we	have	emphasized,	metabolic	rate	in	fact	is	usually	an	approximately	exponential	function	of	body	temperature,	not	a	truly
exponential	one.	Thus	the	semilogarithmic	plot	for	actual	animals	is	typically	not	precisely	linear,	as	exemplified	in	Figure	10.10B.	One	simple	way	to	describe	an	exponential	relation	between	metabolic	rate	(or	any	other	physiological	rate)	and	temperature	is	to	specify	the	multiplicative	factor	by	which	the	rate	increases	when	10	20	Body
temperature	(°C)	30	(B)	Plot	on	semilogarithmic	coordinates	1000	800	600	400	200	100	80	60	40	20	10	0	(10.5)	where	a	and	n	are	constants.	If	one	takes	the	common	logarithm	of	both	sides	of	Equation	10.5,	one	gets	log	M	=	log	a	+	n•TB	600	0	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mm3	O2/g•h)	on	log	scale	rate	might	increase	by	a	factor	of	2	for	each
increment	of	10°C	in	body	temperature.	Then,	if	the	metabolic	rate	were	1	J/min	at	0°C,	it	would	be	2	J/min	at	10°C,	4	J/min	at	20°C,	and	8	J/min	at	30°C	(see	Figure	10.9A).	The	acute	relation	between	metabolic	rate	and	body	temperature	is	usually,	in	fact,	only	approximately	exponential.	That	is,	the	factor	by	which	the	metabolic	rate	increases	for	a
given	increment	in	temperature	is	usually	not	precisely	constant	from	one	temperature	range	to	the	next	but	might,	for	example,	be	2.5	between	0°C	and	10°C	but	only	1.8	between	20°C	and	30°C.	The	reason	that	the	metabolic	rate	of	a	poikilotherm	increases	as	its	body	temperature	goes	up	relates	back	to	the	concept	of	activation	energy	discussed
in	Chapter	2.	Each	biochemical	reaction	involved	in	metabolism	is	characterized	by	a	particular	activation	energy,	a	certain	minimum	energy	level	that	a	reacting	molecule	must	attain	in	order	to	undergo	the	reaction	(see	Figure	2.13).	As	the	temperature	of	a	cell	increases,	all	molecules	in	the	cell	tend	to	become	more	agitated	and	have	higher
energy	levels.	Svante	Arrhenius	(1859–1927)	demonstrated	in	the	late	nineteenth	century	that	if	one	specifies	any	particular	activation	energy,	the	fraction	of	molecules	that	have	that	level	of	energy—or	more—at	any	moment	increases	approximately	exponentially	as	temperature	increases.	Reactions	tend,	therefore,	to	speed	up	approximately
exponentially	as	cellular	temperature	rises.	In	this	context,	it	is	vital	to	recall	that	most	metabolic	reactions	are	enzyme	catalyzed,	and	the	enzymes	determine	the	activation	energies.	Thus	the	detailed,	quantitative	relations	between	biochemical	reaction	rates	and	cellular	temperature	depend	on	the	particular	enzyme	proteins	that	cells	synthesize.	If
the	resting	metabolic	rate	of	a	poikilotherm,	symbolized	M,	were	a	true	exponential	function	of	its	body	temperature	(TB),	the	relation	would	be	described	by	an	exponential	equation	(see	Appendix	F):	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mm3	O2/g•h)	800	10	20	Body	temperature	(°C)	30	Figure	10.10 	The	relation	between	metabolic	rate	and	body	temperature
in	tiger	moth	caterpillars	(family	Arctiidae),	plotted	in	two	ways 	The	metabolic	rate	was	measured	as	the	rate	of	O2	consumption.	(A)	A	plot	employing	linear	scales	for	both	variables.	(B)	A	semilogarithmic	plot.	(After	Scholander	et	al.	1953.)	the	body	temperature	is	increased	by	a	standardized	increment	of	10°C.	This	factor	is	called	the
temperature	coefficient,	Q10:	RT	Q10	=		(10.7)	R(T	−10)	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	is	a	milkweed	tiger	moth	where	RT	is	the	rate	at	any	given	bodyThis	temperature	T,	and	R(T	Sinauer	Associates	–	10)	Morales	Studio	is	the	rate	at	a	body	temperature	10°C	lower	than	T.	To	illustrate,	if	Figure	10.10	12-07-15	the	resting	metabolic	rate	of	an	animal	is
2.2	J/min	at	a	body	temperature	of	25°C	and	1.0	J/min	at	15°C,	the	Q10	is	2.2.	As	a	rough	rule	of	thumb,	the	Q10	for	the	metabolic	rates	of	poikilotherms	is	usually	between	2	and	3.	Chronic	responses:	Acclimation	often	blunts	metabolic	responses	to	temperature	When	an	individual	poikilotherm	is	kept	chronically	at	one	body	temperature	for	several
weeks	and	then	is	kept	chronically	at	a	different	body	temperature	for	several	weeks,	the	details	of	its	acute	6.0	4.0	…than	those	acclimated	to	the	warmer	ambient	temperature.	16°C-acclimated	2.0	33°C-acclimated	1.0	0.8	16	28	Body	temperature	(°C)	33	Figure	10.11 	Acclimation	of	the	metabolism–temperature	relation	to	two	different	chronic
temperatures	in	a	poikilotherm 	One	group	of	fence	lizards	(Sceloporus	occidentalis)	was	acclimated	for	5	weeks	to	33°C	prior	to	testing.	A	second,	otherwise	identical	group	was	acclimated	to	16°C	for	5	weeks	prior	to	testing.	After	the	5	weeks,	the	animals	in	each	group	were	placed	briefly	at	body	temperatures	of	16°C,	28°C,	and	33°C,	and	their
standard	metabolic	rates	were	measured	at	all	three	temperatures	as	rates	of	O2	consumption.	The	circles	show	the	average	metabolic	rates;	error	bars	indicate	±2	standard	deviations	of	the	mean.	(After	Dawson	and	Bartholomew	1956.)	metabolism–temperature	relation	usually	change.	Such	a	change	is	an	example	of	acclimation	(see	page	18).
Understanding	this	sort	of	acclimation	and	its	implications	can	be	tricky.	The	best	way	to	gain	clear	insight	is	to	start	with	the	actual	procedures	that	are	followed	to	study	acclimation.	To	this	end,	let’s	discuss	the	acclimation	study	in	Figure	10.11.	In	the	experiment	represented	by	Figure	10.11,	a	group	of	lizards,	named	the	“33°C-acclimated”	group,
was	maintained	for	5	weeks	at	33°C.	At	the	end	of	this	chronic	exposure	to	33°C,	the	lizards	were	exposed	acutely	(i.e.,	briefly)	to	three	different	body	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	temperatures—16°C,	28°C,	and	33°C—and	their	resting	metabolic	Sinauer	Associates	rates	were	measured	at	each	of	the	three.	The	line	labeled	“33°CMorales	Studio	Figure
10.11	11-23-15	acclimated”	shows	the	results.	It	represents	the	acute	relation	between	resting	metabolic	rate	and	body	temperature	for	lizards	that	were	living	chronically	at	33°C	during	the	weeks	before	the	measurements	were	made.	Another	group	of	lizards,	called	the	“16°C-acclimated”	group,	was	maintained	for	5	weeks	at	16°C.	These	16°C-
acclimated	lizards	were	a	closely	matched	but	different	set	of	individuals	from	the	33°C-acclimated	group;	however,	physiologists	know	from	other	research	that	if	the	individuals	that	had	been	acclimated	to	33°C	were	themselves	later	acclimated	to	16°C,	the	results	for	the	16°Cacclimated	group	would	be	the	same	as	shown.	After	5	weeks	at	16°C,
the	16°C-acclimated	lizards	were	exposed	acutely	to	the	same	three	study	temperatures	employed	for	the	33°C-acclimated	group,	and	their	metabolic	rates	were	measured.	The	line	labeled	“16°C-acclimated”	in	Figure	10.11	shows	the	results	and	thus	represents	the	acute	relation	between	resting	metabolic	rate	and	body	temperature	for	lizards	that
were	living	chronically	at	16°C.	As	Figure	10.11	shows,	the	acute	metabolism–temperature	relation	is	altered	when	lizards	have	been	living	chronically	at	16°C	rather	than	33°C.	Lizards	acclimated	to	the	cooler	ambient	temperature,	16°C,	have	a	higher	average	metabolic	rate	at	any	given	body	temperature	than	those	acclimated	to	the	warmer
ambient	temperature,	33°C.	Although	this	specific	sort	of	change	during	temperature	acclimation	is	not	universal,	it	is	the	most	common	type	of	acclimation	response	in	poikilotherms	and	has	been	observed	in	well	over	half	the	species	studied.	What	is	the	significance	of	this	acclimation	response?	One	way	to	understand	the	significance	is	provided
by	Figure	10.12.	As	a	thought	exercise,	imagine	that	we	have	some	lizards	that	have	been	living	at	33°C	for	5	weeks.	The	average	metabolic	rate	of	these	lizards—that	is,	the	metabolic	rate	of	33°C-acclimated	lizards	at	33°C—is	marked	x	in	Figure	10.12.	Imagine	now	that	we	suddenly	lower	the	temperature	of	these	lizards	to	16°C	and	leave	the
lizards	at	16°C	for	5	weeks.	The	key	question	we	need	to	address	is:	How	will	their	average	metabolic	rate	change	from	the	moment	their	temperature	is	lowered?	Let’s	begin	by	considering	the	first	hour.	In	other	words,	what	is	the	acute	(prompt)	response	of	the	lizards	to	the	change	of	their	temperature?	As	the	animals	cool	from	a	body
temperature	of	33°C	to	16°C	during	the	first	hour,	their	average	metabolic	rate	will	decline	along	the	acute-response	line	for	33°C-acclimated	animals,	following	the	thin	arrows	from	x	to	y.	Immediately	after	the	lizards	have	cooled	fully	to	16°C,	their	average	metabolic	rate	will	be	y,	the	metabolic	rate	of	33°C-acclimated	lizards	at	16°C.	Note	that	the
drop	of	body	temperature	causes	a	profound	8.0	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mL	O2/h)	on	log	scale	8.0	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mL	O2/h)	on	log	scale	Thermal	Relations 	245	Lizards	acclimated	to	the	cooler	ambient	temperature	have	a	higher	average	metabolic	rate	at	any	given	body	temperature…	6.0	x	4.0	2.0	Change	during	acclimation	to	16°C	z
1.0	0.8	Change	during	acute	drop	in	temperature	y	15	20	25	30	Body	temperature	(°C)	In	partial	compensation	(seen	here),	after	a	drop	in	body	temperature,	the	metabolic	rate	rises	during	acclimation	but	does	not	return	to	its	original	level.	35	KEY	Acute	response	to	sudden	temperature	change	Compensation	response	during	acclimation	Figure
10.12 	Compensation	through	acclimation 	This	diagram	shows	one	way	to	interpret	the	data	on	acclimation	by	fence	lizards	in	Figure	10.11	(the	blue	and	red	lines	in	the	diagram	are	carried	over	from	Figure	10.11).	If	lizards	that	initially	are	33°C-acclimated	and	living	at	33°C	are	switched	abruptly	to	16°C	and	left	at	16°C,	their	metabolic	rate
changes	from	x	to	y	during	the	first	hour	as	they	cool	acutely	from	33°C	to	16°C.	Then	their	metabolic	rate	rises	from	y	to	z	over	the	next	5	weeks	as	they	become	acclimated	to	16°C:	an	example	of	partial	compensation.	246	 	Chapter	10	fall	in	metabolic	rate.	Now	we	come	to	the	most	critical	question	to	answer	for	understanding	acclimation:	What
will	happen	to	the	average	metabolic	rate	of	the	lizards	during	the	following	5	weeks	at	16°C?	The	answer	is	that	the	metabolic	rate	will	rise	from	y	to	z	because	during	those	5	weeks	the	lizards	will	become	16°C-acclimated	animals!	At	the	end	of	the	5	weeks,	they	will	have	the	metabolic	rate	of	16°C-acclimated	animals	at	16°C	(z).	Acclimation	in
these	lizards	thus	reduces—blunts—the	effect	of	the	change	of	their	body	temperature.	Although	cooling	to	16°C	initially	lowers	the	lizards’	average	metabolic	rate	by	a	profound	amount,	the	metabolic	rate	is	lowered	to	a	lesser	extent	after	acclimation	has	occurred.	Put	another	way,	acclimation	tends	to	return	the	metabolic	rate	toward	its	level	prior
to	the	drop	in	body	temperature	(see	Figure	10.12).	After	a	physiological	rate	has	been	raised	or	lowered	by	an	abrupt	change	in	body	temperature,	any	subsequent,	long-term	tendency	for	the	rate	to	return	toward	its	original	level	even	though	the	new	temperature	continues	is	called	compensation.	The	rise	from	y	to	z	in	Figure	10.12	illustrates
compensation.	Compensation	is	partial	if	the	rate	returns	only	partially	to	its	original	level,	as	in	Figure	10.12.	When	compensation	occurs,	it	is	nearly	always	partial.	An	alternative	way	to	understand	the	significance	of	the	sort	of	acclimation	response	we	have	been	discussing	is	presented	in	Figure	10.13.	Fish	of	a	particular	species	were	acclimated
to	10°C,	20°C,	and	30°C	by	being	kept	at	the	three	temperatures	for	several	weeks.	The	30°C-acclimated	fish	were	then	tested	acutely	at	all	three	temperatures	(purple	symbols	[circles]),	resulting	in	the	lowermost	solid	line	in	Figure	10.13.	Similarly,	the	20°C-	and	10°C-acclimated	fish	were	tested	acutely	at	the	three	temperatures	(red	and	green
symbols,	respectively).	Note	that	each	of	the	three	solid	lines	is	an	acute-response	line:	Each	shows	how	the	metabolic	rate	of	fish	varies	when	it	is	measured	promptly	after	changes	in	their	body	temperature.	Now	let’s	construct	the	chronic-response	line	for	these	fish:	The	chronic-response	line	will	show	how	metabolic	rate	varies	Chapter	2	reviews
the	effects	of	enzyme	concentration	and	the	processes	by	which	cells	modify	it.	20°C-acclimated	acute	response	30°C-acclimated	acute	response	30	Figure	10.13 	Because	of	acclimation,	the	chronic	metabolism–temperature	curve	is	relatively	flat	compared	with	the	acute	metabolism–temperature	curves 	The	three	solid	lines	show	the	acute
relations	between	metabolic	rate	and	body	temperature	for	hypothetical	fish	when	10°C-,	20°C-,	and	30°C-acclimated.	The	dashed	line	shows	the	relation	between	metabolic	rate	and	body	temperature	when	the	fish	live	chronically	at	each	temperature.	50	40	30	20	10	0	(B)	Activity	of	cytochrome	oxidase	per	unit	of	mitochondrial	protein	in	trout	µmol
cytochrome	oxidase	reduced/min•mg	protein	Chronic	response	Mitochondria	as	percentage	of	tissue	volume	Metabolic	rate	on	log	scale	10°C-acclimated	acute	response	20	Body	temperature	(°C)	10	(A)	Abundance	of	mitochondria	per	unit	of	muscle	in	bass	The	chronic-response	line	has	a	lower	slope	than	any	of	the	three	acute-response	lines.	10
with	temperature	when	the	fish	are	permitted	to	live	at	each	temperature	for	several	weeks	before	their	metabolic	rate	is	measured.	The	three	bold,	black	symbols	are	the	metabolic	rates	of	the	fish	when	living	chronically	at	the	three	temperatures.	For	instance,	the	black	symbol	at	the	left	is	the	metabolic	rate	at	10°C	of	fish	that	have	been	living	at
10°C	for	several	weeks	(10°C-acclimated	fish),	and	the	black	symbol	at	the	right	is	the	metabolic	rate	at	30°C	of	fish	that	have	been	living	at	30°C.	We	obtain	the	chronic-response	line	by	connecting	the	three	black	symbols.	The	chronic-response	line	has	a	shallower	slope	than	any	of	the	acute-response	lines.	This	means	that	if	the	fish	are	allowed	to
acclimate	to	each	temperature	before	their	metabolic	rate	is	measured,	their	metabolic	rate	is	less	affected	by	changes	of	body	temperature	than	if	they	are	shifted	rapidly	from	one	temperature	to	another.	Again	we	see:	Acclimation	blunts	the	response	to	changes	of	temperature.	What	are	the	mechanisms	of	metabolic	acclimation?	The
bestunderstood	mechanism	involves	changes	in	the	amounts	of	key,	rate-limiting	enzymes,	notably	enzymes	of	the	Krebs	cycle	and	the	electron-transport	chain.	When	poikilotherms	acclimate	to	cold	temperatures,	their	cells	synthesize	greater	amounts	of	these	enzymes.10	For	example,	in	the	red	swimming	muscles	of	fish,	the	number	of	mitochondria



per	unit	of	tissue	increases	dramatically	during	cold	acclimation	in	some	species	(Figure	10.14A);	this	increase	in	mitochondria	points	to	increased	amounts	of	enzymes	because	the	mitochondria	are	the	sites	where	the	enzymes	of	the	Krebs	cycle	and	electron-transport	chain	reside	and	operate.	In	other	species	of	fish,	although	the	number	of
mitochondria	changes	little,	if	at	all,	the	amounts	of	key	enzymes	per	mitochondrion	are	increased	during	cold	acclimation	(Figure	10.14B).	Responses	of	these	sorts	require	time;	this	is	one	reason	why	the	acclimation	response	is	not	observed	immediately	after	a	drop	in	temperature	Coldacclimated	fish	Warmacclimated	fish	3	2	1	0	Coldacclimated
fish	Warmacclimated	fish	Figure	10.14 	Mitochondrial	and	biochemical	mechanisms	of	cold	acclimation	in	the	red	swimming	muscles	of	fish 	(A)	Striped	bass	(Morone	saxatilis)	increase	the	abundance	of	mitochondria	per	unit	of	muscle	tissue	when	acclimated	to	5°C	(cold-acclimated)	rather	than	25°C	(warm-acclimated).	(B)	Rainbow	trout
(Oncorhynchus	mykiss)	increase	the	activity	per	unit	of	mitochondrial	protein	of	the	key	electron-transport	enzyme	cytochrome	oxidase	when	acclimated	to	5°C	(cold-acclimated)	rather	than	15°C	(warm-acclimated).	Error	bars	show	±	1	standard	error.	(A	after	Egginton	and	Sidell	1989;	B	after	Kraffe	et	al.	2007.)	In	cold	waters,	such	as	9°C	waters	in
this	case,	mussels	freshly	collected	at	high	latitudes	have	higher	pumping	rates	than	mussels	collected	at	lower	(warmer)	latitudes.	100	Rate	of	pumping	of	water	(mL/g•h)	on	log	scale	80	60	40	Collected	at:	48°	N	30	20	39°	N	10	0	2	4	34°	N	6	8	10	12	14	Body	temperature	(°C)	16	18	20	Figure	10.15 	Acclimatization	in	mussels 	Mussels	(bivalve
molluscs)	are	extremely	important	members	of	intertidal	and	subtidal	marine	communities.	They	pump	water	through	their	bodies	to	obtain	both	O2	and	food.	Mussels	of	the	most	abundant	West	Coast	species	(Mytilus	californianus)	were	collected	from	nature	at	three	latitudes:	48°	north	near	Seattle,	39°	north	near	San	Francisco,	and	34°	north	near
Los	Angeles.	The	three	lines	are	acute-response	lines	for	the	three	groups	of	mussels,	which	were	acclimatized	to	the	three	different	latitudes;	symbols	along	the	lines	represent	actual	data,	to	which	the	lines	were	fitted.	(After	Bullock	1955.)	but	requires	a	more	extended	length	of	time	to	be	expressed.	As	the	amounts	of	key,	rate-limiting	enzymes
increase	in	cells,	the	presence	of	the	increased	enzymes	tends	to	speed	metabolic	reactions,	helping	to	account	for	the	compensation	observed	(see	Figure	10.12).	During	acclimation	to	warm	temperatures,	enzyme	amounts	are	reduced.	Thus,	although	a	shift	to	a	higher	body	temperature	initially	speeds	an	animal’s	metabolism	dramatically,	the
metabolic	rate	tends	to	slow	as	acclimation	occurs	(another	manifestation	of	compensation).	Such	acclimation	responses	illustrate	in	an	outstanding	way	that	animals	can	modify	their	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Eown	cell	composition	and	biochemistry	in	potentially	adaptive	ways.	In	studying	biochemistry,	it	can	be	Sinauer	Associates	easyMorales	to
getStudio	the	impression	that	cells	are	simply	miniature	reaction	Figure	vessels	in10.15	which11-23-15	test-tube	reactions	take	place.	Actually,	because	most	reactions	must	be	catalyzed	by	enzymes	to	occur	and	the	cells	make	the	enzymes,	cells	in	fact	orchestrate	their	own	biochemistry.	A	classic	study	of	acclimatization	by	poikilotherms	living	in
their	natural	habitats	(see	page	18)	was	conducted	on	three	groups	of	mussels	(believed	to	be	genetically	similar)	of	a	single	species	that	were	collected	at	three	latitudes	along	the	West	Coast	of	the	United	States.	Each	group	was	acutely	exposed	to	several	test	temperatures,	and	the	rate	at	which	the	animals	pumped	water	across	their	gills	was
measured.	Because	of	acclimatization,	as	seen	in	Figure	10.15,	the	populations	of	mussels	living	in	relatively	cold,	high-latitude	waters	and	warm,	low-latitude	waters	were	more	similar	to	each	other	in	pumping	rates	than	they	otherwise	would	have	been.	As	a	consequence	of	acclimation	and	acclimatization,	the	physiology	of	an	individual	animal
often	depends	significantly	on	its	recent	individual	history.	This	point	is	important	in	many	ways.	For	example,	when	doing	research	on	poikilotherms,	investigators	need	to	recognize	that	the	recent	histories	of	the	individuals	studied	may	affect	the	results	obtained.	Thermal	Relations 	247	The	rate–temperature	relations	and	thermal	limits	of
individuals:	Ecological	decline	occurs	at	milder	temperatures	than	the	temperatures	that	are	lethal	Animals	need	to	perform	in	a	variety	of	ways	to	succeed.	They	need	to	move,	grow,	raise	their	rate	of	O2	delivery	so	they	can	be	active,	and	so	forth.	With	these	points	in	mind,	we	can	ask	how	the	performance	of	an	individual	animal	varies	with	its	body
temperature.	From	research	on	this	question,	physiologists	have	developed	the	concept	of	a	generalized,	asymmetrical	performance	curve,	seen	in	Figure	10.16A.	Many	types	of	performance	roughly	follow	a	curve	of	this	shape.	The	rate	of	performance	is	low	at	low	body	temperature.	It	increases	gradually	as	body	temperature	rises,	over	a	relatively
wide	range	of	temperatures,	up	to	a	certain	body	temperature	where	the	rate	of	performance	peaks.	Then,	however,	if	body	temperature	goes	still	higher,	performance	limitations	set	in:	The	rate	of	performance	declines	relatively	rapidly,	over	a	relatively	narrow	range	of	temperatures,	to	a	low	level.	In	discussing	the	performance	curve,	we	will	focus
here	on	the	high-temperature	end,	because	doing	so	simplifies	discussion	while	still	illuminating	the	most	important	basic	concepts.	The	high-temperature	end	is	also	the	end	most	relevant	to	understanding	the	effects	of	global	warming.	To	clarify	the	significance	of	performance	limitations,	let’s	consider	points	➊	to	❹	on	the	generalized	performance
curve	(see	Figure	10.16A).	When	body	temperature	is	at	➊,	the	rate	of	performance	is	at	its	peak.	This	means	that	if	the	type	of	performance	we	are	studying	is	elevation	of	O2	delivery,	the	rate	of	O2	delivery	is	highest	at	➊;	if	the	performance	we	are	studying	is	growth,	growth	is	fastest	at	➊.	If	body	temperature	rises	above	➊,	performance	will	shift
to	the	range	labeled	➋.	European	researchers	have	created	a	new	term—	pejus	temperatures	—to	refer	to	the	range	of	body	temperatures	at	➋.	Pejus	is	from	Latin	and	means	“turning	worse.”	If	we	assume	that	the	highest	possible	rate	of	performance	is	best—that	is,	if	we	assume	that	an	animal’s	fitness	is	highest	when	its	capacity	to	perform	is
highest—then	a	rise	in	body	temperature	from	➊	to	➋	will	place	the	animal	in	a	weakened	(“turning	worse”)	condition.	If	we	are	interested	in	O2	delivery,	the	animal	will	not	be	able	to	deliver	O2	at	the	rate	that	is	best	for	its	fitness;	if	we	are	interested	in	growth,	the	animal	will	not	be	able	to	grow	at	the	rate	that	is	best.	If	body	temperature	rises	still
further	to	➌,	the	animal	is	still	alive,	but	it	is	unable	to	do	much.	Point	➌	marks	the	body	temperature	at	which	an	animal’s	maximum	rate	of	O2	consumption	is	little	higher	than	its	resting	rate	of	O2	consumption.	At	➌	the	animal	is	passive,	and	its	survival—if	it	cannot	lower	its	body	temperature—is	time-limited.	Point	❹	is	the	temperature	at	which
elevated	body	temperature	is	itself	directly	lethal.11	The	most	important	message	of	this	analysis	is	that,	as	body	temperature	rises	beyond	the	point	of	peak	performance,	an	animal’s	circumstances	probably	usually	“turn	worse”	in	subtle	ways	before	the	body	temperature	becomes	high	enough	to	render	the	animal	passive	or	kill	it	outright.	This
distinction	is	believed	to	explain	why	animals	living	in	natural	ecological	communities	can	11	When	an	animal	dies	because	of	too	high	a	body	temperature,	people	often	say	“it	died	because	of	protein	denaturation.”	Actually,	as	shown	in	Figure	10.16A,	irreversible	protein	denaturation	typically	occurs	only	at	body	temperatures	significantly	higher
than	the	temperature	that	kills.	What	kills	the	animal,	then?	Performance	limitations,	as	discussed	in	this	section,	are	thought	often	to	be	the	answer.	248	 	Chapter	10	In	the	pejus	range	of	temperatures—	the	range	of	“turning	worse”—both	growth	rate	and	abundance	decline	dramatically	as	water	temperature	rises.	(A)	(A)	Generalized	performance
curve	Pejus	range	Growth	rate	(mm/day)	0.6	2	Pejus	range	High	critical	temperature	3	Death	Low	critical	temperature	4	Protein	denaturation	(B)	1	2	3	4	Body	temperature	(B)	Actual	performance	curve	for	aerobic	scope	in	sockeye	salmon	Aerobic	scope	(mg	O2/kg•min)	8	0.4	0.2	0	Fish	abundance	in	the	Wadden	Sea	(relative	units)	Rate	of
performance	1	Peak	10	8	6	4	2	0	4	0	5	10	15	Body	temperature	(°C)	20	25	Figure	10.16 	Performance	curves 	(A)	A	generalized	performance	curve,	showing	key	benchmarks	discussed	in	the	text.	Numbers	along	the	x	axis	show	body	temperatures	that	cause	performance	to	be	at	the	numbered	spots	on	the	performance	curve.	In	the	study	of
performance	curves,	the	term	critical	temperature	is	the	temperature	at	which	the	rate	of	O2	consumption	can	barely	be	raised	above	the	resting	rate	(although	critical	temperature	has	other	meanings	in	other	contexts).	(B)	An	example	of	an	actual	performance	curve.	Plotted	on	the	y	axis	is	the	aerobic	scope	of	salmon,	where	aerobic	scope	refers	to
maximum	ability	to	increase	the	rate	of	O2	consumption	above	the	resting	rate.	The	data	are	for	a	population	of	sockeye	salmon	(Oncorhynchus	nerka)	during	migration	(see	Figure	17.5).	The	ability	to	increase	O2	consumption	is	highly	relevant	for	these	fish	because	they	must	generate	swimming	power	to	swim	up	the	Fraser	River	(British	Columbia)
to	reach	spawning	areas	that	are	more	than	1000	km	from	the	sea.	(B	after	Eliason	et	al.	2011.)	be	weakened—and	their	populations	may	even	go	extinct—at	temperatures	that	are4E	distinctly	lower,	and	therefore	milder,	than	Hill	Animal	Physiology	lethal	temperatures	Sinauer	Associates	measured	in	laboratories.	In	a	natural	ecological	Morales
Studio	community,	a	capacity	for	mere	survival	is	often	far	from	adequate.	Figure	10.16	11-24-15	“Turning	worse”	may	reduce	an	animal’s	competitive	ability	so	that	in	a	natural	community	the	animal	is	eliminated	by	superior	competitors,	even	though	it	would	live	if	isolated	from	the	competitors.	Or	“turning	worse”	may	impair	the	animal’s	ability	to
swim	or	run	so	that,	even	though	it	is	not	killed	outright	by	temperature,	it	fails	because	it	cannot	catch	sufficient	prey	when	living	in	a	natural	community.	0	5	10	15	Water	temperature	(°C)	20	25	Figure	10.17 	Nonlethal	water	temperatures	that	suppress	growth	are	also	associated	with	ecological	decline	in	populations	of	common	eelpouts	(Zoarces
viviparus) 	The	fish	were	studied	in	the	Wadden	Sea,	where	water	temperature	has	risen	at	least	1.1°C	over	the	past	45	years.	The	upper	plot	is	the	performance	curve	for	growth:	rate	of	growth	as	a	function	of	water	(=	body)	temperature.	The	lower	curve	shows	fish	abundance	in	the	wild.	As	water	temperature	becomes	higher	in	the	pejus	range
for	growth,	fish	abundance	plummets.	(After	Pörtner	and	Knust	2007.)	Where	is	the	performance	curve	positioned	on	the	scale	of	body	temperature?	Various	species	differ	greatly	in	this	regard.	For	a	terrestrial	species	that	evolved	at	temperate	latitudes,	the	low	and	high	critical	temperatures	(see	Figure	10.16A)12	might	be	–10°C	and	+33°C.	For	a
terrestrial	species	that	evolved	in	tropical	rainforests,	the	critical	temperatures	might	be	+10°C	and	+35°C.	As	a	specific	example,	Figure	10.16B	shows	the	range	for	an	aquatic	species,	the	sockeye	salmon.	The	performance	curve	is	a	general	concept	ofHillhow	the	rate	of	performance	varies	within	each	species’	range	Animal	Physiology	4E	ofSinauer
body	Associates	temperatures	compatible	with	life.	Morales	Studiostudy	of	the	common	eelpout—a	nonmigratory	A	recent	Figure	10.17	11-24-15	fish—in	the	Wadden	Sea	in	northern	Europe	illustrates	the	sorts	of	insights	that	can	be	gained	by	interpretation	of	performance	curves.	Figure	10.17A	shows	the	eelpouts’	performance	curve	for	growth.	You
can	see	that	as	water	temperature	rises,	the	pejus	range	of	“turning	worse”	starts	at	17°C,	a	temperature	6°C	lower	than	temperatures	the	fish	can	tolerate	in	a	laboratory	setting!	Eelpouts	12	Later,	when	we	discuss	homeotherms,	we	will	again	encounter	critical	temperatures.	Because	the	term	critical	is	used	in	many	different	contexts	and	its
meaning	sometimes	varies,	the	“critical”	temperatures	of	ectotherms	are	entirely	unrelated	to	those	of	homeotherms.	Be	sure,	therefore,	to	apply	the	analysis	here	only	to	ectotherms.	Thermal	Relations 	249	are	abundant	in	the	wild	at	water	temperatures	cooler	than	17°C.	However,	as	shown	in	Figure	10.17B,	their	abundance	in	the	wild	declines
sharply	as	the	water	temperature	increases	within	the	pejus	range—indicating	that	“turning	worse”	has	severe	consequences.	Temperatures	in	the	pejus	range—although	not	high	enough	to	kill	the	fish	outright—are	associated	with	ecological	demise	of	the	fish.	Why	are	animals	impaired	at	temperatures	in	the	pejus	range?	In	fish	and	other	aquatic
poikilotherms,	O2	limitation	seems	to	be	the	most	likely	general	answer.	As	water	warms,	its	ability	to	dissolve	O2	declines	(see	page	596).	In	natural	habitats,	therefore,	as	water	temperature	rises,	the	availability	of	O2	in	the	water	tends	to	decline,	yet	the	metabolic	needs	of	animals	for	O2	tend	to	rise	(see	Figure	10.9).	These	clashing	trends
evidently	impair	function	in	subtle	ways	at	temperatures	(the	pejus	temperatures)	that	are	distinctly	lower	than	those	that	directly	bring	about	death.	The	concept	that	rising	temperatures	cause	O2	limitation	(see	Figure	10.16B),	which	in	turn	limits	other	critical	functions,	is	termed	the	theory	of	oxygen-	and	capacity-limited	thermal	tolerance.
Evolutionary	changes:	Species	are	often	specialized	to	live	at	their	respective	body	temperatures	Related	species	of	poikilotherms	often	spend	much	of	their	time	at	different	body	temperatures.	Dramatic	examples	are	provided	by	animals	that	live	in	different	geographical	regions.	For	example,	species	of	fish,	sea	stars,	and	shrimp	living	on	coral	reefs
in	the	tropical	oceans	(see	Figure	1.17)	live	at	tissue	temperatures	that	are	25°–30°C	higher	than	those	of	related	species	of	fish,	sea	stars,	and	shrimplike	krill	that	live	in	polar	seas	(see	Figure	1.12).	As	another	example,	among	species	of	lizards	that	live	in	the	American	West,	some	differ	substantially	from	others	in	the	behaviorally	regulated
“preferred”	body	temperatures	they	maintain	during	the	daylight	hours	of	each	day.	Whereas	one	species	might	employ	behavior	to	thermoregulate	at	an	average	body	temperature	of	34°C,	another	coexisting	species	might	thermoregulate	at	a	body	temperature	of	40°C.	A	key	question	for	physiologists	is	whether	related	species	that	live	and
reproduce	at	different	body	temperatures	have	evolved	adaptations	to	their	respective	temperatures.	Some	physiological	differences	among	species	living	at	different	body	temperatures	are	so	dramatic	that	there	can	be	no	doubt	about	the	existence	of	evolved,	adaptive	specializations.	For	example,	certain	Antarctic	species	of	molluscs	promptly	die	if
their	body	temperature	rises	above	+2°C,	even	though	other	species	of	molluscs	live	with	great	success	in	tropical	oceans.	Many	Antarctic	species	of	fish	thrive	at	temperatures	near	freezing	and	die	of	heat	stress	when	warmed	to	4°–6°C.	And	many	tropical	species	of	fish	thrive	at	tropical	temperatures	and	die	of	cold	stress	if	cooled	to	4°–6°C.	One
can	hardly	doubt	that	these	Antarctic	and	tropical	species	have	evolved	adaptive	specializations	to	their	respective	body	temperatures.	Most	differences	among	species,	however,	are	not	so	categorical	and	are	more	difficult	to	interpret.	Physiologists	face	challenges	when	they	try	to	understand	genetic,	evolutionary	adaptation	to	temperature.	One
challenge	is	that	most	animal	species	cannot	be	bred	in	captivity,	meaning	that	individuals	must	be	collected	from	nature	for	study.	When	biologists	try	to	interpret	data	gathered	on	wild-caught	adults,	they	must	always	worry	that	differences	may	exist	among	species	not	because	the	species	differ	genetically,	but	because	the	study	animals	underwent
their	early	development	under	different	conditions	in	their	respective	natural	habitats.	Another	challenge	is	that	species	from	thermally	different	environments	are	often	unable	to	live	successfully	at	a	single	temperature;	in	such	cases,	biologists	cannot	do	the	“obvious”	experiment	of	comparing	species	in	a	single	laboratory	environment.	lizard
species	with	different	preferred	body	temperatures 	Of	what	advantage	is	thermoregulation?	A	plausible	hy-	pothesis	is	that	when	a	species	thermoregulates,	its	tissues	and	cells	can	improve	their	performance	by	becoming	thermally	specialized	to	function	at	the	body	temperatures	maintained.	In	the	complete	absence	of	thermoregulation,	tissues
are	equally	likely	to	be	at	almost	any	temperature;	accordingly,	specialization	to	function	at	particular	temperatures	might	be	disadvantageous.	However,	if	thermoregulation	occurs	and	tissue	temperatures	are	thereby	maintained	for	substantial	periods	of	time	in	a	narrow	range,	a	tissue	might	profit	by	becoming	specialized	(over	evolutionary	time)
to	function	at	temperatures	in	that	range.	Species	of	lizards	with	different	preferred	body	temperatures	provide	excellent	models	for	testing	the	hypothesis	that	tissues	become	specialized	to	function	at	the	body	temperatures	maintained	by	thermoregulation.	If	the	hypothesis	is	correct,	species	with	relatively	high	preferred	body	temperatures	should
have	tissues	specialized	to	function	at	relatively	high	temperatures,	whereas	species	with	lower	preferred	temperatures	should	exhibit	tissue	specializations	to	lower	temperatures.	Many	tissue	functions	of	lizards,	when	tested,	seem	in	fact	to	be	carried	out	best	in	various	species	when	the	species	are	at	their	respective	preferred	body	temperatures.
For	example,	in	species	that	have	preferred	body	temperatures	near	40°C,	testicular	development	at	the	onset	of	the	breeding	season	is	often	most	rapid	and	complete	at	such	high	temperatures;	in	other	species	that	prefer	body	temperatures	near	30°C,	the	testicles	develop	optimally	near	30°C	and	are	damaged	by	40°C.	For	another	example,
consider	the	optimum	body	temperature	for	sprint	running	in	various	species	of	lizards.	This	temperature	is	well	correlated	in	certain	groups	of	related	lizards	(but	not	in	all	groups)	with	the	respective	preferred	body	temperatures	of	the	species	(Figure	10.18).	Hearing,	digestion,	and	the	response	of	the	immune	system	to	bacterial	invasion	are	just
some	of	the	other	processes	known	to	take	place	optimally,	in	at	least	certain	sets	of	related	species,	when	body	temperatures	are	at	preferred	levels.	There	are	exceptions	to	these	patterns,	and	there	are	traits	that	seem	in	general	not	to	be	optimized	at	preferred	temperatures.	Nonetheless,	the	data	on	lizards	indicate	that	thermoregulation	and
tissue	thermal	specialization	have	often	evolved	in	tandem.	fish	and	invertebrates	of	polar	seas 	Many	decades	ago,	investigators	hypothesized	that	the	species	of	fish	and	invertebrates	in	polar	seas	maintain	higher	resting	and	average	metabolic	rates	in	cold	waters	than	related	temperate-zone	or	tropical	species	could	maintain	in	the	same	waters.
Today,	most	specialists	conclude	that	the	hypothesis	is	correct,	at	least	for	certain	groups	of	polar	poikilotherms.	This	conclusion,	however,	follows	60	years	of	contentious	debate,	which	continues	today.	Body	temperature	at	which	sprinting	is	fastest	(°C)	250	 	Chapter	10	40	30	As	the	preferred	body	temperature	of	a	lizard	species	increases,	so	does
the	body	temperature	at	which	its	sprinting	speed	is	maximized.	20	15	25	35	45	Average	body	temperature	maintained	by	behavioral	thermoregulation	in	nature	(°C)	Figure	10.18 	The	body	temperatures	at	which	19	species	of	iguanid	lizards	are	able	to	sprint	fastest	correlate	well	with	the	behaviorally	regulated	preferred	body	temperatures	of	the
species 	In	each	species	of	lizard,	as	the	body	temperature	is	raised,	sprinting	speed	increases	to	a	certain	point,	but	then	if	the	body	temperature	is	raised	further,	sprinting	speed	starts	to	decline	(a	typical	performance	curve).	The	body	temperature	at	which	the	sprinting	speed	is	maximized	is	plotted	on	the	y	axis	for	each	of	the	19	species.
Preferred	body	temperatures	maintained	by	behavioral	thermoregulation	in	nature	are	on	the	x	axis.	(After	Huey	and	Kingsolver	1993.)	Studies	of	isolated	tissues	provide	more-certain	evidence	for	evolutionary	specialization	in	polar	poikilotherms.	For	instance,	investigators	have	studied	the	rate	of	protein	synthesis	in	isolated	fish	livers.	At	near-
freezing	tissue	temperatures,	protein	synthesis	is	much	more	rapid	in	livers	taken	from	polar	species	than	in	those	taken	from	temperate-zone	species.	Similarly,	the	skeletal	muscles	of	polar	fish	are	able	to	generate	more	mechanical	power	at	polar	temperatures	than	are	the	muscles	of	temperate-zone	fish.	These	sorts	evidence	point4E	to	the
evolution	in	polar	fish	of	distinctive	Hill	ofAnimal	Physiology	Sinauer	Associates	physiological	properties	that	permit	them	to	function	more	vigorMorales	Studio	ously	at	low	body	temperatures	than	unspecialized	fish	can.	Figure	10.18	11-24-15	Temperature	and	heat	matter	because	they	affect	the	functional	states	of	molecules,	as	well	as	the	rates	of
processes	One	of	the	most	important	reasons	to	study	poikilotherms	is	that	they	clarify	the	fundamental	ways	in	which	temperature	and	heat	are	significant	factors	for	the	tissues	of	animals.	Recall	from	Chapter	7	that	heat	energy	cannot	be	used	to	do	work	by	organisms.	If	heat	cannot	do	work,	why	does	it	even	matter?	There	are	two	principal
reasons	why	temperature	and	heat	are	important	for	animal	tissues.	The	first	we	have	already	discussed:	The	temperatures	of	tissues	(which	are	determined	by	heat	inputs	and	outputs)	affect	the	rates	of	tissue	processes.13	Now	we	turn	to	the	second	reason:	The	temperatures	of	tissues	affect	the	molecular	conformations	and	therefore	the	functional
states	of	molecules.	The	exact	three-dimensional	conformation	(the	“molecular	shape”)	of	a	protein	molecule	depends	on	prevailing	temperature	because	three-dimensional	conformation	is	stabilized	by	weak,	13	These	rates	include	metabolic	rates,	rates	of	particular	biochemical	reactions,	and	rates	of	biophysical	processes	such	as	diffusion	and
osmosis.	noncovalent	bonds—not	by	strong,	covalent	bonds	(see	Box	2.1).	The	various	weak	bonds	in	a	molecule	change	in	their	relative	strengths	when	the	temperature	is	modified,	and	thus	the	molecule	assumes	a	different	conformation	at	each	temperature.	The	functional	properties	of	a	protein	molecule	depend	on	its	molecular	conformation.14
With	this	background	in	mind,	we	can	understand	in	principle	why	the	functional	properties	of	protein	molecules	often	vary	with	the	prevailing	temperature.	One	of	the	most	significant	discoveries	of	the	last	few	decades	in	the	study	of	comparative	physiology	is	the	realization	that	animals	living	in	different	temperature	regimes	often	have	evolved
different	molecular	forms	of	proteins:	forms	that	are	differentially	suited	to	function	in	the	divergent	temperature	regimes.	Figure	10.19	provides	a	dramatic	visual	illustration	of	this	point.	At	the	left	in	Figure	10.19B	are	the	freshly	removed	eye	lenses	of	three	vertebrates	that	live	in	different	temperature	regimes.	The	eye	lens	of	the	cow	normally
functions	at	37°C.	The	two	fish	are	from	coral-reef	ecosystems	(the	soldierfish)	and	the	Antarctic	Ocean	(the	toothfish),	and	their	lenses	normally	function	at	25°C	and	–2°C,	respectively.	Ostensibly	the	three	lenses	at	the	left	are	all	the	same:	All	are	composed	of	a	type	of	protein—called	crystallin	protein—that	is	perfectly	clear.	Testing	the	lenses
revealed,	however,	that	they	are	not	the	same.	When	the	cow	lens	and	tropical-fish	lens	were	placed	at	0°C,	they	underwent	denaturation:	a	type	of	protein-conformation	change	that	disrupts	normal	protein	function.	As	a	consequence	of	the	denaturation,	instead	of	being	clear,	the	lenses	became	opaque	(a	phenomenon	called	cold	cataract).	This	sort
of	change	would	have	blinded	the	animals!	The	lens	of	the	Antarctic	toothfish,	however,	exists	for	a	lifetime	(up	to	30	years)	at	–2°C	without	undergoing	denaturation;	and	tests	showed	that	it	could	be	cooled	to	–12°C	without	denaturing.	In	brief,	all	these	vertebrates	have	lenses	made	of	crystallin	proteins,	but	they	have	different	molecular	forms	of
the	proteins:	forms	differentially	suited	to	the	distinct	temperatures	at	which	their	eye	lenses	function.	This	is	a	theme	that	is	repeated	throughout	the	study	of	proteins	and	other	macromolecules.	The	enzyme–substrate	affinity	of	an	enzyme	molecule	is	one	of	the	molecule’s	most	important	functional	properties	because	it	determines	how	readily	the
molecule	is	able	to	form	an	enzyme–	substrate	complex	(see	page	48).	The	enzyme–substrate	affinity,	however,	is	not	a	fixed	property	of	an	enzyme	molecule.	Instead,	it	changes	as	the	prevailing	temperature	is	raised	and	lowered.	Biochemists	believe	that	a	certain	intermediate	level	of	enzyme–	substrate	affinity	is	ordinarily	ideal.	Whereas	too	low	an
affinity	can	render	an	enzyme	molecule	incapable	of	forming	complexes	with	substrate	molecules,	too	high	an	affinity	can	make	the	enzyme	molecule	so	prone	to	forming	complexes	with	substrate	that	it	becomes	uncontrollable	by	regulatory	processes.	Figure	10.20A	illustrates	how	the	enzyme–substrate	affinity	of	one	particular	enzyme	molecule—
lactate	dehydrogenase	(LDH)	isolated	from	the	muscles	of	a	goby	fish—varies	with	the	prevailing	temperature	because	of	reversible,	temperature-induced	conformational	changes	in	the	protein.	14	This	is	probably	true	for	several	reasons.	One	important	reason	is	that	(as	discussed	in	Chapter	2)	a	protein	molecule	often	must	flex	(change	shape)	to
carry	out	its	functions,	and	conformation	affects	how	readily	various	molecular	subregions	are	able	to	flex.	Thermal	Relations 	251	(A)	An	Antarctic	toothfish	(B)	Eye	lenses	of	a	cow,	a	coral-reef	soldierfish,	and	an	Antarctic	toothfish	Cow	at	25°C	The	cow	lens	looks	like	this	after	1.5	h	at	0°C.	0.5	cm	Soldierfish	at	15°C	The	soldierfish	lens	looks	like
this	after	48	h	at	0°C.	A	cold	cataract	takes	longer	to	form	than	in	the	cow,	but	forms.	Antarctic	toothfish	at	–2°C	0.5	cm	The	lens	of	the	Antarctic	toothfish	looks	like	this	after	a	lifetime	at	–2°C.	0.5	cm	Figure	10.19 	Seeing	at	–2°C	requires	specialized	eye-lens	crystallin	proteins 	(A)	An	Antarctic	toothfish	(Dissostichus	mawsoni )	living	at	–2ºC	in	the
ocean	near	Antarctica.	Toothfish	sometimes	live	for	30	years,	and	their	eye	lenses	remain	crystal	clear	throughout.	(B)	At	the	left	are	normal	eye	lenses	taken	from	three	species:	a	cow,	a	coral-reef	fish	called	the	blackbar	soldierfish	(Myripristis	jacobus),	and	Because	the	functional	properties	of	enzymes	depend	on	the	prevailing	temperature,	any
particular	enzyme	protein	can	be	highly	functional	at	certain	tissue	temperatures	while	being	only	marginally	functional	(or	even	nonfunctional)	at	other	tissue	temperatures.	How,	then,	can	animals	living	in	different	thermal	regimes	all	have	suitably	functional	enzymes?	An	important	part	of	the	answer	is	that	during	evolution,	species	that	have
different	body	temperatures	have	often	evolved	different	molecular	forms	of	enzyme	proteins.	Not	all	species	of	vertebrates,	for	instance,	have	the	same	molecular	form	of	LDH	that	the	goby	fish	in	Figure	10.20A	has.	If	they	did,	species	that	ordinarily	have	low	body	temperatures	would	routinely	have	far	higher	enzyme–substrate	affinities	than
species	that	have	high	body	temperatures.	Instead,	as	Figure	10.20B	shows,	different	species	have	evolved	different	molecular	forms	of	LDH.	The	six	species	of	poikilotherms	shown	in	Figure	10.20B,	some	of	which	ordinarily	live	at	very	different	body	temperatures	than	others,	have	six	different	(although	homologous)	LDH	proteins.15	Although	all	six
LDH	proteins	catalyze	the	same	reaction,	they	differ	in	their	detailed	structures	and	functional	properties,	so	the	six	exhibit	different	relations	between	enzyme–substrate	affinity	and	temperature.	The	line	for	each	species	in	Figure	10.20B	is	thickened	and	colored	blue	at	the	temperatures	that	correspond	to	the	usual	body	temperatures	of	the
species.	For	example,	the	line	for	the	warm-water	goby	is	thickened	and	colored	blue	at	temperatures	between	25°C	and	40°C	because	that	species	of	fish	ordinarily	has	15	These	are	interspecific	enzyme	homologs.	See	page	51	in	Chapter	2	for	an	extensive	discussion	of	both	LDH	and	the	concepts	of	protein	homology.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E
Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	10.19	12-02-15	the	Antarctic	toothfish.	In	life,	the	lenses	of	these	three	species	function	at	about	37ºC,	25ºC,	and	–2ºC,	respectively.	Note	at	the	right	in	(B)	that	the	lenses	of	the	cow	and	soldierfish	develop	cold	cataracts—which	would	blind	the	animals—with	only	short-term	exposure	to	0ºC.	(Photographs	in
B	courtesy	of	Andor	Kiss	and	C.-H.	Christina	Cheng;	photographs	from	Kiss	et	al.	2004.)	body	temperatures	of	25°–40°C,	and	the	line	for	the	Antarctic	fish	is	thickened	and	colored	blue	at	temperatures	near	–1°C	because	that	species	ordinarily	has	a	body	temperature	near	–1°C.	All	the	blue,	thickened	segments	are	at	about	the	same	height	on	the	y
axis.	Specifically,	all	fall	within	the	vertical	distance	marked	by	the	shaded	band	that	runs	across	the	figure	near	the	top.	What	this	shows	is	that	all	six	species	have	about	the	same	enzyme–substrate	affinity	when	they	are	at	their	respective	body	temperatures.	The	way	they	have	achieved	this	remarkable	condition,	even	though	they	live	at	body
temperatures	as	much	as	40°C	apart,	is	by	having	evolved	different	molecular	forms	(homologs)	of	the	enzyme.	The	conservation	of	enzyme–substrate	affinity	by	the	evolution	of	enzyme	homologs	that	are	adapted	to	function	best	at	different	temperatures	is	very	common.	One	of	the	most	striking	and	instructive	examples	is	provided	by	the	four
species	of	barracudas	in	Figure	10.21.	These	four	species,	all	closely	related	evolutionarily,	behaviorally	elect	to	live	in	waters	that	are	just	modestly	different	in	temperature.	For	example,	the	waters	occupied	by	Sphyraena	lucasana	average	just	3°–4°C	warmer	than	those	occupied	by	S.	argentea,	and	those	occupied	by	S.	ensis	average	just	3°–4°C
warmer	yet.	Even	these	relatively	small	differences	in	habitat	temperature	(and	body	temperature)	have	led	to	the	evolution	of	different	molecular	forms	of	the	LDH	protein.	Consequently,	the	four	species	all	have	similar	enzyme–substrate	affinities	when	living	at	their	respective	(and	different)	temperatures.	Earlier	we	noted	that	there	are	two	major
ways	in	which	temperature	and	heat	matter	for	animals.	The	second	of	those	ways	should	now	be	clear	enough	that	we	can	state	it	succinctly:	Particular	enzyme	252	 	Chapter	10	(B)	Enzyme–substrate	affinity	as	a	function	of	temperature	in	six	species	of	poikilotherms	10	5	Goby	fish	3.3	2.5	2	1.7	Warm-water	goby	10	0	10	20	30	Temperature	(°C)	40
50	Enzyme–substrate	affinity	Enzyme–substrate	affinity	(A)	Enzyme–substrate	affinity	as	a	function	of	temperature	in	a	goby	5	Antarctic	fish	3.3	South	American	cold-water	fish	Barracuda	2.5	1.7	0	Figure	10.20 	The	affinity	of	the	enzyme	lactate	dehydrogenase	(LDH)	for	substrate	as	a	function	of	temperature 	This	relation	is	shown	in	(A)	for	a	goby
fish	(Gillichthys	mirabilis)	and	in	(B)	for	six	species	of	poikilotherms—five	fish	and	a	desert	lizard—that	ordinarily	live	at	different	body	temperatures.	The	blue,	thickened	portion	of	each	line	identifies	the	range	of	body	temperatures	ordinarily	experienced	by	the	species.	The	enzyme–substrate	affinity	shown	in	both	plots	is	the	affinity	of	muscle	LDH
(LDH-A4)	for	pyruvic	acid.	Affinity	Enzyme–substrate	affinity	20.0	When	living	at	their	respective	ordinary	temperatures,	the	four	species	of	barracudas	display	similar	enzyme–substrate	affinities	because	they	have	different	homologs	of	LDH.	6.7	4.0	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	10.20	11-24-15	12-07-15	2.9	2.2
5	10	15	20	25	Desert	iguana	Temperatewater	goby	2	S.	ensis	S.	lucasana	S.	idiastes	S.	argentea	All	the	blue	line	segments,	which	identify	the	ordinary	body	temperatures	of	the	species,	fall	within	the	narrow	vertical	distance	marked	by	the	shaded	band.	Thus	affinity	for	substrate	is	kept	relatively	constant	at	the	respective	ordinary	body
temperatures	of	the	species	because	of	the	evolution	of	different	LDH	homologs.	30	Temperature	(°C)	Figure	10.21 	Enzyme	adaptation	in	four	species	of	barracudas	The	four	species,	all	in	the	genus	Sphyraena,	live	at	somewhat	different	temperatures.	The	enzyme	studied	is	LDH.	All	details	are	the	same	as	in	Figure	10.20B.	(After	Somero	1997.)	10
20	Temperature	(°C)	30	40	50	is	expressed	as	the	inverse	of	the	apparent	Michaelis	constant	(mM	pyruvate);	see	Chapter	2	(page	47)	for	background.	The	Antarctic	fish	is	an	Antarctic	notothenioid;	the	South	American	fish	is	also	a	notothenioid;	the	barracuda	is	Sphyraena	idiastes;	the	temperate-zone	goby	is	Gillichthys	mirabilis;	the	warm-water
goby	is	Gillichthys	seta;	and	the	desert	iguana	is	Dipsosaurus	dorsalis	(see	Figure	1.14).	(After	Hochachka	and	Somero	2002.)	molecules	(and	other	sorts	of	protein	molecules)	are	typically	specialized	to	function	best	within	certain	temperature	ranges.	The	protein	molecules	therefore	require	certain	temperatures	to	function	optimally.	With	few
known	exceptions,	the	tissues	of	the	adults	of	any	particular	species	are	fixed	in	the	homolog	of	each	enzyme	they	synthesize;	although	a	tissue	may	change	the	amount	of	the	enzyme	it	synthesizes	(as	often	occurs	during	acclimation	or	acclimatization),	it	cannot	change	the	type	of	enzyme.16	Thus	individuals	of	a	species	of	fish	(or	other	aquatic
poikilotherm)	ordinarily	found	in	warm	waters	typically	require	warm	tissue	temperatures	for	their	enzyme	molecules	to	have	ideal	functional	forms.	Conversely,	individuals	of	a	cold-water	species	of	fish	typically	require	cold	tissue	temperatures	for	their	particular	types	of	enzyme	molecules	to	have	ideal	functional	forms.	The	same	principles	apply	to
homeotherms.	For	instance,	the	LDH	of	cows	needs	to	be	at	about	37°C	to	have	an	appropriate	enzyme–substrate	affinity,	just	as	the	crystallin	proteins	of	cows	need	to	be	warm	to	be	clear.	Certain	tissue	temperatures,	in	brief,	are	crucial	because	the	conformations	and	functional	properties	of	proteins	are	not	deterministically	set	by	the	chemical
compositions	of	the	proteins	but	depend	as	well	on	the	prevailing	temperature.	implications	for	global	warming 	A	key	question	in	the	study	of	global	warming	is	how	much	the	tissue	temperatures	of	poikilotherms	must	change	for	the	changes	to	have	significant	consequences.	Data	such	as	those	on	the	barracudas	(see	Figure	16	As	discussed	later	in
the	chapter,	this	statement	does	not	necessarily	apply	to	other	types	of	proteins	besides	enzymes.	Thermal	Relations 	253	Enzyme–substrate	affinity	Antarctic	fish	(Pagothenia)	Mullet	5.0	2.50	The	affinity	of	acetylcholinesterase	for	its	substrate	is	far	more	sensitive	to	changes	in	temperature	in	Pagothenia…	1.67	1.25	…than	it	is	in	mullet.	1.0	0	10	20
Temperature	(°C)	30	40	Figure	10.22 	An	enzyme	that	shows	extreme	sensitivity	to	temperature	change 	The	plot	shows	the	affinity	of	brain	acetylcholinesterase	for	acetylcholine	in	a	stenothermal,	polar	fish	(Pagothenia	borchgrevinki,	pictured)	and	a	eurythermal,	warm-water	species	of	fish,	a	mullet.	Because	acetylcholinesterase	is	a	lipoprotein
enzyme,	lipid	moieties	may	be	involved	in	interspecific	differences.	Affinity	is	expressed	as	the	inverse	of	the	apparent	Michaelis	constant	(mM	acetylcholine).	(After	Somero	1997.)	10.21)	suggest	that	the	answer	is	sometimes	“not	very	much.”	The	species	of	barracudas,	which	live	in	waters	differing	by	3°–4°C	and	have	evolved	different	enzyme
homologs,	appear	to	be	telling	us	that	a	change	in	body	temperature	of	3°–4°C	is	sufficiently	consequential	that	natural	selection	favors	the	evolution	of	new	molecular	variants	of	key	enzymes.	A	worry	about	human-induced	global	warming	is	that	it	may	occur	so	rapidly	that	evolution	will	not	immediately	“keep	up,”	and	many	poikilotherms	may	be
forced	to	function	for	years	with	nonoptimized	molecular	systems.	In	situations	in	which	tissue	temperatures	are	different	from	ideal,	important	consideration	is	the	steepness	of	the	relation	Hillan	Animal	Physiology	4E	between	molecular	functional	properties	and	temperature.	A	classic	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	example	of	Studio	a	very	steep
relation	is	provided	by	the	acetylcholinFigure	10.22	11-25-15	esterase	homolog	found	in	the	brain	of	Pagothenia	borchgrevinki,	a	red-blooded	Antarctic	fish	(Figure	10.22).	Acetylcholinesterase	is	essential	for	brain	function	because	it	keeps	the	neurotransmitter	acetylcholine	from	building	up	excessively	at	synapses	(see	page	353).	The	enzyme–
substrate	affinity	of	Pagothenia’s	acetylcholinesterase	is	exceptionally	sensitive	to	changes	of	tissue	temperature,	so	much	so	that	the	enzyme	undergoes	functional	collapse—it	loses	almost	all	affinity	for	its	substrate—when	warmed	to	5°–10°C.	An	enzyme	form	of	this	sort	would	cause	any	species	possessing	it	to	be	unusually	vulnerable	to	climate
change.	It	also	probably	helps	explain	why	Pagothenia	is	one	of	the	most	stenothermal	fish	known;	it	ordinarily	lives	its	entire	life	at	temperatures	near	–2°C	and	dies	of	heat	stress	at	+4°–6°C.	additional	aspects	of	enzyme	adaptation	to	temperature 	Besides	enzyme–substrate	affinity,	another	critical	functional	property	of	enzymes	is	the	catalytic
rate	constant,	kcat,	which	measures	the	number	of	substrate	molecules	that	an	enzyme	molecule	is	capable	of	converting	to	product	per	unit	of	time.	If	the	kcat	of	a	particular	type	of	enzyme,	such	as	LDH,	is	measured	under	fixed	conditions,	the	usual	pattern	is	that	homologs	of	the	enzyme	from	cold-water	species	tend	to	exhibit	higher	kcat	values
than	homologs	from	related	warm-water	species.	Thus	the	enzyme	homologs	of	the	species	living	in	cold	waters	have	a	greater	intrinsic	ability	to	speed	reactions,	an	attribute	that	in	nature	helps	offset	the	reaction-slowing	effects	of	low	temperatures.	An	example	is	provided	by	the	four	barracuda	species	shown	in	Figure	10.21.	The	kcat	of	their	LDH
enzymes,	measured	at	a	fixed	study	temperature,	increases	as	the	temperature	of	their	habitat	decreases.17	The	kcats	of	LDH	forms	in	Antarctic	fish	are	four	to	five	times	higher	than	the	kcats	of	LDH	forms	in	mammals.	An	important	question	from	the	viewpoint	of	evolutionary	biochemistry	is	how	much	the	amino	acid	composition	of	an	enzyme	must
change	for	the	enzyme	to	take	on	new	functional	properties.	One	of	the	most	interesting	studies	on	this	question	also	involved	the	barracudas.	Using	modern	sequencing	techniques,	researchers	found	that	in	the	LDH	protein—which	consists	of	about	330	amino	acid	units—four	amino	acids	at	most	are	changed	from	one	barracuda	species	to	another;
only	one	amino	acid	is	different	between	some	of	the	species.	Of	equally	great	interest,	none	of	the	changes	in	amino	acid	composition	in	these	LDH	homologs	is	at	the	substrate-binding	site;	the	changes	therefore	affect	the	function	of	the	enzyme	by	altering	properties	such	as	molecular	flexibility,	not	the	properties	of	the	catalytic	site	per	se.	These
characteristics,	exemplified	by	the	barracudas,	are	emerging	as	important	generalizations:	(1)	Homologous	enzyme	molecules	often	differ	in	only	a	relatively	few	amino	acid	positions—helping	explain	how	species	can	readily	evolve	adaptively	different	enzyme	homologs;	and	(2)	the	altered	amino	acid	positions	are	located	outside	the	substrate-binding
site,	so	the	substrate-binding	site	is	constant	or	near-constant,	explaining	why	all	homologs	catalyze	the	same	reaction.	myosin	isoforms	exemplify	that	protein	isoforms	sometimes	change	during	acclimation	and	acclimatization 	Muscle	contractile	function	depends	on	a	variety	of	muscle-specific	proteins,	such	as	myosin,	troponin,	and	actin	(see
Chapter	20).	An	individual	of	any	particular	species	is	typically	capable	of	synthesizing	multiple	molecular	forms	of	each	of	these	proteins,	providing	the	basis	for	a	wide	range	of	phenotypic	plasticity	in	muscle	function.	The	various	molecular	forms	of	a	particular	protein	that	can	be	synthesized	by	a	species	are	termed	isoforms	of	the	protein—a	term
with	similar	meaning	to	isozymes	(see	page	51)	but	preferred	in	this	context	because	not	all	muscle	proteins	have	enzymatic	activity.	How	is	it	possible	for	an	individual	to	synthesize	multiple	forms	of	one	protein?	Often	the	answer	is	that	an	individual	can	possess	multiple	genes	in	the	gene	family	coding	for	the	protein.	The	isoforms	of	the	myosin
heavy-chain	protein	in	fish	fast	muscle	provide	an	elegant	and	instructive	example	of	the	importance	of	the	properties	just	outlined.	This	protein	plays	a	central	role	in	muscle	contraction	(see	Chapter	20)	and	thus	is	critical	for	swimming—one	of	the	most	important	of	all	activities	of	a	fish.	After	individual	carp	17	Enzyme–substrate	affinity	and	kcat
tend	to	coevolve	because	of	molecular	structural	reasons	that	are	only	starting	to	become	clear.	Thus	the	evolution	of	particular	interspecific	patterns	in	kcat	is	not	entirely	independent	of	the	evolution	of	particular	patterns	in	enzyme–substrate	affinity.	254	 	Chapter	10	10	Pagothenia	(30°	35°	14°	8°	8°	0°	In	both	animals	the	tissues	in	the
extremities	are	considerably	colder	than	tissues	in	the	main	part	of	the	body.	9°	12°	9°	Figure	10.32 	Regional	heterothermy	in	Alaskan	mammals	The	air	temperature	was	–30°C	when	these	data	were	gathered.	The	temperatures	shown	are	subcutaneous	temperatures	(°C)	at	various	locations	on	the	body.	Both	animals	had	deep-body	temperatures	in
the	typical	mammalian	range:	37°–38°C.	(After	Irving	and	Krog	1955.)	are	often	thinly	covered	with	fur	or	feathers,	and	exhibit	(because	of	their	dimensions)	intrinsically	high	rates	of	convective	heat	exchange	(see	Equation	10.3).	If	a	mammal	or	bird	in	a	cold	environment	were	to	keep	its	appendages	at	the	same	temperature	as	its	body	core,	the
appendages	would	contribute	disproportionally	to	the	animal’s	overall	weight-specific	metabolic	cost	of	homeothermy.	A	mammal	or	bird	can	limit	heat	losses	across	its	appendages	in	cool	environments	by	allowing	the	appendage	tissues	to	cool.	The	difference	between	the	temperature	of	an	appendage	and	the	ambient	temperature	is	the	driving
force	for	heat	loss	from	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	theAssociates	appendage.	Allowing	the	appendage	to	cool	toward	ambient	Sinauer	Morales	Studio	temperature	reduces	this	driving	force,	in	effect	compensating	Figure	11-29-15	for10.32	the	appendage’s	relatively	low	resistance	to	heat	loss.	Cooling	of	the	appendages,	a	type	of	regional
heterothermy,	is	in	fact	very	common.	When	the	ambient	temperature	is	low,	the	tissues	of	appendages—especially	their	distal	parts—are	often	10°–35°C	cooler	than	tissues	in	the	core	parts	of	an	animal’s	thorax,	abdomen,	and	head	(Figures	10.32	and	10.33).31	The	usual	mechanism	by	which	appendages	are	allowed	to	cool	is	by	curtailing
circulatory	delivery	of	heat	to	them.	Appendages	(or	parts	of	appendages)	often	consist	in	large	part	of	bone,	tendon,	cartilage,	skin,	and	other	tissues	that	metabolically	are	relatively	inactive.	Such	appendages	typically	do	not	have	sufficient	endogenous	heat	production	to	keep	themselves	warm	in	cold	environments.	Their	temperatures	depend,
therefore,	on	how	rapidly	heat	is	brought	to	them	from	the	thorax,	abdomen,	or	head	by	the	circulating	blood.	Accordingly,	curtailing	circulatory	heat	delivery	31	Because	regional	heterothermy	reduces	the	total	metabolic	cost	of	maintaining	a	given	core	body	temperature,	it	effectively	increases	the	animal’s	overall	insulation	(I)	in	the	linear	heat-
transfer	equation	(Equation	10.10).	268	 	Chapter	10	Ear	pinna	Nose	Average	ear	pinna	temperature	(°C)	Increased	heat	delivery	to	a	jackrabbit's	huge	ear	pinnae	during	and	following	exercise	raises	the	temperature	of	the	pinnae,	thereby	accelerating	heat	loss	from	them.	30	20	10	Rest	0	10	20	Time	after	running	stopped	(min)	Figure	10.33 	A
thermal	map	of	an	opossum	showing	regional	heterothermy	in	the	pinna	of	the	ear 	In	this	image,	which	was	produced	by	infrared	radiography,	shades	of	gray	represent	the	temperatures	on	the	animal’s	body	surface,	ranging	from	low	(black)	to	high	(white).	The	animal,	a	Virginia	opossum	(Didelphis	marsupialis),	was	resting	at	an	ambient
temperature	of	10°C.	The	surface	temperature	of	its	ear	pinna	was	the	same	as	ambient	temperature.	to	the	appendages	lets	them	cool.	Heat	delivery	to	an	appendage	may	be	curtailed	simply	by	the	restriction	of	blood	flow	to	the	appendage,	but	as	we	will	see	in	the	next	section,	more	elaborate	mechanisms	of	restricting	heat	delivery	are	usually
employed.	Species	that	have	long	evolutionary	histories	in	frigid	climates	often	display	exquisite	control	over	the	extent	of	appendage	cooling.	For	example,	in	a	variety	of	Arctic	canids—including	foxes	and	wolves,	as	well	as	sled	dogs—the	tissues	of	the	footpads	are	routinely	allowed	to	cool	to	near	0°C	in	winter	(see	Figure	10.32),	but	even	when
feetPhysiology	are	in	contact	with	much	colder	substrates	(e.g.,	Hill	the	Animal	4E	–30°C	to	–50°C),	the	footpads	are	not	allowed	to	cool	further.	The	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studioare	thermoregulated	at	the	lowest	temperature	footpads,	therefore,	Figure	10.33	12-07-15	that	does	not	subject	them	to	a	risk	of	frostbite!	Appendages	also	often	play
special	roles	in	the	dissipation	of	excess	metabolic	heat.	If	a	high	rate	of	circulatory	heat	delivery	is	provided	to	an	appendage,	the	heat	is	lost	readily	to	the	environment	because	of	the	ease	of	heat	loss	from	appendages.	Accordingly,	whereas	animals	curtail	circulatory	heat	delivery	to	their	appendages	when	heat	conservation	is	advantageous,	they
often	augment	heat	delivery	to	their	appendages	when	they	need	to	get	rid	of	heat.	In	a	cool	environment,	for	example,	when	jackrabbits	are	at	rest,	they	limit	blood	flow	to	their	huge	ear	pinnae	(see	Figure	10.5)—so	much	so	that	the	pinnae	become	as	cool	as	the	air.	However,	when	the	jackrabbits	run,	they	increase	blood	flow	and	pinna
temperature	considerably	(Figure	10.34).	Running	evidently	produces	an	excess	of	metabolic	heat,	and	the	pinnae	are	used	to	void	the	excess	heat.	Opossums,	rats,	and	muskrats	sometimes	warm	their	tails	when	they	exercise;	seals	heat	up	their	flippers;	and	goats	warm	their	horns.	Figure	10.34 	Heat	loss	across	appendages	is	sometimes	modulated
in	ways	that	aid	thermoregulation 	The	average	surface	temperature	of	the	ear	pinnae	of	this	black-tailed	jackrabbit	(Lepus	californicus)	was	near	ambient	temperature	(8°C)	when	the	rabbit	was	resting	but	increased	to	more	than	30°C	following	running.	The	inset	is	an	infrared	radiograph	of	the	jackrabbit	when	it	had	an	elevated	ear-pinna
temperature	after	exercise.	In	this	presentation,	temperature	is	color-coded.	The	color	blocks	at	the	bottom	symbolize	increasing	temperatures	from	left	to	right.	The	environment	fell	into	the	range	of	temperatures	coded	by	green.	Part	of	the	right	ear	pinna	was	warm	enough	to	fall	within	the	much	higher	temperature	range	coded	by	yellow.	(After
Hill	et	al.	1980.)	Countercurrent	heat	exchange	permits	selective	restriction	of	heat	flow	to	appendages	To	reduce	circulatory	heat	flow	into	an	appendage,	one	option	would	be	simply	to	reduce	the	rate	of	blood	flow	to	the	appendage.	However,	this	mechanism	would	have	the	disadvantage	of	being	highly	nonspecific.	Reducing	the	rate	of	blood	flow
would	not	only	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	appendage	but	also	reduce	O	delivery	to	limit	heat	flow	into	an	2	Sinauer	Associates	the	appendage	Morales	Studio	and	all	other	circulatory	transport.	Heat	flow11-30-15	to	an	appendage	can	be	selectively	curtailed	by	counFigure	10.34	tercurrent	heat	exchange,	a	process	that	depends	on	a	specialized
morphological	arrangement	of	the	blood	vessels	that	carry	blood	to	and	from	the	appendage.	To	understand	countercurrent	heat	exchange,	let’s	examine	the	two	different	arrangements	of	the	arteries	and	veins	in	a	limb	diagrammed	in	Figure	10.35.	The	arteries	(red)	are	located	deep	within	the	appendage.	In	Figure	10.35A	the	veins	(blue)	are
superficial,	but	in	Figure	10.35B	the	veins	are	closely	juxtaposed	to	the	arteries.	The	vascular	arrangement	in	Figure	10.35A	does	nothing	to	conserve	heat;	as	blood	flows	into	the	appendage	through	the	arteries	and	then	flows	back	through	the	veins,	it	loses	heat	all	along	the	way,	without	any	opportunity	to	regain	it.	In	contrast,	the	vascular
arrangement	in	Figure	10.35B	promotes	heat	conservation	because	it	encourages	a	transfer	of	heat	from	the	arterial	blood	to	the	venous	blood,	which	then	can	carry	that	heat	back	to	the	body	core,	keeping	the	heat	in	the	body.	If	the	area	of	contact	between	the	veins	and	arteries	in	Figure	10.35B	is	Thermal	Relations 	269	With	this	arrangement	of
blood	vessels,	blood	loses	heat	steadily	to	the	environment	as	it	flows	in	and	out	of	the	limb,	and	the	temperature	of	the	blood	steadily	declines.	(A)	Blood	flow	without	countercurrent	heat	exchange	37°	32°	Heat	short-circuiting	from	arterial	blood	into	venous	blood	28°	24°	16°	18°	21°	TA	=	5°C	29°	22°	36°	28°	21°	15°	When	the	arteries	and	veins	are
close	together,	allowing	countercurrent	heat	exchange	to	occur,	some	of	the	heat	lost	from	the	arterial	blood	enters	the	venous	blood.	The	temperature	of	the	venous	blood	thus	rises	as	the	blood	travels	toward	the	body.	degrees	Celsius	(°C).	(A)	In	this	arrangement,	which	does	not	permit	countercurrent	heat	exchange,	the	veins	(blue)	returning
blood	from	the	limb	are	just	under	the	skin	and	separate	from	the	arteries	(red)	that	carry	blood	into	the	limb.	(B)	In	this	case,	countercurrent	heat	exchange	can	occur	because	the	veins	returning	blood	from	the	limb	are	closely	juxtaposed	to	the	arteries	carrying	blood	into	the	limb.	In	part	(B)	the	arterial	blood	is	cooled	more	than	in	part	(A)	because
of	the	close	proximity	of	cool	venous	blood.	Furthermore,	in	(B)	more	heat	is	returned	to	the	body	than	in	(A)	because	heat	that	enters	the	venous	blood	is	carried	back	to	the	body	rather	than	being	lost	to	the	environment.	Animal	Physiology	4E	Heat	Figure	10.36 	Countercurrent	heat	exchange	short-circuits	the	flow	of	heat	in	an	appendage 	In	a
vascular	countercur-	TA	=	5°C	Figure	10.35 	Blood	flow	with	and	without	countercurrent	heat	exchange 	Arrows	show	blood	flow.	All	temperatures	are	in	Hill	Blood	rent	exchanger,	commodities	that	can	pass	through	the	walls	of	the	blood	vessels	short-circuit	from	one	fluid	stream	to	the	other	while	the	blood	travels	all	the	way	out	in	the	appendage
and	all	the	way	back.	This	illustration	shows	heat	being	short-circuited.	The	widths	of	the	arrows	symbolize	the	relative	magnitudes	of	heat	flow	and	blood	flow	from	place	to	place.	(B)	Blood	flow	with	countercurrent	heat	exchange	37°	KEY	sufficiently	extensive,	blood	may	be	little	cooler	when	it	reenters	the	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	body
core	in	veins	than	it	was	when	it	flowed	out	into	the	appendage	Figure	10.35	The	11-30-15	in	arteries.	heat	exchange	in	Figure	10.35B	is	countercurrent	heat	exchange.	By	definition,	such	heat	exchange	depends	on	the	transfer	of	heat	between	two	closely	juxtaposed	fluid	streams	flowing	in	opposite	directions	(counter	=	“opposite”;	current	=
“flow”).	A	particularly	useful	way	to	conceive	of	the	effect	of	countercurrent	heat	exchange	in	an	appendage	is	to	think	of	it	as	short-circuiting	the	flow	of	heat	into	the	appendage.	Figure	10.36	illustrates	that	in	the	presence	of	a	suitable	vascular	arrangement,	although	blood	flows	all	the	way	to	the	end	of	an	appendage	before	returning	to	the	body
core,	heat	tends	to	flow	only	part	of	the	length	of	the	appendage	before	it	short-circuits	from	the	arteries	to	the	veins	and	starts	its	return	to	the	body	core.	This	short-circuiting	impedes	the	access	of	heat	to	the	outer	extremities	of	the	appendage.	The	outer	extremities	are	therefore	cooler	than	they	otherwise	would	be,	limiting	heat	loss	to	the
environment.	A	vascular	countercurrent	exchange	system	short-circuits	the	flow	of	only	those	commodities	that	are	able	to	pass	through	the	walls	of	the	blood	vessels	involved.	Heat	is	short-circuited	by	the	vascular	systems	we	have	been	discussing	precisely	because	heat	can	pass	through	the	walls	of	arteries	and	veins.	If	O2,	nutrients,	or	wastes
could	pass	through	the	walls	of	arteries	and	veins,	they	too	would	be	short-circuited.	However,	they	cannot	pass	through	the	walls	of	such	thick-walled	vessels	as	those	we	are	discussing,	and	thus	they	travel	with	the	blood	all	the	way	to	the	outer	limits	of	an	appendage	and	back.	This	is	how	selectivity	is	achieved:	This	is	how	a	vascular	system	can
conserve	heat	while	not	affecting	the	flow	of	other	commodities	in	and	out	of	an	appendage.	Vascular	arrangements	that	meet	the	prerequisites	for	countercurrent	heat	exchange	(close	juxtaposition	of	arteries	and	veins)	are	commonly	found	in	appendages	that	display	regional	heterothermy.	Such	vascular	arrangements	are	known,	for	example,	in
the	arms	of	humans,	the	legs	of	many	mammals	and	birds,	the	flippers	and	flukes	fins)Physiology	of	whales,	Hill	(tail	Animal	4E	the	tails	of	numerous	rodents,	and	the	Sinauer	of	Associates	ear	pinnae	rabbits	and	hares.	Anatomically	the	vascular	arrangeMorales	Studio	ments	vary	from	relatively	simple	to	highly	complex.	The	vessels	in	Figure	10.36
12-01-15	some	cases	are	simply	ordinary	veins	and	arteries	touching	each	other;	this	is	the	case	in	the	human	arm.	Alternatively,	the	main	arteries	and	veins	in	a	limb	may	split	up	to	form	a	great	many	fine	vessels	that	intermingle.	A	complex	network	of	tiny	vessels	like	this	is	termed	a	rete	mirabile	(“wonderful	net”)	or	simply	a	rete.32	A	common	way
for	countercurrent	heat	exchange	to	be	controlled	is	for	an	appendage	to	have	two	sets	of	veins,	only	one	of	which	is	juxtaposed	to	the	arteries.	Countercurrent	exchange	can	then	be	activated	or	deactivated	by	control	of	the	set	of	veins	in	use.	In	the	arm	of	a	person,	for	example,	one	set	of	veins	is	deep	in	the	arm	and	closely	juxtaposed	to	the
arteries,	whereas	a	second	set	is	just	under	the	skin.	Under	control	of	the	autonomic	nervous	system,	the	deep	set	of	veins	is	used	when	there	is	a	premium	on	heat	conservation,	but	the	superficial	set	is	used	when	heat	loss	is	advantageous.	These	controls	explain	why	the	superficial	veins	of	our	arms	seem	to	disappear	on	cold	days	whereas	they
bulge	with	blood	on	warm	days.	32	The	word	rete	is	pronounced	with	both	syllables	rhyming	with	sea:	“reetee.”	Rete	mirabile	and	rete	are	general	terms	used	to	refer	to	intricately	complex	systems	of	small-diameter	arterial	and	venous	vessels	wherever	they	occur.	We	will	encounter	many	additional	examples	in	this	book.	270	 	Chapter	10
Mammals	and	birds	in	hot	environments:	Their	first	lines	of	defense	are	often	not	evaporative	Sweating,	panting,	and	other	modes	of	actively	increasing	the	rate	of	evaporative	cooling	are	so	easy	to	observe	when	they	occur	that	they	are	often	thought	to	be	the	principal	or	only	means	by	which	mammals	and	birds	cope	with	high	environmental	or
metabolic	heat	loads.	Evaporation,	however,	has	a	potentially	lethal	price:	It	carries	body	water	away.	Although	evaporative	cooling	may	solve	problems	of	temperature	regulation,	it	may	create	problems	of	water	regulation.	For	many	mammals	and	birds,	especially	species	that	have	long	evolutionary	histories	in	hot,	arid	climates,	active	evaporative
cooling	is	in	fact	a	last	line	of	defense	against	heat	loading.	Other	defenses	are	marshaled	preferentially,	and	only	when	these	other	defenses	have	done	as	much	as	they	can	is	body	water	used	actively	to	void	heat.	In	this	section	we	discuss	the	nonevaporative	defenses.	When	these	defenses	are	employed	as	the	preferential	or	first-line	defenses,	they
act	as	water-conservation	mechanisms.	Behavioral	defenses	are	one	set	of	commonly	employed	nonevaporative	defenses.	Desert	rodents,	for	instance,	construct	burrows,	which	they	occupy	during	the	day	(see	Figure	1.18),	and	most	emerge	on	the	desert	surface	only	at	night.	They	thus	evade	the	extremes	of	heat	loading	that	could	occur	in	deserts.
Mammals	and	birds	that	are	active	during	daylight	hours	often	rest	during	the	heat	of	the	day,	thereby	minimizing	their	metabolic	heat	loads.	Resting	camels	shift	the	positions	of	their	bodies	to	present	a	minimum	of	surface	area	to	the	sun	throughout	hot	days.	Insulatory	defenses	are	also	important	nonevaporative	defenses	in	some	cases.	For
example,	some	species	of	large,	diurnal	mammals	and	birds	native	to	hot,	arid	regions	have	evolved	strikingly	thick	pelages	and	plumages.	The	dorsal	pelage	of	dromedary	camels	in	summer	can	be	at	least	5–6	cm	thick,	and	when	ostriches	erect	their	plumage,	it	can	be	10	cm	thick.	Such	thick	pelages	and	plumages	probably	evolved	because	in	very
hot	environments	they	can	act	as	heat	shields,	increasing	body	insulation	and	thereby	acting	as	barriers	to	heat	influx	from	the	environment.	The	outer	surface	of	the	dorsal	pelage	of	camels	and	sheep	has	been	measured	to	get	as	hot	as	50°–80°C	when	exposed	to	solar	radiation	on	hot	days!	The	pelage	shields	the	living	tissues	of	the	animals	from
these	enormous	heat	loads.	Body	temperature	is	a	third	nonevaporative	attribute	of	mammals	and	birds	that	can	be	used	in	the	first	line	of	defense	against	the	challenges	of	hot	environments.	Both	high-amplitude	cycling	of	body	temperature	and	profound	hyperthermia	can	act	as	defenses	and	in	fact	are	commonly	employed	as	water-conservation
mechanisms	by	species	adapted	to	hot	environments.	cycling	of	body	temperature 	Dromedary	camels	provide	a	classic	and	instructive	example	of	how	animals	can	employ	high-amplitude	cycling	of	body	temperature	as	a	nonevaporative	defense	and	water-conservation	mechanism	in	hot	environments	(see	also	Figure	30.11).	A	dehydrated
dromedary	in	summer	permits	its	deep-body	temperature	to	fall	to	34°–35°C	overnight	and	then	increase	to	more	than	40°C	during	each	day.	Its	body	temperature	therefore	cycles	up	and	down	by	about	6°C.	The	advantage	of	such	cycling	is	that	it	permits	some	of	the	heat	that	enters	the	body	during	the	intensely	hot	part	of	each	day	to	be
temporarily	stored	in	the	body	and	later	voided	by	nonevaporative	rather	than	evaporative	means.	When	dawn	breaks	on	a	given	day,	a	camel’s	body	temperature	is	at	its	lowest	level.	As	the	day	warms	and	the	sun	beats	down	on	the	camel,	the	animal	simply	lets	heat	accumulate	in	its	body,	rather	than	sweating	to	void	the	heat,	until	its	body
temperature	has	risen	by	6°C.	Physiologists	have	measured	that	about	3.3	J	(0.8	cal)	is	required	to	warm	1	g	of	camel	flesh	by	1°C.	From	this	figure,	one	can	calculate	that	a	400-kg	camel	will	accumulate	about	7920	kilojoules	(kJ)	(1900	kilocalories	[kcal])	of	heat	in	its	body	by	allowing	its	body	temperature	to	rise	6°C;	to	remove	this	amount	of	heat
by	evaporation	would	require	more	than	3	L	of	water,	but	the	camel	simply	stores	the	heat	in	its	body.	Later,	after	night	falls	and	the	environment	becomes	cooler,	conditions	become	favorable	for	convection	and	radiation	to	carry	heat	out	of	the	camel’s	body.	At	that	point	the	camel	is	able	to	get	rid	of	the	heat	stored	during	the	day	by	nonevaporative
means.	Its	body	temperature	falls	overnight	to	its	minimum,	poising	the	animal	to	take	full	advantage	of	heat	storage	during	the	following	day,	thereby	again	saving	several	liters	of	water.	hyperthermia 	Many	mammals	and	birds	employ	controlled,	profound	hyperthermia	as	a	principal	nonevaporative,	water-conserving	mechanism	for	coping	with
hot	environments.	Because	a	rise	in	body	temperature	entails	heat	storage,	the	benefits	of	hyperthermia	are	to	some	extent	the	very	ones	we	have	just	noted	in	discussing	cycling.	In	addition,	however,	a	high	body	temperature	in	and	of	itself	holds	advantages	for	water	conservation.	As	mentioned	already,	under	conditions	when	dry	heat	loss	occurs,	a
high	TB	promotes	such	nonevaporative	heat	loss	by	elevating	the	driving	force	(TB	–	TA	)	that	favors	it.	A	high	TB	also	aids	water	conservation	under	conditions	when	an	animal	has	stored	as	much	heat	as	it	can	and	yet	the	environment	is	so	hot	(TA	>	TB	)	that	dry	heat	gain	occurs.	Under	such	conditions,	evaporation	of	water	must	be	used	to	get	rid
of	all	the	heat	that	enters	an	animal’s	body.	A	high	T	B	impedes	heat	gain	from	the	environment	by	decreasing	the	driving	force	(TA	–	TB	)	that	favors	heat	influx,	and	thus	the	high	TB	reduces	the	rate	at	which	body	water	must	be	evaporated	to	void	the	incoming	heat.	Birds	commonly	permit	their	body	temperatures	to	rise	to	profoundly	high	levels
when	in	hot	environments;	whereas	resting	birds	typically	have	body	temperatures	near	39°C	in	the	absence	of	heat	stress,	they	commonly	have	body	temperatures	as	high	as	43°–46°C	in	hot	environments.	Among	mammals,	profound	hyperthermia	typically	occurs	only	in	species	with	long	evolutionary	histories	in	hot,	arid	climates,	but	among	such
species	it	is	common.	Certain	antelopes	native	to	the	deserts	and	dry	savannas	of	Africa	provide	the	extreme	examples.	Two	such	species,	the	beisa	oryx	(Oryx	beisa)	and	Grant’s	gazelle	(Gazella	granti),	sometimes	permit	their	rectal	temperatures	to	reach	45.5°–47°C	(114°–116°F)	without	ill	effect!	keeping	a	cool	brain 	Considerable	evidence
indicates	that	the	brain	is	kept	cooler	than	the	thorax	and	abdomen	in	many	species	of	mammals	and	birds	when	the	animals	are	in	warm	or	hot	environments,	especially	during	exercise.	To	cite	an	extreme	example,	when	a	Thomson’s	gazelle	(Gazella	thomsonii)	runs	vigorously	in	a	warm	environment,	its	brain	is	kept	as	much	as	2.7°C	cooler	than	its
thorax.	Camels,	dogs,	pronghorns,	sheep,	and	harp	seals	are	other	animals	known	to	exhibit	brain	cooling.	Thermal	Relations 	271	The	advantage	of	brain	cooling	is	believed	to	be	that	it	permits	an	animal	to	take	enhanced	advantage	of	the	benefits	of	highamplitude	body-temperature	cycling	and	hyperthermia.	The	brain	tolerates	less	elevation	of
temperature	than	most	organs.	Thus	the	bulk	of	an	animal’s	body	can	cycle	to	a	higher	temperature,	and	become	more	hyperthermic,	if	the	brain	can	be	prevented	from	becoming	as	hot	as	most	of	the	body.	What	is	the	mechanism	of	brain	cooling?	In	many	cases,	the	key	process	is	cooling	of	the	arterial	blood	supplying	the	brain	by	countercurrent
heat	exchange	(Figure	10.37).	The	arteries	carrying	blood	toward	the	brain	from	the	heart	come	into	intimate	contact	with	veins	or	venous	blood	draining	the	nasal	passages	and	other	upper	respiratory	passages.	The	site	of	this	contact	in	many	of	the	mammals	involved	is	the	cavernous	sinus	located	at	the	base	of	the	skull;	there	the	arteries	divide
into	a	plexus	of	small	vessels	(the	carotid	rete	mirabile)	that	is	immersed	in	a	lake	of	venous	blood.	As	noted,	the	venous	blood	juxtaposed	to	the	arteries	is	traveling	back	toward	the	heart	from	the	upper	respiratory	passages.	Blood	in	the	upper	respiratory	passages	is	cooled	by	the	inevitable	evaporation	of	water	from	the	walls	of	the	respiratory
passages	into	breathed	air.	As	the	cooled	venous	blood	traveling	back	to	the	heart	flows	by	the	arteries,	it	cools	the	arterial	blood	traveling	toward	the	brain.	Cross	sections	of	nasal	passages	The	arterial	blood	(red)	is	cooled	by	countercurrent	heat	exchange	prior	to	entering	the	brain.	Brain	Cavernous	sinus	Carotid	rete	mirabile	Nasal	vein	Active
evaporative	cooling	is	the	ultimate	line	of	defense	against	overheating	Active	facilitation	of	evaporation	is	the	ultimate	line	of	defense	for	mammals	and	birds	faced	with	high	environmental	or	metabolic	(e.g.,	exercise-induced)	heat	loads.	If	heat	is	accumulating	in	the	body	to	excessive	levels	and	all	the	other	means	we	have	already	discussed	fail	to
stop	the	accumulation,	active	evaporative	cooling	becomes	the	only	mechanism	available	to	reestablish	a	balance	between	heat	gain	and	heat	loss.	As	stressed	earlier,	the	loss	of	water	during	evaporative	cooling	can	dehydrate	an	animal	if	replacement	water	is	not	readily	available;	this	probably	explains	why	species	native	to	arid	habitats	employ
other	defenses	against	overheating	before	turning	to	evaporative	cooling.	Three	major	mechanisms	of	active	evaporative	cooling	are	known:	sweating,	panting,	and	gular	fluttering.33	sweating 	During	sweating,	a	fluid	called	sweat	is	secreted,	by	way	of	the	ducts	of	sweat	glands,	through	the	epidermis	of	the	skin	onto	the	skin	surface.	Even	when	an
animal	is	not	sweating,	water	loss	occurs	through	the	substance	of	the	skin—but	at	a	low	rate.34	Sweating	increases	the	rate	of	cutaneous	evaporation	by	a	factor	of	50	or	more	by	wetting	the	outer	surface	of	the	skin.	Sweat	is	not	pure	water	but	instead	is	a	saline	solution.	Concentrations	of	Na+	and	Cl–	in	sweat	are	lower	than	in	the	blood	plasma,
and	during	acclimation	to	hot	conditions	the	salinity	of	sweat	becomes	reduced.	Nonetheless,	prolonged	sweating	can	cause	a	significant	depletion	of	the	body’s	pool	of	Na+	and	Cl–.	Secretion	by	the	sweat	glands	is	activated	by	the	sympathetic	nervous	system.	A	capability	to	sweat	vigorously	is	found	in	a	variety	of	mammals,	including	humans,
horses,	camels,	and	some	kangaroos.	Sweat	production	can	be	profuse.	Humans	working	strenuously	in	the	desert,	for	example,	can	attain	sweating	rates	of	2	L/h!	Many	types	of	mammals,	however,	do	not	sweat.	Rodents,	rabbits,	and	hares	lack	integumentary	sweat	glands.	Although	dogs	and	pigs	have	sweat	glands,	the	secretion	rates	of	the	glands
are	so	low	that	sweating	appears	to	play	little	or	no	role	in	thermoregulation.	Birds	do	not	sweat.	panting 	Panting	is	an	increase	in	the	rate	of	breathing	in	re-	Facial	vein	Jugular	vein	Carotid	artery	Figure	10.37 	Structures	hypothesized	to	be	responsible	for	cooling	the	brain	in	sheep	and	other	artiodactyls 	The	carotid	artery	branches	and
anastomoses	in	the	cavernous	sinus,	forming	the	carotid	rete	mirabile.	Venous	blood	from	the	upper	respiratory	passages	(e.g.,	nasal	passages)	flows	around	the	vessels	of	the	carotid	rete.	The	insets	above	the	snout	show	representative	cross	sections	of	the	nasal	passages	of	an	artiodactyl	(specifically,	reindeer),	illustrating	that	surface	area	in	many
species	is	greatly	elaborated	by	folds	and	scrolls	of	tissue	termed	the	nasal	turbinates.	The	high	surface	area	facilitates	evaporation—and	thus	evaporative	cooling	of	blood—in	the	nasal	passages,	as	well	as	having	other	effects.	(Principal	drawing	after	Maloney	and	Mitchell	1997;	turbinates	after	Johnsen	1988.)	sponse	to	heat	stress.	It	is	common	in
both	birds	and	mammals.	Panting	increases	the	rate	of	evaporative	cooling	because	water	evaporates	from	the	warm,	moist	membranes	lining	the	respiratory	tract	into	the	air	that	is	breathed	in	and	out.	In	some	species,	the	respiratory	frequency	(number	of	breaths	per	minute)	during	panting	increases	progressively	as	the	extent	of	heat	stress
increases.	In	others,	the	respiratory	frequency	changes	abruptly	at	the	onset	of	panting,	and	within	a	wide	range	of	thermal	stress,	the	rate	of	breathing	during	panting	is	independent	of	the	A	fourth	mechanism	is	saliva	spreading,	seen	in	many	rodents	and	marsupials,	which	spread	saliva	on	their	limbs,	tail,	chest,	or	other	body	surfaces	when	under
heat	stress.	Spreading	of	saliva	on	furred	regions	of	the	body	is	a	relatively	inefficient	use	of	body	water	for	cooling	because	the	evaporative	surface	created—on	the	outer	surface	of	the	fur—is	insulated	from	the	living	tissues	of	the	animal’s	body	by	the	pelage.	For	many	rodents,	however,	saliva	spreading	is	the	only	means	available	to	increase
evaporative	cooling,	and	the	animals	use	it	in	heat-stress	emergencies.	33	34	Water	lost	through	the	skin	in	the	absence	of	sweating	is	termed	transpirational	water	loss	or	insensible	(“unperceived”)	water	loss.	degree	of	heat	stress.	Dogs	exemplify	this	second	pattern;	whereas	in	cool	environments	they	breathe	10–40	times	per	minute,	their
respiratory	frequency	jumps	abruptly	to	200	or	more	breaths	per	minute	when	panting	begins.	Analysis	indicates	that	animals	with	such	a	stepwise	change	in	respiratory	frequency	often	pant	at	the	resonant	frequency	of	their	thoracic	respiratory	structures.	At	the	resonant	frequency,	the	thorax	has	an	intrinsic	tendency	to	“vibrate”	between	its
inspiratory	and	expiratory	positions.	Thus	less	muscular	work	needs	to	be	done—and	less	heat	is	produced	by	the	muscular	work—than	at	other	frequencies.	By	comparison	with	sweating,	panting	holds	certain	advantages.	One	is	that	no	salts	are	lost	during	panting	because	evaporation	occurs	within	the	body	and	only	pure	water	vapor	leaves	the
body	in	the	exhalant	air.	A	second	advantage	of	panting	is	that	it	forcibly	drives	air	saturated	with	water	vapor	away	from	the	evaporative	surfaces.	Panting	also	has	liabilities	in	comparison	with	sweating.	Because	of	the	muscular	effort	required	for	panting,	evaporation	of	a	given	quantity	of	water	is	likely	to	require	more	energy—and	entail	more	heat
production—when	panting	is	employed	than	when	sweating	is.	Another	potential	liability	of	panting	is	that	it	can	induce	respiratory	alkalosis,	an	elevation	of	the	pH	of	the	body	fluids	caused	by	excessive	removal	of	carbon	dioxide	(see	page	664).	Ordinarily,	when	animals	are	not	panting,	ventilation	of	the	respiratory-exchange	membranes	deep	in	the
lungs	(e.g.,	the	alveolar	membranes	of	mammals)	is	closely	regulated	so	that	the	rate	at	which	CO2	is	voided	is	equal	to	the	rate	of	metabolic	production	of	CO2.	During	panting,	the	potential	exists	for	breathing	to	carry	CO2	away	faster	than	it	is	produced,	because	the	rate	of	breathing	is	increased	for	thermoregulation	rather	than	being	governed
only	by	metabolic	needs.	If	CO2	is	carried	away	by	breathing	faster	than	it	is	produced	by	metabolism,	the	concentration	of	CO2	in	the	blood	will	fall,	causing	the	following	reactions	in	the	blood	to	shift	to	the	left:	CO2	+	H2O	~	H2CO3	~	H+	+	HCO3–	(10.11)	Consequently,	the	concentration	of	H+	in	the	blood	will	fall,	and	the	pH	of	the	blood	will
rise.	Such	excessive	alkalinity—alkalosis—can	have	major	deleterious	effects	because	many	enzymes	and	cellular	processes	are	acutely	sensitive	to	pH.	(In	middle	school,	we	probably	all	witnessed	friends	make	themselves	get	dizzy	and	fall	down	by	deliberately	breathing	too	rapidly.)	From	extensive	research,	physiologists	now	know	that	little	or	no
alkalosis	develops	during	panting	in	many	species	of	mammals	and	birds	when	the	heat	stress	to	which	they	are	exposed	is	light	to	moderate.	These	animals	avoid	alkalosis	by	restricting	the	increased	air	movement	during	panting	to	just	their	upper	airways,35	where	no	exchange	of	CO2	occurs	between	the	air	and	blood	(Figure	10.38);	the
respiratory-exchange	membranes	deep	in	the	lungs	receive	about	the	same	rate	of	airflow	during	panting	as	they	usually	do.	By	contrast,	when	heat	stress	becomes	extreme,	resting	but	panting	animals	often	develop	severe	alkalosis.	Some	panting	species	have	evolved	superior	tolerance	to	alkalosis.	Volume	of	respiratory	tract	272	 	Chapter	10
evaporative	cooling	by	rapidly	vibrating	their	gular	area	(the	floor	35	In	birds,	both	the	upper	airways	and	air	sacs	may	be	involved.	Deep	breath	0	1	2	3	Time	(s)	4	5	6	Figure	10.38 	A	breathing	pattern	that	limits	hyperventilation	of	the	respiratory-exchange	membranes	during	panting	Shown	here	is	one	of	the	known	breathing	patterns	whereby	the
upper	airways	receive	a	greatly	increased	flow	of	air	during	panting	while	simultaneously	the	respiratory-exchange	membranes	deep	in	the	lungs	are	ventilated	about	as	much	as	usual.	In	this	pattern,	sometimes	called	compound	breathing,	shallow	breaths	are	superimposed	on	deep	breaths.	of	the	buccal	cavity)	while	holding	their	mouth	open,	a
process	termed	gular	fluttering	(see	Figure	10.30).	The	process	is	driven	by	flexing	of	the	hyoid	apparatus	and	promotes	evaporation	by	increasing	the	flow	of	air	over	the	moist,	highly	vascular	oral	membranes.	Gular	fluttering	usually	occurs	at	a	consistent	frequency,	which	apparently	matches	the	resonant	frequency	of	the	structures	involved.	Birds
commonly	use	gular	fluttering	simultaneously	with	panting.	Gular	fluttering	shares	certain	positive	attributes	with	panting:	It	creates	a	vigorous,	forced	flow	of	air	across	evaporative	surfaces	and	does	not	entail	salt	losses.	Unlike	panting,	gular	fluttering	cannot	induce	severe	alkalosis,	because	it	enhances	only	oral	airflow,	and	CO2	is	not	exchanged
between	air	and	blood	across	oral	membranes.	Gular	fluttering	involves	the	movement	of	structures	that	are	less	massive	than	those	that	must	be	moved	in	panting;	thus	it	entails	less	muscular	work—and	less	heat	production—to	achieve	a	given	increment	in	evaporation.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Mammals	Sinauer	Associatesand	birds	Morales
Studio	winter	and	summer	Figure	10.38	12-01-15	acclimatize	to	When	individual	mammals	and	birds	live	chronically	in	cold	or	warm	environments,	they	usually	undergo	long-term	alterations	in	their	thermoregulatory	physiology.	During	acclimatization	to	winter,	for	example,	a	mammal	or	bird	typically	exhibits	one	or	more	of	three	sorts	of	chronic
responses	that	we	discuss	in	this	section.	Because	the	change	of	seasons	is	complex,	these	responses	are	not	necessarily	triggered	solely	(or	even	primarily)	by	the	drop	in	temperature	as	winter	approaches,	but	may	be	triggered	by	photoperiod	(shortening	day	length)	or	other	seasonal	cues.36	One	possible	chronic	response	to	the	approach	of	winter
is	acclimatization	of	peak	metabolic	rate.	When	a	mammal	or	bird	exhibits	this	response,	it	increases	the	maximum	rate	at	which	it	can	produce	heat	by	sustained,	aerobic	catabolism.	If	an	36	gular	fluttering 	Many	birds	(but	not	mammals)	augment	Shallow,	panting	breath	Acclimation	of	mammals	or	birds	to	cold	in	a	laboratory	sometimes	has
dramatically	different	effects	than	acclimatization	to	winter	has	(see	page	18	for	the	distinction).	This	is	true	because	laboratory	acclimation	usually	entails	only	exposure	to	cold,	whereas	during	acclimatization	to	winter,	photoperiod	and	other	environmental	factors	are	modified	as	well	as	temperature.	Thermal	Relations 	273	(A)	Acclimatization	of



peak	metabolic	rate	without	insulatory	acclimatization	in	deer	mice	Peak	metabolic	rate	–10	7	Summer	Winter	0	20	10	Ambient	temperature	(°C)	30	40	Resting	rate	of	O2	consumption	(mL	O2/min)	Metabolic	rate	(A)	Acclimatization	of	peak	metabolic	rate	Peak	metabolic	rates	of	summer	mice	6	5	4	3	2	1	0	(B)	Insulatory	acclimatization	–30	–20	–10	0
10	20	Ambient	temperature	(°C)	30	40	KEY	–10	0	10	20	Ambient	temperature	(°C)	30	Summer	Winter	(B)	Insulatory	acclimatization	in	a	red	fox	40	Figure	10.39 	Two	types	of	seasonal	acclimatization 	(A)	Acclimatization	of	peak	metabolic	rate	without	insulatory	acclimatization.	(B)	Insulatory	acclimatization	without	acclimatization	of	peak	metabolic
rate.	The	plateau	at	the	left	of	each	curve	indicates	where	metabolic	rate	has	peaked.	animal	displays	only	this	sort	of	acclimatization,	the	metabolic	rate	it	requires	to	thermoregulate	at	any	given	ambient	temperature	remains	unchanged,	but	it	can	thermoregulate	in	colder	environments	than	it	could	before,	as	shown	by	Figure	10.39A	.	The
development	in	winter	of	enlarged	brown	adipose	tissues	in	which	cells	are	biochemically	especially	poised	for	heat	production	is	a	common	mechanism	by	which	small	and	medium-sized	mammals	increase	the	rate	at	which	they	can	produce	heat	and	thus	undergo	acclimatization	of	peak	metabolic	rate.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	ASinauer	second
possible	chronic	response	to	the	approach	of	winter	is	Associates	Morales	Studio	of	metabolic	endurance,	meaning	an	increase	in	acclimatization	Figure	10.39	12-01-15	the	length	of	time	that	a	high	rate	of	metabolic	heat	production	can	be	maintained.	Although	current	evidence	indicates	that	this	sort	of	acclimatization	is	common,	little	is	known
about	its	mechanisms.	The	third	major	sort	of	chronic	response	that	a	mammal	or	bird	might	exhibit	in	winter	is	insulatory	acclimatization,	an	increase	in	the	animal’s	maximum	resistance	to	dry	heat	loss	(maximum	insulation).	If	this	sort	of	acclimatization	occurs,	the	metabolic	rate	required	to	thermoregulate	at	any	particular	ambient	temperature
(below	thermoneutrality)	is	reduced.	Accordingly,	even	if	an	animal’s	peak	metabolic	rate	remains	unchanged,	the	animal	is	able	to	thermoregulate	in	colder	environments	than	it	could	before	(Figure	10.39B).	The	most	obvious	way	for	insulatory	acclimatization	to	occur	is	for	an	animal	to	molt	into	a	more	protective	pelage	or	plumage	in	winter,	but
other	determinants	of	Resting	rate	of	O2	consumption	(mL	O2/g•h)	Metabolic	rate	Summer	Winter	2.0	1.5	1.0	0.5	0	–50	–40	–30	–20	–10	0	10	Ambient	temperature	(°C)	20	30	Figure	10.40 	Seasonal	acclimatization	in	two	species	of	mammals 	(A)	The	deer	mice	(Peromyscus	maniculatus)	studied	had	the	same	insulation	in	winter	and	summer,	but
their	peak	metabolic	rates	rose	in	winter,	meaning	they	could	thermoregulate	at	lower	ambient	temperatures.	(B)	A	single	red	fox	(Vulpes	vulpes)	individual,	studied	in	both	seasons,	had	far	greater	insulation	in	winter	than	in	summer.	(After	Hart	1957.)	insulation	(such	as	peripheral	blood	flow)	can	also	change.	Of	the	three	chronic	responses	to
winter	we	have	described,	two—or	all	three—can	occur	together.	Acclimatization	of	peak	metabolic	rate	is	the	norm	in	small	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	and	medium-sized	mammals,	and	occurs	also	in	perhaps	half	Sinauer	Associates	the	species	of	small	birds.	As	for	insulatory	acclimatization,	some	Morales	Studio	small-bodied	species	of	mammals	and
birds	fail	to	exhibit	it	and	Figure	10.40	12-01-15	thus	undergo	only	metabolic	forms	of	acclimatization	(Figure	10.40A).	Among	the	mammals	that	undergo	insulatory	acclimatization,	medium-sized	and	large	species	tend	to	exhibit	greater	changes	in	insulation	between	summer	and	winter	than	do	small	species.	Red	foxes	(Figure	10.40B),	collared
lemmings,	and	varying	hares	in	northern	Alaska	all	exhibit	substantial	increases	in	insulation	in	winter.	The	air	temperature	in	northern	Alaska	averages	–30°C	in	winter	and	+5°C	in	summer.	For	the	foxes,	lemmings,	and	hares,	the	metabolic	cost	of	thermoregulating	at	–30°C	in	winter	is	little	higher	than	the	cost	of	thermoregulating	at	+5°C	in
summer,	because	of	their	winter	increase	in	insulation	(see	Figure	10.40B).	274	 	Chapter	10	KEY	Observed	Extrapolated	Figure	10.41 	Mammalian	physiological	specialization	to	different	climates 	Species	found	in	the	Arctic	TROPICAL	Marmoset	300	Metabolic	rate	(Alaska)	expend	less	energy	to	thermoregulate	at	cold	ambient	temperatures,	and
they	can	thermoregulate	at	lower	temperatures,	than	species	found	in	the	tropics	(Panama)	can.	In	this	presentation,	each	species’	basal	metabolic	rate	is	set	equal	to	100,	and	metabolic	rates	outside	the	thermoneutral	zone	are	expressed	relative	to	basal;	this	convention	facilitates	comparison	in	certain	ways	but	means	that	the	slopes	of	the
metabolism–temperature	curves	below	thermoneutrality	can	be	used	in	only	a	qualitative	way	to	compare	insulation.	(After	Scholander	et	al.	1950.)	ARCTIC	400	Polar	bear	cub	Jungle	rat	Ground	squirrel	Lemming	Weasel	Unclothed	human	Night	monkey	Raccoon	Coati	Sloth	200	100	–70	Eskimo	dog	pup	Arctic	fox	and	larger	mammals	Basal	metabolic
rate	=	100	–50	Lowest	temperature	in	Arctic	–30	–10	10	30	Body	temperature	Air	temperature	(°C)	Mammals	and	birds	commonly	acclimatize	to	heat	stress	as	well	as	cold	stress,	as	seen	in	Chapter	1	(see	Figure	1.10).	Among	humans,	acclimatization	to	heat	stress	occurs	much	more	rapidly	than	that	to	cold	stress.	Partly	for	that	reason,	we	tend	to
notice	our	own	acclimatization	to	heat	more	than	our	acclimatization	to	cold.	Evolutionary	changes:	Species	are	often	specialized	to	live	in	their	respective	climates	Abundant	evidence	indicates	that	the	thermoregulatory	physiology	of	mammals	and	birds	has	undergone	evolutionary	adaptation	to	different	climates.	One	sort	of	evidence	is	shown	in
Figure	10.41,	which	is	one	of	the	classic	sets	of	data	in	animal	physiology.	As	the	figure	shows,	species	of	mammals	native	to	the	Arctic	and	ones	native	to	the	tropics	differ	dramatically	in	their	thermal	relations;	Arctic	species—compared	with	tropical	species—have	lower-critical	temperatures	that	are	lower	(i.e.,	they	have	broader	TNZs),	and	they
Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	increase	their	metabolic	rates	proportionally	less	above	basal	levels	Sinauer	Associates	at	ambient	temperatures	below	thermoneutrality.	Direct	studies	Morales	Studio	of	pelage	insulation	demonstrate	that	theFigure	Arctic10.41	species	typically	12-01-15	have	thicker	and	better	insulating	pelages	than	do	similarly	sized
tropical	species.	As	a	consequence	of	all	these	differences,	Arctic	species	are	in	a	far	better	position	to	thermoregulate	under	Arctic	conditions	than	tropical	species	are.	In	hot	climates,	a	major	pattern	that	has	emerged	with	everincreasing	clarity	in	recent	decades	is	that	species	of	both	mammals	and	birds	native	to	such	climates	often	have	lower
basal	metabolic	rates	than	are	observed	in	related	species	native	to	temperate	or	cold	climates.	The	evolution	of	an	exceptionally	low	BMR	has	probably	been	favored	in	hot	climates	because,	with	a	low	BMR,	an	animal	has	a	particularly	low	internal	heat	load.	As	mentioned	earlier,	body	temperature	is	basically	a	conserved	character;	within	any
taxonomic	group	of	mammals	or	birds,	the	core	body	temperature	maintained	in	the	absence	of	heat	or	cold	stress	tends	to	be	the	same	in	species	from	various	climates.	Adaptation	of	body	temperature	to	climate	is	clearly	evident,	however,	in	one	specific	respect	among	mammals	exposed	to	heat	stress:	Mammal	species	native	to	hot	climates
typically	tolerate	greater	degrees	of	hyperthermia	than	species	native	to	temperate	or	cold	climates	do.	Mammals	and	birds	sometimes	escape	the	demands	of	homeothermy	by	hibernation,	torpor,	or	related	processes	Many	species	of	mammals	and	birds	allow	their	body	temperatures	to	fall	in	a	controlled	manner	under	certain	circumstances.
Controlled	hypothermia	is	a	general	term	for	this	sort	of	phenomenon;	hypothermia	is	the	state	of	having	an	unusually	low	body	temperature,	and	in	the	cases	we	are	discussing,	it	is	“controlled”	because	the	animals	orchestrate	their	entry	into	and	exit	from	hypothermia	rather	than	being	forced.	The	most	well	known	and	profound	forms	of	controlled
hypothermia	are	hibernation,	estivation,	and	daily	torpor.	According	to	definitions	that	have	been	in	place	for	several	decades,	these	are	all	states	in	which	an	animal	allows	its	body	temperature	to	approximate	ambient	temperature	within	a	species-specific	range	of	ambient	temperatures.	Hibernation,	estivation,	and	daily	torpor	are	generally	viewed
as	being	different	manifestations	of	a	single	physiological	process.	They	are	distinguished	by	differences	in	their	durations	and	seasons	of	occurrence.	When	an	animal	allows	its	body	temperature	to	fall	close	to	ambient	temperature	for	periods	of	several	days	or	longer	during	winter,	the	process	is	termed	hibernation.	When	this	occurs	during
summer,	it	is	called	estivation.	When	an	animal	permits	its	body	temperature	to	fall	close	to	ambient	temperature	for	only	part	of	each	day	(generally	on	many	consecutive	days),	the	process	is	termed	daily	torpor	in	any	season.	Figures	10.42	and	10.43	illustrate	the	sorts	of	changes	in	body	temperature	and	metabolic	rate	that	occur	in	episodes	of
controlled	hypothermia.	Hibernation,	estivation,	and	daily	torpor	permit	mammals	and	birds	to	escape	the	energy	demands	of	homeothermy.	As	stressed	earlier,	homeothermy	is	energetically	costly.	A	hamster,	for	example,	needs	to	acquire	and	consume	a	great	deal	of	food	energy	to	keep	its	body	temperature	at	37°C	when	the	temperature	of	its
environment	is	near	freezing.	If	the	hamster	abandons	homeothermy	and	temporarily	allows	its	body	temperature	to	fall	close	to	ambient	temperature,	it	is	temporarily	freed	of	homeothermy’s	energy	costs.	Animals	capable	of	hibernation,	estivation,	or	daily	torpor	are	in	essence	able	to	switch	back	and	forth	between	two	very	Thermal	Relations 	275
Arousal	12	days	later	Body	temperature	(°C)	35	30	25	While	the	animal	was	in	hibernation,	its	body	temperature	(7°C	)	approximated	ambient	temperature	(6°C).	20	15	10	5	0	Air	temperature	0	4	2	8	10	6	Number	of	days	12	14	16	Figure	10.42 	Changes	in	body	temperature	during	hibernation 	A	woodchuck	(groundhog)	(Marmota	monax)	was
implanted	with	a	small	temperature	transmitter	that	broadcast	its	body	temperature	continuously,	and	after	it	healed	from	the	surgery,	it	was	studied	at	an	air	temperature	of	6°C.	The	record	shows	its	body	temperature	during	a	12-day	episode	of	hibernation.	(After	Armitage	et	al.	2000.)	different	thermal	worlds.	They	are	temporal	heterotherms.
When	they	function	as	ordinary	homeotherms	do,	they	reap	the	benefits	of	homeothermy,	such	as	physiological	independence	of	external	thermal	conditions;	but	they	pay	the	high	energy	cost.	When	the	animals	suspend	homeothermy,	they	take	on	many	of	the	attributes	of	poikilotherms:	Their	tissues	are	subjected	to	varying	tissue	temperatures,	but
the	animals	have	low	energy	needs.	Entry	into	torpor	occurred	after	midnight	6	While	the	animal	was	in	torpor,	its	metabolic	rate	was	reduced.	4	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mL	O2/g•h)	Arousal	from	torpor	occurred	in	the	early	afternoon	Quantitatively,	the	amount	of	energy	saved	by	controlled	hypothermia	depends	on	the	ambient	temperature	at
which	hypothermia	occurs	and	the	duration	of	the	hypothermia.	To	elucidate	the	importance	of	ambient	temperature,	Figure	10.44	shows	the	different	metabolism–temperature	relations	that	exist	in	a	single	species	when	the	animals	are	homeothermic	and	when	they	are	in	controlled	hypothermia.	At	any	given	ambient	temperature,	the	difference
between	the	two	curves	(double-headed	arrow)	shows	the	degree	to	which	animals	can	reduce	their	energy	costs	per	unit	of	time	by	entering	hypothermia;	the	amount	of	energy	saved	per	unit	of	time	becomes	greater	as	the	ambient	temperature	falls.	If	a	hibernating	animal	remains	in	hibernation	at	low	ambient	temperatures	for	long	periods	of	time,
its	total	energy	savings	can	be	enormous.	For	example,	free-living	ground	squirrels	of	at	least	two	species,	living	in	cold	climates,	have	been	measured	to	expend	only	10%–20%	as	much	energy	per	month	by	hibernating	as	they	would	if	they	failed	to	hibernate,	and	they	reap	these	monthly	savings	throughout	their	7-	to	8-month	hibernating	seasons.
Controlled	hypothermia	also	permits	mammals	and	birds	to	escape	the	high	water	demands	of	homeothermy.	This	point	is	not	as	widely	significant	as	the	escape	from	energy	demands,	because	the	escape	from	water	demands	matters	only	for	animals	that	face	water	shortages.	Sometimes,	nonetheless,	the	escape	from	water	demands	can	be	the	most
important	consequence	of	entering	controlled	hypothermia;	this	is	especially	true	for	animals	that	enter	estivation	or	daily	torpor	in	hot,	dry	environments.	As	we	will	discuss	in	detail	in	Chapter	28,	homeotherms	have	relatively	high	rates	of	water	loss.	One	reason	is	simply	that	they	must	breathe	rapidly	to	acquire	the	amounts	of	O2	they	need	for
their	high	metabolic	rates.	Another	is	that	the	air	they	exhale	tends	to	be	relatively	warm,	and	warm	air	2	6	0	6	The	three	panels	depict	three	consecutive	days,	from	top	to	bottom.	4	Hill	2Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	0	Figure6	10.42	12-01-15	4	Rate	of	energy	use	measured	as	O2	consumption	(mL	O2/g•h)	40	Entry	into
hibernation	Homeothermic	4	Energy	savings	per	unit	of	time	2	In	hypothermia	2	0	0	00	Midnight	03	06	09	12	Noon	15	Eastern	standard	time	(h)	Figure	10.43 	Changes	in	metabolic	rate	during	daily	torpor 	The	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	a	white-footed	mouse	(Peromyscus	leucopus)	studied	at	an	air	temperature	of	about	14°C	is	shown	for	3
consecutive	days.	The	x	axis	shows	time	of	day	on	a	24-h	scale	(e.g.,	15	=	3:00	pm).	The	animal	required	a	resting	metabolic	rate	of	about	3.0	mL	O2/g•h	to	be	able	to	maintain	high	body	temperatures.	It	underwent	a	prolonged	episode	of	daily	torpor	on	each	day,	as	indicated	by	the	drop	in	its	metabolic	rate.	Its	body	temperature	measured	during	an
episode	of	torpor	was	17°C.	(After	Hill	1975.)	0	10	30	20	Ambient	temperature	(°C)	40	Figure	10.44 	Energy	savings	depend	on	temperature 	In	common	with	other	species	that	undergo	hibernation,	estivation,	or	daily	torpor,	kangaroo	mice	(Microdipodops	pallidus)	alternate	between	two	metabolism–temperature	relations,	shown	here.	The	double-
headed	arrow	shows	how	much	a	kangaroo	mouse’s	rate	of	energy	use	is	reduced	when	the	animal	is	in	hypothermia	instead	of	being	homeothermic.	The	amount	of	energy	saved	by	being	in	hypothermia	is	greater	at	low	ambient	temperatures	than	at	higher	ones	because	the	metabolic	cost	of	homeothermy	is	particularly	high	at	low	ambient
temperatures,	whereas	the	cost	of	hypothermia	is	particularly	low	at	low	ambient	temperatures.	(After	Brown	and	Bartholomew	1969.)	276	 	Chapter	10	holds	more	water	vapor	(which	is	exhaled	with	the	air)	than	cooler	air.	Entry	into	controlled	hypothermia	reduces	an	animal’s	rate	of	water	loss	by	reducing	both	(1)	its	breathing	rate	and	(2)	the
temperature,	and	therefore	the	water	vapor	content,	of	its	exhaled	air.	what	are	the	mechanisms	by	which	metabolic	rate	is	lowered	during	controlled	hypothermia? 	Recent	research	has	established	that—in	at	least	some	mammalian	hibernators—biochemical	downregulation	of	metabolism	takes	place	during	hibernation.	Until	about	25	years	ago,
the	almost	universal	view	was	that	animals	initiate	their	entry	into	controlled	hypothermia	simply	by	turning	off	thermoregulation.	According	to	this	view,	the	sequence	of	events	during	entry	into	hypothermia	is	that	thermoregulation	is	deactivated,	body	temperature	falls	because	of	cooling	by	the	environment	in	the	absence	of	thermoregulatory
responses,	and	tissue	metabolic	rates	then	decline	because	the	tissues	cool.	This	sort	of	lowering	of	metabolic	rate—driven	by	tissue	cooling	and	therefore	following	the	Q10	principle	(see	Equation	10.7)—is	often	described	as	a	“Q10	effect.”	The	newer	view	is	that	the	first	step	in	the	sequence	of	events	during	entry	into	hypothermia	is	biochemical
downregulation	of	tissue	metabolism.	Body	temperature	then	falls	as	a	consequence	of	the	reduced	metabolic	rate.	In	this	sequence	of	events,	after	biochemical	downregulation	initiates	the	fall	of	body	temperature,	the	declining	body	temperature	can	potentially	exert	a	Q10	effect	that	reinforces	the	biochemical	downregulation	in	depressing
metabolism.	The	evidence	currently	available	indicates	that	both	of	the	sequences	of	events	discussed	are	observed	during	controlled	hypothermia	in	mammals.	One	recent	analysis	identifies	a	divergence	between	species	that	undergo	only	daily	torpor	(which	follow	the	first	sequence	described)	and	those	that	hibernate	(which	follow	the	second
sequence).	In	some	hibernators,	the	metabolic	rate	during	hibernation	is	determined	by	biochemical	controls	in	a	way	that	body	temperature,	over	wide	ranges,	does	not	matter.	in	what	respects	is	“controlled”	hypothermia	controlled? 	Mammals	and	birds	that	display	controlled	hypo-	thermia	orchestrate	their	entry	into	and	exit	from	hypothermia,
and	they	exhibit	control	over	their	situation	in	other	respects	as	well.	The	most	dramatic	evidence	of	the	controlled	nature	of	hibernation,	estivation,	and	daily	torpor	is	the	fact	that	animals	are	able	to	arouse	from	these	conditions.	Arousal	is	the	process	of	rewarming	the	body	by	metabolic	heat	production.	The	animals	do	not	require	outside	warming
to	return	to	homeothermy.	Instead,	they	are	in	control:	They	return	to	homeothermy	on	their	own	by	employing	intense	shivering	and,	in	mammals,	intense	nonshivering	thermogenesis	to	warm	their	tissues.	All	episodes	of	controlled	hypothermia	end	with	arousal.	In	addition,	hibernating	mammals	universally	undergo	periodic,	short	arousals	during
the	period	of	time	they	are	hibernating;	for	instance,	an	animal	that	hibernates	for	6	months	might	arouse	for	a	few	hours	every	14	days	or	so.	The	possible	functions	of	periodic	arousals	are	discussed	in	Chapter	11.	A	second,	particularly	fascinating	sort	of	control	exhibited	by	animals	in	controlled	hypothermia	is	the	control	they	display	when	their
body	temperatures	start	to	fall	too	low.	Each	species	that	undergoes	hibernation,	estivation,	or	daily	torpor	has	a	species-specific	range	of	body	temperatures	that	it	can	tolerate,	and	for	an	animal	to	survive	hypothermia,	it	must	respond	if	its	body	temperature	starts	to	go	below	the	tolerable	range.	Within	the	tolerable	range,	animals	typically	let	their
body	temperatures	drift	up	and	down	as	the	ambient	temperature	rises	and	falls.	For	instance,	if	an	animal	can	tolerate	a	TB	as	low	as	3°C	and	TA	varies	between	5°C	and	15°C,	the	animal	typically	allows	its	TB	to	vary	as	TA	varies	(always	being	a	bit	higher	than	TA).	What	happens,	however,	if	the	ambient	temperature	falls	below	3°C?	Frequently
(although	not	always),	the	animal	exerts	control	in	one	of	two	life-preserving	ways.	It	may	arouse.	Alternatively	and	more	remarkably,	it	may	start	to	thermoregulate	at	a	reduced	body	temperature,	its	thermoregulatory	control	system	functioning	with	a	lowered	set	point.	For	example,	an	animal	that	must	stay	at	a	body	temperature	of	at	least	3°C	to
survive	may	keep	its	body	temperature	at	3°C	even	if	the	ambient	temperature	drops	to	–10°C	or	–20°C,	increasing	its	metabolic	rate	as	the	ambient	temperature	falls	so	as	to	offset	the	increasing	cooling	effect	of	the	air	(see	Figure	11.11).37	distribution	and	natural	history 	Hibernation	is	known	to	occur	in	at	least	six	different	orders	of	mammals.
Species	that	hibernate	include	certain	hamsters,	ground	squirrels,	dormice,	jumping	mice,	marmots,	woodchucks,	bats,	marsupials,	and	monotremes.	Because	of	its	seasonal	nature,	hibernation	is	often	preceded	by	long-term	preparation.	Hibernating	mammals,	for	instance,	typically	store	considerable	quantities	of	body	fat	during	the	months	before
their	entry	into	hibernation	(see	Figure	6.25).	Hibernation	is	rare	in	birds;	it	is	known	to	occur	in	only	a	single	species,	the	common	poorwill	(Phalaenoptilus	nuttallii).	We	discuss	mammalian	hibernation	at	considerably	more	length	in	Chapter	11.	Estivation	is	not	nearly	as	well	understood	as	hibernation,	partly	because	it	is	not	as	easy	to	detect.	It	has
been	reported	mostly	in	species	of	desert	ground	squirrels.	Daily	torpor	is	widespread	among	both	mammals	and	birds,	and	it	occurs	not	only	in	species	facing	cold	stress	but	also	in	species	occupying	tropical	or	subtropical	climates.	It	occurs	in	numerous	species	of	bats	and	rodents	and	in	certain	hummingbirds,	swallows,	swifts,	and	caprimulgid
birds	(e.g.,	nightjars	and	poorwills).	Animals	undergoing	daily	torpor	are	homeothermic	for	part	of	each	day,	and	feed	at	that	time.	When	bats	are	undergoing	daily	torpor,	they	become	hypothermic	during	daylight	hours	and	forage	at	night;	hummingbirds,	in	contrast,	become	torpid	at	night	and	feed	in	daylight.	In	some	species,	the	proclivity	to	enter
daily	torpor	is	seasonally	programmed.	However,	daily	torpor	seems	to	be	employed	most	commonly,	regardless	of	season,	as	an	immediate	response	to	hardship.	Many	species,	for	example,	undergo	daily	torpor	only	when	they	are	suffering	food	shortage;	in	some	cases	they	increase	the	length	of	time	they	spend	in	torpor	each	day	as	food	shortage
becomes	more	severe.	controlled	hypothermia	in	which	the	body	temperature	remains	well	above	ambient	temperature 	Over	the	last	35	years,	there	has	been	an	escalating	realization	that	many	species	of	small	birds	undergo	hypothermia	without	ever	allowing	their	body	temperatures	to	approximate	ambient	temperature.	Black-capped	chickadees
(Poecile	atricapillus)	provide	an	excellent	example.	They	sometimes	allow	their	core	body	temperature	to	fall	by	roughly	7°C	while	sleeping	overnight	in	freezing-cold	winter	37	This	phenomenon	features	prominently	in	the	prediction	of	bat	hibernation	ranges	discussed	in	Box	10.1.	ENDOGENOUS	HEAT	PRODUCTION	(Energy	scales	on	axes	are	1/10
those	for	exogenous.)	400	Naked	300	200	100	0	–40	–30	–20	–10	0	10	Air	temperature	(°C)	20	30	40	clo	=	1	Heat	production	(watts/individual)	(B)	Clothed	people	600	Ful	Na	ke	clo	l	ever	d	thin	yda	g	(c	y	lo	=	1)	500	400	300	200	100	All-w	o	spor	ol	winter	tswe	ar	(clo	=3	.1)	Warme	st	for	activ	Western	cloth	ing	e	use	(c	~	lo	–	5)	0	–40	–30	–20	clo	=	3.1
–10	0	10	Air	temperature	(°C)	20	30	40	600	400	200	Heat	production	(watts/individual)	Naked	500	Double	caribou	pelts	(clo	=	12)	0	–80	–40	0	40	Air	temperature	(°C)	clo	=	12	5000	4000	3000	2000	1000	0	–40	Example	used:	Jack	London’s	cabin,	occupied	by	one	person	–30	–20	–10	0	10	20	Outside	air	temperature	(°C)	30	40	30	40	(D)	Entire	city
(total	city	heat	production/person)	Heat	production	(watts/individual)	Heat	production	(watts/individual)	600	Heat	production	(W/individual)	High	(A)	Naked	people	6000	5000	4000	3000	2000	1000	0	–40	Fuel	source,	dwelling	size,	and	landscape	Clothing	insulation	Low	EXOGENOUS	HEAT	PRODUCTION	(Energy	scales	on	axes	are	10	times	those	for
endogenous.)	Local	fuel;	small,	dispersed	(C)	Isolated	cabin	heated	with	wood	dwellings	6000	Example	used:	Ames,	Iowa,	assuming	2.6	people	per	house	–30	–20	–10	0	10	20	Outside	air	temperature	(°C)	Outsourced	fuel;	large,	clustered	dwellings	hibernating	black	bears 	Until	a	few	years	ago,	many	physiologists	doubted	that	black	bears	(Ursus
americanus)	should	be	considered	hibernators	because,	although	they	allow	their	core	ulation	by	endogenous	and	exogenous	heat	production 	For	body	temperature	to	fall	for	5–7	months	in	winter,	their	body	temindividual	people	thermoregulating	by	means	of	metabolic	heat	properature	stays	at	30°C	or	higher	and	therefore	is	far	above	ambient
duction	using	endogenous	fuels,	the	metabolism–temperature	relation	temperature,	violating	the	traditional	criterion	for	hibernation.	is	shown	for	(A)	naked	people	(dots	are	measured	data	points)	and	Bears	stand	out	because	of	their	size.	Nearly	all	hibernating	spe(B)	people	wearing	various	types	of	clothing	(line	colors	match	lines	in	cies	of
mammals	weigh	5	kg	or	less,	whereas	black	bears	weigh	sketches).	For	people	keeping	warm	by	occupying	dwellings	heated	by	use	of	exogenous	fuels,	the	rate	of	heat	production	per	person	is	shown	30–150	kg.	Recent	research	has	revealed	that	black	bears,	during	as	a	function	of	outside	air	temperature	in	(C)	a	log	cabin	and	(D)	houstheir	winter
hypothermia,	exhibit	a	dramatic	degree	of	biochemical	Physiology	4Ecabin	is	modeled	on	the	one	esHill	in	a	Animal	modern	cirty.	The	in	the	where	These	areYukon	so	busy,	wondering	if	we	should	of	metabolism,	so	much	so	that	their	metabolic	downregulation	Sinauer	Associates	Jack	London	spent	the	winter	of	1897–1898.	(From	Hill	et	al.	2013.)
eliminate	the	white	lines	on	rates	the	graphs	are	only	one-quarter	as	high	as	their	basal	rates;	metabolic	Morales	Studio	Figure	10.45	12-07-15	12-30-15	downregulation	is	the	principal	control	of	their	metabolic	rates,	with	body	temperature	(Q10	effect)	playing	little	role.	Under	these	weather.	They	then	have	body	temperatures	(31°–34°C)	that	are
circumstances,	despite	their	body	temperatures	being	only	mildly	distinctly	hypothermic	but	nonetheless	far	above	ambient	temperahypothermic,	the	bears	have	weight-specific	metabolic	rates	simiture.	This	hypothermia	does	not	eliminate	their	need	to	expend	lar	to	those	of	most	hibernators.	Hibernation	physiologists	now,	metabolic	energy	to	stay
warm.	However,	because	the	hypothertherefore,	rank	the	black	bear	as	a	specialized	hibernator.	The	reamia	reduces	the	difference	between	body	temperature	and	ambison	its	body	temperature	fails	to	fall	to	ambient	temperature	(even	ent	temperature,	the	birds	lose	heat	more	slowly—and	have	lower	though	the	species	metabolically	resembles
other	hibernators)	may	costs	for	thermoregulation—than	if	they	maintained	higher	body	be	its	large	body	size.	temperatures.	Chickadees	are	so	small	(11	g)	that	they	may	virtuHuman	thermoregulation	ally	exhaust	their	body	fat	in	a	single	night	of	frigid	weather;	their	hypothermia	helps	them	survive	until	they	can	feed	the	next	day.	As	we	finish	our
exploration	of	homeothermy	in	mammals	and	A	variety	of	mammals	also	exhibit	subtle	forms	of	hypothermia	birds,	let’s	take	a	look	at	thermoregulation	by	people	to	see	how	in	which	core	body	temperature	falls	to	only	a	relatively	small	extent.	the	principles	we’ve	developed	apply	to	our	own	species	(Figure	10.45).	People	are	unique	in	that	they	often
burn	external	fuels	such	Bears	of	some	species	are	the	most	famous	examples	of	mammals	exhibiting	moderate	core	hypothermia.	as	wood,	coal,	or	natural	gas	to	keep	warm	in	cold	environments.	Figure	10.45 	Per	capita	energy	demands	of	human	thermoreg-	278	 	Chapter	10	People	also	keep	warm	by	means	of	metabolic	heat	production,	using
metabolic	fuels,	as	during	shivering.	Thus	in	considering	human	thermoregulation	we	need	to	recognize	the	distinction	between	exogenous	and	endogenous	heat	production:	that	is,	heat	production	by	use	of	external	fuels	versus	internal,	metabolic	fuels.	When	people	are	studied	in	their	birthday	suits—that	is,	naked—they	exhibit	a	typical	mammalian
relation	between	metabolic	rate	and	air	temperature	(see	Figure	10.45A).	The	slope	below	thermoneutrality	is	steep	(see	Figure	10.41),	reflecting	the	fact	that,	not	having	fur,	we	are	relatively	poorly	insulated.	When	we	add	clothing,	we	change	the	slope	of	the	metabolism–temperature	curve	below	thermoneutrality.	The	insulative	value	of	clothing	is
measured	in	clo	units.	As	we	attire	ourselves	in	better-	and	betterinsulating	clothing	(higher	and	higher	clo),	our	cost	of	endogenous	thermoregulation	at	any	given	cold	air	temperature	becomes	lower	and	lower	(see	Figure	10.45B).	Astoundingly,	traditional,	indigenous	peoples	in	the	subarctic	all	around	the	world	devised	clothing,	made	from	caribou
(reindeer)	pelts	(see	Figure	11.2),	that	insulated	them	so	well	that	they	could	keep	warm	with	only	their	basal	rate	of	metabolic	heat	production	even	when	the	air	was	as	cold	as	–50°C.	Cabins	and	houses	heated	by	burning	exogenous	fuels	follow	the	same	laws	of	physics	as	apply	to	individual	people	or	other	mammals.	Consequently,	the	rate	of	heat
production	in	a	cabin	or	house	varies	with	the	outside	air	temperature	in	a	way	that	parallels	the	metabolism–temperature	curves	of	mammals	(see	Figure	10.45C,D).	However,	the	per-person	cost	of	thermoregulation	in	such	dwellings	exceeds	the	cost	of	individual,	endogenous	thermoregulation	by	a	large	measure:	10-	to	30-fold.	The	principal	reason
is	that,	when	we	live	in	a	cabin	or	house,	we	not	only	keep	ourselves	warm	but	we	also	heat	a	large	living	space	around	us.	Summary	Homeothermy	in	Mammals	and	Birds	„„Homeothermy—thermoregulation	by	physiological	means—is	energetically	expensive.	„„The	principal	way	that	a	mammal	or	bird	thermoregulates	in	its	thermoneutral	zone	is
that	it	varies	its	body	insulation	to	offset	changes	in	the	driving	force	for	dry	heat	loss	(TB	–	TA).	Insulation	can	be	modulated	by	changes	in	posture,	cutaneous	blood	flow,	the	thickness	of	the	relatively	motionless	air	layer	trapped	by	the	pelage	or	plumage,	and	regional	heterothermy.	„„Below	thermoneutrality,	variation	in	the	rate	of	metabolic	heat
production	(thermogenesis)	is	the	principal	mechanism	of	thermoregulation.	The	two	most	prominent	mechanisms	of	increasing	heat	production	are	shivering—found	in	both	mammals	and	birds—	and	nonshivering	thermogenesis	(NST)—found	mainly	in	placental	mammals.	The	principal	site	of	NST	in	mammals	is	brown	adipose	tissue,	which,	by
expressing	uncoupling	protein	1,	is	able	to	employ	uncoupling	of	oxidative	phosphorylation	to	achieve	very	high	rates	of	lipid	oxidation	with	immediate	heat	release.	„„Regional	heterothermy,	which	is	often	exhibited	when	animals	are	at	ambient	temperatures	below	thermoneutrality,	usually	depends	on	countercurrent	heat	exchange.	Close
juxtaposition	of	arteries	and	veins	short-circuits	the	flow	of	heat	into	appendages.	„„Above	thermoneutrality,	species	with	long	evolutionary	histories	in	hot,	dry	environments	typically	use	nonevaporative	mechanisms—notably	hyperthermia	and	cycling	of	body	temperature—as	first	lines	of	defense.	When	active	evaporative	cooling	occurs,	the	specific
mechanisms	usually	employed	to	increase	the	rate	of	evaporation	are	sweating	(only	in	certain	mammals),	panting	(mammals	and	birds),	and	gular	fluttering	(only	birds).	Both	hyperthermia	and	the	effort	involved	in	active	evaporative	cooling	can	cause	metabolic	rate	to	rise	at	ambient	temperatures	above	thermoneutrality.	„„Acclimatization	to
changing	seasons	is	the	norm	and	may	involve	one	or	more	of	three	mechanisms:	acclimatization	of	peak	metabolic	rate,	acclimatization	of	metabolic	endurance,	and	insulatory	acclimatization.	„„Controlled	hypothermia	permits	animals	to	evade	temporarily	the	high	energy	costs	and	water	costs	of	homeothermy.	During	hibernation,	estivation,	and
daily	torpor,	TB	is	generally	allowed	to	fall	close	to	TA	within	a	species-specific	range	of	TA.	Forms	of	shallow	hypothermia	also	occur.	Warm-Bodied	Fish	The	body	temperatures	of	99%	of	all	species	of	fish	closely	approximate	water	temperature.	However,	in	tunas,	lamnid	sharks,	and	billfish,	temperatures	within	certain	body	regions	exceed	water
temperature,	sometimes	substantially.	All	these	warm-bodied	fish	are	large,	streamlined,	fast-swimming	predators	that	lead	wide-ranging	lives	and	feed	on	such	speedy	prey	as	squids	and	herring.	The	lamnid	sharks	include	the	great	white	shark.	The	billfish	include	the	marlins	and	swordfish.	Besides	the	tunas,	lamnids,	and	billfish—which	are	similar
enough	in	their	thermal	physiology	that	we	can	meaningfully	discuss	them	as	a	set—another,	unrelated	fish,	called	the	opah,	was	discovered	in	2015	to	be	warm-bodied	in	a	different	way.	We	will	discuss	the	opah	separately	at	the	end	of	this	section.	In	tunas	and	lamnid	sharks,	the	red	(dark)	swimming	muscles	are	warmed	above	water
temperature.38	These	muscles	provide	the	power	for	steady	swimming	in	these	vigorously	active	animals,	and	the	contractile	activity	of	the	muscles	produces	the	heat	that	warms	the	muscles.	A	critical	principle	to	recognize,	however,	is	that	a	high	rate	of	heat	production	is	never	in	itself	adequate	to	elevate	tissue	temperature	in	water-breathing
animals.	If	metabolic	heat	is	carried	freely	to	the	gills	by	the	circulation	of	the	blood,	the	heat	is	lost	so	readily	to	the	surrounding	water	across	the	gills	that	no	significant	elevation	of	body	temperature	can	occur.	Thus	for	a	region	of	the	body	to	be	warmed,	transport	of	heat	away	from	that	body	region	by	the	circulation	must	be	impeded.	Not	only	in
the	red	swimming	muscles	of	tunas	and	lamnid	sharks,	but	universally	in	warm-bodied	fish,	the	mechanism	of	impeding	heat	loss	is	countercurrent	heat	exchange.	The	vasculature	of	the	red	swimming	muscles	in	tunas	and	lamnid	sharks	is	diagrammed	in	Figure	10.46.	Note	that	the	red	muscles	(which	are	usually	located	superficially	in	fish)	are
found	deep	in	the	body	near	the	spinal	column	in	these	fish,	an	unusual	38	The	roles	of	the	red	and	white	muscles	in	powering	swimming	in	fish	are	discussed	in	Chapter	8	(see	page	203).	Thermal	Relations 	279	White	swimming	muscle	35	Backbone	30	Red-muscle	temperature	(°C)	Red	swimming	muscle	Longitudinal	vein	Longitudinal	artery
Bluefin	tuna	25	Skipjack	tuna	Yellowfin	tuna	20	15	Isothermal	line	10	0	5	10	15	20	Water	temperature	(°C)	25	30	Figure	10.47 	Red-muscle	temperatures	of	tunas	at	various	ambient	water	temperatures 	The	upper	line	and	data	points	As	venous	blood	flows	outward	from	the	red	swimming	muscles,	it	loses	heat	to	the	closely	juxtaposed	arterial
blood,	which	carries	the	heat	back	into	the	red	swimming	muscles.	Figure	10.46 	A	cross	section	of	a	tuna	showing	the	nature	of	the	blood	supply	to	the	red	swimming	muscles 	The	longitudinal	arteries,	which	carry	blood	along	the	length	of	the	body,	give	off	small	arteries	that	penetrate	(toward	the	backbone)	into	the	muscles.	Small	veins	running
in	close	juxtaposition	to	the	small	arteries	return	blood	peripherally	to	the	longitudinal	veins,	which	lead	back	to	the	heart.	Red	vessels	and	arrows	refer	to	arterial	blood	flow;	blue	vessels	and	arrows	refer	to	venous	flow.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Elongitudinal	arteries	and	veins	that	carry	placement.	The	major	Sinauer	Associates	blood	along	the
length	of	the	body,	to	and	from	the	swimming	Morales	Studio	muscles,	run	12-02-15	just	under	the	skin	on	each	side	of	the	body	(again,	an	Figure	10.46	unusual	placement).	Small	arteries	branch	off	from	the	longitudinal	arteries	and	penetrate	inward	to	the	red	muscles.	In	turn,	blood	is	brought	outward	from	the	muscles	in	veins	that	discharge	into
the	longitudinal	veins	leading	back	to	the	heart.	The	arteries	carrying	blood	inward	to	the	red	swimming	muscles	and	the	veins	carrying	blood	outward	from	those	muscles	are	closely	juxtaposed,	forming	countercurrent	exchange	networks.	Figure	10.46	is	highly	simplified	in	the	way	it	presents	these	networks.	In	actuality,	the	arteries	and	veins	going
to	and	from	the	red	muscles	branch	profusely,	forming	thick	layers	of	vascular	tissue	in	which	huge	numbers	of	minute	arterial	and	venous	vessels,	each	only	about	0.1	mm	in	diameter,	closely	intermingle—a	true	rete	mirabile	(see	page	269).	Because	of	the	countercurrent-exchange	arrangement,	much	of	the	heat	picked	up	by	the	venous	blood	in	the
red	muscles	is	transferred	to	the	ingoing	arterial	blood	rather	than	being	carried	by	the	venous	flow	to	the	periphery	of	the	body	and	the	gills,	where	it	would	readily	be	lost	to	the	water.	Thus	heat	produced	by	the	red	swimming	muscles	tends	to	be	retained	within	them.	are	for	wild	bluefin	tunas	(Thunnus	thynnus)	captured	in	waters	of	various
temperatures.	The	other	two	solid	lines	show	the	average	relation	between	red-muscle	temperature	and	water	temperature	in	small,	captive	skipjack	tunas	(Katsuwonus	pelamis)	and	yellowfin	tunas	(Thunnus	albacares)	swimming	in	an	aquarium;	larger,	wild	fish	of	these	species	are	sometimes	observed	to	exhibit	greater	temperature	differentials
between	muscles	and	water	(e.g.,	5°–10°C	in	skipjacks).	The	isothermal	line	shows	how	tissue	temperature	would	vary	with	water	temperature	if	there	were	no	endothermy	and	tissue	temperature	simply	equaled	water	temperature.	The	fish	shown	is	a	bluefin	tuna.	(After	Carey	and	Teal	1969;	Dizon	and	Brill	1979.)	Bluefin	tunas,	which	reach	body
weights	of	700	kg	and	are	the	largest	of	all	tunas,	maintain	fairly	constant	red-muscle	temperatures	over	a	wide	range	of	water	temperatures	(Figure	10.47).	In	most	other	tunas,Physiology	such	as	the	Hill	Animal	4E	yellowfin	and	skipjack	tunas,	red-muscle	temperature	is	elevated	over	water	temperature	by	a	relatively	Sinauer	Associates	Morales
Studio	constant	amount	regardless	of	the	water	temperature	(see	Figure	Figure	10.47	12-02-15	10.47).	Referring	back	to	our	scheme	for	classifying	animal	thermal	relations	(see	Figure	10.1),	all	the	tunas	are	endotherms,	but	species	differ	in	whether	they	also	thermoregulate.	Whereas	yellowfin	and	skipjack	tunas	are	endotherms	without	being
thermoregulators,39	bluefin	tunas	are	endothermic	thermoregulators	(homeotherms).	The	warming	of	the	red	swimming	muscles	in	tunas	and	lamnid	sharks	is	generally	thought	to	aid	power	development	and	locomotory	performance,	although	exactly	how	is	debated.	Any	aid	to	the	performance	of	the	swimming	muscles	would	be	significant	for	fish
that	are	so	dependent	on	high-intensity	exertion	for	their	livelihood.	The	swimming	muscles	are	not	the	only	tissues	kept	warm	in	tunas	and	lamnid	sharks.	In	certain	species,	the	stomach	and	other	viscera	are	warmed	when	food	is	being	digested.	The	brain	and	eyes	are	also	warmed	in	some	species.	Each	warmed	organ	is	served	by	arteries	and	veins
that	form	a	rete	mirabile,	which	short-circuits	the	outflow	of	heat	produced	in	the	organ,	thereby	favoring	heat	accumulation	in	the	organ.	39	There	is	some	evidence	for	active	thermoregulation	in	these	fish.	For	example,	they	decrease	heat	retention	when	they	are	highly	active	in	warm	water,	thus	preventing	their	activity	from	driving	their	muscle
temperature	too	high.	280	 	Chapter	10	Now	let’s	turn	to	the	billfish.	They	differ	in	two	ways	from	the	tunas	and	lamnid	sharks.	First,	in	the	billfish,	only	the	brain	and	the	retinas	of	the	eyes	are	warmed.	Second,	the	billfish	possess	“heater	tissues”	specialized	for	exceptional	heat	output.40	The	heater	tissues	of	billfish	are	derived	from	portions	of
the	extraocular	eye	muscles	(the	muscles	on	the	outside	of	each	eyeball	that	serve	to	turn	the	eyeball	to	look	in	various	directions).	These	portions	of	the	muscles	have	lost	most	of	their	contractile	apparatus	and	are	very	rich	in	mitochondria.	Current	evidence	suggests	that	they	produce	heat	at	a	high	rate	by	a	“futile	cycle”	of	Ca2+	pumping:	ATP	is
used	to	transport	Ca2+	actively	from	one	intracellular	compartment	to	another,	and	then	the	Ca2+	leaks	back	to	where	it	started,	where	once	again	ATP	is	used	to	pump	it;	the	principal	net	result	is	breakdown	of	ATP	at	a	high	rate	to	release	heat.	The	heat	produced	by	the	heater	tissues	is	retained	in	the	head	by	countercurrent	vasculature	and	in
that	way	warms	the	brain	and	retinas.	If	warming	of	the	brain	by	specialized	eye	muscles	sounds	impossible,	remember	that	in	a	fish,	the	eyes	and	eye	muscles	are	far	larger	than	the	brain!	Warming	of	the	brain	and	the	retinas	is	hypothesized	to	aid	marlins,	swordfish,	and	other	billfish	in	their	pursuit	of	prey	because	the	tissues	are	kept	from
becoming	cold	when	the	fish	swim	through	cold	water.	A	family	tree	(phylogeny)	has	been	developed	for	the	warmbodied	teleost	fish	and	their	close	relatives	(Figure	10.48),	to	provide	a	basis	for	better	understanding	the	evolution	of	the	warm-bodied	condition.41	In	a	manner	similar	to	the	family	trees	discussed	in	Chapter	3,	this	family	tree	is	based
entirely	on	information	other	than	physiology	and	thus	is	independent	of	physiological	knowledge	of	the	fish.	One	of	the	physiological	features	mapped	onto	the	tree	is	endothermy	in	the	red	swimming	muscles.	Specifically,	all	the	little	red	boxes	represent	fish	with	red-muscle	endothermy.	When	endothermy	is	mapped	in	this	way	onto	the
independently	derived	family	tree,	we	can	see	that	red-muscle	endothermy	probably	appeared	just	once	in	the	evolutionary	history	of	these	fish,	at	the	spot	marked	A.	The	letter	B	marks	the	spot	in	evolutionary	history	where	the	red	swimming	muscles	started	to	shift	to	an	unusual,	deep	location	near	the	spinal	column.	Evidently,	the	new	red-muscle
position	evolved	first,	and	then	tunas	(but	not	bonitos)	capitalized	on	it	to	evolve	red-muscle	endothermy.	The	concept	that	the	new	red-muscle	position	set	the	stage	for	the	evolution	of	endothermy	in	the	red	swimming	muscles	is	bolstered	by	information	on	the	lamnid	sharks;	they	and	the	tunas	exhibit	a	remarkable	convergence	in	the	mechanics	of
how	they	swim,	and	part	of	that	convergence	is	that	the	lamnids	as	well	as	the	tunas	have	red	swimming	muscles	positioned	in	an	unusual	position	near	the	spinal	column.	If	we	reflect	on	the	warm-bodied	fish	discussed	up	to	now,	we	see	from	Figure	10.48	that	the	warm-bodied	condition	(endothermy)	has	evolved	independently	four	times	in	fish:	at
spots	A,	C,	and	D	in	the	figure,	plus	at	least	one	additional	time	in	the	lamnid	sharks.	Now,	based	on	research	published	in	2015,	we	know	of	a	fifth	independent	origin	in	a	large	(40	kg),	poorly	known	fish,	the	opah	40	In	tunas	and	lamnids,	the	rate	of	heat	production	in	each	warmed	organ	or	tissue	is	believed	to	be	simply	the	ordinary	rate,	based	on
available	evidence.	41	The	sharks,	which	are	not	teleosts,	were	not	included	in	the	study	to	produce	the	family	tree.	Outgroups	Xiphiidae	Endothermic	groups:	Billfish	Istiophoridae	(8)	Scomber	(2)	-	Mackerels	D	Gempylus	-	Snake	mackerel	Gasterochisma	Butterfly	mackerel	Ruvettus	-	Oilfish	C	Lepidocybium	-	Escolar	B	Thunnus	(5)	Euthynnus	(2)	A
Tunas	Auxis	Katsuwonus	Sarda	(2)	-	Bonitos	Scomberomorus	(2)	-	King	and	Spanish	mackerels	Trichiurus	-	Cutlass	fish	KEY	Ectotherm	Endothermy	of	red	swimming	muscle	Heater	organ	in	superior	rectus	muscle*	Heater	organ	in	lateral	rectus	muscle*	*	Extraocular	eye	muscles	Figure	10.48 	A	family	tree	(phylogeny)	of	teleost	fish	belonging	to	the
suborder	Scrombroidei 	Physiological	features	(see	key)	are	mapped	onto	the	family	tree.	The	tree,	however,	was	derived	entirely	independently	of	physiological	information,	being	based	on	an	analysis	of	DNA	nucleotide	sequences	in	the	gene	for	mitochondrial	cytochrome	b	in	the	species	included.	The	colors	in	the	little	boxes	on	the	right	side
indicate	the	actual,	known	physiological	nature	of	the	various	modern-day	fish	specified.	The	coloring	of	the	lines	of	the	family	tree	represents	an	interpretation	of	past	history.	Endothermy	occurs	only	in	the	groups	so	identified	at	the	right	side	of	the	diagram.	Numbers	are	numbers	of	species	studied	if	greater	than	one.	“Outgroups”	are	other	species
of	fish	used	to	establish	a	base	of	comparison.	The	text	explains	the	letters	at	branch	points.	(After	Block	Finnerty	1994.)	4E	HillandAnimal	Physiology	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	10.48	12-02-15	12-07-15	(Lampris	guttatus).	The	opah	is	distinctive	in	that	its	entire	body	is	maintained	at	a	temperature	above	ambient	water	temperature.
Tissue	temperatures	in	the	opah	reach	levels	5°C	higher	than	ambient	temperature—significant	warming,	although	far	short	of	that	sometimes	seen	in	bluefin	tunas	(see	Figure	10.47).	As	in	all	the	other	warm-bodied	fish,	the	“secret”	to	endothermy	in	the	opah	is	the	presence	of	vascular	countercurrent	heat	exchangers	that	prevent	metabolically
produced	heat	from	being	carried	freely	to	the	gills,	where	it	would	be	readily	lost.	In	the	opah,	the	countercurrent	heat	exchangers	are	located	in	the	gills,	thereby	enabling	the	entire	body—other	than	the	gills—to	be	warmed.	Thermal	Relations 	281	Summary	Warm-Bodied	Fish	other	fish	by	exhibiting	endothermy	in	certain	body	regions,	and	the
opah	displays	whole-body	endothermy.	The	tissues	that	are	endothermic	in	tunas	and	lamnids	are	(1)	the	red	swimming	muscles	and	(2)	sometimes	the	stomach,	other	viscera,	brain,	and	retinas.	In	billfish,	only	the	brain	and	retinas	are	endothermic.	„„A	countercurrent	vascular	array	that	short-circuits	outflow	of	heat	from	a	tissue—thereby
preventing	the	heat	from	reaching	the	gills—is	required	for	the	tissue	to	be	endothermic.	„„Ordinary	metabolic	heat	production	is	the	source	of	heat	for	endothermy	in	all	cases	except	the	billfish,	which	have	specialized	“heater”	tissues	derived	from	extraocular	eye	muscles.	Endothermy	and	Homeothermy	in	Insects	A	solitary	insect	at	rest
metabolizes	at	a	sufficiently	low	rate	that	no	part	of	its	body	is	warmed	by	its	metabolic	heat	production.	Insects	in	flight,	however,	often	exhibit	very	high	metabolic	rates;	species	that	are	strong	fliers	in	fact	release	heat	more	rapidly	per	gram	than	active	mammals	or	birds.	This	high	rate	of	heat	production	is	localized	in	the	flight	muscles	in	the
thorax.	Given	that	insects	do	not	have	the	profound	problems	of	retaining	heat	that	characterize	water-breathers,	it	is	quite	possible	for	the	thorax	to	be	warmed	by	the	high	metabolism	of	the	flight	muscles	during	flight,	and	thus,	as	we	saw	at	the	beginning	of	this	chapter,	the	thorax	may	be	endothermic.	Some	insects	that	display	thoracic
endothermy	during	flight	do	not	thermoregulate;	examples	are	provided	by	certain	species	of	small	geometrid	moths,	which	maintain	a	thoracic	temperature	that	is	about	6°C	above	air	temperature	regardless	of	what	the	air	temperature	is.	Other	sorts	of	insects	physiologically	thermoregulate	during	flight	and	thus	exhibit	thoracic	homeothermy.	The
thermal	relations	of	endothermic	insects	are	particularly	complex	because	they	exhibit	both	temporal	and	spatial	heterothermy.	The	insects	exhibit	endothermy	only	when	they	are	active,	not	when	they	are	resting.	Moreover,	even	when	they	exhibit	endothermy,	they	usually	do	so	just	in	their	thorax,	not	their	abdomen.	Historically,	sphinx	moths	were
the	first	group	of	insects	discovered	to	display	thoracic	physiological	thermoregulation	during	flight,	and	to	this	day	they	are	model	examples	of	the	phenomenon.	Sphinx	moths	are	strong	fliers	and	often	(for	insects)	are	particularly	large;	some	species	weigh	as	much	as	several	grams	and	thus	are	similar	in	weight	to	some	of	the	smallest	mammals
and	birds.	Flying	sphinx	moths	closely	regulate	their	thoracic	temperatures.	The	species	shown	in	Figure	10.49,	for	example,	maintains	its	thoracic	temperature	within	a	narrow	range,	38°–43°C,	over	a	wide	range	of	air	temperatures.	Thermoregulation	is	not	limited	just	to	insects	of	such	large	body	size.	Worker	bumblebees	(Bombus	vagans),
averaging	0.12	g	in	body	weight,	for	instance,	maintain	thoracic	temperatures	near	32°–33°C	whether	the	air	temperature	is	9°C	Thoracic	temperature	(°C)	„„Tunas,	lamnid	sharks,	and	billfish	are	distinguished	from	40	30	Isothermal	line	20	10	20	30	Air	temperature	(°C)	40	Figure	10.49 	The	average	thoracic	temperature	of	freely	flying	sphinx
moths	(Manduca	sexta)	as	a	function	of	air	temperature 	The	isothermal	line	shows	how	thoracic	temperature	would	vary	with	air	temperature	if	there	were	no	endothermy	or	thermoregulation	and	the	temperature	of	the	thorax	simply	equaled	air	temperature.	(After	Heinrich	1971.)	or	24°C	when	they	are	foraging.	Honeybees,	averaging	0.09	g	in
body	weight,	exhibit	impressive	thoracic	thermoregulation	over	a	somewhat	narrower	range	of	air	temperature,	and	also	illustrate	the	usual	insect	pattern	that—at	moderate	to	cool	air	temperatures—the	abdominal	temperature	tends	approximately	to	match	air	temperature	(Figure	10.50).	The	list	of	insects	known	today	to	exhibit	thoracic
homeothermy	during	flight	also	includes	many	other	lepidopterans	and	bees,	some	dragonflies,	and	some	beetles.	Although	endothermy	and	physiological	thermoregulation	occur	principally	during	flight	in	insects,	a	few	types	of	insects	display	the	phenomena	during	solitary	terrestrial	activities.	In	nearly	all	such	cases,	the	primary	source	of	heat	is
the	flight	muscles,	which	instead	of	being	used	to	fly,	are	activated	to	“shiver”	(as	we	discuss	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	shortly).	beetles—which	transport	energy-rich	elephant	SinauerDung	Associates	Morales	Studio	dung	or	other	dung	to	preferred	locations	by	forming	the	dung	into	Figure	10.49	12-02-15	balls—sometimes	become	markedly
endothermic	while	working	in	dung	piles	and	rolling	their	dung	balls.	Some	crickets	and	katydids	thermoregulate	while	they	sing.	The	insects	that	thermoregulate	during	flight	require	certain	flight-muscle	temperatures	to	fly	The	flight	muscles	of	an	insect	must	be	able	to	generate	mechanical	power	at	a	certain	minimum	rate	(which	is	species-
specific)	for	the	insect	to	be	able	to	fly.	Within	a	broad	range	of	temperatures,	the	power	output	that	flight	muscles	can	attain	increases	as	their	temperature	increases.	Thus	the	temperature	of	an	insect’s	flight	muscles	is	potentially	an	important	determinant	of	whether	the	insect	can	fly.	Tiny	insects	such	as	fruit	flies,	mosquitoes,	and	midges	have
such	high	surface-to-volume	ratios	that	the	activity	of	their	flight	muscles	cannot	warm	the	thorax	significantly.	Correlated	with	their	inability	to	be	endothermic,	the	tiny	insects	commonly	can	fly	with	very	broad	ranges	of	thoracic	temperatures,	including,	in	some	species,	thoracic	temperatures	as	low	as	0°–5°C.	An	important	property	of	the	flight
physiology	of	these	tiny,	poikilothermic	282	 	Chapter	10	(A)	Temperatures	of	thorax	and	abdomen	45	Body	temperature	(°C)	40	35	30	25	Isothermal	line	20	15	15	20	25	30	Air	temperature	(°C)	Thorax	Abdomen	35	40	(B)	Metabolic	rates	Metabolic	rate	(milliwatts/g)	600	500	Solitary	insects	employ	diverse	mechanisms	of	thermoregulation	400	300
200	100	0	15	The	need	for	high	flight-muscle	temperatures	for	flight	raises	the	question	of	how	resting	insects	are	able	to	get	warm	enough	to	take	off.	Because	insects	typically	cool	to	environmental	temperature	when	they	are	fully	at	rest,	an	insect	that	requires	a	high	flight-muscle	temperature	to	fly	will	often	be	too	cold	to	take	off	after	it	has	been
resting	for	a	while.	Diurnal	species	may	be	able	to	warm	their	flight	muscles	to	flight	temperature	by	basking	in	the	sun.	Most	species,	however,	have	an	endogenous	ability	to	warm	their	flight	muscles	to	flight	temperature,	a	phenomenon	known	as	physiological	preflight	warm-up.	Physiological	preflight	warm-up	is	accomplished	by	contraction	of	the
flight	muscles	in	a	nonflying	mode,	a	process	often	called	shivering	(not	homologous	to	vertebrate	shivering).	Several	forms	of	shivering	are	known.	In	many	types	of	insects,	including	moths	and	butterflies,	what	happens	during	shivering	is	that	the	muscles	responsible	for	the	upstroke	and	downstroke	of	the	wings	contract	simultaneously	(rather	than
alternately	as	they	do	in	flight),	thus	working	against	each	other.	The	wings	merely	vibrate	during	shivering,	rather	than	flapping,	but	heat	is	evolved	by	the	muscular	contraction,	warming	the	flight	muscles.	When	a	sphinx	moth	warms	from	a	low	temperature,	its	flight	muscles	shiver	in	this	manner	at	an	ever-higher	intensity	as	its	thoracic
temperature	increases	to	the	flight	level.	Then	suddenly	the	pattern	of	muscular	contraction	changes,	the	wings	are	driven	through	the	flapping	motions	of	flight,	and	the	moth	takes	to	the	air.	20	25	30	Air	temperature	(°C)	35	40	Figure	10.50 	Temperature	and	metabolism	in	steadily	flying	honeybees	(Apis	mellifera) 	Honeybees	vary	considerably	in
how	well	they	fly	under	controlled	circumstances,	and	the	data	presented	here	are	specifically	for	individuals	that	flew	without	prodding.	(A)	Temperatures	in	the	thorax	and	abdomen;	lighter-colored	symbols	are	for	four	bees	that	showed	low	wing-beat	frequency	while	flying.	(B)	Metabolic	rates	during	flight.	(After	Woods	et	al.	2005.)	fliers	isHillthat
theyPhysiology	apparently	Animal	4E	require	only	a	modest	fraction	of	Sinauer	Associates	their	maximum	power	output	to	stay	aloft;	thus	they	can	fly	at	Morales	relatively	low	Studio	thoracic	temperatures,	at	which	their	power	output	Figure	10.50	12-02-15	is	substantially	submaximal.	In	sharp	contrast,	many	medium-sized	and	large	insects,
including	the	species	known	to	thermoregulate,	require	a	nearmaximum	power	output	from	their	flight	muscles	to	take	off	and	remain	airborne.	They	therefore	require	that	their	flight	muscles	be	at	high	temperatures	to	fly.	The	sphinx	moth	Manduca	sexta,	for	example,	cannot	fly	unless	its	thorax	is	at	least	as	warm	as	35°–38°C,	and	worker
bumblebees	(Bombus	vagans)	require	about	30°C.	Innovative	investigators	continue	to	progress	in	understanding	the	mechanisms	that	insects	employ	to	thermoregulate,	despite	the	obstacles	of	working	on	such	small	animals.	As	the	ambient	temperature	drops,	one	mechanism	of	maintaining	a	constant	thoracic	temperature	is	for	an	insect	to
increase	its	rate	of	heat	production,	much	as	mammals	and	birds	do	below	thermoneutrality.	Many	insects	do	this	when	they	are	not	flying.	Heat	is	generated	in	these	circumstances	by	shivering	of	the	flight	muscles,	and	because	the	muscles	can	engage	in	various	intensities	of	shivering,	they	can	modulate	their	rate	of	heat	production	to	serve
thermoregulatory	needs.	Honeybees	and	bumblebees	working	in	the	hive,	for	example,	often	maintain	high	and	stable	body	temperatures	for	long	periods	by	increasing	and	decreasing	their	rates	of	shivering	heat	production	as	the	air	temperature	falls	and	rises.	An	intriguing	example	is	also	provided	by	the	brood	incubation	of	queen	bumblebees
(Figure	10.51).	A	queen,	which	overwinters	alone	and	thus	is	solitary	when	she	rears	her	first	brood	in	the	spring,	incubates	her	brood	by	keeping	her	abdomen	at	an	elevated	temperature	and	pressing	it	against	the	brood.	Heat	is	brought	to	her	abdomen	from	her	thorax,	where	it	is	produced	by	her	flight	muscles.	As	the	ambient	air	temperature
falls,	the	queen	thermoregulates	by	increasing	her	rate	of	heat	production	(see	Figure	10.51).	Modulation	of	shivering	can	also	be	used	to	thermoregulate	during	intermittent	flight.	Bumblebees	are	known	to	do	this,	for	instance.	As	a	bumblebee,	such	as	that	pictured	at	the	start	of	this	chapter,	flies	from	flower	to	flower	during	foraging,	it	can	shiver
or	not	shiver	while	it	is	clinging	to	each	flower.	More	shivering	of	this	sort	occurs	as	the	air	temperature	falls,	and	thus	the	bumblebee’s	overall,	time-averaged	metabolic	rate	increases	as	air	temperature	decreases.	Thermal	Relations 	283	more	rapidly;	in	this	way,	heat	is	transported	at	an	increased	rate	out	of	the	thorax.	Honeybees	sometimes
carry	out	an	analogous	process	in	which	they	modulate	blood	transport	of	thoracic	heat	to	the	head;	at	elevated	air	temperatures,	heat	is	transported	at	an	increased	rate	into	the	head,	where	it	is	lost	in	part	by	evaporation	of	fluid	regurgitated	out	of	the	mouth.42	As	the	air	temperature	falls,	an	incubating	queen	thermoregulates	by	increasing	her
metabolic	rate	and	thus	the	rate	at	which	she	generates	heat.	160	Rate	of	O2	consumption	(mL	O2	/g	thorax•h)	Colonies	of	social	bees	and	wasps	often	display	sophisticated	thermoregulation	120	80	40	0	0	5	10	15	20	Air	temperature	(°C)	25	30	35	Figure	10.51 	The	rate	of	O2	consumption	by	queen	bumblebees	as	a	function	of	air	temperature	when
they	are	incubating	their	broods 	In	the	species	studied,	Bombus	vosnesenskii,	a	queen	incubates	her	brood	by	pressing	her	abdomen	against	it	as	seen	in	the	photograph.	In	the	plot,	the	two	colors	of	symbols	refer	to	two	different	individuals.	(After	Heinrich	1974;	photograph	courtesy	of	Bernd	Heinrich.)	When	insects	fly	continuously,	their	flight
muscles	are	employed	in	flight	movements	all	the	time	and	cannot	shiver.	Investigators	hypothesized	years	ago	that	under	these	circumstances,	the	rate	of	heat	production	by	the	flight	muscles	would	be	determined	by	the	requirements	of	flight	and	not	modulated	to	serve	thermoregulation.	Early,	seminal	experiments	on	sphinx	moths	supported	the
truth	of	this	hypothesis,	because	when	the	moths	flew	at	a	certain	speed,	their	metabolic	rates	were	essentially	constant	whether	the	air	temperature	was	15°C	or	30°C.	Honeybees	in	flight	often	(although	not	always)	are	similar	(see	Figure	10.50B).	If	insects	in	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	continuous	flight	do	not	modulate	their	rates	of	heat	production
Sinauer	Associates	asMorales	a	means	of	thermoregulating,	how	do	they	thermoregulate?	Studio	Figure	10.51of12-02-15	Studies	sphinx	moths,	bumblebees,	and	some	other	insects	reveal	that	their	primary	mechanism	of	thermoregulation	during	continuous	flight	is	much	akin	to	that	used	by	mammals	and	birds	in	the	thermoneutral	zone;	namely,
they	vary	their	insulation—in	this	case	their	thoracic	insulation.	A	flying	insect	keeps	its	thorax	at	a	steady	temperature	by	modulating	how	readily	heat	can	exit	the	thorax.	This	modulation	is	accomplished	in	some	moths,	dragonflies,	and	bumblebees	by	control	of	the	rate	of	blood	flow	between	the	thorax	and	abdomen.	In	a	continuously	flying	sphinx
moth,	for	example,	when	the	air	temperature	is	low,	the	heart	beats	weakly	and	blood	circulates	slowly	between	the	thorax	and	abdomen;	thus	heat	produced	by	the	flight	muscles	tends	to	remain	in	the	thorax,	which	retains	the	heat	effectively	because	it	is	densely	covered	with	furlike	scales.	As	the	air	temperature	is	raised,	the	heart	beats	more
vigorously	and	circulates	blood	to	the	abdomen	Physiological	regulation	of	colony	temperature	is	widespread	within	colonies	of	social	bees	and	wasps.	Honeybee	(Apis	mellifera)	hives	provide	the	best-studied	example.	Thermoregulation	by	honeybee	hives	is	so	dramatic	that	it	was	recognized	for	almost	two	centuries	before	thermoregulation	by
solitary	insects	was	first	demonstrated.	A	honeybee	hive	that	is	rearing	a	brood	maintains	the	temperature	of	its	brood	combs	within	a	narrow	range,	about	32°–36°C,	even	if	the	air	temperature	outside	the	hive	falls	to	–30°C	or	rises	to	+50°C.	When	the	air	outside	the	hive	is	cold,	worker	bees	cluster	together	within	the	hive	and	shiver.	When	the	air
outside	becomes	warm	enough	that	the	hive	is	threatened	with	metabolic	overheating,	workers	disperse	within	the	hive	and	fan	with	their	wings	in	a	cooperative	pattern	that	moves	fresh	air	from	outside	the	hive	across	the	brood	combs.	At	very	high	outside	air	temperatures,	workers	also	collect	water	and	spread	it	within	the	nest,	where	it
evaporates	into	the	airstream	produced	by	fanning.	Honeybees	provide	an	outstanding	example	of	coevolution	between	thermal	requirements	and	thermoregulation.	Their	broods	of	young	must	have	temperatures	of	about	32°–36°C	for	proper	development.	Thus	sophisticated	thermoregulation	of	the	hive	by	the	workers	is	essential	for	the	hive’s
reproductive	success.	Summary	Endothermy	and	Homeothermy	in	Insects	„„Many	solitary	insects,	especially	those	of	medium	to	large	size,	display	thoracic	endothermy	or	homeothermy	during	flight	or	certain	other	sorts	of	activity.	Warming	of	the	flight	muscles	increases	their	power	output.	Often	in	these	insects,	a	certain	minimum	flight-muscle
temperature	is	required	for	flight.	„„When	insects	are	not	flying,	activation	of	the	flight	muscles	in	a	nonflight	mode—termed	shivering—is	the	mechanism	they	employ	to	warm	the	thorax.	Shivering	is	used	for	preflight	warm-up.	Nonflying	insects	also	sometimes	thermoregulate	by	modulation	of	shivering,	as	observed	in	bees	working	in	their	hives.
„„When	insects	are	flying,	the	best-known	mechanism	of	thermoregulation	is	modulation	of	thoracic	insulation,	brought	about	by	raising	and	lowering	circulatory	transport	of	heat	out	of	the	thorax.	„„Colonies	of	social	bees	and	wasps	sometimes	employ	group	efforts	to	maintain	exquisitely	stable	hive	temperatures.	42	Over	the	last	20	years,	the
original	paradigm	of	thermoregulation	during	continuous	flight—which	holds	that	all	flying	insects	thermoregulate	by	modulating	thoracic	heat	loss	but	not	heat	production—has	been	challenged	by	studies	showing	that	occasionally	some	species	modulate	their	metabolic	rate.	284	 	Chapter	10	Coda	Endothermy	can	provide	organisms	with	distinct
advantages.	Accordingly,	despite	the	fact	that	endothermy	usually	has	a	high	energy	cost,	it	has	evolved	independently	in	animals	multiple	times.	It	even	occurs	in	a	few	plants	(Box	10.4).	Study	Questions	1.	As	discussed	in	Chapter	1	(see	page	13),	Claude	Bernard,	a	nineteenth-century	French	physiologist	often	considered	the	father	of	modern	animal
physiology,	is	still	remembered	today	for	his	famous	dictum:	“Constancy	of	the	internal	environment	is	the	condition	for	free	life.”	Does	the	study	of	thermal	relations	lend	support	to	his	dictum?	Explain.	BOX	10.4	Warm	Flowers	In	the	early	spring	when	snow	is	still	on	the	ground,	the	flower	structures	of	the	arum	lily	called	eastern	skunk	cabbage
(Symplocarpus	foetidus)	melt	their	way	to	the	snow	surface	by	being	as	much	as	30°C	warmer	than	the	ambient	temperature.	In	this	way,	this	species	dramatically	announces	that	plants	have	evolved	endothermy!	The	eastEastern	skunk	cabbage	(Symplocarpus	foetidus)	ern	skunk	cabbage	in	fact	displays	thermoregulatory	properties,	in	that	its	flower
structures	increase	believed	to	be	that	it	enhances	the	volatheir	rate	of	metabolic	thermogenesis—	tilization	of	odor	compounds	that	attract	responsible	for	endothermy—as	the	ampollinators.	Box	Extension	10.4	discusses	bient	temperature	becomes	colder.	The	this	fascinating	topic	further.	function	of	endothermy	in	this	case	is	2.	There	is	currently	a
worldwide	movement	to	create	protected	marine	parks.	If	the	parks	have	an	Achilles	heel,	it	is	that	they	have	fixed	geographical	positions,	just	in	the	way	that	Yellowstone	National	Park	is	at	a	fixed	geographical	location.	Suppose	that	a	certain	endangered	species	of	fish	exists	only	in	a	marine	park.	If	the	ocean	temperature	rises	in	the	park	because
of	global	warming,	explain	what	physiological	problems	the	species	of	fish	might	confront.	How	might	the	species	face	a	brighter	future	if	parks	could	have	moveable	boundaries	rather	than	fixed	ones?	3.	Referring	to	Figure	10.11,	suppose	you	have	some	lizards	that	are	at	16°C	and	have	been	living	at	that	temperature	for	5	weeks.	What	is	their
resting	metabolic	rate?	If	the	lizards	are	suddenly	shifted	to	a	room	at	33°C,	trace	on	the	graph	how	their	metabolic	rate	will	change	from	the	moment	they	are	placed	in	the	new	room	until	5	weeks	have	passed.	According	to	the	graph,	will	they	exhibit	compensation?	4.	Discuss	ways	that	the	cryobiology	(“freezing	biology”)	of	insects	could	be
manipulated	to	control	insect	pests.	One	factor	to	consider	is	that	certain	bacteria	and	fungi	act	as	highly	effective	ice	nucleators.	5.	In	the	animal	kingdom	today,	poikilotherms	outnumber	homeotherms	by	a	great	margin.	Why	is	poikilothermy	a	successful	way	of	life	even	though	poikilotherms	sometimes	must	compete	successfully	with	homeotherms
to	survive?	6.	Suppose	you	travel	to	a	tropical	place	such	as	the	Bahamas	and	watch	the	coastal	poikilotherms,	such	as	fish,	crabs,	and	sea	stars,	swim	and	crawl	about	in	the	warm	waters.	Suppose	then	that	you	travel	to	northern	Maine	and	watch	the	related	species	of	poikilotherms	in	the	cold	waters	there.	In	the	abstract,	it	would	not	be
unreasonable	to	expect	to	see	the	animals	in	Maine	moving	about	in	slow	motion	compared	with	those	in	the	Bahamas.	In	fact,	however,	rates	of	locomotion	are	likely	to	look	to	your	eye	to	be	more	similar	than	different	in	the	two	places.	Design	experiments	to	assess	whether	the	Maine	animals	are	especially	able	to	be	active	in	cold	waters.	If	you	find
that	they	are,	how	might	their	high	ability	for	activity	in	cold	waters	be	explained?	For	each	hypothesis	you	present,	design	an	experiment	to	test	the	hypothesis.	7.	During	winter,	when	people	are	in	a	well-insulated	house,	they	usually	feel	comfortable	if	the	air	temperature	is	near	22°C	(72°F).	If	you	have	ever	spent	a	night	in	a	poorly	insulated	cabin
in	winter,	however,	you	will	recognize	that	paradoxically,	when	people	are	in	poorly	insulated	buildings,	they	often	feel	chilly	even	when	the	air	inside	is	heated	to	22°C	or	higher.	One	important	reason	for	the	difference	in	how	warm	people	feel	in	the	two	sorts	of	buildings	is	that	even	if	a	well-insulated	and	poorly	insulated	building	are	identical	in	the
air	temperature	inside,	they	differ	in	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer.	Specifically,	a	person	standing	in	the	two	types	of	buildings	experiences	different	heat	exchange	by	thermal	radiation	in	the	two.	Explain	how	thermal-radiation	heat	transfer	accounts	for	the	sense	of	chill	in	the	poorly	insulated	building.	(Hint:	Think	of	the	outer	walls	of	the	two
types	of	buildings,	and	think	specifically	of	the	temperatures	of	the	interior	surfaces	of	those	walls.)	8.	What	is	homeoviscous	adaptation?	Although	we	discussed	it	in	our	study	of	poikilotherms,	the	phenomenon	was	actually	first	discovered	about	a	century	ago	in	studies	of	pigs	in	Sweden.	Some	pigs	were	dressed	in	blankets	during	winter	while
others	were	allowed	to	roam	about	stark	naked.	When	their	subcutaneous	fat	was	analyzed,	the	two	sets	of	pigs	turned	out	to	have	laid	down	lipids	of	differing	chemical	composition.	How	could	different	lipids	give	the	two	groups	similar	lipid	fluidities?43	9.	Suppose	you	are	trying	to	choose	between	two	winter	jackets.	Suppose	also	that	you	have	a
heat-producing	mannequin	available	for	your	use	and	you	are	able	to	adjust	the	mannequin’s	rate	of	heat	production.	According	to	Equation	10.10,	insulation	is	equal	to	(T	B	–	TA)/M	(this	is	in	fact	a	general	equation	for	insulation).	How	would	you	make	a	quantitative	comparison	of	the	insulation	provided	by	the	two	jackets?	43	To	avoid	introducing
any	confusion,	it	may	be	important	to	mention	that	the	subcutaneous	lipid	deposits	of	mammals	(which	are	known	as	depot	fats)	consist	of	ordinary	triacylglycerols,	not	phospholipids	like	membrane	lipids,	but	the	basic	concepts	of	homeoviscous	adaptation	remain	the	same.	Thermal	Relations 	285	10.	In	the	rete	mirabile	serving	the	red	swimming
muscles	of	tunas,	some	key	enzymes	of	catabolism	show	gradients	of	concentration:	They	are	more	concentrated	at	the	cold	end	of	the	rete,	and	less	concentrated	at	the	warm	end.	These	variations	parallel	variations	that	are	often	seen	in	the	thermal	acclimation	of	poikilotherms,	when	enzyme	concentrations	rise	during	acclimation	to	cold	and	fall
during	acclimation	to	heat.	What	do	you	think	could	be	some	of	the	reasons	for	these	spatial	and	temporal	variations	in	enzyme	concentration?	Why	not	have	the	highest	observed	enzyme	concentrations	everywhere	at	all	times?	11.	Humphries,	Thomas,	and	Speakman	presented	a	bioenergetic	model	to	predict	how	global	warming	might	cause
insectivorous	bats	to	alter	the	northernmost	latitudes	at	which	they	hibernate.	The	investigators	stress	that	not	only	is	the	model	fairly	simple,	but	also	it	allows	the	existing	distribution	of	hibernation	sites	to	be	predicted	reasonably	well.	Study	their	model,	and	assess	its	pros	and	cons.	Why	is	the	little	brown	bat	a	particularly	suitable	species	for	the
application	of	this	method?	See	M.	M.	Humphries,	D.	W.	Thomas,	and	J.	R.	Speakman.	2002.	Climatemediated	energetic	constraints	on	the	distribution	of	hibernating	mammals.	Nature	418:	313–316.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Cannon,	B.,	and	J.	Nedergaard.	2004.
Brown	adipose	tissue:	function	and	physiological	significance.	Physiol.	Rev.	84:	277–359.	A	definitive	and	detailed	review	of	the	biology	of	brown	adipose	tissue	by	two	of	the	leaders	in	the	field.	Cossins,	A.,	J.	Fraser,	M.	Hughes,	and	A.	Gracey.	2006.	Postgenomic	approaches	to	understanding	the	mechanisms	of	environmentally	induced	phenotypic
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rewarding	paper	on	ways	that	the	interaction	between	O2	availability	and	temperature	may	affect	marine	poikilotherms	in	a	warming	world,	based	on	the	theory	of	oxygen-	and	capacity-limited	thermal	tolerance.	Eliason,	E.	J.,	T.	D.	Clark,	M.	J.	Hague,	and	seven	additional	authors.	2011.	Differences	in	thermal	tolerance	among	sockeye	salmon
populations.	Science	332:	109–111.	A	dense	but	particularly	worthwhile	paper	on	temperature-dependent	performance	and	thermal	tolerance	in	seven	distinct	populations	of	migratory	salmon.	Geiser,	F.	2004.	Metabolic	rate	and	body	temperature	reduction	during	hibernation	and	daily	torpor.	Annu.	Rev.	Physiol.	66:	239–274.	A	detailed	exploration	of
several	key	themes	in	modern	research	on	the	comparative	biology	of	hibernation	and	other	hypothermic	states	by	a	leader	in	the	field.	Heinrich,	B.	1993.	The	Hot-Blooded	Insects:	Strategies	and	Mechanisms	of	Thermoregulation.	Harvard	University	Press,	Cambridge,	MA.	A	searching	and	enlightening	treatment	(although	becoming	dated)	of	all
aspects	of	insect	thermal	relations	written	by	a	pioneer	in	the	field.	This	book	does	a	wonderful	job	of	putting	the	physiological	information	into	the	larger	context	of	insect	life	histories	and	ecology.	Heldmaier,	G.,	and	T.	Ruf.	1992.	Body	temperature	and	metabolic	rate	during	natural	hypothermia	in	endotherms.	J.	Comp.	Physiol.,	B	162:	696–706.
Also:	Ortmann,	S.,	and	G.	Heldmaier.	2000.	Regulation	of	body	temperature	and	energy	requirements	of	hibernating	Alpine	marmots	(Marmota	marmota).	Am.	J.	Physiol.	278:	R698–R704.	These	companion	papers	grapple	in	an	illuminating	way	with	the	question	of	what	governs	the	metabolic	rates	of	hibernators:	their	tissue	temperatures	or	some
sort	of	biochemical	metabolic	depression.	The	first	paper	takes	a	very	broad	approach.	The	second	focuses	on	just	one	species	and	is	simpler	to	follow.	Geiser	2004	takes	the	analysis	one	step	further.	Hill,	R.	W.,	T.	E.	Muhich,	and	M.	M.	Humphries.	2013.	City-scale	expansion	of	human	thermoregulatory	costs.	PLoS	ONE	8(10):	e76238.	A	far-ranging
paper	that	compares	the	energy	costs	of	human	thermoregulation	in	cold	environments	when	people	are	exposed	as	isolated	individuals	to	the	cold	and	when	they	live	in	heated	dwellings.	The	paper	reveals	that	the	energy	usage	of	entire	cities	varies	with	ambient	temperature	in	the	same	way	as	mammalian	metabolic	rate	varies	with	ambient
temperature.	Hochachka,	P.	W.,	and	G.	N.	Somero.	2002.	Biochemical	Adaptation:	Mechanism	and	Process	in	Physiological	Evolution.	Oxford	University	Press,	New	York.	A	definitive,	stimulating	treatment	of	the	biochemistry	and	molecular	biology	of	temperature,	written	by	two	leaders	in	the	field	(Hochachka	now	deceased).	Ortmann,	S.,	and	G.
Heldmaier.	2000.	See	Heldmaier	and	Ruf	1992	earlier	in	this	list.	Pörtner,	H.	O.,	L.	Peck,	and	G.	Somero.	2007.	Thermal	limits	and	adaptation	in	marine	Antarctic	ectotherms:	an	integrative	view.	Philos.	Trans.	R.	Soc.,	B	362:	2233–2258.	A	model	of	broadly	conceived	integrative	thinking,	focused	on	Antarctic	ectotherms,	written	by	a	multidisciplinary
team	of	leaders	in	the	field.	Rommel,	S.	A.,	D.	A.	Pabst,	and	W.	A.	McLellan.	1998.	Reproductive	thermoregulation	in	marine	mammals.	Am.	Sci.	86:	440–448.	The	testicles	of	marine	mammals	are	internal—a	placement	that	helps	create	a	hydrodynamically	efficient	body	shape—but	how	are	they	kept	cool?	Somero,	G.	N.	2011.	Comparative	physiology:
a	“crystal	ball”	for	predicting	consequences	of	global	change.	Am.	J.	Physiol.	301:	R1–R14.	A	thought-provoking	paper	on	biochemistry	and	global	change	written	by	a	master.	Tøien,	Ø.,	J.	Blake,	D.	M.	Edgar,	and	three	additional	authors.	2011.	Hibernation	in	black	bears:	Independence	of	metabolic	suppression	from	body	temperature.	Science	331:
906–909.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations,	and	References	in	Chapter	11.	Food,	Energy,	and	Temperature	At	Work	The	Lives	of	Mammals	in	Frigid	Places	Reindeer	(Rangifer	tarandus),	which	occur	in	Siberia	and	other	far-northern	regions,	typically	give	birth	in	May,	when	the	ground	remains	snow-covered	and	the	air
often	cools	to	below	0°C	overnight.	At	the	moment	of	its	birth,	a	reindeer	calf	experiences	a	drop	in	its	environmental	temperature	from	37°C	inside	its	mother’s	uterus	to	the	prevailing	air	temperature.	If	the	air	temperature	is	–3°C,	the	calf’s	environmental	temperature	plummets	by	40°C	at	birth.	The	air	sometimes	is	much	colder,	and	some	calves
experience	a	drop	of	50°–60°C	when	they	are	born.	Newborns	are	wet—covered	with	amniotic	fluid—and	a	strong	wind	may	blow.	Reindeer	calves	must	thermoregulate	on	their	own	from	the	moment	they	are	born,	or	die,	because	they	do	not	huddle	with	each	other	or	with	adults,	and	they	have	no	nest	to	protect	them.	They	are	perhaps	the	most
precocial	(adultlike)	of	all	the	newborns	of	land	mammals.	They	stand	the	moment	they	are	born.	When	2	days	old,	they	can	run	faster	than	a	person.	Because	herds	typically	move	from	place	to	place	incessantly	to	find	food,	the	newborn	calf	has	no	luxury	of	resting	to	gather	strength.	It	must	keep	up.	Within	a	week,	a	reindeer	calf	can	swim	across
broad	rivers.	As	stressed	in	Chapter	4,	the	physiology	of	young	animals	is	as	important	as	the	physiology	of	adults,	because	each	individual	animal	must	survive	first	as	a	youngster	if	it	is	ever	to	have	the	chance	of	surviving	(and	reproducing)	as	an	adult.	We	will	return	to	the	young	of	reindeer	shortly.	First,	however,	let’s	focus	on	adult	reindeer	and
the	environment	in	which	they	live—matters	that	set	the	context	for	fully	understanding	the	young.	11	A	newborn	reindeer	calf	must	thermoregulate	on	its	own	Although	mother	reindeer	provide	milk	to	their	young,	they	do	not	keep	them	warm,	and	the	Arctic	environment	where	birth	occurs	may	be	very	cold.	288	 	Chapter	11	Reindeer,	as	a	species,



are	probably	the	most	adapted	of	all	inland	mammals	to	cold	exposure;	some	herds	live	year-round	in	places	where	the	average	annual	temperature	is	below	–5°C.	An	intriguing	aspect	of	animal	species	that	are	extremely	well	suited	physiologically	to	live	in	stressful	habitats	is	that	their	very	presence	can	permit	other	species	to	exist	there	as	well.	In
deserts,	the	existence	of	rodents	that	have	evolved	extremely	low	requirements	for	ingested	water	permits	many	water-dependent	predators	to	exist	as	well;	the	rodents	provide	the	watery	food	the	predators	need.	Similarly,	in	the	Far	North,	the	existence	of	reindeer	permits	the	existence	there	of	wolves	and	other	predators—including	indigenous
human	cultures.	During	preindustrial	times,	people	could	not	possibly	have	survived	in	the	interior	of	the	Far	North	on	their	own.	The	existence	of	humankind	there	was	made	possible,	all	around	the	Arctic,	by	herds	of	reindeer,	which	served	as	sources	of	food	and	of	highly	insulating	pelts	that	people	employed	for	necessary	shelter	and	clothing.	The
same	points	still	apply	today	to	many	indigenous	human	cultures	that	live	apart	from	modern	comforts,	such	as	communities	of	Sami	people	who	live	in	traditional	ways	in	Scandinavia.	Because	of	the	intimate	relations	between	reindeer	and	people	over	long	periods	in	the	past,	reindeer	were	domesticated	to	some	degree	in	many	regions.	Today,
therefore,	the	species	consists	of	both	wild	populations	and	numerous	domesticated	strains	or	races.	Caribou	are	considered	by	most	mammalogists	to	be	the	same	species.	As	adults,	reindeer	in	some	populations	are	roughly	the	same	size	as	humans.1	Reindeer	have	many	characteristics	that	help	them	prosper	in	the	Far	North.	Although	adult
reindeer	weigh,	on	average,	about	one-third	as	much	as	adult	moose	(another	northern	species),	the	feet	of	reindeer	are	so	unusually	broad	that	the	contact	area	of	a	reindeer	with	the	ground	is	about	the	same	as	that	of	a	moose.	Accordingly,	the	downward	gravitational	force	on	each	unit	of	area	of	a	reindeer’s	feet	is	very	low	compared	with	that	of	a
moose,	explaining	how	reindeer	can	readily	negotiate	snowfields	that	stop	moose.	Adult	reindeer	in	their	winter	pelage	have	lower-critical	temperatures	of	–30°C	or	lower	in	still	air.	The	air	temperature	in	the	Arctic	rarely	goes	below	–50°C.	Thus	the	air	temperature	does	not	drop	far	below	their	lower-critical	temperature,	and	reindeer	in	their	winter
pelage	in	still	air	never	have	to	increase	their	metabolic	rates	by	much	above	basal	(Figure	11.1).	As	an	amusing	comparison,	Laplanders	and	Norwegians	equipped	just	with	the	insulation	“nature	gave	them”	(i.e.,	naked)	have	lower-critical	temperatures	of	+24°–27°C!	Only	by	dressing	in	something	like	a	reindeer	pelt	can	a	person	have	a	lower-
critical	temperature	that	is	compatible	with	Arctic	life.	One	reason	for	the	low	energy	costs	of	adult	reindeer	in	the	frigid	air	of	winter	is	their	pelage.	A	dense	underfur	of	fine	hairs	thickly	covers	their	skin,	and	the	longer	“guard”	hairs	of	the	pelage,	which	protrude	beyond	the	underfur	and	hang	over	its	outer	1	Various	subspecies	and	herds	of
reindeer	differ	in	average	adult	weight.	In	some,	the	average	adult	weight	is	60–70	kg,	the	same	as	the	nominal	average	adult	weight	of	people.	In	others,	the	average	is	twice	as	great,	or	even,	in	some	cases,	three	times	as	great.	6	Resting	metabolic	rate	(watts/kg)	Food,	Nutrition,	Energy	Metabolism,	and	Thermoregulation	in	the	Lives	of	Adult
Reindeer	4	Summer	2	Winter	0	–60	–40	–20	0	20	40	Air	temperature	(°C)	Figure	11.1 	Resting	metabolic	rate	as	a	function	of	air	tem-	perature	down	to	–50°C	in	adult	reindeer 	The	same	Norwe-	gian	animals,	weighing	about	70	kg,	were	studied	in	winter	and	summer.	The	air	was	still.	Lines	are	drawn	by	eye	to	approximate	the	trends	in	the	data.
(After	Nilssen	et	al.	1984.)	surface,	are	filled	with	tiny	air	spaces	(like	microscopic	bubble	wrap)	(Figure	11.2).	The	air	inside	these	hairs	is	motionless,	meaning	that	each	hair	in	itself	has	a	high	insulative	value	(see	page	238).	In	common	with	other	large	species	of	mammals,	reindeer	undergo	dramatic	seasonal	molts.	In	winter,	a	reindeer’s	fur	is	3–4
cm	thick	over	much	of	its	body	(Figure	11.3).	All	body	surfaces	of	a	reindeer,	even	the	nose,	have	a	hair	covering.	Besides	the	pelage,	another	reason	for	the	low	energy	costs	of	adult	reindeer	in	frigid	air	is	that	they	employ	regional	heterothermy.	Reindeer	do	not	keep	the	tissues	of	their	legs	and	other	exposed	body	parts	as	warm	as	their	body	core
(see	Figure	10.32).	Reflecting	on	what	we	learned	about	lipid	fluidity	in	our	study	of	fish	and	other	poikilotherms	in	Chapter	10,	an	interesting	question	about	the	heterothermic	legs	of	reindeer	is	whether	the	lipids	in	their	legs	are	hard	and	stiff	where	the	limbs	are	cold,	much	as	butter	is	hard	when	cold.	Actually,	it	is	a	matter	of	ancient	knowledge
that	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	11.01	11-17-15	0.1	mm	Figure	11.2 	A	reindeer	hair	in	longitudinal	section 	This	image,	obtained	by	scanning	electron	microscopy,	shows	the	open	cellular	(“bubblelike”)	structure	of	the	interior	of	the	hair.	(With	thanks	to	Nigel	D.	Meeks	and	Caroline	R.	Cartwright,
Department	of	Scientific	Research	at	the	British	Museum	©	The	British	Museum;	after	Meeks	and	Cartwright	2005.)	 	AT	WORK:	The	Lives	of	Mammals	in	Frigid	Places 	289	90	Winter	Summer	3.6	cm	1.1	cm	Foreleg	80	3.1	1.0	Oleic	acid	(18.1ω9)	Hindleg	3.6	0.7	3.9	1.3	1.0	0.3	0.7	0.3	Figure	11.3 	Fur	thickness	of	adult	reindeer	in	winter	and
summer 	The	thickness	was	measured	perpendicular	to	the	skin	surface	and	is	expressed	in	centimeters.	(After	Johnsen	et	al.	1985.)	Percentage	of	all	fatty	acids	(%)	70	60	Oleic	acid	contains	one	double	bond	and	therefore	is	a	monounsaturated	fatty	acid.	50	40	30	Stearic	acid	and	palmitic	acid	are	fully	saturated	fatty	acids.	Palmitic	acid	(16.0)	20
lipids	from	the	outer	extremities	of	reindeer	legs—and	also	lipids	from	the	hooves	of	cattle—are	particularly	fluid,	compared	with	body-core	lipids.	People	have	long	used	lipids	(oils)	from	the	outer	extremities	to	soften	boot	leather	and	give	flexibility	to	leather	bow	strings	in	cold	climates.	Homeoviscous	adaptation	exists	from	one	end	of	a
heterothermic	leg	to	the	other:	Whereas	the	lipids	in	the	upper	leg	of	a	reindeer	or	cow	have	chemical	structures	that	give	them	a	gel-like	texture	at	37°C	and	cause	them	to	become	hard	at	0°C,	the	lipids	from	the	outer	extremities	have	different	chemical	structures	that	give	them	a	gel-like	or	oily	texture	near	0°C.	One	way	to	examine	the	spatial
diversity	of	chemical	structure	is	to	look	at	the	abundances	of	key,	diagnostic	fatty	acids	in	the	marrow	lipids	of	the	limb	bones.	As	seen	in	Figure	11.4,	oleic	acid—an	unsaturated	fatty	acid—becomes	dramatically	more	abundant	as	a	constituent	of	the	marrow	lipids	as	one	moves	out	along	a	leg,	whereas	palmitic	acid	and	stearic	acid—both	saturated
fatty	acids—become	less	abundant.	In	this	way,	the	bone	marrow	lipids	in	the	legs	of	reindeer	are	reminiscent	of	the	brain	phospholipids	of	fish	from	various	climates	(see	Figure	2.3).	same	basic	trends	HillThe	Animal	Physiology	4E	exist	even	in	the	legs	of	many	tropical	Sinauer	Associates	mammals.	Thus,	although	the	trends	are	significant	for
reindeer,	Morales	Studio	they	do	not	seem	to	be	specific	adaptations	to	a	truly	frigid	climate.	Figure	11.03	11-17-15	Food	and	nutrition	represent	great	challenges	in	the	environments	where	reindeer	live.	Like	other	deer,	reindeer	are	ruminants.	Thus	rumen	processes,	as	well	as	digestive	and	absorptive	processes,	play	pivotal	roles	in	their	physiology
of	food	and	nutrition.	A	key	to	the	survival	of	reindeer	in	the	Far	North	is	that	they	eat	a	great	diversity	of	plants	(37	genera	were	found	in	the	rumens	of	one	herd).	Moreover,	they	obtain	an	exceptional	degree	of	nutritional	benefit	from	eating	species	of	lichens	(“reindeer	moss”)	and	a	variety	of	other	species	of	far-northern	plants	that	are	not	much
eaten	by	other	mammals.2	The	exact	mechanisms	by	which	reindeer	are	able	to	exploit	their	unusual	foods	remain	poorly	known,	although	studies	of	ingestion	and	egestion	show,	for	example,	that	reindeer	obtain	twice	the	nutrient	value	from	lichens	as	sheep	or	cows	do.	Some	lichens	produce	and	accumulate	toxic	phenolic	compounds	such	2	For
simplicity	of	language,	we	use	the	term	plants	in	a	loose,	comprehensive	sense	to	refer	to	all	the	photosynthetic	organisms	that	reindeer	eat,	including	lichens	and	mosses,	as	well	as	true	plants.	10	0	Stearic	acid	(18.0)	1	2	Proximal	limb	3	4	5	6	7	8	Midlimb	9	10	11	12	Distal	limb	Location	along	limb	Figure	11.4 	Fatty	acid	composition	of	bone	marrow
lipids	in	the	legs	of	reindeer 	Marrow	lipids	were	sampled	at	12	locations	from	the	proximal	(upper)	end	of	each	limb	to	the	distal	(lower)	end.	The	proximal	locations	were	the	proximal	ends	of	the	humerus	and	femur;	the	midlimb	locations	were	the	distal	ends	of	the	radius	and	tibia;	the	distal	locations	were	the	third	phalanges.	In	the	numbering
system	for	the	fatty	acids	(discussed	in	Chapter	6,	see	pages	136–137),	the	number	before	the	decimal	is	the	number	of	carbon	atoms;	that	following	the	decimal	is	the	number	of	double	bonds;	and	that	following	ω	(omega)	designates	the	position	of	a	key	double	bond	(ω	is	not	written	when	there	are	no	double	bonds).	(After	Meng	et	al.	1969.)	as
usnic	acid,	raising	the	question	of	how	reindeer	handle	these	compounds.	Recent	research	points	to	degradation	by	specialized	rumen	microbes.	Usnic	acid	in	ingested	lichens	is	evidently	fully	broken	down	during	rumen	processing	and	never	enters	the	tissues	of	the	reindeer.	The	seasonal	cycle	of	plant	growth	in	the	Far	North	is	dramatic—	not	just
because	winters	are	cold,	but	also	because	of	winter	darkness	Hill(inAnimal	some	Physiology	places	that4Ereindeer	occupy,	the	sun	does	not	rise	above	the	Sinauer	Associates	horizon	for	3	months	in	winter).	The	summer	foods	of	reindeer	in	Morales	Studio	most	places	are	collectively	high	in	protein	and	mineral	nutrients,	Figure	11.04	11-17-15	12-
02-15	and	they	are	high	in	the	proportion	of	total	carbohydrate	that	is	in	readily	digestible	forms	(rather	than	cellulose	or	hemicelluloses).	Winter	foods	are	a	different	story.	Reindeer	often	depend	heavily	on	lichens	for	food	in	the	winter.	This	has	been	known	for	years	from	visual	observation	of	their	feeding	and	has	recently	been	confirmed	using
genomic	methods.	By	analyzing	the	DNA	in	reindeer	fecal	pellets	and	applying	DNA	bar-coding	methods,	investigators	have	obtained	impressively	detailed	information	on	the	foods	wild	reindeer	consume.	290	 	Chapter	11	100	Percentage	of	diet	(%)	80	Table	11.1 	Responses	of	the	rumen	microbes	of	reindeer	to	seasonal	changes	in	diet	Fungi
Herbs	Grasses	Trees	Mosses	Lichens	on	trees	Terrestrial	lichens	The	mixed	communities	of	fermenting	microbes	in	rumen	fluid	were	classified	using	standard	microbiological	methods.	Compared	with	the	summer	microbial	community,	the	winter	microbial	community	was	more	able	to	ferment	plant	fiber,	including	particular	structural	carbohydrates
such	as	cellulose,	and	less	able	to	carry	out	hydrolysis	of	proteins.	60	40	Percentage	of	microbes	that	could	carry	out	each	activity	(%)	Food	breakdown	activity	20	0	Figure	11.5 	Diet	composition	of	winter	reindeer	as	deter-	mined	by	DNA	bar	coding 	DNA	was	extracted	from	feces	and	analyzed	to	determine	the	foods	eaten	by	125	individuals.	(After
Newmaster	et	al.	2013.)	In	winter,	lichens	may	account	for	over	80%	of	the	diet	(Figure	11.5).	Lichens	are	often	the	salvation	of	reindeer	in	winter	in	terms	of	supplying	energy	because	they	are	abundant,	and	as	we	have	already	said,	reindeer	can	tap	a	high	proportion	of	their	nutrient	value.	However,	lichens	are	far	from	being	nutritionally	complete
because	they	are	low	in	protein	and	low	in	minerals	such	as	Na+.	Figure	11.6,	which	summarizes	the	composition	of	the	foods	available	to	reindeer	throughout	the	year	in	Finland,	is	well	worth	close	study,	because	it	illustrates	dramatically	that	animals	in	the	wild—away	from	veterinarians	and	manufactured	feeds—often	face	substantial	nutritional
stresses.	During	winter	the	lichens	and	senescent	vascular	plants	that	dominate	the	diets	of	reindeer	are	collectively	low	in	protein,	low	in	multiple	minerals,	low	in	highly	digestible	carbohydrates,	and	high	in	cellulose	and	hemicelluloses.	Reindeer	and	the	microbial	symbionts	in	their	rumens	make	adjustments	as	the	seasons	change.	For	instance,
certain	strains	of	reindeer	fatten	dramatically	as	winter	approaches,	thereby	reducing	their	need	for	winter	In	addition,	Hill	food.	Animal	Physiologythe	4E	community	of	fermenting	microbes	in	the	rumen	changes	in	composition	in	ways	that	respond	Sinauer	Associates	11.05	11-20-15	to	the	shifts	in	theFigure	types	of	foods	eaten.	Table	11.1	presents
one	Summer	Winter	Fiber	digestion	31	74	Cellulose	digestion	15	35	Hemicellulose	(xylan)	digestion	30	58	Proteolysis	(protein	hydrolysis)	51	28	Starch	digestion	68	63	Source:	After	Orpin	et	al.	1985.	example,	indicating	that	microbes	that	digest	woody,	fibrous	plant	material	(including	cellulose	and	hemicellulose)	increase	in	winter	when	reindeer
ingest	considerable	amounts	of	such	material.	A	recent	study	showed	that	the	mixed	rumen	microbial	community	in	Norwegian	reindeer	became	four	to	six	times	more	capable	of	breaking	down	lichens	when	lichens	were	chronically	in	the	diet	than	when	lichens	were	chronically	not	eaten.	Despite	such	adjustments,	by	the	time	spring	arrives	after	a
long	winter,	reindeer	have	lost	body	weight,	often	are	somewhat	emaciated,	often	exhibit	other	signs	of	having	been	in	negative	nitrogen	balance	for	months,	and	may	exhibit	blood	mineral	levels	diagnostic	of	mineral	deficiency.	In	some	places,	they	are	renowned	for	having	high	“mineral	appetites”	in	spring.	In	addition	to	the	physiological	and
anatomical	features	we	have	already	discussed,	the	distinctive	feeding	behaviors	and	migratory	behaviors	of	reindeer	herds	play	key	roles	in	their	success	in	the	Far	North.	Food	is	thinly	distributed	there,	even	for	animals	that	feed	Snow	cover	30	the	protein	and	mineral	content	of	the	foods	eaten	by	Finnish	reindeer 	The	foods	available	to—and
eaten	by—reindeer	vary	from	place	to	place.	The	particular	seasonal	changes	seen	here	are	not,	therefore,	observed	everywhere.	(After	Nieminen	1980.)	Potassium	2.0	20	Lichens,	which	are	a	major	component	of	the	reindeer’s	winter	diet	in	Finland,	are	low	in	both	protein	and	minerals.	Crude	protein	Total	minerals	1.0	Calcium	10	Phosphorus
Magnesium	0	June	July	Aug	Sept	Oct	Nov	Dec	Time	of	year	Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr	May	0	Concentrations	of	crude	protein	and	total	minerals	expressed	as	percentage	of	dry	food	weight	(%)	Figure	11.6 	Seasonal	changes	in	Concentrations	of	potassium,	calcium,	phosphorus,	and	magnesium	expressed	as	percentage	of	dry	food	weight	(%)	3.0	 	AT	WORK:
The	Lives	of	Mammals	in	Frigid	Places 	291	10	Newborn	Reindeer	When	reindeer	are	born,	they	already	have	a	well-developed	pelage,	consisting	of	woolly,	hollow	hairs.	Their	fur	provides	substantial	insulation	as	soon	as	the	uterine	fluids	have	evaporated	away	and	the	hairs	are	dry.	From	the	moment	of	birth,	reindeer	also	exhibit	a	typical
homeothermic	relation	between	their	metabolic	rate	and	the	air	temperature,	as	shown	by	the	red	line	in	Figure	11.7.	Newborns	are	able	to	raise	their	rate	of	metabolic	heat	production	to	at	least	twice	their	resting	rate.	By	virtue	of	the	combined	effects	of	their	pelage	insulation	and	this	thermogenic	ability,	newborns	are	able	to	keep	their	body
temperatures	at	39°–40°C	when	the	air	is	–20°C	to	–25°C	(a	difference	of	60°C	or	more)	for	at	least	a	few	hours	in	still	air.	This	performance	probably	represents	the	pinnacle	or	near-pinnacle	of	thermoregulatory	ability	among	all	the	terrestrial	newborns	on	Earth.3	That	said,	it	remains	true	that	reindeer	are	born	into	an	environment	that	can	be	very
harsh,	and	the	thermoregulatory	abilities	of	newborns	are	far	inferior	to	those	of	adults.	Many	newborns	die	if	they	get	wet	from	precipitation,	or	if	the	wind	blows	briskly	or	the	air	temperature	remains	very	low	for	a	day	or	more.	Reindeer	calves	grow	rapidly	compared	with	other	deer.	Partly	as	a	consequence	of	their	increasing	body	size,	their
metabolism–	temperature	relation	becomes	noticeably	more	favorable	with	each	passing	week	(see	Figure	11.7).	When	calves	are	2	weeks	old,	the	weight-specific	rate	of	heat	production	that	they	require	to	stay	warm	at	an	air	temperature	of	–20°C	is	already	reduced	to	only	70%	of	that	required	at	birth.	For	understanding	the	rapid	growth	of
reindeer	calves,	it	is	undoubtedly	significant	that	the	milk	produced	by	their	mothers	is	about	20%	lipid,	compared	with	about	4%	lipid	in	cow’s	milk.	Reindeer	milk	is	accordingly	very	energy	dense	(see	Table	6.3),	having	about	three	times	the	energy	value	per	liter	as	cow’s	milk	has.	It	is	also	particularly	rich	in	protein.	The	nutrient-rich	milk	of
reindeer	aids	the	rapid	growth	of	the	calves.	In	addition,	calves	may	start	eating	vegetation	within	2–3	days	of	being	born,	3	Newborn	muskox	(Ovibos	moschatus)	may	be	superior,	partly	because	of	greater	body	size.	At	birth,	reindeer	calves	weigh	about	4–5	kg,	whereas	muskox	calves	weigh	about	8	kg	(on	average,	adult	muskox	are	about	twice	the
size	of	adult	reindeer).	Newborn	muskox	have	a	highly	insulating	pelage	and	large	deposits	of	brown	fat.	9	Resting	metabolic	rate	(watts/kg)	on	a	diversity	of	plants.	Thus	herds	must	range	widely	to	obtain	enough	food.	Reindeer	herds	are	legendary,	in	general,	for	being	incessantly	on	the	move	during	daylight	hours,	covering	large	areas	of	ground
every	day,	nibbling	as	they	go.	The	extraordinary	annual	migrations	of	reindeer	herds	are	additional	behavioral	adaptations,	helping	them	to	find	not	only	food	but	also	shelter	from	wind	during	winter.	Although	some	herds	do	not	migrate,	most	do.	As	winter	approaches,	the	norm	is	for	a	herd	to	migrate	about	1000	km	from	its	summer	site	to	its
winter	site.	Some	travel	farther:	Recent	satellite-based	tracking	studies	in	Alaska	and	the	Yukon	revealed	that	some	herds	make	a	round-trip	of	5000	km	per	year.	Of	all	animals	that	travel	by	walking	or	running,	reindeer	migrate	the	greatest	distances!	The	movements	of	the	adults	in	a	herd	are	a	part	of	reality	for	all	calves	born	into	the	herd.	Calves
must	join	in	the	wide-ranging	daily	movements	of	their	herd	soon	after	birth,	as	we	have	already	mentioned,	and	by	autumn	of	their	first	year	of	life,	they	must	be	ready	for	the	annual	migration.	1	day	old	8	7	days	old	7	By	the	time	they	are	14	days	old,	reindeer	have	far	lower	energy	costs	to	thermoregulate	in	cold	air	than	when	they	are	newly	born.	6
14	days	old	5	4	3	–30	–20	–10	0	10	20	30	Air	temperature	(°C)	Figure	11.7 	Resting	metabolic	rate	as	a	function	of	air	tem-	perature	in	newborn	and	growing	reindeer 	The	air	was	still	when	these	measurements	were	made.	Dots	are	averages	for	the	sets	of	animals	studied	at	various	conditions.	(After	Markussen	et	al.	1985.)	and	by	2	weeks	after
birth	they	eat	considerable	amounts	of	plants,	while	continuing	to	nurse.	By	late	autumn	of	their	first	year,	when	they	are	5–6	months	old	and	fully	stop	nursing,	they	have	reached	50%–60%	of	their	adult	weight.	This	extent	of	growth	in	the	first	season	of	life	far	exceeds	the	average	for	other,	related	mammals	and	is	believed	to	be	important	in
enabling	young	reindeer	to	participate	successfully	in	their	herd’s	long	migration	to	its	wintering	area.	A	great	deal	of	interest	has	focused	on	the	mechanisms	by	which	newborn	reindeer	and	other	young	mammals	increase	their	metabolic	heat	production	for	thermoregulation.	Nonshivering	thermogenesis	(NST)	by	brown	fat	plays	an	extraordinary
role	in	this	regard.	Brown	fat	is	nearly	always	the	principal	thermogenic	tissue	in	newborn	placental	mammals,	and	NST	is	thus	the	principal	mechanism	of	thermogenesis	in	newborns	(Box	11.1).	Why	brown	fat	and	NST	should	be	of	paramount	importance	in	newborns	is	largely	an	unresolved	mystery,	as	we	discuss	later.	The	ways	in	which	brown
adipose	tissue	and	NST	have	been	identified	in	reindeer	calves	illustrate	well	the	steps	that	physiologists	typically	takePhysiology	to	identify	Hill	Animal	4E	the	tissues	and	mechanisms	responsible	forSinauer	physiological	Associatesprocesses.	The	first	study	indicating	that	brown	Morales	Studio	Figure	11.07	11-17-15	BOX	Knockout	Mice	Document
the	11.1	Importance	of	Brown	Fat	Molecular	genetic	tools	have	been	used	to	produce	laboratory	mice	that	cannot	synthesize	the	type	of	mitochondrial	protein,	uncoupling	protein	1	(UCP1),	that	mediates	nonshivering	thermogenesis	(NST).	The	gene	coding	for	UCP1	is	inactivated.	As	explained	in	Box	Extension	11.1,	research	using	these	knockout
mice	has	provided	strong	support	for	two	critical	concepts:	(1)	brown	fat	is	the	sole	tissue	in	which	NST	occurs	in	mice,	and	(2)	UCP1	is	the	only	molecular	form	of	UCP	that	mediates	NST.	292	 	Chapter	11	fat	occurs	in	newborn	reindeer	involved	microscopic	examination	of	adipose	tissues.	The	investigators	observed	that	the	fatty	tissue	between	the
scapulae	(shoulder	blades)	of	newborn	calves	is	reddish	brown	and,	suspecting	it	to	be	brown	fat,	prepared	it	for	microscopy.	The	microscopic	approach	to	identifying	brown	fat	is	based	on	the	fact	that	the	tissue	usually	differs	from	white	fat	in	several	structural	ways.	For	example,	brown	fat	is	much	richer	in	mitochondria	than	white	fat	is,	and	its
intracellular	fat	deposits	are	multilocular	(meaning	there	are	many	small	lipid	droplets	per	cell)	rather	than	unilocular	(one	droplet	per	cell)	as	in	white	fat.	Microscopic	studies	performed	in	about	1980	indicated	that	most	of	the	major	deposits	of	adipose	tissue	in	the	body	of	a	newborn	reindeer	are	brown	fat.	Nonetheless,	physiologists	assume	that
function,	not	just	morphology,	must	ultimately	be	directly	studied	for	function	to	be	understood.	Thus,	soon	after	microscopy	had	established	the	likely	presence	of	brown	fat	in	newborn	reindeer,	investigators	tested	calves	to	determine	their	responses	to	injected	norepinephrine.	As	discussed	in	Chapter	10,	thermogenesis	by	brown	fat	is	ordinarily
activated	by	the	sympathetic	nervous	system,	secreting	norepinephrine.	On	the	basis	of	this	fact,	an	animal’s	response	to	a	norepinephrine	injection	has	often	been	used	as	an	informative	(although	relatively	crude)	test	for	brown-fat	function.	When	newborn	reindeer	are	injected	subcutaneously	with	a	standard	dose	of	norepinephrine,	they	respond
with	a	large	increase	in	their	rate	of	O2	consumption	(Figure	11.8).	This	response	to	norepinephrine,	considered	together	with	the	microscopic	observations	discussed	earlier,	convinced	physiologists	that	brown	fat	and	NST	are	important	for	heat	production	in	newborn	reindeer.	Always,	however,	thoughtful	scientists	are	wondering	if	their	standards
of	evidence	are	adequate.	Anyone	who	has	spent	months	of	his	or	her	life	gathering	data	becomes	aware	that	there	is	a	risk	of	being	fooled.	Maybe,	one	fears	at	times,	the	hard-won	data	do	not	say	exactly	what	we	have	imagined	they	say.	Because	of	these	concerns,	people	using	the	microscopic	approach	kept	reassessing	whether	the	microscopic
criteria	used	to	identify	brown	fat	were	infallible.	By	the	last	decade	of	the	twentieth	century,	these	inves-	When	1-day-olds	were	injected	with	norepinephrine,	they	exhibited	a	large	percentage	increase	in	their	rate	of	O2	consumption,	indicating	a	well-developed	capability	for	nonshivering	thermogenesis	by	brown	fat.	Maximum	change	in	rate	of	O2
consumption	(%)	elicited	by	norepinephrine	100	Older	animals	exhibited	less	of	a	response,	indicating	that	the	capability	for	nonshivering	thermogenesis	by	brown	fat	decreases	as	reindeer	age.	75	50	25	0	0	5	10	15	Age	(days)	20	25	30	Figure	11.8 	A	test	for	brown-fat	thermogenesis	in	newborn	and	growing	reindeer 	Reindeer	of	various	ages	were
injected	subcutaneously	with	a	standard	dose	of	norepinephrine	per	kilogram	of	body	weight.	(After	Soppela	et	al.	1986.)	Figure	11.9 	Brown	adipose	tissue	in	a	human	infant	The	tissue	occurs	in	discrete	masses	in	many	parts	of	the	body.	(After	Hull	1973.)	tigators	had	concluded—from	hundreds	of	studies	on	brown	fat	in	various	mammals—that	in
fact	the	traditional	microscopic	criteria	are	not	100%	reliable.	On	unusual	occasions,	when	the	traditional	criteria	are	used,	white	fat	can	seem	to	be	brown	fat,	or	vice	versa.	A	third	test	for	brown	fat	was	therefore	devised.	It	employed	a	distinctive	molecular	marker:	the	mitochondrial	protein	uncoupling	protein	1	(UCP1;	see	Figure	8.4),	which	is
believed	to	occur	exclusively	(or	virtually	exclusively)	in	brown	fat,	not	white	fat	or	other	tissues.	Antibodies	to	UCP1	can	be	produced	in	a	laboratory.	Then,	UCP1	in	a	newborn	reindeer	or	other	animal	can	be	unambiguously	identified	by	its	antigen–antibody	reaction	(immunocytochemistry).	Studies	have	shown	that	all	of	the	major	adipose-tissue
deposits	in	newborn	reindeer	react	with	UCP1	antibodies,	demonstrating	more	convincingly	than	ever	that	the	tissues	are	brown	fat.	Reindeer	newborns	are	not	alone	in	being	well	endowed	with	brown	fat.	In	fact,	most	placental	mammals,	including	humans	(Figure	11.9),	have	extensive	masses	of	brown	fat	at	birth	(pigs	are	exceptions,	as	discussed
in	Box	11.2).	In	large-bodied	species,	such	as	reindeer	and	humans,	the	brown	fat	of	newborns	typically	declines	rapidly	with	age.	This	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Edecline	is	particularly	rapid	in	ruminants.	In	Sinauer	Associates	reindeer,	sheep,	goats,	and	other	species	of	ruminants	that	have	Morales	Studio	all	the	brown	fat	present	in	newborns
undergoes	been	studied,	Figure	11.09	11-17-15	a	genetically	programmed	decline	fast	enough	that	there	is	no	brown	fat	by	1	month	of	age;	this	is	demonstrated	by	the	fact	that	in	1-month-old	animals,	the	gene	for	UCP1	is	no	longer	expressed	and	no	tissue	reaction	with	UCP1-specific	antibodies	occurs.	Simultaneously,	the	metabolic	response	of	the
young	animals	to	a	norepinephrine	injection	declines	substantially	(see	Figure	11.8).	In	the	sorts	of	species	we	are	discussing,	as	the	capacity	of	a	young	mammal	for	nonshivering	thermogenesis	declines,	shivering	becomes	more	important	as	a	source	of	heat	production;	ultimately,	shivering	becomes	the	sole	mechanism	of	increasing	heat	production
for	thermoregulation.	This	transition	is	quite	obvious	in	people;	whereas	we	rely	principally	on	nonshivering	thermogenesis	when	we	are	newly	born,	we	become	dependent	principally	on	shivering	thermogenesis	in	youth	and	adulthood.	In	reindeer,	as	already	said,	the	transition	occurs	relatively	rapidly.	Shivering	becomes	their	only	substantial
mechanism	of	increasing	metabolic	heat	production	for	thermoregulation	by	the	time	they	are	1	month	old,	as	far	as	is	now	known.	This	is	not	to	say	that	young	reindeer	shiver	a	lot.	By	the	time	reindeer	are	1	month	old,	the	warm	air	temperatures	of	summer	have	started	to	prevail,	and	the	need	for	any	sort	of	thermoregulatory	thermogenesis	is
reduced.	When	winter	arrives,	the	young	reindeer	are	6	months	old	and—similar	to	adults—have	lower-critical	temperatures	of	about	–30°C	(see	Figure	11.1).	BOX	11.2	Genomics	Confirms	That	Piglets	Lack	Brown	Fat	The	completion	of	a	partial	sequence	of	the	genome	of	domestic	pigs	in	2005	set	the	stage	for	a	remarkable	discovery.	Investigators
located	the	gene	for	uncoupling	protein	1	(UCP1)	in	this	genome,	but	when	they	looked	in	detail,	they	found	the	gene	to	be	disrupted	by	several	mutations	and	deletions,	including	complete	deletion	of	two	exons.	The	gene	is	nonfunctional,	a	fact	that	greatly	strengthens	a	conclusion	reached	through	earlier	morphological	studies,	that	piglets	lack
brown	fat.	Studies	of	additional	types	of	pigs	quickly	revealed	that	the	UCP1	gene	is	disrupted	in	all	of	them.	European	wild	boars,	warthogs,	red	river	hogs,	and	Bornean	bearded	pigs	display	the	same	exon	deletions	that	are	observed	in	domestic	pigs.	Phylogenetic	analysis	indicates	that	the	UCP1	gene	became	disrupted	in	the	pig	lineage	about	20
million	years	ago.	A	European	wild	boar,	the	only	wild	pig	that	lives	in	cold	climates	As	yet,	no	one	can	be	certain	why	this	occurred.	Nor	can	anyone	be	certain	whether	the	gene	became	nonfunctional	first	and	then	brown	fat	disappeared,	or	vice	versa.	In	any	case,	members	of	the	pig	family	today	are	unusual	among	The	primary	role	of	brown	fat	in
newborn	ruminants,	such	as	reindeer	and	sheep,	seems	to	be	to	act	as	a	transition	source	of	heat	production:	the	dominant	site	of	thermogenesis	when	the	animals	first	make	the	transition	from	life	in	the	uterus	to	life	outside	their	mother.	For	brown	fat	to	play	this	role,	it	must	develop	extensively	prior	to	birth,	a	fact	that	raises	numerous	interesting
questions.	Do	fetuses,	for	example,	develop	more	brown	fat	when	the	environment	into	which	they	will	be	born	is	cold	rather	than	warm?	This	question	has	been	studied	in	sheep,	in	an	indirect	but	fascinating	way,	by	shearing	off	the	fur	of	some	mothers	during	their	final	month	of	pregnancy	and	comparing	their	newborns	with	the	newborns	of
unshorn	mothers	(shearing	serves	in	these	experiments	to	mimic	colder	weather	for	the	mothers	by	lowering	their	insulation).	Lambs	born	to	shorn	mothers	have	more	brown	fat	at	birth	than	lambs	born	to	unshorn	mothers	have.	Moreover,	when	newborns	are	exposed	to	an	air	temperature	that	is	chilly	for	lambs	(14°C),	the	newborns	of	shorn
mothers	never	shiver,	whereas	many	of	the	newborns	of	unshorn	mothers	shiver.	These	results	indicate	that	the	intrauterine	development	of	brown	fat	by	fetuses	is	modified,	depending	on	the	cold	stress	experienced	by	their	mothers,	in	ways	that	help	ensure	that	NST	will	be	sufficient	for	thermoregulation	in	the	newly	born.	Another	interesting
question	is	how	the	large	masses	of	brown	fat	in	unborn,	near-term	young	are	regulated	so	that	they	do	not	catabolize	large	amounts	of	the	young’s	foodstuffs.	Logic	suggests	that,	prior	to	birth,	a	young	animal	will	profit	most	from	the	foodstuffs	it	has	by	using	them	to	grow	and	mature;	brown	fat,	if	uncontrolled,	could	turn	large	quantities	of	the
foodstuffs	into	heat	and	chemical	wastes.	Experiments	reveal	that	if	near-term	sheep	fetuses	are	cooled	inside	the	uteruses	of	their	mothers	(Figure	11.10),	they	do	not	activate	their	brown	fat	or	engage	in	NST.	However,	if	blood	flow	from	the	placenta	of	a	near-term	fetus	placental	mammals	in	that	the	newborns	lack	nonshivering	thermogenesis	and
depend	entirely	on	shivering	for	physiological	heat	production.	Piglets	tend	to	be	especially	vulnerable	to	cold	stress.	is	blocked	by	pinching	shut	the	umbilical	cord,	the	fetus	rapidly	exhibits	substantial	NST.	These	results	and	others	indicate	that	a	near-term	sheep	fetus	in	the	uterus	receives	from	its	placenta	one	or	more	types	of	signaling	molecules
(probably	prostaglandins)	that	inhibit	its	activation	of	brown	fat.	These	signaling	molecules	Cooling	coil	The	ambient	temperature	of	the	fetus	could	be	lowered	by	circulating	chilled	fluid	in	the	cooling	coil.	Ventilator	The	lungs	were	ventilated	with	air,	and	the	fetus’s	rate	of	O2	consumption	from	the	air	could	be	measured.	Snare	Placenta	Blood	flow
in	the	umbilical	cord	between	the	fetus	and	placenta	could	be	blocked	or	unblocked	by	pulling	a	snare	tight	around	the	cord	or	allowing	the	snare	to	open.	Figure	11.10 	A	near-term	sheep	fetus	in	the	uterus	prepared	for	study	of	“simulated	birth” 	(After	Power	et	al.	1987.)	294	 	Chapter	11	are	cut	off	at	birth	by	the	severing	of	the	umbilical	cord,
and	the	brown	fat	is	then	able	to	respond	vigorously	to	the	chilly	outside	environment	by	producing	heat!	A	similar	process	may	occur	in	reindeer.	Future	research	will	tell.	The	Future	of	Reindeer:	Timing	and	Ice	Demographers	have	sounded	an	alarm	that	wild	reindeer	may	be	in	decline	throughout	their	circumpolar	distribution.	Since	the	1980s,
80%	of	populations	studied	have	exhibited	declines.	If	we	presume	that	these	data	represent	a	long-term	trend,	the	causes	are	of	great	interest.	Some	of	the	causes	may	be	intimately	related	to	the	environmental	physiology	of	the	animals	in	a	changing	world.	Migratory	ungulates	commonly	have	evolved	life	histories	closely	synchronized	with	cycles	of
plant	growth.	This	phenomenon	is	very	evident	in	reindeer.	As	spring	unfolds,	herds	of	reindeer	migrate	back	to	the	areas	where	they	will	spend	the	summer,	and	after	arriving	there,	the	pregnant	females	in	a	herd	give	birth	almost	synchronously	with	each	other.	Historically,	births	have	tended	to	occur	at	a	time	when	mothers	and	young	can	make
maximum	use	of	the	peak	period	of	nutritious	spring	plant	growth	on	the	summering	grounds.	For	several	reasons—one	being	that	when	reindeer	start	their	migration,	they	are	at	a	distant	place	from	their	summering	grounds—the	question	arises,	in	a	changing	world,	of	whether	birthing	will	continue	to	coincide	with	peak	spring	plant	growth.	A
recent	study	on	West	Greenland	herds	indicates	that	it	will	not.	Over	the	past	25	years,	the	peak	of	spring	plant	growth	has	occurred	earlier	and	earlier	because	of	warming	spring	temperatures.	The	reindeer,	however,	have	birthed	always	at	about	the	same	time	each	spring.	A	growing	mismatch	of	5–10	days	has	consequently	developed	between	the
time	when	young	are	born	and	the	time	when	nutritious	food	is	most	readily	available.	As	this	mismatch	has	developed,	death	rates	of	offspring	have	risen.	The	consequences	of	this	sort	of	mismatch	highlight,	among	other	things,	the	precariousness	of	reindeer	life	history.	Reindeer	have	evolved	to	be	specialists	in	leading	lives	of	lifelong	(“cradle	to
grave”),	direct	exposure	to	an	especially	harsh	environment.	That	environment	is	also	particularly	unforgiving:	small	changes	can	impose	large	consequences.	In	addition	to	the	mismatch	just	discussed,	another	“small”	change	that	may	be	driving	the	decline	of	reindeer	populations	is	the	change	of	snow	type.	Arctic	indigenous	peoples	often	have
dozens	of	words	for	the	forms	of	ice,	snow,	and	other	precipitation—reflecting	the	fact	that	subtle	differences	(often	unrecognized	by	non-Arctic	people)	may	be	of	large	importance.	Evidence	exists	that	in	some	areas	where	reindeer	live,	precipitation	is	falling	to	a	greater	extent	as	rain	(and	a	lesser	extent	as	snow)	as	years	go	by	because	of	global
warming.	When	precipitation	falls	as	rain,	it	can	freeze	on	the	ground	into	a	hard,	thick	crust.	This	crust	(unlike	fluffy	snow)	can	block	reindeer	from	reaching	food	plants,	leading	to	hunger	and	starvation.	Thermoregulatory	Development:	Small	Mammals	Compared	with	Large	Mammals	the	size	of	mice	and	rats	have	only	very	modest	capabilities	to
thermoregulate	when	they	are	first	born.	The	white-footed	mouse	(Peromyscus	leucopus),	one	of	the	most	abundant	native	small	mammals	in	North	America,	provides	a	typical	example	of	the	course	of	development	in	such	animals.	The	species	occurs	in	northern	states	such	as	Michigan	and	Wisconsin,	as	well	as	into	Canada.	In	these	areas,	the	mice
give	birth	to	their	first	litters	of	young	each	year	in	March	and	April,	when	the	cold	of	late	winter	still	prevails.	Their	litters	consist	of	four	to	six	young	born	without	fur.	In	the	days	immediately	following	birth,	young	white-footed	mice	can	respond	to	cold	exposure	by	increasing	their	metabolic	rates	to	a	small	extent,	and	if	all	the	young	in	a	litter
huddle	together	within	the	nest	their	mother	provides,	they	are	able	collectively	to	thermoregulate	reasonably	well	for	a	few	hours	even	when	the	air	outside	the	nest	is	near	freezing.	A	newborn	litter,	therefore,	can	stay	relatively	warm	for	a	while	when	its	mother	is	away	foraging.	However,	if	a	single	newborn	mouse	is	removed	from	the	nest	and
studied	by	itself,	it	cannot	marshal	a	high	enough	metabolic	rate	to	stay	warm	even	when	the	air	temperature	is	+25°C—a	temperature	higher	than	“room	temperature”	in	American	buildings.	At	an	ambient	temperature	of	25°C,	the	body	temperature	of	a	solitary	2-day-old	soon	drops	from	37°C	to	about	28°C—not	because	the	animal	is	in	some	sort
of	controlled	hypothermia,	but	because	its	thermoregulatory	abilities	are	overwhelmed.	The	young	of	lemmings	and	other	small	mammals	characteristic	of	the	Far	North	are	not	much	different;	to	thermoregulate	in	their	first	days	of	life,	they	require	a	protective	microhabitat,	including	the	nest	their	mother	provides	and	their	siblings	with	which	they
huddle.	The	length	of	the	nestling	period	of	white-footed	mice	is	typical	of	that	of	most	mice	and	rats:	about	3	weeks.	During	those	3	weeks,	young	mice	must	become	physiologically	capable	of	setting	off	on	their	own.	They	must,	for	example,	become	able	to	thermoregulate	as	isolated	individuals	in	the	environment	outside	the	nest,	however	cold	that
environment	may	be.	As	Figure	4.4	shows,	individuals	dramatically	increase	their	body	insulation	and	the	rate	at	which	they	can	produce	heat	during	their	3	weeks	of	nestling	life.	Consequently	they	become	capable	of	thermoregulating	by	themselves.	Regarding	the	mechanisms	of	thermogenesis	in	developing	mice	and	rats,	the	evidence	available
indicates	that	shivering	is	not	functional	in	most	species	for	roughly	the	first	week	of	postnatal	life.	Brown	fat,	in	contrast,	is	present	at	birth.	The	brown	fat	grows	as	the	young	grow.	In	fact,	studies	of	laboratory	rats	have	shown	that	the	maturation	of	brown	fat	as	a	thermogenic	tissue	outpaces	body	growth	for	a	period	during	nestling	development,
so	that	the	brown	fat	is	able	to	produce	ever	more	heat	per	unit	of	body	weight	as	time	passes.	Let’s	focus	now	on	small	mammals	as	compared	with	large	mammals.	The	trajectory	of	brown-fat	development	in	small	mammals	is	extremely	different	from	the	trajectory	in	large	mammals.	In	reindeer	and	sheep,	brown	fat	is	maximally	or	near	maximally
developed	at	birth,	and	it	starts	to	wane	soon	after	birth,	so	it	is	gone	or	approximately	gone	by	about	a	month	of	age.	In	small	mammals	such	as	mice	and	rats,	by	contrast,	brown	fat	is	far	from	fully	developed	at	birth,	and	during	much	of	the	first	month	of	life,	it	develops	an	ever-greater	thermogenic	ability.	Correlated	with	these	differences	in
developmental	trajectory,	the	adults	of	large	and	small	mammals	tend	to	exhibit	consistent	differences	in	brown	fat.	Brown	fat	is	not	present	to	any	great	extent	in	the	adults	 	AT	WORK:	The	Lives	of	Mammals	in	Frigid	Places 	295	of	most	large-bodied	species	of	mammals.4	By	contrast,	brown	fat	is	conspicuous	in	the	adults	of	most	species	of
placental	mammals	smaller	than	about	5	kg.	It	becomes	a	particularly	prominent	tissue	in	these	adults	when	they	are	acclimated	to	cold	or	acclimatized	to	winter,	as	we	saw	in	Chapter	10;	and	it	is	a	prominent	tissue	in	hibernators,	as	we	will	discuss	later	in	this	chapter.	Looking	back	over	our	discussion	of	the	development	of	thermoregulation	in
large	and	small	species,	it	is	striking	to	observe	that	in	both	large	and	small	placental	mammals,	brown	fat	and	nonshivering	thermogenesis	are	the	favored	means	of	producing	heat	for	thermoregulation	at	birth	and	during	the	period	immediately	following	birth.	Why	is	this	true?	One	hypothesis	is	that	skeletal	muscles	are	inherently	too	immature	at
birth	for	shivering	to	be	a	viable	primary	mechanism	of	thermogenesis	in	newborns.	There	are	other	hypotheses	as	well,	but	only	further	research	will	answer	the	question.	The	fact	that	we	humans	rely	on	brown	fat	for	thermogenesis	when	we	are	newly	born	adds	interest	to	finding	an	answer.	The	Effect	of	Body	Size	on	Mammals’	Lives	in	Cold
Environments:	An	Overview	A	retrospective	look	at	the	topics	we	have	discussed	so	far	in	this	chapter	makes	clear	that	body	size	is	a	principal	determinant	of	the	options	available	to	mammals	for	thermoregulation.	Although	both	reindeer	and	white-footed	mice	are	warm	in	the	days	following	their	birth,	they	are	warm	for	different	reasons.	Newborn
reindeer	are	so	large	that	they	have	few	options	for	using	protective	microhabitats;	they	cannot	burrow	underground,	and	on	the	tundra	they	cannot	readily	find	other	refuges.	Thus	newborn	reindeer	must	confront	the	full	harshness	of	their	environment,	and	they	must	physiologically	meet	the	full	challenges	of	their	environment	if	they	are	to	stay
warm.	Fortunately,	large	size—while	limiting	behavioral	options—has	physiological	advantages;	because	of	their	size,	newborn	reindeer	have	a	surface-to-volume	ratio	that	is	favorable	for	retaining	heat	in	cold	environments,	and	they	can	have	a	thick	pelage.	For	smallbodied	newborns	such	as	white-footed	mice,	the	interplay	between	behavior	and
physiology	is	almost	opposite.	Such	newborns	are	smaller	than	the	little	fingers	on	our	hands,	and	just	as	naked.	Thus	physiologically	there	is	no	chance	that	newborn	mice	could	evolve	mechanisms	that	would	allow	them	to	thermoregulate	while	fully	exposed	to	a	cold	external	environment.	Being	small,	however,	they	can	exist	in	highly	protective
microhabitats;	their	mothers	can	place	them	in	secluded,	benign	locations	such	as	underground	burrows	and	can	readily	ensconce	them	in	an	insulating	nest.	The	reasons	newborn	white-footed	mice	are	warm	are	principally	behavioral:	When	their	mother	is	present,	the	newborns	are	warmed	by	her;	and	when	she	is	absent,	they	benefit	from	the
behavioral	provisions	she	has	made	for	them.	The	same	trade-offs	between	physiology	and	behavior	are	equally	evident	in	the	lives	of	adult	mammals.	During	winter	in	Earth’s	frigid	places,	small	nonhibernating	mammals	such	as	lemmings	in	the	Arctic	and	pikas	in	the	high	mountains	are	able	to	4	 See	Chapter	10	(pages	266–267)	for	a	fuller
discussion.	escape	the	biting	cold	and	howling	winds	of	the	larger	environment	by	living	under	the	snow	(see	Figure	1.19)	or	in	other	protective	hideaways.	Their	ability	to	escape	in	this	way	is	fortunate	because,	physiologically,	a	mouse-	or	rat-sized	adult	could	not	survive	full	exposure	to	the	cold	of	winter	in	such	places.	Large	mammals,	in	contrast,
are	in	a	far	more	advantageous	position	in	terms	of	their	physiology	of	thermoregulation;	the	body	size	of	an	adult	reindeer	is	one	of	the	major	reasons	it	can	have	a	lower-critical	temperature	below	–30°C	(see	Figure	11.1).	The	physiological	advantage	of	large	size	is	itself	fortunate,	because	large	size	limits	behavioral	options.	A	large	mammal,	such
as	an	adult	reindeer	in	the	Arctic	or	a	bighorn	sheep	in	the	high	mountains,	cannot	escape	the	severity	of	the	cold	season	by	burrowing	under	the	snow.	5	The	single	greatest	behavioral	option	available	to	large-bodied	species	is	migration.	In	fact,	as	we	saw	in	Chapter	9	(see	Figure	9.8),	migration	is	energetically	more	feasible	for	large	species	than
for	small	ones.	Often,	therefore,	with	the	approach	of	winter,	as	the	small	mammals	in	a	place	go	underground	or	under	the	snow,	the	large	ones	get	out.	Bighorn	sheep	trek	to	the	lowlands,	and	reindeer	often	migrate	into	more-forested	areas	where	they	can	find	windbreaks,	as	well	as	better	winter	feeding	grounds.	Hibernation	as	a	Winter	Strategy:
New	Directions	and	Discoveries	The	hibernating	species	of	placental	mammals	are	noted	for	retaining	brown	fat	as	adults.	Indeed,	when	Conrad	Gessner	first	described	brown	fat	in	1551,	he	was	studying	the	adults	of	a	hibernating	species,	the	European	marmot.	For	four	centuries	thereafter,	brown	fat	was	observed	in	the	adults	of	one	hibernating
species	after	another.	The	association	of	brown	fat	with	hibernation	was	so	consistent,	in	fact,	that—although	the	function	of	brown	fat	was	unknown—the	tissue	was	dubbed	“the	hibernation	gland.”	The	actual	function	of	brown	fat—not	a	gland	but	a	thermogenic	tissue—was	not	discovered	until	the	mid-twentieth	century.	Today	we	know	a	great	deal
about	the	function	of	brown	fat	in	adult	hibernators.	First	and	foremost,	brown	fat	is	the	thermogenic	tissue	that	takes	the	lead	in	rewarming	during	arousal	(emergence	from	hibernation).	Intense	thermogenesis	by	brown	fat	is	activated	at	the	very	beginning	of	the	arousal	process.	Because	of	the	placement	of	brown	fat	in	the	body	(some	deposits
actually	surround	major	arteries),	and	because	of	blood	flow	patterns,	heat	produced	by	the	activation	of	brown	fat	is	believed	to	be	delivered	particularly	to	the	vital	organs	such	as	the	heart,	lungs,	and	brain.	This	focused	warming	of	the	vital	organs,	starting	early	in	arousal,	may	be	important	in	poising	those	organs	to	play	their	roles	(e.g.,
coordination	mediated	by	the	brain)	in	the	overall	sequence	of	events	by	which	homeothermy	is	gradually	restored	throughout	the	body.	As	we	discuss	hibernators	further,	two	species	will	receive	special	attention,	the	Arctic	ground	squirrel	(Urocitellus	parryii)	and	the	alpine	marmot	(Marmota	marmota).	The	ground	squirrel,	which	weighs	500–800	g,
is	found	widely	in	the	Far	North—Alaska,	the	Yukon,	and	neighboring	parts	of	Canada.	The	marmot,	which	5	The	basic	theme—that	large	body	size	tends,	overall,	to	be	a	physiological	advantage,	whereas	small	body	size	tends	overall	to	be	a	behavioral	advantage—is	also	evident	in	desert	mammals,	as	discussed	in	Chapters	28	and	30	(e.g.,	see	Figure
30.1).	296	 	Chapter	11	Figure	11.11 	The	allometry	of	energy	savings	by	hibernators 	Weight-specific	resting	metabolic	rate	is	Not	hibernating	1	Weight-specific	metabolic	rate	(mL	O2/g•h)	on	log	scale	shown	as	a	function	of	body	weight	in	nonhibernating	and	hibernating	mammals,	on	log–log	coordinates.	The	blue	line	shows	the	relation	in
nonhibernating	mammals;	this	metabolic	rate	decreases	substantially	as	body	weight	increases.	The	red	line	shows	the	relation	in	hibernating	mammals;	this	metabolic	rate	is	statistically	the	same	for	animals	of	all	body	weights.	The	nonhibernating	metabolic	rates	are	basal	rates.	Hibernating	metabolic	rates	were	measured	at	ambient	temperatures
of	2°–7°C.	In	the	equations	describing	the	two	lines,	M	is	weight-specific	metabolic	rate	(mL	O2/g•h);	W	is	body	weight	(g).	(After	Heldmaier	et	al.	2004.)	KEY	Mouse	Hibernating	Nonhibernating:	M	=	5.0W–0.29	Marmot	Human	Elephant	0.1	Mouse	Marmot	Bear	Hibernating:	M	=	0.03	0.01	1g	10	g	100	g	1000	g	10	kg	100	kg	1000	kg	Body	weight	on
log	scale	The	decrease	in	metabolic	rate	brought	about	by	entering	hibernation	is	symbolized	by	the	shift	from	the	blue	line	to	the	red	line.	It	diminishes	as	mammals	increase	in	body	size.	Temperature	(°C)	body	temperatures	by	radiotelemetry.	Today’s	transmitters	are	able	is	larger	and	weighs	about	4–5	kg,	occurs	high	in	the	European	to	operate	on
their	built-in	battery	power	for	many	continuous	Alps.	Both	species	employ	hibernation	as	a	strategy	to	cope	with	months,	and	the	data	they	transmit	are	recorded	automatically	by	the	stresses	of	winter	in	some	of	Earth’s	most	frigid	places.	computers.	A	more	recent	advance	is	the	introduction	of	data	loggers	The	great	majority	of	hibernators	have
adult	body	sizes	of	5	to	physiological	research.	These	are	dedicated	microcomputers	that	kg	or	less.	This	means	that	alpine	marmots	are	near	the	upper	have	large	amounts	of	internal	memory	and	that	periodically	log	limit	of	the	size	range	that	typifies	most	hibernators.	Typically,	the	temperatures	they	measure	into	memory.	species	of	mammals
larger	than	5	kg	that	occupy	frigid	environWith	these	advances	in	technology,	records	like	that	in	Figure	ments,	such	as	reindeer,	remain	active	and	fully	homeothermic	11.12	through	all	seasons	(although	some	exhibit	nonhibernation	have	become	possible—and	have	revolutionized	knowledge	hypothermic	or	hypometabolic	states	at	times).
Physiologists	of	the	physiology	of	hibernation.	The	record	in	the	figure	shows	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	have	pondered	why	most	large-bodied	species	have	not	evolved	the	body	temperature	of	a	free-living	and	undisturbed	Arctic	ground	Sinauer	Associates	hibernation.	One	reason	is	probably	that	the	energyMorales	savings	squirrel	for	8	continuous
months—the	full	duration	of	its	hibernaStudio	Figure	11.11	12-02-15	afforded	by	hibernation	decline	with	body	size.	As	shown	in	11-17-15	tion	season!	Figure	11.11,	the	weight-specific	metabolic	rates	of	hibernators	in	hibernation	(red	line)	are	statistically	the	same	regardless	of	their	body	size.	However,	when	the	animals	are	not	hibernating,	Body
temperature	small-bodied	species	have	higher	weight-specific	metabolic	rates	of	ground	squirrel	45	than	large-bodied	species.	Thus	the	energy	savings	achieved	by	Periodic	arousals	hibernation	decrease	as	body	size	increases.	In	the	face	of	this	40	allometric	trend,	natural	selection	seems	not	often	to	have	favored	35	the	evolution	of	hibernation	in
large-bodied	species.	Bears	stand	30	out	as	a	dramatic	exception.	25	Among	species	of	mammals	that	weigh	5	kg	or	less,	hibernation	20	is	not	at	all	universal.	In	the	Arctic,	for	example,	whereas	ground	15	squirrels	hibernate,	lemmings	and	flying	squirrels	do	not.	We	do	10	not	understand	why	species	have	diverged	in	these	ways.	At	our	5	present
level	of	understanding,	we	can	only	conclude	that	the	two	0°C	modes	of	dealing	with	the	cold	of	winter—hibernating	and	staying	0	active—must	each	have	pros	and	cons	for	small	and	medium-sized	–5	Temperature	of	mammals.	Neither	strategy	is	so	obviously	“better”	that	it	has	–10	soil	in	hibernaculum	become	universal.	–15	As	we	discuss	Arctic
ground	squirrels,	alpine	marmots,	and	–20	other	hibernators,	it	is	worth	reflecting	on	the	fact	that	much	of	Sept	Oct	Nov	Dec	Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr	May	what	we	know	about	them	today	is	a	consequence	of	a	technological	Time	of	year	revolution	that	has	occurred	in	the	last	50	years	in	which	bioloFigure	11.12 	The	body	temperature	of	an	Arctic	ground
gists,	engineers,	and	computer	scientists	have	teamed	up	to	create	squirrel	during	its	hibernation	season	in	Alaska 	The	body	ever-better	technologies	for	the	remote	monitoring	of	physiological	temperature	was	recorded	with	a	data	logger.	The	soil	temperature	traits.	At	the	beginning	of	this	revolution,	small	radio	transmitin	the	ground	squirrel’s
hibernaculum	is	also	shown.	(From	Boyer	and	ters	were	designed	that	could	be	implanted	in	animals	and	report	Barnes	1999.)	 	AT	WORK:	The	Lives	of	Mammals	in	Frigid	Places 	297	When	the	ambient	temperature	(TA	)	is	far	below	0°C,	metabolic	heat	production	is	elevated	so	as	to	keep	body	temperature	(TB	)	from	falling	close	to	TA,	whereas…
Arctic	ground	squirrels	supercool	during	hibernation	and	arouse	periodically	throughout	their	hibernation	season	0.20	Metabolic	rate	(mL	O2/g•h)	0.15	0.10	0.05	20	…when	the	TA	is	above	0°C,	metabolic	rate	is	minimal,	and	TB	virtually	matches	TA.	15	10	Metabolic	rate	5	Body	temperature	0	0.00	–5	Isothermal	line	(TB	=	TA	)	Body	temperature	TB
(°C)	Although	most	hibernating	species	spend	the	winter	in	microhabitats	where	the	temperature	always	stays	above	freezing,	Arctic	ground	squirrels	cannot	do	so	over	much	of	the	range	where	the	species	occurs.	The	reason	is	permafrost—soil	that	never	melts	throughout	the	year.	At	the	Arctic	Circle,	permafrost	starts	at	0.8–1.0	m	below	the
ground	surface.	The	animals,	therefore,	cannot	burrow	deeper	than	0.8–1	m.	At	that	depth	the	ambient	temperature	in	the	winter	can	drop	to	far	below	freezing,	even	sometimes	to	–25°C,	within	the	hibernacula	(singular	hibernaculum)	of	the	squirrels—the	chambers	or	cavities	where	they	hibernate.	As	mentioned	in	Chapter	10,	essentially	all
hibernating	species	periodically	undergo	temporary	arousals	during	their	hibernation	season.	The	animals	typically	remain	in	their	hibernacula	during	these	arousals.	This	behavior	explains	why	early	naturalists	believed	that	hibernation	simply	started	in	the	early	winter	and	ended	in	the	spring;	hibernating	animals	disappeared	into	their	hibernacula
for	the	entire	period.	When	automated	long-term	records	of	the	body	temperatures	of	hibernators	were	obtained,	however,	the	records	revealed	that	periodic	arousals	almost	universally	occur.	The	Arctic	ground	squirrel	in	Figure	11.12	aroused	11	times	between	October	and	April	before	it	aroused	for	the	final	time	and	emerged	from	hibernation.
Continuous	periods	of	hypothermia	lasted	1–3	weeks.	Between	those	bouts	of	hibernation,	the	ground	squirrel	raised	its	body	temperature	to	36°–37°C	for	12–24	h	during	each	arousal.	A	striking	aspect	of	the	record	in	Figure	11.12	is	that,	by	early	December,	the	ground	squirrel’s	body	temperature	fell	below	0°C	during	periods	of	hypothermia!	The
soil	temperature	fell	as	winter	progressed,	and	as	the	soil	temperature	fell,	the	ground	squirrel	maintained	a	larger	difference	between	its	body	temperature	during	hypothermia	and	the	soil	temperature.	Nonetheless,	the	body	temperature	fell	below	0°C,	a	very	unusual	state	for	hibernators.	The	freezing	point	of	the	body	fluids	of	Arctic	ground
squirrels	remains	the	same	during	winter	as	it	is	in	summer:	–0.6°C	(the	typical	value	for	mammals).	Yet	Arctic	ground	squirrels	sometimes	cool	during	hibernation	to	body	temperatures	of	–2°C	to	–3°C.	They	do	not	freeze	at	these	times.	Instead,	they	supercool,	just	as	some	poikilotherms	do	in	winter	(see	page	258).	Although	supercooling	is
important,	the	principal	way	that	Arctic	ground	squirrels	cope	with	the	threat	of	freezing	during	their	hibernation	bouts	is	by	thermoregulating	at	body	temperatures	of	–2°C	to	–3°C,	thereby	maintaining	their	tissues	well	above	the	soil	temperature	when	the	soil	becomes	profoundly	cold.	By	midwinter,	for	example,	the	ground	squirrel	in	Figure	11.12
kept	its	body	temperature	10°C	above	the	soil	temperature	during	its	bouts	of	hibernation.	To	be	endothermic	in	this	way,	hibernating	Arctic	ground	squirrels	must	increase	their	rates	of	heat	production	in	midwinter	to	rates	above	those	seen	at	other	times—such	as	September	and	October—when	the	soil	is	warmer	and	they	can	simply	let	their	body
temperature	approximate	soil	temperature.	The	rate	of	heat	production	of	a	hibernating	ground	squirrel	is	increased,	as	needed,	by	brown-fat	thermogenesis	(Figure	11.13).	As	noted	in	Chapter	10,	it	is	common	for	mammals	and	birds	that	are	in	states	of	controlled	hypothermia	to	prevent	their	body	temperatures	from	falling	lower	than	certain	levels
by	elevating	metabolic	heat	–10	–15	–20	–10	0	10	Ambient	temperature	TA	(°C)	20	Figure	11.13 	Excessively	low	body	temperatures	are	prevented	during	hibernation	bouts	by	elevated	metabolic	heat	production 	The	plot—which	has	a	scale	for	metabolic	rate	on	the	left	and	a	scale	for	body	temperature	on	the	right—shows	the	relations	among
metabolic	rate,	body	temperature,	and	ambient	temperature	in	Arctic	ground	squirrels	during	bouts	of	hibernation.	As	the	ambient	temperature	drops	from	0°C	to	–20°C,	the	body	temperature	is	held	higher	and	higher	above	ambient	because	of	ever-accelerating	metabolic	heat	production.	The	isothermal	line	is	a	line	of	equality	between	body
temperature	(TB)	and	ambient	temperature	(TA).	(After	Barnes	and	Buck	2000.)	production.	The	increased	energy	expenditure	lowers	the	energy	savings	of	hibernation,	however.	The	composition	of	the	lipids	consumed	before	hibernation	affects	the	dynamics	of	hibernation	As	stressed	in	Chapter	6,	the	composition	of	the	foods	that	animals	eat	is
often	as	significant	as	the	amount	of	food.	A	dramatic	illustration	of	the	interaction	between	food	composition	and	physiology	hasHillemerged	in	recent	years	from	studies	of	hibernators.	In	addition	Animal	Physiology	4E	to	Sinauer	brownAssociates	fat,	hibernators	often	accumulate	large	stores	of	white	Studio	fatMorales	with	the	approach	of	winter.
The	white	fat	is	a	storage	tissue;	Figure	11.13	11-17-15	lipids	are	deposited	in	the	tissue	as	fattening	occurs	and	later	are	mobilized	from	the	tissue	to	meet	metabolic	needs	(including	the	need	to	replenish	lipids	oxidized	in	brown	fat).	The	lipids	stored	are	triacylglycerols	(see	Figure	6.4C)	and	thus	meet	the	chemist’s	definition	of	fats	and	oils.	They
are	accumulated	in	droplets	within	specialized	cells	called	adipocytes.	Fattening	requires	time—often	many	months.	Accordingly,	it	must	be	set	in	motion	by	cues	or	processes	that	occur	well	in	advance	of	winter	stresses.	In	some	species,	the	primary	controls	of	fatten-	298	 	Chapter	11	Table	11.2 	Hibernation	performance	in	chipmunks	(Eutamias
amoenus)	fed	three	diets	All	values	are	means.	All	differences	between	the	group	on	a	PUFA-rich	diet	and	the	group	on	a	SFA-rich	diet	are	statistically	significant.	Length	of	each	continuous	hibernation	bout	at	an	ambient	temperature	of	5°C	(hours)	Percentage	that	hibernated	(%)	Lowest	body	temperature	that	did	not	provoke	arousal	(°C)	Rate	of	O2
consumption	at	an	ambient	temperature	of	2°C	(mL	O2/g•h)	PUFA-rich	100	0.6	0.034	138	Intermediate	100	1.2	0.047	110	75	2.2	0.064	92	Diet	SFA-rich	Source:	After	Geiser	and	Kenagy	1987.	ing	are	photoperiodic;	the	shortening	of	day	length	in	autumn,	for	example,	may	serve	as	a	cue	for	fattening	to	begin.	In	other	species,	the	timing	of	fattening
is	endogenously	programmed	(see	Figure	6.24)	under	control	of	a	circannual	biological	clock	(see	Chapter	15).	The	storage	lipids	of	hibernators	(and	other	mammals)	reflect	in	their	composition	the	suites	of	fatty	acids	present	in	the	foods	the	animals	eat	during	fattening.	Each	triacylglycerol	molecule	is	built	from	three	fatty	acid	molecules	(see
Figure	6.4C).	The	fatty	acids	fall	into	three	chemical	categories	(see	page	136).	Saturated	fatty	acids,	also	termed	SFAs,	contain	no	carbon–carbon	double	bonds.	Monounsaturated	fatty	acids—MUFAs—contain	one	carbon–carbon	double	bond	per	molecule.	Finally,	polyunsaturated	fatty	acids—PUFAs—contain	two	or	more	such	double	bonds	per
molecule.	As	we	discussed	in	Chapter	6,	mammals	are	incapable	of	synthesizing	most	PUFAs	from	scratch.	However,	if	they	eat	plants	rich	in	PUFAs,	mammals	can	use	those	PUFAs	directly	or	employ	them	as	substrates	for	the	synthesis	of	other	PUFAs.	Because	of	this	relationship,	animals	that	eat	foods	rich	in	PUFAs	typically	deposit	fats	that	are
richer	in	PUFAs	than	are	the	fats	deposited	by	animals	eating	PUFA-poor	foods.	Similarly,	individuals	that	eat	MUFA-rich	diets	tend	to	deposit	MUFA-rich	fats.	Biochemists	postulated	years	ago	that	storage	fats	must	be	in	a	physically	fluid	state	to	be	capable	of	being	mobilized	and	metabolized.	If	this	is	true,	fats	composed	primarily	of	SFAs	could
become	useless	during	hibernation	because	the	body	temperatures	of	hibernators	are	often	low	enough	to	cause	SFA-rich	fats	to	solidify	(for	a	mental	image,	recall	the	hardness	of	the	SFA-rich	fats	of	beefsteaks	at	refrigerator	temperature).	Reasoning	from	these	thoughts,	researchers	hypothesized	that	hibernators	might	hibernate	in	a	more	effective
manner	if	they	deposit	fats	rich	in	PUFAs	and	MUFAs	during	their	fattening	periods.	Such	fats	tend	to	remain	fluid	at	far	colder	temperatures	than	fats	composed	strictly	of	SFAs	(see	page	254).	A	great	deal	of	evidence	now	exists	indicating	that	the	lipid	composition	of	the	diet	of	hibernators	affects	the	dynamics	of	their	hibernation!	Relatively	high
levels	of	PUFAs	(and	sometimes	MUFAs)	in	the	diet,	as	predicted,	improve	the	effectiveness	of	hibernation.	Laboratory	studies	using	defined	diets	provide	one	sort	of	evidence	supporting	this	conclusion.	For	example,	chipmunks	in	one	study	were	fed	three	diets:	a	particularly	PUFA-rich	diet,	an	intermediate	diet,	and	a	particularly	SFA-rich	diet.
Those	on	the	PUFA-rich	diet,	compared	with	those	on	the	SFA-rich	diet,	were	more	likely	to	hibernate,	tolerated	lower	body	temperatures,	had	lower	metabolic	rates,	and	had	longer	bouts	of	hibernation	(meaning	they	aroused	less	frequently)	(Table	11.2).	For	evaluating	the	predicted	relation	between	diet	and	hibernation,	another	sort	of	approach
has	been	to	look	at	correlations	between	white-fat	composition	and	hibernation	performance	in	freeliving	animals	in	the	wild,	as	we	will	discuss	shortly.	Whereas	there	are	many	studies	by	now	that	demonstrate	a	relation	between	hibernation	performance	and	diet	(e.g.,	see	Table	11.2),	these	studies	do	not	in	fact	demonstrate	that	lipid	fluidity	is	the
reason	for	the	relation,	as	originally	postulated.	At	the	present	time,	a	cutting	edge	in	this	area	of	research	is	that	investigators	are	starting	to	do	detailed	studies	to	determine	the	mechanisms	by	which	diet—and	the	fatty-acid	composition	of	an	animal’s	fat—affect	hibernation.	These	studies	suggest	that,	whereas	lipid	fluidity	is	a	factor,	other	factors
are	also	important.	There	are	two	major	types	of	PUFAs:	the	omega-3	and	omega-6	fatty	acids	(see	page	137).	These	differ	considerably	in	structure	and	conformation,	as	seen	in	Figure	11.14.	Recent	research	indicates	that	the	type	of	PUFA	deposited	in	white	fat	sometimes	matters,	not	just	the	total	amount	of	all	PUFAs.	Carbon	Hydrogen	Oxygen
Omega-3	fatty	acid	Omega-6	fatty	acid	Figure	11.14 	Structure	and	conformation	of	representative	omega-3	and	omega-6	polyunsaturated	fatty	acids 	The	particular	fatty	acids	shown	are	α-linolenic	acid	(omega-3)	and	linoleic	acid	(omega-6);	these	are	the	simplest	precursors	of	the	two	types	of	PUFAs.	Because	their	structures	and	conformations
are	different,	the	two	types	of	PUFAs,	when	incorporated	into	membrane	phospholipids,	have	different	effects	on	the	structure	of	the	lipid	matrix	and	create	a	different	context	for	the	function	of	membrane	proteins.	(After	Ruf	and	Arnold	2008.)	 	AT	WORK:	The	Lives	of	Mammals	in	Frigid	Places 	299	1400	Although	periodic	arousals	detract	from
the	energy	savings	of	hibernation,	their	function	is	unknown	1200	Annual	cycle	of	energy	use	if	the	marmots	did	not	hibernate	1000	Daily	energy	use	(kJ/day)	In	free-living	populations	of	alpine	marmots,	because	individuals	eat	different	foods,	they	differ	in	the	amounts	and	types	of	PUFAs	in	their	white	fat	when	they	start	the	hibernation	season.
Individuals	with	high	percentages	of	PUFAs	tend	to	be	more	effective	hibernators;	they	have	lower	body	temperatures	during	hibernation	and	lose	less	weight	during	the	winter	than	do	individuals	with	lower	percentages	of	PUFAs—confirming	the	same	sort	of	conclusion	as	Table	11.2.	Closer	analysis	reveals,	however,	that	this	relation	is	in	fact
chemically	specific.	It	depends	on	the	percentages	of	omega-6	PUFAs	rather	than	omega-3	PUFAs.	To	explain	the	relation	between	omega-6	PUFAs	and	hibernation	success,	a	current	working	hypothesis	is	that	when	dietary	omega-6	PUFAs	are	incorporated	into	membrane	phospholipids,	they	provide	a	superior	membrane	lipid	matrix	for	the	function
at	low	temperatures	of	key	membrane	proteins.	One	of	these,	a	Ca2+-pumping	protein,	is	critical	for	heart	contraction.	According	to	this	hypothesis,	therefore,	adequate	omega-6	PUFAs	from	an	animal’s	food	help	ensure	stable	heart	action	when	the	heart	is	cold.	800	600	400	200	0	Winter	energy	use	if	there	were	no	periodic	arousals	Jan	Feb	Mar
Actual	annual	cycle	of	energy	use	Apr	May	June	July	Aug	Sept	Oct	The	difference	between	these	lines	is	the	energy	saving	of	hibernation,	but…	…even	more	could	be	saved	if	no	periodic	arousals	occurred.	Nov	Dec	Time	of	year	Figure	11.15 	The	annual	cycle	of	energy	use	in	alpine	marmots	(red	line) 	Also	shown	are	the	cycle	of	energy	use	that
would	exist	if	the	marmots	did	not	hibernate	(green	line),	and	the	energy	costs	in	winter	if	the	marmots	did	not	undergo	periodic	arousals	during	hibernation	(black	lines).	(After	Heldmaier	1993.)	combat	pathogenic	organisms	during	the	hibernation	season.	As	Periodic	arousals	significantly	reduce	the	energy	savings	of	hiberyet,	no	consensus	exists
on	an	explanation	for	the	periodic	arousals.	nation.	To	illustrate,	let’s	look	at	calculations	done	by	Lawrence	Wang	for	Richardson’s	ground	squirrels	(Urocitellus	richardsonii)	The	intersection	of	sociobiology	and	hibernating	in	Alberta,	Canada.	Suppose	that	these	ground	hibernation	physiology	squirrels	would	use	100	units	of	energy	over	the	course
of	their	winter	hibernation	season	if	they	did	not	hibernate.	They	actuRecent	analyses	of	data	from	many	species	have	established	that	ally	use	12	units	of	energy.	However,	of	the	12	units	they	use,	10	hibernation	is	correlated	with	increased	survival	in	the	wild.	For	are	expended	for	their	periodic	arousals.	Thus,	if	they	did	not	example,	one	question
of	interest	is	whether	individuals	capable	periodically	arouse	and	simply	remained	in	continuous	hibernaof	hibernation	enjoy	lower	odds	of	death	during	months	when	tion,	their	expenditure	of	energy	would	be	2	units.	Presenting	they	are	hibernating	than	when	they	are	not.	In	this	regard,	the	these	numbers	slightly	differently:	Of	all	the	energy	these
ground	available	data	provide	an	emphatic	answer.	On	average,	in	species	squirrels	use	during	the	hibernation	season,	more	than	80%	is	of	hibernating	small	mammals,	an	individual	is	about	five	times	used	for	periodic	arousals!	more	likely	to	die	in	a	month	when	it	is	active	than	when	it	is	hiA	qualitatively	similar	pattern	is	exhibited	by	other	species.
bernating.	Hibernation	probably	has	this	effect	mostly	because	of	Alpine	marmots,	for	example,	reap	great	energy	rewards	by	entering	avoidance	of	predators;	hibernating	animals	remain	always	in	their	hibernation	each	winter	(Figure	11.15).	However,	about	two-thirds	hibernacula,	instead	of	moving	around	in	the	larger	environment	Physiology	4E
can	spot	them.	Avoidance	of	predation	may,	in	of	their	energy	expenditure	during	their	hibernation	period	is	forHill	Animal	where	predators	Sinauer	Associates	arousals,	and	thus	their	winter	energy	expenditure	would	be	only	fact,	have	been	a	significant	factor	in	the	evolution	of	hibernation.	Morales	Studio	one-third	as	great	if	they	did	not	undergo
periodic	arousals.	Because	of	its	effect	on	odds	of	survival,	hibernation	can	affect	an	Figure	11.15	11-19-15	12-02-15	Given	that	animals	pay	an	energy	price	for	periodic	arousals,	animal’s	odds	of	reproduction.	it	seems	that	the	arousals	must	have	important	functions.	In	the	Many	additional,	interesting	questions	arise	at	the	interface	early	days	of
research	on	this	topic,	a	lively	hypothesis	for	periodic	of	hibernation	biology	and	reproductive	biology.	For	example,	arousals	was	that	they	allow	hibernators	to	void	wastes.	Several	are	hibernation	and	pregnancy	compatible?	Do	they	occur	synlines	of	evidence	contradict	this	hypothesis,	however.	In	the	last	25	chronously	in	the	life	of	an	animal?	In
2006,	researchers	reported	years,	multidisciplinary	attention	has	been	focused	on	the	question	for	the	first	time	that	they	had	observed	full-blown	hibernation	of	periodic	arousals,	and	several	innovative	new	hypotheses	have	during	pregnancy	in	a	placental	mammal.	Specifically,	they	had	observed	three	insectivorous	bats	(hoary	bats,	Lasiurus
cinereus)	in	been	put	forward.	One	postulate	that	has	some	experimental	supadvanced	pregnancy	enter	deep	hibernation	for	3–6	days	during	port	is	that	brain	dendrites	tend	to	be	lost—and	synapses	tend	to	cold	late-spring	weather.	The	bats	later	aroused	normally	and	gave	deteriorate—during	hypothermia,	and	arousal	is	required	to	restore	birth.
Prior	to	this	observation	on	the	bats,	scattered	pieces	of	less	dendrites	and	synapses.	An	entirely	different	line	of	thinking—	conclusive	evidence—pointing	to	occasional	hypothermia	during	again	with	some	experimental	support—is	that	normal	immune	pregnancy—had	accumulated	despite	the	traditional	assumption	of	responses	may	be
downregulated	or	blocked	during	hypothermia.	biologists	that	pregnant	mothers	would	not	enter	hibernation.	It	is	Periodic	arousals,	according	to	this	hypothesis,	allow	periodic	function	of	the	immune	system	and	thereby	enable	hibernators	to	clear	that	hibernation	and	other	forms	of	hypothermia	are	less	likely	300	 	Chapter	11	4	Social	hibernation
is	another	theme	of	considerable	interest.	Although	ground	squirrels	hibernate	as	isolated	individuals,	many	of	the	world’s	14	species	of	marmots	undergo	social	hibernation—	meaning	that	individuals	hibernate	together	in	social	groups.	Alpine	marmots,	for	example,	live	throughout	the	year	in	social	groups.	A	typical	social	group	of	alpine	marmots
consists	of	a	dominant	male	and	female	and	an	assemblage	of	related,	younger	animals	of	various	ages	(up	to	several	years	old).	All	these	animals	hibernate	together,	in	groups	that	number	up	to	20	individuals.	Social	hibernation	in	alpine	marmots	has	been	shown	to	increase	each	individual’s	probability	of	overwinter	survival,	particularly	among	the
young-of-the-year,	termed	juveniles.	One	reason	that	survival	is	aided	relates	to	the	fact	that	these	marmots	do	not	allow	their	body	temperatures	to	go	below	3°–4°C	in	winter,	yet	temperatures	in	their	hibernacula	are	often	lower,	meaning	that	hibernating	animals	must	elevate	their	metabolic	rates	to	keep	their	body	temperatures	from	going	too
low.	Animals	huddled	together	in	a	large	cluster	are	better	insulated	and	require	less	of	an	increase	in	metabolic	rate	than	those	hibernating	alone	or	in	small	groups.	One	of	the	most	remarkable	revelations	in	the	recent	annals	of	the	radiotelemetric	study	of	hibernation	is	the	discovery	that	adults	and	subadults	in	a	hibernating	group	of	alpine
marmots	usually	undergo	their	periodic	arousals	in	close	synchrony	(Figure	11.17).	This	synchrony	(which	has	recently	been	observed	also	in	Alaskan	marmots,	Marmota	browerii)	lowers	their	mutual	energy	costs	to	arouse.	If	a	single	adult	were	to	arouse	alone	within	a	hibernating	group,	it	would	experience	heightened	energy	costs	by	being	in	the
group,	because	the	cold	tissues	of	the	other	animals	in	the	group,	pressed	closely	against	it,	would	increase	the	heat	production	it	would	require	to	raise	its	own	body	temperature.	What	actually	happens	is	diametrically	opposite.	Adults	and	subadults	in	a	group	arouse	simultaneously,	thereby	lowering	each	other’s	energy	costs	to	arouse	by	mutually
warming	each	other.	The	simultaneity	of	this	arousal	is	particularly	intriguing	because	all	the	animals	are	hibernating	and	therefore	are	seemingly	comatose	when	they	initiate	the	process!	Juveniles	in	a	hibernating	group	of	alpine	marmots	often	do	not	initiate	their	arousals	simultaneously	with	the	adults	and	subadults,	but	instead	lag	behind,	letting
the	older	animals	warm	them	for	several	hours	(or	even	days).	Only	after	receiving	this	benefit	do	the	juveniles	invest	their	own	energy	in	the	arousal	process.	By	statistical	calculations,	an	index	of	synchrony	can	be	calculated	for	arousals	in	groups	of	marmots.	A	high	index	for	a	hibernating	35	3	30	25	Weight	of	testicles	2	20	15	1	10	Testosterone
concentration	5	0	–120	Weight	of	testicles	(g)	Blood	plasma	testosterone	concentration	(ng/mL)	40	–90	–60	–30	0	Days	before	30	60	0	90	Days	after	End	of	hibernation	Figure	11.16 	A	constraint	of	hibernation:	Testicular	development	in	ground	squirrels	requires	that	hibernation	end 	Shown	are	testicular	size	(weight)	and	blood	testosterone	as
functions	of	time	before	and	after	the	end	of	hibernation	in	adult	male	golden-mantled	ground	squirrels	(Callospermophilus	lateralis).	Error	bars	show	the	standard	errors.	(After	Barnes	1996.)	to	occur	during	pregnancy	than	otherwise.	Equally	clearly,	however,	we	now	know	that	pregnant	mothers	do	sometimes	hibernate.	Male	ground	squirrels
illustrate	another	consideration	that	arises	in	some	cases	at	the	interface	of	hibernation	biology	and	reproductive	biology.	In	ground	squirrel	species	that	have	been	studied,	the	testicles	are	regressed	during	hibernation;	and	from	what	is	known,	no	regrowth	is	possible	while	hypothermia	continues.	Figure	11.16	shows	this	phenomenon	in	male
golden-mantled	ground	squirrels.	Testicular	development	starts	only	after	high	body	temperatures	have	been	restored	following	the	end	of	hibernation,	and	because	full	development	requires	several	weeks,	males	are	unable	to	breed	until	long	after	they	have	terminated	hibernation.	Why	the	testicles	face	these	limits	is	unknown.	However,	the	limits
have	very	real	consequences	for	reproduction.	In	wild	populations	of	ground	squirrels,	the	males4Eemerge	from	hibernation	many	weeks	before	Hill	Animal	Physiology	Sinauer	Associates	the	females.	This	early	emergence	of	the	males	seems	necessary	Morales	Studio	for	them	to	prepare	to	be	successful	mates.	Figure	11.16	11-19-15	Figure	11.17 
Alpine	marmots	arouse	synchronously	Shown	are	the	body	temperatures	of	two	adult	alpine	marmots	that	were	hibernating	together.	Outside	disturbances	may	have	affected	arousal	of	the	animals	at	the	two	times	marked	with	asterisks	(*).	(After	Arnold	1988.)	Body	temperature	(°C)	At	each	of	their	periodic	arousals,	these	two	animals,	which	were
hibernating	together,	aroused	in	synchrony	with	each	other.	40	20	0	Adult	male	40	20	0	Adult	female	Oct	*	*	Nov	Dec	Jan	Time	of	year	Feb	Mar	 	AT	WORK:	The	Lives	of	Mammals	in	Frigid	Places 	301	Percentage	of	weight	loss	over	winter	(%)	50	40	Weight	loss	during	hibernation	tends	to	decrease	as	arousal	synchrony	increases.	30	20	0.5	1.0	1.5
Index	of	synchrony	among	arousals	2.0	Figure	11.18 	Weight	loss	during	hibernation	as	a	function	of	arousal	synchrony	in	hibernating	groups	of	alpine	marmots 	Each	point	refers	to	a	distinct	group	of	hibernating	marmots	and	shows	both	the	group’s	average	weight	loss	during	winter	and	the	group’s	degree	of	arousal	synchrony.	High	values	of	the
index	of	synchrony	signify	high	degrees	of	arousal	synchronization	among	group	members.	(After	Ruf	and	Arnold	2000.)	group	means	that	the	individuals	monitored	with	radiotelemeters	in	the	group	aroused	highly	synchronously.	Based	on	data	for	14	hibernating	groups	of	alpine	marmots,	Figure	11.18	shows	the	relation	between	loss	of	body	weight
and	synchrony.	As	you	can	see,	individuals	in	highly	synchronized	groups	lost	approximately	20%–25%	of	their	body	weight	during	the	winter	hibernation	season,	but	individuals	in	some	poorly	synchronized	groups	lost	about	40%–45%—roughly	twice	as	much.	Because	relatively	great	loss	of	body	weight	lowers	animals’	likelihood	of	survival,	this
analysis	reveals	that	synchrony	during	periodic	arousals	has	important	survival	consequences.	Further	analysis	of	the	data	available	on	alpine	marmots	also	reveals	that	the	presence	of	juveniles	is	very	important	in	determining	the	dynamics	of	group	hibernation.	When	juveniles	are	present	in	a	group,	they	themselves	have	greater	chances	of	survival
than	if	they	lived	alone.	However,	because	they	tend	to	diminish	arousal	synchrony	by	delaying	their	own	arousals	relative	to	others	in	their	group,	they	increase	the	amount	of	weight	lost	by	adults	and	subadults	in	their	group,	and	therefore	decrease	the	odds	of	Hill	Animal	4E	survival	of	thePhysiology	older	animals.	The	interplay	between



sociobiology	Sinauer	Associates	and	hibernation	Morales	Studio	biology	is	particularly	vivid.	For	an	individual	adult	to	survive	the	winter,	avoidance	of	all	contact	with	juveniles	Figure	11.18	11-19-15	during	hibernation	would	be	an	advantage.	Without	immortality,	however,	adults	require	juveniles	if	they	are	to	pass	genes	to	future	generations,	even
though	when	they	associate	with	juveniles	during	hibernation,	their	own	odds	of	individual	survival	go	down.	Study	Questions	1.	What	are	the	relative	advantages	and	disadvantages	of	large	and	small	body	size	in	frigid	places?	In	your	explanation,	try	to	go	beyond	the	points	mentioned	in	this	chapter.	2.	When	the	composition	of	the	community	of
rumen	microbes	in	a	ruminant	changes,	there	are	several	possible	causes.	What	are	some	of	them?	Could	you	do	experiments	to	decide	what	the	actual	causes	are?	Explain.	3.	Long	migrations	such	as	those	of	reindeer	are	rare	in	animals	that	walk	across	the	land,	despite	being	common	in	flying	birds.	In	what	relevant	way	are	reindeer	similar	to	birds
in	their	energetics	of	covering	distance?	(Review	Chapter	9	if	you	are	stumped.)	4.	List	possible	hypotheses	for	the	function	of	periodic	arousal,	and	design	experiments	to	test	your	hypotheses	as	rigorously	as	possible.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Geiser,	F.	2004.
Metabolic	rate	and	body	temperature	reduction	during	hibernation	and	daily	torpor.	Annu.	Rev.	Physiol.	66:	239–274.	A	detailed	exploration	of	several	key	themes	in	modern	research	on	the	comparative	biology	of	hibernation	and	other	hypothermic	states	by	a	leader	in	the	field.	Heldmaier,	G.,	S.	Ortmann,	and	R.	Elvert.	2004.	Natural
hypometabolism	during	hibernation	and	daily	torpor	in	mammals.	Respir.	Physiol.	Neurobiol.	141:	317–329.	A	sweeping	look	at	the	phylogeny	of	mammalian	hypothermic	states,	their	adaptive	significance,	and	the	comparative	physiology	of	hypometabolism.	Heldmaier,	G.,	and	T.	Ruf.	1992.	Body	temperature	and	metabolic	rate	during	natural
hypothermia	in	endotherms.	J.	Comp.	Physiol.,	B	162:	696–706.	Although	dated,	an	insightful	treatment	by	two	leaders	in	hibernation	research.	The	paper	by	Heldmaier	et	al.	2004	follows	up	on	themes	raised	in	this	paper.	Nedergaard,	J.,	and	B.	Cannon.	1990.	Mammalian	hibernation.	Philos.	Trans.	R.	Soc.	London,	B	326:	669–686.	Probably	the	most
delightful,	scientifically	serious	article	ever	written	on	hibernation.	Ruf,	T.,	and	W.	Arnold.	2008.	Effects	of	polyunsaturated	fatty	acids	on	hibernation	and	torpor:	a	review	and	hypothesis.	Am.	J.	Physiol.	294:	R1044–R1052.	Ruf,	T.,	C.	Bieber,	W.	Arnold,	and	E.	Millesi	(eds.).	2012.	Living	in	a	Seasonal	World:	Thermoregulatory	and	Metabolic
Adaptations.	Springer,	New	York.	This	is	the	symposium	volume	for	the	14th	International	Hibernation	Symposium.	As	such,	it	provides	up-todate	articles,	as	well	as	links	to	the	wider	literature,	in	most	areas	of	hibernation	research.	Stokkan,	K.-A.,	B.	E.	H.	van	Oort,	N.	J.	C.	Tyler,	and	A.	S.	I.	Loudon.	2007.	Adaptations	for	life	in	the	Arctic:	evidence
that	melatonin	rhythms	in	reindeer	are	not	driven	by	a	circadian	oscillator	but	remain	acutely	sensitive	to	environmental	photoperiod.	J.	Pineal	Res.	43:	289–293.	Turbill,	C.,	C.	Bieber,	and	T.	Ruf.	2011.	Hibernation	is	associated	with	increased	survival	and	the	evolution	of	slow	life	histories	among	mammals.	Proc.	R.	Soc.	London,	Ser.	B	278:	3355–
3363.	Vors,	L.	S.,	and	M.	S.	Boyce.	2009.	Global	declines	of	caribou	and	reindeer.	Glob.	Change	Biol.	15:	2626–2633.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	PART	III	Integrating	Systems	Part	III	Integrating	Systems	CHAPTER	12 		 	Neurons	CHAPTER	13 	 	Synapses	CHAPTER	14 	 	Sensory	Processes	CHAPTER	15 	 
Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks	CHAPTER	16 	 	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology	CHAPTER	17 	 	Reproduction	CHAPTER	18 		 	Integrating	Systems	at	Work	Animal	Navigation	Previous	page	Purkinje	neurons	(green)	send	branching	dendrites	toward	the	surface	of	the	cerebellum	(top);	they	receive	synaptic	input	from
axons	of	other	neurons	(blue).	Nuclei	of	neurons	and	glial	cells	are	red	in	this	fluorescence	micrograph.	The	cerebellum	plays	roles	in	movement	coordination	and	motor	learning.	A	major	challenge	in	physiology	is	to	explain	behavioral	activities	in	terms	of	neural	functions	and	interactions.	Neurons	Locomotion	in	a	squid,	whether	for	capturing	a	meal
or	to	avoid	becoming	one,	depends	on	jet	propulsion:	The	contraction	of	muscles	in	the	squid’s	outer	mantle	expels	seawater	through	a	moveable	siphon,	propelling	the	animal	in	the	opposite	direction.	As	is	true	in	all	animals,	feeding,	escape,	and	similar	behaviors	in	the	squid	are	controlled	by	nervous	system	signals,	which	travel	rapidly	in	a	point-to-
point	manner,	from	one	specific	cell	to	another.	These	signals	arise	from	properties	of	nerve	cells—termed	neurons—which	have	long	cablelike	processes—termed	axons—that	convey	electrical	signals	rapidly	and	faithfully	from	place	to	place	in	the	body,	even	over	long	distances.	In	the	squid,	sensory	neurons	such	as	those	in	the	eyes	encode
information	about	the	squid’s	environment	and	convey	signals	to	the	brain.	There,	the	signals	are	integrated	into	a	decision	to	attack	or	retreat.	The	brain	then	sends	commands	to	the	mantle	muscles,	in	part	through	a	set	of	large	neurons	with	large	(“giant”),	rapidly	conducting	axons.	As	you	will	discover	in	this	chapter,	squid	giant	axons	have	played
an	important	role	in	our	understanding	of	neuronal	functions.	The	diameter	of	these	giant	axons	can	be	as	large	as	1	mm	(1000	micrometers	[μm]),	and	for	more	than	half	a	century	investigators	have	taken	advantage	of	this	prodigious	cellular	size	to	perform	noteworthy	experiments	that	have	12	Squid	axons	are	important	to	physiologists—and	to	the
squid.	306	 	Chapter	12	revealed	the	mechanisms	of	neuronal	signaling.	Sir	Alan	Hodgkin	(1914–1998),	who	received	the	Nobel	Prize	in	1963	for	his	work	on	squid	axons,	recalled	that	a	colleague	had	remarked	(not,	he	thought,	with	the	greatest	tact)	that	it	was	the	squid	that	really	ought	to	be	awarded	the	prize!	This	chapter	describes	the	electrical
basis	of	neuronal	function—	the	ability	of	neurons	to	generate	electrical	signals	and	propagate	them	over	relatively	large	distances.	The	cellular	mechanisms	of	neuronal	signaling	are	similar	in	all	animals,	whether	we	examine	neurons	of	squid,	cockroaches,	jellyfish,	or	humans.	Before	we	turn	to	neuronal	function,	however,	it	is	important	to	take	a
broader	look	at	the	challenges	of	integration	and	control.	Doing	so	will	clarify	the	range	of	physiological	control	processes	and	the	contrasting	functions	of	neuronal	and	hormonal	modes	of	integration.	The	Physiology	of	Control:	Neurons	and	Endocrine	Cells	Compared	An	animal	needs	to	function	like	a	coherent	organism,	not	like	a	loose	collection	of
cells	and	intracellular	mechanisms.	Integration	is	a	general	term	that	refers	to	processes—such	as	summation	and	coordination—that	produce	coherency	and	result	in	harmonious	function.	Cellular	integration	refers	to	processes	within	cells.	Whole-animal	integration	refers	to	the	selective	combination	and	processing	of	sensory,	endocrine,	and	central
nervous	system	(CNS)	information	in	ways	that	promote	the	harmonious	functioning	of	the	whole	organism—including	all	its	cells,	tissues,	and	organs—within	its	environment.	Just	as	some	cells	are	specialized	to	produce	movements,	secrete	acid,	or	carry	oxygen,	nerve	cells	and	endocrine	cells	are	specialized	for	control	and	coordination.	Whole-
animal	integration	is	carried	out	by	the	nerve	and	endocrine	cells.	The	integrative	functions	carried	out	by	those	cells	ensure	that	an	animal’s	responses	are	smooth	and	coordinated,	rather	than	clashing	or	disjointed.	Control	systems,	initially	described	in	Boxes	1.1	and	10.3,	occupy	a	central	place	in	the	achievement	of	integration.	In	the	abstract,	a
control	system	is	a	system	that	sets	the	level	of	a	particular	variable	(temperature,	blood	pressure,	muscle	force,	and	so	on)	that	is	being	controlled.	To	do	so,	it	uses	information	from	sensors	to	determine	signals	it	sends	to	effectors	that	can	modify	the	controlled	variable.	Control	systems	often	(but	not	always)	operate	on	negative	feedback	principles
(see	Box	1.1)	and	are	stabilizing:	When	the	controlled	variable	deviates	from	a	desired	level,	the	control	system	activates	effectors	to	reverse	the	deviation.	The	nervous	and	endocrine	systems	are	also	often	described	as	control	systems	because	nerve	cells	and	endocrine	cells	control	the	ways	in	which	other	cells	function.	This	use	of	the	concept	of
control	systems	is	complementary	to	the	use	discussed	in	the	previous	paragraph.	To	see	the	relations,	consider	that	a	control	system	of	the	sort	discussed	in	the	previous	paragraph	is	present	in	inanimate	objects	such	as	cars	and	computers,	where	the	physical	entities	that	implement	control	functions	are	made	of	materials	such	as	copper	and
silicon.	In	animals,	control	functions	are	mostly	carried	out	by	nerve	cells	and	endocrine	cells.	The	nervous	system	and	the	endocrine	system	work	in	systematically	different	ways	to	control	and	coordinate	the	cells	of	an	animal.	As	Figure	12.1A	shows,	a	signal	in	a	neuron	travels	electrically	along	a	cell	process	all	the	way	to	its	target	cell;
transmission	along	(A)	Neuron	Action	potential	Neurotransmitter	receptor	molecule	Axon	(B)	Endocrine	cell	Hormone	receptor	molecule	Figure	12.1 	Neuronal	and	hormonal	signaling	both	convey	information	over	long	distances 	Red	dots	are	signaling	molecules:	neurotransmitter	molecules	in	(A)	and	hormone	molecules	in	(B).	(A)	Neurons	have
long	axons	that	rapidly	propagate	action	potentials,	and	also	use	short-distance	chemical	neurotransmitter	signaling	to	communicate	from	cell	to	cell.	(B)	Endocrine	cells	release	chemical	hormones	into	circulatory	fluids	that	carry	the	hormonal	message	over	long	distances	to	activate	hormone	receptors	on	other	cells.	the	cell	process	is	very	fast	and
spatially	highly	defined	(a	signal	travels	only	along	the	cell	process	in	which	it	was	initiated).	When	the	electrical	signal	arrives	at	the	end	of	the	neuron	process,	it	causes	the	release	of	a	chemical	substance—a	neurotransmitter—that	diffuses	quickly	across	the	minute	gap	between	the	neuron	process	and	the	target	cell.	When	this	chemical	substance
arrives	at	the	target	cell,	it	binds	(noncovalently)	with	specific	receptor	molecules	on	the	cell,	activating	target-cell	responses.	In	contrast,	as	Figure	12.1B	shows,	when	an	endocrine	cell	emits	a	signal,	it	does	so	by	secreting	a	chemical	substance—termed	a	hormone	—into	the	general	blood	circulation.	The	signal	travels	more	slowly	than	a	neuronal
signal	because	it	is	carried	by	blood	flow,	but	instead	of	being	highly	circumscribed,	the	signal	is	transmitted	to	Hill	spatially	Animal	Physiology	4E	allSinauer	cells	inAssociates	the	body.	The	target	cells—the	cells	that	respond—are	theMorales	subsetStudio	of	cells	that	have	receptor	proteins	for	the	hormone	in	Figure	12.01	10-27-15	their	cell
membranes.	In	the	ensuing	paragraphs,	we	will	discuss	the	broad	features	of	neural	and	endocrine	control	at	greater	length.	Then,	in	the	remainder	of	this	chapter	and	in	Chapters	13–15,	we	will	consider	aspects	of	neural	control	in	detail	(neurons,	synapses,	sensory	functions,	and	the	organization	of	whole	systems	of	neurons).	We	will	discuss
endocrine	control	in	detail	in	Chapter	16.	Neurons	transmit	electrical	signals	to	target	cells	Because	neurons	are	commonly	likened	to	the	wires	in	a	telephone	or	computer	network,	most	people	have	an	intuitive	understanding	of	what	these	cells	do.	A	neuron	is	a	cell	that	is	specially	adapted	to	generate	an	electrical	signal—most	often	in	the	form	of
a	brief,	self-propagating	impulse	called	an	action	potential—that	travels	from	place	to	place	in	the	cell.	As	Figure	12.2	reveals,	a	neuron	has	four	parts—dendrites,	cell	body,	axon,	and	presynaptic	terminals—that	generally	correspond	to	its	four	functions—input,	integration,	conduction,	and	output—as	a	controller	cell	within	an	animal’s	body.
Presynaptic	axon	terminals	Dendrites	Dendrites	are	a	major	site	of	synaptic	input	from	other	neurons.	Synapse	The	neuronal	cell	body	is	often	a	major	site	of	integration	of	synaptic	potentials.	Cell	body	(soma)	Axon	hillock	The	axon	is	the	conduction	component	of	the	neuron,	propagating	action	potentials	to	the	axon	terminals.	Axon	At	the
presynaptic	terminals,	the	output	of	the	neuron	(secretion	of	neurotransmitter)	can	alter	activities	of	other	cells.	Presynaptic	terminal	Postsynaptic	cells	Figure	12.2 	Neurons	have	four	functional	regions	that	typically	correspond	to	their	four	major	structural	regions	The	descriptions	in	the	figure	provide	a	functional	model	of	a	neuron,	showing
typical	functional	properties	that	it	mediates.	The	labels	identify	the	structural	parts	of	a	neuron	that	are	associated	with	these	functions.	The	correlation	between	structures	and	functional	properties	is	imperfect:	Synaptic	input	often	occurs	at	the	cell	body	as	well	as	the	dendrites,	for	example,	and	some	dendrites	can	generate	action	potentials.	In
contrast,	some	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Elocal	neurons	generate	no	action	potentials	atSinauer	all,	andAssociates	thus	lack	a	separate	function	of	active	conduction.	Morales	Studio	Figure	12.02	10-27-15	A	neuron	receives	input—signals	from	other	neurons	or	sensory	cells—at	specialized	cell–cell	contact	points	called	synapses.	Usually	the	synaptic
input	occurs	along	branching	processes	known	as	dendrites,	although	synapses	may	occur	on	the	cell	body	as	well.	Impulses	arriving	at	a	synapse	from	a	presynaptic	cell	cause	the	release	of	a	chemical	substance	called	a	neurotransmitter	into	the	synaptic	cleft,	or	space	between	the	cells.	The	chemical	neurotrans-	Neurons 	307	mitter	exerts	specific
physiological	effects	on	the	postsynaptic	cell	by	binding	to	neurotransmitter	receptors.	These	changes	can	result	in	a	new	electrical	impulse	in	the	target	neuron.	Thus	a	synapse	allows	for	transmission	of	information	between	neurons	through	conversion	of	a	signal	from	electrical	to	chemical	to	electrical.	The	cell	body	(also	called	the	soma)	is
commonly	the	part	of	a	neuron	where	signal	integration	and	impulse	generation	occur.	A	single	neuron	may	receive	thousands	of	synaptic	contacts	from	other	neurons.	The	neurotransmitters	released	across	some	synapses	excite	the	neuron;	those	released	across	other	synapses	inhibit	it.	From	moment	to	moment,	the	cell	membrane	of	the	cell	body
combines	the	inhibitory	and	excitatory	synaptic	inputs,	and	if	excitatory	inputs	surpass	inhibitory	inputs,	the	neuron	may	respond	by	generating	one	or	more	action	potentials.	The	long	slender	axon	is	the	conduction	component	of	a	neuron,	serving	to	propagate	action	potentials	along	its	length.	The	axon	typically	arises	from	the	soma	via	a	conical
axon	hillock,	which	leads	to	the	axon	initial	segment,	a	specialized	area	that	is	commonly	the	site	of	action	potential	initiation.	The	microscopic	axons	from	individual	neurons	sometimes	collect	together	in	long	macroscopically	visible	bundles	that	are	called	tracts	in	the	CNS	and	nerves	in	the	peripheral	nervous	system	(PNS).	Where	an	axon	ends,	it
usually	divides	into	several	presynaptic	terminals,	which	constitute	the	places	where	neuronal	output	occurs.	The	presynaptic	terminals	form	synapses	with	other	neurons	or	other	types	of	cells,	such	as	muscle	fibers	(muscle	cells).	An	action	potential	arriving	at	the	presynaptic	terminals	triggers	the	release	of	molecules	of	neurotransmitter	across	the
synapses	to	exert	a	specific	physiological	effect—excitatory	or	inhibitory—on	the	target	cell.	Neurons	that	form	synaptic	endings	on	a	cell	are	said	to	innervate	that	cell.	The	extended	networks	of	neurons	in	an	animal’s	body	(along	with	supporting	cells,	described	later)	constitute	its	nervous	system.	Neurons	perform	various	roles	in	the	nervous
system.	Some	neurons	perform	sensory	functions	by	initiating	signals	in	response	to	physical	or	chemical	stimuli.	As	we	have	just	described,	other	neurons	integrate	signals	arriving	from	other	neurons,	generate	nerve	impulses	of	their	own,	and	transmit	these	signals	over	distances	that	can	be	very	long,	at	least	on	a	cellular	scale.	As	we	will	discuss
in	Chapter	15,	animals	have	a	CNS	(brain	and	spinal	cord	in	vertebrates)	and	a	PNS.	Neurons	that	relay	sensory	signals	to	integrative	centers	of	the	CNS	are	called	afferent	neurons	(afferent,	“to	bring	toward”).	Other	neurons,	called	efferent	neurons	(efferent,	“to	carry	off”),	relay	control	signals	(instructions)	from	the	CNS	to	target	cells	that	are
under	nervous	control,	such	as	muscle	cells	or	secretory	cells.	Neurons	that	are	entirely	within	the	CNS	are	called	interneurons.	Neural	control	has	two	essential	features:	It	is	fast	and	addressed.	Neuronal	signals	are	fast	in	that	they	travel	very	rapidly	and	begin	and	end	abruptly.	A	mammalian	neuronal	axon,	for	example,	might	conduct	impulses
along	its	length	at	20–100	m/s,	and	it	might	be	capable	of	transmitting	100	or	more	impulses	in	a	second.	The	connections	of	neurons	are	said	to	be	addressed	because	they	provide	highly	discrete	lines	of	communication	(like	a	letter	or	a	telephone	call).	A	neuron	normally	must	make	synaptic	contact	with	another	cell	to	exert	control,	and	it	typically
innervates	multiple,	but	relatively	few,	cells	that	are	its	potential	targets.	Neuronal	lines	of	communication	therefore	provide	opportunities	for	fine	control	308	 	Chapter	12	of	other	cells	both	temporally	and	spatially,	sending	fast,	rapidly	changing	signals	to	some	potential	targets	and	not	to	others.	Endocrine	cells	broadcast	hormones	In	contrast	to
the	signals	of	the	neurons	in	nervous	systems—which	are	precisely	targeted—the	signals	produced	by	the	endocrine	system	are	broadly	distributed	throughout	the	animal’s	body.	Endocrine	cells	release	hormones	into	the	blood	(or	sometimes	just	into	other	extracellular	fluids).	These	chemicals	are	carried	throughout	the	body	by	the	blood,	bathing
the	tissues	and	organs	at	large.	For	a	hormone	to	elicit	a	specific	response	from	a	cell,	the	cell	must	possess	receptor	proteins	for	that	hormone	(see	Chapter	2,	page	62).	Thus	cells	of	only	certain	tissues	or	organs	respond	to	a	hormone	and	are	called	target	cells.	The	responsiveness	of	target	cells	is	under	control	of	gene	expression;	that	is,	the
tissues	that	respond	to	a	hormone	are	tissues	that	express	the	genes	encoding	its	receptor	proteins.	Endocrine	control	has	two	essential	features:	It	is	slow	and	broadcast.	Individual	hormonal	signals	are	relatively	slow	because	they	operate	on	much	longer	timescales	than	individual	neuronal	signals.	Initiation	of	hormonal	effects	requires	at	least
several	seconds	or	minutes	because	a	hormone,	once	released	into	the	blood,	must	circulate	to	target	tissues	and	diffuse	to	effective	concentrations	within	the	tissues	before	it	can	elicit	responses.	After	a	hormone	has	entered	the	blood,	it	may	act	on	targets	for	a	substantial	amount	of	time	before	metabolic	destruction	and	excretion	decrease	its
concentration	to	ineffective	levels.	In	the	human	bloodstream,	for	example,	the	hormones	vasopressin,	cortisol,	and	thyroxine	display	half-lives	of	about	15	min,	1	h,	and	nearly	1	week,	respectively.	Thus	a	single	release	of	hormone	may	have	protracted	effects	on	target	tissues.	Unlike	addressed	neural	control,	endocrine	control	is	said	to	be	broadcast.
Once	a	hormone	is	released	into	the	blood,	all	cells	in	the	body	are	potentially	bathed	by	it.	The	specificity	of	hormone	action	depends	on	which	cells	have	receptor	molecules	for	the	hormone.	Many	types	of	cells	may	respond	to	the	hormone,	perhaps	with	different	types	responding	in	different	ways.	Alternatively,	a	hormone	may	affect	only	one	type
of	target	cell,	because	only	those	target	cells	have	the	kind	of	receptor	to	which	the	hormone	attaches.	Although	in	principle	hormones	may	exert	either	limited	or	widespread	effects,	in	practice	they	commonly	affect	at	least	a	whole	tissue,	and	often	multiple	tissues.	Nervous	systems	and	endocrine	systems	tend	to	control	different	processes	Neural
lines	of	communication	are	capable	of	much	finer	control—	both	temporal	and	spatial—than	is	possible	for	endocrine	systems.	Not	surprisingly,	the	two	systems	tend	to	be	used	to	control	different	functions	in	the	body.	Whereas	the	nervous	system	controls	predominantly	the	fine,	rapid	movements	of	discrete	muscles,	the	endocrine	system	typically
controls	more	widespread,	prolonged	activities	such	as	metabolic	changes.	Consider,	for	example,	running	to	catch	a	fly	ball	in	baseball.	It	requires	rapid	computation	and	very	specific	control	of	discrete	muscles	in	split-second	time,	functions	that	can	be	mediated	only	by	the	nervous	system.	In	contrast,	the	control	of	metabolism	or	growth	requires
the	modulation	of	many	tissues	over	a	protracted	period.	In	principle,	an	animal’s	nervous	system	could	carry	out	a	coordination	task	of	this	sort.	To	do	so,	however,	the	nervous	system	would	need	thousands	of	discrete	axons	between	integrating	centers	and	controlled	cells,	and	would	need	to	send	trains	of	impulses	along	all	these	axons	for	as	long
as	the	modulation	is	required.	In	contrast,	an	endocrine	gland	can	accomplish	this	task	with	greater	economy,	by	secreting	a	single	long-lasting	chemical	into	the	blood.	For	this	reason,	control	of	metabolism	is	often	under	primarily	hormonal	control,	as	are	other	processes	(growth,	development,	reproductive	cycles,	etc.)	that	involve	many	tissues	and
occur	on	timescales	of	days,	months,	or	years.	Most	tissues	in	an	animal’s	body	are	under	the	dual	control	of	the	nervous	and	endocrine	systems.	Skeletal	muscle	illustrates	the	relationship	of	this	dual	control.	A	typical	vertebrate	muscle	contains	thousands	of	muscle	cells	(muscle	fibers)	and	is	innervated	by	more	than	100	motor	neurons.	Each	motor
neuron	innervates	a	separate	set	of	muscle	fibers,	controlling	the	contraction	of	just	these	fibers.	The	nervous	system	can	selectively	activate	a	few,	many,	or	all	of	the	motor	neurons,	to	rapidly	and	precisely	control	the	amount	of	force	the	muscle	generates.	Whereas	the	nervous	system	controls	the	contractile	activity	of	the	muscle	cells	over	the	short
term,	the	hormone	insulin	provides	endocrine	control	of	their	metabolic	activity	over	the	long	term.	Insulin	facilitates	resting	muscle	fibers’	uptake	of	glucose	from	the	blood	and	their	rate	of	glycogen	synthesis.	This	example	emphasizes	the	spatial	and	temporal	distinctions	between	the	two	types	of	control:	The	nervous	system	controls	moment-to-
moment,	differential	contractile	actions	of	the	muscle	cells	in	a	muscle,	whereas	the	endocrine	system	provides	long-term	metabolic	control	of	all	the	muscle	cells	en	masse.	Nervous	and	endocrine	systems	can	exert	control	over	each	other,	as	well	as	over	other	targets.	Interaction	between	the	nervous	and	endocrine	systems	occurs	in	both	directions.
Nervous	systems	can	affect	the	function	of	endocrine	cells,	as	in	innervated	endocrine	glands.	Likewise,	hormones	can	modulate	nervous	system	function;	for	example,	sex	steroid	hormones	affect	certain	neurons	in	mammalian	brains.	Summary	The	Physiology	of	Control:	Neurons	and	Endocrine	Cells	Compared	„„Control	by	a	nervous	system	involves
neurons	that	send	axons	to	discrete	postsynaptic	cells.	Neurons	generate	rapidly	conducting	action	potentials	to	control	the	specific	targets	on	which	they	end.	They	exert	fast,	specific	control	by	releasing	neurotransmitters	at	synapses.	„„Endocrine	cells	release	hormones	into	the	bloodstream	to	mediate	endocrine	control.	All	body	cells	are	potential
targets	of	a	hormone,	but	only	those	with	specific	receptors	for	the	hormone	actually	respond.	Hormonal	control	is	slower,	longer	lasting,	and	less	specific	than	neural	control.	Neurons	Are	Organized	into	Functional	Circuits	in	Nervous	Systems	The	functions	of	a	nervous	system	depend	on	“wiring”—the	anatomical	organization	by	which	neurons	are
connected	into	circuits.	Any	behavioral	activity	(such	as	swimming,	in	the	squid	Neurons 	309	(A)	Reflex	arc	for	startle	response	3	The	sensory	neurons	synapse	with	and	excite	giant	interneurons	that	extend	anteriorly	in	the	ventral	nerve	cord.	4	At	the	metathoracic	ganglion,	the	interneurons	synaptically	excite	leg	motor	neurons.	Ventral	nerve	cord
Sensory	neuron	(wind	receptor)	Abdominal	cercus	1	Sound	waves	or	air	currents	vibrate	the	hairs.	Filiform	hair	receptors	Terminal	ganglion	2	Vibrations	of	the	hairs	generate	nerve	impulses	in	sensory	neurons.	(B)	Stimulus,	nerve	impulses,	response	1	Stimulus	(air	puff)	2	Sensory	neuron	(wind	receptor)	3	Giant	interneuron	4	Leg	motor	neuron	5
Muscle	tension	50	Leg	motor	neuron	Giant	interneuron	Right	hindleg	Muscle	(effector)	5	The	motor	neurons,	in	turn,	activate	the	leg	muscles.	Ups	and	downs	in	these	traces	reflect	ups	and	downs	in	measured	properties:	air	flow	in	1	,	electrical	potential	in	2	–	4	,	and	muscle	tension	in	5	.	100	Time	(ms)	150	Metathoracic	ganglion	Figure	12.3 	The
neural	circuit	mediating	the	startle	response	in	the	cockroach	Periplaneta	americana 	(A)	Hairlike	wind	receptors	located	on	an	abdominal	cercus	trigger	this	reflex.	(B)	Nerve	and	muscle	cells	in	the	reflex	circuit	respond	to	a	controlled	puff	of	air	lasting	50	ms.	The	action	potentials	in	successive	neurons	in	the	circuit	lead	to	contraction	(tension)	in
the	muscle	of	the	leg.	(After	Camhi	1984.)	200	with	which	we	opened	the	chapter)	is	a	property	of	the	neural	circuit	that	mediates	it.	We	will	discuss	nervous	system	organization	in	Chapter	15,	but	here	we	provide	a	simple	illustrative	example.	Suppose	you	walk	into	the	kitchen	and	surprise	a	cockroach.	The	cockroach	jumps,	exhibiting	a	startle
response	in	which	it	turns	away	from	the	disturbance	and	prepares	to	run.	This	simple	behavioral	act	is	mediated	by	electrical	signals	and	chemical	synapses	within	the	cockroach’s	nervous	system.	The	cockroach’s	jump	is	a	reflex,	a	simple,	stereotyped	behavioral	response	to	a	distinct	stimulus.	Air	currents	or	airborne	sound	waves	vibrate	filiform
hairs	that	act	as	wind	receptors	at	the	cockroach’s	posterior	end	(Figure	12.3,	➊),	providing	the	stimulus	that	evokes	the	reflex.	This	stimulus	initiates	a	brief	series	of	action	potentials	inHill	sensory	➋4E	located	at	the	bases	of	the	hairs.	The	action	Animalneurons	Physiology	Sinauer	Associates	potentials	travel	along	the	conducting	afferent	processes
(axons)	of	Morales	Studio	the	sensory	neurons	toward	the	CNS,	where	the	sensory	neurons	Figure	12.03	10-28-15	contact	other	neurons	in	the	CNS.	In	the	cockroach,	the	sensory	axons	make	synaptic	contacts	with	a	few	large	interneurons	(neurons	that	do	not	extend	outside	the	CNS).	These	synapses	are	excitatory,	so	the	barrage	of	action
potentials	from	the	sensory	neurons	excites	the	interneurons	➌,	which	generate	their	own	action	potentials.	The	interneuron	axons	extend	anteriorly	in	the	ventral	nerve	cord	(part	of	the	CNS).	They	in	turn	make	synaptic	contact	with	efferent	motor	neurons,	whose	outgoing	axons	exit	the	CNS	and	innervate	a	muscle.	The	interneurons	synaptically
excite	the	motor	neurons	❹,	which	in	turn	excite	the	extensor	muscles	of	the	legs	➎	that	produce	the	jump.	At	the	same	time,	the	interneurons	inhibit	motor	neurons	that	excite	the	antagonist	flexor	muscles	of	the	cockroach’s	legs.	As	the	barrage	of	action	potentials	in	Figure	12.3	indicates,	this	startle	response	happens	very	quickly:	It	is	less	than	150
milliseconds	(ms)	from	stimulus	to	jump!	This	rapid	and	selective	activation	of	particular	muscles	to	generate	a	behavioral	response	is	the	essential	element	of	neural	control.	The	Cellular	Organization	of	Neural	Tissue	Nervous	systems	are	composed	primarily	of	neural	tissue,	which	in	turn	is	composed	of	discrete	cells:	neurons	and	glial	cells	(see
page	311),	as	well	as	connective	tissue	cells	and	cells	of	the	circulatory	system.	The	cellular	organization	of	nervous	systems	is	a	corollary	of	the	cell	theory,	which	states	that	organisms	are	composed	of	cells,	that	these	cells	are	the	structural	and	functional	units	of	organization	of	the	organism,	and	that	all	cells	come	from	preexisting	cells	as	a	result
of	cell	division.	Matthias	Schleiden	(1804–1881)	and	Theodor	Schwann	(1810–1882)	formulated	the	cell	theory	in	1839.	The	cell	theory	gained	widespread	and	rather	rapid	acceptance—except	as	applied	to	nervous	systems.	Instead,	the	dominant	view	of	the	organization	of	nervous	systems	in	the	latter	half	of	the	nineteenth	century	was	the	reticular
theory,	most	strongly	argued	by	Joseph	von	Gerlach	(1820–1896)	and	Camillo	Golgi	(1843–1926).	The	reticular	theory	held	that	nervous	systems	were	composed	of	complex,	continuous	meshworks	of	cells	and	processes	in	protoplasmic	continuity	with	each	other	(i.e.,	the	cells	ran	together	without	any	boundaries).	The	reticular	theory	was	supplanted
only	gradually,	over	the	first	third	of	the	twentieth	century,	by	an	outgrowth	of	the	cell	theory	310	 	Chapter	12	known	as	the	neuron	doctrine.	The	neuron	doctrine	states	that	neurons	are	anatomically	distinct	and	are	the	structural,	functional,	and	developmental	units	of	organization	of	nervous	systems.	Santiago	Ramón	y	Cajal	(1852–1934),	the
main	champion	of	the	neuron	doctrine,	used	special	staining	techniques	to	demonstrate	convincingly	that	neurons	are	contiguous	(in	contact	with	each	other)	but	are	not	continuous	(connected	without	interruption).	However,	the	debate	on	contiguity	versus	continuity	persisted	until	the	1950s,	when	electron	microscopy	permitted	resolution	of	cell
membranes	and	rigorously	demonstrated	the	discontinuity	of	neurons	in	contact.	Neurons	are	structurally	adapted	to	transmit	action	potentials	Neurons,	as	seen	earlier,	are	cells	that	are	specialized	for	generating	electrical	impulses	and	transmitting	those	impulses	from	place	to	place	within	the	body,	sometimes	over	considerable	distances.	They
have	long	processes,	which	relate	to	their	functions—acting,	for	example,	as	the	conduits	for	long-distance	transmission.	As	you	will	recall,	a	neuron	consists	of	a	cell	body,	or	soma	(plural	somata)	(also	called	the	perikaryon),	which	is	the	region	that	contains	the	nucleus,	and	one	or	more	processes	arising	from	it	(Figure	12.4).	The	cytology	of	a
neuronal	soma	is	broadly	similar	to	that	of	nonneuronal	cells.	A	neuronal	soma	contains	a	nucleus	and	most	of	the	organelles	and	cytoskeletal	elements	familiar	to	cytologists:	mitochondria,	Golgi	apparatus,	smooth	endoplasmic	reticulum	(ER),	rough	ER,	microtubules,	neurofilaments,	and	actin	microfilaments.	Neurons	are	very	active	in	protein
synthesis	and	thus	have	extensive,	well-developed	rough	ER,	aggregates	of	which	can	be	stained	to	appear	in	light	microscopy	as	Nissl	substance.	Neurons	can	be	classified	according	to	the	number	of	processes	emanating	from	the	soma.	Neurons	may	be	unipolar	(having	one	process),	bipolar	(two	processes),	or	multipolar	(three	or	more	processes).
Unipolar	neurons	predominate	in	the	CNS	of	most	invertebrates,	multipolar	neurons	predominate	in	the	vertebrate	CNS,	and	many	sensory	neurons	are	bipolar	in	various	taxa.	The	neuronal	processes	themselves	exhibit	a	bewildering	geometric	variety	and	complexity.	Early	anatomists	attempted	to	bring	order	to	this	variety	by	classifying	processes
as	axons	and	dendrites.	Their	classifications	were	usually	based	on	vertebrate	CNS	neurons	(see	Figure	12.4)	and	are	useful	for	cells	resembling	vertebrate	CNS	neurons	in	form.	Definitions	of	dendrites	and	axons,	however,	are	based	on	a	mixture	of	functional	and	morphological	criteria	that	do	not	always	coincide	in	a	single	neuron.	Functionally	(as
we	noted	previously)	a	dendrite	is	considered	to	be	a	receptive	element	of	a	neuron	that	conveys	information	toward	the	soma	(see	Figure	12.2).	An	axon,	by	contrast,	is	the	output	element	of	a	neuron,	carrying	information	away	from	the	cell	body	to	other	cells.	This	functional	classification	applies	to	most,	but	not	all,	neurons.	The	dendrites	of	spinal
motor	neurons	are	relatively	short	and	branch	repeatedly	(dendrite	is	Greek	for	“branch”).	Dendrites	of	most	neurons	have	continuously	varying	diameters	and	lack	myelin	sheaths	(which	we’ll	discuss	shortly).	In	general,	the	broader	Dendrites	Nucleus	Soma	Nucleolus	Nissl	substance	(rough	ER)	Neurofibrils	(bundles	of	neurofilaments)	Axon	hillock
Axon	initial	segment	Axon	Schwann	cells	forming	the	myelin	sheath	on	the	axon	Axon	collateral	Figure	12.4 	The	cellular	structure	of	a	ver-	tebrate	neuron 	Every	neuron	has	a	cell	body	(soma,	or	perikaryon)	and	processes	usually	classified	as	axons	and	dendrites.	The	inset	shows	the	structure	of	the	very	end	of	the	axon,	the	axon	terminal.	The
soma	contains	organelles,	including	rough	endoplasmic	reticulum	(ER),	Golgi	apparatuses	(not	shown),	and	mitochondria.	Stained	aggregates	of	rough	ER	appear	in	light	microscopy	as	Nissl	substance.	Cytoskeletal	elements—microtubules	and	neurofilaments	(see	inset)—are	present	in	the	soma,	dendrites,	and	axon.	This	neuron	is	myelinated,	with
periodic	thickenings	of	myelin	insulation	around	its	axon.	(The	importance	of	the	myelin	sheath	for	the	rate	of	propagation	of	nerve	impulses	is	discussed	later	in	this	chapter;	see	page	333.)	The	axon	ends	in	terminals,	where	synaptic	vesicles	(see	inset)	store	molecules	of	neurotransmitter	for	synaptic	transmission.	Microtubule	Neurofilament
Synaptic	vesicles	Mitochondrion	Presynaptic	terminal	Synaptic	cleft	Presynaptic	densities	Postsynaptic	densities	Postsynaptic	element	Terminal	branches	Axon	terminal	Neurons 	311	Neurons	Astrocyte	Microglial	cell	Central	nervous	system	dendritic	trunks	resemble	the	soma	in	fine	structure;	they	contain	rough	ER,	mitochondria,	microtubules,
neurofilaments,	and	an	occasional	Golgi	apparatus.	Thinner	dendritic	branches	may	lack	Golgi	apparatuses	and	rough	ER.	The	dendrites	of	many	vertebrate	neurons	bear	numerous	short,	thin	protrusions	termed	dendritic	spines	that,	when	present,	are	important	sites	of	synaptic	input.	The	axon	of	a	neuron	is	classically	single	and	long,	with	a
relatively	constant	diameter	and	few	collateral	branches.	The	larger	vertebrate	axons	are	surrounded	by	myelin	sheaths—multiple	wrappings	of	insulating	glial	cell	membranes	(see	below)	that	increase	the	speed	of	impulse	transmission.	Not	all	axons	are	myelinated;	the	smaller	axons	of	vertebrate	neurons	and	nearly	all	invertebrate	axons	lack
myelin	and	are	termed	unmyelinated.	At	the	fine	structural	level,	axons	contain	microtubules,	neurofilaments,	elongated	mitochondria,	and	sparse	smooth	endoplasmic	reticulum	(see	Figure	12.4).	Axons	generally	lack	rough	ER	and	Golgi	apparatuses.	Functionally,	the	axon	is	usually	the	portion	of	the	neuron	that	supports	action	potentials,	which
propagate	or	conduct	along	the	axon	without	decrement,	carrying	information	away	from	the	cell	body	to	the	axon	terminals.	Capillary	Oligodendrocyte	Node	Cells	that	are	referred	to	collectively	as	glial	cells	or	neuroglial	(“nerve	glue”)	cells	surround	the	neurons	(Figure	12.5).	Rudolf	Virchow	(1821–1902)	discovered	and	named	the	neuroglial	cells
in	1846	and	thought	that	their	primary	Schwann	cell	function	was	to	bind	the	neurons	together	and	maintain	Myelinated	axons	the	form	and	structural	organization	of	the	nervous	system.	The	ratio	of	glial	cells	to	neurons	increases	with	increasing	evolutionary	complexity,	from	brains	of	fish	to	mammals.	Glial	cells	are	estimated	to	make	up	half	the
volume	of	the	mammalian	brain	and	to	outnumber	neurons	by	ten	to	one.	These	measures	suggest	that	glial	cells	are	important	in	nervous	system	function,	perhaps	in	ways	that	are	not	yet	fully	understood.	Different	types	of	glial	cells	play	diverse	functional	roles	in	nervous	systems.	Vertebrate	nervous	systems	have	two	kinds	of	ensheathing	glial
cells,	called	Schwann	cells	(in	Figure	12.5 	Glial	cells 	There	are	four	types	of	glial	cells	in	vertebrate	the	PNS)	and	oligodendrocytes	(in	the	CNS).	Ensheathing	nervous	systems.	Schwann	cells	ensheathe	axons	(myelinated	are	shown;	glial	cells	envelop	the	axons	of	neurons	(see	Figure	12.5).	The	unmyelinated	are	not	shown)	in	the	PNS.
Oligodendrocytes	ensheathe	axons	glial	sheath	can	be	a	simple	encircling	of	an	unmyelinated	in	the	CNS.	Astrocytes	are	metabolic	support	cells	in	the	CNS.	Microglial	cells	are	phagocytes	related	to	cells	of	the	immune	system.	axon	or	a	group	of	axons,	or	a	myelin	sheath	consisting	of	multiple	concentrically	wrapped	layers	of	glial	membrane	that
insulate	the	axon	and	increase	the	velocity	of	nerve-impulse	propagation	(discussed	in	detail	later	in	this	chapter).	Other	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Summary	glial	cells	called	astrocytes	line	the	outside	surfaces	of	capillariesSinauer	Associates	The	Cellular	Organization	of	Neural	Tissue	Morales	Studio	in	the	vertebrate	CNS	and	act	as	metabolic
intermediaries	between	Figure	12.05	10-27-15	the	capillaries	and	neurons.	Astrocytes	take	up	neurotransmitters	„„Neurons	are	the	principal	cells	of	nervous	systems.	from	extracellular	space	and	help	supply	metabolic	substrates	to	They	have	long	processes	(dendrites	and	axons)	that	neurons.	They	also	regulate	extracellular	ion	concentrations	and
are	specialized	to	receive	signals	from	other	neurons	play	important	roles	in	nervous	system	development.	Microglial	(via	dendrites)	and	to	generate	and	propagate	action	potentials	(via	axons).	cells	mediate	immune	responses	in	neural	tissue	and	may	act	as		(Continued	)	phagocytes,	consuming	pathogens	and	cell	debris	in	brain	injury.	Peripheral
nervous	system	Glial	cells	support	neurons	physically	and	metabolically	312	 	Chapter	12	„„Glial	cells	are	the	support	cells	of	the	nervous	system.	Schwann	cells	(in	the	PNS)	and	oligodendrocytes	(in	the	CNS)	form	sheaths	around	neuronal	axons,	including	insulating	myelin	sheaths	around	myelinated	axons.	Astrocytes	surround	capillaries	and	act
as	metabolic	intermediaries	between	neurons	and	their	circulatory	supply.	Microglial	cells	serve	immune	and	scavenging	functions.	The	Ionic	Basis	of	Membrane	Potentials	What	are	the	properties	of	the	electrical	signals	of	neurons,	and	how	are	these	signals	generated?	Let’s	begin	with	a	brief	review	of	basic	electrical	concepts.	Protons	and
electrons	have	electrical	charge,	and	ions	are	atoms	or	molecules	that	bear	a	net	charge	because	they	have	unequal	numbers	of	protons	and	electrons.	The	net	movement	of	charges	constitutes	an	electric	current	(I	),	which	is	analogous	to	the	hydraulic	current	of	fluids	flowing	in	a	system	of	pipes.	The	separation	of	positive	and	negative	electrical
charges	constitutes	a	voltage,	or	electrical	potential	difference	(V).	This	potential	difference	can	do	work	when	charges	are	allowed	to	flow	as	current.	Voltage	is	analogous	to	a	height	difference	or	head	of	pressure	in	a	hydraulic	system,	allowing	water	to	flow	downhill.	Figure	12.6	shows	a	simple	electrical	circuit,	that	of	a	flashlight.	A	battery
provides	voltage;	closing	the	switch	allows	current	to	flow	through	the	electrical	circuit.	The	electric	current	in	the	(A)	Flashlight	circuit	elements	Push-button	switch	(+)	Battery	Bulb	(–)	(B)	Circuit	diagram	for	the	flashlight	Switch	(+)	Voltage	Resistance	(–)	Figure	12.6 	The	simple	electrical	circuit	of	a	flashlight 	(A)	Elements	of	the	electrical
circuit.	(B)	Circuit	diagram.	When	the	switch	is	closed,	electric	current	flows	through	the	resistance	of	the	lightbulb	filament,	causing	it	to	glow.	Current	must	flow	through	the	complete	circuit.	(Note	that,	by	convention,	current	always	flows	from	plus	to	minus.)	flashlight	is	the	flow	of	free	electrons	along	metal	wires.	Current	flows	through	the
lightbulb	filament,	which	acts	as	resistance	(R	)	that	limits	the	current	flow.	Consequently,	the	filament	heats	and	glows,	emitting	light.	Electrical	circuits	in	cells	are	similar	to	the	circuit	in	a	flashlight,	but	they	differ	in	some	important	ways.	In	cells,	both	the	inside	and	outside	media	are	aqueous	solutions	in	which	the	electrical	charges	are	ions
rather	than	free	electrons.	Furthermore,	all	currents	in	cells	are	carried	by	ions,	and	any	voltage	or	potential	difference	results	from	local	imbalances	of	ion	charges.	Recall	from	Chapter	5	(see	Figure	5.4)	that	fluids	farther	than	a	few	nanometers	from	a	membrane	are	electrically	neutral,	with	equal	numbers	of	positive	and	negative	charges.	Because
of	this	charge	neutrality	of	bulk	solutions,	the	only	portion	of	a	cell	that	directly	determines	its	electrical	properties	is	its	outer-limiting	cell	membrane.	Any	electrical	activity	of	a	nerve	cell	is	a	property	of	the	cell	membrane,	and	the	electrical	potentials	observed	are	called	transmembrane	potentials.	The	only	immediately	important	attribute	of	the
rest	of	the	cell	is	the	concentration	of	ions	in	solution	in	the	intracellular	fluid.	Cell	membranes	have	passive	electrical	properties:	Resistance	and	capacitance	All	cells	respond	to	electric	currents,	but	not	all	cells	generate	action	potentials	(nerve	impulses).	The	universal	responses	are	passive	responses	(meaning	that	the	cell’s	electrical	properties	do
not	change),	but	action	potentials	are	active	responses	in	which	the	properties	do	change.	A	cell’s	passive	responses	depend	on	the	passive	electrical	properties	of	the	membrane,	principally	its	resistance	and	capacitance.	A	membrane	exhibits	resistance	(measured	in	ohms,	Ω)	resulting	from	the	fact	that	ions	must	flow	through	restrictive	ion	channels
because	the	membrane’s	lipid	bilayer	is	impermeable	to	ions.	A	membrane	exhibits	capacitance	(measured	in	farads,	F)	because	of	the	insulating	properties	of	the	bilayer.	In	electrical	circuits,	a	capacitor	has	two	conducting	plates	separated	by	an	insulating	layer;	in	cells,	the	conducting	fluids	on	either	side	of	the	membrane	act	as	plates,	and	the
lipid	bilayer	separates	and	stores	oppositely	charged	ions.	The	resistance	and	capacitance	of	a	cell’s	membrane	depend	on	membrane	area;	specific	membrane	resistance	and	capacitance	are	measured	per	unit	of	area	(e.g.,	Rm	=	1000	Ω	×	cm2;	Cm	=	1	μF/	cm2	).1	Whereas	the	specific	membrane	capacitance	does	not	change,	resistance	may	or	may
not	change	(depending	on	the	behavior	of	specific	populations	of	ion	channels).	When	we	speak	of	a	cell’s	passive	electrical	properties,	we	mean	those	conditions	in	which	membrane	resistance	does	not	change.	A	cell’s	passive	electrical	properties	govern	how	voltages	change	over	space	and	time	along	neuronal	axons.	Passive	electrical	properties	do
not	explain	the	generation	of	action	potentials	(in	which	resistances	change),	but	they	are	important	for	understanding	how	neurons	generate	and	propagate	action	potentials.	We	can	use	a	squid	giant	axon	to	demonstrate	the	passive	electrical	properties	of	cells.	The	largest	axons	of	a	common	squid	may	be	2	cm	long	and	700–1000	μm	in	diameter.
Because	these	axons	are	so	1	The	resistance	of	a	whole	cell’s	membrane	is	usually	called	its	input	resistance.	Neurons 	313	Squid	giant	axon,	cut	and	ligated	(A)	Electrode	outside	membrane	Voltmeter	0	mV	Recording	microelectrode	Axon	membrane	Cytoplasm	Saline	bath	When	the	tip	of	the	microelectrode	is	outside	the	axon	(see	Figure	12.7A),	a
voltmeter	records	no	potential	difference	(voltage)	between	the	recording	microelectrode	and	a	neutral	(reference)	electrode	suspended	in	the	surrounding	saline	bath.	Both	electrodes	are	electrically	neutral	because	of	the	charge	neutrality	of	bulk	solutions.	When	the	recording	microelectrode	is	advanced	just	past	the	axon	membrane	into	the
cytoplasm	(see	Figure	12.7B),	the	voltmeter	records	a	potential	difference	(see	Figure	12.7C).	This	potential	difference	across	the	axon	membrane	is	the	resting	membrane	potential	(Vm	).	For	all	known	cells,	the	polarity	of	the	resting	membrane	potential	is	inside-negative;	that	is,	the	inner	membrane	surface	is	negative	with	respect	to	the	outer
membrane	surface.2	This	example	also	reveals	the	axon’s	membrane	resistance	(Rm	)	to	current	flow,	because	without	such	resistance,	ions	would	freely	diffuse	across	the	membrane,	and	it	would	not	be	able	to	maintain	a	potential	difference.	What	would	happen	to	the	resting	membrane	potential	if	we	inserted	a	second	microelectrode	into	the	squid
axon	and	generated	a	pulse	of	electric	current	between	it	and	an	extracellular	electrode	(Figure	12.8)?	The	current	pulse	would	either	depolarize	or	hyperpolarize	the	membrane,	depending	on	the	direction	of	the	current.	Depolarization	is	a	decrease	in	the	absolute	value	of	the	membrane	potential	toward	zero	(becoming	less	negative	inside	the	cell).
Hyperpolarization	is	an	increase	in	the	absolute	value	of	the	membrane	potential	away	from	zero	(becoming	more	negative	inside	the	cell).	In	the	example	of	Figure	12.8,	we	apply	a	current	that	flows	outward	across	the	membrane	to	cause	a	depolarization	of	the	membrane	potential,	perhaps	from	–65	to	–55	mV.	(Remember	that	we	are	not
considering	action	potentials	yet,	so	assume	that	this	depolarization	is	too	small	to	trigger	an	action	potential.)	According	to	Ohm’s	law,	the	current	should	change	the	membrane	potential	by	an	amount	proportional	to	the	resistance	to	current	flow:	Reference	electrode	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	(B)	Electrode	inside
membrane	Voltmeter	–65	mV	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	–	+	(C)	Resting	membrane	potential	(Vm	)	Voltage	(mV)	Electrode	inserted	0	–65	(A)	(B)	Resting	potential	Time	(ms)	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	large,	is	relatively	easy	to	cut	out	a	length	of	the	axon,	ligate	(close	Figureit12.07	10-28-15	off)	the	ends,	and
penetrate	the	isolated	axon	with	a	microelectrode	(Figure	12.7).	The	microelectrode	consists	of	a	glass	capillary	that	has	been	heated	and	pulled	to	a	fine	tip	(>	PNa,	so	Em	is	close	to	EK.	If	PNa	increases	to	become	greater	than	PK,	Em	will	approach	ENa.	Each	arrow	relates	the	dominant	term	in	the	equation	to	the	value	of	Em	toward	which	it	drives
the	membrane.	of	the	membrane	to	those	ions	(e.g.,	HCO3	–)	or	low	concentrations	of	those	ions	(e.g.,	[H+]	=	10	–7	M).4	In	fact,	for	some	purposes	it	is	useful	to	consider	sodium	and	potassium	only,	ignoring	chloride.	In	such	a	simplification	of	the	Goldman	equation	(Figure	12.13),	we	can	view	the	membrane	potential	as	a	result	of	the	membrane’s
relative	permeabilities	to	sodium	and	potassium	ions,	visualized	with	a	sliding	voltage	scale,	rather	like	a	thermometer	but	in	units	of	voltage.	Consider	a	squid	axon	with	the	following	ion	concentrations:	⎡K	+	⎤	⎥⎦	out	⎢⎣	=	20	m	M	Hill	Animal	+Physiology	4E	⎡	K	⎤	=	400	m	M	Sinauer	Associates	⎣⎢	⎦⎥	in	Morales	Studio	+	⎡	K	⎤	:	⎡	K	+	⎤	=	0	.	05	Figure
12.13	⎣⎢	⎦⎥	ou10-28-15	⎦⎥	in	t	⎣⎢		⎡	Na	+	⎤	=	⎥⎦	out	⎢⎣	+⎤	⎡	Na	=	⎦⎥	in	⎣⎢	440	mM	44	mM	⎡	Na	+	⎤	:	⎡	Na	+	⎤	⎣⎢	⎦⎥	out	⎢⎣	⎦⎥	i	n	=	10	EK	=	58	log	0	.	05	=	−	75	mV	(inside-negative)	ENa	=	58	log	10	=	+	58	mV	(inside-positive)	If	the	cell	were	permeable	only	to	K+,	then	Vm	would	equal	EK,	or	–75	mV;	and	if	it	were	permeable	only	to	Na+,	then	Vm	would
equal	ENa,	or	+58	mV.	The	actual	membrane	potential	can	be	anywhere	between	these	values	and	is	governed	by	the	ratio	of	membrane	permeabilities	to	Na+	and	K+.	The	“voltage	thermometer”	shows	that	when	permeability	to	potassium	is	much	greater	than	permeability	to	sodium,	the	membrane	potential	approaches	EK	(see	Figure	12.13):	If	PK
=	10	×	PNa	then	Vm	=	58	log	10	10	⎡⎣20⎤⎦	+	l	⎡⎣	440⎤⎦	10	⎡⎣	400⎤⎦	+	l	⎡⎣	44	⎤⎦	Neurons 	319	ENa	=	58	log	(	644	4044	)	=	−46.3	mV	In	contrast,	when	permeability	to	sodium	is	much	higher	than	permeability	to	potassium,	the	membrane	potential	approaches	ENa.	This	visualization	of	membrane	potential	in	terms	of	the	Goldman	equation	will	be
important	for	our	consideration	of	action	potentials	later	in	this	chapter.	4	 Strictly	speaking,	the	ion	concentration	values	in	the	Nernst	and	Goldman	equations	should	be	those	for	free	(unbound)	ions	rather	than	total	concentrations.	The	activity	of	an	ion	is	the	concentration	of	the	ion	in	its	dissociated,	freely	diffusible	form.	Monovalent	ions
dissociate	relatively	completely	in	cytoplasm	and	extracellular	fluids,	so	not	much	correction	is	needed	for	ion	activities.	Divalent	ions	such	as	Ca2+,	however,	are	predominantly	bound	in	cytoplasm,	so	corrections	for	their	activity	are	important.	Our	explanation	to	this	point	of	the	generation	of	membrane	potentials	has	been	termed	the	ionic
hypothesis.	The	ionic	hypothesis	argues	that	the	concentrations	of	ions	inside	and	outside	a	cell	are	maintained	in	a	steady	state	by	a	mixture	of	active-transport	processes	(ATPase	pumps)	and	passive-transport	processes	(diffusion	and	Donnan	effects).	The	ionic	hypothesis	further	asserts	that	the	concentrations	of	ions	inside	and	outside	the	cell,	and
the	permeability	of	the	cell	membrane	to	these	ions,	determine	the	resting	membrane	potential	(Vm)	as	described	by	the	Goldman	equation.	The	ionic	hypothesis	is	substantially	accurate,	and	provides	a	useful	description	of	the	factors	giving	rise	to	membrane	potentials	in	living	cells.	A	more	complete	explanation	of	the	causes	of	membrane
potentials,	however,	must	include	the	fact	that	some	ion	pumps	are	electrogenic.	There	are	two	kinds	of	active	ion-transport	mechanisms:	electroneutral	pumps	and	electrogenic	pumps.	An	electroneutral	pump	transports	equal	quantities	of	charge	inward	and	outward	across	a	membrane	and	thus	changes	ion	concentrations	without	generating	an
electric	current.	An	electrogenic	pump	transports	unequal	quantities	of	charges	inward	and	outward	across	the	membrane.	As	noted	already,	the	Na+–K+	exchange	pump	has	a	3:2	ratio,	transporting	3	Na+	ions	out	for	each	2	K+	ions	transported	into	the	cell.	Any	ion	pump	that	is	not	1:1	generates	a	net	current	(net	movement	of	charge)	across	the
membrane.	This	current,	acting	across	the	cell’s	membrane	resistance,	directly	generates	a	potential,	via	Ohm’s	law.	The	potential	resulting	from	pump	current	changes	Vm	from	the	value	predicted	by	the	Goldman	equation.	Thus	an	electrogenic	pump	has	two	functional	properties:	It	changes	concentrations	to	offset	passive	leaks	(its	major	function),
and	it	alters	Vm	directly	via	the	pump	current	(a	smaller,	secondary	function).	The	3:2	sodium–potassium	pump	generates	an	outward	ionic	current	(outward	movement	of	positive	charge)	that	hyperpolarizes	the	cell	to	a	level	more	inside-negative	than	is	predicted	by	the	Goldman	equation.	Because	sodium–potassium	exchange	pumps	can	be
selectively	poisoned	with	toxins	such	as	ouabain,	their	electrogenic	contribution	to	resting	membrane	potentials	can	be	measured	as	the	initial	change	in	Vm	before	concentrations	change.	(Inactivation	of	the	pump	will	also	[more	slowly]	lead	to	changes	in	ion	concentrations,	and	thus	have	an	additional,	indirect	effect	on	membrane	potential.)	In
many	neurons	the	direct	contribution	of	an	electrogenic	pump	accounts	for	only	a	few	millivolts	of	the	resting	membrane	potential,	although	electrogenicity	can	make	a	larger	contribution	in	small	axons	and	in	some	invertebrate	neurons.	Summary	The	Ionic	Basis	of	Membrane	Potentials	„„Cell	membranes	have	properties	of	electrical	resistance		and
capacitance,	which	allow	them	to	maintain	a	voltage	(membrane	potential)	and	regulate	current	flow	across	the	membrane.	Cells	have	inside-negative	resting	membrane	potentials.	The	passive	electrical	properties	of	membranes	determine	how	membrane	potentials	change	with	time	(the	time	constant,	τ)	and	with	distance	(the	length	constant,	λ).
(Continued	)	320	 	Chapter	12	„„Membrane	potentials	depend	on	selective	permeability	to	ions.	Any	ion	species	to	which	the	membrane	is	permeable	will	tend	to	drive	the	membrane	potential	toward	the	equilibrium	potential	for	that	ion.	The	Nernst	equation	calculates	the	equilibrium	potential	of	a	single	ion	species	in	terms	of	its	concentrations	on
both	sides	of	the	membrane.	„„All	cells	have	higher	concentrations	of	K+	inside	than	outside,	higher	concentrations	of	Na+	outside	than	inside,	and	higher	concentrations	of	Cl–	outside	than	inside.	Ion	concentrations	inside	and	outside	cells	are	maintained	by	active	ion	pumps,	as	well	as	by	passive	Donnan-equilibrium	effects.	„„Membrane	potentials
depend	on	the	permeabilities	to	and	concentration	gradients	of	several	ion	species:	The	resting	membrane	is	dominated	by	permeability	to	K+,	so	the	resting	membrane	potential	is	near	EK.	The	Goldman	equation	describes	how	changing	the	membrane	permeability	of	an	ion	species	changes	the	membrane	potential.	„„In	addition	to	their	major	role	of
maintaining	the	nonequilibrium	concentrations	of	ions,	electrogenic	ion	pumps	generate	a	current	that	makes	a	small,	direct	contribution	to	Vm.	In	addition,	only	those	ions	that	are	freely	diffusible	contribute	to	Vm,	so	corrections	for	bound	ions	may	be	necessary.	The	Action	Potential	Excitable	cells	such	as	neurons,	muscle	fibers,	and	a	few	others
have	the	ability	to	generate	electrical	signals.	The	hallmark	electrical	signal	of	an	excitable	cell	is	the	action	potential.	Action	potentials	(which	in	neurons	may	also	be	called	nerve	impulses)	are	one	of	the	most	important	kinds	of	electrical	signals	underlying	the	integrative	activity	of	nervous	systems.	Some	kinds	of	neurons	do	not	generate	action
potentials,	however,	so	the	association	of	neurons	with	action	potentials	is	not	universal.	Action	potentials	are	voltage-dependent,	all-or-none	electrical	signals	Action	potentials	result	from	voltage-dependent	changes	in	membrane	permeabilities	to	ions	because	the	ion	channels	that	produce	action	potentials	are	voltage-gated—that	is,	their	opening
depends	on	the	membrane	potential	(see	Figure	5.5).	An	action	potential	is	initiated	by	a	change	in	the	resting	membrane	potential,	specifically	by	a	depolarization	sufficiently	strong	to	open	the	voltage-gated	channels.	The	voltage	dependence	of	ion	permeabilities	is	a	critical	feature	of	action	potentials,	and	it	makes	action	potentials	fundamentally
different	from	resting	potentials	or	from	graded	potentials.	Action	potentials	have	characteristic	features.	An	action	potential	is	a	momentary	reversal	of	membrane	potential	from	about	–65	mV	(inside-negative)	to	about	+40	mV	(inside-positive)—a	voltage	change	of	about	100	mV,	lasting	about	1	ms,	followed	by	restoration	of	the	original	membrane
potential	(Figure	12.14A).	The	action	potential	is	triggered	by	any	depolarization	of	the	membrane	that	reaches	a	critical	value	of	depolarization,	the	voltage	threshold.	After	the	suprathreshold	(above	threshold)	depolarization,	the	action	potential	has	a	rapid	rising	phase	that	reaches	a	peak	more	positive	than	zero	potential	(overshoot)	followed	by	a
rapid	repolarization	(the	falling	phase).	In	the	squid	axon	and	in	many	other	neurons,	the	action	potential	is	followed	by	an	undershoot,	a	transient	afterhyperpolarization	lasting	a	few	milliseconds.	To	illustrate	the	voltage-dependent	properties	of	action	potentials,	let’s	perform	a	hypothetical	experiment	using	a	squid	giant	axon	(Figure	12.14B).	As	we
did	in	Figure	12.8,	we	penetrate	the	axon	with	two	glass	capillary	microelectrodes—one	to	apply	current	pulses	and	one	to	record	voltage.	The	first	three	inward-flowing	current	pulses	hyperpolarize	the	membrane	in	the	vicinity	of	V1;	the	amount	of	hyperpolarization	is	proportional	to	the	strength	of	each	current	pulse	(Figure	12.14C).	This	relation
follows	from	Ohm’s	law	and	(ignoring	the	time	constant)	indicates	that	with	hyperpolarization	the	membrane	resistance	does	not	change.	Thus	hyperpolarization	can’t	induce	action	potentials,	because	it	doesn’t	change	the	permeabilities	of	membrane	ion	channels.	Weak,	outward-flowing	current	pulses	in	the	opposite	direction	(pulses	4	and	5	in
Figure	12.14C)	elicit	small	depolarizations	that	approximately	mirror	the	preceding	hyperpolarizations,	again	indicating	no	significant	change	in	membrane	resistance.	Stronger	depolarizing	currents	(pulses	6–8	in	Figure	12.14C)	that	exceed	the	voltage	threshold	produce	action	potentials.	However,	a	stronger	depolarizing	current	(beyond	threshold)
does	not	produce	a	larger	action	potential	(compare	the	responses	to	pulses	6	and	7).	Instead,	action	potentials	are	all-or-none	phenomena;	that	is,	a	depolarization	below	threshold	elicits	no	impulse,	but	all	suprathreshold	depolarizations	produce	complete	impulses	substantially	alike	in	amplitude	and	duration.	Immediately	following	an	action
potential,	another	action	potential	cannot	be	generated	for	at	least	l	ms	(the	absolute	refractory	period)	and	is	harder	to	generate	for	a	few	milliseconds	longer	(the	relative	refractory	period).	We	will	discuss	the	membrane	properties	that	impose	these	refractory	periods	later	in	this	chapter.	Because	of	the	all-or-none	property	of	the	action	potential
and	the	succeeding	refractory	period,	impulses	cannot	summate.	Instead,	a	prolonged	suprathreshold	depolarizing	current	(pulse	8	in	Figure	12.14C)	can	elicit	a	train	of	discrete	action	potentials.	For	many	neurons,	the	frequency	of	impulses	in	a	train	increases	with	increasing	strength	of	depolarizing	current	(within	limits).	An	action	potential,	once
initiated,	propagates	along	the	axon	without	a	decrease	in	amplitude	and	at	a	constant	velocity	that	depends	on	the	diameter	of	the	axon	(among	other	factors).	If	in	Figures	12.14B	and	C	a	remote	electrode	measured	voltage	at	the	end	of	the	axon	(not	shown),	it	would	record	each	action	potential	that	the	local	electrode	(V1)	records,	with	no
decrease	in	amplitude.	Each	impulse	recorded	remotely	follows	the	impulse	at	V1	by	a	short	latency	that	represents	the	time	required	for	the	impulse	to	propagate	along	the	axon	between	the	two	electrodes.	The	distant	V2	electrode	would	not	record	the	subthreshold	depolarizations	and	hyperpolarizations,	because	they	are	not	propagated;	instead
they	spread	decrementally	and	so	are	weakened	before	reaching	V2	(compare	Figure	12.9).	In	summary,	action	potentials	are	all-or-none	electrical	signals	in	excitable	cells	that	propagate	rapidly	and	without	degradation	over	long	distances.	This	ability	to	send	signals	over	long	distances	Neurons 	321	(A)	An	action	potential	Figure	12.14 	General
features	of	action	potentials 	(A)	An	action	potential	is	a	brief	voltage	change	characterized	by	a	rising	phase	that	overshoots	zero	and	a	falling	phase	(repolarization)	that	may	be	followed	by	an	after-hyperpolarization,	or	undershoot.	(B)	Recording	action	potentials	in	a	squid	giant	axon,	using	a	stimulating	electrode	(I	)	and	a	recording	electrode
(V1).	(C)	Responses	of	the	axon	to	stimulating	current	pulses.	Membrane	potential	(mV)	40	Overshoot	0	Rising	phase	Falling	phase	rapidly	and	without	distortion	was	presumably	an	important	factor	allowing	the	evolution	of	large	animals	whose	complex	physiology	and	behavior	require	extensive	neural	coordination.	–40	Voltage	threshold	Action
potentials	result	from	changes	in	membrane	permeabilities	to	ions	Resting	potential	–65	Undershoot	–80	0	1	2	Time	(ms)	3	(B)	Stimulating	and	recording	action	potentials	I	V1	4	The	permeability	terms	in	the	Goldman	equation	(Equation	12.6)	show	that	any	factor	that	changes	the	permeability	of	the	membrane	to	one	or	more	ion	species	will	change
the	value	of	the	membrane	potential.	An	action	potential	results	from	intense,	localized	increases	in	permeabilities	to	specific	ions—increases	that	are	both	voltage-	and	time-dependent.	What’s	more,	the	permeability	increases	are	selective	for	specific	ions:	first	sodium	and	then	potassium.	permeabilities	and	ion	channels 	Let’s	follow	the	rise	and
Membrane	potential	(mV)	fall	of	one	action	potential	to	see	when	and	how	these	changes	in	the	membrane’s	permeability	to	sodium	and	potassium	ions	ocAxon	cur.	At	the	resting	membrane	potential	of	–65	mV,	the	membrane	membrane	is	most	permeable	to	K+	ions	(Figure	12.15A).	Neurons	contain	Cytoplasm	some	K+	channels	that	are	normally
open	and	are	not	voltage-gatSaline	bath	ed.	These	leakage	channels	allow	K+	to	diffuse	across	the	membrane	following	the	electrochemical	gradient.	The	K+	leakage	channels	remain	open	throughout	an	action	potential,	but	the	more	numer(C)	Subthreshold	responses	and	action	potentials	ous	voltage-gated	channels	swamp	their	effects.	Depolarizing
Hyperpolarizing	The	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential	(depolarization	and	current	current	polarity	reversal)	begins	when	a	stimulus	depolarizes	the	membrane	Stimulating	current	past	threshold.	Voltage-gated	Na+	channels	open	in	response	to	the	8	7	pulses	6	depolarization,	vastly	increasing	the	membrane’s	permeability	to	5	4	1	2	3	sodium	ions
(Figure	12.15B).	Because	of	the	much	higher	concentration	of	Na+	outside	the	cell,	Na+	rushes	in,	driving	the	membrane	+40	potential	toward	ENa	(which	is	inside-positive).	The	inward-rushing	0	sodium	current	is	the	cause	of	depolarization	and	Voltage	threshold	polarity	reversal	at	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential.	Just	as	a	dominant
permeability	to	K+	–65	at	rest	makes	the	resting	membrane	potential	inside-negative,	the	inflow	of	Na+	during	the	Time	(ms)	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential	makes	the	4	A	larger	pulse	of	depolarizing	current	membrane	momentarily	inside-positive.	1	Current	pulses	flowing	inward	(7)	produces	an	action	potential	identical	across	the	membrane
capaciThe	falling	phase	of	the	action	potential	results	to	that	produced	by	a	smaller	pulse	(6),	tance	hyperpolarize	the	membut	a	prolonged	suprathreshold	current	from	two	changes	in	the	membrane’s	permeability	brane	(pulses	1–3).	(8)	elicits	a	train	of	action	potentials.	to	ions	(Figure	12.15C).	First,	the	opening	of	the	voltage-gated	sodium	channels
is	rapidly	2	Small	pulses	of	outward	cur3	…but	as	a	critical	voltage	terminated	by	a	process	called	Na+	channel	inacthreshold	is	reached	(6),	rent	(4,	5)	elicit	depolarizations	tivation,	which	abruptly	decreases	permeability	the	depolarization	triggers	that	are	nearly	the	mirror	image	an	action	potential.	of	the	corresponding	hyperto	Na+.	Second,	after
a	slight	delay,	voltage-gated	polarizations…	potassium	channels	open,	greatly	increasing	permeability	to	K+.	Potassium	ions	flow	out	and	drive	the	membrane	toward	EK.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	12.14	10-28-15	322	 	Chapter	12	Figure	12.15 	Membrane	permeability	changes	that	produce	an	action
potential 	(A)	At	rest	the	membrane	is	most	(A)	Resting	membrane	potential	Extracellular	fluid	K+	leakage	channel	K+	+	+	+	–	–	–	Voltage-gated	K+	channel	Voltage-gated	Na+	channel	40	PK	>	PNa	+	+	+	+	+	+	–	–	–	–	–	–	0	–65	+	K	Cytoplasm	ENa	EK	(Closed)	(B)	Rising	phase	K+	40	Na+	+	+	+	+	+	+	–	–	–	–	–	–	Na+	(Open)	K+	ENa	PK	>>	PNa	0	–
65	EK	permeable	to	K+,	as	represented	here	by	leakage	channels	that	are	always	open.	The	box	in	the	graph	on	the	right	indicates	the	membrane	potential	at	this	stage,	described	by	the	“voltage	thermometer”	(see	Figure	12.13).	(B)	During	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential,	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	open,	and	the	high	permeability	to	Na+
dominates,	driving	the	membrane	potential	toward	ENa.	(C)	Na+	channels	are	inactivated	soon	after	they	open,	and	voltage-gated	K+	channels	begin	to	open.	Thus,	during	the	falling	phase	permeability	to	K+	again	dominates,	driving	the	membrane	toward	EK.	(D)	K+	channels	remain	open	for	a	short	time	after	an	action	potential,	producing	an
undershoot	in	some	cells.	Na+	channels	recover	from	inactivation	and	again	become	ready	to	be	opened	by	depolarization.	(Leakage	channels	remain	open	throughout,	but	their	effects	are	swamped	by	those	of	the	more	numerous	voltage-gated	channels.)	(After	Bear	et	al.	2001.)	(C)	Falling	phase	40	K+	K+	2.	Decreased	permeability	to	Na+,	ENa	PK
>>	PNa	0	caused	by	the	inactivation	of	Na+	channels	3.	Increased	permeability	to	K+,	caused	by	the	slower	opening	of	voltagegated	K+	channels	–65	K+	(Inactivated)	EK	(D)	Recovery	40	K+	K+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	–	–	–	–	–	–	–	–	–	K+	(Closed)	PK	>	PNa	0	–65	K+	At	the	conclusion	of	an	action	potential,	the	membrane	remains	highly	permeable	to	K+
for	a	brief	period	(Figure	12.15D).	Voltagegated	potassium	channels	remain	open	for	a	few	milliseconds,	producing	a	characteristic	undershoot	(after-hyperpolarization)	in	many	neurons.	The	voltage-gated	sodium	channels	recover	from	inactivation	and	again	become	ready	to	be	opened	by	depolarization.	In	summary,	the	action	potential	results	from
three	overlapping	permeability	changes:	1.	Increased	permeability	to	Na+,	caused	by	the	rapid	opening	of	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	12.15	10-29-15	ENa	EK	All	three	permeability	changes	are	initiated	by	depolarization	of	the	membrane	and	thus	are	characterized	as	voltage-
dependent	permeability	changes.	The	voltage	dependence	of	neuronal	membrane	permeabilities	permits	action	potentials	and	gives	the	action	potentials	their	unique	all-or-none	property.	the	hodgkin	cycle	explains	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential 	To	see	how	voltage	dependence	makes	an	action	potential	all-or-none,	let’s	examine	the
increase	in	permeability	to	sodium	that	underlies	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential.	We	have	discussed	how	increased	permeability	to	and	inflow	of	Na+	depolarizes	the	membrane.	The	critical	feature	of	action-potential	generation	is	that	the	permeability	to	Na+	that	produces	depolarization	itself	depends	on	depolarization.	The	Hodgkin	cycle
describes	the	effects	of	depolarizing	an	excitable	membrane	in	which	the	permeability	to	sodium	(PNa)	is	voltage-dependent.	(The	cycle	is	named	after	Sir	Alan	Hodgkin,	who	was	a	corecipient	of	the	Nobel	Prize	for	his	work	clarifying	the	ionic	mechanism	of	action	potentials.)	The	cycle	(Figure	12.16)	consists	of	three	processes	that	feed	back	on	each
other	in	a	cyclic	manner.	Neurons 	323	Initial	depolarization	1	Opening	of	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	increases	PNa	Further	membrane	depolarization	The	fluid	inside	the	electrode	is	equivalent	to	the	outside	of	the	cell.	(A)	Extraction	of	Na+	channel	Micropipette	electrode	Cell	membrane	3	Increased	Na+	flow	2	Figure	12.16 	The	Hodgkin	cycle
produces	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential 	The	critical	feature	of	the	cycle	is	that	permeability	to	Na+	is	voltage-dependent.	➊	An	initial	depolarization	increases	PNa	by	opening	voltage-gated	Na+	channels.	➋	The	increased	permeability	to	Na+	allows	inflow	of	Na+	down	its	electrochemical	gradient,	which	further	depolarizes	the	membrane.
➌	The	cycle	intensifies	as	each	depolarization	step	opens	additional	Na+	channels.	The	Hodgkin	cycle	describes	a	positive	feedback	loop	that	starts	with	depolarization:	Changing	Vm	changes	P	Na,	and	(as	predicted	by	the	Goldman	equation)	changing	PNa	changes	Vm.	At	rest,	the	membrane	is	20–50	times	as	permeable	to	K+	as	to	Na+,	so	the
resting	Vm	is	near	EK.	Subthreshold	depolarizations	open	some	voltage-gated	Na+	channels,	but	not	enough	to	overcome	the	effects	of	the	higher	resting	permeability	to	K+.	At	threshold,	the	current	carried	by	Na+	inflow	just	equals	the	K+	current,	and	at	any	depolarization	above	threshold	the	Hodgkin	cycle	“wins.”	The	regenerative	increase	in	P
Na	in	the	Hodgkin	cycle	makes	the	membrane	transiently	much	more	permeable	to	Na+	than	to	K+,	so	Vm	approaches	ENa	(+40	to	+55	mV	inside-positive).	The	Hodgkin	cycle	explains	only	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential,	because	if4E	the	cycle	alone	were	operating,	the	membrane	Hill	Animal	Physiology	potential	would	remain	near	ENa
indefinitely.	Instead,	the	polarSinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	lasts	only	about	1	ms	because	the	sodium	channels	ity	reversal	Figure	12.16	10-29-15and	voltage-gated	potassium	channels	open,	become	inactivated	causing	the	membrane	to	repolarize	rapidly.	single-channel	current	recording	from	ion	channels 	The	changes	in	membrane
permeability	that	cause	ac-	tion	potentials	can	be	visualized	as	the	actions	of	individual	ion	channels.	(They	can	also	be	seen	as	whole-cell	ionic	currents,	which	we	discuss	next.)	Evidence	at	the	level	of	single	ion	channels	comes	from	single-channel	current	recording,	also	termed	patch-clamp	recording.	In	this	procedure,	a	patch	of	membrane
containing	(with	a	little	luck)	a	single	Na+	ion	channel	is	sealed	by	suction	onto	the	smoothed	tip	of	a	fine	glass	micropipette	electrode,	so	that	any	current	must	flow	through	a	channel	in	the	isolated	patch	(Figure	12.17A).	The	electrode	records	the	opening	and	closing	of	the	membrane	ion	channel	by	recording	the	ionic	current	that	flows	through
the	single	channel	when	it	is	open.	In	this	configuration,	the	experimenter	has	access	only	to	the	outside	of	the	patch	in	the	extracellular	medium	inside	the	micropipette.	It	is	also	possible,	however,	to	rapidly	pull	Voltage-gated	Na+	channel	The	bathing	fluid	is	equivalent	to	the	inside	of	the	cell.	(B)	Voltage	across	a	Na+	channel	and	current	flowing
through	it	Vm	(mV)	–20	–70	2	Time	(ms)	0	4	6	4	6	Na+	INa	(pA)	Channel	closed	0	Na+	Na	+	0	Channel	open	2	Time	(ms)	Figure	12.17 	Patch-clamp	recording	of	single-channel	cur-	rents 	(A)	A	fine,	fire-polished	glass	electrode	is	fused	to	the	membrane	with	suction,	making	what	is	known	as	a	gigaohm	seal,	and	the	patch	of	membrane	is	pulled
away	from	the	cell.	The	electrode	will	then	record	current	flowing	through	the	channel	when	it	opens.	(B)	A	voltage-gated	Na+	channel	is	closed	at	resting	potential	(–70	mV),	and	no	current	flows	through	it.	When	the	membrane	patch	is	depolarized,	the	channel	opens	transiently,	allowing	an	inward	current	carried	by	Na+	ions.	(Note	that	“inward”	is
toward	the	cytoplasmic	side,	not	relative	to	the	pipette,	and	that	ion	concentrations	of	the	solutions	in	the	bath	and	inside	the	electrode	on	either	side	of	the	patch	are	similar	to	the	respective	concentrations	inside	and	outside	the	cell	before	detachment.)	pA	=	picoampere	(a	measure	of	electric	current).	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	aSinauer	patch	away
from	a	cell	and	maintain	the	tight	seal.	In	the	insideAssociates	out	arrangement	of	this	detached	patch,	the	inside	of	the	electrode	Morales	Studio	12.17	10-29-15	isFigure	the	equivalent	of	the	outside	of	the	cell	and	the	bathing	fluid	is	equivalent	to	the	inside	of	the	cell.	In	response	to	a	depolarization	(caused	by	setting	the	voltage	across	the
membrane	patch	to	a	less	negative	value)	(Figure	12.17B),	the	channel	opens,	allowing	Na+	ions	to	flow	out	of	the	electrode	and	into	the	bathing	medium	(remember,	the	bathing	medium	is	now	acting	as	the	inside	of	the	cell).	This	inward-flowing	current	lasts	for	about	1	ms	before	the	channel	closes	again	(conventionally,	an	inward-flowing	current
is	324	 	Chapter	12	shown	downward	and	an	outward-flowing	current	is	upward).	By	providing	data	about	the	opening	and	closing	of	single	channels,	patch-clamp	recording	allows	direct	visualization	of	the	permeability	changes	underlying	action	potentials.	This	technique	has	resulted	in	such	major	advances	in	our	understanding	of	single	channel
function	in	neurons	(as	well	as	other	cell	types)	that	its	developers	were	awarded	the	Nobel	Prize,	in	1991.	To	show	a	more	complete	picture	of	the	ionic	currents	flowing	in	and	out	of	a	neuron	during	an	action	potential,	let’s	consider	three	responses	of	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	and	three	responses	of	voltage-gated	K+	channels	to	a	depolarization
that	is	similar	to	the	depolarization	in	an	action	potential	(Figure	12.18).	Recordings	of	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	and	voltage-gated	K+	channels	reveal	conspicuous	differences	in	latency	and	action	of	each	type	of	channel.	The	channels	are	normally	closed	at	resting	potential,	and	depolarization	increases	the	probability	that	they	will	open.	The
voltage-gated	Na+	channels	have	a	short	latency	and	open	first,	but	rapidly	become	inactivated	and	remain	so	until	membrane	potential	returns	near	baseline	(see	Figure	12.18A).	The	K+	channels	open	with	a	slightly	longer	latency	but	do	not	become	inactivated,	and	tend	to	stay	open	until	the	depolarization	ends	(see	Figure	12.18B).	The	six
individual	single-channel	currents	illustrate	the	Membrane	potential	(mV)	40	0	–40	–80	0	1	2	Time	(ms)	3	three	effects	of	depolarization	on	Na+	and	K+	channels:	(1)	Na+	channels	open	first	in	response	to	the	depolarization,	(2)	they	are	then	inactivated	during	depolarization,	and	(3)	K+	channels	open	slightly	later	than	the	Na+	channels	but	do	not
become	inactivated.	voltage-clamp	experiments	show	whole-cell	ionic	currents 	Before	the	development	of	single-channel	current	recording,	researchers	used	a	whole-cell	current-measuring	technique	called	a	voltage	clamp	in	experiments	to	study	action-potential	generation.	These	experiments	remain	a	cornerstone	of	the	physiological	investigation
of	action	potentials.	A	voltage	clamp	is	an	electronic	device	that	allows	the	experimenter	to	measure	wholecell	ionic	currents,	by	setting	membrane	potential	very	rapidly	to	a	predetermined	value,	delivering	whatever	current	is	necessary	to	keep	it	there,	and	measuring	the	imposed	current.	Recall	that	we	described	the	Hodgkin	cycle	as	a	positive
feedback	loop	in	which	a	change	in	membrane	potential	changes	the	permeability	to	sodium	ions,	and	vice	versa.	As	the	Hodgkin	cycle	exemplifies,	any	ion	flow	through	the	membrane	constitutes	an	ionic	current	that	tends	to	change	the	membrane	potential.	Clamping	the	membrane	potential	uncouples	the	feedback	loop	of	the	Hodgkin	cycle.	To
keep	the	potential	constant,	the	clamp	circuit	must	generate	an	opposing	(bucking)	current	that	is	exactly	opposite	to	the	net	ionic	current	(current	carried	by	ion	flows	through	ion	channels).	By	measuring	the	bucking	current,	the	experimenter	has	an	accurate	measure	of	the	amplitude	and	time	course	of	the	net	ionic	current,	because	the	two	must
be	equal	and	opposite	to	each	other.	Hence	a	voltage	clamp	uncouples	the	feedback	loop	of	the	Hodgkin	cycle	(at	step	➌	in	Figure	12.16)	so	that	ionic	currents	resulting	from	permeability	changes	are	prevented	from	changing	the	membrane	potential.	In	1952	Alan	Hodgkin	and	Andrew	Huxley	published	a	series	of	landmark	papers	in	which	they	used
voltage-clamped	squid	axons	to	demonstrate	and	quantify	the	voltage-dependent	permeability	changes	underlying	the	action	potential.	Figure	12.19	shows	the	most	fundamental	result	of	such	a	voltageclamp	experiment.	When	the	membrane	potential	is	clamped	to	a	hyperpolarized	value	(see	Figure	12.19A),	the	currentmeasuring	circuit	shows	only	a
brief	blip	of	capacitive	current	required	to	set	the	membrane	potential	to	a	new	level	(changing	4	Each	Na+	channel	opens	with	little	delay	following	initial	depolarization,	and	stays	open	for	less	than	a	millisecond	before	becoming	inactivated.	(A)	Inward	currents	through	Na+	channels	The	voltage-gated	K+	channels	open	slightly	later	and	can	stay



open	until	shortly	after	membrane	repolarization.	(B)	Outward	currents	through	K+	channels	0	1	2	Time	(ms)	3	4	Figure	12.18 	Patch-clamp	recording	of	single-channel	currents	underlying	an	action	potential 	These	diagrams	illustrate	simulated	patch-clamp	recordings	of	inward	currents	through	three	representative	voltage-gated	Na+	channels
(A),	and	outward	currents	through	three	representative	voltage-gated	K+	channels	(B)	of	the	hundreds	that	produce	the	action	potential.	Note	that	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	open	in	a	narrow	time	window	that	corresponds	to	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential.	The	extended	permeability	to	K+	can	lead	to	an	after-hyperpolarization	of	the
membrane.	(See	Figure	12.14A	for	a	description	of	the	different	phases	of	the	action	potential	diagrammed	at	the	top	of	this	illustration.)	(After	Bear	et	al.	2001.)	Neurons 	325	Figure	12.19 	A	voltage-clamp	experiment	reveals	ionic	currents	during	the	action	potential 	(A)	The	membrane	potential	is	clamped	at	a	(B)	Depolarization	0	0	–65	–65	–100
–100	Ionic	current	Clamped	voltage	(mV)	(A)	Hyperpolarization	Capacitive	transient	Capacitive	transient	0	0	Outward	ionic	current	Inward	ionic	current	Time	Time	(C)	Dependence	of	early	ionic	current	on	sodium	ion	concentrations	(D)	TEA	blocks	current	flow	through	K+	channels	Ionic	current	Ionic	current	Na+-free	seawater	0	Normal	seawater
Bathing	an	axon	in	Na+-free	seawater	(Na+	replaced	by	choline)	results	in	reversal	of	the	early	inward	current	to	an	outward	current.	hyperpolarized	level	(–100	mV)	relative	to	the	resting	potential	(–65	mV).	After	a	brief	capacitive	transient,	this	hyperpolarization	results	in	no	significant	ionic	current.	(B)	The	membrane	is	clamped	at	a	depolarized
level	(0	mV).	Depolarization	induces	an	early	inward	ionic	current,	followed	by	a	later	outward	ionic	current	which	persists	as	long	as	the	depolarization	is	maintained.	(C)	A	voltage-clamp	demonstration	that	the	early	inward	current	is	carried	by	sodium	ions.	(D)	Tetraethylammonium	(TEA)	ions	block	K+	channels,	leaving	only	the	early	inward	(Na+)
current.	TEA	ions	block	the	outward	ionic	current.	0	[Na+]out	=	[Na+]in	Time	Time	When	the	outside	Na+	concentration	([Na+]out	)	is	made	equal	to	the	inside	Na+	concentration	([Na+]in	),	a	voltage	clamp	to	zero	elicits	no	early	current.	The	late	outward	current	is	unaffected	by	changes	in	Na+	concentration	because	it	is	not	carried	by	Na+	ions.
the	charge	stored	by	the	membrane	capacitance).	The	capacitive	transient	is	not	ionic	current	(i.e.,	not	current	flowing	through	ion	channels),	but	just	a	shift	in	accumulated	charges	on	either	side	of	the	membrane.	Following	the	capacitive	transient	there	is	only	a	slight	leakage	current	resulting	from	holding	the	membrane	at	a	hyperpolarized	level
(too	small	to	appear	within	the	scale	of	the	current	record	shown	in	Figure	12.19A).	Hyperpolarization	thus	leads	to	no	significant	flow	of	ionic	current	because	it	doesn’t	increase	permeability	to	any	ions.	In	contrast,	clamping	the	membrane	potential	to	a	value	more	depolarized	than	the	resting	potential	produces	quite	different	effects	(see	Figure
12.19B).	Following	the	initial	capacitive	transient,	bucking	current	is	required	to	hold	the	membrane	at	the	set	value.	HillThe	Animal	Physiology	4E	(which	is	not	shown)	flows	first	outward	and	bucking	current	Sinauer	Associates	then	inward.	Because	the	bucking	current	is	equal	and	opposite	Morales	Studio	to	the	net	ionic	current,	this	pattern	shows
that	there	is	an	early	Figure	12.19	10-29-15	inward	ionic	current	that	is	reversed	in	1–2	ms	to	a	later	outward	ionic	current.	Depolarization	of	the	membrane	thus	induces	permeability	changes	that	(if	the	currents	are	carried	by	cations)	result	in	first	an	inward	movement	of	cations	and	then	an	outward	movement	of	cations.	If	the	membrane	were	not
clamped,	these	ionic	currents	would	produce	first	a	depolarization	and	then	a	repolarization	of	the	membrane,	as	in	an	action	potential.	Hodgkin	and	Huxley	proposed	that	the	early	inward	ionic	current	(which	generates	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential	in	unclamped	axons)	is	an	influx	of	Na+	ions.	How	could	this	prediction	be	tested?	Hodgkin
and	Huxley	replaced	the	Na+	in	the	seawater	with	which	they	bathed	the	axon	with	choline,	a	nonpermeating	cation.	In	the	absence	of	extracellular	Na+,	the	early	inward	current	was	replaced	by	an	early	outward	current	(see	Figure	12.19C).	That	is,	depolarization	induced	an	increase	in	permeability	to	Na+,	which,	in	the	absence	of	extracellular
Na+,	resulted	in	Na+	diffusion	outward	down	its	concentration	gradient.	This	interpretation	predicts	that	if	the	Na+	concentration	is	equal	on	both	sides	of	the	membrane,	there	will	be	no	Na+	concentration	gradient	and	no	early	Na+	current	in	either	direction.	Hodgkin	and	Huxley	replaced	about	90%	of	the	extracellular	Na+	with	nonpermeating
ions	so	that	[Na+]in	=	[Na+]out.	When	the	membrane	was	clamped	to	0	mV	(so	that	there	was	no	voltage	gradient),	there	was	no	early	current	(see	Figure	12.19C).	Further	evidence	that	the	early	inward	current	is	carried	by	Na+	was	provided	by	experiments	in	which	a	squid	axon	in	normal	artificial	seawater	was	clamped	to	the	sodium	equilibrium
potential	(ENa	=	+50	mV).	There	was	no	resultant	early	current	because	there	was	no	driving	force	on	Na+	ions	at	ENa.	Clamping	the	membrane	at	a	level	beyond	ENa	(more	inside-positive	than	ENa)	resulted	in	an	early	outward	current,	representing	Na+	efflux	toward	ENa.	These	experiments	demonstrate	that	Na+	ions	carry	the	early	inward
current	during	a	voltage	clamp,	but	not	the	later	outward	current,	which	is	unchanged	by	changing	Na+	concentrations.	Other	experiments	demonstrate	that	the	late	current	is	a	K+	efflux.	Pharmacological	agents	used	in	conjunction	with	a	voltage	clamp	confirm	that	sodium	and	potassium	currents	flow	through	separate	ion	channels.	Certain	drugs
can	selectively	block	Na+	and	326	 	Chapter	12	K+	channels	when	they	are	applied	to	the	membrane.	For	example,	tetrodotoxin	(TTX),	an	extremely	poisonous	substance	found	in	puffer	fish,	selectively	blocks	voltage-dependent	Na+	channels.	If	a	squid	axon	is	bathed	in	seawater	containing	TTX	and	is	voltageclamped	to	a	depolarized	level	such	as	0
mV,	the	early	inward	Na+	current	is	blocked.	The	delayed	outward	(K+)	current,	however,	is	completely	unaffected.	However,	tetraethylammonium	(TEA)	ions	selectively	block	the	delayed	outward	current	flowing	through	K+	channels	(see	Figure	12.19D).	TEA	ions	have	no	effect	on	the	early	inward	current	flowing	through	Na+	channels.	From	their
voltage-clamp	experiments,	Hodgkin	and	Huxley	were	able	to	quantify	the	voltage	dependence	and	time	course	of	the	changes	in	permeability	to	Na+	and	K+.5	They	developed	a	set	of	equations	by	which	they	showed	that	the	magnitudes	and	time	courses	of	these	three	voltage-dependent	processes	are	sufficient	to	describe	the	behavior	of	action
potentials	in	unclamped	squid	giant	axons.	These	studies	remain	critical	for	our	understanding	of	the	physiology	of	excitable	membranes.	ion	movements	in	action	potentials	do	not	significantly	change	bulk	ion	concentrations 	In	the	gen-	eration	of	an	action	potential,	a	neuron	gains	a	small	amount	of	Na+	and	loses	a	small	amount	of	K+.	These
amounts	have	been	5	 Permeabilities	are	often	measured	in	electrical	units	of	conductance,	the	inverse	of	resistance	(g	=	1/R).	Conductance	and	permeability	are	not	synonymous,	because	increasing	ion	concentrations	increases	conductance	but	not	permeability.	Figure	12.20 	The	molecular	structure	of	volt-	age-gated	Na+	channels 	(A)	The
predicted	calculated	to	be	3	×	10	–12	to	4	×	10	–12	mol/cm2	of	membrane	per	impulse.	As	with	the	slow	passive	leaks	of	Na+	in	and	K+	out	across	the	resting	membrane,	the	ions	crossing	the	membrane	during	an	impulse	must	be	pumped	back	again	by	the	Na+–K+	exchange	pump.	It	is	important	to	realize	that	the	pumping	process	is	slow	relative
to	the	time	course	of	the	action	potential,	and	serves	only	to	keep	the	ion	concentrations	constant	over	minutes,	hours,	and	days.	The	Na+–K+exchange	pump	does	not	contribute	directly	to	the	generation	of	action	potentials,	and	the	ion	movements	underlying	impulse	generation	are	very	small	relative	to	the	quantities	of	ions	inside	and	outside	the
axon.	If	the	Na+–K+	exchange	pump	of	a	squid	giant	axon	is	poisoned,	the	axon	can	still	generate	about	100,000	impulses	before	the	internal	Na+	concentration	is	increased	by	10%!	Smaller	axons,	however,	have	a	greater	ratio	of	membrane	surface	to	internal	volume,	so	the	concentration	changes	produced	by	impulses	are	greater.	Therefore	the
smallest	axons	(0.1	μm	in	diameter)	presumably	cannot	generate	impulses	at	a	rate	that	greatly	exceeds	the	moment-to-moment	ability	of	the	Na+	–K+	exchange	pump	to	maintain	normal	ion	concentrations.	The	molecular	structure	of	the	voltagedependent	ion	channels	reveals	their	functional	properties	The	voltage-gated	Na+	channel	protein
changes	its	tertiary	structure	in	response	to	membrane	depolarization,	to	achieve	three	conformations:	closed,	open,	and	inactivated.	Molecular	analysis	of	(A)	Topology	of	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	Extracellular	Segment	4	of	each	domain	is	the	voltage	sensor.	structure	of	the	principal	(α)	subunit	of	the	voltageI	II	III	IV	fluid	gated	Na+	channel.
This	subunit	makes	up	the	pore-forming	channel	itself	and	is	a	single	polypep+	+	+	+	tide	chain,	with	four	homologous	domains	labeled	1	2	3	4	5	6	1	2	3	4	5	6	1	2	3	4	5	6	1	2	3	4	5	6	I,	II,	III,	and	IV.	Each	domain	has	six	membraneP	P	P	P	NH2	spanning	α-helical	segments	(labeled	1	through	6).	The	P	(for	pore)	loops	between	segments	5	and	6	of	each
domain	are	thought	to	line	the	pore	This	cytoplasmic	loop	is	and	determine	ion	selectivity.	(B)	A	surface	view	of	thought	to	inactivate	the	+	The	P	loops	mediate	a	voltage-gated	K	channel,	which	is	structurally	Cytoplasm	channel	by	blocking	the	ion	selectivity.	closely	related	to	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channel.	opening	from	the	cytoThe	numbered	α-
helical	segments	of	the	red	porplasmic	side.	tion	correspond	to	those	of	domain	II	in	part	(A).	Segments	5	and	6	of	each	domain	are	(B)	Surface	view	of	a	K+	channel	(C)	Voltage-dependent	conformational	change	near	the	central	pore,	whereas	segments	1	to	4	are	further	away.	Other	segments	(not	shown)	mediate	channel	inactivaNa+	3	2	tion,
intracellular	regulation,	and	associa+4	Voltage	tion	with	other	channel	subunits.	(C)	A	sensor	hypothetical	three-dimensional	structure	of	the	Na+	channel,	showing	closed	and	1	+	open	conformations.	The	four	domains	+	5	surround	the	central	pore;	domains	I	and	6	+	+	III	are	visible	in	this	cross-section.	The	seg+	ment-4	voltage	sensors	are
thought	to	rotate	and	slide	upward	in	response	to	deGate	open	Gate	closed	polarization,	leading	to	channel	opening.	Na+	(B	from	Long	et	al.	2005.)	+	COOH	+	Neurons 	327	(A)	Na+	channel	Extracellular	fluid	Figure	12.21 	The	voltage-gated	channel	superfamily 	All	the	voltage-gated	channels	II	I	1	2	3	4	5	6	IV	III	1	2	3	4	5	P	6	1	2	3	4	5	6	1	2	3	4	5
P	P	6	P	COOH	NH2	Cytoplasm	Na+	and	Ca2+	channels	are	formed	by	the	interaction	of	four	different	domains.	(B)	Ca2+	channel	I	II	1	2	3	4	5	6	6	P	P	IV	III	1	2	3	4	5	1	2	3	4	5	6	1	2	3	4	5	P	NH2	K+	channels	are	formed	by	the	interaction	of	four	separate	but	identical	subunits.	(C)	K+	channel	1	2	3	4	5	6	P	NH2	have	principal	subunits	with	extensive
sequence	homology	and	thus	are	evolutionarily	related.	Voltage-gated	Na+	channels	(A)	and	Ca2+	channels	(B)	have	four	domains,	each	with	six	α-helical	membrane-spanning	segments	and	a	P	loop	(P).	The	voltage-sensing	segment	of	each	domain	is	highlighted	in	yellow.	(C)	The	voltage-gated	K+	channel,	in	contrast,	has	only	a	single	domain	of	six
α-helices	and	the	P	loop,	homologous	to	one	domain	of	a	Na+	channel.	Four	separate	subunits	interact	to	form	a	complete	K+	channel	(see	Figure	12.20B).	COOH	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channel	suggests	which	parts	of	the	protein	mediate	specific	aspects	of	its	function.	The	major	(α)	protein	of	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channel	forms	the	channel	itself.
It	consists	of	a	single	polypeptide	chain	(Figure	12.20;	see	also	Figure	2.4).	(There	are	two	smaller,	variable	β-peptide	subunits	that	interact	with	and	modify	the	single	α	protein.	However,	the	α	protein	alone	is	sufficient	to	produce	voltage-gated	Na+	currents,	and	we	consider	it	only.)	The	Na+	channel	α	polypeptide	chain	has	four	domains,	or
regions,	each	domain	consisting	of	amino	acid	sequences	very	similar	to	the	other	three.	Thus	there	is	said	to	be	extensive	sequence	homology	among	the	four	domains,	suggesting	that	they	evolved	from	a	common	ancestral	peptide.	Each	of	the	Hill	domains	Animal	Physiology	four	contains4Esix	membrane-spanning	segments,	regions	of	Sinauer
Associates	the	polypeptide	that	contain	predominantly	hydrophobic	amino	Morales	Studio	acid	side	chains10-29-15	that	can	form	α-helices	and	cross	the	lipid	bilayer	of	Figure	12.21	the	membrane.	The	four	domains	of	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channel	α	protein	surround	an	aqueous	channel	pore,	through	which	Na+	ions	can	diffuse	in	response	to
depolarization.	The	voltage-gated	K+	channel	is	very	similar	in	overall	structure	(see	Figure	12.20B).	Particular	structural	regions	of	the	channel	protein	impart	to	it	particular	functional	properties.	For	example,	the	region	of	the	6	P	COOH	protein	that	responds	to	voltage	is	membranespanning	segment	4	of	each	domain	(see	Figure	12.20).	The
voltage-sensor	region	of	the	channel	must	be	charged,	but	it	must	also	be	in	or	close	to	the	membrane	in	order	to	detect	changes	in	the	transmembrane	electric	field,	and	segment	4	has	a	collection	of	positively	charged	amino	acids	appropriate	to	act	as	the	voltage-sensor	region.	Moreover,	mutations	affecting	segment	4	selectively	alter	the	voltage
sensitivity	of	the	channel.	The	channel’s	voltage-sensor	segments	are	thought	to	move	outward	in	response	to	depolarization,	leading	to	an	overall	conformational	change	in	the	channel	from	closed	to	open	(see	Figure	12.20C).	Another	structural	correlate	of	a	critical	channel	function	is	the	P	loop	connecting	segments	5	and	6	of	each	domain.	This
loop	lines	the	pore	of	the	ion	channel	and	helps	mediate	ion	selectivity.	Mutations	in	the	P-loop	region	alter	ion	selectivity	in	ways	consistent	with	this	idea.	Finally,	the	cytoplasmic	loop	between	domains	III	and	IV	appears	to	mediate	inactivation	of	the	Na+	channel;	it	is	thought	to	act	like	a	“ball	on	a	string”	that	can	block	the	(open)	channel	from	the
cytoplasmic	side	(see	Figure	12.15C).	Other	voltage-gated	channels	are	structurally	similar	to	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channel	(Figure	12.21).	Channels	showing	such	similarity	include	the	K+	channels	that	repolarize	the	membrane	in	an	action	potential,	as	well	as	Ca2+	channels	involved	in	neurotransmitter	release.	(Like	the	Na+	channels,	these
channels	have	modulatory	polypeptides,	but	only	the	principal	α	protein	of	each	is	considered	here.)	Na+,	Ca2+,	and	K+	channels	are	similar	in	overall	structure	and	have	extensive	homology	in	amino	acid	sequence.	The	sequence	homology	is	greatest	in	certain	regions	(conserved	regions),	such	as	the	voltage-sensor	region	of	membrane-spanning
segment	4.	Their	homology	suggests	that	the	various	ion	channels	are	evolutionarily	related,	and	therefore	they	are	referred	to	as	the	voltage-gated	channel	superfamily	of	membrane	proteins.	The	Na+	and	Ca2+	channels	are	most	similar	in	structure	(see	Figure	12.21A,B).	The	K+	channels	(see	Figure	12.21C)	consist	of	four	identical	subunits	that
resemble	one	of	the	four	domains	of	a	Na+	channel.	Four	K+	channel	proteins	interact	as	subunits	to	form	328	 	Chapter	12	BOX	Evolution	and	Molecular	Function	12.1	of	Voltage-Gated	Channels	Voltage-gated	channels	are	amazing	molecular	mechanisms	that	make	possible	the	functions	of	nervous	systems.	Recent	molecular	studies	have
suggested	a	sequence	of	steps	in	the	evolution	of	voltage-gated	channels,	and	have	largely	clarified	the	structural	basis	of	their	action.	Box	Extension	12.1	shows	how	voltage-gated	channels	are	thought	to	have	evolved,	and	how	their	critical	features—ion	selectivity	and	voltage	gating—work	at	the	molecular	level.	a	channel,	aligning	like	the	four
domains	of	a	Na+	channel	protein	around	a	central	pore	(see	Figure	12.20B).	There	are	several	subtypes	of	each	kind	of	ion	channel,	with	an	especially	large	number	of	K+	channel	subtypes.	Box	12.1	discusses	the	evolution	of	the	voltagegated	channel	superfamily	and	the	molecular	bases	of	their	actions.	There	are	variations	in	the	ionic	mechanisms
of	excitable	cells	How	universal	are	the	ionic	mechanisms	of	action	potentials?	Studies	have	shown	that	the	basic	aspects	of	impulse	generation	elucidated	in	squid	axons	apply	to	most	excitable	cells.	The	action	potentials	of	vertebrate	and	invertebrate	unmyelinated	axons,	amphibian	myelinated	axons,	and	vertebrate	skeletal	twitch-muscle	fibers
have	ionic	mechanisms	qualitatively	similar	to	those	of	squid	axons.	In	fact,	even	ion	channels	from	algae	have	been	shown	to	function	in	mammalian	neurons	(Box	12.2).	There	are,	however,	variations	on	the	theme:	Some	neurons	may	lack	some	voltage-gated	channels	or	may	possess	additional	channels.	Genomic	and	other	studies	reveal	entire
families	of	ion	channels	related	to	the	voltage-gated	sodium,	potassium,	and	calcium	channels	we	have	described.	The	members	of	a	channel	family	may	differ	in	gating	kinetics,	voltage-activation	range,	or	binding	by	modulators.	The	resultant	variations	in	action	potential–generating	mechanisms	may	endow	the	cell	with	special	features,	such	as	the
ability	to	generate	spontaneous	action	potentials	or	bursts	of	action	potentials.	Here	we	consider	two	examples	of	variations	on	the	usual	action-potential	theme.	graded	potentials	in	nonspiking	neurons 	Not	all	nerve	cells	generate	action	potentials.	Researchers	report	increasingly	numerous	examples	of	nonspiking	neurons	(neurons	that	do	not
generate	the	sharp	“spikes”	of	action	potentials).	Nonspiking	neurons	produce	only	graded	membrane-potential	changes	in	response	to	a	stimulus	or	synaptic	input	because	they	substantially	lack	voltage-gated	sodium	channels.	Figure	12.22	compares	signal	transmission	in	spiking	and	nonspiking	neurons.	The	input	of	both	neurons	(sensory
stimulation	or	synaptic	input)	is	graded	in	amplitude,	and	so	is	their	output	(neurotransmitter	release).	Spiking	neurons	encode	the	graded	input	signals	into	trains	of	action	potentials	for	long-range	transmission;	the	action	potentials	are	recoded	at	the	terminal	to	control	graded	Figure	12.22 	Nonspiking	neurons	do	not	generate	action	potentials 
Information	transmission	in	an	ordinary,	spiking	neuron	(A)	Spiking	neuron	Input	Graded	potential	Action-potential	encoding	In	spiking	neurons,	graded	potentials	set	up	trains	of	action	potentials,	the	frequency	of	which	encodes	the	amplitude	of	the	graded	potential.	(A)	is	contrasted	with	that	in	a	nonspiking	neuron	(B).	(A)	Input	to	the	spiking
neuron	is	graded	in	amplitude	and	evokes	graded	potentials	in	the	dendrites	and	soma	of	the	neuron.	(The	input	could	be	an	external	stimulus	for	a	sensory	neuron,	or	synaptic	input	for	a	nonsensory	neuron.)	(B)	Nonspiking	neurons	do	not	encode	graded	potentials	into	action	potentials;	instead	the	graded	potentials	spread	electrotonically	to	the
axon	terminal.	If	the	axon	is	short	relative	to	its	membrane	length	constant,	the	amplitude	of	the	graded	potential	will	be	sufficient	to	evoke	graded	neurotransmitter	release.	Action-potential	generation,	then,	may	be	an	adaptation	for	signal	transmission	in	long-axon	neurons	that	is	unnecessary	in	short-axon	neurons.	(B)	Nonspiking	neuron	Input	70
mm	Graded	potential	The	action	potentials	propagate	to	the	axon	terminal	and	evoke	graded	neurotransmitter	release	in	proportion	to	action-potential	frequency.	0.2	mm	In	nonspiking	neurons,	graded	potentials	spread	electrotonically	(passively)	to	the	axon	terminal.	Action-potential	propagation	Graded	potential	Neurotransmitter	secretion
Neurotransmitter	secretion	Neurons 	329		ptogenetics:	BOX	O	12.2	Controlling	Cells	with	Light 	Matthew	S.	Kayser	The	human	brain	is	a	remarkably	complex	organ,	with	billions	of	neurons	and	trillions	of	synapses	communicating	through	precisely	timed	electrical	signals.	A	major	limitation	in	understanding	how	our	brains	work	is	that
researchers	have	been	unable	to	manipulate	the	system	on	the	same	millisecond	timescale	on	which	it	normally	operates.	To	learn	how	every	movement,	thought,	and	experience	we	have	results	from	groups	of	neurons	talking	to	each	other,	don’t	we	need	a	way	to	speak	to	neurons	on	the	same	timescale	they	use	when	communicating	with	each
other?	The	field	of	optogenetics	has	begun	to	accomplish	just	this	by	combining	optics	(the	use	of	light)	with	manipulation	of	genes	(thus	opto	+	genetics).	Specifically,	scientists	have	figured	out	how	to	put	genes	into	cells	that	make	those	cells	responsive	to	pulses	of	light.	Unexpectedly,	this	technol-	ogy	is	possible	because	of	light-sensitive
transporter	proteins	and	ion-channel	proteins	first	discovered	in	microorganisms	a	few	decades	ago.	Optogenetics	involves	taking	the	genes	encoding	these	lightsensitive	transporter	and	channel	proteins,	inserting	them	into	target	cells,	and	then	delivering	light	to	those	cells	A	mouse	prepared	for	an	optogenetic	experiment	as	a	way	of	controlling
(Courtesy	of	Mike	J.	F.	Robinson.)	their	functions.	For	example,	neurons	in	the	mammalian	brain	can	be	targeted	to	patterns,	shedding	light—literally—on	express	the	light-sensitive	channels.	Then,	mysteries	of	neuroscience	in	the	process.	by	delivering	light	to	those	neurons	(see	Box	Extension	12.2	describes	how	optothe	figure),	investigators	are
able	to	exert	genetics	was	developed	and	its	many	millisecond	control	over	neuronal	firing	potential	applications.	release	of	neurotransmitter.	Nonspiking	neurons,	in	contrast,	are	typically	compact	cells	with	short	axons	or	no	axons,	so	a	graded	potential	change	at	one	part	of	the	cell	can	spread	passively	(electrotonically)	to	the	terminal	without
major	decrement.	The	inputs	and	outputs	of	spiking	and	nonspiking	neurons	are	the	same,	but	the	short-axon	nonspiking	neuron	does	not	require	spike	encoding	to	carry	the	signal	over	large	distances.	Examples	of	nonspiking	neurons	include	the	photoreceptors,	bipolar	cells,	and	horizontal	cells	of	the	vertebrate	retina	(see	Chapter	14),	granule	cells
of	the	olfactory	bulb,	and	many	arthropod	interneurons.	pacemaker	potentials	of	spontaneously	active	cells 	Many	neurons	are	spontaneously	active,	generating	action	potentials	at	rather	regular	intervals	without	an	external	source	of	depolarization.	The	somata	of	some	molluscan	neurons,	for	example,	generate	action	potentials	in	regular	trains,	or
even	in	repetitive	bursts,	in	the	absence	of	synaptic	input.	Vertebrate	cardiac	muscle	fibers	and	some	other	excitable	cells	are	also	spontaneously	active.	The	membrane	potential	of	a	spontaneously	active	cell,	instead	of	maintaining	a	fixed	resting	value,	undergoes	a	continuous	upslope	of	depolarization	between	action	potentials,	until	it	reaches
threshold	for	the	generation	of	the	next	action	potential.	The	repolarizing	phase	of	an	action	potential	restores	the	membrane	to	a	relatively	hyperpolarized	level,	from	which	the	next	ramp	of	depolarization	begins.	These	ramp	depolarizations	are	termed	pacemaker	potentials	because	they	determine	the	rate	of	impulse	generation	by	the	cell.	For
example,	in	a	cardiac	muscle	cell	in	the	pacemaker	region	of	a	vertebrate	heart,	the	greater	the	rate	of	depolarization	during	the	ramp	phase,	the	sooner	the	cell	reaches	threshold	for	the	next	action	potential	and,	thus,	the	faster	the	heart	rate.	For	vertebrate	cardiac	muscle	fibers,	norepinephrine	increases	the	rate	of	depolarization	during	the	ramp
phase,	whereas	acetylcholine	decreases	it.	(See	Chapter	25	for	discussion	of	heart	rate	control.)	The	ionic	basis	of	pacemaker	potentials	can	be	complex	and	may	vary	somewhat	among	cells.	Spontaneously	active	cardiac	muscle	fibers	have	a	slow	inward	cationic	current	(termed	Ih)	that	is	activated	by	hyperpolarization	rather	than	by	depolarization.
The	channels	that	open	to	produce	this	current	are	not	very	selective	among	cations,	so	both	Na+	and	K+	ions	contribute	to	the	current.	Ih	is	activated	at	potentials	more	negative	than	–40	mV.	The	unique	features	of	this	current—that	it	is	inward	and	activated	by	hyperpolarization—give	it	pacemaker	properties.	Ih	produces	a	ramp	depolarization
that	triggers	an	action	potential	and	then	is	inactivated	at	–40	mV.	After	the	action	potential,	the	repolarizing	potassium	current	(IK,	flowing	through	voltage-gated	K+	channels)	restores	the	membrane	to	a	value	near	EK.	The	hyperpolarization	turns	off	IK	and	turns	on	Ih	for	the	next	ramp	depolarization.	cardiac	muscle	action	potentials 	The	action
potentials	of	heart	muscle	fibers	differ	from	action-potential	generation	in	squid	axons	in	another	way—their	duration.	In	contrast	to	most	action	potentials,	which	last	about	0.4–3	ms,	vertebrate	cardiac	muscle	fibers	have	action	potentials	with	typical	durations	of	100–500	ms	(Figure	12.23A).	The	long	duration	of	cardiac	muscle	action	potentials	is
functionally	important	because	action-potential	depolarization	is	the	necessary	stimulus	for	myocardial	contraction,	and	because	cardiac	muscle	must	contract	for	about	100	ms	to	pump	blood	effectively.	A	cardiac	muscle	fiber	action	potential	has	a	rapid	upstroke	and	a	rapid	initial	recovery	to	near	0	mV,	but	330	 	Chapter	12	The	cardiac	action
potential	overshoots	zero	and	then	maintains	a	plateau	of	depolarization	for	hundreds	of	milliseconds.	Membrane	potential	(mV)	(A)	Cardiac	action	potential	0	–50	–100	0	0.15	Time	(s)	Relative	membrane	permeability	(B)	Permeability	changes	10.0	1.0	0.30	The	initial	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential	results	from	an	increase	in	permeability	to
sodium.	A	slow,	prolonged	increase	in	permeability	to	calcium	maintains	the	plateau	depolarization.	PNa	PCa	PK	The	permeability	to	potassium	is	decreased	during	the	cardiac	action	potential.	0.1	0	0.15	Time	(s)	0.30	Figure	12.23 	The	cardiac	muscle	fiber	action	potential 	(A)	An	action	potential	in	a	vertebrate	cardiac	muscle	fiber	has	a	long
duration.	(B)	Permeability	changes	underlie	the	cardiac	action	potential.	Eventually,	increased	[Ca2+]	opens	Ca2+-activated	K+	channels,	leading	to	repolarization.	it	remains	depolarized	near	zero	for	many	milliseconds.	This	prolonged	depolarization,	the	plateau	of	the	action	potential,	gradually	decreases	and	is	followed	by	a	relatively	slow
repolarization.	Two	separate	inward	currents	underlie	the	cardiac	action	potential.	The	first	is	a	fast	current	resulting	from	increased	permeability	to	Na+	(PNa)	(Figure	12.23B),	very	similar	to	the	squid	axon’s	permeability	to	Na+.	The	fast	Na+	current	produces	the	rapid	upstroke	of	the	cardiac	action	potential	and	is	inactivated	within	Hill	Animal
Physiology	4E	a	few	milliseconds.	A	second,	slow	inward	current	results	mainly	Sinauer	Associates	fromStudio	increased	permeability	to	Ca2+	(PCa)	and	helps	produce	the	Morales	plateau.	Ca2+	channels	take	at	least	20	ms	to	open,	and	their	Figure	12.23	The	10-29-15	slow	inward	current	is	much	weaker	than	the	fast	Na+	current.	The	other	factor
sustaining	the	plateau	is	a	decrease	during	the	plateau	in	permeability	to	K+	(PK)	from	the	resting	level	(in	contrast	to	the	increased	permeability	to	K+	that	occurs	in	axons).	Thus	the	plateau	represents	a	balance	between	two	small	currents,	a	slow	inward	Ca2+	current	and	a	diminishing	outward	K+	current.	Repolarization	depends	on	two	factors:
(1)	the	Ca2+	channels	gradually	become	inactivated	during	the	plateau	depolarization,	and	(2)	permeability	to	K+	gradually	increases.	Some	of	the	K+	channels	are	activated	by	intracellular	Ca2+	ions	(see	Box	Extension	12.1),	which	accumulate	during	the	plateau	and	eventually	open	the	K+	channels.	The	complex	ionic	basis	of	cardiac	action
potentials	increases	their	energetic	efficiency.	Recall	that	in	a	1-ms	action	potential	of	a	typical	neuron,	only	the	in-rushing	fast	sodium	current	sustains	the	brief	depolarization.	A	cardiac	muscle	cell	would	be	flooded	with	Na+	if	the	fast	current	alone	had	to	sustain	a	100-ms	action	potential,	and	metabolically	expensive	ion-exchange	pumps	would	be
needed	to	clear	the	Na+	ions	from	the	cytoplasm.	During	a	cardiac	action	potential,	however,	the	duration	of	the	fast	sodium	current	is	about	the	same	as	that	of	a	standard	action	potential.	Instead,	depolarization	is	sustained	by	the	slow	Ca2+	current	and	by	the	decreased	membrane	permeability	to	K+.	Thus	a	cardiac	muscle	fiber	can	generate	a
protracted	action	potential	with	only	a	relatively	modest	exchange	of	ions	across	its	membrane.	Summary	The	Action	Potential	„„An	action	potential	is	a	voltage	change—a	brief,	transient	reversal	of	membrane	potential	from	insidenegative	to	inside-positive.	Action	potentials	are	all-ornone	responses	to	any	depolarization	beyond	a	voltage	threshold
and	are	each	followed	by	a	brief	refractory	period.	„„Action	potentials	result	from	voltage-dependent	changes	in	membrane	permeability	to	ions.	Depolarization	first	opens	voltage-gated	Na+	channels,	allowing	Na+	ions	to	flow	in	and	further	depolarize	the	membrane	toward	ENa.	The	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	rapidly	become	inactivated	to
terminate	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential;	then	voltage-gated	K+	channels	open	to	repolarize	the	membrane.	„„The	effects	of	depolarization	on	membrane	permeability	to	ions	can	be	studied	at	the	level	of	single	channels	by	patch	clamp,	and	at	the	whole-cell	level	by	voltage	clamp.	„„Ongoing	investigations	are	clarifying	the	molecular
structures	of	voltage-gated	channels.	The	principal	protein	subunit	of	a	K+	channel	is	a	single	chain	with	six	transmembrane	regions;	a	K+	channel	consists	of	four	of	these	protein	subunits	around	a	central	pore.	Na+	and	Ca2+	channels	consist	of	a	single	polypeptide	chain	with	four	similar	domains;	each	domain	corresponds	to	one	of	the	four
subunits	of	the	K+	channel.	Functional	attributes	of	the	channels	can	be	localized	to	particular	regions	of	the	proteins.	„„Nonspiking	neurons	do	not	generate	action	potentials,	and	the	ionic	mechanisms	of	action	potentials	in	excitable	cells	can	vary.	Calcium	ions	can	make	substantial	contributions	to	action	potentials	in	cardiac	muscle	cells	and	in
some	neurons.	Other	varieties	of	voltage-gated	channels	modify	the	excitable	properties	of	neurons.	The	Propagation	of	Action	Potentials	Consider	that	in	large	animals,	single	axons—such	as	those	that	control	wiggling	of	your	toes—can	be	at	least	1	m	long.	Now	recall	that	an	electrotonic	voltage	change	at	one	point	on	a	membrane	Neurons 	331
decreases	exponentially	with	distance.	Indeed,	with	passive	or	electrotonic	spread,	the	amplitude	of	a	voltage	change	typically	decreases	to	a	third	of	its	starting	value	in	a	fraction	of	a	millimeter!	Because	of	this	decrement,	passive	electrotonic	spread	of	a	voltage	change	cannot	serve	as	an	electrical	signal	over	long	distances.	Instead,	there	must	be
a	mechanism	to	amplify	or	refresh	the	electrical	signal.	We	have	seen	that	an	action	potential	is	all-or-none	because	the	voltage-dependent,	regenerative	permeability	increases	bring	the	membrane	potential	toward	a	limiting	value,	which	is	the	sodium	equilibrium	potential	(ENa).	Nondecremental	propagation	of	the	action	potential	is	possible
because	the	action	potential	at	one	location	on	an	axon	can	itself	initiate	an	action	potential	at	a	neighboring	location,	and	the	induced	action	potential	will	have	the	same	all-or-none	amplitude	as	the	original	action	potential.	By	repeating	this	process,	a	signal	can	travel	1	m	along	an	axon	without	any	decrease	in	amplitude.	complete	local	circuit	is
composed	of	a	series	of	ionic	and	capacitive	currents,	which	can	be	broken	down	into	four	components,	as	shown	in	Figure	12.24B:	➊	At	the	locus	of	the	action	potential,	an	ionic	current	begins	with	the	inflow	of	sodium	ions	through	open	Na+	channels	into	the	intracellular	fluid	(cytosol).	➋	Ions	flow	in	intracellular	fluid,	carrying	the	current	to	more
distant	parts	of	the	membrane	(see	Figure	12.9).	➌	At	the	membrane,	the	ion	movements	change	the	distribution	of	charges	on	the	membrane	capacitance	(see	Figure	12.24C):	Cations	accumulate	along	the	membrane	interior,	displacing	negative	charges	and	repelling	an	equivalent	number	of	cations	from	the	membrane	exterior.	Although	ions	do	not
physically	cross	the	membrane	at	this	point,	the	movements	of	ions	onto	and	off	the	membrane	surface	constitute	a	capacitive	current.	Local	circuits	of	current	propagate	an	action	potential	➍	An	(extracellular)	ionic	current	completes	the	local	circuit	as	cations	move	toward	the	locus	of	the	action	potential	and	anions	move	away.	An	action	potential
at	one	locus	on	an	axon	depolarizes	an	adjacent	locus	by	setting	up	local	circuits	of	current	flow	(Figure	12.24).	A	(A)	Local	currents	Membrane	potential	(mV)	40	0	(B)	Capacitive	current	depolarizes	Capacitive	current	Voltage-gated	sodium	channel	4	Extracellular	fluid	–55	–65	+	+	+	+	–	–	1	–	–	–	–	–	–	3	+	+	+	+	Distance	Local	circuit	of	current	flow
Extracellular	fluid	+	+	+	–	–	–	+	+	+	–	–	–	+	+	+	–	–	–	Cytosol	2	Ionic	current	(INa)	(C)	Detail	showing	membrane	depolarizarion	–	–	–	+	+	+	–	–	–	+	+	+	–	–	–	+	+	+	+	–	Axon	+	+	+	+	–	–	–	–	+	–	–	–	+	Direction	of	propagation	Figure	12.24 	Propagation	of	an	action	potential 	An	action	potential	is	diagrammed	here	at	an	instant	in	time,	while
propagating	from	right	to	left.	(A)	The	action	potential	induces	local	circuits	of	current	flow	along	the	axon,	ahead	of	the	advancing	action	potential	and	behind	it.	(B)	The	local	circuit	ahead	of	the	action	potential	can	be	divided	into	four	components,	as	shown.	These	components	are	described	in	the	text.	(C)	This	diagram	illustrates	how	the	capacitive
current	on	the	left	in	(B)	depolarizes	the	membrane	ahead	of	the	+	+	advancing	action	potential,	by	adding	cations	and	removing	anions	at	the	inner	side	of	the	membrane,	and	adding	anions	and	removing	cations	on	the	extracellular	side.	These	changes	in	the	distribution	of	charges	on	the	membrane	depolarize	it,	without	any	ions	crossing	the
membrane.	The	depolarization	resulting	from	the	local	currents	opens	voltage-gated	sodium	channels,	leading	(via	the	Hodgkin	cycle)	to	an	action	potential	at	the	new	location.	332	 	Chapter	12	2.	The	increased	permeability	to	potassium	(the	slowest	of	During	an	action	potential,	local	circuits	of	current	such	as	the	one	described	here	spread	the
depolarization	passively	(electrotonically)	along	the	surface	of	the	membrane.	The	action	potential	propagates	to	an	adjacent	portion	of	the	axon	because	the	capacitive	depolarization	produced	by	the	local	current	lowers	the	membrane	potential	to	threshold.	When	this	happens,	the	Hodgkin	cycle	takes	over;	the	region	of	the	membrane	that	reaches
threshold	undergoes	a	regenerative	increase	in	permeability	to	Na+	and	generates	its	own	action	potential.	In	this	way	the	nerve	impulse	passes	along	the	entire	length	of	the	axon	without	any	decrease	in	amplitude.	the	three	voltage-dependent	processes	in	onset)	does	not	decrease	to	resting	levels	until	after	repolarization.	The	lingering	P	K
increase	after	an	impulse	may	hyperpolarize	the	membrane	toward	EK	for	a	few	milliseconds	after	the	impulse.	Thus	(for	those	neurons	whose	action	potentials	have	an	undershoot)	a	region	of	membrane	that	has	just	generated	an	impulse	is	hyperpolarized	away	from	its	voltage	threshold	for	new	impulse	generation.	3.	The	increase	in	P	K	also
renders	a	membrane	refractory	because	it	represents	a	decreased	membrane	resistance.	The	decreased	resistance	means	that	by	Ohm’s	law	(V	=	IR),	local	currents	will	cause	a	smaller	voltage	change,	so	more	current	is	needed	to	depolarize	the	membrane	to	threshold.	Membrane	refractory	periods	prevent	bidirectional	propagation	An	axon	can
conduct	impulses	equally	well	in	either	direction.	For	example,	an	action	potential	that	is	triggered	via	an	electrode	placed	in	the	middle	of	an	axon	will	be	propagated	in	both	directions	from	that	point.	Normally,	however,	impulses	start	at	or	near	one	end	of	an	axon	and	travel	along	the	axon	in	one	direction.	As	an	impulse	is	propagated,	its	local
currents	depolarize	the	membrane	behind	it,	as	well	as	the	membrane	ahead	of	it.	Why	don’t	these	local	currents	initiate	reverse-traveling	impulses	going	the	other	way?	The	membrane	behind	a	traveling	impulse	is	not	reexcited	by	the	local	currents	because	the	membrane	is	still	in	its	refractory	period	(Figure	12.25).	Three	aspects	of	the	ionic
mechanisms	of	action	potentials	produce	the	absolute	and	relative	refractory	periods	following	an	impulse,	and	thereby	prevent	reexcitation	and	bidirectional	propagation:	Sodium-channel	inactivation	causes	the	absolute	refractory	period,	and	the	effects	of	residual	PK	increase	are	largely	responsible	for	the	relative	refractory	period.	During	the
absolute	refractory	period	(>1	ms),	the	membrane’s	voltage	threshold	is	infinite	because	no	amount	of	depolarization	can	open	the	inactivated	Na+	channels.	During	the	relative	refractory	period	the	voltage	threshold,	membrane	potential,	and	membrane	resistance	gradually	return	to	resting	levels	within	a	few	milliseconds.	The	refractory	periods
outlast	the	backward	spread	of	local	currents,	thus	preventing	reverse	propagation	of	the	action	potential.	The	conduction	velocity	of	an	action	potential	depends	on	axon	diameter,	myelination,	and	temperature	1.	The	inactivation	of	sodium	channels	(which	turns	off	the	voltage-dependent	increase	in	permeability	to	Na+)	persists	until	the	membrane
potential	returns	near	its	negative	resting	state,	which	means	that	inactivation	lasts	for	at	least	1	ms	after	an	impulse	passes	a	region	of	the	membrane.	Na+	channel	inactivation	prevents	the	channels	from	entering	the	Hodgkin	cycle	until	the	action	potential	is	far	enough	away	to	minimize	local	depolarization.	This	is	the	primary	basis	of	the	absolute
refractory	period.	Membrane	potential	(mV)	Several	factors	can	affect	the	velocity	of	propagation	of	an	action	potential	along	an	axon.	In	general,	these	factors	affect	either	or	both	of	two	conduction	parameters:	(1)	the	spatial	parameter	and	(2)	the	temporal	parameter.	Spatially,	the	farther	that	local	currents	can	spread	along	an	axon,	the	farther
they	can	(directly)	depolarize	the	membrane	to	threshold,	and	the	sooner	an	action	potential	will	result.	Therefore	any	factor	that	increases	the	spread	of	local	currents	(i.e.,	increases	the	membrane	length	constant,	λ)	tends	to	40	0	–65	Figure	12.25 	Inactivation	of	voltage-gated	Na+	Axon	channels	prevents	reverse	propagation	of	an	action
potential 	An	action	potential	is	shown	propagating	from	right	to	left;	local	currents	depolarize	the	axon	membrane	ahead	of	the	advancing	action	potential	and	behind	it.	The	axon	membrane	behind	the	advancing	action	potential	is	refractory	because	its	sodium	channels	are	still	inactivated.	This	refractory	period	prevents	self-reexcitation	by	the
trailing	local	currents.	Na+	channels:	Closed	Open	Membrane:	Resting	Depolarized	Inactivated	Closed	Repolarized	Neurons 	333	increase	the	conduction	velocity	of	an	action	potential.	Both	large	axon	diameter	and	myelination	increase	the	spatial	spread	of	local	currents.	With	respect	to	the	temporal	parameter,	the	less	time	it	takes	the	membrane
to	reach	threshold,	the	faster	the	conduction	velocity.	Intrinsic	membrane	properties	such	as	differences	in	the	density	of	sodium	channels	may	have	minor	effects	on	conduction	velocity	by	influencing	the	spatial	and	temporal	parameters.	The	three	major	evolutionary	variables	that	influence	conduction	velocities	are	axon	diameter,	myelination,	and
temperature.	axon	diameter	and	conduction	velocity 	Large-di-	ameter	axons	tend	to	conduct	action	potentials	more	rapidly	than	small-diameter	axons.	Many	animal	groups	have	evolved	rapidly	conducting	neuronal	giant	axons	(Box	12.3).	Conduction	velocity	increases	with	axon	diameter	because	larger-diameter	axons	have	longer	length	constants
and	thus	more	distant	spread	of	local	currents.	The	length	constant	depends	principally	on	two	types	of	resistance	(see	Figure	12.9C):	the	resistance	across	the	membrane	(Rm)	and	the	axoplasmic	resistance	(Ri)	to	current	flow	along	the	length	of	the	axon	(the	cytoplasm	inside	the	axon	is	called	axoplasm).	(The	external	longitudinal	resistance	is
usually	small	and	is	ignored.)	A	slightly	simplified	equation	for	the	length	constant	(λ)	is	⎡R	⎤	λ	=	K⎢	m⎥	⎣	Ri	⎦	1	2		(12.7)	BOX	12.3	Giant	Axons	Because	an	increase	in	axon	diameter	increases	the	conduction	velocity	of	an	action	potential	and	because	animals	often	face	circumstances	in	which	a	rapid	response	is	advantageous	for	survival,	giant	axons
have	evolved	in	several	animal	groups.	No	particular	diameter	qualifies	an	axon	as	giant.	Rather,	the	term	is	relative:	A	giant	axon	is	of	exceptional	diameter	compared	with	other	axons	in	the	same	animal.	Some	axons	are	truly	giant	in	cellular	dimensions,	such	as	the	third-order	giant	axons	in	the	squid,	which	may	be	1	mm	(1000	μm)	in	diameter.	At
the	other	extreme,	the	giant	axons	in	the	fruit	fly	Drosophila	are	only	about	4	μm	in	diameter,	but	they	are	still	an	order	of	magnitude	larger	than	other	nearby	axons.	Box	Extension	12.3	describes	the	structure	and	function	of	giant	axons	in	squid	and	in	some	other	invertebrates.	and	diameter	differs	for	different	kinds	of	axons	implies	that	other
factors,	including	intrinsic	membrane	differences,	are	also	involved.	myelination	increases	conduction	velocity 	Myelinated	axons	of	vertebrates	represent	a	tremendous	evolutionary	advance	because	they	allow	very	high	conduction	velocities	with	relatively	small	axon	diameters.	A	myelinated	axon	(Figure	12.27)	is	wrapped	with	200	or	more
concentric	layers	of	glial	membrane	(the	membrane	of	Schwann	cells	in	PNSs	and	of	oligodendrocytes	in	CNSs;	see	Figure	12.5).	The	glial	cytoplasm	is	extruded	from	be-	Conduction	velocity	(m/s)	on	log	scale	where	K	is	a	constant.	The	membrane	surface	area	increases	proportionally	with	increasing	axon	diameter,	which	lowers	Rm	by	adding
resistances	in	parallel.	However,	Ri	decreases	in	proportion	to	an	increase	in	cross-sectional	area	of	the	axoplasm—that	is,	in	proportion	to	the	square	of	the	diameter.	Data	for	axons	showing	a	simple	The	net	effect	is	that	the	ratio	Rm/Ri	increases	proportional	relationship	of	linearly	with	increasing	diameter.	If	other	velocity	to	diameter	will	have	a
100	slope	close	to	this	line.	factors	are	equal,	the	length	constant	and	80	the	conduction	velocity	should	increase	with	60	Earthworm,	Teleost	the	square	root	of	the	diameter.	This	would	median	giant	40	make	the	conduction	velocity	an	allometric	Mammalian,	Squid,	function	of	diameter:	V	∝	D	b,	with	b	=	0.5	myelinated	Prawn	giant	(see	Appendix	F).
20	Figure	12.26	shows	that	conduction	Squid,	velocity	empirically	increases	with	increasgiant	V	∝	D0.5	V	∝	D1	10	Crab	and	crayfish,	ing	axon	diameters.	The	data	are	plotted	on	8	miscellaneous	Frog,	log–log	coordinates.	On	these	coordinates,	unmyelinated	myelinated	6	the	allometric	relation	V	∝	D	b	will	plot	as	4	Polychete,	a	straight	line	regardless
of	the	value	of	b	unmyelinated	(see	Appendix	F).	The	two	lines	forming	a	Cat,	unmyelinated	This	line	indicates	the	slope	V	at	the	center	show	the	slopes	for	V	∝	D1	2	expected	if	velocity	is	pro0.5	(simple	proportionality)	and	V	∝	D	.	As	portional	to	the	square	root	Lamprey,	you	can	see,	the	empirical	plots	(red	lines)	of	diameter.	unmyelinated	1	have
slopes	between	these	extremes.	For	0	4	6	8	10	20	0.6	0.8	1	1000	2	200	500	40	60	80	100	some	unmyelinated	axons,	V	and	D	follow	0.5	Axon	diameter	(µm)	on	log	scale	the	square-root	relationship	(V	∝	D	),	but	many	myelinated	axons	have	a	more	nearly	Figure	12.26 	The	velocity	of	nerve-impulse	conduction	increases	with	increasing	proportional
relationship	of	velocity	to	diaxon	diameter	in	both	myelinated	and	unmyelinated	axons 	Points	not	connected	ameter	(V	∝	D1).	That	the	relation	of	velocity	by	lines	are	axons	of	different	types.	(After	Bullock	and	Horridge	1965.)	334	 	Chapter	12	Figure	12.27 	Myelinated	axons	speed	the	propagation	of	an	action	potential 	(A)	Each	segment	of	an
axon	in	the	PNS	is	myelinated	by	a	(A)	Node	of	Ranvier	(B)	Na+	channel	Schwann	cell	Axon	Schwann	cell.	The	Schwann	cell	wraps	around	the	axon	segment,	providing	many	layers	of	Schwann	cell	membrane	without	intervening	cytoplasm.	(B)	An	action	potential	at	one	node	of	Ranvier	(Node	A)	sets	up	local	currents	that	flow	along	the	axon,	as	in
Figure	12.25.	Currents	cannot	cross	the	membrane	in	the	internode,	which	has	very	high	resistance	and	low	capacitance.	Therefore	transmembrane	current	flow	is	restricted	to	the	nodes,	and	the	membrane	length	constant	is	much	longer.	Below,	depolarization	of	Node	B	opens	Na+	channels,	generating	the	action	potential	and	setting	up	local
currents	that	spread	to	Node	C.	Note	that	some	local	current	can	flow	past	the	nearest	node	to	contribute	to	the	depolarization	of	more	distant	nodes.	Action-potential	propagation	in	myelinated	axons	is	saltatory,	jumping	from	node	to	node.	Myelin	sheath	length	constant	would	be	largely	offset	by	an	increase	in	the	membrane	time	constant,	τ.	(Recall
that	the	time	constant	is	equal	to	the	product	of	membrane	resistance	and	memNode	A	Node	B	Node	C	brane	capacitance,	RmCm.)	An	increase	in	the	time	constant	would	tend	to	slow	conduction	velocity	because	it	would	take	more	time	for	a	current	to	depolarize	a	patch	of	membrane	to	threshold.	Capacitance	is	inversely	proportional	to	the	distance
separating	the	charges	on	the	“plates”	of	a	capacitor,	which	in	this	case	is	the	distance	between	the	axoplasm	and	the	extracellular	fluid.	Myelin	increases	this	distance	in	proportion	to	the	number	of	glial	membrane	wrappings,	Node	A	Node	B	Node	C	so	that	capacitance	is	decreased	about	1000-fold.	Thus	the	increase	in	Rm	of	myelinated	regions	is
offset	by	a	decrease	in	Cm,	and	the	membrane	time	constant	is	nearly	unaffected.	tween	the	glial	membrane	layers	so	that	the	whole	wrapping	serves	Myelination,	then,	greatly	increases	conduction	velocity	by	increasing	as	an	insulating	layer.	This	multiply-wrapped	insulating	layer,	the	axon	length	constant	without	increasing	the	time	constant.
Currents	termed	myelin,	stops	at	intervals	of	1	mm	or	so	along	the	length	of	from	an	action	potential	at	one	node	must	travel	to	the	next	node	the	axon.	The	gaps	at	which	the	glial	wrappings	are	absent	(Nodes	before	crossing	the	membrane,	and	the	currents	are	not	slowed	A,	B,	and	C	in	Figure	12.27)	are	called	the	nodes	of	Ranvier.	by	having	to
displace	much	charge	in	the	intervening	myelinated	Myelin	electrically	insulates	the	major	part	of	the	axon	(the	internode.	regions	between	nodes,	or	internodes)	nearly	completely,	leavMyelinated	axons	permit	vertebrates	to	have	neural	coordinating	ing	only	the	nodes	of	Ranvier	as	loci	of	ion	flow	across	the	axon	and	control	systems	with	small-
diameter	axons	that	nonetheless	membrane	(see	Figure	12.27).	In	myelinated	axons,	action	potentials	conduct	rapidly.	A	frog	myelinated	axon	12	μm	in	diameter	has	occur	only	at	the	nodes	of	Ranvier,	in	contrast	to	the	continuous	sweep	a	conduction	velocity	of	25	m/s	at	20°C.	An	unmyelinated	squid	of	action	potentials	over	an	unmyelinated	axon.
Myelinated	axons	giant	axon	must	be	about	500	μm	in	diameter	to	achieve	the	same	are	therefore	said	to	exhibit	saltatory	conduction,	in	which	the	25-m/s	velocity	at	20°C!	Thus	myelination	allows	the	same	velocity	action	potential	jumps	(saltates)	from	node	to	node	without	acto	be	achieved	with	a	40-fold	reduction	in	diameter	and	a	1600-fold	tive
propagation	in	the	internode.	Action	potentials	are	typically	reduction	in	axon	cross-sectional	area	and	volume.	With	a	reduction	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	initiated	at	the	axon	initial	segment,	and	then	saltate	from	node	to	in	axon	dimensions,	many	more	axons	can	be	incorporated	into	a	nervous	Sinauer	Associates	nodeStudio	because	these	are	the
only	regions	with	high	concentrations	system	of	a	given	size.	Morales	Figure	12.27	10-29-15	of	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	(Figure	12.28).	Although	myelin	is	usually	considered	to	have	evolved	exclusively	The	principal	effect	of	myelin	is	to	increase	the	membrane	in	vertebrates,	some	crustaceans	have	axons	with	analogous	sheaths	resistance	of
myelinated	axon	regions	by	1000-	to	10,000-fold	over	of	glial	wrappings	that	exhibit	increased	conduction	velocities	similar	the	resistance	at	the	nodes	of	Ranvier.	When	a	node	of	Ranvier	to	those	for	vertebrate	compact	myelin.	The	30-μm	myelinated	axons	of	a	shrimp	conduct	at	20	m/s	at	17°C,	a	velocity	comparable	undergoes	an	action	potential,
the	local	currents	cannot	leak	out	to	that	of	a	350-μm	squid	axon.	Other	myelinated	shrimp	axons	through	the	high	membrane	resistance	of	the	adjacent	internode,	100–120	μm	in	diameter	conduct	at	velocities	exceeding	90	m/s	at	but	instead	must	flow	farther	to	the	next	node	of	Ranvier	(see	Figure	20°C,	rivaling	the	fastest	mammalian	myelinated
axons.	In	contrast,	12.27).	Thus	myelination	greatly	increases	the	spatial	spread	of	local	unmyelinated	lobster	axons	of	the	same	100-	to	120-μm	diameter	currents	(i.e.,	the	axon	length	constant)	by	this	resistance	effect.	have	conduction	velocities	of	only	8	m/s.	Vertebrates,	however,	A	second,	equally	important	function	of	myelin	is	to	decrease	remain
the	only	group	with	substantial	numbers	of	myelinated	membrane	capacitance.	If	myelin	only	increased	membrane	resistance	(without	decreasing	capacitance),	its	effect	on	the	axon	neurons.	Crustacean	myelinated	neurons	are	rare,	specialized	Neurons 	335	Functional	polarity	Anatomical	polarity	Subcellular	polarity	Direction	of	action	potential
propagation	Somatodendritic	input	Synapse	Axonal	output	Axon	initial	segment	Nodes	of	Ranvier	Neuromuscular	junction	Figure	12.28 	Spatial	distribution	of	voltage-gated	channels	at	the	surface	of	a	myelinated	neuron 	This	composite	fluorescence	micrograph	depicts	the	locations	of	high	concentrations	of	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	(green,
yellow)	and	K+	channels	(blue).	The	Na+	channels	are	localized	at	the	axon	initial	segment	(site	of	action-potential	initiation)	and	at	the	nodes	of	Ranvier.	K+	channels	are	localized	at	paranodal	regions	just	next	to	the	nodes.	(From	Rasband	2010.)	adaptations	in	high-velocity	escape	systems,	but	myelinated	neurons	are	ubiquitous	features	of
vertebrate	nervous	systems.	temperature 	The	gating	kinetics	of	voltage-dependent	ion	channels	are	temperature-dependent.	Thus	the	time	course	of	membrane	depolarization	to	threshold	shortens	with	increased	temperature.	For	both	myelinated	and	unmyelinated	axons,	an	increase	of	10°C	tends	to	nearly	double	conduction	velocity	(the	value	of
Q10	is	approximately	1.8;	see	Chapter	10,	page	244).	A	frog	myelinated	axon	12–14	μm	in	diameter	conducts	at	25	m/s	at	20°C,	but	a	cat	myelinated	axon	of	only	3.5–4	μm	conducts	at	the	same	Hillm/s	Animal	Physiology	25	at	37°C.	Thus4E	the	evolution	of	homeothermy	in	birds	and	Sinauer	Associates	mammals—along	with	myelination—has	allowed
further	axon	Morales	Studio	miniaturization	and	higher	conduction	velocities.	Figure	12.28	10-29-15	Finally,	the	propagation	of	action	potentials	merely	ensures	that	a	neuron’s	electrical	signals	reach	the	end	of	the	axon	undiminished.	For	a	neuron’s	signals	to	affect	other	cells,	another	process—synaptic	transmission	(the	topic	of	Chapter	13)—is
required.	Summary	The	Propagation	of	Action	Potentials	„„Action	potentials	propagate	because	the	membrane’s	underlying	permeabilities	to	ions	are	voltage-dependent.	Local	circuits	of	current	flow	spread	the	depolarization	along	the	axon,	depolarizing	a	new	region	to	threshold.	Behind	an	advancing	action	potential,	Na+	channels	remain
inactivated	long	enough	to	prevent	reexcitation	by	the	local	currents.	„„The	conduction	velocity	of	an	action	potential	depends	on	axon	diameter,	myelination,	and	temperature.	Larger-diameter	axons	have	higher	conduction	velocities	because	their	length	constants	are	longer,	so	local	currents	spread	farther	along	the	axon.	Myelin	greatly	increases
conduction	velocity	by	increasing	Rm	(increasing	the	length	constant)	while	decreasing	Cm	(preventing	an	increase	in	the	time	constant).	Increasing	temperature	speeds	the	gating	of	channels	so	that	the	membrane	responds	faster	to	the	local	currents.	Study	Questions	1.	Suppose	that	the	cell	shown	in	Figure	12.12A	is	permeable	to	Na+,	K+,	and	Cl–
but	not	to	A–.	In	the	absence	of	ion	pumps,	Na+	and	Cl–	will	diffuse	in,	the	cell	will	become	out	of	osmotic	balance,	and	water	will	enter.	Explain	why	a	cell	cannot	be	in	thermodynamic	equilibrium	and	also	be	in	osmotic	balance,	unless	there	is	a	nonpermeating	ion	in	the	extracellular	fluid	(as	would	be	the	case	if	Na+	were	nonpermeating).	What
does	this	suggest	about	the	evolutionary	origin	of	the	Na+–K+	exchange	pump?	2.	Unmyelinated	axons	conduct	action	potentials	without	decrement,	but	when	myelinated	axons	lose	myelin	in	demyelinating	diseases	such	as	multiple	sclerosis,	conduction	of	action	potentials	is	blocked.	Why?	3.	Using	Figure	12.26,	compare	and	explain	the	difference
(a)	between	the	velocity	of	action-potential	propagation	in	lamprey	axons	and	frog	myelinated	axons	of	equal	diameter,	(b)	between	336	 	Chapter	12	squid	axons	and	frog	myelinated	axons	of	equal	velocity,	and	(c)	between	frog	and	mammalian	myelinated	axons.	4.	The	ion	flows	across	neuronal	membranes	at	rest	and	during	an	action	potential	do
not	significantly	change	bulk	ion	concentrations,	except	for	that	of	Ca	2+	ions.	Resting	Ca	2+	ion	concentrations	in	cells	are	usually	about	10	–7	M,	and	Ca	2+	ions	exert	physiological	effects	at	concentrations	of	perhaps	10	–5	M.	Explain	why	relative	changes	of	intracellular	[Ca	2+]	are	much	greater	than	for,	say,	[Na+]	(12–50	mM).	5.	For	the	ion
concentrations	in	Table	12.1,	calculate	the	equilibrium	potentials	for	each	ion	species	in	squid	axons	and	in	mammalian	muscle	fibers.	6.	Using	the	values	in	question	5,	determine	what	ions	are	in	passive	equilibrium	at	a	membrane	potential	of	–60	mV	in	the	squid	at	18°C,	and	at	–91	mV	in	mammalian	muscle	fibers	at	37°C.	7.	Suppose	you	voltage-
clamp	a	squid	axon	from	a	resting	membrane	potential	of	–60	mV	to	a	clamped	value	of	+55	mV.	Describe	the	early	ionic	current	(say,	at	0.5	ms	after	clamping).	Use	ionic	concentrations	from	Table	12.1.	8.	Suppose	a	squid	axon	at	rest	is	20	times	as	permeable	to	K+	as	to	Na+.	Using	the	simplified	version	of	the	Goldman	equation	in	Figure	12.13,
calculate	the	resting	membrane	potential.	If	during	the	rising	phase	of	an	action	potential	the	permeability	to	Na+	increases	to	100	times	the	permeability	to	K+,	at	what	value	will	the	action	potential	peak?	9.	Suppose	you	stimulate	an	axon	so	that	you	generate	an	action	potential	at	both	ends	at	the	same	instant.	Describe	the	propagation	of	these
action	potentials.	What	happens	when	they	meet?	10.	With	increased	neuronal	electrical	activity	in	a	brain	area,	the	rates	of	glucose	uptake,	O2	consumption,	and	blood	flow	increase.	(These	changes	are	the	basis	of	activity	imaging	such	as	functional	magnetic	resonance	imaging	[fMRI],	which	is	illustrated	in	Figure	15.7.)	Why	does	neuronal	activity
increase	local	metabolic	rate?	11.	Toxins	such	as	tetrodotoxin	(from	puffer	fish	and	newts)	and	saxitoxin	(from	red-tide	dinoflagellates)	block	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	selectively.	What	effect	would	they	have	on	currents	in	a	voltage	clamp	to	0	mV?	How	do	you	suppose	such	toxins	evolved?	12.	Part	of	the	evidence	for	a	“ball-and-string”	model	of
Na+	channel	inactivation	is	that	the	proteolytic	enzyme	pronase	can	selectively	disable	channel	inactivation	when	perfused	into	the	axoplasm	of	a	squid	axon.	Where	would	you	expect	pronase	to	cleave	the	Na+	channel	protein?	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Bean,	B.	P.
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References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	Synapses	A	synapse,	as	we	have	noted,	is	a	specialized	site	of	contact	of	a	neuron	with	another	neuron	or	with	an	effector.	It	is	the	locus	where	one	cell	(the	presynaptic	neuron)	influences	the	function	of	another	cell	(the	postsynaptic	neuron	or	effector).	Neurons—except	in	the	special	case	of	those	having
electrical	synapses—are	discontinuous	with	each	other;	even	at	synapses,	they	are	typically	separated	by	a	20-	to	30-nanometer	(nm)	space	called	the	synaptic	cleft.	Essentially	all	influences	that	neurons	have	on	each	other	and	on	effectors	are	exerted	at	synapses.	The	green	neuron	shown	here	receives	synaptic	input	from	axon	terminals	of	other
neurons,	which	exhibit	red	fluorescence.	Each	yellow	spot	is	a	synapse	at	which	the	red	presynaptic	terminal	overlaps	with	the	bright	green	postsynaptic	membrane,	producing	a	combined	yellow	fluorescence.	You	often	hear	the	analogy	that	the	brain	is	like	a	computer.	Like	all	analogies,	this	one	is	imperfect,	but	it	is	useful	here.	Inasmuch	as	the
brain	is	like	a	computer,	the	neuronal	axons	(which	transmit	action	potentials	long	distances	without	degradation)	are	analogous	to	the	wires	in	the	computer,	and	the	synapses	are	analogous	to	logical	junctions	by	which	signals	in	one	element	affect	others.	It	is	the	connections	and	properties	of	the	logical	junctions	(the	synapses)	that	determine	the
performance—and	improvement	in	performance—of	the	brain	computer,	more	than	the	properties	of	the	wires.	13	The	Doogie	mouse	This	genetically	engineered	mouse	is	synaptically	smarter	than	the	average	mouse.	Mouse	brains	contain	neurons	that	receive	synaptic	input;	the	neuron	shown	here	has	a	postsynaptic	protein	labeled	with	a	green
fluorescent	dye,	with	the	presynaptic	terminals	of	other	neurons	labeled	with	a	red	fluorescent	dye.	Each	synapse	is	a	yellow	spot	of	overlap	of	the	red	presynaptic	ending	and	the	green	postsynaptic	membrane	in	a	yellow	mix	of	both	red	and	green	fluorescence.	Changes	in	synaptic	strength	underlie	learning	and	memory.	(Neuron	photograph
courtesy	of	Mary	B.	Kennedy,	Division	of	Biology,	Caltech.)	338	 	Chapter	13	The	Doogie	mouse	introduces	two	sorts	of	synaptic	functions	that	illustrate	the	range	of	ways	in	which	a	synapse	can	work:	synaptic	transmission	and	synaptic	plasticity.	In	synaptic	transmission,	a	presynaptic	signal—usually	an	action	potential—has	an	effect	on	a
postsynaptic	cell.	The	effect	is	rapid	and	transient,	and	it	can	be	excitatory	or	inhibitory.	This	transmission	of	a	signal	across	the	synapse	is	the	simplest	kind	of	synaptic	action.	We	introduce	this	fast-transmission	function	of	synapses	by	examining	a	neuromuscular	junction:	the	synapse	between	a	neuron	and	a	muscle	fiber.	Neuromuscular	synaptic
transmission	causes	muscle	fibers	to	contract,	allowing,	for	example,	a	mouse	to	jump.	The	second	sort	of	synaptic	function	is	synaptic	plasticity:	the	ability	to	change	the	functional	properties	of	synapses.	Synaptic	actions	can	change	the	synapse	itself	to	make	it	stronger	or	weaker,	and	they	can	also	produce	long-lasting	changes	in	the	postsynaptic
cell.	This	modulation	of	synaptic	processes	is	the	basis	of	much	functional	change	in	the	nervous	system,	both	in	development	and	in	learning	and	memory.	Synapses	have	diverse	actions,	as	befits	their	functional	importance.	A	synapse	can	work	chemically	or	electrically.	It	can	excite	the	postsynaptic	cell	or	inhibit	it.	A	synaptic	potential	can	result
from	a	permeability	increase	or	a	permeability	decrease.	Synaptic	action	can	be	fast	or	slow,	and	it	can	mediate	transmission	or	modulate	the	plastic	properties	of	the	synapse	itself.	Synapses	can	act	immediately	and	directly	on	the	membrane	potential	of	the	postsynaptic	cell,	or	they	can	have	indirect	and	longer-lasting	effects.	Some	of	these	diverse
actions	are	functionally	linked,	but	others	are	not.	In	this	chapter,	we	first	consider	electrical	transmission	and	then	give	an	overview	of	the	more	widespread	chemical	transmission.	Later	in	the	chapter	we	examine	the	presynaptic	and	postsynaptic	mechanisms	of	chemical	synapses	and	study	the	distinction	between	ionotropic	synaptic	action	(which
is	fast	and	produces	direct	changes	in	ion	permeability	and	thus	membrane	potential)	and	metabotropic	synaptic	action	(which	is	slow	and	produces	chemical	signal	transduction	changes	in	the	postsynaptic	cell).	Only	after	considering	these	kinds	of	synaptic	mechanisms	can	we	try	to	explain	(with	the	help	of	the	Doogie	mouse)	the	synaptic	changes
that	may	form	much	of	the	basis	of	learning	and	memory.	Synaptic	Transmission	Is	Usually	Chemical	but	Can	Be	Electrical	At	the	most	fundamental	level,	there	are	two	kinds	of	synapses:	electrical	and	chemical	(Figure	13.1).	Both	kinds	can	rapidly	change	the	membrane	potential	of	a	postsynaptic	cell.	Electrical	and	chemical	synapses	play	different
functional	roles,	so	both	kinds	are	adaptive	in	nervous	systems.	We	discuss	electrical	transmission	first,	setting	the	stage	for	treatment	of	the	more	common	and	more	complex	chemical	transmission	process.	Table	13.1	classifies	the	different	types	of	synapses.	Fast	synaptic	transmission—in	contrast	to	slow	synaptic	effects,	which	we	will	discuss	later
—works	in	milliseconds:	An	action	potential	in	a	presynaptic	neuron	leads	to	a	rapid	postsynaptic	voltage	change,	with	a	typical	delay	of	less	than	a	millisecond.	The	mechanism	of	this	fast	synaptic	action	was	a	subject	of	much	debate	in	the	first	half	of	the	twentieth	century.	One	group	(the	“sparks”)	argued	that	synaptic	transmission	was	by	direct
electrical	means.	The	other	group	(the	“soups”)	postulated	that	transmission	was	by	a	chemical	mechanism:	Depolarization	of	the	presynaptic	terminal	caused	it	to	release	a	chemical	neurotransmitter,	which	diffused	across	the	synaptic	cleft	to	affect	the	postsynaptic	cell.	It	is	now	clear	that	both	kinds	of	synaptic	transmission	can	occur:	Most	synaptic
transmission	is	chemical,	whereas	direct	electrical	transmission	occurs	uncommonly.	Electrical	synapses	transmit	signals	instantaneously	In	an	electrical	synapse,	electric	currents	from	one	cell	flow	directly	into	the	next	cell,	changing	its	membrane	potential	(see	Figure	13.1A).	Because	this	current	flow	is	instantaneous,	an	electrical	synapse	has
essentially	no	delay.	Moreover,	such	current	flow	can	usually	be	in	either	direction,	so	electrical	synapses	are	often	not	polarized.	Because	of	their	instantaneous	transmission	of	signals	and	their	synchronizing	ability,	electrical	synapses	are	found	in	nervous	systems	where	speed	is	most	important,	and	where	synchronous	activity	of	several	cells	is	an
advantage.	(A)	Current	flow	at	electrical	synapses	(B)	Current	flow	at	chemical	synapses	Current	pulse	to	presynapatic	cell	–	–	+	+	Gap	junction	Voltage	recorded	in	presynaptic	cell	Voltage	recorded	in	postsynaptic	cell	Presynaptic	cell	Presynaptic	cell	Postsynaptic	cell	Postsynaptic	cell	Figure	13.1 	Electrical	and	chemical	synapses 	Both	kinds	of
synapses	play	roles	in	neural	communication,	but	they	work	in	fundamentally	different	ways.	(A)	Electrical	synapses	have	low-resistance	pathways	that	allow	currents	to	flow	directly	between	neurons.	Current	flow	through	the	low-resistance	pathways	of	gap	junctions	electrically	couples	the	neurons.	If	current	is	injected	into	one	neuron,	the	depolar-
ization	(or	hyperpolarization)	spreads	to	another	electrically	coupled	neuron,	and	the	depolarization	of	one	cell	produces	a	smaller	depolarization	of	the	adjacent	cell.	(B)	In	chemical	synapses,	the	currents	escape	between	neurons	and	do	not	enter	the	postsynaptic	neuron.	Instead,	released	molecules	of	neurotransmitter	(not	shown)	carry	the	signal
across	the	synaptic	cleft.	Synapses 	339	Table	13.1 	Kinds	of	synapses	Chemical	synapse	Characteristic	Ionotropic	Metabotropic	Electrical	synapse	Mechanism	and	time	course	Fast	Slow	Instantaneous	current	flow	Function	Signal	transmission	Signal	transmission,	neuronal	modulation	Electrical	transmission	Effect	Excitation	(fast	EPSP),	inhibition
(fast	IPSP)a	Excitation	(slow	EPSP),	inhibition	(slow	IPSP),	other	(cytoplasmic	and	genetic	effects)	Electrical	coupling	a	EPSP	=	excitatory	postsynaptic	potential;	IPSP	=	inhibitory	postsynaptic	potential.	the	passage	of	most	ions,	as	well	as	dye	and	tracer	molecules	smaller	than	about	1000	daltons.	Connexon	channels	are	thought	to	be	open	normally,
but	they	can	close	in	response	to	electrical	or	chemical	changes	in	the	cells.	Gap	junctions	in	invertebrate	protostomes	have	similar	structures,	called	innexons,	which	are	composed	of	subunits	of	the	protein	innexin.	Innexin	proteins	are	analogous	but	not	homologous	to	the	connexin	proteins	of	vertebrates.	Where	in	nervous	systems	has	natural
selection	favored	the	evolution	of	electrical	synapses?	In	most	cases	it	is	where	speed	or	synchronization	is	paramount.	We	noted	that	electrical	synapses	can	act	as	fast	intercellular	relays,	in	which	action	potentials	are	instantaneously	transmitted	from	cell	to	cell.	Such	relay	electrical	synapses	are	found	in	escape	systems—for	example,	in	crayfish
(Figure	13.3)	and	fish.	In	such	fast	escape	responses,	every	millisecond	saved	by	an	electrical	synapse	can	produce	a	selective	advantage	of	not	being	eaten.	Electrical	synapses	are	also	advantageous	for	groups	of	neurons	that	normally	fire	synchronously,	such	as	the	neurons	controlling	electric-organ	discharge	in	electric	fish.	Connexons	Presynaptic
cell	membrane	Postsynaptic	cell	membrane	The	connexons	of	the	two	membranes	associate	to	form	a	complete	channel.	Each	connexon	is	composed	of	six	identical	subunits	of	the	protein	connexin.	20	nm	3.5	nm	The	major	structural	specialization	for	electrical	transmission	is	the	gap	junction.	A	gap	junction	(as	introduced	in	Chapter	2;	see	page	43)
is	a	specialized	locus	where	protein	channels	bridge	the	gap	between	two	cells,	directly	connecting	their	cytoplasm.	Gap	junctions	provide	a	low-resistance	path	for	current	flow,	electrically	coupling	the	cells	that	they	join.	Thus	any	electrical	change	in	one	cell	is	recorded	in	the	other,	with	some	weakening	but	with	negligible	delay.	Figure	13.1A
shows	the	typical	effects	of	this	electrical	coupling.	Depolarization	or	hyperpolarization	of	one	cell	produces	a	weaker	corresponding	change	in	the	other	cell.	The	voltage	change	is	always	accompanied	by	some	decrease	because	every	gap	junction	has	some	resistance,	but	the	amount	of	the	decrease	varies.	Thus	electrical	synapses	differ	in	strength:
The	larger	the	gap-junction	area,	the	lower	the	resistance	between	cells	and	the	stronger	the	coupling.	Electrical	synapses	can	act	as	short-latency	synaptic	relays,	in	which	each	presynaptic	action	potential	triggers	a	postsynaptic	action	potential.	In	other	cases,	with	weaker	electrical	coupling	or	high-impulse	thresholds,	a	presynaptic	action	potential
may	produce	only	subthreshold	depolarization	of	the	postsynaptic	cell.	Most	electrical	synapses	are	bidirectional,	transmitting	voltage	changes	roughly	symmetrically	in	both	directions.	However,	in	the	electrical	synapse	between	the	lateral	giant	axon	and	the	giant	motor	neuron	of	crayfish,	the	electrical	synapse	is	rectifying;	that	is,	it	allows	current
flow	preferentially	in	one	direction.	Thus	an	action	potential	in	the	lateral	giant	axon	excites	the	giant	motor	neuron,	but	excitation	of	the	motor	neuron	by	other	pathways	cannot	“backfire”	to	the	lateral	giant	axon.	The	structure	of	vertebrate	gap	junctions	has	been	examined	by	electron	microscopy	and	X-ray	diffraction	studies.	Gap	junctions	narrow
the	space	between	adjacent	cells,	holding	the	pre-	and	postsynaptic	membranes	only	about	3.5	nm	apart	(instead	of	the	20–30	nm	that	usually	separates	neighboring	cells).	In	the	region	of	close	membrane	apposition,	the	narrow	gap	separating	the	membranes	is	bridged	by	a	regular	array	of	channel	structures	termed	connexons	(Figure	13.2).	Each
connexon	is	composed	of	hexamers	of	the	protein	connexin	surrounding	a	2-nm	pore.	Connexons	are	hemichannels;	each	connexon	of	one	cell	pairs	with	a	connexon	of	the	adjacent	cell	to	form	a	channel	that	connects	the	cytoplasm	of	the	cells.	The	channels	of	all	the	connexons	are	the	low-resistance	pathways	that	allow	electric	current	to	flow
between	the	cells.	They	are	large	enough	to	allow	Pore	connecting	the	cytoplasm	of	two	neurons	Figure	13.2 	The	molecular	structure	of	gap	junctions 	A	gap	junction	is	a	localized	patch	of	close	membrane	apposition	where	protein	hexamers	called	connexons	provide	channels	that	electrically	connect	the	cytoplasm	of	the	cells.	340	 	Chapter	13
(B)	(A)	Interneurons	SG	LG	Contralateral	LG	Afferent	N1	N1	Interneuron	Motor	neuron	N2	N2	N3	N4	N5	200	µm	Figure	13.3 	Electrical	synapses	in	the	crayfish	escape	cir-	cuit 	Neurons	electrically	connected	by	gap	junctions	are	said	to	be	dye-coupled,	because	low-molecular-weight	dyes	pass	through	the	gap	junctions	to	the	coupled	cells.	(A)	A
fluorescence	micrograph	and	(B)	diagram	show	the	coupling	of	cells	in	the	last	abdominal	ganglion	of	a	crayfish.	The	lateral	giant	neuron	(LG,	yellow)	has	been	injected	with	two	fluorescent	dyes:	a	small	dye	molecule	that	fluoresces	green	and	a	larger	dye	molecule	that	fluoresces	red.	The	smaller,	green-fluorescing	molecule	passes	through	gap
junctions,	so	the	green	images	are	all	neurons	that	are	dye-coupled,	and	electrically	coupled,	to	the	N3	N4	N5	LG.	The	red-fluorescing	molecule	is	too	large	to	pass	through	gap	junctions	and	thus	stays	in	the	LG.	The	LG	is	yellow	because	it	contains	both	the	red-	and	green-fluorescing	dyes.	Neurons	that	are	electrically	coupled	to	the	LG	include
sensory	neurons	from	tactile	hairs	on	the	crayfish’s	tail	(diffuse	green	in	nerves	N1–N5),	sensory	interneurons,	motor	neurons	to	tail	muscles	(bright	green	cell	bodies	and	axons	in	N1–N5),	the	segmental	giant	neuron	(SG),	and	the	contralateral	LG.	Electrically	mediated	synaptic	transmission	through	many	elements	of	this	neural	circuit	allows	for	a
very	rapid,	short-latency	escape	tail	flip	in	response	to	threatening	stimuli.	(A	from	Antonsen	and	Edwards	2003.)	Chemical	synapses	can	modify	and	amplify	signals	Unlike	electrical	synapses,	chemical	synapses	have	a	discontinuity	between	the	cells	because	the	20-	to	30-nm	synaptic	cleft	of	a	chemical	synapse	is	a	barrier	to	direct	electrical
communication	(see	Figure	13.1B).	The	presynaptic	electrical	signal	is	first	transduced	into	a	chemical	signal:	the	release	of	neurotransmitter	molecules	from	the	presynaptic	terminals.	The	molecules	of	neurotransmitter	rapidly	diffuse	to	the	postsynaptic	membrane,	where	they	bind	to	receptor	molecules	that	are	specialized	to	generate	an	electrical
or	chemical	change	in	response	to	the	neurotransmitter	binding.	Viewed	with	an	electron	microscope,	chemical	synapses	exhibit	Hill	Animal	Physiology	3E	a	distinctive	structure	(Figure	13.4).	The	axon	terminal	of	the	Sinauer	Associates	presynaptic	Morales	Studioneuron	contains	neurotransmitter	molecules	stored	in	Figure	13.03vesicles	11-02-15
synaptic	,	with	several	thousand	molecules	per	vesicle.	At	the	synaptic	cleft,	both	the	pre-	and	postsynaptic	membranes	appear	denser	and	thicker	than	elsewhere	because	of	local	aggregations	of	proteins	at	these	membranes.	Dark	tufts	of	electron-dense	material	on	the	cytoplasmic	side	of	the	presynaptic	membrane	mark	active	zones	at	which
synaptic	vesicles	release	their	neurotransmitter.	Other	dense	aggregates	at	the	postsynaptic	membrane	are	called	postsynaptic	densities,	and	reflect	accumulation	of	neurotransmitter	receptors	as	well	as	scaffolding	proteins	that	help	organize	these	receptors	and	other	proteins	at	the	synapse.	The	vast	majority	of	excitatory	synaptic	inputs	in	the
vertebrate	central	nervous	system	(CNS)	occur	on	neuronal	dendrites,	and	Figure	13.4 	The	structure	of	a	chemical	synapse 	Electron	microscopy	reveals	distinctive	features	of	chemical	synapses.	A	presynaptic	terminal	(above)	contains	mitochondria	(here	colorized	purple)	and	numerous	synaptic	vesicles	(red),	some	of	which	are	clustered	at	dense
release	sites	called	active	zones	(dark	presynaptic	densities).	Opposite	the	active	zones	across	the	synaptic	cleft	(pink),	a	dark	postsynaptic	density	underlies	the	postsynaptic	membrane.	The	densities	represent	proteins	involved	in	neurotransmitter	release	(presynaptically)	and	in	clustering	of	neurotransmitter	receptors	(postsynaptically).	Synapses 
341	(A)	(B)	Presynaptic	bouton	Dendrite	SP	250	nm	Figure	13.5 	The	majority	of	excitatory	synapses	in	a	mammalian	brain	occur	on	dendritic	spines 	(A)	Electron	microscopy	of	a	synapse	shows	a	mushroom-shaped	dendritic	spine	(SP)	extending	from	the	postsynaptic	dendrite.	Also	visible	are	the	presynaptic	axon	ending	(“presynaptic	bouton”)



containing	docked	vesicles	and	the	synaptic	junction	(blue	arrowheads).	(B)	A	cortical	neuron	grown	in	culture	for	21	days	expresses	green	fluorescent	protein	(GFP)	which	fills	the	cell,	demonstrating	that	dendrites	are	covered	in	small	mushroom-shaped	protrusions	(spines),	most	of	which	are	sites	of	synaptic	contact.	(A	from	Waites	et	al.	2005;	B
courtesy	of	Matthew	Kayser	and	Matthew	Dalva.)	specifically	on	small	mushroom-shaped	protrusions	known	as	dendritic	spines	(Figure	13.5).	As	we	will	discuss	later,	these	dendritic	spines	remain	malleable	even	in	the	mature	CNS:	Their	size	and	shape	appear	to	change	in	the	intact	brain	of	living	mice	in	response	to	alterations	of	external	stimuli!	A
presynaptic	neuron	releases	neurotransmitter	molecules	in	response	to	an	arriving	action	potential	(Figure	13.6).	Neu(A)	1	The	arrival	of	an	action	potential	in	the	axon	terminal	opens	Ca2+	channels.	(B)	2	Ca2+	triggers	vesicle	fusion	and	transmitter	release.	Dendrite	Dendritic	spines	rotransmitter	is	synthesized	in	the	presynaptic	neuron	and	stored
in	synaptic	vesicles	until	release.	Neurotransmitter	is	released	by	calcium-dependent	exocytosis—fusion	of	the	synaptic	vesicles	to	the	presynaptic	membrane	(see	Figure	13.6B).	The	released	neurotransmitter	molecules	bind	to	receptor	proteins	embedded	in	the	postsynaptic	membrane.	Neurotransmitter	receptors	are	transmembrane	proteins	that
are	effectors	for	change	in	the	(C)	3a	Neurotransmitter	can	bind	to	ionotropic	receptors,	opening	their	ion	channels…	(D)	3b	…or	neurotransmitter	can	bind	to	metabotropic	G	protein–coupled	receptors	that	activate	G	proteins.	Presynaptic	nerve	terminal	Ca2+	Ca2+	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	PostsynapticMorales	Studio	cell	Figure
13.05	11-03-15	Figure	13.6 	The	function	of	a	chemical	synapse 	(A)	A	presynaptic	action	potential	depolarizes	the	axon	terminal	and	opens	voltage-gated	Ca2+	channels	located	near	active	zones.	(B)	Ca2+	ions	enter	the	terminal	and	induce	vesicles	at	the	active	zones	(indicated	by	triangles	on	the	membrane)	to	fuse	with	the	presynaptic	membrane
and	release	neurotransmitter	by	exocytosis.	Neurotransmitter	molecules	diffuse	across	the	synaptic	cleft	and	bind	to	postsynaptic	receptor	Na+	Na+	Na+	GPCR	Effector	G	protein	proteins.	(C)	Ionotropic	neurotransmitter	receptors	open	ion	channels,	creating	an	ionic	current	that	changes	the	postsynaptic	cell’s	membrane	potential.	In	this	example,
Na+	influx	would	cause	depolarization.	(D)	Metabotropic	receptors	activate	a	metabolic	cascade	in	the	postsynaptic	cell.	Metabotropic	receptors	are	G	protein–coupled	receptors	(GPCRs)	that	activate	G	proteins	to	produce	a	second	messenger	such	as	cyclic	AMP	(cAMP).	342	 	Chapter	13	postsynaptic	cell,	usually	producing	a	change	in	postsynaptic
membrane	potential.	Neurotransmitter	receptors	work	in	one	of	two	ways.	They	can	produce	fast	changes	in	membrane	potential	(depolarization	or	hyperpolarization)	by	directly	increasing	permeability	to	ions	(see	Figure	13.6C).	When	such	receptors	bind	their	neurotransmitter,	they	open	to	allow	ion	flow.	In	this	case,	a	single	molecule	constitutes
both	the	receptor	and	the	ion	channel.	Receptors	working	in	this	way	are	termed	ionotropic	receptors	because	they	directly	alter	permeability	to	ions.	Other	receptors	(see	Figure	13.6D)	trigger	a	signaling	cascade	of	second	messengers	in	the	postsynaptic	cell	and	are	called	metabotropic	receptors.	Metabotropic	receptors	often	have	relatively	slow,
long-lasting	modulatory	effects	on	synaptic	processes,	as	we	will	discuss	later	in	this	chapter.	Transmission	at	chemical	synapses	is	necessarily	slower	than	transmission	at	electrical	synapses	because	the	steps	of	transmitter	release	and	receptor	action	take	more	time	than	the	instantaneous	spread	of	electric	current.	Fast	ionotropic	chemical
synapses	typically	have	a	synaptic	delay	of	0.3–3	milliseconds	(ms),	depending	on	species	and	temperature.	Even	though	these	delays	are	short,	there	must	be	countervailing	adaptive	advantages	of	chemical	synapses	that	explain	their	prevalence.	Several	advantages	can	be	recognized:	„„Chemical	synapses	can	amplify	current	flow.	A	presynaptic
action	potential	can	lead	to	the	release	of	a	few	or	many	synaptic	vesicles.	Each	vesicle	contains	a	few	thousand	molecules	of	transmitter.	Depending	on	the	number	of	active	zones	and	the	size	of	the	presynaptic	terminal,	the	amount	of	transmitter	released	can	open	many	channels	and	amplify	the	postsynaptic	current.	„„Chemical	synapses	can	be
either	excitatory	or	inhibitory,	unlike	electrical	synapses,	which	are	nearly	always	excitatory.	„„Chemical	synapses	are	one-way;	a	presynaptic	neuron	excites	or	inhibits	a	postsynaptic	cell,	but	not	vice	versa.	Most	electrical	synapses	are	two-way.	„„Chemical	synapses	are	much	more	modifiable	in	their	properties	than	electrical	synapses	are.	Use	and
circumstance	can	make	them	stronger,	and	disuse	can	make	them	weaker.	This	plasticity	is	important	for	nervous	system	development	and	for	learning.	Summary	Synaptic	Transmission	Is	Usually	Chemical	but	Can	Be	Electrical	„„Most	synapses	are	chemical;	some	are	electrical.	Electrical	synapses	are	very	fast	and	usually	are	bidirectional.	Gap
junctions	are	the	anatomical	basis	of	electrical	synapses;	they	contain	connexons	that	allow	current	to	flow	directly	between	the	cells,	electrically	coupling	them.	„„Chemical	synapses	are	unidirectional,	with	a	presynaptic	neuron	that	releases	neurotransmitter	when	stimulated,	and	a	postsynaptic	neuron	(or	effector)	that	bears	receptor	molecules	to
which	the	neurotransmitter	binds.	„„Neurotransmitter	receptors	may	directly	open	their	own	ion	channels;	or	they	may	act	indirectly	through	a	signal	transduction	cascade	that	involves	second	messengers,	to	open,	close,	or	change	ion	channels	that	are	separate	molecules.	„„Electrical	synapses	mediate	fast,	synchronizing	actions	of	neurons.
Chemical	synapses	integrate	neuronal	functions,	by	fast	(ionotropic)	excitation	and	inhibition,	or	by	slow	(metabotropic)	modulation	of	neuronal	and	synaptic	properties.	Synaptic	Potentials	Control	Neuronal	Excitability	The	primary	function	of	synaptic	transmission	is	to	control	the	excitability	of	the	postsynaptic	cell.	When	a	burst	of	neurotransmitter
diffuses	across	a	synapse,	it	generates	a	synaptic	potential	—a	transitory,	graded	change	in	the	resting	membrane	potential—in	the	postsynaptic	cell.	A	synaptic	potential	that	tends	to	depolarize	the	cell	membrane	is	excitatory,	and	one	that	tends	to	hyperpolarize	the	cell	membrane	is	inhibitory.	Excitation	is	an	increase	in	the	probability	that	a	cell
will	generate	an	impulse	(an	action	potential),	or	if	the	cell	is	already	generating	impulses,	excitation	causes	an	increase	in	the	impulse	frequency.	Inhibition,	by	contrast,	is	a	decrease	in	the	probability	of	impulse	generation	or	a	decrease	in	impulse	frequency.	Excitatory	and	inhibitory	synapses	summate	their	voltage	effects	to	control	action-potential
generation	of	the	postsynaptic	cell.	Synapses	onto	a	spinal	motor	neuron	exemplify	functions	of	fast	synaptic	potentials	We	can	witness	the	excitatory	and	inhibitory	effects	of	synaptic	potentials	by	stimulating	the	peripheral	nerves	containing	axons	that	synapse	on	a	cat	spinal	motor	neuron,	while	recording	the	changes	in	the	motor	neuron’s
membrane	potential	(Figure	13.7).	In	Figure	13.7B,	stimulation	of	certain	peripheral	nerves	(sensory	pathway	A	or	B)	produces	synaptic	potentials	that	are	graded	depolarizations	in	the	motor	neuron,	each	with	a	brief	rising	phase	and	an	exponential	decay	over	a	time	course	of	10–20	ms.	These	depolarizations	are	excitatory	postsynaptic	potentials
(EPSPs).	Each	excitatory	synapse	usually	produces	a	very	small	EPSP,	one	that	depolarizes	the	membrane	by	less	than	1	mV.	EPSPs	can	be	combined	in	two	ways.	If	peripheral	nerve	A	is	stimulated	repeatedly	and	rapidly,	the	resultant	EPSPs	combine	in	a	process	called	temporal	summation.	Simultaneously	occurring	EPSPs	produced	by	different
nerves	(Stimulus	A	+	B	in	Figure	13.7B)	also	combine,	in	a	process	called	spatial	summation.	With	sufficient	presynaptic	stimulation,	EPSPs	can	summate	temporally	and	spatially	to	the	voltage	threshold	and	cause	the	motor	neuron	to	generate	one	or	more	action	potentials.	Inhibitory	synapses	produce	similar,	but	countervailing,	effects	on	the
membrane	potential	of	a	motor	neuron.	In	the	example	in	Figure	13.7C,	stimulating	peripheral	nerve	D	or	E	evokes	synaptic	potentials	that	briefly	hyperpolarize	the	motor-neuron	cell	membrane.	Because	they	drive	the	membrane	potential	away	from	threshold,	these	synaptic	potentials	are	called	inhibitory	postsynaptic	potentials	(IPSPs).	Synapses 
343	(A)	Motor	neurons	and	synapses	(B)	Excitatory	postsynaptic	potentials	(EPSPs)	0	mV	Spinal	cord	V	Axons	carrying	stimulus	A	Stimulus	A	Axons	carrying	stimulus	B	Axons	carrying	stimulus	C	Axons	carrying	stimulus	D	Axon	initial	segment	Stimulus	A	Stimulus	B	Temporal	summation	(C)	Inhibitory	postsynaptic	potentials	(IPSPs)	Stimulus	D
Stimulus	D	Stimulus	E	Stimulus	A+B	Stimulus	A+B+C	Spatial	summation	Stimulus	D+E	Stimulus	A+D	Axons	carrying	stimulus	E	Figure	13.7 	Excitatory	and	inhibitory	postsynaptic	potentials	(A)	Clusters	of	synapses	onto	a	spinal	motor	neuron	of	a	cat.	Yellow	presynaptic	terminals	are	excitatory;	red	presynaptic	terminals	are	inhibitory.	The	axon
initial	segment	is	the	site	of	action-potential	initiation.	(B)	Stimulation	of	excitatory	presynaptic	neurons	elicits	excitatory	postsynaptic	potentials	(EPSPs),	graded	depolarizations	that	depolarize	Vm	As	Figure	13.7C	demonstrates,	IPSPs	also	produce	temporal	and	spatial	summation	effects.	What’s	more,	EPSPs	and	IPSPs	that	occur	simultaneously	can
summate	spatially,	reducing	or	canceling	their	respective	excitatory	and	inhibitory	effects	on	the	postsynaptic	neuron’s	membrane	potential.	A	typical	cat	motor	neuron	receives	input	from	about	10,000	synaptic	terminals,	and	the	moment-to-moment	balance	of	EPSPs	and	IPSPs	determines	whether	the	motor	neuron	generates	impulses	or	remains
quiescent.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Synapses	excite	or	inhibit	a	neuron	by	Sinauer	Associates	depolarization	or	hyperpolarization	at	the	Morales	Studio	Figure	11-03-15	site	of13.07	impulse	initiation	Because	most	neurons	receive	thousands	of	synaptic	endings,	the	output	of	a	neuron—its	temporal	sequence	of	action	potentials—is	a	complex	function
of	its	synaptic	input.	Thus	a	neuron’s	output	is	not	the	same	as	its	input,	but	is	instead	an	integral	function	of	that	input,	a	property	called	neuronal	integration.	The	major	process	underlying	neuronal	integration	is	the	spatial	and	temporal	summation	of	EPSPs	and	IPSPs.	However,	this	process	is	more	complex	than	the	simple	algebraic	summation	of
postsynaptic	potentials.	Neuronal	integration	also	is	a	function	of	the	spatial	relationships	of	excitatory	and	inhibitory	synapses	to	one	another,	as	well	as	their	relative	proximity	to	the	site	of	impulse	initiation.	For	spinal	(membrane	potential)	toward	threshold	(indicated	by	the	red	arrow).	(C)	Inhibitory	postsynaptic	potentials	(IPSPs)	are
hyperpolarizing,	moving	Vm	away	from	threshold.	Both	EPSPs	and	IPSPs	can	summate	with	other	postsynaptic	potentials	of	the	same	pathway	(temporal	summation)	or	a	different	pathway	(spatial	summation).	motor	neurons,	this	site	is	the	initial	segment	of	the	axon,	adjacent	to	the	axon	hillock.	Because	postsynaptic	potentials	are	graded	potentials,
their	spread	is	governed	by	the	cable	properties	of	the	postsynaptic	cell	membrane	(see	Chapter	12;	page	315).	Consequently,	the	functional	effect	of	a	synapse	depends	in	part	on	where	it	is	located	on	a	neuron.	A	synapse	on	the	soma	or	cell	body	(called	an	axosomatic	synapse)	is	only	a	short	electrotonic	distance	from	the	axon	initial	segment;	that
is,	the	amplitudes	of	postsynaptic	potentials	are	decreased	only	a	small	amount	in	their	passive	spread	from	the	soma	to	the	impulse	initiation	site.	A	synapse	onto	a	dendrite	(axodendritic	synapse),	however,	may	be	as	much	as	200	micrometers	(μm)	away	from	the	axon	hillock.	The	electrotonic	length	of	motor	neuron	dendrites	is	estimated	to	be	1–2
λ	(one	or	two	times	the	membrane	length	constant	[symbolized	by	the	Greek	letter	lambda];	see	page	314),	so	a	synaptic	potential	at	the	dendrite	tip	is	decreased	to	14–37%	of	its	initial	amplitude	in	its	spread	to	the	axon	hillock.	Although	other	factors	may	partially	compensate	for	this	decrease	with	distance,	synapses	that	are	closer	to	the	axon
hillock	usually	have	more	effect	on	the	output	of	the	postsynaptic	cell	than	do	synapses	on	the	distal	ends	of	dendrites.	Thus	the	summation	of	synaptic	input	is	weighted	by	the	electrotonic	distance	of	the	synapses	from	the	axon	hillock.	344	 	Chapter	13	(A)	Motor	neuron	Summary	Synaptic	Potentials	Control	Neuronal	Excitability	Neuromuscular
junction	„„Most	synapses	in	nervous	systems	are	chemical	synapses	that	mediate	fast	excitation	and	inhibition.	Neurotransmitters	act	at	receptors	to	open	ion	channels,	to	depolarize	(EPSP)	or	hyperpolarize	(IPSP)	the	postsynaptic	neuron.	Muscle	fibers	„„EPSPs	and	IPSPs	summate,	so	the	membrane	potential	Schwann-cell	sheath	Myelin	of	the
postsynaptic	neuron	is	a	moment-to-moment	integral	of	synaptic	input.	Axon	„„Postsynaptic	potentials	are	graded	and	spread	passively	to	the	axon	initial	segment	(the	site	of	actionpotential	initiation).	Therefore	more-distant	synapses	may	have	smaller	effects	on	the	neuron’s	output.	End-plate	region	Fast	Chemical	Synaptic	Actions	Are	Exemplified	by
the	Vertebrate	Neuromuscular	Junction	We	turn	now	to	the	mechanisms	of	action	of	fast	chemical	synapses,	the	sort	that	gave	rise	to	the	synaptic	potentials	in	the	preceding	section.	Such	synapses	are	called	fast	because	they	produce	postsynaptic	potentials	within	a	few	milliseconds	of	a	presynaptic	action	potential.	Fast	synaptic	action	is	the
conceptual	model	that	has	dominated	scientific	thinking	about	how	nervous	systems	work.	In	fact,	until	about	30	years	ago,	fast	synaptic	transmission	was	the	only	kind	known,	or	even	suspected.	All	synapses	were	thought	to	work	by	producing	fast	EPSPs	and	IPSPs	such	as	those	shown	in	Figure	13.7.	Although	investigators	now	know	that	synapses
can	also	work	in	other	ways,	fast	chemical	transmission	is	still	considered	the	“workhorse”	of	synaptic	mechanisms,	the	basis	of	most	neuronal	interaction	in	nervous	systems.	To	show	the	function	of	fast	chemical	synapses,	in	the	previous	section	we	considered	synapses	onto	motor	neurons	in	the	CNS.	Much	of	what	we	know	about	synaptic
mechanisms,	however,	has	been	learned	through	the	study	of	peripheral	synapses.	For	technical	reasons	it	is	harder	to	study	synaptic	mechanisms	in	the	CNS.	Synapses	in	the	vertebrate	CNS	are	buried	inside	a	large	mass	of	tissue.	They	usually	cannot	be	seen	through	a	microscope,	nor	can	their	immediate	environment	be	changed	readily.
Moreover,	a	single	vertebrate	CNS	neuron	may	have	tens	of	thousands	of	synapses	from	other	neurons	ending	on	it,	each	neuron	producing	its	own	synaptic	effects.	Hence	researchers	have	turned	to	simpler	model	systems,	in	which	detailed	investigations	of	synaptic	transmission	are	easier,	and	have	later	applied	their	findings	to	the	more	complex
CNS.	This	strategy	is	analogous	to	studying	squid	giant	axons	to	clarify	the	mechanisms	by	which	action	potentials	are	generated	(see	Chapter	12).	The	vertebrate	skeletal	neuromuscular	junction	(also	called	the	motor	end-plate)	is	the	model	system	for	chemical	synaptic	transmission	from	which	much	of	our	basic	knowledge	of	synaptic	physiology	is
derived	(Figure	13.8).	For	most	vertebrate	skeletal	muscles,	each	muscle	fiber	is	innervated	by	only	one	motor	neuron.	(Hundreds	of	motor	neurons	may	innervate	the	whole	muscle,	but	only	one	innervates	a	given	fiber.)	The	neuromuscular	junction	functions	as	a	relay	synapse:	Each	action	potential	in	the	motor	Presynaptic	terminal	boutons	(B)
Schwann-cell	sheath	Mitochondrion	Presynaptic	cell	membrane	Synaptic	vesicle	Synaptic	cleft	Ca2+	channel	Active	zone	ACh	receptor	Postsynaptic	cell	membrane	Basal	lamina	Voltage-gated	Na+	channel	Junctional	folds	Figure	13.8 	A	vertebrate	neuromuscular	junction 	(A)	The	neuromuscular	junction	consists	of	a	single	presynaptic	motor
neuron	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	contacting	a	single	postsynaptic	skeletal-muscle	fiber.	(B)	Presynaptic	Sinauer	Associates	vesicles	fill	part	of	the	terminal	and	cluster	near	active	zones.	The	postMorales	Studio	synaptic	fiber	membrane	is	deeply	infolded,	and	these	juncFigure	13.08	muscle	11-03-15	tional	folds	contain	ligand-gated	acetylcholine
(ACh)	receptors	at	the	upper	parts	of	the	fold.	Voltage-gated	channels	are	absent	at	the	tops	of	the	folds	but	are	present	deep	in	the	folds	and	at	the	nonjunctional	membrane.	A	basal	lamina	of	extracellular,	secreted	proteins	covers	the	muscle	fiber.	(After	Kandel	et	al.	2000.)	Synapses 	345	neuron	evokes	a	large	EPSP	in	the	muscle	fiber,	which
reaches	threshold	and	elicits	an	action	potential	in	the	muscle	fiber.	The	muscle	fiber	action	potential	propagates	to	all	parts	of	the	muscle	fiber,	depolarizing	its	membrane	and	triggering	its	contraction	(we	will	discuss	muscle	contraction	in	Chapter	20).	The	vertebrate	neuromuscular	junction	has	several	advantages	as	a	model	synapse.	In	addition	to
its	anatomical	simplicity	and	large	synaptic	response,	the	neuromuscular	junction	is	accessible	and	microscopically	visible	at	the	muscle	surface.	A	researcher	can	impale	a	muscle	fiber	with	an	electrode	under	visual	control	and	can	readily	change	the	fluid	bathing	the	junction.	Chemical	synapses	work	by	releasing	and	responding	to
neurotransmitters	The	sequence	of	events	of	synaptic	transmission	at	the	vertebrate	skeletal	neuromuscular	junction	is	summarized	in	Figure	13.9.	Many	of	these	steps	and	their	sequence	are	characteristic	of	most	synapses,	as	previously	introduced	in	Figure	13.6.	At	the	neuromuscular	junction	the	neurotransmitter	is	acetylcholine	(ACh),	so	when	an
action	potential	depolarizes	the	presynaptic	terminal	and	opens	voltage-gated	Ca	2+	channels	(step	➊	in	Figure	13.9),	the	Ca2+	entry	(step	➋)	triggers	vesicle	fusion	to	release	ACh	into	the	synaptic	cleft	(step	➌).	Diffusion	of	neurotransmitter	molecules	across	the	synaptic	cleft	to	the	postsynaptic	membrane	is	rapid	(20–50	microseconds	[μs])	because
the	diffusion	path	is	so	short	(50	nm	at	the	neuromuscular	junction,	20–30	nm	at	CNS	synapses).	At	the	postsynaptic	membrane,	neurotransmitter	molecules	bind	to	specific	receptor	proteins	(step	❹).	At	the	neuromuscular	junction,	ACh	receptor	molecules	are	ligand-gated	channels	that	are	opened	by	the	binding	of	transmitter.	The	channel	opening
allows	ion	flow,	producing	an	EPSP	that	spreads	decrementally	(step	➎).	At	the	neuromuscular	junction	(unlike	most	synapses)	the	EPSP	is	large	enough	to	depolarize	the	muscle	fiber	membrane	to	its	threshold	and	initiate	a	muscle	fiber	action	potential	(step	➏).	The	muscle	fiber	action	potential	is	generated	by	voltage-gated	channels	and	propagates
to	the	ends	of	the	fiber,	depolarizing	the	entire	membrane	and	thereby	initiating	contraction	of	the	fiber	(see	Chapter	20).	The	action	of	the	neurotransmitter	at	most	synapses	is	terminated	by	enzymatic	degradation	or	by	reuptake.	At	the	neuromuscular	junction,	ACh	is	destroyed	by	acetylcholinesterase	(step	➐),	an	enzyme	synthesized	by	the
postsynaptic	muscle	fibers	and	located	in	the	extracellular	matrix	(basal	lamina)	within	the	synaptic	cleft.	A	choline	transporter	(step	❽)	retrieves	choline	into	the	presynaptic	terminal	for	ACh	resynthesis.	Postsynaptic	potentials	result	from	permeability	changes	that	are	neurotransmitter-dependent	and	voltage-independent	In	Chapter	12	we	learned
that	the	permeability	changes	that	produce	an	action	potential	are	voltage-dependent,	resulting	from	depolarization	of	the	membrane.	In	contrast,	the	permeability	(P)	changes	that	produce	a	synaptic	potential	depend	on	neurotransmitter	and	not	on	voltage.	As	noted	above,	the	molecules	that	control	permeability	changes	at	fast	synapses	are	ligand-
gated	channels	(see	Chapter	2,	page	63,	for	review).	Ligand-gated	channels	open	as	a	result	of	8	Ca2+	2	Ca2+	3	Choline	ACh	1	7	Acetylcholinesterase	Na+	K+	Voltage-gated	Ca2+	channel	Current	K+	Na+	4	Action	potential	6	ACh	receptor	Na+	5	Current	Figure	13.9 	Summary	of	events	in	chemical	synaptic	trans-	mission	at	the	vertebrate
neuromuscular	junction 	➊	An	action	potential	depolarizes	the	axon	terminal	of	the	motor	neuron.	➋	The	depolarization	opens	voltage-gated	Ca2+	channels.	➌	Depolarization	of	the	terminal	triggers	vesicle	exocytosis	at	an	active	zone,	releasing	acetylcholine	(ACh).	❹	ACh	diffuses	rapidly	across	the	synaptic	cleft	and	binds	to	acetylcholine	receptors
at	the	postsynaptic	membrane.	➎	The	receptor	channel	opens	to	allow	Na+	and	K+	ion	flow,	producing	a	depolarizing	excitatory	postsynaptic	potential	(EPSP).	The	EPSP	spreads	to	depolarize	nearby	regions	to	threshold	and	triggers	a	muscle	fiber	action	potential.	➏	The	action	potential	propagates	to	all	parts	of	the	muscle	fiber,	eliciting	contraction.
➐	Acetylcholinesterase	hydrolyzes	the	acetylcholine	into	acetate	and	choline.	❽	Choline	is	actively	transported	back	into	the	motor	axon	terminal	to	be	resynthesized	into	acetylcholine.	binding	neurotransmitter,	not	in	response	to	depolarization.	(We	will	consider	ligand-gated	channel	structure	in	a	later	section.)	epspPhysiology	results4E	from	a
simultaneous	increase	in	the	HillanAnimal	Sinauer	Associates	postsynaptic	membrane’s	permeability	to	na+	and	k+	Morales	Studio	When	the	channel	of	an	acetylcholine	receptor	opens,	it	becomes	Figure	13.09	11-04-15	+	+	permeable	to	both	Na	and	K	ions.	Therefore,	during	an	EPSP,	PNa	and	PK	increase	simultaneously,	rather	than	sequentially
as	in	generation	of	the	action	potential.	The	ion	flows	through	all	the	channels	that	open	in	response	to	release	of	neurotransmitter	constitute	the	synaptic	current,	which	produces	the	depolarization	that	is	the	rising	phase	of	an	EPSP.	Although	the	channels’	permeabilities	to	Na+	and	K+	are	similar,	most	of	the	synaptic	current	underlying	an	EPSP	is
carried	by	Na+	entry,	because	the	two	ions	have	different	driving	forces.	The	membrane	potential	of	the	muscle	fiber	is	very	far	from	the	sodium	equilibrium	potential	(ENa;	see	Chapter	12),	so	there	is	a	large	driving	force	for	sodium	entry	(Em	–	ENa).	In	contrast,	the	resting	membrane	potential	is	closer	to	the	potassium	equilibrium	potential	(EK),
so	the	driving	force	for	potassium	entry	(Em	–	EK)	is	smaller.	346	 	Chapter	13	Figure	13.10 	A	neuromuscular	synapse,	a	CNS	excitatory	synapse,	and	a	CNS	inhibitory	synapse 	(A)	As	shown	in	these	(A)	5	µm	(B)	Neuromuscular	junction	(C)	Excitatory	(Type	1)	CNS	synapse	EEPSP	–70	EIPSP	Neurotransmitter:	Ions:	ACh	Glutamate	Na+,	K+	Na+,
K+	Because	both	Na+	and	K+	contribute	to	the	synaptic	current,	they	drive	the	membrane	toward	a	potential	near	zero.	Suppose	for	a	minute	that	neurotransmitter	molecules	opened	ion	channels	that	allowed	only	Na+	ions	to	flow	into	the	cell.	If	this	were	so,	then	the	EPSP	would	always	displace	Vm	(membrane	potential)	toward	ENa.	This	is	not	the
case,	however.	If	a	muscle	fiber	is	voltage	clamped	to	different	values	and	the	synaptic	current	is	measured,	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	the	Associates	current	always	drives	the	membrane	toward	a	value	near	zero,	Sinauer	Morales	Studio	intermediate	between	ENa	and	EK	(rather	than	toward	ENa).	This	Figure	13.10	value	is	the11-05-15	reversal
potential	of	the	EPSP	(EEPSP),	the	value	of	Vm	beyond	which	an	EPSP	would	reverse	its	polarity.	Typical	values	of	EEPSP	are	between	0	and	–15	mV	in	different	cells.	EPSPs	between	neurons	resemble	neuromuscular	EPSPs	but	are	smaller	Fast	EPSPs	between	neurons	in	the	CNS	are	generally	similar	to	those	at	the	neuromuscular	junction,	but	they
also	exhibit	some	differences	(Figure	13.10).	They	are	similar	in	waveform,	with	a	fast	rise	of	1–2	ms	and	an	exponential	return	typically	lasting	10–20	ms.	fluorescence	micrographs,	CNS	synapses	(three	on	the	right)	are	far	smaller	than	neuromuscular	junction	synapses	(on	the	left).	In	both	images,	the	presynaptic	axon	terminal	is	green,
postsynaptic	receptor	clusters	are	red,	and	the	synapse	(overlap	of	pre-	and	postsynaptic	terminals)	is	yellow.	The	mechanism	of	an	excitatory	synapse	at	a	neuromuscular	junction	(B)	and	in	the	CNS	(C)	is	similar,	but	the	EPSP	is	smaller	in	the	CNS	because	the	presynaptic	neuron	terminal	is	much	smaller	and	releases	fewer	vesicles.	The	ionic	basis
of	the	EPSP	is	the	same	in	both	the	neuromuscular	and	the	CNS	synapses,	although	the	neurotransmitter	is	different.	(D)	A	CNS	inhibitory	synapse	produces	an	inhibitory	postsynaptic	potential	(IPSP)	by	opening	chloride	channels,	driving	the	postsynaptic	membrane	toward	the	chloride	equilibrium	potential	(ECl).	Thus	ECl	is	the	reversal	potential	for
the	IPSP,	or	EIPSP.	Note	that	CNS	excitatory	synapses	often	have	a	different	appearance	(Type	1)	in	electron	micrographs	from	CNS	inhibitory	synapses	(Type	2).	(A	from	Sanes	and	Lichtman	2001,	courtesy	of	Josh	Sanes.)	(D)	Inhibitory	(Type	2)	CNS	synapse	The	underlying	ionic	mechanisms	of	these	postsynaptic	potentials	are	also	similar.	At	both
synapses,	neurotransmitter	molecules	bind	to	postsynaptic	receptors	to	increase	the	permeability	of	the	membrane	to	both	Na+	and	K+	ions.	Neuronal	EPSPs	have	reversal	potentials	near	zero,	similar	to	the	reversal	potentials	of	neuromuscular	EPSPs.	Because	of	their	similarities	in	mechanism	and	ionic	basis,	we	use	the	same	term,	EPSP,	to	refer	to
both	neuronal	EPSPs	and	neuromuscular	EPSPs.1	However,	there	are	two	major	differences	between	neuronal	and	neuromuscular	EPSPs.	First,	in	the	CNS	of	vertebrates,	the	common	neurotransmitter	mediating	fast	EPSPs	is	glutamate,	rather	than	acetylcholine	(see	Figure	13.10C).	Thus	some	glutamate	receptors	have	the	same	effect	as	the	ACh
GABA	or	glycine	receptors	at	the	neuromuscular	junction:	Cl–	rapidly	increasing	permeability	to	Na+	and	K+	ions	when	they	bind	their	neurotransmitter.	The	second	major	difference	between	neuromuscular	and	neuronal	EPSPs	is	their	size.	At	a	neuromuscular	junction,	a	single	presynaptic	action	potential	liberates	enough	neurotransmitter	to
produce	an	EPSP	that	depolarizes	the	muscle	fiber	by	25–60	mV,	more	than	enough	to	exceed	the	voltage	threshold	for	a	muscle	fiber	action	potential.	In	the	CNS,	the	EPSP	resulting	from	a	single	presynaptic	action	potential	is	typically	a	small	fraction	of	a	millivolt	in	amplitude.	The	major	cause	of	this	difference	is	that	a	neuromuscular	junction	is
large	(see	Figure	13.10A,B)	and	contains	many	active	zones,	so	the	axon	terminal	releases	many	vesicles	of	neurotransmitter	per	action	potential.	In	contrast,	at	synapses	in	the	CNS,	each	presynaptic	action	potential	leads	to	the	release	of	only	one	or	a	few	vesicles.	The	smaller	the	quantity	of	neurotransmitter	released,	the	fewer	the	receptors
activated	and	the	smaller	the	synaptic	current	generated.	The	difference	in	size	and	amount	of	neurotransmitter	release	at	neuromuscular	and	CNS	neuronal	synapses	is	an	adaptation	1	Neuromuscular	EPSPs	are	sometimes	called	end-plate	potentials	(EPPs),	named	after	the	motor	end-plate.	Synapses 	347	that	largely	determines	the	functional
properties	of	the	synapses.	Recall	that	the	vertebrate	skeletal	neuromuscular	junction	is	a	relay	synapse,	at	which	each	presynaptic	action	potential	produces	a	postsynaptic	action	potential.	In	contrast,	CNS	synapses	are	usually	integrating	synapses,	in	which	each	of	many	presynaptic	neurons	has	only	a	rather	small	effect	on	the	postsynaptic	neuron,
and	excitatory	input	from	20–50	neurons	may	have	to	be	summated	to	depolarize	the	integrating	neuron	past	its	voltage	threshold	(see	Figure	13.7).	Fast	IPSPs	can	result	from	an	increase	in	permeability	to	chloride	What	about	IPSPs?	IPSPs	are	the	major	mechanism	of	synaptic	inhibition	in	CNSs.	The	waveform	of	a	fast	IPSP	resembles	that	of	an
EPSP	but	is	typically	hyperpolarizing	rather	than	depolarizing.	Most	fast	IPSPs	result	from	an	increase	in	permeability	to	Cl–	ions	and	are	mediated	by	one	of	two	neurotransmitters:	gamma-aminobutyric	acid	(GABA)	or	glycine.	We	will	consider	IPSPs	mediated	by	GABA	as	our	example	because	most	inhibitory	synapses	in	mammalian	brains	use	GABA
as	their	neurotransmitter	(see	Figure	13.10D).	The	common	mechanism	for	GABA-mediated	synaptic	inhibition	is	as	follows:	As	with	other	synapses,	an	action	potential	in	the	presynaptic,	GABA-containing	neuron	causes	vesicle	fusion	and	GABA	release.	GABA	diffuses	to	the	postsynaptic	membrane	and	binds	to	GABA	receptors	that	open	to	allow
selective	permeability	to	Cl–	ions.	In	most	mammalian	neurons,	Cl–	is	pumped	out	of	the	cell,	so	ECl	is	at	a	hyperpolarized	value	relative	to	Em.	Then	when	the	permeability	to	Cl–	increases,	Cl–	diffuses	in,	down	its	concentration	gradient,	hyperpolarizing	the	cell	by	driving	Em	toward	ECl	(see	Figure	13.10D).	In	other	neurons,	Cl–	is	not	pumped,	so
ECl	and	Em	are	equal.	Nevertheless,	inhibitory	synapses	that	increase	permeability	to	Cl–	are	still	effective	in	inhibition	because	they	“lock”	the	membrane	potential	at	a	value	more	hyperpolarized	than	the	threshold	voltage.	Excitatory	and	inhibitory	synapses	in	the	mammalian	CNS	have	different	characteristic	appearances	in	electron	micrographs
(as	shown	schematically	in	Figure	13.10C,D).	Type	1	synapses	are	usually	excitatory	and	have	a	relatively	wide	synaptic	cleft	with	a	relatively	large	area	of	prominent	density	under	the	postsynaptic	membrane.	Synaptic	vesicles	are	round.	Type	2	synapses	are	usually	inhibitory	and	have	a	narrower	cleft	with	smaller	areas	of	membrane	density	that
are	more	symmetrically	distributed	at	the	pre-	and	postsynaptic	membranes.	The	vesicles	appear	flattened	after	aldehyde	fixation	for	electron	microscopy.	This	classification	can	be	valuable	in	identifying	which	synapses	in	a	micrograph	are	inhibitory	and	which	are	excitatory.	The	classification	is	not	completely	reliable,	however,	because	the
correlation	of	structural	type	with	function	is	imperfect,	and	not	all	synapses	fit	the	two	types.	Overall,	then,	we	see	that	at	fast	chemical	synapses,	neurotransmitters	bind	receptors	and	increase	permeability	to	ions,	leading	to	a	postsynaptic	potential.	Whether	the	postsynaptic	potential	is	excitatory	or	inhibitory	depends	on	what	kinds	of	ions	flow
through	the	ion	channels	when	the	channels	open.	Different	neurotransmitters	act	at	different	receptors;	they	may	produce	different	effects	(e.g.,	glutamate	→	EPSP,	GABA	→	IPSP)	or	similar	effects	(e.g.,	glutamate	→	EPSP,	ACh	→	EPSP).	Note	that,	in	addition,	a	single	neurotransmitter	substance	can	have	several	different	functions	because	it	can	act
on	different	kinds	of	transmitter	receptors.	For	example,	ACh	produces	fast	EPSPs	at	neuromuscular	junctions	(by	acting	on	one	kind	of	ACh	receptor),	but	the	same	neurotransmitter	produces	IPSPs	to	inhibit	the	heart,	by	acting	on	a	different	kind	of	ACh	receptor.	We	will	consider	this	important	principle	in	more	depth	later.	Summary	Fast	Chemical
Synaptic	Actions	Are	Exemplified	by	the	Vertebrate	Neuromuscular	Junction	„„At	the	vertebrate	skeletal	neuromuscular	junction,	the	neurotransmitter	is	acetylcholine.	When	stimulated,	the	presynaptic	axon	terminal	releases	acetylcholine,	which	diffuses	to	postsynaptic	receptors.	„„Acetylcholine	binding	to	its	receptors	opens	ion	channels	to
increase	permeability	to	both	Na+	and	K+	ions.	The	resulting	Na+	and	K+	currents	drive	the	membrane	toward	a	value	(EEPSP)	that	is	more	depolarized	than	the	threshold	of	the	muscle	fiber.	At	the	neuromuscular	junction,	the	amplitude	of	the	EPSP	is	sufficient	to	exceed	threshold	and	triggers	a	muscle	fiber	action	potential.	„„The	EPSP	itself	is	a
nonregenerative,	nonpropagated	local	response	because	the	neurotransmitter-dependent	permeability	changes	are	not	voltage-dependent.	„„Fast	excitatory	synapses	in	CNSs	work	by	mechanisms	similar	to	those	at	neuromuscular	junctions.	Neurotransmitter-gated	ion	channels	increase	membrane	permeability	to	Na+	and	K+	ions	to	produce
depolarizing	EPSPs.	„„Neuronal	EPSPs	are	much	smaller	than	neuromuscular	EPSPs	because	at	neural	synapses	the	postsynaptic	membrane	encompasses	a	small	area	that	has	a	small	number	of	receptor	molecules,	and	the	presynaptic	axon	releases	less	neurotransmitter,	activating	fewer	postsynaptic	receptors.	„„Fast	synaptic	inhibition	results
from	the	opening	of	ion	channels	to	increase	permeability	to	chloride.	ECl	is	commonly	at	a	hyperpolarized	value	relative	to	the	resting	potential,	leading	to	a	hyperpolarizing	IPSP.	„„CNS	excitatory	and	inhibitory	synapses	often	have	characteristic	differences	in	their	appearance	in	electron	micrographs	of	the	vertebrate	CNS.	Presynaptic	Neurons
Release	Neurotransmitter	Molecules	in	Quantal	Packets	Neurotransmitter	molecules	are	synthesized	and	stored	in	the	presynaptic	terminal	and	are	released	by	presynaptic	impulses.	Much	of	our	knowledge	of	the	mechanisms	of	neurotransmitter	release	comes	from	the	vertebrate	neuromuscular	junction,	and	because	acetylcholine	is	the
neurotransmitter	at	this	synapse,	we	will	consider	primarily	cholinergic	(acetylcholine-mediated)	transmission	here.	However,	because	mechanisms	of	neurotransmitter	release	are	thought	to	be	similar	for	different	neurotransmitters,	much	of	this	information	is	general.	348	 	Chapter	13	Axon	terminal	CoA	Acetyl	CoA	ACh	Choline	Choline
acetyltransferase	ACh	AChE	Choline	and	acetate	Muscle	fiber	Figure	13.11 	Acetylcholine	synthesis	and	breakdown 	Acetylcholine	is	synthesized	in	the	cytoplasm	of	the	presynaptic	terminal	and	then	taken	up	into	synaptic	vesicles.	Many	vesicles	are	stored	away	from	active-zone	release	sites;	vesicles	move	from	the	storage	compartment	to	release
sites	and	dock	to	the	presynaptic	membrane	at	active	zones.	Acetylcholine	is	released	by	exocytosis	of	vesicles;	the	enzyme	acetylcholinesterase	(AChE)	in	the	synaptic	cleft	terminates	its	action,	hydrolyzing	it	to	choline	and	acetate.	A	highaffinity	transporter	reabsorbs	choline	into	the	presynaptic	terminal.	Acetylcholine	is	synthesized	and	stored	in
the	presynaptic	terminal	Acetylcholine	(ACh)	is	synthesized	from	choline	and	acetyl	coenzyme	A	in	the	cytoplasm	of	the	presynaptic	terminal	(Figure	13.11).	The	reaction	is	catalyzed	by	the	specific	enzyme	choline	acetyltransferase.	After	synthesis	in	the	cytoplasm,	ACh	is	taken	up	into	vesicles	by	a	specific	vesicular	transporter	molecule.	Like	all
other	proteins,	choline	acetyltransferase	is	synthesized	in	the	Hill	body	Animal	Physiology	cell	and	must	be4Etransported	the	length	of	the	axon.	NeverSinauer	Associates	theless,	the	availability	of	choline	is	the	limiting	factor	in	the	rate	Morales	Studio	of	ACh13.11	synthesis.	Choline	is	supplied	via	the	blood	and	by	choline	Figure	11-03-15	uptake
transporters	at	the	presynaptic	membrane,	but	as	the	available	choline	in	the	terminal	is	converted	to	ACh,	synthesis	slows	and	eventually	ceases.	Acetylcholine	in	an	axon	terminal	is	stored	in	various	compartments.	Some	vesicles	are	“docked”	at	release	sites	and	constitute	the	rapidly	releasable	compartment	of	ACh.	Other	vesicles	are	anchored	to
the	cytoskeleton	distant	from	release	sites	in	the	interior	of	the	terminal;	these	constitute	the	storage	compartment	of	ACh.	Neurotransmitter	release	requires	voltagedependent	Ca2+	influx	Under	normal	circumstances,	neurotransmitter	release	requires	both	presynaptic	depolarization	and	Ca2+	ions.	The	normal	stimulus	for	neurotransmitter	release
is	the	depolarization	of	the	presynaptic	terminal	by	an	action	potential.	Experiments	indicate	that	the	amount	of	neurotransmitter	release	increases	with	increasing	depolarization	over	the	physiological	range.	The	release	of	ACh	into	the	synaptic	cleft	depends	on	an	influx	of	Ca2+	ions	into	the	presynaptic	terminal.	If	a	neuromuscular	junction	is
bathed	in	a	saline	solution	free	of	Ca2+	ions,	then	a	depolarization	of	the	presynaptic	membrane	does	not	elicit	an	EPSP,	because	exocytosis	does	not	occur.	All	neurotransmitter	release	appears	to	be	Ca2+-dependent.	Depolarization	of	the	presynaptic	membrane	opens	voltage-	gated	Ca2+	channels,	allowing	Ca2+	to	enter	and	trigger
neurotransmitter	release.	Because	the	intracellular	concentration	of	Ca2+	is	much	lower	than	the	extracellular	concentration,	there	is	a	strong	inward	driving	force	on	Ca2+	ions;	Ca2+	entry	locally	increases	the	Ca2+	concentration	near	the	channels.	In	preparations	of	the	squid	giant	synapse	(between	second-order	and	third-order	giant	axons	in
the	stellate	ganglion;	see	Box	12.3),	the	presynaptic	terminal	is	large	enough	to	impale	with	a	micropipette.	Experimenters	have	injected	the	presynaptic	terminal	with	aequorin,	a	protein	that	emits	light	in	the	presence	of	Ca2+.	Depolarization	of	the	presynaptic	terminal	induces	aequorin	luminescence,	experimentally	confirming	that	presynaptic
depolarization	leads	to	local	Ca2+	entry.	In	fact,	the	only	role	of	presynaptic	depolarization	is	to	trigger	Ca2+	entry.	In	the	squid	giant	synapse,	investigators	can	inject	Ca2+	directly	into	the	presynaptic	terminal	with	a	microelectrode.	Pulsed	Ca2+	injection	triggers	postsynaptic	EPSPs,	indicating	that	Ca2+	entry	is	sufficient	to	release
neurotransmitter.	Neurotransmitter	release	is	quantal	and	vesicular	Acetylcholine	is	not	released	from	the	presynaptic	membrane	of	a	neuromuscular	junction	a	molecule	at	a	time;	rather,	it	is	released	in	multimolecular	“packets”	called	quanta	(singular	quantum),	units	of	about	5000	molecules	each.	Experimental	evidence	has	demonstrated	that
each	quantum	is	the	equivalent	of	the	contents	of	one	synaptic	vesicle.	The	original	evidence	for	quantal	release	comes	from	the	vertebrate	neuromuscular	junction.	If	we	impale	a	muscle	fiber	near	the	neuromuscular	junction	with	an	intracellular	microelectrode	(Figure	13.12),	we	can	record	a	series	of	small	depolarizations	in	the	absence	of	any
stimulation.	These	depolarizations	have	the	same	shape	as	a	neuromuscular	EPSP	but	are	about	1/50th	the	amplitude;	thus	they	are	termed	spontaneous	miniature	EPSPs	(mEPSPs).	Each	mEPSP	is	the	postsynaptic	response	to	a	quantum.	Miniature	EPSPs	typically	have	amplitudes	of	about	0.4	mV	and	occur	nearly	randomly	over	time	(see	Figure
13.12B).	They	do	not	represent	responses	to	individual	molecules	of	acetylcholine,	because	several	thousand	ACh	molecules	are	required	to	produce	a	depolarization	of	0.4	mV.	The	presence	of	spontaneous	mEPSPs	indicates	that	in	the	absence	of	presynaptic	stimulation,	there	is	a	spontaneous,	low-frequency	release	of	ACh	quanta—that	is,	about
5000	molecules	at	a	time.	Can	we	show	that	the	release	of	ACh	evoked	by	presynaptic	depolarization	is	also	quantal?	The	neuromuscular	EPSP	evoked	by	a	presynaptic	impulse	has	an	amplitude	of	20–40	mV	and	would	require	the	nearly	simultaneous	discharge	of	100–300	quanta.	This	number	is	too	large	to	determine	whether	the	release	is	quantal
or	not,	because	the	difference	between	the	response	to,	say,	200	and	201	quanta	is	not	detectable.	Synapses 	349	(A)	Experimental	setup	(B)	Spontaneous	miniature	EPSP	mEPSP	Recording	electrode	Axon	of	motor	neuron	V	0.5	mV	300	ms	Occurrences	40	Figure	13.12 	Spontaneous	mEPSPs 	(A)	An	electrode	is	positioned	close	to	a	neuromuscular
synapse	for	recording	in	the	absence	of	any	stimulation.	(B)	The	recording	contains	small	(miniature)	EPSPs	at	an	average	frequency	of	1–2	per	second.	The	average	amplitude	of	spontaneous	mEPSPs	is	0.4	mV	(histogram).	Spontaneous	mEPSPs	show	that	the	nerve	terminal	has	a	background	low	level	of	transmitter	release	in	the	absence	of
stimulation.	The	transmitter	is	released	in	multimolecular	quantal	packets,	each	quantum	eliciting	a	mEPSP	at	the	postsynaptic	membrane.	Researchers	solve	this	problem	by	decreasing	the	number	of	quanta	released	with	an	applied	stimulus,	so	that	only	1	or	2	quanta	are	released	at	a	time	into	the	synaptic	cleft,	rather	than	hundreds.	To	achieve
this,	they	lower	the	Ca2+	concentration	in	the	bath	surrounding	the	muscle	fiber,	and	they	raise	the	bath	concentration	of	Mg2+,	an	ion	that	competitively	inhibits	the	action	of	the	Ca2+.	Are	the	resultant	evoked	mEPSPs	quantal?	As	Figure	13.13	shows,	evoked	mEPSPs	fall	into	amplitude	classes	that	are	multiples	of	the	amplitudes	of	spontaneous
mEPSPs.	That	is,	each	presynaptic	stimulus	evokes	the	release	of	0,	1,	2,	or	3	quanta	(but	never	1.5	quanta).	The	experiment	in	Figure	13.13	illustrates	that	neurotransmitter	release	evoked	by	a	presynaptic	impulse	is	quantal.	Similar	results	occur	with	other	types	of	synapses,	and	in	some	of	these	cases	quantal	release	can	be	demonstrated	without
manipulating	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	extracellular	ion	concentrations.	It	is	thought,	then,	that	quantal	Sinauer	Associates	release	is	the	general	rule	for	all	chemical	synapses.	Morales	Studio	Research	has	shown	that	cholinergic	vesicles	contain	103	–104	Figure	13.12	11-03-15	molecules	of	acetylcholine,	and	that	neurotransmitter	is	released	in
quanta	of	103–104	molecules;	thus	the	conclusion	seems	inescapable	Stimulating	electrode	10	0	0	0.2	0.4	0.6	0.8	Average	amplitude	(mV)	of	spontaneous	mEPSPs	Synaptic	vesicles	are	cycled	at	nerve	terminals	in	distinct	steps	The	idea	that	quantal	release	of	neurotransmitter	corresponds	to	vesicular	exocytosis	is	termed	the	vesicular	release
hypothesis,	which	is	now	widely	accepted	as	explaining	how	neurotransmitter	is	released	at	all	chemical	synapses.	The	vesicular	release	hypothesis	suggests	that	fusing	exocytotic	vesicles	should	be	seen	in	electron	micrographs,	and	that	vesicular	membranes	must	be	recycled	(to	prevent	vesicle	depletion	and	expansion	of	the	postsynaptic	mem(B)	V
Low	Ca2+,	high	Mg2+	bath	1.2	3	0.8	2	0.4	1	0	0	Stimulus	0	Figure	13.13 	Evoked	miniature	EPSPs 	(A)	A	stimulating	electrode	evokes	presynaptic	action	potentials	in	the	motor	axon,	but	because	of	the	low	Ca2+,	high	Mg2+	bath,	each	action	potential	releases	only	a	few	quanta	of	neurotransmitter.	(B)	The	amplitudes	of	the	resultant	EPSPs	cluster
around	the	size	classes	shown	in	the	graph,	indicating	2	4	6	Time	(ms)	8	Quanta	released	per	stimulus	Axon	of	motor	neuron	20	that	a	quantum	corresponds	to	a	synaptic	vesicle.	The	synaptic	vesicles	fuse	with	the	presynaptic	membrane	and	discharge	their	content	of	neurotransmitter	by	exocytosis.	The	fusion	of	vesicles	with	the	presynaptic
membrane	is	sporadic	in	the	resting	terminal,	producing	spontaneous	mEPSPs.	Depolarization	of	the	terminal	by	the	presynaptic	action	potential	greatly	increases	the	probability	of	release	of	each	of	many	vesicles,	so	that	at	a	neuromuscular	junction	150–300	synaptic	vesicles	discharge	in	a	millisecond	and	produce	a	neuromuscular	EPSP.	Average
amplitude	of	EPSP	(mV)	(A)	Experimental	setup	30	10	that	the	amplitude	of	each	response	results	from	the	release	of	0,	1,	2,	or	3	quanta.	(There	are	no	recorded	responses	of	0.2	mV,	for	example,	which	would	be	half	a	quantum.)	Therefore	stimulus-evoked	release	of	neurotransmitter,	like	spontaneous	release,	is	quantal.	350	 	Chapter	13	(A)
Overview	of	vesicle	recycling	Endosome	Reserve	pool	Clathrin	Neurotransmitter	uptake	1	Targeting	Ca2+	2	Docking	3	Priming	Ca2+	4	Fusion	5	Endocytosis	Several	proteins	play	roles	in	vesicular	release	and	recycling	(B)	Retrieval	of	the	vesicular	membrane	Classical	In	the	classical	pathway,	the	vesicular	membrane	completely	fuses	with	the
presynaptic	membrane,	then	is	retrieved	by	endocytosis.	There	appear	to	be	at	least	two	modes	of	fusion	and	subsequent	retrieval	of	vesicular	membranes:	classical	and	kiss-and-run	(see	Figure	13.14B).	In	classical	exocytosis,	the	vesicular	membrane	merges	with	the	terminal	membrane	and	a	new	vesicle	is	later	retrieved	by	endocytosis,	a	pinching
off	from	the	terminal	membrane	(step	➎	in	Figure	13.14A).	Classical	endocytosis	selectively	retrieves	vesicular	membranes	with	the	aid	of	two	proteins:	clathrin	and	dynamin.	In	kiss-and-run	fusion,	the	docked	vesicle	opens	a	fusion	pore	to	release	transmitter	into	the	synaptic	cleft,	without	completely	becoming	integrated	into	the	terminal	membrane;
the	vesicle	is	then	reinternalized	without	requiring	clathrin-mediated	pinching	off.	The	kiss-and-run	pathway	is	faster	and	(paradoxically)	may	predominate	at	lower	rates	of	neurotransmitter	release,	whereas	the	classical	exocytotic–endocytotic	pathway	is	slower	and	may	predominate	at	higher	rates	of	release.	Controversy	remains,	however,	about
how	widespread	the	kiss-and-run	mechanism	is.	Kiss-and-run	In	the	kiss-and-run	pathway,	synaptic	vesicles	fuse	to	the	membrane	only	partially	before	being	recycled.	Figure	13.14 	Synaptic	vesicle	recycling	at	the	neuromuscular	junction 	(A)	Synaptic	vesicles	cycle	though	several	steps:	❶	mobilization	(also	called	targeting);	➋	docking;	➌	priming;
❹	exocytotic	fusion;	and	➎	endocytosis.	Endocytotic	vesicles	may	have	to	fuse	with	an	inner	membrane	compartment,	the	endosome,	before	budding	off	as	synaptic	vesicles	again.	(B)	After	synaptic	vesicles	fuse	with	the	presynaptic	membrane	and	undergo	exocytosis,	at	least	two	different	sorts	of	pathways	can	retrieve	the	vesicular	membrane.	In	the
classical	pathway,	after	complete	fusion	with	the	presynaptic	membrane,	the	vesicular	membrane	is	retrieved	by	endocytosis	of	clathrin-coated	pits	into	endocytotic	vesicles.	This	process	selectively	aggregates	specific	vesicle	components	and	occurs	away	from	the	active	zone.	In	the	kiss-and-run	pathway,	synaptic	vesicles	fuse	transiently	to	the
presynaptic	membrane.	They	discharge	their	transHill	at	Animal	Physiology	4E	then	are	retrieved	without	having	been	mitter	a	fusion	pore	and	Sinauer	Associates	fully	integrated	into	the	presynaptic	membrane.	Morales	Studio	Figure	13.14	11-05-15	brane	with	release).	Exocytosis	occurs	rapidly,	and	it	is	difficult	to	show	it	directly	in	routinely	fixed
electron	micrographs.	However,	electron	micrographs	of	neuromuscular	junctions	stimulated	at	modest	rates	can	show	a	temporary	depletion	of	synaptic	vesicles,	but	within	minutes	the	vesicular	membranes	are	pinched	off	and	returned	to	the	inside	of	the	terminal	by	endocytosis.	The	recycling	of	vesicular	membranes	allows	synaptic	vesicles	to	re-
form	and	prevents	the	cell	membrane	from	expanding	by	the	addition	of	vesicular	membrane	from	exocytotic	fusion.	Figure	13.14	summarizes	the	processes	of	recycling	vesicular	membranes.	Synaptic	vesicles	first	are	mobilized	or	targeted	to	move	to	release	sites	(active	zones;	step	❶	in	Figure	13.14A),	where	they	dock	and	are	primed	until	Ca2+
ions	trigger	fusion	of	the	vesicular	and	presynaptic	membranes	(steps	➋–❹).	The	molecular	mechanism	of	the	exocytotic	release	of	neurotransmitters	is	a	topic	of	active	investigation.	Researchers	have	identified	the	proteins	of	vesicular	membranes	and	other	proteins	with	which	they	interact.	Interestingly,	these	proteins	are	similar	to	those	of
exocytotic	release	in	other	cells,	including	yeast	cells.	These	similarities	suggest	that	a	common	mechanism	of	exocytotic	secretion	evolved	in	early	eukaryotic	cells,	and	although	neurotransmitter	release	is	much	faster	than	other	exocytotic	secretion,	the	basic	mechanism	has	been	largely	conserved.	Various	proteins	play	roles	in	the	several	stages	of
vesicular	release	and	recycling	(Figure	13.15).	The	first	stage	is	vesicular	mobilization	or	targeting.	At	any	time,	many	of	the	vesicles	in	a	presynaptic	terminal	are	located	away	from	active	zones	in	the	storage	compartment.	Before	these	vesicles	can	release	their	contents,	they	must	be	mobilized	to	move	up	to	release	sites	at	the	active	zones.	At	rest,
the	protein	synapsin	attaches	vesicles	to	the	actin	cytoskeleton,	and	in	mobilization	this	attachment	is	released	when	synapsin	is	phosphorylated,	permitting	the	vesicle	to	migrate	to	an	active	zone.	A	vesicle	may	attach	or	tether	reversibly	to	the	terminal	membrane,	followed	by	docking	(which	is	irreversible)	(see	Figure	13.15A).	Docking	involves	the
interaction	of	proteins	called	SNAREs;	vesicular	v-SNAREs	intertwine	with	terminal-membrane	t-SNAREs	to	hold	the	docked	vesicle	at	the	active	zone.	A	major	v-SNARE	is	called	vesicle-associated	membrane	protein	(VAMP,	also	called	synaptobrevin).	It	connects	with	the	t-SNAREs	syntaxin	and	SNAP-25.	Docked	vesicles	are	primed	by	proteins,
including	Munc18	and	complexin,	readying	the	vesicles	for	rapid	release	(see	Figure	13.15B).	Depolarization	triggers	Ca	2+	entry	through	voltage-gated	2+	Ca	channels,	and	the	Ca2+	ions	bind	to	the	vesicle	protein	synaptotagmin,	triggering	formation	of	a	fusion	pore	that	may	lead	to	complete	exocytotic	fusion	of	the	docked	vesicle	and	the
presynaptic	membrane	(see	Figure	13.15C).	Another	protein,	rab3,	is	active	in	vesicular	mobilization	and	recycling,	and	may	inhibit	excessive	fusion	and	release.	Cytoplasmic	proteins	may	disassemble	the	SNARE	complex	after	fusion.	The	protein	dynamin	promotes	the	pinching	off	of	vesicles,	through	an	ATP-dependent	mechanism,	and	as	noted
above,	vesicular	endocytosis	is	associated	with	the	protein	clathrin.	Synapses 	351	(A)	Docked	vesicle	„„Neurotransmitter	is	released	in	quantal	packets,	Synaptobrevin	Synaptotagmin	several	thousand	molecules	at	a	time.	Each	quantum	corresponds	to	a	synaptic	vesicle.	„„Synaptic	vesicles	fuse	with	the	presynaptic	membrane	Munc18	to	release
their	transmitter	contents	by	exocytosis.	Vesicular	membranes	are	retrieved,	refilled	with	neurotransmitter,	and	recycled.	Vesicle	Syntaxin	„„Specific	proteins	associated	with	synaptic	vesicles	play	SNAP-25	2+	Ca	different	roles	in	vesicular	targeting,	docking,	fusion,	and	retrieval.	channel	(B)	Vesicle	in	primed	position	Neurotransmitters	Are	of	Two
General	Kinds	Complexin	(C)	Vesicle	fusion	Ca2+	Ca2+	Figure	13.15 	Vesicular	docking	and	fusion	release	neurotransmitters 	Several	proteins	function	in	transmitter	release	from	synaptic	vesicles.	SNARE	proteins	include	synaptobrevin	(a	v-SNARE,	vesicle-associated	protein);	and	the	t-SNAREs	syntaxin	and	SNAP25,	which	are	attached	to	the
terminal	membrane.	(A)	A	vesicle	docks	at	the	active	zone,	allowing	its	v-SNAREs	to	interact	reversibly	with	t-SNAREs.	Syntaxin	is	held	in	a	folded,	inactive	conformation	by	Munc18.	(B)	The	vesicle	is	primed	by	the	formation	of	a	SNARE	complex.	Syntaxin	is	open	and	the	complex	of	v-SNAREs	and	t-SNAREs	holds	the	vesicle	at	the	release	site.	The
cytoplasmic	protein	complexin	stabilizes	the	complex.	(C)	The	vesicle	fuses.	Ca2+	entry	through	voltage-gated	Ca2+	channels	triggers	fusion	by	the	binding	of	Ca2+	to	the	vesicular	protein	synaptotagmin.	The	Ca2+–synaptotagmin	complex	binds	to	the	SNARE	complex,	displacing	complexin	and	inducing	pore	formation.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E
Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Summary	Figure	13.15	11-03-15	Presynaptic	Neurons	Release	Neurotransmitter	Molecules	in	Quantal	Packets	„„Small-molecule	neurotransmitters	are	synthesized	predominantly	at	axon	terminals	and	are	transported	into	synaptic	vesicles.	„„Neurotransmitters	are	released	by	presynaptic	depolarization,	which
opens	voltage-gated	Ca2+	channels	at	active	zones.	Calcium	ions	trigger	neurotransmitter	release.	Several	dozen	chemical	compounds	have	been	identified	as	possible	neurotransmitters,	and	the	list	of	such	compounds	continues	to	increase.	There	are	two	major	kinds	of	neurotransmitters:	small-molecule	neurotransmitters	(mostly	amines	and	amino
acids)	and	neuropeptides	(Table	13.2).	Some	neurotransmitters	are	well	known;	others	are	still	being	discovered.	Our	knowledge	of	different	neurotransmitter	systems	bears	little	relation	to	their	physiological	prevalence.	Cholinergic	synapses	(defined	previously	as	synapses	in	which	the	neurotransmitter	is	acetylcholine)	are	best	known	because	the
neuromuscular	junction	is	an	easily	studied	model.	Synapses	in	which	the	neurotransmitter	is	norepinephrine,	or	noradrenaline	(termed	noradrenergic	or	adrenergic	synapses),	are	the	next	best	known,	because	there	are	peripheral	noradrenergic	synapses	in	the	sympathetic	nervous	system.	It	is	estimated,	however,	that	fewer	than	10%	of	the
synapses	in	the	vertebrate	CNS	are	cholinergic	and	fewer	than	1%	employ	catecholamines	such	as	norepinephrine.	Neurotransmitter	identity	is	not	always	known,	but	amino	acids	appear	to	be	the	most	abundant	and	widespread	CNS	neurotransmitters.	This	section	discusses	selected	aspects	of	neurotransmitter	function;	it	is	beyond	our	scope	to
survey	the	subject	comprehensively.	The	references	at	the	end	of	the	chapter	and	the	back	of	the	book	(see	Additional	References)	provide	more	extensive	information.	Neurons	have	one	or	more	characteristic	neurotransmitters	Neurons	are	metabolically	specialized	to	synthesize	and	release	a	particular	neurotransmitter	or	combination	of
neurotransmitters.	A	cholinergic	neuron,	then,	expresses	the	genes	for	proteins	that	synthesize	and	transport	acetylcholine.	A	neuron,	however,	may	contain	and	release	more	than	one	kind	of	neurotransmitter;	such	multiple	neurotransmitters	released	by	single	neurons	are	termed	cotransmitters.	Many	neurons,	for	example,	contain	and	apparently
release	a	small-molecule	neurotransmitter	and	one	or	more	neuropeptides.	Even	a	single	neurotransmitter	may	produce	a	variety	of	postsynaptic	effects,	as	we	will	discuss	shortly.	Moreover,	a	postsynaptic	neuron	typically	receives	synapses	from	many	kinds	of	presynaptic	neurons,	and	each	kind	may	release	a	different	neurotransmitter.	Thus
although	it	is	relatively	sound	to	characterize	a	neuron	in	terms	of	the	neurotransmitter	it	releases	(e.g.,	as	a	cholinergic	neuron),	it	is	usually	unsound	to	characterize	it	as	responding	to	a	particular	352	 	Chapter	13	Table	13.2 	Some	neurotransmitters,	key	synthetic	enzymes,	and	receptors	of	vertebrate	central	nervous	systemsa	Neurotransmitter
Enzyme	Receptor	Receptor	type	Common	mode	of	action	Choline	acetyltransferase	Nicotinic	Ionotropic	EPSP	Muscarinic	M1–M5	Metabotropic	G	protein	→	IPSP	d1	Metabotropic	d2	Metabotropic	d3	Metabotropic	α1,2,3	Metabotropic	β1,2	Metabotropic	5-HT1	Metabotropic	5-HT2	Metabotropic	5-HT3	Ionotropic	AMPA	Ionotropic	EPSP	NMDA
Ionotropic	Ca2+	second	messenger	Metabotropic	Metabotropic	DAG/IP3	GABAA	Ionotropic	IPSP	GABAB	Metabotropic	G	protein	→	IPSP	Amines	Acetylcholine	Dopamine	Norepinephrine	Serotonin	Tyrosine	hydroxylase	(TH)	TH	and	dopamine	β-hydroxylase	Tryptophan	hydroxylase	Amino	acids	Glutamate	GABA	(General	metabolism)	Glutamic	acid
decarboxylase	Glycine	(General	metabolism)	GlyR	Ionotropic	IPSP	Peptides	(Protein	synthesis)	Various	Metabotropic	G	protein–coupled	(some	tyrosine	kinase)	a	This	table	is	not	exhaustive;	there	are	more	transmitters,	and	more	receptors	for	each	transmitter.	neurotransmitter	(e.g.,	as	a	cholinoceptive	neuron),	because	any	neuron	may	respond	to
several	different	neurotransmitters.	An	agent	is	identified	as	a	neurotransmitter	if	it	meets	several	criteria	There	is	general	agreement	on	the	experimental	criteria	for	identifying	the	neurotransmitter	at	a	synapse:	„„The	candidate	neurotransmitter	must	be	present	in	the	presynaptic	terminal,	along	with	its	synthetic	machinery	(enzymes,	precursors,
transporters).	„„The	candidate	neurotransmitter	is	released	upon	presynaptic	stimulation,	in	amounts	sufficient	to	exert	a	postsynaptic	action.	„„When	the	candidate	neurotransmitter	is	added	to	extracellular	fluid	in	moderate	concentrations,	it	should	mimic	the	effects	of	presynaptic	stimulation.	For	example,	it	should	induce	the	same	changes	in
permeability	to	ions	as	the	synaptic	action	does.	„„A	mechanism	for	removal	of	the	candidate	neurotransmitter	should	exist.	This	removal	mechanism	can	be	by	enzymatic	inactivation	or	by	reuptake	into	cells.	(We	should	point	out,	however,	that	many	peptide	neurotransmitters	may	have	no	specific	removal	mechanism.)	„„The	effects	of	drugs	on
transmission	at	a	synapse	may	help	identify	its	neurotransmitter	and	receptors.	For	example,	curare	is	an	ACh	receptor	antagonist	that	blocks	neuromuscular	transmission,	and	it	also	blocks	the	effect	of	ACh	experimentally	applied	through	a	micropipette.	Note	that	these	criteria	were	developed	at	a	time	when	only	fast,	direct	synaptic	transmission
was	known.	Some	criteria	are	more	essential	than	others,	and	some	may	be	modified	as	our	views	of	synaptic	processes	expand.	It	is	difficult	to	demonstrate	all	of	these	criteria	at	a	particular	synapse,	especially	in	the	CNS.	For	example,	the	demonstration	of	release	of	a	candidate	neurotransmitter	requires	that	it	be	either	assayed	in	situ	or	collected
in	sufficient	quantity	to	be	assayed.	It	further	requires	demonstration	that	the	released	neurotransmitter	came	from	the	presynaptic	terminal.	Such	demonstration	is	rarely	possible	in	the	brain,	where	neurotransmitter	identification	is	often	inferred	solely	from	chemical	evidence	of	neurotransmitter	Synapses 	353	presence.	Rigorous	tests	employing
the	full	spectrum	of	criteria	are	important	where	possible,	to	prevent	uncritical	acceptance	of	every	synaptically	active	agent	as	a	presumed	neurotransmitter.	Because	these	criteria	are	so	difficult	to	satisfy	experimentally,	we	have	a	long	list	of	possible	and	probable	neurotransmitters	and	a	shorter	list	of	cases	in	which	the	neurotransmitter	at	a
particular	synapse	is	convincingly	demonstrated.	Vertebrate	neurotransmitters	have	several	general	modes	of	action	The	principal	synaptic	neurotransmitters	of	vertebrates	are	summarized	in	Table	13.2.	The	table	could	be	much	longer,	because	there	are	other	small-molecule	neurotransmitters	and	perhaps	90	neuroactive	peptides.	It	is	difficult	to
generalize	about	neurotransmitter	functions	because	all	neurotransmitters	work	in	different	ways	and	mediate	different	functional	effects	at	different	synapses.	Nevertheless,	here	are	some	very	broad	generalizations	about	functional	classes	of	neurotransmitters	and	synapses	in	the	CNS	of	vertebrates:	„„Most	synapses	(numerically)	in	the	CNS	use
amino	acid	neurotransmitters.	Most	fast	EPSPs	result	from	glutamate;	most	fast	IPSPs	result	from	GABA	or	glycine.	„„Biogenic	amines	(acetylcholine,	norepinephrine,	dopamine,	serotonin)	are	found	in	relatively	few	neurons,	but	these	neurons	have	widely	projecting	endings	that	appear	to	release	transmitter	over	broader	areas	than	discrete
synapses	(termed	volume	transmission).	Many	receptors	for	these	neurotransmitters	have	slow	actions	that	modulate	neuronal	activities,	rather	than	mediating	fast	excitation	or	inhibition.	„„Peptides	are	present	in	substantial	numbers	of	CNS	neurons.	A	neuroactive	peptide	may	be	co-released	with	one	or	more	small-molecule	neurotransmitters	and
may	function	as	a	cotransmitter	with	slow	synaptic	effects.	Rather	than	surveying	the	metabolism	and	action	of	specific	neurotransmitters,	let’s	discuss	a	few	neurotransmitter-related	concepts	that	are	important	for	understanding	general	synaptic	functions.	multiple	receptors 	Many	neurotransmitters	can	mediate	different	postsynaptic	actions	at
different	postsynaptic	cells.	For	example,	acetylcholine	excites	skeletal	muscle	via	EPSPs	but	inhibits	vertebrate	heart	muscle	via	hyperpolarizing	IPSPs.	These	effects	involve	different	permeability	changes	in	the	different	postsynaptic	cells	(PNa	and	PK	in	skeletal	muscle;	PK	in	heart	muscle).	Completely	different	postsynaptic	receptors	mediate	these
different	effects:	one	a	ligand-gated	channel	and	one	a	G	protein–coupled	receptor.	The	two	different	kinds	of	acetylcholine	receptors	were	first	characterized	many	years	ago	by	their	pharmacology	(i.e.,	the	effects	of	drugs	on	them).	The	ACh	receptor	of	skeletal	muscle	is	stimulated	by	nicotine	and	hence	is	termed	nicotinic.	As	noted	on	the	previous
page,	a	nicotinic	ACh	receptor	is	blocked	by	curare.	The	ACh	receptor	of	heart	muscle	is	stimulated	by	muscarine	and	hence	is	termed	muscarinic;	it	is	blocked	by	atropine.	Muscarinic	ACh	receptors	are	the	end-receptors	of	parasympathetic	signals	in	the	autonomic	nervous	system	(see	Chapter	15).	Most	neurotransmitters	affect	more	than	one	kind
of	neurotransmitter	receptor,	and	these	may	be	of	different	classes	(e.g.,	ligand-gated	channels	and	G	protein–coupled	receptors).	The	different	receptor	classes	that	respond	to	a	particular	neurotransmitter	were	originally	characterized	by	pharmacology,	as	with	nicotinic	and	muscarinic	acetylcholine	receptors.	More	recently,	researchers	have
cloned	the	genes	for	neurotransmitter	receptors,	enabling	them	to	associate	dozens	of	receptors	with	a	particular	neurotransmitter.	Some	wellstudied	neurotransmitter	receptors	are	listed	in	Table	13.2.	termination	of	neurotransmitter	action:	enzymes	and	reuptake 	Neurotransmitters	are	generally	active	for	only	a	short	time.	Neurotransmitter
release,	diffusion,	and	receptor	binding	occur	within	a	few	milliseconds.	For	normal	synaptic	function,	neurotransmitter	molecules	must	be	cleared	from	the	synaptic	cleft.	The	temporal	and	spatial	effects	of	neurotransmitter	action	are	limited	in	two	ways:	by	enzymatic	destruction	of	the	neurotransmitter	molecules	and	by	reuptake	(using	active
transport	to	retrieve	the	neurotransmitter	or	its	products).	At	the	neuromuscular	junction,	ACh	is	enzymatically	digested	by	the	enzyme	acetylcholinesterase	(AChE),	located	in	the	synaptic	cleft	(see	Figure	13.11).	AChE	acts	very	rapidly;	the	entire	sequence	of	ACh	release,	diffusion,	binding	to	ACh	receptors,	and	digestion	requires	about	5	ms.	Some
ACh	molecules	are	destroyed	even	before	they	can	bind	to	receptors.	The	products	of	ACh	breakdown	are	choline	and	acetate.	Choline	is	transported	back	into	the	presynaptic	terminal	by	a	specific	high-affinity	transporter	in	the	terminal	membrane.	Thus	the	action	of	AChE	both	terminates	the	postsynaptic	effects	of	ACh	and	(via	the	transporter)
provides	choline,	the	rate-limiting	substrate	for	resynthesis	of	ACh	in	the	presynaptic	terminal.	The	termination	of	neurotransmitter	action	by	a	localized	enzyme	is	not	a	feature	of	all	chemical	synapses.	For	many	neurotransmitters	(catecholamines,	amino	acids),	the	termination	and	reuptake	processes	are	combined.	For	example,	the
neurotransmitter	norepinephrine	(noradrenaline)	is	itself	actively	transported	back	into	the	presynaptic	cell	by	a	high-affinity	transporter.	Although	enzymes	that	catabolize	norepinephrine	are	present,	they	act	more	slowly	than	the	reuptake	system.	Thus	the	synaptic	action	of	norepinephrine	is	terminated	by	reuptake	of	the	neurotransmitter	rather
than	by	enzymatic	destruction.	Glial	cells	can	also	actively	take	up	neurotransmitters.	Reuptake	transporters	are	linked	to	Na+,	using	Na+	entry	down	its	electrochemical	gradient	to	drive	transmitter	uptake	against	a	concentration	gradient.	The	“recycling”	of	neurotransmitter	molecules—with	or	without	enzymatic	conversion—is	a	process	distinct
from	the	recycling	of	vesicular	membranes	discussed	earlier.	Whereas	vesicular	recycling	involves	endocytotic	pinching	off	of	organelles	(multimolecular	pieces	of	vesicular	membrane),	in	neurotransmitter	recycling	a	transporter	actively	transports	molecules	of	neurotransmitter	or	neurotransmitter	metabolite	across	the	membrane	against	a
concentration	gradient.	The	two	processes	occur	independently	of	each	other.	peptide	neurotransmitters	differ	from	small-molecule	neurotransmitters	in	synthesis,	release,	and	termination 	Peptide	neurotransmitters	are	chains	of	amino	acids,	typically	3–55	amino	acids	long.	Unlike	small-molecule	neurotransmitters,	which	are	synthesized	in	the
axon	terminals,	peptide	neurotransmitters	are	synthesized	in	the	cell	body	of	a	neuron	and	must	be	transported	down	the	axon	for	release.	All	peptides	are	synthesized	on	ribosomes	of	the	rough	endoplasmic	reticulum;	the	neuronal	axon	lacks	ribosomes	and	performs	no	protein	synthesis.	354	 	Chapter	13	Table	13.3 	Comparison	of	small-molecule
and	peptide	neurotransmitters	Small-molecule	neurotransmitters	Neuropeptides	Synthesis	site	Axonal	terminal	or	varicosity	Nucleus/ER	as	propeptide	Vesicles	Small	clear	vesicles	Large	dense-cored	vesicles	Release	Low-frequency	stimulation	High-frequency	stimulation	Inactivation	Reuptake	or	specific	enzymes	Extracellular	peptidases	Peptide
neurotransmitters	are	synthesized	as	part	of	a	larger	precursor	polypeptide,	called	a	propeptide.	A	propeptide	typically	contains	several	copies	of	the	peptide	neurotransmitter	within	its	amino	acid	sequence.	After	synthesis,	the	propeptide	molecules	are	packed	into	secretory	vesicles	called	large	dense-cored	vesicles,	which	are	distinct	from	the
smaller	vesicles	of	small-molecule	transmitters.	The	large	dense-cored	vesicles	are	transported	down	the	axon,	and	in	the	vesicle	the	propeptide	is	cleaved	enzymatically	into	smaller	pieces	that	may	include	several	copies	of	the	active	peptide.	Release	of	peptide	neurotransmitters	is	by	processes	similar	to	the	release	of	small-molecule
neurotransmitters,	but	with	some	differences.	Exocytosis	of	large	dense-cored	vesicles	is	not	at	active	zones,	and	thus	is	not	as	near	to	the	sites	of	Ca2+	entry.	Probably	for	this	reason,	the	release	of	peptide	neurotransmitters	requires	a	higher	frequency	of	presynaptic	action	potentials	than	does	the	release	of	small-molecule	transmitters,	presumably
allowing	more	Ca2+	entry	and	buildup	of	Ca2+	concentration	over	a	larger	area.	Peptide	neurotransmitters	are	not	retrieved	once	they	have	been	released;	eventually	they	are	digested	by	nonspecific	extracellular	peptidases.	Peptide	neurotransmitters	may	become	depleted	as	a	result	of	the	“long	supply	chain”	for	their	synthesis,	as	well	as	the
absence	of	their	recycling.	In	contrast,	for	small-molecule	neurotransmitters,	resupply	can	usually	keep	up	with	release	because	the	neurotransmitter	can	be	locally	retrieved	or	rapidly	resynthesized	in	the	axon	terminal.	Table	13.3	compares	several	key	differences	between	smallmolecule	and	peptide	neurotransmitters.	Neurotransmitter	systems
have	been	conserved	in	evolution	Most	neurotransmitters	that	act	at	vertebrate	synapses	are	also	present	in	the	nervous	systems	of	the	major	invertebrate	groups.	For	example,	evidence	supports	neurotransmitter	roles	for	acetylcholine,	GABA,	glutamate,	dopamine,	and	serotonin	(also	called	5-hydroxytryptamine,	or	5-HT)	among	coelenterates,
nematodes,	annelids,	arthropods,	and	molluscs.	Genomic	studies	reinforce	the	evolutionary	similarities	of	neurotransmitter	systems	in	different	phyla;	for	example,	the	genomes	of	the	nematode	worm	Caenorhabditis	and	of	Drosophila	and	other	insects	have	been	completely	sequenced,	so	their	entire	collections	of	neurotransmitter	enzymes	and
receptors	are	known.	They	have	nicotinic	ACh	receptors,	GABA	receptors,	excitatory	glutamate	receptors,	and	many	G	protein–coupled	receptors	related	to	their	vertebrate	counterparts.	The	same	neurotransmitters,	however,	may	be	employed	in	different	roles	in	different	phyla.	For	example,	most	evidence	indicates	that	in	arthropods,	glutamate	is
the	major	excitatory	neuromuscular	transmitter	and	acetylcholine	is	the	major	sensory	neurotransmitter,	whereas	their	roles	are	reversed	in	the	vertebrates.	These	observations	suggest	that	the	evolution	of	neurotransmitter	systems	has	been	conservative;	the	same	or	related	neurotransmitters	and	receptors	are	conserved	across	many	phyla.	Even
the	peptide	neurotransmitters,	which	might	be	expected	to	show	greater	differences	among	phyla	than	the	small-molecule	amino	acids	and	amines,	are	organized	in	protein	families	that	indicate	their	evolutionary	relationship	across	phyla.	Summary	Neurotransmitters	Are	of	Two	General	Kinds	„„Neurotransmitters	can	be	small	molecules	or	peptides.
Perhaps	a	dozen	small-molecule	neurotransmitters	and	several	dozen	peptide	neurotransmitters	have	been	identified.	„„A	neuron	can	be	identified	by	its	characteristic	neurotransmitter,	but	a	single	neuron	may	produce	and	release	more	than	one	neurotransmitter.	„„For	any	neurotransmitter	there	are	several	receptors.	Different	kinds	of	receptors
for	a	transmitter	may	coexist	in	the	same	organism	and	the	same	neuron.	„„Most	fast	synapses	in	CNSs	employ	glutamate	for	EPSPs	and	GABA	or	glycine	for	IPSPs.	„„Many	receptors	for	small-molecule	neurotransmitters,	and	probably	for	all	peptides,	act	metabotropically	and	mediate	slow	synaptic	potentials	and	modulatory	responses.	„„Peptides
are	synthesized	in	the	neuronal	cell	body	and	transported	down	the	axon	packed	in	vesicles,	unlike	small-molecule	transmitters,	which	are	synthesized	locally	in	axon	terminals.	„„The	synaptic	action	of	small-molecule	neurotransmitters	is	terminated	by	reuptake	or	by	enzymatic	destruction.	Postsynaptic	Receptors	for	Fast	Ionotropic	Actions:	Ligand-
Gated	Channels	As	we	noted	earlier,	physiologists	classify	the	postsynaptic	neurotransmitter	receptors	into	two	broad	categories,	depending	on	their	mechanism	of	action.	Ionotropic	receptors	produce	their	effects	directly;	the	neurotransmitter	binds	to	the	active	site	of	the	receptor	protein,	which	is	a	ligand-gated	channel	(see	Figure	2.27A).	The
receptor–channel	opens	in	response	to	the	binding	to	allow	ions	to	pass	into	and	out	of	the	postsynaptic	cell.	Metabotropic	receptors	are	not	channels;	instead	they	produce	their	effects	indirectly.	Neurotransmitter	molecules	bind	to	and	activate	a	metabotropic	receptor,	which	in	turn	initiates	a	cascade	of	signal	transduction	messenger	molecules	that
may	eventually	modulate	an	ion	channel	in	the	postsynaptic	membrane.	Because	an	ionotropic	receptor	is	a	single	macromolecular	unit,	it	works	rapidly	and	produces	fast	PSPs.	Because	a	metabotropic	receptor	produces	a	cascade	of	reactions	of	Synapses 	355	Table	13.4 	Ionotropic	and	metabotropic	receptors:	Structural,	functional,	and
mechanistic	differences	Characteristic	Ionotropic	receptors	Metabotropic	receptors	Receptor	molecule	Ligand-gated	channel	receptor	G	protein–coupled	receptor	Molecular	structure	Four	or	five	subunits	around	an	ion	channel	Protein	with	seven	transmembrane	segments;	no	channel	Molecular	action	Open	ion	channel	Activate	G	protein;	metabolic
cascade	Second	messenger	No	Yes	(usually)	Gating	of	ion	channels	Direct	Indirect	(or	none)	Type	of	synaptic	effect	Fast	EPSP	or	IPSP	Slow	PSPs;	modulatory	changes	(in	channel	properties,	cell	metabolism,	or	gene	expression)	separate	proteins,	its	effects	are	slower	and	longer-lasting.	Table	13.4	compares	some	of	the	key	structural,	functional,	and
mechanistic	differences	between	ionotropic	and	metabotropic	receptors.	ACh	receptors	are	ligand-gated	channels	that	function	as	ionotropic	receptors	The	best-known	examples	of	ionotropic	receptors	are	the	nicotinic	acetylcholine	(ACh)	receptors	(discussed	earlier)	that	produce	EPSPs	at	the	vertebrate	neuromuscular	junction.	Molecular	biologists
first	isolated	nicotinic	ACh	receptors	in	the	electric	organs	of	marine	fish	such	as	skates	and	rays	(see	Box	20.1),	which	consist	almost	entirely	of	modified	neuromuscular	junctions	with	dense	concentrations	of	ACh	receptors.	These	nicotinic	ACh	receptors	are	strikingly	similar	to	those	of	other	vertebrate	neuromuscular	junctions.	A	nicotinic	ACh
receptor	is	a	glycoprotein	composed	of	five	subunits,	including	two	α	subunits	(Figure	13.16A).	Each	subunit	has	four	helical,	membrane-spanning	hydrophobic	segments:	M1	through	M4	(Figure	13.16B,C).	The	polar	M2	domains	face	the	interior	of	the	protein	to	form	the	central	ion	channel.	The	different	subunits	of	the	ACh	receptor	share
considerable	sequence	homology	and	presumably	evolved	from	a	common	ancestor.	Each	of	the	two	α	subunits	has	an	ACh-binding	site	on	its	extracellular	side	(Figure	13.16D,E).	When	the	receptor	binds	two	ACh	molecules,	the	five	subunits	change	their	conformations	to	open	a	central	channel	large	enough	for	Na+	and	K+	ions	to	pass	through	it.
The	channel	binds	ACh	and	remains	open	only	for	a	(C)	(B)	NH2	COOH	M3	M2	M4	M1	M1M2	M3	M4	(A)	Synaptic	cleft	α	γ	ε	β	α	(D)	No	ACh	molecules	bound:	channel	closed	Na	ACh	Cytoplasm	of	postsynaptic	cell	(E)	Two	ACh	molecules	bound:	channel	open	+	Na+	ACh	Cell	membrane	K+	K+	Figure	13.16 	The	molecular	structure	and	function	of	a
ligand-gated	channel,	the	nicotinic	acetylcholine	receptor 	(A)	The	receptor	has	five	protein	subunits;	the	two	α	subunits	each	contain	an	ACh-binding	site.	(B)	The	five	subunits	surround	a	central	ion	channel,	and	each	subunit	has	a	similar	structure,	with	four	membrane-spanning	segments	(M1–	M4).	The	M2	segments	line	the	pore.	(C)	Each	subunit
is	a	single	polypeptide	chain.	(D)	When	ACh	is	not	bound	to	the	receptor,	its	inner	channel,	which	narrows	in	the	region	of	the	lipid	bilayer,	is	closed.	(E)	The	binding	of	an	ACh	molecule	to	each	of	the	two	α	subunit–binding	sites	leads	to	a	conformation	change	that	opens	the	channel	to	a	diameter	of	0.6	nm,	allowing	Na+	and	K+	ions	to	flow	through.
356	 	Chapter	13	(A)	Patch	clamp	of	ACh	receptor–channels	tration	still	further	causes	both	channels	to	open	simultaneously	for	intermittent	periods	(bottom	recording	in	Figure	13.17B).	To	summarize,	the	patch-clamp	experiment	demonstrates	four	characteristics	of	ligand-gated	channel	receptors	and	the	ionic	currents	they	produce	once	they	are
activated:	1.	The	opening	of	a	ligand-gated	channel	is	an	all-or-none	At	low	concentrations	of	acetylcholine,	channel	openings	are	infrequent.	phenomenon.	2.	The	probability	that	a	channel	will	open	depends	on	the	(B)	Effect	on	single-channel	currents	of	increasing	ACh	concentration	of	neurotransmitter	at	the	receptor.	3.	The	net	ionic	current
through	the	open	channel	provides	Increasing	concentration	of	ACh	Inward	Na+	currents	0	0	0	0	10	20	Time	(ms)	30	40	At	higher	concentrations,	sometimes	both	channels	are	open	at	once,	and	the	individual	currents	summate.	Figure	13.17 	Patch-clamp	recordings	of	acetylcholine	re-	ceptor–channel	currents 	(A)	A	fine	glass	electrode	is	sealed	to
the	membrane	with	suction,	and	the	patch	of	membrane	is	pulled	free	of	the	rest	of	the	cell.	In	this	example,	the	patch	contains	two	nicotinic	acetylcholine	receptors.	Opening	of	a	receptor–channel	allows	current	to	flow,	as	shown	in	the	recordings	in	(B).	(B)	Each	opening	results	in	an	inward	current,	shown	as	a	downward	deflection.	The	frequency



of	opening	increases	with	increasing	ACh	concentration.	short	time	(about	1	ms).	In	fact,	the	channel	may	flicker	open	and	closed	during	this	brief	interval.	With	prolonged	exposure	to	ACh	(e.g.,	if	acetylcholinesterase	is	inhibited),	the	ACh	receptor	enters	a	third,	desensitized	state	in	which	ACh	is	bound	but	the	channel	is	Hillclosed.
AnimalDesensitized	Physiology	4E	receptors	remain	desensitized	until	the	ACh	Sinauer	Associates	molecules	Morales	Studio	dissociate	from	the	receptor.	The	current	flowing	through	a	single	ACh	receptor,	and	the	Figure	13.17	11-03-15	additive	nature	of	the	currents	flowing	through	more	than	one	channel,	can	be	demonstrated	by	patch	clamp.	The
patch-clamp	technique	(described	in	Chapter	12;	page	323)	records	single-channel	currents,	as	shown	in	Figure	13.17.	By	slowly	increasing	the	ACh	concentration	inside	the	pipette	(which	in	this	inside-out	patch	is	equivalent	to	the	synaptic	cleft),	we	control	the	probability	that	a	channel	will	open.	At	a	low	ACh	concentration,	only	one	channel	opens
at	a	time	(top	recording	in	Figure	13.17B).	Increasing	the	ACh	concentration	slightly	causes	each	channel	to	open	more	frequently	(center	recording	in	Figure	13.17B),	and	increasing	the	ACh	concen-	that	channel’s	contribution	to	a	synaptic	potential.	4.	The	currents	through	all	open	channels	can	be	summated	and	constitute	the	synaptic	current.
The	properties	of	ACh	receptors	as	ligand-gated	channels	can	be	compared	to	those	of	voltage-gated	channels	that	underlie	the	action	potential.	The	major	difference	is	in	the	control	of	permeability	changes	of	the	molecules.	In	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channel,	permeability	depends	directly	on	the	membrane	potential	(see	Figures	12.16	and	12.17).
Permeability	of	the	ACh	receptor	is	essentially	voltage-independent	and	depends	instead	on	the	binding	of	the	neurotransmitter	ACh.	As	noted	previously,	this	difference	in	the	control	of	permeability	to	ions	of	the	two	molecules	results	in	the	difference	in	properties	of	the	potentials	they	produce:	Action	potentials	are	all-or-none	and	propagated;
synaptic	potentials	are	graded	in	amplitude	and	spread	decrementally.	Many,	but	not	all,	ligand-gated	channel	receptors	have	evolved	from	a	common	ancestor	We	have	discussed	nicotinic	acetylcholine	receptors	in	some	detail,	as	examples	of	receptor	proteins	mediating	direct,	fast	action	of	neurotransmitters.	Studies	have	clarified	the	molecular
structures	of	other	neurotransmitter	receptors	that	act	as	ligandgated	channels.	Most	of	these	structures	are	strikingly	similar	to	the	structure	of	the	ACh	receptors	of	neuromuscular	junctions.	The	many	ligand-gated	channels	that	mediate	PSPs	in	response	to	GABA,	glycine,	or	serotonin	(see	Table	13.2)	are	composed	of	five	subunits,	each	with	four
membrane-spanning	segments,	with	considerable	sequence	homology	to	the	ACh	receptor.	Therefore	these	receptors	appear	to	have	evolved	from	a	common	ancestor	and	are	termed	the	ligand-gated	channel	superfamily,	comparable	to	the	voltage-gated	channel	superfamily	discussed	in	Chapter	12	(see	pages	326–327).	In	contrast,	ionotropic
receptors	for	the	excitatory	amino	acid	glutamate	appear	evolutionarily	unrelated	to	the	ligand-gated	channel	superfamily.	Ionotropic	glutamate	receptors	each	contain	four	relatively	large	subunits	that	have	three	membrane-spanning	segments.	The	glutamate	receptor	subunits	share	little	or	no	sequence	homology	with	members	of	the	ligand-gated
channel	superfamily,	and	doubtless	evolved	independently.	Functions	of	glutamate	receptors	are	discussed	in	the	section	“Synaptic	Plasticity:	Synapses	Change	Properties	with	Time	and	Activity”	(see	page	360).	Synapses 	357	Summary	Postsynaptic	Receptors	for	Fast	Ionotropic	Actions:	Ligand-Gated	Channels	Extracellular	fluid	NH2	NH2	„„The
receptors	that	produce	fast	PSPs	are	ligand-gated	channels.	They	are	receptor–channels	because	the	same	molecule	is	both	the	receptor	and	the	ion	channel.	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	„„The	nicotinic	acetylcholine	receptor	of	the	neuromuscular	junction	is	the	model	ligand-gated	channel.	It	contains	five	homologous	subunits	that	surround	a	central	ion	channel
that	opens	to	allow	Na+	and	K+	ions	to	flow	across	the	membrane.	COOH	Cytoplasm	Cell	membrane	COOH	G	protein–	binding	domain	„„A	ligand-gated	channel	opens	briefly	in	response	to	binding	two	molecules	of	neurotransmitter,	contributing	to	the	synaptic	current	that	produces	a	PSP.	Postsynaptic	Receptors	for	Slow,	Metabotropic	Actions:	G
Protein–	Coupled	Receptors	Our	discussion	of	synaptic	action	so	far	has	largely	considered	only	fast	synapses	such	as	vertebrate	neuromuscular	junctions	and	synapses	onto	spinal	motor	neurons.	In	these	synapses,	neurotransmitter	produces	an	EPSP	or	IPSP	by	means	of	a	brief	increase	in	permeabilities	to	ions.	Until	the	1980s	such	fast,	direct
synaptic	transmission	was	thought	to	be	the	mechanism	of	synaptic	action.	Several	lines	of	investigation	led	to	a	broader	view	of	synaptic	function	that	included	much	longer	time	courses	and	wider	synaptic	actions	than	those	of	fast	PSPs.	Researchers	discovered	(1)	second	messenger–mediated	cell	signaling	(see	Chapter	2;	pages	65-68)	in	nonneural
and	neural	cells,	(2)	slower	synaptic	actions	such	as	synaptic	potentials	mediated	by	decreased	permeability	(to	be	discussed	shortly),	and	(3)	peptide	neurotransmitters	and	cotransmitters	that	did	not	seem	to	produce	classical	fast	PSPs.	Physiologists	now	understand	that	fast	PSPs	represent	one	kind	of	synaptic	mechanism,	not	the	only	kind,	and
that	synapses	can	also	produce	long-lasting	metabolic	effects.	Metabotropic	receptors	can	alter	permeability	to	ions	to	change	membrane	potential	indirectly	(termed	indirect	gating	of	ion	channels)	but	can	also	induce	other	metabolic	changes	that	don’t	gate	ion	channels	at	all.	G	protein–coupled	receptors	initiate	signal	transduction	cascades	The
major	group	of	receptors	that	mediate	metabotropic	synaptic	actions	are	G	protein–coupled	receptors	(GPCRs),	so	called	because	they	activate	other	membrane	proteins	termed	G	proteins.	A	GPCR	is	not	an	ion	channel,	and	so	is	unlike	a	ligandgated	channel.	All	GPCRs	have	similar	overall	protein	structures	and	have	considerable	sequence	homology
with	each	other.	Thus	GPCRs	constitute	an	evolutionary	superfamily,	like	the	superfamilies	of	voltage-gated	channels	and	ligand-gated	channels.	Because	GPCRs	have	seven	transmembrane	segments	(Figure	13.18),	they	are	sometimes	termed	the	7-TM	superfamily.	For	many	7-TM	neurotransmitter	receptors,	ligands	bind	near	the	extracellular	ends
of	some	transmembrane	domains,	whereas	several	cytoplasmic	Figure	13.18 	G	protein–coupled	receptors	share	a	common	structure 	A	GPCR	has	seven	membrane-spanning	segments	(TM1–7)	(shown	pictorially	on	the	left	and	lined	up	on	the	right).	Several	of	the	intracellular	loops	can	interact	with	G	proteins.	Neurotransmitter-binding	sites	are
part	of	the	membrane-spanning	segments	of	the	receptors	for	most	small-molecule	transmitters.	domains	(adjacent	to	TM5,	TM6,	TM7,	and	perhaps	TM4)	mediate	G	protein	binding.	GPCRs	are	widespread	initiators	of	signal	transduction	cascades,	some	activated	by	neurotransmitters	and	others	by	other	signals.	Receptors	for	peptide	hormones	(see
Chapter	16)	and	some	sensory	receptor	molecules	(see	Chapter	14)	are	also	members	of	the	GPCR	superfamily.	Clearly	this	mechanism	of	cellular	response	to	extracellular	signals	arose	early	in	evolutionary	history	and	has	been	exploited	for	many	functions.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Metabotropic	receptors	act	via	Sinauer	Associates	second
messengers	Morales	Studio	Figure	13.18	receptors	11-03-15	typically	act	to	increase	the	concentration	Metabotropic	of	an	intracellular	second	messenger.	Recall	from	Chapter	2	that	a	second	messenger	is	an	intracellular	signaling	molecule	that	carries	the	signal	to	the	interior	of	the	cell,	altering	some	activity	of	the	cell	in	response	to	activation	of	a
surface	membrane	receptor	(see	Figure	2.30).	The	best-known	second	messenger	is	the	cyclic	nucleotide	3′-5′-cyclic	adenosine	monophosphate	(cyclic	AMP,	or	cAMP).	Let’s	consider	a	specific	example	of	how	a	neurotransmitter	receptor	acts	via	a	second	messenger	to	influence	cellular	metabolism	(Figure	13.19).	Consider	a	synapse	at	which	the
presynaptic	neuron	releases	the	neurotransmitter	norepinephrine	(noradrenaline).	Norepinephrine	acts	on	a	GPCR,	which,	when	activated	by	binding	neurotransmitter,	activates	a	membrane	protein	called	a	G	protein.	G	proteins	are	so	named	because	they	bind	guanosine	nucleotides,	which	regulate	their	activity.	Both	the	GPCR	and	the	G	protein
can	diffuse	laterally	in	the	fluid	mosaic	membrane	of	the	postsynaptic	neuron,	so	when	the	GPCR	is	activated,	it	can	bump	into	the	G	protein	and	activate	it	(step	➊	in	Figure	13.19).	The	G	protein	is	bound	to	the	inner	leaflet	of	the	cell	membrane.	It	consists	of	α,	β,	and	γ	subunits.	In	their	inactive	form,	the	G-protein	subunits	are	bound	together,	and
the	α	subunit	is	bound	to	a	molecule	of	guanosine	diphosphate	(GDP).	When	the	G	protein	is	activated	by	a	358	 	Chapter	13	Extracellular	fluid	Norepinephrine	1	γ	α	G	protein–	coupled	receptor	γ	β	α	γ	β	GTP	GDP	β	α	3	GTP	2	GDP	Kinase-regulated	membrane	protein	Adenylyl	cyclase	G	protein	ATP	cAMP	GTP	5	5’-AMP	4	cAMP-dependent	protein
kinase	(inactive)	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	(active)	Phosphorylate	membrane	proteins	6	7	Cytoplasm	Nucleus	Figure	13.19 	Metabotropic	receptors:	cAMP	as	a	second	messenger 	Some	neurotransmitters	act	via	GPCRs	to	alter	cellular	metabolism,	rather	than	via	ligand-gated	channels.	In	this	example,	norepinephrine	binds	to	a	GPCR	❶	to
activate	a	G	protein	➋.	The	G	protein	has	three	subunits;	when	the	protein	is	inactive,	the	α	subunit	binds	GDP.	The	G	protein	is	activated	when	it	encounters	an	activated	receptor;	it	exchanges	the	GDP	for	a	GTP,	and	the	α	subunit	dissociates	from	the	joined	β	and	γ	subunits.	The	α	subunit	in	turn	activates	the	enzyme	adenylyl	cyclase	➌.	Adenylyl
cyclase	catalyzes	the	conversion	GPCR,	the	α	subunit	releases	its	GDP	and	acquires	a	molecule	of	guanosine	triphosphate	(GTP)	(step	➋);	then	the	G	protein	dissociates	from	the	GPCR,	and	the	α	subunit	dissociates	from	the	β	and	γ	subunits,	which	remain	joined	to	each	other	(step	➌).	Once	it	has	been	activated	by	the	receptor,	the	G	protein	can
activate	another	class	of	membrane	protein	termed	an	intracellular	effector.	In	the	case	illustrated	in	Figure	13.19,	the	intracellular	effector	is	an	enzyme,	adenylyl	cyclase.	Adenylyl	cyclase	(once	activated	by	Hill	AnimalG	Physiology	the	active	protein)	4E	catalyzes	the	cytoplasmic	conversion	of	ATP	to	Sinauer	Associates	cAMP.	(Usually	the
dissociated	α	subunit	is	the	active	form	of	the	Morales	Studio	G	protein;	the11-03-15	β	and	γ	subunits	remain	together	and	play	regulaFigure	13.19	tory	roles.	In	some	cases,	however,	the	linked	β	and	γ	subunits	can	activate	an	effector;	see	Figure	13.20.)	The	α	subunit	has	GTPase	activity,	so	eventually	the	GTP	bound	to	it	is	degraded	to	GDP.	When
this	occurs,	the	α	subunit	deactivates	and	reassociates	with	the	regulatory	β	and	γ	subunits.	Intracellular	second	messengers	such	as	cAMP	can	exert	widespread	metabolic	effects,	by	activating	a	protein	kinase	(step	❹),	an	enzyme	that	phosphorylates	proteins.	An	increase	in	intracellular	cAMP	concentration	leads	to	increased	activation	of	cAMP-
dependent	protein	kinase.	(cAMP	action	is	eventually	terminated	by	the	enzyme	phosphodiesterase,	which	converts	the	cAMP	molecules	to	5′-AMP.)	Activated	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	phosphorylates	proteins	(steps	➎–➐),	altering	their	structure	and	activity.	Thus	stimulation	of	a	neurotransmitter-dependent	adenylyl	cyclase	leads	to	protein
phosphorylation.	In	postsynaptic	neurons,	the	proteins	phosphorylated	often	include	membrane	ion	channels;	phosphorylation	alters	their	gating	Phosphorylate	nuclear	proteins	Phosphorylate	cytoplasmic	proteins	of	ATP	to	the	second	messenger	cAMP.	Cyclic	AMP	activates	a	protein	kinase	❹,	which	phosphorylates	proteins	to	activate	or	inactivate
them.	Cyclic	AMP–dependent	protein	kinase	can	phosphorylate	membrane	proteins	➎,	which	can	indirectly	gate	them	open	or	closed.	The	kinase	can	also	phosphorylate	cytoplasmic	proteins	(such	as	metabolic	enzymes)	➏	and	nuclear	proteins	that	regulate	gene	expression	➐.	Thus	neurotransmitter	binding	can	have	widespread,	long-lasting	effects	on
postsynaptic	cells.	to	change	the	membrane’s	permeability	to	ions	and	thereby	change	membrane	potential	(step	➎).	This	indirect	gating	of	ion	channels	is	one	way	in	which	metabotropic	receptors	function,	but	it	is	not	the	only	way!	Cyclic	AMP–dependent	protein	kinase	can	also	phosphorylate	cytoplasmic	proteins	involved	in	control	of	cellular
metabolism	(step	➏),	and	even	nuclear	proteins	that	regulate	gene	expression	(step	➐).	Uncovering	the	fact	that	synaptic	actions	can	control	cellular	metabolism	and	gene	expression	is	one	of	the	most	important	advances	in	our	understanding	of	synaptic	physiology	in	the	last	30	years.	Cell	signaling	initiated	by	GPCRs	underlies	the	action	of	many
other	controls	of	cellular	activities,	as	discussed	in	Chapters	2	and	16.	Both	at	metabotropic	synapses	and	elsewhere,	GPCRs	can	act	via	a	variety	of	mechanisms	in	addition	to	the	production	of	cAMP	diagrammed	in	Figure	13.19.	As	one	example,	other	GPCRs	can	activate	a	different	G	protein	that	inhibits	adenylyl	cyclase,	decreasing	rather	than
increasing	the	concentration	of	cAMP	in	the	cell.	Other	mechanisms	of	G	protein–mediated	activity	Some	G	proteins	can	activate	ion	channels	directly	without	employing	a	second	messenger.	This	direct	G-protein	action	is	present	in	cholinergic	synapses	on	cardiac	muscle	tissue,	which,	unlike	skeletal	muscle,	is	inhibited	by	acetylcholine.	The
inhibitory	action	of	ACh	is	mediated	by	muscarinic	ACh	receptors,	which	are	GPCRs.	In	mammalian	cardiac	muscle	fibers,	the	GTP-bound	α	subunit	dissociates	from	the	activated	G	protein,	and	the	β	and	γ	subunits	bind	directly	to	K+	channels,	opening	them	to	produce	Synapses 	359	Extracellular	fluid	Ligand	γ	α	G	protein–	coupled	receptor	K+
Potassium	channel	γ	β	α	γ	β	α	GTP	GTP	GDP	β	G	protein	GDP	K+	GTP	Cytoplasm	gate	a	potassium	(K+)	channel	open	without	involving	a	second	messenger.	In	this	case	the	joined	β	and	γ	subunits	activate	the	channel,	rather	than	the	more	common	activation	by	an	α	subunit.	Figure	13.20 	G	proteins	can	themselves	activate	ion	channels,	without	a
second	messenger 	In	this	example	of	acetylcholine-mediated	inhibition	of	vertebrate	heart	muscle	fibers,	a	muscarinic	acetylcholine	receptor	(a	GPCR)	activates	a	G	protein,	which	can	itself	IPSPs	(Figure	13.20).	This	mechanism	demonstrates	three	significant	features	of	synaptic	function:	which	activates	a	cGMP-dependent	protein	kinase,	leading
to	protein	phosphorylation.	Another	way	GPCRs	can	act	is	via	second-messenger	systems	involving	products	of	membrane	lipid	metabolism	and	Ca2+	ions.	Most	lipids	in	membranes	are	phospholipids	(see	Chapter	2;	page	37),	in	which	one	of	the	fatty	acids	in	a	neutral	fat	is	replaced	by	a	phosphate	to	which	is	bound	a	small	organic	residue.	One
common	membrane	phospholipid	is	phosphatidylinositol	4,5-bisphosphate	(PIP2).	Neurotransmitters	can	act	via	GPCRs	to	lead	to	the	production	of	second	messengers	from	PIP2	(Figure	13.21).	For	example,	norepinephrine	can	activate	a	GPCR,	activating	a	G	protein	so	that	its	α	subunit	activates	a	membrane-bound	enzyme,	phospholipase	C.
Phospholipase	C	catalyzes	the	hydrolysis	of	PIP2	into	inositol	trisphosphate	(IP3)	and	diacylglycerol	(DAG).	Both	IP3	and	DAG	act	as	second	messengers,	via	different	paths	that	reflect	their	structures.	IP3,	which	had	formed	the	polar	head	of	the	phospholipid,	is	a	polar	molecule	that	freely	diffuses	through	the	cytoplasm.	Its	major	action	is	to	release
Ca	2+	ions	1.	A	particular	neurotransmitter	can	mediate	very	different	effects	by	activating	different	kinds	of	receptors.	2.	G	proteins	can	act	on	channels	directly	without	an	intervening	second	messenger	(although	this	is	not	their	usual	mechanism).	3.	Channels	can	be	gated	by	signals	other	than	voltage	or	direct	neurotransmitter	binding.	GPCRs
can	act	via	second-messenger	systems	other	than	cyclic	AMP.	The	number	of	known	systems	is	small,	although	different	kinds	of	cell-signaling	mechanisms	are	still	being	discovered.	One	other	second	messenger	is	cyclic	GMP	(cyclic	guanosine	monophosphate),	the	production	of	which	is	similar	to	that	of	its	adenosine	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E
analog	cAMP.	That	is,	some	neurotransmitter	receptors	act	via	a	Sinauer	Associates	GMorales	proteinStudio	to	activate	a	guanylyl	cyclase	to	produce	cyclic	GMP,	Figure	13.20	11-03-15	Extracellular	fluid	Ligand	Protein	kinase	C	γ	α	G	protein–	coupled	receptor	β	GTP	γ	Phospholipase	C	β	α	GTP	P	P	P	DAG	PIP2	IP3	Figure	13.21 	Diacylglycerol	and
inositol	trisphosphate	are	other	second	messengers 	Another	path-	P	P	P	2+	Ca	P	P	Cytoplasm	Endoplasmic	reticulum	P	Ca2+	Other	Ca2+activated	processes	Ca2+	channel	way	of	cellular	regulation	via	GPCRs	is	activation	(via	a	G	protein)	of	the	enzyme	phospholipase	C,	which	cleaves	the	membrane	phospholipid	phosphatidylinositol	4,5-
bisphosphate	(PIP2)	into	two	second	messengers:	diacylglycerol	(DAG)	and	inositol	trisphosphate	(IP3).	DAG	activates	a	protein	kinase	(kinase	C),	and	IP3	mobilizes	Ca2+	ions	from	intracellular	stores.	Both	pathways	play	important	regulatory	roles	in	cell	metabolism.	360	 	Chapter	13	from	intracellular	stores	such	as	the	endoplasmic	reticulum.
DAG,	in	contrast,	is	nonpolar	and	is	constrained	to	the	membrane	lipid	bilayer.	It	diffuses	through	the	bilayer	to	activate	protein	kinase	C.	Thus	DAG	as	a	second	messenger	leads	to	protein	phosphorylation,	as	does	cAMP.	The	Ca2+	released	by	action	of	IP3	can	enhance	the	activation	of	protein	kinase	C,	as	well	as	activating	calmodulin	(CaM),	which
with	Ca	2+	activates	calcium/calmodulin-dependent	protein	kinase,	or	CaM	kinase.	The	ability	of	neurotransmitters	to	stimulate	the	production	of	second	messengers	is	important,	in	part	because	it	provides	one	possible	mechanism	whereby	synaptic	transmission	can	mediate	relatively	slow	and	long-lasting	effects.	The	direct	action	of
neurotransmitters	on	ion	channels	in	membranes	has	a	time	course	of	milliseconds.	The	time	course	of	effects	mediated	by	second	messengers	may	be	less	than	a	second	(e.g.,	in	slow	PSPs	mediated	by	decreased	permeabilities	to	ions,	discussed	later	in	this	section).	At	the	other	extreme,	second-messenger	actions	may	underlie	synaptic	changes
involved	in	learning	and	memory,	with	a	time	course	of	days	or	years,	as	we	will	see.	Summary	Postsynaptic	Receptors	for	Slow,	Metabotropic	Actions:	G	Protein–Coupled	Receptors	„„Many	neurotransmitter	receptors	act	via	second	messengers,	triggering	metabolic	cascades	in	postsynaptic	neurons.	These	metabotropic	receptor	effects	are	often	slow
and	long-lasting.	„„G	protein–coupled	receptors	(GPCRs)	are	the	major	receptors	of	metabotropic	synapses.	All	GPCRs	have	seven	membrane-spanning	segments,	and	all	are	evolutionarily	related.	„„GPCRs	act	via	G	proteins.	A	G	protein	has	three	subunits;	normally	the	α	subunit	becomes	activated	when	it	dissociates	from	the	regulatory	β	and	γ
subunits.	„„An	activated	G	protein	activates	an	intracellular	effector,	usually	to	produce	an	intercellular	second	messenger.	„„Second	messengers	of	importance	in	metabotropic	synapses	include	cyclic	AMP,	the	membrane	phospholipid	derivatives	DAG	and	IP3,	and	Ca2+	ions.	G	protein–coupled	receptors	mediate	permeability-decrease	synaptic
potentials	and	presynaptic	inhibition	„„Most	second	messengers	activate	protein	kinases,	GPCRs	mediate	a	variety	of	synaptic	effects,	as	we	have	indicated.	They	may	lead	to	indirect	opening	of	ion	channels,	but	they	can	also	act	to	close	ion	channels	or	act	on	postsynaptic	targets	that	are	not	ion	channels.	Here	we	consider	two	of	these	alternative
possibilities:	permeability-decrease	synaptic	potentials	that	are	mediated	by	ion-channel	closing,	and	presynaptic	inhibition.	Permeability-decrease	synaptic	potentials	were	first	studied	at	synapses	in	vertebrate	sympathetic	ganglia.	It	should	be	clear	from	the	Goldman	equation	(Equation	12.6)	that	any	changes	in	a	postsynaptic	cell’s	permeability	to
ions—decreases	as	well	as	increases—change	the	membrane	potential.	Thus	a	neurotransmitter	receptor	that	leads	to	a	decrease	in	permeability	to	an	ion	species	also	produces	a	synaptic	potential.	Postsynaptic	neurons	in	bullfrog	sympathetic	ganglia	characteristically	have	two	distinct	phases	of	synaptic	response	to	stimulation	of	preganglionic
axons:	a	fast	EPSP	lasting	about	30	ms,	and	a	slow	EPSP	lasting	several	seconds.	The	fast	EPSP	results	from	ACh	acting	at	nicotinic	receptors	(ligand-gated	channels)	to	increase	permeability	to	ions;	the	slow	EPSP	results	from	a	permeability	decrease,	due	to	the	closing	of	a	type	of	K+	channel,	moving	the	membrane	potential	away	from	EK.	In	the
latter	case	the	ACh	released	by	the	presynaptic	neurons	acts	on	muscarinic	GPCRs	to	indirectly	gate	the	closing	of	the	K+	channels.	Presynaptic	inhibition	(PSI)	is	a	specific	inhibitory	interaction	in	which	one	axon	terminal	ends	on	another	axon	terminal	(a	configuration	called	an	axo-axonal	synapse)	and	causes	a	decrease	in	the	amount	of
neurotransmitter	that	the	second	terminal	releases	per	action	potential.	Presynaptic	inhibition	is	more	specific	than	the	more	common	postsynaptic	(or	just	synaptic)	inhibition,	because	it	opposes	only	those	excitatory	synapses	on	which	the	PSI	neuron	ends.	In	many	cases	GPCRs	mediate	PSI,	sometimes	by	decreasing	the	amplitude	or	duration	of	the
action	potential	in	the	inhibited	presynaptic	terminal,	and	sometimes	by	decreasing	the	amount	of	Ca2+	entry	and	neurotransmitter	release	in	response	to	the	depolarization.	„„G	proteins	can	activate	ion	channels	directly.	„„Metabotropic	receptors	play	roles	in	slow	synaptic	which	phosphorylate	proteins	such	as	ion	channels	and	change	their
activity.	potentials	in	which	permeability	to	ions	decreases,	and	in	presynaptic	inhibition.	Synaptic	Plasticity:	Synapses	Change	Properties	with	Time	and	Activity	The	parameters	of	each	step	of	synaptic	transmission	may	change	quantitatively	over	time.	Presynaptically,	neurotransmitter	can	be	synthesized,	stored,	and	released	at	different	rates,	and
postsynaptic	sensitivity	to	the	neurotransmitter	may	be	increased	or	decreased	in	different	circumstances.	Even	electrically	mediated	transmission	can	be	altered	by	changes	in	pH	and	in	Ca2+	concentration	that	can	close	gap-junction	channels.	Changes	in	the	parameters	of	synaptic	transmission	are	important	both	for	homeostatic	regulation	of
transmitter	metabolism	and	for	synaptic	plasticity—changes	in	synaptic	strength	over	time.	Because	synaptic	functions	are	more	labile	than	other	aspects	of	neuronal	function,	such	as	axonal	conduction,	it	is	widely	supposed	that	synaptic	plasticity	is	the	mechanism	that	underlies	how	nervous	system	function	changes	over	time.	Thus	the	synaptic
bases	of	nervous	system	development,	and	of	learning	and	memory,	are	subjects	of	active	current	investigation.	We	cannot	survey	the	entire	burgeoning	field,	but	we	will	present	examples	that	illustrate	some	of	the	major	themes.	Neurotransmitter	metabolism	is	regulated	homeostatically	The	metabolism	of	neurotransmitters	must	be	regulated	just	as
other	aspects	of	metabolism	are	regulated.	Consider	the	following	example:	A	stimulated	superior	cervical	ganglion	releases	10%	of	its	acetylcholine	(ACh)	content	per	minute,	yet	the	total	ACh	content	of	the	ganglion	is	not	diminished.	How	can	this	be,	when	the	rate	Synapses 	361	of	stimulated	release	is	50	times	greater	than	the	resting	release
rate?	Clearly,	the	rate	of	synthesis	of	ACh	following	stimulated	release	must	also	increase	50-fold	if	there	is	no	depletion	of	ACh.	Although	not	all	the	mechanisms	controlling	the	increased	synthesis	of	ACh	are	known,	the	increased	availability	of	free	choline	plays	a	major	role,	because	choline	is	normally	the	rate-limiting	substrate	in	ACh	synthesis.
When	more	ACh	is	released	into	the	synaptic	cleft,	more	choline	is	produced	by	acetylcholinesterase.	Thus	more	choline	is	taken	up	by	the	choline	transporter	at	the	presynaptic	terminal	and	is	available	for	resynthesis	of	ACh	by	choline	acetyltransferase	(see	Figure	13.11).	At	other	synapses,	control	of	the	synthesis	and	action	of	neurotransmitters
may	be	more	complex	than	in	this	simple	example.	Several	important	advances	in	the	pharmacological	treatment	of	psychiatric	conditions	have	focused	on	manipulation	of	neurotransmitter	synthesis	or	reuptake	pathways.	For	instance,	selective	serotonin	reuptake	inhibitors	(SSRIs)	function—as	the	name	would	suggest—to	reduce	the	amount	of	the
neurotransmitter	serotonin	that	is	taken	up	after	release	into	the	synaptic	cleft.	The	resulting	increased	availability	of	serotonin	to	postsynaptic	receptors	has	proven	to	be	a	strikingly	effective	treatment	for	depression	and	other	mood	disorders.	Learning	and	memory	may	be	based	on	synaptic	plasticity	Synaptic	potentials	have	time	courses	of
milliseconds	to	seconds—	long	enough	to	have	a	transient	effect	on	the	excitability	of	postsynaptic	cells.	However,	if	synapses	are	involved	in	the	long-term	behavioral	changes	of	learning	and	memory	(an	assertion	for	which	there	is	increasing	evidence),	then	neurons	should	demonstrate	changes	in	synaptic	strength—synaptic	plasticity—that	have	a
suitably	long	time	course	of	minutes,	days,	or	weeks.	Synaptic	strength	is	usually	measured	as	the	amplitude	of	a	postsynaptic	potential	in	response	to	a	presynaptic	action	potential.	In	many	synapses,	the	amplitudes	of	individual	postsynaptic	potentials	are	not	constant	over	time.	Synaptic	facilitation	is	an	increase	in	amplitude	of	postsynaptic
potentials	in	response	to	successive	presynaptic	impulses	(Figure	13.22A).	A	decrease	in	amplitude	of	postsynaptic	potentials	with	successive	presynaptic	impulses	is	termed	synaptic	antifacilitation,	or	synaptic	depression	(Figure	13.22B).	Both	synaptic	facilitation	and	antifacilitation	result	from	changes	in	the	amount	of	neurotransmitter	liberated	per
presynaptic	(A)	Facilitation	Presynaptic	impulses	Postsynaptic	potentials	(B)	Antifacilitation	Presynaptic	impulses	Postsynaptic	potentials	In	facilitation,	successive	PSPs	increase	in	amplitude	in	response	to	repeated	presynaptic	action	potentials.	In	antifacilitation,	successive	PSPs	in	a	series	decrease	in	amplitude.	Figure	13.22 	Synaptic	facilitation
and	antifacilitation	impulse.	These	changes	are	known	to	be	calcium-dependent,	but	their	mechanisms	are	otherwise	incompletely	understood.	Facilitation	of	synaptic	transmission	is	often	especially	pronounced	after	tetanic	stimulation	of	presynaptic	neurons—that	is,	stimulation	by	trains	of	stimuli	at	a	rate	of	about	10–100	per	second	for	several
seconds.	The	response	to	a	single	presynaptic	impulse	may	be	elevated	severalfold	after	tetanic	stimulation,	and	although	the	effect	diminishes	over	time,	it	may	persist	for	hours.	This	extended	enhancement	of	synaptic	response	is	termed	posttetanic	potentiation.	Posttetanic	potentiation	indicates	that	synaptic	efficacy	can	change	with	use,	and	these
changes	can	be	long-lasting.	Particularly	long-term	potentiation	changes	have	been	reported	in	the	hippocampus	and	cerebral	cortex	of	the	vertebrate	brain,	regions	that	are	implicated	in	learning	and	memory	functions.	We	will	discuss	these	changes	after	considering	the	anatomically	simpler	example	of	the	marine	mollusc	Aplysia.	Habituation	and
sensitization	in	Aplysia	Habituation	and	sensitization	are	two	simple	forms	of	behavior	that	occur	in	nearly	all	kinds	of	animals.	Habituation	is	defined	as	the	decrease	in	intensity	of	a	reflex	response	to	a	stimulus	when	the	stimulus	is	presented	repeatedly.	Sensitization	is	the	prolonged	enhancement	of	a	reflex	response	to	a	stimulus,	which	results
from	the	presentation	of	a	second	stimulus	that	is	novel	or	noxious.	Habituation	and	sensitization	are	considered	simple	forms	of	learning—that	is,	of	modification	of	behavior	with	experience.	Reflexive	gill	withdrawal	in	Aplysia	is	a	behavioral	response	that	is	subject	to	habituation	and	sensitization	and	is	amenable	to	study	of	its	synaptic	basis.	The
gill	of	Aplysia	withdraws	in	response	to	mechanical	stimulation	of	the	animal’s	siphon	or	mantle	shelf	(Figure	13.23A).	The	amplitude	of	gill	withdrawal	decreases	with	repeated	low-frequency	stimulation;	that	is,	the	response	habituates.	After	a	shock	to	the	head,	the	response	to	siphon	stimulation	is	again	large;	that	is,	it	is	sensitized	by	the	head
shock	(Figure	13.23B).	Eric	Kandel,	a	Nobel	Prize–winning	American	neurobiologist,	together	with	his	colleagues,	mapped	the	neural	circuit	of	the	gill-withdrawal	reflex	and	determined	the	synaptic	locus	of	the	habituation	and	sensitization.	Habituation	of	the	gill-withdrawal	response	results	from	a	waning	of	synaptic	excitation	of	gill	motor	neurons
by	sensory	neurons,	and	the	time	course	of	the	decrease	in	sensory-to-motor	EPSPs	closely	parallels	the	time	course	of	behavioral	habituation	(Figure	13.23C).	This	decrease	of	EPSP	amplitude	results	not	from	any	postsynaptic	change,	but	rather	from	a	decrease	in	the	number	of	quanta	of	neurotransmitter	released	by	the	sensory	nerve	endings.
Thus	the	synaptic	basis	of	habituation	in	Aplysia	is	antifacilitation	of	the	sensory	synaptic	terminals.	Sensitization	of	the	gill-withdrawal	response	by	head	shock	also	occurs	at	the	sensory-to-motor	synapses	(see	Figure	13.23C).	In	contrast	to	habituation,	a	sensitizing	stimulus	increases	the	amount	of	neurotransmitter	released	per	impulse	at	the
sensory-neuron	terminal.	This	facilitation	apparently	results	from	activation	of	synaptic	endings	of	sensitizing	interneurons	that	end	on	the	sensory	terminals	in	axo-axonal	synapses.	Thus	presynaptic	facilitation	is	the	synaptic	basis	of	behavioral	sensitization.	How	is	the	amount	of	neurotransmitter	release	diminished	during	habituation	and	increased
by	sensitization?	Evidence	indicates	that	the	Ca2+	current	entering	the	presynaptic	terminal	during	an	362	 	Chapter	13	(A)	Siphon	Mantle	shelf	Gill	Amplitude	of	gill	withdrawal	(B)	1	10	80	Trials	(3-min	intervals)	(C)	Head	Skin	Stimulate	Sensory	neuron	Sensitizing	stimulus	to	head	In	this	reduced	preparation,	intracellular	stimulation	of	the
sensory	neurons	replaces	tactile	stimulation…	…and	intracellular	recording	of	motor-neuron	EPSPs	replaces	gill	withdrawal.	Record	Motor-neuron	EPSP	Motor	neuron	Sensitization	Depression	Gill	withdrawal	Gill	Habituation	Sensitization	Figure	13.23 	Habituation	and	sensitization	in	Aplysia	gill	withdrawal	(A)	The	gill-withdrawal	reflex	of	Aplysia	is
a	response	to	stimulation	ofPhysiology	the	siphon4Eor	the	mantle	shelf.	The	animal	retracts	the	Hill	Animal	gill.	(B)	The	gill-withdrawal	reflex	habituates	with	repeated	stimulaSinauer	Associates	tion	and	isStudio	recovered	following	a	sensitizing	stimulus	to	the	head.	(C)	Morales	Changes	in	synaptic	activity	of	a	reduced	preparation	(diagrammed)
Figure	13.23	11-05-15	are	comparable	to	habituation	and	sensitization	responses	of	the	whole	animal.	Stimulation	of	a	nerve	from	the	head	replaces	head	shock.	The	decrement	and	enhancement	of	the	motor-neuron	EPSPs	mirror	the	behavioral	habituation	and	sensitization,	respectively,	of	gill	withdrawal.	This	result	suggests	that	the	sensory-to-
motor	neuron	synapse	is	the	primary	site	of	the	behavioral	plasticity.	(Note	the	longer	time	course	of	the	behavioral	responses.)	impulse	is	depressed	during	habituation.	This	finding	suggests	that	there	is	a	progressive,	long-lasting	inactivation	of	Ca2+	channels	with	habituation,	allowing	less	Ca2+	to	enter	and	to	trigger	neurotransmitter	release.	The
presynaptic	facilitation	underlying	sensitization	is	caused	by	an	increased	Ca2+	influx.	Some	facilitating	interneurons	release	5-HT	(serotonin),	which	acts	to	increase	the	amount	of	cAMP	in	the	sensory	terminals	(Figure	13.24).	The	cAMP	acts	via	a	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	to	phosphorylate	K+	channels	in	the	terminal,	and	thereby	to
decrease	the	K+	current	that	normally	terminates	the	action	potential.	This	K+	channel	inactivation	prolongs	the	action	potential,	leading	to	an	increase	in	the	Ca2+	influx	and	in	resultant	neurotransmitter	release.	Cyclic	AMP–dependent	protein	kinase	can	also	phosphorylate	other	proteins	(e.g.,	to	increase	the	mobilization	of	stored	neurotransmitter
to	the	release	sites),	and	serotonin	can	also	act	at	the	synapse	through	other	serotonin	receptors	and	other	second	messengers,	such	as	diacylglycerol	(DAG).	The	studies	on	Aplysia	outlined	here	have	determined	the	anatomical	location	of	two	forms	of	behavioral	plasticity	in	specific,	identifiable	synapses	and	have	made	considerable	progress	in
defining	the	synaptic	mechanisms	producing	these	changes.	Short-term	sensitization	in	Aplysia	lasts	about	an	hour,	but	with	repeated	training	sessions	sensitization	may	persist	for	more	than	3	weeks.	This	long-term	sensitization	depends	on	changes	in	the	same	sensory-to-motor	synapses,	but	it	requires	new	protein	synthesis.	Long-term	sensitization
is	driven	by	persistent	serotonin-dependent	elevation	of	cAMP,	leading	to	the	movement	of	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	to	the	nucleus,	where	the	kinase	activates	gene	transcription	via	cAMP-dependent	transcriptional	regulatory	proteins	such	as	CREB	(cAMP	response	element–binding	protein).	Investigators	have	also	demonstrated	classical
conditioning	of	the	Aplysia	gillwithdrawal	response:	a	learned	association	between	two	stimuli.	The	synaptic	basis	of	classical	conditioning	is	more	complex	than	2	mV	that	of	sensitization.	In	part	it	depends	on	50	ms	similar	presynaptic	mechanisms	of	enhanced	neurotransmitter	release,	but	there	is	also	a	postsynaptic	component	that	involves	NMDA-
type	glutamate	receptors	(see	page	364).2	The	details	of	these	mechanisms	are	complicated,	but	the	major	point	is	that	10	s	synaptic	mechanisms	similar	to	those	that	underlie	sensitization	and	habituation	can	also	be	employed	to	explain	classical	conditioning	in	Aplysia.	Long-term	potentiation	in	the	hippocampus	Synaptic	changes	in	mammalian
brains	that	are	long-lasting	have	been	explored	extensively	during	the	last	35	years,	most	notably	in	the	hippocampus.	The	hippocampus	is	a	deep	forebrain	structure	that	is	strongly	implicated	in	spatial	learning	(such	as	maze	learning)	and	in	memory	formation.	The	circuitry	of	the	hippocampus	2	 D.	G.	Glanzman	and	coworkers	have	shown	that
longer-term	sensitization	in	Aplysia	also	has	a	postsynaptic	component	that	depends	on	NMDA	receptors.	Synapses 	363	(A)	Experimental	setup	Tail	Sensory	neuron	Adenylyl	cyclase	1	Hippocampus	of	rodent	brain	ATP	3	cAMP	G	protein	2	K+	channel	4	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	7	5	Testing	stimulus	Hippocampal	slice	Ca2+	channel	CA1
neuron	6	Serotonin	receptor	Neurotransmitter	vesicles	Recording	Available	transmitter	pool	CA3	neuron	Releasable	transmitter	pool	(B)	Long-term	potentiation	Before	a	tetanic	stimulation,	each	single	test	stimulus	produces	an	EPSP	of	a	fairly	consistent	size.	EPSP	magnitude	in	response	to	test	stimulation	Motor	neuron	Figure	13.24 	A	model	of
Aplysia	sensitization 	Transmitter	release	in	the	sensory	terminals	decreases	with	habituation	and	increases	with	sensitization.	With	habituation,	fewer	Ca2+	channels	open	in	response	to	action	potentials	in	the	sensory	terminal.	The	resulting	decrease	in	Ca2+	influx	decreases	transmitter	release.	Serotonergic	neurons	promote	sensitization	❶	.
Serotonin	acts	➋	to	activate	an	adenylyl	cyclase	in	the	terminals,	which	stimulates	the	synthesis	of	cAMP	➌.	Cyclic	AMP	in	turn	acts	on	a	cAMP-dependent	protein	kinase	❹	to	phosphorylate	proteins,	including	a	K+	channel	➎;	this	leads	to	a	decrease	in	the	repolarizing	K+	current	and	a	broadening	of	the	action	potential.	The	increase	in	the	duration
of	the	action	potential	increases	the	time	during	which	Ca2+	channels	can	open	➏,	leading	to	a	greater	influx	of	Ca2+	and	increased	release.	The	kinase	also	acts	on	Ca2+	channels	and	on	mobilization	of	neurotransmitter	vesicles	➐.	Other	serotonin	effects	are	not	shown.	(After	Kandel	et	al.	1995.)	250%	LTP	100%	Baseline	responses	0	10	Tetanus	20
30	40	Time	(min)	Figure	13.25 	Long-term	potentiation	in	the	hippocampus	Synapses	in	the	hippocampus	and	in	other	brain	areas	exhibit	long-term	potentiation	(LTP),	a	long-lasting	increase	in	EPSP	amplitude	after	a	tetanic	(strong,	repeated	train)	stimulus.	(A)	The	hippocampus	of	mammalian	brains	contains	several	synaptic	pathways	and	types	of
neurons.	Here	we	consider	synapses	(of	CA3	neurons)	onto	CA1	neurons.	For	simplicity,	only	one	neuron	of	each	type	is	shown	in	the	diagram.	(B)	Long-term	potentiation	may	persist	for	many	hours.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	well	characterized,	and	because	it	is	largely	restricted	to	two	MoralesisStudio	Figure	13.24	11-03-15
dimensions,	it	can	be	studied	in	hippocampal	slices	that	allow	stable,	long-term	recordings	from	visible	neurons	(Figure	13.25A).	Circuits	in	the	hippocampus	(and	elsewhere	in	the	brain)	undergo	prolonged	changes	when	strongly	stimulated,	and	some	of	these	changes	are	associative;	that	is,	they	are	specific	to	the	pathways	that	are	stimulated
together.	We	will	examine	associative	long-term	potentiation	in	a	particular	region	(CA1)	of	the	hippocampus.	Long-term	potentiation	(LTP)	is	a	long-lasting	enhancement	of	synaptic	transmission	following	intense	stimulation	(Figure	13.25B);	it	resembles	posttetanic	potentiation	but	is	more	prolonged.	Associative	LTP	is	specific	to	the	activated
pathway	and	requires	the	cooperative	interaction	of	many	presynaptic	neurons	to	depolarize	a	postsynaptic	CA1	cell	adequately.	After	the	tetanus,	the	amplitudes	of	the	test	EPSPs	are	increased	to	200%	to	300%	of	control	amplitudes.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	long-term	potentiation	in	the	brain	involves	changMorales	Studio	es	in
synapse	strength 	As	first	pointed	out	by	Donald	Hebb,	Figure	13.25	11-05-15	learning	could	depend	on	“successful”	synapses	getting	stronger,	with	a	“successful”	synapse	meaning	one	in	which	the	presynaptic	and	postsynaptic	neurons	have	been	active	or	depolarized	at	the	same	time:	“Neurons	that	fire	together	wire	together.”	A	synapse	that
undergoes	a	long-term	change	in	strength	as	a	result	of	coincident	activation	of	the	pre-	and	postsynaptic	neurons	is	called	a	Hebbian	synapse.	The	synapses	that	undergo	LTP	in	the	CA1	region	of	the	hippocampus	are	Hebbian	because	potentiation	depends	on	the	associated	activity	of	presynaptic	and	postsynaptic	cells.	A	critical	feature	of	LTP	is
that	any	synapse	that	is	active	while	the	364	 	Chapter	13	BOX	Synapse	Formation:	Competing	Philosophies	13.1	Matthew	S.	Kayser	How	does	the	nervous	system	form	synapses	during	development?	Much	of	what	we	know	comes	from	the	model	system	of	the	vertebrate	neuromuscular	junction	(NMJ).	The	neuromuscular	synapse	is	a	reliable	relay,
so	that	an	action	potential	traveling	in	a	motor	axon	will	consistently	result	in	contraction	of	the	muscle	fiber	it	innervates.	Interestingly,	during	development,	multiple	motor	axons	can	innervate	a	muscle	fiber	initially	(see	figure),	but	at	a	mature	NMJ	just	one	axon	innervates	one	muscle	fiber.	How	is	it	decided	which	motor	axon	will	innervate	a	given
muscle	fiber?	The	outcome	is	more	analogous	to	Darwinian	natural	selection	than	Calvinist	predestination:	Motor	axons	engage	in	a	competition	for	space	on	a	muscle	fiber.	Single	mature	neurons	in	the	CNS—in	sharp	contrast	to	single	mature	muscle	fibers	at	the	NMJ—receive	thousands	of	A	neuromuscular	junction	with	multiple	innervation	inputs.
That	is,	the	dendrites	of	a	single	neuron	may	make	synaptic	contact	with	axons	of	thousands	of	other	neurons.	This	raises	the	question	of	how	the	brain	can	possibly	become	wired	properly.	A	leading	hypothesis	suggests	molecular	matchmaking	occurs,	wherein	the	appropriate	axons	and	dendrites	recognize	cues	on	one	another.	Box	Extension	13.1
describes	more	about	how	synapses	form	during	development	in	the	brain	and	at	neuromuscular	junctions.	Multiple	axons	can	innervate	each	muscle	fiber	at	immature	NMJs	in	mice 	In	this	image	(on	day	8	of	post-	5	µm	postsynaptic	cell	is	strongly	depolarized	will	be	potentiated,	for	a	period	that	can	last	hours	in	hippocampal	slices	and	weeks	in
intact	animals.	Interestingly,	some	of	the	mechanisms	controlling	synaptic	plasticity	in	the	mature	nervous	system	may	function	similarly	to	those	that	control	synapse	formation	in	neural	development	(Box	13.1).	Establishment	of	hippocampal	LTP	(Figure	13.26)	depends	on	two	related	glutamate	receptors:	NMDA	receptors	(so	named	because	they
also	are	activated	by	the	drug	N-methyl-d-aspartate)	and	other	ionotropic	glutamate	receptors,	most	notably	AMPA	receptors	(activated	by	the	drug	α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole4-propionic	acid).	AMPA	receptors	produce	fast	EPSPs.	NMDA	receptors	also	produce	EPSPs,	but	they	have	an	important	functional	property:	They	work	only	when
the	postsynaptic	cell	is	depolarized.	As	Figure	13.26A	shows,	an	NMDA	receptor	is	activated	by	glutamate,	but	at	resting	membrane	potential	its	ion	channel	is	blocked	by	a	bound	Mg2+	ion,	so	few	or	no	ions	flow	through	it.	The	EPSP	produced	under	these	conditions	depends	on	AMPA	receptors.	In	contrast,	when	the	postsynaptic	cell	is	substantially
depolarized,	the	bound	Mg2+	ion	is	released;	with	glutamate	binding	to	NMDA	receptors,	a	considerable	number	of	Na+	and	Ca2+	ions	can	enter	the	cell	the	unblocked	channels	(see	Figure	13.26B).	In	Hill	through	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	Box13.01	11-05-15	natal	development)	some	neurons	have	been	labeled
blue	and	others	green.	The	postsynaptic	receptors	are	red.	The	muscle	fibers	themselves	are	not	visible.	(From	Walsh	and	Lichtman	2003.)	this	way,	an	NMDA	receptor	functions	as	a	molecular	coincidence	detector:	Both	postsynaptic	depolarization	and	presynaptic	stimulation	must	occur	at	the	same	time	for	NMDA	receptor–mediated	ion	flux	to
occur.	The	Ca2+	ions	entering	the	postsynaptic	cell	through	NMDA	receptors	act	as	second	messengers,	activating	Ca2+-dependent	signaling	molecules	such	as	Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent	kinase	II	(CaMKII)	and	protein	kinase	C	(see	Figure	13.26B,C).	Thus	two	features	of	NMDA	receptors	are	important	for	the	establishment	of	LTP:	(1)	Their	full
activation	requires	a	Hebbian	simultaneous	depolarization	of	the	presynaptic	and	postsynaptic	cells;	and	(2)	they	have	indirect,	long-lasting	effects	mediated	by	second	messengers.	Whereas	long-lasting	changes	in	synapse	strength	are	clearly	induced	by	postsynaptic	activation	of	NMDA	receptors,	what	mechanisms	actually	underlie	the	increased
synaptic	strength	observed	in	LTP?	For	more	than	a	decade,	there	was	a	hearty	scientific	debate	on	whether	LTP	is	a	reflection	of	changes	in	neurotransmitter	release	or	neurotransmitter	receptor	properties	(in	other	words,	presynaptic	or	postsynaptic	alterations).	It	now	seems	clear	that	a	major	mechanism	for	enduring	changes	in	synapse	strength
involves	modulation	of	the	postsynaptic	AMPA-type	ionotropic	glutamate	receptors	touched	on	above.	Ca2+	flux	through	NMDA	receptors	triggers	a	series	of	Synapses 	365	(A)	Normal	synaptic	transmission	(B)	LTP	induction	Pre	Glu	Pre	AMPA	receptors	open	to	produce	a	fast	EPSP.	Na+	Glu	Ca2+	Mg2+	Glu	K+	Glu	Na+	Glu	Glu	AMPA	glutamate
receptor	NMDA	receptors	are	blocked	at	resting	potential	by	Mg2+	ions.	Na+	K+	K+	Ca	K+	Increased	Ca2+	concentration	Protein	kinase	C	Other	kinases	Ca2+/calmodulin	kinase	…activating	Ca2+dependent	protein	kinases.	Dendritic	shaft	Post	K+	2+	Ca2+	ions	enter	the	NMDA	receptor	channels	and	act	as	second	messengers	in	the	postsynaptic
cell…	Dendritic	spine	Ca2+-triggered	phosphorylation	of	AMPA	receptors	stored	in	internal	vesicles	stimulates	fusion	of	the	vesicles	with	the	cell	membrane.	This	fusion	delivers	new	receptors	and	new	lipid	membrane	to	the	spine	head.	Post	Figure	13.26 	Induction	and	maintenance	of	LTP	in	the	hippo-	(C)	Glutamate	uncaging	(6	ms,	0.5	Hz)	–12	s	–4
–4ss	4s	s12	s2012s	s	4	52	s	60	s	68	s	3	mm	Na+	Depolarization	releases	Mg2+.	Mg2+	NMDA	glutamate	receptor	Na+	76	s	20	s	84	s	28ss36	s44	28	36	ss	92	s	100	s	44	s	2.0	108	s	1.6	Lifetime	(ns)	downstream	events	leading	to	phosphorylation	and	subsequent	insertion	of	new	AMPA	receptors	into	the	postsynaptic	cell	membrane	(see	Figure	13.26B).
The	increased	number	of	postsynaptic	AMPA	receptors	results	in	increased	amplitude	of	synaptic	responses.	In	addition,	alteration	in	the	biophysical	properties	of	these	channels	contributes	to	the	observed	potentiation.	Of	course,	one	might	imagine	that	our	brains	would	not	work	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	optimally	if	synaptic	contacts	were	only
able	to	get	stronger.	As	it	Sinauer	Associates	turnsStudio	out,	certain	stimuli	result	in	a	long-term	depression	(LTD)	of	Morales	Figure	13.26	responses.	11-05-15At	least	some	forms	of	LTD	are	also	NMDA	synaptic	receptor–dependent,	which	raises	the	question	of	how	both	LTP	campus 	Induction	of	long-term	potentiation	(LTP)	is	postsynaptic.	(A)	At
the	unpotentiated	synapse,	glutamate	neurotransmitter	is	released	and	acts	at	various	kinds	of	glutamate	receptors,	principally	AMPA	receptors.	NMDA	receptors	are	blocked	by	Mg2+.	(B)	Tetanic	stimulation	depolarizes	the	postsynaptic	cell	substantially,	releasing	the	Mg2+	block	and	allowing	glutamate	to	activate	the	NMDA	receptors,	leading	to
Ca2+	entry.	The	resultant	phosphorylation	events	lead	to	an	enhanced	postsynaptic	response	via	insertion	of	internal	AMPA	receptors	into	the	postsynaptic	membrane,	extensive	downstream	signaling,	and	synaptic	growth.	(C)	The	fluorescence	micrographs	in	this	time	series	show	the	effect	of	increased	glutamate	on	a	single	dendritic	spine	(the
green	spot	to	the	left	of	the	vertical	green	dendrite).	Localized	release	of	glutamate	(at	the	white	triangle)	increases	the	CaMKII	activity	(red,	peaking	at	12	s)	and	then	increases	the	volume	of	only	the	dendritic	spine	immediately	adjacent	to	the	glutamate	release.	(C	from	Lee	et	al.	2009.)	and	LTD	could	rely	on	NMDA	receptor	activity	and	the
resultant	Ca2+	influx.	Although	the	answers	are	not	totally	clear,	it	is	thought	that	high	postsynaptic	levels	of	Ca2+	over	a	short	period	result	in	LTP,	whereas	lower	levels	of	Ca2+	over	a	prolonged	period	result	in	LTD.	Stimuli	known	to	result	in	LTD	set	into	motion	a	cascade	of	events	leading	to	removal	of	AMPA	receptors	from	the	postsynaptic
membrane	and,	in	turn,	reduced	amplitude	of	postsynaptic	366	 	Chapter	13	responses.	Because	the	insertion	or	removal	(processes	known	as	trafficking)	of	AMPA	receptors	is	a	key	event	in	the	modification	of	synaptic	strength,	one	could	ask	what	happens	if	the	signals	controlling	AMPA	receptor	trafficking	are	perturbed.	Researchers	recently
asked	this	very	question	using	mutant	mice	with	single	amino	acid	changes	to	specific	phosphorylation	sites	on	their	AMPA	receptors.	These	mutations	interfere	with	the	normal	phosphorylation	and	dephosphorylation—and	thus	the	trafficking—of	the	AMPA	receptor	proteins.	The	researchers	found	that	the	mutant	mice	have	abnormal	LTP	and	LTD,
as	well	as	memory	defects	in	spatial	learning	tasks.	Thus	LTP	and	LTD	not	only	reflect	the	dynamic	nature	of	synaptic	contacts,	but	also	highlight	the	fact	that	changes	in	synaptic	strength—both	increases	and	decreases—are	involved	in	memory	formation.	long-term	memories	can	involve	changes	to	the	physical	structure	of	neurons 	The
establishment	of	LTP	(or	LTD)	requires	NMDA	receptor–mediated	Ca2+	flux	and	AMPA	receptor	insertion	(or	removal),	but	some	memories,	as	they	say,	last	a	lifetime.	How	are	more	permanent	changes	to	synapses	accomplished?	The	answer	appears	to	have	at	least	two	components.	First,	the	so-called	late	phase	of	LTP	(persistent	changes	lasting
hours	to	even	weeks)	requires	the	synthesis	of	new	proteins	as	well	as	gene	transcription.	Inhibition	of	protein	synthesis	at	the	time	an	animal	is	being	trained	in	a	new	task	does	not	affect	the	animal’s	ability	to	learn,	but	it	prevents	the	consolidation	(“conversion”)	of	the	new	memory	into	a	long-term	one.	Some	of	the	new	required	proteins	can	be
made	locally	at	a	synapse.	However,	some	signals	ultimately	activate	processes	in	the	nucleus.	In	the	nucleus,	transcription	factors	such	as	CREB	are	known	to	be	of	particular	importance	in	turning	on	the	transcription	of	genes	encoding	proteins	that	are	critical	in	maintaining	memories.	What	is	the	character	of	these	proteins	and	how	are	they
transported	to	the	correct	synapse	where	the	signal	began?	These	are	significant	questions	for	the	next	generation	of	neuroscientists!	The	second	manner	in	which	changes	to	synaptic	transmission	are	made	more	permanent	involves	structural	alterations	to	synapses	themselves.	Excitatory	synapses	usually	occur	on	the	stereotyped	morphologic
protrusions	known	as	dendritic	spines	(see	Figure	13.5).	Stimuli	resulting	in	LTP,	or	even	the	experimental	focal	release	of	glutamate	right	next	to	a	spine,	have	an	interesting	effect:	The	head	of	the	affected	spine	gets	larger	(see	Figure	13.26C).	So	in	concert	with	the	prolonged	increase	in	response	amplitude	described	above	comes	an	increase	in
the	volume	of	the	dendritic	spines	on	which	the	LTP-inducing	stimuli	occurred.	Investigators	hypothesize	that	the	same	vesicles	that	supply	new	AMPA	receptors	to	the	postsynaptic	density	also	deliver	fresh	lipid	materials	to	allow	expansion	of	the	postsynaptic	membrane	(see	Figure	13.26B).	The	enlargement	of	individual	spines	also	requires
activation	of	NMDA	receptors	and	CaMKII,	indicating	that	spine	growth	likely	is	a	structural	basis	of	LTP.	Moreover,	changes	in	dendritic	spine	morphology	are	synapse-specific—another	important	property	of	LTP.	Neighboring,	unstimulated	spines	or	portions	of	the	dendrite	are	unaffected.	In	this	way,	only	the	“successful”	synapses	are
strengthened,	without	nonspecifically	reinforcing	other,	unpaired	contacts.	So	far	we	have	covered	the	mechanisms	by	which	individual	synapses	and	spines	respond	to	plasticity-inducing	stimuli.	But	in	addition	to	spine	expansion,	changes	in	experience	can	also	result	in	the	growth	of	new	dendritic	spines	altogether.	Karel	Svoboda	and	colleagues
have	characterized	how	dendritic	spines	behave	in	functioning	cortical	circuits	of	awake	animals.	Svoboda’s	group	made	cranial	viewing	windows	in	the	skulls	of	mice	and	repeatedly	(even	over	the	course	of	months)	imaged	portions	of	dendrites	closest	to	the	surface	of	the	brain,	coming	from	neurons	that	were	made	to	fluoresce	bright	green.	The
type	of	neurons	chosen	were	those	from	barrel	cortex,	the	somatosensory	area	of	the	rodent	brain	receiving	input	from	the	animal’s	whiskers	(Figure	13.27).	By	trimming	the	whiskers	of	a	mouse	in	a	particular	pattern,	Svoboda	and	colleagues	were	able	to	alter	the	animal’s	sensory	experience,	and	found	that	the	changing	sensory	input	drove	the
formation	of	new	dendritic	spines	and	synaptic	contacts,	while	eliminating	others.	In	other	words,	alterations	in	external	stimuli	allow	formation	of	new	synapses	and	actually	reshape	the	physical	structure	of	dendrites	in	a	mouse’s	brain.	Remember,	however,	the	elegance	of	brain	circuitry:	Nothing	lasts	forever,	as	the	next	mind-altering	experience
is	just	around	the	bend.	Long-term	potentiation	is	a	necessary	component	of	learning	LTP	was	originally	studied	as	a	long-lasting	synaptic	change	that	might	underlie	learning	and	memory,	a	molecular	correlate	of	the	changes	needed	for	long-term	behavioral	changes	to	have	a	synaptic	basis.	The	existence	of	LTP	does	not	prove	that	it	is	involved	in
learning	and	memory—only	that	it	could	be.	Is	there	direct	evidence	that	LTP	is	a	necessary	component	of	learning?	The	answer	is	yes.	Studies	that	knock	out	(block	the	expression	of)	particular	genes	show	that	the	absence	of	NMDA	receptors,	of	CaM	kinase,	or	of	other	kinases	disrupts	both	LTP	and	spatial	learning	of	a	mouse	trying	to	negotiate	a
water	maze	(see	page	510).	As	described	above,	the	same	holds	true	for	manipulations	that	disrupt	AMPA	receptor	insertion	into	the	postsynaptic	membrane.	One	of	the	most	compelling	studies	correlating	NMDA	receptors,	LTP,	and	learning	and	memory	is	that	of	Doogie	mice,	introduced	at	the	beginning	of	the	chapter.	Joe	Tsien	and	coworkers
genetically	engineered	mice	to	overexpress	a	particular	subunit	of	their	NMDA	receptors.	This	subunit	is	normally	abundant	in	developing	mice	but	less	so	in	adults.	An	important	functional	difference	is	that	NMDA	receptors	containing	the	juvenile	subunit	remain	open	longer	than	NMDA	receptors	containing	only	adult	subunit	types.	Mice	of	the
Doogie	strain	(with	more	NMDA	receptors	containing	the	juvenile	subunit)	have	more	potent	hippocampal	LTP	when	their	brains	are	tested,	presumably	because	more	Ca	2+	enters	through	the	longer-opening	NMDA	receptors	during	LTP	induction.	The	mice	also	perform	better	than	average	mice	on	several	sorts	of	learning	tasks,	and	they	remember
novel	stimuli	longer.	Researchers	have	now	created	or	identified	at	least	33	mutant	mouse	strains	that,	like	Doogie,	have	enhanced	cognitive	abilities	and	enhanced	LTP.	These	studies	reinforce	the	correlation	between	LTP	and	spatial	learning	and	memory;	moreover,	they	demonstrate	that	manipulation	of	the	Synapses 	367	Dendrites	of	individual
neurons	expressing	GFP	can	be	seen	near	the	surface	of	the	cortex	through	a	cranial	viewing	window.	Whiskers	on	the	left	side…	(A)	(B)	(C)	…make	synaptic	inputs	to	the	right	side	of	the	brain.	100	µm	(D)	50	µm	Day	1	Day	2	Day	3	Day	4	Day	5	Day	6	Day	7	Day	8	Dendrite	Dendritic	spine	5	µm	Figure	13.27 	Repeated	imaging	of	dendrites	through
cranial	windows	in	living	rodents 	(A)	Sensory	neurons	from	the	left	molecular	substrates	of	LTP	can	enhance	learning	and	memory,	as	well	as	disrupt	it.	Beyond	these	correlational	studies,	is	there	also	direct	evidence	that	learning	induces	LTP	in	the	brain?	Mark	Bear	and	colleagues	have	finally	confirmed	this	40-year-old	conjecture.	While	putting
mice	through	a	training	protocol	in	which	the	mice	learned	to	avoid	a	mild	shock,	the	investigators	used	multielectrode	arrays	to	record	from	multiple	areas	of	hippocampus	area	CA1	at	once,	because	it	is	notHill	known	where	in	CA1	LTP	might	occur	with	this	particular	Animal	Physiology	4E	task.	They	in	awake	and	behaving	animals	that	the	process
Sinauerfound	Associates	Moralesthe	Studio	of	learning	task	results	in	long-term	potentiation	of	synaptic	Figureusing	13.27	the	11-05-15	responses	same	signaling	pathways	as	electrophysiologically	induced	LTP.	This	work	and	a	growing	number	of	subsequent	studies	strongly	suggest	that	LTP	really	is	a	molecular	basis	for	learning	and	memory.
whiskers	of	a	rodent	relay	to	make	synaptic	inputs	in	somatosensory	cortex	on	the	right	side	of	the	animal’s	brain.	Each	whisker	drives	input	onto	neurons	occupying	only	a	discrete	area	of	the	cortex,	known	as	a	barrel	(box	in	B).	(C)	Higher	magnification	of	the	boxed	dendrites	in	(B).	(D)	Repeated	long-term	imaging	through	the	cranial	window	of	the
branch	of	a	dendrite	(the	area	boxed	in	C)	reveals	transient	(blue	arrowhead),	semistable	(red	arrowheads),	and	stable	(yellow	arrowheads)	protrusions.	(After	Trachtenberg	et	al.	2002;	courtesy	of	Karel	Svoboda.)	The	extent	of	synaptic	plasticity	even	in	adult	nervous	systems	represents	a	staggering	expansion	of	our	understanding	of	the	range	of
mechanisms	and	functions	of	synaptic	physiology.	Synapses	transmit	signals,	by	both	rapid	and	prolonged	mechanisms.	But	synapses	also	modulate	properties—of	synapses,	of	neurons,	and	of	behavior.	368	 	Chapter	13	Summary	Synaptic	Plasticity:	Synapses	Change	Properties	with	Time	and	Activity	„„Neuronal	stimulation	that	increases	the	rate	of
neurotransmitter	release	also	increases	rates	of	neurotransmitter	resynthesis.	The	homeostatic	mechanisms	of	this	regulation	involve	both	substrate	availability	and	more	complex	mechanisms.	„„With	a	train	of	presynaptic	action	potentials,	the	amplitudes	of	the	resultant	postsynaptic	potentials	may	increase	(facilitation)	or	decrease	(antifacilitation).
Thus	the	synaptic	transfer	of	information	depends	on	its	history.	„„The	synaptic	bases	of	behavioral	habituation,	sensitization,	and	classical	conditioning	in	Aplysia	depend	on	second	messenger–mediated	control	of	the	amount	of	neurotransmitter	released	at	CNS	synapses.	„„Hippocampal	long-term	potentiation	(LTP)	is	a	longlasting	change	in
synaptic	properties	related	to	learning	and	memory.	The	induction	of	LTP	depends	on	NMDA	receptors	that	respond	to	both	glutamate	neurotransmitter	and	postsynaptic	depolarization,	to	allow	Ca2+	entry	into	the	postsynaptic	cell.	„„LTP	is	maintained	by	means	of	Ca2+-dependent	secondmessenger	pathways	that	make	the	postsynaptic	cell	more
sensitive	to	glutamate	neurotransmitter.	Insertion	of	AMPA	receptors	into	the	postsynaptic	membrane	increases	the	amplitude	of	the	postsynaptic	response,	and	occurs	along	with	expansion	of	the	area	of	dendritic	spines.	„„Studies	that	manipulate	the	expression	of	critical	genes	in	the	LTP	metabolic	pathway	significantly	affect	learning	and	memory
in	mice.	Study	Questions	1.	What	are	the	functional	advantages	and	disadvantages	of	electrical	synapses?	2.	What	adaptive	advantage	do	synapses	provide	in	nervous	systems	(i.e.,	why	isn’t	the	nervous	system	just	a	mesh	of	cells	cytoplasmically	connected	through	gap	junctions)?	3.	Why	is	it	difficult	to	show	vesicular	release	of	neurotransmitter
molecules	by	electron	microscopy?	4.	In	his	book	Ionic	Channels	of	Excitable	Membranes,	Bertil	Hille	characterized	the	importance	of	calcium	ions:	“Calcium	channels	…	serve	as	the	only	link	to	transduce	depolarization	into	all	the	nonelectrical	activities	controlled	by	excitation.	Without	Ca	2+	channels	our	nervous	system	would	have	no	outputs.”
Discuss	this	statement	with	reference	to	synaptic	function.	5.	What	are	the	criteria	for	identification	of	the	neurotransmitter	at	a	particular	synapse?	Which	two	criteria	are	sufficient	to	conclude	that	a	candidate	is	the	neurotransmitter?	6.	Why	(in	evolutionary	terms)	do	you	think	there	are	so	many	kinds	of	neurotransmitters?	7.	Why	are	there
multiple	receptor	subtypes	for	each	neurotransmitter?	Why	not	a	few	receptors	and	lots	of	neurotransmitters	acting	on	each	receptor?	8.	Discuss	the	functional	differences	between	ionotropic	and	metabotropic	receptors.	9.	Would	you	classify	NMDA	receptors	as	ionotropic	or	metabotropic?	Why?	10.	Do	you	think	there	is	one	cellular	mechanism	of
learning	and	memory	or	several?	Cite	studies	in	Aplysia	and	in	the	mammalian	hippocampus	to	support	your	answer.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Allen,	N.	J.	2014.	Astrocyte	regulation	of	synaptic	behavior.	Annu.	Rev.	Cell	Dev.	Biol.	30:	439–463.	Bear,	M.	F.,	and	B.	W.
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straightforward	introduction	to	the	genetically	engineered	Doogie	mouse	strain,	and	to	experiments	indicating	the	roles	of	synaptic	long-term	potentiation	in	learning	and	memory.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	Sensory	Processes	Sensory	systems	provide	animals	with	essentially	all	of	the	information	they	have	about
their	external	environment—as	well	as	most	of	the	information	they	have	about	their	internal	environment.	For	example,	consider	the	nocturnal	encounter	between	a	hunting	bat	and	a	moth	in	the	photo	above.	The	bat	finds	its	prey	by	echolocation:	It	emits	ultrasonic	cries	(sounds	at	frequencies	above	the	limit	of	human	hearing)	and	hears	the	echoes
of	its	cries	that	bounce	off	objects	in	the	environment,	rather	like	human	detection	of	submarines	by	sonar.	Moths,	however,	have	evolved	auditory	organs	that	are	very	sensitive	to	bat	cries.	A	moth	will	fly	away	from	faint	bat	cries	(at	distances	beyond	the	range	of	the	bat’s	echo	detection),	but	in	response	to	louder	cries	(when	the	bat	is	close	enough
to	get	clear	echoes)	the	moth	will	either	take	erratic	and	apparently	random	evasive	action	or	power-dive	to	the	ground.	Clearly	it	is	of	selective	advantage	for	bats	to	have	evolved	auditory	systems	that	allow	them	to	use	echolocation	to	detect	and	capture	insects	in	the	dark,	while	also	detecting	and	avoiding	obstacles.	Likewise	it	is	of	selective
advantage	for	moths	to	detect	and	evade	hunting	bats.	We	will	examine	aspects	of	auditory	sensory	systems	in	both	bats	and	moths	later	in	this	chapter,	along	with	other	sensory	systems	that	provide	animals	with	information	about	their	environments.	14	A	nocturnal	encounter	between	a	moth	and	a	hunting	bat 	Bats	echolocate	to	orient	and	to
capture	insects,	and	moths	have	evolved	auditory	systems	that	help	them	evade	bat	predators.	In	this	case	a	moth	hears	the	bat’s	cries	and	is	able	to	evade	the	bat	by	diving	toward	the	ground.	Sensory	systems	may	be	energetically	expensive,	but	the	information	they	provide	is	often	crucial	for	survival.	370	 	Chapter	14	Sensory	systems	of	all	kinds
depend	on	specialized	sensory	receptor	cells	that	respond	to	stimuli,	either	environmental	stimuli	or	stimuli	arising	inside	the	body.	Different	sensory	cells	respond	to	different	stimuli,	and	they	vary	greatly	in	sensitivity	(the	ability	to	distinguish	among	stimuli	of	different	intensity)	and	specificity	(the	ability	to	distinguish	among	stimuli	of	different
types).	Auditory	reception	in	bats	and	moths	is	both	sensitive	and	specific,	having	been	shaped	by	long	periods	of	natural	selection.	But	all	cells	are	somewhat	responsive	to	aspects	of	their	environment	and	thus	subserve	some	functions	that	can	be	considered	sensory.	For	example,	bacteria	and	protists	respond	to	light	and	to	chemical	gradients.
Cellular	responses	of	this	kind	presumably	preceded	the	evolution	of	specialized	sensory	neurons.	A	sensory	receptor	cell	is	a	cell	that	is	specialized	to	transform	the	energy	of	a	stimulus	into	an	electrical	signal.	The	kind	of	stimulus	that	excites	different	receptor	cells	may	be	chemical,	mechanical,	or	electromagnetic.	A	stimulus	is	a	form	of	external
energy	(external	to	the	cell)	to	which	a	sensory	receptor	cell	can	respond.	Humans	have	studied	sensory	functions	since	the	ancient	Greeks,	and	currently	new	experimental	approaches	are	revolutionizing	our	understanding	of	how	sensory	systems	work.	Recording	techniques	such	as	patch-clamp	recording	(see	Figure	12.17)	have	greatly	increased
the	ease	of	registering	the	responses	of	sensory	cells.	Imaging	methods	have	allowed	the	examination	of	activity	of	many	neurons	at	once.	Molecular	techniques	have	also	been	important,	both	for	identifying	the	genes	and	proteins	responsible	for	sensory	detection	and	for	manipulating	the	expression	of	sensory	genes	to	clarify	their	functions	(see
Chapter	3,	pages	79–83).	Organization	of	Sensory	Systems	Sensory	receptor	cells	normally	function	as	parts	of	a	larger	system,	rather	than	in	isolation.	They	are	commonly	clustered	together	in	sense	organs,	anatomical	structures	that	are	specialized	for	the	reception	of	particular	kinds	of	stimuli.	Usually	a	sense	organ	contains	many	similar	receptor
cells,	as	well	as	several	kinds	of	nonneural	tissues.	For	example,	the	vertebrate	eye	is	a	sense	organ	that	contains	photoreceptor	cells,	as	well	as	nonneural	tissues	such	as	those	that	make	up	the	cornea	and	iris.	We	can	also	speak	of	sensory	systems,	defined	as	sense	organs	and	all	of	their	associated	central	nervous	system	(CNS)	processing	areas.
For	example,	the	vertebrate	visual	system	includes	the	eyes	and	the	central	areas	in	the	brain	that	are	primarily	concerned	with	processing	visual	information.	The	basic	function	of	a	sensory	receptor	cell	is	to	convert	stimulus	energy	into	an	electrical	signal,	a	process	known	as	sensory	transduction.	Sensory	transduction	requires	specialized
molecules	called	sensory	receptor	molecules	(or	simply	receptor	molecules),	which	are	particularly	sensitive	to	a	sensory	stimulus.	Sensory	receptor	molecules	initiate	the	transduction	of	the	stimulus	to	produce	an	electrical	response	called	a	receptor	potential.	The	receptor	potential	may	lead	to	action	potentials	carried	to	the	CNS,	where	sensory
information	is	processed.	Different	kinds	of	sensory	receptor	cells	have	different	receptor	molecules	that	make	them	sensitive	to	different	stimuli.	The	receptor	molecules	are	all	membrane	proteins.	Receptor	cells	often	have	modified	cell	membranes	to	increase	surface	area	and	thus	receptor	number	and	resultant	sensitivity.	The	two	common	ways	in
which	receptor	cells	increase	their	outer	membrane	surface	area	are	via	cilia	and	microvilli	(microscopic	fingerlike	projections;	see	page	41).	Sensory	receptor	cells	can	be	classified	in	four	different	ways	The	oldest	way	of	classifying	sensory	receptor	cells	is	by	sensory	modality—the	subjective	nature	of	the	sensory	stimulus.	Aristotle	distinguished
five	primary	senses:	vision,	hearing,	touch,	smell,	and	taste.	As	Table	14.1	shows,	however,	animals	perceive	many	other	stimuli	besides	these	classical	five	senses.	Humans	are	aware	of	additional	sensory	modalities	such	as	balance	and	temperature,	and	there	are	many	other	modalities	that	do	not	normally	enter	our	consciousness	(such	as	muscle
length	and	blood	oxygen	partial	pressure).	In	addition,	many	animals	appear	to	possess	receptor	cells	sensitive	to	modalities	and	qualities	of	stimuli	not	sensed	by	humans.	These	include	electric	and	magnetic	fields	and	ultraviolet	radiation.	A	second	classification	is	based	on	the	form	of	stimulus	energy	that	excites	sensory	receptor	cells	at	the
receptor	surface	(see	Table	14.1).	Photoreceptors,	electroreceptors,	and	magnetoreceptors	all	respond	to	different	forms	of	electromagnetic	energy;	auditory	receptors,	mechanoreceptors,	and	vestibular	receptors	(for	balance)	are	all	excited	by	mechanical	energy.	Olfactory	(smell)	and	taste	receptors	are	chemoreceptor	cells	that	respond	to	chemical
energy:	They	have	receptor	proteins	that	bind	specific	chemicals,	and	the	change	in	free	energy	associated	with	this	binding	triggers	a	conformation	change	in	the	protein	to	induce	a	response.1	A	third	classification	of	sensory	receptor	cells	is	according	to	their	mechanism	of	transduction.	Recall	from	Chapter	13	that	the	synaptic	neurotransmitter
receptor	molecules	are	of	two	types	(see	Figure	13.6):	ionotropic	receptors	or	ligand-gated	channels,	in	which	the	same	molecule	binds	neurotransmitter	and	acts	as	the	ion	channel;	and	metabotropic	or	G	protein–coupled	receptors	(GPCRs),	in	which	binding	of	neurotransmitter	activates	a	G	protein,	leading	to	a	metabolic	cascade	that	ultimately
opens	membrane	channels.	Sensory	receptor	molecules	bear	striking	similarities	to	neurotransmitter	receptors	and	divide	into	the	same	two	classes	of	mechanism	(see	Table	14.1	and	Figure	14.1).	In	ionotropic	transduction	(see	Figure	14.1A),	the	sensory	stimulus	is	received	and	then	transduced	into	an	electrical	signal,	a	depolarization	produced	by
increased	membrane	permeability	to	cations,	resulting	in	cation	(mostly	Na+)	entry	into	the	cell.	The	same	receptor	molecule	produces	both	the	reception	and	the	transduction.	All	forms	of	mechanoreception,	including	hearing,	seem	to	be	ionotropic.	Thermoreception,	electroreception,	and	some	forms	of	taste	reception	also	use	ionotropic
transduction.	Other	sensory	systems	use	metabotropic	transduction,	mean1	The	definition	of	a	stimulus	as	a	form	of	energy	that	stimulates	a	receptor	cell	can	be	difficult	to	grasp,	particularly	for	chemoreceptors.	Thinking	of	mechanical,	photic,	and	thermal	stimuli	as	energy	is	fairly	intuitive,	but	the	energy	in	a	chemical	stimulus	is	less	clear.
Chemoreceptor	proteins	bind	chemical	molecules	in	the	same	way	that	enzymes	bind	substrates,	using	weak	bonds	rather	than	covalent	bonds	(see	Chapter	2).	There	is	a	change	in	free	energy	associated	with	this	binding,	and	this	change	in	free	energy	leads	to	a	conformational	change	in	the	bound	receptor	protein	that	initiates	the	cell’s	response	to
the	stimulus.	This	energy	change	is	quite	different	from	the	energy	transformations	in	a	molecule	(e.g.,	a	glucose	molecule)	when	it	is	metabolized	and	the	energy	from	breaking	its	covalent	bonds	is	released.	(A)	Ionotropic	transduction	Sensory	Processes 	371	(B)	Metabotropic	transduction	Effector	Na+	GPCR	Na+	Na+	Na+	G	protein	cAMP	A
stimulus	triggers	channels	to	open	indirectly	via	a	second	messenger.	A	stimulus	(chemical	in	this	case)	triggers	channels	to	open	by	direct	action.	Figure	14.1 	Two	kinds	of	sensory	transduction	mechanisms	Sensory	stimuli	activate	sensory	receptor	molecules	in	one	of	two	ways.	(A)	Stimulus-gated	ion	channels	open	directly	in	response	to	an	applied
stimulus,	constituting	an	ionotropic	mechanism.	(B)	Stimulus	energy	activates	a	metabotropic	G	protein–coupled	receptor	(GPCR),	triggering	a	metabolic	cascade	(see	Figure	13.6D)	that	results	in	activation	of	the	sensory	cell.	The	examples	shown	are	chemoreceptor	proteins,	but	the	two	types	of	transduction	apply	to	all	kinds	of	sensory	receptors.
ing	the	sensory	receptor	molecule	acts	like	a	neurotransmitter-	or	hormone-activated	GPCR	in	activating	a	metabotropic	cascade	(see	Figures	2.27,	13.19,	and	14.1B).	The	receptor	molecule	activates	a	G	protein,	which	in	turn	activates	an	effector	molecule	to	alter	the	concentration	of	a	second	messenger	that	triggers	ion	permeability	changes,
leading	to	the	cell’s	response.	Vision,	vertebrate	olfaction,	and	some	forms	of	taste	reception	use	metabotropic	transduction.	Both	ionotropic	and	metabotropic	sensory	receptor	molecules	are	membrane	proteins,	as	earlier	noted.	Finally,	receptor	cells	can	be	classified	according	to	the	location	of	the	source	of	the	stimulus	energy	relative	to	the	body.
Exteroceptors	are	sensory	cells	that	respond	to	stimuli	outside	the	body,	such	as	light	or	sound.	Interoceptors	respond	to	internal	stimuli,	such	Hill	Animal	as	the	pH	Physiology	or	osmotic4Econcentration	of	the	blood.	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studioreceptor	Sensory	Figure	14.01	12-04-15	cells	transduce	and	encode	sensory	information	Sensory
receptor	cells	have	two	functional	roles.	First,	as	we	noted	above,	a	sensory	receptor	cell	transduces	some	form	of	stimulus	en-	ergy,	converting	it	to	an	electrical	signal	termed	a	receptor	potential.	The	receptor	potential	is	usually	a	depolarization	of	the	sensory	cell,	which	(if	it	reaches	threshold)	can	trigger	action	potentials	that	propagate	to	the
CNS.	(Some	sensory	receptor	cells	do	not	have	axons,	but	instead	synaptically	excite	separate	sensory	neurons	to	generate	action	potentials,	as	shown,	for	example,	in	Figures	14.7	and	14.15.)	Second,	a	sensory	receptor	cell	encodes	information	about	a	stimulus;	this	information	is	carried	via	trains	of	action	potentials	that	are	transmitted	to	the	CNS.
It	is	worth	pointing	out	that	the	only	information	that	the	CNS	receives	to	tell	an	animal	what	is	happening	in	the	external	environment	comes	from	the	encoded	signals	of	the	animal’s	peripheral	sensory	receptor	cells.	Thus	the	encoding	of	sensory	signals	must	allow	the	CNS	to	get	all	necessary	information:	What’s	out	there?	Where?	How	much?
How	is	it	changing	over	time?	A	key	part	of	the	encoding	of	sensory	information	is	“keeping	the	wiring	straight,”	by	maintaining	within	the	CNS	an	orderly	segregation	of	axons	from	different	sensory	receptor	cells	that	project	to	different	specific	CNS	locations.	Visual	afferent	axons	project	to	different	areas	of	the	brain	than	do	auditory	afferent
axons,	skin	touch	receptors,	and	so	on.	This	observation	leads	to	an	important	generalization:	The	sensory	modality	or	quality	of	sensation	associated	with	a	stimulus	depends	solely	on	which	receptor	cells	are	stimulated,	rather	than	on	how	they	are	stimulated.	Figure	14.2	illustrates	this	generalization,	known	as	the	principle	of	labeled	lines.	Most
sensory	receptor	cells	are	quite	specific	in	the	kind	of	stimulus	to	which	they	respond,	but	any	form	of	stimulus	energy	may	excite	a	receptor	cell	if	there	is	enough	of	it.	For	example,	any	stimulus	that	excites	photoreceptors	is	perceived	as	light,	whether	the	stimulus	is	actually	light,	a	poke	in	the	eye	(“seeing	stars”),	or	electrical	stimulation	of	the
optic	nerve.	Another	key	aspect	of	“keeping	the	wiring	straight”	is	that	for	each	kind	of	receptor	cell,	the	afferent	axons	typically	maintain	a	geometric	arrangement	within	the	CNS	that	mirrors	the	geometric	arrangement	of	the	receptor	cells,	so	that	the	axons	project	onto	orderly	maps	in	the	CNS.	This	pattern	facilitates	central	decoding	of	where
each	stimulus	comes	from.	Table	14.1 	Sensory	receptor	cells	differ	in	the	kind	of	stimulus	that	excites	them	and	in	their	mechanism	of	transduction	Receptor	type	Stimulus	perceived	Mechanism	of	transduction	Mechanoreceptors	Touch,	pressure,	proprioception	Ionotropic	Vestibular	receptors	Balance;	body	position	and	movement	Ionotropic



Osmoreceptors	Osmotic	pressure	Ionotropic	Auditory	receptors	Sound	Ionotropic	Thermoreceptors	Heating	and	cooling	Ionotropic	Electroreceptors	Electric	fields	in	water	Ionotropic	Some	taste	chemoreceptors	Salty	and	sour	in	vertebrates;	insects?	Ionotropic	Some	taste	chemoreceptors	Sweet,	bitter,	and	umami	(proteinaceous)	in	vertebrates
Metabotropic	Olfactory	chemoreceptors	Chemicals	generally	from	a	distance	Metabotropic	in	vertebrates;	ionotropic	or	mixed	(insects)	Photoreceptors	Light	Metabotropic	Magnetoreceptors	Position	or	change	of	magnetic	field	Unknown	372	 	Chapter	14	(A)	The	labeled-lines	principle	In	the	CNS,	different	sensory	neurons	go	to	different	brain
regions,	where	action	potentials	are	interpreted	as	different	kinds	of	sensory	stimulation.	In	the	PNS,	different	kinds	of	sensory	receptor	cells	lead	to	generation	of	similar	action	potentials.	PNS	CNS	molecular	techniques	available	for	Drosophila	(fruit	flies)	and	mice,	for	example,	have	made	the	sensory	organs	in	these	organisms	the	most	attractive
for	current	research.	We	will	describe	ionotropic	sensory	receptors	first,	beginning	with	touch	and	proceeding	to	the	vestibular	sense	and	hearing.	Then,	with	taste	in	the	middle	(because	it	exhibits	transduction	mechanisms	of	both	kinds),	we	will	continue	on	to	metabotropic	sensory	receptors,	for	olfaction	and	finally	for	vision.	Sensory	reception	of
polarized	light	and	of	magnetic	stimuli	is	discussed	in	Chapter	18.	Action	potentials	Axon	Taste	Summary	Organization	of	Sensory	Systems	„„Sensory	receptor	cells	respond	to	stimulation	by	a	form	of	energy.	Most	sensory	cells	are	specialized	to	respond	to	one	form	of	stimulus	energy.	Light	„„Sense	organs	contain	clusters	of	similar	receptor	cells	as
well	as	nonneural	cells.	„„Receptor	cells	transduce	stimulus	energy	into	an	Sound	Touch	electrical	response,	usually	a	depolarizing	receptor	potential.	The	transduction	depends	on	specific	receptor	molecules	and	can	be	ionotropic	(directly	opening	ion	channels)	or	metabotropic	(triggering	a	metabolic	cascade	via	a	G	protein–coupled	receptor,	or
GPCR).	„„The	receptor	potential	in	a	sensory	neuron	can	trigger	Smell	action	potentials	that	propagate	to	the	CNS.	„„Sensory	receptor	cells	often	have	cilia	or	microvilli	that	(B)	Regions	of	the	cerebral	cortex	that	process	different	sensory	qualities	Touch	Taste	increase	the	area	of	the	membrane	surface.	Mechanoreception	and	Touch	Sound	Light
Smell	Figure	14.2 	The	principle	of	labeled	lines	in	sensory	systems 	(A)	In	the	peripheral	nervous	system	(PNS),	receptor	cells	sensitive	to	different	kinds	of	stimuli	send	similar	kinds	of	signals	(action	potentials)	to	the	CNS.	The	CNS	interpretation	of	the	sensory	modality	depends	on	which	lines	(axons)	convey	the	signals.	Note	that	the	sensory
receptor	cells	for	touch	and	smell	are	neurons	with	axons	that	enter	the	CNS,	whereas	the	sensory	cells	that	detect	sound	and	taste	have	no	axons	but	instead	synaptically	excite	sensory	neurons.	(B)	In	the	CNS,	different	sensory	pathways	(with	intervening	synaptic	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	to	different	regions	of	the	cerebral	cortex,	relays)
ultimately	project	Sinauer	Associates	providing	the	anatomical	basis	for	the	principle	of	labeled	lines.	Morales	Studio	Figure	14.02	12-04-15	The	rest	of	this	chapter	will	review	our	present	understanding	of	several	of	the	most	important	and	well-studied	sensory	organs.	We	will	consider	both	transduction	and	selected	examples	of	sensory	coding	of
information,	emphasizing	the	five	common	senses	that	have	been	the	most	thoroughly	investigated.	We	will	choose	our	examples	primarily	from	arthropods	and	mammals,	because	the	All	cells	are	somewhat	responsive	to	mechanical	stimulation,	but	mechanoreceptors	are	specialized	to	respond	to	different	types	of	mechanical	stimuli.	Various
mechanoreceptors	mediate	the	senses	of	touch,	pressure,	equilibrium,	and	hearing,	as	well	as	certain	types	of	osmotic	stimulation.	Some	of	these	are	treated	separately	later	in	this	chapter.	Here	we	introduce	general	features	of	sensory	receptor	function,	using	an	insect	mechanoreceptor.	Insect	bristle	sensilla	exemplify	mechanoreceptor	responses
Insects	have	a	hard	exoskeleton	covered	with	sensory	bristles	or	hairs,	each	of	which	is	a	miniature	sense	organ	called	a	sensillum	(plural	sensilla).	Many	sensilla	are	mechanosensory,	whereas	others	are	predominantly	chemosensory	(but	may	also	contain	a	mechanoreceptor).	Mechanosensory	bristles	are	hollow	and	contain	sensory	neuron	endings.
The	structure	of	a	bristle	sensillum	is	shown	in	Figure	14.3A.	A	bristle	shaft	or	hair	extends	from	the	body	of	the	insect	as	a	part	of	its	exoskeleton.	The	very	tip	of	the	mechanoreceptor	cell’s	dendrite	is	attached	to	the	inside	of	the	bristle	shaft	at	its	base.	When	the	bristle	is	moved,	it	deforms	the	membrane	at	the	distal	tip	of	the	mechanoreceptor
dendrite	and	opens	stretch-activated	channels.	These	channels	open	in	response	to	stretch	and	allow	cations	to	flow	through	the	channel.	The	net	inward	current	carried	by	cations	produces	a	receptor	potential,	defined	as	the	primary	electrical	response	of	a	sensory	receptor	cell	to	stimulation,	the	output	of	sensory	transduction.	In	bristle	Sensory
Processes 	373	(A)	An	insect	mechanosensory	bristle	(B)	Mechanoreceptor	responses	to	bristle	displacement	Bristle	displacement	elicits	a	graded	depolarizing	receptor	potential,	the	amplitude	of	which	is	proportional	to	stimulus	intensity.	Here	it	is	subthreshold.	Bristle	shaft	A	suprathreshold	receptor	potential	induces	a	train	of	action	potentials.	An
underlying	receptor	potential	of	greater	amplitude	(produced	by	a	more	intense	stimulus)	generates	a	higherfrequency	train	of	action	potentials.	Mechanoreceptor	dendrite	Supporting	cells	Mechanoreceptor	cell	Epithelial	cell	Glial	cell	Figure	14.3 Insect	cuticular	mechanoreception 	(A)	An	insect	mechanosensory	bristle	(bristle	sensillum)	contains	a
bipolar	sensory	neuron,	the	dendrite	of	which	is	distorted	by	movement	of	the	bristle	shaft,	leading	to	activation	of	the	neuron.	(B)	The	general	response	of	a	receptor	cell	to	stimulation,	illustrated	here	with	an	insect	sensillum,	is	to	produce	a	graded,	depolarizing	receptor	potential,	the	amplitude	of	which	is	proportional	to	the	intensity	of	the
stimulus.	The	receptor	potential	induces	a	train	of	action	potentials,	the	frequency	of	which	is	a	code	for	stimulus	intensity.	(A	after	Thurm	1964,	Bullock	and	Horridge	1965,	and	Keil	1997.)	mechanoreceptor	neurons,	and	in	most	sensory	cells,	the	receptor	potential	is	a	depolarization	(the	membrane	potential	becoming	less	inside-negative,	typically
toward	zero)	(Figure	14.3B).	The	stretch-activated	channels	in	the	bristle	mechanoreceptor	membrane	are	nonselective	cation	channels,	permeable	to	both	Na+	and	K+.	Thus	the	ionic	basis	of	the	receptor	potential	is	similar	to	the	ionic	basis	of	fast	excitatory	postsynaptic	potentials	(EPSPs),	and	like	fast	EPSPs,	the	receptor	potential	has	a	reversal
potential	near	zero	(see	page	346).	The	receptor	potential,	if	suprathreshold,	depolarizes	the	sensory	neuron	enough	to	generate	action	potentials,	which	then	propagate	to	the	CNS.	The	magnitude	of	the	stimulus	is	encoded	by	the	sensory	receptor	cell.	Figure	14.3B	shows	that	the	stronger	the	stimulus	deflecting	the	bristle,	the	greater	the	receptor
potential	depolarization	and	the	higher	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	in	the	sensory	neuron.	The	CNS,	then,	receives	a	coded	message,	which	it	decodes	from	the	train	of	action	potentials	(as	well	as	from	the	identity	of	the	cell	that	is	activated).	The	frequency	of	the	action	potentials	denotes	the	strength	of	the	stimulus,	and	the	cell’s	identity
denotes	that	the	stimulus	is	a	mechanical	deflection	of	a	bristle	at	a	certain	position	on	the	insect’s	body.	What	is	the	nature	of	the	stretch-activated	ion	channels	that	respond	to	mechanical	stimuli	to	generate	a	receptor	potential?	Ion	channels	sensitive	to	membrane	stretch	and	pressure	are	actually	Hill	Animal	Physiology	rather	widespread	in	4E
cells,	as	was	discovered	after	the	invention	of	Sinauer	Associates	the	patch-clamp	technique.	In	the	experiment	depicted	in	Figure	Morales	Studio	Figure	14.03	12-04-15	Membrane	potential	(mV)	Cuticle	+	–65	–75	Bristle	displacement	Time	14.4A	,	a	patch-clamp	electrode	was	sealed	onto	an	embryonic	skeletal	muscle	cell	and	then	removed	to	form
an	isolated	patch,	much	as	we	described	earlier	for	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	(see	Figure	12.17).	When	pressure	was	applied	directly	to	the	membrane	patch	by	sucking	the	patch	farther	into	the	electrode	and	stretching	the	membrane,	a	channel	opened.	The	greater	the	negative	pressure	(indicated	by	millimeters	of	mercury),	the	more	often	and
longer	the	channel	opened.	In	a	patch	of	membrane	that	has	been	pulled	away	from	the	cell,	the	opening	of	the	channel	must	result	directly	from	the	stretch,	rather	than	indirectly	from	a	metabotropic	cascade	(because	any	second	messenger	would	be	washed	away	by	the	bathing	solution).	Further	information	about	stretch-activated	channels
underlying	mechanoreception	comes	from	molecular	genetic	studies.	The	ion	channel	responsible	for	the	bristle	mechanoreceptor	response	was	identified	by	screening	for	mutations	in	Drosophila.	These	experiments	identified	a	channel	called	NOMPC	(for	no	mechanoreceptor	potential	C),	the	gene	for	which	was	then	cloned.	The	channel	protein’s
structure	is	shown	in	Figure	14.4B.	The	structure	is	somewhat	similar	to	that	of	a	voltage-gated	K+	channel	or	one	of	the	domains	of	a	voltage-gated	Na+	channel	(see	Figure	12.21)	with	six	transmembrane	sequences	and	a	P	loop	that	lines	the	channel	pore.	The	NOMPC	channel	is	not	actually	voltage-gated,	however;	it	is	a	member	of	a	different	but
related	channel	family,	called	the	TRP	(transient	receptor	potential)	channel	family	(see	Box	Extension	12.1).	As	we	will	see,	TRP	channels	are	central	to	transduction	in	many	kinds	of	sensory	receptor	cells,	including	receptors	for	touch,	taste,	smell,	temperature,	and	some	visual	systems.	Table	14.2	summarizes	our	present	knowledge	of	the	major
transduction	ion	channels	in	sensory	receptor	cells.	The	TRP	channels	in	mechanoreceptors	tend	to	have	many	ankyrin	repeats	(see	Figure	14.4B),	a	protein	structural	motif	used	to	link	the	protein	to	elements	of	the	cytoskeleton.	This	linkage	allows	the	channels	to	open	in	response	to	stretch,	enabling	cations	to	flow	through	the	channels	to	produce
a	depolarizing	receptor	potential.	374	 	Chapter	14	(A)	Opening	of	a	stretch-activated	channel	shown	by	patch-clamp	recording	Pipette	with	patch	of	membrane	Pressure	difference	across	patch	100	mm	Hg	Singlechannel	current	Stretchactivated	channel	5	pA	Channel	opens	100	ms	(B)	The	structure	of	the	NOMPC	mechanosensory	ion	channel
Figure	14.4 	Stretch-activated	channels 	(A)	Patch-clamp	Extracellular	fluid	P	loop	S1	S2	S3	S4	S5	S6	NH2	Ankyrin	repeats	attach	the	channel	protein	to	cytoskeleton	proteins,	allowing	stretch	to	open	the	channel.	COOH	Cytoplasm	With	increasing	stretch	on	the	membrane,	a	channel	opens.	ANK	repeats	recording	from	a	patch	of	membrane
isolated	from	a	mammalian	muscle	fiber	(see	Figure	12.17).	An	increasing	pressure	difference	across	the	patch	(shown	as	millimeters	of	mercury	[mm	Hg])	distorts	the	membrane	patch	and	opens	the	stretch-activated	channel	(single-channel	currents	shown	in	picoamps	[pA];	see	Figure	12.17).	(B)	Protein	subunit	of	the	NOMPC	ion	channel	of
Drosophila	(see	page	373),	which	transduces	mechanical	deformation	into	an	electrical	receptor	potential	(see	Figure	14.3).	The	protein	is	related	to	a	voltage-gated	K+	channel	protein	(see	Figure	12.21)	but	without	the	voltage	sensitivity;	instead	its	ankyrin	(ANK)	repeats	attach	the	protein	to	cytoskeletal	components	to	provide	mechanical
sensitivity.	Like	the	voltage-gated	K+	channel	protein,	the	NOMPC	ion	channel	has	six	transmembrane	α-helices	(S1–S6)	and	a	P	loop.	(Note:	The	structure	of	the	mammalian	channel	shown	in	[A]	may	differ	from	that	of	the	Drosophila	channel	shown	in	[B].)	(A	after	Hamill	2006.)	Touch	receptors	in	the	skin	of	mammals	have	specialized	endings	The
organs	mediating	touch	in	the	skin	of	mammals	have	been	much	studied,	although	the	channels	responsible	for	transduction	have	not	yet	been	identified.	Touch	receptor	cells	in	mammalian	skin	involve	an	association	of	epithelial	cells	with	the	distal	endings	of	neurons	that	have	their	cell	bodies	in	the	dorsal	root	ganglia	adjacent	to	the	spinal	cord
(see	Figure	15.3).	These	sensory	neurons,	called	dorsal	root	ganglion	(DRG)	cells,	send	their	distal	processes	into	the	skin	and	their	central	axons	into	the	dorsal	or	sensory	part	of	the	spinal	cord.	The	distal	processes	of	the	DRG	cells	form	four	kinds	of	specialized	endings	with	epithelial	cells,	illustrated	for	the	non-hairy	Table	14.2 	Major
transduction	ion	channels	in	sensory	receptor	cells	Sense	Type	of	animal	Kind	of	channel	Direct,	ionotropic	activation	of	channel	by:	Indirect,	G	protein–coupled	receptor	activation	of	channel	via:	Touch	Insect	TRPa	Stretch	—	Vertebrate	TRP	Stretch,	temperature	—	Hearing	Insect	TRP	Stretch	—	Vertebrate	?	Stretch	(tip	links)	—	Heat,	cold	Vertebrate
TRP	Temperature	—	Taste	Insect	?	?	?	Vertebrate	TRP	(sweet,	umami,	bitter)	—	PLC	→	IP3	→	Ca2+	ENaC	(salt)	Na+	—	Insect	ORx/OR83b?	Odorant	binding	to	ORx?	?	Vertebrate	CNG	(MOE)	—	cAMP	TRP	(VNO)	—	PLC	→	DAG/IP3	Smell	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Vision	Sinauer	Associates	Insect	Morales	Studio	Vertebrate	Figure	14.04	12-04-15	TRP
—	PLC	→	DAG/IP3	CNG	—	cGMP	a	Abbreviations:	cAMP,	cyclic	adenosine	monophosphate;	cGMP,	cyclic	guanosine	monophosphate;	CNG,	cyclic	nucleotide–gated	channel;	DAG,	diacylglycerol;	ENaC,	epithelial	sodium	channel;	IP3,	inositol	trisphosphate;	MOE,	main	olfactory	epithelium;	ORx/OR83b,	different	odorant	receptor	proteins	may	dimerize
with	OR83b	to	form	or	modulate	a	channel;	PLC,	phospholipase	C;	TRP,	transient-receptor-potential	channel;	VNO,	vomeronasal	organ.	Meissner	corpuscle	(touch)	Merkel	disc	(touch	and	pressure)	Epidermis	Ruffini	ending	(pressure)	Dermis	Nerves	Sensory	Processes 	375	Free	nerve	endings	(pain,	itch,	temperature)	Pacinian	corpuscle	(vibration)
With	a	tonic	receptor	the	train	of	impulses	continues	during	a	prolonged	stimulus.	(A)	Tonic	receptor	(Merkel	disc)	Stimulus	(input)	Action	potential	(output)	Sweat	gland	Figure	14.5 	Mechanoreceptor	cells	in	mammalian	skin 	A	small	area	of	skin	contains	many	mechanosensory	endings	of	sensory	neurons,	the	cell	bodies	of	which	are	located	in
dorsal	root	ganglia	(see	Figure	15.3).	The	sensory	endings	have	four	kinds	of	specialized	endings	with	epithelial	cells.	Merkel	discs	and	Meissner	corpuscles	are	superficial,	just	beneath	the	epidermis.	Pacinian	corpuscles	and	Ruffini	endings	are	larger	and	more	deeply	located.	All	respond	to	mechanical	stimulation.	Free	nerve	endings	respond	to
other	stimuli.	skin	of	mammals	in	Figure	14.5.	The	most	important	of	these	specialized	endings	for	the	tactile	sensing	of	form	and	texture	is	the	Merkel	disc	just	below	the	skin	epidermis,	formed	by	the	association	of	a	Merkel	cell	with	a	nerve	ending.	A	single	DRG	cell	sends	its	distal	process	into	many	fine	branches,	which	end	in	association	with
several	Merkel	cells.	The	nerve	endings	respond	directly	or	indirectly	to	indentation	of	the	skin.	It	is	not	clear	whether	transduction	occurs	in	the	nerve	endings	or	in	the	associated	epithelial	Merkel	cells.	The	Merkel	cells	appear	to	contain	and	release	neurotransmitters,	and	mutant	mice	that	lack	Merkel	cells	lack	the	sensitivity	to	light	touch	that	is
characteristic	of	the	Merkel	disc	response.	Adjacent	to	the	Merkel	discs	are	the	Meissner	corpuscles,	formed	from	two	to	six	sensory	neuron	endings	associated	with	Schwann	cells	and	collagen	(not	shown).	Deeper	within	the	skin	are	two	more	elaborate	types	of	organs	sensitive	to	mechanical	stimuli,	called	Ruffini	endings	and	Pacinian	corpuscles.
There	are	also	sensory	endings	located	around	mammalian	hair	follicles,	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	as	well	as	free	nerve	endings	that	mediate	Sinauer	pain	andAssociates	temperature	sensation.	Morales	Studio	For	most	sensory	receptors,	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	in	Figure	14.05	12-04-15	12-29-15	response	to	a	continuous	and	constant
stimulation	decreases	over	time,	a	process	termed	sensory	adaptation.	When	recordings	are	made	from	the	axons	of	DRG	cells,	two	basic	types	of	responses	can	be	recorded,	called	tonic	(slowly	adapting)	and	phasic	(rapidly	adapting).	Typical	examples	are	given	in	Figure	14.6.	Tonic	responses	decrease	slowly	in	frequency	and	generally	continue	for
as	long	as	the	stimulus	is	present.	The	DRG	sensory	endings	associated	with	the	Merkel	discs	and	Ruffini	endings	give	tonic	responses.	Phasic	responses,	because	they	adapt	rapidly,	generally	signal	changes	in	touch	or	pressure.	Meissner	corpuscles	have	phasic	responses,	giving	a	burst	of	action	potentials	as	the	stimulus	is	applied	but	ceasing
during	a	maintained	stimulus.	Pacinian	corpuscles	deep	within	the	skin	adapt	so	rapidly	that	they	normally	give	only	a	single	action	potential	at	the	onset	or	offset	of	a	prolonged	stimulus.	Thus	they	are	sensitive	only	to	sudden	indentation	of	the	skin	or	to	vibration	(which	changes	rapidly).	The	sensory	ending	of	a	Pacinian	corpuscle	is	encased	in	a
bulb	formed	by	multiple	layers	of	thin,	concentric	accessory	cells	called	lamellae.	These	lamellae	are	mostly	responsible	for	(B)	Tonic	receptor	(Ruffini	ending)	Stimulus	(input)	Action	potential	(output)	(C)	Phasic	receptor	(Meissner	corpuscle)	Stimulus	(input)	Action	potential	(output)	With	a	phasic	receptor	the	impulse	train	ceases	during	a	prolonged
stimulus.	(D)	Extremely	phasic	receptor	(Pacinian	corpuscle)	Stimulus	(input)	Action	potential	(output)	Figure	14.6 	Tonic	and	phasic	receptors 	(A)	Tonic	(slowly	adapting)	receptor	cells	have	a	slow	and	incomplete	decrease	in	impulse	frequency.	A	Merkel	disc	is	a	tonic	receptor.	(B)	A	Ruffini	ending	is	also	tonic	in	its	response.	(C)	Phasic	(rapidly
adapting)	receptor	cells	have	a	rapid,	complete	decrease	in	impulse	frequency	and	thus	convey	information	about	change	in	stimulus	intensity.	A	Meissner	corpuscle	is	a	phasic	receptor.	(D)	A	Pacinian	corpuscle	is	extremely	phasic,	normally	generating	only	a	single	action	potential	at	the	beginning	and	end	of	a	sudden	stimulus.	the	phasic	nature	of
the	response,	because	when	they	are	removed,	the	sensory	ending	of	the	Pacinian	corpuscle	responds	more	like	a	tonic	receptor.	The	multiple	layers	of	the	lamellae	apparently	Hill	Animal	Physiology	absorb	the	energy	of4E	the	mechanical	stimulus,	so	that	only	rapid	Sinauer	Associates	changes	in	pressure	are	communicated	deep	within	the	lamellar
Morales	Studio	wrappings	the	sensory	ending.	Many	sensory	systems	contain	Figure	14.06	to12-04-15	12-29-15	separate	tonic	and	phasic	receptor	cells,	but	their	mechanisms	of	sensory	adaptation	may	differ.	The	Pacinian	corpuscle	depends	on	accessory	structures	to	provide	its	phasic	property,	but	other	phasic	sensory	receptors	do	not	have
analogous	accessory	structures,	and	their	phasic	responses	to	a	prolonged	stimulus	appear	to	depend	on	properties	of	the	transduction	channels	or	on	other	elements	of	the	neuronal	membrane.	376	 	Chapter	14	Proprioceptors	monitor	internal	mechanical	stimuli	In	addition	to	exteroceptive	mechanoreceptors	sensitive	to	external	touch	and
pressure,	most	animals	also	have	interoceptive	mechanoreceptors,	which	monitor	movement,	position,	mechanical	stress,	and	tension	within	the	body.	Such	internal	mechanoreceptors	are	termed	proprioceptors	(from	the	Latin	proprius,	“one’s	own”).	Strictly	speaking,	proprioceptors	are	mechanoreceptors	associated	with	the	musculoskeletal	system.
They	provide	most	of	the	information	available	to	the	brain	about	muscle	contraction,	position,	and	movement	of	parts	of	the	body,	although	other	receptors,	such	as	skin	mechanoreceptors	and	vision,	may	make	secondary	contributions.	The	best-understood	proprioceptive	organ	in	vertebrates	is	the	muscle	spindle	organ,	which	monitors	the	length	of
a	skeletal	muscle.	We	discuss	this	sense	organ	in	Chapter	19,	along	with	consideration	of	its	physiological	roles.	Summary	Mechanoreception	and	Touch	„„Mechanoreceptors	have	many	sensory	functions.	In	addition	to	surface	mechanoreceptors	that	convey	information	about	environmental	touch	and	pressure,	mechanoreceptors	can	serve	as
proprioceptors	that	monitor	body	and	limb	position	and	muscle	length	and	force.	(They	can	also	serve	as	equilibrium	and	auditory	receptors,	as	we	will	see	in	the	next	section.)	„„Mechanoreceptors	have	stretch-activated	ion	channels	that	mediate	ionotropic	transduction.	„„Many	sensory	receptors	produce	a	response	that	diminishes	over	time	and	are
said	to	adapt	to	sustained	stimulation.	Tonic	(slowly	adapting)	receptors	signal	the	intensity	and	duration	of	a	stimulus,	whereas	phasic	(rapidly	adapting)	receptors	signal	changes	in	stimulus	intensity.	Vestibular	Organs	and	Hearing	Most	animals	have	mechanoreceptor	organs	for	orientation	to	gravity	and	for	sound	detection.	Even	a	simple	animal
like	a	jellyfish	has	an	organ	for	orientation	with	respect	to	gravity,	called	a	statocyst,	some	version	of	which	is	present	in	members	of	all	animal	phyla.	A	statocyst	contains	grains	of	sand	or	a	secretion	of	calcium	carbonate.	This	relatively	dense	mineral	material	sinks	within	the	statocyst	and	stimulates	receptor	cells	beneath	it	by	bending	their	cilia.	In
this	way	an	uncomplicated	structure	can	provide	reliable	information	about	orientation	relative	to	gravity,	as	well	as	movement	and	acceleration	of	the	animal.	Many	kinds	of	animals	also	use	mechanoreceptors	to	detect	sound,	by	a	variety	of	mechanisms.	Insects	hear	with	tympanal	organs	Sound	consists	of	waves	of	compression	of	air	or	water,
which	propagate	away	from	a	vibrating	source.	Suppose	we	have	a	loudspeaker,	whose	cone	or	membrane	is	vibrating	in	and	out.	When	the	membrane	pushes	out,	it	compresses	air	molecules,	momentarily	increasing	the	air	pressure.	When	the	membrane	vibrates	back	into	the	speaker,	there	is	a	momentary	rarefaction	of	air	molecules	(the	same
number	of	molecules	occupies	more	volume)	and	the	pressure	decreases.	Therefore	the	vibrating	speaker	cone	causes	a	repeating	pressure	wave	in	the	air,	the	frequency	of	which	is	identical	to	the	frequency	of	movement	of	the	speaker	cone.	This	wave	of	sound	pressure	propagates	away	from	the	speaker	cone	at	the	speed	of	sound,	with	a	frequency
that	is	a	function	of	the	rate	of	repetition	of	the	pressure	wave.	Auditory	organs	are	specialized	to	detect	such	waves	of	sound	pressure	and	sometimes	to	measure	their	frequencies.	In	insects	the	most	common	form	of	auditory	organ	is	the	tympanal	organ,	in	which	a	thin	cuticular	tympanum	(eardrum)	is	displaced	by	sound	waves.	Mechanosensory
cells	are	attached	to	the	tympanum	and	are	stimulated	by	its	movement,	much	like	the	receptor	cell	of	the	bristle	sensillum.	Tympanal	organs	may	occur	at	any	of	several	locations	on	an	insect’s	body,	including	the	thorax	(noctuid	moths),	abdomen	(locusts,	cicadas),	legs	(crickets,	katydids),	or	labial	palps	(sphingid	moths).	Auditory	organs	seem	to
have	evolved	repeatedly	in	different	insect	groups,	at	different	locations	on	the	body.	One	of	the	simplest	and	best-studied	tympanal	organs	is	that	of	noctuid	moths	such	as	the	moth	at	the	beginning	of	this	chapter.	Each	of	the	paired	thoracic	tympanal	organs	contains	only	two	neurons	that	respond	to	sound.	The	frequency	sensitivity	ranges	from	3	to
150	kilohertz	(kHz),	with	maximum	sensitivity	at	50–70	kHz.	Most	of	this	range	is	ultrasonic—above	the	frequency	range	of	sound	audible	to	humans	(20	Hz–20	kHz)—but	it	matches	the	frequency	range	of	ultrasonic	cries	of	echolocating	bats	(Box	14.1).	The	two	auditory	cells	of	a	moth’s	tympanic	organ	(called	A1	and	A2)	respond	similarly	to
ultrasonic	pulses,	but	the	threshold	(lowest	detectable	sound	intensity)	of	A	2	is	100	times	higher	than	that	of	A1.	The	cells	convey	no	information	about	sound	frequency.	Sound	intensity	is	coded	by	the	impulse	frequency	in	each	receptor	cell,	by	a	shorter	response	latency	with	increasing	intensity,	and	by	recruitment	of	the	high-threshold	A	2	cell.
The	behavioral	significance	and	neurophysiology	of	auditory	responses	in	moths	have	been	well	studied.	Moth	tympanal	organs	provide	good	directional	information	about	the	source	of	ultrasound.	If	a	bat	emits	ultrasonic	pulses	to	the	left	of	a	moth,	the	response	of	the	moth’s	left	“ear”	(tympanal	organ)	will	be	greater.	The	left	A1	cell	will	respond
with	a	shorter	latency	and	a	higher	frequency	than	the	right	A1	cell.	Using	this	asymmetric	response,	the	moth	can	turn	away	from	the	sound	source	and	fly	away.	This	response	is	effective	for	predator	avoidance	if	the	bat	is	distant,	but	because	bats	are	stronger	fliers,	it	is	ineffective	if	the	bat	is	close	enough	to	detect	echoes	from	the	moth.	A	nearby
bat	emits	an	ultrasonic	cry	BOX	14.1	Echolocation	Many	kinds	of	bats	have	poor	vision	and	yet	fly	well	at	night,	avoiding	obstacles	and	catching	insects	at	rates	as	high	as	two	per	second.	They	orient	by	emitting	ultrasonic	pulses	(i.e.,	sound	at	frequencies	too	high	to	be	audible	to	humans)	and	detecting	echoes	reflected	by	objects	around	them.	They
are	able	to	use	the	information	in	the	auditory	echoes	to	locate	and	discriminate	prey	insects,	and	catch	them	in	the	open	and	in	wooded	environments.	Box	Extension	14.1	describes	how	echolocating	bats	detect	and	catch	insects.	Sensory	Processes 	377	Movement	of	stereocilia	toward	the	right	stretches	the	tip	links,	opening	ion	channels.	(A)	The
structure	and	synapses	of	a	bullfrog	hair	cell	(B)	A	bullfrog	saccular	hair	cell	(C)	Responses	of	a	hair	cell	–	+	Hair	bundle	+	Stereocilia	Stimulus	movement	Intracellular	receptor	potential	Kinocilium	–	–40	–70	Sensory	nerve	impulses	Figure	14.7 	Hair	cells	of	the	vertebrate	acousticolateralis	system 	(A)	Hair	cells	contain	stereocilia	ar-	2	µm	Afferent
(sensory)	synapse	Sensory	neuron	axon	Efferent	(inhibitory)	synapse	Tip	links	provide	shearing	forces	when	stereocilia	are	displaced.	loud	enough	to	stimulate	one	or	both	A	2	cells,	and	triggers	a	very	different	response	from	the	moth.	Instead	of	turning	away,	the	moth	flies	erratically	or	dives	to	the	ground—responses	presumably	more	evolutionarily
adaptive	than	an	attempt	to	“outrun”	the	bat	once	detected.	In	addition,	some	moths	such	as	the	toxic	dogbane	tiger	moth	(Cycnia	tenera)	emit	ultrasonic	clicks,	using	a	separate	thoracic	sound-producing	tymbal	organ,	in	response	to	attacking	bat	cries.	These	clicks	may	confuse	or	“jam”	the	bat’s	sonar	system	and	may	also	serve	to	advertise	the
moth’s	unpalatability.	Most	insect	tympanal	organs	are	similar	to	those	of	moths,	in	that	they	are	sensitive	detectors	and	encoders	of	sound	intensity	over	a	certain	range	of	frequencies	but	are	poor	at	detecting	frequency	differences.	Some	insects,	however,	have	a	limited	ability	to	discriminate	sound	frequencies,	and	others	have	specialized	tympanal
organs	with	which	they	can	localize	relatively	lowfrequency	sounds.	There	is	some	evidence	in	Drosophila	that	the	ion	channels	responsible	for	hearing	are	TRP	channels	related	to	the	NOMPC	channels	of	bristle	sensilla,	but	characterization	of	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	auditory	transduction	in	insects	is	not	yet	complete.	Sinauer	Associates	Morales
Studio	Vertebrate	hair	cells	are	used	in	hearing	Figure	14.07	12-04-15	and	vestibular	sense	Hair	cells	are	the	sensory	mechanoreceptor	cells	in	the	vertebrate	acoustico-lateralis	system,	which	includes	the	vestibular	organs	(for	balance	and	detection	of	acceleration),	the	lateral	line	system	of	surface	receptors	in	fish	and	amphibians	(which	detect
water	flow	as	well	as	other	stimuli),	and	the	mammalian	cochlea,	an	auditory	organ	that	we	discuss	shortly.	A	vertebrate	hair	cell	(Figure	14.7)	is	an	epithelial	cell,	and	like	all	epithelial	cells,	it	has	an	api-	150	nm	ranged	in	ranks	from	shortest	to	longest.	A	kinocilium	(if	present)	is	at	the	end	with	the	longest	stereocilia.	Hair	cells	form	synapses	with
afferent	and	efferent	nerve	axons.	(B)	This	scanning	electron	micrograph	shows	the	stereocilia	and	kinocilium	of	a	bullfrog	saccular	hair	cell.	The	inset	shows	tip	links	between	adjacent	stereocilia	at	high	magnification	(arrows).	(C)	Hair	cells	are	depolarized	and	excited	by	movements	of	the	stereocilia	toward	the	kinocilium.	Displacement	of
stereocilia	away	from	the	kinocilium	hyperpolarizes	the	hair	cell,	decreasing	impulse	frequency	in	the	sensory	axon.	(Micrographs	courtesy	of	Peter	Gillespie;	from	Strassmaier	and	Gillespie	2002.)	cal	surface	that	faces	an	overlying	lumen	and	a	basal	surface	that	faces	underlying	tissues.	A	hair	cell	has	at	its	apical	end	a	tuft	of	microvilli.	These
microvilli	are	collectively	called	a	hair	bundle	because	they	resemble	microscopic	hairs.	The	individual	microvilli	have	the	unfortunate	name	of	stereocilia	(singular	stereocilium)—	unfortunate	because	they	are	most	definitely	not	cilia	but	instead	are	true	microvilli,	containing	numerous	actin	fibers	that	make	them	rigid.	Hair	cells	do	not	possess	axons
and	do	not	generate	action	potentials.	Instead,	they	release	neurotransmitter	substance	onto	afferent	neurons	that	conduct	action	potentials	into	the	CNS.	The	hair	cells	of	the	acoustico-lateralis	system	all	work	in	the	same	basic	way:	The	bending	of	the	stereocilia	is	transduced	into	a	receptor	potential.	The	stereocilia	of	a	hair	bundle	are	arranged	in
order	of	increasing	height	(see	Figure	14.7A).	Hair	cells	of	some	species	may	also	have	a	single	true	cilium,	called	a	kinocilium,	as	shown	in	Figure	14.7A	for	the	vestibular	hair	cells	of	a	bullfrog.	Mammalian	auditory	hair	cells,	however,	do	not	have	kinocilia,	and	even	in	the	bullfrog	the	kinocilium	can	be	removed	with	no	apparent	loss	of	function.	The
actin	in	a	stereocilium	makes	it	rigid,	and	the	diameter	of	each	stereocilium	narrows	at	its	junction	with	the	rest	of	the	hair	cell,	as	shown	in	the	scanning	micrograph	of	Figure	14.7B.	When	pushed	to	the	side,	the	stereocilia	pivot	at	their	bases.	The	pivoting	of	the	displaced	stereocilia	produces	a	shearing	force	between	neighboring	stereocilia	that	is
transduced	into	a	change	in	membrane	potential.	Hair	cells	are	directionally	sensitive,	as	shown	in	Figure	14.7C.	Displacement	of	the	hair	bundle	toward	the	tallest	of	the	stereocilia	depolarizes	the	hair	cell	and	increases	the	amount	of	neurotransmitter	it	releases	(from	a	resting	level).	The	increased	release	of	neurotransmitter	onto	(A)	(B)
Semicircular	canal	of	the	vestibular	system	Utriculus	Sacculus	Stapes	Ossicles	Vestibulocochlear	nerve	Vestibular	nerve	Incus	Malleus	Cochlear	nerve	Tympanic	membrane	(“eardrum”)	Cochlea	Auditory	canal	Pinna	External	ear	Middle	ear	Oval	window	(under	stapes)	Inner	ear	Figure	14.8 	Anatomy	of	the	mammalian	ear 	(A)	Structure	of	the
human	ear.	(B)	Compo-	Eustachian	tube	(C)	Orientation	of	semicircular	canals	nents	of	the	inner	ear.	The	semicircular	canal	receptors	are	stimulated	by	head	rotation.	The	utriculus	and	sacculus	contain	macular	hair	cells	that	are	stimulated	by	linear	motion	of	the	head	and	by	gravity.	The	cochlea	contains	auditory	receptors.	(C)	The	three
semicircular	canals	of	the	inner	ear	are	at	approximately	right	angles	to	each	other,	so	that	any	angular	movement	of	the	head	stimulates	at	least	one	of	them.	(D)	With	rotation	of	the	head,	fluid	movement	in	the	canal	stimulates	the	hair	cells.	(D)	Stimulation	in	semicircular	canals	Hair	cell	Crista	ampullaris	Ampulla	Semicircular	canal	postsynaptic
cranial	sensory	neurons	increases	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	they	produce.	Displacement	toward	the	shortest	of	the	stereocilia	hyperpolarizes	the	cell,	decreases	the	transmitter	released	from	the	resting	tonic	level,	and	decreases	cranial	sensory	neuron	activity.	The	stereocilia	are	joined	to	their	neighbors	by	filamentous	tip	links	(see	arrows	in
Figure	14.7B	inset),	which	are	directly	involved	in	producing	the	hair-cell	response.	When	hair	cells	are	exposed	to	a	solution	with	a	very	low	Ca2+	concentration	(say	1	micromolar	[μM]),	the	tip	links	break	and	the	voltage	response	of	the	hair	cell	is	abolished.	Over	a	period	of	about	24	h	in	normal	levels	of	Ca2+,	the	tip	links	reform,	and	the	hair-cell
response	returns	with	approximately	the	same	time	course.	Movement	of	the	stereocilia	in	one	direction	presumably	stretches	the	tip	links	and	opens	cation	channels	near	the	outer	ends	of	the	stereocilia,	permitting	ion	fluxes	that	depolarize	the	cell.	Movement	in	the	opposite	direction	causes	the	channels	to	close.	The	channels	open	within
microseconds	of	displacement,	permitting	the	receptor	potentials	of	auditory	hair	cells	to	follow	sound	frequencies	of	several	kilohertz.	Because	of	this	Hill	Animal	Physiology	extraordinarily	fast	4E	response,	investigators	believe	that	the	forces	Sinauer	Associates	exerted	by	the	attached	tip	links	directly	gate	the	channel	opening.	Morales	Studio	The
channels	themselves	are	nonselective	cation	channels,	and	Figure	14.08	12-08-15	12-29-15	there	appear	to	be	only	a	small	number	in	each	hair	cell—perhaps	no	more	than	one	or	two	at	the	end	of	each	tip	link.	The	molecular	identity	of	the	channels	is	not	yet	known,	in	part	because	of	the	small	number	of	channels	per	cell.	Round	window	Movement
of	fluid	Vertebrate	vestibular	organs	sense	acceleration	and	gravity	Vertebrate	vestibular	organs,	by	definition,	subserve	sensory	functions	of	acceleration	and	balance.	The	paired	vestibular	organs	lie	adjacent	to	the	auditory	organs	in	the	inner	ear	and	use	similar	hair	cells.	They	are	called	vestibular	because	their	hair	cells	project	into	fluid-filled
chambers	reminiscent	of	tiny	rooms.	Because	of	their	complex	geometry,	the	vestibular	chambers	and	the	neighboring	chambers	of	the	cochlea	are	collectively	termed	the	labyrinth.	Figure	14.8A	shows	the	structure	of	the	human	ear.	The	external	ear	consists	of	the	pinna	and	air-filled	external	auditory	canal.	The	eardrum	separates	the	external	ear
from	the	middle	ear,	which	is	also	air-filled	and	contains	the	bones	that	transmit	sound	vibrations	from	the	eardrum	to	the	inner	ear.	We	return	later	to	these	structures	in	the	section	on	hearing.	Figure	14.8B	shows	the	inner	ear,	including	the	vestibular	organs	and	cochlea,	in	greater	detail.	Each	vestibular	organ	comprises	three	semicircular	canals,
which	detect	angular	acceleration	of	the	head	and	body,	and	two	otolith	organs,	called	the	sacculus	and	utriculus,	which	detect	linear	movement	and	acceleration.	The	cochlea	is	involved	in	hearing.	All	of	these	chambers	are	filled	with	fluid,	and	many	are	continuous	with	each	other.	The	three	semicircular	canals	on	one	side	of	the	head	are	oriented
at	approximately	right	angles	to	one	another,	with	one	canal	in	each	of	the	x,	y,	and	z	planes	(Figure	14.8C).	This	conformation	allows	detection	of	angular	movement	in	all	three	axes	in	space.	At	the	Sensory	Processes 	379	base	of	each	canal,	a	region	called	the	ampulla	contains	a	cluster	of	hair	cells	in	a	structure	called	the	crista	ampullaris	(Figure
14.8D).	Acceleration	of	the	head	causes	fluid	(endolymph)	in	the	ampulla	to	slosh	against	the	hair	bundles	of	the	hair	cells,	like	water	sloshing	in	a	bowl	when	the	bowl	is	suddenly	moved.	This	movement	of	fluid	pushes	against	the	crista	ampullaris	and	deflects	the	bundles	of	the	hair	cells,	opening	or	closing	mechanoreceptive	channels	as	in	the
bullfrog	hair	cells.	Because	for	each	of	the	three	major	geometrical	planes	(x,	y,	z)	there	are	two	semicircular	canals,	one	on	each	side	of	the	head,	rotational	movements	may	produce	sloshing	of	fluid	in	one	direction	on	the	right	side	of	the	head	and	in	the	other	direction	on	the	left	side.	As	a	result,	the	hair	cells	may	depolarize	on	one	side	and
hyperpolarize	on	the	other.	This	information,	carried	into	the	CNS	by	axons	of	afferent	neurons,	makes	possible	a	determination	of	the	direction	of	head	movement.	The	utriculus	and	sacculus	also	contain	hair	cells.	The	hair	cells	in	these	structures	are	contained	in	a	region	called	the	macula	(plural	maculae).	The	macula	is	oriented	approximately
horizontally	for	the	utriculus	and	vertically	for	the	sacculus.	The	hair	cells	are	covered	by	a	gelatinous	mass	called	the	otolithic	membrane	into	which	the	hair	bundles	protrude.	A	dense	network	of	crystals	of	calcium	carbonate	lies	on	top	of	the	otolithic	membrane.	The	maculae	are	sensitive	to	orientation	with	respect	to	gravity	as	well	as	head
movements.	When	the	head	moves,	these	crystals	(collectively	called	an	otolith)	tend	to	lag	behind	as	an	inertial	mass,	causing	the	otolithic	membrane	to	slide	against	the	hair	bundle.	This	deflects	the	hair	bundle	and	produces	a	change	in	hair	cell	membrane	potential.	Sound	stimuli	create	movements	in	the	vertebrate	cochlea	that	excite	auditory	hair
cells	The	mammalian	ear	is	adapted	to	receive	and	amplify	sound-pressure	waves,	in	order	to	detect	both	the	amplitude	and	frequency	of	sound.	High-frequency	waves	produce	high-pitch	sounds,	and	low-frequency	waves	produce	low-pitch	sounds.	The	intensity	(loudness)	of	a	sound	depends	on	the	amplitude	of	the	sound	waves,	which	correlates	with
how	far	a	sound	source,	such	as	a	speaker	cone,	pushes	in	and	out.	The	mammalian	ear	consists	of	three	parts:	an	external	ear	distal	to	the	eardrum,	an	air-filled	middle	ear,	and	a	liquid-filled	inner	ear,	which	consists,	in	part,	of	the	cochlea	(see	Figure	14.8A	and	B).	Sound-pressure	waves	vibrate	the	eardrum	(tympanic	membrane),	and	this	vibration
is	transmitted	to	the	membranous	oval	window	of	the	inner	ear	(see	Figure	14.8B)	by	three	middle-ear	ossicles:	the	malleus,	incus,	and	stapes.	In	addition	to	the	ossicles,	the	middle	ear	contains	two	muscles,	the	tensor	tympani	(associated	with	the	eardrum)	and	the	stapedius	(associated	with	the	stapes).	These	muscles	can	contract	to	damp	the
movements	of	the	ossicles,	protecting	the	auditory	membranes	from	damage	by	loud	sounds.	The	eustachian	tube	connects	the	middle	ear	with	the	pharynx,	equalizing	pressure	in	the	middle	ear	with	environmental	pressure.	The	major	function	of	the	middle-ear	ossicles	is	to	transfer	sound	energy	from	air	to	the	liquid	of	the	inner	ear.	Airborne	sound
striking	a	liquid	surface	is	almost	all	reflected;	only	about	1/30th	of	the	sound	energy	is	transferred	to	the	liquid.	This	is	why	you	cannot	hear	your	friends	at	poolside	when	you	are	swimming	under	water.	The	energy	transfer	is	poor	because	liquids	cannot	be	compressed,	so	they	have	a	low	volume	of	movement	in	response	to	sound	pressure.	These
considerations	mean	that	for	significant	transfer	of	energy	from	the	eardrum	(vibrating	in	air)	to	the	liquid	medium	of	the	inner	ear,	the	pressure	developed	at	the	inner	ear	must	be	augmented.	The	middle-ear	ossicles	achieve	this	increase	in	pressure	by	applying	forces	from	a	relatively	large	area	(55	mm2	for	the	human	eardrum)	onto	a	much
smaller	area	(3	mm2	for	the	foot	plate	of	the	stapes,	which	covers	the	oval	window).	The	concentration	of	force	on	a	small	area	provides	the	necessary	increase	in	pressure,	allowing	efficient	transfer	of	sound	energy.	The	cochlea	is	a	coiled	tube	containing	chambers	filled	with	fluid.	A	multicellular,	membranous	structure	termed	the	basilar	membrane
separates	the	cochlea	into	an	upper	chamber	(scala	vestubuli)	and	a	lower	chamber	(scala	tympani).	As	the	oval	window	moves,	it	creates	fluid	movement	in	the	cochlea.	This	movement	vibrates	the	basilar	membrane	and	stimulates	the	auditory	hair	cells	that	sit	on	it.	The	basilar	membrane	varies	in	width	and	thickness	along	its	length:	It	is	narrow,
thick,	and	rigid	at	the	base	of	the	cochlea	near	the	oval	window,	and	wider,	thinner,	and	more	flexible	at	the	apex,	farthest	from	the	oval	window	(Figure	14.9A).	(A)	The	basilar	membrane	(top	view)	Red	numbers	represent	the	frequencies	of	sounds	(Hz)	to	which	various	parts	of	the	membrane	maximally	respond.	The	membrane	is	about	0.04	mm
wide	at	the	basal	end,	the	end	closest	to	the	oval	window.	5000	7000	1000	800	4000	200	20,000	1500	400	600	2000	3000	The	membrane	is	0.5	mm	wide	at	the	apical	end.	(B)	A	diagram	with	the	cochlea	unwound	(side	view)	Stapes	Oval	window	Scala	vestibuli	Round	window	Basilar	membrane	Scala	tympani	Figure	14.9 	Anatomy	of	the	cochlea 	(A)
The	surface	of	the	basilar	membrane,	seen	from	above.	The	basilar	membrane	is	narrower	and	stiffer	at	its	basal	end	(near	the	oval	window)	than	at	its	apical	end.	(B)	A	diagrammatic	representation	of	how	the	inner	ear	would	appear	if	the	cochlea	were	unwound.	The	basilar	membrane	(seen	in	side	view)	separates	the	upper	scala	vestibuli	from	the
lower	scala	tympani.	380	 	Chapter	14	(A)	Results	with	nonliving	cochleas	Base	basilar	membrane	differs	at	different	sound	frequencies 	(A)	Von	Békésy’s	results	with	cadavers	and	loud	sounds	showed	that	the	position	of	maximum	movement	is	a	function	of	sound	frequency.	(B)	In	living	cochleas,	amplification	of	basilar-membrane	movement	by	the
cochlear	amplifier	produces	a	sharper	peak	of	membrane	displacement.	Furosemide	blocks	hair	cell	transduction,	decreasing	the	amplitude	of	basilar-membrane	displacement	by	disrupting	the	cochlear	amplifier.	In	(B)	the	amplitudes	of	movement	(shown	in	the	y	axis)	are	magnified	relative	to	the	position	along	the	length	of	the	basilar	membrane
(shown	in	the	x	axis).	Apex	Range	of	membrane	vibration	Figure	14.10 	Amplitude	of	movement	of	the	500	Hz	4000	Hz	24,000	Hz	Low-frequency	sounds	displace	the	whole	length	of	the	membrane,	with	a	maximum	near	the	apex.	High-frequency	sounds	move	only	the	basal	portion	of	the	membrane	near	the	oval	window.	Distance	along	basilar
membrane	(B)	Results	with	living	cochleas	Normal	response	(with	cochlear	amplifier	intact)	The	structure	of	the	cochlea	is	more	easily	unBase	derstood	if	we	schematically	uncoil	it,	as	shown	Apex	in	Figure	14.9B.	Sound	waves	pushing	in	at	the	oval	window	set	up	traveling	pressure	waves	in	the	fluid-filled	cochlea,	and	these	produce	minute	Basilar
membrane	movements	of	the	basilar	membrane.	The	differences	Lines	show	the	magnitude	of	membrane	in	width	and	rigidity	along	its	length	give	the	basilar	vibration,	which	is	much	Response	during	furosemide	treatment	membrane	a	variable	mechanical	compliance,	so	(with	cochlear	amplifier	pharmacologically	blocked)	larger	with	the	cochlear
that	sound	waves	of	different	frequencies	vibrate	amplifier	intact.	the	basilar	membrane	maximally	at	different	points	along	its	length	(see	Figure	14.10).	High-frequency	pressure	waves	vibrate	the	stiffer,	narrower	part	of	the	basilar	membrane	at	the	basal	end	near	the	oval	window.	Low-frequency	sounds	maximally	vibrate	the	basilar	membrane	at
its	broader	apical	end.	stereocilia	of	the	hair	cells	are	very	close	to	or	in	contact	with	the	The	selective	movement	of	the	basilar	membrane	was	first	tectorial	membrane	(Figure	14.12A).	As	the	basilar	membrane	described	by	Georg	von	Békésy	(1899–1972).	Using	cochleas	of	moves	up	and	down,	it	causes	the	stereocilia	to	push	up	against	the	human
cadavers,	he	demonstrated	the	traveling	wave	of	basilar	tectorial	membrane,	so	that	the	hair	bundle	is	displaced.	Displacemembrane	movement	and	showed	that	for	every	frequency	there	ment	in	one	direction	depolarizes	the	hair	cell	membrane	potential,	is	a	different	place	of	maximum	amplitude	of	the	traveling	wave	and	displacement	in	the
opposite	direction	hyperpolarizes	it.	along	the	length	of	the	basilar	membrane	(Figure	14.10A).	Modern	Intracellular	responses	of	auditory	hair	cells	have	been	recorded—a	experiments	on	living	cochleas	have	used	emission	of	gamma	rays	feat	made	difficult	by	the	small	size	and	inaccessibility	of	the	cells.	to	measure	basilar-membrane	movements.
These	experiments	have	Both	inner	and	outer	hair	cells	depolarize	in	response	to	tones,	confirmed	von	Békésy’s	observations	in	general,	but	they	show	the	amount	of	depolarization	depending	on	sound	intensity	and	that	the	basilar-membrane	movements	are	more	sharply	localized	frequency.	Auditory	hair	cells	make	synaptic	contact	with	afferent
than	his	measurements	indicated	(Figure	14.10B).	The	greater	neurons	of	the	auditory	(cochlear)	nerve	and	also	receive	efferent	resolution	of	the	living	cochlea	can	be	blocked	by	inhibiting	the	synapses.	Most	(80%–95%)	of	the	afferent	neurons	synapse	with	the	Hill	Animal	4E	cells,	which	in	humans	represent	only	about	20%–25%	hair	cells	with	a
chemical	called	furosemide,	which	is	known	to	Physiology	inner	hair	Sinauer	Associates	block	hair	cell	transduction	(Figure	14.10C).	This	result	shows	of	the	approximately	24,000	hair	cells.	Thus	the	inner	hair	cells	are	Morales	Studio	that	there	must	be	some	active	component	in	the	living	cochlea	the	major	source	of	auditory	input	to	the	brain.
Figurethat	14.10	12-04-15	contributes	to	sound	localization	along	the	basilar	membrane.	This	The	outer	hair	cells	also	respond	to	sounds	and	appear	to	be	active	component	of	the	basilar	membrane	response	to	sound	is	largely	responsible	for	the	cochlear	amplifier	in	mammals	(see	called	the	cochlear	amplifier,	which	we	will	discuss	later.	Figure
14.10B).	Outer	hair	cells	change	length	by	as	much	as	4%	in	When	the	basilar	membrane	moves,	it	stimulates	the	hair	cells	response	to	changes	in	their	membrane	potential	(Figure	14.12B).	in	a	region	of	the	cochlea	called	the	organ	of	Corti.	Figure	14.11A	These	movements	are	extremely	fast	and	can	track	frequencies	of	shows	a	cross	section	of	the
cochlea,	divided	by	the	horizontal	several	kilohertz.	Changes	in	length	of	outer	hair	cells	in	response	basilar	membrane.	The	hair	cells	and	various	accessory	structures	to	sound-induced	receptor	potentials	probably	amplify	the	local	of	the	organ	of	Corti	sit	on	the	basilar	membrane	and	vibrate	up	movement	of	the	basilar	membrane	and	thus	amplify
the	forces	and	down	with	it.	Stereocilia	of	the	hair	cells	project	into	a	separate	acting	on	nearby	inner	hair	cells.	A	motor	protein	in	the	outer	hair	fluid	compartment	of	the	cochlea,	called	the	scala	media.	cell	membrane	called	prestin	seems	to	be	responsible	for	the	cell’s	The	hair	cells	of	the	organ	of	Corti	are	of	two	kinds:	Typically	shortening	and
lengthening,	because	outer	hair	cells	of	knockout	there	are	three	rows	of	outer	hair	cells	and	a	single	row	of	inner	mice	lacking	prestin	no	longer	move	in	response	to	changes	in	hair	cells	(Figure	14.11B).	Auditory	hair	cells	are	similar	to	the	membrane	potential.	Mice	lacking	prestin	show	a	dramatic	loss	in	bullfrog	hair	cells	described	earlier,	but
they	lose	their	kinocilium	auditory	sensitivity,	indicating	that	this	protein	and	the	outer	hair	during	development	and	thus	have	only	stereocilia.	The	hair	cells	cells	play	an	important	role	in	the	function	of	the	cochlea.	However,	are	covered	by	a	flap	of	tissue	termed	the	tectorial	membrane.	The	some	vertebrate	species	lack	outer	hair	cells	or	prestin
but	still	appear	Sensory	Processes 	381	(B)	The	organ	of	Corti	(A)	A	cross	section	through	the	cochlea	Tectorial	membrane	Stereocilia	Scala	media	Tectorial	membrane	Scala	vestibuli	Spiral	ganglion	Scala	tympani	Inner	hair	cells	Outer	hair	cells	Basilar	membrane	Basilar	Afferent	membrane	and	efferent	axons	Figure	14.11 Internal	structure	of	the
mammalian	cochlea	(A)	A	cross	section	through	one	turn	of	the	cochlea.	(B)	Detail	showing	inner	and	outer	hair	cells	of	the	organ	of	Corti,	which	sits	on	the	basilar	membrane.	Both	inner	and	outer	hair	cells	synapse	with	afferent	(sen-	to	have	some	cochlear	amplification.	Thus	there	may	be	additional	mechanisms	for	a	cochlear	amplifier	in	some
groups.	The	organization	of	hair	cells	on	the	basilar	membrane	allows	for	specific	populations	of	the	hair	cells	to	respond	to	specific	sound	frequencies,	and	for	their	respective	afferent	neurons	to	send	action	potentials	to	the	CNS.	In	this	way,	coding	for	high-	and	low-frequency	sounds	(high	and	low	pitch)	is	spatially	mapped	on	the	basilar	membrane.
This	spatial	coding	of	frequency	information	is	maintained	in	the	auditory	pathways	leading	to	the	auditory	cortex.	As	in	other	sensory	systems,	information	about	the	intensity	(loud(A)	Hair	cell	displacement	Tectorial	membrane	Inner	hair	cells	Tunnel	of	Corti	Efferent	axons	Outer	hair	cells	sory)	and	efferent	(motor)	axons,	but	most	afferent	axons
receive	synaptic	input	from	inner	hair	cells,	and	most	efferent	axons	end	on	outer	hair	cells,	which	are	thought	to	magnify	local	movements	and	serve	as	a	cochlear	amplifier.	ness)	of	the	sound	stimulus	is	conveyed	by	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	produced	in	afferent	neurons	(which	in	turn	depends	on	the	amount	of	neurotransmitter	released	by
the	hair	cells).	The	localization	of	sound	is	determined	by	analysis	of	auditory	signals	in	the	CNS	Vertebrates	analyze	sound	in	various	ways.	For	example,	human	brains	contain	pathways	that	are	most	sensitive	to	tones,	clicks,	and	speech	sounds,	and	different	sorts	of	information	are	extracted	from	these	different	kinds	of	sound	stimuli.	We	will
consider	only	one	(B)	Outer	hair	cell	response	to	membrane	potential	changes	Outer	hair	cells	Stereocilia	Changing	the	membrane	potential	changes	the	length	of	an	outer	hair	cell	relative	to	this	reference	line.	Outer	hair	cell	Inner	hair	cell	Patch	electrode	Basilar	membrane	Displacement	of	the	basilar	membrane	bends	the	stereocilia	of	inner	and
outer	hair	cells.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	14.11	12-04-15	10	µm	Displacement	of	basilar	membrane	Figure	14.12 	Movement	of	the	basilar	membrane	stimulates	auditory	hair	cells 	(A)	Basilar	membrane	displacement	bends	the	stereocilia	of	hair	cells	against	the	overlying	tectorial	membrane.	This	bending
transduces	sound	vibration	into	electrical	signals	of	the	hair	cells.	(B)	Outer	hair	cells	change	length	in	response	to	changes	in	their	membrane	potential.	Depolarization	of	an	isolated	outer	hair	cell	causes	it	to	shorten	(below),	whereas	hyperpolarization	causes	lengthening	(above).	These	rapid	movements	provide	positive	feedback	to	amplify	the
movements	of	the	basilar	membrane	and	enhance	hearing	sensitivity.	(Micrographs	courtesy	of	Jonathan	Ashmore;	from	Holley	and	Ashmore	1988.)	382	 	Chapter	14	Figure	14.13 	A	map	of	auditory	space	in	the	brain	of	a	barn	owl 	Individual	neurons	in	the	midbrain	auditory	area	(MLD,	nucleus	mesencephalicus	lateralis	dorsalis,	adjacent	to	the
optic	tectum)	respond	to	sound	stimuli	from	discrete	locations	in	space	around	the	owl’s	head,	so	the	locations	of	sound	sources	in	auditory	space	are	mapped	onto	the	midbrain	area.	The	MLD	shown	is	from	the	left	side	of	the	brain.	Rectangles	represent	the	areas	of	auditory	space	(mapped	onto	a	globe	around	the	owl)	from	which	sound	sources
evoke	responses	in	individual	space-specific	neurons.	Sounds	to	the	left	(L)	or	right	(R)	excite	neurons	in	different	positions	along	the	MLD,	as	shown	by	the	lines	connecting	the	rectangles	to	the	positions	in	the	MLD	in	which	neuronal	activity	was	recorded.	Only	the	horizontal	component	of	the	MLD	map	is	shown;	10L	means	10°	to	the	left	of	center,
5R	is	5°	to	the	right,	and	so	on.	(After	Knudsen	and	Konishi	1978.)	0	30L	30R	+90	+60	60L	60R	+30	90L	0	90R	–30	–60	–90	Lateral	Optic	tectum	Posterior	20R	15R	10R	5R	40R	25R	Left	MLD	0	10L	5L	15L	Medial	Anterior	Recordings	from	a	neuron	in	this	region	of	the	MLD	show	that	the	neuron	responds	to	sounds	from	about	15°	left	of	center—	the
area	corresponding	to	the	rectangle	in	the	diagram	above	(connected	by	an	arrow).	aspect	of	CNS	auditory	information	processing:	How	do	animals	localize	the	source	of	a	sound	stimulus?	Humans	are	capable	of	reasonably	accurate	auditory	localization,	especially	in	the	horizontal	(left–right)	plane,	but	our	abilities	are	greatly	overshadowed	by	those
of	other	vertebrates,	such	as	owls	and	bats.	We	will	first	examine	the	basic	information	an	animal	can	use	to	localize	sound,	and	then	consider	how	this	information	is	processed	in	the	brain.	We	start	with	the	observation	that	a	single	ear	can	provide	no	information	about	where	a	sound	comes	from;	any	auditory	localization	requires	comparison	of	the
responses	of	two	ears.	We	can	clarify	this	statement	by	examining	the	two	sorts	of	information	used	in	auditory	localization:	sound	time	difference	and	sound	intensity	difference.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	First,	any	sound	that	is	not	straight	ahead	(or	behind)	will	have	Sinauer	Associates	a	time	difference,	arriving	at	the	two	ears	at	slightly	different
Morales	Studio	times.	A	sound	from	a	source	that	is	offset	to	the	left	will	reach	the	Figure	14.13	12-04-15	left	ear	first,	with	a	difference	in	time	of	arrival	that	increases	with	increasing	offset.	Second,	an	offset	sound	will	have	an	intensity	difference:	It	will	be	louder	in	the	ear	that	more	directly	faces	the	sound	source.	The	intensity	difference	results
from	the	fact	that	sounds	do	not	go	around	corners	well,	so	the	far	ear	is	said	to	be	in	a	sound	shadow,	shielded	from	the	sound	by	the	head.	Sound	shadowing	is	a	function	of	frequency	because	the	head	is	an	effective	barrier	to	high-frequency	sounds	(with	wavelengths	smaller	than	the	head)	but	little	barrier	to	low-frequency	sounds	(with
wavelengths	bigger	than	the	head).	Because	high-frequency	sounds	have	more	sound	shadowing,	the	difference	in	sound	intensity	between	the	ears	is	significant	only	for	high-frequency	sounds.	For	humans,	both	time	differences	and	intensity	differences	provide	information	about	horizontal	(right–left)	location	of	a	sound	source,	but	we	have	limited
ability	to	localize	the	vertical	(up–down)	origin	of	sounds.	Owls,	by	contrast,	have	excellent	abilities	to	localize	sounds	both	horizontally	and	vertically,	and	using	this	ability,	they	can	catch	mice	hidden	under	leaf	litter.	Like	other	vertebrates,	a	barn	owl	uses	time	differences	to	determine	left–right	origin	of	sounds.	Both	owls	and	echolocating	bats	(see
Box	14.1)	can	use	time	differences	as	small	as	10	microseconds	(μs)	in	auditory	localization!	The	owl’s	ability	to	localize	the	vertical	component	of	a	sound	depends	on	a	structural	asymmetry	of	its	two	ears:	An	owl’s	right	ear	points	more	upward;	its	left	ear,	more	downward.	Barn	owls	have	a	ruff	of	sound-reflecting	feathers	around	the	face	that	act	as
parabolic	reflectors,	sharpening	the	directionality	of	hearing	and	enhancing	the	right–left	asymmetry.	Because	of	this	asymmetry,	at	higher	sound	frequencies	(with	more	sound	shadowing),	a	sound	from	above	will	stimulate	the	right	ear	more	than	the	left,	so	the	intensity	difference	between	ears	will	code	the	vertical	component	of	a	sound	source.
How	does	the	owl’s	brain	put	together	the	information	about	the	horizontal	axis	of	a	sound	source	(coded	primarily	by	time	differences)	and	the	vertical	axis	(coded	by	intensity	differences)?	Neurons	in	a	region	of	the	owl	midbrain	(the	nucleus	mesencephalicus	lateralis	dorsalis,	or	MLD,	corresponding	to	the	mammalian	inferior	colliculus)	represent	a
map—an	orderly	representation	in	the	brain	of	the	auditory	space	around	the	owl’s	head.	Each	neuron	is	said	to	be	space-specific,	responding	to	sound	only	from	a	particular	direction	(Figure	14.13).	Nearby	cells	respond	to	sound	from	nearby	areas,	so	the	outside	world	of	sound	sources	is	mapped	in	two	dimensions	onto	the	MLD.	This	map	is
computed	from	two	parallel	pathways	in	the	brainstem	and	midbrain—one	processing	time-difference	(left–right)	information,	and	one	processing	intensity-difference	(up–down)	information.	Presumably	it	is	this	computed	auditory	map	that	allows	an	owl	to	localize	mice	in	darkness	to	within	1º	of	the	sound	source.	Summary	Vestibular	Organs	and
Hearing	„„Hair	cells	are	sensitive	and	versatile	vertebrate	mechanoreceptors	that	transduce	displacement	of	stereocilia	into	a	receptor	potential.	They	are	the	major	receptors	of	vertebrate	hearing	and	equilibrium	sense.	„„The	structure	of	the	vertebrate	ear	effectively	conveys	sound-pressure	waves	into	the	inner	ear.	Sounds	of	different	frequencies
stimulate	hair	cells	at	different	locations	along	the	length	of	the	basilar	membrane	of	the	cochlea.	Sensory	Processes 	383	(A)	Recording	from	an	insect	taste	sensillum	Electrode	for	stimulation	and	recording	„„Central	auditory	pathways	of	vertebrates	sort	coded	information	about	sounds	in	order	to	discriminate	and	map	different	sound	frequencies
and	locations.	The	auditory	systems	of	insects,	although	less	complex,	can	nonetheless	provide	them	with	behaviorally	important	information.	Chemoreception	and	Taste	Chemoreception	is	the	sensory	response	to	a	chemical	stimulus.	Chemoreception	emerged	very	early	in	evolution.	Even	bacteria	are	able	to	detect	attractive	and	repellent	chemicals
in	their	environment.	The	cell	membrane	of	a	bacterium	contains	receptor	proteins	for	a	variety	of	chemicals,	including	sugar,	amino	acids,	and	small	peptides.	The	binding	of	an	attractant	to	one	of	these	receptors	produces	a	change	in	the	phosphorylation	of	a	second	messenger,	which	directly	regulates	the	movement	of	the	flagellum	and	directs	the
bacterium	toward	the	food	source.	Animals	detect	chemicals	with	complex	and	sophisticated	systems,	which	are	the	subject	of	this	and	the	next	section	of	this	chapter.	We	divide	chemoreceptive	systems	into	two	major	categories:	taste	(the	gustatory	sense)	and	olfaction	(the	sense	of	smell).	In	terrestrial	animals,	the	distinction	between	taste	and
olfaction	is	relatively	clear.	Taste	is	mediated	by	specialized	chemoreceptive	organs	generally	located	in	or	near	the	animal’s	mouth,	and	the	stimuli	are	in	liquid	form.	Olfaction	also	occurs	in	specialized	structures,	for	example	on	antennae	in	insects	and	other	arthropods	and	in	the	nose	in	vertebrates.	The	stimuli	for	olfaction	are	airborne.	They	must,
however,	dissolve	in	the	liquid	of	the	insect	bristle	or	mucus	of	the	vertebrate	nasal	passage	before	binding	to	the	receptor	molecules.	For	animals	that	live	in	water,	the	distinction	between	taste	and	smell	is	less	clear,	because	all	chemical	stimuli	are	dissolved	in	water	in	the	aquatic	environment.	Nevertheless,	the	terms	taste	and	olfaction	remain
useful	because	many	aquatic	animals	have	separate	chemoreceptive	organs	that	serve	different	functions	and	respond	differently	to	chemical	stimuli	at	lower	concentrations	and	at	higher	concentrations.	Lobsters,	for	example,	orient	and	search	in	response	to	chemicals	at	low	concentrations	(presumably	from	distant,	smell-like	sources),	which
stimulate	chemoreceptors	on	the	antennules.	High	concentrations	of	chemicals	(tastes)	can	trigger	feeding	movements	by	stimulating	chemoreceptors	on	the	mouthparts.	Fish	also	have	separate	organs	of	taste	and	smell.	They	have	taste	buds	structurally	similar	to	mammalian	taste	buds,	not	only	near	the	mouth	but	on	the	skin,	which	help	them
decide	what	to	eat.	Fish	also	have	a	nasal	olfactory	epithelium	with	receptor	cells	similar	to	our	own,	which	can	sense	chemicals	in	dilute	concentration	(often	from	distant	sources).	It	is	with	its	nose	that	a	female	salmon	finds	its	breeding	ground.	Because	the	distinction	between	taste	and	olfaction	is	clearest	among	terrestrial	animals,	and	the
greatest	progress	has	been	made	understanding	chemoreception	in	terrestrial	insects	and	mammals,	we	focus	on	these	groups	in	our	examination.2	2	We	should	point	out,	however,	that	chemoreception	includes	more	than	just	taste	and	olfaction.	In	mammalian	nasal	chemoreception	alone	there	are	multiple	receptor	fields	and	their	pathways:	the
main	olfactory	organ;	the	accessory	olfactory,	or	vomeronasal,	organ	(discussed	later);	and	at	least	three	other	chemosensory	organs.	Mammals,	other	vertebrates,	and	invertebrates	often	have	multiple	types	of	chemoreception	not	readily	described	as	taste	or	olfaction.	Mechanoreceptor	neuron	Chemoreceptor	neurons	(B)	Responses	to	taste
stimulation	KEY	Water	cell	spikes	1	mM	KCl	Sugar	cell	spikes	Salt	cell	spikes	Deterrent	cell	spikes	30	mM	sucrose	100	mM	sucrose	50	mM	NaCl	400	mM	NaCl	1	mM	quinine	3	mV	100	ms	Figure	14.14 	Drosophila	taste	sensillum	and	its	responses	to	different	stimulatory	solutions 	(A)	A	typical	taste	sensillum	on	the	leg	tarsus	contains	four
chemoreceptor	cells	and	a	mechanoreceptor	cell.	A	pipette	electrode	both	stimulates	the	sensillum	and	records	action	potentials	from	the	sensory	cells.	(B)	Each	of	the	four	chemoreceptor	cells	has	spikes	(extracellularly	recorded	action	potentials)	of	a	different	size.	Here	the	spike	responses	of	different	cells	are	rendered	in	different	colors.	The	water
cell	responds	best	to	water	(with	just	enough	salt	to	conduct	charges),	the	sugar	cell	responds	best	to	sugar	solutions,	and	the	salt	cell	responds	best	to	increasing	salt	concentrations.	The	deterrent	cell	responds	to	quinine	and	other	bitter	alkaloids	and	also	to	high	concentrations	of	salt.	Insect	taste	is	localized	at	chemoreceptive	sensilla	Insect	taste
receptor	cells	are	located	within	bristles	or	sensilla,	similar	in	their	anatomy	to	the	bristle	mechanosensory	sensillum	of	Figure	14.3A.	Within	the	shaft	of	a	taste	sensillum	there	are	dendrites	of	two	to	four	chemoreceptor	cells	and	often	a	single	mechanoreceptor	(Figure	14.14A).	The	shaft	of	the	sensillum	has	one	or	more	tiny	holes	at	its	tip,	through
which	water	and	taste	molecules	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	can	enter.	In	flies	such	as	the	blowfly,	these	sensilla	are	located	on	Sinauer	Associates	the	tarsusStudio	(the	terminal	segment	of	the	leg)	and	the	labellum	(the	Morales	14.14	12-04-15proboscis	or	mouth	used	for	feeding).	A	fly	tipFigure	of	the	extensible	384	 	Chapter	14	(A)	Taste	papillae
on	tongue	detects	food	in	part	by	stepping	on	it.	Stimulation	of	even	a	single	tarsal	sensory	sensillum	with	a	sugar	solution	elicits	extension	of	the	proboscis.	Further	stimulation	of	a	labellar	sensillum	on	the	proboscis	with	sugar	solution	then	elicits	drinking	behavior,	in	which	the	proboscis	works	as	a	suction	pump.	Figure	14.14B	shows	the	responses
of	chemoreceptor	cells	in	a	tarsal	taste	sensillum	to	different	stimuli.	The	cells	were	stimulated	by	placing	a	pipette	containing	plain	water	or	water	with	varying	concentrations	of	sugar,	salt,	or	quinine	on	top	of	the	sensillum	shaft,	so	that	the	stimulating	fluid	could	enter	the	tiny	holes	at	the	shaft	tip.	The	chemoreceptor	cells	produce	action
potentials,	which	can	be	recorded	with	an	electrode.	In	flies	there	is	generally	one	cell	(termed	the	sugar	cell)	that	responds	most	strongly	to	solutions	of	sugars.	The	frequency	of	action	potentials	in	the	sugar	cell	increases	with	increasing	concentration	of	sugar	and	thus	encodes	information	about	sugar	concentration.	A	second	cell	(the	salt	cell)
responds	preferentially	to	a	range	of	salts,	particularly	to	monovalent	cations.	A	third	cell	(the	water	cell)	responds	best	to	plain	water	(although	a	very	dilute	salt	concentration	is	necessary	for	recording).	The	response	of	the	water	cell	diminishes	with	increasing	concentration	of	any	dissolved	substances.	Some	sensilla	have	a	fourth	cell	termed	the
deterrent	cell,	which	responds	to	deterrent	alkaloids	as	well	as	to	very	high	salt	concentrations.	(The	deterrent	cell	is	sometimes	called	the	bitter	cell,	by	imperfect	analogy	with	bitter	taste	in	mammals.)	The	molecular	mechanisms	of	insect	taste	transduction	are	diverse	and	not	completely	clear.	Responses	to	sugars	and	to	bitter	substances	are
probably	mediated	by	receptor	proteins	with	seven	transmembrane	segments.	In	Drosophila	a	large	family	of	proteins	has	been	described,	the	genes	for	which	are	specifically	expressed	in	the	taste	bristles.	This	family	of	protein	molecules	(called	GR,	or	gustatory	receptor,	proteins)	comprises	68	proteins	in	several	subfamilies,	which	are	selectively
expressed	in	genetically	predetermined	places	such	as	on	the	labellum	of	the	proboscis.	A	single	gustatory	receptor	cell	expresses	the	genes	for	several	receptor	proteins,	but	with	genes	for	different	groups	of	proteins	expressed	in	different	cells.	In	some	cells,	receptor	proteins	of	one	subfamily	appear	to	mediate	taste	of	sugars,	and	in	different	cells
the	proteins	of	another	subfamily	detect	deterrent	compounds,	that	is,	compounds	that	signal	repulsion	from	the	stimulus.	A	third	subfamily	of	receptor	proteins	is	implicated	in	detecting	attractive	and	inhibitory	pheromones	in	courtship.	(GR	proteins	are	unrelated	to	G	protein–coupled	receptors	[GPCRs],	and	their	N-terminal	and	C-terminal	ends	are
on	opposite	sides	of	the	membrane	from	GPCRs.)	Their	mechanism	of	action	is	not	clear	but	may	be	ionotropic.	Mechanisms	of	detecting	salt	and	water	are	probably	ionotropic	(as	for	mammals;	see	below)	but	are	little	understood.	Taste	in	mammals	is	mediated	by	receptor	cells	in	taste	buds	Vertebrate	taste	receptor	cells	are	epithelial	sensory	cells
that	synapse	onto	terminals	of	cranial	sensory	neurons,	which	then	carry	the	signals	to	taste	centers	in	the	brain.	The	taste	cells	are	grouped	together	on	the	tongue	and	back	of	the	mouth	in	taste	buds.	In	mammals,	the	taste	buds	of	the	tongue	are	confined	to	small	swellings	known	as	papillae	(Figure	14.15A),	of	which	there	are	three	kinds:	the
fungiform	papillae	near	the	front	of	the	tongue,	the	foliate	papillae	on	the	lateral	borders,	and	the	large	cir-	Circumvallate	papillae	Foliate	papillae	Fungiform	papillae	(B)	Taste	buds	on	papillae	Taste	papilla	Circumvallate	papilla	Each	papilla	has	from	one	to	thousands	of	taste	buds,	depending	on	the	papilla	type.	Foliate	papilla	(C)	Taste	bud	structure
Taste	receptor	cells	(type	I,	II,	or	III)	Taste	pore	Fungiform	papilla	Microvilli	Epithelial	cell	Synapse	KEY	Sweet	Basal	cell	(type	IV)	Bitter	Salty	Sour	Umami	Nerve	fibers	Figure	14.15 	Mammalian	taste	buds 	(A)	Taste	buds	are	localized	at	taste	papillae	on	the	tongue.	(B)	Different	kinds	of	taste	papillae	contain	differing	numbers	of	taste	buds.	(C)	A
taste	bud	contains	many	taste	cells	of	different	types;	some	form	discrete	synapses	onto	afferent	sensory	neurons.	The	taste	cells	of	a	taste	bud	extend	microvilli	through	a	taste	pore	to	contact	saliva.	Receptor	molecules	in	the	microvillar	membrane	are	exposed	to	taste	stimuli	at	the	surface	of	the	tongue.	Each	taste	bud	cell	contains	receptor	Hill
Animal	Physiology	4E	molecules	for	one	taste	quality	(sweet,	bitter,	salty,	sour,	or	umami).	Sinauer	Associates	(C	after	Kandel	et	al.	2000.)	Morales	Studio	Figure	14.15	12-04-15	12-30-15	Salt	Sour	Extracellular	fluid	Na+	Na+	H+	H+	H+	Salt	taste	is	mediated	by	Na+	ions	that	depolarize	the	receptor	cell	by	entering	open	Na+	channels.	Na+	?	Na+
+	Na	Sour	(acid)	taste	is	mediated	by	a	channel	in	conjunction	with	another	protein.	TRPP3	PKD1L3	+	Na	Cytoplasm	Sweet	γ	β	α	T1R2	Sweet,	umami,	and	bitter	stimuli	are	sensed	by	different	G	protein–coupled	receptors	in	different	cells,	but	initiate	similar	downstream	metabotropic	mechanisms.	GTP	T1R3	Sensory	Processes 	385	Figure	14.16 
Taste-transduction	mechanisms	differ	for	different	tastes 	The	molecules	for	reception	and	transduction	of	different	taste	qualities	are	localized	in	different	taste	cells.	Type	I	cells	mediate	salt	taste,	type	III	cells	mediate	sour	taste,	and	separate	subpopulations	of	type	II	cells	mediate	sweet,	umami,	and	bitter	taste.	For	salt	taste,	sodium	ions	enter	a
taste	bud	cell	through	cation	channels,	directly	depolarizing	the	cell.	Sour	taste	is	mediated	by	a	channel	(a	complex	of	a	TRP	channel	protein	[TRPP3]	and	a	related	protein,	PKD1L3).	Sweet,	umami,	and	bitter	responses	are	mediated	by	GPCRs.	Their	signal-transduction	effects	are	similar	to	each	other	but	occur	in	different	cells.	In	sweet	taste,
sugars	bind	to	a	particular	dimer	of	GPCRs	(T1R2	and	T1R3),	which	acts	via	a	G	protein	to	activate	phospholipase	C	to	produce	IP3;	IP3	releases	Ca2+	from	intracellular	stores	to	activate	a	TRP	channel.	In	the	taste	quality	umami,	glutamate	(monosodium	glutamate	[MSG])	and	other	amino	acids	stimulate	another	GPCR	dimer.	Bitter	substances	bind
to	a	different	family	of	GPCRs	(the	T2R	family).	Na+	Umami	γ	α	T1R1	T1R3	γ	β	Phospholipase	C	β	α	GTP	GTP	P	P	P	PIP2	Na+	P	Bitter	IP3	P	P	Ca2+	γ	α	T2R	T2R	P	P	β	P	Ca2+	channel	GTP	cumvallate	papillae,	which	are	at	the	very	back	and	easily	seen	with	the	naked	eye.	The	taste	buds	are	located	within	the	papillae,	with	only	a	few	on	a	single
fungiform	papilla	but	with	thousands	on	a	single	circumvallate	papilla	(Figure	14.15B).	All	taste	buds	have	a	similar	structure	(Figure	14.15C).	Each	includes	50–150	slender,	elongate	cells	of	at	least	four	types	that	differ	in	morphology	and	staining	properties.	Until	recently	investigators	thought	that	only	one	of	these	cell	types	(type	III)	was	a	mature
taste	receptor,	because	it	was	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	the	only	type	that	made	defined	synapses	with	taste	sensory	neurons.	Recent	studies,	however,	show	that	Sinauer	Associates	MoralesI,Studio	types	II,	and	III	taste	cells	all	mediate	different	taste	qualities.	Figure	14.16	12-04-15	12-30-15	Type	IV	cells	(basal	cells)	are	round,	basally	located,	and
serve	as	precursors	to	new	taste	receptor	cells.	Studies	with	markers	of	cell	division	such	as	bromodeoxyuridine	(BrdU)	have	shown	that	individual	taste	receptor	cells	have	lifetimes	of	only	about	5–10	days	and	that	they	are	constantly	being	replaced	by	new	receptor	cells	derived	from	the	basal	cells.	Endoplasmic	reticulum	Ca2+	Mechanisms	of	taste
transduction	differ	for	different	taste	qualities.	In	mammals,	including	humans,	there	are	five	distinct	categories	of	tastes:3	the	familiar	sour,	salty,	sweet,	and	bitter	and	the	more	recently	characterized	umami	(from	a	Japanese	word	meaning	“delicious”),	which	is	the	taste	of	monosodium	glutamate	and	aspartate,	common	in	proteinaceous	food.
These	five	tastes	and	their	distinct	transduction	mechanisms	appear	to	be	separately	localized	in	different	taste	receptor	cells.	Two	of	these	mechanisms	are	ionotropic	(for	salty	and	sour),	and	the	remaining	three	are	metabotropic,	mediated	by	GPCRs.	The	simplest	transduction	scheme	is	for	salty	taste	(Figure	14.16).	Here	the	taste	receptor	cells
have	channels	permeable	to	Na+.	When	the	Na+	ion	concentration	within	the	mouth	increases,	the	membrane	potential	of	a	salt	receptor	cell	depolarizes.	The	3	It	may	turn	out	that	there	are	more	than	five	taste	categories;	for	example,	the	taste	category	oleogustus	(taste	sensitivity	to	fatty	acids)	has	recently	been	proposed.	386	 	Chapter	14
reason	can	be	seen	from	the	Goldman	equation	(see	page	318):	Any	increase	in	external	concentration	of	permeable	Na+	ions	will	cause	a	positive	change	in	membrane	potential.	The	Na+	channels	of	taste	receptor	cells	are	not	voltage-gated	and	are	unrelated	to	the	voltage-gated	Na+	channels	of	axons.	In	some	species	they	can	be	blocked	by	the
compound	amiloride	and	seem	to	be	related	to	the	voltage-independent	Na+	channels	of	the	kidney.	Sensation	of	salt	by	a	direct,	ionotropic	permeability	to	Na+	would	seem	an	insensitive	mechanism	for	salt	sensation,	because	a	fairly	large	increase	in	Na+	ion	concentration	would	be	required	to	produce	a	depolarization.	However,	salt	taste	is
insensitive:	For	a	food	to	taste	salty,	the	concentration	of	NaCl	must	be	of	the	order	of	50	millimolar	(mM),	a	relatively	high	level.	The	sour	taste	of	acidity	is	also	mediated	by	a	channel	(see	Figure	14.16).	This	channel	is	probably	formed	from	two	related	proteins	(PKD1L3	and	TRPP3,	also	known	as	PKD2L1),	which	are	expressed	together	in	a	distinct
subset	of	taste	receptor	cells.	In	mice,	when	the	gene	for	TRPP3	is	knocked	out	so	that	this	protein	is	no	longer	expressed,	the	mice	have	no	reaction	to	sour	stimuli,	even	though	responses	to	the	other	four	classes	of	taste	stimuli	are	unaffected.	It	is	unlikely	that	the	channels	formed	by	interaction	of	these	proteins	function	simply	by	being	permeable
to	H+	and	depolarizing	the	membrane	as	described	by	the	Goldman	equation,	because	H+	is	normally	too	low	in	concentration	to	adequately	depolarize	the	receptor	cell	by	this	means.	Instead,	H+	may	modulate	the	permeability	of	the	channels	to	more	numerous	cations.	The	other	three	tastes	are	all	sensed	by	metabotropic	GPCRs	(see	Figure
14.16).	The	receptor	for	sweet	is	apparently	a	dimer	of	two	related	receptor	molecules	called	T1R2	and	T1R3.	Umami	is	sensed	by	a	similar	dimer,	of	T1R3	and	another	related	protein,	T1R1.	The	T1R3	receptor	is	therefore	common	to	both	the	sweetand	umami-sensing	cells,	whereas	the	T1R2	and	T1R1	receptors	are	expressed	in	different	cell
populations,	indicating	that	different	groups	of	taste	bud	cells	mediate	the	sweet	and	umami	flavors.	The	T1R2	and	T1R3	proteins	seem	to	be	the	only	GPCRs	required	for	sweet	taste,	as	shown	by	knockout	experiments.	When	the	genes	for	T1R2	and	T1R3	are	knocked	out	in	mice,	the	ability	of	the	mice	to	detect	sweet	compounds	disappears,	and
similar	experiments	show	that	T1R1	and	T1R3	are	required	for	the	detection	of	amino	acids	(umami).	Sweet	taste	reception	in	hummingbirds	is	a	special	case,	discussed	in	Box	14.2.	The	family	of	GPCRs	that	sense	bitter	compounds	is	much	larger	and	more	disparate	in	amino	acid	sequence	than	those	that	sense	sweet	or	umami,	probably	because	we
sense	as	bitter	a	much	greater	variety	of	chemical	compounds	with	differing	structures.	The	receptor	molecules	are	nevertheless	related	to	one	another	and	form	the	T2R	family	of	GPCRs,	which	has	approximately	30	members.	The	T2R	receptors	are	expressed	in	a	unique	population	of	taste	bud	cells	that	do	not	also	express	any	of	the	T1R	receptors.
The	signal	transduction	cascades	for	sweet,	umami,	and	bitter	all	seem	to	use	similar	G	proteins,	which	activate	a	phospholipase	C,	producing	the	two	second	messengers	IP3	and	diacylglycerol	(DAG;	see	Figure	13.21).	The	IP3	leads	to	release	of	Ca2+	from	intracellular	stores,	which	opens	yet	another	TRP	channel	in	the	outer	cell	membrane	(called
TRPM5).	In	mice,	knocking	out	the	genes	for	either	the	phospholipase	C	or	TRPM5	produces	major	deficits	BOX	Genomics	and	sweet	taste	14.2	in	hummingbirds	Genomic	analyses	provide	critical	information	about	the	evolution	of	sensory	systems.	A	fascinating	example	is	the	evolution	of	sweet	taste	in	hummingbirds,	the	only	vertebrate	group
known	to	use	a	nonstandard	receptor	for	tasting	sugars.	Box	Extension	14.2	describes	how	hummingbirds	are	thought	to	have	evolved	this	uniquely	repurposed	sensory	mechanism.	in	the	sensing	of	sweet,	umami,	and	bitter	but	leaves	the	sensing	of	salty	and	sour	entirely	intact.	This	shows	that	the	metabotropic	mechanisms	of	detection	in	the	tongue
are	independent	of	the	ionotropic	mechanisms.	Because	single	taste	bud	cells	seem	to	contain	only	one	of	the	kinds	of	channels	or	GPCR	combinations	shown	in	Figure	14.16,	the	transduction	of	taste	would	appear	to	be	segregated	into	separate	cell	populations	distributed	throughout	the	tongue.	These	cells	make	synapses	onto	the	cranial	sensory



neurons,	which	carry	their	signals	into	the	brain.	Recent	studies	indicate	that	some	of	the	synaptic	interactions	between	taste	cells	and	sensory	neurons	are	diffuse	and	perhaps	indirect,	via	other	taste	cells.	Perhaps	for	this	reason,	recordings	from	single	cranial	axons	and	from	single	CNS	taste	neurons	often	reveal	sensitivities	to	more	than	one	taste.
These	observations	have	spawned	many	theories	about	how	axons	with	multiple	sensitivities	can	mediate	our	distinct	sensations	of	salty,	sour,	sweet,	bitter,	and	umami.	Recent	experiments	indicate	that	processing	in	the	CNS	somehow	segregates	the	signals	of	the	different	taste	responses	despite	their	apparent	mixing	at	the	level	of	the	cranial	nerve
fibers.	It	is	possible	to	induce	in	a	mouse	the	expression	of	the	gene	for	a	novel	GPCR,	which	is	activated	by	a	compound	that	is	normally	tasteless.	With	the	novel	GPCR,	the	mouse	can	taste	this	compound;	the	taste	is	sensed	as	sweet	if	the	novel	receptor	is	directed	to	be	expressed	in	the	taste	bud	receptor	cells	that	normally	express	T1R2	receptors
(the	“sweet”	taste	bud	cells),	or	the	taste	is	sensed	as	bitter	if	expressed	in	cells	that	normally	express	T2R	receptors.	Thus	even	if	single	cranial	nerve	axons	transmit	signals	from	more	than	one	type	of	cell,	the	CNS	sorts	these	signals	to	produce	distinct	sensations,	which	seem	to	depend	entirely	on	which	taste	bud	receptor	cells	have	been
stimulated.	Some	taste	neurons	in	the	brain	respond	to	many	taste	qualities,	whereas	others	are	more	selective	to	one	taste,	leading	to	ongoing	questions	about	how	the	coding	and	decoding	of	taste	information	work.	Sensory	Processes 	387	Summary	Chemoreception	and	Taste	„„Most	animals	possess	two	types	of	chemoreceptors	for	external
stimuli:	contact	or	taste	chemoreceptors	that	respond	to	near-field	chemicals	at	relatively	high	concentrations,	and	distance	or	olfactory	chemoreceptors	that	respond	to	low	concentrations	of	chemicals	from	sources	over	a	larger	area.	This	generalization	is	useful	but	oversimplifies	a	greater	diversity	of	external	chemical	senses,	as	well	as	internal
chemoreceptors	involved	in	homeostatic	regulation.	„„Taste	chemoreceptors	of	mammals	monitor	five	taste	qualities:	sweet,	sour,	salty,	bitter,	and	umami.	Insects	have	taste	sensilla	that	provide	at	least	analogous	information.	„„Transduction	mechanisms	of	chemoreceptors	are	diverse,	both	within	an	animal	and	across	animal	phyla.	Taste	sensory
transduction	in	mammals	may	involve	ionotropic	activation	of	ion	channels	(salty,	sour)	or	G	protein–coupled	receptors	(sweet,	bitter,	umami).	Olfaction	Some	insects,	such	as	male	moths,	have	elaborate	olfactory	systems	(Figure	14.17).	Each	pinnate	antenna	of	a	male	hawkmoth	(Manduca	sexta)	contains	an	estimated	360,000	olfactory	receptor	cells,
and	each	antenna	of	a	male	polyphemus	moth	(Antheraea	polyphemus)	(shown	in	the	figure)	has	about	260,000.	Such	numbers	represent	a	substantial	fraction	of	the	neurons	in	the	insect’s	nervous	system,	and	represent	a	large	energy	investment.	The	sensilla	on	the	antennae	of	insects	that	detect	chemicals	at	a	distance	are	similar	in	structure	to	the
taste	sensilla	(see	Figure	14.14A).	Instead	of	one	or	a	few	small	holes	at	the	tip	of	the	sensillum	shaft,	however,	the	entire	shaft	length	is	perforated	by	numerous	tiny	pores	only	10	nanometers	(nm)	in	diameter,	which	lead	into	tiny	channels	called	tubules	penetrating	the	exoskeleton.	The	receptor	cells	send	thin	dendritic	processes	into	the	shaft,
where	they	are	bathed	in	a	fluid	called	the	sensillar	lymph.	Odorant	molecules	enter	the	pores,	travel	down	the	tubules,	and	dissolve	in	the	sensillar	lymph.	Terrestrial	insects	(and	terrestrial	mammals)	have	odorant	binding	proteins	that	help	the	volatile	odorant	molecules	move	into	the	aqueous	environment	surrounding	the	olfactory	receptors.
Ultimately	the	odorant	molecules	bind	to	olfactory	receptor	(OR)	protein	molecules	on	the	dendrite’s	cell	membrane.	The	Drosophila	antennal	OR	proteins	have	been	identified;	they	are	not	related	to	classical	GPCRs	but	rather	appear	to	form	heteromers	with	an	ion	channel	protein	(OR83b)	in	which	the	OR	provides	the	odorant	binding	specificity	and
leads	to	fast	opening	of	the	OR83b	channel.	Other	studies	suggest	that	the	ORs	may	also	have	a	slower	G	protein–linked	action	that	reinforces	and	prolongs	their	ionotropic	action.	Most	varieties	of	insect	olfactory	receptor	neurons	are	classified	as	odor-generalist	cells	and	are	used	to	detect	a	wide	variety	of	odors.	Insects,	however,	have	another
olfactory	system	on	their	antennae,	specialized	to	detect	only	a	very	few	chemicals	with	high	sensitivity.	The	chemoreceptor	cells	used	in	this	system	are	sometimes	referred	to	as	odor-specialist	cells	and	are	typically	responsive	to	pheromones.	Opening	perforations	of	peg	Sensory	peg	Dendrites	Cuticle	Dendrites	Supporting	cell	Sensory	neuron
Axons	of	sensory	neuron	Figure	14.17 Insect	olfactory	receptors	detect	pheromones	and	other	chemicals 	Each	pinnate	antenna	of	a	male	Anther-	aea	polyphemus	moth	may	have	as	many	as	260,000	chemosensory	neurons,	many	of	which	are	specialized	to	detect	a	chemical	signal	(pheromone)	released	by	a	female	moth.	As	we	will	describe	in
Chapter	16	(see	pages	456–457),	a	pheromone	is	a	metabolite	released	into	the	outside	world	by	an	individual	that	is	used	for	communicating	with	other	individuals	of	the	same	species,	including	eliciting	specific	behavioral	or	systemic	responses	when	detected	by	those	individuals.	Various	insects	have	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	sex-attractant	(and
sex-deterrent)	pheromones,	oviposition-deterrent	Sinauer	Associates	pheromones,	trail-marking	pheromones,	alarm	pheromones,	and	Morales	Studio	Figure	14.17	12-04-15	colony-recognition	pheromones,	and	it	is	these	chemicals	that	the	odor-specialist	cells	are	programmed	to	detect.	Chemoreception	of	pheromones	has	been	most	thoroughly
studied	for	the	sex	attractants	of	moths.	Female	moths	release	pheromones	that,	when	detected,	induce	the	males	to	fly	upwind	to	find	the	females.	Males	are	extraordinarily	sensitive	to	the	attractant	released	by	females	of	their	species	and	can	respond	over	large	distances.	A	female	gypsy	moth	produces	1	mg	of	disparlure,	its	sex	attractant,	an
amount	theoretically	sufficient	to	attract	a	billion	males.	In	the	silkworm	moth	(Bombyx	mori),	the	first	insect	species	for	which	a	sex-attractant	pheromone	was	characterized,	the	male	has	large	pinnate	or	comblike	antennae	(like	those	of	Antheraea	polyphemus	shown	in	Figure	14.17)	with	up	to	50,000	sensilla	responsive	to	the	sex-attractant
pheromone.	Because	of	their	pinnate	branching	388	 	Chapter	14	Olfactory	bulb	and	the	density	of	their	pheromone-sensitive	olfactory	hairs,	the	antennae	of	Bombyx	males	are	estimated	to	catch	up	to	one-third	of	the	pheromone	molecules	in	the	air	passing	over	them.	The	pheromone	receptor	cells	are	exquisitely	sensitive	and	very	specific	in	their
responses.	The	major	sex-attractant	pheromone	in	Bombyx	is	bombykol,	a	16-carbon	unsaturated	alcohol.	The	hair	sensilla	contain	chemoreceptor	cells	specifically	sensitive	to	bombykol,	and	recordings	indicate	that	binding	of	one	or	two	molecules	of	bombykol	to	a	receptor	cell	elicits	enough	depolarization	to	generate	an	impulse.	The	threshold	for
the	behavioral	response	of	a	male	moth	is	reached	with	activation	of	about	200	receptor	cells	per	second,	which	occurs	at	a	phenomenally	low	concentration	of	1000	molecules	per	cubic	centimeter	of	air	(which	contains	about	30	billion	billion	molecules	per	cubic	centimeter	at	standard	temperature	and	pressure)!	The	sex-attractant	detectors	of	a
male	moth	are	specialized	to	detect	one	or	a	very	few	compounds	with	exceedingly	high	sensitivity.	This	is	quite	different	from	the	odor-generalist	chemoreceptors,	which	detect	a	much	broader	range	of	chemicals	at	higher	concentrations.	The	division	of	odor-detection	cells	into	odor	specialists	and	odor	generalists	is	also	found	in	many	mammals,
which	have	two	major	olfactory	systems	for	detecting	chemicals.	Cribriform	plate	Olfactory	epithelium	Nasal	cavity	Olfactory	bulb	Granule	cells	Lateral	olfactory	tract	to	olfactory	cortex	Mitral	cell	The	mammalian	olfactory	epithelium	contains	odor-generalist	receptor	cells	Glomerulus	Cribriform	plate	Connective	tissue	Axons	Axons	of	olfactory
receptor	cells	Gland	Olfactory	epithelium	All	vertebrates	have	a	main	olfactory	system,	and	most	land	vertebrates	also	have	an	accessory	(vomeronasal)	system.	The	main	system’s	olfactory	receptive	surface,	termed	the	olfactory	epithelium,	lines	part	of	the	internal	nasal	cavity.	The	area	of	the	nasal	mucosa	that	constitutes	the	olfactory	epithelium
varies	greatly	among	species,	being	only	2–4	cm2	in	humans	but	18	cm2	in	dogs	and	21	cm2	in	cats.	Humans	have	an	estimated	107	olfactory	receptor	neurons,	and	dogs	up	to	4	×	109.	In	contrast	to	this	large	number	of	olfactory	neurons,	a	mammalian	auditory	nerve	contains	the	axons	of	only	3	×	104	neurons.	Each	olfactory	receptor	cell	is	a	bipolar
neuron	with	a	cell	body	in	the	olfactory	epithelium	(Figure	14.18).	A	single,	narrow	dendrite	extends	from	the	cell	body	to	the	mucus-covered	epithelial	surface	and	ends	in	a	dendritic	knob,	which	projects	into	the	layer	of	mucus	(secreted	by	supporting	cells	and	glands).	From	this	knob	project	20–30	olfactory	cilia,	which	extend	and	intermesh	within
the	mucous	layer.	The	membranes	of	these	cilia	are	the	sites	of	olfactory	transduction.	As	with	insect	olfactory	sensilla,	odorant	molecules	first	dissolve	in	the	liquid	of	the	mucus	and	interact	with	odorantbinding	proteins	before	interacting	with	receptor	molecules	of	the	mammalian	olfactory	cilia.	The	olfactory	receptor	cells	have	fine,	unmyelinated
axons	that	extend	a	short	distance	(through	the	cribriform	plate	of	the	ethmoid	bone)	to	the	olfactory	bulb	of	the	forebrain,	where	they	synapse	with	second-order	cells	in	the	olfactory	bulb.	The	receptor	axons	are	typically	only	0.2	micrometers	(μm)	in	diameter,	and	are	among	the	smallest	axons	in	the	nervous	system.	Olfactory	receptor	cells	undergo
continuous	turnover	throughout	adult	life,	and	they	were	the	first	mammalian	neurons	discovered	to	do	so.	The	receptor	cells	differentiate	from	basal	cells	in	the	epithelium,	develop	dendrites	and	axons	that	connect	with	the	second-order	cells	in	the	olfactory	bulb,	and	have	life	spans	of	about	60	days	before	they	degenerate.	The	function	of	the
olfactory	receptor	cells	has	been	clarified	by	molecular	genetic	and	physiological	approaches.	In	the	1990s,	Linda	Buck	and	Richard	Axel	cloned	the	first	of	the	olfactory	recep-	Supporting	cell	Olfactory	receptor	cells	Dendritic	knob	Sensory	cilia	Mucous	layer	Figure	14.18 	Vertebrate	olfactory	receptors 	Olfactory	receptor	cells	are	small	bipolar
neurons,	the	sensory	cilia	of	which	extend	into	the	mucous	layer	of	the	nasal	cavity.	Their	axons	perforate	the	bone	of	the	cribriform	plate	to	end	in	glomeruli	of	the	olfactory	bulb	of	the	brain.	Mitral	cells	and	granule	cells	integrate	olfactory	information,	and	the	mitral	cell	axons	carry	the	information	to	the	olfactory	cortex.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E
Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	14.18	12-04-15	tor	(OR)	proteins.	Inferring	that	the	OR	proteins	would	be	GPCRs	specifically	expressed	in	the	olfactory	epithelium,	they	looked	for	olfactory	proteins	with	sequences	known	to	be	widely	shared	by	GPCR	molecules.	This	led	to	the	discovery	of	the	first	18	members	of	a	family	of	genes,	now
known	in	mice	to	contain	nearly	1000	members	and	to	constitute	about	3%	of	the	total	number	of	genes	Sensory	Processes 	389	Patch	electrode	attached	to	dendrite	Odorant	Olfactory	receptor	cell	Odorant	puff	The	patch	electrode	records	the	current	(in	picoamps)	flowing	through	a	channel	as	it	opens.	Application	of	the	odorant	stimulus	acts	via	a
metabotropic	mechanism	to	increase	the	frequency	of	opening	of	a	cyclic	nucleotide–gated	channel.	4	pA	300	ms	Closed	conformation	Open	conformation	Figure	14.19 	Odorant	excitation	of	a	vertebrate	olfactory	receptor	cell	opens	individual	ion	channels 	An	individual	olfactory	receptor	cell	was	isolated	from	the	olfactory	epithelium	of	a
salamander,	and	its	response	to	odor	stimulation	was	recorded	with	a	patch	electrode.	The	membrane	patch	remained	attached	to	the	cell.	A	brief	puff	of	odorant	led	to	opening	of	single	channels	in	the	patch,	as	shown	by	recorded	single-channel	currents.	(After	Firestein	et	al.	1991,	in	Fain	2003.)	in	the	mouse	genome.	For	this	groundbreaking	work,
Buck	and	Axel	were	awarded	the	Nobel	Prize	in	2004.	The	OR	proteins	all	have	seven	transmembrane	domains	like	other	GPCRs	(see	Figure	13.18),	with	considerable	sequence	variability	in	transmembrane	regions	3,	4,	and	5.	These	variable	regions	are	thought	to	be	the	areas	of	the	molecule	that	bind	to	a	diverse	array	of	odorants.	Similar	OR
protein	families	are	found	in	all	vertebrates	so	far	studied.	The	activation	of	olfactory	GPCRs	leads	to	the	opening	of	cyclic	nucleotide–gated	channels	to	produce	a	receptor	potential	(Figure	14.19).	Stuart	Firestein	and	colleagues	placed	a	patch	pipette	on	the	dendrite	of	an	olfactory	receptor	cell	from	a	salamander	and	stimulated	the	cell	with
odorant.4	The	odorant	bound	to	receptor	molecules	lateral	to	the	cell-attached	patch,	and	yet	channels	opened	inside	the	patch	area,	showing	the	involvement	of	a	second	messenger.	The	odorant	receptor	molecules	initiated	a	G	protein–mediated	signal	cascade,	producing	intracellular	cAMP	that	diffused	in	the	cytoplasm	and	opened	cyclic
nucleotide–gated	channels	in	the	patch.	Figure	14.20	diagrams	the	signal	cascade	in	mammalian	olfactory	receptor	cells.	The	binding	of	an	odorant	to	an	OR	protein	initiates	the	exchange	of	GTP	in	place	of	GDP	on	the	α	subunit	of	a	G	protein	(Golf	)	specifically	expressed	in	olfactory	receptor	cells.	The	Golf	α–GTP	then	binds	to	and	activates	an
adenylyl	cyclase,	which	synthesizes	cAMP.	The	cAMP	attaches	to	the	cytoplasmic	surface	of	the	channel,	which	closely	resembles	a	voltage-gated	K+	channel	in	its	structure	but	has	a	binding	site	for	cyclic	nucleotides	near	its	–COOH	terminus	(see	Box	Extension	12.1).	The	opening	of	the	channel	causes	Na+	to	flow	into	the	cell	and	depolarize	it.	The
cyclic	nucleotide–gated	channels	are	also	permeable	to	Ca2+,	and	the	flow	of	Ca2+	into	the	cell	stimulates	the	opening	of	4	In	this	cell-attached	patch	recording	the	patch	pipette	was	sealed	to	the	dendrite	membrane,	but	the	patch	remained	attached	to	the	rest	of	the	cell.	Odor	stimuli	were	applied	to	the	outer	face	of	the	membrane	lateral	to	the
patch,	and	the	sealed	electrode	prevented	receptor	molecules	from	diffusing	in	the	membrane	from	outside	the	patch	area	to	within	it.	Olfactory	receptor	cell	Cilium	of	olfactory	receptor	cell	Olfactory	receptor	Odorant	molecule	Adenylyl	cyclase	G	protein	(Golf	)	Ca2+	Ca2+	cAMP	α	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Cilia	of	olfactory
receptor	cellStudio	Morales	Figure	14.19	12-07-15	Cation	Na+	channel	Ca2+–activated	Cl–	channel	ATP	Ca2+	cAMP	Cl–	Na+	Cytoplasm	Extracellular	fluid	Figure	14.20 	Olfactory	transduction	mechanisms	in	cilia	membranes	of	olfactory	receptor	cells 	Many	odorants	act	to	increase	cAMP.	The	odorant	binds	to	an	odorant	receptor	on	the	ciliary
membrane;	the	receptor	activates	a	G	protein	to	activate	adenylyl	cyclase,	producing	cAMP.	Cyclic	AMP	binds	to	and	opens	a	cation	channel,	allowing	entry	of	Na+	and	Ca2+	ions	and	depolarizing	the	cell.	Ca2+	binds	to	Ca2+-activated	Cl–	channels,	which	permit	Cl–	efflux	that	augments	the	depolarization.	390	 	Chapter	14	a	Ca2+-activated	Cl–
channel,	causing	negatively	charged	Cl–	to	flow	out	of	the	cell,	producing	further	depolarization.	The	outflow	of	Cl–	through	the	Ca2+-activated	Cl–	channels	ensures	that	the	olfactory	cells	will	continue	to	respond	even	if	the	Na+	concentration	in	the	mucus	is	decreased,	as	can	occur,	for	example,	after	immersion	of	the	animal’s	head	in	water.	When
the	mucus,	which	has	high	Na+	and	Cl–	concentrations	relative	to	the	receptor	cell	cytoplasm,	is	diluted	by	water,	the	concentration	gradient	for	Cl–	favors	its	leaving	the	cell	(whereas	the	gradient	for	Na+	entry	is	reduced).	The	transduction	cascade	shown	in	Figure	14.20	is	the	primary	cascade	used	by	the	olfactory	receptor	cells.	Knocking	out	the
genes	for	Golf,	adenylyl	cyclase,	or	the	cyclic	nucleotide–gated	channel	produces	mice	with	greatly	reduced	electrical	responses	to	odorants	and	almost	no	sense	of	smell.	Each	olfactory	receptor	cell	expresses	the	gene	for	only	one	kind	of	GPCR.	However,	recordings	from	the	receptor	cells	show	that	many	cells	have	rather	broad	sensitivities	to
different	odorant	molecules.	This	means	that	many	odorants	can	bind	to	one	kind	of	receptor	protein,	and	that	any	particular	odorant	is	likely	to	bind	to	several	different	receptor	proteins,	probably	with	greater	affinity	(and	at	lower	concentration)	for	some	proteins	than	for	others.	Different	odorants	would	then	stimulate	different	populations	of
receptor	cells	expressing	different	proteins,	and	the	combined	signal	from	the	different	populations	would	constitute	the	combinatorial	code	for	each	different	odorant	stimulus.	Such	a	system	is	likely	to	provide	greater	flexibility	and	adaptability	than	one	in	which	each	olfactory	GPCR	is	absolutely	specific	for	a	single	chemical	structure.	The	broader
binding	affinities	of	olfactory	GPCRs	may	also	allow	the	olfactory	system	to	respond	to	more	odors	than	if	each	of	the	several	hundred	or	even	1000	genes	coded	for	proteins	with	narrow	selectivity.	The	olfactory	receptor	cells	send	their	axons	to	the	neighboring	olfactory	bulb	in	the	CNS.	The	axon	of	each	receptor	cell	terminates	within	a	globular
cluster	called	a	glomerulus	(see	Figure	14.18).	All	of	the	receptor	cells	expressing	a	particular	receptor	molecule	terminate	in	only	one	or	two	glomeruli,	so	that	the	many	receptor	types	are	kept	segregated	in	distinct	regions	of	processing	within	the	bulb.	This	segregation	seemed	puzzling	at	first,	because	if	responses	from	many	GPCRs	are	to	be	used
collectively	to	detect	distinct	odors,	the	signals	must	at	some	point	be	combined	and	compared.	Recent	evidence	indicates	that	signals	from	different	glomeruli	converge	at	the	next	level	in	the	olfactory	cortex,	allowing	the	necessary	comparison	and	integration.	The	vomeronasal	organ	of	mammals	detects	pheromones	The	olfactory	system	we	have
been	describing	is	the	one	that	vertebrates	normally	use	to	detect	airborne	odors	in	the	environment	and	resembles	in	its	function	the	odor-generalist	system	of	insects.	In	addition,	many	vertebrates,	including	most	mammals,5	have	a	second	olfactory	system	called	the	vomeronasal	organ,	located	below	the	main	olfactory	epithelium	on	each	side	of
the	nose	(Figure	14.21A).	The	vomeronasal	organ	appears	to	function	in	a	more	odor-specialist	way,	detecting	pheromones	and	other	chemical	sig5	In	humans	and	apes	the	vomeronasal	organ	regresses	during	fetal	development	and	is	thought	to	be	nonfunctional	in	adults.	There	is	behavioral	evidence	for	human	detection	of	pheromones,	but	it	may
be	via	the	main	olfactory	epithelium	rather	than	the	regressed	vomeronasal	organ.	(A)	Vomeronasal	anatomy	Accessory	olfactory	bulbs	Main	olfactory	bulbs	Olfactory	nerves	Nasal	epithelium	Nasal	air	passage	Vomeronasal	nerves	Vomeronasal	Vomeronasal	organ	organ	(B)	Transduction	in	vomeronasal	receptor	cells	Extracellular	fluid	γ	α	V1R	β	γ
Phospholipase	C	β	α	GTP	Gi2	P	P	P	DAG	PIP2	IP3	Cytoplasm	P	P	P	Extracellular	fluid	γ	α	V2R	Cytoplasm	β	Go	γ	Phospholipase	C	β	α	GTP	P	P	P	DAG	PIP2	IP3	P	P	P	Figure	14.21 	The	vomeronasal	organ	is	an	accessory	olfactory	organ	in	most	terrestrial	vertebrates 	(A)	The	paired	vomeronasal	organs	lie	ventral	to	the	main	olfactory	epithelium	(left
side	shown	here).	The	axons	of	vomeronasal	sensory	neurons	project	to	the	accessory	olfactory	bulb,	separate	from	the	main	olfactory	bulb.	Apical	and	basal	parts	of	the	vomeronasal	organ	have	different	populations	of	vomeronasal	sensory	neurons	that	project	to	different	parts	of	the	accessory	olfactory	bulb.	(B)	The	apical	and	basal	vomeronasal
sensory	neurons	contain	different	GPCR	families	and	bind	different	classes	of	chemicals,	including	some	pheromones:	Receptor	molecules	in	apical	neurons	bind	small-molecule	pheromones,	whereas	receptor	molecules	in	basal	neurons	bindPhysiology	peptide	pheromones.	The	two	kinds	of	GPCRs	(V1R,	V2R)	Hill	Animal	4E	act	through	different	G
proteins	(Gi2	and	Go)	to	activate	phospholipase	Sinauer	Associates	Studio	C,Morales	producing	IP3	and	DAG.	(After	Spehr	and	Munger	2009.)	Figure	14.21	12-07-15	nals.	In	mammals,	each	of	the	paired	vomeronasal	organs	forms	a	self-enclosed	pouch	normally	isolated	from	the	air	breathed	through	the	nose.	When	an	animal	detects	an	unusual	odor
such	as	that	associated	with	a	pheromone,	the	organ	pumps	air	into	its	lumen	so	that	the	air	wafts	over	the	vomeronasal	receptor	cells.	In	some	reptiles,	pheromones	are	delivered	to	the	organ	from	the	tongue.	Sensory	Processes 	391	A	snake	or	lizard	repeatedly	flicks	out	and	withdraws	its	tongue	to	sample	the	air	and	deposit	molecules	such	as
pheromones	or	prey	odorants	onto	the	surface	of	the	vomeronasal	organ.	The	forked	tongue	provides	two-point	sampling	for	the	detection	of	gradients	of	the	concentration	of	chemical	stimuli.	The	histology	of	the	mammalian	vomeronasal	epithelium	is	similar	to	that	of	the	main	olfactory	epithelium,	but	the	receptor	cells	have	microvilli	instead	of	cilia
at	their	locus	of	transduction.	The	vomeronasal	receptor	cells	in	mice	express	about	300	genes	for	receptors	in	two	families,	called	V1R	and	V2R	(Figure	14.21B).	These	receptors	are	GPCRs	only	distantly	related	to	the	OR	proteins	of	the	primary	epithelium.	The	V1R	and	V2R	receptors	are	expressed	in	separate	cell	types	in	different	regions	of	the
vomeronasal	organ;	the	two	receptor	classes	act	via	different	G	proteins	to	activate	phospholipase	C,	producing	IP3	and	DAG	from	PIP2	(as	in	some	synapses	[see	Figure	13.21]	and	in	some	taste	receptors	[see	Figure	14.16]).	Ultimately	this	cascade	(which	may	also	involve	generation	of	arachidonic	acid)	leads	to	opening	of	a	TRP	channel	to
depolarize	the	membrane	of	the	vomeronasal	receptor	cell.	Preliminary	recordings	from	neurons	in	the	vomeronasal	organ	seem	to	show	that,	like	the	odor-specialist	cells	of	male	moths,	the	vomeronasal	receptor	cells	respond	specifically	to	one	or	only	a	few	compounds	with	high	sensitivity.	They	predominantly	mediate	responses	to	pheromones,
which	play	important	roles	in	a	variety	of	rodent	behaviors,	including	pregnancy	block,	defense	and	recognition	of	the	young,	mating,	and	intraspecific	aggression.	Whether	pheromones	also	play	a	role	in	human	behavior	is	a	question	still	widely	debated.	Although	most	pheromonal	sensory	responses	in	mammals	are	mediated	by	the	vomeronasal
organ,	recent	rodent	studies	show	that	the	main	olfactory	epithelium	is	also	involved	in	pheromonal	communication,	whereas	the	vomeronasal	organ	also	processes	some	non-pheromonal	odors.	Summary	Olfaction	„„Olfactory	chemoreceptors	of	the	main	olfactory	epithelium	of	vertebrates	are	neuronal	receptor	cells	with	cilia	that	contain
intramembrane	receptor	proteins.	Each	receptor	cell	expresses	the	gene	for	one	of	these	membrane	receptor	proteins,	and	all	the	receptor	neurons	that	express	that	same	protein	synapse	in	the	same	glomerulus	of	the	olfactory	bulb.	Insect	olfactory	neurons	have	broadly	similar	connection	patterns	but	unrelated	receptor	proteins.	„„Vertebrate
olfactory	receptor	proteins	are	G	protein–	coupled	receptors,	which	stimulate	production	of	a	second	messenger,	cAMP.	„„The	vomeronasal	organ	of	vertebrates	is	an	accessory	olfactory	organ	that	senses	pheromonal	and	other	stimuli.	Vomeronasal	sensory	cells	are	microvillar	rather	than	ciliary,	and	express	GPCR	proteins	that	stimulate	production
of	IP3	and	DAG.	Photoreception	Visual	systems—the	systems	that	carry	out	photoreception	and	the	processing	of	visual	signals—have	been	more	extensively	studied	and	are	better	understood	than	any	other	sensory	system.	This	is	in	part	a	reflection	of	the	importance	of	vision	in	our	lives,	but	it	is	also	due	to	certain	technical	advantages.
Photoreceptors—sensory	receptor	cells	that	are	sensitive	to	light—are	easier	to	identify,	isolate,	grind	up,	clone,	and	study	with	physiological	techniques	than	other	receptor	cells.	The	photoreceptor	protein	rhodopsin	was	the	first	G	protein–coupled	receptor	to	be	sequenced,	cloned,	and	examined	with	X-ray	crystallography,	and	the	details	of	the	G-
protein	cascade	in	vertebrate	photoreceptors	are	more	fully	understood	than	any	other	G-protein	cascade	in	nature.	Visual	processing	in	the	brain,	treated	in	the	next	section,	has	provided	unique	insight	into	the	working	of	the	visual	cortex,	which	has	illuminated	not	only	the	study	of	sensory	processing	but	also	basic	mechanisms	of	synaptic
integration	in	the	CNS.	Photoreceptor	cells	and	eyes	of	different	groups	have	evolved	similarities	and	differences	Photoreception—the	response	of	a	sensory	cell	to	light—arose	early	in	evolution.	All	organisms	detect	light	by	using	a	pigment,	termed	a	photopigment,	that	absorbs	the	light.	Although	bacteria	have	several	kinds	of	photopigments,	all
animals	employ	one	dominant	photopigment,	rhodopsin,	for	photoreception.	Because	the	photopigment	is	associated	with	cell	membranes,	all	photoreceptor	cells	(light-responsive	cells)	have	greatly	increased	membrane	surface	areas	that	increase	their	light	sensitivity.	Photoreceptor	cells	are	subdivided	into	ciliary	and	rhabdomeric.	In	ciliary
photoreceptor	cells,	modified	cilia	contain	the	rhodopsin	molecules.	Rhabdomeric	photoreceptor	cells,	in	contrast,	have	collections	of	microvilli	that	increase	the	membrane	surface	area.	Vertebrate	photoreceptor	cells	are	ciliary,	and	arthropod	photoreceptor	cells	are	rhabdomeric,	but	many	other	phyla	have	examples	of	both	photoreceptor	types,
sometimes	in	the	same	animal.	Most	animal	phyla	contain	examples	of	eyes	(light-responsive	sense	organs)	that	differ	in	type	and	complexity.	Eyes,	as	noted	earlier,	are	sense	organs	that	contain	photoreceptors	mediating	light	responses;	eyes	may	also	form	images	of	the	visual	world	that	provide	information	to	allow	an	animal	to	localize	and	identify
visual	stimuli.	There	are	two	major	kinds	of	imageforming	eyes.	In	a	camera	eye	(see	Figure	1.7),	a	lens	forms	an	inverted	image	on	an	array	of	photoreceptors	at	the	back	of	the	eye.	In	a	compound	eye,	many	facets	called	ommatidia	(singular	ommatidium),	each	with	its	own	lens,	together	produce	what	is	called	a	mosaic	image—each	ommatidium
conveys	information	about	one	part	of	the	visual	world,	and	the	animal’s	nervous	system	constructs	the	image	as	a	mosaic	of	“tiles”	of	individual	ommatidial	responses.	The	evolution	of	eyes	is	a	subject	of	considerable	speculation,	now	informed	by	recent	genomic	studies.	There	is	evidence	that	most	eyes	evolved	from	a	common	ancestor,	despite
many	differences	in	the	organization	of	different	eyes.	As	stated	above,	all	eyes	employ	the	same	kind	of	photopigment	(rhodopsin,	discussed	further	below).	Moreover,	disparate	eyes	share	homologous	genes	that	regulate	eye	development.	A	single	gene,	PAX6,	can	initiate	eye	development	in	diverse	animals,	and	PAX6	interacts	similarly	with	other
regulatory	genes	in	the	eye	development	of	many	phylogenetic	groups	of	animals.	It	is	likely	that	basic	genetic	plans	for	eye	development	and	function	evolved	very	early,	but	specific	eye	lineages	(such	as	the	camera	eyes	of	cephalopods	392	 	Chapter	14	Figure	14.22 	A	hypothesis	Photosensitive	cells	use	rhodopsin	to	absorb	light.	showing	the
evolution	of	eyes 	A	rhodopsin-based	photo-	receptor	cell	may	have	become	a	prototype	eye	by	a	developmental	association	with	a	screening	pigment	cell	that	provided	directional	selectivity,	under	control	of	PAX6	or	a	related	developmental	gene.	The	prototype	eye	is	thought	to	have	evolved	monophyletically	into	more	complex	eyes,	including
simple	camera	eyes	(snail,	scallop),	complex	camera	eyes	(cephalopod,	vertebrate),	and	compound	eyes	(fly,	ark	clam).	The	hypothesis	is	based	on	homologies	of	genes	for	photoreception	and	for	eye	development	in	different	groups.	(After	Gehring	2005.)	Rhodopsin	Photoreceptor	cell	The	gene	PAX6	is	thought	to	initiate	eye	development.	PAX6
Pigment	cell	Proto-eyes	use	a	pigment	cell	to	make	the	photoreceptor	sensitive	to	light	from	only	one	direction.	Light	Photoreceptor	cell	Different	lineages	of	eye	development	utilized	basic	building	modules.	Prototype	eye	Pigment	cells	Sensory	cells	Ommatidia	Lens	Optic	nerves	Fly	Snail	(Helix)	Retina	Sensory	cells	Optic	nerve	Lens	Lens	Optic
nerves	Vertebrate	Pigment	cells	Scallop	Lens	Ark	clam	Optic	nerves	Retina	Cephalopod	(squid	or	octopus)	[squids	and	octopuses]	and	of	vertebrates;	see	Figure	1.7)	evolved	separately,	using	parallel	expressions	of	these	developmental	and	functional	modules.	Figure	14.22	shows	one	hypothesis	of	a	common	evolution	of	photoreceptors	and	eyes.	A
rhodopsin-based	photoreceptor	cell	could	have	become	a	directionally	sensitive	prototype	eye	by	assembly	with	a	pigment	cell	that	screened	the	photoreceptor	from	light	on	one	side;	this	assembly	may	have	been	under	control	of	PAX6.	Such	a	prototype	eye	may	then	have	evolved	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	into	other	simple	with	multiple	receptor
cells,	and	into	more	Sinauereyes	Associates	Morales	complex	eyes	withStudio	lenses.	The	examples	shown	in	Figure	14.22	Figure	14.22	eyes	12-07-15	include	simple	camera	(snail,12-30-15	scallop),	more	complex	camera	eyes	(cephalopod,	vertebrate),	and	compound	eyes	(ark	clam,	fly).	Rhodopsin	consists	of	retinal	conjugated	to	opsin,	a	G	protein–
coupled	receptor	A	photopigment	consists	of	a	protein	containing	an	associated	nonpeptide	organic	molecule	called	a	chromophore	(from	the	Greek	meaning	“color	bearing”).	The	absorption	of	a	photon	of	light	by	a	chromophore	produces	a	chemical	reaction,	and	this	triggers	a	transduction	cascade.	The	chromophore	of	animal	photoreceptors	is
retinal,	which	is	bound	to	the	integral	membrane	protein	opsin,	to	produce	the	lightsensitive	pigment	rhodopsin.	Figure	14.23A	shows	the	chemical	structure	of	retinal,	which	is	the	aldehyde	of	vitamin	A.	The	form	of	retinal	used	in	vision	in	most	animals,	including	all	mammals,	Sensory	Processes 	393	(A)	Skeleton	structure	of	retinal	Figure	14.23 
Rhodopsin	is	a	photopig-	(B)	Rhodopsin	structure	Retinal	attachment	site	COOH	Retinal	(11-cis)	CHO	Disc	membrane	Light	triggers	the	conversion	of	the	11-cis	form	of	retinal	to	the	all-trans	form.	Retinal	ment	composed	of	two	parts:	retinal	and	opsin 	(A)	Skeleton	chemical	structure	of	retinal,	which	exists	in	two	isomers	(11-cis	and	all-trans).	Light
triggers	a	conformation	change	from	11-cis	to	all-trans	retinal.	(B)	Three-dimensional	structure	of	the	protein	(opsin)	in	vertebrate	rhodopsin.	Seven	α-helical	regions	of	the	protein	span	the	membrane;	retinal	is	attached	to	an	amino	acid	residue	in	the	seventh	helix.	(The	red	retinal	would	actually	be	hidden	behind	the	nearer	helices	but	is	shown	as	if
it	were	visible	through	them.)	CHO	Retinal	(all-trans)	NH2	is	11-cis	retinal.6	Investigators	have	identified	many	mammalian	rhodopsins	with	different	light-absorption	spectra.	Because	they	all	use	the	same	chromophore,	the	differences	among	rhodopsins	must	result	mostly	from	differences	in	the	amino	acid	composition	of	the	opsin	moiety.	In	all
species	so	far	investigated,	the	aldehyde	end	of	retinal	is	covalently	bound	to	the	amino	group	of	a	lysine	of	the	opsin	protein.	This	bond	buries	the	chromophore	deep	within	the	middle	of	the	rhodopsin	molecule.	The	structure	of	rhodopsin	in	Figure	14.23B	shows	the	seven	transmembrane	α-helices	characteristic	of	all	GPCRs,	and	the	position	of	the
bound	retinal.	The	absorption	of	light	by	11-cis	retinal	produces	a	photochemical	reaction,	which	twists	the	aldehyde	tail	of	the	chromophore	around	one	of	its	double	bonds	and	produces	all-trans	retinal	(see	Figure	14.23A).	Because	retinal	is	intimately	associated	with	opsin,	the	photoconversion	to	all-trans	retinal	is	followed	by	a	series	of
spontaneous	changes	in	conformation	of	opsin,	producing	activated	rhodopsin	(also	called	metarhodopsin	II).	This	action	induced	by	light	is	very	rapid,	producing	activated	rhodopsin	in	about	1	milmal	Physiology	4E	lisecond	(ms).	ssociates	Rhodopsin	activates	a	G	protein	signal-transduction	cascade,	Studio	23	12-07-15	like	other	members	of	the
GPCR	superfamily	(see	Chapter	13,	pages	357–360).	The	details	of	this	cascade	can	differ	in	different	kinds	of	animals	and	sometimes	even	in	different	photoreceptors	of	the	same	animal.	We	once	again	take	as	our	representative	examples	Drosophila	and	vertebrates,	including	mammals.	Phototransduction	in	Drosophila	leads	to	a	depolarizing
receptor	potential	All	insects	and	many	other	arthropods	have	compound	eyes,	which	(as	noted	earlier)	consist	of	many	clustered	cell	groups	called	ommatidia,	each	ommatidium	with	its	own	lens	and	photoreceptors	called	retinular	cells	(Figure	14.24).	The	eight	or	more	retinular	cells	of	an	ommatidium	are	arranged	in	a	circle,	like	sections	of	an
orange	but	more	elongate.	The	transduction	cascade	of	a	retinular	cell	is	localized	to	the	membranes	of	its	microvilli,	which	are	arranged	along	one	edge	of	the	retinular	cell	in	an	array	called	a	rhabdomere.	The	microvillar	membranes	of	the	rhabdomere	con6	Insects	use	a	slightly	different	3-hydroxy-11-cis	retinal,	and	some	vertebrate	species	living
in	freshwater	use	3-dehydro-11-cis	retinal,	with	two	double	bonds	in	the	ring.	tain	not	only	the	rhodopsin	photopigment,	but	also	the	G	proteins	and	associated	proteins,	including	the	channels	that	produce	the	electrical	response	to	light.	Phototransduction	in	insects	is	similar	at	the	outset	to	that	in	vertebrates	(described	later)	but	involves	a	different
second	messenger.	Figure	14.24C	shows	the	phototransduction	cascade	in	Drosophila	photoreceptors.	Absorption	of	a	photon	causes	a	change	in	the	conformation	of	rhodopsin,	leading	to	activation	of	a	G	protein	by	exchange	of	GTP	for	GDP	on	the	G-protein	α	subunit.	The	activated	G	protein	then	activates	a	phospholipase	C,	which	produces	the
second	messengers	IP3	and	diacylglycerol	(DAG).	DAG	(or	a	lipid	metabolite	of	it)	is	thought	to	directly	open	two	cation	channels,	both	of	which	are	TRP	channels.	Opening	of	the	cation-permeable	channels	produces	a	depolarization,	which	spreads	along	a	short	axon	to	the	photoreceptor	synaptic	terminal	and	triggers	the	release	of	synaptic
transmitter.	Drosophila	photoreceptors,	like	most	arthropod	photoreceptors,	do	not	generate	action	potentials.	As	shown	in	Figure	14.24C,	several	of	the	proteins	involved	in	photoreceptor	transduction	are	bound	together	by	a	cytoplasmic	scaffolding	protein.	This	tight	organization	may	minimize	the	time	required	for	the	interactions	of	the	proteins	of
the	cascade	and	the	production	of	the	electrical	signal,	thereby	increasing	the	speed	of	phototransduction.	The	vertebrate	eye	focuses	light	onto	retinal	rods	and	cones	In	contrast	to	the	compound	eye	of	insects,	all	vertebrates	have	camera	eyes.	In	this	type	of	eye,	the	cornea	and	lens	focus	an	inverted	image	of	the	visual	field	on	the	retina,	the
photoreceptorcontaining	layer	at	the	back	of	the	eye	(Figure	14.25A).	Light	is	refracted	(light	rays	are	bent)	at	surfaces	where	materials	differ	in	density	(quantified	as	the	refractive	index).	For	terrestrial	vertebrates	the	greatest	amount	of	refraction	occurs	at	the	interface	between	the	air	and	the	cornea,	which	differ	greatly	in	refractive	index	and
thus	produce	greater	bending.	Refraction	by	the	lens	is	secondary	because	the	lens	and	the	aqueous	humor	have	more	similar	refractive	indices.	Lens	refraction	serves	primarily	to	focus	the	image	by	changing	the	shape	of	the	lens.	In	the	eye	of	aquatic	vertebrates,	the	cornea	does	little	refraction,	because	its	refractive	index	is	similar	394	 	Chapter
14	Compound	eye	(A)	The	compound	eye	Cornea	Lens	Crystalline	cone	Ommatidium	Retinular	cells	100	µm	Rhabdomeres	(B)	Retinular	cell	(part)	Rhabdomere	Axon	A	single	ommatidium	contains	eight	retinular	cells	arranged	in	a	circle.	(C)	Transduction	of	the	light	signal	Extracellular	fluid	Light	Nucleus	Rhodopsin	γ	Golgi	Activated	rhodopsin	1	α	γ
β	α	G	protein	Microvilli	Figure	14.24 	Photoreceptor	transduction	in	the	compound	eye	of	the	fruit	fly	Drosophila 	(A)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	a	compound	eye.	Each	ommatidium	of	the	compound	eye	contains	its	own	lens	system	and	eight	elongated	photoreceptive	retinular	cells,	only	two	of	which	are	visible	in	each	ommatidium	here.	(B)
Part	of	one	of	the	retinular	cells;	each	retinular	cell	has	a	rhabdomere	composed	to	that	of	water.	Instead,	a	thick,	nearly	spherical	lens	accomplishes	most	of	the	refraction;	the	refractive	index	of	the	lens	is	greater	at	its	center	than	at	its	edges,	thereby	minimizing	distortion.	A	spherical	fish	lens	cannot	change	shape,	but	instead	focuses	by	moving
anteriorly	and	posteriorly,	like	a	camera	lens.	The	retina	of	the	vertebrate	eye	is	a	developmental	outgrowth	of	the	brain.	It	contains	rod	and	cone	photoreceptor	cells,	as	well	as	a	network	of	neurons—horizontal	cells,	bipolar	cells,	amacrine	cells,	and	ganglion	cells—which	perform	the	first	stages	of	visual	integration	(Figure	14.25B).	A	pigmented
epithelium	lies	at	the	back	of	the	retina.	It	absorbs	light	not	captured	by	the	photorecepHill	Animal	Physiology	4E	tors	andAssociates	performs	many	important	metabolic	functions,	including	Sinauer	the	control	of	the	ionic	environment	around	the	rods	and	cones	Morales	Studio	Figure	12-07-15	12-30-15	and	the14.24	synthesis	of	11-cis	retinal.	The
retina	is	said	to	be	inverted,	Phospholipase	C	γ	β	TRP	cation	channel	4	α	GTP	PIP2	GDP	Cytoplasm	β	GTP	GDP	Rough	ER	2	GTP	3	IP3	+	DAG	Scaffolding	protein	of	microvilli	facing	the	midline	of	the	ommatidium.	(C)	The	microvillar	membrane	contains	rhodopsin	and	the	other	molecular	constituents	of	the	signal-transduction	cascade,	bound	together
by	a	scaffolding	protein.	Light-activated	rhodopsin	activates	a	G	protein	➊	to	activate	phospholipase	C	➋,	catalyzing	the	formation	of	IP3	and	DAG	➌.	These	second	messengers	lead	to	opening	of	TRP	cation	channels	❹.	with	the	photoreceptors	in	the	outermost	layer,	farthest	away	from	incoming	light.	This	inverted	structure	is	a	consequence	of	the
way	in	which	the	retina	develops	in	the	embryo,	as	the	more	distal	layer	of	a	two-layered	optic	cup.	Although	light	must	pass	through	all	the	retinal	layers	to	reach	the	outer	segments	of	the	rods	and	cones,	the	retinal	layers	do	not	degrade	the	image	greatly	because	they	are	quite	transparent.	Some	light	scattering	does	occur,	however,	and	many
retinas	have	a	central	high-acuity	region	in	which	the	intervening	cell	layers	and	blood	vessels	are	displaced	to	the	side.	In	humans	this	region	is	the	fovea,	a	depression	1.5	mm	in	diameter	(5º	of	visual	angle)	(see	Figure	14.25A).	The	central	1º	of	the	fovea	contains	tightly	packed	cones	to	the	exclusion	of	other	neurons.	Rod	photoreceptors	are	absent
in	this	central	part	of	the	human	fovea	but	greatly	outnumber	Choroid	Sensory	Processes 	395	Sclera	Retina	(A)	Focusing	on	the	retina	Figure	14.25 	Structure	of	the	mammalian	Cornea	Vitreous	humor	Fovea	Lens	Aqueous	humor	Optic	nerve	Iris	eye	and	retina 	(A)	The	cornea	and	the	lens	focus	an	inverted	image	on	the	retina	at	the	back	of	the
eye.	(B)	The	photoreceptors	(rods	and	cones)	are	in	an	outer	nuclear	layer	at	the	back	of	the	retina.	They	are	connected	via	bipolar	cells	to	ganglion	cells,	in	a	“straight-through”	pathway.	Horizontal	cells	form	a	lateral	pathway	in	the	outer	plexiform	layer,	and	amacrine	cells	form	a	lateral	pathway	in	the	inner	plexiform	layer.	The	ganglion	cells	are
the	output	of	the	retina,	their	axons	forming	the	optic	nerve.	(After	Dowling	1979	in	Kandel	et	al.	1995.)	(B)	Retinal	cells	Pigment	epithelium	Distal	Cone	Rod	Cone	Horizontal	cell	Bipolar	cell	Bipolar	cell	Amacrine	cell	Amacrine	cell	Outer	nuclear	layer	Outer	plexiform	layer	Inner	nuclear	layer	Inner	plexiform	layer	Ganglion	cell	Ganglion	cell	layer	To
optic	nerve	Proximal	Light	cones	elsewhere	in	the	retina.	Primates	and	some	birds	have	welldeveloped	foveas,	and	many	other	vertebrates	have	a	less	elaborate	and	broader	area	of	relatively	high	acuity	called	the	area	centralis.	Another	consequence	of	the	inverted	retina	is	that	the	axons	Hill	Animal	Physiology	of	retinal	ganglion	4E	cells,	which	form
the	optic	nerve,	come	off	the	Sinauer	Associates	inner	side	of	the	retina,	facing	the	lens.	The	axons	exit	through	the	Morales	Studio	retina	at	the	optic	disc,	producing	a	blind	spot	in	the	visual	field.	Figure	14.25	12-08-15	Humans	are	normally	unaware	of	this	blind	spot	because	it	falls	in	the	binocular	visual	field,	so	that	one	eye	supplies	the
information	missing	in	the	blind	spot	of	the	other	eye.	Moreover,	we	depend	on	the	fovea	for	much	of	our	high-acuity	vision,	and	we	make	unconscious	rapid	eye	movements,	further	decreasing	any	visual	deficit	resulting	from	the	blind	spot.	Rods	and	cones	of	the	retina	transduce	light	into	a	hyperpolarizing	receptor	potential	Figure	14.26	shows	the
two	kinds	of	photoreceptors	in	the	retina,	rods	and	cones.	The	more	sensitive	rods	are	used	in	dim	light,	and	the	cones	are	used	in	brighter	light,	for	color	vision,	and	for	highacuity	vision	in	humans	and	other	animals	having	a	fovea.	Nocturnal	396	 	Chapter	14	surface	membrane	because	these	two	membranes	are	not	in	continuity.	Instead,	there	is
an	intracellular	messenger	that	conveys	a	change	from	the	discs	to	the	outer	surface	membrane.	This	intracellular	messenger	is	cyclic	GMP	(cyclic	guanosine	monophosphate,	Rod	or	cGMP;	see	Figure	2.30).	The	transduction	of	light	into	an	electrical	signal	Discs	in	rod	and	cone	photoreceptors	has	four	stages:	First,	light	activates	rhodopsin;	second,
activated	rhodopsin	Cone	stimulates	a	G	protein	to	activate	a	phosphodiesterase	Cytoplasmic	Outer	space	enzyme;	third,	the	enzyme	decreases	the	concentrasegment	tion	of	cyclic	GMP	in	the	photoreceptor	cytoplasm;	Outer	Cell	Cell	segment	and	fourth,	the	decrease	in	cyclic	GMP	closes	cyclic	membrane	membrane	nucleotide–gated	ion	channels
similar	to	the	channels	in	olfactory	receptor	cells.	Because	the	photoreceptor	Cilium	Cilium	channels	close,	the	Na+	influx	decreases	and	the	photoreceptor	hyperpolarizes	rather	than	depolarMitochondria	Mitochondria	izes.	Most	of	our	knowledge	of	phototransduction	comes	from	rods	(which	are	bigger	than	cones),	but	Inner	Inner	the	mechanisms
are	qualitatively	similar	for	both.	segment	segment	Figure	14.27	shows	the	mammalian	transducNucleus	Nucleus	tion	cascade	in	more	detail.	In	the	dark,	the	cGMP	concentration	within	a	rod	outer	segment	is	relatively	high.	The	cGMP	binds	to	cyclic	nucleotide–gated	channels,	opening	them	and	thereby	keeping	the	Synaptic	Synaptic	Synaptic
Synaptic	permeability	of	the	outer	segment	membrane	high	terminal	terminal	vesicles	vesicles	for	cations,	including	Na+.	The	cGMP-gated	channels	of	vertebrate	photoreceptors	are	not	voltage-gated,	Direction	of	although	they	are	structurally	and	evolutionarily	incoming	light	related	to	voltage-gated	channels.	Instead	they	open	Figure	14.26 
Vertebrate	photoreceptors 	Rods	and	cones	are	shown	both	in	when	they	bind	cGMP	on	the	cytoplasmic	surface	situ	and	schematically.	Both	rods	and	cones	have	an	inner	segment	that	contains	(see	Box	Extension	12.1).	the	nucleus	and	synaptic	terminal,	and	an	outer	segment	that	contains	ordered	laThe	light-induced	change	in	rhodopsin	activates
mellae	bearing	photopigment	molecules.	In	cones	these	lamellae	are	invaginations	a	series	of	reactions	at	the	disc	membrane	that	result	of	the	outer	membrane,	but	in	rods	they	are	internalized	discs	that	are	discontinuous	in	an	enzymatic	degradation	of	cGMP.	Figure	14.27	with	the	outer	membrane.	shows	this	process.	Light-stimulated	rhodopsin
(metarhodopsin	II)	activates	the	G	protein	transducin,	which	is	closely	related	to	the	G	proteins	that	mediate	animals	tend	to	have	retinas	in	which	most	or	all	photoreceptors	are	rods,	whereas	cones	predominate	in	retinas	of	strongly	diurnal	metabotropic	synaptic	actions	(see	Figure	13.19)	and	chemorecepanimals.	Both	rods	and	cones	have	an	outer
segment	containing	tion	(see	Figure	14.20).	The	activated	G	protein	stimulates	cGMP	phosphodiesterase	(PDE),	an	enzyme	in	the	disc	membrane	the	photosensitive	membranes,	and	an	inner	segment	containing	the	nucleus,	mitochondria,	other	cell	organelles,	and	the	synaptic	that	hydrolyzes	cGMP	to	5′-GMP.	Activation	of	PDE	involves	terminal.	The
inner	and	outer	segments	are	connected	by	a	short	dissociation	of	its	catalytic	subunit	from	a	regulatory	subunit	that	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	ciliary	and	the	outer	segment	is	derived	from	a	modified	inhibits	its	activity.	The	activated	PDE	decreases	the	cytoplasmic	Sinauerstalk,	Associates	cilium.	photoreceptor	outer	segments	contain	many
flattened	concentration	of	cGMP,	and	the	cation	channels	close.	Thus	the	MoralesThe	Studio	Figure	14.26	12-08-15	derived	12-30-15	lamellae	of	membranes	from	the	cell	membrane.	In	the	cones,	second	messenger–mediated	response	to	light	in	a	rod	outer	segment	these	lamellae	retain	continuity	with	the	outer	cell	membrane,	so	is	decreased	Na+
influx,	producing	hyperpolarization.	the	lumen	of	each	lamella	is	continuous	with	extracellular	space.	Because	the	channels	are	relatively	open	in	the	dark,	cations	flow	In	rods,	in	contrast,	the	lamellae	become	separated	from	the	outer	into	the	cell	and	keep	it	depolarized	(Figure	14.28A).	Recall	from	membrane	and	form	internalized	flattened	discs
(see	Figure	14.26).	the	Goldman	equation	in	Chapter	12	(Equation	12.6,	page	318)	that	Several	hundred	to	1000	discs,	stacked	like	pancakes,	fill	the	rod	the	membrane	potential	depends	on	the	ratio	of	permeabilities	to	outer	segment.	The	membranes	of	rod	discs	and	cone	invaginated	Na+	and	K+.	Because	the	resting	Na+	permeability	of	a	rod	or
cone	lamellae	contain	the	photopigment	rhodopsin.	Because	the	disc	is	higher	than	in	a	normal	neuron,	the	membrane	potential	is	less	membranes	and	the	cell	membrane	are	discontinuous	in	rods,	the	negative.	In	fact,	the	resting	membrane	potential	of	a	rod	or	cone	is	light-induced	changes	in	rhodopsin	at	the	disc	membrane	must	about	–30	mV,
much	more	depolarized	than	the	resting	membrane	somehow	affect	the	ion	permeability	of	the	outer	membrane.	An	potential	of	a	typical	neuron.	This	constant	flow	of	Na+	into	the	cell	produces	a	dark	current	(Figure	14.28B),	which	must	be	electrical	change	in	the	disc	membrane	will	not	directly	affect	the	Pigment	epithelium	Sensory	Processes 
397	Outer	segment	cell	membrane	Disc	membrane	Rhodopsin	1	3	α	α	GDP	GTP	GTP	GDP	4	α	5ʹ-GMP	GTP	Na+	channel	cGMP	cGMP	Na+	Na+	Cytoplasm	Figure	14.27 	Phototransduction	closes	cation	channels	in	a	rod	outer	segment 	In	the	dark,	the	cation	channels	are	kept	open	by	intracellular	cGMP;	they	conduct	an	inward	current,	carried
largely	by	Na+.	When	light	strikes	the	photoreceptor,	these	channels	are	closed	by	a	G	protein–coupled	mechanism.	➊	Rhodopsin	molecules	constantly	counteracted	by	the	expenditure	of	ATP	to	pump	Na+	out	of	the	cell	with	a	very	active	Na+–K+-ATPase	located	in	the	inner	segment.	This	large	expenditure	of	ATP	makes	the	metabolic	rate	of	a	rod
in	darkness	perhaps	the	highest	of	any	cell	in	the	body.	The	dark	current	keeps	the	rod	relatively	depolarized.	The	lightinduced	decrease	in	cytoplasmic	concentration	of	cGMP	shifts	the	equilibrium	of	cGMP	binding	to	the	channel	protein	so	that	cGMP	dissociates	from	the	channel	and	the	channel	closes.	The	response	to	light	is	thus	a	decrease	in	the
dark	current	(Figure	14.28C),	which	causes	the	membrane	potential	to	become	more	negative,	producing	a	hyperpolarizing	receptor	potential	that	is	graded	according	to	the	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	intensity	Sinauer	of	the	light	flash	(see	Figure	14.28A).	Associates	Moralesrods,	Studiolike	the	photoreceptors	of	Drosophila,	can	Vertebrate	14.27	12-
08-15	produce	aFigure	detectable	change	in	dark	current	from	the	absorption	of	a	single	photon.	Each	photon	absorbed	by	rhodopsin	leads	to	approximately	106	Na+	ions	not	entering	a	rod	outer	segment.	One	functional	attribute	of	an	intracellular	messenger	is	to	provide	the	necessary	amplification	for	this	process.	The	activation	of	one	rhodopsin
molecule	can	lead	to	the	activation	of	many	transducin	and	phosphodiesterase	molecules,	causing	the	enzymatic	degradation	of	a	large	number	of	cGMP	molecules.	This	decreased	cGMP	concentration	can	close	many	Na+	channels,	blocking	the	entry	of	enough	Na+	ions	to	produce	a	change	in	membrane	potential	of	the	order	of	1	mV.	If
phototransduction	were	to	use	an	ionotropic	mechanism,	the	absorption	of	a	photon	would	only	be	able	to	open	or	close	a	single	channel,	and	the	sensitivity	would	be	insufficient	to	achieve	the	detection	of	a	single	quantum	of	light.	in	the	disc	membrane	absorb	light	and	are	activated.	➋	The	activated	rhodopsin	stimulates	a	G	protein	(transducin),
which	in	turn	activates	cGMP	phosphodiesterase.	➌	The	phosphodiesterase	catalyzes	the	breakdown	of	cGMP	to	5′-GMP.	❹	As	the	cGMP	concentration	decreases,	cGMP	detaches	from	the	cation	channels,	which	close.	(A)	Rod	receptor	potential	ENa	Membrane	potential	(mV)	Light	cGMP	phosphodiesterase	Transducin	2	(G	protein)	Dim	Bright	0	–30
EK	Photoreceptor	rod	(C)	Light	(B)	Dark	cGMPgated	channels	In	the	absence	of	light,	a	steady	inward	flux	of	Na+	ions	produces	the	dark	current.	Light	causes	most	of	the	outer	segment	cGMP-gated	channels	to	close,	thereby	reducing	the	dark	current.	Na+	Na+	Current	flux	Na+	K+	Figure	14.28 	Light	hyperpolarizes	vertebrate	photoreceptors	(A)
Retinal	rods	and	cones	are	relatively	depolarized	in	the	dark,	and	their	receptor	potential	in	light	is	a	graded	hyperpolarization.	The	brighter	the	light,	the	greater	is	the	hyperpolarization.	(B)	A	dark	current,	carried	largely	by	Na+	ions,	enters	the	rod	outer	segment	in	the	dark	and	depolarizes	it.	(C)	Light	acts	to	decrease	the	dark	current	by	closing
cGMP-gated	Na+	channels,	leading	to	hyperpolarization.	Na+	K+	+	+	K	K	Na+–K+-ATPase	pumps	maintain	Na+	and	K+	concentrations.	398	 	Chapter	14	Enzymatic	regeneration	of	rhodopsin	is	slow	If	rods	are	stimulated	by	very	bright	light,	the	photoreceptors	recover	very	slowly.	This	is	because	the	bright	light	has	converted	11-cis	retinal	to	all-
trans	retinal	in	a	large	fraction	of	the	pigment	of	the	eye,	a	process	called	bleaching.	After	a	bleach	greater	than	about	1%	of	the	photopigment,	recovery	of	rod	vision	is	prolonged;	this	slow	adjustment	to	darkness	is	called	dark	adaptation.	Complete	recovery	of	sensitivity	after	bleaching	illumination	requires	the	regeneration	of	the	all-trans	retinal
back	to	11-cis	retinal.	Regeneration	can	occur	either	photochemically	or	enzymatically.	In	insects,	most	regeneration	occurs	photochemically.	The	metarhodopsin	with	all-trans	retinal	can	absorb	a	second	photon	and	convert	directly	back	to	11-cis	rhodopsin	without	requiring	metabolic	energy.	This	has	obvious	advantages	but	one	disadvantage:
Because	light	illuminating	the	eye	will	generally	stimulate	both	rhodopsin	and	metarhodopsin,	the	photoreceptors	will	usually	contain	some	combination	of	both	pigments.	Many	arthropods	start	afresh	every	day,	breaking	down	and	resynthesizing	the	light-sensitive	microvilli	and	regenerating	the	rhodopsin	on	a	circadian	basis.	For	vertebrate	rods,
most	if	not	all	regeneration	normally	occurs	by	an	enzymatic	mechanism.	After	bleaching	of	the	11-cis	retinal	to	all-trans	retinal,	the	all-trans	retinal	becomes	unbound	from	the	opsin	protein.	The	all-trans	retinal	(aldehyde)	is	then	converted	to	all-trans	retinol	(alcohol)	by	an	enzyme	in	the	photoreceptor	called	retinol	dehydrogenase.	The	retinol	is
then	transported	by	a	specialized	transport	protein	called	interphotoreceptor	retinoid	binding	protein,	or	IRBP,	to	the	layer	of	cells	behind	the	photoreceptors	called	the	pigment	epithelium	(see	Figures	14.22,	14.25B,	and	14.26).	The	all-trans	retinol	is	taken	up	by	the	pigment	epithelial	cells	and	re-isomerized	back	to	11-cis	retinol	and	then	converted
to	11-cis	retinal.	The	11-cis	retinal	is	transported	back	to	the	photoreceptors	again	by	IRBP,	and	it	then	recombines	with	opsin	by	the	reformation	of	the	covalent	bond	between	the	retinal	aldehyde	and	the	amino	group	of	the	lysine	in	opsin.	This	procedure,	although	cumbersome	and	slow,	assures	the	regeneration	of	the	full	complement	of	visual
pigment	in	the	rod,	and	visual	sensitivity	returns	to	its	maximum	dark-adapted	value	only	after	all	of	the	pigment	has	been	restored.	Summary	Photoreception	„„The	vertebrate	eye	is	a	camera	eye	that	focuses	light	onto	retinal	rod	and	cone	photoreceptors.	Rods	and	cones	are	unusual	in	that	light	produces	a	hyperpolarizing	receptor	potential.	„„The
photopigment	rhodopsin	is	a	GPCR	molecule	conjugated	to	retinal.	It	is	contained	in	membranes	of	outer	segments	of	vertebrate	rods	and	cones.	When	rhodopsin	absorbs	light,	it	acts	via	a	G	protein	to	decrease	the	concentration	of	cGMP	in	the	cytoplasm,	leading	to	closing	of	cGMP-gated	Na+	channels	that	keep	the	photoreceptor	depolarized	in	the
dark.	Light-induced	closure	of	these	channels	hyperpolarizes	the	photoreceptors.	„„In	arthropods	such	as	Drosophila	the	photopigment	rhodopsin	is	similar	to	that	of	vertebrates	and	activates	a	similar	G	protein,	but	it	is	linked	to	a	different	intracellular	effector	and	leads	to	the	production	of	DAG	and	IP3,	opening	ion	channels	and	producing	a
depolarizing	receptor	potential.	„„Rhodopsin	is	deactivated	and	ultimately	regenerated	to	11-cis	rhodopsin	after	activation.	In	vertebrates,	most	regeneration	is	a	slow	enzymatic	process,	part	of	which	occurs	outside	the	photoreceptors	in	the	adjacent	pigment	epithelium.	Visual	Sensory	Processing	Photoreceptors	respond	to	light,	but	the	vertebrate
visual	system	responds	to	pattern:	contrasts,	or	changes	in	light	level	and	color	over	space	and	time.	This	conversion—from	sensitivity	to	light	into	sensitivity	to	contrast—occurs	partly	in	the	retina	and	partly	in	higher	visual-processing	areas	of	the	brain.	Retinal	neurons	respond	to	contrast	The	aspects	of	visual	stimuli	that	are	most	important	for	the
behavior	of	animals	(including	humans)	are	patterns	of	light	and	darkness	and	color,	rather	than	the	overall	light	level.	In	behavioral	terms,	the	significant	features	of	the	visual	world	are	spatial	patterns	of	visual	stimuli	that	represent	objects	in	the	world,	and	temporal	patterns	that	indicate	movements.	To	a	frog,	for	example,	a	small	dark	area	in	the
visual	field	may	have	great	behavioral	importance	(a	fly	for	lunch)—particularly	if	it	moves	relative	to	the	rest	of	the	visual	field.	Changes	in	overall	illumination	may	be	less	important,	merely	indicating,	for	example,	that	a	cloud	has	passed	in	front	of	the	sun.	The	photoreceptors	themselves	respond	primarily	to	the	light	level	in	one	point	in	space.
Therefore	we	would	expect	that	visual	systems	might	integrate	signals	from	receptors	in	ways	that	abstract	the	behaviorally	significant	spatial	patterns	and	movements	of	stimuli.	Although	considerable	progress	has	been	made	in	understanding	how	visual	signals	are	processed	and	used	behaviorally	in	insects,	visual	integration	has	been	studied	most
extensively	in	the	vertebrate	visual	system.	In	this	section	we	consider	how	neural	circuits	in	the	retina	perform	the	early	stages	of	this	visual	integration.	The	retina	contains	the	rod	and	cone	photoreceptors	and	four	kinds	of	integrating	neurons	(see	Figure	14.25B):	bipolar	cells,	horizontal	cells,	amacrine	cells,	and	ganglion	cells.	Bipolar	cells	receive
input	from	photoreceptors	at	the	outer	plexiform	layer	near	the	photoreceptors,	and	they	synapse	on	amacrine	and	ganglion	cells	in	the	inner	plexiform	layer.	Horizontal	cells	extend	tangentially,	connecting	different	regions	of	the	outer	plexiform	layer.	Amacrine	cells	mediate	similar	tangential	interconnections	in	the	inner	plexiform	layer.	Retinal
ganglion	cells	are	the	output	of	the	retina;	their	axons	form	the	optic	nerve	that	extends	to	the	brain.	How	is	sensory	input	from	the	photoreceptors	transformed	by	these	neurons	as	it	makes	its	way	through	the	retina?	We	begin	our	examination	of	retinal	integration	by	looking	at	the	response	properties	of	the	retinal	ganglion	cells,	which	provide	the
sensory	output	from	the	retina.	This	will	give	us	an	overview	of	how	the	visual	image	is	processed	by	the	retinal	cells.	The	ganglion	cells,	in	contrast	to	photoreceptors,	each	respond	to	stimulation	over	a	relatively	large	visual	area—the	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field.	For	the	vertebrate	visual	system,	the	receptive	field	of	a	neuron	such	as	the	ganglion
cell	is	defined	as	the	area	of	the	retina	(or	the	area	of	the	visual	field)	within	which	the	membrane	potential	or	impulse	activity	of	that	neuron	can	be	influenced	by	light.	For	a	rod	or	cone,	the	receptive	field	corresponds	for	the	most	part	to	the	retinal	area	Sensory	Processes 	399	(A)	On-center	cell	response	(B)	Off-center	cell	response	Off-center	field
On-center	field	“On”	area	“Off”	area	“On”	area	“Off”	area	Light	stimulation	during	this	time	period	Central	spot	of	light	Peripheral	spot	Illumination	in	the	center	increases	activity.	Illumination	in	the	center	decreases	activity.	Illumination	in	the	surround	decreases	activity.	Illumination	in	the	surround	increases	activity.	0	0.5	1.0	Time	(s)	1.5	Figure
14.29 Receptive	fields	and	responses	of	ganglion	cells	in	the	Central	illumination	retina	of	a	cat 	Each	part	of	the	figure	illustrates	a	light	stimulus	within	a	cell’s	receptive	field,	and	the	response	of	the	cell	to	that	stimulus.	Ganglion	cell	receptive	fields	have	a	center	and	an	opposing	surround,	and	are	classified	as	on-center	and	off-center	fields.	(A)
The	activity	of	an	on-center	cell	increases	in	response	to	illumination	within	the	center	of	the	cell’s	receptive	field;	the	cell’s	activity	decreases	in	response	to	illumination	in	the	surround	of	its	receptive	field,	with	some	increased	activity	when	the	light	is	turned	off.	(B)	The	receptive	field	and	the	activity	of	an	off-center	cell	are	analogous	but	reversed;
light	in	the	center	of	the	receptive	field	decreases	activity	of	the	cell,	and	light	in	the	surround	increases	activity.	(After	Kuffler	et	al.	1984.)	Annular	illumination	Diffuse	illumination	0	0.5	1.0	Time	(s)	1.5	occupied	by	the	receptor	itself.	For	visual	interneurons	such	as	retinal	ganglion	cells,	in	contrast,	the	receptive	field	is	typically	much	larger,
embracing	an	area	containing	many	photoreceptors,	and	can	also	include	different	regions	giving	responses	of	different	polarity.	Let’s	begin	by	examining	the	receptive	fields	of	two	ganglion	cells	that	are	sensitive	to	contrast.	The	fields	of	these	cells	are	typical	Animal	Physiology	4Ecells	in	mammals	and	90%	of	those	in	the	ofHill	many	of	the	ganglion
Sinauer	Associates	human	retina.	We	can	record	from	ganglion	cells	with	an	extracelMorales	Studio	lular	microelectrode,	Figure	14.29	12-08-15etched	to	a	fine	tip	and	insulated	with	resin	except	for	a	few	microns	at	the	tip.	Such	a	microelectrode	records	the	impulses	of	neurons	in	the	immediate	vicinity.	We	can	map	the	receptive	fields	of	a	neuron
by	recording	its	responses	when	small	spots	of	light	are	shone	either	directly	onto	the	retina	or	onto	a	screen	in	front	of	the	eye.	If	light	on	a	particular	spot	elicits	a	response,	then	that	spot	is	considered	to	be	part	of	the	receptive	field	of	the	neuron	being	recorded.	Figure	14.29	shows	the	responses	of	the	two	retinal	ganglion	cells	to	different	kinds	of
light	stimulation.	The	cells	have	receptive	fields	divided	into	two	areas:	a	center	and	a	surround.	The	first	cell	to	the	left,	termed	an	on-center	cell,	increases	its	rate	of	impulse	discharge	when	the	center	of	its	receptive	field	is	illuminated	by	a	spot	of	light	(see	Figure	14.29A).	The	same	spot	of	light,	however,	suppresses	activity	when	it	is	presented	in
the	larger	surrounding	part	of	the	receptive	field.	The	on-center	cell	is	maximally	stimulated	when	the	entire	center	of	its	receptive	field,	but	none	of	its	surround,	is	illuminated.	The	cell’s	activity	is	maximally	inhibited	or	suppressed	when	the	surround,	but	not	the	center,	is	illuminated	by	an	annulus	(ring)	of	light.	Such	suppression	is	followed	by	an
increased	discharge	when	the	light	is	turned	off	(an	“off	response”).	Diffuse	light	stimulation,	covering	the	entire	receptive	field	of	the	ganglion	cell,	has	little	effect	on	the	cell’s	activity	because	the	excitatory	effect	of	light	at	the	center	and	the	inhibitory	effect	of	light	in	the	surround	are	antagonistic,	canceling	each	other	out.	The	cell	represented	in
Figure	14.29B,	called	an	off-center	cell,	also	has	a	receptive	field	with	a	concentric,	antagonistic	center	and	surround.	The	off-center	cell,	however,	is	inhibited	by	light	in	its	center	and	excited	by	light	in	its	surround.	Its	receptive	field	is	thus	the	opposite	of	the	field	of	the	on-center	cell.	The	two	retinal	ganglion	cells	just	described	are	typical	of	many
of	the	ganglion	cells	in	cat	and	monkey	retinas,	which	contain	roughly	equal	numbers	of	these	two	types.	There	are	other	classifying	features	of	ganglion	cell	organization,	which	we	discuss	later	(see	Box	14.3).	Furthermore,	many	mammals	and	other	vertebrates	have	ganglion	cells	with	properties	that	are	more	complex	than	those	illustrated	in
Figure	14.29.	Nevertheless,	the	400	 	Chapter	14	(A)	Straight-through	pathways	Figure	14.30 	The	synaptic	connections	of	the	Photoreceptor	cells	retina	produce	the	center–surround,	concentric	receptive	field	of	retinal	ganglion	cells 	(A)	The	radial,	straight-through	pathways	from	receptors	to	bipolar	cells	(in	red)	to	the	dendritic	tree	of	a	retinal
ganglion	cell	produce	the	center	of	the	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field.	(Horizontal	cells	and	amacrine	cells	are	present	but	not	shown.)	(B)	Lateral	pathways	such	as	the	horizontal-cell	pathways	shown	(in	red)	produce	the	surround	of	the	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field.	(Amacrine	cells,	not	shown,	also	contribute	to	lateral	pathways.)	(After	Masland
1986.)	Bipolar	cells	Ganglion	cells	Illuminated	region	(B)	Lateral	pathways	Photoreceptor	cells	Horizontal	cells	Light	in	the	surround	opposes	the	effect	of	light	in	the	center	because	the	synaptic	actions	of	horizontal	cells	oppose	the	actions	of	the	straightthrough	pathway.	receptive	field,	and	the	lateral	pathways	give	rise	to	the	properties	of	the
antagonistic	surround.	How	do	these	two	antagonistic	pathways	produce	the	receptive	fields	of	retinal	ganglion	Ganglion	cells	cells?	For	cone	vision,	the	straight-through	pathway	makes	up	the	center	of	a	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field	(Figure	14.31A).	Light	in	Illuminated	region	Illuminated	region	the	center	of	the	receptive	field	excites	cones,
hyperpolarizing	them.	A	cone	synapses	onto	two	kinds	of	retinal	bipolar	cells:	off-center	bipolar	preceding	description	of	response	properties	of	contrast-sensitive	cells	in	which	light	in	the	center	of	the	receptive	field	hyperpolarizes	on-center	and	off-center	ganglion	cells	is	a	sufficient	starting	place	the	cell,	and	on-center	bipolar	cells	in	which	light	in
the	center	of	for	an	analysis	of	retinal	integration.	the	receptive	field	depolarizes	the	cell.	In	order	to	see	how	the	response	properties	and	receptive	fields	The	light	stimulus	in	Figure	14.31A	thus	leads	to	hyperpoof	contrast-sensitive	ganglion	cells	are	derived	from	neural	circuits	larization	of	an	off-center	bipolar	cell,	which	synapses	onto	an	in	the
retina,	we	next	examine	the	synaptic	connections	and	propoff-center	ganglion	cell	and	hyperpolarizes	it.	Light	in	the	center	erties	of	the	other	retinal	neurons.	Figure	14.30	shows	the	basic	hyperpolarizes	cones	to	depolarize	an	on-center	bipolar	cell,	which	circuit	organization	of	the	vertebrate	retina.	Rods	and	cones	(the	synapses	onto	an	on-center
ganglion	cell	and	depolarizes	it.	The	photoreceptor	cells)	synapse	on	bipolar	cells	and	horizontal	cells.	ganglion	cells	generate	action	potentials	when	they	depolarize;	Horizontal	cells	synapse	onto	rods	and	cones,	and	through	them	however,	rods	and	cones,	bipolar	cells,	and	horizontal	cells	do	not	influence	bipolar	cells.	Bipolar	cells	synapse	on
amacrine	cells	and	normally	generate	action	potentials.	ganglion	cells.	Amacrine	cells	(see	Figure	14.25B)	synapse	back	Light	in	the	surround	of	a	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field	anonto	bipolar	cells,	onto	other	amacrine	cells,	and	onto	ganglion	tagonizes	these	effects,	in	part	by	activating	horizontal	cells	of	the	cells.	For	simplicity,	cells	are	not	shown
in	Figure	14.30.	lateral	pathway	(Figure	14.31B).	Stimulated	cones	in	the	surround	Hill	Animal	Physiology	amacrine	4E	We	Associates	can	distinguish	between	two	sorts	of	retinal	pathways:	area	synapse	onto	horizontal	cells,	the	lateral	processes	of	which	Sinauer	Morales	Studio	straight-through	pathways,	which	project	radially	through	the	synapse
back	onto	cone	terminals	to	oppose	the	effects	of	light	on	Figure	14.30	12-08-15	retina	at	right	angles	to	its	surface	(photoreceptors	→	bipolar	cells	the	cones	(i.e.,	horizontal	cells	depolarize	cone	terminals).	This	→	ganglion	cells)	(see	Figure	14.30A);	and	lateral	pathways,	which	produces	bipolar	cells	with	receptive	fields	having	an	antagonistic	extend
along	the	retinal	sheet,	via	horizontal	cells	and	amacrine	center	and	surround.	Light	in	the	surround	of	an	off-center	bipolar	cells	(see	Figure	14.30B).	The	straight-through	pathways	give	rise	cell	depolarizes	it	(leading	to	depolarization	of	the	surround	of	an	to	the	properties	of	the	center	of	a	contrast-sensitive	ganglion	cell’s	off-center	ganglion	cell),
and	light	in	the	surround	of	an	on-center	Bipolar	cells	Sensory	Processes 	401	(A)	The	straight-through	pathway	mediates	the	center	of	a	receptive	field	(B)	The	lateral	pathway	mediates	the	surround	of	a	receptive	field	Cone	Cone	Cone	Light	ENa	Horizontal	cell	EK	Off-center	bipolar	cell	On-center	bipolar	cell	Light	on	surround	Action	potentials	Off-
center	ganglion	cell	The	off-center	bipolar	cell	hyperpolarizes	an	off-center	ganglion	cell,	inhibiting	any	generation	of	action	potentials.	On-center	bipolar	cell	On-center	ganglion	cell	The	on-center	bipolar	cell	depolarizes	an	on-center	ganglion	cell,	exciting	it	and	increasing	its	probability	of	generating	action	potentials.	To	optic	nerve	On-center
ganglion	cell	Light	in	the	surround	hyperpolarizes	an	on-center	bipolar	cell	and	inhibits	an	on-center	ganglion	cell.	Figure	14.31 Retinal	pathways	determine	the	receptive-	field	properties	of	retinal	ganglion	cells 	(A)	Cones	and	rods	Light	on	center	bipolar	cell	hyperpolarizes	it	(leading	to	hyperpolarization	of	the	surround	of	an	off-center	ganglion
cell).	This	inhibition	of	neighboring	cells	in	an	array	is	termed	lateral	inhibition.	Horizontal	cells	do	not	mediate	all	of	the	lateral	inhibition	that	produces	the	surround	of	a	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field.	Amacrine	cells	provide	a	second	layer	of	lateral	inhibitory	interaction	in	the	retina,	enhancing	the	center–surround	antagonism	and	in	some	cases
imparting	to	ganglion	cells	a	sensitivity	to	moving	light	stimuli.	Amacrine	cell	pathways	can	contribute	to	more	complex	reHill	Animal	Physiology	4E	ceptive	field	properties	of	ganglion	cells.	In	mammals	(including	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	primates)	and	most	other	vertebrates,	there	are	ganglion	cells	that	Figure	14.31	12-08-15	respond	to
movement	and	even	to	the	direction	of	movement,	firing	rapidly	when	a	stimulus	moves	in	one	direction	and	not	at	all	for	motion	in	the	opposite	direction.	Amacrine	cells	are	thought	to	play	a	key	role	in	producing	these	receptive	fields.	In	frogs,	they	probably	also	contribute	to	the	receptive	fields	of	ganglion	cells	that	respond	to	quite	specific
features	of	a	visual	stimulus.	One	type	of	ganglion	cell	responds	only	to	a	small,	dark	convex	edge	that	moves	relative	to	the	background.	The	optimal	size	of	a	dark	stimulating	object	(1º)	is	about	the	size	of	a	fly	at	striking	distance,	and	stimuli	that	activate	these	ganglion	cells	tend	to	trigger	the	frog’s	feeding-strike	movements.	It	is	plausible	to
interpret	ganglion	contribute	to	the	center	of	a	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field	via	the	straight-through	pathway.	A	cone,	for	example,	that	is	excited	by	light	hyperpolarizes,	hyperpolarizing	an	off-center	bipolar	cell	and	depolarizing	an	on-center	bipolar	cell.	(B)	Cones	and	rods	contribute	to	the	surround	of	a	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field	via	the	lateral
pathway.	An	illuminated	cone,	for	example,	hyperpolarizes	horizontal	cells,	which	end	on	the	synaptic	endings	of	other	cones	and	depolarize	them	(opposing	the	effects	of	light).	(Horizontal-cell	actions	also	oppose	light	effects	on	off-center	bipolar	cells,	depolarizing	them	and	exciting	off-center	ganglion	cells;	these	interactions	are	not	shown.)	cells
with	these	properties	as	“fly	detectors”	adapted	to	respond	to	a	specific,	behaviorally	significant	feature	of	the	visual	world.	A	small	population	of	ganglion	cells	with	similar	response	properties	may	also	exist	in	mammals,	where	instead	of	catching	flies	they	may	help	direct	eye	and	head	movements	to	bring	moving	objects	to	the	center	of	gaze.	The
vertebrate	brain	integrates	visual	information	through	parallel	pathways	In	the	preceding	discussion	of	the	retina	we	have	seen	that	the	activities	of	ganglion	cells	(the	retinal	output	neurons)	convey	information	about	visual	contrast	rather	than	overall	level	of	illumination.	Activity	in	an	on-center	ganglion	cell	signals	that	a	region	of	the	visual	field
(corresponding	to	the	center	of	its	receptive	field)	is	brighter	than	the	surround.	Corresponding	activity	in	an	off-center	ganglion	cell	indicates	that	the	center	of	its	receptive	402	 	Chapter	14	field	is	darker	than	the	surround.	This	responsiveness	to	stimulus	pattern	or	contrast	is	continued	in	CNS	visual	projections	in	the	brain.	We	will	examine	CNS
integration	of	visual	information	as	an	example	from	which	we	can	derive	some	general	principles	of	the	way	in	which	a	brain	processes	sensory	information.	A	general	principle	is	that	visual	information	is	conveyed	over	several	different	CNS	pathways	in	the	vertebrate	brain,	the	different	pathways	conveying	information	about	different	aspects	of	a
complex	visual	stimulus,	such	as	color,	fine	details	of	form,	and	stimulus	movements	that	elicit	responsive	eye	movement.	In	fish	and	amphibians	the	major	visual	projection	of	the	optic	nerve	is	to	the	optic	tectum	of	the	midbrain.	The	optic	nerves	cross	the	brain	midline	at	the	optic	chiasm	and	connect	to	neurons	in	the	contralateral	(opposite)	tectum.
In	mammals	the	region	homologous	to	the	optic	tectum	is	the	superior	colliculus.	Visual	projections	to	the	superior	colliculus	from	on-	and	off-center	ganglion	cells,	and	also	from	movement-	and	direction-selective	cells,	are	thought	to	be	important	in	many	aspects	of	visual	behavior,	including	the	control	of	eye	movements.	Another	sparse	but
important	projection	arises	from	a	specialized	type	of	intrinsically	light-sensitive	ganglion	cell,	which	has	its	own	photopigment	(called	melanopsin).	These	ganglion	cells,	unlike	the	contrast-sensitive	cells	presented	in	Figure	14.29,	are	sensitive	to	the	absolute	level	of	illumination	regardless	of	its	pattern,	and	they	project	to	centers	in	the	CNS
controlling	pupillary	movements,	as	well	as	to	the	suprachiasmatic	nucleus	(see	Chapter	15	and	Figure	15.16),	where	they	play	a	critical	role	in	the	regulation	of	circadian	rhythms.	In	mammals	the	major	visual	projection	is	the	geniculostriate	system	(Figure	14.32).	In	this	pathway	the	axons	of	retinal	ganglion	cells	that	form	the	optic	nerve	synapse
in	a	region	of	the	thalamus	termed	the	lateral	geniculate	nucleus	(LGN).	Neurons	of	the	LGN	project	to	the	primary	visual	cortex	at	the	posterior	end	of	the	cerebrum.	Unlike	the	optic	projections	of	lower	vertebrates,	the	projections	of	most	mammals	are	only	partially	crossed	at	the	optic	chiasm.	In	cats	and	primates,	the	projections	of	the	nasal
(inner)	half	of	the	retina	cross	to	the	contralateral	(opposite)	side,	whereas	those	of	the	temporal	(outer)	half	go	to	the	ipsilateral	(same)	side	LGN.	This	mixing	of	input	from	the	two	eyes	allows	mammals	with	forward-facing	eyes	to	merge	binocular	input	for	depth	perception	at	the	visual	cortex.	David	Hubel	and	Torsten	Wiesel	contributed	greatly	to
our	understanding	of	the	CNS	processing	of	visual	information	with	a	series	of	studies	of	the	response	properties	of	visual	neurons	in	cats	and	monkeys,	for	which	they	won	the	Nobel	Prize	in	1981.	They	recorded	from	visual	cells	of	anaesthetized	animals	while	projecting	patterned	stimuli	(light	and	dark	bars,	edges,	and	spots)	onto	a	screen	in	front
of	the	animal.	They	found	that	LGN	neurons	had	response	properties	similar	to	those	of	retinal	ganglion	cells:	They	respond	to	stimuli	to	only	one	eye	and	have	concentric	receptive	fields	with	an	antagonistic	center	and	surround,	either	on-center	or	off-center.	The	receptive	fields	of	neurons	in	the	visual	cortex	are	quite	different	from	those	of	the
retina	and	LGN.	We	can	differentiate	two	major	kinds	of	neurons	in	the	visual	cortex:	simple	cells	and	complex	cells.	Both	types	are	binocular:	They	can	respond	to	visual	stimuli	presented	to	either	eye,	although	one	eye	may	predominate	(an	effect	called	ocular	dominance).	Both	kinds	of	cells	have	a	preferred	axis	of	orientation	of	the	visual	stimulus,
a	term	best	explained	if	Right	visual	field	Left	visual	field	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	9	Right	eye	Left	eye	Retina	8	76	543	2	1	9	Optic	chiasm	87	3	65	4	9	87	2	Optic	nerve	Lateral	geniculate	nucleus	(LGN)	Optic	tract	Superior	colliculus	65	7	Optic	radiations	8	6	9	1	8	2	54	32	1	3	4	5	5	Primary	visual	cortex	Figure	14.32 	Central	visual	projections	of	a	mammal 	As
shown	in	this	cutaway	view	of	the	brain	(seen	from	above),	only	part	of	the	optic	tract	crosses	the	midline	at	the	optic	chiasm.	Therefore	a	stimulus	in	the	left	visual	field	(the	left	half	of	the	visible	world)	projects	to	the	right	lateral	geniculate	nucleus	(LGN)	and	visual	cortex	via	both	eyes	(blue	pathway).	Conversely,	a	stimulus	in	the	right	visual	field
projects	to	the	left	LGN	and	visual	cortex	(red	pathway).	The	spatial	order	of	the	visual	field	is	mapped	in	the	visual	cortex,	as	indicated	by	numbers	(1–9).	(After	Frisby	1980.)	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	the	receptive	we	describe	Figure	14.32	12-17-15	fields	of	a	few	simple	cells	in	the	visual	cortex	of	a	cat.	First,
recall	that	a	receptive	field	is	the	area	of	the	retina	or	of	the	visual	field	in	which	light	stimuli	influence	the	activity	of	a	particular	neuron.	Figure	14.33	shows	the	receptive	fields	of	three	simple	cells,	as	they	might	be	mapped	with	small	spots	of	light	shone	either	directly	onto	the	retina	or	onto	a	projection	screen	viewed	by	the	animal.	Plus	signs	(+)



denote	areas	in	which	a	light	spot	excites	the	simple	cell,	increasing	the	frequency	of	its	discharge	of	action	potentials.	Minus	signs	(–)	denote	areas	in	which	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	decreases	when	the	light	spot	is	on	and	increases	when	the	spot	is	turned	off	(“off	response”).	The	(A)	Dark	bar	(B)	Light	bar	+	+	–	+	+	–	–	+	–	–	++	+	–	+	–	+
+	+	–	–	–	+	+	+	–	–	–	+	+	–	+	+	–	–	–	+	+	–	–	–	+	+	–	–	+	+	–	+	–	–	Plus	signs	indicate	a	region	of	the	receptive	field	where	light	excites	the	cell.	(C)	Light–dark	edge	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	–	–	–	Sensory	Processes 	403	–	A	horizontal	bar	at	any	position	in	the	visual	field	is	stimulatory.	–	–	–	A	bar	at	an	angle	of	orientation	different	from	the	preferred	angle	is
much	less	stimulatory.	Minus	signs	indicate	a	region	of	the	receptive	field	where	light	inhibits	the	cell.	Figure	14.33 Receptive	fields	of	simple	cells	in	the	visual	cortex	of	a	cat 	Each	receptive	field	is	an	area	of	the	retina	that	affects	the	activity	of	a	single	cortical	cell.	All	three	receptive	fields	shown	here	are	of	cells	with	the	same	axis	of	stimulus
orientation;	other	cell	fields	have	different	axes	of	orientation.	Cortical	simple	cells	typically	respond	best	to	(A)	a	dark	bar,	(B)	a	light	bar,	or	(C)	a	light–	dark	edge.	positions	of	excitatory	and	inhibitory	responses	to	spots	of	light	reveal	the	extent	of	the	receptive	field	of	the	cell	and	also	the	type	of	visual	stimulus	that	most	effectively	elicits	its
response.	Each	of	the	receptive	fields	in	Figure	14.33	has	a	line	drawn	through	it	that	defines	its	axis	of	orientation.	To	be	most	effective,	a	stimulus	must	be	aligned	with	this	axis	of	orientation.	The	optimal	stimuli	producing	the	largest	number	of	action	potentials	for	these	three	cells	are	as	follows:	a	dark	bar	in	the	central	band	of	the	receptive	field;
a	light	bar	in	the	central	band	of	the	field;	and	an	edge	on	the	center	line	that	is	light	on	the	upper	left	and	dark	on	the	lower	right.	In	all	cases	the	stimulus	pattern	must	be	correctly	aligned	andPhysiology	oriented.4E	In	Figure	14.33A,	for	example,	a	vertical	dark	Hill	Animal	bar	willAssociates	be	a	weak	or	ineffective	stimulus	because	it	falls	on	both
Sinauer	Morales	Studio	excitatory	and	inhibitory	areas.	For	the	same	reason,	visual	cortical	Figure	14.33	12-08-15	cells	are	insensitive	to	changes	in	overall	illumination.	The	three	receptive	fields	shown	in	Figure	14.33	have	the	same	axis	of	orientation,	which	is	to	say	that	the	best	edge	or	bar	stimulus	in	the	visual	field	is	at	the	same	angle	for	each
cell.	In	fact,	all	of	the	cells	in	a	small	area	of	the	primary	visual	cortex	have	a	similar	axis	of	orientation.	All	axes	of	orientation,	however,	are	represented	in	the	cortex,	in	different	bands	for	different	axes.	If	the	recording	electrode	is	advanced	sideways	through	the	cortex,	it	records	from	cells	with	progressively	changing	axes	of	orientation,	a	finding
that	suggests	that	the	primary	visual	cortex	is	organized	in	columns	or	wedges	with	an	orderly	arrangement	of	axes.	There	is	also	an	orderly	arrangement	of	bands	of	ocular	dominance,	some	areas	containing	neurons	dominated	by	input	from	the	ipsilateral	eye	and	some	by	the	contralateral	eye.	Overall,	a	pinwheel-shaped	region	of	the	cortex	about	1
×	1	mm	is	subdivided	into	areas	containing	cells	responding	to	all	axes	of	orientation,	as	well	as	ocular-dominance	bands	from	both	eyes.	Interspersed	in	the	cortex	among	the	simple	cells	are	complex	cells,	which	are	also	responsive	to	bars	and	edges	and	have	receptive	fields	with	a	preferred	axis	of	orientation.	Unlike	simple	cells,	however,	complex
cells	are	insensitive	to	the	position	of	a	stimulatory	bar	or	edge	within	the	receptive	field.	As	illustration	of	this	defining	feature	of	a	complex	cell,	Figure	14.34	shows	the	receptive	field	of	a	complex	cell	that	responds	to	a	horizontal	bar	anywhere	within	its	sizeable	receptive	field.	The	same	bar	stimulus	presented	at	an	angle	different	from	the
preferred	axis	of	orientation	is	much	less	Stimulus	Figure	14.34 	The	receptive	field	of	a	complex	cell	in	the	visual	cortex 	Complex	cells	respond	best	to	a	bar	(or	edge)	at	the	correct	angle	of	orientation,	which	in	this	case	is	horizontal.	Unlike	simple	cells,	however,	the	stimulatory	bar	may	be	anywhere	within	the	receptive	field.	stimulatory.	No	part
of	the	receptive	field	of	a	complex	cell	can	be	defined	as	excitatory	or	inhibitory;	instead	the	stimulus	pattern	(a	dark	horizontal	bar)	is	excitatory.	Therefore	complex	cells	have	strict	requirements	about	stimulus	form	and	orientation,	but	less-strict	requirements	about	stimulus	position	within	the	field.	It	is	not	completely	clear	how	the	receptive	field
properties	of	cortical	simple	and	complex	cells	result	from	synaptic	input	from	other	cells.	Early	experiments	suggested	a	hierarchical	organization	in	which	many	similar	geniculate	cells	with	receptive	field	centers	aligned	in	a	row	converged	onto	a	single	simple	cell	in	the	cortex.	Careful	studies	of	cortical	physiology	indicate	that	this	notion	is
probably	true	for	simple	cells.	Complex	cells	were	envisioned	to	receive	convergent	synaptic	input	from	several	simple	cells,	and	in	Hill	turnAnimal	to	synapse	upon	Physiology	4E	still	higher-order	cells.	Aspects	of	this	Sinauer	Associates	scheme	are	no	doubt	correct,	but	complex	cells	have	been	shown	to	Morales	Studio	receive	some	synaptic	input
directly	from	geniculate	axons.	These	Figure	14.34	12-08-15	and	other	studies	show	that	there	is	also	a	parallel	organization	of	CNS	visual	projections.	Box	14.3	discusses	further	these	aspects	of	higher	visual	integration.	BOX	What	roles	do	individual	neurons	14.3	play	in	higher	visual	integration?	Central	integration	of	visual	information	in	mammals
and	other	vertebrates	involves	both	a	hierarchical	organization	and	a	parallel	organization.	That	is,	several	parallel	pathways	each	consist	of	a	hierarchy	of	projections	to	higher	visual	centers	through	multiple	neurons	and	synapses.	Three	classes	of	visual	pathways	project	from	the	retina	to	the	lateral	geniculate	nucleus	(LGN),	each	consisting	of
different	kinds	of	matched	retinal	ganglion	cells	and	LGN	cells	that	differ	in	size	and	in	response	properties.	In	primates	these	classes	have	been	termed	magnocellular	(large	cells),	parvocellular	(smaller,	medium-sized	cells),	and	koniocellular	(still	smaller	cells).	Box	Extension	14.3	describes	how	these	parallel	paths	convey	different	sorts	of	visual
information,	and	asks	how	individual	neurons	and	ensembles	of	neurons	process	visual	information	in	the	brain.	404	 	Chapter	14	Color	vision	is	accomplished	by	populations	of	photoreceptors	that	contain	different	photopigments	496	530	560	nm	Relative	absorbance	The	ability	to	distinguish	color	depends	on	the	differential	sensitivities	of
photopigments	to	different	wavelengths	of	light.	Although	many	animals	are	color-blind,	many	other	animals	with	well-developed	diurnal	visual	systems	have	evolved	color	vision.	Examples	include	several	orders	of	insects,	crustaceans	such	as	mantis	shrimp,	teleost	fish,	frogs,	turtles,	lizards,	birds,	and	primates.	Theories	of	color	vision	are	strongly
based	on	human	perceptual	studies.	In	1801,	Thomas	Young	(1773–1829)	proposed	that	human	color	perception	was	based	on	separate	receptor	classes	sensitive	to	red,	green,	and	blue	light.	This	theory	was	supported	by	perceptual	observations	that	any	color	could	be	duplicated	by	a	mixture	of	three	primary	colors.	The	physiological	basis	of	this
trichromaticity	theory	has	been	clarified	in	the	last	40	years.	Humans	and	other	primates	have	three	populations	of	cone	photoreceptors,	which	are	sensitive	to	different	wavelengths	of	light.	The	three	cone	classes	have	slightly	different	photopigments	of	the	rhodopsin	family,	each	with	a	somewhat	different	opsin	sequence	that	alters	its	sensitivity	to
light	wavelengths.	Figure	14.35	illustrates	the	absorption	spectra	of	the	three	classes	of	primate	cones	determined	by	measuring	light	absorption	by	each	pigment	at	different	wavelengths.	Spectral	characteristics	can	also	be	determined	by	testing	the	effectiveness	of	stimulation	by	light	of	different	wavelengths	to	define	an	action	spectrum.	The	three
types	of	cones	are	usually	called	red	cones,	green	cones,	and	blue	cones,	loosely	approximating	the	color	of	light	to	which	they	are	most	sensitive.	The	spectral	sensitivities	of	the	three	types	of	cones	are	rather	broad	and	overlapping,	so	that	the	perception	of	color	must	be	based	on	the	ratio	of	excitation	of	different	cone	populations.	For	example,	we
might	expect	perception	of	long-wavelength	red	light	to	depend	on	an	analyzer	that	is	excited	by	red	cones	but	inhibited	by	green	cones.	Just	this	sort	of	integration	occurs	in	the	retina.	Two	kinds	of	color-opponent	processes	are	present	in	the	mammalian	retina:	red–green	opponency	and	blue–yellow	opponency.	These	opponent	processes	explain
why	we	can	perceive	a	color	as	bluish	green	or	as	reddish	yellow	(orange),	but	we	do	not	ordinarily	perceive	a	color	as	reddish	green	or	as	bluish	yellow.	Many	of	the	ganglion	cells	of	a	primate	retina	that	are	stimulated	by	cones	have	color-opponent	properties.	Red–green	opponent	ganglion	cells,	for	example,	have	concentric	antagonistic	receptive
fields	but	are	also	color-opponent.	One	cell	may	be	inhibited	by	red	light	in	its	receptive-field	center	and	excited	by	green	light	in	its	surround;	another	may	be	excited	by	red	light	in	the	center	and	inhibited	by	green	in	the	surround,	and	so	on.	Other	classes	of	ganglion	cells	may	be	excited	by	blue	light	and	inhibited	by	yellow	(a	sum	of	red	and	green
cone	input).	Blue–yellow	opponent	cells	lack	center–surround	antagonism.	Color-opponent	retinal	ganglion	cells	project	to	the	LGN	and	are	relayed	to	the	primary	visual	cortex.	Color	information	in	the	visual	cortex	appears	to	be	integrated	by	clusters	of	cells	in	separate	districts	in	the	cortex,	located	separately	from	other	cells	that	are	not	color-
selective	but	instead	process	information	about	brightness	contrast.	This	apparent	segregation	of	color	channels	and	so-called	420	Rod	Cones	400	450	500	550	600	650	Wavelength	(nm)	Figure	14.35 	Spectral	sensitivities	of	human	retinal	cones 	Spectral	sensitivities	were	determined	by	measuring	the	absorption	spectra	of	single	cones.	The	three
types	of	cones	have	photopigments	with	different	absorption	maximums:	420	nm	(blue	cones),	530	nm	(green	cones),	and	560	nm	(red	cones).	Note	that	the	“green”	and	“red”	cones	have	similar	spectral	sensitivities	and	are	both	most	excited	by	yellowish	light.	Rods	have	an	absorption	peak	of	496	nm.	achromatic	channels	is	another	example	of
parallel	organization	in	the	mammalian	visual	system.	Mechanisms	for	color	vision	in	animals	other	than	mammals	are	always	based	on	several	populations	of	receptor	cells	with	different	spectral	sensitivities,	although	these	receptors	are	not	always	cones.	Fish	such	as	carp	have	three	populations	of	cones	analogous	to	those	of	primates,	with
absorption	maximums	of	455	nm,	530	nm,	and	625	respectively.	Hill	nm,	Animal	Physiology	In	4Econtrast,	frogs	have	two	or	more	classes	of	Sinauer	Associates	their	color	vision	involves	input	from	both	rods	rod	photopigments;	Morales	Studio	and	cones.	Birds,	mice,	and	some	other	vertebrates	have	ultraviolet	Figure	14.35	12-08-15	visual	sensitivity.
Many	insects	have	well-developed	mechanisms	for	color	vision,	including	receptors	sensitive	to	ultraviolet	radiation.	The	different	retinular	cells	in	an	insect	ommatidium	often	contain	different	photopigments,	and	these	provide	information	for	making	color	discriminations.	The	honeybee	has	photoreceptors	with	maximum	sensitivities	to	350	nm,	450
nm,	and	550	nm,	and	readily	distinguishes	both	ultraviolet	radiation	and	colors	of	visible	light.	Many	white	flowers	seem	featureless	to	us	but	reveal	striking	patterns	under	ultraviolet	illumination,	and	the	bees	use	these	patterns	to	identify	pollen	sources.	This	last	example	is	a	reminder	that	many	animals	use	sensory	abilities	foreign	to	us,	and	in	fact
we	use	many	sensory	faculties	of	which	we	are	largely	unaware,	as	well	as	the	senses	of	which	we	are	conscious.	Several	of	the	following	chapters	will	consider	additional	roles	and	uses	of	sensory	information.	Sensory	Processes 	405	Summary	Visual	Sensory	Processing	6.	To	what	features	of	the	visual	world	do	simple	and	complex	cells	of	the
mammalian	visual	cortex	respond?	How	do	these	cells	differ?	„„Neural	circuits	of	the	vertebrate	retina	integrate	the	7.	Insects	and	vertebrates	have	analogous	proprioceptors	that	monitor	muscle	length	and	tension,	joint	positions,	limb	forces,	and	so	on.	Insects,	however,	do	not	have	statocysts	to	monitor	the	direction	of	gravitational	force.	How	could
an	insect	detect	gravity	when	at	rest?	What	could	be	the	possible	adaptive	advantage	of	the	absence	of	statocysts	for	a	flying	insect?	„„Straight-through	pathways	(photoreceptor	→	bipolar	8.	Among	vertebrates,	acoustico-lateralis	hair	cells	are	used	to	detect	water	currents	in	lateral	line	organs	of	fish,	gravity	and	acceleration	in	the	labyrinth,	and
sound	in	the	cochlea.	How	can	similar	receptor	cells	mediate	all	these	responses?	responses	of	retinal	photoreceptors	to	excite	and	inhibit	retinal	ganglion	cells.	Ganglion	cell	receptive	fields	may	be	excited	or	inhibited	by	light	at	the	center	of	the	field,	whereas	light	in	the	surround	antagonizes	the	effect	of	light	in	the	center.	cell	→	ganglion	cell)
produce	the	center	(on-	or	offcenter)	of	a	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field.	Lateral	pathways	through	horizontal	cells	and	amacrine	cells	produce	the	antagonistic	surround.	„„Axons	of	ganglion	cells	make	up	the	optic	nerve,	relaying	visual	information	to	several	brain	areas.	The	geniculostriate	pathway	projects	to	the	lateral	geniculate	nucleus	(LGN)	and
from	there	to	the	primary	visual	cortex.	„„Simple	and	complex	cells	in	the	primary	visual	cortex	respond	to	light	or	dark	bars	or	edges	oriented	at	particular	angles.	„„Parallel	pathways	in	the	visual	cortex	convey	information	9.	Compare	the	mechanisms	and	accuracy	of	auditory	localization	of	a	sound	source	in	a	human,	an	owl,	and	a	bat.	10.
Mechanisms	of	chemoreceptor	transduction	are	of	two	broad	kinds,	which	parallel	the	two	major	mechanisms	of	synaptic	transmission.	Describe	these,	and	suggest	an	evolutionary	speculation	for	the	similarities.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	about	different	aspects	of	a	visual
stimulus,	such	as	details	of	visual	form,	movement,	color,	and	binocular	determination	of	object	distance.	„„Color	vision	depends	on	the	ratio	of	activation	of	three	classes	of	cone	photoreceptors	sensitive	to	different	wavelengths	of	light.	Retinal	circuitry	integrates	color	contrasts	based	on	red–green	and	blue–yellow	opponencies.	Study	Questions	1.
Suppose	that	a	sensory	neuron	in	the	periphery	generates	a	train	of	action	potentials,	and	synaptically	excites	an	interneuron	in	the	CNS.	What	does	this	signal	mean?	What	additional	information	does	the	interneuron	need	in	order	to	decode	the	message?	2.	Suppose	that	in	a	particular	sensory	receptor,	the	amplitude	of	the	receptor	potential
increases	linearly	with	the	log	of	the	stimulus	intensity.	The	receptor	potential	depolarizes	the	cell	to	produce	a	train	of	action	potentials,	and	the	frequency	of	the	action	potentials	increases	linearly	with	increasing	receptorpotential	depolarization	(above	threshold).	There	is	a	maximum	frequency	of	action	potentials,	beyond	which	additional	increase
in	stimulus	intensity	does	not	further	increase	action-potential	frequency.	Graph	these	results	as	the	amount	of	response	as	a	function	of	stimulus	intensity	(or	log	intensity).	If	these	results	are	typical	of	many	receptors,	what	do	they	tell	you	about	how	sensory	receptors	encode	stimulus	intensity?	3.	What	is	adaptation	of	a	sensory	receptor?	At	what
stage(s)	does	it	occur?	What	are	its	functions?	4.	Where	is	rhodopsin	localized	in	a	vertebrate	retinal	rod?	Where	is	the	receptor	potential	generated?	How	does	the	transduction	mechanism	of	the	rod	connect	these	two	sites?	How	does	it	increase	light	sensitivity?	5.	Diagram	and	describe	how	lateral	inhibition	via	horizontal	cells	produces	the
surround	of	a	retinal	ganglion	cell’s	receptive	field.	References	Bargmann,	C.	I.	2006.	Comparative	chemosensation	from	receptors	to	ecology.	Nature	444:	295–301.	Conner,	W.	E.,	and	A.	J.	Corcoran.	2011.	Sound	strategies:	The	65	million-year-old	battle	between	bats	and	insects.	Annu.	Rev.	Entomol.	57:	21–39.	Cronin,	T.	W.,	S.	Johnsen,	N.	J.
Marshall,	and	E.	J.	Warrant.	2014.	Visual	Ecology.	Princeton	University	Press,	Princeton,	NJ.	A	good	recent	monograph	covering	many	aspects	of	visual	function	in	diverse	animals.	Delmas,	P.,	J.	Hao,	and	L.	Rodat-Despoix.	2011.	Molecular	mechanisms	of	mechanotransduction	in	mammalian	sensory	neurons.	Nat.	Rev.	Neurosci.	12:	139–153.	Fain,	G.
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195:	1–19.	Hughes,	H.	C.	1999.	Sensory	Exotica:	A	World	Beyond	Human	Experience.	Bradford	Book/MIT	Press,	Cambridge,	MA.	A	delightful,	accessible	treatment	of	animal	senses	not	shared	by	humans.	Jiang,	Y.,	and	H.	Matsunami.	2015.	Mammalian	odorant	receptors:	functional	evolution	and	variation.	Curr.	Opin.	Neurobiol.	34:	54–60.	Kaupp,	U.
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thermosensation	in	mammals.	Curr.	Opin.	Neurobiol.	34:	14–19.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks	Pictured	here	is	a	star-nosed	mole	(Condylura	cristata).	Star-nosed	moles,	like	other	moles,	are	fossorial:	They	live	underground	and	dig	for	their	food,	which	consists	of
small	invertebrates.	Moles	have	greatly	reduced	visual	systems	and	are	often	considered	blind,	but	some	are	sensitive	at	least	to	light	levels.	Star-nosed	moles	have	evolved	a	stellate	array	of	fleshy,	fingerlike	structures	(shown	in	the	photograph).	The	function	of	this	“star”	is	tactile;	it	contacts	the	ground	as	many	as	10–15	times	per	second	and
enables	the	mole	to	forage	efficiently	on	small	prey.	The	star-nosed	mole	may	seem	like	an	odd	animal	with	which	to	introduce	the	integrative	functions	of	nervous	systems.	But	it	illustrates	two	general	points.	First,	the	activities	of	the	many	cells	in	the	mole’s	body	must	be	controlled	and	coordinated	in	order	for	the	mole	to	function	and	behave	as	a
mole,	rather	than	as	just	a	mass	of	cells.	In	Chapter	2	we	introduced	controls	within	cells,	mediated	by	cell-membrane	receptors,	second	messengers,	enzymes,	transcription	factors,	and	the	like.	Our	focus	here	is	control,	coordination,	and	integration	of	activities	among	cells—that	is,	intercellular	control.	Such	control	is	the	major	functional	role	of	the
nervous	system,	and	of	the	endocrine	system.	In	the	last	three	chapters	we	considered	the	cellular	elements	of	nervous	systems,	the	synaptic	interactions	of	neurons,	and	the	ways	in	which	environmental	information	is	acquired	15	How	does	this	star-nosed	mole	control	and	integrate	the	functions	of	all	the	cells	in	its	body?	408	 	Chapter	15	by
sensory	processes.	In	this	chapter	we	consider	how	entire	nervous	systems	are	organized	for	the	specific	and	adaptive	control	of	sets	of	cells.	(Endocrine	control	is	treated	separately,	in	Chapter	16.)	The	second	point	that	the	star-nosed	mole	illustrates	is	that	control	systems	such	as	the	nervous	system	are	not	only	reactive,	but	also	proactive.	That	is,
although	a	nervous	system	functions	to	respond	to	changes	in	the	outside	world—stimuli	in	the	animal’s	environment—it	also	coordinates	its	own	activities	without	waiting	for	stimuli.	Animals	have	intrinsic	or	endogenous	functions	such	as	daily	rhythms	of	activity.	Even	if	an	animal	cannot	see	day	and	night	in	its	environment,	its	behavioral	and
physiological	activities	continue	to	cycle	on	a	daily	basis	that	anticipates	the	day–night	cycle.	This	anticipatory	activity	is	controlled	by	a	biological	clock—an	endogenous,	physiological	timekeeping	mechanism—that	allows	the	animal	to	know	when	day	will	start,	whether	the	animal	sees	light	or	not.	Anticipation	of	this	sort	can	be	highly	advantageous
to	an	animal	because	it	permits	the	animal	to	prepare	physiologically	and	behaviorally	for	the	new	day,	rather	than	merely	waiting	in	a	state	of	total	ignorance	about	when	the	day	will	arrive.	That	this	intrinsic	rhythm	persists	without	environmental	cues	doesn’t	diminish	their	importance,	however.	Environmental	cues	are	necessary	to	reset	the	clock,
entraining	it	to	the	outside	world	so	that	it	does	not	drift	earlier	or	later.	In	this	chapter,	in	addition	to	discussing	nervous	systems	in	general,	we	will	examine	the	biological	clocks	that	control	endogenous	rhythms,	as	an	example	of	the	intrinsic,	anticipatory	functions	of	nervous	systems.	The	Organization	and	Evolution	of	Nervous	Systems	The
organization	of	neurons	into	functional	nervous	systems	is	what	allows	for	the	complexity	of	the	neural	control	of	animal	physiology	and	behavior.	We	can	define	a	nervous	system	as	an	organized	constellation	of	cells	(neurons	and	support	cells)	specialized	for	the	repeated	conduction	of	electrical	signals	within	and	between	cells.	These	signals	pass
from	sensory	cells	and	neurons	to	other	neurons	and	then	to	muscles,	glands,	or	other	organs	that	carry	out	actions.	Nervous	systems	integrate	the	signals	of	converging	neurons,	generate	new	signals,	and	modify	the	properties	of	neurons	based	on	their	interactions.	Nearly	all	animals	have	nervous	systems.	All	nervous	systems	share	similar
characteristics,	although	they	vary	in	the	complexity	of	their	organization	and	of	their	behavioral	output.	Before	we	proceed	to	a	closer	look	at	the	organization	and	evolution	of	nervous	systems,	we	need	to	develop	a	framework	of	basic	terms	and	organizational	concepts	that	will	facilitate	our	discussion.	Some	of	these	terms	and	concepts,	although
initially	presented	here,	will	be	revisited	and	refined	later	in	the	chapter	as	well.	The	nervous	system	in	most	types	of	animals	consists	of	two	major	divisions:	the	central	nervous	system	and	the	peripheral	nervous	system.	The	central	nervous	system	(CNS)	consists	of	relatively	large	structures	such	as	the	brain	and	spinal	cord	in	which	large	numbers
of	neurons	and	support	cells	are	anatomically	juxtaposed	and	interact	to	achieve	integrative	functions.	The	CNS	is	rich	with	the	cell	bodies	and	processes	(axons	and	dendrites)	of	neurons.	Some	neurons,	called	interneurons,	are	confined	to	the	CNS.	Other	neurons	are	at	least	partially	outside	the	CNS:	Those	that	convey	information	to	the	CNS	are
sensory	neurons,	and	those	that	convey	information	out	of	the	CNS	to	control	muscles	or	other	effectors	are	motor	neurons.	An	effector	is	an	organ,	tissue,	or	cell	that	acts—that	carries	out	functions	such	as	motion	or	secretion—	under	the	direction	of	the	nervous	system	(or	endocrine	system).	Muscles	and	glands	are	examples	of	effectors.	The
peripheral	nervous	system	(PNS),	then,	consists	of	all	the	processes	and	cell	bodies	of	sensory	and	motor	neurons	that	are	present	outside	the	CNS	(including	autonomic	ganglia	and	the	enteric	nervous	system,	considered	later).	In	the	PNS,	a	nerve	consists	of	the	axons	of	multiple	neurons	bundled	together	into	a	structure	resembling	a	cable	of
telephone	wires.	Although	individual	axons	are	too	minute	to	be	seen	without	a	microscope,	a	nerve	is	macroscopically	visible	because	it	consists	of	many	axons.	If	one	transects	a	nerve	and	looks	at	either	stump	under	a	microscope,	one	sees	many	axons	in	cross	section,	just	as	one	sees	the	cross	sections	of	many	wires	when	one	cuts	a	wire	cable.
Axons	of	multiple	neurons	are	often	bundled	together	in	the	CNS	as	well	as	in	the	PNS.	Such	bundles	in	the	CNS	are	not	called	nerves,	however.	Instead	they	are	called	tracts,	commissures,	or	connectives,	as	we	will	discuss	later.	Another	term	of	importance	in	describing	the	anatomy	of	nervous	systems	is	ganglion.	A	ganglion,	speaking
macroscopically,	is	a	swelling	positioned	along	a	nerve	or	connective.	Because	further	details	of	ganglion	structure	and	function	differ	in	different	groups	of	animals,	we	will	postpone	a	closer	look	at	them	until	later	in	this	chapter.	Physiologists	recognize	two	primary	divisions	of	the	vertebrate	PNS:	the	somatic	and	the	autonomic	nervous	systems.
These	same	divisions	are	sometimes	recognized	in	the	PNSs	of	invertebrates.	The	somatic	nervous	system	is	the	part	of	the	PNS	that	controls	the	skeletal	(striated)	muscles	that	generally	produce	voluntary	movements;	skeletal	muscles	are	thus	called	somatic	effectors.	Sensory	reception	of	external	stimuli	and	transmission	of	this	sensory	information
are	also	functions	of	the	somatic	nervous	system.	The	autonomic	nervous	system,	by	contrast,	is	the	part	of	the	PNS	that	controls	autonomic	effectors	(or	internal	effectors),	defined	to	include	all	neuron-controlled	effectors	other	than	the	striated	muscles,	such	as	cardiac	muscle,	smooth	(nonstriated)	muscles,	and	glands.	The	autonomic	nervous
system	also	has	sensory	neurons	that	convey	information	to	the	CNS	about	the	internal	organs.	The	somatic	nervous	system	controls	most	observable	behavior	and	therefore	is	the	part	of	the	PNS	with	which	we	are	most	familiar.	Autonomic	effectors	exert	most	of	their	effects	on	visceral	organs,	internally	and	invisibly.	Nervous	systems	consist	of
neurons	organized	into	functional	circuits	A	good	way	to	start	a	discussion	of	the	cellular	organization	of	nervous	systems	is	to	recall	the	example	of	the	cockroach	in	Chapter	12	(page	309).	As	is	typical	of	nervous	systems	in	general,	in	the	nervous	system	of	the	cockroach,	cellular	elements	sense	the	environment,	send	signals	to	other	cells	(neurons)
in	the	CNS,	and	ultimately	control	and	coordinate	cells	of	effectors	to	generate	physiological	or	behavioral	outputs.	In	the	specific	case	we	discussed	(see	Figure	12.3),	wind-receptor	sensory	neurons	were	excited	by	an	environmental	mechanical	stimulus,	and	those	sensory	neurons	in	turn	synaptically	stimulated	interneurons	that	excited	motor
neurons	to	induce	contraction	of	muscle	cells,	producing	a	reflexive	behavioral	response—a	jump.	Figure	15.1	represents	the	cockroach’s	neural	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	409	(A)	The	startle	response	circuit	of	the	cockroach	Giant	interneuron	Sensory	neuron	(wind	receptor)	Metathoracic	ganglion	Ventral	nerve	cord
Abdominal	cercus	Leg	motor	neuron	Terminal	ganglion	Filiform	hair	receptors	Muscle	(effector)	Right	hindleg	(B)	Simplified	diagram	of	the	response	circuit	An	interneuron’s	processes	are	entirely	in	the	CNS.	An	effector	is	a	cell	that	performs	an	action,	such	as	muscle	contraction.	CNS	interneurons	Stimuli	Sensory	neurons	A	sensory	neuron	is	an
excitable	cell	that	transduces	environmental	stimuli	into	electrical	signals.	Motor	neurons	Effectors	(movement)	A	motor	neuron’s	axon	innervates	an	effector.	Figure	15.1 	Neuronal	elements	in	a	nervous	system:	a	neural	circuit	mediating	the	cockroach	startle	response 	(A)	The	startle	response	circuit	(introduced	in	Figure	12.3)	involves	three
neuronal	elements:	sensory	neurons,	interneurons,	and	motor	neurons.	(B)	A	simplified	diagram	of	this	circuit	shows	the	basic	functions	of	neural	circuits	in	nervous	systems.	Sensory	neurons	convey	signals	about	environmental	stimuli	to	the	CNS.	These	signals	are	integrated	by	CNS	neurons	and	can	trigger	or	modulate	output	signals	of	motor
neurons	to	control	effectors	such	as	contracting	muscle	cells.	circuit	as	a	block	diagram,	simplified	to	illustrate	how	this	simple	reflex	in	a	cockroach	exemplifies	the	general	functional	features	of	nervous	systems:	„„Neurons	are	organized	in	circuits	in	such	a	way	that	they	can	elicit	a	coordinated,	adaptive	response	of	effectors.	„„Sensory	receptor
cells	(which,	like	neurons,	are	excitable	cells)	transform	environmental	stimuli	into	electrical	signals.	„„CNS	interneurons	integrate	signals	from	sensory	receptors	other	signals	Hill	and	Animal	Physiology	4Earising	within	the	animal,	generating	an	integrated	Sinauer	Associatespattern	of	impulses.	Morales	Studio	„„Motor	commands	are	sent	out	from
the	CNS	to	effectors.	Figure	15.01	BOX	Genomics	and	the	Evolution	of	15.1	Nervous	Systems	11-06-15	Many	types	of	animals	have	evolved	complex	nervous	systems	We	have	little	direct	knowledge	of	the	evolution	of	nervous	systems,	which	are	rarely	preserved	in	the	fossil	record.	Theories	of	nervous	system	evolution	are	based	on	interpretations	of
the	anatomy	and	the	molecular	genetics	of	living	groups,	a	risky	proposition	because	all	groups	alive	today	are	highly	evolved	and	none	can	be	Did	nervous	systems	evolve	only	once?	All	multicellular	animals	except	sponges	have	neurons	and	nervous	systems,	but	perhaps	not	all	nervous	systems	are	homologous.	Genomic	analyses	have	found	many
genes	important	for	nervous	system	organization	to	be	present	in	primitive,	unicellular	protists,	and	could	have	been	employed	in	evolution	of	neurons	on	more	than	one	occasion.	Box	Extension	15.1	describes	the	organization	and	evolution	of	nervous	systems	in	different	animal	groups.	Diagram	of	the	nervous	system	of	a	worm	by	S.	Ramón	y	Cajal 
The	cell	labels	are	as	follows:	A,	sensory	cells	of	the	skin;	B–E,	motor	neurons;	G,	terminal	ramifications	of	motor	neurons	in	muscles;	and	I,	interneurons.	(From	Ferreira	et	al.	2014.)	taken	as	representing	a	primitive	condition.	Comparative	studies	of	living	animals	show	that	the	neurons	of	the	nervous	systems	of	all	animals,	although	diverse	in	form,
are	quite	similar	in	their	functional	properties.	For	example,	the	neurons	of	all	phyla	have	common	molecular	bases	for	their	excitability	and	intercellular	communication,	with	homologous	voltage-gated	channels	and	synaptic	mechanisms.	Moreover,	the	genetic	controls	of	nervous	system	development	show	striking	homologies	in	a	wide	range	of
phyla.	The	major	changes	in	the	evolutionary	history	of	nervous	systems	appear	to	have	involved	changes	in	the	complexity	of	organization	of	neurons	into	systems,	rather	than	changes	in	the	neurons	themselves.	Two	major	trends	characterize	the	evolution	of	nervous	systems	in	the	bilaterally	symmetrical	phyla	of	animals:	centralization	and
cephalization.	Centralization	of	nervous	systems	refers	to	a	structural	organization	in	which	integrating	neurons	are	collected	into	central	integrating	areas	rather	than	being	randomly	dispersed.	Cephalization	is	the	concentration	of	nervous	structures	and	functions	at	one	end	of	the	body,	in	the	head.	Box	15.1	further	discusses	the	evolution	of
diverse	nervous	systems;	here	we	consider	two	major	types	of	relatively	complex	nervous	systems,	those	of	arthropods	and	of	vertebrates.	arthropod	central	nervous	systems	are	organized	as	chains	of	segmental	ganglia 	Animals	with	relatively	complex	CNSs	exhibit	two	different	major	forms	of	CNS	organization:	ganglionic	nervous	systems
characteristic	of	protostomes,	and	columnar	nervous	systems	characteristic	of	vertebrates	and	other	deuterostomes	(see	the	back	endpapers	for	the	protostome/deu-	410	 	Chapter	15	(A)	Dorsal	view	of	the	central	nervous	system	In	arthropod	or	other	ganglionic	nervous	systems,	there	are	four	terms	for	a	bundle	of	nerve	axons,	depending	on	where
the	bundle	is	located.	In	the	PNS	a	bundle	of	axons	is	a	nerve,	between	ganglia	in	the	CNS	it	is	a	connective,	within	a	ganglion	it	is	a	tract,	and	between	right	and	left	sides	of	a	bilaterally	symmetrical	ganglion	it	is	a	commissure.	The	terms	nerve,	tract,	and	commissure	have	the	same	meanings	for	vertebrate	nervous	systems,	but	vertebrate	CNSs	do
not	have	connectives.	Brain	Circumesophageal	connective	Connectives	Nerves	Thoracic	ganglia	(B)	Cross	section	of	a	ganglion	Tract	Commissure	Neuropil	Abdominal	ganglia	Neuronal	cell	bodies	Arthropod	ganglia	have	an	outer	rind	of	neuronal	cell	bodies	around	an	inner	core	of	processes	and	synapses.	Figure	15.2 	The	organization	of	an
arthropod	central	nervous	system 	(A)	The	CNS,	shown	here	in	a	dorsal	view,	consists	of	a	chain	of	segmental	ganglia	linked	by	connectives.	The	circumesophageal	connectives	link	the	anterior	brain	to	the	ventral	nerve	cord,	which	consists	of	the	linked	ganglia	posterior	to	the	circumesophageal	connectives.	(Some	abdominal	ganglia	are	omitted.)
(B)	A	ganglion,	shown	in	cross	section,	contains	an	outer	rind	of	cell	bodies	and	an	inner	core	of	synaptic	neuropil	and	of	axons	(tracts	and	commissures).	terostome	distinction).	To	see	the	features	of	ganglionic	nervous	system	organization,	we	focus	here	on	arthropods.	Aspects	of	the	organization	of	a	ganglionic	nervous	system	are	also	present	in
annelids	and	molluscs.	In	arthropods,	the	CNS	consists	of	a	chain	of	segmental	ganglia.	Ganglia	(singular	ganglion)	are	swellings	containing	discrete	aggregations	of	nerve	cell	bodies	and	processes.	The	chained	ganglia	are	linked	by	paired	bundles	of	axons	called	connectives	(Figure	15.2).	The	CNS	of	an	arthropod	such	as	a	cockroach	consists	of	Hill
anAnimal	Physiology	4E	a	ventral	nerve	cord	that	is	linked	to	the	brain	anterior	brain	and	Sinauer	Associates	by	connectives	encircling	the	esophagus.	The	ventral	nerve	cord	is	Morales	Studio	a	chain	ganglia	linked	by	connectives—one	ganglion	for	each	Figure	15.02	of	11-06-15	thoracic	and	abdominal	body	segment.	(Some	arthropods	show
secondary	fusion	of	some	of	these	segmental	ganglia.)	Each	ganglion	in	the	CNS	of	an	arthropod	consists	of	an	outer	rind	and	an	inner	core.	The	rind	consists	mostly	of	cell	bodies	of	neurons	and	is	devoid	of	axons	and	synapses.	Indeed,	nearly	all	neuronal	cell	bodies	of	arthropods	are	confined	to	the	rinds	of	the	CNS	ganglia,	the	major	exceptions
being	cell	bodies	of	sensory	neurons,	many	of	which	are	located	in	the	PNS.	The	inner	core	of	each	ganglion	contains	two	regions:	a	region	of	synaptic	contacts	between	axons	and	dendrites	that	is	termed	the	neuropil	(or	neuropile)	and	a	region	of	tracts	(bundles)	of	axonal	processes	within	the	ganglion.	the	vertebrate	central	nervous	system	is	a
continuous	column 	Vertebrate	CNSs,	in	contrast	to	those	of	arthro-	pods,	are	classified	as	columnar	because	they	consist	of	a	continuous	column	of	neural	tissue,	with	cell	bodies	and	synaptic	areas	intermingled.	The	CNS	of	vertebrates	consists	of	a	brain	and	a	spinal	cord	(Figure	15.3).	It	differs	from	the	ganglionic	CNSs	of	arthropods	(and	other
protostomes)	in	several	respects,	some	of	which	have	already	been	mentioned.	The	vertebrate	CNS	is	dorsal	and	hollow,	and	it	develops	from	a	neural	tube	that	invaginates	from	the	dorsal	surface	of	the	embryo.	The	nerve	cords	of	arthropods,	in	contrast,	are	ventral	and	solid,	do	not	arise	by	invagination,	and	have	connectives	between	CNS	ganglia.
The	vertebrate	CNS,	reflecting	its	origin	as	a	continuous	tube,	is	not	clearly	divided	into	ganglia	and	connectives,	as	is	the	arthropod	CNS	(compare	Figure	15.3A	with	Figure	15.2A).	Despite	the	differences	in	organization	between	ganglionic	and	columnar	CNSs,	there	is	good	evidence	that	the	centralized	organization	of	nervous	systems	in	bilaterally
symmetrical	animals	is	an	ancient	characteristic	that	evolved	once.	In	1822,	the	French	biologist	Étienne	Geoffroy	Saint-Hilaire	suggested	that	vertebrates	were	related	to	other	Bilateria	(animal	phyla	with	bilateral	symmetry)	such	as	worms	and	arthropods,	but	that	vertebrates	were	inverted,	so	that	what	had	been	a	ventral	nervous	system	in	other
groups	became	dorsal	in	the	inversion.	Anton	Dohrn	and	others	championed	this	idea	in	the	later	nineteenth	century,	but	the	idea	was	not	taken	seriously	until	it	received	strong	support	from	recent	studies	of	expression	of	homologous	patterning	genes	in	the	development	of	nervous	systems	in	different	phyla.	Similarities	in	patterns	of	gene
expression	and	control	between	vertebrates	and	protostomes	(such	as	fruit	flies	and	annelid	worms)	strongly	suggest	a	common	origin	of	CNS	organization,	with	an	inversion	of	the	body	axis	of	vertebrates	as	Saint-Hilaire	envisioned.	Summary	The	Organization	and	Evolution	of	Nervous	Systems	„„Animals	have	evolved	nervous	systems	with	varying
degrees	of	centralization	and	complexity.	There	are	homologies	between	the	nervous	systems	of	different	animal	groups.	„„Most	phyla	of	animals	have	bilateral	symmetry	and	have	evolved	central	nervous	systems	(CNSs)	that	centralize	control	functions.	Sensory	neurons	convey	information	into	the	CNS,	and	motor	neurons	convey	outward
commands	to	effectors.	CNSs	usually	have	some	degree	of	cephalization	(concentration	of	neural	structures	into	a	clear	anterior	brain).	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	411	Figure	15.3 	The	organization	of	a	vertebrate	CNS	(A)	Dorsal	view	of	the	central	nervous	system	(A)	A	schematic	vertebrate	CNS,	shown	in	dorsal	view,
consists	of	a	single	continuous	column	of	cells	and	axons.	(B)	A	cross	section	of	the	spinal	cord	shows	the	histological	division	of	a	vertebrate	CNS	into	gray	matter	(containing	a	few	representative	neurons)	and	white	matter.	Brain	Cranial	nerves	Spinal	cord	(B)	Cross	section	of	the	spinal	cord	Dorsal	root	Dorsal	root	ganglion	Segmental	spinal	nerves
Ventral	root	Nerve	The	gray	matter	consists	of	cell	bodies,	synapses,	and	unmyelinated	neural	processes.	Segmental	nerves	of	the	peripheral	nervous	system	connect	to	the	spinal	cord	via	sensory	dorsal	roots	and	motor	ventral	roots.	The	white	matter	consists	of	tracts	of	myelinated	axons.	„„Arthropods	have	a	ganglionic	nervous	system,	one	major
form	of	nervous	system	organization.	The	arthropod	CNS	is	a	ventral	ladderlike	chain	of	segmental	paired	ganglia	joined	by	connectives.	A	vertebrate	CNS,	in	contrast,	is	a	continuous	column	of	cells	and	axons.	The	Vertebrate	Nervous	System:	A	Guide	to	the	General	Organizational	Features	of	Nervous	Systems	The	nervous	systems	of	most	animals
tend	to	share	common	organizational	features.	Here	we	discuss	these	organizational	features	using	vertebrate	nervous	systems	as	examples.	Keep	in	mind,	however,	that	many	of	these	organizational	features	apply	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Associates	toSinauer	nervous	systems	in	general.	The	vertebrate	nervous	system	is	Morales	Studio	organized
into	different	regions	that	are	discrete	in	gross	structure,	Figure	15.03	11-06-15	although	neurons	and	their	functions	may	cross	these	boundaries.	Nervous	systems	have	central	and	peripheral	divisions	The	division	of	nervous	systems	into	central	and	peripheral	divisions	was	stressed	earlier	but	deserves	reiteration	because	it	is	of	such	pivotal
importance.	For	a	vertebrate,	the	CNS	consists	of	the	brain	and	spinal	cord,	and	the	PNS	consists	of	nerves	that	connect	the	CNS	to	various	parts	of	the	body	(Figure	15.4).	Peripheral	nerves	contain	axons	of	afferent	neurons—neurons	that	carry	nerve	impulses	toward	the	CNS	(e.g.,	sensory	neurons)—and	axons	of	efferent	neurons	that	carry	nerve
impulses	away	from	the	CNS	(e.g.,	motor	neurons).	The	vertebrate	PNS	also	includes	peripheral	ganglia,	which	are	collections	of	neuronal	cell	bodies	associated	with	peripheral	nerves.	(These	should	not	be	confused	with	the	CNS	ganglia	of	arthropod	nervous	systems.)	As	in	other	animals,	the	vertebrate	PNS	conveys	sensory	input	to	the	CNS,	and	it
conveys	motor	output	(to	control	muscles	and	other	effectors)	from	the	CNS	to	the	periphery.	Effector	functions	include	contraction,	secretion,	emission	of	light	and	heat,	electric	organ	discharge,	and	other	actions.	The	central	nervous	system	controls	physiology	and	behavior	The	vertebrate	CNS	demonstrates	the	two	general	principles	of
organization	of	complex	nervous	systems:	centralization	and	cephalization.	Functionally,	all	neural	activity	is	funneled	into	the	CNS	via	afferent	sensory	neurons	and	sent	out	from	the	CNS	by	efferent	motor	neurons	to	effectors	(see	Figure	15.4).	All	significant	integration	and	processing	of	neural	activity	occurs	in	the	CNS:	There	are	no	sensory-to-
motor	synapses	in	the	PNS,	and	therefore	no	peripheral	integration	takes	place.1	Histologically,	the	vertebrate	CNS	consists	of	two	types	of	tissue:	gray	matter	and	white	matter.	Gray	matter	is	composed	of	intermingled	neuronal	cell	bodies,	processes,	and	synaptic	contacts.	White	matter,	by	contrast,	consists	entirely	of	tracts	of	myelinated	axons
(see	page	310);	it	is	the	myelin	that	imparts	a	distinctive	white	appearance	to	the	tissue.	In	the	spinal	cord	the	white	matter	is	external	and	the	gray	matter	is	internal	(see	Figure	1	This	generalization	is	not	true	for	the	enteric	nervous	system,	the	branch	of	the	autonomic	nervous	system	that	controls	the	gut	(discussed	later	in	this	section).	412	 
Chapter	15	Brain	The	central	nervous	system	consists	of	the	brain	and	spinal	cord.	Spinal	cord	Somatic	sensory	(afferent)	neurons	Autonomic	sensory	neurons	Somatic	sensory	receptors	Autonomic	sensory	receptors	Autonomic	motor	neurons	Sympathetic	Enteric	neurons	Somatic	motor	(efferent)	neurons	Gut	Skeletal	muscle	Parasympathetic
Autonomic	effectors	(smooth	muscle,	cardiac	muscle,	glands,	etc.)	The	peripheral	nervous	system	is	composed	of	peripheral	nerves	and	ganglia.	Figure	15.4 	Divisions	of	the	vertebrate	nervous	system	are	interconnected 	The	most	basic	distinction	is	between	the	CNS	and	the	PNS.	The	PNS	has	sensory	and	motor	divisions.	The	somatic	nervous
system	includes	somatic	receptors	and	afferent	sensory	neurons	(these	might	be	parts	of	the	same	sensory	cell,	or	different	cells),	and	efferent	motor	neurons	controlling	striated	skeletal	muscle.	The	autonomic	nervous	system	includes	autonomic	sensory	neurons	and	efferent	neurons	controlling	internal	autonomic	effectors.	The	enteric	division	of	the
autonomic	nervous	system	has	some	communication	with	the	CNS	but	functions	rather	independently	to	control	the	gut.	15.3B).	This	arrangement	does	not	hold	in	the	brain,	however,	where	gray	matter	is	often	external	to	white	matter	and	the	arrangement	is	considerably	more	complicated.	For	example,	brains	have	a	more	layered	gross
organization:	Often	the	outer	surface	layer	is	called	a	cortex.	Two	types	of	circuits	characterize	the	functional	organization	of	the	spinal	cord:	local	and	ascending/descending.	Local	circuits	exist	within	single	segments	of	the	spinal	cord.	In	a	local	circuit	(such	as	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	the	type	of	circuit	that	mediates	a	simple	spinal	reflex;	see
Chapter	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio19),	sensory	neurons	entering	a	segment—and	interneurons	in	the	Figure	15.04	segment—control	11-06-15	motor	output	of	the	same	segment.	This	local	control	is	thought	to	be	primitive.	In	addition	to	this	local	control,	sensory	input	is	relayed	to	the	brain	and	contributes	to	higher	integration.	Such
transmission	of	information	from	the	spinal	cord	to	the	brain	is	called	ascending.	In	addition,	descending	transmission	of	information	occurs	from	the	brain	to	the	spinal	cord,	permitting	the	brain	to	exert	dominance	over	the	rest	of	the	CNS.	The	nerves	in	the	PNS	that	connect	to	the	CNS	are	called	cranial	nerves	if	they	connect	to	the	brain	and	spinal
nerves	if	they	connect	to	the	spinal	cord.	The	brain	receives	sensory	input	from	sensory	neurons	in	its	cranial	nerves,	and	also	via	ascending	pathways	from	the	spinal	cord.	Brain	motor	neurons	traveling	within	cranial	nerves	directly	control	effectors	of	the	head.	Much	of	the	brain’s	output,	however,	serves	to	control	or	modulate	the	spinal	cord.	The
spinal	nerves	are	arranged	segmentally,	as	we	will	discuss	shortly.	The	spinal	cord	receives	sensory	input	through	the	dorsal	roots	of	its	spinal	nerves	(see	Figure	15.3B).	It	sends	motor	output	to	the	periphery	of	the	body	via	the	ventral	roots	of	the	spinal	nerves.	All	vertebrate	brains	share	a	common	structural	organization,	exhibiting	three	major
regions:	forebrain,	midbrain,	and	hindbrain	(Figure	15.5).	Five	subdivisions	of	these	regions	are	recognized:	telencephalon	and	diencephalon	(forebrain),	mesencephalon	(midbrain),	and	metencephalon	and	myelencephalon	(hind-	brain).	Each	of	these	divisions	contains	many	tracts	of	nerve	axons	and	many	clusters	of	cell	bodies	termed	nuclei
(singular	nucleus).2	Two	major	outgrowths	of	the	dorsal	portion	of	the	brain	become	increasingly	prominent	in	higher	vertebrates:	the	cerebellar	cortex	of	the	metencephalon	and	the	cerebral	cortex	of	the	telencephalon.	The	cerebral	cortex	includes	the	olfactory	cortex,	hippocampus,	and	2	In	vertebrates,	clusters	of	neuronal	cell	bodies	are	usually
called	nuclei	in	the	CNS	and	ganglia	in	the	PNS.	The	basal	ganglia	of	the	brain	constitute	an	exception	to	this	terminology;	they	are	actually	CNS	nuclei.	Corpus	striatum	Cerebral	cortex	(neocortex)	Hippocampus	Cerebellum	Thalamus	Pons	Medulla	Olfactory	bulb	Spinal	cord	Olfactory	cortex	Hypothalamus	Neurohypophysis	Telencephalon	The
forebrain	is	subdivided	into	the	telencephalon	and	diencephalon.	DienMesencephalon	cephalon	Metencephalon	The	midbrain	is	also	known	as	the	mesencephalon.	Myelencephalon	The	hindbrain	is	subdivided	into	the	metencephalon	and	myelencephalon.	Figure	15.5 	A	schematic	of	vertebrate	brain	structure 	The	brain	has	three	major	parts—
forebrain,	midbrain,	and	hindbrain—	which	are	divided	into	five	subdivisions,	as	shown.	Some	major	structures	of	these	five	brain	regions	are	labeled.	In	this	side	view,	the	anterior	end	is	to	the	left.	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	413	Table	15.1 	Some	major	areas	of	the	mammalian	brain	and	their	general	functions	Most
functions	involve	several	brain	areas,	and	many	brain	areas	and	functions	are	omitted.	Major	brain	division	Brain	subdivision	Area	Forebrain	Telencephalon	Cerebral	cortex	Higher	sensory,	motor,	and	integrative	functions	Hippocampus	Learning	and	memory	Basal	ganglia	Motor	control	Limbic	system	Emotions	Thalamus	Major	sensory	relay
Hypothalamus	Homeostatic	and	endocrine	regulation;	circadian	clock	Visual	integration	Diencephalon	Major	functions	Midbrain	Mesencephalon	Superior	colliculus	Inferior	colliculus	Auditory	integration	Hindbrain	Metencephalon	Cerebellum	Motor	coordination	Pontine	motor	nuclei	Descending	motor	control	Medulla	oblongata	Autonomic	and
respiratory	control	Myelencephalon	(in	mammals)	neocortex.	Table	15.1	lists	some	brain	structures	and	their	functions.	We	discuss	several	aspects	of	brain	function	in	the	next	section,	and	we	discuss	several	of	the	brain	regions	further	in	Chapters	14	and	19.	The	CNS,	along	with	the	endocrine	system,	exerts	control	over	the	functions	of	an	animal’s
organ	systems	(its	physiology)	and	also	over	its	behavior,	including	all	movements	and	externally	observable	activity.	We	will	take	the	simplifying	view	that	behavior	is	the	province	of	the	skeletal	muscles,	controlled	via	the	somatic	nervous	system.	In	contrast,	the	autonomic	nervous	system	exerts	physiological	control	of	internal	organ	systems	via
other	effectors.	This	distinction	is	not	completely	true,	because	(for	example)	reproductive	behavior	includes	glandular	secretion	and	smooth	muscle	contractions	mediated	by	the	autonomic	nervous	system,	whereas	breathing	(lung	ventilation)	is	a	physiological	function	mediated	by	somatic	control	of	skeletal	muscles	of	the	diaphragm	and	ribs.	Motor
area	(precentral	gyrus)	Somatosensory	cortex	(postcentral	gyrus)	Supplementary	motor	area	Leg	Central	sulcus	Vocalization	Arm	Broca’s	area	initiates	grammatical	speech.	Still,	the	distinction	between	somatic	control	of	behavior	through	skeletal	muscle	and	autonomic	control	of	organ	systems	through	other	effectors,	although	imprecise,	is	a	useful
generalization.	Five	principles	of	functional	organization	apply	to	all	mammalian	and	most	vertebrate	brains	principle	1:	brain	function	is	somewhat	localized	Neurons	in	different	anatomical	regions	of	the	brain	play	different	functional	roles.	That	is,	you	can	point	to	a	part	of	the	brain	and	reasonably	ask	what	functional	activities	occur	there.	For
example,	Figure	15.6	shows	some	major	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	that	are	involved	in	sensory	processing	and	in	speech.	Several	kinds	of	studies	demonstrate	localization	of	function:	stimulation	studies,	lesion	studies	that	destroy	or	isolate	brain	tissue	in	a	region,	strokes	(which	interfere	with	blood	circulation	to	a	particular	part	of	the	Neurons	in
Wernicke’s	area	send	axons	via	the	arcuate	fasciculus	to	Broca’s	area.	Arcuate	fasciculus	Parietal	lobe	Angular	gyrus	Face	Occipital	lobe	Broca’s	area	Visual	cortex	Frontal	lobe	Vocalization	region	of	motor	area	Lateral	sulcus	Temporal	lobe	Wernicke’s	area	Primary	auditory	cortex	Wernicke’s	area	is	involved	(in	part)	in	understanding	spoken
language.	Figure	15.6 	Localization	of	function	in	the	human	brain 	This	surface	view	of	the	left	cerebral	hemisphere	shows	primary	sensory	areas	(visual	cortex,	green;	primary	auditory	cortex,	blue;	somatosensory	cortex,	yellow);	motor	areas	(orange);	and	areas	involved	in	language.	Although	the	functions	are	rather	localized,	circuits	interconnect
several	areas,	as	shown	for	spoken	language.	Note	that	recent	imaging	studies	are	refining	this	classic	view	of	speech	areas.	414	 	Chapter	15	Figure	15.7 	Functional	neuroimaging	demonstrates	local-	ization	of	function	in	the	human	cerebral	cortex 	Functional	magnetic	resonance	imaging	(fMRI)	shows	increased	activity	of	particular	brain	areas.
This	fMRI	sectional	image	of	a	brain	(seen	from	above;	left	is	anterior)	shows	increased	neural	activity	during	a	visual	stimulus.	The	neural	activity	(measured	as	increased	flow	of	oxygenated	blood	and	shown	in	red)	increases	in	the	lateral	geniculate	nucleus	of	the	thalamus	(middle)	and	the	primary	visual	cortex	(posterior).	(See	Figure	14.32	for	a
diagrammatic	view	of	this	pathway	and	Box	15.2	for	a	discussion	of	fMRI	as	an	imaging	method.)	(From	Chen	et	al.	1999.)	(a	network	of	synaptically	interconnected	and	interacting	neurons,	which	may	be	widespread)	rather	than	a	discrete	center.	principle	2:	brains	have	maps 	The	brain	maintains	in-	brain,	resulting	in	death	of	neurons	and
disruption	of	a	particular	sensory	or	motor	process),	and	functional	imaging	studies.	Modern	imaging	studies	are	particularly	important	in	clarifying	location	of	function.	Imaging	methods	such	as	functional	magnetic	resonance	imaging	(fMRI)	(Figure	15.7,	Box	15.2)	show	localized	increased	metabolic	activity	that	results	from	increases	in	neuronal
electrical	activity.	These	areas	of	increased	activity	show	where	particular	functions	are	localized.	Note	that	localization	of	function	does	not	mean	that	a	particular	brain	area	is	involved	in	only	one	function,	or	that	any	function	involves	only	one	discrete	brain	area.	A	function	is	often	apt	to	involve	a	circuit	in	the	brain	formation	about	the	body’s
anatomical	organization	in	terms	of	topographic	representations,	or	maps.	The	brain	contains	many	mapped	representations	that	record	and	recall	the	parameter	of	where	a	stimulus	occurs	or	an	effector	is	to	be	controlled.	For	example,	the	sensory	surface	of	the	body	is	mapped	onto	the	primary	somatosensory	area	of	the	cerebral	cortex	(Figure
15.8B)	to	form	a	somatotopic	map	(a	map	of	the	body	projected	to	a	brain	area).	An	analogous	but	rougher	somatotopic	map	of	motor	control	exists	on	the	surface	of	the	primary	motor	cortex	(Figure	15.8A);	stimulation	of	a	part	of	the	motor	cortex	will	elicit	movement	of	the	corresponding	part	of	the	body.	There	are	additional	sensory	and	motor
maps	in	other	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex,	as	well	as	in	many	noncerebral	brain	structures.	The	visual	system,	for	example,	exhibits	a	point-to-point	correspondence	between	areas	in	the	visual	field	in	the	outside	world	and	areas	in	the	retina,	which	we	discussed	in	Chapter	14.	This	geometric	orientation	is	preserved	in	visual	pathways,	so	that	Knee
Ankle	Toes	(B)	Sensory	homunculus	Some	areas	of	the	body	(face,	hands)	have	disproportionately	large	representations.	d	n	Ha	s	er	g	Fin	ck	Ne	e	Fac	The	primary	motor	cortex	is	a	band	of	gray	matter	located	just	anterior	to	the	central	sulcus	(see	inset).	Lips	Jaw	Tongue	Swallowing	Mastication	Salivation	Vocalization	Figure	15.8 	Maps	in	the
human	brain 	In	what	is	called	a	somatotopic	map,	parts	of	the	body	are	mapped	onto	the	cerebral	cortex	in	a	way	that	preserves	their	anatomical	position	on	the	body.	(A)	Neurons	in	the	primary	motor	cortex	control	movements	of	parts	of	the	body,	and	are	loosely	organized	as	a	somatotopic	map	that	is	less	Leg	Hip	Trunk	Neck	Head	Shoulders
Arm	Elbow	Lit	Forearm	t	H	M	Rin	le	fi	an	Wrist	id	g	n	d	Ind	dle	fin	ger	ex	fin	ger	g	Th	fing	er	um	er	b	No	Eye	Fa	se	ce	Hip	Trunk	Shoulder	Arm	(A)	Motor	homunculus	Foot	Toe	Genitals	Sensory	receptors	on	the	body	surface	project	to	the	somatosensory	cortex,	a	region	of	the	cerebral	cortex	located	just	posterior	to	the	central	sulcus	(see	inset).
Upper	lip	Lower	lip	Teeth,	gums,	jaw	Tongue	Pharynx	Intra-abdominal	detailed	than	that	of	the	somatosensory	cortex.	(B)	Sensory	receptor	locations	are	mapped	somatotopically	onto	the	somatosensory	cortex.	A	drawing	of	the	body	projected	onto	the	brain	is	called	a	homunculus,	meaning	“little	person.”	Note	the	disproportionate	size	of	the	cortical
areas	devoted	to	the	face	and	hands.	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	415	BOX	Functional	Magnetic	Resonance	Imaging	15.2	Scott	A.	Huettel	Functional	magnetic	resonance	imaging	(fMRI)	is	a	method	for	detecting	the	functional	activity	of	different	areas	of	the	brain.	The	use	of	fMRI	has	grown	dramatically	over	the	past	25
years	and	is	now	the	dominant	research	method	in	cognitive	neuroscience.	Each	year,	several	thousand	articles	are	published	that	use	fMRI	to	study	topics	as	basic	as	the	structure	of	memory	and	as	complex	as	the	foundations	of	moral	cognition.	What	accounts	for	this	remarkable	growth?	What	information	does	fMRI	provide,	and	how	does	that
information	lead	to	inferences	about	brain	function?	What	new	directions	will	fMRI	researchers	pursue	in	the	coming	years,	as	scientists	make	new	discoveries	both	about	the	technique	itself	and	about	the	functional	organization	of	the	brain?	Box	Extension	15.2	describes	the	development	of	the	fMRI	technique	and	its	current	and	potential	future
uses.	the	retinal	map	of	the	world	is	projected	to	each	of	the	major	visual	centers	in	the	brain.	However,	maps	in	the	brain	are	by	no	means	universal;	many	areas	of	the	mammalian	brain	lack	topographic	organization.	principle	3:	size	matters 	In	general,	the	bigger	the	brain	area,	the	more	neurons	are	present	in	it,	and	the	more	complex	the
integration	that	occurs	there.	Thus	mammalian	brains,	with	tens	of	billions	of	neurons,	perform	more	complex	integration	than	do	insect	brains	with	tens	of	thousands	of	neurons.	By	the	same	token,	the	massive	enlargement	of	the	cerebral	cortex	in	the	course	of	mammalian	evolution	(as	a	result	of	the	developmental	proliferation	of	greatly	increased
numbers	of	neurons)	attests	to	major	increases	in	processing	capability	of	mammalian,	and	especially	primate,	brains.	Primate	brains	are	not	“more	evolved”	than	the	brains	of	fish	and	amphibians,	because	fish	and	amphibians	have	had	as	long	a	time	to	evolve	and	can	be	considered	to	be	as	well	adapted	to	their	ecological	niches	as	primates	are.
Nevertheless,	the	great	expansion	of	cerebral	cortex	in	primates	has	allowed	types	of	neural	function	(e.g.,	language,	culture)	not	found	in	brains	with	fewer	neurons.	principle	4:	vertebrate	brain	evolution	has	involved	repeated	expansion	of	forebrain	areas 	The	hindbrains	of	fish	and	amphibians	are	similar	in	structure	to	the	corresponding	regions
in	mammalian	brains,	but	birds	and	mammals	have	evolved	more	complex	forebrain	structures,	most	notably	the	mammalian	cerebral	cortex,	as	noted	previously.	According	to	most	evolutionary	neurobiologists,	many	different	vertebrate	lineages	underwent	evolutionary	expansion	of	their	brains,	expanding	and	reorganizing	preexisting	components	of
the	forebrain	in	the	process.	Mammals	reorganized	the	dorsal	pallium	into	a	neocortex,	which	underwent	expansion	in	several	lineages,	notably	primates.	Forebrain	expansions	in	fish	and	birds	have	involved	different	homologies.	The	“new”	forebrain	structures	are	thus	not	completely	new,	but	rather	represent	expansions	and	elaborations	of
preexisting	structures.	They	may	subsume	some	of	the	functions	of	the	more	posterior	structures	of	the	midbrain	and	hindbrain,	but	they	do	not	replace	these	“older”	structures,	which	persist	with	less	apparent	change.	The	addition	of	forebrain	structures	leads	to	the	popular	description	that	humans	have	an	anterior,	telencephalic	“mammalian
brain”	and	an	older	“reptilian	brain,”	consisting	of	the	deeper	structures	of	the	midbrain	and	hindbrain.	principle	5:	neural	circuits	are	plastic 	We	tend	to	think	of	the	synaptic	connections	between	neurons	as	“hardwired”—	rather	fixed	and	unchanging—but	there	is	abundant	evidence	that	this	is	not	the	case.	Instead,	as	we	discussed	in	Chapter	13,
synapses	are	plastic:	They	change	with	development,	maturation,	and	experience	such	as	learning.	Noting	a	difference	between	short-term	memory	and	long-term	memory	will	clarify	this	point:	Short-term	memory,	memory	of	events	of	the	last	minutes	to	hours,	can	be	disrupted	by	a	concussion	or	by	electroconvulsive	shock.	Long-term	memories,	in
contrast,	are	not	lost	after	a	concussion,	because	they	are	thought	to	be	stored	more	permanently	as	changes	in	the	“wiring”—changes	in	the	strengths	of	synaptic	interconnections	of	neurons.	This	storage	of	long-term	memory	may	be	an	example	of	how	neural	connections	are	plastic,	or	subject	to	change	in	strength	and	effectiveness.	We	know	also
that	synaptic	connections	are	plastic	during	development	of	the	nervous	system;	they	are	made	and	broken	as	an	animal’s	brain	matures,	and	they	are	subject	to	competition	between	neuron	endings	for	synaptic	sites	on	a	postsynaptic	target	cell	(see	Box	13.1).	Scientists	believe	that	plasticity	in	development	may	have	mechanisms	similar	to	the
plasticity	associated	with	learning	and	memory	that	we	explored	in	Chapter	13.	Moreover,	there	is	abundant	evidence	that	new	neurons	develop	throughout	life	in	the	nervous	systems	of	both	vertebrates	and	invertebrates.	An	ongoing	proliferation	of	new	neurons	has	long	been	accepted	for	invertebrates	and	lower	vertebrates,	and	more	recent
studies	clearly	demonstrate	neuronal	proliferation	in	some	parts	of	adult	mammalian	nervous	systems.	Evidence	that	new	neurons	proliferate	and	differentiate	throughout	life	has	fueled	widespread	interest	in	the	use	of	transplants	of	undifferentiated	stem	cells	in	an	attempt	to	counteract	neuron	losses	in	neurodegenerative	diseases	such	as
Parkinson’s	disease	and	Alzheimer’s	disease.	416	 	Chapter	15	(A)	African	hedgehog	(A.	albiventris)	(B)	Star-nosed	mole	(C.	cristata)	Trunk	Hindlimb	Tail	Hindlimb	Vibrissae	Forelimb	V1	Isocortex	m	Vibris	FL	HL	Trunk	10	Auditory	11	Rhinal	sulcus	11	3	2	D5	HL	Auditory	S2	Forelimb	D4	D3	1	Rhinal	sulcus	(C)	Cortical	magnification	in	star-nosed
mole	Figure	15.9 	Maps	in	the	brain	differ	for	different	animal	groups	Anatomical	proportions	Cortical	magnification	Side	views	of	the	cerebral	cortex	of	an	African	hedgehog	and	a	star-nosed	mole	(anterior	is	to	left).	(A)	The	hedgehog	brain	shows	a	localization	of	cerebral	cortical	function	typical	of	small	and	relatively	unspecialized	mammals,	with
large	areas	devoted	to	visual	(V1,	V2)	and	auditory	functions,	a	primary	somatosensory	area	(S1),	and	two	smaller	somatosensory	areas	(S2,	PV)	below	it.	(B)	The	cerebral	cortex	of	the	star-nosed	mole	exhibits	differences	in	area	of	cortical	representation,	reflecting	the	animal’s	unusual	sensory	capacities.	The	visual	area	(V1?)	is	greatly	reduced,	in
accordance	with	the	fossorial	mole’s	greatly	diminished	visual	function.	The	auditory	area	is	displaced	posteriorally,	and	the	somatosensory	areas	are	expanded,	especially	the	ventral	ones.	The	three	sets	of	radiating	lines	numbered	1–11	indicate	three	areas	that	represent	the	star	nose.	(C)	Depicted	here	is	the	disproportionally	large	representation
of	the	star	nose	and	of	the	digging	forelimb	in	the	star-nosed	mole.	(After	Catania	1999	and	2005.)	star-nosed	moles	exemplify	these	principles	of	functional	organization 	The	star-nosed	mole	with	which	we	opened	this	chapter	provides	a	clear	example	of	these	organizational	principles.	Figure	15.9A,B	shows	side	views	of	the	cerebral	cortex	of	an
African	hedgehog	(Atelerix	albiventris)	and	a	star-nosed	mole.	The	hedgehog	brain	(see	Figure	15.9A)	shows	a	localization	of	cerebral	cortical	function	typical	of	small	and	relatively	unspecialized	mammals,	with	large	areas	devoted	to	visual	and	auditory	functions,	a	primary	somatosensory	area	(S1),	and	two	smaller	somatosensory	areas	(S2,	PV)
below	it.	The	cerebral	cortex	of	the	starnosed	mole	(see	Figure	15.9B)	has	impressive	differences	in	size	of	the	cortical	representations.	Both	brains	demonstrate	localization	of	function	(as	in	Figure	15.7),	with	particular	areas	performing	particular	functions,	and	both	brains	show	somatotopic	maps,	with	particular	areas	of	the	body	projecting	to
particular	places	in	the	brain	(as	shown	in	Figure	15.8).	The	size	differences	in	the	brain	representations	of	the	star-nosed	mole	reflect	the	unimportance	of	vision	and	the	importance	of	somatosensory	functions,	particularly	of	the	“star,”	which	has	three	somatosensory	representations	that	together	occupy	more	area	than	that	devoted	to	the	rest	of
the	body	(Figure	15.9C).	Finally,	the	star-nosed	mole	shows	evidence	of	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	of	the	brain;	a	few	moles	develop	with	plasticity	in	development	Sinauer	Associates	12Morales	ratherStudio	than	11	rays	in	the	star,	and	developing	sensory	neurons	11-06-15	Head	Palm	2	6	5	7	D2	3	8	44	S2	9	V	D1	S3	5	1	ibris	10	sae	2	10-11	9	8	7	6	1
Mouth	Isocortex	Figure	15.09	9	8	76	54	e	S1	Head	Chin	Forelimb	Vibrissae	S2	Ear	Quills	Trunk	FI	Vib	sa	PV	V1?	Dorsal	trunk	V2	Micro	vibrissae	Rhinarium	Mouth	Ventral	trunk	ris	S1	Vib	Chin	from	the	“extra”	ray	induce	a	corresponding	extra	cortical	representation	to	which	they	indirectly	project!	The	peripheral	nervous	system	has	somatic	and
autonomic	divisions	that	control	different	parts	of	the	body	As	noted	previously,	physiologists	recognize	two	primary	divisions	of	the	vertebrate	PNS:	the	somatic	and	the	autonomic	nervous	systems	(see	Figure	15.4).	Here	we	focus	on	the	properties	of	these	two	divisions.	We	start	with	a	relatively	brief	discussion	of	the	somatic	nervous	system.
Thereafter,	most	of	this	section	is	devoted	to	the	autonomic	nervous	system.	Because	the	somatic	nervous	system	is	the	part	of	the	PNS	that	controls	the	skeletal	(striated)	muscles,	it	controls	the	muscles	of	locomotion	and	other	body	movements,	speech,	and	breathing.	Thus	it	controls	most	observable	behavior.	In	addition	to	its	motor	elements,	the
somatic	nervous	system	also	includes	the	somatic	sensory	receptors	for	touch,	hearing,	vision,	taste,	olfaction,	and	so	forth.	We	have	examined	aspects	of	the	somatic	nervous	system	in	earlier	chapters	and	in	the	first	pages	of	this	chapter.	Here	we	consider	only	its	overall	organization.	Somatic	motor	and	sensory	neurons	exit	and	enter	the	CNS	in	the
cranial	and	spinal	nerves	(as	do	autonomic	neurons,	discussed	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	417	(A)	Somatic	nervous	system	Neuronal	cell	body	Somatic	motor	neuron	Skeletal	muscle	Somatic	motor	neurons	do	not	have	a	peripheral	neuron-toneuron	synapse.	(B)	Autonomic	nervous	system	Central	nervous	system
Parasympathetic	Effector	Peripheral	nervous	system	Preganglionic	neuron	Postganglionic	neuron	Parasympathetic	ganglion	Preganglionic	neuron	Sympathetic	Postganglionic	neuron	Sympathetic	ganglion	Heart,	glands,	etc.	next).	Mammals	have	12	pairs	of	cranial	nerves,	rather	specialized	in	function,	that	are	numbered	1	to	12	using	Roman
numerals.	Some	of	the	cranial	nerves	are	associated	with	the	major	sense	organs	of	the	head	(I,	olfactory;	II,	optic;	VIII,	auditory).	Other	cranial	nerves	have	principally	motor	functions,	or	have	mixed	sensory	and	motor	functions.	The	vagus	nerve	(X)	innervates	the	larynx	and	some	other	somatic	components,	while	also	being	a	major	component	of	the
autonomic	nervous	system.	The	spinal	nerves	are	arranged	segmentally,	with	one	pair	of	spinal	nerves	per	vertebra	along	the	spinal	column.	These	nerves	include	both	sensory	and	motor	somatic	neurons.	The	sensory	neurons	enter	the	spinal	cord	in	the	dorsal	roots	of	the	spinal	nerves;	the	cell	bodies	of	those	neurons	are	located	in	dorsal	root	Hill
ganglia	Animal	Physiology	4E	,	enlargements	of	the	dorsal	roots	outside	the	spinal	cord	Sinauer	Associates	(see	Figure	15.3B).	The	ventral	roots	of	the	spinal	nerves	(see	Figure	Morales	Studio	15.3B)	contain	axons	of	the	somatic	motor	neurons	that	innervate	Figure	15.10	11-10-15	the	skeletal	muscles.	They	also	contain	autonomic	neurons	that
innervate	autonomic	ganglia.	An	important	property	of	the	somatic	nervous	system	is	that	somatic	motor	neurons	directly	synapse	on	muscle	fibers,	without	synapsing	on	other	neurons	after	leaving	the	CNS	(Figure	15.10A).	(This	is	in	basic	contrast	to	motor	neurons	of	the	autonomic	nervous	system,	as	we	discuss	below.)	The	autonomic	nervous
system	has	three	divisions	The	vertebrate	autonomic	nervous	system	is	usually	defined	as	if	it	were	a	motor	system—the	division	of	the	PNS	that	controls	the	autonomic	effectors.	However,	the	autonomic	nervous	system	also	includes	sensory	neurons	that	convey	afferent	signals	from	internal	organs	to	the	CNS.	Many	invertebrate	animals	have
nervous	system	divisions	that	control	visceral	functions.	These	divisions	are	sometimes	described	as	autonomic	by	analogy	to	vertebrate	autonomic	nervous	systems.	The	autonomic	effectors	that	are	controlled	at	least	partly	by	the	vertebrate	autonomic	nervous	system	include	the	following:	Figure	15.10 	The	organization	of	the	mammalian	somatic
and	autonomic	nervous	systems,	including	examples	of	effector	organs 	(A)	Skeletal	muscle	is	under	somatic	control.	Each	motor	neuron	extends	from	the	CNS	to	the	effector	it	controls.	(B)	The	heart	is	under	autonomic	control,	via	chains	of	two	neurons	with	a	synapse	in	a	peripheral	ganglion.	Sympathetic	ganglia	are	typically	close	to	the	spinal
cord;	parasympathetic	ganglia	are	typically	near	target	organs.	Preganglionic	autonomic	neurons	secrete	the	neurotransmitter	acetylcholine	(ACh);	postganglionic	sympathetic	neurons	secrete	norepinephrine,	and	postganglionic	parasympathetic	neurons	secrete	ACh.	The	enteric	nervous	system	(not	shown)	has	some	connection	to	the	CNS	but	is
largely	restricted	to	the	gut.	The	enteric	nervous	system	employs	a	great	variety	of	neurotransmitters.	Pathways	of	autonomic	control	of	effectors	involve	a	two-neuron	relay,	with	a	peripheral	synapse	between	the	two	neurons	located	in	an	autonomic	ganglion.	„„Smooth	muscles	throughout	the	body,	such	as	those	in	the	gut	wall,	blood	vessels,	eyes
(iris	muscles),	urinary	bladder,	hair	follicles,	spleen,	airways	of	the	lungs,	and	penis.	„„Many	exocrine	glands,	such	as	sweat	glands,	tear	glands,	and	the	exocrine	portion	of	the	pancreas.	(Exocrine	glands	discharge	secretions	into	the	environment	or	into	internal	body	cavities,	in	contrast	to	endocrine	glands,	which	secrete	into	the	blood	or	other	body
fluids.)	„„A	few	endocrine	glands,	notably	the	adrenal	medullary	glands	(called	chromaffin	tissue	in	some	vertebrates)	that	secrete	epinephrine	(adrenaline).	„„Acid-secreting	cells	of	the	stomach.	„„The	pacemaker	region	and	other	parts	of	the	heart.	„„The	brown	adipose	tissue	of	mammals	(a	heat-producing	tissue).	„„The	swim	bladders	and
integumentary	chromatophores	(color-change	cells)	of	fish.	The	vertebrate	autonomic	nervous	system	is	usually	considered	to	consist	of	three	divisions—sympathetic,	parasympathetic,	and	enteric—first	described	by	John	Langley	(1852–1925).	Langley	based	his	classification	on	anatomy,	not	function.	Therefore	his	divisions	are	not	always	distinctly
different	in	function.	Today	his	scheme	is	considered	valid	for	mammals.	It	is	often	used	for	nonmammalian	vertebrates	also,	although	its	application	to	these	other	groups	remains	debatable.	The	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions	in	mammals,	by	definition,	functionally	link	the	CNS	with	autonomic	effectors.	The	two	divisions
characteristically	have	opposing	effects	on	the	autonomic	effectors,	so	that	sympathetic	actions	are	said	to	mediate	“fight-or-flight”	responses,	whereas	parasympathetic	actions	mediate	“rest-and-digest”	functions	(see	page	420).	The	enteric	division,	in	contrast,	is	largely	contained	in	the	walls	of	the	gut,	although	it	has	some	connection	with	the	CNS.
418	 	Chapter	15	Sympathetic	division	Parasympathetic	division	Dilates	pupil	Constricts	pupil	Inhibits	salivation	Stimulates	salivation	Constricts	blood	vessels	Cranial	Cranial	Constricts	airways	Relaxes	airways	Cervical	Cervical	Accelerates	heartbeat	Slows	heartbeat	Stimulates	secretion	by	sweat	glands	Stimulates	digestion	Inhibits	digestion
Thoracic	Thoracic	Stomach	Inhibits	hormone	and	enzyme	release	Coeliac	ganglion	Gallbladder	Pancreas	Lumbar	Adrenal	gland	Stimulates	secretion	of	epinephrine	and	norepinephrine	Sacral	Stimulates	pancreas	to	release	insulin	and	digestive	enzymes	Stimulates	glucose	production	and	release	Inhibits	gut	motility	and	secretions	Stimulates
gallbladder	to	release	bile	Modulates	immune	responses	Liver	Lumbar	Spleen	Stimulates	gut	motility	and	secretions	Sacral	Dilates	blood	vessels	Inferior	mesenteric	ganglion	Relaxes	urinary	bladder	Stimulates	urinary	bladder	to	contract	KEY	Noradrenergic	neurons	Preganglionic	Postganglionic	Stimulates	orgasm	Stimulates	penile	or	clitoral	arousal
Cholinergic	neurons	Preganglionic	Postganglionic	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	15.11	11-10-15	▲	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	419	Figure	15.11 	Parasympathetic	and	sympathetic	divisions	of	the	autonomic	nervous	system	provide	dual	innervation	of	most	visceral	autonomic	effectors 
Parasympathetic	nerves	and	ganglia	are	shown	on	the	right	and	sympathetic	nerves	and	ganglia	on	the	left,	but	both	have	paired	right	and	left	sides.	anatomy	of	the	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions 	A	key	attribute	of	the	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	thetic	chain	on	each	side	of	the	vertebral	column.	In	contrast	to	this	general	pattern,
some	preganglionic	sympathetic	neurons	terminate	in	ganglia	more	distant	from	the	spine,	as	in	the	coeliac	ganglion	(solar	plexus).	Some	directly	innervate	the	medullary	tissue	of	the	adrenal	glands	(see	Chapter	16).	function	of	the	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions 	The	postganglionic	neurons	of	the	parasympathetic	and	sympathetic
divisions	release	different	chemical	neurotransdivisions	is	that	they	have	motor	pathways	in	which	signals	exit	the	mitter	substances	at	their	synapses	with	effector	cells.	ParasympaCNS	and	control	autonomic	effectors.	These	motor	pathways	are	thetic	postganglionic	neurons	typically	release	acetylcholine	and	characterized	by	a	peripheral	synapse—
that	is,	an	“extra”	synapse	thus	are	termed	cholinergic.	Most	sympathetic	postganglionic	interposed	between	the	CNS	and	the	ultimate	synaptic	ending	neurons	release	mainly	catecholamines—chiefly	norepinephrine	on	effector	tissue	(Figure	15.10B).	This	peripheral	synapse	is	a	(noradrenaline)	in	mammals—and	thus	are	called	adrenergic
characteristic	of	the	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions	(or	noradrenergic).	of	all	vertebrates,	so	autonomic	motor	signals	in	both	divisions	Autonomic	effectors	may	be	innervated	by	one	or	both	of	the	traverse	a	two-neuron	relay	to	reach	their	effectors	from	the	CNS.	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions.	In	mammals	many	The
peripheral	synapses	between	the	first	and	second	neurons	smooth	muscles	of	blood	vessels	and	the	piloerector	(hair-erecting)	in	the	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions	are	located	within	muscles	of	the	hair	follicles	receive	only	sympathetic	innervation.	clusters	of	neuronal	cell	bodies	called	autonomic	ganglia.	The	Many	other	effectors,	in
contrast,	receive	both	sympathetic	and	neurons	that	extend	from	the	CNS	to	the	ganglia	are	termed	preparasympathetic	innervation	(see	Figure	15.11).	The	responses	ganglionic	neurons,	whereas	those	extending	from	the	ganglia	to	elicited	by	the	two	divisions	in	such	cases	usually	oppose	each	the	effectors	are	termed	postganglionic	neurons.	The
mammalian	other.	For	instance,	the	pacemaker	region	of	the	heart	(cells	that	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions	differ	in	the	positions	of	initiate	the	heartbeat)	is	innervated	by	both	divisions.	Parasympathe	ganglia.	In	the	parasympathetic	division,	the	ganglia	are	located	thetic	postganglionic	neurons,	which	secrete	acetylcholine	as	their
mostly	at	or	near	the	effectors,	so	preganglionic	parasympathetic	neurotransmitter,	decrease	the	heart	rate.	In	contrast,	sympathetic	neurons	are	long	and	postganglionic	parasympathetic	neurons	postganglionic	neurons,	which	secrete	norepinephrine,	increase	are	short	(see	Figure	15.10B).	In	contrast,	sympathetic	ganglia	are	heart	rate.	(Receptors
for	these	neurotransmitters	are	listed	in	located	mostly	near	the	spinal	cord,	so	preganglionic	sympathetic	Table	13.2.)	The	parasympathetic	and	sympathetic	divisions	play	funcneurons	are	short,	and	postganglionic	sympathetic	neurons	are	long.	tional	roles	that	reflect	their	tendency	to	act	in	opposition,	and	The	mammalian	sympathetic	and
parasympathetic	divisions	demonstrate	the	integrative	actions	of	autonomic	control	(Table	also	differ	in	that	motor	neurons	of	the	two	divisions	exit	the	CNS	15.2	in	nerves	associated	with	different	regions	of	the	CNS	(Figure	).	The	parasympathetic	division	(especially	its	cranial	part)	15.11).	Parasympathetic	preganglionic	neurons	exit	the	CNS	from
tends	to	promote	processes	that	restore	body	reserves	of	energy	two	regions:	cranial	and	sacral.	For	this	reason,	the	parasympathetic	(e.g.,	stimulating	digestion).	In	contrast,	the	sympathetic	division	division	is	sometimes	called	the	craniosacral	division.	The	cranial	promotes	mobilizing	body	energy	reserves	(e.g.,	promoting	blood	group	of	nerves



consists	of	four	of	the	pairs	of	cranial	nerves:	the	flow	to	muscles)	and	inhibits	some	processes	that	restore	reserves;	it	oculomotor	(III),	facial	(VII),	glossopharyngeal	(IX),	and	vagus	(X)	is	particularly	activated	in	the	face	of	stress,	and	it	readies	the	body	nerves.	The	sacral	group	of	nerves	emerges	from	the	posterior	part	of	the	spine.	Table	15.2 
Major	actions	of	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	The	preganglionic	neurons	of	divisions	in	vertebrates	the	sympathetic	division	exit	the	Parasympathetic	CNS	in	nerves	of	the	thoracic	and	Process	effect	Sympathetic	effect	lumbar	regions	of	the	spine	(see	Digestion:	gastrointestinal	Stimulates	Inhibits	Figure	15.11).	For	this	reason,	the	secretion	and
motility	sympathetic	division	is	also	called	Heartbeat	Slows	Increases	rate	and	force	the	thoracolumbar	division.	Most	of	the	nerves	terminate	in	sympathetic	Blood	vessels	Usually	dilates	Constricts	vessels	to	kidneys	and	gut;	ganglia	immediately	lateral	to	the	(when	present)	dilates	vessels	to	skeletal	muscles	spine.	These	paravertebral	ganBlood
pressure	Decreases	Increases	glia	occur	segmentally	(at	regularly	Lung	passages	Constricts	Dilates	repeating	intervals)	along	the	length	Secretion	of	epinephrine	and	—	Stimulates	of	the	spine	and	are	interconnected	norepinephrine	by	adrenal	by	peripheral	longitudinal	nerve	medullary	glands	connectives,	forming	a	sympa-	420	 	Chapter	15	to
meet	stress.	Direct	sympathetic	innervation	mediates	most	of	the	effects	listed	for	the	sympathetic	division	in	Table	15.2,	but	the	sympathetic	nervous	system	also	stimulates	the	medullary	tissue	of	the	adrenal	glands	to	secrete	epinephrine	(adrenaline)	and	norepinephrine,	which	act	hormonally	to	complement	sympathetic	action	on	effectors.
Circumstances	that	might	provoke	strong,	concerted	activation	of	the	sympathetic	division	include	vigorous	exertion,	pain,	threats	to	safety,	and	exposure	to	physical	extremes	such	as	severe	heat	or	cold.	It	is	through	their	integrative	and	opposed	actions	that	the	sympathetic	division	has	been	said	to	prepare	an	individual	for	“fight-or-flight”	whereas
the	parasympathetic	division	is	said	to	promote	“rest-and-digest”	functions.	the	enteric	nervous	system	controls	the	gut 	The	enteric	division	of	the	autonomic	nervous	system	consists	of	elaborate	networks	of	neurons	located	entirely	within	the	walls	of	the	gut.	It	has	been	likened	to	the	nerve	nets	of	Cnidaria	(see	Box	15.1)	with	a	relatively	diffuse
structural	organization	and	pattern	of	synaptic	interactions	among	gut	sensory	neurons,	interneurons,	and	motor	neurons.	The	enteric	division	controls	peristalsis,	segmentation,	and	other	patterns	of	contraction	of	the	smooth	muscles	of	the	gut	wall	that	serve	to	move	digested	materials	through	the	gut.	The	enteric	nervous	system’s	function	is
largely	autonomous	of	CNS	control,	although	the	CNS	can	modulate	enteric	neurons	and	synapses	via	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	nerves.	The	enteric	nervous	system	contains	large	numbers	of	neurons:	about	200–600	million	in	humans.	This	is	far	more	neurons	than	in	other	peripheral	organs	and	probably	exceeds	the	number	of	neurons	in	the
spinal	cord!	Recent	evidence	shows	that	about	90%	of	the	visceral	fibers	in	the	parasympathetic	vagus	nerve	carry	information	from	the	gut	to	the	brain,	rather	than	from	brain	to	gut.	This	finding,	as	well	as	the	large	number	of	enteric	neurons,	suggests	that	the	enteric	nervous	system	plays	other	roles	in	addition	to	moving	material	through	the	gut.
Summary	The	Vertebrate	Nervous	System:	A	Guide	to	the	General	Organizational	Features	of	Nervous	Systems	„„The	CNS	of	vertebrates	consists	of	the	brain	and	spinal	cord.	Cranial	and	spinal	nerves	emanate	from	the	CNS	to	form	the	PNS.	The	brain	is	divided	into	a	forebrain,	midbrain,	and	hindbrain;	the	forebrain	is	enlarged	in	birds	and
especially	in	mammals.	„„Vertebrate	brain	functions	are	somewhat	localized.	However,	brain	functions	are	also	somewhat	distributed,	involving	circuits	rather	than	centers.	„„Many	vertebrate	brain	regions	preserve	the	orderly	spatial	arrangements	of	the	corresponding	external	world,	for	example,	as	somatotopic	maps	of	body	sensory	input	and
motor	output.	„„Brains	change	with	development,	experience,	and	learning	and	memory.	Understanding	the	structural	and	synaptic	bases	of	these	changes	is	a	major	challenge	to	investigators.	„„The	PNS	of	vertebrates	has	a	somatic	division	that	controls	skeletal	muscle	and	an	autonomic	division	that	controls	effectors	associated	with	internal
organs.	The	autonomic	nervous	system	is	divided	into	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions,	which	usually	have	opposite	physiological	effects,	and	the	enteric	division,	which	controls	gut	contraction	and	other	aspects	of	digestive	tract	physiology.	Biological	Clocks	Animals	(and	other	organisms)	possess	endogenous	physiological	timing
mechanisms	termed	biological	clocks	that	rhythmically	modulate	the	functioning	of	cells,	tissues,	and	organs.	Biological	clocks	endow	an	animal	with	an	intrinsic	temporal	organization,	a	timed	pattern	of	change	in	physiology	or	behavior	that	is	independent	from	a	change	in	environment	(see	Chapter	1,	pages	16–19,	for	discussion	of	temporal
frameworks	in	animal	physiology).	Biological	clocks	are	typically	operations	of	the	nervous	system,	controlling	physiological	and	behavioral	processes	via	nervous	and	neuroendocrine	output.	Characteristically,	the	physiological	state	of	an	animal	is	endogenously	different	at	different	times	of	day,	or	in	different	seasons	of	the	year.	One	such	change	is
the	sleep–wake	cycle,	discussed	in	Box	15.3.	Biological	clocks	orchestrate	daily	and	seasonal	changes,	controlling	and	integrating	the	changes	in	physiological	states.	Figure	15.12	shows	the	daily	variation	in	several	physiological	functions	in	a	24-year-old	man.	These	data	are	from	one	of	the	earliest	studies	designed	to	test	whether	humans	have
endogenous,	physiological	mechanisms	for	keeping	track	of	time.	The	man	was	placed	in	living	quarters	that	were	entirely	isolated	from	the	outside	world.	He	had	no	clocks	in	his	environment	and	was	unable	to	distinguish	between	day	and	night.	Thus	he	slept,	ate,	and	urinated	without	any	environmental	cues.	Three	dramatic	conclusions	can	be
reached	by	study	of	these	results.	First,	the	man	continued	to	exhibit	regular	cycles	in	all	the	variables	studied.	Second,	he	tended	to	exhibit	internal	synchronization	of	his	cycles:	On	any	one	day,	he	tended	to	have	the	highest	rectal	temperature	and	to	excrete	the	most	during	the	block	of	time	when	he	was	principally	awake.	Finally,	however,	he	did
not	stay	synchronized	with	the	outside	world:	Relative	to	clock	time	in	the	outside	world,	his	cycles	became	later	and	later	as	the	days	went	by,	so	that—for	example—after	13	days,	he	elected	to	be	awake	after	midnight	rather	than	before	midnight	(outside	world	time).	Put	loosely,	the	man	in	Figure	15.12	was	able	to	keep	track	of	time	endogenously,
but	his	internal	biological	clock	was	not	able	to	stay	precisely	synchronized	with	outside	time,	so	that	his	rhythm	was	said	to	be	free-running	(see	below).	As	we	will	see,	these	properties	are	very	general	among	animals.	Organisms	have	endogenous	rhythms	A	rhythm	is	a	regular,	cyclical	variation	in	function.	Rhythms	that	continue	in	the	absence	of
environmental	information	about	time,	such	as	those	of	the	man	in	Figure	15.12,	are	termed	endogenous	rhythms.	The	first	organisms	in	which	endogenous	rhythms	were	demonstrated	were	certain	plants	that	raise	their	leaves	during	some	By	day	13,	rectal	temperature	and	excretion	were	highest	after	midnight,	and	the	subject	went	to	sleep	more
than	12	hours	after	midnight.	Awake	Asleep	clocks,	telephones,	windows,	or	other	avenues	whereby	he	could	know	the	time	of	day	in	the	outside	world.	He	could	turn	the	lights	on	and	off,	prepare	food,	go	to	bed,	urinate,	and	engage	in	other	processes	of	daily	living,	but	his	timing	of	those	activities	was	based	entirely	on	his	endogenous,	physiological
sense	of	time.	This	graph	shows	his	patterns	of	variation	in	five	remotely	monitored	functions	during	his	first	15	days	without	knowledge	of	external	time.	(After	Wever	1979.)	times	of	day	and	lower	them	at	others.3	In	1729,	the	Frenchman	M.	de	Mairan	reported	that	these	plants	continue	to	raise	and	lower	their	leaves	in	approximately	a	daily
rhythm	even	when	they	are	kept	in	constant	darkness	and	at	constant	temperature.	That	is,	their	rhythm	of	leaf	movements	is	intrinsic	or	endogenous:	It	continues	in	more	or	less	a	daily	pattern	even	when	the	plants	are	denied	environmental	sources	of	information	about	the	time	of	day.	Experiments	of	a	similar	nature	have	since	been	performed	on
many	plant	and	animal	systems,	and	daily	rhythms	in	many	types	of	function	in	many	types	of	organisms	have	been	shown	to	persist	in	constant	laboratory	environments.	The	period	of	a	rhythm	is	the	amount	of	time	between	a	particular	part	of	the	rhythm	in	one	cycle	(one	day)	and	that	same	part	in	the	next	cycle.	Typically	the	period	is	measured	as
the	time	between	the	start	of	one	day’s	episode	of	activity	and	the	start	of	the	next	day’s.	For	example,	in	the	case	of	Mairan’s	plants,	the	period	could	be	measured	as	the	time	between	the	start	of	leaf	raising	on	one	day	and	the	start	of	leaf	raising	on	the	next.	An	endogenous	rhythm	that	has	a	period	of	about	a	day	is	termed	a	circadian	rhythm	(circa,
“about”;	dies,	“a	day”).	Not	all	daily	rhythms	prove	to	be	endogenous	when	tested.	Only	those	37.0	36.0	Urinary	Ca2+	excretion	(mg/h)	Urine	volume	(mL/h)	Figure	15.12 	Daily	rhythm	of	several	physiological	functions	in	a	human 	A	young	man	lived	by	himself	in	an	apartment	without	38.0	Urinary	Na+	excretion	(mg/h)	Rectal	temperature	(°C)
Awake	or	asleep?	Early	in	the	study,	rectal	temperature	and	excretion	were	highest	before	midnight,	and	the	subject	went	to	sleep	at	midnight.	400	200	0	20	10	0	100	50	0	1	4	7	10	Day	of	isolation	13	Each	tic	mark	designates	the	time	of	midnight	according	to	local	clocks.	The	subject,	however,	had	no	clock	and	was	totally	isolated	from	the	outside
environment.	3	 In	our	discussion	of	rhythms	and	biological	clocks,	we	will	consistently	use	the	words	day	and	daily	to	refer	to	the	24-h	day,	not	just	to	hours	of	daylight.	BOX	15.3	Sleep 	David	S.	Garbe	Why	animals	sleep	continues	to	be	one	of	the	most	elusive	and	mysterious	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	questions	in	biology.	Sleep,	nonetheless,
Sinauer	Associates	is	found	widely	among	animals—from	Morales	Studio	relatively	simple	phyla	such	as	worms	Figure	15.12	11-10-15	(e.g.,	Caenorhabditis	elegans)	to	higherorder	groups	such	as	humans—suggesting	that	sleep	is	a	required,	evolutionarily	conserved	behavior.	Yet	from	certain	perspectives,	sleep	could	be	considered	disadvantageous
to	an	organism’s	overall	survival	and	fitness	because	while	animals	are	sleeping,	they	are	not	immediately	able	to	eat,	mate,	or	protect	themselves	from	predation.	Still	we	as	humans	sleep	for	approximately	one-third	of	our	entire	lives.	Most	scientists	conclude	that	there	must	be	an	overriding	benefit	of	sleep	that	compensates	for	the	lack	of
interaction	with	the	surrounding	environment.	In	fact,	sleep	is	crucial	for	survival.	Long-term	sleep	deprivation	is	lethal	to	rodents	and	fruit	flies	(Drosophila	melanogaster).	Moreover,	disturbances	in	sleep	and	its	regulation	are	associated	with	several	chronic	human	disease	states,	including	insulin	resistance	and	diabetes,	fatal	familial	insomnia,
shift-work	disorder,	certain	neurodegenerative	diseases,	and	major	depressive	disorder.	Box	Extension	15.3	discusses	functions	of	sleep	and	mechanisms	of	its	regulation.	Leopard	(Panthera	pardus)	422	 	Chapter	15	Hopping	activity	(hops/h)	Metabolic	rate	(mL	O2/h)	Hopping	activity	(hops/h)	Metabolic	rate	(mL	O2/h)	that	are	endogenous—that	can
persist	in	the	absence	of	environTable	15.3 	Some	processes	that	show	mental	information	about	the	time	of	day—are	properly	termed	circadian	rhythmicity	in	animals	circadian.	Circadian	rhythms	appear	to	occur	in	all	eukaryotes	and	and	other	eukaryotes	some	prokaryotes.	Thus	a	capacity	for	endogenous	rhythmicity	Locomotor	activity	in	many
vertebrates	and	invertebrates	is	believed	to	be	an	ancient	feature	of	life.	Table	15.3	lists	some	examples	of	the	known	endogenous	circadian	rhythms.	Sleep–wake	cycles	in	many	animals	Under	normal	conditions	in	a	state	of	nature,	circadian	rhythms	Metabolic	rate	in	many	animals	are	tightly	coupled	to	environmental	cues	such	as	a	daily	light–dark
Variations	of	body	temperature	(including	torpor)	in	birds	cycle.	Figure	15.13A	shows	the	locomotor	activity	and	metabolic	and	mammals	rate	of	a	chaffinch	(Fringilla	sp.)	initially	kept	on	a	normal	light–dark	Urine	output	and	drinking	in	mammals	cycle.	In	diurnal	species	such	as	a	chaffinch,	locomotor	activity,	metabolic	rate,	and	many	other
physiological	variables	increase	Adrenocortical	hormone	secretion	and	epidermal	mitosis	in	mammals	during	the	day,	usually	starting	near	dawn.	Two	rhythms	are	said	to	be	in	phase	if	they	occur	synchronously.	Thus,	for	a	chaffinch	Integumentary	color	change	in	fish	and	crabs	exposed	to	a	normal	light–dark	cycle,	as	you	can	see	from	Figure
Oviposition,	mating,	and	emergence	of	adults	from	pupae	15.13A,	both	locomotor	activity	and	metabolic	rate	are	in	phase	in	insects	with	the	light–dark	cycle.	Female	pheromone	release	and	male	pheromone	To	test	whether	a	daily	rhythm	is	an	endogenous	circadian	sensitivity	in	insects	rhythm,	an	experimenter	must	remove	the	environmental	timing
Mating	in	Paramecium	information.	In	the	case	of	the	chaffinch,	this	means	removing	Bioluminescence	and	photosynthetic	capacity	in	the	light–dark	cycle.	When	a	chaffinch	is	exposed	to	constant	dim	dinoflagellate	algae	light	(Figure	15.13B),	both	its	locomotor	rhythm	and	rhythm	of	oxygen	consumption	persist—demonstrating	that	they	are
endogenous	rhythms—but	the	rhythms	fail	to	remain	synchronized	with	the	time	dawn	would	have	come	Key	each	day.	Instead,	under	these	conditions,	the	period	(A)	Normal	light–dark	cycle	of	each	rhythm	is	a	little	shorter	than	a	day—about	Oxygen	consumption	Light	200	23	h—meaning	that	with	each	passing	24-h	day,	Dark	activity	starts	earlier
and	earlier	relative	to	the	time	100	dawn	would	have	come.	When	environmental	cues	The	light–dark	0	are	absent,	the	biological	rhythm	that	persists	is	cycle	entrains	Activity	said	to	free-run	or	to	be	a	free-running	rhythm.	the	physiological	2000	Like	the	chaffinch	and	like	the	man	in	Figure	15.12,	rhythms.	most	organisms	have	rhythms	with	free-
running	1000	periods	that	are	circadian—close	to	but	not	exactly	equal	to	24	h.	0	The	difference	between	a	free-running	rhythm	0	0	0	0	and	one	that	is	synchronized	to	environmental	cues	Time	is	easier	to	see	if	the	records	of	activity	on	successive	(B)	Constant	dim	light	days	are	stacked	one	below	the	last,	to	make	a	chart	Oxygen	consumption	200
called	an	actogram.	Figure	15.14	shows	the	activity	rhythms	of	two	nocturnal	flying	squirrels	(Glaucomys	100	volans)	for	23	consecutive	days	stacked	in	this	way:	One	squirrel	was	studied	in	a	normal	light–dark	0	cycle	and	the	other	squirrel	was	studied	in	constant	Activity	darkness.	The	light–dark	cycle	(when	present)	synchronizes	the	activity
rhythm	of	a	flying	squirrel,	2000	bringing	it	into	phase,	so	that	the	onsets	of	activity	1000	periods	are	lined	up	at	the	same	time	each	day,	as	seen	in	Figure	15.14A.	However,	when	a	squirrel	is	0	0	Figure	15.13 	Circadian	rhythm	of	metabolic	rate	(O2	consumption)	and	motor	activity	for	a	chaffinch 	(A)	The	bird	was	initially	kept	under	a	normal
light–dark	cycle,	which	entrained	the	rhythm.	(B)	Later	the	bird	was	kept	in	constant	dim	light.	Note	that	the	free-running	rhythm	started	earlier	in	each	successive	24-h	period.	Zero	on	the	x	axis	denotes	midnight.	(After	Pohl	1970.)	0	0	0	0	Time	The	rhythms	persist	in	constant	light	but	drift	with	respect	to	the	missing	24-hour	environmental	cycle.	0
0	0	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	423	The	squirrel	exposed	to	constant	darkness	had	similar	patterns	of	activity,	but	its	activity	periods	drifted,	starting	later	with	each	passing	day.	The	squirrel	exposed	to	12	hours	of	light	and	12	hours	of	darkness	per	day	began	a	period	of	steady	running	each	night	near	the	onset	of
darkness.	Days	of	experiment	(A)	12	hours	of	darkness	per	day	(B)	Constant	darkness	1	Figure	15.14 	Activity	rhythms	of	two	nocturnal	flying	squirrels	(Glaucomys	volans) 	Activity	was	recorded	on	5	a	running	wheel	over	a	period	of	23	days	at	20°C.	Each	horizontal	line	represents	a	24-h	day.	Times	on	the	x	axis	are	expressed	in	the	24-h	format;
hour	12	is	noon	and	hour	24	is	midnight.	Turning	of	the	running	wheel	activated	a	pen	to	record	a	short	vertical	line	for	each	rotation	of	the	wheel;	these	vertical	blips	are	usually	so	close	together	that	they	are	fused	and	give	the	appearance	of	a	heavy,	continuous	horizontal	bar	during	periods	of	steady	running.	The	activity	pattern	of	the	squirrel	in
(A)	was	entrained	by	the	environmental	light–dark	cycle.	The	free-running	rhythm	of	the	squirrel	in	(B)	was	about	21	min	longer	than	24	h.	(After	P.	J.	DeCoursey	in	Campbell	and	Reece	2002.)	10	15	20	12	16	20	24	4	Time	of	day	(h)	8	12	12	16	20	placed	in	constant	darkness	and	has	no	environmental	information	about	the	time	of	day,	the	squirrel’s
endogenous	rhythm	of	activity	persists,	but	because	the	period	of	the	endogenous	circadian	rhythm	is	not	precisely	24	h,	the	free-running	rhythm	drifts	in	its	timing	(see	Figure	15.14B).	Specifically,	in	this	case	the	period	of	the	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	rhythm	is	more	than	24	h,	and	therefore	the	activity	free-running	Sinauer	Associates	interval
drifts	to	occur	later	and	later	each	day.	Morales	Studio	The	process	by	which	a	biological	rhythm	is	brought	into	phase	Figure	15.14	11-10-15	with	an	environmental	rhythm	is	called	entrainment.	During	this	process,	the	environmental	cues	entrain	the	biological	rhythm,	as	illustrated	in	Figure	15.14A.	An	environmental	cue	that	is	capable	of
entraining	(setting	the	phase)	of	a	biological	rhythm	is	called	a	phasing	factor	or	zeitgeber	(a	term	adopted	from	German	and	meaning	“time-giver”).	In	nature,	the	onset	of	darkness	each	night	cues	the	activity	of	nocturnal	flying	squirrels—not	so	much	directly	as	indirectly—by	resetting	the	biological	clock	that	generates	the	circadian	rhythm	(see
below).	The	squirrels	do	not	wait	in	total	ignorance	each	day	to	see	when	darkness	will	arrive.	Rather,	they	have	an	endogenous	sense	of	the	time	of	day,	and	the	onset	of	darkness	simply	serves	as	a	cue	that	maintains	a	precise	24-h	rhythm	in	a	system	that,	in	itself,	would	maintain	an	approximate	24-h	rhythm.	Several	types	of	environmental	stimuli
serve	as	phasing	factors	for	circadian	rhythms.	Daily	cycles	of	light	intensity	entrain	the	great	majority	of	rhythms.	In	addition,	rhythms	can	be	entrained	24	4	Time	of	day	(h)	8	12	by	cycles	of	temperature,	sound,	food	availability,	social	interaction,	or	other	parameters.	Biological	clocks	generate	endogenous	rhythms	A	biological	clock	is	a
physiological	mechanism	that	times	an	endogenous	rhythm.	This	statement	does	not	explain	the	mechanism	by	which	the	clock	works;	it	merely	presents	the	logical	necessity	of	the	existence	of	such	a	mechanism.	Most	(but	not	all)	biological	clocks	are	located	in	the	animal’s	nervous	system,	as	might	be	expected	for	their	control	functions.	In
examples	such	as	those	discussed	above,	when	we	speak	of	entraining	a	circadian	rhythm	to	a	light–dark	cycle,	it	is	really	the	biological	clock	that	is	entrained.	The	endogenous	rhythm	is	the	output	of	the	clock.	In	essence,	the	clock	controls	effectors	that	allow	investigators	to	see	what	the	clock	is	doing.	Often	a	biological	clock	is	localized	in	a
discrete	region	of	the	nervous	system.	For	example,	the	biological	clock	controlling	circadian	rhythms	in	vertebrates	is	located	in	the	suprachiasmatic	nucleus	of	the	brain	(discussed	later	in	this	chapter).	In	insects	and	molluscs,	the	eyes—or	structures	closely	associated	with	the	eyes—often	act	as	the	principal	circadian	control	centers	or
pacemakers.	If	the	optic	lobes	of	the	brain	are	transplanted	from	one	cockroach	to	another,	for	example,	the	recipient	takes	on	the	rhythms	of	the	donor!	424	 	Chapter	15	Control	by	biological	clocks	has	adaptive	advantages	The	major	adaptive	advantage	of	biological	clocks	is	that	they	are	predictive:	They	enable	an	animal	to	anticipate	and	prepare
for	regular	environmental	changes.	Biological	clocks	exert	feed-forward	control	over	effectors,	in	contrast	to	homeostatic	feedback	control	(see	Box	10.3).	Feed-forward	control,	by	definition,	initiates	changes	in	physiological	systems,	rather	than	correcting	for	changes	after	they	happen.	An	animal	that	is	strictly	dependent	on	external	cues	must	wait
until	the	cues	appear	to	trigger	or	stimulate	a	response.	An	animal	with	an	internal	clock,	however,	can	anticipate	when	a	physiological	or	behavioral	action	will	be	necessary	and	can	initiate	it	unbidden.	Circadian	clocks	permit	timing	of	processes	during	periods	of	the	24-h	day	when	environmental	cues	about	time	are	vague	or	unreliable.	For
example,	consider	the	star-nosed	mole	with	which	we	started	this	chapter.	Moles	rarely	emerge	above	ground,	and	they	have	reduced	visual	systems	and	poor	form	vision.	However,	they	have	well-developed	neural	connections	from	their	eyes	to	the	suprachiasmic	nuclei	(the	master	circadian	clock;	see	below).	The	activity	rhythms	of	moles	have	been
little	studied,	but	robust	activity	rhythms	occur	in	mole	rats,	an	unrelated	group	of	fossorial	rodents	that	also	live	completely	underground	and	have	reduced	vision.	More	work	remains	to	be	done	on	rhythmic	activities	in	moles,	but	the	available	evidence	suggests	that	even	living	in	a	completely	subterranean	habitat	doesn’t	eliminate	the	adaptive
value	of	circadian	rhythms.	Circadian	clocks	also	enable	animals	to	measure	changes	in	photoperiod,	the	number	of	hours	of	daylight	in	a	24-h	day.	Many	animals	depend	on	changes	in	photoperiod	over	the	course	of	the	year	for	timing	annual	events	in	their	life	cycles.	For	example,	the	long	photoperiods	of	spring	may	be	used	as	a	cue	for
reproduction	or	migration.	Finally,	circadian	clocks	enable	some	animals	to	use	the	sun	to	determine	the	compass	direction,	for	example	in	migration.	Consider	the	fact	that,	if	you	see	the	sun	on	the	horizon,	you	know	the	direction	is	west	only	if	you	know	the	time	is	afternoon.	Similarly,	certain	animals	can	determine	compass	directions	from	the
position	of	the	sun,	but	only	if	they	know	the	time	of	day.	In	these	animals,	circadian	clocks	provide	the	time-of-day	information	necessary	to	use	the	sun	as	a	compass.	Homing	pigeons	orienting	relative	to	the	sun,	for	example,	will	orient	at	wrong	compass	directions	if	their	circadian	clocks	have	been	abnormally	shifted	(see	Chapter	18,	Figure	18.5).
Endogenous	clocks	correlate	with	natural	history	and	compensate	for	temperature	Free-running	circadian	rhythms	of	animals	have	periods	that	are	longer	or	shorter	than	24	h,	as	we	have	seen.	For	many	animals	the	period	is	correlated	with	natural	history.	Whereas	nocturnal	animals	often	have	periods	of	free-running	rhythm	that	are	longer	than	24
h	(and	that	thus	drift	later	and	later	each	day,	as	Figure	15.14B	illustrates),	many	diurnal	animals	have	periods	shorter	than	24	h.	However,	there	are	many	exceptions.	Moreover,	experimenters	have	found	that	the	period	of	an	animal’s	free-running	rhythm	is	also	affected	by	the	level	of	constant	illumination	under	which	the	rhythm	is	measured.	The
way	in	which	light	pulses	or	light–dark	cycles	entrain	a	circadian	rhythm	also	differs	somewhat	for	diurnal	and	for	nocturnal	animals.	One	remarkable	feature	of	the	clocks	controlling	circadian	rhythms	is	that	their	timing	is	relatively	insensitive	to	tissue	temperature.	Although	some	clocks	can	be	entrained	by	temperature	changes,	the	free-running
period	of	the	clock	itself	does	not	speed	up	or	slow	down	much	with	changes	in	cellular	temperature.	As	seen	in	Chapter	10	(pages	243–244),	the	rates	of	most	metabolic	processes	are	quite	sensitive	to	body	temperature;	heart	rate,	breathing	rate,	and	metabolic	rate,	for	example,	are	likely	to	double	or	triple	if	the	body	temperature	of	an	animal	is
raised	by	10°C.	In	sharp	contrast,	the	frequencies	of	free-running	circadian	rhythms	typically	increase	by	less	than	5%	when	body	temperature	is	elevated	by	10°C.	A	biological	clock	would	obviously	be	of	little	use	if	it	were	highly	sensitive	to	temperature;	imagine	the	chaos	if	our	wristwatches	were	to	double	their	rate	when	warmed	by	10°C!	The	low
thermal	sensitivity	of	biological	clocks	is	therefore	adaptive.	Given,	however,	that	the	primary	timing	mechanisms	of	these	clocks	operate	on	a	cellular	level,	how	do	the	clocks	manage	to	be	so	immune	to	the	thermal	effects	that	so	strongly	influence	most	metabolic	processes?	This	is	a	major	unsolved	question	in	circadian	physiology.	Clock
mechanisms	are	based	on	rhythms	of	gene	expression	Genetic	and	molecular	studies	have	clarified	the	mechanisms	of	action	of	circadian	clocks.	Investigators	have	identified	mutations	that	modify	or	disrupt	clock	function	in	the	fruit	fly	Drosophila	melanogaster,	hamsters,	mice,	and	other	model	organisms.	For	example,	a	mutation	in	golden	hamsters
(Mesocricetus	auratus)	causes	the	activity	rhythm	of	the	animals	to	exhibit	an	exceptionally	short	(20-h)	free-running	period.	By	determining	the	biochemical	consequences	of	such	mutations,	investigators	have	identified	many	of	the	key	components	of	clock	mechanisms.	The	timekeeping	mechanism	in	a	cell	typically	depends	on	a	rhythmic
alternation	between	enhanced	and	inhibited	expression	of	key	clock	genes	that	are	broadly	homologous	among	phyla.	As	diagrammed	in	Figure	15.15A,	an	activator,	such	as	the	enhanced	expression	of	a	clock	gene	(increased	transcription	and	translation),	leads	to	increased	levels	of	the	protein	encoded	by	the	gene.	The	protein,	however,	acts	as	a
repressor	of	expression	of	the	gene.	That	is,	the	protein	eventually	suppresses	the	expression	of	its	own	gene,	for	example,	by	interfering	with	the	action	of	transcription	factors	that	promote	the	gene’s	expression.	Provided	that	there	are	appropriate	time	delays,	such	a	mechanism	can	cycle	back	and	forth	between	two	states	of	gene	expression	in
much	the	same	way	that	a	pendulum	swings	between	two	extremes	of	position,	permitting	accurate	timekeeping.	The	details	of	the	timekeeping	mechanism	vary	from	one	group	of	organisms	to	another	and	are	proving	often	to	be	exceedingly	complex.	Figure	15.15B	shows	core	elements	of	the	timekeeping	mechanism	in	neurons	of	insects	and
mammals.	A	mechanism	of	this	sort	is	often	called	a	circadian	oscillator	because	timekeeping	is	achieved	by	oscillation	between	two	states	of	gene	expression.	The	loci	of	biological	clock	functions	vary	among	animals	Animals	exhibit	circadian	organization	throughout	their	bodies:	Many	tissues	are	capable	of	acting	as	circadian	clocks.	Typically,
Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	425	Dashes	represent	built-in	time	delays	in	each	step	of	the	cycle.	(A)	CRY	or	TIM	protein	(B)	PER	protein	−	+	Activator	Breakdown	Repressor	+	CLOCKBMAL1	dimer	Output	of	rhythm	−	PER	protein	period	gene	+	+	period	mRNA	Figure	15.15 	Cellular	mechanisms	of	circadian	timekeeping	(A)
A	universal	model	of	a	circadian	timekeeping	mechanism,	thought	to	apply	to	all	organisms.	A	negative	feedback	loop	will	produce	a	periodic	rhythm	if	time	delays	occur	between	activation	and	selfrepression.	(B)	The	molecular	basis	of	circadian	rhythms	in	mammals	and	insects.	CLOCK	and	BMAL1	protein	dimers	activate	transcription	of	the	period
gene	(per),	producing	per	mRNA.	PER	proteins	accumulate	in	the	cytoplasm	and	eventually	translocate	into	the	nucleus,	where	they	associate	with	Cryptochrome	(CRY)	proteins	in	mammals	or	Time-	however,	one	tissue	acts	as	a	master	clock	that	entrains,	or	imposes	its	rhythm	on,	all	the	other	tissues.	The	entrainment	ensures	that	arrays	of	tissues
and	organs	ordinarily	exhibit	synchronous	rhythms.	In	mammals,	the	master	circadian	clock	resides	in	the	paired	suprachiasmatic	nuclei	of	the	hypothalamic	region	of	the	diencephalon.	Each	suprachiasmic	nucleus	(SCN)	is	just	dorsal	to	the	optic	nerve	at	the	optic	chiasm	(Figure	15.16A).	Neurons	in	the	SCN	express	a	rhythmic	circadian	activity	of
clock	genes	(Figure	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	15.16B).	A	stunning	experiment	demonstrated	the	primacy	of	Sinauer	Associates	the	SCN.	Researchers	destroyed	the	paired	SCNs	in	a	group	of	Morales	Studio	Figure	Later	15.15	they	11-13-15	genetically	normal	hamsters.	implanted	in	each	hamster	paired	SCNs	taken	from	a	mutant	hamster	that
exhibits	an	unusual,	20-h	free-running	activity	period.	Although	the	genetically	normal	hamsters	exhibited	normal	free-running	activity	rhythms	before	destruction	of	their	SCNs,	they	did	not	show	circadian	rhythms	of	activity	when	they	lacked	SCNs.	Figure	15.16C	illustrates	this	loss	of	circadian	rhythmicity	after	SCN	destruction.	After	the	hamsters
received	replacement	SCNs,	they	once	again	exhibited	circadian	rhythms,	but	the	free-running	period	of	the	rhythms	was	the	unusual,	short	period	characteristic	of	the	mutant	donor	hamsters.	Individual	neurons	in	the	SCN	are	independently	rhythmic	when	maintained	in	tissue	culture.	Communication	between	neurons	in	the	SCN,	as	well	as
between	the	SCN	and	the	rest	of	the	body,	remains	incompletely	understood;	ventral	and	dorsal	SCN	neurons	differ	in	neurotransmitters,	intrinsic	rhythmicity,	and	connections	with	other	brain	areas.	Neural	connections	from	the	eyes	in	mammals	provide	information	to	the	SCN	about	the	daily	light–dark	cycle	in	the	environment.	Interestingly,	the
light	sensors	responsible	for	this	entrainment	are	specialized	photosensitive	ganglion	cells	that	employ	the	photopigment	melanopsin,	rather	than	the	(rhodopsin-based)	rod	and	cone	photoreceptors	of	the	rest	of	the	visual	system.	less	(TIM)	proteins	in	flies.	The	PER/CRY	(or	PER/TIM)	dimers	inhibit	the	activity	of	CLOCK/BMAL1,	thus	repressing
synthesis	of	PER	proteins.	PER	proteins	break	down	gradually,	which	eventually	relieves	repression	of	the	per	gene	and	starts	the	cycle	over	again.	Many	details	of	the	molecular	clock	are	not	shown;	for	example,	another	cycle	controls	periodic	activation	of	the	bmal1	gene,	and	other	gene	products	affect	the	translocation	and	the	rate	of	degradation
of	PER	protein.	(After	Herzog	2007.)	The	SCN	is	not	the	only	anatomical	location	of	circadian	control	in	mammals,	although	it	is	the	principal	control	center	and	the	best	understood.	The	retinas	of	the	eyes	are	also	endogenously	rhythmic	but	do	not	seem	to	exert	substantial	direct	control	over	other	tissues.	Sometimes	certain	circadian	rhythms	in
addition	to	the	retinal	rhythms	persist	in	mammals	after	SCN	inactivation,	pointing	to	additional	clocks.	For	example,	liver	cells	can	maintain	a	circadian	rhythm	that	can	be	entrained	by	feeding.	Such	peripheral	clocks	are	probably	controlled	(entrained)	by	the	SCN	in	normal	circumstances.	One	important	output	of	the	SCN	clock	controls	the	pineal
gland.	The	pineal	gland	is	a	small,	unpaired	gland	that	forms	embryologically	as	an	evagination	of	the	roof	of	the	brain	and	is	found	in	virtually	all	vertebrates.	Its	principal	hormonal	secretion	is	melatonin,	a	compound	synthesized	from	the	amino	acid	tryptophan.	In	mammals,	according	to	current	evidence,	the	pineal	gland	is	not	independently
rhythmic;	it	secretes	melatonin	in	a	circadian	rhythm	because	of	circadian	control	from	the	SCN.	Pineal	melatonin	is	secreted	at	night	in	mammals	(both	diurnal	and	nocturnal)	and	in	virtually	all	other	vertebrates.	Thus	melatonin	is	sometimes	called	the	darkness	hormone.	Pineal	melatonin	is	also	of	great	importance	in	controlling	many	seasonal
rhythms,	such	as	reproduction.	The	pineal	physiology	of	nonmammalian	vertebrates	often	differs	from	that	of	mammals	in	two	important	ways.	First,	the	nonmammalian	pineal	gland	may	be	endogenously	rhythmic	and	thus	can	act	as	a	primary	circadian	control	center.	Second,	the	pineal	gland	is	often	light-sensitive	and	acts	as	a	“third	eye,”
providing	extraocular	information	on	the	environmental	day–night	cycle	(light	may	reach	the	pineal	gland	through	the	skull).	Interaction	between	the	SCN	and	the	pineal	gland	in	the	control	of	circadian	rhythms	in	nonmammalian	vertebrates	is	complex,	diverse,	and	(A)	Cortex	(B)	Cerebellum	SCN	Light	Retina	(C)	Loss	of	free-running	rhythms	upon
destruction	of	the	SCNs	1	Figure	15.16 	The	paired	suprachiasmatic	nuclei	in	the	brain	constitute	the	major	circadian	clock	of	mammals 	(A)	The	5	10	Number	of	days	15	20	SCNs	destroyed	25	30	35	location	of	the	paired	SCNs	in	the	ventral	hypothalamus,	dorsal	to	the	optic	chiasm	(the	crossing	of	the	optic	nerves).	The	sagittal	section	shows	a	side
view	near	the	midline	(anterior	to	the	left).	(B)	Slice	of	the	paired	SCNs	showing	PER	expression	visualized	with	a	luciferase	reporter.	A	video	of	the	SCN	slice	over	the	course	of	7	days	shows	that	PER	expression	pulses	with	a	circadian	rhythm.	(C)	Actogram	showing	the	loss	of	a	free-running	circadian	activity	rhythm	following	destruction	of	the
SCNs	in	a	golden	hamster	(Mesocricetus	auratus).	(B	from	Welsh	et	al.	2010.)	40	0	12	24	Number	of	hours	36	not	well	understood.	The	retinas	in	nonmammalian	vertebrates	are	endogenously	rhythmic,	but	as	in	mammals,	the	retinas	seem	not	to	serve	as	circadian	control	centers	for	the	rest	of	the	body.	Studies	of	transcription	profiling	in	various
tissues	of	different	animals	show	that	there	are	daily	rhythms	of	transcription	of	hundreds	of	genes	(see	Chapter	3,	pages	82–83).	In	many	cases	the	circadian	nature	of	these	daily	rhythms	has	not	yet	been	demonstrated,	but	it	is	likely	that	they	result	from	the	output	of	the	circadian	clock	in	the	SCN,	either	directly	or	via	entrainment	of	other	local
circadian	clocks.	Circannual	and	circatidal	clocks:	Some	endogenous	clocks	time	annual	or	tidal	rhythms	Daily	rhythms	have	been	the	most	studied	of	all	biological	rhythms,	and	so	we	have	emphasized	them	in	our	discussion	of	biological	clocks.	However,	animals	exhibit	rhythmic	physiological	and	behavioral	variations	that	operate	on	other
timescales	as	well.	Annual	rhythms	of	reproduction,	migration,	fat	accumulation,	dormancy,	and	so	on	are	well-known	examples.	Animals	living	along	the	seashore	often	display	rhythms	synchronized	with	the	tides,	which	usually	rise	and	fall	every	12.4	h	(half	a	lunar	day).	For	instance,	fiddler	crabs	(Uca	spp.)	that	scavenge	for	food	on	the	sand
mudPhysiology	exposed	by	Hill	or	Animal	4E	low	tide	become	rhythmically	more	active	Associates	atSinauer	each	time	of	low	tide.	Morales	Studio	Some,	but	not	all,	annual	and	tidal	rhythms	are	endogenous:	Figure	15.16	11-10-15	They	persist	even	when	animals	are	placed	in	a	laboratory	environ-	48	ment	where	they	are	denied	environmental
information	about	the	time	of	year	or	the	time	of	the	tidal	cycle.	Typically	the	periods	of	the	free-running	endogenous	rhythms	are	only	approximately	a	year	or	a	tidal	cycle	in	length.	Thus	the	endogenous	rhythms	are	termed	circannual	or	circatidal.	Under	natural	conditions,	of	course,	certain	environmental	parameters	vary	in	phase	with	the	annual
or	tidal	cycle.	The	endogenous	circannual	and	circatidal	rhythms	of	animals	become	entrained,	so	in	nature	the	biological	rhythms	are	kept	in	phase	with	the	actual	seasons	and	tides.	For	instance,	the	annual	cycle	of	photoperiod	length	(long	days	in	summer,	short	days	in	winter)	is	the	phasing	factor	for	certain	circannual	rhythms;	and	features	of
ebbing	and	flowing	tidal	water,	such	as	mechanical	agitation,	serve	as	phasing	factors	for	some	of	the	circatidal	rhythms.	It	is	not	clear	whether	the	endogenous	timing	mechanisms	for	circannual	and	circatidal	rhythms	depend	on	circadian	oscillators.	Arguments	have	been	presented	on	both	sides.	As	yet,	the	nature	of	these	timing	mechanisms
remains	unresolved.	Interval,	or	“hourglass,”	timers	can	time	shorter	intervals	In	addition	to	circadian	oscillators—which	rhythmically	cycle—	animals	appear	to	possess	physiological	timing	mechanisms	that	permit	timing	of	parts	of	days	by	functioning	like	stopwatches	or	hourglasses.	These	noncyclic	timers	are	called	interval	timers	or	“hourglass”
timers.	Once	activated	on	a	given	day,	they	measure	the	passage	of	time;	but	like	stopwatches,	they	are	noncyclic	and	Nervous	System	Organization	and	Biological	Clocks 	427	must	be	restarted	to	operate	again.	Male	pigeons,	for	example,	seem	to	use	an	interval	timer	to	determine	how	long	they	incubate	eggs	in	a	particular	stint;	they	stay	on	the
eggs	for	a	relatively	fixed	length	of	time	after	they	start,	regardless	of	the	time	of	day	when	they	start.	Recent	research	locates	the	neurophysiological	sites	of	the	interval	timers	of	birds	and	mammals	in	different	parts	of	the	brain	than	the	circadian	oscillators.	We	tend	to	think	of	nervous	systems	as	devices	that	take	in	sensory	information	and
transform	it	into	motor	output.	Circadian	rhythms	and	other	endogenous	rhythms	remind	us	that	behavioral	output	reflects	intrinsic	organization	of	the	CNS,	as	well	as	responses	to	sensory	input.	The	persistence	of	circadian	clocks	in	fossorial	animals	such	as	moles	suggests	that	these	endogenous	systems	have	selective	importance,	even	in	cases
where	this	adaptive	value	is	hard	to	see.	Summary	Biological	Clocks	„„A	circadian	rhythm	has	a	period	of	about	a	day.	It	is	an	example	of	an	endogenous	rhythm,	one	that	does	not	require	sensory	information	for	timing.	„„A	circadian	rhythm	of	an	animal	will	drift,	or	free-run,	in	constant	light	or	darkness,	when	there	are	no	sensory	timing	cues.	A
light–dark	cycle	entrains	the	circadian	rhythm	to	exactly	24	h.	5.	What	adaptive	advantages	might	centralization	and	cephalization	offer	in	the	evolution	of	nervous	system	organization?	6.	Mammals	have	brains	that	are	more	complex	than	those	of	fish	and	amphibians,	particularly	in	terms	of	expansion	of	the	cerebral	cortex.	Does	this	increased
complexity	make	mammals	more	advanced	and	fish	and	amphibians	more	primitive?	Why	or	why	not?	7.	The	paired	suprachiasmatic	nuclei	(SCNs)	usually	function	as	the	master	circadian	clock	in	mammals.	In	some	circumstances	the	circadian	rhythms	of	animals	may	become	split,	with	some	effectors	following	one	free-running	rhythm	and	some
following	another.	Give	two	hypotheses	of	how	such	a	split	might	happen—one	compatible	with	an	SCN	always	being	a	master	clock	and	one	not.	8.	One	of	the	first	genes	that	was	determined	to	control	circadianclock	timing	is	the	per	gene	in	Drosophila.	Mutants	of	this	gene	have	shorter	or	longer	circadian	free-running	rhythms,	as	well	as	shorter	or
longer	periods	of	a	much	faster	rhythmic	courtship	song.	What	does	this	observation	suggest	about	the	relationship	between	circadian	rhythms	and	shorter,	hourglass-timing	rhythms?	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	„„A	biological	clock	is	the	physiological	basis	of	an	animal’s	ability
to	time	an	endogenous	rhythm.	Biological	clocks	exert	rhythmically	changing	control,	modulating	the	outputs	of	the	nervous	and	endocrine	systems	to	prepare	an	animal	for	daily	changes	and	seasonal	changes.	In	mammals,	the	suprachiasmatic	nucleus	(SCN)	of	the	brain	is	the	principal	biological	clock	for	circadian	rhythms.	„„Animals	may	possess
other	timing	mechanisms	for	shorter	rhythmic	periods	(such	as	circatidal	rhythms)	or	longer	periods	(such	as	circannual	rhythms)	than	those	of	circadian	rhythms.	Study	Questions	1.	How	does	the	physiological	control	exerted	by	the	nervous	system	and	endocrine	system	relate	to	the	concept	of	homeostasis?	2.	Compare	and	contrast	the	nervous
system	organization	in	arthropods	and	vertebrates.	What	are	their	functional	similarities	and	differences?	3.	How,	in	general,	is	the	vertebrate	autonomic	nervous	system	organized?	Is	it	redundant	to	have	separate	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	control	of	many	organs?	4.	The	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions	of	the	autonomic	nervous
system	employ	the	same	neurotransmitter	(acetylcholine)	for	preganglionic	neurons,	but	different	neurotransmitters	for	postganglionic	neurons	(norepinephrine	for	sympathetic,	and	acetylcholine	for	parasympathetic;	see	Figure	15.10).	How	would	it	affect	autonomic	function	if	the	situation	were	reversed—that	is,	if	the	preganglionic
neurotransmitters	were	different	and	the	postganglionic	neurotransmitters	were	the	same?	References	Bell-Pedersen,	D.,	V.	M.	Cassone,	D.	J.	Earnest,	and	four	additional	authors.	2005.	Circadian	rhythms	from	multiple	oscillators:	lessons	from	diverse	organisms.	Nat.	Rev.	Genet.	6:	544–556.	A	particularly	insightful	and	readable	account	of	circadian
timekeeping	throughout	the	living	world.	Dunlap,	J.	C.,	J.	J.	Loros,	and	P.	J.	DeCoursey	(eds.).	2004.	Chronobiology:	Biological	Timekeeping.	Sinauer	Associates,	Sunderland,	MA.	Probably	the	best	single	reference	on	circadian	and	other	biological	clocks.	Emes,	R.	D.,	and	S.	G.	Grant.	2012.	Evolution	of	synapse	complexity	and	diversity.	Annu.	Rev.
Neurosci.	35:	111–131.	Gershon,	M.	D.	1998.	The	Second	Brain.	HarperCollins,	New	York.	An	engaging	popular	book	on	the	enteric	nervous	system	and	control	of	the	gut.	Good	treatment	of	paths	of	discovery	of	neurotransmitters	and	autonomic	control.	Greenspan,	R.	J.	2007.	An	Introduction	to	Nervous	Systems.	Cold	Spring	Harbor	Laboratory
Press,	Cold	Spring	Harbor,	NY.	An	excellent	and	accessible	view	of	invertebrate	nervous	systems.	Hastings,	M.	H.,	M.	Brancaccio,	and	E.	S.	Maywood.	2014.	Circadian	pacemaking	in	cells	and	circuits	of	the	suprachiasmatic	nucleus.	J.	Neuroendocrinol.	26:	2–10.	Kaas,	J.	H.	(ed.).	2009.	Evolutionary	Neuroscience.	Academic	Press,	San	Diego,	CA.
Linden,	D.	J.	2007.	The	Accidental	Mind.	Belknap	Press	of	Harvard	University	Press,	Cambridge,	MA.	A	popular	account	of	structural	organization	and	evolution	of	vertebrate	brains.	Striedter,	G.	2006.	Principles	of	Brain	Evolution.	Sinauer	Associates,	Sunderland,	MA.	Welsh,	D.	K.,	J.	S.	Takahashi,	and	S.	A.	Kay.	2010.	Suprachiasmatic	nucleus:	cell
autonomy	and	network	properties.	Annu.	Rev.	Physiol.	72:	551–577.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology	In	the	fall,	bears	prepare	to	spend	up	to	7	months	hibernating	in	their	dens.	They	eat	voraciously,	store	fat,	and	become	obese.	They	will	use	this	stored	fat	during	the	following
winter	months	of	food	deprivation.	Insulin	is	one	of	several	hormones	that	influence	bears’	nutritional	status.	It	stimulates	adipose	and	muscle	tissues	to	take	up	glucose	and	fatty	acids	when	these	molecules	are	present	in	the	blood.	Recently	investigators	found	that	the	sensitivity	of	fat	cells,	but	not	muscle	cells,	to	insulin	varies	over	the	seasons	in
grizzly	bears	(Ursus	arctos	horribilis).	In	late	fall	the	bears’	adipose	cells	became	exquisitely	sensitive	to	insulin	so	that	they	avidly	took	up	nutrient	molecules	to	store	as	fat.	A	short	time	later,	when	the	bears	entered	their	dens,	the	adipose	cells	became	insulin-resistant.	Even	though	insulin	was	still	present	in	the	blood,	adipose	cells	did	not	respond
to	it.	In	the	absence	of	the	insulin	signal,	the	stored	fat	was	broken	down	and	used	for	ATP	production.	In	the	spring,	when	the	bears	emerged	from	their	dens,	the	adipose	cells	again	became	responsive	to	insulin,	although	they	were	not	as	sensitive	as	they	would	become	near	the	end	of	the	summer.	These	results	suggest	that	grizzly	bears	exploit
seasonal	variations	in	the	sensitivity	to	insulin—specifically	in	adipose	cells—to	control	the	use	of	fat	as	an	energy	source.	16	The	grizzly	bear	(Ursus	arctos	horribilis) 	Bears	eat	large	amounts	during	the	summer	and	store	fat	that	they	will	draw	on	during	winter	months	in	their	dens.	430	 	Chapter	16	This	example	illustrates	the	role	of	a	single
endocrine	mechanism	in	ensuring	normal	reversible	obesity	as	a	means	for	the	grizzly	bear	to	respond	to	annual	changes	in	its	environment.	It	also	illustrates	the	potential	value	of	understanding	the	physiology	of	an	“extreme	animal”	in	light	of	human	medicine.	In	the	case	of	insulin,	for	example,	people	with	Type	II	diabetes	are	insulin-resistant	and
typically	obese.	Unraveling	the	molecular	mechanisms	in	the	grizzly	bear’s	metabolism	that	intersect	with	those	of	humans	diagnosed	with	Type	II	diabetes	may	provide	clues	to	developing	new	therapies.	In	this	chapter	we	will	use	a	few	examples	to	illustrate	the	principles	of	endocrine	functions.	We	will	see	that	hormones	(often	together	with	neural
signals)	change	both	an	animal’s	physiology	and	its	behavior.	Although	physiologists’	understanding	of	endocrine	systems	of	many	invertebrate	groups	is	still	incomplete,	we	will	see	that	the	basic	principles	of	endocrine	function	apply	to	both	vertebrates	and	invertebrates.	Introduction	to	Endocrine	Principles	Both	hormones	and	neurohormones	are
endocrine	chemical	signals	that	are	carried	in	the	blood.	They	are	similar	to	neurotransmitters	because	they	exert	their	effects	by	binding	to	receptor	molecules	expressed	by	target	cells.	The	main	difference,	shown	in	Figure	16.1,	is	that	a	neurotransmitter	crosses	a	narrow	synaptic	gap	(see	Figure	16.1A),	whereas	an	endocrine	signal	circulates	in
the	blood	over	large	distances	(see	Figure	16.1B,C).	The	figure	also	illustrates	the	concept	that	chemical	signals	reach	their	targets	over	different	distances,	ranging	from	locally	secreted	autocrine	and	paracrine	signals	(see	Figure	16.1D)	to	neurotransmitters	at	synapses	to	endocrines	carried	greater	distances	in	the	blood.	Because	hormone	and
neurohormone	molecules	are	carried	throughout	the	bloodstream,	they	can	influence	large	populations	of	target	cells,	as	long	as	the	target	cells	express	receptor	molecules	for	the	hormone.	Therefore	circulation	of	hormones	and	neurohormones	permits	widespread	responses.	These	responses	occur	with	a	delay,	relative	to	responses	to	neural
signals.	Two	main	factors	contribute	to	slowed	responses	to	endocrine	signals.	First,	hormones	require	travel	time	to	reach	target	cells.	And	second,	certain	hormones	control	gene	transcription	and	the	synthesis	of	proteins	by	target	cells,	so	the	responses	they	initiate	are	exhibited	only	after	a	delay,	when	protein	synthesis	is	accomplished.	Hill
Animal	Physiology	4E	Responses	to	hormones	may	be	brief	or	last	as	long	as	Sinauer	Associates	hours	or	days.	Morales	Studio	Figure	11-13-15	Defined	specifically,	a	hormone	is	a16.01	chemical	substance	produced	and	released	by	nonneural	endocrine	cells	or	by	neurons;	it	exerts	regulatory	influences	on	the	function	of	other,	distant	cells	reached
via	the	blood;	and	it	is	effective	at	very	low	concentrations	(as	little	as	10	–12	(A)	Neuron	Neurotransmitters	diffuse	a	few	micrometers	across	the	synaptic	cleft	to	exert	rapid,	pinpointed	effects	and	are	rapidly	inactivated	by	enzymes	or	uptake	mechanisms.	Postsynaptic	cell	Presynaptic	neuron	Synaptic	vesicles	Synaptic	cleft	(B)	Nonneural	endocrine
cell	Target	cells	Capillary	near	secreting	cell	Only	cells	that	possess	receptor	molecules	that	recognize	and	bind	a	specific	hormone	will	respond	to	that	hormone.	Receptor	molecules	Larger	blood	vessels	Hormones	and	neurohormones	travel	in	the	blood	throughout	the	body	to	exert	effects	at	distant	sites	on	many	target	cells.	Capillary	near	target
cell	(C)	Neurosecretory	cell	Capillary	near	secreting	cell	terminal	Target	cells	Larger	blood	vessels	Capillary	near	target	cell	Receptor	molecules	(D)	Local	paracrine	and	autocrine	signals	Autocrines	and	paracrines	do	not	enter	the	bloodstream.	Paracrines	influence	functions	of	nearby	cells.	Autocrines	influence	functions	of	the	same	cell	that	secretes
them.	Figure	16.1 	Chemical	signals	act	over	short	and	long	distances	within	the	body 	(A)	A	neuron	releases	neurotransmitter	molecules	that	act	on	receptor	molecules	of	the	postsynaptic	cell.	(B)	A	nonneural	endocrine	cell	secretes	hormone	molecules	that	enter	a	capillary	(or	hemolymph)	and	are	carried	throughout	the	bloodstream.	Hormones
enter	and	leave	capillaries	through	spaces	between	the	endothelial	cells	that	make	up	the	capillary	wall.	(C)	A	neurosecretory	cell	secretes	hormone	like	a	neuron	releases	neurotransmitter,	and	the	hormone	enters	and	leaves	the	blood	in	the	same	manner	as	a	hormone	from	a	nonneural	endocrine	cell.	(D)	Paracrine	and	autocrine	signals	diffuse
locally	to	activate	receptors	on	neighboring	cells	(paracrine)	or	on	the	same	cell	(autocrine).	They	do	not	enter	the	blood.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	431	molar	[M])1.	Hormones	released	by	neurons	are	often	referred	to	as	neurohormones,	and	the	neurons	as	neuroendocrine	or	neurosecretory	cells.	The	secretory	cells	that	produce
hormones	secrete	them	into	the	surrounding	extracellular	fluid,	from	which	they	diffuse	into	capillaries.2	A	table	of	the	major	mammalian	endocrine	and	neuroendocrine	tissues,	their	secretions,	and	their	main	actions	at	target	tissues	can	be	found	in	Appendix	K.	The	secretory	cells	may	be	organized	into	discrete	organs	termed	endocrine	glands	(also
called	ductless	glands	because	they	lack	outflow	ducts),	or	they	may	be	isolated	cells	or	clusters	of	cells	distributed	among	the	cells	of	other	tissues.	For	example,	the	thyroid	gland	is	a	discrete	structure	that	secretes	thyroid	hormones.	By	contrast,	G	cells,	which	secrete	gastrin,	are	distributed	in	the	gastric	mucosa	of	the	mammalian	stomach	(see
Chapter	6).	Interestingly,	the	same	molecule	may	serve	both	as	a	hormone	and	as	another	type	of	chemical	signal	in	the	same	organism.	In	mammals,	for	example,	cholecystokinin	(CCK)	is	not	only	a	hormone	secreted	by	cells	in	the	intestine,	but	also	functions	as	a	neurotransmitter	or	neuromodulator	in	the	central	nervous	system	(CNS).
Alternatively,	a	hormone	can	circulate	widely	in	the	general	circulation	and	also	serve	locally	as	a	paracrine.	For	example,	testosterone	exerts	widespread	effects	as	a	hormone	and	also	functions	as	a	paracrine	within	the	testis	to	support	spermatogenesis.	Hormones	bind	to	receptor	molecules	expressed	by	target	cells	Although	a	hormone	circulates
past	many	cells,	it	influences	the	functions	of	only	certain	cells,	called	target	cells,	which	express	receptor	molecules	that	specifically	bind	the	hormone.	Consider	thyroid	hormones,	for	example.	These	hormones,	secreted	by	the	thyroid	gland,	exert	a	wide	range	of	metabolic,	structural,	and	developmental	effects	on	many	different	tissues	(see	Table
16.3	and	Appendix	K).	They	have	such	widespread	effects	because	many	different	cells	of	the	body	possess	receptor	molecules	that	recognize	thyroid	hormones.	Typical	target	cells	express	thousands	of	receptor	molecules	for	a	particular	hormone.	The	sensitivity	of	a	target	cell	to	a	hormone	depends	on	the	number	of	functional	receptor	molecules
the	target	cell	expresses	for	that	hormone.	The	sensitivity	of	a	target	cell	can	change	under	different	conditions	because	the	number	of	receptor	molecules	that	recognize	that	hormone	can	increase	(by	upregulation)	or	decrease	(by	downregulation).	In	addition,	many	target	cells	express	separate	populations	of	different	types	of	receptor	molecules,	so
they	are	capable	of	responding	to	more	than	one	hormone.	These	variations	in	the	types	and	numbers	of	receptor	molecules	expressed	by	target	cells	contribute	to	the	immense	versatility	of	hormonal	regulation	in	animals.	An	addi1	In	the	1970s,	radioimmunoassay	(RIA)	techniques	became	available,	which	made	it	possible	to	detect	and	measure
blood	levels	of	hormones	with	levels	of	accuracy	that	had	not	previously	been	possible.	The	technique	markedly	advanced	both	basic	research	and	clinical	applications.	Rosalyn	Yalow	shared	the	Nobel	Prize	in	Physiology	or	Medicine	in	1977	in	recognition	of	her	development	of	RIA	techniques,	along	with	Roger	Guillemin	and	Andrew	V.	Schally,	who
were	recognized	for	their	studies	of	the	production	of	peptide	hormones	in	the	brain.	2	 In	animals	with	open	circulatory	systems,	the	blood	and	extracellular	fluid	blend	to	form	hemolymph	(see	page	695).	In	these	animals,	hormones	are	released	directly	into,	and	circulated	in,	the	hemolymph.	tional	consideration	to	keep	in	mind	is	that	a	target	cell’s
response	to	a	hormone	at	any	moment	depends	not	only	on	the	number	of	receptor	molecules	it	expresses	for	that	hormone	but	also	on	the	hormone’s	concentration	in	the	blood.	Concentrations	of	hormones	in	the	blood	vary	in	response	to	varying	conditions	Most	endocrine	cells	synthesize	and	release	some	hormone	all	the	time,	but	the	rate	of
release	is	variable,	depending	on	mechanisms	of	control.	Often	neurons	or	other	hormones	control	the	rates	of	synthesis	and	secretion	of	hormones.	In	general,	the	higher	the	rate	at	which	a	hormone	is	secreted,	the	higher	its	concentration	in	the	blood,	and	the	greater	its	effect	on	target	cells.	Circulating	hormone	molecules	are	enzymatically
degraded	at	their	targets	or	by	organs	(such	as	the	liver	and	kidneys	in	vertebrates).	Therefore	the	momentto-moment	blood	concentration	of	a	hormone	represents	a	balance	between	the	rate	of	addition	of	hormone	to	the	blood	(by	secretion)	and	the	rate	of	removal	from	the	blood	(by	metabolic	destruction	and	excretion).	Hormone	concentration
depends	primarily	on	the	rate	of	addition	to	the	blood,	because	the	rate	of	removal	is	relatively	constant.	A	hormone’s	half-life—the	time	required	to	reduce	the	concentration	by	one-half—indicates	its	rate	of	removal	from	the	blood	and	thus	the	duration	of	its	activity.	Some	hormones	may	be	converted	to	a	more	active	form	after	secretion	by	a
process	termed	peripheral	activation.	For	example,	thyroid	hormone	is	secreted	mainly	as	the	four-iodine	molecule	tetraiodothyronine,	or	T4.	After	T4	is	secreted,	its	target	cells	enzymatically	remove	one	iodine	to	form	triiodothyronine,	or	T3	,	which	is	more	physiologically	active	than	T4.	Most	hormones	fall	into	three	chemical	classes	Table	16.1
summarizes	the	characteristics	of	the	following	three	chemical	classes	of	hormones:	1.	Steroid	hormones	are	synthesized	from	cholesterol	(Figure	16.2).	In	vertebrates,	the	gonads	and	the	adrenal	cortex	secrete	steroid	hormones,	as	do	the	skin	and,	in	pregnant	mammals,	the	placenta.	The	molting	hormones	of	arthropods	(e.g.,	ecdysone)	are	also
steroids.	Steroid	hormones	are	lipid-soluble,	so	they	can	pass	through	cell	membranes	to	reach	receptor	molecules	located	inside	their	target	cells.	In	some	cells,	lipid-soluble	hormones	(e.g.,	estrogen)	are	transported	across	the	membrane.	One	transporter	of	these	hormones	is	megalin,	an	integral	protein	receptor	molecule	of	the	target	cell
membrane	that	brings	lipid-soluble	hormones	(which	often	form	a	complex	with	carrier	molecules)	into	the	cell	by	endocytosis.	We	will	see	that	a	few	steroid	hormones	also	exert	their	effects	by	binding	to	receptors	expressed	on	the	surface	membrane	of	the	target	cells.	2.	Peptide	and	protein	hormones	are	structured	from	chains	of	amino	acids
(Figure	16.3).	In	vertebrates,	they	include	antidiuretic	hormones,	insulin,	and	growth	hormone.	Examples	of	peptide	and	protein	hormones	in	invertebrates	include	the	gamete-shedding	hormone	of	sea	stars	and	the	diuretic	hormones	of	insects.	Peptide	and	432	 	Chapter	16	CH3	H	C	CH3	Figure	16.2 	Steroid	hormones	are	derived	from
cholesterol 	Steroidogenesis	begins	with	CH2	H	CH2	CH2	CH3	CH3	the	formation	of	pregnenolone.	Different	steroidsecreting	cells	possess	different	enzymes	that	modify	pregnenolone	to	produce	specific	steroid	hormones.	The	skin	cells	that	produce	inactive	vitamin	D	are	an	exception:	They	do	not	cleave	the	side	chain	to	form	pregnenolone.	CH3	C
HO	Cholesterol	This	six-carbon	side	chain	is	cleaved	from	cholesterol	to	form	pregnenolone	in	the	mitochondrion.	CH3	CH3	O	C	CH3	Pregnenolone	travels	to	the	smooth	ER,	where	different	enzymatic	processes	produce	different	specific	steroid	molecules.	HO	Pregnenolone	O	HO	CH2OH	C	CH2OH	O	CH	CH3	HO	C	Cortisol	protein	hormones	vary
enormously	in	molecular	size,	from	tripeptides	(such	as	thyrotropin-releasing	hormone,	which	consists	of	3	amino	acids)	to	proteins	containing	nearly	200	amino	acids	(such	as	growth	hormone).	Often	hormones	consisting	of	assemblages	of	amino	acids	are	simply	called	peptide	hormones	(blurring	the	size	distinction),	and	we	will	usually	follow	that
practice.	Peptide	hormones	are	soluble	in	aqueous	solutions.	3.	Amine	hormones	are	modified	amino	acids	(Figure	16.4).	Melatonin,	secreted	by	the	vertebrate	pineal	Animal	Physiology	4E	gland	(seeHill	Chapter	15),	is	derived	from	tryptophan,	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	16.02	11-13-15	12-02-15	(A)	Gonadotropin-releasing	hormone
(GnRH)	pGlu–His–Trp–Ser–Tyr–Gly–Leu–Arg–Pro–Gly–NH2	S	S	CH3	HO	Testosterone	(an	androgen)	Estradiol	(an	estrogen)	whereas	the	catecholamines	and	iodothyronines	are	derived	from	tyrosine.	Catecholamines	are	found	widely	as	synaptic	transmitter	substances	in	both	invertebrates	and	vertebrates.	However,	three	catecholamines	also	serve	as
hormones	in	vertebrates:	epinephrine	(also	called	adrenaline),	norepinephrine	(noradrenaline),	and	dopamine.	Iodothyronines,	the	thyroid	hormones,	are	found	only	in	vertebrates.	They	are	synthesized	by	the	thyroid	gland	and	have	the	unique	property	of	being	rich	in	iodine.	Whereas	melatonin	and	the	catecholamines	are	soluble	in	water,	the
iodothyronines	are	soluble	in	lipids.	Mammalian	GnRH	is	a	decapeptide	(10	amino	acids).	S	Gly–Ile–Val–Glu–Gln–Cys–Cys–Thr–Ser–Ile–Cys–Ser–Leu–Tyr–Gln–Leu–Glu–Asn–Tyr–Cys–Asn	S	B	chain:	OH	O	Aldosterone	OH	CH3	CH3	O	O	A	chain:	OH	CH3	CH3	(B)	Insulin	O	S	S	Human	insulin	consists	of	two	chains	of	amino	acids	connected	and	stabilized
by	disulfide	bonds.	Phe–Val–Asn–Gln–His–Leu–Cys–Gly–Ser–His–Leu–Val–Glu–Ala–Leu–Tyr–Leu–Val–Cys–Gly–Glu–Arg–Gly–Phe–Phe–Tyr–Thr–Pro–Lys–Thr	Figure	16.3 	Peptide	and	protein	hormones	consist	of	assemblages	of	amino	acids	(A)	The	amino	acids	on	both	ends	of	GnRH	are	modified	by	posttranslational	modification.	Therefore	pGlu	at	the	N
terminus	of	the	peptide	is	a	modified	form	of	glutamic	acid,	and	glycine	at	the	opposite	end	has	undergone	C-terminal	amidation.	(B)	The	A	chain	of	human	insulin	consists	of	21	amino	acids,	and	the	B	chain	consists	of	30.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	433	Table	16.1 	Peptide,	steroid,	and	amine	hormones	of	vertebrates	Amine
hormones	Property	Peptides	Steroids	Catecholamines	Thyroid	hormones	Melatonin	Site	of	secretion	Most	sites	in	Appendix	K,	except	adrenal	cortex	and	medulla,	thyroid	and	pineal	glands,	and	skin	Adrenal	cortex,	gonads,	skin,	and	(in	pregnant	mammals)	placenta	Adrenal	medulla	(epinephrine	and	norepinephrine),	hypothalamus	(dopamine)	Thyroid
gland	Pineal	gland	Structure	Chains	of	amino	acids	Derived	from	cholesterol	Derived	from	tyrosine	Derived	from	tyrosine	and	iodine	Derived	from	tryptophan	Solubility	Water-soluble	Lipid-soluble	Water-soluble	Lipid-soluble	Water-soluble	Synthesis	and	storage	Synthesized	at	rough	ER;	processed	in	Golgi	apparatus;	stored	in	vesicles	in	advance	of
use	Synthesized	on	demand	in	intracellular	compartments;	not	stored	Synthesized	in	cytoplasm	and	stored	in	vesicles	Made	prior	to	use	and	stored	in	a	colloid	island	within	the	gland	Synthesized	in	the	cytoplasm	and	stored	in	vesicles	Secretion	Exocytosis	Simple	diffusion	through	cell	membrane	Exocytosis	Simple	diffusion	through	cell	membrane
Exocytosis	Transport	Dissolved	in	plasma;	some	bound	to	carrier	proteins	Bound	to	carrier	proteins	Dissolved	in	plasma	Bound	to	carrier	proteins	Dissolved	in	plasma	Half-life	Minutes	Hours	Seconds	to	minutes	Days	Minutes	Location	of	receptor	molecules	Surface	of	target	cell	membrane	Cytoplasm	or	nucleus	(some	steroids	bind	to	cell-surface
receptors)	Surface	of	target	cell	membrane	Nucleus	Surface	of	target	cell	membrane	Action	at	target	cell	Activate	secondmessenger	systems	or	alter	membrane	channels	Alter	gene	expression;	activated	genes	initiate	transcription	and	translation	Activate	secondmessenger	systems	Alter	gene	expression;	activated	genes	initiate	transcription	and
translation	Activates	secondmessenger	systems	Response	of	target	cell	Change	activity	of	preexisting	proteins,	some	of	which	may	induce	new	protein	synthesis	Synthesize	new	proteins;	some	may	change	activity	of	preexisting	proteins	Change	activity	of	preexisting	proteins	Synthesize	new	proteins	Changes	activity	of	preexisting	proteins	Source:
After	Gardner	and	Shoback	2007.	Hormone	molecules	exert	their	effects	by	producing	biochemical	changes	in	target	cells	To	initiate	changes	in	target	cells,	hormones	first	bind	to	specific	receptor	molecules.	With	some	exceptions,	nonpolar	(hydrophobic)	hormones	bind	to	intracellular	receptors	and	polar	hormones	(hydrophilic)	to	cell-surface
receptors.	Three	types	of	receptor	molecules	are	important	in	mediating	hormone	actions:	intracellular	receptors,	G	protein–coupled	membrane	receptors,	and	enzymelinked	membrane	receptors	(see	pages	62–65).	Lipid-soluble	hormones	(steroids	and	iodothyronines)	bind	to	intracellular	receptors.	Because	they	are	lipid-soluble,	these	hormones
enter	target	cells	by	diffusing	through	the	lipid	bilayer	of	the	cell	membrane	(see	Figure	2.27)	or	are	carried	bound	to	a	lipoprotein	molecule.	Their	receptors	are	located	either	in	the	cyto-	plasm	or	in	the	nucleus.	When	the	hormone	molecule	binds	to	the	receptor	molecule,	it	forms	a	hormone–receptor	complex	that	acts	as	a	transcription	factor	that
interacts	with	the	target	cell’s	DNA	to	alter	gene	expression.	By	turning	processes	of	transcription	and	translation	on	or	off,	the	hormone	directly	influences	the	synthesis	of	proteins	by	the	target	cell.	New	proteins,	which	can	be	enzymes	or	structural	proteins,	carry	out	the	target	cell’s	physiological	response.	Because	the	production	of	new	proteins
requires	time,	there	is	a	delay	(ranging	from	many	minutes	to	hours)	between	the	hormone’s	binding	to	the	intracellular	receptor	and	the	target	cell’s	response.	Once	the	proteins	are	synthesized,	the	response	lasts	until	they	are	degraded.	In	addition,	we	now	know	that	certain	target	cells	of	some	steroid	hormones,	such	as	aldosterone,	estrogen,	and
certain	glucocorticoids	(see	Box	16.1),	express	cell-surface	receptors	for	those	hormones.	When	steroid	hormones	bind	to	receptors	434	 	Chapter	16	HO	H	H	C	C	H	C	O	H	N	H	N	H	OH	Tyrosine	HO	H	C	C	H	H	I	H	H	I	Dopamine	HO	HO	H	H	C	C	H	HO	H	C	C	OH	H	I	I	N	H	Norepinephrine	H	C	H	H	OH	C	O	H	H	C	C	H	C	O	H	N	H	OH	CH3O	N	H	H	H	H
C	C	N	H	H	C	CH3	O	Thyroxine	(tetraiodothyronine,	T4)	OH	H	HO	I	O	HO	N	C	Melatonin	Iodothyronines	H	NH2	Tryptophan	Catecholamines	HO	H	HO	I	O	I	H	N	H	H	C	C	H	H	N	H	C	O	OH	Triiodothyronine	(T3)	CH3	Epinephrine	on	the	cell	membrane,	they	do	not	exert	their	effects	by	genomic	means,	but	instead	function	like	water-soluble	hormones,
exerting	rapid	non-genomic	effects.	The	water-soluble	peptide	and	catecholamine	hormones	bind	receptor	molecules	that	are	located	in	the	cell	membrane	and	have	hormone-binding	sites	that	face	the	extracellular	fluid	(see	Figure	2.27B).	These	receptors	mediate	hormone	actions	by	regulating	ion-channel	permeability	or	by	activating	an
intracellular	secondmessenger	system,	which	transduces	the	hormonal	signal	into	a	response	of	the	target	cell	(see	Figures	2.29	and	2.30).	Some	peptide	hormones,	such	as	insulin	and	growth	hormone,	bind	to	enzymelinked	membrane	receptors	(see	Figure	2.27C).	Peptide	hormones	exert	their	effects	primarily	by	changing	the	activities	of	existing
Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	proteins,	although	some	may	also	alter	gene	activities.	Target	cells	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studiocan	change	their	physiology	quickly	by	using	preexisting	proteins,	so	Figure	16.04	their	11-13-15	responses	to	these	hormones	can	be	measured	within	minutes.	Water-soluble	carrier	proteins	in	the	blood	transport	lipid-
soluble	hormones	and	many	water-soluble	hormones	Carrier	proteins	(see	Table	16.1,	“Transport”)	bind	to	hormone	molecules	reversibly	and	noncovalently.	Free	and	bound	forms	of	the	hormone	are	in	equilibrium	in	the	blood.	Only	the	free	form	is	physiologically	active.	In	the	vicinity	of	target	cells,	when	some	of	the	free	hormone	molecules	bind	to
receptor	molecules	of	a	target	tissue,	some	bound	hormone	molecules	unbind	from	the	carrier	proteins,	and	the	equilibrium	in	the	blood	is	maintained.	Thus	carrier	proteins	provide	a	reservoir	of	bound	hormone	that	can	be	drawn	on.	Furthermore,	carrier	proteins	ensure	that	lipid-soluble	hormones	remain	dissolved	in	the	aqueous	plasma.	Finally,
carrier	proteins	protect	hormones	from	rapid	inactivation	and	excretion	and	thus	extend	their	half-lives.	In	humans,	the	half-life	of	the	steroid	hormone	cortisol	is	60–90	min,	and	that	of	thyroxine	is	several	Figure	16.4 	Amine	hormones	are	derived	from	amino	acids 	Catecholamine-secreting	cells	use	biochemical	pathways	beginning	with	tyrosine	to
produce	dopamine,	norepinephrine,	and	epinephrine.	The	level	of	expression	of	specific	enzymes	in	a	catecholamine-secreting	cell	determines	which	catecholamine	is	produced	in	greatest	abundance.	In	the	thyroid	gland,	enzymatic	reactions	in	the	follicle	cells	and	colloid	start	with	tyrosine	to	produce	iodothyronines	(thyroid	hormones).	Similarly,
tryptophan	is	modified	biochemically	in	the	pineal	gland	to	produce	melatonin.	days.	In	contrast,	peptide	hormones	have	half-lives	in	the	range	of	minutes.	To	maintain	a	steady	level	of	a	peptide	hormone	in	the	blood	for	a	period	longer	than	a	few	minutes,	the	endocrine	cells	must	continue	to	secrete	it.	This	is	also	the	case	for	the	catecholamine
epinephrine,	which	has	a	half-life	of	no	more	than	1–2	min.	Summary	Introduction	to	Endocrine	Principles	„„Hormone	molecules	are	synthesized,	stored,	and	released	by	nonneural	endocrine	cells	or	neurons,	circulate	in	the	blood	at	low	concentrations,	exert	their	effects	on	target	tissues,	and	are	metabolically	destroyed	or	directly	excreted	from	the
body.	„„The	magnitude	of	a	hormone’s	effect	on	target	cells	depends	on	both	the	abundance	of	receptor	molecules	with	which	it	can	bind	and	its	concentration	in	the	blood.	Blood	concentration	of	a	hormone	depends	on	a	balance	between	the	rate	of	synthesis	and	the	rate	of	degradation	or	excretion.	The	rate	of	synthesis	and	secretion	of	a	particular
hormone	is	often	governed	by	another	hormone;	some	endocrine	cells	also	receive	neural	input.	„„Hormones	are	categorized	into	three	main	classes:	steroids,	peptides	and	proteins,	and	amines.	The	same	chemical	messenger	may	function	as	a	hormone	in	one	context	and	as	a	different	type	of	chemical	messenger	in	another.	„„The	half-lives	of
hormones	vary	depending	on	their	chemical	class,	ranging	from	seconds	to	hours	or	days.	Carrier	proteins	in	the	blood	transport	all	lipid-soluble,	nonpolar	hormones	and	many	water-soluble,	polar	ones.	Only	free	hormone	molecules	are	able	to	bind	to	receptor	molecules	in	or	on	target	cells.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	435	Peptide
hormones	are	synthesized	at	ribosomes,	stored	in	vesicles,	and	secreted	on	demand	„„Both	lipid-soluble	and	water-soluble	hormones	initiate	biochemical	changes	in	their	target	cells	by	binding	to	receptor	molecules.	Measurable	responses	to	watersoluble	and	lipid-soluble	hormones	that	bind	cellsurface	receptor	molecules	occur	with	a	shorter	delay
than	do	responses	to	lipid-soluble	hormones	that	bind	intracellular	receptors	to	initiate	genomic	actions.	Synthesis,	Storage,	and	Release	of	Hormones	In	this	section	we	compare	the	cellular	mechanisms	of	synthesis,	storage,	and	secretion	of	two	chemical	classes	of	hormones:	peptides	and	steroids.	We	use	insulin	of	vertebrates	as	our	primary
example	of	a	peptide	hormone.	Insulin	lowers	the	concentration	of	blood	glucose	by	stimulating	cells	to	take	up	glucose	(as	well	as	amino	acids)	from	the	blood.	It	also	promotes	synthesis	of	nutrient	storage	molecules.	Insulin	is	synthesized	in	pancreatic	endocrine	β	(beta)	cells	of	the	islets	of	Langerhans,	which	are	embedded	in	the	pancreatic
exocrine	tissue	that	secretes	digestive	enzymes.	Insulin	follows	the	pattern	typical	for	the	synthesis	of	most	secreted	peptides,	in	which	a	large	precursor	molecule,	a	preprohormone,	is	modified	by	posttranslational	processing	to	a	prohormone	and	finally	a	mature	hormone.	Cytoplasm	of	cell	ER	membrane	mRNA	The	insulin	molecule	consists	of	two
peptide	chains,	designated	A	and	B,	connected	by	disulfide	bonds	(see	Figure	16.3B).	Although	the	amino	acid	sequences	of	the	two	chains	vary	somewhat	among	species,	the	general	structure	of	the	molecule,	the	amino	acid	sequences	of	certain	regions,	and	the	positions	of	the	disulfide	bonds	are	all	highly	conserved.	The	β	cell	DNA	encodes	the
structure	of	the	insulin	molecule,	which	is	transcribed	into	messenger	RNA	and	translated	into	its	initial	amino	acid	sequence	as	a	preprohormone	at	ribosomes	of	the	rough	endoplasmic	reticulum	(ER).	Figure	16.5	illustrates	and	explains	the	sequence	of	steps	that	change	preproinsulin	to	proinsulin	and	then	mature	insulin.	Mature	insulin	and	the
cleaved	C-peptide	are	stored	in	vesicles	ready	for	release.	They	are	secreted	by	calcium-dependent	exocytosis.	When	blood	concentrations	of	glucose	increase,	β	cells	depolarize,	causing	voltage-gated	Ca2+	channels	to	open	and	allow	an	influx	of	Ca2+	ions.	The	rate	of	insulin	secretion	is	modulated	by	several	factors,	the	most	important	of	which	are
the	levels	of	glucose	and	certain	amino	acids	in	the	blood.	As	cells	in	the	body	respond	to	insulin’s	signal	to	take	up	glucose,	the	blood	glucose	concentration	falls,	and	the	β	cells	are	no	longer	stimulated	to	secrete	insulin.	By	this	negative	feedback	mechanism,	the	blood	glucose	concentration	Rough	endoplasmic	reticulum	Ribosome	2	The	proinsulin
moves	through	the	ER,	via	shuttle	vesicles,	and	into	the	Golgi	apparatus.	HS	1	A	signal	sequence	(the	P	segment)	directs	the	preprohormone	molecule	into	the	lumen	of	the	rough	ER.	Enzymes	in	the	ER	cleave	the	P	segment	to	produce	proinsulin.	HS	SH	Golgi	apparatus	P	SH	SH	SH	Lumen	of	ER	Extracellular	space	Secretory	vesicle	C	3	The
proinsulin	molecule	consists	of	three	regions,	A,	B,	and	C.	In	the	Golgi	apparatus,	three	disulfide	bonds	fold	the	proinsulin	molecule	and	link	the	A	and	B	regions.	S–S	B	S	S	A	S	S	7	Depolarization	of	the	cell	membrane	triggers	release	by	exocytosis.	Blood	vessel	C	4	The	Golgi	apparatus	buds	off	vesicles	that	contain	proinsulin	and	enzymes.	S–S	B	S	S	A
S	S	6	Insulin	molecules	and	C-peptides	are	stored	1:1	in	vesicles	awaiting	release.	Figure	16.5 	Insulin	is	synthesized,	processed,	and	packed	5	The	enzymes	cleave	the	C-peptide	from	proinsulin	to	form	mature	insulin.	into	vesicles	like	other	peptide	hormones 	Insulin	is	initially	synthesized	at	ribosomes	as	an	inactive	preprohormone	and	takes	its
final	form	through	posttranslational	processing.	ER	=	endoplasmic	reticulum;	—SH	and	HS—	=	sulfhydryl	group;	S–S	=	disulfide	bond.	436	 	Chapter	16	is	kept	relatively	constant.	Other	factors	also	stimulate	insulin	secretion;	these	include	parasympathetic	stimulation	of	the	islets	of	Langerhans	and	gastrointestinal	hormones	secreted	by	the
digestive	tract	in	the	presence	of	food.	Both	of	these	stimuli	act	before	blood	glucose	levels	actually	increase	and	therefore	function	as	feed-forward	mechanisms.	Sympathetic	stimulation	of	the	islets	of	Langerhans	inhibits	secretion	of	insulin.	Without	insulin	promoting	its	uptake	into	cells,	glucose	remains	available	in	the	blood	to	provide	a	source	of
energy	for	the	sympathetic	“fight-or-flight”	response.	During	secretion,	C-peptide	is	released	one-to-one	with	insulin.	Because	the	half-life	of	insulin	is	only	1–2	min,	and	that	of	C-peptide	is	about	30	min,	clinicians	measure	the	blood	concentration	of	Cpeptide	as	a	reflection	of	insulin	secretion	by	β	cells.	The	function	of	C-peptide	at	its	target	cells	is	a
topic	of	active	investigation,	and	current	studies	suggest	that	one	of	its	functions	is	to	exert	an	antiinflammatory	effect	on	the	endothelial	cells	that	line	blood	vessels.	Whereas	preproinsulin	is	produced	and	processed	by	a	single	type	of	cell,	the	pancreatic	β	cell,	other	preprohormones	are	synthesized	by	different	types	of	cells	and	processed	into
different	end	products	for	secretion.	An	example	is	preproopiomelanocortin,	the	precursor	of	proopiomelanocortin	(POMC).	POMC	is	synthesized	by	several	different	cells,	including	cells	in	the	anterior	pituitary	gland,	brain,	skin,	and	mammalian	placenta.	Each	type	of	cell	expresses	different	enzymes	to	carry	out	posttranslational	processing	of	POMC
and	so	produces	different	end	products.	Some	types	of	cells	co-secrete	more	than	one	end	product.	For	example,	adrenocorticotropic	hormone	(ACTH)	and	melanocyte-stimulating	hormone	(MSH)	are	produced	by	different	types	of	cells	in	the	anterior	pituitary	by	enzymatically	cleaving	POMC	at	different	sites.	The	enzymes	of	the	ACTH-secreting	cells
cleave	POMC	in	such	a	way	that	another	hormone,	β-endorphin,	is	also	produced	and	co-secreted	with	ACTH.	β-Endorphin	plays	an	important	role	in	pain	control,	which	we	will	see	when	we	consider	the	mammalian	stress	response	(see	Figure	16.12).	Cells	of	the	hypothalamus	also	process	POMC	to	produce	significant	amounts	of	β-endorphin.	Steroid
hormones	are	synthesized	on	demand	prior	to	secretion,	and	are	released	into	the	blood	by	diffusion	Steroid	hormones	are	synthesized	from	cholesterol.	In	vertebrates,	some	cholesterol	is	obtained	from	animal	fats	in	the	diet.	Steroidogenic	(steroid-producing)	endocrine	cells	and	liver	cells	also	synthesize	cholesterol.	In	vertebrates,	endocrine	cells	of
the	gonads,	adrenal	cortex,	skin,	and	(in	mammals)	the	placenta	produce	steroid	hormones.	Once	these	cells	synthesize	or	take	in	the	cholesterol,	enzymes	cleave	the	six-carbon	side	chain	to	form	pregnenolone	(except	in	skin	cells),	which	then	enters	one	of	several	possible	biochemical	pathways	(see	Figure	16.2).	Different	types	of	steroidogenic	cells
have	different	sets	of	enzymes,	so	that	each	produces	a	different	major	end	product.	The	enzymes	necessary	for	steroid	synthesis	are	contained	within	intracellular	compartments:	Those	involved	in	converting	cholesterol	to	pregnenolone	are	located	in	the	mitochondria,	and	most	of	the	others	are	in	the	smooth	ER.	Therefore	pregnenolone	molecules



must	travel	from	the	mitochondria	to	the	smooth	ER	for	further	enzymatic	conversions.	Unlike	peptide	hormones,	steroid	hormones	are	not	stockpiled	in	vesicles	prior	to	secretion.	Instead,	when	the	cell	is	stimulated,	they	are	made	from	precursors	stored	in	lipid	droplets	and	immediately	secreted.	Secretion	is	accomplished	by	diffusion	through	the
cell	membrane.	Therefore,	whereas	the	blood	concentration	of	a	peptide	hormone	is	determined	by	the	rate	of	release	of	preexisting	stored	hormone,	the	blood	concentration	of	a	steroid	hormone	is	determined	by	the	rate	of	synthesis—and	immediate	release—of	the	hormone.	Summary	Synthesis,	Storage,	and	Release	of	Hormones	„„Peptide
hormones	are	synthesized	by	transcription	of	DNA,	translation,	and	posttranslational	processing.	They	are	stored	in	vesicles	and	secreted	on	demand	by	exocytosis.	„„Steroid	hormones	are	synthesized	from	cholesterol.	Steroidogenic	cells	use	different	biochemical	pathways	and	sets	of	enzymes	to	produce	different	steroid	hormones.	Steroid	hormones
are	synthesized	on	demand	and	secreted	by	diffusion	through	the	cell	membrane.	Types	of	Endocrine	Cells	and	Glands	Endocrine	cells	are	commonly	divided	into	two	major	classes:	epithelial	(also	called	nonneural)	endocrine	cells	and	neurosecretory	cells.	When	cells	of	these	types	are	organized	into	discrete	glands,	the	glands	are	described	by	the
same	terminology:	epithelial	(nonneural)	glands	and	neurosecretory	glands.	The	endocrine	secretions	of	either	type	of	cell	or	gland	are	properly	termed	hormones,	but	those	of	neurosecretory	structures	are	often	distinguished	by	being	called	neurohormones.	The	signals	that	stimulate	secretion	by	nonneural	endocrine	cells	are	usually	other
hormones,	although	some,	such	as	the	islets	of	Langerhans	in	the	vertebrate	pancreas,	also	receive	neural	input.	By	contrast,	neurosecretory	endocrine	cells	are	always	signaled	to	secrete	their	neurohormones	by	synaptic	input	from	typical	neurons.	Thus	neurosecretory	cells	interface	directly	with	the	nervous	system.	Both	neurons	and
neurosecretory	cells	typically	generate	action	potentials	and	release	their	products	by	exocytosis:	neurotransmitter	into	the	synaptic	cleft	and	neurohormones	into	the	blood.	The	fundamental	similarity	between	neurons	and	neurosecretory	cells	suggests	evolutionary	continuity	between	the	neural	and	the	endocrine	control	systems.	We	do	not	know,
however,	whether	neurosecretory	cells	evolved	from	neurons,	or	vice	versa,	or	whether	both	types	of	cells	have	a	common	ancestry.	The	cell	bodies	of	neurosecretory	cells	are	located	within	the	CNS,	but	their	axons	extend	outside	the	CNS.	Neurohormones	are	synthesized	in	the	cell	bodies,	transported	down	the	axons,	and	released	at	the	ends	of	the
axons.	The	axon	terminals	are	often	contained	within	a	neurohemal	organ,	which	is	an	anatomically	distinct	site	for	the	release	of	neurohormones.	It	consists	of	one	or	more	clusters	of	axon	terminals	and	a	rich	supply	of	blood	vessels.	Neurohemal	organs	occur	in	both	vertebrates	and	invertebrates.	The	pars	nervosa	of	the	posterior	pituitary	gland	is	a
prominent	neurohemal	organ	in	vertebrates	(see	Figure	16.6).	The	corpus	allatum	of	insects,	discussed	later	in	this	chapter,	is	another	prominent	example.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	437	Endocrine	glands	are	categorized	as	discrete	glands	(such	as	the	thyroid),	diffuse	glands	(such	as	the	gastrin-secreting	cells	of	the	mammalian
stomach),	or	intermediate	glands	(such	as	the	islets	of	Langerhans	in	the	pancreas).	Studies	of	endocrine	glands	in	different	animals	suggest	that	discrete	glands,	such	as	the	adrenal	glands,	may	have	evolved	from	more	diffuse	secretory	cells	of	ancestral	animals.	This	idea	is	supported	by	the	anatomical	differences	among	adrenal	glands	of
amphibians,	birds	(avian	reptiles),	and	mammals.	The	adrenal	gland	of	mammals	is	a	discrete	gland	that	sits	adjacent	to	the	kidney.	The	gland	consists	of	an	inner	medulla	that	secretes	the	catecholamines	epinephrine	and	norepinephrine	and	an	outer	cortex	that	secretes	several	different	steroid	hormones	(see	Figure	16.9).	In	birds,	the	adrenal	gland
is	also	discrete,	but	the	catecholamine-secreting	cells	are	distributed	among	the	steroidsecreting	cells	rather	than	being	segregated	into	different	regions.	In	amphibians,	the	adrenal	gland	isn’t	discrete	at	all.	Instead	its	different	cell	types	form	patches	on	the	kidney.	Summary	Types	of	Endocrine	Cells	and	Glands	Paraventricular	nucleus	(PVN)
Magnocellular	neurosecretory	neurons	Hypothalamus	Supraoptic	nucleus	(SON)	Median	eminence	Infundibular	stalk	Pars	tuberalis	Anterior	pituitary	Pars	nervosa	(posterior	lobe)	Posterior	pituitary	Arterial	inflow	Pars	distalis	Neurosecretory	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	secrete	oxytocin	or	vasopressin	at	capillaries	in	the	pars	nervosa.	Pars	intermedia
„„Epithelial	(nonneural)	endocrine	cells	are	generally	controlled	by	hormones.	(Some,	such	as	the	β	cells	of	the	pancreas,	also	receive	neural	input.)	„„Neurosecretory	cells	are	always	controlled	by	synaptic	input	from	neurons.	Neurons	and	neurosecretory	cells	are	thought	to	be	related	evolutionarily,	but	their	origins	are	not	known.	„„Endocrine
glands	may	be	discrete,	diffuse,	or	intermediate.	Certain	discrete	glands	appear	to	have	evolved	from	diffusely	distributed	cells.	Control	of	Endocrine	Secretion:	The	Vertebrate	Pituitary	Gland	In	this	section	we	use	the	vertebrate	pituitary	gland	as	an	example	to	illustrate	two	major	controls	of	secretion:	neural	control	of	neurosecretory	cells	and
neurosecretory	control	of	endocrine	cells.	The	Animalalso	Physiology	principles	of	control	described	in	thisHill	example	apply4E	to	other	Sinauer	Associates	endocrine	tissues	in	both	vertebrates	and	invertebrates.	This	section	Morales	Studio	will	also	set	the	stage	for	introducingFigure	the	concept	that	neural	and	16.06	11-13-15	neurosecretory
controls	are	also	influenced	by	feedback	mechanisms.	The	pituitary	gland	lies	immediately	below	the	hypothalamus	and	consists	of	two	parts:	the	adenohypophysis,	commonly	called	the	anterior	pituitary,	and	the	neurohypophysis,	commonly	called	the	posterior	pituitary.	In	development,	the	anterior	pituitary	forms	from	a	dorsal	evagination
(outpocketing)	of	the	oral	cavity	called	Rathke’s	pouch.	This	completely	nonneural	tissue	pinches	off	from	the	oral	cavity	to	associate	closely	with	the	posterior	pituitary,	which	is	an	extension	of	the	hypothalamus.	The	posterior	pituitary	illustrates	neural	control	of	neurosecretory	cells	The	posterior	pituitary	(neurohypophysis)	consists	of	bundles	and
terminations	of	axons	that	originate	in	the	hypothalamus	(Figure	16.6).	Hypothalamic	neurosecretory	cells	extend	their	axons	through	the	median	eminence,	which	forms	part	of	the	floor	of	the	hypothala-	Venous	outflow	Figure	16.6 	The	hypothalamus	and	posterior	pituitary 	All	vertebrate	pituitary	glands	have	two	parts,	posterior	and	anterior,	but
they	vary	in	specific	morphology.	This	diagram	and	that	in	Figure	16.7	are	based	on	the	structure	of	the	mammalian	pituitary	gland.	The	magnocellular	cell	bodies	of	neurosecretory	cells	located	in	nuclei	in	the	hypothalamus	extend	their	axons	along	the	infundibular	stalk	to	the	pars	nervosa	of	the	posterior	pituitary.	These	axon	terminals	secrete
oxytocin	and	vasopressin	by	exocytosis	into	the	general	circulation.	mus,	along	the	infundibular	stalk,	and	into	the	pars	nervosa	(“nervous	part”),	where	the	axons	terminate	at	a	rich	network	of	capillaries.	(The	pars	nervousa	is	also	called	the	neural	lobe	or	posterior	lobe.)	In	most	mammals,	two	peptide	hormones	are	released	into	the	blood	in	the
pars	nervosa:	vasopressin	(VP)	and	oxytocin.	Vasopressin,	also	called	antidiuretic	hormone	(ADH),	limits	the	production	of	urine	and	also	stimulates	constriction	of	arterioles.	The	functions	of	oxytocin	(which	is	produced	in	both	males	and	females)	include	causing	contractions	of	the	uterus	during	birth	and	ejection	of	milk	by	the	mammary	glands
during	suckling.	Endocrinologists	originally	believed	that	the	hormones	of	the	pars	nervosa	were	synthesized	there.	However,	starting	in	the	1930s,	research	revealed	that	these	hormones	are	actually	synthesized	by	neurosecretory	cells	that	have	their	cell	bodies	within	the	hypothalamus.	These	cells	are	large	and	termed	magnocellular	neurons.	In
mammals,	two	clusters	of	cell	bodies	in	the	hypothalamus,	the	paraventricular	nucleus	and	supraoptic	nucleus,	are	the	main	sites	of	production	of	vasopressin	and	oxytocin	(see	Figure	16.6).	When	the	neurosecretory	cells	are	stimulated,	they	generate	action	potentials	that	propagate	from	the	hypothalamus	to	their	axon	terminals	in	the	pars	nervosa.
Here	they	release	hormone	by	exocytosis	into	the	extracellular	fluid	near	capillaries,	and	the	hormone	diffuses	into	the	blood.	438	 	Chapter	16	Table	16.2 	Posterior	pituitary	nonapeptides	found	in	vertebrates	Amino	acid	site	Common	name	Found	in	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	Arginine	vasopressin	(AVP)	(antidiuretic	hormone,	ADH)	Most	mammals	Cys	Tyr
Phe	Gln	Asn	Cys	Pro	Arg	Gly(NH2)	Lysine-vasopressin	(LVP)	Pig,	peccary,	hippopotamus	Cys	Tyr	Phe	Gln	Asn	Cys	Pro	Lys	Gly(NH2)	Arginine	vasotocin	(AVT)	Nonmammalian	vertebrates	Cys	Tyr	Ile	Gln	Asn	Cys	Pro	Arg	Gly(NH2)	Oxytocin	Most	mammals	Cys	Tyr	Ile	Gln	Asn	Cys	Pro	Leu	Gly(NH2)	Mesotocin	Reptiles	(including	birds),	amphibians,
lungfish	Cys	Tyr	Ile	Gln	Asn	Cys	Pro	Ile	Gly(NH2)	Isotocin	Most	bony	fish	Cys	Tyr	Ile	Ser	Asn	Cys	Pro	Ile	Gly(NH2)	Note:	Red	text	indicates	differences	in	amino	acids	among	the	vasopressins	and	oxytocin.	Mesotocin	and	isotocin	are	shown	for	comparison.	Source:	After	Bentley	1998.	The	neurosecretory	cells	that	produce	and	secrete	vasopressin	and
oxytocin	receive	and	integrate	synaptic	input	from	a	host	of	neurons,	which	provide	neural	control.	Vasopressin	cells,	for	example,	receive	input	about	blood	volume	and	the	osmotic	concentration	of	body	fluids.	When	they	receive	signals	reporting	high	osmotic	concentration	and/or	low	blood	volume,	they	secrete	vasopressin,	which	triggers	processes
involved	in	retaining	water.	Likewise,	oxytocin	cells	respond	to	signals	from	the	mammary	glands	when	suckling	occurs	or	from	the	cervix	of	the	uterus	during	labor	and	birth	(see	page	492).	Vasopressin	and	oxytocin,	which	are	very	similar	in	their	amino	acid	sequences	(Table	16.2),	are	considered	members	of	a	family	of	hormones	that	are	probably
descended	from	a	single	ancestral	peptide.	They	are	both	nonapeptides	(have	nine	amino	acids).	In	most	mammals	they	differ	at	only	two	amino	acid	sites,	yet	these	structural	differences	underlie	profound	differences	in	function.	Table	16.2	shows	vasopressins	and	oxytocins	in	different	vertebrate	species	that	have	additional	variations	in	amino	acid
composition.	Investigators	analyze	both	chemical	and	genetic	information	about	the	peptides	within	families	of	hormones	to	learn	about	their	common	ancestral	origins.	tissues.	Growth	hormone	(GH),	for	example,	influences	growth	and	nutrient	metabolism	in	tissues	such	as	fat	and	muscle.	Other	direct	acting	hormones	are	prolactin	and	melanocyte-
stimulating	hormone	(MSH).	By	contrast,	the	tropic	hormones	control	other	endocrine	tissues.	Hormones	that	influence	the	functions	of	other	endocrine	tissues	have	the	suffix	-tropic	in	their	names,	or	are	called	tropins.	Thyroid-stimulating	hormone	(TSH),	for	example,	is	also	Parvocellular	neurosecretory	neurons	in	the	PVN	Arterial	inflow
Capillaries	of	median	eminence	Hypothalamo-hypophysial	portal	vessels	The	anterior	pituitary	illustrates	neurosecretory	control	of	endocrine	cells	The	anterior	pituitary	(adenohypophysis)	is	nonneural	endocrine	tissue	(Figure	16.7).	It	is	subdivided	into	the	pars	distalis,	pars	intermedia,	and	pars	tuberalis	(see	Figure	16.6).	The	exact	positions	and
relative	sizes	of	these	parts	vary	greatly	from	one	animal	group	to	another,	and	in	some	groups	not	all	parts	are	present.	All	the	hormones	of	the	anterior	pituitary	are	synthesized	and	secreted	by	endocrine	cells	within	its	tissues.	Different	specific	populations	of	cells	secrete	different	hormones.	All	anterior	pituitary	hormones	are	peptides,	proteins,	or
glycoproteins.	Anterior	pituitary	hormones	are	categorized	into	two	main	groups,	tropic	or	direct	acting,	according	to	their	target	tissues.	The	direct	acting	hormones	exert	their	principal	effects	on	nonendocrine	Neurosecretory	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	secrete	releasing	and	inhibiting	hormones	at	the	capillaries	of	the	median	eminence.	The
releasing	hormones	and	inhibiting	hormones	travel	through	the	portal	vessels	to	the	anterior	pituitary…	…and	stimulate	or	inhibit	secretions	by	the	anterior	pituitary	endocrine	cells.	Venous	outflow	Figure	16.7 	The	hypothalamus	and	anterior	pituitary 	Parvocellular	neurosecretory	neurons	in	the	hypothalamus	secrete	releasing	and	inhibiting
hormones	that	control	the	secretions	of	nonneural	anterior	pituitary	endocrine	cells.	PVN	=	paraventricular	nucleus.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	439	Thyrotropin	MSH	in	some	animals	TSH	+	+	Skin	darkening	in	amphibians,	reptiles	(except	birds),	and	fish	Thyroid	gland	Thyroid	hormones	(T3	and	T4)	Prolactin	+	Metabolism,	growth
Adrenocorticotropin	+	Mammary	glands	of	mammals	Various	vertebrates	Growth	during	pregnancy;	milk	production	Many	functions,	including	reproduction,	water	and	ion	balance,	and	caring	for	young	ACTH	+	Adrenal	cortex	Glucocorticoids	(e.g.,	cortisol,	corticosterone)	Gonadotropins	Growth	hormone	Stress	response;	metabolic	actions	+	Liver	+
or	–	Muscle	and	fat	FSH	LH	+	+	Gonads	(ovaries	in	females,	testes	in	males)	Insulin-like	growth	factors	Metabolic	actions	Growth	of	many	tissues	Figure	16.8 	The	anterior	pituitary	hormones 	Separate	populations	of	cells	in	the	anterior	pituitary	secrete	different	hormones.	(+)	=	stimulatory;	(–)	=	inhibitory;	TSH	=	thyroid-stimulating	hormone;
ACTH	=	adrenocorticotropic	hormone;	MSH	=	melanocyte-stimulating	hormone;	LH	=	luteinizing	hormone;	FSH	=	follicle-stimulating	hormone.	called	thyrotropin.	This	anterior	pituitary	hormone	supports	and	maintains	the	tissues	of	the	thyroid	gland	and	also	stimulates	the	gland	to	secrete	thyroid	hormones.	If	a	target	gland	is	deprived	of	input
from	its	tropic	hormone,	the	gland	not	only	stops	secreting	hormone,	but	also	shrivels	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	in	size.	Adrenocorticotropic	hormone	Sinauer	Associates	hormone	(LH),	and	follicle-stimulating	hor(ACTH	),	luteinizing	Morales	Studio	mone	(FSH)	are	also	tropic	hormones	produced	by	the	anterior	Figure	16.08	11-13-15	pituitary.	The
general	functions	of	the	anterior	pituitary	hormones	are	listed	in	Appendix	K	and	Figure	16.8.	Secretions	of	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	are	controlled	by	neurohormones	secreted	by	neurosecretory	cells	in	the	hypothalamus.	These	cells	are	small	and	called	parvocellular	neurons.	The	hypothalamus	and	anterior	pituitary	are	connected	by	a	specific,
dedicated	vascular	pathway	termed	the	hypothalamo–hypophysial	portal	system	(see	Figure	16.7).	Capillaries	of	the	median	eminence	coalesce	into	portal	vessels	that	extend	to	the	anterior	pituitary,	where	they	branch	to	form	capillary	beds	around	the	endocrine	cells	of	the	anterior	pituitary.	The	portal	vessels	are	a	short,	direct	path	for
neurohormones	to	travel	quickly,	without	dilution,	from	the	capillaries	in	the	median	eminence	to	the	anterior	pituitary	capillaries.	The	portal	system	carries	parvocellular	neurohormones	that	control	the	secretions	of	anterior	pituitary	cells	(see	Figure	16.7).	Sex	hormone	production	and	secretion	Sperm	production	in	males;	follicle	development	and
secretion	in	females	Some	of	these	neurohormones	stimulate	secretion	of	hormones	and	are	called	releasing	hormones	(RHs).	Others,	called	inhibiting	hormones	(IHs),	inhibit	secretion	of	anterior	pituitary	hormones.	Each	neurohormone	is	specific	in	its	actions	(see	Appendix	K).	For	example,	thyrotropin-releasing	hormone	(TRH)	from	the
hypothalamus	stimulates	the	secretion	of	TSH	in	the	anterior	pituitary,	and	TSH	travels	through	the	general	circulation	to	stimulate	release	of	thyroid	hormones	from	the	thyroid	gland.	Like	the	anterior	pituitary	tropic	hormones,	the	RHs	are	also	tropic.	They	both	stimulate	secretion	by	anterior	pituitary	endocrine	cells	and	maintain	their	vigor.	We
can	think	of	the	hypothalamo–hypophysial	portal	system	as	providing	an	interface	between	the	brain	and	much	of	the	endocrine	system.	The	posterior	pituitary	is	an	extension	of	the	brain.	The	anterior	pituitary—although	not	part	of	the	brain—is	under	the	control	of	the	brain	and	regulates	the	functions	of	many	other	tissues,	including	several
endocrine	glands.	The	vertebrate	pituitary	gland	illustrates	how	the	integrative	capabilities	of	the	CNS	influence	endocrine	function.	The	CNS	receives	input	from	a	multitude	of	sensory	receptors	that	monitor	conditions	both	within	the	animal	and	in	its	outside	environment.	Neurons	provide	synaptic	input	to	neurosecretory	cells,	which	in	turn
influence	the	physiology	of	other	cells,	including	endocrine	cells.	(In	some	other	glands,	such	as	the	islets	of	Langerhans,	neurons	that	are	not	part	of	the	hypothalamo–hypophysial	system	influence	endocrine	cells	directly).	Neural	control	of	the	endocrine	system	is	essential,	but	endocrine	control	of	the	nervous	system	is	also	important.	In	the	next
section,	we	consider	examples	of	the	mutual	interactions	of	both	systems.	440	 	Chapter	16	Preganglionic	sympathetic	neuron	Capsule	The	zona	reticularis	secretes	primarily	adrenal	androgens	such	as	androstenedione.	The	zona	fasciculata	secretes	primarily	glucocorticoids,	such	as	corticosterone.	The	zona	glomerulosa	secretes	mineralocorticoids,
such	as	aldosterone.	The	adrenal	medulla	secretes	catecholamines.	Figure	16.9 	The	adrenal	gland	consists	of	an	inner	me-	dulla	and	an	outer	cortex 	This	section	of	a	mouse	adrenal	gland	shows	the	different	parts	characteristic	of	mammalian	adrenal	glands.	The	medulla	is	homologous	to	a	sympathetic	ganglion,	except	that	the	postganglionic	cells
do	not	possess	axons.	The	cortex	surrounding	the	medulla	has	three	distinct	layers,	each	specialized	to	secrete	a	different	category	of	steroid	hormones.	Because	the	cells	of	the	zonae	reticularis	and	fasciculata	are	slightly	intermingled,	the	zona	reticularus	secretes	some	glucocorticoids	(in	addition	to	androgens)	and	the	zona	fasciculata	secretes
some	androgens	(in	addition	to	glucocorticoids).	The	zona	glomerulosa	secretes	only	mineralocorticoids.	(Courtesy	of	Judith	Wopereis,	Smith	College.)	Hormones	and	neural	input	modulate	endocrine	control	pathways	When	the	secretions	of	one	endocrine	gland	act	on	another	in	a	endocrinologists	speak	of	the	system	as	an	axis.	For	example,	the
hypothalamus–anterior	pituitary–thyroid	axis	represents	a	hormonal	sequence	from	TRH	to	TSH	to	thyroid	hormones.	Similar	axes	are	also	found	in	invertebrates.	In	this	section	we	use	the	hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal	cortex	(HPA)	axis	to	illustrate	how	rates	of	endocrine	secretion	can	be	modulated,	or	changed,	by	hormonal	and	neural	influences.
The	adrenal	gland	(Figure	16.9)	secretes	several	hormones.	Here	we	limit	our	consideration	to	the	glucocorticoids	(cortisone,	cortisol,	and	corticosterone),	a	class	of	steroid	hormones	so	named	because	(among	other	functions)	they	promote	an	increase	in	the	blood	concentration	of	glucose	(“gluco”)	and	because	they	are	secreted	by	the	adrenal
cortex	(“cortico”).	The	main	glucocorticoid	produced	in	primates	and	fish	is	cortisol,	whereas	in	reptiles	(including	birds),	amphibians,	and	rodents	it	is	corticosterone	(see	Box	16.1	on	page	456).	Stressful	or	challenging	conditions	cause	sequence,	12-02-15	12-22-15	increased	glucocorticoid	secretion.	(We	consider	the	mammalian	stress	response
later	in	this	chapter.)	Glucocorticoid	secretion	is	controlled	by	the	HPA	axis	(Figure	16.10).	Brain	neural	activity	is	integrated	by	neurons	that	secrete	corticotropin-releasing	hormone	(CRH)	into	the	capillaries	of	the	median	eminence.	CRH	is	carried	in	the	portal	system	to	the	anterior	pituitary,	where	it	stimulates	adrenocorticotropic	cells	to	secrete
ACTH	into	capillaries	leading	to	the	general	circulation.	ACTH	is	carried	to	the	adrenal	cortex,	where	it	stimulates	glucocorticoid	secretion.	Glucocorticoids	act	at	widespread	target	tissues	to	influence	many	physiological	processes.	hormonal	modulation 	Any	stage	in	this	control	pathway	can	be	modulated.	Negative	feedback	(see	Figure	16.10)	is
the	most	widespread	type	of	hormonal	modulation.	In	negative	feedback,	a	hormone	causes	changes	in	its	control	pathway	that	tend	to	suppress	its	own	secretion.	In	the	HPA	axis,	high	glucocorticoid	levels	tend	to	suppress	secretion	of	CRH	by	the	hypothalamus	and	ACTH	by	the	anterior	pituitary,	and	also	to	reduce	the	responsiveness	of	the	ACTH
cells	to	CRH.	As	a	result,	the	pituitary	secretes	less	ACTH,	and	the	adrenal	cortex	receives	less	stimulus	to	secrete	glucocorticoids.	Mechanisms	of	negative	feedback	do	not	reduce	hormone	secretion	to	zero,	but	instead	stabilize	blood	concentrations	of	hormones.	Occasionally,	hormonal	modulation	involves	positive	feedback,	such	as	that	resulting	in
the	explosive	increase	in	oxytocin	secretion	during	the	process	of	birth	(see	page	492).	In	addition	to	feedback	mechanisms,	other	types	of	hormonal	modulation	can	affect	endocrine	control	pathways.	For	example,	hormones	that	are	ancillary	parts	of	a	pathway	can	alter	a	target	gland’s	response	to	a	particular	hormone.	In	the	HPA	pathway,
vasopressin	acts	together	with	CRH	to	increase	the	secretion	of	ACTH	from	the	anterior	pituitary.	Not	all	vasopressin-secreting	neurosecretory	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	are	magnocellular	neurons	that	extend	their	axons	to	the	posterior	pituitary.	Some	are	parvocellular	neurons	that	terminate	their	axons	on	the	capillary	bed	of	the	median	eminence.
When	released,	vasopressin	from	these	neurons	circulates	through	the	portal	vessels	to	the	anterior	pituitary.	By	itself	vasopressin	has	little	effect	on	the	ACTH-secreting	cells.	However,	when	these	cells	receive	signals	from	both	vasopressin	and	CRH,	their	secretion	is	greater	than	it	would	be	under	the	influence	of	CRH	alone.	This	sort	of	effect,	in
which	one	hormone	can	amplify	the	effect	of	another,	is	called	synergism.	A	hormone	can	influence	the	effects	of	another	hormone	at	the	same	target	tissue	in	three	different	ways:	by	synergism	(producing	an	enhanced	response	such	as	we	have	seen	with	vasopressin	and	CRH),	permissiveness	(in	which	the	presence	of	one	hormone	is	required	for
the	other	to	exert	its	full	effect),	or	antagonism	(in	which	one	hormone	opposes	the	action	of	another).	One	example	of	permissiveness	is	that	of	cortisol	permitting	the	catecholamine	norepinephrine	to	cause	constriction	(narrowing	of	the	diameter)	of	blood	vessels,	a	function	necessary	to	maintain	normal	blood	pressure.	Because	cortisol	must	be
present	for	vasoconstriction	to	occur,	basal	levels	of	this	glucocorticoid	are	necessary	for	homeostatic	regulation	of	blood	pressure.	Without	treatment,	people	with	a	condition	called	“adrenal	insufficiency”	(who	are	unable	to	secrete	adequate	amounts	of	hormones,	including	cortisol,	from	Neurons	generate	bursts	of	action	potentials	that	produce
pulsatile	secretions.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	441	Neural	input:	•	Stress	•	Circadian	clock	Stress	increases	CRH	secretion.	Furthermore,	neuronal	biological	clocks	influence	hormone	secretion.	For	example,	blood	levels	of	cortisol	regularly	rise	and	fall	in	a	daily	rhythm,	being	highest	in	the	early	morning	and	lowest	during	the
evening.	These	cyclic	changes	in	Glucocorticoids	Parvocellular	hypothalamic	secretion	are	driven	by	a	circadian	clock	in	the	brain	that	in	the	general	neurosecretory	cells	secrete	sends	input	to	the	hypothalamic	CRH	neurosecretory	cells.	circulation	exert	CRH	and	vasopressin.	negative	Changes	in	lighting	and	feeding	schedules	can	perturb	feedback
on	the	these	diurnal	changes	in	glucocorticoid	secretion,	and	stress	Portal	system	hypothalamus	can	disrupt	the	diurnal	rhythm.	and	anterior	Anterior	pituitary	pituitary.	Finally,	synaptic	input	causes	most	hypothalamic	and	corticotrophs	secrete	ACTH.	pituitary	hormones	to	be	secreted	in	pulses,	so	that	there	are	intermittent	brief	periods	of	high
hormone	concentration	in	General	circulation	the	blood.	(When	a	hormone	is	continuously	present,	target	cells	Adrenal	cortex	zona	fasciculata	typically	downregulate	their	receptor	molecules	for	that	hormone;	it	cells	secrete	glucocorticoids.	is	thought	that	one	advantage	of	pulsatile	release	is	that	it	prevents	this	desensitization	of	target	cells.)
Synaptic	input	to	the	neurosecreGeneral	circulation	tory	cells	governs	the	pulsatile	release	of	hypothalamic	hormones,	Many	target	tissues:	which	in	turn	causes	pulsatile	output	of	pituitary	hormones.	The	•	Protein	catabolism	in	muscle	and	bone	amplitude	of	a	pulse	of	hormone	(i.e.,	the	amount	of	hormone	•	Gluconeogenesis	in	liver	released	during
a	pulse)	can	vary.	For	example,	the	CRH	neurons	•	Fat	catabolism	in	adipose	tissue	secrete	pulses	of	hormone	two	or	three	times	per	hour.	The	ampli•	Decreased	immune	system	functions	tude	of	each	pulse	increases	in	the	early	morning	in	diurnal	species	•	Permissive	to	catecholamine	action	on	vasoconstriction	(and	early	evening	in	nocturnal
species)	according	to	input	from	the	circadian	clock.	It	also	increases	when	neural	activity	signals	Figure	16.10 	Hormonal,	neural,	and	feedback	mechanisms	the	presence	of	one	or	more	stressors.	Ultimately,	the	combination	modulate	the	action	of	the	HPA	axis 	Glucocorticoids	secreted	of	neural	modulation	and	hormonal	modulation	determines
the	by	the	adrenal	cortex	zona	fasciculata	exert	effects	on	target	tissues	minute-to-minute	blood	levels	of	hormones.	and	also	provide	negative	feedback	to	the	anterior	pituitary	and	the	The	circadian	clock	sets	the	daily	rhythm	of	CRH	secretion.	hypothalamus.	ACTH	from	the	anterior	pituitary	exerts	negative	feedback	on	the	hypothalamus.	CRH	=
corticotropin-releasing	hormone;	ACTH	=	adrenocorticotropic	hormone.	12-02-15	neural	modulation 	Neural	modulation	also	affects	en-	docrine	control	pathways.	In	the	HPA	axis,	for	example,	neurons	reporting	increases	or	decreases	in	stress	provide	synaptic	input	to	CRH	neurosecretory	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	(see	Figure	16.10).	3	Antagonism,
in	the	context	of	endocrinology,	means	that	two	hormones	have	opposing	actions,	but	it	does	not	indicate	their	mechanisms	of	action.	For	example,	opposing	hormones	may	trigger	different	biochemical	pathways	in	the	target	cell,	or	they	may	induce	downregulation	of	receptors	for	the	opposing	hormone	in	the	target	cell.	140	Glucose	concentration	in
the	blood	remains	high	when	insulin’s	action	is	opposed.	Insulin	+	glucagon	+	epinephrine	120	Blood	glucose	(mg/100	mL)	E	the	adrenal	cortex)	are	at	risk	of	death	if	they	experience	a	stress,	such	as	a	hemorrhage,	that	requires	systemic	vasoconstriction.	An	example	of	antagonism	is	the	interaction	between	insulin	and	glucagon.	We	know	that
insulin	from	β	cells	in	the	pancreas	promotes	uptake	of	glucose	from	the	blood	by	many	different	tissues.	Glucagon	is	a	hormone	secreted	by	α	cells	in	the	islets	of	Langerhans,	and	it	functions	to	oppose	the	action	of	insulin:	It	stimulates	the	release	of	glucose	and	fatty	acids	into	the	blood.	The	balanced	actions	of	these	two	hormones	help	maintain
stable	levels	of	glucose	in	the	blood.3	In	situations,	such	as	stress,	in	which	higher	blood	concentrations	of	glucose	are	required	to	respond	to	a	crisis,	glucagon	secretion	increases	and	insulin	secretion	decreases.	Figure	16.11	shows	blood	glucose	levels	in	dogs	given	insulin	alone	or	in	combination	with	glucagon	and	epinephrine.	Epinephrine	and
glucagon	are	both	antagonists	of	insulin,	and	they	work	synergistically	to	oppose	insulin’s	action.	Synergism:	Glucagon	and	epinephrine	together	amplify	each	other’s	effectiveness	in	opposing	the	action	of	insulin.	100	Insulin	+	epinephrine	80	60	Antagonism:	Epinephrine	alone	and	glucagon	alone	both	oppose	the	action	of	insulin.	Insulin	+	glucagon
40	Insulin	(control)	20	0	0	1	Time	(h)	2	3	Insulin	alone	stimulates	cells	to	take	up	glucose	and	thereby	reduce	glucose	in	the	blood.	Figure	16.11 	Interactions	of	insulin,	glucagon,	and	epinephrine	illustrate	synergism	and	antagonism	between	hormones 	Blood	glucose	levels	were	measured	in	29	dogs	infused	with	insulin	alone	or	in	combination	with
glucagon	and	epinephrine.	Glucagon	and	epinephrine	both	reduce	insulin’s	stimulation	of	cells	to	take	up	glucose	from	the	blood,	and	they	exert	a	greater	effect	when	they	are	present	together.	Error	bars	show	the	standard	errors.	(After	Sacca	et	al.	1979.)	442	 	Chapter	16	The	Mammalian	Stress	Response	Summary	Control	of	Endocrine	Secretion:
The	Vertebrate	Pituitary	Gland	„„The	vertebrate	pituitary	gland	consists	of	the	adenohypophysis	(anterior	pituitary)	and	the	neurohypophysis	(posterior	pituitary).	Posterior	pituitary	hormones	(vasopressin	and	oxytocin)	are	secreted	in	response	to	neural	activity.	Secretions	of	anterior	pituitary	hormones	are	controlled	by	releasing	hormones	(RHs)
and	inhibiting	hormones	(IHs)	from	the	hypothalamus,	which	are	transported	to	the	anterior	pituitary	through	the	hypothalamo–hypophysial	portal	system.	„„The	rate	of	and	pattern	of	hormone	secretion	are	influenced	by	a	combination	of	hormonal	modulation	(such	as	feedback	mechanisms,	synergism,	permissiveness,	and	antagonism)	and	neural
modulation	(such	as	sensory	input	and	clock	mechanisms).	In	this	section	we	use	the	mammalian	stress	response	(Figure	16.12)	to	illustrate	and	integrate	several	of	the	principles	of	endocrinology	discussed	in	previous	sections.	The	stress	response	is	an	adaptation	that	allows	an	animal	to	respond	immediately	in	a	generalized	way	to	a	threatening	or
challenging	situation.	Stressors	experienced	by	animals	include	being	wounded,	being	exposed	to	thermal	extremes	(birds	and	mammals)	or	other	hostile	environmental	conditions,	being	forced	to	exercise	vigorously,	and	experiencing	troublesome	social	conditions	or	high	levels	of	emotion.	We	tend	to	think	of	stressors	as	negative	challenges	to
survival,	but	in	some	instances	they	may	heighten	experiences	in	a	positive	way.	In	humans,	and	perhaps	other	animals	as	well,	stressors	over	which	an	individual	perceives	a	sense	of	control	can	be	rewarding.	For	example,	seeking	novel	situations	generates	stress	but	also	facilitates	intellectual	and	emotional	growth.	Interestingly,	feeding	and	sexual
activity—both	essential	behaviors	for	biological	success—also	stimulate	the	stress	system.	Psychological	effects	Other	brain	areas	such	as	the	locus	coeruleus:	arousal,	alertness	Amygdala	and	hippocampus:	form	memories	of	emotionally	charged	events	CRH	enhances	sympathetic	functions	Sympathetic	activation	(norepinephrine	and	epinephrine)	↑
Heart	rate	↑	Fat	catabolism	↑	Ventilation	↓	Insulin	↑	Vasoconstriction	of	specific	regions	such	as	skin	Glucose	released	from	muscle	and	liver	↑	Glucagon	onds,	two	catecholamines	(norepinephrine	[NE]	and	epinephrine)	and	two	hypothalamic	neurohormones	(corticotropin-releasing	hormone	[CRH]	and	parvocellular	vasopressin)	are	released	into
the	circulation.	They	are	followed	quickly	by	adrenocorticotropic	hormone	(ACTH).	The	glucocorticoids	enter	the	circulation	later.	GH	=	growth	hormone;	TSH	=	thyroid-stimulating	hormone.	CRH	and	vasopressin	(hypothalamus)	STRESS	NE	enhances	hypothalamic	functions	Early	physiological	effects	↓	Digestion	Figure	16.12 	The	mammalian
stress	response	includes	activation	of	both	the	sympathetic	nervous	system	and	the	HPA	axis 	Within	sec-	ACTH	(anterior	pituitary)	β-Endorphin	(analgesia)	Enhance	some	early	effects	Glucocorticoids	(adrenal	cortex)	Delayed	physiological	effects	Oppose	actions	of	insulin	↑	Liver	gluconeogenesis	↑	Glucose	↑	Muscle/bone	protein	catabolism	↑
Amino	acids	Inhibit	TSH,	gonadotropins,	GH	↑	Fat	catabolism	↑	Free	fatty	acids	and	glycerol	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	443	During	the	stress	response,	heart	and	breathing	rates	increase,	cognition	and	alertness	are	sharpened,	metabolic	processes	release	stored	energy,	oxygen	and	nutrients	are	directed	to	the	CNS	and	to	those
sites	in	the	body	that	are	stressed	the	most,	and	feeding	and	reproduction	are	curtailed.	All	of	these	changes	ensure	survival	in	an	acute	crisis.	Different	stressors	differentially	turn	on	different	components	of	the	stress	response;	however,	any	one	stressor	that	is	sufficiently	potent	will	turn	on	a	generalized	stress	syndrome.	When	the	stressor	is	no
longer	present,	feedback	mechanisms	ensure	that	the	stress	response	is	turned	off.	In	the	classic	example	of	a	zebra	chased	by	a	lion,	the	threat	is	clear,	the	physiological	response	is	swift,	and	the	episode	has	a	finite	end.	However,	if	a	stressor	(physical	or	emotional)	persists	for	long	periods,	physiological	responses	that	are	adaptive	in	the	short
term	become	damaging	in	the	long	term.	The	autonomic	nervous	system	and	HPA	axis	coordinate	the	stress	response	to	an	acute	threat	The	rat	detects	the	cat	and	runs.	Within	seconds	of	the	threat,	the	rat’s	sympathetic	nervous	system	releases	catecholamines	(epinephrine	and	norepinephrine)	from	sympathetic	nerve	terminals	and	the	adrenal
medulla,	and	hypothalamic	neurosecretory	cells	release	CRH	(and	often	vasopressin)	into	the	hypothalamo–hypophysial	portal	system.	A	few	seconds	later,	the	anterior	pituitary	secretes	ACTH	and	β-endorphin.	Thus	two	output	systems,	the	sympathetic	“fight-orflight”	system	and	the	HPA	axis,	together	mount	the	response	to	a	stressor.	Their
functions	are	not	independent,	but	intermingled.	For	example,	in	addition	to	its	role	as	a	neurohormone	that	stimulates	ACTH	secretion,	CRH	also	acts	as	a	neurotransmitter	in	other	areas	of	the	brain,	where	it	stimulates	the	sympathetic	nervous	system.	Researchers	uncovered	this	additional	role	of	CRH	by	injecting	it	into	the	brain	ventricles	of	dogs
and	rats	whose	pituitary	glands	had	been	removed.	These	animals	secreted	no	ACTH,	because	the	ACTH-secreting	cells	were	gone.	However,	injected	CRH	caused	increases	in	blood	concentrations	of	catecholamines	from	sympathetic	neurons	and	associated	increases	in	blood	pressure	and	heart	rate.	Experiments	such	as	these	reveal	that	one	of	the
functions	of	CRH	is	to	link	the	sympathetic	and	adrenocortical	branches	of	the	stress	response.	CRH	also	acts	as	a	neurotransmitter	or	neuromodulator	in	the	amygdala	and	hippocampus	(which	function	together	to	form	memories	of	emotionally	charged	events).	The	two	output	branches	of	the	stress	response	are	also	linked	by	norepinephrine.	The
CRH	neurosecretory	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	receive	noradrenergic	synaptic	input	from	several	different	nuclei	of	the	brain.	Some	of	these	nuclei	are	innervated	by	neurons	using	CRH	as	their	neurotransmitter,	so	that	reciprocal	interactions	are	possible.	Like	CRH,	norepinephrine	also	provides	input	to	the	amygdala	and	hippocampus.	Although
researchers	understand	many	CRH	and	norepinephrine	connections	in	the	brain,	they	do	not	know	what	neurocircuitry	upstream	of	these	pathways	actually	turns	on	the	stress	response.	The	physiological	effects	of	the	stress	response	occur	in	two	phases	(see	Figure	16.12).	The	early	effects	are	seen	within	less	than	1	min,	when	the	catecholamines
(epinephrine	and	norepinephrine)4	4	 Catecholamines	act	quickly	because	they	are	stored	in	vesicles	ready	for	release,	and	because,	as	we	saw	earlier	in	this	chapter,	their	target	cells	respond	through	second-messenger	systems	that	use	preexisting	proteins.	trigger	increases	in	heart	and	respiration	rates,	blood	pressure,	and	other	sympathetic
responses.	These	changes	provide	increased	blood	flow	to	the	skeletal	muscles	and	heart,	as	well	as	increased	air	flow	into	and	out	of	the	lungs	as	the	bronchial	airways	increase	in	diameter.	Blood	vessels	to	the	skin	constrict,	diverting	blood	from	sites	of	possible	injury.	Digestive	functions	are	suppressed.	Arousal	of	the	CNS	and	alertness	are
promoted.	Epinephrine	stimulates	the	release	of	glucose	into	the	blood	by	triggering	the	breakdown	of	glycogen	stored	in	the	liver	(see	Figure	2.29)	and	muscles,	and	it	also	stimulates	the	release	of	fatty	acids	from	lipid	stores.	Epinephrine	in	the	blood	and	norepinephrine	from	sympathetic	nerve	terminals	both	inhibit	insulin	secretion	and	stimulate
glucagon	secretion	from	the	islets	of	Langerhans.	Ordinarily,	increased	glucose	in	the	blood	would	stimulate	insulin	secretion,	which	would	promote	the	uptake	of	glucose	from	the	blood	by	all	tissues	except	brain	and	exercising	skeletal	muscle.	By	inhibiting	insulin	secretion	and	stimulating	glucagon	secretion,	the	catecholamines	ensure	plentiful
levels	of	glucose	in	the	blood	to	fuel	physical	exertion	and	maintain	brain	function.	Additional	effects	occur	during	the	first	phase	of	the	stress	response.	For	example,	both	vasopressin	and	epinephrine	(in	addition	to	CRH)	synergistically	stimulate	the	secretion	of	ACTH.	Furthermore,	a	variety	of	experiments	have	shown	that,	in	addition	to	stimulating
glucocorticoid	secretion,	ACTH	facilitates	learning,	which	may	contribute	to	an	animal’s	preparedness	in	responding	to	a	similar	stressor	in	the	future.	Finally,	ACTH	is	co-secreted	with	the	endogenous	opiate	β-endorphin	(both	are	cleavage	products	of	POMC;	see	page	436).	β-Endorphin	is	also	produced	by	POMC	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	and	may
contribute	to	analgesia;	that	is,	it	may	decrease	the	animal’s	perception	of	pain.	In	the	second	phase	of	the	stress	response	(see	Figure	16.12),	glucocorticoids	secreted	by	the	adrenal	cortex	set	into	motion	delayed	physiological	effects.	The	full	effects	of	glucocorticoids	on	target	tissues	can	be	detected	about	1	h	after	the	stress	response	is	initiated.5
Glucocorticoids	reinforce	the	actions	of	the	sympathetic	nervous	system	and	have	additional	metabolic	effects	that	facilitate	the	release	of	usable	sources	of	energy	into	the	bloodstream.	They	stimulate	the	catabolism	of	protein	in	muscle	and	(at	high	levels)	bone,	and	they	stimulate	the	liver	to	use	the	released	amino	acids	to	produce	glucose	in	a
process	called	gluconeogenesis.	The	liver	cells	release	this	newly	formed	glucose	into	the	blood.	Like	epinephrine	and	norepinephrine,	glucocorticoids	oppose	the	action	of	insulin	and	ensure	fuel	availability.	Glucocorticoids	also	stimulate	catabolism	of	fats	so	that	fatty	acids	can	be	used	as	an	alternative	energy	source	by	all	tissues	except	the	brain
(which	uses	only	glucose	in	the	short	term	but	can	use	ketoacids	made	from	fatty	acids	in	the	liver	during	starvation).	The	metabolic	actions	of	glucocorticoids,	coordinated	with	those	of	the	catecholamines,	ensure	glucose	availability	to	the	brain	in	the	face	of	required	physical	exertion	and	possible	enforced	fasting	(for	example,	while	hiding	from	a
predator	or	recovering	from	a	wound).	The	amino	acids	released	by	protein	catabolism	are	also	available	for	tissue	repair.	In	addition	to	their	important	metabolic	effects,	glucocorticoids	increase	their	permissive	effect	on	vasoconstriction	stimulated	by	5	The	effects	of	glucocorticoids	take	longer	to	appear	because	these	steroid	molecules	must	be
produced	from	precursors	prior	to	secretion.	Once	secreted,	they	typically	exert	genomic	effects	in	their	target	cells,	which	then	synthesize	new	proteins.	4E	444	 	Chapter	16	↑	Vasopressin	(pituitary	gland)	↑	Aldosterone	(adrenal	cortex)	↑	Na+	↑	Water	reabsorption	reabsorption	at	kidney	at	kidney	↑	Fluid	retention	↑	Blood	volume	↑	Blood
pressure	Figure	16.13 	The	regulation	of	blood	volume	after	blood	loss 	Vasopressin	and	aldosterone	exert	effects	at	the	kidney	to	conserve	fluid	and	thereby	help	maintain	adequate	blood	volume	and	blood	pressure.	the	catecholamines,	as	we	saw	earlier.	They	also	inhibit	the	secretion	of	gonadotropins	(FSH	and	LH),	thyrotropin	(TSH),	and	growth
hormone	(GH)	from	the	anterior	pituitary.	Assuming	the	chase	is	short,	and,	for	example,	the	rat	pops	into	its	burrow	before	the	cat	seizes	it,	the	inhibitory	effects	of	glucocorticoids	on	reproduction	and	growth	are	minimal.	Safe	in	its	burrow,	the	rat	experiences	diminished	sympathetic	neural	responses,	and	the	glucocorticoid	molecules	in	its	general
circulation	feed	back	negatively	on	the	CRH	and	ACTH	cells	of	the	HPA	axis.	Thus	the	glucocorticoids	themselves	modulate	the	stress	response.	With	decreased	ACTH	in	the	circulation,	the	adrenal	cortex	secretes	decreased	amounts	of	glucocorticoids,	and	concentrations	in	the	blood	return	to	basal	levels.	If	an	animal	experiences	a	severe	wound	and
loses	blood,	several	mechanisms	are	called	into	play	to	correct	the	loss	of	blood	volume	(Figure	16.13).	Blood	volume	directly	affects	blood	pressure,	and	blood	pressure	is	necessary	to	ensure	adequate	delivery	of	oxygen	and	nutrients	to	the	brain	and	other	essential	organs.	Catecholamines	released	by	the	already	activated	sympathetic	nervous
system	stimulate	the	heart	and	blood	vessels	to	maintain	blood	pressure.	Vasopressin	released	from	the	posterior	pituitary	stimulates	the	nephrons	in	the	kidney	to	retain	water,	and	aldosterone	secreted	by	cells	in	the	zona	glomerulosa	of	the	adrenal	cortex	acts	at	the	nephrons	to	retain	sodium,	which	exerts	an	osmotic	holding	effect	on	water.	The
combined	actions	of	these	hormones	are	aimed	at	conserving	fluid	volume,	which	translates	to	adequate	blood	volume	and	blood	pressure.	These	ideas	are	further	explored	later	in	this	chapter	(see	pages	449–451	and	Figures	16.16	and	16.17).	The	HPA	axis	modulates	the	immune	system	The	immune	system	works	to	prevent	the	invasion	of	foreign
pathogens	and	to	search	out	and	destroy	those	that	sneak	through	natural	barriers.	It	neutralizes	toxins	and	disposes	of	dead,	damaged,	and	abnormal	cells.	During	the	early	phases	of	the	stress	response,	the	catecholamines	and	glucocorticoids	(still	at	low	concentrations)	stimulate	the	immune	system	(Figure	16.14).	Stimulating	the	immune	system
ensures	that	a	wounded	animal	that	escaped	a	predator	doesn’t	succumb	to	bacterial	infection	from	the	wound.	The	immune	response	often	causes	inflammation	in	response	to	infection	or	a	wound.	At	higher	concentrations	(in	later	stages	of	the	stress	response	and	during	recovery),	glucocorticoids	have	anti-inflammatory	effects	and	thus	keep	the
immune	system	from	overreacting	and	damaging	healthy	cells	and	tissues.	Researchers	now	know	that	a	web	of	chemical	pathways	allows	communication	among	the	nervous,	endocrine,	and	immune	systems.	These	three	systems	interact	continuously	to	maintain	homeostasis.	When	certain	cells	of	the	immune	system	detect	bacterial	or	viral
pathogens	or	tumor	cells,	they	release	cytokines,	which	bind	with	specific	receptor	molecules	on	target	cells	to	communicate	specific	excitatory	or	inhibitory	messages.	In	the	stress	response,	these	cytokines	travel	in	the	blood	to	the	hypothalamus,	where	they	stimulate	CRH	neurosecretory	cells.	This	chemical	connection	directly	informs	the	CNS	that
the	animal	has	detected	an	invading	stressor.	Using	cytokines	to	turn	on	the	stress	response	accomplishes	two	goals.	First,	the	physiological	responses	of	the	HPA	axis,	such	as	the	mobilization	of	energy	stores,	help	the	animal	fight	infection.	Second,	the	glucocorticoids	(at	high	concentrations)	inhibit	the	production	of	agents	that	cause	inflammation
(such	as	prostaglandins).	By	muting	inflammation,	they	modulate	(keep	in	check)	the	immune	response.	Studies	on	experimental	animals	have	indicated,	on	a	wholeorganism	scale,	a	relationship	between	the	stress	response	and	inflammatory	disease.	For	example,	if	the	HPA	axis	of	normal	rats	is	disrupted	by	removing	their	pituitary	gland,	they
become	susceptible	to	inflammation.	Some	genetic	strains	of	rats	have	also	shown	this	association.	The	Lewis	strain	of	rat,	for	example,	has	an	impaired	HPA	axis	and	secretes	little	CRH	in	response	to	stress;	this	strain	of	rat	is	highly	susceptible	to	inflammatory	and	autoimmune	disease.	Injecting	glucocorticoids	into	these	animals	improves	their
resistance	to	inflammation.	Conversely,	the	Fischer	strain	of	rat	has	an	HPA	axis	that	responds	excessively	to	stress;	it	is	highly	resistant	to	inflammatory	disease,	presumably	because	it	secretes	high	levels	of	glucocorticoids.	Communication	among	the	nervous,	endocrine,	and	immune	systems	is	not	limited	to	cytokines	interacting	with	the	CNS.
Some	cells	of	the	immune	system	can	also	stimulate	glucocorticoid	secretion	without	involving	the	CNS.	In	the	presence	of	pathogens,	these	cells	synthesize	the	hormone	ACTH	and	secrete	it	into	the	blood.	This	ACTH	acts	at	the	adrenal	cortex	in	the	same	way	it	would	have	had	it	been	secreted	by	cells	in	the	anterior	pituitary.	This	single	example
illustrates	the	interrelatedness	of	the	three	systems.	We	have	seen	that	cells	of	the	immune	system	secrete	hormones,	that	cells	in	the	nervous	system	have	receptors	for	cytokine	signals	produced	by	immune	cells,	and	that	hormones	affect	the	functions	of	both	the	nervous	system	and	the	immune	system.	The	field	of	neuroimmunomodulation	is	ripe
for	future	investigations,	which	have	the	potential	to	reveal	the	mechanisms	underlying	“mind–body	interactions.”	Chronic	stress	causes	deleterious	effects	Acute	stressors	are	of	short	duration.	All	of	the	components	of	the	stress	response	to	an	acute	stressor	contribute	positively	to	the	survival	of	a	rat	getting	away	unscathed	from	a	cat,	or	a	gazelle
narrowly	escaping	with	a	bleeding	gash	inflicted	by	the	jaws	of	a	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	445	Hypothalamus	The	locus	coeruleus	is	a	nucleus	of	noradrenergic	neurons	that	are	important	in	maintaining	attention	and	responding	to	novel	stimuli.	CRH	Figure	16.14 	The	central	nervous	system	and	the	immune	system	interact
during	the	stress	response 	CRH	=	corticotropin-releasing	hormone;	ACTH	=	adrenocorticotropic	hormone.	Locus	coeruleus	CRH	stimulates	the	HPA	axis	and	also	the	sympathetic	nervous	system.	Glucocorticoids	mobilize	energy	stores	to	fight	infection.	ACTH	Cytokines	Glucocorticoids	Adrenal	gland	ACTH	Glucocorticoids	in	high	concentrations
modulate	the	immune	response	by	muting	the	actions	that	cause	inflammation.	Cytokines	secreted	by	cells	of	the	immune	system	stimulate	the	release	of	CRH.	Low	levels	of	glucocorticoids,	along	with	catecholamines,	stimulate	the	immune	system	in	the	early	stress	response.	Immune	cells	Immune	cells	can	secrete	ACTH	independently	of	CRH.
hyena.	However,	the	stress	response	can	be	maladaptive	when	it	is	induced	in	animals	exposed	to	stressors	for	long	periods,	or	exposed	repeatedly	to	stressors	such	as	those	related	to	social	rank	in	dominance	hierarchies	or	to	“psychological”	stressors.	Researchers	and	clinicians	suspect	that	continuously	constricted	blood	vessels	and	retention	of
salt	and	fluid	when	no	blood	is	lost	contribute	to	hypertension	(high	blood	pressure)	and	other	carysiology	4E	diovascular	maladies.	Prolonged	exposure	to	glucocorticoids	also	ates	gives	rise	to	other	pathological	conditions.	The	catabolic	actions	of	glucocorticoids	cause	muscle	wasting	and	bone	thinning.	Their	1-13-15	12-02-15	suppression	of
immune-system	functions	causes	susceptibility	to	infections	and	disease.	Chronic	activation	of	the	HPA	axis	suppresses	reproductive	functions,	a	phenomenon	seen	in	highly	trained	athletes	(both	male	and	female),	ballet	dancers,	starving	animals,	and	people	with	anorexia	nervosa.	High	levels	of	glucocorticoids	have	also	been	implicated	in	causing
atrophy	of	dendrites	of	neurons	in	the	hippocampus,	and	even	shrinkage	of	the	hippocampus	itself.	Thus	continuous	or	repeated	bouts	of	stress	can	potentially	damage	a	part	of	the	brain	that	is	especially	important	in	forming	memories	of	emotionally	charged	events.	Because	of	their	far-reaching	effects,	stress	and	anxiety	are	subjects	of	intense
ongoing	research.	Plasma	glucocorticoid	concentrations	show	seasonal	variations	Much	of	our	understanding	of	the	stress	response	has	been	gained	from	experiments	using	laboratory	animals.	However,	increasing	numbers	of	investigators	are	now	paying	attention	to	the	roles	of	the	stress	response,	and	glucocorticoids	in	particular,	in	wild	animals
in	their	natural	environments.	We	know	that	blood	concentrations	of	glucocorticoids	vary	normally	according	to	a	circadian	rhythm,	and	studies	reveal	that	many	amphibians,	mammals,	and	reptiles	(including	birds)	also	show	seasonal	changes	in	glucocorticoid	concentrations.	In	many	(but	not	all)	of	these	animals,	glucocorticoids	are	highest	during
the	breeding	season.	Investigators	have	proposed	that	glucocorticoids	may	be	secreted	maximally	during	periods	of	the	year	when	energy	demands	are	highest,	or	when	they	are	necessary	to	support	physiological	processes	associated	with	season-specific	behaviors,	or	when	they	are	needed	to	prime	vascular,	immune,	cognitive,	and	metabolic
systems	in	anticipation	of	events	that	occur	during	specific	seasons.	(These	events	could	include	breeding,	disease,	predation,	and	severe	weather.)	The	roles	of	glucocorticoids	in	different	species	and	the	effects	of	different	stressors	on	the	physiology	of	animals	in	their	natural	environments	are	topics	of	active	inquiry.	An	understanding	of	animals’
abilities	to	respond	to	the	challenges	of	environmental	changes	and	extremes,	including	those	imposed	by	human	factors,	will	be	important	in	developing	successful	conservation,	environmental,	and	animal	husbandry	programs.	Summary	The	Mammalian	Stress	Response	„„The	stress	response	is	a	generalized	constellation	of	physiological	changes
aimed	at	ensuring	survival	when	an	animal	is	exposed	to	real	or	perceived	hostile	or	challenging	conditions.	„„The	major	physiological	actions	in	the	stress	response	include	mobilizing	stored	energy	and	inhibiting	energy	storage;	enhancing	cardiovascular	and	respiratory	functions;	increasing	alertness	and	cognition;	inhibiting	feeding,	digestion,	and
reproduction;	and	modulating	immune	function.	If	an	animal	experiences	loss	of	blood,	hormones	are	secreted	that	promote	the	retention	of	water	and	solutes.	„„The	same	effects	of	the	stress	response	that	are	essential	for	survival	of	an	animal	exposed	to	an	acute	stressor	can	be	deleterious	during	periods	of	prolonged	stress.	„„Wild	animals	in	their
natural	environments	experience	seasonal	variations	in	blood	concentrations	of	glucocorticoids.	Endocrine	Control	of	Nutrient	Metabolism	in	Mammals	This	is	the	first	of	three	sections	that	address	endocrine	controls	of	three	mammalian	physiological	processes.	We	begin	with	endocrine	controls	of	nutrient	metabolism	and	follow	with	considerations
of	salt	and	water	balance	and	calcium	metabolism.	Animals	acquire	446	 	Chapter	16	Table	16.3 	Hormones	involved	in	mammalian	nutrient	metabolism	Hormone	(source)	Main	stimulus	for	secretion	Major	actions	on	nutrient	metabolism	Insulin	(β	cells	of	the	endocrine	pancreas)	High	blood	glucose;	high	blood	amino	acids;	gastrointestinal
hormones;	parasympathetic	stimulation	Increases	glucose	uptake	from	the	blood	by	resting	skeletal	muscle	cells	and	fat	cells	(hypoglycemic	effect);	promotes	formation	of	glycogen	(glycogenesis)	from	glucose	in	muscle	and	liver;	stimulates	fat	cells	to	synthesize	triglycerides	from	glucose;	promotes	the	use	of	glucose	in	ATP	production;	increases
uptake	of	free	fatty	acids	and	triglyceride	synthesis	by	fat	cells;	inhibits	breakdown	of	triglycerides;	increases	uptake	of	amino	acids	by	muscle	and	liver,	promotes	protein	synthesis,	and	inhibits	protein	degradation;	inhibits	gluconeogenesis	Glucagon	(α	cells	of	the	endocrine	pancreas)	Low	blood	glucose;	high	blood	amino	acids;	sympathetic
stimulation	Increases	blood	glucose	levels	by	stimulating	glycogenolysis	and	gluconeogenesis	in	liver	cells	(hyperglycemic	effect);	promotes	breakdown	of	triglycerides	to	increase	blood	levels	of	free	fatty	acids	and	glycerol;	inhibits	triglyceride	synthesis	Epinephrine	(adrenal	medulla)	Sympathetic	stimulation	during	stress	and	exercise	Increases
blood	glucose	levels	by	promoting	glycogenolysis	in	both	liver	and	muscle	cells;	often	promotes	triglyceride	degradation	to	increase	blood	levels	of	free	fatty	acids	and	glycerol;	inhibits	insulin	release	and	antagonizes	glucose	uptake	by	cells;	stimulates	glucagon	and	ACTH	secretion	Glucocorticoids	(zona	fasciculata	of	adrenal	cortex)	Stress	Enhance
the	actions	of	glucagon	and	catecholamines;	increase	blood	glucose	levels	by	antagonizing	cellular	glucose	uptake	and	promoting	glycogenolysis	and	gluconeogenesis;	promote	degradation	of	triglycerides	to	form	free	fatty	acids	and	glycerol;	promote	degradation	of	proteins	to	form	free	amino	acids	Thyroid	hormones	(thyroid	gland)	Secreted
continuously;	increased	by	TRH	and	TSH,	which	are	influenced	by	exposure	to	cold	in	human	newborns	(but	not	adults)	and	other	animals	Promote	oxidation	of	nutrients	(raise	metabolic	rate);	enhance	effects	of	catecholamines	on	metabolism;	stimulate	growth	hormone	secretion	and	enhance	the	effects	of	growth	hormone	on	synthesis	of	new
proteins	Growth	hormone	(anterior	pituitary	gland)	Secreted	continuously	with	a	circadian	rhythm;	increased	by	growth	hormone	releasing	hormone	and	decreased	by	somatostatin	(influenced	by	stress,	exercise,	hypoglycemia)	Promotes	protein	synthesis	and	growth;	increases	uptake	of	amino	acids	by	liver	and	muscle;	enhances	breakdown	of
triglycerides	to	increase	blood	levels	of	free	fatty	acids;	antagonizes	glucose	uptake	by	muscles	Androgens	(gonads	and	adrenal	cortex)	Secreted	continuously	from	puberty	onward	Promote	protein	synthesis	and	growth	of	muscle	Osteocalcin	(osteoblasts	of	bone)	Bone	turnover	during	growth	and	remodeling	Stimulates	β	cell	proliferation	and	insulin
secretion;	stimulates	adipose	cells	to	secrete	adiponectin,	which	increases	target	cells’	sensitivity	to	insulin;	these	combined	effects	influence	whole-body	glucose	metabolism	nutrients	when	they	eat,	but	many	animals	do	not	eat	continuously.	Still,	their	cells	need	nutrients	all	the	time.	Moreover,	their	cells	may	require	the	three	major	classes	of
nutrients—carbohydrates,	lipids,	and	proteins—in	very	different	proportions	than	are	found	in	digested	foods.	Thus,	providing	continuous	and	appropriate	nutrients	to	all	tissues	requires	controls	not	only	of	feeding	but	also	of	storage,	mobilization,	and	molecular	interconversions	of	nutrients.	Table	16.3	lists	several	hormones	that	influence	nutrient
metabolism.	Insulin	and	glucagon,	in	particular,	play	major	roles	in	nutrient	metabolism.	Insulin	regulates	short-term	changes	in	nutrient	availability	Many	mammals	go	through	bouts	of	feeding	separated	by	several	hours	of	not	feeding.	To	prevent	alternations	of	feast	and	famine	at	the	cellular	level,	mechanisms	are	set	in	motion	that	favor	storage	of
nutrient	molecules	immediately	after	a	meal	and	mobilization	of	nutrients	from	storage	depots	as	the	hours	pass	until	the	next	meal.	Insulin	is	the	most	important	hormone	involved	in	managing	short-term	fluctuations	of	nutrient	availability.	During	digestion,	several	factors—including	rising	concentrations	of	glucose	and	amino	acids	in	the	blood,
gastrointestinal	hormones,	and	parasympathetic	activity—stimulate	the	β	cells	in	the	pancreatic	islets	of	Langerhans	to	increase	their	secretion	of	insulin.	Insulin	is	the	dominant	hormone	in	the	blood	during	the	fed	state.	It	favors	the	storage	of	all	three	major	classes	of	nutrients.	It	promotes	the	uptake	of	glucose,	fatty	acids,	and	amino	acids	from	the
blood	into	tissues,	especially	muscle	and	fat.	In	the	case	of	glucose,	for	example,	insulin	binds	to	its	receptor	molecule6	on	a	target	cell	and	triggers	a	series	of	signal	transduction	events	that	lead	to	the	incorporation	of	specific	glucose	transporter	molecules	(called	GLUT4	transporters)	into	the	membrane	of	the	target	cell.	6	Insulin	binds	to	an
enzyme-linked	membrane	receptor	that	triggers	the	action	of	tyrosine	kinase.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	447	(B)	High-protein	meal	(A)	High-carbohydrate	meal	Carbohydrate	meal	Glucose	140	As	glucose	levels	peak	after	a	high-carbohydrate	meal…	120	4000	…levels	of	insulin	also	peak…	2000	0	8	7	Digestion	of	protein	molecules
releases	amino	acids.	6	100	90	0	60	120	Minutes	180	90	85	Insulin	800	400	After	a	high-protein	meal,	insulin	and	glucagon	levels	both	rise.	200	110	–60	Glucose	95	…and	levels	of	glucagon	decline.	Glucagon	120	Insulin	(pg/mL)	Insulin	(pg/mL)	Insulin	Plasma	glucose	(mg/100	mL)	80	Plasma	glucagon	(pg/mL)	Amino	acids	9	100	240	Figure	16.15 
Hormone	and	nutrient	levels	in	the	blood	of	healthy	human	subjects	before	and	after	a	meal 	(A)	Average	levels	for	11	subjects	who	consumed	a	high-carbohydrate	meal	of	white	bread	and	boiled	spaghetti,	corn,	rice,	and	potatoes.	(B)	Average	levels	for	14	subjects	who	consumed	a	high-protein	meal	of	boiled	lean	beef.	Error	bars	show	the	standard
errors.	The	experimenters	used	different	scales	on	the	y	axes	to	emphasize	the	changes	in	hormone	levels.	Thus	the	rise	in	insulin	is	notably	smaller	in	(B)	than	in	(A),	and	the	rise	of	glucagon	is	more	robust	in	(B)	than	its	decline	in	(A).	(After	Müller	et	al.	1970.)	The	GLUT4	transporters	allow	the	target	cell	to	take	up	glucose	by	facilitated	diffusion.
The	brain	and	liver,	however,	do	not	depend	on	insulin	to	stimulate	the	uptake	of	glucose.	Instead,	they	both	have	constitutive	glucose	transporter	molecules	that	permit	them	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	to	take	up	glucose	Sinauer	Associatescontinuously.	In	addition,	skeletal	muscles	in	the	process	of	exercising	do	not	depend	on	insulin	for	glucose
Morales	Studio	Figure	16.15Although	11-13-15	resting	skeletal	muscles	require	insulin	uptake	either.	to	promote	incorporation	of	GLUT4	transporters	into	their	cell	membranes,	the	contractions	of	exercising	muscles	stimulate	insulin-independent	incorporation	of	GLUT4	transporters	into	the	membrane.	Because	insulin	causes	a	decrease	in	blood
glucose	levels,	it	is	said	to	exert	a	hypoglycemic	effect.	Insulin	also	promotes	synthesis	of	nutrient	storage	molecules:	glycogen	from	glucose,	triglycerides	(lipids)	from	fatty	acids	or	glucose,	and	proteins	from	amino	acids.	At	the	same	time	insulin	promotes	the	formation	of	these	large	molecules,	it	inhibits	the	enzymes	that	break	them	down.	Insulin
secretion	decreases	as	digestion	comes	to	an	end,	and	the	ebbing	of	insulin	levels	in	the	blood	is	often	the	only	endocrine	change	necessary	for	a	shift	to	net	mobilization	of	nutrients	from	stores.	As	insulin	declines,	breakdown	of	stored	glycogen	and	lipids	begins,	and	glucose	and	fatty	acids	are	released	into	the	Plasma	glucagon	(pg/mL)	Plasma
glucose	(mg/100	mL)	160	Nitrogen	of	amino	acids	(mg/100	mL)	Protein	meal	180	Glucagon	160	140	120	100	–60	0	60	120	Minutes	180	240	blood.	The	overall	pattern	of	insulin	secretion—high	levels	in	the	fed	state	and	low	levels	in	the	unfed	state—tends	to	stabilize	blood	concentrations	of	nutrients.	Figure	16.15A	shows	the	average	rise	and	decline
in	plasma	levels	of	insulin	for	several	people	after	a	high-carbohydrate	meal.	With	increased	glucose	in	the	blood,	insulin	secretion	increases;	as	blood	glucose	levels	decline,	so	do	blood	levels	of	insulin.	The	spike	in	blood	glucose	following	the	meal	shows	that	blood	nutrient	concentrations	are	not	completely	stable.	However,	concentrations	remain
far	more	stable	than	they	would	without	the	negative	feedback	mediated	by	insulin.	No	other	hormone	in	the	body	can	lower	blood	glucose	levels.	This	point	is	made	dramatically	clear	by	people	with	diabetes	mellitus,	who	secrete	abnormally	low	amounts	of	insulin	or	who	have	diminished	tissue	responsiveness	to	insulin.	After	a	high-carbohydrate
meal,	individuals	with	untreated	diabetes	experience	far	higher	blood	glucose	concentrations	than	those	without	diabetes.	In	fact,	the	blood	glucose	levels	of	diabetics	become	so	high	that	their	kidneys	are	unable	to	recover	all	the	glucose	filtered	from	the	blood	in	the	process	of	urine	formation	(see	Chapter	29),	and	glucose	is	excreted	in	their	urine
and	wasted.	Chronic	high	levels	of	glucose	cause	damage	to	the	eyes,	kidneys,	blood	vessels,	and	nervous	system.	Given	its	importance,	it	is	not	surprising	that	insulin	secretion	and	the	sensitivity	of	the	body’s	cells	to	it	are	influenced	by	several	other	hormones	over	the	long	term.	For	example,	adiponectin	(secreted	by	adipose	tissue)	increases	cell
sensitivity	to	insulin,	and	osteocalcin	(secreted	by	osteoblast	cells	of	bone)	promotes	insulin	secretion	and	also	increases	cells’	sensitivity	to	it.	448	 	Chapter	16	Glucagon	works	together	with	insulin	to	ensure	stable	levels	of	glucose	in	the	blood	Glucagon	is	a	peptide	hormone	secreted	by	the	α	cells	of	the	pancreatic	islets.	The	main	stimuli	for	its
release	are	low	levels	of	glucose	in	the	blood,	sympathetic	stimulation	of	the	α	cells,	and	high	levels	of	amino	acids	in	the	blood.	Glucagon’s	main	effect	is	to	increase	the	production	of	glucose	and	its	release	into	the	blood.	Because	it	causes	blood	glucose	levels	to	rise,	glucagon	is	said	to	exert	a	hyperglycemic	effect,	the	opposite	of	insulin’s
hypoglycemic	effect.	Glucagon	stimulates	cells	in	the	liver	to	break	down	glycogen	in	a	process	called	glycogenolysis	and	to	release	the	resulting	glucose	into	the	blood.	Glucagon	also	exerts	effects	opposite	to	those	of	insulin	with	regard	to	fats.	It	inhibits	triglyceride	(lipid)	synthesis	and	stimulates	adipose	(fat)	cells	to	break	down	triglycerides	into
fatty	acids	and	glycerol	and	release	these	products	into	the	blood.	In	addition,	glucagon	stimulates	gluconeogenesis	in	liver	cells.	In	gluconeogenesis,	new	glucose	molecules	are	formed	from	noncarbohydrate	molecules,	mainly	amino	acids	and	glycerol	obtained	from	the	breakdown	of	triglyceride	molecules.	Proteins	and	fats	are	both	mobilized	from
body	tissues	at	low	insulin	levels.	Thus	amino	acids	from	protein	breakdown	and	glycerol	from	fat	breakdown	become	available	for	gluconeogenesis	in	liver	cells.	As	blood	glucose	levels	rise,	glucagon	secretion	tends	to	decrease	by	negative	feedback.	Consequently,	from	meal	to	meal,	both	insulin	and	glucagon	contribute	to	stable	blood	glucose	levels.
Under	conditions	of	stress	(and	exercise),	however,	sympathetic	stimulation	causes	secretion	of	epinephrine	from	the	adrenal	medulla	as	well	as	increased	synaptic	input	to	the	α	cells.	Epinephrine	has	the	dual	effect	of	stimulating	the	α	cells	to	secrete	glucagon	and	inhibiting	the	β	cells	from	secreting	insulin.	This	arrangement	ensures	increased
glucose	availability	without	hindrance	from	insulin.	Glucagon	is	secreted	when	blood	levels	of	glucose	and	fatty	acids	are	low,	a	condition	typical	of	the	unfed	state.	However,	the	rate	of	glucagon	secretion	is	not	increased	by	low	levels	of	amino	acids.	Instead,	glucagon	secretion	increases	when	blood	levels	of	amino	acids	are	high.	Therefore,	although
glucagon	is	the	dominant	hormone	during	the	unfed	state,	it	is	often	secreted	during	the	fed	state,	depending	on	the	nutrient	composition	of	a	meal.	When	a	high-carbohydrate	meal	is	consumed	by	healthy	human	subjects,	blood	levels	of	glucose	rise,	insulin	secretion	increases,	and	glucagon	secretion	decreases	(see	Figure	16.15A).	Under	these
conditions,	the	low	levels	of	glucagon	reinforce	the	actions	of	insulin.	After	a	high-protein	meal,	however,	both	insulin	and	glucagon	rise	(Figure	16.15B).	The	rise	in	insulin	promotes	the	incorporation	of	absorbed	amino	acids	into	body	proteins.	The	rise	in	glucagon	under	these	circumstances	has	an	adaptive	advantage	because	a	high-protein	meal	in
itself	supplies	little	glucose,	yet	the	brain’s	preferred	energy	source	is	glucose.	Increased	glucagon	ensures	an	output	of	glucose	from	liver	glycogen	stores	even	in	the	face	of	high	insulin	levels.	The	interactions	between	insulin	and	glucagon	in	managing	the	appropriate	use	and	storage	of	foodstuffs	are	key	to	maintaining	nutrient	homeostasis.	We
have	seen	that	absorbed	nutrients,	gastrointestinal	hormones,	and	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	inputs	act	at	the	α	and	β	cells	of	the	islets	of	Langerhans	to	influence	secretion	of	glucagon	and	insulin.	As	a	final	consideration,	we	need	to	remember	that	the	brain	(especially	the	hypothalamus)	continually	integrates	afferent	information	provided	by
secreted	hormones	and	nutrients	themselves.	The	brain	receives	information	about	short-term	energy	availability	from	the	presence	of	nutrients	such	as	glucose	and	free	fatty	acids	in	the	blood.	It	receives	information	about	long-term	energy	stores	from	the	presence	of	circulating	hormones	such	as	leptin,	which	is	secreted	by	adipose	cells.	Brain
neural	activity	transduces	these	inputs	into	efferent	signals	that	coordinate	glucose	production	by	the	liver,	insulin	and	glucagon	secretion	in	the	pancreas,	and	glucose	uptake	by	muscle	cells.	Ongoing	research	continues	to	clarify	and	enhance	our	understanding	of	the	broad,	integrative	framework	involved	in	regulating	body	fat	stores	and	blood
glucose	levels.	These	research	efforts	may	reveal	possibilities	for	treatment	of	obesity	and	diabetes,	two	major	public-health	concerns.	Other	hormones	contribute	to	the	regulation	of	nutrient	metabolism	Other	hormones	that	exert	their	own	regulatory	roles	in	other	systems	also	influence	nutrient	metabolism.	For	example,	both	growth	hormone	and
glucocorticoids	act	synergistically	with	epinephrine	to	enhance	epinephrine’s	effect	on	lipid	breakdown.	Other	hormones	play	an	essential	permissive	role	in	nutrient	metabolism.	Background	levels	of	glucocorticoids,	for	example,	are	essential	for	preventing	levels	of	blood	glucose	from	plummeting	during	fasting	and	other	stresses.	Not	only	do
glucocorticoids	stimulate	glucose	formation,	but	they	are	also	required	for	glucagon	and	epinephrine	to	exert	their	effects.	Several	hormones	play	key	roles	in	the	growth	of	young	animals.	Growth	hormone,	thyroid	hormones,	and	androgens	are	important	because	they	promote	the	formation	of	proteins.	For	example,	the	presence	of	testicular
androgens—principally	testosterone—during	puberty	brings	about	the	greater	muscular	development	that	occurs	in	boys	as	compared	with	girls.	These	hormones	also	work	together	synergistically	to	enhance	each	other’s	effects.	Thyroxine,	for	example,	enhances	the	effects	of	growth	hormone	in	young	animals.	Hormones	also	alter	nutrient
metabolism	during	exercise	and	fasting.	Both	circumstances	require	mobilization	of	metabolic	fuels	from	stores.	During	both,	insulin	secretion	declines.	Without	insulin’s	effects,	glycogen	breakdown,	lipid	breakdown,	protein	breakdown,	and	gluconeogenesis	all	occur	at	heightened	rates.	Glucagon	secretion	rises	during	both	exercise	and	fasting	and
stimulates	glycogenolysis	and	gluconeogenesis	in	liver	cells.	Other	hormones	may	also	play	a	role,	but	exercise	and	fasting	do	not	necessarily	elicit	the	same	hormonal	responses.	For	example,	epinephrine	secretion	increases	during	exercise	but	does	not	consistently	increase	during	fasting.	Furthermore,	prolonged	fasting,	but	not	exercise,	often	leads
to	a	decline	in	thyroid	hormone	levels;	this	decline	lowers	metabolic	demands	and	conserves	fuels.	Summary	Endocrine	Control	of	Nutrient	Metabolism	in	Mammals	„„Insulin	is	secreted	when	nutrient	molecules	are	abundant	in	the	blood.	It	exerts	a	hypoglycemic	effect	by	promoting	uptake	and	storage	of	nutrients	and	inhibiting	degradation	of
glycogen,	lipids,	and	proteins.	In	the	absence	of	insulin,	nutrient	molecules	are	mobilized	to	enter	the	blood	from	storage	sites.	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	449	„„Glucagon	is	secreted	when	blood	glucose	levels	are	low.	It	exerts	a	hyperglycemic	effect	by	stimulating	the	breakdown	of	glycogen	(glycogenolysis),	the	breakdown	of
triglyceride	molecules,	and	the	formation	of	glucose	from	noncarbohydrate	sources	(gluconeogenesis).	„„Growth	hormone,	glucocorticoids,	epinephrine,	thyroid	hormones,	and	androgens	play	permissive	and	synergistic	roles	in	nutrient	metabolism.	Endocrine	Control	of	Salt	and	Water	Balance	in	Vertebrates	in	various	regions	of	the	nephron.
However,	AQP-2	molecules	are	present	in	the	apical	membranes	(those	facing	the	lumen)	of	the	cells	of	the	collecting	duct	only	when	vasopressin	is	present.	The	epithelial	cells	of	the	tubules	of	the	nephron	are	connected	by	tight	junctions,	which	prevent	movement	of	substances,	including	water,	between	cells.	Thus	water	in	the	lumen	of	the	tubule	is
destined	for	excretion	unless	it	can	pass	through	the	epithelial	cells	back	into	the	interstitial	fluid	and	plasma.	Receptor	molecules	for	AVP	are	located	on	the	basal	side	of	the	cells.	When	AVP	is	secreted	from	the	posterior	pituitary,	it	travels	in	the	general	blood	circulation	to	the	kidneys	and	binds	to	these	receptors.	Through	a	second-messenger
system,	AVP	stimulates	the	movement	of	AQP-2	molecules	from	intracellular	storage	vesicles	to	the	apical	membrane	facing	the	lumen.	Experiments	show	that	when	exposed	to	AVP,	the	epithelial	cells	begin	to	increase	their	permeability	to	water	within	1	min,	and	reach	peak	permeability	in	about	40	min.	Water	moves	out	of	the	lumen	osmotically.	It
passes	into	the	epithelial	cell	and	out	the	basal	end	of	the	cell	through	a	different	type	of	AQP	channel	(AQP-3)	that	is	always	present	and	open.	We	devote	the	last	part	of	this	book	(Chapters	27–30)	to	the	strategies	animals	use	to	maintain	salt	and	water	balance	in	a	variety	of	environments.	In	this	section	we	explore	the	endocrine	controls	employed
by	vertebrates	to	maintain	appropriate	body	fluid	volume	and	appropriate	concentrations	of	salts.	Salts	dissociate	into	ions	in	solution	and	therefore	are	also	referred	to	as	electrolytes.	Because	dissolved	particles	exert	osmotic	pressure	that	Nephron	of	kidney	holds	water,	they	have	a	direct	effect	on	fluid	volume	in	the	animal.	Furthermore,	fluid
volume	has	a	direct	effect	on	arterial	blood	pressure,	which	is	essential	for	ensuring	delivery	of	respiratory	gases	and	nutrients	to	cells	and	removal	of	metabolic	by-products	(see	Chapter	25).	Therefore	the	hormones	involved	in	salt	and	water	balance	have	far-reaching	effects.	The	dominant	salt	in	the	extracellular	fluid	is	NaCl,	which	dissociates	into
Na+	and	Cl–	ions.	The	main	hormones	involved	in	salt	and	water	balance	affect	the	movements	of	Na+	and	water.	Cl–	typically	follows	Na+	passively.	Antidiuretic	hormones	conserve	water	Earlier	in	this	chapter	we	discussed	vasopressin	(also	called	antidiuretic	hormone,	or	ADH),	which	is	produced	by	magnocellular	neurosecretory	cell	bodies	in	the
hypothalamus	and	released	from	their	axon	terminals	in	the	posterior	pituitary	gland.	This	hormone	acts	to	conserve	water	by	preventing	the	production	of	a	large	volume	of	urine.	All	major	classes	of	vertebrates	produce	hormones	with	antidiuretic	action.	Most	mammals	use	arginine	vasopressin	(AVP),	but	some	pigs	and	their	relatives	use	lysine
vasopressin	(LVP),	and	nonmammalian	vertebrates	use	the	closely	related	arginine	vasotocin	(AVT)	(see	Table	16.2).	In	all	vertebrates,	the	target	tissue	of	these	hormones	is	the	nephron	of	the	kidney.	Antidiuretic	hormones	stimulate	the	reabsorption	of	water	from	the	lumen	of	the	nephron.	This	means	that	instead	of	being	excreted	in	the	urine,
water	is	returned	to	the	extracellular	fluid.	The	action	of	AVP	has	been	studied	extensively	in	mammals.	Its	effect	is	to	stimulate	the	incorporation	of	specific	aquaporin	(AQP)	(water	channel)	molecules	(see	Chapter	5;	page	126)	into	the	membranes	of	epithelial	cells	in	the	collecting	duct	of	the	nephron	(Figure	16.16).	Different	types	of	aquaporins
exist	permanently	Lumen	of	collecting	duct	Collecting	duct	Figure	16.16 	An	antidiuretic	hormone	functions	to	conserve	water 	Arginine	vasopressin	(AVP)	stimulates	the	incorporation	of	aquaporin-2	(AQP-2)	channels	into	the	apical	membranes	of	epithelial	cells	in	the	collecting	duct	of	the	nephron,	resulting	in	the	return	of	water	to	the
extracellular	fluid.	Extracellular	fluid	Collecting	duct	cell	Peritubular	capillary	2	A	secondmessenger	system	acts	to	shuttle	storage	vesicles	to	the	membrane.	Protein	kinase	A	3	Storage	vesicles	fuse	with	the	apical	membrane	to	incorporate	AQP-2	channels.	H2O	Arginine	vasopressin	(AVP)	cAMP	Vasopressin	receptor	Storage	vesicles	1	AVP	binds	to
its	receptor.	AQP-2	channel	H	2O	AQP-3	channel	H	2O	4	Water	follows	its	osmotic	gradient	through	AQP-2	channels	into	the	epithelial	cell…	5	…and	into	the	extracellular	fluid	through	permanent	AQP-3	channels.	6	Water	moves	from	the	extracellular	fluid	into	the	blood	through	spaces	between	capillary	endothelial	cells.	450	 	Chapter	16	Bowman’s
capsule	Glomerulus	(A)	The	renin–angiotensin–aldosterone	system	Aldosterone	acts	at	the	late	distal	tubule	and	early	collecting	duct	to	increase	reabsorption	of	Na+	and	secretion	of	K+.	Efferent	arteriole	Distal	tubule	Distal	Nephron	of	kidney	tubule	Macula	densa	cells	secrete	paracrines	that	inhibit	renin	secretion	when	blood	pressure	is	high.
Afferent	arteriole	Macula	densa	Collecting	duct	Juxtaglomerular	cells	Juxtaglomerular	cells	secrete	renin	when	blood	pressure	is	low.	Renin	Angiotensinogen	Angiotensin	I	ACE	Angiotensin	II	Stimulates	constriction	of	systemic	arterioles	Aldosterone	secretion	from	adrenal	cortex	Promotes	Stimulates	vasopressin	thirst	secretion	↑	Na+	reabsorption	↑
Extracellular	fluid	volume	↑	Arterial	blood	pressure	(B)	Atrial	natriuretic	peptide	(ANP)	↑	Blood	volume	Atrial	muscle	fibers	stretched	↑	ANP	secretion	↑	Glomerular	filtration	↓	Na+	and	water	reabsorption	FIGURE	16.17 	Two	endocrine	mechanisms	maintain	blood	volume	and	blood	pressure 	(A)	The	renin–angiotensin–aldosterone	system	corrects
low	extracellular	fluid	volume	and	low	blood	pressure.	Renin	initiates	the	steps	that	lead	to	the	production	of	angiotensin	II,	which	exerts	several	effects	to	increase	blood	volume	and	pressure	and	also	stimulates	the	secretion	of	aldosterone	from	the	adrenal	cortex.	The	juxtaglomerular	cells	secrete	renin	in	response	to	reduced	stretch	of	the	wall	of
the	afferent	arteriole	(which	results	from	low	blood	When	the	extracellular	fluid	has	a	high	osmotic	concentration	(for	example,	due	to	excess	salt	consumption)	or	the	extracellular	fluid	volume	is	low	(such	as	due	to	hemorrhage	from	a	wound),	neurons	in	the	CNS	stimulate	the	AVP	neuroendocrine	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	to	secrete	AVP.	In	the
presence	of	AVP,	AQP-2	channels	are	incorporated	into	the	apical	membranes	of	the	epithelial	cells,	allowing	reabsorption	of	water.	When	the	extracellular	fluid	has	a	low	osmotic	concentration	or	the	extracellular	fluid	volume	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	is	large	(for	example,	to	excess	water	consumption),	the	AVP	Sinauerdue	Associates



neuroendocrineMorales	cells	do	not	secrete	AVP.	In	the	absence	of	AVP,	Studio	Figureare	16.17	11-16-15	12-02-15	12-22-15	the	AQP-2	channels	taken	back	into	the	cells’	cytoplasm,	and	none	(or	very	few)	are	present	in	the	apical	membranes.	Therefore	↑	Na+	and	water	excretion	↓	Blood	pressure	and	volume	pressure)	and	to	sympathetic
stimulation.	ACE	=	angiotensin-converting	enzyme.	(B)	Atrial	natriuretic	peptide	(ANP)	corrects	high	extracellular	fluid	volume	and	high	blood	pressure.	Specialized	muscle	cells	in	the	atria	of	the	heart	secrete	ANP	when	they	are	stretched.	ANP	inhibits	reabsorption	of	Na+	at	the	nephron	and	also	inhibits	secretion	of	vasopressin	and	renin	to	reduce
extracellular	fluid	volume	and	blood	pressure.	water	is	not	reabsorbed—no	matter	what	the	osmotic	gradient	is.	The	water	is	excreted	because	it	cannot	escape	the	lumen.	The	renin–angiotensin–aldosterone	system	conserves	sodium	and	excretes	potassium	Aldosterone	is	a	steroid	hormone	produced	and	secreted	by	the	zona	glomerulosa	cells	of	the
adrenal	cortex	(see	Figures	16.2	and	16.9).	It	is	called	a	mineralocorticoid	because	it	contributes	to	the	balance	of	minerals—mainly	sodium	and	potassium—in	the	body.	The	main	target	tissues	of	aldosterone	are	epithelial	cells	of	the	late	distal	tubule	and	early	collecting	duct	of	the	nephron	(Figure	16.17A).	Aldosterone	stimulates	these	cells	to
secrete	K+	Endocrine	and	Neuroendocrine	Physiology 	451	into	the	lumen	(for	excretion)	and	to	reabsorb	Na+	(take	it	out	of	the	lumen	and	return	it	to	the	interstitial	fluid	and	plasma).7	When	aldosterone	is	secreted,	it	enters	the	target	cells	and	binds	to	its	receptor	in	the	cytoplasm.	The	hormone–receptor	complex	enters	the	nucleus	and	initiates
transcription	of	the	DNA	to	synthesize	new	Na+–K+-ATPase	pumps	and	Na+	and	K+	channels	for	incorporation	into	the	cell	membrane.	The	new	pumps	and	channels	speed	the	reabsorption	of	Na+	and	the	secretion	of	K+.	High	plasma	K+	stimulates	aldosterone	secretion,	which	stimulates	excretion	of	K+.	This	function	ensures	low	levels	of	K+	in
the	extracellular	fluid,	a	condition	essential	to	maintaining	cell	resting	membrane	potentials.	Low	arterial	blood	pressure	is	a	very	powerful	stimulus	for	aldosterone	secretion.	One	way	to	correct	low	blood	pressure	is	to	increase	the	extracellular	fluid	volume	(or	preserve	it,	in	the	case	of	blood	loss).	Na+	(and	Cl–)	within	the	extracellular	fluid	exerts
an	osmotic	“hold”	on	water.	This	effect,	combined	with	increased	reabsorption	of	water,	increases	the	volume	of	the	extracellular	fluid	and	therefore	increases	arterial	blood	pressure.	This	mechanism	is	called	into	play	during	the	stress	response	if	an	individual	is	wounded.	When	low	blood	pressure	is	detected,	specialized	cells	in	the	kidney	secrete	a
substance	called	renin.	These	cells,	called	juxtaglomerular	(JG)	cells	or	granular	cells,	are	modified	smooth	muscle	cells	located	in	the	walls	of	the	afferent	arterioles	leading	to	the	glomerulus	of	the	nephron	(see	Figure	16.17A).	The	JG	cells	are	sensitive	to	stretch.	When	they	are	stretched	less	(as	in	the	case	of	low	blood	pressure),	they	increase	their
secretion	of	renin.	The	JG	cells	are	also	innervated	by	sympathetic	nerve	fibers	and	receive	sympathetic	stimulation	to	secrete	renin	when	blood	pressure	is	low.	Finally,	renin	secretion	is	regulated	by	paracrines	from	the	macula	densa,	a	group	of	specialized	cells	that	monitor	fluid	and	solute	flow	through	the	distal	tubule.	When	blood	pressure	is	low,
the	macula	densa	cells	reduce	their	paracrine-mediated	inhibition	of	the	JG	cells.	Mammals,	reptiles	(including	birds),	amphibians,	and	bony	and	cartilaginous	fish	all	have	JG	cells	that	secrete	renin.	Its	actions	have	been	studied	most	thoroughly	in	mammals.	Renin	is	the	first	substance	in	a	chain	that	leads	to	the	secretion	of	aldosterone	(see	Figure
16.17A).	Renin	is	secreted	into	the	blood	and,	in	mammals,	has	a	half-life	of	about	20	min.	It	interacts	enzymatically	with	a	large	protein	called	angiotensinogen,	which	is	produced	by	the	liver	and	is	continuously	present	in	the	blood.	Renin	cleaves	a	peptide	bond	of	angiotensinogen	to	produce	a	ten–amino	acid	peptide	called	angiotensin	I.	Angiotensin
I	itself	does	not	have	a	physiological	effect.	Circulating	in	the	blood,	angiotensin	I	encounters	a	membrane-bound	enzyme	called	angiotensin-converting	enzyme	(ACE),	which	is	produced	by	the	endothelial	cells	of	the	blood	vessels.	ACE	cleaves	two	amino	acids	from	angiotensin	I	to	make	the	eight–amino	acid	peptide	hormone	angiotensin	II.
Angiotensin	II	stimulates	the	secretion	of	aldosterone	from	the	adrenal	cortex	and	causes	constriction	of	systemic	arterioles.	In	addition,	angiotensin	II	stimulates	secretion	of	vasopressin	and	promotes	thirst	and	drinking.	These	actions	contribute	to	raising	the	extracellular	fluid	volume	and	therefore	raising	arterial	blood	pressure.	7	Aldosterone	also
has	other	target	tissues,	including	the	urinary	bladder	(amphibians,	reptiles	other	than	birds,	and	mammals),	sweat	glands	(mammals),	salt	glands	(reptiles,	including	birds),	salivary	glands	(mammals),	and	intestine	(mammals,	birds,	and	amphibians).	At	all	of	these	target	tissues,	its	effect	is	to	retain	Na+	in	the	body.	Interestingly,	the	toxin	of	the
Brazilian	pit	viper	Bothrops	jararaca	kills	by	causing	a	catastrophic	drop	in	blood	pressure.	A	component	in	the	toxin	specifically	blocks	the	action	of	ACE	and	therefore	halts	production	of	angiotensin	II	and	secretion	of	aldosterone.	Knowing	this	physiology,	researchers	at	the	pharmaceutical	firm	Bristol-Myers	Squibb	studied	the	molecular	structure
of	the	most	active	component	in	the	venom,	which	gave	them	an	understanding	of	the	structure	of	the	active	site	of	ACE.	They	then	designed	a	drug	that	interacts	specifically	with	the	active	site	and	prevents	its	enzymatic	action.	This	drug,	captopril,	was	the	first	“ACE-inhibitor”	drug	used	to	treat	hypertension	(high	blood	pressure).	Atrial	natriuretic
peptide	promotes	excretion	of	sodium	and	water	Atrial	natriuretic	peptide	(ANP)	is	produced	by	specialized	muscle	cells	in	the	atria	of	the	heart	and	is	secreted	when	the	heart	muscle	cells	are	stretched.	High	arterial	blood	pressure	and	large	amounts	of	sodium,	which	lead	to	expanded	extracellular	fluid	volume,	stimulate	ANP	secretion	(Figure
16.17B).	ANP	has	been	identified	in	most	vertebrates.	It	acts	on	the	distal	parts	of	nephrons	to	inhibit	the	reabsorption	of	Na+	and	increase	its	excretion.	ANP	also	inhibits	the	secretion	of	vasopressin,	renin,	and	aldosterone,	thereby	counteracting	the	hormones	that	conserve	water	and	Na+.	Finally,	ANP	increases	the	rate	of	filtration	of	blood	at	the
glomerulus,	which	causes	more	fluid	to	be	excreted.	Consequently,	by	its	many	effects,	ANP	reduces	the	extracellular	fluid	volume	and	corrects	conditions	of	high	arterial	blood	pressure.	The	mechanisms	by	which	ANP	exerts	these	actions	are	not	yet	understood	and	are	being	actively	investigated.	ANP	has	also	been	found	to	stimulate	the	excretion
of	Na+	from	the	gills	of	bony	fish.	Summary	Endocrine	Control	of	Salt	and	Water	Balance	in	Vertebrates	„„Hormones	continuously	regulate	the	balance	of	salt	and	water	in	vertebrates.	„„Vasopressins	are	peptide	neurohormones	that	stimulate	the	conservation	of	water.	„„Aldosterone	is	a	steroid	hormone	that	stimulates	the	excretion	of	K+	and
conservation	of	Na+.	It	is	part	of	the	renin–angiotensin–aldosterone	system	that	is	set	in	motion	under	conditions	of	low	arterial	blood	pressure.	„„Atrial	natriuretic	peptide	(ANP)	exerts	many	different	actions,	all	of	which	stimulate	the	excretion	of	Na+	and	water.	Endocrine	Control	of	Calcium	Metabolism	in	Mammals	Calcium	is	finely	regulated	in
both	the	extracellular	and	intracellular	fluids.	We	know	that	the	intracellular	Ca2+	concentration	is	kept	very	low	(50%	difference)!	Facultative	delayed	implantation	is	responsible	for	this	variation.	In	23-day	gestations,	no	delay	of	implantation	occurs;	23	days,	in	other	words,	is	the	period	required	for	development	to	be	completed	without
interruptions.	Delayed	implantation	can	occur,	however,	and	can	be	of	variable	length.	A	5-day	delay	results	in	a	28-day	gestation.	A	10-day	delay	causes	a	33-day	gestation.	Patterns	of	this	sort	are	common	in	rodents.	Detailed	studies	of	laboratory	mice	have	started	to	unravel	the	complex	physiology	and	hormonal	controls	involved.	In	those	mice,	in
the	midst	of	a	delay,	not	only	is	the	embryo’s	development	arrested,	but	also	the	uterine	wall	is	unresponsive	to	the	embryo’s	presence	(although	ultimately	the	uterus	must	accept	implantation	of	the	embryo).	The	arrested	state	is	ended	by	a	pulse	of	estrogen	secreted	by	the	mother’s	ovaries.	The	estrogen	brings	the	uterus	into	a	receptive	state,	and
the	uterus	then	secretes	a	uterine	hormone,	catecholestrogen,	which	activates	the	embryo.	After	this	cross-talk	between	the	uterus	and	embryo,	implantation	soon	occurs,	and	the	embryo	completes	intrauterine	development.	Another	reproductive	timing	mechanism	that	has	evolved	in	some	mammals	is	postpartum	estrus.	In	species	that	exhibit
postpartum	estrus,	a	female	becomes	receptive	to	mating—and	is	capable	of	conceiving—in	the	immediate	aftermath	of	giving	birth	(postpartum,	“following	parturition”).	Postpartum	estrus	occurs	in	many	true	seals,	sea	lions,	and	fur	seals,	as	we	have	seen.	Horses	and	zebras,	some	kangaroos,	and	rabbits	and	hares	also	exhibit	it.	In	rodents	such	as
we	have	been	discussing,	postpartum	estrus	is	common,	and	it	often	functions	in	a	coordinated	way	with	delayed	implantation	to	control	the	timing	of	the	births	of	successive	litters	so	as	to	optimize	litter	spacing	relative	to	parental	resources.	If	a	female	mouse	or	rat	undergoes	postpartum	estrus	and	successfully	mates	during	the	estrus,	she	goes
through	a	period	of	nurturing	two	litters	of	young	at	once:	While	one	litter	(just	born)	grows	in	the	nest,	a	second	simultaneously	grows	in	her	uterus!	This	process	gives	the	animals	great	reproductive	potential	but	can	be	very	demanding	on	the	mother.	Often,	as	is	true	in	the	deer	mice	and	white-footed	mice	we	previously	discussed	(see	Figure	17.4),
the	length	of	time	required	for	an	uninterrupted	gestation	(23	days	in	the	white-footed	mouse)	is	almost	the	same	as	that	required	for	nestlings	to	mature	from	birth	to	weaning	(21	days).	Therefore	the	litter	developing	in	the	uterus	can	have	grown	to	full	prenatal	size—placing	its	greatest	prenatal	demands	on	the	mother—at	the	very	time	the	litter	in
the	nest	is	nearing	weaning	and	consuming	milk	at	a	maximum	rate.	Facultative	delayed	implantation	is	used	to	prevent	this	stressful	coincidence	by	offsetting	the	development	of	the	two	litters.	When	white-footed	mice	without	nestlings	conceive	litters,	they	exhibit	no	delay	of	implantation;	gestation	is	23	days.	However,	when	they	conceive	in	a
postpartum	estrus	and	thus	have	nestlings,	they	often	exhibit	a	delay	of	implantation	of	a	week	or	longer.	Consequently,	the	intrauterine	young	are	still	at	a	relatively	early	stage	of	development	when	the	nestling	young	reach	weaning	age	and	are	most	demanding.	Some	iteroparous	animals	reproduce	only	once	a	year	In	certain	ways,	the	most
dramatic	examples	of	reproductive	seasonality	are	provided	by	iteroparous	species	in	which	individuals	in	theory	could	reproduce	many	times	per	year	but	in	fact	reproduce	just	once	per	year,	often	at	a	highly	restricted	and	defined	time.	The	palolo	worms	of	the	tropical	South	Pacific	(Palola	viridis)	must	rank	as	the	most	extraordinary	of	such
animals.	Individual	palolo	worms	spend	their	lives	burrowing	within	the	coral	reefs.	Once	a	year,	the	posterior	end	of	each	individual	transforms	into	a	reproductive	entity—a	type	of	epitoke	(see	page	474)—filled	with	eggs	or	sperm.	All	of	these	epitokes	simultaneously	detach	from	the	parent	worms,	swarm	to	the	sea	surface	within	a	span	of	30	min,
and	release	their	gametes	at	the	time	of	the	third	quarter	of	the	moon	in	October	or	November!	This	spectacular	process	is	the	single	mating	event	of	the	year,	and	individuals	do	not	reproduce	again	until	a	year	later.	The	moon	phase	seems	to	function	in	this	case	as	a	synchronization	factor;	when	all	individuals	spawn	at	the	third	quarter	of	the
moon,	they	are	assured	of	spawning	together.13	Several	species	of	foxes	and	wolves	also	breed	a	single	time	per	year.	In	their	own	way,	they	seem	as	extraordinary	as	the	palolo	13	The	details	of	the	palolo	description	given	here	are	for	a	population	in	Samoa	that	has	been	carefully	studied.	Reproduction 	479	Figure	17.8 	An	iteroparous,
monestrous	mammal 	The	red	fox	(Vulpes	vulpes)	goes	into	estrus	and	ovulates	only	once	a	year.	worms.	A	female	red	fox	(Vulpes	vulpes)	(Figure	17.8),	for	example,	enters	estrus	for	only	a	single	1-	to	6-day	interval—and	ovulates	just	once—in	a	year.	Even	if	she	fails	to	conceive	or	loses	her	young,	she	next	enters	estrus	and	ovulates	a	full	year	later.
Mammals	of	this	sort	are	called	monestrous	(“one	estrus”).	Many	species	of	birds	that	breed	at	temperate	latitudes	also	reproduce	just	once	a	year;	they	produce	a	single	clutch	of	eggs	in	the	spring	(usually	employing	photoperiod	and	temperature	as	timing	cues),	and	even	if	that	clutch	fails,	they	do	not	produce	a	second.	Large-bodied	iteroparous
mammals,	which	have	long	gestation	periods	(see	Figure	1.11),	are	also	examples	of	animals	that	breed	just	once	a	year.	They	face	distinctive	and	intriguing	challenges	to	synchronize	their	reproductive	cycles	with	the	annual	seasonal	cycle	because	their	lengths	of	gestation	are	often	a	large	fraction	of	a	year	(see	Figure	1.11).	To	see	the	challenge,
consider	a	hypothetical	mammal	with	an	8-month	gestation.	If	two	adults	mate	in	the	late	spring	or	summer—a	fine	time	for	them—their	offspring	will	be	born	in	the	harsh	middle	of	winter	unless	a	winter	birth	is	prevented	by	some	sort	of	reproductive	specialization.	One	option	for	large-bodied	mammals	to	achieve	synchronization	of	their
reproductive	cycle	and	the	seasonal	cycle	is	the	one	we	have	already	discussed:	delayed	implantation	(see	Figure	17.7B).	However,	certain	groups	of	mammals—such	as	sheep,	goats,	deer,	and	primates—have	never	evolved	delayed	implantation.	The	option	that	some	such	species	in	temperate	latitudes	employ	is	short-day	breeding.	These	species
resemble	most	temperate-zone	mammals	in	that	they	have	distinct	periods	of	the	year	when	they	are	physiologically	ready	and	unready	to	reproduce.	Unlike	most	temperate-zone	mammals,	however,	they	come	into	reproductive	readiness	when	the	photoperiod	(hours	of	light	per	day)	is	short	or	decreasing,	rather	than	long	or	increasing.	Scottish
sheep	provide	the	classic	example.14	In	the	spring,	the	males	have	small	testes	and	little	blood	testosterone.	Days	start	to	shorten	following	the	summer	solstice	(about	June	21),	and	as	the	photoperiod	declines,	male	sheep	begin	by	late	summer	to	exhibit	increased	testis	size	14	As	discussed	earlier,	sheep	have	an	endogenous	circannual	rhythm	that
controls	annual	reproductive	events.	The	rhythm	is	entrained	to	photoperiod	in	the	prevailing	environment	in	such	a	way	that	reproductive	readiness	is	enhanced	as	photoperiod	decreases.	and	elevated	testosterone	concentration.	Mating	occurs	between	early	October	and	mid-December.	With	a	gestation	of	about	5	months,	the	young	are	born
between	March	and	May,	when	spring	conditions	prevail.	Besides	delayed	implantation	and	short-day	breeding,	a	third	option	for	synchronizing	the	reproductive	cycle	and	seasonal	cycle	in	large	mammals	is	more	difficult	to	document	but	may	in	fact	be	employed	by	zebras	and	horses.	That	option	is	the	specialized	evolution	of	a	12-month	placental
gestation.	The	plains	zebra	has	a	gestation	(without	delayed	implantation)	of	almost	exactly	12	months,	and	the	wild	(Przewalski)	horse	has	a	gestation	of	11.5	months.	Some	large	mammals	are	distinctive	among	all	iteroparous	animals	in	that	they	are	unable	to	reproduce	every	year	when	all	the	requirements	of	both	prenatal	and	postnatal
development	are	taken	into	account.	African	elephants	provide	an	extreme	example.	They	have	a	gestation	of	22	months—the	longest	known—and	nurse	for	3	years.	The	average	time	between	births	is	6–7	years.	Some	of	the	large	whales	have	gestations	of	1–1.5	years	and	give	birth	only	every	2–3	years.	Summary	The	Timing	of	Reproductive	Cycles
„„In	iteroparous	animals	that	live	in	environments	with	regular	seasonal	cycles,	the	reproductive	cycle	is	nearly	always	timed	to	coordinate	with	the	seasonal	cycle	of	environmental	conditions,	in	at	least	certain	ways.	Photoperiod	and	environmental	temperature	are	the	most	commonly	used	environmental	cues	employed	to	achieve	this	coordination.
The	most	dramatic	aspect	of	the	coordination	is	that	individuals	or	populations	often	become	physiologically	incapable	of	reproducing	during	the	most	unfavorable	time	of	year	(winter).	„„Sperm	storage	and	embryonic	diapause	are	commonly	employed	mechanisms	that	permit	certain	steps	in	the	reproductive	process	to	be	coordinated	relatively
independently	of	other	steps.	Sperm	storage	uncouples	the	times	of	mating	and	fertilization.	Embryonic	diapause	uncouples	the	times	of	fertilization	and	completion	of	embryonic	development.	„„Embryonic	diapause	in	placental	mammals	is	called	delayed	implantation.	It	may	be	obligate	or	facultative.	Obligate	delayed	implantation	is	typically
employed	to	create	down	time	so	as	to	adjust	the	total	length	of	the	reproductive	cycle	to	be	about	365	days.	Facultative	delayed	implantation	in	small	mammals	is	typically	used	to	create	offsets	in	developmental	timing	between	litters	that	a	mother	is	simultaneously	nursing	and	nurturing	in	her	uterus.	„„Among	small-	and	medium-sized	iteroparous
species,	a	minority	reproduce	just	once	per	year	at	highly	circumscribed	times	(e.g.,	palolo	worms,	red	foxes,	some	birds).	Large-bodied	mammals	with	gestation	periods	that	are	lengthy,	yet	shorter	than	12	months,	often	employ	delayed	implantation	or	short-day	breeding	to	ensure	that	their	young	are	born	at	a	favorable	time	of	year.	The	mammals
of	largest	size,	such	as	elephants	and	large	whales,	require	more	than	a	single	year	to	complete	a	reproductive	cycle.	480	 	Chapter	17	(A)	Female	Sex	Change	As	already	mentioned,	the	mode	of	sex	determination	in	mammals—rigid	genetic	determination	during	early	development—is	not	universal.	Some	types	of	animals	instead	have	modes	of	sex
determination	in	which	one	individual	can	assume	either	sex,	often	with	the	individual’s	environment	playing	a	major	role.	These	phenomena	have	attracted	a	great	deal	of	attention	from	physiologists	with	both	ecological–evolutionary	and	mechanistic	interests.	Here	we	discuss	species	in	which	individuals	can	change	sex	during	their	lifetimes.
Teleost	fish,	gastropod	molluscs,	and	marine	annelid	worms	are	the	three	groups	in	which	this	phenomenon	is	best	known.	Fertilization	is	typically	external	in	the	species	involved;	their	sex	change,	therefore,	does	not	require	a	wholesale	alteration	of	sexual	anatomy,	such	as	exchanging	a	penis	for	a	vagina,	or	vice	versa.	However,	an	individual	that
has	been	producing	sperm	starts	to	produce	eggs	instead,	or	one	that	has	been	producing	eggs	makes	sperm.	Often,	behavior,	body	coloration,	and	other	secondary	sexual	characteristics	change	as	well	(Figure	17.9).	The	formal	name	for	sex	change	is	sequential	hermaphroditism.	A	hermaphrodite	is	an	individual	that	produces	both	eggs	and	sperm
in	its	lifetime.	A	sequential	hermaphrodite	produces	eggs	at	one	time	and	sperm	at	a	different	time,	rather	than	both	together.	A	sex-changing	species	is	protandrous—meaning	“man	first”—if	individuals	start	as	males	and	later	turn	into	females	(proto,	“first	in	time”;	andros,	“man”).	A	species	is	protogynous	if	individuals	start	as	females	and	later
become	males.	In	some	species,	an	individual	can	switch	back	and	forth	between	the	two	sexes	more	than	once.	Biologists	think	that	sex	change	has	evolved	in	cases	in	which	lifetime	reproductive	output	is	maximized	by	changing	sex.	Fish	species	in	which	males	control	harems	of	females	provide	an	instructive	illustration.	To	control	a	harem,	a	male
must	be	large	so	he	can	ward	off	other	males.	If	individuals	are	physiologically	and	morphologically	able	to	adopt	either	sex,	we	can	reason	that	an	individual	will	do	best	in	terms	of	leaving	offspring	if	it	starts	its	reproductive	life	as	a	female;	when	young	and	small,	it	would	be	unable	to	control	a	harem,	and	thus	would	be	unable	to	breed	in	a
consistent	way	if	it	were	male.	When	the	individual	grows	large	enough	to	control	a	harem,	however,	it	will	do	best	in	terms	of	leaving	offspring	if	it	is	male	because	then	it	will	be	able	to	mate	with	many	other	individuals	(an	entire	harem)	rather	than	being	just	one	female	in	a	crowd	of	many	females.	These	concepts	are	believed	to	explain	why	many
haremforming	species	of	coral-reef	fish	have	evolved	to	be	protogynous	sequential	hermaphrodites—starting	life	as	females	and	converting	later	to	males—rather	than	adopting	a	single	lifelong	sex.	The	endocrine	basis	of	sex	change,	although	in	general	not	well	understood,	is	starting	to	become	clear	in	some	of	the	protogynous	harem-forming	fish.
Sex	steroids,	such	as	estrogens,	and	some	other	hormones,	such	as	arginine	vasotocin	(AVT),	are	involved.	In	bluehead	wrasse	(see	Figure	17.9),	for	example,	when	a	female	individual	has	the	opportunity	to	become	the	dominant	male,	she	undergoes	a	rapid	fourfold	increase	in	hypothalamic	transcription	of	mRNA	for	AVT,	and	the	consequent
increase	in	AVT	seems	to	account	for	a	sharp	increase	in	her	expression	of	male	sexual	behavior.	Another	type	of	fluid	sex	determination	is	seen	in	sea	turtles	and	many	other	nonavian	reptiles.	In	these	egg-laying	animals,	nest	temperature	determines	whether	eggs	develop	into	males	or	females—a	phenomenon	called	temperature-dependent	sex
determination.	(B)	Male	Figure	17.9 	Sex	change:	A	bluehead	wrasse	(Thalassoma	bifasciatum)	when	female	and,	later,	when	male 	Individuals	of	this	species	of	coral-reef	fish	are	often	protogynous	sequential	hermaphrodites.	In	this	case,	an	individual	starts	life	as	a	female	(A)	but	later	becomes	male	(B)	if	the	opportunity	arises.	(A	courtesy	of
Aaron	M.	Florn.)	Reproductive	Endocrinology	of	Placental	Mammals	Now	we	turn	to	a	focus	on	the	mechanistic	study	of	reproduction.	Just	as	we	have	included	information	on	mechanisms	in	earlier	sections	of	the	chapter,	we	will	mention	ecological–evolutionary	thinking	at	times	in	this	section.	The	two	viewpoints—mechanistic	and	ecological–
evolutionary—are	both	crucial	for	a	full	study	of	reproductive	physiology.	Endocrinology	is	the	preeminent	topic	in	the	mechanistic	study	of	reproduction.	For	exploring	reproductive	endocrinology	in	depth,	humans	and	other	mammals	provide	excellent	illustrations	for	several	reasons.	First,	mammalian	reproductive	endocrinology	is	the	best
understood	in	the	animal	kingdom	and	often	serves	as	a	model	for	studies	of	other	animals.	In	addition,	of	course,	we	are	intrinsically	interested	in	our	own	reproductive	endocrinology,	and	knowledge	of	it	has	important	applications,	as	in	contraception.	As	we	discuss	reproductive	endocrinology,	we	will	also	integrate	information	on	other	related
topics,	such	as	morphology	and	gamete	production.	Most	species	of	mammals	are	spontaneous	ovulaHill	Animal	Physiology	4E	tors,	and	in	discussing	endocrinology	in	this	section,	we	assume	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	ovulation	unless	stated	otherwise.	spontaneous	Figure	17.09	02-16-16	Reproduction 	481	(A)	Internal	organs	(frontal	view)
Females	ovulate	periodically	and	exhibit	menstrual	or	estrous	cycles	According	to	the	prevailing	view	of	most	investigators,	female	mammals	produce	all	the	egg	cells—oocytes—they	will	ever	have	during	their	fetal	life.	A	female’s	total	number	of	egg	cells—a	crucial	factor	for	her	fertility—is	thus	defined	at	birth.	Recent	studies	on	mice	have
suggested,	to	the	contrary,	that	additional	egg	cells	may	be	produced	after	birth	and	into	adulthood	from	germline	stem	cells;	this	evidence	is	still	being	evaluated.	In	the	fetal	ovaries,	diploid	germ	cells	called	oogonia	divide	repeatedly	by	mitosis	to	produce	many	oogonia.	Each	of	these	oogonia	undergoes	the	very	first	stage	of	meiosis—during	which
its	chromosomes	replicate	(see	Appendix	H)—during	fetal	life	or	shortly	afterward.	The	cells	are	then	called	primary	oocytes.	Thereafter	the	cells	remain	as	primary	oocytes,	without	completing	the	first	meiotic	division,	until	they	are	ovulated	following	a	female’s	attainment	of	reproductive	maturity	at	puberty.	After	a	female	reaches	sexual	maturity,
one	or	a	few	of	the	primary	oocytes	in	her	ovaries	mature	and	undergo	ovulation—release	from	the	ovaries—during	each	of	her	ovulation	cycles.	Because	all	the	primary	oocytes	are	formed	during	fetal	life,	some	must	remain	in	the	ovaries,	awaiting	ovulation,	for	many	years	in	long-lived	mammals.	Oocytes	of	elephants	and	some	whales,	for	example,
may	remain	viable	for	60	years!	An	individual	primary	oocyte	completes	its	first	meiotic	division	at	the	time	it	is	ovulated.	It	will	complete	its	second	meiotic	division	only	if	it	is	fertilized.	In	most	species	of	mammals	that	display	spontaneous	ovulation,	females	ovulate	in	cycles	until	they	become	pregnant	(at	which	time	the	pregnancy	interrupts	the
ovulation	cycles).	Primates	such	as	humans,	gorillas,	and	chimpanzees	menstruate	in	each	cycle	that	does	not	result	in	pregnancy;	that	is,	after	pregnancy	has	failed	to	occur,	they	shed	the	uterine	lining	as	a	blood-tinged	discharge	from	the	vagina.	Their	cycles	are	thus	called	menstrual	cycles.	In	other	species	of	mammals,	females	do	not	menstruate.
Instead,	the	principal	outward	manifestation	of	their	ovulation	cycles	is	that	they	go	into	estrus	(heat)	in	approximate	synchrony	with	ovulation.	As	mentioned	previously,	their	cycles	are	termed	estrous	cycles,	and	during	estrus	they	use	behaviors	and	other	signals,	such	as	pheromones,	to	indicate	that	they	are	sexually	receptive.	Estrus	lasts,
depending	on	the	species,	for	a	few	hours	to	a	few	days	during	each	cycle.	Menstrual	and	estrous	cycles,	as	indicated,	are	named	for	their	outward	manifestations:	menstruation	and	estrus.	An	important	fact	to	recognize	is	that	these	outward	manifestations	occur	at	dramatically	different	points	in	the	underlying	physiological	cycles.	Whereas	estrus
occurs	at	the	same	time	as	ovulation,	menstruation	occurs	long	after	ovulation,	when	the	uterine	lining	is	being	shed	following	a	failure	of	pregnancy	to	be	achieved.	One	of	the	most	important	universal	properties	in	mammalian	reproduction	is	that	ovulation	always	occurs	in	response	to	a	surge	of	luteinizing	hormone	(LH)	released	from	the	anterior
pituitary	gland.	You	will	recall	that	in	induced	ovulators,	copulation	itself	sets	in	motion	the	chain	of	events	that	culminates	in	the	LH	surge	(see	Figure	17.1).	In	spontaneous	ovulators,	the	LH	surge	is	produced	endogenously	in	the	female	(independent	of	copulation)	by	a	series	of	interacting	endocrine	and	neuroendocrine	events	over	the	course	of
the	menstrual	or	estrous	cycle.	Oviducts	Ovaries	Broad	ligament	of	uterus	Ovarian	ligament	Fimbriae	Endometrium	Uterus	Myometrium	Cervix	Vagina	(B)	Ovary	Secondary	follicle	Zona	pellucida	Primordial	follicle	Artery	Theca	cells	Mature	follicle	Granulosa	cells	Antrum	Oocyte	Primary	follicles	Vein	Ovulated	secondary	oocyte	Degenerating	corpus
luteum	Ruptured	follicle	Mature	corpus	luteum	Figure	17.10 	The	human	female	reproductive	system 	(A)	The	internal	organs	of	the	female	reproductive	system	viewed	from	the	front.	The	oviducts	are	sometimes	called	fallopian	tubes.	Whole	organs	are	shown	at	the	left,	whereas	the	organs	on	the	right	are	shown	in	sagittal	section;	moreover,	the
vagina	and	cervix	are	fully	in	sagittal	section,	and	the	broad	ligament	is	omitted	on	the	right.	(B)	An	ovary,	showing	the	developmental	stages	of	follicles	and	corpora	lutea.	Each	ovary	is	about	2–4	cm	long.	At	any	one	time,	it	contains	follicles	and	corpora	lutea	in	various	stages	of	development.	In	this	diagram,	the	earliest	stages	are	shown	at	the
upper	left,	and	successively	more	mature	stages	are	depicted	in	order	in	a	clockwise	loop.	This	arrangement	is	for	pedagogical	purposes	only:	All	the	stages	can	in	fact	be	found	throughout	the	ovary.	The	status	of	the	uterus	is	modulated	during	each	menstrual	or	estrous	cycle.	The	inner	lining	of	the	uterus	is	prepared	for	pregnancy	in	coordination
with	ovulation.	If	pregnancy	fails	to	occur,	the	lining	regresses	and	then	is	prepared	again	in	the	next	menstrual	or	estrous	cycle.	We	will	use	the	human	menstrual	cycle	as	our	common	thread	in	describing	the	endocrine	controls	of	these	processes,	while	also	noting	parallel	aspects	of	estrous	cycles.	In	preparation	for	a	full	discussion	of	the	human
menstrual	cycle,	we	first	need	to	look	at	the	cellular	and	morphological	changes	that	occur	in	the	ovaries	and	uterus.	Figure	17.10	shows	the	anatomy	of	the	human	female	reproductive	system.	Figure	17.11	displays	many	of	the	major	morphological	and	endocrinological	events	in	the	human	menstrual	cycle.	In	Figure	17.11,	all	four	parts	(A–D)	are
plotted	in	relation	to	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	a	single	time	axis,	shown	at	the	bottom.	The	beginning	of	the	first	Sinauer	Associates	Figure	17.10	02-16-16	482	 	Chapter	17	(A)	Gonadotropins	secreted	by	the	anterior	pituitary	day	of	menstruation	is	arbitrarily	considered	to	be	“day	0”	on	that	axis,	and	the	axis	covers	28	days,	the	average	length	of	a
menstrual	cycle.15	As	we	discuss	the	cellular	and	morphological	changes	in	the	ovaries	and	uterus,	we	will	focus	on	parts	(B)	and	(D)	of	the	figure.	Later	we	will	consider	all	four	parts	of	Figure	17.11	together	as	we	integrate	all	of	the	events	that	occur	in	the	menstrual	cycle.	LH	surge	that	triggers	ovulation	Blood	concentration	Luteinizing	hormone
(LH)	Follicle-stimulating	hormone	(FSH)	(B)	Events	in	the	ovary	Several	follicles	start	developing	Single	mature	follicle	Ovulation	Follicular	phase	Corpus	luteum	Luteal	phase	(C)	Ovarian	hormones	Blood	concentration	Progesterone	Estrogen	Inhibin	(D)	Events	in	the	endometrium	of	the	uterus	Highly	proliferated	and	vascularized	endometrium
Thickness	of	endometrium	Menstrual	flow	Menstrual	phase	0	Proliferative	phase	5	10	Day	of	menstrual	cycle	Secretory	phase	15	Ovulation	Estrus	20	25	In	mammals	that	display	estrus,	it	is	timed	to	lead	to	mating	synchronous	with	ovulation.	Figure	17.11 	A	synoptic	view	of	events	in	the	human	female	reproductive	cycle 	The	blood	concentrations
of	(A)	anterior	pituitary	hormones	and	(C)	ovarian	hormones	vary	in	relation	to	cellular	changes	in	(B)	the	ovaries	and	(D)	the	uterus	in	a	highly	orchestrated	way.	All	four	parts	of	this	figure	are	plotted	in	relation	to	a	single	time	axis	(at	the	bottom),	with	the	first	day	of	menstruation	considered	to	be	“day	0.”	In	mammals	with	estrous	cycles,	events
are	basically	similar,	although	there	are	many	differences	of	detail.	In	such	animals,	as	shown	at	the	bottom	of	the	figure,	estrus	(heat)	is	coordinated	to	occur	synchronously	with	ovulation;	this	coordination	is	achieved	by	effects	of	estrogen	(see	part	C)	and	other	hormones	on	brain	function.	Estrus	lasts	from	a	few	hours	to	a	few	days,	depending	on
the	type	of	mammal,	whereas	ovulation	occurs	at	a	single	point	in	time.	Note	that	menstruation	and	estrus—the	outward	manifestations	of	menstrual	and	estrous	cycles—occur	at	dramatically	different	times	of	the	underlying	physiological	cycle;	menstruation	occurs	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	one	ovulation	and	the	next,	whereas	estrus	occurs	roughly
halfway	between	Sinauer	Associates	when	ovulation	Morales	Studio	occurs.	Figure	17.11	02-26-16	events	in	the	ovaries 	Soon	after	a	female	is	born,	each	primary	oocyte	in	her	ovaries	becomes	enclosed	by	a	single	layer	of	somatic	cells.	An	oocyte	and	its	layer	of	somatic	cells	are	then	together	called	a	primordial	follicle.	After	a	female	has	reached
reproductive	maturity,	a	subset	of	her	primordial	follicles	is	recruited	to	mature	further	during	each	menstrual	or	estrous	cycle—a	process	termed	folliculogenesis.	The	part	of	the	menstrual	or	estrous	cycle	during	which	follicles	mature	is	known	as	the	follicular	phase	of	the	cycle.	Early	in	the	follicular	phase,	the	somatic	cells	enclosing	each	recruited
primordial	follicle	become	more	cuboidal	and	come	to	be	known	as	granulosa	cells.	This	marks	the	transformation	of	the	follicle	to	a	primary	follicle.	As	further	maturation	occurs,	the	primary	oocyte	increases	in	size	and	secretes	around	itself	a	noncellular	layer	of	glycoproteins,	the	zona	pellucida.	In	addition,	the	granulosa	cells	increase	in	number
and	form	multiple	layers.	The	next	step	is	maturation	into	a	secondary	follicle	(see	Figure	17.10B).	In	this	process,	a	fluid-filled	cavity,	the	antrum,	opens	up	within	the	layers	of	granulosa	cells.	Moreover,	connective	tissue	at	the	outer	margin	of	the	granulosa	cells	differentiates	into	a	layer	of	theca	cells.16	Although	many	follicles	begin	to	mature	in
the	ovaries	at	the	start	of	each	follicular	phase,	only	some	of	the	follicles	attain	full	maturity.	In	species	that	ordinarily	give	birth	to	a	single	offspring,	such	as	humans,	just	one	dominant	follicle	matures	fully	in	most	menstrual	or	estrous	cycles.	That	follicle	grows	to	be	especially	large	by	mitotic	proliferation	of	its	granulosa	and	theca	cells	and
expansion	of	the	fluid-filled	antrum.	Ultimately,	when	the	follicular	phase	of	the	cycle	ends	with	the	LH	surge,	the	oocyte	of	this	dominant	follicle	will	complete	its	first	meiotic	division	(a	division	that	began	when	the	female	was	a	fetus	in	her	mother’s	uterus);	one	of	the	daughter	cells	produced	by	this	division	will	receive	almost	all	the	cytoplasm	and
will	become	the	secondary	oocyte	that	will	be	fertilized	if	mating	is	successful	(see	Appendix	H).	When	the	follicle	is	fully	developed	(see	Figure	17.10B),	it	is	known	as	a	mature,	Graafian,	or	preovulatory	follicle.	It	becomes	positioned	just	under	the	outer	epithelium	of	the	ovary	and	bulges	outward	into	the	space	surrounding	the	ovary	(see	Figure
17.3D).	15	Normal	human	menstrual	cycles	are	21–42	days	long,	and	normal	menstrual	periods	last	2–8	days.	16	Although	maturation	to	the	secondary	follicle	stage	requires	follicle-stimulating	hormone	(FSH)	and	LH,	development	to	the	primary	follicle	stage	is	not	believed	to	require	hormonal	support	and	therefore	can	occur	without	FSH	and	LH.
Reproduction 	483	In	humans,	whereas	a	late	primary	follicle	is	only	about	0.02	cm	in	diameter,	a	fully	mature	follicle	is	1.5–2.0	cm	in	diameter!	All	the	other	follicles	that	initiated	maturation	at	the	start	of	the	follicular	phase—that	is,	all	those	except	the	single	dominant	one—degenerate	by	a	process	of	programmed	cell	death	termed	atresia.17	In
species	of	mammals	that	normally	give	birth	to	litters	of	multiple	offspring,	atresia	also	occurs,	but	multiple	follicles	develop	to	full	maturity	and	undergo	ovulation.	During	the	maturation	of	a	follicle,	two-way	communication	between	the	oocyte	and	the	granulosa	cells	coordinates	the	follicle’s	development.	The	oocyte—surrounded	by	the	zona
pellucida—and	the	granulosa	cells	nearest	it	make	cytoplasmic	connections	across	the	zona	pellucida	by	means	of	gap	junctions.	Both	the	oocyte	and	granulosa	cells	also	secrete	paracrine	agents.	The	granulosa	cells	provide	signals	and	nutrients	that	support	the	oocyte’s	development	and	influence	which	oocyte	genes	are	expressed.	The	oocyte,	in
turn,	paces	follicular	development	and	sends	signals	that	stimulate	granulosa	proliferation.	When	the	LH	surge	activates	the	process	of	ovulation,	enzymes	secreted	by	the	fully	mature	follicle	break	down	the	thin	layer	of	overlying	ovarian	epithelium	and	the	juxtaposed	follicular	wall.	Antral	fluid	pours	out	of	the	ruptured	follicle	into	the	space
surrounding	the	ovary,	carrying	with	it	the	oocyte	surrounded	by	the	zona	pellucida	and	attached	granulosa	cells	(see	Figure	17.10B).	Fertilization	of	an	ovulated	oocyte,	if	it	occurs,	normally	takes	place	in	the	oviducts	(also	called	the	fallopian	tubes).	Each	ovary	is	positioned	near	the	opening	of	an	oviduct	(see	Figure	17.10A),	and	oocytes	released
from	the	ovary	are	swept	into	the	opening,	as	by	ciliary	action.	In	the	ovary,	ovulation	marks	the	end	of	the	follicular	phase	and	the	start	of	the	luteal	phase.	The	cells	of	the	ruptured	mature	follicle	within	the	ovary	reorganize	through	proliferation,	vascularization,	and	other	processes	to	form	a	structure	called	the	corpus	luteum	(plural	corpora	lutea)
(see	Figure	17.10B).	If	the	oocyte	in	the	oviduct	is	not	fertilized,	the	corpus	luteum—	known	as	a	corpus	luteum	of	the	cycle	—secretes	hormones	for	a	finite	time	and	then	degenerates.	In	humans	a	corpus	luteum	of	the	cycle	functions	for	about	10	days	and	then	starts	to	regress;	in	the	average	cycle,	the	luteal	phase	ends	on	day	28,	when	the	corpus
luteum	stops	functioning	entirely.	If	fertilization	occurs,	the	corpus	luteum—known	as	a	corpus	luteum	of	pregnancy	—grows	even	further	and	continues	to	secrete	hormones	that	are	essential	for	establishing	and	maintaining	pregnancy.	In	some	types	of	mammals,	such	as	many	rodents,	the	luteal	phase	is	highly	attenuated	because	the	corpus	luteum
of	the	cycle	is	very	short-lived.	A	key	point	to	recognize	is	that	both	the	follicles	and	corpora	lutea	are	endocrine	structures.	In	fact,	when	we	speak	of	“ovarian	hormones,”	we	are	really	speaking	of	secretions	of	the	follicles	and	corpora	lutea.	events	in	the	uterus 	The	glandular,	epithelial	lining	of	the	uterus,	known	as	the	endometrium	(see	Figure
17.10A),	cycli17	A	human	female	has	200,000–400,000	primary	oocytes	in	her	ovaries	at	the	time	of	puberty.	Over	her	lifetime,	only	about	400	of	these	oocytes	will	mature	and	be	ovulated.	The	rest	will	be	lost	through	the	atresia	that	occurs	in	each	menstrual	cycle.	cally	prepares	for	pregnancy,	and	then,	if	pregnancy	fails	to	occur,	reverts	to	an
unprepared	state	(see	Figure	17.11D),	as	already	mentioned.	In	mammals	with	menstrual	cycles—namely	humans	and	some	other	primates—the	endometrium	sloughs	off	during	menstruation	and	then	regrows	as	the	uterus	prepares	again	for	pregnancy.	In	species	of	mammals	with	estrous	cycles,	the	endometrium	is	not	sloughed	off	but	is	simply
resorbed.	The	ways	in	which	the	phases	of	the	uterine	cycle	in	humans	relate	to	the	phases	of	the	ovarian	cycle	are	seen	in	Figure	17.11	(compare	parts	B	and	D).	The	menstrual	phase	of	the	uterine	cycle,	lasting	about	5	days,	is	the	part	when	sloughing	occurs.	It	is	followed	by	the	proliferative	phase,	during	which	the	endometrium	undergoes	rapid
thickening—from	about	1	mm	thick	to	3–5	mm	thick—and	redevelops	glands	and	circulatory	vascularization.	These	uterine	phases	occur	simultaneously	with	the	follicular	phase	in	the	ovaries.	The	uterine	proliferative	phase	is	synchronized	to	reach	completion	approximately	when	ovulation	occurs.	The	uterus	then	enters	its	secretory	phase,	which
overlaps	with	the	ovarian	luteal	phase.	In	the	secretory	phase,	the	endometrium	matures	to	the	point	that	it	is	fully	ready	to	accept	implantation	of	an	embryo	and	provide	the	embryo	with	nutritive	support	during	its	early	postimplantation	development.	Implantation	occurs	about	midway	through	the	secretory	phase	if	the	egg	that	is	ovulated	is
fertilized.	endocrine	control	of	the	follicular	phase 	Menstrual	and	estrous	cycles	are	orchestrated	by	neurohormones	released	from	the	brain	and	by	hormones	released	from	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	and	ovaries.	To	understand	the	human	menstrual	cycle,	we	need	to	follow	events	occurring	over	time	at	four	different	sites	in	the	body:	the
hypothalamus,	anterior	pituitary	gland,	ovaries,	and	uterus.	Figure	17.11	synthesizes	many	of	the	major	endocrinological	events	and	shows	how	they	synchronize	with	cellular	and	morphological	events.	For	convenience,	we	divide	our	discussion	into	three	sections,	this	one	on	the	follicular	phase	(see	Figure	17.11B)	and	the	next	two	on	ovulation	and
the	luteal	phase.	Two	gonadotropic	hormones	(gonadotropins)	secreted	by	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	play	major	roles	in	controlling	menstrual	and	estrous	cycles:	luteinizing	hormone	(LH)	and	follicle-stimulating	hormone	(FSH).	The	secretion	of	LH	and	FSH	is	controlled	by	gonadotropin-releasing	hormone	(GnRH),	a	neurohormone	released	by
GnRH-secreting	neuroendocrine	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	of	the	brain	(see	Appendix	K),	and	by	hormones—discussed	later—secreted	by	the	ovaries.	The	GnRH-secreting	cells—which	receive	and	integrate	a	variety	of	neural	and	neuroendocrine	inputs—generate	bursts	of	action	potentials	roughly	every	1.5	h	(with	some	variation	depending	on	the
phase	of	the	menstrual	or	estrous	cycle),	and	these	bursts	lead	to	synchronous	release	of	GnRH	by	means	of	exocytosis.	Accordingly,	GnRH	is	secreted	in	pulses.18	The	pulses	of	GnRH	are	carried	by	blood	flow	in	the	hypothalamo–hypophysial	portal	system	to	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	(see	Figure	16.7).	There	they	stimulate	the	secretion	of	LH	and
FSH	in	pulses.	18	The	rate	and	amplitude	of	the	pulsed	release	are	important	factors	in	determining	the	actions	of	GnRH.	The	pulsed	pattern	is	in	itself	highly	significant	in	that	artificially	induced	steady	release	of	GnRH	leads,	in	many	circumstances,	to	strong	suppression	of	LH	and	FSH	secretion.	484	 	Chapter	17	Figure	17.12 	Hormonal	control
of	estrogen	produc-	tion	and	secretion	by	an	ovarian	follicle 	The	top	of	this	diagram	shows	the	base	of	the	brain	and	the	pituitary	gland	(see	Figure	16.7).	The	bottom	shows	a	maturing	follicle	in	the	ovary.	Estrogen	(principally	estradiol)	is	synthesized	and	secreted	by	each	such	follicle.	Estrogen	synthesis	by	a	follicle	requires	both	LH	and	FSH	and
entails	cooperative	function	of	the	theca	and	granulosa	cells.	Hypothalamus	1	GnRH	travels	to	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	in	the	hypothalamo–hypophysial	portal	system	and	stimulates	secretion	of	LH	and	FSH.	Anterior	pituitary	gland	GnRH	Base	of	the	brain	Pituitary	gland	LH	FSH	2	LH	and	FSH	are	carried	to	The	GnRH-secreting	neuroendocrine
cells	5	FSH	stimulates	the	granulosa	the	ovaries	in	the	general	cells	to	convert	the	androin	the	hypothalamus	are	influenced	by	many	blood	circulation.	gens	into	estrogen	using	the	factors	and	in	many	ways	serve	as	the	final,	inteenzyme	aromatase.	grative	communication	path	for	multiple	inputs	affecting	reproductive	physiology—inputs	that
Aromatase	6	Estrogen	is	secreted	into	Androgens	converge	on	those	cells.	Malnutrition	or	stress,	the	general	circulation.	for	example,	can	impair	GnRH	secretion	(and	Theca	cells	therefore	reproduction).	In	seasonal	breeders,	Estrogen	3	LH	stimulates	the	theca	environmental	signals	such	as	photoperiod—	cells	of	the	maturing	follicle	integrated	by
the	nervous	system—often	affect	to	produce	androgens…	7	Estrogen	and	FSH	stimulate	a	female’s	reproductive	status	by	influencing	the	further	proliferation	of	the	granulosa	cells	inside	pulsatile	activity	of	the	GnRH-secreting	cells.	4	…which	diffuse	to	the	the	follicle.	Kisspeptin	neurons	in	the	forebrain—relatively	granulosa	cells.	recently	discovered
—play	critical	roles	in	the	Granulosa	Zona	Oocyte	cells	control	of	the	GnRH-secreting	cells.	Because	pellucida	kisspeptin	neurons	have	receptors	for	steroid	hormones,	they	can	respond	to	steroid	(e.g.,	estrogen)	signals,	and	they	possibly	represent	the	principal	pathway	Blood	levels	of	estrogen	increase	slowly	during	the	early	stages	by	which	the
GnRH-secreting	neurons	are	affected	by	steroid	signals.	of	the	follicular	phase,	then	rise	dramatically	prior	to	ovulation	Kisspeptin	neurons	act	on	the	GnRH-secreting	cells	by	secretion	(see	Figure	17.11C).	Estrogen	itself	plays	a	role	in	this	increase	by	of	kisspeptin,	a	peptide	that	acts—sometimes	at	exceedingly	low	acting	locally	as	a
paracrine/autocrine	agent	within	the	ovary.	In	concentrations—as	an	excitatory	signal	to	the	GnRH-secreting	cells.	combination	with	FSH	and	growth	factors,	estrogen	stimulates	the	Although	we	will	discuss	kisspeptin	neurons	chiefly	in	relation	to	proliferation	of	granulosa	cells.	This	is	a	classic	example	of	positive	the	menstrual	and	estrous	cycles,
they	are	also	critically	involved	feedback	(see	Box	1.1)	in	that	estrogen	produced	by	the	granulosa	cells	in	controlling	the	early	stages	of	puberty.	The	recent	discovery	that	stimulates	mitotic	multiplication	of	the	granulosa	cells	themselves	kisspeptin	neurons	help	control	early	puberty	is	exciting	because	the	(see	Figure	17.12),	and	then	as	the	cells
increase	in	number,	they	produce	increasing	amounts	of	estrogen,	a	process	that	supports	mechanism	of	puberty	initiation	remains	unknown	and	represents	their	continued	proliferation.	one	of	the	great	remaining	mysteries	in	the	study	of	the	life	cycle.	The	granulosa	cells	of	the	developing	follicles	change	in	their	During	the	follicular	phase	of	the
ovarian	cycle,	blood	concentrations	of	LH	and	FSH	remain	relatively	flat	until	a	few	days	before	ability	to	respond	to	LH	as	they	mature.	Although	they	do	not	posovulation	(see	Figure	17.11A).	Then	they	increase	dramatically,	sess	receptors	for	LH	during	the	early	part	of	follicular	development,	the	granulosa	cells	of	dominant	follicles	later	produce
LH	receptors	peaking	at	the	time	of	ovulation.	As	the	blood	concentrations	of	and	incorporate	them	into	their	cell	membranes.	The	LH	receptors	LH	and	FSH	rise,	both	hormones	act	on	the	follicles	developing	of	the	mature	granulosa	cells	permit	these	cells	to	respond	to	the	in	the	ovaries.	The	initial	target	of	LH	in	each	maturing	follicle	is	surge	of	LH
that	triggers	ovulation.	the	layer	of	theca	cells	that	encloses	the	follicle.	FSH	acts	on	the	The	estrogen	secreted	by	the	follicles	affects	the	anterior	pituitary	granulosa	cells.	These	two	target	tissues,	working	in	concert,	result	gland	and	probably	the	hypothalamus.	The	effects	of	estrogen	on	in	secretion	of	the	steroid	hormone	estrogen	by	the	follicles
(we	these	structures	depend	on	its	concentration	in	the	blood.	During	use	the	generic	term	estrogen	for	simplicity,	although	in	fact	two	the	early	part	of	the	follicular	phase,	when	blood	estrogen	levels	or	more	chemically	specific	estrogens	are	produced,	the	principal	are	low,	estrogen	exerts	a	negative	feedback	effect	that	keeps	blood	one	being
estradiol).	As	outlined	in	Figure	17.12,	when	LH	binds	levels	of	LH	and	FSH	low.	During	the	late	part	of	the	follicular	to	theca	cell	receptors,	those	cells	are	stimulated	to	produce	anHill	Animal	Physiology	4E	phase,	however,	estrogen	(now	at	a	high	blood	concentration;	see	drogens.	The	androgens	diffuse	through	the	thecaSinauer	cell	membranes
Associates	Figure	17.11C)	causes	increased	secretion	of	LH	and	FSH	by	the	to	the	nearby	granulosa	cells.	The	binding	of	FSH	to17.12	granulosa	Figure	02-16-16	gonadotropin-secreting	cells	in	the	anterior	pituitary,	and	it	also—in	cell	receptors	stimulates	the	action	of	the	enzyme	aromatase,	most	studied	species—causes	increased	GnRH	secretion	by
the	which	converts	the	androgens	into	estrogen	by	a	chemical	process	GnRH-secreting	neuroendocrine	cells	in	the	hypothalamus.	This	termed	aromatization	(see	Figure	16.2).	The	granulosa	and	theca	effect	on	GnRH	secretion	is	mediated	by	kisspeptin	neurons;	current	cells	“need	each	other”	to	synthesize	estrogen	because	only	the	evidence
indicates	that	high	levels	of	estrogen	stimulate	kisspeptin	theca	cells	can	synthesize	the	androgens	that	are	the	precursors	neurons	to	deliver	excitatory	signals	to	the	GnRH-secreting	cells	to	of	estrogen,	and	only	the	granulosa	cells	can	produce	aromatase,	increase	their	secretion	of	GnRH.	The	increased	GnRH	secretion,	which	is	required	to	convert
androgens	to	estrogen.	Table	17.1 	Endocrine	and	neuroendocrine	cells	and	the	major	secretions	involved	in	ovarian	cycles	and	pregnancy	in	female	mammals,	emphasizing	humans	Cells	Hormone	Action	Hypothalamic	GnRH	cells	GnRH	Stimulates	secretion	of	FSH	and	LH	from	anterior	pituitary	cells	Anterior	pituitary	gonadotropin	cells	LH
Stimulates	theca	cells	to	secrete	androgens	during	the	follicular	phase	Surge	of	LH	triggers	final	maturation	of	the	oocyte	and	ovulation	Following	ovulation,	LH	initiates	transformation	of	follicle	cells	to	the	corpus	luteum	FSH	Stimulates	aromatase	action	in	granulosa	cells	to	convert	androgens	to	estrogen	Theca	cells	of	ovarian	follicle	Androgens
Diffuse	from	theca	cells	to	granulosa	cells	for	conversion	to	estrogen	Granulosa	cells	of	ovarian	follicle	Estrogen	(principally	Acting	together	with	FSH,	stimulates	proliferation	of	granulosa	cells	estradiol)	At	low	concentrations,	has	a	negative	feedback	effect	on	the	anterior	pituitary	(and	possibly	the	hypothalamus),	keeping	FSH	and	LH	secretions	low
At	high	concentrations,	has	a	positive	feedback	effect	on	the	anterior	pituitary	and	often	the	hypothalamus,	promoting	the	LH	surge	Promotes	estrous	behavior	in	species	that	exhibit	estrus	Promotes	growth	of	endometrium	and	development	of	endometrial	progesterone	receptors	Follicular	phase	Inhibin	Inhibits	FSH	secretion	Progesterone	(the
dominant	secretion)	Causes	endometrium	to	become	secretory;	promotes	relaxation	of	uterine	and	oviduct	smooth	muscles	Estrogen	Acting	together	with	progesterone,	reduces	secretion	of	FSH	and	LH	from	the	anterior	pituitary;	thereby	greatly	suppresses	folliculogenesis	in	primates	and	slows	folliculogenesis	in	other	mammals	Inhibin	Inhibits	FSH
secretion	Chorionic	gonadotropin	Secreted	by	embryonic	placental	cells	in	primates	and	horses,	in	which	it	rescues	the	corpus	luteum	and	ensures	the	maintained	function	of	the	corpus	luteum	Progesterone	Opposes	stimulatory	effect	of	estrogen	on	uterine	smooth	muscle	until	late	in	pregnancy	Stimulates	the	secretion	of	prolactin	from	the	anterior
pituitary	Acting	together	with	estrogen	and	prolactin,	promotes	growth	of	mammary	glands	Estrogen	Acting	together	with	progesterone	and	prolactin,	promotes	growth	and	development	of	mammary	glands	Acting	together	with	progesterone,	prevents	milk	secretion	by	mammary	glands	Prepares	the	uterine	smooth	muscle	for	parturition	by
promoting	production	of	oxytocin	receptors	and	synthesis	of	connexins	that	form	gap	junctions	between	muscle	cells	Stimulates	enzymatic	breakdown	of	cervical	collagen	fibers,	thereby	softening	the	cervix	Luteal	phase	Corpus	luteum	cells	Pregnancy	Placental	cells	Lactogen	Alters	maternal	glucose	and	fatty	acid	metabolism	to	shunt	glucose	and
fatty	(chorionic	somatoacids	to	the	fetus;	may	contribute	to	development	of	capacity	for	lactation	mammotropin)	combined	with	the	enhanced	secretory	capability	of	the	pituitary	gonadotropin-secreting	cells	that	respond	to	GnRH,	culminates	in	a	huge	output	of	LH—the	LH	surge—that	triggers	ovulation.	In	addition	to	its	effect	on	the	anterior
pituitary	and	hypothalamus,	estrogen	stimulates	growth	of	the	endometrium	of	the	uterus	by	binding	with	specific	receptors	in	the	endometrial	cells.	Indeed,	the	rise	in	blood	levels	of	estrogen	during	the	late	part	of	the	follicular	phase	in	the	ovary	(see	Figure	17.11C)	is	responsible	for	the	proliferative	phase	of	the	uterus	(see	Figure	17.11D).	Among
its	many	effects,	estrogen	stimulates	the	endometrial	cells	to	produce	receptor	molecules	for	progesterone,	another	steroid	hormone,	in	preparation	for	events	that	occur	after	ovulation.	During	the	final	part	of	the	follicular	phase,	the	granulosa	cells	of	dominant	follicles	increase	their	secretion	of	inhibin,	a	hormone	that	inhibits	FSH	secretion	from
the	anterior	pituitary.	The	first	section	of	Table	17.1	summarizes	the	cells	and	hormones	that	are	active	during	the	follicular	phase.	endocrine	control	of	ovulation 	When	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	secretes	LH	in	amounts	sufficient	to	produce	the	surge	in	blood	LH	concentration	(see	Figure	17.11A),	the	LH	exerts	multiple	effects	on	the	granulosa
cells	of	the	dominant	follicle	(or	follicles)	that	bring	about	dramatic	events	within	hours.	LH	causes	the	granulosa	cells	to	secrete	chemical	mediators	that	induce	the	oocyte	to	complete	486	 	Chapter	17	its	first	meiotic	division	(see	Appendix	H).	LH	also	causes	the	granulosa	cells	to	begin	secreting	progesterone,	decrease	their	secretion	of	estrogen,
and	release	enzymes	and	prostaglandins	that	lead	to	breakdown	of	the	outer	follicular	membranes	and	overlying	ovarian	epithelium.	As	the	membranes	and	epithelium	rupture,	antral	fluid	and	the	oocyte	are	released	from	the	ovary.	Finally,	LH	initiates	morphological	and	biochemical	changes	in	the	remaining	granulosa	cells	and	theca	cells,	causing
them	to	transform	into	a	corpus	luteum.19	endocrine	control	of	the	luteal	phase 	After	the	LH	surge	is	over,	the	newly	formed	corpus	luteum	begins	to	function.	At	this	time	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	secretes	a	low	level	of	LH,	which	maintains	the	corpus	luteum.	The	corpus	luteum	secretes	progesterone	(which	now	becomes	a	major	ovarian
hormone),	estrogen,	and	inhibin,	and	during	the	middle	of	the	luteal	phase,	blood	levels	of	these	hormones	increase,	peaking	in	association	with	maximum	endometrial	thickness	(see	Figure	17.11C).	Progesterone	is	the	major	hormone	secreted	by	the	corpus	luteum	and	rises	to	a	particularly	high	blood	concentration	in	the	luteal	phase.	Progesterone
and	estrogen,	acting	in	concert,	exert	negative	feedback	on	the	anterior	pituitary	(and	probably	the	hypothalamus)	to	keep	GnRH,	LH,	and	FSH	secretions	low.	Inhibin	also	suppresses	FSH	secretion.	In	primates,	development	of	new	follicles	is	greatly	suppressed	during	the	luteal	phase,	mediated	in	part	by	the	low	blood	levels	of	LH	and	FSH	that
exist	during	that	phase.	In	some	other	mammals,	folliculogenesis	can	occur	in	all	phases	of	the	cycle	but	is	reduced	during	the	luteal	phase.	The	corpus	luteum	is	essential	for	establishing	conditions	that	permit	implantation	and	pregnancy.	Progesterone	secreted	by	the	corpus	luteum	in	the	luteal	phase	is	especially	important	in	preparing	the	uterus
for	implantation.	The	endometrial	lining	of	the	uterus	is	able	to	respond	to	progesterone	at	this	time	because	of	the	process	noted	earlier,	that	estrogen	secreted	in	the	follicular	phase	stimulated	the	endometrium	to	synthesize	progesterone	receptors.	Stimulated	by	progesterone,	the	exocrine	glands	of	the	endometrium	secrete	glycogen	and	enzymes,
and	additional	blood	vessels	develop	in	the	endometrium.	The	thickened	and	secretory	endometrium	is	poised	then	to	support	implantation	and	nourishment	of	an	embryo20	if	fertilization	occurs.	Progesterone	also	inhibits	contractions	of	smooth	muscle	cells	in	the	walls	of	the	uterus	and	oviducts.	The	second	part	of	Table	17.1	summarizes	the
hormones	that	are	active	during	the	luteal	phase:	the	part	of	the	cycle	dominated	by	the	corpus	luteum.	In	primates	(although	not	all	mammals),	the	cells	of	the	corpus	luteum	have	a	limited	life	span	in	the	absence	of	pregnancy.	If	pregnancy	occurs,	the	embryo,	in	many	mammal	species,	provides	a	hormonal	or	paracrine	signal	that	rescues	the
corpus	luteum	by	preventing	its	degeneration,	as	detailed	in	the	discussion	of	pregnancy.	However,	if	pregnancy	does	not	occur,	the	luteal	cells	19	The	transformation	of	the	residual	follicle	into	a	corpus	luteum	was	named	luteinization	in	the	early	study	of	endocrinology.	This	explains	why	the	hormone	that	promotes	the	transformation	was	named
luteinizing	hormone.	Lutein	refers	to	yellow	pigment.	A	corpus	luteum	is	yellow	in	some	cases,	explaining	why	its	formation	was	called	luteinization	and	why	it	was	given	the	name	“yellow	body.”	20	A	developing	mammal	starts	to	be	termed	an	embryo	at	about	the	time	it	implants	in	the	endometrium	and	is	considered	to	be	an	embryo	thereafter.	In
medical	terminology,	a	human	is	an	embryo	from	implantation	to	the	end	of	the	eighth	week	of	pregnancy,	and	a	fetus	from	the	ninth	week	until	birth.	stop	secreting	hormones	and	degenerate.	This	process	is	completed	within	about	14	days	after	ovulation	in	humans,	as	mentioned	earlier.	One	important	effect	of	the	degeneration	of	the	corpus	luteum
at	the	end	of	the	luteal	phase	is	that	it	sets	the	stage	for	a	new	cycle	of	folliculogenesis	(i.e.,	the	start	of	a	new	follicular	phase).	Without	a	functional	corpus	luteum,	blood	concentrations	of	progesterone,	estrogen,	and	inhibin	decrease	to	the	low	levels	that	characterize	the	end	of	the	luteal	phase	and	the	start	of	the	follicular	phase	(see	Figure
17.11C).	The	hypothalamus	and	anterior	pituitary	gland	are	thereby	freed	of	negative	feedback,	so	that	secretion	of	LH	and	FSH	can	rise	again,	initiating	another	round	of	follicular	development	in	the	ovaries.	Another	important	effect	of	the	degeneration	of	the	corpus	luteum	occurs	in	the	uterus:	The	endometrium—because	it	is	no	longer	supported
by	luteal	hormones—is	resorbed	or,	in	species	that	menstruate,	sloughed	off.	In	mammals	that	menstruate,	the	endometrium	responds	to	the	loss	of	luteal	hormones	by	secreting	prostaglandins,	which	initiate	deterioration	of	its	superficial	layers.	The	prostaglandins	cause	constriction	of	the	uterine	blood	vessels	and	contraction	of	the	myometrium,
the	smooth	muscle	in	the	uterine	wall.	The	closing	off	of	the	blood	supply	prevents	O2	and	nutrients	from	reaching	the	cells	in	the	endometrium,	and	the	cells	begin	to	die.	The	superficial	layers	of	cells	are	then	lost	in	menstrual	flow,	leaving	just	the	thin	base	of	the	endometrium	to	start	the	next	cycle.	The	uterine	blood	vessels	dilate	following	their
initial	constriction.	The	increased	blood	flow	then	causes	the	walls	of	weakened	capillaries	to	break,	and	bleeding	occurs.	Menstrual	flow	is	thus	a	mixture	of	sloughed-off	endometrial	cells	and	blood.	Males	produce	sperm	continually	during	the	reproductive	season	The	anatomy	of	the	human	male	reproductive	system	(Figure	17.13)	is	typical	of	the
general	pattern	of	organization	seen	throughout	the	eutherian	mammals.	The	penis	contains	the	urethra,	which	allows	the	passage	of	urine	during	urination	and	semen	during	ejaculation.	the	testes	and	production	of	sperm 	The	paired	testes	(testicles),	responsible	for	sperm	and	hormone	production,	are	contained	in	the	scrotum,	a	sac	that	suspends
the	testes	outside	the	body	cavity.	Most	mammals	exhibit	this	condition.	In	human	males,	the	testes	are	normally	in	the	scrotum	all	the	time.	In	many	other	species,	such	as	certain	mice,	the	testes	are	in	the	scrotum	only	in	the	reproductive	season,	being	drawn	inside	the	abdomen	at	other	times.	All	tissues	are	susceptible	to	heat	damage	if	their
temperature	goes	high	enough.	The	testes	of	most	mammals	are	unusual	in	that	they	are	damaged	by	exposure	to	ordinary	abdominal	temperature	(37°C).	The	testes	need	to	be	about	2°C	cooler	than	that	for	normal	production	of	viable	sperm,	and	being	in	the	scrotum	permits	this.	Why	the	testes	require	a	relatively	low	temperature	remains	a
mystery.	The	testes	are	internal	in	dolphins,	whales,	and	seals	but	are	believed	to	be	kept	cooler	than	most	internal	tissues	in	those	species	by	specialized	arrays	of	arteries	and	veins	supplied	with	blood	that	has	been	cooled	by	flowing	through	vessels	close	to	the	body	surface.21	The	testes	are	also	internal	in	21	Countercurrent	heat	exchange	(see
pages	268–269)	occurs	in	these	arrays	of	arteries	and	veins.	The	venous	blood	flowing	through	the	arrays	comes	from	the	body	surface,	where	it	is	cooled.	By	virtue	of	the	countercurrent	exchange,	arterial	blood	flowing	toward	the	testes	is	efficiently	cooled,	prior	to	reaching	the	testes,	by	losing	heat	to	the	venous	blood.	Reproduction 	487	(A)
External	genitalia	and	internal	organs	(sagittal	view)	Urinary	bladder	Rectum	Pubic	bone	Seminal	vesicle	Prostate	gland	Penis	The	prostate	gland	and	the	paired	seminal	vesicles	secrete	most	of	the	fluid	released	during	ejaculation.	Semen	consists	of	this	fluid	plus	sperm	cells.	Urethra	Bulbourethral	gland	Vas	deferens	Epididymis	The	penis	contains
three	compartments	that	fill	with	blood	to	cause	erection.	Vas	deferens	Scrotum	Testis	(B)	The	testis	and	seminiferous	tubules	The	paired	bulbourethral	glands	secrete	a	clear	mucus	ahead	of	ejaculation.	The	Leydig	cells	secrete	testosterone.	Sertoli	cell	Spermatogonia	Basement	membrane	Limiting	membrane	Leydig	cells	Epididymis	Nucleus	of
Sertoli	cell	Testis	Primary	spermatocyte	Secondary	spermatocyte	Seminiferous	tubule	Cross	section	of	seminiferous	tubule	Residual	body	Lumen	of	tubule	Sperm	(C)	A	sperm	cell	Acrosome	Cell	membrane	Nucleus	Head	Spermatids	Mitochondria	within	midpiece	Centriole	Tail	Figure	17.13 	The	human	male	reproductive	system 	(A)	The	male
reproductive	system,	colored	various	shades	of	blue	in	this	diagram,	consists	of	the	external	genitalia	(penis	and	scrotum),	the	testes,	ducts	such	as	the	vas	deferens	on	each	side	of	the	body,	and	the	acAnimal	4E	cessoryHill	glands	(aPhysiology	single	prostate	gland,	paired	seminal	vesicles,	and	Sinauer	Associates	paired	bulbourethral	glands).	The
urethra	is	colored	white	to	symbolize	Figure	17.13	02-16-16	that	its	function	is	only	partly	reproductive,	inasmuch	as	it	conveys	both	urine	and	semen	to	the	outside.	(B)	Each	testis	is	divided	into	200–300	compartments	containing	coiled	seminiferous	tubules	that	are	continuous	with	the	epididymis	and	vas	deferens.	Each	seminiferous	tubule,	which	is
bounded	by	a	basement	membrane,	consists	of	a	single	layer	of	Sertoli	cells	interspersed	with	sperm-producing	cells	at	various	stages	of	development.	Leydig	cells	occur	in	the	connective	tissue	that	fills	the	spaces	between	adjacent	seminiferous	tubules.	In	the	development	of	sperm,	spermatogonia	develop	into	primary	spermatocytes,	then
secondary	spermatocytes,	then	spermatids,	and	finally	sperm.	(C)	A	mature	sperm	cell	possesses	a	nucleus	with	a	haploid	set	of	chromosomes,	a	flagellum	tail	for	motility,	mitochondria	that	produce	ATP,	and	an	acrosome,	which	contains	enzymes	that	help	the	sperm	penetrate	to	the	egg	during	the	process	leading	to	fertilization.	488	 	Chapter	17
BOX	Sex	Determination	and	Differentiation,	17.3	Emphasizing	Mammals	Animals	use	a	variety	of	mechanisms	to	determine	the	sex	of	an	individual.	Sometimes	the	sex	of	an	individual	is	not	hardwired	by	genes,	but	instead,	environmental	factors	play	major	roles	in	sex	determination.	We	have	seen	two	examples	earlier	in	this	chapter:	sex	change
based	on	harem	formation	or	other	social	factors	in	certain	fish,	and	determination	of	sex	by	the	body	temperature	prevailing	during	embryonic	development	in	sea	turtles	and	some	other	nonavian	reptiles.	In	mammals,	sex	is	determined	genetically.	The	external	genital	structures	of	a	mammalian	embryo	are	said	to	be	indifferent	during	early
development	because	they	have	the	potential	to	differentiate	into	either	male	or	female	structures.	The	indifferent	state	is	illustrated	in	a	4-weekold	human	embryo	at	the	top	of	the	figure.	As	the	gonads	develop	(as	discussed	in	Box	Extension	17.3),	if	they	are	testes,	the	genital	tubercle	is	hormonally	signaled	to	develop	into	the	glans	(“head”)	of	the
penis,	the	labioscrotal	swellings	are	signaled	to	develop	into	the	scrotum,	and	the	other	primordia	form	male	structures	as	well.	If	the	gonads	develop	into	ovaries,	all	these	structures	differentiate	into	female	external	genitalia.	For	example,	the	genital	tubercle	becomes	the	glans	of	the	clitoris.	The	gonads	are	also	indifferent	early	in	the	development
of	a	mammalian	embryo:	They	can	become	either	testes	or	ovaries.	The	indifferent	gonads	are	positioned	in	the	mid-abdomen.	The	gonads	stay	there	throughout	development	in	females.	In	males	of	most	species	of	mammals,	the	gonads	migrate	away	from	their	initial	position	as	gestation	proceeds,	so	that	at	birth	they	are	either	in	the	scrotum	(as	in
humans)	or	poised	to	enter	the	scrotum.	Box	Extension	17.3	discusses	the	sexual	differentiation	of	internal	structures	at	greater	length.	It	also	discusses	the	genetic	and	endocrine	mechanisms	that	control	sexual	differentiation.	4	weeks	Genital	tubercle	Labioscrotal	swelling	Urethral	groove	Urethral	fold	The	indifferent	state	is	identical	in	males	and
females.	Female	Male	Glans	Urethral	groove	XY	XX	5	months	Urethral	fold	Scrotal	swelling	Urethral	opening	Genital	tubercle	Urethral	fold	Perineum	Anus	Birth	Glans	Genital	swelling	Head	of	clitoris	Glans	of	clitoris	Urethral	opening	Shaft	of	penis	Labium	majora	Scrotum	Labium	minora	Perineum	Anus	Vaginal	opening	Differentiation	of	the	external
genitalia 	Colors	are	used	to	identify	homologous	tissues.	For	example,	the	tissue	labeled	yellow	is	of	the	same	developmental	origin	in	all	five	drawings.	In	early	development—as	typified	by	a	human	embryo	at	4	weeks	of	developmental	age	(seen	at	the	top)—the	external	genital	structures	are	identical	regardless	of	an	individual’s	sex.	In	male
embryos	(XY),	secretion	of	testosterone	by	the	gonads	when	they	differentiate	causes	the	external	genitalia	to	differentiate	to	become	male	in	form,	starting	after	the	7th	week	of	gestation	in	humans.	Without	testosterone,	the	genitalia	become	female	in	form.	The	external	genitalia	can	be	definitively	distinguished	as	male	or	female	at	about	the	12th
week	of	human	gestation.	elephants,	hyraxes,	and	elephant	shrews,	and	in	those	species	they	might	function	at	abdominal	temperature.	Sperm	are	produced	in	coiled	seminiferous	tubules	(see	Figure	17.13B).	The	seminiferous	tubules	of	a	testis	merge	to	join	a	coiled	tube,	the	epididymis,	located	next	to	the	testis	within	the	scrotum.	The	epididymis
becomes	continuous	with	the	vas	deferens,	which	empties	into	the	urethra.	In	cross	section	(see	Figure	17.13B),	one	can	see	that	the	internal	structure	of	each	seminiferous	tubule	is	composed	of	sperm-producing	cells	in	various	stages	of	develop-	ment,	plus	a	single	layer	of	critically	important	somatic	cells,	the	Sertoli	cells,	which	support	and
regulate	the	production	of	sperm.	The	seminiferous	tubules	account	for	about	85%	of	testis	volume,	and	the	Sertoli	cells	account	for	much	of	the	tissue	volume	of	the	seminiferous	tubules.	Sertoli	cells	multiply	during	puberty,	but	their	number	in	an	adult	is	generally	considered	to	be	fixed.	Strong	correlations	exist	between	the	number	of	Sertoli	cells
and	both	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	testis	size	and	the	rate	of	sperm	production.	Connective	tissue	fills	Sinauer	Associates	Figurethe	Boxspaces	17.03	between	02-16-16	the	seminiferous	tubules.	Leydig	cells	(also	Sexual	adulthood	Puberty	Somatic	sex	differentiation	Reproduction 	489	Level	of	testicular	activity	Testosterone	secretion	0	1	Birth	~11–
17	weeks	after	conception	Conception	Sperm	production	~10–14	~40–70	Postnatal	age	(years)	Figure	17.14 	Testosterone	secretion	and	sperm	production	during	the	life	span	of	human	males 	Note	that	the	time	scale	is	not	even.	(After	Troen	and	Oshima	1981.)	called	interstitial	cells)	located	in	the	connective	tissue	secrete	the	androgen
testosterone.	endocrine	control	in	males 	The	Leydig	cells	exhibit	a	fascinating	lifetime	pattern	of	testosterone	secretion,	which	we	will	discuss	using	the	human	male	as	an	example	(Figure	17.14).	The	Leydig	cells	secrete	testosterone	in	abundance	during	the	first	trimester	of	embryonic	life,	when	the	hormone	plays	a	key	role	in	sexual
differentiation	of	the	penis,	scrotum,	seminal	vesicles,	and	other	male	structures	(Box	17.3).	By	the	12th	to	14th	week	after	conception,	the	form	of	the	genitalia	is	determined,	and	soon	the	Leydig	cells	become	less	active	for	the	remainder	of	uterine	life.	They	then	secrete	testosterone	in	abundance	fol-	lowing	birth.	The	function	of	this	episode	of
secretion,	which	peaks	at	about	1	month	after	birth,	is	uncertain.	The	Leydig	cells	then	become	quiescent,	in	this	case	for	more	than	a	decade,	until	puberty	starts	and	blood	testosterone	rises	again.	Thereafter	testosterone	secretion	remains	high	throughout	life,	although	it	declines	gradually	after	middle	age.	In	adult	testes,	the	production	of
testosterone	is	controlled	by	pituitary	gonadotropins,	and	the	production	of	sperm	is	controlled	by	both	the	gonadotropins	and	testosterone.	The	brain	and	pituitary	hormones	involved	are	the	same	as	those	in	females.	GnRH	is	released	from	the	hypothalamus	(in	pulses),	and	FSH	and	LH	are	secreted	from	the	anterior	pituitary	gland.	The	Leydig	cells
are	the	target	tissue	of	LH,	which	binds	to	receptors	on	the	cell	membranes	and	stimulates	the	cells	to	produce	and	secrete	testosterone.	The	Sertoli	cells	are	the	target	tissue	of	FSH	and	also	are	influenced	by	testosterone	from	the	Leydig	cells.	Both	testosterone	and	FSH,	acting	indirectly	through	effects	on	Sertoli	cells,	play	roles	in	stimulating
spermatogenesis	(production	of	sperm),	although	the	importance	of	FSH	in	spermatogenesis	varies	among	species	of	mammals;	whereas	testosterone	is	essential	for	spermatogenesis,	in	humans	FSH	plays	more	of	an	augmenting	role	and	is	not	absolutely	required	for	sperm	production	(although	one	or	more	pituitary	agents	are	required	inasmuch	as
pituitary	removal	stops	spermatogenesis).	Besides	paracrine	substances	that	promote	the	proliferation	and	differentiation	of	sperm,	the	Sertoli	cells	secrete	several	additional	substances,	including	(1)	products	that	nourish	the	developing	sperm;	(2)	inhibin,	which	inhibits	FSH	secretion	from	the	anterior	pituitary;	and	(3)	fluid	that	fills	the	lumens	of
the	seminiferous	tubules.	This	fluid	contains	androgen-binding	protein	that	binds	testosterone	and	thereby	keeps	the	hormone	at	a	high	concentration	within	the	lumens	of	the	tubules.	Table	17.2	summarizes	the	cells	and	hormones	that	are	active	in	male	reproduction.	Testosterone	secreted	into	the	general	circulation	is	responsible	for	masculinizing
many	tissues.	At	puberty,	for	example,	it	promotes	growth	of	the	penis	and	testes,	deepening	of	the	voice,	and	growth	Table	17.2 	Endocrine	and	neuroendocrine	cells	and	secretions	involved	in	male	reproduction,	emphasizing	humans	Cells	Hormone	Action	Hypothalamic	GnRH	cells	GnRH	Stimulates	secretion	of	FSH	and	LH	from	anterior	pituitary
cells	Anterior	pituitary	cells	LH	Stimulates	Leydig	cells	to	secrete	testosterone	FSH	Required	for	development	of,	and	supports,	Sertoli	cells;	stimulates	Sertoli	cells	to	support	spermatogensis	but	in	a	secondary	role	to	testosterone	Leydig	cells	Testosterone	Required	for	mitosis	and	meiosis	of	spermatogenesis.	Stimulates	Sertoli	cells	to	support	and
regulate	spermatogenesis.	Exerts	negative	feedback	on	the	anterior	pituitary	and	the	hypothalamus	Mediates	secondary	sexual	characteristics	such	as	growth	of	facial	hair	and	muscular	strength	During	early	development,	mediates	sexual	differentiation	of	reproductive	organs	(see	Box	17.3)	During	early	development,	mediates	sexual	differentiation
of	certain	aspects	of	brain	neuroendocrine	function	and	certain	other	aspects	of	brain	fine	structure	and	function	(at	least	some	of	these	effects	are	mediated	by	aromatization	products	of	testosterone)	Sertoli	cellsa	Inhibin	Inhibits	FSH	secretion	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Figure	17.14	02-16-16	a	Sertoli	cells	also	secrete
nonhormonal	products,	notably	substances	that	nourish	the	differentiating	sperm,	extracellular	fluid	(including	androgen-binding	protein)	that	fills	the	seminiferous	tubules,	and	paracrine	agents.	490	 	Chapter	17	erection	and	ejaculation 	The	shaft	of	the	human	penis	is	filled	almost	entirely	by	three	compartments	of	spongy	tissue	that	can	be
expanded	with	blood.	Erection	entails	inflating	these	compartments	with	blood	until	the	penis	is	stiff.	In	males	of	several	types	of	mammals,	such	as	bats	and	carnivores,	the	penis	contains	a	bone—the	baculum—that	helps	provide	stiffness	for	copulation.	Nitric	oxide	(NO),	a	messenger	molecule,	is	the	immediate	mediator	of	erection.	Erotic	thoughts
or	physical	stimuli	lead	to	release	of	NO	from	parasympathetic	nerve	endings	in	the	penis.	The	NO	leads	to	dilation	of	blood	vessels	that	permit	blood	to	fill	the	spongy	tissues.	Investigators	have	recently	discovered	a	positive	feedback	loop	for	NO.	After	NO	from	nerve	endings	initiates	erection,	the	flux	of	moving	blood	causes	further	release	of	NO
from	endothelial	cells	in	blood	vessel	walls.	The	positive	feedback	loop	is	important	because	NO	is	very	short-lived	and	needs	to	be	generated	rapidly	if	its	concentration	is	to	be	high.	NO	acts	by	mediating	synthesis	of	cyclic	GMP,	a	second	messenger	(see	Figure	2.30).	Current	medications	for	erectile	dysfunction	inhibit	an	enzyme	that	breaks	down
cyclic	GMP,	thereby	permitting	the	second	messenger	to	act	longer.	Semen,	the	fluid	expelled	from	the	penis	during	ejaculation,	consists	of	sperm	plus	secretions	of	accessory	sex	glands.	In	humans,	the	most	important	accessory	sex	glands	(see	Figure	17.13A)	are	the	prostate	gland	and	seminal	vesicles—which	provide	most	of	the	fluid	in	semen—and
the	bulbourethral	glands,	which	secrete	a	clear	mucus	ahead	of	ejaculation.	After	sperm	mature	in	the	testes,	they	are	stored	in	the	epididymis	and	vas	deferens.	They	are	mixed	with	the	accessory-gland	fluids	as	ejaculation	occurs.	The	accessory-gland	fluids	provide	fructose	and	other	energy	sources	for	the	sperm;	they	contain	acid–base	buffers	and
other	agents	that	create	a	suitable	environment	for	the	sperm;	and	they	contain	messenger	compounds	such	as	prostaglandins.	Pregnancy	and	birth	are	orchestrated	by	specialized	endocrine	controls	Fertilization	usually	occurs	in	the	upper	third	of	the	oviduct,	near	the	ovary	(see	Figure	17.10A).	Sperm	must	travel	there	through	the	female
reproductive	tract	to	meet	the	secondary	oocyte(s).	Whereas	millions	of	sperm	enter	the	female	reproductive	tract	in	a	single	act	of	mating,	very	few	actually	arrive	at	the	oocyte,	and	only	one	fuses	with	it	to	form	the	zygote.	While	sperm	are	in	the	female	reproductive	tract,	they	go	through	a	process	called	capacitation,	Actual	testis	size	divided	by
size	expected	based	on	body	size	of	facial	hair.	It	contributes	to	an	adolescent	growth	spurt	in	muscle	mass	in	boys	and	to	muscular	strength	throughout	life.	Negative	feedback	effects	of	testosterone	and	inhibin	on	the	anterior	pituitary	and	hypothalamus	keep	FSH	and	LH	secretions	relatively	low	and	steady	from	day	to	day	in	males.	This	pattern
contrasts	with	the	dramatic	cycles	of	anterior	pituitary	(and	ovarian)	secretions	seen	in	females	(see	Figure	17.11).	The	relatively	constant	levels	of	hormones	in	males	sustain	continuous	production	of	sperm.	Whereas	this	constancy	of	hormone	concentrations	and	sperm	production	prevails	throughout	the	year	in	adult	human	males,	it	prevails	only	in
the	reproductive	season	in	seasonal	breeders.	In	the	many	species	of	mammals	that	cease	reproduction	for	part	of	the	year,	hormonal	changes	are	instrumental	in	shutting	down	and	later	reactivating	sperm	production.	2.0	All	mammals	Primates	1.5	1.0	0.5	0.0	Singlemale	Multimale	Singlemale	Multimale	Mating	system	Figure	17.15 	Testis	size



depends	on	mating	system	in	mammals 	Species	of	mammals	are	placed	in	two	categories:	single-male	mating	in	which	the	usual	pattern	is	for	one	male	to	copulate	with	a	female	during	a	single	mating	period,	and	multiple-male	mating	in	which	the	usual	pattern	is	for	multiple	males	to	copulate	with	a	female	during	a	single	mating	period.	Because
testis	size	varies	in	a	regular,	allometric	fashion	with	body	size	in	all	mammals	analyzed	together,	an	“expected”	testis	size	can	be	calculated	for	each	species	simply	by	use	of	the	species’	body	size.	The	y	axis	shows	the	actual	testis	size	as	a	ratio	of	this	expected	size.	Number	of	species	analyzed	is	54	for	all	mammals,	25	for	primates.	Error	bars	show
±	1	standard	error.	(After	Kenagy	and	Trombulak	1986.)	which	is	essential	for	them	to	be	capable	of	fertilizing	the	oocyte	(see	Figure	17.3C).	Capacitation	enhances	the	abilities	of	sperm	to	swim	rapidly	and	to	fuse	with	the	cell	membrane	of	the	oocyte.	If	a	female	mammal	mates	with	more	than	one	male	in	a	brief	period	of	time,	sperm	competition	is
said	to	occur	within	the	female	reproductive	tract	as	the	sperm	from	the	two	sources	vie	to	fertilize	the	oocyte.	In	species	of	mammals	with	a	routine	pattern	of	synchronous	insemination	by	multiple	males,	the	males	tend	to	have	dramatically	large	testes—which	enable	them	to	enter	large	numbers	of	sperm	into	the	sperm	competition	(Figure	17.15).
In	the	period	following	ovulation,	the	oocyte	is	retained	in	the	upper	third	of	the	oviduct	because	the	lumen	of	the	oviduct,	owing	to	effects	of	estrogen,	is	constricted	sufficiently	to	block	travel	toward	the	uterus.	The	lumen	of	the	oviduct	is	not	pinched	off	entirely,	however,	and	therefore	the	tiny	sperm	can	swim	through	Hill	the	Animal	Physiology	4E
to	reach	oocyte.	Sinauer	Associates	The	oocyte	is	enclosed	in	the	zona	pellucida	and	surrounded	Figure	17.15	02-16-16	by	granulosa	cells	when	in	the	oviduct	(Figure	17.16A).	For	fertilization	to	occur,	sperm	must	traverse	these	structures	to	reach	the	cell	membrane	of	the	oocyte.	The	head	of	a	sperm	has	enzymes	on	its	outer	surface	that	break
down	the	extracellular	matrix	between	granulosa	cells,	allowing	the	sperm	to	penetrate.	To	breach	the	zona	pellucida	(Figure	17.16B),	a	sperm	releases	enzymes	by	exocytosis	from	the	acrosome	(see	Figure	17.13C)	in	its	head.	The	exocytosis	of	these	enzymes,	called	the	acrosomal	reaction,	is	triggered	only	when	the	sperm	head	binds	to	protein
molecules,	which	are	species-specific,	on	the	zona	pellucida.	After	its	acrosomal	reaction	is	initiated,	a	sperm	cuts	a	channel	through	the	zona	pellucida.	The	head	of	the	sperm	then	adheres	to	the	cell	membrane	of	the	oocyte.	Only	a	few	sperm	get	this	far.	The	cell	membrane	of	just	one	of	these	sperm	fuses	with	the	cell	membrane	of	the	oocyte,	and
the	cytoplasms	of	the	two	gametes	become	continuous.	Fertilization	refers	to	this	specific	event,	which	results	in	the	formation	of	a	zygote.	Reproduction 	491	(A)	The	oocyte	in	the	oviduct	as	sperm	arrive	Enzymes	on	the	cell	membrane	of	sperm	digest	a	path	through	the	surrounding	granulosa	cells.	Many	sperm	participate	at	this	stage.	(B)	The
final	steps	that	culminate	in	fertilization	by	a	single	sperm	Zona	pellucida	Sperm	cell	A	cloud	of	granulosa	cells	surrounds	the	oocyte.	Secondary	oocyte	Zona	pellucida	First	polar	body	The	perivitelline	space	is	an	extracellular	space	between	the	oocyte	and	zona	pellucida.	Figure	17.16 	Fertilization 	To	achieve	fertilization,	the	sperm	must	(A)
penetrate	the	layers	of	granulosa	cells	surrounding	the	oocyte	and	(B)	both	cut	a	channel	through	the	zona	pellucida	and	fuse	with	the	oocyte	cell	membrane.	In	conjunction	with	the	final	step	shown	here,	the	sperm	flagellum	(tail)	is	also	taken	into	the	oocyte	where	it	is	broken	down	in	the	cytoplasm	(not	shown).	(B	after	Primakoff	and	Myles	2002.)
Two	crucial	processes	quickly	follow	fertilization.	One	is	a	reaction—termed	the	cortical	reaction—that	blocks	more	than	one	sperm	from	fertilizing	the	oocyte.	The	second	is	completion	of	meiosis	by	the	oocyte.	During	the	cortical	reaction,	organelles	called	cortical	granules	in	the	fertilized	oocyte’s	peripheral	cytoplasm	release	substances	into	the
extracellular	space	around	the	oocyte	that	alter	the	cell	membrane	as	well	as	the	zona	pellucida.	These	alterations	prevent	adhesion	or	fusion	of	more	than	one	sperm,	ensuring	that	only	one	haploid	set	of	paternal	chromosomes	is	admitted	to	the	oocyte.	Meanwhile,	the	oocyte	completes	the	second	meiotic	division	(see	Appendix	H),	and	thereafter
only	a	single	haploid	set	of	maternal	chromosomes	remains	in	the	oocyte.	The	two	haploid	sets	of	chromosomes	join	to	make	the	zygote’s	diploid	set	of	chromosomes.	implantation,	luteal	rescue,	and	early	pregnancy 	Implantation	is	the	entry	of	the	early	embryo	into	the	cellular	matrix	of	the	endometrium,	the	uterine	epithelium.	For	this	process	to
occur,	the	newly	conceived	individual	must	travel	to	the	uterus.	As	it	does	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	place,	and	the	zygote	(the	single	cell	so,	mitotic	cell	divisions	take	Sinauer	Associates	formed	by	fertilization)	matures	into	a	hollow	early	embryo	termed	Figure	17.16	02-16-16	a	blastocyst.	The	trip	down	the	oviduct	is	relatively	slow;	in	humans,	the
early	embryo	arrives	in	the	uterus	about	4	days	after	fertilization	took	place	in	the	upper	third	of	the	oviduct.	Travel	down	the	oviduct	becomes	possible	because	the	rising	levels	of	progesterone	secreted	by	the	corpus	luteum	induce	the	smooth	muscles	of	the	oviduct	to	relax,	so	the	lumen	of	the	oviduct	opens.	Once	in	the	uterus,	the	blastocyst
“hatches”	from	the	zona	pellucida	and	remains	free	(for	about	3	days	in	humans)	before	implanting.	The	blastocyst	consists	of	cells	that	will	ultimately	develop	into	the	newborn	individual,	plus	cells	collectively	termed	the	trophoblast	that	will	not	contribute	to	the	new	individual	but	instead	help	Perivitelline	space	Oocyte	cell	membrane	The	sperm
head	binds	to	speciesspecific	receptor	molecules	on	the	zona	pellucida	and…	…undergoes	the	acrosomal	reaction,	which	releases	enzymes	to…	…allow	the	sperm	to	cut	a	path	through	the	zona	pellucida	and	cross	the	perivitelline	space.	Proteins	(named	Izumo1)	on	the	sperm	head	bind	with	proteins	(called	Juno)	in	the	oocyte	cell	membrane.	After
fusion	of	the	cell	membranes	of	sperm	and	oocyte...	…the	sperm	releases	its	contents	into	the	cytoplasm	of	the	oocyte.	form	the	placenta.	A	portion	of	the	outer	surface	of	the	blastocyst	is	specialized	to	make	contact	with	the	endometrium	and	begin	the	process	of	implantation.	To	enable	the	blastocyst	to	bury	itself	in	the	nutrient-rich	endometrium,
enzymes	are	secreted	by	trophoblast	cells.	Progesterone	is	required	for	the	endometrium	to	remain	in	a	highly	developed	state,	rather	than	being	sloughed	off	or	resorbed.	The	placenta	is	the	principal	source	of	the	necessary	progesterone	after	the	placenta	develops.	However,	in	early	pregnancy—the	days	or	weeks	immediately	following	implantation
—the	corpus	luteum	is	the	primary	source	of	progesterone	and	must	continue	to	secrete	it	at	high	levels.	The	corpus	luteum	must	therefore	be	rescued	so	that	it	does	not	degenerate,	as	it	would	in	the	absence	of	pregnancy.	In	humans,	the	shift	from	dependence	on	the	corpus	luteum	as	the	primary	source	of	progesterone	to	dependence	on	the
placenta	happens	after	about	50–70	days	(pregnancy	lasts	about	266	days).	The	corpus	luteum	must	thus	survive	for	at	least	50–70	days	rather	than	atrophying	in	14	days,	as	it	does	in	the	absence	of	pregnancy.	To	rescue	the	corpus	luteum,	different	species	use	different	mechanisms.	In	primates,	an	embryonic	membrane	that	participates	in	the
formation	of	the	placenta—the	chorion—secretes	the	hormone	chorionic	gonadotropin	(CG),	which	rises	in	blood	concentration	following	fertilization	(Figure	17.17)	and	acts	on	the	corpus	luteum	to	extend	the	corpus	luteum’s	life.	CG	is	in	the	same	glycoprotein	chemical	family	as	LH,	and	genomic	evidence	indicates	it	evolved	relatively	recently	in
geologic	time—in	the	common	ancestor	of	the	anthropoid	primates	(monkeys,	apes,	and	humans)—by	duplication	of	a	gene	for	LH	and	subsequent	evolutionary	modification	of	the	gene.	CG	is	excreted	in	the	urine	and	serves	as	the	basis	for	pregnancy	tests;	detection	of	CG	in	the	urine	indicates	that	an	embryo	has	implanted	and	is	developing.
Uniquely	among	nonprimate	mammals,	horses	independently	evolved	a	gonadotropin	secreted	by	the	chorion	that	functions	similarly	to	the	primate	CG	to	rescue	the	corpus	luteum.	In	rodents,	the	hormone	prolactin,	released	by	the	anterior	pituitary	gland,	sustains	the	corpus	luteum.	E	492	 	Chapter	17	Chorionic	gonadotropin	is	secreted	into	the
blood	by	the	embryonic	chorion,	and	sustains	the	corpus	luteum	during	early	pregnancy.	Blood	concentration	Human	chorionic	gonadotropin	(hCG)	Estrogen	Progesterone	0	Fertilization	40	80	120	160	200	Days	of	pregnancy	When	the	child	is	born	and	the	placenta	is	expelled,	blood	concentrations	of	estrogen	and	progesterone	plummet.	240	Birth
(parturition)	Figure	17.17 	Humans	and	other	primates	employ	chorionic	gonadotropin	to	rescue	the	corpus	luteum	when	pregnancy	occurs 	Blood	concentrations	in	a	human	mother	are	shown.	During	the	first	part	of	pregnancy,	the	hormone	chorionic	gonadotropin—secreted	by	the	chorion,	an	embryonic	membrane	that	contributes	to	formation	of
the	placenta—sustains	the	life	of	the	corpus	luteum,	which	secretes	estrogen	and	progesterone	into	the	blood.	In	later	pregnancy,	the	placenta	becomes	the	principal	source	of	estrogen	and	progesterone	and	also	secretes	them	into	the	general	circulation.	the	placenta 	At	first,	the	endometrium	provides	the	embryo	with	sufficient	nutrients	and	other
forms	of	metabolic	support.	However,	as	time	passes,	the	implanted	embryo	interacts	with	maternal	uterine	structures	to	form	the	placenta,	a	structure	in	which	blood	vessels	of	the	maternal	and	embryonic	circulatory	systems	are	so	closely	juxtaposed	that	O2	and	other	materials	can	move	readily	between	the	bloodstreams	of	the	mother	and
embryo.22	Four	or	five	quite	distinct	structural	types	of	placentas	are	known	in	various	mammals.	In	all	the	types,	the	maternal	and	embryonic	bloodstreams	are	separated	by	intervening	cellular	structures,	such	as	the	endothelia	of	blood	capillaries	(see	Figure	2.6).	Consequently,	although	many	substances	move	readily	between	the	two
bloodstreams	by	diffusion	and	other	transport	processes	(see	Chapter	5),	the	bloods	do	not	normally	mix.	The	flow	of	maternal	blood	through	the	placenta	supplies	the	embryo	with	O2	and	nutrients.23	It	also	removes	CO2	and	other	metabolic	by-products.	In	addition	to	being	a	nutritive	and	waste-removal	structure,	the	placenta	is	also	an	endocrine
structure	(see	Table	17.1),	as	already	mentioned.	The	mature	placenta	secretes	estrogen	(mostly	estriol	in	humans	and	many	other	mammals),	progesterone,	and	other	hormones	that	support	physiological	functions	during	pregnancy	and	prepare	the	mother’s	body	for	birth	and	lactation.	Progesterone	22	Where	we	here	speak	of	the	“embryo”	and	the
“embryonic”	circulation	and	bloodstream,	these	would	be	called	the	“fetus”	and	the	“fetal”	circulation	and	bloodstream	during	the	later	stages	of	intrauterine	development	because	as	noted	before,	an	embryo	comes	to	be	called	a	fetus	as	it	matures.	23	Substances	such	as	drugs	and	alcohol	in	the	maternal	blood	can	also	cross	the	placenta.	Some	are
known	to	cause	physical	or	behavioral	birth	defects	by	disrupting	development	of	the	embryo/fetus.	When	a	mother	consumes	alcohol	during	pregnancy,	for	example,	her	child	can	suffer	a	suite	of	negative	effects	known	as	fetal	alcohol	syndrome.	is	essential	for	maintaining	the	endometrium	in	a	highly	developed	state	and	for	inhibiting	contractions
of	the	myometrium	(the	muscular	portion	of	the	uterus).	Estrogen	(produced	through	aromatase	action	from	androgens	made	in	other	tissues)	stimulates	growth	of	the	myometrium.	Both	progesterone	and	estrogen	contribute	to	preparing	the	mammary	glands	(breasts)	for	lactation.	birth 	The	factor(s)	that	initiate	birth	(parturition)	remain	largely
unknown.	We	know,	however,	that	during	the	period	prior	to	birth,	several	physiological	changes	occur	that	prepare	the	mother	and	fetus	(late	embryo)	for	the	birth	process.	Blood	estrogen,	present	at	ever-increasing	levels	as	pregnancy	progresses	(see	Figure	17.17),	prepares	the	myometrium	for	contractile	activity	in	two	important	ways.	First,
estrogen	stimulates	the	myometrial	smooth	muscle	cells	to	synthesize	connexins,	the	protein	molecules	that	join	together	to	make	up	gap	junctions	(see	Figure	2.7).	The	gap	junctions	that	are	formed	allow	electrical	activity	to	spread	from	cell	to	cell	in	the	smooth	muscles	of	the	myometrium,	so	that	the	entire	myometrium	can	produce	highly
coordinated	contractions.	Second,	estrogen	stimulates	the	myometrial	smooth	muscle	cells	to	produce	receptors	for	the	hormone	oxytocin.	In	some	mammals,	although	probably	not	humans,	relaxin—a	peptide	hormone	secreted	by	corpora	lutea—also	plays	an	important	role	in	preparing	for	birth.	Secretion	of	relaxin	during	the	period	leading	up	to
birth	induces	remodeling	and	softening	of	the	cervix	(see	Figure	17.10A);	it	also	facilitates	the	establishment	of	flexible,	elastic	connections	between	pubic	bones.	In	these	ways,	relaxin	demonstrably	eases	the	exit	of	fetuses	from	the	uterus,	facilitating	rapid	delivery.	Oxytocin	is	the	principal	hormone	controlling	the	forces	that	produce	delivery.	It	is
secreted	by	hypothalamic	neurosecretory	cells	and	released	from	the	posterior	pituitary	gland	at	the	time	of	birth,	and	it	stimulates	uterine	smooth	muscle	cells	to	produce	and	secrete	prostaglandins.	Both	the	oxytocin	and	the	prostaglandins	strongly	stimulate	contractile	activity	by	the	smooth	muscle	cells.	As	birth	becomes	imminent,	forceful
contractions	spread	over	the	body	of	the	uterus	toward	the	cervix	and	vagina	(see	Figure	17.10A).	The	contractions	force	the	fetus	against	the	cervix,	thereby	stimulating	mechanoreceptors	there.	These	conditions	set	up	the	positive	feedback	loop	shown	in	Figure	17.18:	The	mechanoreceptors	in	the	cervix	send	action	potentials	to	the	hypothalamus,
where	they	stimulate	neurosecretory	cells	to	secrete	oxytocin.	Having	recently	incorporated	oxytocin	receptors	into	their	cell	membranes,	the	myometrial	smooth	muscle	cells	respond	to	the	oxytocin	with	contractions.	With	increased	contractions	forcing	the	fetus	against	the	cervix,	the	cervical	mechanoreceptors	are	stimulated	even	more,	and	more
oxytocin	is	secreted.	As	myometrial	contractions	increase,	the	cervical	opening	dilates	(widens)	to	permit	passage	of	the	fetus.	These	events	reach	a	crescendo	with	delivery.	After	the	fetus	is	born,	the	placenta	(called	the	afterbirth)	is	also	delivered.	Without	the	placenta	as	an	endocrine	structure,	the	mother’s	blood	levels	of	progesterone	and
estrogen	then	plummet	toward	pre-pregnancy	levels	(see	Figure	17.17).	Lactation,	a	costly	part	of	reproduction,	is	governed	by	neuroendocrine	reflexes	A	defining	characteristic	of	mammals	is	that	females	have	mammary	glands	that	provide	milk	to	their	newborn	young.	Lactation	is	the	process	of	producing	and	providing	milk.	In	most	species	2
Oxytocin-secreting	neuroendocrine	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	become	more	active.	Hypothalamus	Base	of	brain	Posterior	pituitary	Blood	oxytocin	3	Oxytocin	is	secreted	into	the	general	circulation	in	the	posterior	pituitary	at	an	increased	rate.	4	Blood	oxytocin	concentration	rises.	5	Oxytocin	stimulates	the	myometrial	smooth	muscle	to	contract,	and…
Female’s	daily	energy	intake	as	ratio	of	basal	intake	Reproduction 	493	Just	before	a	litter	of	young	is	weaned,	its	mother’s	energy	intake	reaches	its	maximum.	7	Weaning	6	5	4	3	Dashed	line	shows	the	energy	intake	of	a	nonpregnant	female.	2	1	Pregnancy	0	Lactation	Copulation	Birth	Time	Uterus	6	…oxytocin	stimulates	the	smooth	muscle	to
secrete	prostaglandins	which…	Prostaglandins	7	…also	stimulate	contraction.	1	Myometrial	contractions	force	the	fetus	against	the	cervix,	stimulating	mechanoreceptors	that	send	action	potentials	to	the	hypothalamus.	8	Strengthening	contractions	increase	mechanoreceptor	stimulation.	Cervix	Figure	17.18 	Positive	feedback	during	birth 
Oxytocin,	prostaglandins,	and	mechanical	stimuli	at	the	cervix	participate	in	a	positive	feedback	loop	that	progressively	forces	the	cervix	to	open	wide	enough	to	permit	the	fetus	to	be	born.	of	mammals	that	have	been	studied,	lactation	is	the	most	costly	phase	of	reproduction	for	the	mother.	As	Figure	17.19	shows,	for	example,	pregnancy	is	far	less
costly	than	lactation	in	small	mammals	such	as	mice	and	rats.	When	a	litter	of	young	reaches	the	end	of	its	time	in	the	nest	(just	prior	to	weaning)	and	is	demanding	milk	at	its	highest	rate,	the	mother	needs	to	take	in	more	than	twice	as	much	energy	per	day	as	she	would	require	if	she	were	not	reproducing.	Lactation	consists	of	two	functionally
distinct	steps.	The	first	is	milk	production	or	secretion—in	which	milk	is	synthesized	by	cellsAnimal	of	thePhysiology	mammary	Hill	4E	glands	and	secreted	into	cavities	within	the	Sinauer	Associates	glands.	The	second	step	is	milk	ejection	or	let-down	—in	which	Figure	02-16-16	milk	17.18	is	expelled	from	the	cavities	of	the	mammary	glands	into	the
mouth	of	the	offspring.	Milk—which	varies	widely	among	species	in	its	detailed	composition—is	an	essential	source	of	food	until	the	time	of	weaning	for	most	newborns.	Immediately	after	birth,	the	FIGURE	17.19 	Costs	of	reproduction	in	small	mammals	Shown	are	average	values	determined	from	a	meta-analysis	of	data	on	17	species	of	small
mammals,	mostly	mice	and	rats.	Required	rates	of	energy	intake	are	expressed	as	ratios	of	the	species-specific	basal	rate	of	energy	intake	(calculated	from	basal	metabolic	rate;	see	Chapter	7).	For	females	living	in	the	wild,	the	required	rate	of	energy	intake	when	they	are	not	pregnant	is	about	three	times	the	basal	rate.	(After	Thompson	1992.)
mammary	glands	in	many	species—prior	to	secreting	milk—secrete	fluids	termed	colostrums,	which	are	rich	in	antibodies	and	vitamins.	All	mammary	glands	have	a	similar	basic	structure,	although	species	vary	widely	in	the	size	and	number	of	their	mammary	glands.	A	mammary	gland	(Figure	17.20A)	consists	of	many	hollow,	semi-spherical
glandular	structures	called	alveoli	(singular	alveolus)	connected	to	milk	ducts.	The	secretory	epithelial	cells	of	an	alveolus	synthesize	milk	and	secrete	it	into	the	alveolar	lumen.	Contractile	myoepithelial	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Ecells	surround	the	alveolar	epithelial	cells.	Sinauer	Associates	When	the	myoepithelial	cells	contract,	they	squeeze	the
alveolus	Morales	Studio	and	force	milk	from	the	alveolar	lumen	out	via	the	ducts	of	the	Figure	17.19	02-16-16	mammary	gland.	Lactation	is	controlled	principally	by	two	hormones	(Figure	17.20B).	In	fact,	these	two	hormones	control	the	two	steps	of	lactation.	Prolactin	secreted	from	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	stimulates	milk	secretion	by	the	alveolar
epithelial	cells.	Oxytocin	secreted	from	the	posterior	pituitary	gland	stimulates	milk	ejection.	Oxytocin	thus	has	two	major	reproductive	roles:	It	helps	orchestrate	uterine	contraction	during	birth,	and	it	stimulates	milk	ejection.	In	females	that	are	not	lactating,	dopamine—also	called	prolactin-inhibiting	hormone	(PIH)—inhibits	secretion	of	prolactin.
Dopamine	is	secreted	from	neuroendocrine	cells	in	the	hypothalamus	and	carried	to	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	in	the	hypothalamo–hypophysial	portal	system.	During	late	pregnancy	and	lactation,	dopamine	secretion	decreases,	thereby	permitting	secretion	of	prolactin.	In	addition,	hypothalamic	thyrotropinreleasing	hormone	(TRH)	stimulates
secretion	of	prolactin.	y	4E	6	494	 	Chapter	17	(A)	A	mammary	gland	in	a	cow	udder	Artery	Vein	Alveoli	Milk	duct	Cisterns	Teat	Teat	canal	(B)	Hormonal	control	of	lactation	1	Suckling	produces	mechanosensory	stimuli	transmitted	to	the	CNS.	CNS	Base	of	the	brain	Anterior	pituitary	2	As	a	consequence	of	changes	in	hypothalamic	neurosecretory
activity,	prolactin	and	oxytocin	are	released	at	increased	rates	into	the	general	circulation.	Posterior	pituitary	↓Dopamine	↑TRH	Prolactin	Oxytocin	3	Prolactin	stimulates	the	alveolar	epithelial	cells	to	secrete	milk	into	the	alveolar	lumen.	Milk	duct	Oxytocin	acts	by	stimulating	the	myoepithelial	cells	surrounding	the	alveoli	to	contract.	This
contraction	ejects	milk.	Milk	ejection	is	essential	for	the	offspring	to	obtain	milk	because	the	simple	application	of	sucking	forces	to	the	nipples	is	inadequate	to	draw	out	enough	milk.	Suckling	by	offspring	is	a	potent	stimulus	for	the	secretion	of	both	prolactin	and	oxytocin,	as	emphasized	by	Figure	17.20B.	The	nipples	are	richly	innervated	and	very
sensitive	to	mechanical	stimulation.	Suckling	triggers	mechanosensory	signals	that	are	transmitted	by	neurons	to	the	central	nervous	system.	These	neural	signals	affect	hypothalamic	dopamine-	and	TRH-secreting	neurons	to	decrease	dopamine	secretion	and	increase	TRH	secretion—thereby	increasing	prolactin	secretion	by	the	pituitary	gland—and
they	stimulate	hypothalamic	neuroendocrine	cells	to	secrete	oxytocin.	These	control	sequences	are	often	described	as	being	neuroendocrine	reflexes	because	they	are	relatively	automatic	processes	mediated	by	both	neural	and	endocrine	elements.	In	many	types	of	mammals,	estrus	and/or	ovulation	are	suppressed	during	lactation	in	response	to	high
levels	of	prolactin.	Such	suppression	of	estrus	is	called	lactation	anestrus,	and	the	suppression	of	ovulation	is	called	lactation	anovulation.	Prolactinmediated	suppression	of	GnRH	secretion	by	the	hypothalamic	GnRH-secreting	cells,	leading	to	reduced	FSH	and	LH	secretion,	is	the	primary	basis	for	these	phenomena.	In	human	populations	that	do	not
use	contraceptives,	breast-feeding	appears	to	play	an	important	role	in	determining	spacing	between	births.	Studies	of	prolactin	levels	in	both	!Kung	and	American	mothers	show	that	frequent	nursing	maintains	high	blood	levels	of	prolactin,	which	tend	to	suppress	ovulation.	Summary	Reproductive	Endocrinology	of	Placental	Mammals	„„The	ovaries
produce	oocytes	and	secrete	hormones.	Milk	Alveolar	epithelial	cells	Lumen	of	the	alveolus	4	Oxytocin	stimulates	the	myoepithelial	cells	surrounding	each	alveolus	to	contract	and	eject	milk	from	the	aveolar	lumen.	Myoepithelial	cell	Figure	17.20 	Mammary	glands	and	lactation 	(A)	The	structure	of	mammary	glands	as	illustrated	by	the	cow	udder.
Mammary	alveoli	(singular	alveolus)	synthesize	milk,	which	exits	by	ducts.	Cisterns,	which	are	not	found	in	humans	or	several	other	mammals,	collect	and	store	milk.	(B)	The	base	of	the	brain	(top)	and	two	alveoli	in	a	mammary	gland	(bottom)	diagrammed	to	show	the	hormonal	control	of	lactation.	Suckling	stimulates	the	secretion	of	prolactin	and
oxytocin	by	the	pituitary	gland.	Prolactin	stimulates	milk	synthesis.	Oxytocin	stimulates	milk	ejection.	Other	neural	signals,	such	as	those	activated	by	an	infant’s	cry	or	a	clanking	milk	bucket	in	a	dairy	barn,	can	stimulate	oxytocin	(but	not	prolactin)	secretion	and	promote	milk	ejection.	CNS	=	central	nervous	system,	TRH	=	thyrotropin-releasing
hormone.	Oocytes	are	shed	from	the	ovaries	during	each	estrous	or	menstrual	cycle	during	the	reproductive	season.	Each	cycle	has	three	main	ovarian	phases:	development	of	follicles	(follicular	phase),	ovulation,	and	function	of	the	corpus	luteum	(luteal	phase).	The	uterine	endometrium	grows	thicker	prior	to	ovulation	and	becomes	secretory	after
ovulation.	„„The	gonadotropins	known	as	luteinizing	hormone	(LH)	and	follicle-stimulating	hormone	(FSH)—released	in	response	to	gonadotropin-releasing	hormone	(GnRH)—stimulate	granulosa	cells	in	ovarian	follicles	to	secrete	estrogen	(particularly	estradiol).	Estrogen	acts	as	a	paracrine/autocrine	agent	that	stimulates	proliferation	of	granulosa
cells.	It	also	acts	as	a	bloodborne	hormone	that	stimulates	growth	of	the	uterine	endometrium,	affects	behavior	in	species	with	estrus,	and	feeds	back	on	the	anterior	pituitary	gland	and	hypothalamus.	Reproduction 	495	„„Ovulation	is	induced	by	copulation	in	some	species,	but	is	spontaneous	in	most.	A	surge	in	secretion	of	LH	triggers	ovulation	in
either	case.	In	spontaneous	ovulators,	the	surge	is	a	consequence	of	endogenous	interactions	of	endocrine	and	neuroendocrine	tissues,	notably	the	hypothalamus,	anterior	pituitary	gland,	and	ovarian	follicles.	A	key	part	of	the	process	is	stimulation	of	kisspeptin	neurons	by	estrogen,	followed	by	kisspeptin-stimulated	secretion	of	GnRH.	„„After
ovulation,	the	cells	of	each	ruptured	ovarian	follicle	reorganize	into	a	corpus	luteum,	which	secretes	progesterone,	estrogen,	and	inhibin.	These	hormones	inhibit	or	decrease	folliculogenesis	in	the	ovaries	by	reducing	secretion	of	LH	and	FSH	from	the	anterior	pituitary.	Progesterone	supports	the	secretory	state	of	the	uterine	endometrium	and
inhibits	contraction	of	the	smooth	muscles	of	the	myometrium	and	oviducts.	„„If	fertilization	does	not	occur,	the	corpus	luteum	degenerates,	and	uterine	endometrial	tissue	is	resorbed	or	discharged	as	menstrual	flow.	If	fertilization	does	occur,	the	corpus	luteum	is	rescued	and	continues	to	function.	Its	function	is	essential	for	maintenance	of	the
uterus	and	placenta	in	early	pregnancy.	„„Fertilization	occurs	in	the	oviduct	when	a	secondary	oocyte	is	present	and	sperm	have	undergone	capacitation.	Upon	fusion	of	the	two	gametes’	cell	membranes,	the	oocyte	completes	meiosis	and	undergoes	the	cortical	reaction,	which	blocks	fertilization	by	any	additional	sperm.	The	zygote	moves	down	the
oviduct	to	the	uterus,	developing	into	a	blastocyst,	which	ultimately	implants	(possibly	following	delayed	implantation	in	some	species).	„„After	implantation,	the	embryonic	trophoblast	and	maternal	endometrium	form	the	placenta,	a	structure	in	which	embryonic	and	maternal	blood	vessels	closely	intermingle,	permitting	exchange	of	O2,	nutrients,
and	wastes	between	the	two	bloodstreams	(although	not	mixing	of	blood).	The	placenta	secretes	hormones,	such	as	progesterone,	which	are	crucial	for	maintaining	the	placenta	and	sustaining	pregnancy.	„„Birth	is	accomplished	by	coordinated	contractions	of	the	uterine	myometrium	(smooth	muscle).	Birth	is	facilitated	by	a	positive	feedback	loop—
mediated	partly	by	hypothalamic	oxytocin	secretion—that	causes	the	contractions	to	become	more	and	more	powerful.	„„Milk	is	produced	by	alveolar	epithelial	cells	in	the	mammary	glands.	Prolactin	stimulates	milk	secretion	by	the	epithelial	cells.	Oxytocin	causes	milk	ejection	(milk	let-down)	by	stimulating	the	contraction	of	myoepithelial	cells
surrounding	the	alveoli.	Suckling	increases	secretion	of	both	prolactin	and	oxytocin.	„„Males	produce	sperm	continuously	during	the	breeding	season.	Sperm	are	produced	with	the	aid	of	Sertoli	cells	in	the	seminiferous	tubules	in	the	testes.	Leydig	cells	embedded	in	connective	tissue	between	the	seminiferous	tubules	secrete	testosterone.	The
functions	of	the	seminiferous	tubules	and	Leydig	cells	are	controlled	by	continuous	secretion	of	LH	and	FSH,	released	in	response	to	GnRH.	„„In	males,	LH	stimulates	the	Leydig	cells.	Testosterone	from	the	Leydig	cells	promotes	sperm	production	via	effects	on	the	Sertoli	cells,	sometimes	with	additive	effects	exerted	by	FSH	on	the	Sertoli	cells.
„„Erection	of	the	penis	results	from	blood	flow	into	spongy	tissue,	controlled	by	nitric	oxide	(NO).	The	parasympathetic	nervous	system	initiates	NO	production,	but	then	further	NO	is	released	from	blood	vessel	endothelial	walls,	forming	a	positive	feedback	loop.	During	ejaculation,	sperm	are	mixed	with	secretions	of	male	accessory	glands
(principally	the	prostate	gland	and	paired	seminal	vesicles	in	humans)	to	produce	the	semen	that	is	emitted.	Study	Questions	1.	“Breeding	like	rabbits”	is	a	common	expression	for	having	large	numbers	of	offspring.	Rabbits	are	indeed	noted	for	their	great	reproductive	potential.	Rabbits	exhibit	induced	ovulation	and	postpartum	estrus.	Define	these
reproductive	traits,	and	explain	how	they	help	endow	rabbits	with	their	considerable	reproductive	potential.	2.	Suppose	you	are	in	charge	of	a	captive	breeding	program	for	a	species	of	zoo	animal	that	is	similar	to	humans	in	its	reproductive	endocrinology.	By	study	of	hormone	signals,	how	could	you	tell	when	a	female	ovulates?	If	you	permit	her	to
mate	at	that	time,	how	could	you	later	tell	from	study	of	hormone	signals	whether	she	has	conceived?	Explain	your	answers.	3.	Estimate	the	age	of	a	primary	oocyte	within	a	dominant	follicle	in	the	ovary	of	a	woman	on	her	18th	birthday.	Explain	your	reasoning.	4.	Explain	the	advantages	that	both	insects	and	mammals	can	realize	from	embryonic
diapause.	5.	Ovulation	in	mammals,	whether	it	is	induced	or	spontaneous,	occurs	in	response	to	a	surge	of	luteinizing	hormone	(LH).	Compare	and	contrast	the	ways	the	LH	surge	is	generated	in	induced	and	spontaneous	ovulators.	6.	In	discussions	of	feedback	in	biological	systems,	negative	feedback	is	typically	emphasized,	and	positive	feedback	is
often	treated	as	an	anomaly.	In	fact,	positive	feedback	is	common	in	reproductive	physiology.	List	two	or	three	examples	of	positive	feedback.	Explain	how	positive	feedback	functions	to	advantage	in	each	case.	If	possible,	discuss	whether	homeostasis	is	always	ideal.	7.	Consider	a	species,	such	as	a	lizard,	in	which	females	produce	sets	of	eggs	with
large,	heavy	quantities	of	yolk.	Suppose	you	hypothesize	that	one	of	the	costs	of	reproduction	is	that	females	cannot	run	as	fast	or	escape	predators	as	well	when	they	are	in	the	process	of	producing	such	eggs.	Describe	a	manipulative	experiment	you	could	carry	out	to	test	your	hypothesis,	and	explain	how	you	would	interpret	your	results.	(For	an
example,	see	the	paper	by	Miles	et	al.	in	the	References.)	8.	What	are	the	relative	advantages	and	disadvantages	of	semelparity	and	iteroparity?	In	answering,	consider	iteroparous	species	that	have	both	short	and	long	expected	life	spans	in	their	natural	environments.	9.	Knowing	what	you	do	about	the	feedback	effects	of	testosterone	on	the	anterior
pituitary	gland,	explain	the	reason	that	male	496	 	Chapter	17	athletes	who	take	anabolic	steroids	become	temporarily	sterile	(anabolic	steroids	are	steroids	that	mimic	some	actions	of	testosterone).	10.	Aromatase	inhibitors	are	a	new	generation	of	drugs	used	to	treat	women	who	have	estrogen-sensitive	breast	cancers	(cancers	that	grow	most
rapidly	when	estrogen	is	present).	Explain	why	aromatase	inhibitors	are	useful	in	these	cases.	11.	Prolactin	and	oxytocin	are	both	involved	in	lactation.	Define,	describe,	and	explain	the	functional	significance	of	each	of	these	hormones.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References
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447.	An	easy-to-read	introduction	to	the	potential	roles	of	supergenes	in	reproduction.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations.	Integrating	Systems	At	Work	Animal	Navigation	This	newly	hatched	marine	turtle	crawling	toward	the	sea	is	beginning	an	astounding	migration	during	which	it	will	spend	up	to	three	decades	in	the
Pacific	Ocean	before	returning	to	its	birth	site	(Malaysia)	to	breed.	In	the	South	Atlantic	Ocean,	green	turtles	(Chelonia	mydas)	feed	off	the	coast	of	Brazil	and	then	migrate	eastward	across	more	than	2200	km	of	open	ocean	to	nest	at	Ascension	Island,	an	isolated	speck	of	land	in	the	middle	of	the	South	Atlantic.	In	the	Northern	Hemisphere,
loggerhead	turtles	(Caretta	caretta)	hatch	on	Florida	beaches,	swim	out	to	the	Gulf	Stream,	and	spend	years	circulating	around	the	North	Atlantic	before	returning	to	U.S.	waters.	Because	it	may	take	an	individual	sea	turtle	30	years	to	reach	sexual	maturity,	researchers	had	been	uncertain	whether	the	turtles	were	returning	to	their	natal	beaches.
Accumulated	evidence	suggests	that	they	do.	For	example,	no	sea	turtle	tagged	at	Ascension	Island	has	ever	been	found	to	nest	elsewhere.	Moreover,	analysis	of	mitochondrial	DNA	indicates	that	green	turtles	nesting	at	different	sites	are	genetically	distinct,	a	fact	suggesting	that	gene	exchange	between	different	colonies	is	relatively	rare.	The
reproductive	success	of	sea	turtles	is	based	on	their	finely	tuned	sense	of	place.	As	the	breeding	season	arrives,	sea	turtles	move	unerringly	toward	a	precise	destination,	irrespective	of	their	individual	positions	at	sea.	Sea	turtles	are	masters	of	animal	navigation.	As	physiologists	use	the	term,	navigation	is	the	act	of	moving	on	a	particular	course,	or
toward	a	specific	destination,	by	using	sensory	cues	to	determine	direction	and	position.	As	sea	turtles	demonstrate,	navigational	abilities	facilitate	specialized	locomotor	behaviors	such	as	migration	and	homing.	Migration	is	the	periodic	movement	of	an	animal	from	one	region	to	another.	Migratory	periods	may	be	prompted	by	seasonal	changes,	as	is
often	the	case	with	migratory	birds.	A	migratory	cycle,	however,	may	extend	over	an	animal’s	lifetime,	as	is	true	of	Pacific	salmon	(Oncorhynchus	spp.),	which	return	from	the	sea	to	their	natal	lakes	to	spawn	and	die.	Whereas	migration	may	involve	movements	on	a	global	scale,	homing	is	often	a	more	localized	behavior.	Newly	hatched	sea	turtles
begin	a	lifetime	of	navigation	18	498	 	Chapter	18	Homing	is	the	ability	of	an	animal	to	find	its	way	repeatedly	to	a	specific	point,	most	often	its	nesting	or	dwelling	place,	although	some	animals,	such	as	honeybees	(Apis	mellifera),	use	their	homing	abilities	to	pinpoint	food	sources	too.	The	dividing	line	between	migration	and	homing	is	not	always
clear,	and	some	navigating	animals	appear	to	engage	both	abilities	selectively.	Homing	performance,	however,	usually	declines	as	the	distance	from	home	or	a	target	increases,	and	an	animal’s	homing	abilities	may	be	disrupted	completely	if	it	is	passively	displaced	(e.g.,	blown	off	course	by	a	storm	or	deliberately	moved	by	a	researcher)	from	its	path
of	travel.	It’s	not	surprising	that	animal	navigation	has	been	a	subject	of	scientific	interest	to	researchers.	Lacking	maps,	compasses,	and	other	human	cultural	accoutrements,	how	do	navigating	animals	gather	and	interpret	cues	about	their	position	on	the	planet?	Do	they	possess	physiological	(sensory)	mechanisms	unavailable	to	humans?	Is	the
ability	to	navigate	mainly	a	result	of	learning	and	memory	of	past	experience?	And	what	is	the	evolutionary	importance	for	the	animal	of	the	ability	to	navigate?	(A)	3	Age	2–3:	Smolting	and	migration	to	sea	Iliamna	Lake	0	20	(B)	Asia	Alaska	Iliamna	Lake	4	Age	4–6:	Ocean	distribution	prior	to	homing	migration	Physiologists	presume	that	navigational
abilities	evolved	because	they	represent	an	adaptive	advantage	to	the	animals	that	possess	these	skills.	Before	examining	how	animals	navigate,	let’s	consider	why	it	may	be	advantageous	for	them	to	do	so.	Most	(but	hardly	all)	animals	reproduce	at	a	time	and	place	that	presents	the	lowest	degree	of	environmental	stress	to	the	parents	and	their
offspring.	For	example,	long-distance	migrants	such	as	humpback	whales	(Megaptera	novaeangliae)	spend	the	summer	feeding	in	the	food-rich	polar	seas	of	the	Northern	Hemisphere.	In	the	winter,	however,	they	migrate	to	more	tropical	waters	to	reproduce,	often	traveling	as	far	as	3200	km.	Surprisingly,	humpback	whales	apparently	do	not	eat
during	the	winter	breeding	season;	only	1	out	of	2000	caught	in	one	study	had	food	in	the	stomach.	The	winter	migration	is	not	to	areas	of	high	food	productivity,	but	rather	to	areas	of	warm	water	that	engender	less	thermoregulatory	stress,	especially	for	the	young.	Many	animals	exhibit	natal	philopatry,	the	tendency	either	to	stay	in	the	area	of	their
origin	or	to	return	to	it	to	reproduce.	In	many	species	of	migrating	birds,	such	as	the	wood	thrush	(Hylocichla	mustelina),	males	return	every	spring	to	reestablish	the	same	territories	each	year.	In	this	case,	learned	familiarity	may	contribute	to	10	km	The	Adaptive	Significance	of	Animal	Navigation	Navigational	abilities	promote	reproductive	success
1	Age	0+:	Emergence	from	gravel	and	migration	to	lake	2	Age	0–3:	Lake	residence	Pacific	Ocean	0	2000	1000	km	(C)	6	Homing	to	natal	site	for	spawning	5	Age	4–6:	Homing	migration	to	lake	Outflow	(D)	Figure	18.1 	Salmon	life-cycle	migration	and	homing 	The	life	cycle	of	sockeye	salmon	(Oncorhynchus	nerka)	from	Iliamna	Lake	in	Alaska.	(A)
Newly	hatched	salmon	emerge	from	gravel	of	streams	and	beaches	and	spend	up	to	3	years	in	the	lake	before	transforming	to	smolts	that	migrate	to	the	sea.	(B)	Ocean	distribution	of	maturing	salmon	prior	to	their	homing	migration	back	to	Iliamna	Lake.	(C)	Homing	migration	back	to	the	lake	and	to	their	natal	site	for	spawning.	(D)	A	male	in	the
reproductive	phase	(right)	has	red	sides,	a	deep	body,	and	elongated,	hooked	jaws.	(A–C	after	Dittman	and	Quinn	1996.)	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	18.01	12-28-15	0	10	km	20	 	AT	WORK:	Animal	Navigation 	499	the	advantage	of	philopatry.	Other	cases,	however,	do	not	involve	practice.	Anadromous	fish
(i.e.,	fish	that	ascend	rivers	from	the	sea	to	breed),	such	as	Pacific	salmon,	provide	the	most	dramatic	example	of	how	animal	navigational	skills	are	employed	to	accomplish	this	reproductive	aim	(Figure	18.1).	Several	species	of	salmon	(Oncorhynchus)	hatch	in	freshwater	streams	and	lakeshores	in	the	North	Pacific	rim.	After	spending	1–3	years	in
downstream	waters	and	lakes	as	juveniles,	they	metamorphose	into	smolts	and	migrate	downstream	to	the	Pacific.	The	maturing	salmon	spend	a	few	years	in	the	Alaskan	Gyre,	a	large	circulating	current	that	offers	plentiful	foraging	opportunities.	The	adult	salmon	of	North	American	species	share	the	gyre	with	those	of	Asiatic	species.	Although	the
various	species	feed	together,	they	do	not	breed	in	the	gyre.	Spawning	occurs	only	after	adult	salmon	migrate	through	the	open	ocean	to	their	natal	river	and	then,	using	the	imprinted	scent	of	their	natal	lake	or	stream,	home	accurately	to	it.	Here	they	reproduce	once	and	die.	Presuming	that	natal	philopatry	evolved	by	natural	selection,	what	is	its
adaptive	advantage	that	has	led	to	such	impressive	navigational	ability	in	salmon?	Probably	the	most	important	advantage	is	that	the	ability	to	home	to	the	natal	stream	returns	locally	adapted	individuals	to	appropriate	environments.	Salmon	populations	are	often	strongly	adapted	to	local	breeding	environments,	and	this	adaptation	reduces	the	fitness
of	strays	that	disperse	instead	of	returning	to	the	natal	site.	However,	perfect	site	fidelity	would	be	expected	to	be	disadvantageous	because	conditions	change	from	year	to	year	at	a	breeding	habitat,	so	there	should	be	some	dispersal	to	adjust	to	these	temporal	changes.	Salmon	populations	appear	to	maximize	reproductive	fitness	by	natural	selection
favoring	a	balance	of	a	high	percentage	of	return	to	natal	sites	and	a	low	percentage	of	dispersal.	By	using	navigational	skills	to	feed	globally	but	spawn	parochially,	salmon	thus	maintain	distinct	populations	that	are	well	adapted	to	their	breeding	sites.	Navigational	abilities	facilitate	food	acquisition	The	examples	cited	of	sea	turtles,	humpback
whales,	and	Pacific	salmon	all	suggest	a	common	conclusion:	The	best	place	to	feed	isn’t	always	the	best	place	to	breed.	Using	their	navigational	abilities,	migratory	animals	can	position	themselves	favorably	at	food	sources,	accumulating	chemical	energy	until	they	reach	breeding	readiness.	By	spending	their	summers	feeding	in	polar	seas,
humpback	whales	take	advantage	of	mineral-rich	upwellings	from	the	ocean	floor	that	support	an	abundant	food	chain,	as	well	as	long	summer	days	that	maximize	the	time	these	animals	can	spend	foraging.	Animal	navigators	also	employ	homing	skills	to	acquire	food.	For	example,	several	species	of	birds	store	or	cache	seeds,	hiding	them	and	then
retrieving	them	days	or	months	later.	Clark’s	nutcrackers	(Nucifraga	columbiana)	and	pinyon	jays	(Gymnorhinus	cyanocephalus)	dig	holes	in	sandy	ground	and	bury	seeds.	An	individual	of	either	species	is	able	to	locate	thousands	of	cache	sites	and	also	to	remember	which	sites	it	has	already	visited	and	emptied.	A	single	Clark’s	nutcracker	may	hide
33,000	seeds	in	a	season	at	approximately	6600	locations,	and	it	can	remember	these	locations	and	retrieve	the	seeds	with	a	degree	of	success	that	is	nothing	less	than	astonishing.	(A)	On	a	horizontal	surface	Waggle	θ°	The	straight-run,	waggle	component	of	the	dance	points	to	the	food	source.	(B)	Inside	the	hive	on	a	vertical	surface	The	angle	θ
between	vertical	and	the	waggle	run	codes	the	angle	between	the	sun	and	the	food	source.	The	sun’s	position	is	encoded	as	straight	up.	θ°	θ°	Figure	18.2 	The	waggle	dance	of	honeybees	conveys	information	about	the	direction	and	distance	of	a	food	source 	A	returning	forager	that	has	discovered	a	nectar	source	dances	either	outside	the	hive	on	a
horizontal	surface	(A)	or	inside	the	hive	on	a	vertical	surface	(B).	Distance	is	coded	by	the	duration	of	the	waggle	run.	In	another	example	of	using	homing	skills	to	acquire	food,	foraging	honeybees	may	take	hours	or	days	to	first	locate	a	new	source	of	nectar,	but	then	new	workers	will	appear	at	the	food	source	within	minutes	of	the	first	bee’s	return
to	the	hive.	Karl	von	Frisch	(1886–1982)	demonstrated	that	a	returning	forager	performs	a	“dance”	that	conveys	information	to	other	bees	about	the	direction	and	distance	of	the	food	source	(Figure	18.2).	The	dance	consists	of	looping	turns	alternating	with	a	straight-line	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	portion	in	which	the	signaling	bee	waggles	her
abdomen.	TypiSinauer	Associates	cally	the	dance	Morales	Studio	is	performed	in	the	hive,	on	the	vertical	surface	of	Figure	18.02	out	12-28-15	a	honeycomb,	of	view	of	the	sun.	The	angle	between	the	sun	and	the	food	source	is	translated	into	an	angle	between	vertical	and	the	waggle	component	of	the	dance,	so	that	other	workers	leaving	the	hive
know	the	correct	direction	of	the	food	source.	Food	location	by	honeybees	certainly	requires	navigation,	but	it	is	somewhat	atypical	of	homing	behavior	because	it	involves	social	cooperation	and	communication	among	individuals.	500	 	Chapter	18	Migrating	animals	need	navigation	For	migrating	animals,	the	adaptive	value	of	navigation	is	difficult
to	separate	from	the	adaptive	value	of	the	migration	itself.	If	migratory	movements	have	evolved	by	natural	selection,	they	must	convey	adaptive	advantages	that	outweigh	their	energetic	and	informational	costs.	Sometimes	the	adaptive	advantages	of	migration	are	obvious;	for	example,	birds	that	feed	on	flying	insects	in	temperate	summers	must	go
south	in	the	winter	(when	the	insects	at	temperate	latitudes	are	dormant),	unless	they	hibernate	or	find	a	different	winter	food.	Navigation	is	clearly	important	in	migration,	and	not	only	for	knowing	which	way	is	south.	Most	seasonal	migrants	do	not	just	move	south	in	the	fall	and	north	in	the	spring;	instead	they	travel	along	defined	routes	to
restricted	destinations	(more	restricted	for	some	than	others).	Therefore	detailed	navigational	ability	of	migrants	presumably	imparts	its	own	selective	advantage,	one	that	is	separable	(at	least	in	principle)	from	the	migratory	journey	itself.	Navigational	Strategies	Navigation	is	a	complex	instance	of	animal	behavior,	involving	sensory	integration	and
motor	control,	as	well	as	learning	and	memory.	Hence	it	is	useful	to	approach	this	topic	by	studying	the	repertoire	of	behavioral	mechanisms	that	animals	exhibit	as	they	navigate,	rather	than	diving	immediately	into	a	search	for	underlying	physiological	mechanisms	or	cellular	functions.	Biologists	who	study	animal	behavior	recognize	five	behavioral
strategies	that	animals	use	to	navigate	(Table	18.1):	trail	following,	piloting,	path	integration,	compass	navigation,	and	map-and-compass	navigation.	It	is	noteworthy	that	the	names	of	these	strategies	have	analogies	with	human	navigational	techniques.	But	because	some	navigating	species	have	sensory	abilities	and	integrative	capacities	that	humans
lack,	these	named	strategies	may	not	actually	encompass	all	the	navigational	techniques	that	animals	employ.	Moreover,	terms	such	as	compass	and	map	are	metaphors	when	applied	to	animals;	we	cannot	know	how	animals	actually	experience	the	compasses	and	maps	that	their	behavior	suggests	they	possess.	Trail	following	is	the	most	rudimentary
form	of	animal	navigation	Most	people	are	familiar	with	following	a	trail	through	a	forest	or	across	a	field	in	which	each	spot	of	trampled	earth	follows	in	Table	18.1 	A	classification	of	strategies	in	animal	navigation	Strategy	Description	and	source	of	information	Trail	following,	route	learning	Continuous	cues	about	trail,	landmarks	Piloting
Landmarks	(discontinuous)	Path	integration	Integrated	direction	and	distance	information	Compass	navigation	Celestial	or	magnetic	cues,	learned	or	genetic	Map-and-compass	navigation	Compass	cues,	landmarkor	gradient-based	map	Source:	After	Papi	1992.	a	continuous	series	from	start	to	finish.	Similarly,	trail	following	is	a	navigational	strategy
that	is	accomplished	by	detection	of	an	interconnected	series	of	local	sensory	cues	(i.e.,	cues	that	are	immediately	proximate	to	an	animal).	Although	humans	are	used	to	thinking	about	trails	in	visual	terms,	for	many	navigating	species	of	arthropods,	such	as	ants,	a	trail	may	consist	solely	of	olfactory	cues.	Trail-laying	ants	have	an	abdominal	scent
gland	that	is	used	to	lay	a	trail	pheromone,	a	chemical	signal	that	marks	a	path	to	a	food	source.	Each	ant	senses	the	olfactory	profile	of	its	path	of	travel	and,	in	turn,	deposits	olfactory	markers	that	it	and	other	members	of	the	colony	can	use	to	travel	between	a	nest	and	the	food	source.	(As	we	will	discuss	shortly,	other	kinds	of	ants	employ	different
navigational	strategies.)	Piloting	animals	follow	a	discontinuous	series	of	learned	cues	A	person	who	knows	that	a	hot-dog	stand	is	located	at	the	base	of	a	tower,	and	who	heads	toward	the	tower	to	find	the	stand,	is	employing	piloting	(also	called	beaconing).	Using	this	navigational	strategy,	piloting	animals	follow	a	discontinuous	series	of	learned
landmarks	to	determine	where	they	are	in	their	path	of	travel	with	respect	to	their	destination.	(A	landmark	is	a	discrete,	sensed	marker	of	position,	usually	but	not	necessarily	visual.)	The	ability	to	use	learned	landmarks	to	navigate	means	that	sensory	cues	need	not	be	connected	in	a	relatively	unbroken	series,	as	is	the	case	with	trail	following.
Moreover,	because	piloting	is	learned	behavior,	most	animals	that	employ	this	strategy	improve	their	navigational	performance	with	age	and	experience.	Although	landmark-based	learning	such	as	piloting	is	considered	relatively	simple	behavior,	we	will	see	that	it	is	difficult	to	distinguish	from	more	behaviorally	sophisticated	processes,	such	as	map-
and-compass	navigation,	a	topic	we	cover	later	in	the	chapter	(see	page	506).	As	our	example	of	the	hot-dog	stand	suggests,	animals	often	use	piloting	as	a	strategy	to	find	their	way	to	a	specific	destination,	a	fact	that	Nikolaas	Tinbergen	(1907–1988)	proved	in	a	classic	field	experiment	with	digger	wasps	(Philanthus	triangulum).	Tinbergen	placed	a
ring	of	pinecones	around	the	entrance	of	a	wasp’s	burrow.	When	the	wasp	emerged,	she	flew	around	the	entrance	for	about	6	s	before	disappearing	to	hunt	for	food.	Tinbergen	established	experimentally	that	the	wasp	used	the	pinecones	as	a	local	landmark	for	navigation	by	shifting	the	pinecone	ring	about	30	cm	from	the	entrance	while	the	wasp
was	away.	On	returning,	the	wasp	flew	to	the	center	of	the	pinecone	ring	and	was	unable	to	find	the	nest.	If	the	pinecone	ring	was	moved	farther	than	1–2	m	from	the	nest,	the	wasp	even	failed	to	locate	the	ring	(and	the	nest).	This	latter	observation	suggests	that,	for	the	digger	wasp,	it	is	primarily	the	final	moments	in	navigating	to	a	destination	that
depend	on	piloting;	the	wasp	uses	other	sensory	cues	to	return	to	the	correct	neighborhood.	Birds	that	cache	seeds	also	appear	to	use	local	landmarks	as	a	primary	mechanism	in	relocating	their	food.	In	one	experiment,	Clark’s	nutcrackers	in	an	aviary	hid	pine	seeds	in	an	open	arena	strewn	with	landmark	objects.	After	the	birds	had	cached	the
seeds,	the	array	of	objects	on	one	side	of	the	arena	was	displaced	by	20	cm,	whereas	the	array	on	the	other	side	was	untouched.	When	the	nutcrackers	returned	to	search	for	their	caches,	they	probed	the	ground	at	the	“correct”	places	with	respect	to	the	moved	objects,	missing	the	caches	by	20	cm	on	the	manipulated	side	of	the	arena	 	AT	WORK:
Animal	Navigation 	501	and	retrieving	them	accurately	on	the	undisturbed	side.	In	the	middle	of	the	arena,	the	birds	probed	about	10	cm	away	from	the	caches,	indicating	that	they	were	using	information	from	both	displaced	and	undisplaced	landmarks.	Path	integration	is	a	form	of	dead	reckoning	(A)	Normal	path	integration	Food	found	After
finding	an	insect	that	has	been	killed	by	the	heat,	the	ant	takes	a	direct	path	back	to	its	nest.	A	foraging	ant	takes	As	with	piloting,	animals	that	exhibit	path	intea	tortuous	path	in	gration	behavior	use	this	navigational	strategy	to	search	of	food.	accomplish	homing,	but	unlike	animals	engaged	in	piloting,	they	do	not	refer	to	landmarks.	In	path	(B)	Path
integration	with	displacement	integration,	the	navigating	animal	somehow	keeps	a	running	tally	of	its	past	directions	and	distances	Displacement	traveled,	and	it	integrates	this	information	in	a	Food	found	manner	that	allows	it	to	set	a	direct	route	back	to	its	starting	point	at	any	time.	Desert	ants	(Cataglyphis	fortis)	provide	an	excellent	example	of
path	integration	behavior:	They	forage	along	tortuous,	novel	paths	but	can	return	from	any	point	directly	back	to	their	hidden	nesting	site	once	they	have	located	Actual	food	(Figure	18.3).	nest	Path	integration	in	desert	ants	is	equivalent	to	the	method	of	dead	reckoning	often	used	by	early	“Nest”	site	returned	to	mariners.	Dead	reckoning	was	a	way
of	determining	a	ship’s	position	at	sea	without	using	landmarks	or	star	0	5	0	5	positions.	The	sailors	kept	a	record	(the	“logbook”)	Nest	m	m	of	the	ship’s	direction	and	speed,	and	accumulated	this	information	into	an	aggregate	direction	and	Figure	18.3 	Path	integration	in	desert	ants 	(A)After	finding	food	via	a	cirdistance.	Mariners	used	the
position	of	the	sun	to	cuitous	path,	an	ant	takes	a	direct	path	back	to	its	nest	that	does	not	depend	on	ascertain	their	direction,	and	they	assessed	speed	landmarks,	but	rather	on	path	integration—adding	all	the	direction	and	distance	by	throwing	overboard	a	piece	of	wood	(the	“log”)	vectors	in	the	tortuous	outward	path—and	using	a	sun	compass	or
polarized-sky-light	attached	to	a	long,	knotted	line	that	was	cast	off	or	compass	to	determine	the	direction	back.	(B)	If	an	ant	is	artificially	displaced	when	it	played	out	as	the	ship	sailed.	The	number	of	knots	has	found	food,	it	returns	to	where	home	would	have	been	without	the	displacement,	of	line	that	were	cast	off	over	a	period	of	time	gave	using
external	compass	cues	and	ignoring	local	landmarks	(except	at	the	presumed	nest	location).	Points	mark	positions	at	1-min	intervals.	(After	Collett	and	Zeil	1998.)	the	speed	and	was	entered	in	the	logbook.	Ants	navigate	in	a	featureless	desert	rather	than	a	featureless	ocean,	but	their	strategy	is	similar	to	sailors’	technique	of	dead	reckoning.	Ants
gather	directional	information	by	using	the	sun’s	position	(or	polarized	to	fly	through	a	narrow	tunnel	with	finely	patterned	walls,	their	light)	as	a	compass.	The	ants	measure	distance	by	integrating	optic	flow	increased	and	they	overestimated	their	travel	distances.	proprioceptive	information	while	walking,	rather	like	counting	Moreover,	they
communicated	their	overestimate	to	other	bees	in	steps	for	humans.	Experimenters	captured	ants	that	had	just	found	their	waggle	dance	(see	Figure	18.2),	so	that	other	bees	(not	flying	food	and	were	ready	to	return	home.	They	altered	the	length	of	through	the	tunnel)	searched	for	the	food	source	at	too	great	a	the	ant’s	legs,	cutting	them	short	in
some	ants	and	gluing	longer	distance	from	the	hive.	“stilts”	on	others	(Figure	18.4),	and	displaced	them	as	in	Figure	Animals	can	derive	compass	information	18.3B.	The	ants	made	systematic	errors	in	their	attempt	to	return	from	environmental	cues	home:	The	ants	with	stilts	walked	too	far	before	beginning	their	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	random
search	of	the	expected	home	area,	whereas	the	ants	A	compass	is	a	mechanism	that	indicates	geographical	direction.	Sinauer	Associates	with	stumps	underestimated	the	distance	and	shifted	toMorales	random	Studio	Animals	use	compass	information	to	orient—that	is,	to	choose	a	Figure	18.03	12-28-15	search	too	early.	direction01-04-16	in	which	to
head.	Orientation	is	a	necessary	component	of	Other	animals	use	different	methods	to	estimate	distance	compass	navigation	and	map-and-compass	navigation;	no	matter	traveled.	Bees	assess	the	distance	they	travel	by	optic	flow—the	how	you	determine	that	you	are	north	of	your	goal	and	need	to	go	flow	of	visual	images	past	them	as	they	move.	The
closer	the	bees	south,	you	need	a	mechanism	to	tell	you	which	way	is	south.	Aniare	to	objects	they	pass,	the	greater	the	objects’	apparent	motion	mals	derive	compass	information	for	navigation	from	a	variety	of	is,	and	the	greater	the	bees’	estimation	of	distance.	To	confirm	that	environmental	cues,	such	as	the	position	of	the	sun	and	stars,	the
honeybees	use	optic	flow,	researchers	manipulated	the	apparent	quality	of	polarized	light,	or	the	lines	of	force	in	Earth’s	magnetic	distance	of	objects	along	their	flight	path.	When	bees	were	made	field.	It	is	useful	to	remember	that	we	are	using	compass	here	as	a	502	 	Chapter	18	(A)	Stilts	Normal	entail	quantifying	the	direction	of	migratory
restlessness.	Birds	in	migratory	phase	will	orient	in	a	cage,	facing	and	hopping	in	the	direction	of	intended	migration.	Researchers	can	alter	the	suspected	compass	cues	and	then	observe	whether	the	orientation	direction	of	migratory	restlessness	changes.	Stumps	the	sun	compass 	Many	animals	use	the	position	of	the	sun	1	mm	(B)	The	ants	with
shortened	legs	did	not	walk	far	enough,	because	their	stride	was	shorter	than	normal.	Point	of	release	The	ants	on	stilts	walked	too	far.	They	walked	the	number	of	steps	that	would	have	brought	them	to	their	nest	with	normal	legs,	but	they	overshot	because	their	stride	was	longer	than	normal.	Nest	Stilts	Normal	Stumps	0	10	5	15	Distance	walked
from	feeder	to	perceived	location	of	home	(m)	20	Figure	18.4 	Desert	ants	estimate	distance	by	monitoring	steps 	Ants	integrate	proprioceptive	information	as	a	measure	of	distance	while	walking,	analogous	to	humans	counting	steps.	(A)	Experimenters	altered	the	length	of	legs	of	captured	ants	that	had	just	found	food	and	were	ready	to	return
home.	They	cut	short	the	legs	of	some	ants	(“stumps”)	and	glued	extensions	(“stilts”)	on	others.	Each	ant	was	displaced	as	in	Figure	18.3B.	(B)	The	distance	the	ants	walked	homeward	(before	initiating	random	search)	was	a	direct	function	of	the	new	leg	length.	Ants	with	extended	legs	(stilts)	walked	too	far,	and	ants	with	short	legs	(stumps)
underestimated	the	distance	to	home,	as	if	all	the	ants	walked	equivalent	numbers	of	steps.	(From	Wittlinger	et	al.	2006.)	metaphorical	designation:	Investigators	can	only	infer	the	presence	of	a	compass	on	the	basis	of	an	animal’s	behavior.	To	study	compass-based	navigational	strategies,	researchers	usually	manipulate	the	sensory	basis	of	a
suspected	animal	compass	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	while	they	measure	the	animal’s	initial	orientation,	the	direction	in	Sinauer	Associates	Figurethe	18.04	12-29-15	which	animal	orients	its	body	and	movements	at	the	start	of	an	actual	or	intended	journey.	In	some	cases	this	measurement	might	consist	of	observing	the	flight	of	a	bird	to	vanishing
point—the	point	at	which	it	moves	beyond	the	observer’s	viewing	horizon.	In	the	case	of	migratory	birds,	measuring	initial	orientation	may	as	a	source	of	compass	information.	In	an	early	example	demonstrating	the	presence	of	a	sun	compass,	Gustav	Kramer	(1910–1959)	showed	that	caged	songbirds	in	migratory	phase	changed	the	orientation	of
their	migratory	restlessness	when	he	altered	the	apparent	position	of	the	sun	by	using	mirrors.	The	other	original	demonstration	of	sun-compass	navigation	was	for	foraging	bees.	The	bee’s	waggle	dance	(see	Figure	18.2)	conveys	information	about	the	direction	of	a	nectar	source	as	an	angle	relative	to	the	sun’s	position.	Other	worker	bees	in	the	hive
use	this	sun-compass	information	to	fly	directly	to	the	nectar	source.	The	sun	moves	across	the	sky	from	east	to	west	at	about	15°	per	hour,	so	animals	must	know	the	time	of	day	to	determine	a	compass	heading	from	the	sun’s	position.	(Details	of	the	sun’s	path	also	depend	on	latitude	and	season.)	An	animal	that	navigates	using	a	sun	compass	must
integrate	solar	position	and	circadian	time	information	in	order	to	orient	its	path	of	travel.	The	caged	birds	and	the	bees	described	earlier	could	maintain	their	sense	of	direction	at	different	times	of	the	day	using	their	circadian	clocks	to	account	for	the	sun’s	movement.	Researchers	can	disrupt	a	suspected	sun	compass	by	resetting	the	animal’s
circadian	clock,	usually	by	imposing	an	artificial	light–dark	cycle	that	is	different	from	natural	sunrise	and	sunset	(see	Chapter	15,	pages	421–423).	If	an	animal	experiences	a	shifted	light–dark	cycle,	one	in	which	the	lights	come	on	at	noon	and	go	off	at	midnight	(rather	than	at	6:00	am	and	6:00	pm,	respectively),	the	new	light–dark	cycle	will	entrain
the	animal’s	circadian	clock,	causing	the	animal	to	misinterpret	the	sun’s	position.	Consider	the	following	example:	Guided	by	its	normal	circadian	clock,	a	pigeon	flying	south	at	9:00	am	will	orient	45°	to	the	right	of	the	sun,	which	will	be	in	the	southeast	(Figure	18.5A).	If	the	pigeon	flies	south	at	3:00	pm,	it	will	orient	45°	to	the	left	of	the	sun,	which
will	be	in	the	southwest.	A	pigeon	whose	circadian	clock	is	set	ahead	6	h,	however,	will	make	predictable	errors	in	suncompass	navigation	(Figure	18.5B).	If	the	pigeon	thinks	it	is	3:00	pm	when	it	is	really	9:00	am,	the	bird	will	fly	due	east,	90°	from	its	intended	southerly	route,	because	it	will	fly	45°	to	the	left	of	the	sun.	Experiments	such	as	this	one
show	that	homing	pigeons	and	most	diurnal	migrating	birds	use	a	sun	compass	as	their	primary	mechanism	of	navigation.	the	polarized-light	compass 	In	addition	to	using	a	sun	compass	to	navigate,	many	insects	and	birds	appear	to	use	polarized	light	as	a	source	of	compass	information.	This	means	of	navigating	is	helpful	on	partly	cloudy	days,	after
sunset,	or	whenever	the	position	of	the	sun	is	obscured	from	view.	Atmospheric	particles	polarize	sky	light.	Recall	from	physics	that	white	light	from	the	sun	is	unpolarized;	that	is,	it	is	a	bundle	of	electromagnetic	waves,	each	with	an	electrical	vector	(e-vector)	that	vibrates	at	right	angles	to	the	line	of	propagation	of	the	light	ray.	In	unpolarized	light
the	e-vectors	of	different	waves	are	at	an	 	AT	WORK:	Animal	Navigation 	503	Figure	18.5 	Homing	pigeons	use	a	sun	compass	on	sunny	days 	The	direction	in	(B)	Circadian	clock	set	ahead	6	hours	(A)	Normal	circadian	clock	N	N	W	E	W	E	45°L	45°L	45°R	S	S	3:00	PM	9:00	AM	which	individual	pigeons	vanished	over	the	horizon	from	a	release
point	north	of	home.	(A)	Control	pigeons	oriented	in	the	homeward	direction	(south)	when	released	at	any	time	of	day.	They	used	the	sun’s	position	and	their	internal	circadian	clocks	to	determine	which	direction	was	south.	(B)	Pigeons	whose	circadian	clocks	had	been	shifted	6	h	ahead	misinterpreted	the	sun’s	position	and	departed	approximately
90°	to	the	left	of	the	homeward	direction.	If	released	at	9:00	am,	they	thought	it	was	3:00	pm	and	departed	45°	to	the	left	of	the	sun’s	position	(appropriate	for	3:00	pm).	9:00	AM	infinite	number	of	planes	(Figure	18.6A).	Polarized	light,	however,	wear	polarized	sunglasses.	The	polarizing	filter	in	the	lenses	vibrates	in	only	one	plane	with	respect	to	its
line	of	propagation.	absorbs	the	horizontally	polarized	components	of	sunlight	and	A	fraction	of	the	energy	in	a	ray	of	sunlight	will	become	polarized	passes	the	vertically	polarized	components.	By	tilting	the	head,	a	wearer	of	polarized	glasses	will	observe	that	the	sky	appears	to	be	if	it	is	reflected	from	a	particle.	Light	reflecting	from	a	surface	at
noticeably	darker	in	a	band	that	is	at	right	angles	to	the	sun.	Light	90°	from	the	incoming	light	ray	is	fully	polarized;	light	reflecting	at	other	angles	is	incompletely	polarized.	Earth’s	atmosphere	contains	an	abunFigure	18.6 	Polarization	of	sky	light	dance	of	suitably	reflective	particles—dust,	(A)	Polarization	of	reflected	sunlight	can	aid	in	determining
the	sun’s	posiwater	droplets,	and	ice	crystals—that	can	tion 	(A)	The	blue	sky	results	from	reflected	polarize	sunlight	and	provide	the	photic	scatter	of	blue	and	ultraviolet	sunlight	by	information	that	is	the	basis	of	an	animal’s	particles	in	the	atmosphere.	Sunlight	is	unpolarized;	its	electrical	vector	(e-vector)	is	at	polarized-light	compass.	Sky	light	in
the	Sun	Reflected	right	angles	to	the	direction	of	propagation	vicinity	of	the	sun	reaches	an	observer’s	light	path	of	the	light	wave,	but	it	can	be	at	any	direceye	in	a	direct	path,	so	it	is	unpolarized	(see	tion.	The	insets	show	end	views	looking	into	Figure	18.6A).	Light	reaching	the	eye	from	the	light;	for	unpolarized	light,	arrows	show	Direct	light	other
parts	of	the	sky,	however,	is	reflected	e-vectors	at	all	orientations.	In	contrast,	the	path	90°	from	atmospheric	particles.	As	the	reflection	reflected	light	is	polarized,	with	its	e-vector	in	angle	(from	the	sun,	to	the	particles,	to	the	only	one	direction	(here	shown	as	horizontal	in	the	end	view).	(B)	The	pattern	of	polarized	eye)	increases	up	to	90°,	the
proportion	of	light	at	two	solar	positions:	25°	(left)	and	60°	light	reaching	the	eye	becomes	increasingly	Observer	(right)	above	the	horizon.	The	plane	of	polarpolarized.	Sky	light,	then,	is	maximally	polarization	is	at	right	angles	to	the	plane	of	light	Unpolarized	light	ized	in	a	band	that	is	90°	away	from	the	sun’s	(end	view)	scattering,	and	the	degree	of
polarization	position	(Figure	18.6B).	(indicated	by	the	thickness	of	the	orange	Polarized	light	Human	eyes	cannot	detect	useful	differ(end	view)	bars)	is	strongest	at	90°	from	the	sun.	(B	after	ences	in	the	polarization	of	sky	light,	but	the	Wehner	1997.)	(B)	Polarization	indicates	the	sun’s	position	eyes	of	many	navigating	insects	(and	birds)	Vault	of	sky
can.	A	bee,	for	example,	has	eyes	that	are	Sun	60°above	sensitive	to	polarized	ultraviolet	light.	As	long	horizon	as	a	patch	of	blue	sky	remains	in	view,	a	bee	Sun	25°	can	Animal	detectPhysiology	the	plane4E	of	light	polarization	and	Hill	above	use	this	information	to	infer	the	position	of	horizon	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	the	sun.Studio	Researchers
cannot	say	with	certainty	Figure	18.05	12-28-15	01-04-16	how	an	animal	experiences	polarized	light,	but	to	extract	compass	information,	it	must	be	able	to	detect	the	angle	of	polarization,	as	well	as	gradients	in	the	degree	of	light	Sun’s	polarization	(see	Figure	18.6B).	path	The	effect	of	light	polarization	detected	by	the	bee	may	not	be	altogether
different	Plane	of	maximum	light	polarization	Plane	of	maximum	light	polarization	from	what	people	experience	when	they	504	 	Chapter	18	(A)	Normal	(B)	Reversed	N	reaching	the	eye	from	this	part	of	the	sky	is	maximally	polarized,	and	the	polarizing	filter	passes	only	the	fraction	of	the	light	that	is	vertically	polarized.	The	degree	of	darkness	and
the	tilt	angle	of	the	wearer’s	head	provide	sensory	cues	from	which	the	sun’s	position	can	be	inferred.	How	do	the	photoreceptor	cells	of	insects	respond	to	polarized	light?	First,	an	individual	rhodopsin	molecule	must	be	differentially	sensitive	to	the	plane	of	light	polarization.	A	rhodopsin	molecule	maximally	absorbs	light	when	the	e-vector	of	the
light	is	parallel	to	the	long	axis	of	the	retinal	chromophore	(see	Figure	14.23).	Second,	the	many	rhodopsin	molecules	in	a	photoreceptor	must	be	aligned	similarly,	so	that	they	all	absorb	light	at	the	same	plane	of	polarization.	In	arthropod	eyes,	rhodopsin	is	localized	in	rhabdomeres,	collections	of	microvilli	arrayed	at	right	angles	to	the	long	axis	of
the	photoreceptor	(retinular)	cell	(see	Figure	14.24).	The	rhodopsin	molecules	are	preferentially	oriented	so	that	the	11-cis	retinal	chromophore	of	each	is	parallel	to	the	long	axis	of	the	microvillus.	Therefore	light	with	its	e-vector	parallel	to	the	long	axis	of	the	microvilli	is	preferentially	absorbed.	Different	photoreceptor	cells	have	their	microvillar
arrays	aligned	at	right	angles	to	each	other	and	thus	are	differentially	responsive	to	light	at	different	planes	of	polarization.	the	star	compass 	Many	species	of	birds	that	are	normally	diurnal	migrate	at	night,	perhaps	to	escape	predation.	They	cannot	effectively	use	the	sun	as	a	compass	(although	some	nocturnally	migrating	birds	do	use	the
direction	of	the	setting	sun	and	sky-light	polarization	for	initial	nighttime	orientation).	The	moon	is	an	unreliable	source	of	nocturnal	directional	information;	it	is	visible	at	night	only	half	the	time,	and	its	phases	(resulting	from	a	different	periodicity	than	that	of	the	sun)	make	lunar	navigation	a	complex	problem.	The	stars	of	the	night	sky	provide	more
reliable	information	and	are	used	by	nocturnal	migrants	as	a	star	compass.	Earth’s	rotation	makes	the	stars	appear	to	sweep	across	the	sky	like	the	sun,	but	the	region	around	Polaris	(the	North	Star)	provides	a	stable	reference	point	for	north	(in	the	Northern	Hemisphere;	see	Figure	4.3).	Experiments	by	the	behaviorist	Stephen	Emlen	convincingly
demonstrated	that	some	nocturnal	migrants	use	star	patterns	in	the	night	sky	as	a	compass	to	determine	their	heading.	Emlen	raised	indigo	buntings	(Passerina	cyanea)	so	that	they	could	see	the	night	sky	but	not	local	landmarks.	When	the	birds	reached	spring	migratory	phase,	he	measured	their	pattern	of	migratory	restlessness.	Caged	buntings
that	could	see	the	night	sky	exhibited	the	expected	north-oriented	pattern	of	restlessness,	as	did	buntings	that	could	see	the	identical	Northern	Hemispheric	constellations	projected	in	a	planetarium	(Figure	18.7A).	When	Emlen	projected	the	same	constellations	so	that	they	faced	south	in	the	planetarium,	the	buntings	reversed	their	pattern	of
migratory	restlessness	by	180°	to	the	south	(Figure	18.7B).	To	orient	successfully,	young	birds	must	learn	the	elements	of	the	night	sky	during	a	critical	period	prior	to	their	first	migration.	Birds	in	the	Northern	Hemisphere	learn	that	the	northern	sky	rotates	around	Polaris	(the	North	Star),	and	they	learn	star	patterns	within	35°	of	Polaris.	Emlen
raised	indigo	buntings	so	that	they	never	saw	the	real	night	sky,	but	only	artificial	night	skies	in	W	N	E	W	E	S	S	N	N	W	E	S	W	E	S	Figure	18.7 	Planetarium	experiments	demonstrate	that	nocturnally	migrating	birds	use	star	patterns	for	orientation	Indigo	buntings	were	raised	so	that	they	could	see	the	night	sky	but	not	local	landmarks.	The
orientation	preferences	of	their	migratory	restlessness	(indicated	by	the	radiating	black	lines)	were	then	tested	in	a	planetarium	with	either	normal	star	patterns	(A)	or	star	patterns	reversed	in	direction	(B).	The	results	for	two	buntings	shown	here	reveal	that	the	star	pattern	is	the	dominant	determinant	of	orientation	direction.	(After	Emlen	1967.)	a
planetarium.	One	group	saw	the	normal	pattern	of	stellar	rotation	around	Polaris.	The	other	group	saw	the	normal	star	pattern,	but	instead	of	rotating	around	Polaris,	the	constellations	rotated	around	Betelgeuse,	a	bright	star	in	the	constellation	Orion.	When	the	birds	came	into	fall	migratory	condition,	Emlen	tested	their	orientation	in	a	planetarium,
under	a	stationary	sky.	The	control	birds	oriented	away	from	Polaris,	that	is,	away	from	their	stellar	north.	The	experimental	birds	oriented	away	from	Betelgeuse,	indicating	that	they	had	learned	a	star	map	in	which	the	stationary	Hill	(Betelgeuse)	Animal	Physiology	4E	star	was	considered	north!	Apparently	rotation	of	the	Sinauer	Associates	star
pattern	is	necessary	for	learning	the	location	of	stellar	north,	Morales	Studio	but	it	is	not	necessary	for	using	the	pattern	once	that	pattern	has	Figure	18.07	12-28-15	been	learned.	Recent	studies	indicate	that	seals	and	dung	beetles	can	also	orient	to	the	night	sky;	the	dung	beetles	use	the	Milky	Way	rather	than	learned	constellations.	magnetic
compasses 	Earth	acts	like	a	gigantic	bar	magnet;	it	has	north	and	south	poles	that	are	connected	by	magnetic	lines	of	force	(Figure	18.8A).	Earth’s	magnetic	field,	in	principle,	provides	a	reliable	source	of	directional	information:	The	magnetic	poles	are	close	to	the	geographical	poles,	and	they	never	change	during	an	animal’s	lifetime.	Because
humans	are	quite	unaware	of	magnetic	fields,	it	is	surprising	to	find	that	many	species	of	animals	can	detect	Earth’s	magnetic	field	and	can	use	it	to	navigate.	Animals	can	sense	the	polarity	and	the	angular	inclination	of	Earth’s	magnetic	field—two	qualities	that	provide	the	navigational	 	AT	WORK:	Animal	Navigation 	505	(A)	Lines	of	magnetic
force	Figure	18.8 	Earth’s	magnetic	field	Geographical	(rotational)	north	pole	North	magnetic	pole	(B)	Vectors	of	magnetic	lines	of	force	North	magnetic	pole	Magnetic	equator	Geographical	equator	Magnetic	equator	N	Geographical	equator	S	Both	the	direction	and	the	inclination	angle	of	the	magnetic	field	can	give	compass	information.	South
magnetic	pole	Geographical	(rotational)	south	pole	cues	that	animals	use	as	a	magnetic	compass.	Magnetic	lines	of	force	have	a	polar	component:	their	north	and	south	polarity.	They	also	have	an	inclination	component:	the	“dip	angle”	of	the	lines	of	force	relative	to	Earth’s	surface	(Figure	18.8B).	Magnetic	lines	of	force	exit	Earth	nearly	vertically	at
the	south	magnetic	pole,	and	their	angle	of	inclination	steadily	decreases	at	lower	latitudes	until	they	are	parallel	to	Earth’s	surface	at	the	magnetic	equator.	From	there,	their	angle	of	inclination	steadily	increases	until	the	lines	of	force	are	again	nearly	vertical	at	the	north	magnetic	pole.	Accordingly,	animals	may	use	either	a	magnetic	polarity
compass	(one	sensing	directional	polarity)	or	an	inclination	compass	(one	sensing	the	magnetic	inclination	angle)	to	navigate.	Experimental	evidence	shows	that	arthropods	such	as	bees	sense	magnetic	polarity,	whereas	birds,	turtles,	and	other	reptiles	sense	the	inclination	angle.	Using	an	inclination	compass,	the	direction	“downward	into	Earth”	is
always	poleward,	as	close	inspection	of	Figure	18.8B	reveals.	Thus	the	downward	inclination	is	toward	magnetic	north	in	the	Northern	Hemisphere	but	toward	magnetic	south	in	the	Southern	Hemisphere.	At	the	magnetic	equator	the	lines	of	force	are	parallel	to	Earth’s	surface,	and	an	animal’s	inclination	compass	cannot	discriminate	between	north
and	south.	For	this	reason,	birds	that	obtain	navigational	cues	from	an	inclination	compass	may	become	disoriented	as	they	migrate	past	the	magnetic	equator	if	they	don’t	have	a	backup	source	of	navigational	information.	Researchers	infer	the	presence	of	a	magnetic	compass	from	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	animal	behavior.	To	detect	an	animal’s
use	of	a	magnetic	compass,	Sinauer	Associates	aMorales	researcher	may	experimentally	alter	the	magnetic	sensory	cues	Studio	that	the	animal	receives.	One	way	to	do	this	is	to	place	the	test	Figure	18.08	12-28-15	animal	in	a	box	made	of	a	type	of	metal	(mu	metal)	that	shields	it	from	Earth’s	magnetic	field.	Alternatively,	researchers	may	alter	the
magnetic	field	in	the	animal’s	vicinity	by	using	permanent	magnets	or	by	placing	tiny	Helmholtz	coils	around	the	suspected	locations	of	the	animal’s	magnetic	sensory	apparatus	(Figure	18.9A).	A	Helmholtz	coil	consists	of	a	pair	of	ring-shaped	electromagnets.	When	an	electric	current	is	passed	through	the	coils,	a	magnetic	can	provide	compass
information 	(A)	Lines	of	magnetic	force	leave	the	south	magnetic	pole	vertically,	curve	around	Earth’s	surface,	and	reenter	vertically	over	the	north	magnetic	pole.	(B)	Vectors	of	magnetic	lines	of	force	at	different	points	on	Earth’s	surface.	Arthropods	and	some	vertebrates	use	a	directional	compass	(arrowheads	point	toward	magnetic	north),	and



many	vertebrates	use	an	inclination	compass	(into	the	ground	=	toward	the	nearer	pole).	(A	after	Goodenough	et	al.	2001;	B	after	Wiltschko	and	Wiltschko	1996.)	South	magnetic	pole	field	is	established	in	the	space	between	the	coils	that	can	be	used	to	nullify	or	reverse	the	effect	of	Earth’s	magnetic	field.	By	placing	a	Helmholtz	coil	to	either	side	of
a	homing	pigeon’s	head,	for	example,	researchers	can	control	the	bird’s	perception	of	magnetic	fields.	The	ability	of	animals	to	sense	magnetic	fields	may	be	a	primitive,	relatively	widespread	mechanism,	because	it	is	found	in	some	bacteria	as	well	as	many	animals.	Magnetic	orientation	is	often	used	as	a	backup	for	other	forms	of	compass	navigation,
as	exemplified	in	homing	pigeons.	Recall	from	our	discussion	earlier	that	pigeons	whose	circadian	clocks	had	been	shifted	forward	6	h	flew	in	the	wrong	direction	when	they	attempted	to	navigate	south	by	following	their	sun	compass	(see	Figure	18.5).	However,	the	clock-shifted	birds	had	no	trouble	navigating	in	the	desired	direction	on	cloudy	days,
which	suggests	they	have	another	navigational	mechanism	that	is	not	based	on	solar	position.	Evidence	demonstrates	that	this	second	navigational	system	in	homing	pigeons	is	a	magnetic	compass.	Pigeons	with	magnets	attached	to	their	backs	or	heads	home	normally	on	sunny	days	but	are	disoriented	on	overcast	days;	control	pigeons	with	brass
bars	attached	to	their	backs	instead	of	magnets	home	normally	on	both	sunny	and	overcast	days.	What’s	more,	homing	pigeons	wearing	Helmholtz	coils	(see	Figure	18.9A)	experience	similar	disruptions	of	their	homing	abilities	when	released	on	cloudy	days.	When	the	inclination	angle	of	the	induced	field	between	the	coils	matches	that	of	Earth’s
magnetic	field,	the	pigeons	orient	normally	(Figure	18.9B).	But	when	the	inclination	angle	of	the	induced	field	is	reversed,	the	pigeons	fly	in	the	opposite	direction	from	their	intended	course	home	(Figure	18.9C).	Another	line	of	evidence	for	animals’	use	of	a	magnetic	compass	comes	from	studying	the	effects	produced	by	natural	magnetic	anomalies
(distortions	of	Earth’s	magnetic	field	by	geological	peculiarities)	on	a	navigating	animal’s	path	of	travel.	On	overcast	days,	pigeons	homing	in	a	northeasterly	direction	toward	Boston	sometimes	become	disoriented	at	a	major	magnetic	anomaly	called	Iron	Mountain,	in	Rhode	Island.	The	mountain’s	metallic	composition	506	 	Chapter	18	(A)	The
experimental	setup	(B)	Magnet	in	normal	orientation	Home	The	pigeons’	orientation	was	normal	when	the	induced	magnetic	field	was	pointed	in	the	normal	direction.	(C)	Magnet	in	reversed	orientation	Home	The	pigeons	reversed	their	direction	of	initial	flight	when	the	induced	magnetic	field	was	reversed.	Figure	18.9 	Changing	the	magnetic	field
changes	the	orientation	of	released	pigeons 	(A)	A	small	Helmholtz	coil	is	shown	attached	to	a	pigeon’s	head,	with	a	power	pack	on	the	pigeon’s	back.	Reversing	the	direction	of	electric	current	flow	through	the	coil	reverses	the	direction	of	the	magnetic	field.	(B,C)	Pigeons	with	Helmholtz	coils	were	released	south	of	home	on	overcast	days.	They
interpreted	the	direction	in	which	magnetic	lines	dip	into	Earth	as	north.	Each	dot	outside	the	circle	represents	the	direction	in	which	a	released	pigeon	vanished	over	the	horizon.	The	arrow	at	the	center	of	each	circle	is	the	mean	vanishing	bearing	for	the	group.	(After	Walcott	and	Green	1974.)	bends	the	magnetic-field	lines	in	its	vicinity,	sending
the	hapless	birds	off	course.	In	the	ocean,	magnetic-field	lines	cluster	together	to	form	high-intensity	ridges	or	spread	apart	to	form	low-intensity	troughs	that	can	be	mapped	by	satellite.	Whales	and	dolphins	are	more	likely	to	swim	ashore	and	become	stranded	at	locations	where	troughs	in	magnetic-field	intensity	meet	the	shore.	This	correlation
suggests	that	whales	migrate	using	a	magnetic	compass	and	perhaps	follow	the	path	of	magnetic	troughs.	Hill	Other	Animalorganisms,	Physiology	4Eincluding	salamanders,	turtles,	salmon,	Sinauer	Associates	and	bacteria,	have	been	shown	to	orient	to	magnetic	fields.	Such	Morales	Studio	orientation	is	commonly	weaker	than	that	to	solar	or	other
celestial	Figure	18.09	12-28-15	cues,	supporting	the	idea	that	magnetic	orientation	is	a	primitive,	widespread	mechanism,	often	used	when	other	cues	are	unavail-	able.	Monarch	butterflies	(Danaus	plexippus),	for	example,	use	a	sun	compass	when	the	sun	is	available,	but	in	the	absence	of	celestial	cues,	they	use	magnetic-compass	information	to
orient	and	navigate.	Detection	of	magnetic	fields	in	monarch	butterflies	and	in	Drosophila	fruit	flies	may	depend	on	cryptochrome-based	light	reception	(see	Boxes	18.1	and	18.2).	Bees	are	also	able	to	detect	magnetic	fields,	and	the	orientation	of	their	dances	at	the	hive	can	be	influenced	by	magnetic	fields.	However,	magnetic	information	plays	little
role	in	ordinary	bee	navigation.	For	any	animal	that	navigates	using	magnetic-compass	cues,	the	magnetic	response	is	innate	and	presumably	genetically	determined.	But	unlike	the	star	compass—which	appears	to	be	fixed	once	it	has	been	learned	during	a	critical	period	in	the	animal’s	life—an	animal’s	magnetic	compass	seems	to	be	subject	to	at
least	some	degree	of	recalibration.	The	ability	to	recalibrate	is	important	because	migrants	to	Arctic	latitudes	must	resolve	conflicts	between	magnetic	and	celestial	navigational	cues.	The	north	magnetic	pole	and	the	geographical	North	Pole	are	not	identical	(see	Figure	18.8).	Magnetic-field	information	points	to	a	different	location	than	celestial-
compass	information	does,	and	the	disparity	between	the	two	increases	at	higher	and	higher	latitudes.	For	this	reason,	migrating	Arctic	birds	must	pause	in	their	journey	at	intervals	in	order	to	allow	their	magnetic	compasses	to	realign	with	celestialcompass	cues	such	as	polarized	sky	light.	If	prevented	from	pausing	long	enough	to	recalibrate,	the
birds	may	become	disoriented.	The	physiological	mechanisms	by	which	animals	detect	magnetic	fields	are	discussed	in	Box	18.1.	Some	animals	appear	to	possess	a	map	sense	Most	animals	probably	do	not	use	simple	compass	navigation	in	migration	or	homing	without	also	using	landmark	or	map	information.	In	cases	of	map-and-compass	navigation,
the	animal	possesses	in	its	brain	some	sort	of	representation	of	its	position,	and	the	position	of	its	goal.	This	is	the	map,	and	the	animal’s	compass	provides	bearings	relative	to	the	map.	For	most	animals	that	appear	to	have	a	map	sense,	we	do	not	know	the	map’s	basis,	although	it	might	be	based	on	various	sensory	cues.	A	map	could	be	based	on
geomagnetic	information,	because	both	the	vertical	angle	and	the	strength	of	magnetic	fields	increase	near	the	magnetic	poles.	The	disorientation	of	homing	pigeons	and	migrating	whales	in	the	vicinity	of	magnetic	anomalies	suggests	that	magnetic	information	is	an	important	basis	of	their	maps.	Solar	cues	could	also	provide	map	information;	the
height	of	the	sun	above	the	horizon	varies	with	the	latitude,	and	the	times	of	sunrise	and	sunset	vary	with	longitude.	For	some	migrating	creatures,	infrasounds	(very	low-frequency	sound	waves—for	example,	from	waves	crashing	on	a	distant	shore)	may	serve	as	the	basis	of	the	map.	Even	olfactory	cues	are	suspected	of	forming	the	basis	of	the	map
sense,	as	appears	to	be	the	case	with	pigeons.	Whatever	its	basis,	map	construction	and	use	represent	a	sophisticated	instance	of	animal	learning.	displacement	experiments	test	for	a	map	sense 	Displacement	experiments	show	the	difference	between	path	integration	and	compass	navigation	on	the	one	hand,	and	complex	map-and-compass
navigation	on	the	other.	If	a	desert	ant	is	experimentally	moved	while	it	is	feeding,	its	return	path	makes	no	 	AT	WORK:	Animal	Navigation 	507	BOX	Magnetoreceptors	and	18.1	Magnetoreception Kenneth	J.	Lohmann	The	idea	that	animals	perceive	Earth’s	magnetic	field	was	once	dismissed	as	impossible	by	physicists	and	biologists	alike.	Earth’s
field	is	much	too	weak	for	an	organism	to	detect,	the	argument	went,	and	there	are	no	possible	biological	mechanisms	capable	of	converting	magnetic-field	information	into	electrical	signals	used	by	the	nervous	system.	Over	time,	however,	evidence	accumulated	that	animals	do	indeed	perceive	magnetic	fields,	until	even	the	most	hardened	skeptics
came	to	accept	the	idea.	Today	it	now	seems	clear	that	diverse	animals,	ranging	from	invertebrates	such	as	molluscs	and	insects	to	vertebrates	such	as	sea	turtles	and	birds,	exploit	information	in	Earth’s	field	to	guide	their	movements	over	distances	both	large	and	small.	What	has	remained	mysterious	is	exactly	how	they	do	this.	Determining	how	the
magnetic	sense	functions	is	an	exciting	frontier	of	sensory	physiology.	For	sensory	systems	such	as	vision,	hearing,	and	smell,	the	cells	and	structures	involved	in	perceiving	relevant	correction	for	this	passive	displacement	(see	Figure	18.3).	Therefore	the	ant	has	no	map	sense	that	allows	it	to	detect	its	displacement	relative	to	its	goal.	Birds,	in
contrast,	are	more	likely	to	correct	for	a	passive	displacement,	whether	experimental	or	by	natural	means	such	as	a	storm.	If	a	bird	migrating	southwest	purely	by	compass	navigation	became	displaced,	say,	100	km	to	the	southeast,	it	would	continue	to	go	southwest.	If	the	bird	were	using	map-and-compass	navigation,	it	would	realize	it	had	been
displaced	(apparently	without	using	local,	familiar	landmarks)	and	would	correct	its	path	to	the	west	or	northwest.	Figure	18.10	illustrates	the	distinction	between	path	integration	and	compass	navigation.	European	starlings	(Sturnus	vulgaris)	migrate	from	Baltic	breeding	grounds	to	wintering	grounds	in	France	and	England.	Migrants	were	captured
in	the	Netherlands,	transported	to	Switzerland,	and	released.	The	juvenile	starlings	continued	southwest	(by	compass	navigation)	and	ended	up	in	Spain,	but	the	older,	experienced	birds	that	had	developed	a	map	sense	could	detect	the	displacement	and	reorient	to	a	new	northwestern	path.	Map-and-compass	navigation	is	sometimes	called	true
navigation,	an	unfortunate	term	because	it	(wrongly)	suggests	that	other	methods	of	an	animal’s	finding	its	way	are	not	really	navigation.	Because	we	find	that	compass	orientation	is	relatively	complex,	we	may	expect	the	basis	of	the	less-understood	map	sense	to	be	complex	as	well.	pigeons	may	have	an	olfactory	map 	Some	of	the	clearest	studies	of
map	sense	have	focused	on	pigeons,	and	the	dominant	hypothesis	of	map	sense	in	pigeons	is	the	olfactory-map	hypothesis.	Displaced	pigeons	can	determine	their	position	relative	to	home	without	using	visual	or	proprioceptive	information	from	the	outward	journey	to	the	release	site.	Therefore	investigators	conclude	that	the	pigeons	must	have	some
sort	of	map	sense	that,	with	the	compass	information	previously	discussed,	allows	them	to	return	from	more	than	700	km	away.	According	to	the	olfactory-map	hypothesis,	the	pigeon’s	map	sense	is	based	on	an	odor	profile	somewhat	analogous	to	the	one	used	by	homing	salmon.	The	odor	profile	could	consist	of	a	mosaic	of	discrete	odor	sources	or	a
few	odor	gradients.	10°	sensory	stimuli	have	been	largely	identified,	and	the	basic	way	in	which	the	sense	operates	is	understood.	In	contrast,	the	cells	that	function	as	receptors	for	the	magnetic	sense	have	not	been	identified	with	certainty	in	any	animal.	Even	the	basic	principles	around	which	magnetic	sensitivity	is	organized	remain	a	matter	of
debate.	This	box	continues	on	the	web	in	Box	Extension	18.1.	There	you	will	find	more	information	on	magnetoreception	in	animals	and	on	mechanisms	that	may	underlie	it.	5°	0°	5°	Capture	site	10°	Migration	direction	Transport	50°	Adult	birds	compensated	for	the	displacement,	tending	northwest	toward	their	normal	wintering	range.	Release	sites
45°	40°	Juvenile	birds	continued	on	their	southwest	compass	course	and	were	recovered	in	southern	France,	Spain,	and	Portugal.	Recapture	sites	of	juveniles	Recapture	sites	of	adults	Figure	18.10 	Migrating	adult	and	juvenile	starlings	respond	differently	to	displacement 	European	starlings	were	captured	in	the	Netherlands	while	in	their	autumn
migration	southwest	from	northeastern	Europe	and	were	transported	to	release	sites	in	Switzerland.	The	normal	wintering	range	is	bounded	by	the	solid	line;	a	dashed	line	shows	a	similar	area	displaced	to	the	same	extent	as	the	displacement	of	the	released	birds.	The	adults’	compensation	for	displacement	suggests	the	use	of	map-and-compass
navigation.	(After	Perdeck	1958.)	508	 	Chapter	18	Several	lines	of	experimental	evidence	support	the	olfactorymap	hypothesis.	Pigeons	are	usually	housed	in	somewhat	open	structures	(lofts),	often	on	the	roofs	of	buildings.	A	pigeon	that	has	its	olfactory	sense	disrupted	has	difficulty	homing	to	its	loft.	Manipulations	of	odors	around	the	home	loft
can	also	affect	homing	performance,	perhaps	by	affecting	the	learning	of	an	olfactory	map.	In	one	example,	pigeons	were	raised	in	a	loft	that	was	exposed	to	normal	odors	but	also	had	an	odor	of	benzaldehyde	blown	in	by	a	fan	from	the	north-northwest.	Thus	they	presumably	learned	to	associate	north-northwest	wind	with	benzaldehyde.	At	the	end	of
the	summer	they	were	transported	to	various	distant,	unfamiliar	release	sites,	exposed	to	benzaldehyde,	and	released.	They	flew	primarily	south,	regardless	of	the	release	site.	Control	birds	raised	without	benzaldehyde,	but	exposed	to	it	just	prior	to	release,	oriented	toward	home	normally	from	the	release	sites.	The	simplest	interpretation	of	these
findings	is	that	the	pigeons	learned	to	associate	benzaldehyde	odor	with	north-northwest	wind,	so	the	experimental	pigeons	thought	they	had	been	released	at	a	benzaldehyde	source	north-northwest	of	home,	and	flew	south-southeast.	Other	investigators	have	criticized	the	olfactory-map	hypothesis	on	several	grounds.	Olfactory	anesthesia	or	nerve
cuts	to	make	pigeons	unable	to	smell	may	have	indirect	effects	on	homing	performance	that	have	been	mistakenly	interpreted	as	affecting	an	olfactory	map.	Some	indirect	effects	can	be	ruled	out;	for	example,	the	olfactory	manipulations	do	not	simply	make	the	animal	sick.	Other	effects,	such	as	a	possible	indirect	disruption	of	the	pigeons’	use	of
magnetic	signals,	are	harder	to	rule	out.	In	addition,	some	experiments	have	been	hard	to	replicate,	perhaps	because	investigators	in	different	countries	raise	their	birds	in	different	styles	of	lofts	that	may	affect	olfactory-map	learning.	Overall,	however,	there	is	substantial	evidence	to	infer	roles	of	olfactory	cues	in	pigeon	homing,	and	so	we	can
consider	the	olfactory-map	hypothesis	to	be	supported	by	evidence	but	not	proven.	Sea	turtles	exemplify	the	degree	of	our	understanding	of	navigation	Sea	turtles	illustrate	what	we	know	and	don’t	know	about	the	behavioral	mechanisms	of	navigational	control.	Turtles	use	different	cues	in	navigation	at	different	stages	in	their	life	cycle,	and	some	of
these	cues	are	much	easier	to	analyze	than	others.	New	hatchlings	starting	off	the	beach	appear	to	engage	in	a	sequence	of	orienting	mechanisms.	Loggerhead	sea	turtles	hatching	on	Florida	beaches	initially	orient	toward	a	lighter	sky,	which	will	be	toward	water	(because	the	water	reflects	more	sunlight	or	moonlight	and	makes	the	sky	lighter).	This
light	orientation	and	a	tendency	to	move	down	a	slope	take	the	hatchlings	to	the	water,	where	they	Figure	18.11 	Hatchling	turtles	orient	to	artificial	magnetic	fields	in	ways	that	suggest	a	magnetic	map 	Newly	hatched	loggerhead	turtles	were	placed	in	artificial	magnetic	fields	characteristic	of	eight	locations	(dots	on	map)	along	their	prospective
migratory	route.	Arrows	on	the	map	show	major	currents	of	the	North	Atlantic	Subtropical	Gyre,	around	which	the	turtles	swim	as	they	mature.	Each	dot	in	the	orientation	diagrams	represents	the	mean	angle	of	oriented	swimming	of	one	hatchling.	The	arrow	270°	in	the	center	of	an	orientation	diagram	indicates	the	mean	angle	of	orientation	of	each
group;	arrow	length	shows	the	statistical	degree	of	orientation	of	the	group.	All	eight	groups	showed	statistically	significant	orientation	to	the	artificial	magnetic	fields.	The	angle	of	orientation	differed	greatly	for	the	groups	tested	with	artificial	magnetic	fields	corresponding	to	different	locations.	Moreover,	the	orientation	at	each	simulated	location
was	appropriate	to	keep	turtles	within	the	gyre,	rather	than	(for	example)	straying	into	the	fatally	cold	water	of	the	North	Atlantic	and	North	Sea.	Dashed	lines	represent	the	95%	confidence	interval	for	the	mean	angle;	data	are	plotted	relative	to	magnetic	north.	(After	Lohmann	et	al.	2012.)	270°	0°	0°	0°	90°	270°	90°	270°	90°	180°	180°	180°	0°	0°
90°	270°	180°	90°	180°	0°	0°	90°	270°	180°	0°	90°	270°	180°	90°	270°	180°	 	AT	WORK:	Animal	Navigation 	509	swim	out	continuously	for	24	h.	The	primary	orientation	cue	for	this	frenzied	outward	swim	is	the	waves;	the	turtles	head	into	the	waves,	which	come	(with	rare	exceptions)	from	the	open	ocean.	(During	the	exceptions,	young	turtles
swim	into	the	waves	even	if	that	orientation	takes	them	back	to	shore.)	The	young	turtles	can	also	detect	Earth’s	magnetic	field,	and	magnetic-compass	orientation	may	replace	wave	orientation	after	their	initial	outward	swim.	This	navigational	sequence	is	thought	to	take	the	turtles	out	to	the	Gulf	Stream,	one	of	the	currents	flowing	around	the	North
Atlantic	Subtropical	Gyre	(Figure	18.11).	Adult	turtles	must	use	map-and-compass	navigation	to	return	to	their	natal	beach	to	nest	(in	contrast	to	juveniles,	which	only	have	to	reach	the	gyre).	Tracking	studies	indicate	that	the	adults	navigate	by	direct,	straight-line	routes.	Recent	evidence	indicates	that	even	the	younger	turtles	can	use	magnetic
information	as	a	map	component	that	helps	keep	them	in	the	gyre	as	they	mature.	Experimental	replication	of	the	parameters	of	the	magnetic	field	at	different	points	in	the	turtles’	migration	route	leads	to	different	swimming	orientations	that	match	the	turtles’	swimming	direction	at	that	location	(see	Figure	18.11).	For	example,	caged	turtles	in	an
artificial	magnetic	field	that	replicates	the	natural	magnetic	field	off	the	northern	coast	of	Spain	swim	southward,	a	direction	that	keeps	them	in	the	North	Atlantic	Subtropical	Gyre	rather	than	washing	into	northern	waters	off	Scandinavia.	Similar	experiments	with	turtles	as	well	as	with	salamanders,	spiny	lobsters,	and	birds	all	show	that
experimental	replication	of	the	magnetic-field	vectors	and	strengths	of	a	particular	location	can	alter	orientation	behavior	in	predictable	ways.	These	studies	suggest	that	animals	can	use	magnetic	information	as	a	map	(as	well	as	a	compass),	a	finding	that	may	begin	to	clear	up	the	murkiest	area	in	complex	navigation.	Migratory	Innate	and	Learned
Components	of	Navigation	We	have	indicated	that	many	elements	of	navigation,	such	as	using	landmarks,	imprinting	to	a	home	stream,	and	constructing	a	map,	are	largely	learned	behaviors.	Here	we	discuss	the	roles	of	innate	(“hardwired”)	behavior	and	of	learning	in	navigation,	and	we	consider	how	vertebrates	learn	their	spatial	surroundings.
Some	forms	of	navigation	have	strong	innate	aspects	Two	examples	demonstrate	innate	components	of	navigation	that	do	not	depend	on	prior	learning.	Monarch	butterflies	summer	throughout	the	United	States	north	of	the	Gulf	states.	Those	butterflies	east	of	the	Rocky	Mountains	migrate	south	every	fall	to	overwintering	sites	in	forested	mountains
of	central	Mexico.	In	the	spring	the	same	individuals	migrate	north	to	the	U.S.	Gulf	Coast	states,	where	females	lay	eggs	on	milkweed.	A	new	generation	continues	the	migration	to	summering	grounds	in	the	northern	states	and	produces	two	or	more	short-lived	generations	in	a	summer.	The	autumn	migrants	that	return	to	the	same	restricted
overwintering	sites	in	the	following	year	are	thus	descendants,	two	to	five	generations	removed,	of	ancestors	that	occupied	the	sites	the	previous	winter!	The	navigational	performance	of	the	monarch	butterfly	therefore	must	have	a	strong	innate,	genetic	component;	the	butterflies	cannot	have	learned	the	overwintering	location	from	previous
experience.	The	sensory	and	genetic	bases	of	navigation	in	monarch	butterfly	migration	are	discussed	in	Box	18.2.	Some	birds	also	have	innate,	apparently	genetic	components	of	their	migratory	navigation.	European	blackcaps	(Sylvia	atricapilla),	for	example,	migrate	from	Europe	to	Africa	around	the	Mediterranean	Sea—those	in	western	Europe
going	southwest	via	Gibraltar,	and	those	in	eastern	Europe	going	southeast	via	Syria.	When	birds	from	the	two	sides	of	the	divide	are	raised	in	isolation,	they	orient	in	cages	in	the	correct	direction	for	their	area	of	origin,	despite	the	lack	of	opportunity	to	learn	their	way.	Cross-breeding	experiments	further	demonstrate	that	the	difference	in
orientation	between	eastern	and	western	populations	is	genetic.	The	hippocampus	is	a	critical	brain	area	for	vertebrate	spatial	learning	and	memory	As	we	have	discussed,	an	animal’s	ability	to	navigate	often	involves	learning,	such	as	the	recognition	of	landmarks	by	some	homing	animals,	or	the	imprinting	of	home-stream	odors	by	salmon.	Spatial
Navigation	in	Monarch	Butterflies:	BOX	18.2	Sensory	and	Genomic	Information	We	think	of	vertebrates	such	as	fish,	turtles,	birds,	and	mammals	as	champion	long-distance	migrants,	but	insects	such	as	butterflies	and	moths	also	migrate	long	distances,	despite	their	smallersized	and	apparently	flimsier	bodies.	As	we	have	discussed,	the	navigation	of
monarch	butterflies	cannot	be	learned,	because	the	annual	cycle	of	northward	spring	migration	and	southward	fall	migration	involves	different	generations.	Fall	migrants	are	born	in	the	north	and	navigate	to	restricted	overwintering	sites	that	their	great-grandparents	and	greatgreat-grandparents	left	the	previous	winter.	The	physiological	and
genetic	bases	of	monarch	migration,	and	especially	the	sensory	basis	of	the	navigation	that	underlies	it,	have	been	clarified	in	an	ongoing	series	of	experiments.	Box	Extension	18.2	shows	that	migrating	monarch	Monarch	butterfly	(Danaus	plexippus)	butterflies	use	a	time-compensated	sun	compass	and	a	magnetic	compass	in	migratory	navigation,	as
well	as	information	about	day	length	and	temperature	in	controlling	and	modulating	migratory	behavior.	Genomic	analysis	is	beginning	to	show	the	genetic	underpinnings	of	this	migratory	performance.	510	 	Chapter	18	learning	is	crucial	for	many	sorts	of	navigation,	and	for	vertebrates	a	major	locus	of	spatial	learning	is	the	hippocampus	of	the
brain.	By	surgically	creating	hippocampal	lesions	in	test	animals	and	monitoring	their	performance	in	mazes,	researchers	have	shown	the	importance	of	the	hippocampus	in	spatial	learning.	One	standard	test	of	spatial	learning	in	laboratory	rodents	is	the	Morris	water	maze,	which	consists	of	a	hidden,	submerged	escape	platform	in	a	pool	of	turbid
water.	The	test	animal	must	learn	the	location	of	the	platform	from	local	cues	(landmarks)	that	are	situated	outside	the	pool.	Mice	or	rats	with	hippocampal	lesions	do	not	remember	the	location	of	the	platform,	and	they	continue	to	swim	about	randomly,	trial	after	trial.	Another	means	of	testing	spatial	learning	is	the	radial-arm	maze,	which	consists	of
several	blind	corridors	that	extend	symmetrically	from	a	central	chamber.	The	researcher	repeatedly	baits	the	end	of	one	arm	(or	shifts	the	bait	from	arm	to	arm	in	a	recurring	pattern);	the	test	animal	must	remember	which	arm	is	baited	to	earn	the	reward.	Normal	mice	and	rats	remember	the	arms	they	have	visited	and	do	not	reenter	them	during	a
test	session,	but	mice	and	rats	with	hippocampal	lesions	repeatedly	enter	the	same	arm	and	often	bypass	the	arms	they	have	not	yet	visited.	Does	spatial	learning	in	the	hippocampus	explain	how	foodcaching	birds	such	as	Clark’s	nutcrackers	store	information	about	the	locations	of	thousands	of	cache	sites?	In	fact,	birds	with	bilateral	hippocampal
lesions	continue	to	hide	food	normally,	but	they	cannot	recover	their	caches.	They	can,	however,	remember	simple,	nonspatial	associative	tasks	(such	as	pairing	a	sound	with	a	reward).	Thus	the	deficit	appears	to	be	specific	for	spatial	learning	and	memory.	Also	suggesting	the	importance	of	this	brain	region	in	spatial	learning	is	that	researchers	have
noticed	that	the	hippocampus	is	significantly	larger	in	food-caching	birds	than	in	size-matched	species	that	do	not	cache.	Moreover,	for	species	that	cache,	preventing	caching	behavior	in	immature	birds	appears	to	diminish	hippocampal	growth.	The	hippocampus	also	appears	to	be	involved	in	homing	in	pigeons.	It	is	critical	for	learning	two	aspects	of
pigeon	navigation:	piloting	and	navigational	maps.	Inexperienced	pigeons	with	hippocampal	lesions	are	impaired	in	learning	local	landmarks	for	piloting,	as	might	be	expected	from	the	studies	with	seed-caching	birds	and	rodents.	They	also	fail	to	orient	correctly	from	distant,	unfamiliar	release	sites,	indicating	that	they	have	failed	to	learn	a
navigational	map.	Experienced	pigeons	that	receive	hippocampal	lesions	after	learning	a	navigational	map	orient	correctly	from	distant	release	sites,	but	they	still	have	difficulty	with	local,	landmarkbased	navigation.	Therefore	the	hippocampus	appears	necessary	throughout	life	for	landmark-based	navigation	but	not	for	using	a	navigational	map	once
that	map	has	been	learned.	Interestingly,	the	left	hippocampus	appears	necessary	for	map	learning	in	pigeons,	but	not	the	right.	How	might	the	hippocampus	(and	related	brain	areas)	function	in	spatial	orientation?	There	are	two	aspects	or	strategies	of	spatial	learning	and	memory,	called	allocentric	(world-centered)	and	egocentric	(body-centered)
representations.	These	are	comparable	to	two	kinds	of	video	games:	the	maplike	bird’s-eye-view	strategy	games	and	the	“first-person	action”	games	in	which	the	screen	shows	the	view	ahead	of	the	character.	Either	allocentric	or	egocentric	representations	can	be	used	to	orient	in	an	environment.	It	is	not	exactly	clear	how	the	hippocampus	stores
and	retrieves	spatial	memory,	but	it	involves	long-term	potentiation	(LTP)	(see	Chapter	13,	page	363).	Gene	knockouts	that	disrupt	LTP	in	mice	disrupt	spatial	learning	in	tests	such	as	the	Morris	water	maze.	Overexpression	of	genes	that	enhance	LTP	improves	learning	and	memory	of	familiar	objects,	spatial	tasks	such	as	the	Morris	water	maze,	and
other	memory	tasks.	Several	classes	of	neurons	have	properties	that	appear	to	underlie	navigation.	For	example,	chronic	electrical	recordings	from	single	neurons	in	the	hippocampus	of	rats	or	mice	show	that	some	neurons	generate	action	potentials	only	when	an	animal	is	in	a	particular	part	of	a	familiar	area	(see	Figure	18.12B).	These	hippocampal
neurons	are	termed	place	cells	because	their	activity	encodes	the	spatial	position	of	the	animal.	The	existence	of	place	cells	in	the	hippocampus	suggests	that	this	brain	area	creates	some	sort	of	a	spatial	map	of	the	environment	in	the	brain.	The	spatial	representations	of	place	cell	activity	are	dynamic;	as	an	animal	is	exposed	to	new	environments,
some	place	cells	may	change	their	specification	to	incorporate	new	areas.	Brain	areas	near	the	hippocampus	(sometimes	grouped	with	it	in	a	region	called	the	hippocampal	formation)	are	also	involved	in	processing	spatial	information	used	in	navigation.	The	entorhinal	cortex,	located	in	the	medial	temporal	lobe	of	the	forebrain,	is	the	main	interface
between	the	hippocampus	and	the	neocortex.	Neurons	in	one	part	of	the	entorhinal	cortex	are	called	grid	cells,	because	they	are	active	when	the	animal	is	in	any	of	several	gridlike	locations	in	its	environment	(Figure	18.12).	Grid	cells	do	not	provide	locale	information	as	place	cells	do;	instead,	they	increase	their	activity	when	a	rat	walks	through	the
vertices	of	an	invisible	grid	of	equilateral	triangles	that	measure	off	distances	within	the	environment.	Different	grid	cells	have	somewhat	different	scales,	representing	30-cm	grids	in	the	most	dorsal	part	of	the	area	and	70-cm	grids	in	the	ventral	part.	The	finding	of	grid	neurons	is	certainly	consistent	with	the	idea	that	animals	form	a	kind	of	maplike
representation	of	their	environment	in	their	brains.	At	least	two	other	classes	of	neurons	are	implicated	in	spatial	representation.	Investigators	have	recorded	from	neurons—termed	head	direction	cells	—that	encode	the	direction	the	animal’s	head	is	pointing.	These	neurons	occur	in	a	circuit	in	the	rodent	forebrain	that	extends	from	the	dorsal
tegmental	nucleus	to	the	entorhinal	cortex,	and	are	activated	by	vestibular	and	other	sensory	information.	Head	direction	cells	are	direction-specific	but	not	location-specific,	unlike	place	cells,	which	are	location-specific	but	not	direction-specific.	Finally	there	are	boundary	cells	(or	border	cells)	that	are	activated	near	borders	in	the	animal’s
environment.	Such	studies	of	the	hippocampus	and	other	brain	areas	are	starting	to	build	a	physiological	basis	of	navigation.	It	is	not	clear	just	how	animals	use	the	neural	information	these	studies	describe,	but	the	findings	are	consistent	with	what	animals	would	need	for	complex	spatial	representation.	One	can	imagine	how	animals	might	use	place
cells	that	encode	landmark-based	learning	of	familiar	areas,	head	direction	cells	that	encode	compass-heading	information	(and	receive	input	from	various	directional	sensors),	and	grid	cells	that	provide	a	distance	scale.	In	2014	the	Nobel	Foundation	awarded	Nobel	Prizes	to	John	O’Keefe	for	pioneering	work	on	place	cells,	and	to	May-Britt	Moser
and	Edvard	Moser	for	characterization	of	grid	cells.	These	exciting	developments	provide	an	important	link	between	brain	processes	and	the	complex	spatial	behaviors	of	navigation,	leading	ultimately	to	the	navigational	basis	of	migration,	homing,	and	other	spatial	behaviors.	 	AT	WORK:	Animal	Navigation 	511	(A)	(B)	Grid	cell	Place	cell	The	black
lines	show	the	rat’s	movements.	Each	red	dot	shows	where	an	action	potential	occurred	in	the	grid	cell	being	recorded.	Figure	18.12 	Grid	cells	and	place	cells	suggest	how	the	hippocampal	formation	of	the	brain	plays	roles	in	spatial	learning 	(A)	A	grid	cell	recorded	from	the	entorhinal	cortex	in	the	brain	of	a	foraging	rat.	The	black	line	shows	the
tortuous	path	of	the	rat’s	movement	through	a	1.5	m-wide	square	enclosure.	Each	red	dot	corresponds	to	an	action	potential	(spike)	in	the	recording,	showing	the	rat’s	position	at	that	time.	Blue	equilateral	triangles	superimposed	over	the	red	areas	of	grid	cell	activity	show	the	regular	hexagonal	structure	of	the	(invisible)	grid	pattern	of	areas	of
activity.	(B)	Com-	Study	Questions	1.	Explain	the	effect	on	sun-compass	orientation	of	a	circadianclock	shift	to	a	light	schedule	that	is	4	h	later	(e.g.,	from	lights-on	at	6:00	am	to	lights-on	at	10:00	am).	2.	List	the	advantages	and	disadvantages	to	an	animal	of	using	information	from	magnetic,	sun,	star,	and	polarized-light	compasses.	3.	Experienced
homing	pigeons	were	thought	not	to	need	any	information	about	the	outward	journey	to	a	release	site	in	order	to	home	successfully.	Much	evidence	for	this	conclusion	came	from	depriving	the	birds	of	visual,	magnetic,	and	vestibular	information	that	could	be	used	for	path	integration.	What	other	sorts	of	studies	would	you	want	performed	before
accepting	this	conclusion?	4.	Outline	how	a	vertebrate	might	use	place	cells,	head	direction	cells,	and	grid	cells	in	different	forms	of	navigation.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Burgess,	N.	2014.	The	2014	Nobel	Prize	in	Physiology	or	Medicine:	a	spatial	model	for	cognitive
neuroscience.	Neuron	84:	1120–1125.	Frost,	B.	J.,	and	H.	Mouritsen.	2006.	The	neural	mechanisms	of	longdistance	animal	navigation.	Curr.	Opin.	Neurobiol.	16:	481–488.	Excellent	overview	of	studies	on	the	navigation	mechanisms	discussed	in	this	chapter.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Figure	18.12	12-29-15	parison	of	activity	of	a
grid	cell	(left)	and	a	hippocampal	place	cell	(right).	Each	cell	is	represented	(above)	as	the	animal’s	trajectory	with	spike	locations	as	in	(A),	and	(below)	as	a	color-coded	map	of	spike	rate	and	location	(warmer	colors	are	higher	spike	rates).	An	individual	hippocampal	place	cell	is	active	when	the	rat	is	in	a	particular	part	of	the	arena.	Place	cell	coding
of	location	is	rather	stable	from	day	to	day	and	is	learned	during	exploration	of	initially	unfamiliar	environments.	(From	Moser	et	al.	2015.)	Geva-Sagiv,	M.	L.	Las,	Y.	Yovel,	and	N.	Ulanovsky.	2015.	Spatial	cognition	in	bats	and	rats:	from	sensory	acquisition	to	multiscale	maps	and	navigation.	Nat.	Rev.	Neurosci.	16:	94–108.	An	attempt	to	integrate
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Response	to	Use	and	Disuse	Previous	page	Henkel’s	leaf-tailed	gecko	(Uroplatus	henkeli	)	uses	powerful	muscles	that	are	finely	controlled	by	neural	input	to	leap	between	tree	branches 	This	gecko	lives	in	tree	tops	in	the	tropical	rain	forest	of	eastern	Madagascar,	and	it	descends	to	the	ground	only	to	lay	eggs	in	leaf	litter	on	the	forest	floor.	It	is
nocturnal	and	hunts	for	insects	and	snails	in	its	treetop	habitat.	A	master	of	disguise,	Henkel’s	leaf-tailed	gecko	exhibits	mottled	colors	and	a	leaf-shaped	tail	that	allow	it	to	blend	in	with	its	surroundings.	When	attacked,	it	can	shed	the	tail	(which	will	regenerate)	as	a	defense	mechanism.	Control	of	Movement	The	Motor	Bases	of	Animal	Behavior
When	a	salamander	moves	around,	eats,	or	mates,	its	nervous	system	sends	output	to	effectors	that	produce	its	behavior.	All	externally	observable	behavior	is	a	direct	result	of	the	activation	of	effectors.	That	is,	all	behavior	that	can	be	observed	consists	of	movements	(usually	resulting	from	muscle	contractions),	sounds	(also	from	muscle
contractions),	gland	secretions,	color	changes,	and	other	outputs	of	effectors.	Therefore	the	mechanisms	by	which	animals	generate	patterns	of	behavior	involve	the	coordinated	control	of	muscles	and	other	effectors.	In	this	chapter	we	consider	the	neural	control	and	coordination	of	movement,	particularly	the	generation	of	motor	behaviors	such	as
walking,	swimming,	and	flying.	The	salamander	shown	above	resembles	the	first	land-based	tetrapod	vertebrates:	It	can	swim	by	undulating	its	body	from	side	to	side,	and	can	walk	by	stepping	its	legs	in	a	coordinated	sequence.	The	robot	shown	in	the	inset	can	do	the	same,	because	the	investigators	who	built	it	modeled	its	locomotor	control	after
that	of	the	salamander.	In	doing	so	they	have	shown	that	the	neural	circuitry	that	controls	and	coordinates	swimming	behavior	and	walking	behavior	in	salamanders	may	also	provide	a	straightforward	explanation	for	the	transition	from	swimming	to	walking—a	transition	likely	to	have	been	important	in	vertebrate	evolution.	19	A	robot	salamander
shows	how	features	of	the	neural	control	of	locomotion	may	have	eased	the	transition	from	swimming	to	walking	in	vertebrate	evolution 	(Photograph	of	robot	salamander	from	Ijspeert	et	al.	2007.)	516	 	Chapter	19	Neural	Control	of	Skeletal	Muscle	Is	the	Basis	of	Animal	Behavior	A	major	function	of	an	animal’s	nervous	system	is	to	generate	its
behavior.	The	ways	in	which	the	coordinated	motor	output	of	a	nervous	system	produces	behavior	may	be	as	simple	as	the	withdrawal	of	a	limb	in	response	to	a	painful	stimulus,	or	the	tail-flip	escape	of	a	crayfish,	or	as	complex	as	the	mating	behavior	of	a	stickleback	fish	or	of	a	songbird.	In	this	chapter	we	concentrate	on	the	neural	circuits	that
produce	relatively	simple	patterns	of	motor	output	to	generate	behavioral	elements	such	as	locomotion.	(More	elaborate	behavioral	performances	are	less	readily	understood	in	terms	of	the	patterns	of	motor	output	of	nervous	systems	to	produce	them,	but	physiologists	consider	them	to	represent	elaborations	of	the	simpler	patterns	discussed	here.)	A
major	question	in	the	analysis	of	the	neural	basis	of	behavior	is,	what	are	the	neural	circuits—the	assemblies	of	neurons	and	the	patterns	of	synaptic	interconnections	between	them—that	produce	particular	patterns	of	behavioral	movements?	In	this	chapter	we	will	examine	several	neural	circuits	and	relate	their	actions	to	the	behaviors	they	mediate.
We	will	compare	neural	circuitry	of	invertebrates	and	vertebrates,	illustrate	models	of	circuits	that	are	thought	to	underlie	rhythmic	patterns	of	behavior	such	as	walking	or	flying,	and	look	closely	at	the	control	of	movements	of	vertebrate	animals.	Invertebrate	neural	circuits	involve	fewer	neurons	than	vertebrate	circuits	Investigators	have	elucidated
the	neural	circuits	underlying	several	behaviors	in	invertebrates	(mostly	arthropods	and	molluscs)	and	in	vertebrates.	The	circuits	in	these	two	groups	of	animals	are	qualitatively	similar,	but	vertebrate	circuits	always	include	many	more	neurons	than	do	those	in	invertebrates.	As	we	will	see	in	Chapter	20,	an	arthropod	muscle	receives	innervation
from	only	a	few	motor	neurons,	whereas	a	vertebrate	muscle	receives	innervation	from	hundreds	of	motor	neurons.1	Similar	disparities	in	neuron	number	occur	in	the	central	nervous	system	(CNS),	with	vertebrates	having	104	–105	times	as	many	neurons	as	arthropods	or	molluscs.	This	contrast	leads	to	two	generalizations	about	invertebrate	and
vertebrate	neural	circuits.	First,	in	many	cases	an	invertebrate	neuron	may	be	a	uniquely	identified	neuron—that	is,	a	neuron	whose	structure,	location,	electrical	activity,	or	other	properties	are	sufficiently	distinctive	that	the	neuron	can	be	recognized	and	studied	in	every	individual	of	a	species.	In	contrast,	nearly	all	vertebrate	neurons	cannot	be
uniquely	identified,	but	can	be	recognized	only	as	members	of	a	population.	The	second	generalization	is	that	single	individual	neurons	play	functional	roles	in	invertebrate	circuits,	whereas	many	neurons	participate	in	a	particular	function	in	vertebrate	neural	circuits.	For	example,	a	single	arthropod	neuron	may	act	as	a	command	neuron,	a	neuron
whose	activity	is	sufficient	to	command	a	particular	element	of	behavior.	For	vertebrates,	a	larger	number	of	neurons	nearly	always	act	together	to	provide	such	a	command	function.	1	Note	that	a	whole	muscle	of	a	vertebrate	is	composed	of	thousands	of	muscle	fibers,	and	each	muscle	fiber	receives	a	synapse	from	only	one	motor	neuron	(see
Chapter	13).	We	have	already	described	two	simple	invertebrate	neural	circuits,	each	mediating	a	reflex,	which	we	can	define	as	a	simple,	graded	response	to	a	specific	stimulus.	One	of	these	circuits	mediates	the	startle	escape	response	of	cockroaches,	discussed	in	Chapter	12	(see	Figure	12.3);	the	other	controls	the	gill	withdrawal	reflex	in	the
marine	mollusc	Aplysia,	discussed	in	Chapter	13	(see	Figure	13.23).	Each	of	these	circuits	depends	on	only	tens	of	neurons	in	the	circuit.	In	both	of	these	examples,	a	modest	number	of	mechanosensory	neurons	excite	CNS	interneurons	to	excite	some	motor	neurons	(while	inhibiting	others),	leading	to	selective	activation	of	muscles	to	produce	a
reflexive	response.	Several	neural	circuits	of	invertebrates,	whether	reflexive	as	in	these	examples	or	centrally	programmed,	are	well	understood	because	of	the	relatively	small	number	of	neurons	they	contain.	The	vertebrate	circuits	we	examine	next,	in	contrast,	contain	thousands	of	individual	neurons,	although	the	neurons	are	the	same	few	types
as	for	invertebrates.	Vertebrate	spinal	reflexes	compensate	for	circumstances,	as	well	as	initiate	movements	Spinal	reflexes	are	mediated	by	the	neural	circuits	of	the	vertebrate	spinal	cord.	As	a	result	of	pioneering	studies	by	Charles	Sherrington	(1857–1952)	and	Ivan	Pavlov	(1849–1936)	on	spinal	reflexes	at	the	beginning	of	the	twentieth	century,
analysis	of	behavior	in	terms	of	spinal	reflexes	dominated	studies	of	neural	circuits	through	most	of	the	twentieth	century.	These	spinal	reflexes	are	therefore	perhaps	the	best-known	vertebrate	neural	circuits.	In	spinal	reflexes,	sensory	input	(from	receptors	of	the	skin,	muscles,	tendons,	and	joints)	enters	the	spinal	cord	through	the	dorsal	roots
(Figure	19.1).	This	sensory	input,	via	intervening	synapses	in	the	spinal	cord,	excites	some	motor	neurons	and	inhibits	others	(see	Figure	13.7),	leading	to	movements	by	selectively	activating	muscular	contraction.	The	sensory	inputs	from	different	populations	of	receptors	have	different	connections	in	the	spinal	cord	and	thereby	initiate	different
reflexes.	We	will	examine	two	of	the	many	reflexes	of	the	mammalian	hindlimb	that	have	been	studied	extensively:	the	stretch	reflex	and	the	flexion	reflex.	the	stretch	reflex 	The	first	spinal	reflex	we	will	consider	is	the	stretch	reflex	(or	myotatic	reflex).	The	stretch	reflex	tends	to	oppose	stretch	of	a	muscle.	A	familiar	example	of	the	stretch	reflex	is
the	knee-jerk	response	to	a	tap	on	the	patellar	tendon	at	the	knee	joint,	a	test	that	is	a	staple	of	routine	medical	examinations	(see	Figure	19.1).	Although	the	patellar	reflex	is	familiar,	it	does	not	give	a	clear	picture	of	the	function	of	stretch	reflexes,	which	are	essential	for	the	maintenance	of	posture	and	the	coordination	of	movements.	It	is	important
to	remember	that	all	skeletal	muscles	are	continuously	involved	in	generating	stretch	reflexes.	When	the	doctor	taps	you	on	the	patellar	tendon,	the	hit	of	the	hammer	stretches	the	knee	extensor	muscles	in	your	thigh.	This	stretch	stimulates	muscle	spindles	(Box	19.1)	located	in	the	muscle,	which	contain	stretch-sensitive	endings	of	sensory	receptors
wrapped	spirally	around	the	noncontractile	portions	of	specialized	intrafusal	muscle	fibers.	The	sensory	axons	associated	with	muscle	spindles	are	known	as	1a	afferent	fibers—afferent	meaning	“conducting	toward	the	CNS,”	and	1a	because	they	are	the	largest	and	most	rapidly	con-	Control	of	Movement 	517	4	The	stretch	receptor	sensory	neuron
also	activates	inhibitory	interneurons	that	inhibit	the	motor	neurons	(F)	to	antagonistic	muscle	fibers.	Figure	19.1 	The	stretch	reflex 	A	tap	on	the	patellar	tendon	at	the	knee	joint	is	used	to	test	the	knee-jerk	reflex.	This	reflex	involves	relatively	simple	neuronal	circuits	made	up	of	sensory	(afferent)	neurons,	motor	(efferent)	neurons,	and
interneurons.	Open	circles	indicate	excitatory	synapses;	closed	circles	are	inhibitory	synapses.	2	The	sensory	neuron	of	the	stretch	receptor	synapses	on	motor	neurons	(E)	to	the	same	muscle.	Spinal	cord	Dorsal	root	1a	sensory	neuron	1	Stretching	of	a	leg	extensor	muscle	activates	a	muscle	Spindle	spindle	stretch	receptor.	+	Extensor	muscle	−	F
Inhibitory	interneuron	E	Flexor	muscle	Motor	neurons	3	Motor	neuron	action	potentials	excite	extensor	muscle	fibers,	causing	contraction.	ducting	sensory	fibers	in	the	body.	(Not	all	muscle-spindle	sensory	neurons	are	of	the	1a	class,	but	we	will	simplify	the	discussion	by	considering	only	the	1a	sensory	neurons	here.)	The	1a	axons	from	muscle
spindles	enter	the	spinal	cord	and	make	direct,	excitatory	synaptic	contact	with	motor	neurons	to	the	same	muscle	(see	Figure	19.1).	This	direct	synaptic	excitation	is	unusual;	most	vertebrate	sensory	neurons	directly	synapse	only	onto	interneurons	(intrinsic	neurons	that	do	not	leave	the	CNS).	The	simplest	manifestation	of	a	stretch	reflex,	then,
involves	only	two	kinds	of	neurons:	1a	sensory	neurons	and	motor	neurons.	When	a	muscle	spindle	is	stretched,	its	1a	afferent	neuron	generates	a	train	of	nerve	impulses.	These	impulses	elicit	excitatory	postsynaptic	potentials	(EPSPs)	in	motor	neurons,	which—if	their	depolarizations	exceed	threshold—lead	to	motor	neuron	impulses	and	ultimately	to
contraction	of	the	stretched	muscle,	and	the	leg	kicks	upward.	Muscle	spindles	are	said	to	be	in	parallel	to	the	extrafusal	fibers	that	generate	the	substantive	contractile	forces	of	a	muscle	because	they	act	beside	the	extrafusal	fibers	(see	Box	19.1).	Because	muscle	spindles	are	in	parallel	to	the	force-producing	extrafusal	muscle	fibers,	they	are
sensitive	to	muscle	length.	They	respond	to	increasing	muscle	length	by	increasing	their	activity.	Other	aspects	of	the	neural	circuit	of	the	stretch	reflex	make	its	function	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	more	complex.	The	1a	afferent	axons	also	synapse	on	other	neurons	in	addition	to	motor	neurons.	Some	of	these	connections	Sinauer	Associates	Figure
19.01	1-20-16	stimulate	excitatory	interneurons	that	excite	the	motor	neurons	to	the	same	or	to	other	muscles	that	work	in	parallel	with	the	first	muscle.	Other	synapses	excite	inhibitory	interneurons	that	inhibit	the	motor	neurons	to	the	antagonist	(opposing)	muscle.	Thus	a	tap	on	the	patellar	tendon	not	only	excites	motor	neurons	to	the	extensor
muscle	to	produce	the	familiar	knee	jerk,	but	also	inhibits	motor	neurons	to	the	antagonist	flexor	muscle	(see	Figure	19.1).	These	synaptic	connections	illustrate	one	of	the	most	basic	features	of	reflexes	and	of	the	organization	of	motor	systems:	the	principle	of	reciprocity.	Muscles	(or	groups	of	muscles)	tend	to	be	arranged	in	antagonist	pairs	that
oppose	each	other,	such	as	the	flexor	muscles	that	bend	the	knee	and	the	extensor	muscles	that	straighten	it.	The	principle	of	reciprocity	states	that	any	signal	that	activates	movements,	whether	it	is	the	sensory	input	to	a	reflex	or	a	command	of	the	CNS,	is	coordinated	to	contract	a	set	of	muscles	that	work	together	(the	agonists)	while	relaxing	the
opposite	(antagonist)	set.	This	reciprocal	control	of	muscles	ensures	that	two	mutually	antagonistic	muscles	do	not	usually	counteract	each	other	and	suppress	the	movement.	Thus	in	the	stretch	reflex,	stretch	of	the	extensor	muscle	activates	extensor	motor	neurons	to	contract	the	extensor	and	relieve	the	stretch,	while	inhibiting	flexor	motor	neurons
to	prevent	co-contraction	of	the	antagonist	flexor	muscle.	Another	added	complexity	in	the	stretch	reflex	(and	in	motor	circuits	in	general)	is	the	number	of	neurons	involved	in	even	the	simplest	behavioral	act.	Figure	19.1	shows	one	1a	sensory	neuron	and	one	extensor	motor	neuron,	but	these	only	represent	larger	populations	of	these	neuron	types.
A	large	leg	muscle	contains	many	muscle	spindles,	so	its	stretch	activates	many	sensory	neurons.	Moreover,	the	muscle	is	supplied	by	at	least	300	motor	neurons.	Unlike	the	situations	in	crayfish	and	Aplysia,	none	of	these	neurons	are	identified;	you	cannot	find	the	same	extensor	motor	neuron	from	animal	to	animal.	Each	1a	sensory	neuron	synapses
with	most,	and	probably	all,	of	the	motor	neurons	to	the	same	muscle,	as	well	as	with	many	interneurons	of	different	types.	For	example,	in	addition	to	the	neurons	that	are	part	of	the	stretch	reflex	circuit,	many	interneurons	convey	1a	sensory	information	to	higher	brain	centers.	The	stretch	reflex	circuit	illustrates	the	principle	of	divergence	of	CNS
neural	connections:	Each	presynaptic	neuron	usually	contacts	many	postsynaptic	neurons.	The	converse	principle,	convergence,	also	occurs,	because	each	postsynaptic	neuron	is	contacted	by	many	presynaptic	neurons.	For	example,	each	of	the	motor	neurons	receives	BOX	19.1	Muscle	Spindles	A	muscle	spindle	is	an	example	of	a	proprioceptor—a
mechanosensory	receptor	(see	Chapter	14)	that	is	associated	with	the	musculoskeletal	system.	Proprioceptors	are	important	for	the	control	of	movement	because	they	provide	an	animal	with	information	about	where	the	parts	of	its	body	are	positioned	in	space—information	that	is	necessary	both	to	program	a	movement	and	to	monitor	how	the
movement	is	progressing.	The	muscle	spindle	organ	monitors	the	length	of	a	skeletal	muscle.	Each	muscle	spindle	consists	of	eight	to	ten	specialized	muscle	fibers,	called	intrafusal	fibers,	that	are	contained	within	a	capsule	of	connective	tissue	(Part	1	of	figure).	Intrafusal	fibers	are	in	contrast	to	extrafusal	fibers,	which	are	the	normal	“working”
contractile	fibers	that	bear	loads	and	generate	movements.	When	an	intrafusal	fiber	is	stretched	by	elongation	of	the	whole	muscle,	the	sensory	neuron	terminal	associated	with	the	central	portion	of	the	fiber	is	distorted;	the	distortion	increases	the	cation	permeability	of	the	nerve	terminal	membrane	and	produces	a	graded	receptor	potential	which,
if	threshold	is	reached,	gives	rise	to	action	potentials	(Part	2	of	figure).	The	functional	organization	of	a	muscle	spindle	has	several	salient	features:	1.	The	intrafusal	fibers	of	muscle	spindles	are	too	few	and	weak	to	generate	appreciable	tension	themselves.	Because	they	are	located	in	parallel	to	the	tension-producing	extrafusal	fibers,	muscle	spindles
do	not	sense	muscle	tension.	2.	Muscle	spindles	provide	information	about	muscle	length	and,	in	some	animals,	about	changes	in	length.	Their	activity	thus	provides	information	about	both	muscle	length	(position)	and	rate	of	change	in	length	(velocity	of	movement).	3.	The	intrafusal	fibers	of	muscle	spindles	in	vertebrates	receive	motor	innervation.
In	birds	and	mammals,	a	separate	class	of	small	motor	neurons	termed	gamma	(γ)	motor	neurons	makes	synaptic	contact	on	the	contractile	portions	of	the	intrafusal	fibers.	Signals	from	the	CNS	that	cause	contraction	of	the	ends	of	the	intrafusal	fibers	regulate	the	degree	of	stretch	on	the	central	noncontractile	region,	and	thereby	influence	the
degree	of	distortion	of	the	1a	afferent	nerve	terminal.	The	combined	actions	of	alpha	(α)	motor	neurons	(to	the	extrafusal	fibers),	γ	motor	neurons	(to	the	intrafusal	fibers),	and	1a	afferent	sensory	information	contribute	to	smooth,	coordinated	motions	(see	pages	519–521).	Vertebrates	have	additional	types	of	proprioceptors.	Two	examples	are	Golgi
tendon	organs,	which	are	embedded	in	tendons	in	series	with	working	muscle	fibers	and	monitor	muscle	tension,	and	joint	receptors,	which	are	embedded	in	connective	tissue	at	a	joint	and	respond	over	a	certain	range	of	joint	positions	or	movements.	Hill	(1)	Muscle	spindle	in	parallel	with	extrafusal	muscle	fiber	Axon	of	α	motor	neuron	Extrafusal
muscle	fibers	Axon	of	γ	motor	neuron	Group	1a	afferent	axon	Intrafusal	muscle	fibers	Capsule	surrounding	spindle	Noncontractile	portion	Capsule	1a	afferent	sensory	neuron	1a	afferent	activity	Contractile	portion	Extrafusal	(working)	muscle	fiber	Stretch	applied	to	muscle	Intrafusal	muscle	fiber	within	muscle	spindle	(2)	Muscle-spindle	responses
Less	stretch	than	at	rest	opens	fewer	channels,	and	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	decreases.	1a	afferent	neuron	Distortion	of	the	spiral	nerve	ending	opens	more	channels	and	generates	a	greater	frequency	of	action	potentials.	Extrafusal	Intrafusal	fiber	fiber	Muscle	length:	At	rest	Lengthened	Contracted	and	shortened	1a	afferent	activity	At
resting	length,	the	1a	afferent	fiber	generates	tonic	activity.	Stretch	of	the	muscle	increases	1a	afferent	activity.	Shortening	of	the	muscle	during	contraction	decreases	1a	afferent	activity.	Vertebrate	muscle-spindle	stretch	receptors 	(1)	Skeletal	muscles	contain	muscle	spindles	arranged	in	parallel	with	tension-producing	extrafusal	muscle	fibers.
The	cell	bodies	of	the	1a	afferent	sensory	neurons	are	in	the	dorsal	root	ganglia.	(2)	Muscle	spindles	are	sensitive	to	changes	in	muscle	length.	Animal	Physiology	4E	Control	of	Movement 	519	input	from	about	10,000	synapses,	representing	many	1a	sensory	neurons	and	many	more	excitatory	and	inhibitory	interneurons.	Thus	the	cartoon	view	of	the
circuit	for	a	stretch	reflex	in	Figure	19.1	is	a	great	oversimplification.	the	flexion	reflex 	When	you	step	on	a	tack,	you	reflexively	2	Afferent	neurons	excite	interneurons	to	synaptically	excite	flexor	motor	neurons	and	inhibit	extensor	motor	neurons	on	the	stimulated	side.	3	Flexion-reflex	afferents	also	synapse	onto	interneurons	that	cross	the	midline
of	the	spinal	cord	and	indirectly	stimulate	extension	of	the	opposite	leg.	Spinal	cord	Inhibitory	neurons	withdraw	your	foot	from	the	offending	stimulus.	Your	foot	is	drawn	upward	by	contraction	of	the	flexor	muscles	of	the	thigh.	The	neural	circuit	mediating	this	flexion	reflex	is	shown	at	the	left	in	Figure	19.2.	A	diverse	array	of	sensory	neurons
known	as	flexion-reflex	afferents	have	endings	in	the	skin,	muscles,	and	joints;	some	of	these	Synapse	E	are	sensitive	to	painful	and	noxious	stimuli.	The	flexion-reflex	afF	F	E	ferents	make	excitatory	synaptic	contacts	on	interneurons	in	the	CNS	that	in	turn	excite	motor	neurons	to	the	flexor	muscles,	as	well	as	inhibitory	interneurons	that	inhibit
motor	neurons	to	the	extensor	muscles.	Thus,	as	in	the	stretch	reflex	(and	in	other	spinal	reflexes),	synaptic	interactions	in	the	spinal	cord	maintain	the	reciprocity	of	action	between	antagonist	pools	of	flexor	and	extensor	motor	neurons.	Unlike	the	sensory	neurons	of	the	stretch	reflex,	however,	flexion-reflex	afferents	make	only	indirect	connections
to	−	+	motor	neurons,	via	at	least	one	layer	of	intervening	interneurons.	−	+	The	obvious	function	of	the	flexion	reflex	is	protective;	the	offended	limb	is	flexed,	lifted,	and	withdrawn	from	a	painful	and	Flexor	muscle	potentially	damaging	stimulus.	The	reflex	circuit	is	relatively	short,	local,	and	rapid.	Of	course,	flexion-reflex	afferents	also	connect	to
Extensor	muscle	other	interneurons	that	ascend	the	spinal	column	to	the	brain,	so	you	become	aware	of	the	painful	stimulus.	This	slower	process	occurs	while	the	reflex	flexion	is	taking	place,	so	in	most	cases	the	foot	is	lifted	(or	the	hand	is	withdrawn	from	the	hot	stove)	before	you	are	aware	of	the	stimulus	triggering	the	withdrawal.	Note	that	many
receptors	other	than	pain	receptors	can	trigger	flexion	reflexes,	and	that	the	main	function	of	the	flexion-reflex	afferents	is	to	provide	proprioceptive	and	cutaneous	information	to	the	brain	1	Noxious	stimulation	of	the	skin	excites	flexionand	spinal	cord,	not	just	to	elicit	flexion	reflexes.	reflex	afferent	neurons.	If	you	stepped	on	a	tack	with	your	left
foot	while	your	right	foot	was	lifted	off	the	ground,	it	would	be	a	good	idea	to	extend	your	right	foot	while	flexing	your	left	foot.	In	fact,	one	component	of	(A)	Flexion	(B)	Crossed	the	flexion	reflex	ensures	this.	As	Figure	19.2	shows,	flexion-reflex	extension	afferents	synapse	onto	interneurons	that	cross	the	midline	of	the	Figure	19.2 	The	neural	circuit
of	the	flexion	reflex	and	the	spinal	cord	and	indirectly	excite	extensor	motor	neurons	of	the	crossed	extension	reflex 	The	flexion	reflex	mediates	proteccontralateral	(“opposite	side”)	leg.	Thus	the	right	leg	is	extended	tive	withdrawal	of	a	limb	(A),	whereas	the	crossed	extension	reflex	(by	exciting	extensor	motor	neurons	and	inhibiting	flexor	motor
extends	the	opposite	limb	for	compensatory	support	(B).	Smaller	arneurons)	while	the	stimulated	left	leg	is	flexed	(by	exciting	flexor	rows	indicate	direction	of	nerve	impulse	propagation;	plus	signs	(+)	motor	neurons	and	inhibiting	extensor	motor	neurons).	The	reflex	indicate	increases	in	activity,	and	minus	signs	(–)	indicate	decreases.	extension	of
the	contralateral	leg	has	been	given	a	separate	name—	Open	circles	indicate	excitatory	synapses;	closed	circles	are	inhibitory	synapses.	F,	flexor	motor	neuron;	E,	extensor	motor	neuron.	the	crossed	extension	reflex—but	functionally	it	is	an	integral	part	of	the	flexion	reflex,	a	product	of	the	synaptic	connections	“wired	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E
Sinauer	Associates	in”	to	the	spinal	cord.	Figure	1-20-16	pose	that	while	you	are	standing,	a	large	monkey	or	a	small	person	This	example	illustrates	that	reflexes	do	not	operate	in	19.02	a	vacuum,	jumps	on	your	back.	The	added	weight	will	cause	your	knees	to	influencing	only	a	single	antagonist	pair	of	muscles.	Instead,	reflexes	start	to	buckle,
stretching	the	extensor	muscles	and	activating	the	may	have	diverse	and	widespread	effects,	and	they	must	interact	sensory	neurons	of	muscle	spindles.	This	sensory	activity	will	rewith	all	other	synaptic	influences	on	motor	neurons.	flexively	excite	motor	neurons	to	the	extensor	muscles,	generating	functional	roles	of	reflexes 	We	noted	previously
that	more	muscle	force	to	counteract	the	increased	load	and	maintain	flexion	reflexes	have	a	clear	protective	role,	but	the	functions	of	the	upright	posture.	This	scenario	illustrates	a	functional	role	of	the	stretch	reflex	are	more	complicated.	We	can	illustrate	one	aspect	of	stretch	reflex	in	maintaining	posture,	by	counteracting	changes	in	the	function
of	stretch	reflexes	with	the	following	example:	Supload,	muscle	fatigue,	or	other	factors.	520	 	Chapter	19	1	Central	output	1a	To	understand	other	functions	of	the	stretch	reflex,	we	need	to	consider	another	complexity	in	its	organization.	The	stretch	receptor	organ	receives	motor	innervation	by	gamma	(γ)	motor	neurons	(see	Box	19.1	and	Figure
19.3).	Recall	that	in	muscle	spindles,	the	stretch-sensitive	1a	sensory	neurons	are	associated	with	intrafusal	muscle	fibers.	The	intrafusal	muscle	fibers	are	innervated	by	a	population	of	small	motor	neurons,	the	γ	motor	neurons.	The	extrafusal	muscle	fibers	(i.e.,	all	the	fibers	that	are	not	part	of	muscle	spindles)	are	innervated	by	alpha	(α)	motor
neurons.	(When	the	term	motor	neuron	is	used	without	the	Greek-letter	prefix,	it	denotes	an	α	motor	neuron.	Hence	the	previous	discussions	of	vertebrate	motor	neurons	in	Chapter	13	and	in	this	chapter	refer	to	α	motor	neurons.)	Activation	of	γ	motor	neurons	excites	the	1a	afferent	neuron	by	contracting	the	contractile	ends	of	intrafusal	fibers,
thereby	stretching	the	noncontractile	central	sensory	portion	of	the	spindle,	and	consequently	distorting	the	distal	end	of	the	1a	afferent	neuron.	Therefore	there	are	two	ways	to	increase	muscle-spindle	receptor	activity:	by	stretching	the	muscle	and	by	γ	motor-neuron	activity.	Activation	of	γ	motor	neurons	can	“take	up	the	slack”	in	intrafusal	muscle
fibers	during	muscle	shortening,	allowing	muscle	spindles	to	continue	to	signal	length	changes.	This	function	is	termed	gain	control.	Note	that	activity	of	γ	motor	neurons	to	intrafusal	fibers	and	activity	of	α	motor	neurons	to	the	surrounding	extrafusal	fibers	have	opposite	effects	on	muscle-spindle	sensory	activity.	Action	potentials	of	the	γ	motor
neurons	that	cause	contraction	of	the	intrafusal	muscle	fibers	stimulate	the	1a	sensory	neuron,	whereas	action	potentials	of	the	α	motor	neurons	that	cause	contraction	of	the	extrafusal	muscle	fibers	relieve	the	stretch	stimulus	on	the	muscle	spindle.	Motor	neurons	are	activated	primarily	by	CNS	input	rather	than	by	spinal	reflexes	Although	reflexes
play	important	roles	in	controlling	the	activity	of	motor	neurons	and	coordinating	motor	behaviors,	it	is	more	accurate	to	consider	the	primary	input	to	the	motor	circuitry	of	the	spinal	cord	to	be	the	descending	input	from	the	brain	and	spinal	CNS	circuits;	the	sensory	fibers	mediating	spinal	reflexes	are	a	secondary	input.	This	viewpoint	is	shown	in
Figure	19.3,	in	which	the	primary	descending	inputs	enter	from	the	top	of	the	diagram	and	sensory	inputs	enter	from	the	bottom.	Such	a	view	implies	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	that	a	major	role	of	the	sensory	input	toSinauer	the	spinal	cord	is	to	supAssociates	Figure	19.03	ply	sensory	feedback	that	can	modulate	or	correct	the1-20-16	responses	of
motor	neurons	to	CNS	signals.	To	illustrate	how	spinal	reflex	circuits	provide	sensory	feedback,	let’s	consider	how	the	stretch	reflex	compensates	for	a	resistance	or	load	during	the	execution	of	a	centrally	generated,	voluntary	movement.	To	emphasize	that	similar	neural	circuits	control	arms	and	legs,	we	will	use	arm	movements	for	this	illustration.
Suppose	you	decide	to	pick	up	a	pamphlet	from	a	table	(Figure	19.4).	Because	this	is	a	voluntary	movement,	the	CNS	must	program	the	activation	of	motor	neurons,	rather	than	sensory	input	initiating	the	movement.	Essentially	the	CNS	estimates	the	amount	of	force	necessary	to	pick	up	the	pamphlet	and	sends	a	command	to	the	motor	neurons	to
generate	that	force.	At	the	same	time,	the	stretch	reflex	mediates	load	compensation,	augmenting	the	contraction	if	there	is	extra	weight	or	resistance	added	to	the	intended	movement.	The	CNS	command	for	a	voluntary	movement	excites	both	α	and	γ	motor	neurons,	a	process	termed	α	–	γ	coactivation.	FRA	2	g	a	F	3	4	a	Extensor	muscle	Flexor
muscle	Figure	19.3 	The	basic	circuit	diagram	of	the	ventral	horn	of	the	mammalian	spinal	cord 	The	motor	output	neurons	of	the	spinal	cord	are	the	alpha	(α)	motor	neurons	to	flexor	and	extensor	muscles,	and	gamma	(γ)	motor	neurons	to	intrafusal	fibers	of	muscle	spindles.	Input	pathways	to	the	motor	neurons	and	interneurons	of	the	ventral	horn
include	CNS	descending	pathways	from	the	brain	(➊,	shown	in	green);	the	1a	afferent	(shown	in	blue)	excitatory	(➋)	and	inhibitory	(➌)	pathways	from	muscle	spindles;	and	the	flexion-reflex	afferent	(FRA)	pathway	(➍,	shown	in	orange).	Local	interneurons	shown	are	a	1a	inhibitory	interneuron	(black)	and	an	interneuron	(F;	magenta)	in	the	flexion-
reflex	pathway.	Arrows	indicate	direction	of	impulse	propagation.	This	coactivation	has	two	functions.	First,	it	ensures	that	the	ongoing	sensitivity	of	the	muscle	spindle	is	maintained	during	muscle	shortening.	In	the	absence	of	coactivation,	a	contraction	that	shortens	the	muscle	would	slacken	the	intrafusal	muscle	fiber	and	unload	the	muscle
spindle,	decreasing	its	sensitivity.	Coactivation	prevents	this	decrease.	Second,	coactivation	allows	the	spindle	to	determine	whether	the	muscle	shortens	during	the	intended	movement.	Suppose	that	the	pamphlet	is	not	very	heavy,	and	the	CNS	has	correctly	estimated	its	weight.	(We	will	call	this	the	no-load	condition,	although	it	is	more	accurately
described	as	light-load.)	As	shown	in	Figure	19.4A,	the	coactivation	of	α	and	γ	motor	neurons	activates	contraction	of	both	the	intrafusal	fibers	and	the	extrafusal	fibers	of	the	working	muscle.	In	the	absence	of	a	substantial	load,	the	extrafusal	muscle	fibers	shorten	to	flex	the	arm,	allowing	the	intrafusal	fiber	associated	with	a	muscle	spindle	to
shorten	as	it	contracts.	The	shortening	of	the	intrafusal	fiber	as	the	γ	motor	neurons	activate	it	decreases	its	tension	and	lessens	its	activation	of	the	stretch	receptor.	Because	shortening	unloads	the	muscle	spindle,	the	1a	afferent	neuron	of	the	stretch	receptor	(A)	Without	load	Spinal	cord	Dorsal	root	ganglion	γ	α	Control	of	Movement 	521
Coactivation	α	1a	1a	Figure	19.4 	The	stretch	reflex	mediates	If	the	muscle	shortens,	the	stretch	receptor	doesn’t	increase	activity.	Ventral	spinal	root	Extrafusal	Intrafusal	No	activity	in	stretch	receptors	(B)	With	load	Coactivation	α	γ	α	load	compensation	in	a	voluntary	movement 	A	descending	command	coactivates	both	α	and	γ	motor	neurons,
maintaining	muscle	spindle	sensitivity	during	muscle	shortening	and	allowing	for	load	compensation.	The	γ	motor	neurons	innervate	intrafusal	muscle	fibers	in	parallel	to	the	extrafusal	muscle	fibers	that	will	lift	the	load.	(A)	If	there	is	no	load,	the	extrafusal	fibers	shorten	the	whole	muscle,	preventing	intrafusal	fiber	shortening	from	activating	the
muscle-spindle	stretch	receptor.	(B)	If	there	is	a	load	that	prevents	the	muscle	from	shortening,	intrafusal	fiber	contraction	activates	the	muscle	spindle	1a	afferent	neuron.	This	load-dependent	excitation	of	the	muscle	spindle	is	an	error	signal	that	activates	the	α	motor	neuron	and	adds	proportional	excitation	to	the	muscle	to	achieve	the	desired
shortening.	1a	If	the	muscle	doesn’t	shorten,	stretch	receptor	activity	serves	as	an	error	signal.	Extrafusal	Intrafusal	Error	signal	in	stretch	receptors	generates	few	if	any	action	potentials.	That	is,	if	the	muscle	shortens	when	it	is	signaled	to	shorten,	no	follow-up	is	needed.	Now	suppose	that	the	pamphlet	is	very	heavy	and	the	force	estimate	of	the
CNS	is	insufficient	(see	Figure	19.4B).	(We	will	call	this	the	loaded	condition.)	Coactivation	excites	the	α	and	γ	motor	neurons	as	before,	but	now	the	extrafusal	muscle	fibers	do	not	shorten,	because	of	the	unanticipated	load.	In	the	absence	of	shortening	of	the	whole	muscle,	excitation	of	an	intrafusal	fiber	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	neurons	will
activate	the	stretch	receptor,	producing	a	by	γ	motor	Sinauer	Associates	train	of	action	potentials.	This	stretch	receptor	activity	constitutes	Figure	19.04	1-20-16	an	error	signal,	a	measure	of	how	much	the	muscle	failed	to	shorten	as	commanded.	As	Figure	19.4	shows,	the	stretch	receptor’s	1a	axon	makes	excitatory	synaptic	contact	with	an	α	motor
neuron	that	innervates	the	working	extrafusal	muscle	fibers.	Activity	in	the	stretch	receptor	neuron	(the	error	signal)	excites	proportional	activity	in	the	α	motor	neuron,	generating	additional	tension	in	the	working	muscle	to	overcome	the	load.	The	neuron	pair	of	the	stretch	receptor	and	α	motor	neuron	is	a	reflex	circuit	that	functions	as	a	load-
compensating	servo	loop,	detecting	an	error	(failure	to	shorten)	and	counteracting	it	(“more	force,	please”)	within	a	centrally	commanded	movement.	Although	recent	studies	show	that	α	and	γ	motor	neurons	are	not	always	coactivated,	the	role	of	coactivation	in	load	compensation	is	an	important	aspect	of	γ	motor	neuronal	function.	Summary	Neural
Control	of	Skeletal	Muscle	Is	the	Basis	of	Animal	Behavior	„„The	pattern	of	motor	output	of	a	nervous	system	produces	behavioral	actions.	The	nervous	system	can	generate	motor	patterns	centrally	or	in	response	to	discrete	stimuli.	Simple,	stimulus-evoked	responses	are	often	reflexive:	Stronger	stimulation	evokes	stronger	responses.	„„Neural
circuits	that	generate	simple	patterns	of	behavior	in	invertebrates	typically	involve	relatively	small	numbers	of	identifiable	neurons.	The	circuits	for	similar	acts	of	vertebrates	involve	many	more	individual	neurons,	which	are	not	uniquely	identifiable.	„„Vertebrate	spinal	reflexes	(such	as	the	stretch	reflex	and	the	flexion	reflex)	have	the	simplest	and
bestunderstood	neural	circuits	for	a	vertebrate	behavior.	Even	the	simplest	vertebrate	reflexes,	however,	have	large	numbers	of	neurons	in	a	circuit.	„„The	primary	synaptic	input	of	spinal	motor	neurons	is	from	the	central	nervous	system	(CNS);	sensory	(reflex)	input	is	secondary.	Many	reflexes	mediate	adjustments	of	centrally	programmed
movements,	such	as	load	compensation.	522	 	Chapter	19	Neural	Generation	of	Rhythmic	Behavior	behavior:	stereotyped,	repetitive	sequences	of	movement	such	as	Most	animal	behavior	consists	not	just	of	isolated	single	acts	of	the	sorts	that	we	have	been	discussing,	but	rather	of	action	patterns:	sequences	of	effector	actions	that	result	from
sequences	of	motor	output	of	the	nervous	system.	These	sequences	of	motor	activity	are	patterned	in	space	and	time.	For	example,	consider	the	activity	of	your	nervous	system	that	is	required	to	pick	up	a	pencil.	First	you	extend	your	arm	by	contracting	muscles	at	the	shoulder	and	upper	arm,	then	you	flex	your	fingers	to	oppose	your	thumb,	and	then
you	elevate	and	flex	the	arm	to	lift	the	pencil.	You	may	alter	the	activity	of	postural	muscles	in	your	trunk	or	legs	to	compensate	for	the	arm	movements.	This	motor	performance	may	involve	varying	amounts	of	visual,	tactile,	and	proprioceptive	sensory	input;	moreover,	the	temporal	and	spatial	pattern	of	the	sequence	of	contractions	may	differ
considerably	from	one	time	to	the	next.	Variability	of	this	sort	heightens	the	difficulty	of	investigating	action	patterns.	As	a	way	to	approach	the	study	of	sequences	of	behavioral	action	patterns,	neurophysiologists	have	concentrated	on	rhythmic	walking,	swimming,	and	flying	in	which	the	motor	output	is	stable,	repeatable,	and	predictable	from	cycle
to	cycle	of	the	activity.	We	now	examine	several	examples	of	neurophysiological	analysis	of	rhythmic	behavior,	attempting	to	extract	principles	that	may	be	of	general	importance	in	motor	control	systems.	Locust	flight	results	from	an	interplay	of	CNS	and	peripheral	control	Let’s	begin	our	exploration	of	the	control	of	rhythmic	behavior	by	asking:	How
does	a	locust	fly?	As	Figure	19.5A	shows,	the	movement	of	a	single	wing	of	a	flying	locust	can	be	viewed	as	a	simple	up-and-down	oscillation,	generated	by	a	set	of	elevator	(or	levator)	and	depressor	muscles.	The	electrical	activity	of	these	muscles	can	be	recorded	from	a	tethered	locust	flying	in	a	wind	stream.	This	activity	consists	of	alternating
bursts	of	muscle	potentials—the	depressors	being	activated	when	the	wings	are	up,	and	the	levators	being	activated	when	the	wings	are	down.	Because	each	muscle	depolarization	results	from	an	action	potential	in	a	motor	neuron	to	that	muscle,	it	is	clear	that	flight	results	from	the	generation	in	Up	(A)	The	motor	pattern	of	locust	wing	muscle
excitation	Wing	position	Hindwing	Down	Forewing	0	30	60	To	amplifier	Time	(ms)	Depressor	and	levator	muscles	show	alternating	bursts	of	muscle	potentials,	resulting	in	rhythmic	wing	movements.	Depressor	muscle	Levator	muscle	The	wing-hinge	stretch	receptor	(proprioceptor)	is	activated	when	the	wing	has	been	elevated	by	contraction	of	the
levator	muscle.	Wing-hinge	proprioceptor	Figure	19.5 	Control	of	flight	in	Depression	proprioceptors	the	locust 	(A)	Cyclic	wing	movements	and	the	associated	temporal	pattern	of	motor	and	sensory	activity,	recorded	from	a	tethered	locust.	Two	hypotheses	could	explain	the	generation	of	the	motor	pattern	of	wing	muscle	excitation:	a	peripheral-
control	hypothesis	(B),	in	which	sensory	feedback	resulting	from	a	movement	triggers	the	next	movement;	and	a	central-control	hypothesis	(C),	in	which	a	central	pattern	generator	(CPG)	produces	the	motor	pattern	without	requiring	moment-to-moment	sensory	timing.	(The	CPG	is	gated	by	tonic	sensory	input:	wind	on	the	head	and	the	absence	of	leg
contact	with	the	ground.)	(B)	The	peripheral-control	hypothesis	(C)	The	central-control	hypothesis	Wind	Wind	Levator	motor	activity	Sensory	detection	of	depression	Absence	of	leg	contact	with	ground	Central	pattern	generator	Sensory	detection	of	elevation	Depressor	motor	activity	When	the	wing	has	been	lowered	by	contraction	of	the	depressor
muscle,	depression	proprioceptors	are	activated.	Levator	motor	neuron	Depressor	motor	neuron	Control	of	Movement 	523	the	CNS	of	alternating	bursts	of	action	potentials	in	levator	and	depressor	motor	neurons.	This	kind	of	pattern—alternating	bursts	of	activity	in	motor	neurons	to	antagonist	muscles—underlies	most	forms	of	rhythmic	behavior.
How	are	the	motor	neurons	to	antagonist	muscles	activated	in	alternation	to	produce	a	rhythmic	movement	such	as	that	of	a	locust	wing?	Historically,	two	kinds	of	hypotheses	have	been	advanced	to	explain	the	neural	basis	of	rhythmic	movements:	peripheral	control	and	CNS	control.	According	to	the	hypothesis	of	peripheral	control,	each	movement
activates	receptors	that	trigger	the	next	movement	in	the	sequence.	The	position	of	a	locust	wing	is	monitored	by	several	proprioceptors	(see	Figure	19.5A):	a	single	wing-hinge	stretch	receptor	that	generates	a	train	of	impulses	when	the	wing	is	elevated,	and	several	other	receptors	that	are	activated	when	the	wing	is	depressed.	Locust	flight	could
(in	principle)	operate	by	peripheral	control,	by	having	sensory	feedback	from	wing	sensory	receptors	activate	the	motor	neurons	for	the	next	movement	(Figure	19.5B).	Thus	elevation	of	the	wings	would	excite	the	wing-hinge	stretch	receptor,	which	would	synaptically	excite	depressor	motor	neurons,	thereby	lowering	the	wing.	The	lowered	wing
would	terminate	excitation	of	the	wing-hinge	stretch	receptor	and	would	excite	the	depression-sensitive	receptors,	which	would	synaptically	excite	levator	motor	neurons,	elevating	the	wing	and	completing	the	cycle.	The	peripheral-control	hypothesis	is	also	called	the	chained-reflex	hypothesis	because	each	movement	is	a	reflex	response	to	sensory
feedback	resulting	from	the	last	movement.	According	to	the	hypothesis	of	central	control,	locust	flight	is	sustained	by	a	central	pattern	generator	(CPG)—a	neural	circuit	in	the	CNS	that	can	generate	the	sequential,	patterned	activation	of	motor	neurons	to	antagonistic	muscles	that	underlies	a	behavior	pattern,	without	requiring	sensory	feedback	to
trigger	the	next	movement.	Thus,	in	central	control	of	locust	flight,	the	basic	pattern	of	alternation	of	activation	of	levator	and	depressor	motor	neurons	would	result	from	an	intrinsic	CPG	rather	than	from	a	chained	reflex	(Figure	19.5C).	How	would	one	determine	whether	peripheral	control	or	central	control	is	responsible	for	the	patterned	motor
activity	underlying	locust	flight?	The	obvious	answer	is	to	remove	the	relevant	sensory	input,	a	process	termed	deafferentation.	In	the	locust,	most	if	not	all	wing	sensory	input	can	be	removed	by	cutting	the	nerves	to	the	wing-hinge	area.	Donald	Wilson,	who	pioneered	analysis	of	locust	flight	control,	found	that	tethered	locusts	could	maintain	flight	in
the	absence	of	wing	sensory	feedback.	This	result	indicates	that	central	control	(not	peripheral	control)	is	responsible	for	locust	flight.	However,	he	observed	that	the	flight	frequency	of	the	test	animals	was	slower	than	normal.	When	he	stimulated	the	cut	sensory	nerve	stumps	or	the	ventral	nerve	cord	with	temporally	unpatterned	stimulation,	normal
flight	frequency	was	restored.	This	restoration	suggested	that	the	sensory	stimulation	provided	general	excitation	to	the	CNS	but	was	not	necessary	to	supply	timing	information	for	pattern	generation.	These	experiments	demonstrated	the	existence	of	a	CPG	for	locust	flight.	Subsequent	experiments	in	other	animals	have	shown	that	many	patterns	of



rhythmic	behavior	are	under	central	control.	These	rhythmic	activities	include	walking,	swimming,	feeding,	and	breathing	or	ventilation	(see	Chapter	23)	in	a	variety	of	invertebrates	and	vertebrates.	Thus	the	concept	of	central	pattern	generation	is	a	generally	important	aspect	of	the	control	of	coordinated	behavior.	The	hypotheses	of	central	control
and	peripheral	control	may	appear	to	be	logical	alternatives,	but	they	are	not	mutually	exclusive.	Therefore	the	demonstration	of	a	CPG	for	a	behavior	pattern	such	as	locust	flight	does	not	mean	that	sensory	input	is	unimportant.	Sensory	feedback	can	play	significant	roles	in	a	centrally	controlled	behavior.	This	statement	may	seem	paradoxical,	but
consider	the	fact	that	if	you	were	walking	down	the	sidewalk	and	suddenly	lost	all	sensation	to	your	legs,	you	would	probably	still	be	able	to	generate	the	motor	output	sequence	of	walking.	Evidence	from	cats	(see	page	528)	suggests	that	most	mammals	have	a	CPG	for	walking.	Does	that	mean	that	sensory	input	is	irrelevant?	Of	course	not.	For
example,	sensory	input	may	affect	the	quality	of	performance	of	walking	and	is	essential	for	correcting	the	basic	pattern,	such	as	when	one	is	walking	over	uneven	terrain.	In	the	locust,	several	functions	of	sensory	feedback	have	been	found.	First,	as	already	noted,	sensory	input	has	a	generally	stimulatory	effect,	speeding	up	the	flight	rhythm.
Moreover,	sensory	feedback	can	provide	specific	timing	information,	adding	an	element	of	peripheral	control	to	the	system.	Electrophysiological	studies	have	shown	that	wing	proprioceptors	do	have	the	synaptic	effects	diagrammed	in	Figure	19.5B:	The	stretch	receptor	monitoring	wing	elevation	excites	depressor	motor	neurons,	and	depression-
sensitive	receptors	excite	levator	motor	neurons.	Thus	the	synaptic	connections	necessary	for	a	chained	reflex	are	present,	and	these	reflexes	operate	with	latencies	appropriate	to	reinforce	the	flight	rhythm—although	they	are	not	necessary	for	it.	Sensory	feedback	can	entrain	a	CPG.	In	another	experiment,	one	wing	of	a	tethered,	flying	locust	was
moved	up	and	down	at	a	set	frequency	by	a	motor,	the	forced	cyclic	movement	overriding	normal	flight-generated	sensory	feedback.	When	the	forced	movement	of	the	one	wing	was	at	a	rate	close	to	the	normal	flight	frequency,	the	flight	frequency	(recorded	from	muscles	to	all	four	wings)	changed	to	match	the	driving	frequency	of	the	motor!
Therefore	sensory	information	from	the	driven	wing	can	entrain	the	CPG	to	the	driven	frequency.	Our	conclusions	at	this	point	are	these:	(1)	There	is	a	CPG	for	flight	that	can	maintain	the	flight	pattern	in	the	absence	of	sensory	timing	information,	and	(2)	sensory	timing	information	(when	present)	can	reset	the	CPG,	entraining	it	to	a	slightly	different
driven	frequency.2	Thus	the	original	hypotheses	of	central	and	peripheral	(reflex)	control	are	not	mutually	exclusive.	The	CPG	is	sufficient	to	maintain	flight,	but	this	sufficiency	does	not	rule	out	contributions	of	peripheral	control.	Similar	interactions	of	CPGs	with	sensory	entrainment	have	been	demonstrated	in	other	activities	and	animals,	such	as
swimming	in	dogfish	sharks.	The	relative	contributions	of	central	control	and	peripheral	control	can	be	expected	to	differ	in	different	cases.	It	is	likely,	however,	that	the	two	kinds	of	controls	interact	in	most	cases.	2	The	roles	of	the	CPG	and	the	sensory	timing	information	in	this	case	are	analogous	to	those	in	a	circadian	(about	24-h)	endogenous
activity	rhythm	of	an	animal.	As	discussed	in	Chapter	15,	many	animals	kept	in	constant	light	conditions	will	exhibit	an	activity	rhythm	with	a	period	near	(but	not	exactly)	24	h.	If	a	light–dark	cycle	(such	as	12	h	light,	12	h	dark)	is	added,	it	provides	timing	information	that	will	entrain	the	endogenous	circadian	rhythm	to	an	exactly	24-h	period	(see
Figure	15.14).	In	the	same	manner,	sensory	timing	information	in	locust	flight	can	entrain	the	CPG.	524	 	Chapter	19	(A)	Oscillating	and	generating	impulses	There	are	different	mechanisms	of	central	pattern	generation	How	do	neurons	and	networks	of	neurons	in	the	CNS	act	as	a	CPG	that	determines	the	spatiotemporal	patterns	of	motor	output	to
generate	a	rhythmic	behavioral	pattern?	Because	many	of	the	rhythmic	behavior	patterns	studied	are	oscillatory,	cycling	in	a	roughly	sine-wave	fashion,	the	CPGs	underlying	them	have	been	termed	oscillators.	Studies	have	clarified	the	neural	basis	of	some	of	these	oscillators.	oscillator	theory 	In	theory,	there	are	two	logical	catego-	ries	of
oscillators:	cellular	oscillators	and	network	oscillators.	The	CPGs	that	have	been	studied	appear	to	employ	a	mix	of	these	two	kinds	of	oscillatory	mechanisms	in	differing	degree—some	with	cellular	oscillators	playing	a	dominant	role,	and	others	dominated	by	network	properties.	We	will	introduce	the	theoretical	types	first	and	then	describe	their	roles
in	a	real	example	of	a	central-patterngenerating	neural	circuit.	A	cellular	oscillator	is	a	neuron	that	generates	temporally	patterned	activity	by	itself,	without	depending	on	synaptic	interaction	with	other	cells.	Such	cells	may	generate	endogenous	bursts	of	action	potentials	(Figure	19.6A),	or	they	may	show	oscillations	of	membrane	potential	without
generating	any	action	potentials	(Figure	19.6B).	The	underlying	mechanisms	of	oscillation	may	be	similar	for	both	types	because	some	cells	that	generate	impulse	bursts	will	continue	to	oscillate	after	impulse	generation	is	blocked	with	tetrodotoxin	(TTX)	(see	Chapter	12,	page	326).	Cellular	oscillators	are	thought	to	play	a	role	in	central	pattern
generation	in	several	cases	studied,	including	those	controlling	molluscan	feeding,	crustacean	heartbeat,	and	crustacean	scaphognathites	(gill	bailers)	(see	Figure	23.29).	A	network	oscillator	is	a	network	of	neurons	that	interact	in	such	a	way	that	the	output	of	the	network	is	temporally	patterned,	although	no	neuron	in	the	network	functions	as	a
cellular	oscillator.	Thus	the	oscillatory	or	pattern-generating	property	is	said	to	be	an	emergent	property	of	the	network,	resulting	from	cellular	interactions	in	the	network	rather	than	from	intrinsic	cellular	properties.	The	simplest	model	of	an	oscillatory	network,	termed	a	half-center	model,	is	shown	in	Figure	19.6C.	Two	neurons	(or	pools	of
neurons)	receive	a	common	tonic	excitatory	(“command”)	input	but	synaptically	inhibit	each	other.	With	command	excitation,	one	neuron	will	have	a	lower	threshold	and	fire	first,	inhibiting	the	other.	When	the	first	neuron	stops	generating	impulses,	the	other	is	released	from	inhibition	and	generates	a	train	of	impulses,	inhibiting	the	first.	The	half-
center	model	appears	straightforward	but	is	actually	rather	unstable	in	its	simplest	form.	Unless	an	additional	timedependent	property	is	added	to	allow	the	first	half-cycle	to	run	down,	the	first	neuron	to	reach	threshold	will	tend	to	remain	active	and	perpetually	inhibit	the	other.	There	are	several	possible	mechanisms	to	“fatigue”	a	half-center,	such
as	postinhibitory	rebound,	slow	inactivation	of	the	impulse-generating	capability	of	the	cells,	or	antifacilitation	of	the	inhibitory	synapses	(see	Figure	13.22).	Another	model	network	oscillator,	which	is	more	stable,	contains	three	or	more	neurons	that	inhibit	each	other	in	a	cyclic	inhibitory	loop.	Figure	19.6D	shows	a	closed-loop	model	that	would
produce	a	stable	pattern	of	bursts	in	the	sequence	1–2–3–1–2–3…	without	any	cell	possessing	endogenous	oscillator	properties.	Because	there	are	three	neurons	inhibiting	each	other	rather	than	two,	one	neuron	(B)	Oscillating,	without	impulses	(C)	The	half-center	model	of	an	oscillatory	network	(D)	The	closed-loop	model	of	an	oscillatory	network	1
To	flexor	MN	To	extensor	MN	Two	neurons	(or	pools	of	neurons)	synaptically	inhibit	each	other.	3	2	To	flexor	MN	To	extensor	MN	Three	or	more	neurons	are	connected	in	a	cyclic	inhibitory	loop.	KEY	Excitatory	Inhibitory	Figure	19.6 	Models	of	oscillators	underlying	central	pattern	generators 	(A)	An	oscillator	neuron	generating	bursts	of	impulses
(e.g.,	in	Aplysia).	(B)	A	neuron	with	membrane-potential	oscillation	but	without	impulses	(e.g.,	a	neuron	controlling	pumping	of	the	crustacean	scaphognathite,	or	gill	bailer).	(C)	A	network	oscillator	composed	of	reciprocal	inhibitory	half-centers;	interneurons	of	one	half-center	inhibit	those	of	the	other,	while	exciting	a	set	of	motor	neurons	(MN).	(D)
A	network	oscillator	composed	of	closed-loop	cyclic	inhibition.	All	three	inhibitory	neurons	may	be	spontaneously	active	or	may	receive	unpatterned	excitatory	input	(green	lines).	If	cell	1	is	active	first,	its	activity	inhibits	cell	3,	but	this	inhibition	prevents	cell	3	from	inhibiting	cell	2.	Cell	2	can	now	be	active,	inhibiting	cell	1	and	thus	releasing	cell	3
from	inhibition.	Cell	3	can	then	be	active,	inhibiting	cell	2	and	releasing	cell	1	from	inhibition,	and	so	forth.	is	always	being	released	from	inhibition	and	is	thus	able	to	fire	and	inhibit	its	follower.	Neural	circuits	acting	as	network	oscillators	are	reported	to	underlie	several	sorts	of	rhythmic	behaviors,	including	the	neurogenic	leech	heartbeat,	as	well
as	swimming	in	leeches,	molluscs	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	(Tritonia	and	Clione),	lampreys,	and	clawed	toad	(Xenopus)	tadpoles.	Sinauer	Associates	Each	described	circuit	is	different,	but	each	displays	some	of	the	Figure	19.06	1-20-16	mutual	inhibition	that	is	characteristic	of	half-center	models,	as	well	as	closed-loop	inhibitory	and	excitatory
elements.	In	the	nervous	systems	of	animals,	CPGs	can	combine	the	properties	of	both	cellular	oscillators	and	network	oscillators.	Such	a	hybrid	oscillator	might	have	one	or	more	oscillatory	cells	acting	within	a	network	that	stabilizes	and	reinforces	the	oscillation.	Most	CPGs	will	probably	turn	out	to	be	hybrid	oscillators	with	a	mixture	of	cellular	and
network	oscillatory	properties.	In	Box	19.2	we	describe	one	of	the	most	completely	studied	CPG	networks,	the	hybrid	oscillatory	network	of	the	crustacean	stomatogastric	ganglion.	Control	of	Movement 	525	BOX	Circuits	and	Elaborations	of	Central	Pattern	Generators:	19.2	The	Stomatogastric	Ganglion	Central	pattern	generators	(CPGs)	control
many	rhythmic	behavior	patterns,	at	least	in	large	part.	One	of	the	most	completely	studied	CPG	networks	is	that	of	the	crustacean	stomatogastric	ganglion.	It	is	a	hybrid	oscillatory	network,	combining	the	properties	of	both	cellular	oscillators	and	network	oscillators.	This	example	introduces	principles	of	general	importance	about	oscillatory	circuits
and	their	control.	We	will	then	ask,	how	elaborate	a	behavioral	performance	might	be	programmed	by	a	CPG?	The	stomatogastric	ganglion	sits	on	the	external	surface	of	the	stomach	of	a	lobster,	crayfish,	crab,	or	other	decapod	crustacean.	It	contains	about	30	neurons,	most	of	which	are	motor	neurons	controlling	stomach	muscles.	Why	is	studying
the	stomatogastric	ganglion	important?	The	main	reason	is	that	the	stomatogastric	ganglion	generates	two	robust	rhythms	(and	participates	in	two	others)	with	a	network	of	only	30	neurons!	In	addition,	crustacean	stomachs	are	ectodermal,	chitin-lined,	and	controlled	by	striated	muscle;	thus	their	control	is	more	like	that	of	an	appendage	than	what
we	would	expect	of	a	stomach.	Crabs	and	lobsters	swallow	large	pieces	of	food	and	chew	the	pieces	with	chitinous	teeth	in	their	stomachs,	so	the	behavior	mediated	by	the	stomatogastric	ganglion	is	more	analogous	to	the	control	of	vertebrate	jaws	than	that	of	vertebrate	stomachs.	As	we	discussed	in	Chapter	6	(see	Box	6.3),	the	crustacean	stomach
consists	of	two	chambers:	an	anterior	cardiac	chamber	containing	teeth	that	function	as	a	gastric	mill	to	grind	and	chew	food,	and	a	posterior	pyloric	chamber	containing	a	sieve	that	serves	to	keep	food	particles	from	passing	to	the	rest	of	the	gut	until	the	particles	are	small	enough.	Figure	A	shows	a	simplified	neural	circuit		(1)	Stomatogastric
ganglion	Brain	Motor	nerve	Dorsal	dilator	muscle	Gastric	mill	Pylorus	Cardiac	sac	Constrictor	muscles	Stomatogastric	nerve	Esophageal	ganglion	Esophagus	Pyloric	dilator	muscle	Commissural	ganglion	(2)	The	pyloric	circuit	(simplified)	The	AB	cell	generates	endogenous	bursts	of	action	potentials.	AB/PD	PY	LP	(3)	A	basic	pyloric	rhythm	PD	+	AB	LP
PY	(Continued	)	Figure	A 	The	network	of	neurons	producing	the	pyloric	rhythm	of	the	crustacean	stomatogastric	ganglion 	(1)	The	stomatogastric	ganglion	lies	on	the	dorsal	surface	of	the	heart;	the	stomatogastric	nerve	connects	it	to	the	esophageal	ganglion	and	the	rest	of	the	CNS.	The	30	or	so	neurons	of	the	stomatogastric	ganglion	receive
modulatory	input	from	extrinsic	neurons.	(2)	The	1	Each	cycle	begins	when	the	AB	and	PD	cells	burst	together,	inhibiting	the	followers.	2	LP	recovers	first	from	the	pacemaker	burst	and	continues	to	inhibit	PY	cells.	3	The	PY	cells	finally	depolarize	and	inhibit	LP,	disinhibiting	AB	and	PD	cells	and	initiating	a	new	cycle.	pyloric	circuit	of	stomatogastric
ganglion	neurons	(simplified).	AB	is	a	strong	cellular	oscillator	that	serves	as	the	pacemaker	for	the	rhythm.	The	AB	and	PD	cells	are	strongly	electrically	coupled	and	represented	by	a	single	symbol.	They	are	interconnected	with	other	(follower)	cells	by	inhibitory	chemical	synapses.	(3)	A	basic	pyloric	rhythm.	526	 	Chapter	19	BOX	Circuits	and
Elaborations	of	Central	Pattern	Generators:	19.2	The	Stomatogastric	Ganglion	(Continued	)	and	rhythmic	output	of	one	rhythm	of	the	stomatogastric	ganglion:	the	pyloric	rhythm	that	controls	the	straining	of	food	particles	by	the	pyloric	filter.	The	pyloric	circuit	(see	Figure	A2)	acts	as	a	hybrid	oscillator,	containing	an	oscillator	neuron	(AB)	that	serves
as	the	pacemaker	for	the	rhythm.	The	oscillator	cell	is	tightly	electrically	coupled	to	two	pyloric	dilator	(PD)	neurons	so	that	these	three	generate	bursts	of	action	potentials	together,	inhibiting	the	other	neurons	in	the	network	(see	Figure	A3).	The	oscillatory	AB	neuron	and	the	coupled	PD	neurons	burst	first,	inhibiting	follower	cells	(LP,	PY,	and	two
others	not	shown).	At	the	end	of	the	AB/PD	burst,	the	LP	cell	recovers	from	inhibition	faster	than	the	PY	cells;	therefore	the	LP	cell	bursts	next	and	prolongs	PY	inhibition.	PY	neurons	then	burst	and	inhibit	LP,	until	the	next	AB/PD	burst	starts	a	new	cycle.	The	pyloric	circuit	thus	has	both	cellular	oscillator	and	network	oscillator	properties.	The
generation	of	the	pyloric	rhythm	depends	primarily	on	the	AB	cel-	(1)	CNS	attached	lular	oscillatory	neuron,	but	its	triphasic	cycle	(AB/PD	→	LP	→	PY	→	…)	and	timing	depend	on	the	strength	and	time	course	of	inhibitory	synapses	and	on	intrinsic	currents	of	the	follower	cells.	The	rhythms	and	circuits	of	the	stomatogastric	ganglion	exemplify	another
feature	that	may	be	of	general	importance:	They	are	profoundly	subject	to	modulation.	The	stomatogastric	ganglion	receives	about	100	axons	of	neurons	from	other	parts	of	the	nervous	system,	many	of	which	can	secrete	neuromodulators	that	act	diffusely	in	the	small	ganglion	to	alter	its	motor	output.	At	least	15	modulators	are	present,	including	the
amines	serotonin,	dopamine,	octopamine,	and	histamine;	the	classical	neurotransmitters	acetylcholine	and	GABA;	and	several	peptides,	including	proctolin	and	FMRFamide-like	and	cholecystokinin	(CCK)-like	peptides.	The	most	common	effect	of	a	neuromodulator	is	to	initiate	and	maintain	rhythmic	activity	in	a	network.	For	example,	adding
serotonin,	octopamine,	or	(2)	CNS	detached	by	sucrose	block	dopamine	to	a	previously	quiescent	isolated	stomatogastric	ganglion	induces	a	pyloric	rhythm	(Figure	B),	although	the	rhythms	induced	by	the	three	modulators	differ	in	detail.	In	general,	the	stomatogastric	ganglion	requires	permissive	modulatory	input	from	extrinsic	neurons	for	the
expression	of	its	rhythms.	Many	of	the	CNS	and	sensory	neurons	that	provide	this	modulatory	input	are	well	characterized.	The	neuromodulators	of	the	stomatogastric	ganglion	act	in	two	ways:	They	alter	the	intrinsic	membrane	properties	of	individual	stomatogastric	neurons,	and	they	alter	the	strengths	and	dynamics	of	synaptic	connections	of	the
neurons.	Modulatory	effects	on	intrinsic	neuronal	currents	can	induce	cellular	oscillation	(many	stomatogastric	neurons	are	conditional	oscillators),	excite	or	inhibit	particular	neurons,	or	alter	other	excitable	properties.	Moreover,	modulators	can	make	individual	synapses	more	or	less	potent,	changing	the	functional	circuit	connections,	as	well	as
cellular	activities.	(3)	Dopamine	20	mV	1s	(4)	Octopamine	(5)	Serotonin	The	top	three	traces	in	each	part	are	extracellular	recordings	(voltage	versus	time)	from	motor	nerves	containing	axons	of	different	neurons;	the	bottom	trace	is	an	intracellular	recording	from	cell	AB.	Figure	B 	Neurotransmitters	modulate	the	pyloric	rhythm	of	the
stomatogastric	ganglion 	(1)	When	the	stomatogastric	ganglion	is	attached	to	the	rest	of	the	central	nervous	system	(CNS),	endogenous	neuromodulators	maintain	a	normal	pyloric	rhythm.	(2)	Separating	the	ganglion	from	the	rest	of	the	CNS	(by	sucrose	block	or	by	cutting	the	stomatogastric	nerve)	often	leads	to	cessation	of	bursts	of	rhythmic
activity,	as	shown.	(3–5)	Addition	of	any	of	the	indicated	neuromodulators	to	the	bathing	solution	reestablishes	the	rhythm	in	the	isolated	ganglion.	Note	that	the	pattern	of	the	rhythm	differs	somewhat	with	different	modulators.	These	effects	result	from	specific,	individualized	actions	of	the	modulators	on	both	cellular	ionic	currents	and	synaptic
strengths.	(From	Harris-Warrick	and	Flamm	1986.)	Control	of	Movement 	527	V	(1)	0	20	C	40	60	80	(2)	V1	V2	V3	EBN	MBN	IBN	C1	Gill	plates	overlying	book	gills	C2	Figure	C 	Central	pattern	generation	of	long-term	behavior	patterns 	The	pattern	of	long-term	sequential	alternation	of	gill-ventilation	(V)	and	gill-cleaning	(C)	motor	rhythms	persists
in	an	isolated	abdominal	nerve	cord	of	the	horseshoe	crab	Limulus.	(1)	An	80-min	period	of	recorded	activity	during	which	gill-ventilation	bouts	(white)	and	gill-cleaning	bouts	(black)	alternate	fairly	regularly.	Such	stable	alternation	is	common	in	intact	animals.	(2)	An	approximately	140-s	record	of	left	branchial	nerves	of	the	first	abdominal	ganglion
(EBN	=	external	branchial	nerve;	MBN	=	medial	branchial	nerve;	IBN	=	internal	branchial	nerve).	Three	bouts	of	gill-ventilation	rhythm	(V1–V3)	alternate	with	two	bouts	of	gill-cleaning	pattern	(C1–C2).	See	Figure	23.27D	for	a	view	of	an	exposed	book	gill.	(After	Wyse	et	al.	1980.)	It	is	at	once	exhilarating	and	sobering	to	realize	that	neuronal
circuits	such	as	those	of	the	stomatogastric	ganglion	are	not	rigidly	“hard-wired,”	but	rather	are	plastic	and	malleable—exhilarating	because	the	ability	of	neuromodulation	to	free	a	circuit	from	the	“tyranny	of	the	wiring”	may	underlie	adaptive	plasticity	of	neural	control	of	behavior,	but	sobering	because	of	the	realization	that	a	circuit	diagram	such
as	that	in	Figure	A2	is	descriptive	of	only	one	state	of	a	dynamically	shifting	circuit.	Neurons	can	even	shift	from	one	functional	circuit	to	another,	firing	in	“gastric	time”	or	“pyloric	time”	under	modulatory	influence,	and	circuit	elements	can	combine	to	form	new	patterns	of	output.	Growing	evidence	suggests	that	these	roles	of	neuromodulators	are
of	widespread	importance	among	CPGs.	Central	pattern	generators	underlie	relatively	Hillcan	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associatesbehavior	complex	Figure	19.Box	2	Figure	C	1-21-16	How	elaborate	a	behavioral	performance	can	we	expect	to	depend	on	mechanisms	of	central	pattern	generation?	It	is,	after	all,	a	long	way	from	a	short-term
rhythmic	activity	such	as	locust	flight	to	complex	behavior	patterns	such	as	the	ritualized	mating	behavior	of	many	animals.	Are	complex	patterns	such	as	courtship	rituals	simply	elaborations	and	chains	of	centrally	pro-	grammed	acts?	For	technical	reasons,	it	has	been	difficult	for	scientists	to	explore	the	neurophysiological	bases	of	increasingly
complex	behaviors,	but	some	progress	has	been	made.	Central-pattern-generating	mechanisms	have	been	shown	to	be	sufficient	for	some	behavior	patterns	that	are	significantly	more	complex	and	longer	lasting	than	the	simple	cyclic	patterns	already	described.	One	such	long-term	sequence	involves	gill	movements	of	the	horseshoe	crab	Limulus.
Figure	23.27	shows	the	unusual	book	gills	of	these	animals.	These	gills	consist	of	many	thin	sheets	of	tissue	termed	lamellae	(singular	lamella)	(the	“pages”	of	the	book)	positioned	under	segmental	flaps	termed	gill	plates,	shown	in	Figure	C.	Rhythmic	beating	of	the	gill	plates	ventilates	the	gill	lamellae.	This	gill	ventilation,	however,	is	often
intermittent:	Periods	of	rhythmic	ventilation	a	few	minutes	long	may	alternate	with	shorter	periods	of	quiescence	(apnea)	or	of	gill	cleaning.	Gill	cleaning	is	an	intricate	behavioral	pattern	in	which	the	paired	gill	plates	are	brought	across	the	midline	and	a	part	of	one	plate	rhythmically	cleans	the	lamellae	of	the	opposite	book	gill.	Horseshoe	crabs
roughly	alternate	between	two	mirrorimage	patterns	of	gill	cleaning,	termed	left-leading	and	right-leading.	When	the	abdominal	ventral	nerve	cord	is	dissected	out	of	a	Limulus	and	its	unstimulated	motor	activity	is	recorded	in	isolation,	the	motor	output	pattern	underlying	all	of	the	behavior	just	described	persists	(see	Figure	C):	Periods	of	a
ventilatory	motor	output	rhythm	alternate	with	periods	of	a	gill-cleaning	motor	pattern.	Moreover,	the	rough	alternation	between	left-leading	and	right-leading	gill	cleaning	can	also	be	expressed	in	isolation.	Thus	long	and	relatively	elaborate	sequences	of	behaviorally	significant	motor	patterns	can	be	expressed	in	isolated	CNS	tissue,	without
muscles,	movement,	or	sensory	feedback.	Behavioral	patterns	that	are	still	more	complex	have	been	analyzed	in	insects,	including	molting	activity	(see	Figure	16.20)	of	crickets	and	moths	and	reproductive	behavior	in	leeches	and	in	several	insects.	These	stereotyped	behaviors	appear	to	have	centrally	patterned	components	but	also	to	have	stages	at
which	appropriate	sensory	feedback	is	necessary	to	proceed	to	the	next	stage.	The	central	motor	programs	could	function	as	modules,	like	stored	subroutines	in	a	computer	program;	when	“called”	by	the	CNS,	a	module	would	generate	a	particular	motor	pattern,	after	which	sensory	input	would	determine	how	to	proceed	next.	It	is	likely	that
increasingly	complex	behavior	patterns	will	have	increasingly	elaborate	interactions	between	sensory	components	and	central	motor	programs.	528	 	Chapter	19	Summary	Neural	Generation	of	Rhythmic	Behavior	Locomotion	in	cats	involves	spinal	central	pattern	generators	„„Most	rhythmic	patterns	of	animal	behavior	(walking,	In	arthropod
systems	such	as	those	discussed	in	Box	19.2,	the	compartments	of	neural	control	could	be	experimentally	isolated	with	relative	ease.	For	example,	it	is	technically	easy	to	isolate	the	abdominal	ganglia	of	a	horseshoe	crab,	and	to	ask	the	question:	What	do	abdominal	ganglia	do	by	themselves,	without	the	brain	and	without	sensory	feedback?	Such
questions	are	harder	to	investigate	experimentally	in	vertebrates,	in	which	an	isolated	spinal	cord	usually	dies	quickly.	With	refinements	of	technique	in	the	last	35	years,	however,	it	has	become	possible	to	perform	experiments	analogous	to	those	in	invertebrates.	To	determine	their	roles	in	walking,	it	is	possible	to	separate	the	functions	of	the	brain,
spinal	cord,	and	sensory	feedback	experimentally	in	a	vertebrate	such	as	a	cat,	by	lesions	in	the	CNS	or	peripheral	nerves.	A	cat	is	able	to	make	fairly	normal	stepping	movements	on	a	treadmill	after	transection	of	the	spinal	cord	to	remove	brain	influence.	First,	in	chronic	(long-term)	experiments,	cats	with	the	spinal	cord	transected	1–2	weeks	after
birth	recover	the	ability	to	walk	on	a	treadmill	at	a	speed	dependent	on	the	treadmill	speed.	Second,	in	acute	(short-term)	experiments,	spinally	transected	cats	can	walk	on	a	treadmill	if	given	the	norepinephrine	precursor	l-dopa	or	the	norepinephrine	receptor	stimulator	clonidine.	These	experiments	show	that	the	brain	does	not	need	to	provide
timing	information	for	walking.	Noradrenergic	fibers	descending	from	the	brain	in	intact	cats	presumably	command	or	enable	the	expression	of	the	walking	pattern	by	spinal	circuits,	but	they	are	not	necessary	for	timing	the	stepping	cycle	of	a	limb;	certainly	injected	l-dopa	does	not	provide	timing	information.	In	other	experiments,	cats	with	brain
sections	(at	level	1	in	Figure	19.8)	can	walk	on	a	treadmill	when	given	unpatterned	electrical	stimulation	to	a	mesencephalic	locomotor	command	region.	With	increasing	strength	of	stimulation,	the	rate	of	locomotion	increases	and	the	gait	changes	to	a	trot	and	finally	to	a	gallop.	Thus	the	brain	may	initiate	locomotion	and	modulate	it	subject	to
conditions,	but	the	brain	is	not	necessary	for	generating	the	locomotor	pattern.	Sensory	feedback	from	the	hindlimbs	is	also	unnecessary	for	hindlimb	stepping	movements,	as	can	be	shown	by	experiments	similar	to	those	just	described.	Cats	with	or	without	spinal	transection	(at	level	2	in	Figure	19.8)	can	make	normally	alternating	stepping
sequences	following	hindlimb	deafferentation	by	cuts	of	the	dorsal	roots	that	contain	the	sensory	afferent	axons.	(For	the	spinally	transected	cats,	walking	is	initiated	with	l-dopa	or	clonidine.)	These	experiments	indicate	that	the	cat	spinal	cord	contains	a	CPG	for	walking	movements.	Similar	experiments	indicate	that	fish,	salamanders,	toads,	and
turtles	also	have	spinal	locomotor	CPGs.	Sensory	feedback	can	still	play	important	functional	roles	in	locomotion	of	intact	vertebrates.	Spinal	reflexes	stabilize	and	modulate	the	effects	of	centrally	patterned	locomotor	output,	but	spinal	reflexes	themselves	may	also	be	modulated	by	the	CPG.	For	example,	the	effect	of	mechanical	stimulation	of	the	top
of	the	foot	of	a	walking	cat	depends	on	the	position	of	the	foot	in	the	stepping	cycle.	If	the	foot	is	off	the	ground	and	swinging	forward,	it	is	lifted	higher	when	stimulated	(“exaggerated	flexion”).	If	the	foot	is	on	the	ground	and	bearing	the	cat’s	weight,	the	same	stimulation	produces	a	more	forceful	extension.	This	reversal	of	a	spinal	reflex	swimming,
flying,	and	so	on)	involve	a	central	pattern	generator	(CPG),	which	can	produce	the	basic	motor	pattern	without	requiring	sensory	input	at	particular	times	in	the	cycle.	The	CPG	interacts	with	sensory	feedback	from	the	cyclic	movements,	which	can	entrain	the	CPG.	„„CPG	circuits	may	depend	on	cellular	oscillators,	network	oscillators,	or	a
combination	of	both,	as	in	the	crustacean	stomatogastric	ganglion.	„„CPG	circuits	are	subject	to	neuromodulation,	in	which	a	neurotransmitter/neuromodulator	can	alter	circuit	function	to	generate	or	alter	rhythmic	output.	Control	and	Coordination	of	Vertebrate	Movement	The	principles	of	central	pattern	generation	and	the	interaction	of	central	and
peripheral	control	of	movement	were	first	developed	from	invertebrate	studies,	principally	with	arthropods	and	molluscs.	In	this	section	we	consider	the	degree	to	which	these	principles	also	apply	to	vertebrates.	We	can	start	with	the	question:	How	does	a	cat	walk?	For	the	moment,	let’s	consider	the	cat	nervous	system	as	composed	simply	of	three
compartments	that	can	influence	movement:	brain,	spinal	cord,	and	sensory	input	(Figure	19.7).	The	immediate	generators	of	walking	movements	in	a	cat	are	the	spinal	motor	neurons	that	control	the	limb	muscles.	The	spinal	circuitry	associated	with	these	motor	neurons	was	introduced	earlier	(see	Figure	19.3).	The	motor	neurons	receive	direct	or
indirect	synaptic	input	from	three	sources:	(1)	descending	input	from	the	brain,	(2)	sensory	input	from	proprioceptors	and	other	receptors	in	the	periphery,	and	(3)	local	input	from	intrinsic	spinal	circuits.	If	the	spinal	motor	neurons	are	to	be	activated	in	the	correct	spatiotemporal	pattern	to	produce	walking,	what	are	the	roles	of	these	three
compartments	in	generating	this	pattern?	Brain	Spinal	cord	Motor	neurons	Sensory	input	Muscles	Movement	Figure	19.7 	The	major	components	of	the	control	of	move-	ment	in	a	vertebrate 	Motor	neurons	in	the	spinal	cord	activate	muscles	as	a	result	of	receiving	three	sorts	of	inputs:	input	from	local	spinal	circuits,	descending	input	from	the
brain,	and	sensory	input.	The	movement	produced	by	muscle	contractions	leads	to	further	sensory	input,	termed	sensory	feedback.	(A)	Control	of	Movement 	529	Cerebral	hemisphere	Cerebellum	Figure	19.8 	Spinal	and	brain	control	of	mam-	Spinal	cord	Nerves	to	hindlegs	2	Brain	Nerves	to	forelegs	1	Mesencephalic	locomotor	command	region	(B)
Extensors	Flexors	Stance	malian	locomotion 	(A)	The	spinal	cord	and	lower	brainstem	of	a	cat	isolated	from	cerebral	hemispheres	by	transection	at	level	1.	Electrical	stimulation	of	the	mesencephalic	locomotor	command	region	can	produce	locomotion	in	this	preparation.	Transection	of	the	spinal	cord	at	level	2	isolates	the	hindlimb	segments	of	the
cord.	The	hindlimbs	are	still	able	to	walk	on	a	treadmill	after	recovery	from	surgery.	(B)	Locomotion	on	a	treadmill	of	a	cat	with	a	spinal	transection	at	level	2.	Reciprocal	bursts	of	electrical	activity	are	recorded	from	flexors	during	the	swing	phase	of	walking	and	from	extensors	during	the	stance	phase.	(After	Kandel	et	al.	1995.)	Swing	(which	is
clearly	adaptive	for	stable	walking)	shows	that	the	CNS	events	of	the	stepping	cycle	can	strongly	modulate	reflex	function.	The	experiments	described	in	this	section	demonstrate	that	the	mechanisms	of	control	of	rhythmic	locomotor	movements	are	fundamentally	similar	in	many	invertebrates	and	vertebrates.	Although	the	cellular	aspects	may	vary
(e.g.,	different	network	mechanisms	of	central	pattern	generation),	the	functional	roles	of	central	and	reflex	aspects	of	control	appear	to	be	similar	in	many	cases.	Central	pattern	generators	are	distributed	and	interacting	So	far	we	have	considered	a	single	CPG	controlling	a	single	limb.	What	about	coordination	of	multiple	limbs	in	walking?	In	fact,
there	When	stimulatory	input	is	strong,	the	trunk	oscillators	become	more	active	and	leg	oscillators	are	supal	Physiology	4Epressed,	resulting	in	sociates	swimming	movements.	Conceptual	model	of	a	salamander	spinal	cord	(a	network	of	central	pattern	generators)	Input	from	the	brainstem	stimulates	movement.	are	multiple	CPGs	to	control	different
segments	of	the	animal,	and	these	CPGs	must	all	interact	to	control	the	entire	patterned	movement.	Let’s	return	to	the	salamander	with	which	we	started	the	chapter.	Salamanders	swim	by	bending	their	bodies	laterally	in	S	curves,	which	progress	posteriorly	to	propel	the	animal	forward.	This	swimming	pattern	is	similar	to	that	of	some	fish	and	may
be	a	primitive	pattern	for	vertebrates.	The	traveling	wave	of	contractions	results	from	the	activities	of	many	segmental	trunk	CPGs	that	interact	to	coordinate	the	swimming	movement.	Salamanders	also	have	leg-controlling	CPGs	for	walking,	and	these	coordinate	with	each	other	(so	that	opposite	legs	alternate,	for	example)	and	also	interact	with	the
segmental	body	CPGs	(Figure	19.9).	As	in	the	cat,	stimulation	of	a	mesencephalic	locomotor	command	center	Output	from	the	leg	oscillators	stimulates	walking	movements	in	the	legs.	A	physical	model	built	to	the	specifications	of	the	conceptual	model	moves	in	the	same	ways	as	an	actual	salamander.	Mesencephalic	locomotor	region	8	1-20-16	Figure
19.9 	Design	of	a	robot	salamander	that	walks	and	swims 	The	Leg	oscillators	When	stimulatory	input	is	weak,	the	leg	oscillators	override	the	trunk	oscillators	and	walking	movements	result.	Robotic	salamander	Oscillators	on	opposite	sides	of	the	body	are	coupled	to	maintain	proper	(antagonistic)	phase	relationships.	KEY	Trunk	oscillators
Oscillator	Electrical	/neural	connection	Weak	stimulatory	input	Strong	stimulatory	input	Output	from	the	trunk	oscillators	stimulates	bending	movements	by	the	trunk.	Actual	salamander	robot	has	segmental	oscillators	controlling	body	bending,	and	leg	oscillators	controlling	leg	stepping.	The	oscillators	are	stimulated	by	brainstem	commands,
diagrammed	by	blue	and	red	arrows,	and	are	coupled	to	maintain	correct	phase	relationships	(black	arrows).	During	walking,	the	leg	oscillators	override	the	trunk	oscillators.	With	stronger	stimulatory	input,	leg	oscillators	saturate	and	stop	oscillating,	allowing	trunk	oscillators	to	generate	the	traveling	waves	of	swimming.	(After	Ijspeert	et	al.	2007.)
530	 	Chapter	19	can	elicit	walking;	stronger	stimulation	elicits	faster	walking,	and	ultimately,	swimming	movements.	Figure	19.9	shows	how	the	network	of	interacting	CPGs	is	modeled	in	the	robotic	salamander	to	produce	this	transition	from	walking	to	swimming	with	increasingly	stronger	command	input.	The	investigators	arranged	the	coupling
between	oscillators	in	the	robot	so	that	the	leg	oscillators	overrode	trunk	oscillators,	but	the	leg	oscillators	saturated	(stopped	oscillating)	at	high	frequencies.	With	these	interactions,	investigators	found	that	the	robot	could	simulate	effectively	both	salamander	walking	and	swimming,	with	reasonably	“natural”	transitions	between	the	two!	This
modeling	study	suggests	that	the	known	interactions	of	CPGs	are	sufficient	to	coordinate	different	gaits	as	well	as	their	transitions.	The	generation	of	movement	involves	several	areas	in	the	vertebrate	brain	The	vertebrate	brain	is	profoundly	important	in	the	control	of	movement.	We	have	discussed	experiments	showing	that	patterned	locomotor
movements	can	persist	in	spinally	transected	vertebrates	and	hence	do	not	require	the	brain.	This	finding,	however,	does	not	contradict	the	importance	of	the	brain	in	initiation,	coordination,	and	regulation	of	normal	movements.	Let’s	now	consider	the	ways	in	which	brain	areas	interact	with	sensory	input	and	spinal	centers	in	movement	control.
These	have	been	studied	most	extensively	in	mammals.	Until	recently,	the	production	and	control	of	complex	motor	functions	have	been	substantially	attributed	to	brain	structures	such	as	the	cerebral	cortex,	basal	ganglia,	and	cerebellum.	In	such	views,	the	spinal	cord	was	assigned	a	subservient	function	in	the	production	of	movement,	playing	a
largely	passive	role	of	relaying	the	commands	dictated	to	it	by	the	brain.	Many	recent	studies	(including	the	locomotion	studies	described	previously)	provide	evidence	that	the	spinal	motor	circuits	are	active	participants	in	several	aspects	of	the	productionHill	of	movement,	contributing	Animal	Physiology	4E	Associates	to	functions	that	had	been
ascribedSinauer	to	“higher”	brain	regions.	Figurein	19.10	1-20-16	Moreover,	the	roles	of	various	brain	areas	motor	control	can	be	difficult	to	separate	from	sensory,	motivational,	and	other	aspects	of	brain	function.	Views	on	motor	control	are	changing	as	a	result	of	new	data	and	interpretations.	cerebral	cortex 	We	begin	our	examination	of	the
execution	of	a	voluntary	movement	with	the	motor	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	(Figure	19.10).	The	primary	motor	cortex	(or	simply	motor	cortex)	lies	just	anterior	to	the	central	sulcus,	a	prominent	valley	in	the	convoluted	cortical	surface	of	most	mammals.	Early	studies	demonstrated	that	electrical	stimulation	of	areas	of	the	primary	motor	cortex
elicited	movements	of	particular	parts	of	the	body,	with	a	point-to-point	correspondence	between	the	area	stimulated	and	the	movements	produced.	Thus	the	body	regions	are	represented	on	the	surface	of	the	primary	motor	cortex	by	a	somatotopic	map	(Figure	19.11;	see	also	Figure	15.8).	The	motor	cortical	somatotopic	map	was	long	viewed	as	a
detailed	representation	of	individual	body	parts	(such	as	digits	of	the	hand)	or	even	of	individual	muscles,	but	recent	studies	support	a	rougher,	more	complex	map	of	movement	patterns,	organized	to	promote	coordination	among	muscles	and	joints	rather	than	to	control	single	muscles.	Primary	motor	cortex	Central	sulcus	Premotor	cortical	areas
Pyramidal	cells	activate	spinal	motor	circuits	both	directly	and	via	brainstem	motor	nuclei.	Pons	Vestibular	nucleus	Reticular	nuclei	Medulla	oblongata	Figure	19.10 	The	location	of	major	motor	areas	of	the	human	cerebral	cortex	and	brainstem 	The	primary	motor	cortex	is	just	anterior	to	the	central	sulcus	(which	separates	it	from	the
somatosensory	cortex).	Anterior	to	the	primary	motor	cortex	is	a	mosaic	of	areas	collectively	termed	the	premotor	region.	Neurons	from	the	primary	motor	cortex	descend	to	activate	motor	nuclei	of	the	brainstem	(via	the	corticobulbar	tract)	and	circuits	of	the	spinal	cord	(via	the	corticospinal	tract).	The	neurons	of	the	primary	motor	cortex	that
mediate	motor	responses	to	stimulation	are	pyramidal	cells	(neurons	with	pyramidshaped	cell	bodies),	the	axons	of	which	synapse	on	brainstem	motor	nuclei	and	also	continue	down	the	spinal	cord	as	major	components	of	the	corticospinal	tract.	(This	tract	is	known	as	the	pyramidal	tract	because	the	axons	funnel	through	a	pyramid-shaped	structure
on	the	ventral	surface	of	the	brainstem—not	because	the	cells	are	pyramidal	neurons.)	The	corticospinal	axons	end	primarily	on	interneurons	in	the	spinal	cord,	although	in	primates	some	axons	also	end	directly	on	spinal	motor	neurons.	The	neurons	of	the	primary	motor	cortex	therefore	activate	spinal	motor	circuits	directly	via	the	corticospinal
tract,	and	indirectly	(via	the	corticobulbar	tract)	through	brainstem	motor	nuclei	(see	Figure	19.10).	The	brainstem	motor	nuclei	include	the	pontine	and	medullary	reticular	nuclei,	the	vestibular	nucleus,	and	(in	some	species)	the	red	nucleus.	These	nuclei	are	generally	more	important	in	involuntary	postural	control	than	in	voluntary	movements.	The
activation	of	pyramidal	cells	in	the	primary	motor	cortex	governs	the	expression	of	voluntary	movements.	The	corticospinal	tract	appears	essential	for	voluntary	movement,	but	subcortical	areas	are	also	important.	Activity	of	neurons	in	the	primary	motor	cortex	precedes	and	correlates	well	with	voluntary	movements,	a	finding	that	suggests	a	control
function.	Individual	neuron	activities	in	the	primary	motor	cortex	encode	the	force	and	direction	of	movements.	For	some	neurons	the	amount	of	activity	predicts	the	amount	of	force	of	a	movement,	for	others	it	predicts	the	change	of	force,	and	for	still	others	it	predicts	the	direction	of	the	movement	independent	of	the	muscles	and	forces	used	to
achieve	it.	This	last	type	of	cellular	activity	suggests	that	neurons	in	the	primary	motor	cortex	can	code	a	parameter	of	the	movement	that	is	more	abstract	than	the	forces	and	muscles	that	generate	it.	How	does	the	initiation	of	a	voluntary	movement	trigger	the	neural	events	that	lead	to	the	activation	of	motor-cortex	pyramidal	Control	of	Movement 
531	The	premotor	region	is	a	complex	mosaic	of	areas	controlling	purposeful	movements	of	the	limbs	and	face.	The	primary	motor	cortex	(F1)	is	organized	by	body	part,	but	the	different	areas	control	organized	movements	rather	than	individual	muscles.	Somatosensory	cortex	F7	F2	F4	F1	Central	sulcus	F5	Anterior	(front)	Posterior	(back)	cells?	How
does	the	motor	cortex	interact	with	other	brain	areas,	such	as	the	cerebellum	and	basal	ganglia,	to	produce	smoothly	coordinated,	skilled	movements	without	our	having	to	expend	continuous	conscious	effort?	For	the	first	question,	we	know	from	recordings	and	from	imaging	studies	that	extensive	areas	of	the	brain	are	active	before	a	decision	to
move.	For	example,	if	we	place	surface	electroencephalogram	(EEG)	electrodes	on	the	skull	of	a	subject	and	ask	her	to	move	one	finger	whenever	she	wishes,	we	record	a	consistent	pattern	of	activity	from	much	of	the	entire	cortical	surface:	a	small,	widespread	rising	wave	of	electrical	activity	that	precedes	the	movement	by	about	800	milliseconds
(ms).	This	electrical	activity,	termed	a	readiness	potential,	becomes	localized	to	the	relevant	portion	of	the	primary	motor	cortex	only	in	the	last	50–80	ms	preceding	the	movement.	The	decision	to	initiate	a	voluntary	movement	appears	to	involve	many	areas	of	the	cortex,	including	so-called	association	areas,	and	to	be	passed	to	a	specific	motor
cortical	site	for	initiation	of	the	movement.	In	addition	to	the	primary	motor	cortex,	other	regions	of	the	cerebral	cortex	participate	in	organizing	movements.	The	frontal	cortex	anterior	to	the	primary	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Emotor	cortex	(see	Figure	19.11)	consists	of	a	Sinauer	of	Associates	mosaic	areas	that	participate	in	the	planning,
organization,	and	Figure	19.11	1-20-16	execution	of	purposeful	movement.	These	areas	had	been	thought	to	activate	motor	cortical	regions	in	a	hierarchical	arrangement,	but	more	recent	primate	studies	show	that	some	areas	of	the	anterior	mosaic	connect	directly	to	the	spinal	cord.	Moreover,	electrical	stimulation	of	both	motor	and	premotor
cortices	with	stimulus	trains	longer	than	100	ms	leads	to	coordinated	movements	of	different	types.	These	results	suggest	that	regions	of	both	primary	motor	cortex	and	the	mosaic	of	premotor	areas	control	different	categories	of	complex	movement,	rather	than	being	hierarchically	arranged.	One	complication	of	the	function	of	premotor	areas	is	that
the	properties	of	neurons	in	these	areas	are	not	simply	motor.	An	interesting	example	is	that	of	mirror	neurons,	found	in	area	F5	in	monkeys	(see	Figure	19.11).	Individual	mirror	neurons	are	activated	when	a	monkey	generates	a	particular	movement	such	as	reach-and-grasp.	But	they	are	also	activated	when	the	monkey	sees	another	individual
(another	monkey	or	the	experimenter)	Figure	19.11 	The	primary	motor	cortex	and	premotor	region	of	a	rhesus	monkey 	The	primary	motor	cortex	(F1)	is	just	anterior	to	the	central	sulcus	and	is	somatotopically	organized:	Neurons	in	different	areas	control	movements	of	different	parts	of	the	body.	A	mosaic	of	premotor	cortical	areas	(F2–F7)
receives	inputs	from	different	regions	of	the	cortex	and	is	active	in	organizing	and	executing	different	kinds	of	movements.	For	example,	F5	organizes	grasping	movements	and	has	spatially	overlapping	projections	to	the	hand	and	mouth.	(F3	and	F6	are	on	the	medial	surface	and	not	visible	in	this	view.)	(After	Rizzolatti	and	Lupino	2001.)	make	the
corresponding	movement.	Mirror	neurons,	then,	appear	to	code	for	the	abstract	concept	of	the	movement	rather	than	its	execution.	Mirror	neurons	may	function	in	the	understanding	of	actions,	as	well	as	in	imitative	learning.	The	premotor	areas	may	project	directly	to	the	primary	motor	cortex,	but	they	(and	other	cerebral	areas)	also	have	important
projections	to	subcortical	areas.	Many	studies	suggest	that	both	the	initial	preprogramming	of	a	movement	and	its	modification	once	initiated	involve	interaction	of	the	cerebral	cortex	with	two	subcortical	areas	that	are	important	in	voluntary	movement.	Next	we	will	consider	these	subcortical	areas:	the	cerebellum	and	the	basal	ganglia.	cerebellum 
The	cerebellum	is	a	large,	highly	convoluted	structure	at	the	dorsal	side	of	the	hindbrain.	It	is	present	in	all	vertebrates.	The	cerebellum	regulates	movement	indirectly,	adjusting	the	descending	motor	output	of	other	brain	areas.	The	cerebellum	is	clearly	involved	in	the	coordination	of	movement,	as	demonstrated	by	the	effects	of	cerebellar	lesions	in
various	animals,	including	humans.	Voluntary	movements	are	still	possible	following	cerebellar	lesions,	but	they	are	clumsy	and	disordered,	lacking	the	smooth	and	effortless	precision	of	normal	movements.	Movements	are	accompanied	by	tremor,	and	patients	with	cerebellar	injuries	report	that	they	have	to	concentrate	on	each	part	of	a	movement,
joint	by	joint.	The	cerebellum	supports	the	smooth	and	coordinated	execution	of	complex	movements,	by	evaluating	motor	commands	and	sensory	feedback	to	provide	error	correction	signals	for	motor	control	during	a	movement.	The	cerebellum	contains	two	major	parts:	an	outer	cerebellar	cortex	and	underlying	deep	cerebellar	nuclei.	The	sole
output	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	is	to	the	deep	cerebellar	nuclei.	Three	functional	divisions	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	receive	inputs	from	and	project	(send	outputs)	to	different	parts	of	the	brain	via	different	deep	cerebellar	nuclei:	the	vestibulocerebellum	(posterior,	interacting	532	 	Chapter	19	(A)	The	cellular	structure	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	(B)
Synaptic	interactions	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	Purkinje	cell	Parallel	fiber	Parallel	fiber	Molecular	layer	Purkinje	cell	Purkinje	cell	layer	+	+	Molecular	layer	+	+	+	Granule	cell	layer	Granule	cell	Purkinje	cell	layer	Purkinje	cell	Granule	cell	+	Mossy	fiber	Climbing	fiber	Stellate	cell	Basket	cell	Golgi	cell	Granule	cell	layer	Climbing	fiber	Purkinje	cell
axon	Figure	19.12 	The	neuronal	organization	of	the	mammalian	cerebellar	cortex 	(A)	Cerebellar	inputs	are	mossy	fibers	and	climbing	fibers.	The	output	neuron	is	the	Purkinje	cell.	Local	interneurons	are	the	granule	cell,	stellate	cell,	basket	cell,	and	Golgi	cell.	Parallel	fibers	are	granule	cell	axons	that	run	along	a	folium	(fold),	at	right	angles	to	the
planar	dendritic	trees	of	Purkinje	cells.	(B)	Synaptic	interactions	in	the	cerebellar	cortex	may	provide	a	model	basis	for	motor	learning.	The	two	inputs	to	the	cerebellum	(mossy	fibers	and	climbing	fibers)	converge	on	Purkinje	cells.	The	learning	of	a	motor	task	involves	heterosynaptic	interaction	in	which	a	climbing	fiber	depresses	the	synaptic	actions
of	the	parallel	fibers	on	a	Purkinje	cell.	Excitatory	synapses	are	indicated	with	a	plus	sign	(+)	and	inhibitory	synapses	with	a	minus	sign	(–).	with	the	vestibular	system),	the	medial	spinocerebellum	(coordinating	ongoing	movement	via	its	output	directed	toward	the	motor	cortex	and	brainstem	motor	nuclei),	and	the	lateral	cerebrocerebellum
(concerned	with	motor	planning	as	well	as	with	planning	and	sequencing	of	non-motor	cognitive	behavior).	The	cellular	architecture	and	synaptic	interactions	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	are	elegantly	precise	and	are	as	well	known	as	those	of	any	other	area	of	the	brain.	As	Figure	19.12A	shows,	the	cerebellar	cortex	contains	five	types	of	neurons	and	two
principal	types	of	input	fibers.	The	axons	of	Purkinje	cells	constitute	the	only	output	of	the	cerebellar	cortex;	these	end	in	the	deep	cerebellar	nuclei	below	the	cortical	surface.	The	major	synaptic	interactions	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	are	shown	in	Figure	19.12B.	Climbing	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	fibers	makeAssociates	powerful	excitatory	1:1	synaptic
contacts	with	Purkinje	Sinauer	cells.Figure	Mossy	fibers,	in	contrast,	provide	divergent	excitatory	input	19.12	1-20-16	to	many	granule	cells.	Axons	of	granule	cells	ascend	to	the	surface	layer	of	the	cortex	and	branch	in	opposite	directions	to	become	the	parallel	fibers,	which	make	excitatory	synaptic	contacts	with	the	other	types	of	cerebellar	cortical
cells.	The	roles	of	climbing-fiber	and	mossy-fiber	input	are	not	completely	clear.	Climbing	fibers	are	thought	to	convey	error	signals	(sensory	feedback	from	errors	in	movements),	whereas	mossy	fibers	may	convey	broader	information	about	the	sensory	context	of	a	movement.	+	Deep	cerebellar	nuclear	cell	Mossy	fiber	+	To	thalamus	(motor	cortex)
The	synaptic	interaction	of	parallel	fibers	and	Purkinje	cells	is	especially	prominent.	The	parallel	fibers	pass	through	the	flattened,	planar	dendrites	of	Purkinje	cells	at	right	angles	(see	Figure	19.12B).	Each	Purkinje	cell	receives	excitatory	synapses	from	about	100,000	parallel	fibers	(in	addition	to	1	climbing	fiber).	Thus	the	climbing-fiber	and	mossy-
fiber	inputs	differ	greatly	in	the	degree	of	divergence	and	convergence	of	their	synaptic	effects.	With	the	exception	of	the	granule	cells,	which	exert	excitatory	synaptic	effects,	all	of	the	other	cell	types	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	are	inhibitory	in	their	effects.	Basket	cells,	stellate	cells,	and	Golgi	cells	mediate	different	sorts	of	inhibition	within	the
cerebellar	cortex.	Moreover,	the	Purkinje	axons	that	are	the	sole	output	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	are	inhibitory	in	their	effects	on	the	deep	cerebellar	nuclei.	The	inhibitory	output	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	is	balanced	at	the	level	of	the	deep	cerebellar	nuclei,	because	the	climbing	fibers	and	mossy	fibers	make	excitatory	synapses	on	the	neurons	of	the
deep	nuclei.	The	inhibitory	output	of	the	Purkinje	cells	of	the	cerebellar	cortex	may	then	refine	and	sculpt	movements	by	selectively	opposing	the	excitatory	effects	of	climbing-	and	mossy-fiber	input	at	the	deep	cerebellar	level.	Despite	extensive	studies	of	the	circuitry	of	the	cerebellum	(only	superficially	described	here),	we	still	do	not	have	a	clear
understanding	of	how	it	modulates	or	coordinates	movements.	Control	of	Movement 	533	There	are	several	models	of	cerebellar	action—some	stressing	millisecond	timing	of	motor	discharges,	others	stressing	corrective	feedback	or	coordination	of	disparate	body	regions	and	muscle	groups.	One	popular	model	is	that	the	cerebellum	learns	motor
tasks	so	that	they	can	be	performed	unconsciously	and	automatically	in	the	appropriate	sensory	context.	This	motor	learning	is	thought	to	involve	changes	in	synaptic	strength,	specifically	long-term	depression	at	synapses	of	parallel	fibers	onto	Purkinje	cells	(see	Figure	19.12B).	This	long-term	synaptic	depression	and	the	related	long-term
potentiation	are	discussed	in	Chapter	13	(see	pages	362–367).	Excitatory	inputs	to	C	Transient	excitatory	inputs	from	cortex	to	A	Globus	pallidus	+	Striatum	+	+	A	+	Motor	cortex	B	+	−	−	+	C	D	+	Thalamus	(VA/VL	region)	basal	ganglia 	The	basal	ganglia	are	a	set	of	To	lower	motor	nuclei	(clusters	of	brain	neurons)	located	in	the	foreneurons	brain
and	midbrain,	under	the	cerebral	hemispheres.	The	most	important	areas	(in	terms	of	motor	control)	so	there	is	no	When	A	is	B	is	tonically	thereby	are	the	caudate	nucleus,	the	putamen,	and	the	globus	palexcitation	of	D	at	rest	.	.	.	active	.	.	.	inhibiting	C	.	.	.	lidus.	The	caudate	nucleus	and	putamen	are	similar	in	origin	and	function,	and	together	they
are	termed	the	A	at	rest	neostriatum	(or	simply	striatum).	The	caudate	nucleus	and	putamen	receive	excitatory	input	from	many	parts	of	the	cerebral	cortex,	both	motor	and	association	arA	is	excited	eas.	The	caudate	nucleus	and	putamen	send	inhibitory	neurons	to	the	globus	pallidus.	The	major	output	of	the	basal	ganglia	is	inhibitory;	neurons	from
the	inleading	to	B	is	transiently	and	C	is	When	A	is	excitation	of	D	inhibited	.	.	.	disinhibited	transiently	ternal	segment	of	the	globus	pallidus	inhibit	neurons	so	other	inputs	excited	.	.	.	in	the	thalamus	that	excite	the	cerebral	motor	cortex.	can	excite	it	.	.	.	The	basic	circuit	of	the	basal	ganglia	is	considered	Striatum	Globus	pallidus	Thalamus	Neuron	in
motor	an	example	of	a	loop	circuit—one	in	which	the	output	(pars	interna)	(VA/VL	region)	cortex	of	the	circuit	loops	back	to	the	site	of	the	circuit’s	input.	Figure	19.13 	Basal	ganglia	aid	the	initiation	of	movement	by	disinhibition	(This	designation	is	not	strictly	accurate,	however,	In	the	direct	pathway	through	the	basal	ganglia,	neurons	from	the
cerebral	cortex	exbecause	the	motor	cortex	affected	by	basal	ganglia	cite	striatal	neurons,	which	inhibit	neurons	in	the	globus	pallidus	pars	interna.	These	glooutput	is	much	more	restricted	than	the	broad	areas	bus	pallidus	neurons	inhibit	neurons	in	the	thalamus	that	promote	movement.	Cerebral	of	cerebral	input	to	the	basal	ganglia.)	Loop	circuits
cortical	activation	of	striatal	neurons	transiently	inhibits	the	tonic	inhibitory	output	of	are	common	in	the	vertebrate	brain,	and	they	appear	the	globus	pallidus,	disinhibiting	the	thalamus	and	activating	a	movement.	Excitatory	to	be	important	for	many	aspects	of	motor	control,	synapses	are	indicated	with	a	plus	sign	(+)	and	inhibitory	synapses	with	a
minus	sign	emotions,	and	other	brain	activities.	The	basal	ganglia	(–).	VA/VL,	ventral	anterior	and	ventral	lateral	regions	of	the	thalamus.	also	form	a	second	loop	circuit,	between	the	striatum	and	the	substantia	nigra.	Dopaminergic	neurons	from	the	substantia	nigra	project	to	the	striatum	and	receive	inhibitory	neurons	inhibits	GPi	neurons	and
disinhibits	the	thalamus,	thereby	feedback	from	it.	These	dopamine	neurons	modulate	the	strength	allowing	a	movement	(see	Figure	19.13).	The	indirect	pathway,	in	of	basal	ganglia	pathways	(see	below).	contrast,	involves	a	chain	of	three	inhibitory	neurons:	Striatal	neuThe	basal	ganglia	are	important	in	selecting	movements,	suppressrons	inhibit
neurons	of	the	globus	pallidus	pars	externa	(GPe),	GPe	ing	competing	or	unwanted	movements,	and	initiating	the	selected	neurons	inhibit	GPi	neurons,	and	GPi	neurons	inhibit	the	thalamus.	Hillin	the	Animal	Physiology	movement.	Most	of	the	neurons	circuits	of	the4Ebasal	ganglia	This	triple	inhibition	means	that	striatal	activity	via	the	indirect	path
Sinauer	Associates	are	inhibitory,	so	these	functions	involve	considerable	inhibitory	will	suppress	other	activity	in	the	thalamus,	strengthening	the	tonic	Figure	19.13	1-21-16	interaction.	Figure	19.13	shows	how	the	basic	synaptic	connections	suppression	of	other	unwanted	movements	and	preventing	them	of	the	basal	ganglia	function	to	disinhibit
movement.	The	output	of	from	competing	with	the	movement	selected.	the	globus	pallidus	pars	interna	(GPi)	inhibits	movements.	For	the	The	balanced	roles	of	the	direct	and	indirect	pathways	in	the	initiation	of	a	movement,	this	tonic	inhibition	is	lifted,	by	disinhibibasal	ganglia	serve	in	the	selection,	suppression,	and	initiation	of	tion.	The	striatum
(caudate	nucleus	and	putamen)	receives	excitatory	movements.	These	roles	contrast	with	the	cerebellum,	which	appears	input	from	the	cerebral	cortex,	and	striatal	neurons	inhibit	neurons	to	“fine-tune”	movement,	coordinating	and	smoothly	modifying	the	in	the	globus	pallidus	via	two	pathways.	In	the	direct	pathway	there	execution	of	a	movement
to	match	a	command.	Degenerative	changes	are	two	inhibitory	synapses:	Striatal	neurons	inhibit	GPi,	and	GPi	in	neurons	of	the	basal	ganglia	underlie	human	movement	disorders	neurons	inhibit	neurons	of	the	thalamus.	Thus	activation	of	striatal	such	as	Parkinson’s	disease	and	Huntington’s	disease	(Box	19.3).	BOX	19.3	Basal	Ganglia	and
Neurodegenerative	Diseases	Normal	and	abnormal	circuitry	of	the	basal	ganglia 	In	humans,	two	movement	disorders	result	from	neurodegenerative	changes	in	basal	ganglia	function:	Parkinson’s	disease	and	Huntington’s	disease	(Huntington’s	chorea).	Parkinson’s	disease	is	characterized	by	difficulty	in	initiating	movements	(akinesia),	so	a	simple
task	such	as	climbing	stairs	or	getting	up	from	a	chair	becomes	almost	impossible	to	carry	out.	Akinesia	is	often	accompanied	by	postural	rigidity	and	by	tremors	in	limbs	at	rest.	Huntington’s	chorea	represents	the	converse	of	parkinsonism:	Movements	(1)	Location	of	the	basal	ganglia	in	a	cross	section	of	the	human	brain.	The	basal	ganglia	include
the	caudate	nucleus	and	putamen	(orange	in	the	diagram;	together	called	the	striatum),	the	external	and	internal	segments	of	the	globus	pallidus	(red-violet),	the	subthalamic	nuclei	(green),	and	in	the	midbrain	(not	shown),	the	substantia	nigra.	The	caudate	nucleus	and	putamen,	although	anatomically	separated	from	each	other	by	white	matter	of
the	internal	capsule,	are	functionally	similar.	(2)	Basic	circuit	in	the	normal	brain.	Excitatory	input	(green)	to	the	putamen	(and	caudate	nucleus)	activates	neurons	of	the	direct	and	indirect	pathways.	Neurons	in	the	direct	pathway	inhibit	(red	arrow)	neurons	in	the	internal	segment	of	the	globus	pallidus	(GPi),	and	the	GPi	neurons	in	turn	inhibit
neurons	in	the	thalamus	and	suppress	movement	generation	by	the	motor	cortex.	In	contrast,	putamen	neurons	in	the	indirect	pathway	inhibit	neurons	in	the	external	segment	of	the	globus	pallidus	(GPe),	and	the	GPe	neurons	in	turn	inhibit	GPi	neurons.	Thus	the	direct	and	indirect	pathways	have	opposing,	but	balancing,	effects	on	the	ease	of
movement	generation.	Modulating	input	from	dopaminergic	neurons	in	the	substantia	nigra	pars	compacta	(SNc)	enhances	the	direct	pathways	and	inhibits	the	indirect	pathway.	Other	circuitry	through	the	subthalamic	nucleus	(STN)	is	not	considered	here.	(3)	In	Parkinson’s	disease	the	dopaminergic	neurons	of	the	SNc	degenerate,	unbalancing	their
modulatory	effects	on	the	striatum	(putamen	and	caudate	nucleus).	Direct	pathway	output	of	the	striatum	is	weakened	and	indirect	output	is	strengthened,	leading	to	excessive	inhibitory	output	of	GPi,	suppressing	movement	generation.	(4)	In	Huntington’s	disease,	striatal	inhibitory	neurons	of	the	indirect	pathway	degenerate,	leading	to	insufficient
inhibitory	output	of	GPi	and	excessive	movement	generation.	(2–4	after	Kandel	et	al.	2000.)	(Continued	)	(1)	Cerebrum	Thalamus	(VA	/	VL	region)	Frontal	cortex	Caudate	Internal	capsule	Putamen	Globus	pallidus,	external	and	internal	segments	Subthalamic	nuclei	(2)	Normal	Direct	pathway	facilitates	movement.	(3)	Parkinson’s	disease	(4)
Huntington’s	disease	Frontal	cortex	Frontal	cortex	Indirect	pathway	inhibits	movement.	Frontal	cortex	From	SNc	From	SNc	From	SNc	Thalamus	Thalamus	Thalamus	Direct	Direct	Indirect	GPi	STN	Spinal	cord	GPe	Putamen	Direct	Indirect	STN	Spinal	cord	GPi	GPe	Putamen	Indirect	STN	Spinal	cord	GPi	GPe	Putamen	Control	of	Movement 	535
(Continued	)	occur	uncontrolledly	and	are	difficult	to	stop.	Both	chorea	(uncontrolled	but	coordinated	jerky	movements)	and	athetosis	(slow	writhing	movements)	are	associated	with	damage	to	the	striatum.	How	can	degeneration	of	neurons	in	the	basal	ganglia	produce	such	opposite	effects?	First	we	need	to	examine	the	neuronal	circuitry	of	the
normal	basal	ganglia	in	more	detail.	Recall	that	there	are	two	major	circuits	on	the	basal	ganglia,	the	direct	pathway	and	the	indirect	pathway	(see	page	533).	Figure	19.13	shows	how	the	direct	pathway	promotes	the	generation	of	a	voluntary	movement	by	disinhibition.	The	indirect	pathway,	as	we	noted,	opposes	this	action	by	adding	another	layer	of
inhibition.	The	figure	shows	the	location	and	circuitry	of	the	basal	ganglia.	Both	Parkinson’s	and	Huntington’s	diseases	involve	neuronal	degeneration	and	altered	neurotransmitter	activity	in	the	basal	ganglia.	In	Parkinson’s	disease,	dopaminergic	neurons	in	the	substantia	nigra	degenerate.	The	synaptic	endings	of	these	dopamine	neurons	are	in	the
striatum,	so	degeneration	of	the	neurons	deprives	the	striatum	of	dopaminergic	input,	which	normally	enhances	the	direct	pathway	through	the	globus	pallidus	and	suppresses	the	indirect	pathway.	Parkinsonian	symptoms,	then,	reflect	an	the	interaction	of	brain	areas	in	movement	control 	We	will	now	attempt	to	integrate	the	hypothesized	roles	of
the	cerebral	cortex,	cerebellum,	and	basal	ganglia	in	the	control	of	voluntary	movement.	As	Figure	19.14	shows,	the	planning	and	programming	of	a	movement	can	be	viewed	as	separate	from	the	execution	of	the	movement.	We	can	suppose	that	the	decision	to	move	starts	in	the	association	cortex	(cortex	that	is	not	linked	to	any	particular	sensory	or
motor	system),	because	the	readiness	potentials	recorded	prior	to	a	movement	are	not	localized	to	a	specific	cerebral	area.	Two	loop	circuits	from	the	association	cortex	are	thought	to	be	involved	in	preprogramming	a	movement:	one	loop	goes	through	the	basal	ganglia	(selection	and	initiation)	and	another	through	the	lateral	cerebrocerebellum
(initial	programming).	Both	loops	feed	back	to	the	motor	cortex	via	the	ventrolateral	nucleus	of	the	thalamus.	The	motor	cortex	then	generates	the	appropriate	pattern	of	activity	to	initiate	the	movement.	Information	about	the	command	is	sent	to	the	spinocerebellum,	via	several	subcortical	nuclei.	This	process,	termed	command	monitoring,	“informs”
the	cerebellum	of	the	intended	movement.	The	spinocerebellum	also	receives	ascending	information—both	increased	inhibitory	output,	leading	to	an	inability	to	select	and	change	behavioral	activities.	Dopamine	replacement	therapy	(through	provision	of	the	dopamine	precursor	L-dopa,	which	crosses	the	blood–brain	barrier)	alleviates	many
symptoms	of	Parkinson’s	disease,	at	least	for	a	while.	Implants	of	dopaminergic	tissue	into	the	striatal	area	may	provide	longer-lasting	relief	from	Parkinson’s	symptoms.	In	Huntington’s	disease,	in	contrast,	extensive	loss	of	neurons	in	the	striatum	decreases	striatal	inhibition	of	the	indirect	pathway.	Chorea	then	results	from	a	decreased	inhibitory
output	of	the	basal	ganglia,	decreasing	the	ability	to	suppress	unwanted	movements.	sensory	information	about	joint	position	and	muscle	tension,	and	CNS	information	from	spinal	and	brainstem	motor	centers.	The	spinocerebellum	may	integrate	this	feedback	information	about	the	state	of	lower	motor	centers	(internal	feedback)	and	about	the
periphery	(external	feedback)	with	the	monitored	cerebral	command.	The	cerebellar	output	can	then	modify	and	correct	the	command	on	a	continuous	basis	as	the	movement	evolves,	using	an	integral	of	all	relevant	information	(command,	motor	state,	and	sensory	feedback).	This	continuous	correction	is	presumably	faster	and	smoother	than,	say,	a
correction	system	based	on	sensory	feedback	alone.	There	remains	considerable	controversy	over	the	roles	of	all	these	brain	areas	in	the	control	of	movement,	and	the	areas	are	also	implicated	in	other	functions	in	addition	to	motor	control.	Even	if	the	preceding	description	of	brain	area	interaction	in	the	execution	of	a	voluntary	movement	is	correct,
it	begs	other	questions	(such	as,	how	is	a	decision	to	move	actually	made?).	Nevertheless,	the	relations	shown	in	Figure	19.14	illustrate	how	brain	areas	may	interact	in	planning,	coordinating,	and	commanding	movements	in	mammals.	Plan,	program	Figure	19.14 	The	interaction	of	brain	areas	in	the	planning,	execution,	and	control	of	voluntary
movement 	The	sensory	association	Basal	ganglia	Motor	cortex	Premotor	Primary	region	motor	cortex	Association	cortex	Cerebrocerebellum	(lateral	areas)	Execute	Movement	Spinocerebellum	(medial	areas)	Sensory	feeedback	cortex	(as	well	as	other	cortical	areas)	funnels	activity	to	premotor	cortical	areas,	including	loops	through	the	basal
ganglia	and	the	cerebrocerebellum,	in	the	planning	and	programming	of	the	movement.	Activity	passes	to	the	primary	motor	cortex	for	executing	the	movement,	with	correction	from	a	cerebellar	loop	through	the	spinocerebellum.	Inputs	to	the	cerebral	cortex	pass	through	the	thalamus	(not	shown).	536	 	Chapter	19	Summary	Control	and
Coordination	of	Vertebrate	Movement	„„The	vertebrate	brain	and	spinal	cord	interact	in	the	generation	of	behavior	patterns	such	as	locomotion	and	voluntary	movements.	„„Tetrapod	vertebrates	have	a	spinal	CPG	for	stepping	during	walking.	Descending	commands	from	the	brain	can	activate	the	CPG,	and	sensory	feedback	can	modulate	it.
„„Several	brain	areas	are	important	in	generating	and	coordinating	movements	in	mammals.	In	the	cerebral	cortex,	the	primary	motor	cortex	directly	activates	spinal	motor	centers	to	generate	movements;	premotor	cortical	areas	are	involved	in	planning	and	organizing	movements.	„„The	cerebellum	and	the	basal	ganglia	are	connected	to	the
cerebral	cortex	in	looping	circuits.	The	cerebellum	is	active	in	coordinating	movements	and	in	motor	learning.	The	basal	ganglia	are	involved	in	the	selection	and	initiation	of	movements	by	disinhibition.	Parkinson’s	and	Huntington’s	diseases	stem	from	abnormalities	in	function	of	the	basal	ganglia.	Study	Questions	1.	Suppose	that	an	arthropod	such
as	a	locust	or	crayfish	has	about	10	5	neurons,	a	fish	10	8,	and	a	rat	1010.	Is	the	behavior	of	the	fish	1000	times	more	complicated	than	that	of	the	arthropod?	Why	or	why	not?	What	does	the	difference	in	number	of	neurons	suggest	about	how	these	different	animals	generate	patterns	of	behavior?	2.	How	do	we	find	out	whether	a	vertebrate	such	as	a
cat	or	a	salamander	has	a	central	pattern	generator	(CPG)	for	walking?	3.	A	neural	circuit	for	a	CPG	(see	Figure	19.6)	may	include	motor	neurons	or	may	consist	entirely	of	interneurons.	How	do	you	think	the	inclusion	of	motor	neurons	might	restrict	the	flexibility	of	a	CPG	circuit?	For	what	sorts	of	behavior	patterns	do	you	think	a	CPG	circuit	might
include	motor	neurons?	4.	Why	would	an	oscillator	of	the	closed-loop	model	be	expected	to	provide	a	more	stable	rhythmic	output	than	one	employing	the	half-center	model?	5.	Some	movements	(such	as	picking	up	a	cup)	are	visually	guided,	or	steered.	Others	(such	as	throwing	a	football)	cannot	be	corrected	once	launched	and	are	termed	ballistic.
How,	and	to	what	extent,	might	you	expect	the	neural	control	of	these	movements	to	differ?	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Büschges,	A.,	H.	Scholz,	and	A.	El	Manira.	2011.	New	moves	in	motor	control.	Curr.	Biol.	21:	R513–R524.	An	excellent	review	of	motor	control
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based	on	genetically	identified	spinal	interneurons.	eNeuro	2(5):	ENEURO.0069-15.2015.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations. 	Muscle	20	Bundle	of	fibers	Muscle	fiber	(cell)	Connective	Tissue	Muscle	fiber	Myofibrils	with	cross	striations	Muscles	are	specialized	for	movement.	All	animals	use	muscles	to	generate
movements	that	accomplish	behaviors,	such	as	bees	collecting	nectar	from	flowers	or	a	rabbit	dashing	away	from	a	predator.	Animals	also	use	muscles	to	accomplish	physiological	functions,	such	as	generating	heartbeats	or	mixing	and	propelling	foods	for	digestion.	Muscle	is	a	tissue	that	consists	of	contractile	cells.	To	produce	movements,	muscle
cells	use	the	molecular	motor	myosin1	to	capture	and	convert	the	chemical	energy	of	ATP	into	the	mechanical	energy	of	movement.	Myosin	is	a	large	protein	that	interacts	with	another	protein,	actin,	to	generate	force.	Myosin	and	actin	are	referred	to	as	contractile	proteins.	All	animal	phyla	have	two	categories	of	muscle	cells:	striated	and	smooth	(or
unstriated).	Striated	muscle	cells	have	transverse	bands,	giving	them	a	striped	appearance.	The	pattern	of	bands	reflects	the	organization	of	myosin	and	actin	into	regularly	repeating	units,	called	sarcomeres.	In	vertebrates,	skeletal	muscles	(attached	to	bones)	and	cardiac	(heart)	muscles	are	both	striated	muscles.	The	figure	shown	here	of	a	whole
skeletal	muscle	illustrates	the	1	The	myosin	molecules	that	produce	contractile	force	in	smooth	and	striated	muscles	are	classified	as	myosin	II.	They	are	part	of	the	myosin	superfamily,	which	consists	of	at	least	18	different	classes	of	myosins	found	in	protozoans,	fungi,	plants,	and	animals.	Skeletal	muscles	consist	of	bundles	of	longitudinally	arranged
muscle	fibers	(cells) 	Connective	tissue	wraps	around	individual	muscle	fibers	and	bundles	of	fibers,	and	it	weaves	into	the	tendon	which	attaches	the	muscle	to	the	skeleton.	The	scanning	electron	micrograph	reveals	individual	fibers	of	the	rabbit	psoas	muscle,	a	skeletal	muscle	that	rotates	and	flexes	the	thigh.	Each	muscle	fiber	contains
longitudinally	arranged	myofibrils	with	cross	striations	that	delineate	sarcomeres	arranged	end	to	end.	(Micrograph	courtesy	of	Richard	Briggs,	Smith	College.)	538	 	Chapter	20	longitudinal	arrangement	of	muscle	cells	in	this	type	of	muscle,	and	the	scanning	electron	micrograph	reveals	the	internal	components	of	a	single	striated	muscle	cell.	Each
cell	(fiber)	contains	myofibrils	arranged	in	parallel,	and	each	myofibril	has	cross-striations,	which	delineate	sarcomeres.	Smooth	(unstriated)	muscle	cells	also	use	actin	and	myosin	to	generate	contractions,	but	these	proteins	are	not	organized	into	sarcomeres.	Smooth	muscles	of	vertebrates	are	found	primarily	in	hollow	or	tubular	organs	such	as	the
intestine,	uterus,	and	blood	vessels.	Invertebrates	also	have	striated	and	smooth	muscles,	but	they	are	not	always	found	in	the	same	distribution	as	in	vertebrates.	In	arthropods,	for	example,	the	skeletal	(attached	to	the	exoskeleton)	and	cardiac	muscles	are	both	striated,	but	so	are	muscles	of	the	alimentary	(digestive)	tract.	In	this	chapter	we
consider	muscles	in	light	of	the	major	themes	of	this	book:	mechanism	and	adaptation.	We	examine	first	the	physiological	and	biochemical	mechanisms	that	underlie	muscle	contraction,	and	then	the	adaptations	of	certain	muscles	specialized	to	perform	different	functions.	Because	vertebrate	muscles	have	been	the	focus	of	in-depth	experimental
studies,	we	examine	them	in	detail,	and	we	complement	our	observations	with	examples	of	some	well-studied	invertebrate	muscles.	Vertebrate	Skeletal	Muscle	Cells	Skeletal	muscles	(see	chapter	opener	figure)	are	composed	of	bundles	of	long,	cylindrical	muscle	fibers,	or	muscle	cells	(the	two	terms	are	used	interchangeably).	Connective	tissue
surrounds	individual	muscle	fibers,	bundles	of	fibers,	and	the	muscle	itself.	The	connective	tissue	holds	fibers	together,	provides	a	matrix	for	nerve	fibers	and	blood	vessels	to	gain	access	to	the	muscle	cells,	contributes	elasticity	to	the	whole	muscle,	and	weaves	itself	into	tendons.	The	tendons	attach	the	muscles	to	bones	and	thereby	transmit	force
generated	by	the	muscle	fibers	to	the	skeleton.	Whereas	small	muscles	may	contain	only	a	few	hundred	muscle	fibers,	large	limb	muscles	of	mammals	contain	thousands	of	fibers.	Single	muscle	fibers	can	be	as	long	as	0.3	m	(1	ft).	Single	fibers	are	typically	10	to	100	micrometers	(μm)	in	diameter,	although	some	(such	as	those	in	certain	Antarctic	fish)
can	reach	several	hundred	μm	in	diameter.	Skeletal	muscle	fibers	are	multinucleate	(contain	many	nuclei)	because	they	form	developmentally	by	the	fusion	of	individual	uninucleate	cells	called	myoblasts.	A	muscle	fiber	is	surrounded	by	a	cell	membrane	sometimes	referred	to	as	the	sarcolemma	(Figure	20.1A)	(The	prefixes	myo-	and	sarco-	both
denote	“muscle.”)	Each	muscle	fiber	contains	hundreds	of	parallel,	cylindrical	myofibrils	(Figure	20.1B,C	and	the	opening	scanning	electron	micrograph).	The	myofibrils	are	1	to	2	μm	in	diameter	and	as	long	as	the	muscle	fiber.	Each	myofibril	has	regularly	repeating,	transverse	bands.	The	major	bands	are	the	dark	A	bands	and	the	lighter	I	bands.2	In
the	middle	of	each	I	band	is	a	narrow,	dense	Z	disc,	or	Z	line.	The	portion	of	a	myofibril	between	two	Z	discs	is	called	a	2	Microscopists	gave	the	A	band	its	name	because	they	observed	that	it	is	anisotropic	(strongly	polarizes	visible	light).	They	named	the	I	band	isotropic	because	it	does	not	polarize	visible	light.	The	names	of	other	components	of	the
sarcomere	come	from	the	German	language.	The	Z	disc	that	separates	sarcomeres	comes	from	Zwischenscheibe	(“between	line”);	the	bright	H	zone	at	the	center	of	the	A	band	from	hell	(“clear	or	bright”);	and	the	M	line	down	the	middle	of	the	H	zone	from	Mittelscheibe	(“middle	line”).	Nucleus	(A)	Muscle	fiber	(cell)	Mitochondrion	Cell	membrane
(sarcolemma)	Sarcoplasmic	reticulum	(SR)	Transverse	tubule	(t-tubule)	Terminal	cisternae	of	SR	A	band	(B)	Myofibril	H	zone	Z	disc	I	band	M	line	Sarcomere	(C)	Six	myofibrils	Z	discs	Figure	20.1 	Each	muscle	cell	contains	many	myofibrils	(A)	The	myofibrils	are	enclosed	by	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum,	which	forms	intimate	associations	with
transverse	tubules	that	extend	from	the	cell	membrane	(sarcolemma).	The	transverse	tubules	and	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	couple	excitation	of	the	muscle	fiber	membrane	with	contraction.	(B)	Contraction	is	accomplished	by	interaction	of	the	myosin	and	actin	filaments	of	the	sarcomeres,	which	are	arranged	end	to	end	to	form	the	myofibrils.	(C)	This
enlarged	segment	of	the	scanning	electron	micrograph	in	the	chapter	opener	figure	illustrates	a	series	of	sarcomeres	in	six	myofibrils.	Their	alignment	in	register	gives	a	striated	appearance.	sarcomere	(see	Figure	20.1B,C).	Thus	one	myofibril	consists	of	a	longitudinal	series	of	repeating	sarcomeres.	The	Z	discs	of	adjacent	myofibrils	are	lined	up	in
register	with	each	other,	so	the	pattern	of	alternating	A	bands	and	I	bands	appears	continuous	for	all	the	myofibrils	of	a	muscle	fiber.	This	alignment	of	banding	within	a	muscle	fiber	gives	the	fiber	its	striated	appearance.	Hill	Higher-magnification	Animal	Physiology	4E	electron	micrographs	show	that	the	myofibrils	two	kinds	of	myofilaments	(Figure
20.2).	The	thick	Sinauercontain	Associates	Morales	Studio	filaments	(see	Figure	20.2C)	are	composed	primarily	of	the	protein	Figure	20.01	myosin	and	are10-27-15	confined11-02-15	to	the	A	band	of	each	sarcomere.	A	single	thick	filament	consists	of	200	to	400	myosin	molecules.	The	thin	filaments	(see	Figure	20.2B)	are	composed	primarily	of	actin.
A	single	thin	Muscle 	539	(A)	Sarcomere	Titin	M	line	Z	disc	(C)	Thick	filament	(myosin)	Myosin	heads	(cross-bridges)	Nebulin	Myosin	tails	(D)	A	single	myosin	molecule	Actin-binding	site	ATP-binding	site	Thick	filament	Thin	filament	Light	chains	on	hinge	(B)	Thin	filament	(actin)	Tail	of	myosin	heavy	chain	Actin	Tropomyosin	(TM)	Figure	20.2 	The
sarcomere	is	the	functional	unit	of	striated	muscle 	(A)	Thick	and	thin	myofilaments	overlap	and	slide	by	each	other	to	generate	contractions.	(B)	Each	thin	filament	is	made	of	two	chains	of	globular	actin	molecules	arranged	in	a	loose	helix.	The	regulatory	proteins	tropomyosin	(TM)	and	troponin	(TN)	are	also	components	of	the	thin	filament.	(C)



Myosin	molecules	form	the	thick	filament.	(D)	Each	myosin	molecule	contains	two	heavy	chains	of	amino	acids.	The	two	chains	coiled	around	each	other	form	the	tail.	The	aminoterminal	end	of	each	heavy	chain	forms	one	of	the	heads.	The	head	filament	consists	of	two	chains	of	globular	actin	molecules	wrapped	around	each	other	in	a	loose	helix.	Thin
filaments	are	anchored	to	proteins	in	the	Z	discs	(see	Figure	20.2A).	They	extend	from	the	Z	discs	partway	into	the	A	bands	of	each	flanking	sarcomere,	where	they	interdigitate	with	thick	filaments.	The	central	region	of	the	A	band,	which	contains	only	thick	filaments	and	appears	lighter	than	the	rest	of	the	A	band,	is	called	the	H	zone.	A	narrow
dense	region	called	the	M	line	bisects	the	H	zone.	In	the	M	line,	the	thick	filaments	of	the	myofibril	are	webbed	together	with	accessory	proteins	to	maintain	their	regular	spacing.	The	Z	disc	and	M	line	ensure	that	neither	the	thin	filaments	nor	the	thick	filaments	float	free.	In	vertebrates,	the	thick	filaments	are	about	1.6	μm	long	and	12	to	15
nanometers	(nm)	across.	The	thin	filaments	are	about	1.0	μm	long	and	7	to	8	nm	across.	Muscle	fibers	also	contain	intermediate	filaments,	so	named	because	their	diameters	are	about	10	nm,	intermediate	between	those	of	thick	and	thin	filaments.	Intermediate	filaments	contribute	to	the	architectural	integrity	of	the	muscle	fiber.	The	protein	desmin,
for	example,	forms	a	scaffold	around	Z	discs	of	adjacent	myofibrils	to	hold	them	together.	This	scaffold	extends	to	the	cytoskeleton	that	lies	beneath	the	cell	membrane	as	well	as	to	the	nucleus	and	mitochondria.	These	connections	help	maintain	the	structural	organization	of	the	cell	during	contractile	activity.	Cross	sections	of	a	myofibril	show	the
relationship	of	thick	and	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	thin	filaments	in	a	sarcomere	(Figure	20.3).	A	cross	section	through	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	the	I	band	shows	only	thin	filaments.	A	section	through	the	part	of	Figure	20.02	11-20-15	the	A	band	in	which	the	thick	and	thin	filaments	overlap	shows	each	thick	filament	surrounded	by	six	thin
filaments.	A	section	through	the	H	zone	shows	only	thick	filaments.	region	has	a	site	for	binding	actin	and	a	different	site	for	binding	and	hydrolyzing	ATP.	A	hinge	region	connects	the	head	to	the	tail.	The	myosin	molecule	also	includes	two	smaller	light	chains	associated	with	each	head.	Thus	each	complete	myosin	molecule	contains	six	polypeptide
chains:	two	heavy	and	four	light.	The	molecular	composition	of	the	heavy	and	light	chains	varies	in	different	types	of	muscles.	The	different	myosin	isoforms	of	heavy	chains	and	light	chains	confer	variations	of	functional	properties,	such	as	the	rate	at	which	the	myosin	ATPase	hydrolyzes	ATP.	Sarcomere	H	zone	M	line	Z	disc	Myofibril	Troponin	(TN)
Head	of	myosin	heavy	chain	H	zone	H	zone	(thick	filaments	only)	I	band	A	band	I	band	(thin	filaments	only)	A	band	flanking	H	zone	(thick	and	thin	filaments	overlap)	Figure	20.3 	Thick	(myosin)	and	thin	(actin)	myofilaments	are	arranged	in	parallel	in	a	sarcomere 	Cross	sections	of	a	single	myofibril	illustrate	the	regions	of	overlap	of	the	thick	and
thin	myofilaments.	Both	the	M	line	and	the	Z	disc	contain	accessory	proteins	that	anchor	the	thick	and	thin	filaments.	540	 	Chapter	20	Relaxed	I	band	A	band	Z	disc	Z	disc	Actin	M	line	Myosin	H	zone	I	band	H	zone	Contracted	Figure	20.4 	Thick	and	thin	myofilaments	slide	by	one	another	to	produce	contractions 	Cross-bridges	of	the	thick
filaments	draw	the	thin	filaments	toward	the	center	of	each	sarcomere.	The	myofilaments	do	not	shorten,	but	the	I	band	and	H	band	of	each	sarcomere	do.	Because	the	sarcomeres	are	arranged	in	series	in	a	myofibril,	the	entire	myofibril	shortens.	Arrows	indicate	shortening	of	two	adjacent	sarcomeres	during	contraction.	The	myosin	molecules	have
radial	projections	on	them	called	heads	or	cross-bridges	(see	Figure	20.2C,D).	When	the	muscle	cell	is	stimulated	to	contract,	the	myosin	cross-bridges	interact	transiently	with	the	overlapping	actin	thin	filaments.	The	interactions	of	the	myosin	cross-bridges	with	actin	molecules	generate	the	force	for	muscle	contraction.	These	contractile	proteins
function	together	with	additional	proteins	in	the	sarcomere.	For	example,	titin	and	nebulin	(see	Figure	20.2A)	are	giant	proteins	that	help	align	and	myosin.	Hill	actin	Animal	Physiology	4E	A	single	molecule	of	titin	attaches	to	both	theSinauer	Z	discAssociates	and	the	M	line	and	spans	the	distance	between	them.	3	Morales	Studio	Titin’s	properties
vary	along	its	length:	The	region	along	the	I	Figure	20.04	11-20-15	band	is	highly	folded	and	elastic;	the	region	along	the	A	band	is	integrated	into	the	lattice	of	the	thick	filaments	and	is	inelastic.	This	big	titin	molecule	maintains	the	thick	filament	at	the	center	of	the	sarcomere,	and	its	elasticity	over	the	region	of	the	I	band	confers	the	ability	of	the
sarcomere	to	spring	back	after	the	muscle	fiber	is	stretched.	Nebulin	is	inelastic;	it	runs	the	length	of	a	thin	filament	and	stabilizes	it.	The	nebulin	molecule	also	specifies	the	length	of	the	thin	filament	to	optimize	the	overlap	between	thick	and	thin	filaments.	Obscurin	is	a	third	giant	protein,	which	binds	with	proteins	in	the	M	line	and	links	to	the
sarcoplasmic	reticulum.	Like	titin	and	nebulin,	obscurin	plays	an	important	role	in	maintaining	the	structural	organization	of	the	sarcomere.	Troponin	(TN)	and	tropomyosin	(TM)	are	protein	molecules	associated	with	the	actin	chains	of	the	thin	filaments	(see	Figure	20.2B).	They	regulate	the	process	of	contraction	by	controlling	whether	or	not	the
myosin	cross-bridges	can	interact	with	the	thin	filaments.4	Thick	and	thin	filaments	are	polarized	polymers	of	individual	protein	molecules	Individual	myosin	molecules	are	large	proteins	of	about	500	kilodaltons	(kDa),	each	consisting	of	two	globular	heads	joined	to	a	long	rod,	or	tail.	The	heads	are	the	cross-bridges,	and	the	tail	contributes	to	the
backbone	of	the	thick	filament	(see	Figure	20.2C,D).	During	polymerization	the	myosin	molecules	orient	themselves	with	their	tails	pointing	toward	the	center	of	the	thick	filament	and	their	heads	toward	the	ends.	As	a	result,	the	two	halves	of	the	thick	filament	become	mirror	images	of	each	other	with	a	short	bare	zone	of	only	tails	in	the	middle	of
the	filament.	The	cross-bridges	on	either	side	of	the	bare	zone	point	in	opposite	directions.	Each	actin	molecule	is	a	globular	protein	(42	kDa)	called	Gactin.	G-actin	monomers	form	chains	of	F-actin	(filamentous	actin).	The	two	chains	of	F-actin	wind	around	each	other	in	a	loose	helix	(see	Figure	20.2B).	Like	the	myosin	molecules	in	thick	filaments,	G-
actin	molecules	in	thin	filaments	are	arranged	so	that	those	on	one	side	of	the	Z	disc	have	one	orientation,	and	those	on	the	other	side	have	the	opposite	orientation.	The	consequence	of	the	polarized	organization	of	the	thick	and	thin	filaments	is	that	the	cross-bridges	in	contact	with	the	thin	filament	act	like	oars	to	pull	the	thin	filaments	toward	the
center	of	the	sarcomere.	Thus,	when	a	muscle	fiber	contracts,	the	thick	and	thin	filaments	do	not	shorten	but	instead	slide	by	one	another.	In	1954	two	independent	teams—A.	F.	Huxley	and	R.	Niedergerke,	and	H.	E.	Huxley	and	J.	Hanson—formulated	the	sliding-filament	theory	of	muscle	contraction,	which	has	since	been	amply	confirmed.	It	states
that	the	force	of	contraction	is	generated	by	the	cross-bridges	of	the	thick	filaments	attaching	to	the	thin	filaments	and	actively	pulling	them	toward	the	center	of	the	sarcomere	(Figure	20.4).	4	3	 Titin	(also	known	as	connectin)	is	the	largest	known	protein.	Composed	of	nearly	27,000	amino	acids,	it	has	a	molecular	weight	of	3	million	Daltons	(Da).
Whereas	the	thick	and	thin	myofilaments	of	similar	length	are	polymers	made	up	of	hundreds	of	myosin	or	actin	molecules,	a	single	molecule	of	titin	extends	from	the	Z	disc	to	the	center	of	the	sarcomere!	 The	characteristics	of	many	proteins	in	striated	muscle	fibers	continue	to	be	studied	and	refined.	Currently,	investigators	are	using	proteomics	to
characterize	the	profiles	of	many	proteins	in	different	muscles	and	to	follow	changes	that	occur	within	muscles	over	time,	such	as	those	in	holometabolous	insects	that	undergo	complete	metamorphosis	(see	Chapter	16)	or	those	in	disease	states.	Muscle 	541	1	Rigor	is	a	transient	state.	Myosin	ATP-binding	site	Myosin-binding	sites	Actin-binding	site
6	Myosin	unbinds	ADP	after	the	power	stroke	and	stays	attached	to	actin	in	rigor.	2	ATP	binding	dissociates	myosin	from	actin.	G-actin	ATP	ADP	3	The	myosin	ATPase	hydrolizes	ATP	5	The	myosin	head	releases	to	ADP,	and	energy	is	transferred	to	the	cross-bridge.	ADP	and	Pi	remain	bound	to	myosin.	The	myosin	head	moves	to	the	cocked	position
and	loosely	binds	a	G-actin.	Pi	as	it	swivels	in	the	power	stroke.	It	moves	the	thin	filament	10	nm	toward	the	center	of	the	sarcomere.	ADP	Pi	4	When	Ca2+	is	present,	10	nm	Pi	the	cross-bridge	attaches	tightly	to	the	G-actin	and	goes	through	another	cycle.	ADP	Figure	20.5 	A	single	cross-bridge	cycle	uses	one	molecule	of	ATP	and	moves	the	actin
filament	about	10	nm 	Each	cross-bridge	goes	through	several	cycles	during	a	single	contraction.	Muscles	require	ATP	to	contract	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	ADP	Sinauerheads	Associates	Myosin	cyclically	attach	to	actin	molecules	and	then	swivel	Morales	to	pull	onStudio	the	actin	filament.	Each	myosin	head	has	two	binding	Figure	20.05	11-20-15
sites:	one	for	actin	and	the	other	for	ATP.	The	binding	site	for	ATP	is	an	ATPase	with	enzymatic	activity	that	splits	inorganic	phosphate	from	the	ATP	molecule	and	captures	the	released	energy.	The	energy	is	used	to	power	cross-bridge	action.	The	cycle	of	molecular	interactions	underlying	contraction	is	shown	in	Figure	20.5.	In	step	❶	the	myosin
head	is	bound	to	actin	at	the	conclusion	of	a	power	stroke.	This	is	the	rigor	conformation,	as	in	rigor	mortis,	in	which	muscles	become	stiff	after	death	because	of	the	absence	of	ATP.	In	rigor,	the	actin	and	myosin	filaments	Pi	The	two	myosin	heads	function	independently,	and	only	one	binds	to	actin	at	a	time.	Structural	studies	suggest	that	no	more
than	four	myosin	heads	can	attach	over	a	span	of	seven	G-actin	monomers.	are	rigidly	fixed	in	place	until	a	new	molecule	of	ATP	binds	to	the	myosin	head	and	triggers	its	unbinding	from	actin	(step	➋).	In	life,	the	rigor	stage	of	each	cross-bridge	cycle	is	brief	because	the	globular	myosin	head	readily	binds	ATP	and	detaches	from	actin.	It	is	important
to	understand	that	the	detachment	of	myosin	from	actin	requires	the	binding	of	ATP	to	change	the	conformation	of	myosin’s	actin-binding	site,	but	it	does	not	require	the	energy	derived	from	the	ATP.	Once	released	from	actin,	the	myosin	head	hydrolyzes	the	ATP	to	ADP	and	inorganic	phosphate	(Pi)	and	the	released	energy	is	transferred	to	the	cross-
bridge	and	stored	there.	The	ADP	and	542	 	Chapter	20	Pi	remain	attached	to	the	head.	A	change	in	angle	of	the	myosin	head	(termed	cocking)	accompanies	hydrolysis.	The	cocked	head	interacts	loosely	with	a	G-actin	monomer	to	form	an	actin–myosin–ADP–Pi	complex	(step	➌).	To	make	another	power	stroke,	the	complex	must	bind	tightly	to	the
actin	monomer	(step	❹).	We	will	see	in	the	next	paragraphs	and	Figure	20.6	that	this	tight	binding	requires	the	presence	of	Ca2+	ions.	When	the	complex	binds	tightly	to	actin	it	triggers	the	power	stroke	and	release	of	Pi	(step	➎).	The	myosin	head	swivels,	pulling	the	attached	actin	toward	the	middle	of	the	myosin	filament.	At	the	end	of	the	power
stroke,	the	ADP	is	released	and	the	myosin	remains	tightly	bound	to	the	actin	(step	➏).	A	new	molecule	of	ATP	then	binds	to	the	myosin	head,	triggering	its	release	from	actin.	With	each	cycle,	one	ATP	is	consumed,	and	the	myosin	molecule	moves	the	actin	filament	a	short	distance	(about	10	nm).	During	a	single	contractile	event	(stimulated	by	a
muscle	fiber	action	potential),	each	cross-bridge	repeats	several	binding/unbinding	cycles.	The	cross-bridges	work	independently	and	asynchronously,	so	that	at	any	instant	during	a	contraction	some	of	the	cross-bridges	are	bound	to	actin	while	the	rest	are	in	other	phases	of	the	cycle.	At	no	time	during	contraction	do	all	cross-bridges	simultaneously
detach	from	actin.	The	summed	effect	of	all	the	repeated	cross-bridge	cycles	is	to	pull	the	thin	filaments	toward	the	middle	of	the	sarcomere.	In	living,	relaxed	muscle,	all	cross-bridges	have	stored	energy	and	bound	ADP	and	Pi	(as	in	Figure	20.5	step	➌),	but	most	are	temporarily	unable	to	bind	tightly	to	actin	to	generate	a	power	stroke.	As	we	will	see
next,	cross-bridge	cycling	requires	the	presence	of	calcium.	Calcium	and	the	regulatory	proteins	tropomyosin	and	troponin	control	contractions	In	a	resting	muscle,	each	myosin	head	has	detached	from	actin,	hydrolyzed	the	ATP,	and	stored	the	energy	obtained	from	hydrolysis.	It	is	“primed”	for	another	cycle.	However,	the	regulatory	proteins
tropomyosin	(TM)	and	troponin	(TN)	prevent	contraction	by	inhibiting	the	myosin	heads	from	tightly	engaging	with	actin.	TM	is	a	protein	dimer	of	two	polypeptides	that	form	an	α-helical	coiled-coil,	which	lies	along	the	groove	between	the	two	actin	chains	of	the	thin	filament	(Figure	20.6).	A	single	TM	molecule	extends	the	length	of	seven	globular
actin	molecules.	Each	TM	molecule	is	associated	with	one	TN	molecule.	In	the	resting	state	(see	Figure	20.6A),	the	TM	molecule	lies	over	the	myosin-binding	sites	of	the	adjacent	actin	molecules	and	prevents	myosin	cross-bridges	from	interacting	with	actin.	TN	is	a	golf	club–shaped	complex	of	three	subunits.	The	“handle”	is	troponin	T	(TN-T),	which
binds	to	tropomyosin.	The	“club”	includes	troponin	I	(TN-I),	which	binds	to	actin,	and	troponin	C	(TN-C),	which	binds	Ca2+	ions.	For	contraction	to	occur,	Ca2+	must	bind	to	TN.	The	key	physiological	regulator	of	muscle	contraction	is	calcium.	When	Ca2+	ions	bind	to	TN-C,	they	trigger	conformational	changes	that	remove	TM’s	steric	blocking	of	the
myosin-binding	sites	on	actin	(see	Figure	20.6B).	Once	interaction	between	actin	and	myosin	is	possible,	the	primed	myosin	cross-bridges	are	permitted	to	go	through	repeated	cross-bridge	cycles	as	long	as	Ca2+	is	present	in	the	cytoplasm.	The	muscle	will	therefore	contract	only	when	Ca2+	ions	are	available	to	bind	TN.	In	relaxed	skeletal	muscle
fibers,	the	(A)	A	muscle	cell	is	relaxed	when	no	Ca2+	ions	are	present	in	the	cytoplasm	Myosin	Myosin	head	ADP	Pi	Primed	myosin	head	attaches	loosely	to	the	thin	filament.	Troponin	Tropomyosin	G-actin	Tropomyosin	blocks	myosin	binding	site	on	G-actin.	(B)	Ca2+	ions	released	from	the	SR	permit	cross-bridge	action	3	Myosin	head	binds	tightly
and	makes	the	power	stroke.	2	Myosin	binding	site	are	exposed	by	shift	of	tropomyosin.	2+	1	Ca	binds	to	troponin.	Pi	ADP	4	Thin	filament	is	moved	~10	nm	toward	center	of	the	sarcomere.	Figure	20.6 	Ca2+	ions,	troponin	(TN),	and	tropomyosin	(TM)	regulate	contraction 	(A)	When	Ca2+	ions	are	scarce	in	the	cytoplasm,	the	TN-I	subunit	binds	to
two	adjacent	actin	monomers,	and	the	TN-T	subunit	binds	to	the	tropomyosin	molecule.	These	connections	hold	TM	in	a	position	that	covers	the	myosin-binding	sites	on	actin	and	inhibits	cross-bridge	action.	(B)	The	TN-C	subunit	binds	to	Ca2+	ions	when	they	are	released	from	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum.	This	binding	causes	conformational	changes
that	detach	TN-I	from	actin	and	allow	TM	to	roll	over	the	actin	surface.	The	changed	position	of	TM,	as	well	as	allosteric	changes,	permits	cross-bridge	action.	intracellular	concentration	of	calcium	is	extremely	low:	less	than	1	×	10	–7	M,	which	is	below	the	concentration	that	will	induce	(by	mass	action)	calcium	association	with	troponin.	Summary
Vertebrate	Skeletal	Muscle	Cells	Each	Physiology	whole	muscle	consists	of	bundles	of	longitudinally	Hill„„	Animal	4E	muscle	fibers,	which	in	turn	consist	of	Sinauerarrayed	Associates	longitudinally	arranged	myofibrils	made	up	of	thick	Morales	Studio	Figure	(myosin)	20.06	10-27-15	and	thin	(actin)	myofilaments	organized	into	sarcomeres.	Muscle 
543	„„A	single	myofibril	consists	of	a	longitudinal	series	of	sarcomeres.	The	myofibrils	are	aligned	in	register	in	a	muscle	fiber	so	that	they	give	the	fiber	a	striped,	or	striated,	appearance.	Titin,	nebulin,	and	obscurin	are	giant	proteins	that	maintain	the	internal	structural	organization	of	the	muscle	fiber.	„„The	contractile	proteins	actin	and	myosin
polymerize	in	a	polarized	fashion	to	form	the	thin	and	thick	filaments.	During	contraction,	the	heads	of	individual	myosin	molecules	bind	to	sites	on	individual	actin	molecules	and	draw	the	thin	filaments	toward	the	center	of	each	sarcomere.	„„Each	myosin	head	also	functions	as	an	ATPase	to	provide	the	energy	required	to	power	cross-bridge	motion.
In	relaxed	muscle,	each	cross-bridge	contains	ADP,	Pi,	and	stored	energy	obtained	from	the	hydrolysis	of	ATP.	The	cross-bridge	is	oriented	in	the	cocked	position,	loosely	attached	to	actin,	and	is	primed	for	its	next	power	stroke.	„„The	regulatory	proteins	troponin	(TN)	and	tropomyosin	(TM),	located	on	the	thin	filament,	inhibit	myosin	crossbridges
from	interacting	tightly	with	actin,	except	when	cytoplasmic	Ca2+	is	elevated.	When	Ca2+	binds	to	TN-C,	it	triggers	conformational	changes	that	allow	myosin	cross-bridges	to	bind	tightly	to	myosin-binding	sites	on	actin	molecules	and	produce	a	power	stroke.	Excitation–Contraction	Coupling	Neural	excitation	triggers	skeletal	muscle	contraction.
Each	skeletal	muscle	fiber	is	innervated	by	a	motor	neuron	at	the	motor	end-plate	(Figure	20.7;	see	also	Figure	13.8).	An	action	potential	conducted	to	the	axon	terminal	of	the	motor	neuron	releases	acetylcholine	(ACh),	which	binds	to	postsynaptic	ACh	receptors	in	the	end-plate	and	causes	permeability	changes	that	depolarize	the	muscle	fiber
membrane	(sarcolemma)	and	produce	an	action	potential.	Depolarization	of	the	muscle	fiber	is	referred	to	as	excitation.	This	excitation	leads	to	rapid	activation	of	the	contractile	machinery	of	the	muscle	fiber.	The	relationship	between	depolarization	and	contraction	is	called	excitation–contraction	coupling.	Excitation	and	contraction	are	coupled	by
two	separate	but	intimately	associated	membrane	systems	(see	Figures	20.1	and	20.7).	The	first	of	these	is	a	system	of	tubules	that	is	continuous	with	the	sarcolemma:	the	transverse	tubules,	or	t-tubules.	Each	t-tubule	dips	into	the	muscle	fiber	at	an	angle	perpendicular	to	the	sarcolemma,	transverse	to	the	long	axis	of	the	muscle	fiber.	The	t-tubule
invaginations	occur	at	regular	intervals	along	the	length	of	the	sarcolemma.	The	position	of	invagination	varies	among	phyletic	groups,	usually	at	the	level	of	the	Z	discs	(e.g.,	amphibian	muscle)	or	at	the	junction	of	the	A	and	I	bands	(e.g.,	mammalian	and	reptilian	muscles).	Because	the	t-tubule	membrane	is	a	continuation	of	the	outer	sarcolemma,
the	tubule	lumen	is	continuous	with	extracellular	space.	When	the	sarcolemma	is	depolarized,	the	t-tubules	conduct	this	excitation	deep	into	the	interior	of	the	muscle	fiber.	The	t-tubules	come	into	close	association	with	the	second	membrane	system	required	for	excitation–contraction	coupling,	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	(SR).	The	SR	is	a	branching
lacework	of	tubules	contained	entirely	within	the	muscle	fiber.	Each	myofibril	is	enveloped	in	SR.	The	SR	membrane	has	Ca2+-ATPase	active-transport	pumps	that	maintain	a	low	concentration	of	Ca2+	ions	in	the	cytoplasm	and	a	high	concentration	(~1	×	10	–3	M)	of	Ca2+	ions	within	the	SR.5	The	SR	between	two	t-tubules	is	called	an	SR
compartment.	Each	compartment	of	the	SR	forms	a	sleeve	of	branching	tubules	around	each	myofibril	(see	Figure	20.1A).	Enlarged	sacs	called	terminal	cisternae	(singular	cisterna)	lie	next	to	the	t-tubules.	In	resting	muscle,	Ca2+	is	largely	confined	to	the	terminal	cisternae	of	the	SR.	Once	an	action	potential	conducted	along	the	sarcolemma
depolarizes	the	t-tubule,	Ca2+	ions	are	released	from	the	SR	into	the	cytoplasm.	How	does	depolarization	of	the	t-tubule	membrane	produce	Ca2+	release	from	the	separate	membrane	system	of	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum?	In	skeletal	muscle,	the	two	membrane	systems	are	linked	by	two	kinds	of	membrane	proteins	(see	Figure	20.7):	the
dihydropyridine	receptors	(DHPRs)	of	the	t-tubules	and	the	ryanodine	receptors	(RyRs)	of	the	SR.	Both	of	these	proteins	were	named	for	the	drugs	that	bind	to	them	specifically.	In	skeletal	muscle,	the	t-tubular	DHPRs	and	the	SR	RyR	Ca2+	channels	interact	directly	with	each	other	in	a	one-on-one	fashion.	The	DHPRs	are	voltage-sensitive	calcium
channels	in	some	tissues.	However,	in	skeletal	muscle,	the	DHPRs	do	not	open	to	permit	calcium	flux	from	the	extracellular	fluid	into	the	cytoplasm.	Instead,	their	sensitivity	to	voltage	changes	plays	a	significant	role	in	excitation–contraction	coupling.	When	the	t-tubule	is	depolarized,	the	DHPRs	change	conformation.	Because	the	DHPRs	are
intimately	associated	with	the	RyRs,	their	altered	form	causes	the	RyRs	to	open.	When	the	RyRs	open,	Ca2+	diffuses	out	of	the	SR	into	the	cytoplasm.6	Figure	20.7	illustrates	a	motor	neuron	action	potential	triggering	excitation	(top	panel)	and	contraction	(middle	panel)	of	a	muscle	fiber.	When	the	RyR	channels	of	the	SR	open,	Ca2+	ions	rapidly
diffuse	the	short	distance	to	the	adjacent	myofilaments,	bind	to	troponin,	and	initiate	processes	that	allow	cross-bridge	action.	In	vertebrate	skeletal	muscle,	sufficient	Ca	2+	diffuses	to	the	myofibrils	so	that	every	TN–TM	complex	moves	to	allow	all	cross-bridges	to	function.	Indeed,	the	cytoplasmic	concentration	of	Ca2+	increases	from	10	–6	M.	When
the	muscle	fiber	action	potential	ends	(bottom	panel),	the	t-tubules	repolarize	and	the	RyRs	close.	Ca2+	ions	no	longer	leave	the	SR,	and	those	that	left	when	the	channels	were	open	are	returned	by	the	action	of	Ca2+-ATPase	pumps.	As	the	cytoplasmic	Ca2+	concentration	decreases,	Ca	2+	ions	unbind	from	TN,	TM	again	blocks	the	myosin-binding
sites	on	actin	to	prevent	cross-bridge	action,	and	relaxation	occurs.	In	some	fast-contracting	muscles,	parvalbumin	(a	low-molecular-weight	protein	in	the	cytoplasm)	binds	Ca	2+.	The	action	of	parvalbumin	in	concert	with	the	SR	Ca	2+-ATPase	pumps	enhances	the	rate	of	removal	of	Ca2+	from	TN	and	hastens	5	 The	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	is
homologous	to	the	smooth	endoplasmic	reticulum	of	other	cells.	Its	Ca2+-ATPase	pumps	are	often	referred	to	as	SERCA	(SarcoEndoplasmic	Reticulum	Calcium	transport	ATPase).	Ca2+	is	stored	in	the	SR	both	free	and	bound	to	the	protein	calsequestrin.	6	 Cardiac	muscle	also	has	both	DHPR	and	RyR	proteins	(in	different	isoforms),	but	their
interaction	is	entirely	indirect.	The	DHPR	in	cardiac	muscle	functions	as	a	Ca2+	channel.	It	opens	in	response	to	depolarization	and	lets	in	extracellular	Ca2+	from	the	t-tubular	lumen.	This	Ca2+	from	outside	the	cell	opens	the	RyR	calcium	channel	of	the	SR	by	a	process	called	Ca2+-induced	Ca2+	release.	The	indirect	coupling	seen	in	cardiac	muscle
is	probably	more	primitive	and	was	replaced	in	skeletal	muscle	by	evolution	of	the	faster	direct	coupling	of	the	two	proteins.	544	 	Chapter	20	Motor	neuron	1	The	action	potential	in	a	motor	neuron	triggers	exocytosis	of	ACh.	Motor	end-plate	Action	potential	Motor	neuron	Muscle	fibers	2	Ligand-gated	channels	bind	ACh	and	open.	The	net	inward
movement	of	Na+	initiates	an	action	potential.	AChE	ACh	T-tubule	3	The	action	potential	propagates	over	the	cell	membrane	and	depolarizes	the	t-tubules.	Here	the	depolarization	approaches	a	voltage-sensitive	DHPR,	but	has	not	yet	modulated	it.	K+	Action	potential	DHPR	–	+	+	+	+	+	+	–	–	–	–	–	–	Action	potential	Na+	Ca2+	ATP	Sarcoplasmic
reticulum	ATP	ATP-dependent	Ca2+	pumps	are	continuously	active	before,	during,	and	after	contraction.	For	each	ATP	hydrolyzed,	2	Ca2+	are	moved	from	the	cytoplasm	into	the	SR.	RyR	calcium	channel	Myosin	Thin	filament	Troponin	Tropomyosin	+	RyR	calcium	channel	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	+	ATP	ATP	ATP	ATP	5	Ca2+	ions	bind	to	troponin	(TN),	and
tropomyosin	(TM)	moves	to	expose	myosin-binding	sites	on	actin.	8	Once	the	wave	of	depolarization	ceases,	the	DHPRs	return	to	their	original	conformation,	and	the	RyR	Ca2+	channels	close.	Figure	20.7 	Excitation–contraction	coupling	is	accomplished	by	the	interactions	of	the	transverse	tubules	(t-tubules)	and	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	(SR) 
See	Figure	20.1	for	a	lower-magnification	view	of	the	SR	and	t-tubules.	ACh,	acetylcholine;	AChE,	acetylcholinesterase;	DHPR,	dihydropyridine	receptor;	RyR,	ryanodine	receptor.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	20.07	10-27-15	11-02-15	Sarcolemma	of	muscle	fiber	Ca2+	is	stored	in	the	SR	both	free	and	bound	to
the	protein	calsequestrin.	Myosin	head	4	The	depolarization	reaches	the	DHPR	and	causes	a	conformational	change	that	opens	a	RyR	calcium	channel	of	the	SR.	Ca2+	diffuses	out	of	the	SR	into	the	cytoplasm.	6	Acetylcholinesterase	(AChE)	in	the	extracellular	matrix	of	the	synaptic	cleft	hydrolyzes	ACh	to	terminate	the	action	potential.	7	Cross-
bridges	go	through	several	cycles	as	long	as	Ca2+	remains	bound	to	troponin.	–	–	–	–	–	–	–	–	9	As	the	ATP-dependent	Ca2+	pumps	decrease	the	Ca2+	concentration	in	the	cytoplasm,	Ca2+	leaves	TN,	TM	blocks	myosinbinding	sites	on	actin,	and	contraction	ends.	Muscle 	545	relaxation.	Quicker	relaxation	ensures	sooner	readiness	for	the	next
contraction.	The	Ca2+	ions	bound	to	parvalbumin	later	unbind	and	are	transported	back	into	the	SR.	Summary	Excitation–Contraction	Coupling	„„The	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	(SR)	sequesters	Ca2+	ions	to	keep	the	cytoplasmic	concentration	of	Ca2+	low.	The	terminal	cisternae	of	the	SR	possess	RyR	calcium	channels.	Transverse	tubules	include
voltage-sensitive	DHPRs	that	come	into	intimate	contact	with	the	RyRs	of	the	SR.	„„Each	skeletal	muscle	contraction	is	initiated	by	an	action	potential	in	a	motor	neuron	that	releases	acetylcholine,	which	in	turn	gives	rise	to	a	muscle	fiber	action	potential.	„„The	action	potential	propagates	over	the	cell	membrane	of	the	muscle	fiber	and	depolarizes
the	DHPRs	in	the	t-tubules.	The	DHPRs	cause	the	RyR	calcium	channels	to	open	and	allow	Ca2+	ions	to	diffuse	out	of	the	terminal	cisternae	of	the	SR	into	the	cytoplasm.	„„Ca2+	ions	bind	to	TN	and	cause	conformational	changes	of	TN	and	TM	that	expose	the	myosin-binding	sites	of	adjacent	actin	molecules.	Previously	primed	myosin	heads	bind	to
the	actin	sites.	Repeated	crossbridge	cycles	continue	as	long	as	sufficient	Ca2+	is	present.	The	cross-bridges	move	the	thick	and	thin	filaments	relative	to	each	other,	pulling	the	thin	filaments	toward	the	center	of	the	sarcomere.	„„Once	the	muscle	fiber	action	potential	is	over,	the	RyR	channels	close.	The	Ca2+-ATPase	pumps	of	the	SR	sequester
Ca2+	back	into	the	SR.	As	the	Ca2+	concentration	in	the	cytoplasm	decreases,	Ca2+	dissociates	from	TN,	and	the	TN–TM	complex	again	prevents	actin–myosin	interactions.	The	muscle	relaxes.	Parvalbumin	(prevalent	in	fast	muscles)	also	binds	cytoplasmic	Ca2+	and	thereby	enhances	the	rate	of	relaxation.	Whole	Skeletal	Muscles	Many	skeletal
muscles	in	vertebrates	work	in	antagonistic	pairs	arranged	around	joints.	When	one	muscle	shortens,	its	antagonist	lengthens;	and	vice	versa.	Muscles	generate	force	only	by	contraction;	they	lengthen	passively.	The	antagonistic	arrangement	ensures	relengthening	of	the	member	of	a	pair	that	shortened	during	contraction.	For	example,	the
quadriceps	muscles	on	the	front	of	the	thigh	and	the	hamstring	muscles	on	the	back	of	the	thigh	work	together	as	an	antagonistic	pair	of	muscles.	The	hamstring	muscles	shorten	to	bend	the	knee	joint.	The	quadriceps	muscles	shorten	to	straighten	the	knee	joint.	Often	muscles	work	in	combination	with	connective	tissues	that	store	elastic	energy.	For
example,	grazing	animals	such	as	camels	and	cows	use	muscles	to	pull	their	heads	down	to	feed.	Lowering	the	head	stretches	a	ligament	that	attaches	to	the	back	of	the	head	at	one	end	and	to	the	vertebral	column	at	the	other	end.	The	stretched	ligament	stores	energy	like	that	in	a	stretched	spring.	This	energy	is	expended	as	the	ligament	springs
back	to	its	original	length,	helping	the	muscles	that	lift	the	animal’s	head.	Muscle	contraction	is	the	force	generated	by	a	muscle	during	cross-bridge	activity	Although	the	term	contraction	suggests	that	the	muscle	shortens	during	cross-bridge	activity,	this	is	not	always	the	case.	For	example,	you	can	“tighten	up”	your	biceps	without	allowing	your
elbow	joint	to	flex.	Even	though	cross-bridge	cycling	occurs,	the	bones	do	not	move,	and	the	whole	muscle	stays	the	same	length.	This	type	of	contraction	is	called	isometric	(“same	length”)	contraction.	The	sarcomeres	in	the	muscles	shorten	slightly	during	isometric	contraction	(the	biceps	“bulges”)	because	they	pull	on	elastic	elements	within	the
muscle.	Elastic	structures	include	not	only	the	connective	tissue	surrounding	the	muscle	fibers,	which	continue	into	tendons,	but	also	components	of	the	myofibrils	such	as	titin	and	the	cross-bridge	links	themselves.	Figure	20.8	illustrates	the	relationship	of	contractile	and	elastic	components	in	a	muscle.	Whole	muscles	can	indeed	shorten.	For
example,	when	your	hand	brings	a	heavy	book	toward	your	face,	the	biceps	muscle	shortens	to	decrease	the	angle	at	your	elbow.	This	type	of	contraction,	in	which	the	whole	muscle	shortens,	is	called	concentric	contraction	because	the	muscular	action	brings	the	hand	closer	to	the	center	of	the	body.	Cross-bridges	can	also	be	active	when	the	muscle
is	lengthening.	For	example,	if	you	hold	a	10-pound	weight	in	your	hand	with	your	elbow	bent,	and	slowly	extend	your	arm,	the	sarcomeres	of	your	biceps	are	lengthening	at	the	same	time	that	the	cross-bridges	are	generating	force.	Similarly,	when	you	go	through	the	motion	of	sitting	down,	or	hike	down	an	incline,	the	quadriceps	muscles	on	the	top
of	your	thighs	are	actively	contracting,	but	the	muscles	are	actually	longer	than	they	are	when	the	knee	is	not	bent.	The	contractile	activity	in	these	cases	is	resisting	stretch	imposed	by	an	external	force.	These	contractions	are	called	lengthening,	or	eccentric,	contractions.	Lengthening	contractions	are	thought	to	produce	minor	damage	to	muscle
fibers	that	lead	to	delayed	soreness	following	exercise.	Concentric	and	eccentric	contractions	are	both	examples	of	isotonic	(“same	tension”)	contractions	(see	Figure	20.8B),	which	we	explain	below.	Muscles	hardly	ever	produce	pure	isotonic	contractions.	Most	muscle	activity	involves	dynamic	combinations	of	both	isometric	and	isotonic	contractions.
Physiologists	separate	these	types	of	contractions	experimentally	in	order	to	study	particular	properties	of	muscles.	A	muscle	exerts	its	force	on	a	load.	For	example,	when	you	lift	an	object	with	your	hand,	the	load	on	which	the	biceps	muscle	exerts	force	includes	the	mass	of	the	lower	arm	plus	the	mass	of	the	object.	The	force	of	the	muscle	is
opposed	by	the	force	of	the	load.	If	the	force	developed	by	a	muscle	is	greater	than	the	force	exerted	on	it	by	a	load,	the	muscle	will	change	length.	Once	the	muscle	begins	to	change	length,	the	force	it	produces	is	constant	and	equal	to	the	force	of	the	load.	Experimenters	recording	isotonic	contractions	measure	changes	in	length	of	the	muscle.	If	the
force	exerted	by	the	load	is	greater	than	the	muscle	force	(e.g.,	an	extremely	heavy	weight),	the	muscle	will	produce	an	isometric	contraction.	Experimenters	recording	isometric	contractions	measure	the	tension	developed	by	the	muscle.	Tension	is	the	force	exerted	on	a	load	by	a	unit	of	cross-sectional	area	of	muscle.7	7	Physiologists	often	use	the
terms	muscle	tension	and	muscle	force	interchangeably.	Tension	has	the	units	of	force/cross-sectional	area.	We	know	that	cross-bridge	action	at	the	level	of	the	sarcomere	underlies	the	action	produced	by	a	whole	muscle.	The	tension	generated	by	a	muscle	fiber	is	directly	proportional	to	the	number	of	attached	cross-bridges	between	the	thick	and
thin	filaments.	546	 	Chapter	20	(A)	Gastrocnemius	muscle	of	dog	Elastic	components	Figure	20.8 	Contractile	and	elastic	components	interact	during	contraction 	The	cross-bridge	action	within	sarcomeres	Contractile	components	pulls	on	immediately	adjacent	sarcomeres	and	also	on	elastic	elements	within	the	muscle.	(A)	A	single	schematic
sarcomere	represents	contractile	components	that	are	associated	with	intracellular	and	extracellular	elastic	elements.	(B)	Schematic	representations	show	contractile	and	elastic	elements	at	rest	(when	cross-bridges	are	not	active)	and	during	contractions	(when	cross-bridges	cycle).	(B)	At	rest	Cross-bridges	not	active	Isometric	contraction	Cross-
bridges	active	Elastic	elements	are	stretched	as	the	sarcomere	shortens.	The	whole	muscle	stays	the	same	length.	Elastic	elements	are	pulled	taut	and	the	whole	muscle	shortens.	Isotonic	concentric	contraction	Cross-bridges	active	Elastic	elements	are	stretched,	the	overlap	of	thick	and	thin	filaments	decreases,	and	the	whole	muscle	lengthens.
Isotonic	eccentric	contraction	Cross-bridges	active	To	record	isometric	contractions,	experimenters	usually	attach	the	muscle	to	a	very	stiff	force	transducer	that	measures	tension	(force/cross-sectional	area)	while	permitting	only	minuscule	changes	in	length.	A	twitch	is	the	mechanical	response	of	a	muscle	to	a	single	stimulus	Figure	20.9	shows	the
twitch	response	of	the	same	mammalian	muscle	recorded	under	isometric	and	isotonic	conditions.	Both	twitches	havePhysiology	three	phases:	a	latent	period,	a	contraction	phase,	and	Hill	Animal	4E	Sinauer	Associates	a	relaxation	phase.	The	isometric	twitch	has	a	brief	latent	period	beMorales	Studio	foreFigure	any	20.08	contractile	tension	is
recorded	(see	Figure	20.9A);	this	latent	11-05-15	period	largely	reflects	the	time	required	for	excitation–contraction	coupling	to	occur.	The	isotonic	twitch	has	a	longer	latent	period	(see	Figure	20.9B).	Before	the	muscle	can	lift	the	load	and	shorten,	excitation–contraction	coupling	must	occur,	and	the	cross-bridges	must	develop	enough	tension
isometrically	to	overcome	the	force	exerted	by	the	load.	If	the	load	were	greater,	the	latency	would	be	longer	because	additional	time	would	be	required	to	develop	tension	to	equal	the	heavier	load.	The	velocity	of	shortening	decreases	as	the	load	increases	Isotonic	recordings	are	ideal	for	revealing	that	the	load	directly	influences	the	velocity	(speed)
at	which	a	muscle	shortens.	You	know	from	experience	that	you	can	lift	a	pencil	faster	than	an	unabridged	dictionary,	and	you	cannot	lift	your	car	at	all.	The	fact	that	velocity	of	shortening	decreases	progressively	with	increasing	loads	is	referred	to	as	the	load–velocity	relationship.	Current	models	suggest	that	greater	loads	somehow	decrease	the
rate	at	which	the	myosin	heads	detach	from	actin,	and	therefore	slow	the	speed	of	shortening.	This	relationship	is	also	referred	to	as	the	force–velocity	relationship.	The	words	load	and	force	can	be	used	interchangeably	because—in	isotonic	contractions—the	force	produced	by	the	muscle	equals	the	force	of	the	load.	Indeed,	the	force	generated	by
the	muscle	decreases	with	velocity	of	shortening	because	there	is	decreased	probability	of	cross-bridge	action	as	a	sarcomere’s	speed	starts	from	zero	to	reach	a	finite	value.	The	load–velocity	(force–velocity)	relationship	is	considered	further	in	Chapter	21	(see	page	567)	and	is	illustrated	in	Figure	21.1,	which	also	shows	muscle	power	(power	=	force
×	velocity).	Muscle 	547	(A)	Isometric	recording	(same	length)	measures	change	in	tension	Tension	In	an	isometric	twitch,	the	tension	developed	is	not	sufficient	to	move	the	load,	and	the	muscle	stays	the	same	length.	Contraction	phase	Stimulus	Relaxation	phase	Latent	period	Time	(B)	Isotonic	recording	(same	tension)	measures	change	in	length
Shortening	In	an	isotonic	twitch,	the	tension	developed	is	sufficient	to	move	the	load,	and	the	muscle	shortens.	Latent	period	Contraction	phase	Relaxation	phase	Time	Stimulus	The	frequency	of	action	potentials	determines	the	tension	developed	by	a	muscle	Depending	on	the	muscle,	twitches	can	vary	from	tens	to	hundreds	of	milliseconds	(ms)	in
duration—much	longer	than	the	duration	of	the	skeletal	muscle	action	potential,	which	is	about	2	ms.	When	a	muscle	is	stimulated	more	than	once	within	a	brief	period,	the	20	2s	experimental	arrangement,	the	muscle	contracts	but	is	not	allowed	to	move	a	load.	(B)	In	the	isotonic	experimental	arrangement,	the	muscle	shortens	and	moves	the	load,
once	its	contractile	activity	generates	tension	(force)	that	equals	the	force	of	the	load.	successive	twitches	produced	add	to	each	other,	so	the	overall	response	is	greater	than	the	twitch	response	to	a	single	stimulus.	Such	addition	is	called	summation.	Summation	can	be	recorded	either	isometrically	or	isotonically.	Figure	20.10	shows	isometric
records	of	summation.	The	electrical	events	triggering	the	contractions	(the	action	potentials	of	the	motor	neurons	and	muscle	fibers)	are	all-ornone	and	do	not	sum.	However,	because	the	action	potentials	last	only	1	to	2	ms,	and	a	muscle	twitch	lasts	many	milliseconds,	the	muscle	can	generate	a	second	(or	even	multiple)	action	potential(s)	before
the	end	of	the	twitch	produced	by	the	first	action	potential.	The	amplitude	of	the	summed	contractions	depends	on	the	interval	of	time	between	stimuli.	Low	frequencies	of	stimulation	produce	contractions	that	sum	but	are	not	fused.	Higher-frequency	stimulation	produces	a	fused	contraction	called	tetanus—the	maximum	contractile	response	the
muscle	can	achieve.	In	mammalian	muscle,	the	amplitude	of	the	tetanus	is	usually	three	or	four	times	the	amplitude	of	a	single	twitch.	In	amphibian	muscle,	the	tetanic	response	can	exceed	ten	times	the	amplitude	of	a	single	twitch.	A	sustained	high	calcium	concentration	in	the	cytoplasm	permits	summation	and	tetanus	As	we	noted	earlier,	each
action	potential	triggers	the	release	of	a	sufficient	number	of	Ca2+	ions	from	the	SR	to	allow	every	TN–TM	complex	to	move	away	from	the	myosin-binding	sites	on	the	actin	thin	filaments.	Thus	every	cross-bridge	in	every	stimulated	skeletal	muscle	fiber	is	capable	of	interacting	with	actin	and	pulling	the	thin	Incomplete	tetanus	Data	from	this	type	of
experiment	are	often	presented	with	calibration	marks	to	indicate	force	(vertical	mark)	and	time	(horizontal	mark).	10g	=	0.098	N	ric	and	isotonic	contractions	(twitches) 	(A)	In	the	isometric	Fused	tetanus	0.4	0.2	0	Force	(N)	Force	(g)	40	Figure	20.9 	Recordings	reveal	differences	between	isomet-	0	1/s	2/s	5	No	summation	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E
Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	20.09	10-27-15	10	5/s	15	Summation	10/s	20	Time	(s)	25	20/s	30	35	40	Figure	20.10 	Summation	and	tetanus 	Increasing	the	frequency	of	stimulation	produces	summation	of	twitches	up	to	a	maximum	contractile	response	called	fused	tetanus.	In	this	example,	short	trains	of	stimuli	were	applied	to	the
sciatic	nerve	that	innervates	the	gastrocnemius	muscle	of	a	frog.	The	muscle	was	allowed	to	rest	briefly	between	trains	of	stimuli	that	were	applied	at	different	frequencies.	Experimenters	use	known	weights	to	calibrate	the	recording	apparatus.	Because	weight	is	the	magnitude	of	the	force	of	gravity	on	an	object,	it	is	expressed	as	the	product	of	the
mass	of	the	object	(in	kilograms,	kg)	times	the	strength	of	the	gravitational	field	(9.8	N/kg).	Therefore	tension	produced	by	the	muscle	is	accurately	expressed	in	units	of	newtons	(N).	(Published	values	of	muscle	tension	are	often	expressed	in	units	of	grams	instead	of	newtons.)	Inset:	Tetanus	toxin	prevents	the	exocytosis	of	neurotransmitter	from
inhibitory	interneurons	onto	α	motor	neurons	in	the	spinal	cord.	The	motor	neurons	lack	inhibitory	synaptic	input	to	balance	excitatory	inputs,	and	they	become	hyperexcitable.	In	severe	cases,	essentially	all	motor	neurons	generate	action	potentials	and	cause	tetanic	contractions	of	the	skeletal	muscles.	(Painting	by	Sir	Charles	Bell,	1809.)	548	 
Chapter	20	filaments	toward	the	center	of	the	sarcomere.	If	all	cross-bridges	are	fully	engaged,	how	is	it	possible	to	produce	a	tetanic	force	several	times	greater	than	the	response	to	a	single	stimulus?	The	answer	is	that	the	contractile	apparatus	requires	time	to	pull	on	the	various	elastic	components	of	the	muscle.	The	elastic	components	include	the
connective	tissue	associated	with	the	muscle	fibers	and	the	elastic	components	of	the	myofibrillar	apparatus.	These	all	lie	in	series	with	each	other.	Thus	the	elastic	structures	are	referred	to	as	series	elastic	elements.	For	maximum	tension	to	be	recorded	at	the	ends	of	the	muscle	fiber,	the	elastic	elements	must	be	stretched	taut.	During	a	single
twitch	produced	by	a	single	action	potential,	the	Ca2+	released	into	the	cytoplasm	is	pumped	back	into	the	SR	before	the	cross-bridges	can	fully	stretch	out	the	elastic	elements.8	Successive	action	potentials,	however,	open	the	RyR	channels	with	sufficient	frequency	to	keep	the	cytoplasmic	concentration	of	Ca2+	8	The	condition	of	the	muscle	fiber
during	the	time	Ca2+	ions	are	available	to	permit	cross-bridge	action	is	often	referred	to	as	the	active	state.	(A)	The	amount	of	tension	developed	by	a	muscle	depends	on	the	length	of	the	muscle	at	the	time	it	is	stimulated	Whole	skeletal	muscles,	because	of	their	attachments	to	bones	(or	to	exoskeleton	in	invertebrates),	do	not	change	greatly	in
length.	Nevertheless,	muscles	develop	the	most	tension	if	they	start	contracting	at	an	ideal	initial	length.	Isometric	recordings	from	isolated	whole	muscles	illustrate	this	idea.	Figure	20.11A	shows	the	tension	produced	by	a	muscle	when	it	was	set	at	several	different	lengths	prior	to	stimulation.	Maximum	tension	was	achieved	when	the	muscle	was
set	at	lengths	near	its	normal	relaxed	length	in	the	animal.	When	the	muscle	was	set	at	shorter	lengths	or	stretched	to	longer	lengths,	the	development	of	tension	dropped	off.	(B)	Tension	(%	of	maximum)	Tension	recorded	by	transducer	Tension	high	enough	so	that	the	actin-binding	sites	for	myosin	remain	exposed	over	time.	Thus	cross-bridges	can
cycle	repeatedly	until	the	elastic	elements	are	stretched	taut	and	the	full	contractile	potential	of	the	muscle	fiber	is	realized.	Active	tension	Passive	tension	0.5	×	resting	length	1.0	×	resting	length	in	situ	3	2.0–2.25	µm	2	1.65	µm	100	50	1.25	µm	Increasing	overlap	with	decreasing	length	1.5	×	resting	length	1	Length	of	muscle	prior	to	stimulation	4
3.65	µm	1	2	2.0	µm	2.25	µm	Optimal	overlap	of	thick	and	thin	filaments	3	Maximum	tension	developed	when	the	muscle	was	set	at	a	length	close	to	its	normal	relaxed	length.	Figure	20.11 	The	length–tension	relationship	in	whole	muscles	is	explained	by	the	sliding-filament	theory 	(A)	Maximum	active	isometric	tension	developed	in	a	whole	muscle
of	a	frog	when	it	was	set	near	its	normal	resting	length	prior	to	stimulation.	Active	tension	decreased	when	the	muscle	was	shortened	or	stretched.	The	transducer	records	total	tension	developed	by	the	muscle.	Active	tension	(developed	by	the	sarcomeres)	is	determined	by	subtracting	the	passive	tension	(produced	by	the	experimenter	pulling	on	the
muscle	to	stretch	it)	from	the	total	tension	recorded	during	contraction.	(B)	Isometric	tension	recorded	from	single	fibers	is	related	to	the	sarcomere	length	set	prior	to	stimulation.	It	is	at	its	maximum	when	the	actin	filaments	overlap	the	greatest	number	of	myosin	cross-bridges.	(B	from	Gordon	et	al.	1966.)	Maximum	tension	developed	when	muscle
fibers	were	set	to	ensure	optimal	overlap	of	thin	filaments	with	myosin	cross-bridges.	Decreasing	overlap	with	increasing	length	4	Contraction	without	load	In	general,	the	amount	of	work	a	muscle	can	do	depends	on	its	volume	Work	performed	by	a	muscle	can	best	be	understood	by	the	use	of	isotonic	recording.	Work	is	the	product	of	force	produced
by	the	muscle	and	the	distance	that	the	muscle	shortens.	Figure	20.12	shows	the	distance	a	muscle	shortened	when	it	was	given	increasingly	greater	loads	to	lift.	The	muscle	shortened	the	greatest	distance	when	it	lifted	no	load.	It	did	not	shorten	at	all	when	the	force	of	the	load	exceeded	the	maximum	force	it	could	develop.	When	the	muscle	lifted
no	load,	although	it	shortened,	it	performed	little	work	because	it	exerted	negligible	force.	When	the	muscle	attempted	to	lift	a	very	heavy	load,	it	exerted	isometric	force	but	performed	no	work	because	it	did	not	move	the	load.	At	intermediate	loads,	the	muscle	did	increasing	amounts	of	work,	up	to	about	40%	of	the	maximum	load,	and	then	it	did
progressively	decreasing	amounts	of	work	while	lifting	loads	of	increasing	mass.	The	force	exerted	by	a	muscle	is	proportional	to	the	cross-sectional	area	(CSA)	of	its	contractile	elements.	In	all	muscles	examined	that	use	actin	and	myosin	as	contractile	proteins,	the	diameters	of	the	thick	and	thin	filaments	are	essentially	the	same.	This	means	that	a
cross	section	through	the	contractile	components	of	any	muscle	would	reveal	the	same	number	of	cross-bridges	per	unit	of	area.	Because	of	this	constant	number	of	cross-bridges,	most	vertebrate	skeletal	muscle	fibers	(and	many	invertebrate	muscle	fibers)	exert	about	the	same	amount	of	force	per	unit	of	area.	A	muscle	that	has	a	greater	total	CSA
would	therefore	be	able	to	produce	a	greater	total	force	than	a	thinner	muscle,	because	of	the	additive	effect	of	myofibrils	in	parallel.	Investigators	refine	this	concept	by	taking	into	account	Distance	shortened	Work	performed	Work	performed	This	length–tension	relationship	is	entirely	explained	by	the	sliding-filament	model	of	muscle	contraction.
Elegant	isometric	recordings	of	tension	developed	by	single	frog	skeletal	muscle	fibers	unambiguously	demonstrated	the	length–tension	relationship	at	the	level	of	the	sarcomeres.	Figure	20.11B	shows	the	tension	developed	by	single	muscle	fibers	set	at	different	lengths	prior	to	stimulation.	The	set	length	of	the	muscle	fiber	affected	the	length	of	the
sarcomeres	within	it	and	therefore	the	degree	of	overlap	of	the	thick	and	thin	filaments	within	each	sarcomere.	The	experimenters	plotted	the	amount	of	tension	developed	upon	stimulation	as	a	function	of	sarcomere	length.	Maximum	tensions	were	recorded	when	the	sarcomere	lengths	were	set	near	those	found	in	the	intact	animal.	The	diagrams	in
Figure	20.11B	illustrate	that,	at	the	lengths	that	yielded	maximum	tension,	the	overlap	of	thick	and	thin	filaments	permits	optimal	cross-bridge	binding	with	actin	(➌).	Stretching	or	compressing	the	sarcomeres	leads	to	less	tension	developed	in	response	to	stimulation.	Sarcomeres	set	at	longer-than-ideal	lengths	have	less	overlap	of	thick	and	thin
filaments	and	therefore	fewer	available	sites	for	myosin	cross-bridges	to	bind	(❹).	At	sarcomere	lengths	that	are	shorter	than	ideal,	the	thin	filaments	overlap	each	other,	probably	interfering	with	myosin	cross-bridge	action	(➋),	and	ultimately	push	up	against	the	Z	disc	(➊).	The	striking	agreement	of	the	length–tension	curve	of	single	muscle	fibers
with	the	observed	regions	of	filament	overlap	strongly	implies	that	each	cross-bridge	contributes	an	independent	and	equal	increment	of	tension,	and	provides	compelling	support	for	the	sliding-filament	theory	of	muscle	contraction.	Below	we	will	see	the	powerful	effects	of	sarcomeres	arranged	in	series	within	myofibrils,	and	of	myofibrils	arranged	in
parallel.	Distance	shortened	0	Work	=	0	force	×	x	distance	Work	=	x	force	×	0	distance	0	Force	of	load	Isometric	contraction	Figure	20.12 	Work	of	contraction 	Isotonic	recordings	show	that	the	muscle	shortens	the	greatest	distance	when	it	lifts	no	load,	and	shortens	progressively	shorter	distances	with	increasing	loads.	Multiplying	the	force
developed	(equal	to	the	force	of	the	load,	in	newtons,	N)	by	the	distance	shortened	for	each	load	(in	meters,	m)	gives	a	curve	that	represents	work	performed	by	the	muscle	(in	joules,	J).	(After	Schmidt-Nielsen	1997.)	the	orientation	of	the	muscle	fibers	within	a	given	muscle.	In	some	muscles,	the	individual	muscle	fibers	are	arranged	in	parallel	and
extend	the	full	length	of	the	muscle.	However,	other	muscles	may	include	shorter	muscle	fibers	arranged	at	an	angle	to	the	long	axis	of	the	muscle.	This	arrangement	adds	complexity	to	understanding	the	amount	of	force	generated	by	a	particular	type	of	muscle.	The	length	of	a	muscle	fiber	does	not	contribute	to	the	force	it	generates.	However,	the
length	is	important	in	determining	how	much	work	the	muscle	can	do.	The	sarcomeres	in	most	vertebrates	are	about	2.5	μm	long.	Thus,	if	each	sarcomere	contracts,	for	example,	10%	of	its	length	during	a	twitch,	a	muscle	that	has	myofibrils	consisting	of	100	sarcomeres	in	series	will	shorten	25	μm.	A	muscle	that	has	myofibrils	consisting	of	300
sarcomeres	in	series	would	shorten	three	times	that	distance.	Assuming	that	both	muscles	had	the	same	CSA,	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	they	would	both	exert	the	same	force.	However,	the	longer	muscle	Sinauer	Associates	would	perform	Morales	Studio	more	work	because	work	is	the	product	of	force	times	Figure	20.12	shortened.	10-27-15	A
muscle	that	was	both	greater	in	CSA	and	the	distance	longer	would	produce	even	more	work	because	it	would	both	exert	greater	force	and	shorten	a	greater	distance.	Thus	muscles	that	have	a	greater	volume	of	contractile	machinery	are	generally	capable	of	doing	greater	work.	The	length	of	a	muscle	fiber	also	affects	the	velocity	of	shortening.
Because	the	sarcomeres	are	arranged	in	series,	velocities—like	length	changes—are	also	additive.	For	example,	if	each	sarcomere	shortened	at	a	speed	of	20	μm/s,	then	a	100-sarcomere	myofibril	would	shorten	at	(20	μm/s)	×	100	=	2	mm/s.	A	300-sarcomere	myofibril	would	shorten	at	a	speed	of	6	mm/s.	Therefore,	assuming	sarcomeres	of	equivalent
lengths,	the	longer	a	muscle	fiber,	the	greater	its	velocity	of	shortening.	Interestingly,	the	muscles	of	some	animals	have	been	so	drastically	modified	that	they	possess	hardly	any	contractile	machinery	at	all.	For	example,	the	electric	organs	of	some	fish	do	not	do	contractile	work	but	instead	produce	electric	shocks	(Box	20.1).	550	 	Chapter	20	BOX
Electric	Fish	Exploit	Modified	Skeletal	Muscles	20.1	to	Generate	Electric	Shocks	In	addition	to	using	skeletal	muscles	for	locomotion,	electric	fish	have	incorporated	highly	modified	skeletal	muscle	cells—called	electrocytes—into	electric	organs	(EOs),	which	they	use	for	stunning	prey,	exploring	the	environment,	and	communicating.	Researchers
recently	investigated	the	specific	effects	on	prey	of	electric	discharges	produced	by	the	electric	eel	Electrophorus	electricus	from	freshwater	rivers	of	South	America	(Figure	A).	They	first	showed	that	highvoltage	electric	discharges	produced	by	the	eel’s	EO	specifically	stimulated	the	prey’s	efferent	motor	neurons,	causing	them	to	release
acetylcholine	(ACh)	at	skeletal	muscle	end-plates.	The	researchers	then	demonstrated	how	the	electric	eels	time	the	discharges	so	that	they	either	immobilize	free-swimming	fish	or	reveal	the	locations	of	hidden	fish.	When	an	eel	targets	free-swimming	prey,	it	emits	high-frequency	discharges	(~400	Hz)	that	remotely	stimulate	the	prey’s	motor
neurons	at	such	a	high	frequency	that	they	cause	the	skeletal	muscles	to	undergo	tetanus	and	temporarily	immobilize	the	prey.	During	this	short	period	of	immobility,	the	electric	eel	captures	the	prey.	To	flush	out	hidden	prey,	the	electric	eel	emits	two	or	three	high-voltage	discharges	that	stimulate	the	prey’s	motor	neurons	to	produce	full-body
twitches	that	give	away	the	animal’s	hiding	spot.	Within	20	to	40	ms	of	having	revealed	the	prey’s	location—before	the	prey	can	escape—the	eel	attacks	it	with	a	highfrequency	discharge	and	immobilizes	it	for	capture.	Some	strongly	electric	fish	were	known	in	ancient	times.	Aristotle	described	how	the	Mediterranean	torpedo,	which	can	deliver
shocks	of	50	to	60	V	and	several	amperes	of	current,	hides	in	wait	to	stun	and	then	consume	its	prey.	Francesco	Redi	(in	1671)	and	Stephano	Lorenzini	(in	1678)	dissected	torpedoes	and	con-	Figure	A 	The	electric	eel	Electrophorus	electricus	Myxinoidei	Petromyzontiformes	Holocephali	Selachii	Torpediniformes	Pristiformes	Rajiformes
Myliobatiformes	Coelacanthiformes	Dipnoi	Lissamphibia	Amniota	Polypteriformes	Chondrostei	Holostei	Elopomorpha	Hiodontiformes	Osteoglossoidei	Notopteroidea	Mormyroidea,	e.g.,	Brienomyrus	brachyistius*	Euteleostei	Clupeiformes	Gonorhynchiformes	All	descendant	lineages	electrogenic	Characiformes	Some	descendant	lineages	electrogenic
Siluriformes,	e.g.,	Malapterurus	electricus	studied	using	*	Species	genomic	analysis	Paleozoic	Figure	B 	Phylogeny	of	electric	fishes 	This	phylogenetic	tree	shows	that	electric	organs	evolved	independently	in	six	different	orders	of	vertebrates.	(After	Gallant	et	al.	2014.)	Cypriniformes	600	500	Mesozoic	400	300	200	Million	years	ago	100
Gymnotiformes,	e.g.,	Electrophorus	electricus,*	Sternopygus	macrurus,*	Eigenmannia	virescens*	Cenozoic	Muscle 	551	cluded	that	the	EO	was	derived	from	muscle.	Nearly	300	years	later,	in	the	1950s,	fish	with	EOs	that	generate	only	weak	electrical	pulses	were	discovered	in	Africa	and	South	America.	Combined	observations	of	EOs	in	many
unrelated	fish	indicate	that	EOs	have	evolved	independently	at	least	six	different	times.	Recently,	researchers	have	studied	the	genomic	basis	of	the	convergent	evolution	of	EOs.	Figure	B	illustrates	the	phylogeny	of	known	groups	of	electric	fish	and	identifies	those	used	in	a	study	of	gene	expression	in	EO	tissues.	The	cellular	morphology	of	EOs
varied	greatly	among	the	animals	studied	(marked	with	asterisks),	yet	these	divergent	animals	showed	striking	convergence	in	patterns	of	upregulation	and	downregulation	of	genes	and	transcription	factors	expressed	to	produce	the	physiological	features	of	EOs.	Whereas	genes	involved	in	differentiation	of	muscle	structures	and	functions	are
downregulated	in	all	EOs,	those	involved	in	EO	function	are	upregulated.	For	example,	the	genes	for	certain	ion	channels	and	transporters	are	highly	expressed,	which	would	contribute	to	increased	excitability	of	the	electrocytes.	Certain	collagen	genes	are	also	upregulated,	presumably	to	produce	the	insulating	connective	tissue	that	prevents
dissipation	of	the	current	produced	by	the	electrocytes.	Finally,	the	electric	fish	from	divergent	taxa	all	upregulated	genes	for	insulin-like	growth	factors	(IGFs),	which	turn	on	cellular	mechanisms	that	contribute	to	large	cell	size.	Thus,	despite	the	widely	varied	morphologies	of	EO	tissues	in	divergent	fish,	selection	pressures	appear	to	have	exploited
convergent	use	of	gene	expression	patterns	that	yield	the	features	of	functional	EOs.	In	the	process	of	studying	the	physiology	of	EOs	and	learning	how	electric	fish	use	them	in	their	native	habitats,	investigators	have	also	made	discoveries	about	convergent	evolution,	animal	behavior,	and	cellular	differentiation.	Furthermore,	because	EOs	yield
abundant	amounts	of	nearly	pure	excitable	membranes,	they	provide	tissues	for	ever-more-sophisticated	studies	of	channels	and	membrane	receptors.	Finally,	the	large	quantities	of	AChE	in	many	EOs	provide	a	plentiful	source	of	enzyme	for	studies	of	anticholinesterases,	which	are	of	interest	both	to	environmentalists	(who	find	synthetic
anticholinesterases	in	toxic	wastes)	and	investigators	seeking	ways	to	prolong	ACh	signals	at	specific	synapses.	The	structure	and	diverse	functions	of	EOs	are	explored	in	Box	Extension	20.1.	Summary	Whole	Skeletal	Muscles	1.	ATP	binding	to	the	cross-bridge	(but	not	hydrolysis)	is	„„Cross-bridge	activity	within	individual	muscle	fibers	2.	Hydrolysis
of	ATP	primes	(cocks)	the	myosin	cross-bridge	accounts	for	the	force	generated	by	a	muscle.	Force	exerted	by	a	muscle	is	proportional	to	the	crosssectional	area	of	its	contractile	elements.	„„The	tension	(force	per	cross-sectional	area)	generated	by	a	whole	muscle	is	directly	related	to	the	number	of	actively	contracting	muscle	fibers.	„„The	amount	of
tension	developed	by	each	contracting	fiber	in	a	muscle	is	determined	by	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	from	its	motor	neuron	(to	produce	summation	of	twitches	and	tetanus)	and	the	length	of	the	muscle	fiber	at	the	time	it	is	stimulated	(the	length–	tension	relationship).	„„The	speed	with	which	a	muscle	shortens	decreases	as	the	load	it	lifts
increases	(the	load–velocity	relationship).	„„Work	performed	by	a	muscle	is	the	product	of	force	produced	by	the	muscle	and	the	distance	it	shortens.	necessary	for	detachment	of	myosin	from	actin.	in	preparation	for	binding	to	actin	and	undergoing	a	power	stroke.	3.	Energy	from	the	hydrolysis	of	ATP	drives	the	calcium	pump	that	transports	Ca2+
ions	into	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum.	Interestingly,	muscle	contains	only	enough	ATP	(2–4	mM)	to	sustain	contraction	for	a	few	seconds.	Thus	nearly	all	forms	of	muscular	work	require	the	production	of	ATP	while	the	muscle	is	active.	The	rate	of	work	produced	depends	on	the	rate	at	which	ATP	is	provided	to	the	contractile	apparatus.	In	broad
outline,	vertebrate	muscle	fibers	possess	three	biochemical	mechanisms	that	produce	ATP	(see	Chapter	7	for	a	detailed	discussion	of	ATP	resupply):	ATP	is	the	immediate	source	of	energy	for	powering	muscle	contraction	➊	Use	of	the	phosphagen	creatine	phosphate.	Phosphagens	temporarily	store	high-energy	phosphate	bonds.	The	highenergy
phosphate	of	creatine	phosphate	can	be	donated	to	ADP	to	produce	ATP,	as	shown	in	Figure	8.7.	Creatine	phosphate	is	produced	in	resting	muscle	from	creatine	and	ATP.	The	formation	of	ATP	from	creatine	phosphate	is	driven	by	simple	mass	action.	Whereas	creatine	phosphate	is	the	phosphagen	found	in	muscles	of	vertebrates,	it	and	other
phosphagens,	such	as	arginine	phosphate,	are	found	in	invertebrates	(see	Chapter	8,	pages	198–199).	ATP	performs	at	least	three	functions	in	the	contraction–relaxation	cycle:	➋	Anaerobic	glycolysis.	This	form	of	catabolism	requires	no	oxygen	(see	Figure	8.5).	It	must	have	glucose	or	glycogen	Muscle	Energetics	In	this	section	we	examine	the
sources	of	energy	available	to	muscle	fibers	and	the	ways	in	which	energy	is	used	by	different	types	of	muscle	fibers.	552	 	Chapter	20	CIRCULATION	Proteins	MUSCLE	FIBER	Amino	acids	Oxygen	Fatty	acids	Lactic	acid	Lactic	acid	2	Glucose	3	Oxidative	phosphorylation	Glycolysis	Glycogen	Creatine	1	Creatine	phosphate	ATP	Myosin	ATPase
Contraction	SR	Ca2+	pump	Relaxation	ADP	+	Pi	Figure	20.13 	Three	metabolic	pathways	supply	the	ATP	for	muscle	contractile	activity: 	❶	Transfer	of	high-energy	phosphate	from	creatine	phosphate	to	ADP;	➋	anaerobic	glycolysis;	and	➌	aerobic	catabolism	involving	oxidative	phosphorylation.	the	muscle	soon	runs	out	of	creatine	phosphate,	this
high	rate	of	ATP	supply	is	short-lived.	With	continued	contractile	activity,	anaerobic	glycolysis	takes	over	as	the	principal	mechanism	of	ATP	synthesis.	Because	the	peak	rate	of	ATP	synthesis	by	anaerobic	glycolysis	is	lower	than	that	using	creatine	phosphate,	the	rate	of	ATP	supply	to	the	contractile	apparatus	decreases	(although	it	is	still	very	high).
Anaerobic	glycolysis	can	make	somewhat	more	total	ATP	than	phosphagen,	but	it,	too,	exhausts	its	ability	to	make	ATP	if	a	muscle	stays	in	a	state	of	all-out	exertion.	At	that	point,	aerobic	catabolism	becomes	the	sole	source	of	ATP.	The	rate	of	ATP	supply	falls	still	further	because	aerobic	catabolism	exhibits	the	lowest	rate	of	ATP	synthesis.	But	the
aerobic	mechanism	can	make	ATP	on	a	sustained	basis.	These	transitions	in	the	biochemistry	of	ATP	synthesis	are	the	reason	that	the	rate	of	work	by	a	muscle	declines	with	time	during	all-out	exercise.	Figure	8.12	illustrates	this	concept.	Vertebrate	muscle	fibers	vary	in	their	use	of	ATP	as	fuel.	In	addition	to	ATP,	it	produces	lactic	acid,	which	in
vertebrates	is	always	retained	in	the	body	and	disposed	of	metabolically.	Tonic	muscle	fibers	are	relatively	rare.	They	are	found	mainly	in	postural	muscles	of	lower	vertebrates.9	Tonic	muscle	fibers	do	not	generate	action	potentials,	but	they	do	undergo	changes	in	membrane	potential.	They	contract	more	slowly	than	any	other	➌	Aerobic	catabolism.
This	form	of	catabolism	requires	oxygen	types	of	vertebrate	muscle	fibers,	and	their	slow	cross-bridge	cyand	can	use	all	three	major	classes	of	foodstuff	as	fuel	(see	cling	permits	long-lasting	contractions	with	low	energetic	costs.	Figures	8.1–8.3).	It	produces	ATP	principally	by	oxidative	The	most	common	types	of	muscle	fibers	are	twitch	fibers.	These
phosphorylation.	Its	other	major	products	are	CO2	and	H2O.	fibers	generate	action	potentials,	and	each	action	potential	gives	Figure	20.13	illustrates	major	elements	in	the	production	and	rise	to	a	muscle	twitch	(see	Figure	20.9).	The	biochemical	and	use	of	ATP	in	a	vertebrate	muscle	fiber.	The	three	mechanisms	of	metabolic	features	of	twitch	fibers
vary,	which	gives	them	difATP	production	differ	greatly	in	how	fast	they	can	make	ATP	when	ferent	contractile	capabilities.	operating	at	peak	output,	how	much	ATP	they	can	make,	and	how	Twitch	fibers	are	generally	classified	into	three	main	categories	quickly	they	can	accelerate	their	rate	of	ATP	production.	Table	based	on	differences	in	isoforms
of	the	myosin	ATPase	and	metabolic	20.1	summarizes	these	attributes	(see	Table	8.1	for	more	details).	features	of	the	cells:	slow	oxidative	(SO),	fast	oxidative	glycolytic	(FOG),	If	a	resting	muscle	is	called	upon	suddenly	to	engage	in	all-out	and	fast	glycolytic	(FG)	fibers	(Table	20.2).	In	mammals,	the	myosin	effort,	creatine	phosphate	supplies	much	of
the	ATP	in	the	first	secATPases	in	FG	and	FOG	fibers	hydrolyze	about	600	ATP	molecules	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	onds	because	phosphagen-based	ATP	synthesis	can	be	accelerated	per	second,	whereas	those	in	SO	fibers	split	ATP	about	half	as	rapidly.	Sinauer	Associates	very	rapidly.	Because	the	rate	of	ATP	hydrolysis	governs	the	rate	of	cross-
bridge	Morales	StudioThe	rate	of	ATP	supply	is	exceedingly	high	because	of	the	intrinsic	cycling,	higher	ATPase	activity	allows	faster	contraction.	Figure	20.13	properties	10-27-15	of	the	phosphagen	mechanism.	But	because	It	is	important	to	remember	that	the	amount	of	tension	developed	per	cross-bridge	cycle	is	the	same	in	both	fast	and	slow
types	Table	20.1 	Characteristics	of	the	three	principal	mechanisms	of	muscle,	but	the	number	of	cycles	accom	of	ATP	regeneration	in	vertebrate	muscle	plished	per	unit	of	time	differs.	Earlier	we	saw	Use	of	Anaerobic	Aerobic	that	the	velocity	of	contraction	of	a	muscle	phosphagen	glycolysis	catabolism	fiber	depends	on	the	load	being	moved	(the
Peak	rate	of	ATP	Very	high	High	Moderate	load–velocity,	or	force–velocity,	relationship).	synthesis	Total	possible	yield	of	ATP	Small	in	one	episode	of	use	Moderate	Rate	of	acceleration	of	ATP	production	Fast	Fast	Note:	See	Table	8.1	for	more	detail.	High	(maintained	indefinitely)	Slow	9	In	mammals,	tonic	fibers	occur	only	as	intrafusal	fibers	of
muscle	spindles	and	in	extraocular	muscles.	In	many	mammals,	the	extraocular	muscles,	which	control	complex	motions	of	the	eyes,	also	contain	extremely	fast-contracting	muscle	fibers.	Muscle 	553	Connective	tissue	Figure	20.14 	Whole	muscles	often	consist	of	mixtures	of	different	types	of	fibers	Fast	oxidative	glycolytic	(FOG)	fibers	have
abundant	mitochondria	and	are	intermediate	in	diameter	and	abundance	of	capillaries.	This	relationship	applies	to	all	muscle	fibers	but	varies	depending	on	the	type.	Therefore	the	velocity	of	contraction	depends	on	both	50	µm	the	type	of	muscle	fiber	and	the	load	against	which	it	exerts	force.	Slow	oxidative	(SO)	fibers	stain	dark	because	they
contain	abundant	The	SO	fibers	are	mitochondria-rich	and	poised	to	make	ATP	Fast	glycolytic	(FG)	fibers	mitochondria.	They	have	small	principally	by	aerobic	catabolism;	they	have	small	diameters	and	have	few	mitochondria,	diameters	and	are	surrounded	by	are	rich	in	myoglobin	(an	intracellular	hemoglobin-like	molecule	large	diameters,	and	few
many	capillaries	(stained	black).	adjacent	capillaries.	that	facilitates	O2	transport),	red	(because	of	the	myoglobin),	well	supplied	with	blood	capillaries,	and	slow	to	fatigue.	The	FG	fibers	have	large	diameters,	are	invested	with	fewer	capillaries,	have	little	myoTable	20.2 	Characteristics	of	mammalian	skeletal	twitch	muscle	fibers	globin,	and	are
white.	They	have	few	Fast	glycolytic	Slow	oxidative	Fast	oxidative	mitochondria	and	make	ATP	mainly	(FG)	(SO)	glycolytic	(FOG)	by	anaerobic	glycolysis;	they	are	rich	Myosin	ATPase	activity	Slow	Fast	Fast	in	glycogen	(the	principal	fuel	of	anaerobic	glycolysis),	quickly	accumulate	Speed	to	reach	peak	Slow	Intermediate	to	fast	Fast	lactic	acid,	and
fatigue	rapidly.	The	tension	FOG	fibers	are	intermediate.	Although	Duration	of	twitches	Long	Short	Short	the	FOG	isoform	of	myosin	is	different	2+	Rate	of	Ca	uptake	by	Slow	to	High	High	from	that	of	FG	fibers,	the	activity	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	intermediate	of	myosin	ATPase	in	FOG	fibers	is	Resistance	to	fatigue	High	Intermediate	Low	high,	and
they	are	therefore	capable	Number	of	mitochondria	Many	Many	Few	of	rapid	tension	development.	Unlike	Myoglobin	content	High	High	Low	FG	fibers,	however,	FOG	fibers	are	relatively	rich	in	mitochondria,	and	Color	Red	Red	White	because	they	make	ATP	aerobically,	Diameter	of	fiber	Small	Intermediate	Large	they	are	relatively	resistant	to
fatigue.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Number	of	surrounding	Many	Many	Few	Sinauer	Associates	Whole	muscles	often	include	capillaries	Morales	Studio	mixtures	of	different	types	of	muscle	Levels	of20.14	glycolytic	Low	Intermediate	High	Figure	10-27-15	11-02-15	fibers,	and	their	performance	reflects	enzymes	their	composition.	The	light	microAbility
to	produce	High	High	Low	graph	in	Figure	20.14	shows	an	ATP	using	oxidative	example	of	SO,	FOG	and	FG	fibers	phosphorylation	intermingled	within	a	muscle.	Table	Force	developed	per	cross-	Low	Intermediate	High	20.2	provides	a	comparative	guide	sectional	area	of	entire	to	the	three	fiber	types.	The	distincfiber	tions,	although	useful,	should	not
be	Function	in	animal	Posture	Standing,	walking,	Jumping,	bursts	viewed	too	rigidly,	however,	because	rapid	repetitive	of	high-speed	movements	locomotion	the	fiber	types	vary	considerably	in	other	characteristics.	For	example,	Frequency	of	use	by	High	Intermediate	to	Low	fibers	of	a	given	type	may	differ	from	animal	high	each	other	because	they
have	different	Note:	The	names	of	different	types	of	skeletal	muscle	fibers	vary	in	the	literature.	Slow	oxidative	fibers	isoforms	of	troponin,	tropomyosin,	or	are	also	called	Type	I;	and	fast	oxidative	fibers,	Type	IIa.	Different	types	of	fast	glycolytic	fibers	are	found	other	proteins.	Furthermore,	varying	in	mammals,	IIb	in	small	mammals	and	IIx	in	large
mammals.	554	 	Chapter	20	conditions	of	use	can	cause	one	type	of	fiber	to	be	converted	into	another	(see	Chapter	21).	Different	fiber	types	are	specifically	adapted	to	serve	different	functions,	which	gives	muscles	a	broad	repertoire	of	contractile	abilities.	SO	fibers	(and	tonic	fibers	when	present)	do	not	generate	much	tension,	but	they	operate
efficiently	and	without	fatigue.	They	are	adapted	for	isometric	postural	functions	and	for	small,	slow	movements.	The	myosin	isoform	in	SO	fibers	has	low	ATPase	activity	and	therefore	can	produce	tension	economically.	FOG	fibers	generate	more	tension	and	faster	contractions,	yet	they	are	fatigue-resistant.	They	are	adapted	for	repeated	movements
such	as	locomotion.	FG	fibers	generate	rapid	contractions	and	large	increments	of	tension,	but	they	lack	endurance.	They	are	used	for	occasional,	forceful,	fast	movements	such	as	leaps	or	bursts	of	speed	in	escape	or	prey	capture.	The	ankle	extensors	in	the	cat	hindlimb	illustrate	the	functional	roles	of	different	fiber	types.	Three	muscles—the	soleus,
medial	gastrocnemius,	and	lateral	gastrocnemius—compose	the	ankle	extensors.	They	all	insert	on	the	Achilles	tendon	at	the	heel.	The	soleus	contracts	slowly	and	consists	entirely	of	SO	fibers.	It	is	most	active	in	postural	standing.	The	medial	and	lateral	gastrocnemii	are	faster	muscles	of	mixed	fiber	composition.	For	example,	the	medial
gastrocnemius	contains	approximately	45%	FG,	25%	FOG,	and	25%	SO	fibers.	(The	remaining	5%	of	fibers	are	intermediate	in	their	properties	between	those	of	FG	and	FOG	fibers.)	Because	the	FG	fibers	have	relatively	greater	diameters	(see	Table	20.2),	the	45%	that	they	contribute	to	the	muscle	fibers	contributes	75%	of	the	maximum	total	tension
of	the	medial	gastrocnemius.	However,	walking	and	most	running	use	only	about	25%	of	the	maximum	tension	of	the	medial	gastrocnemius.	This	is	the	amount	of	tension	produced	by	the	FOG	and	SO	fibers	without	any	contribution	from	the	FG	fibers.	Thus	these	fatigue-resistant	fibers	are	sufficient	for	most	locomotion.	The	large	force	contributed	by
FG	fibers	is	believed	to	be	reserved	for	short	bursts	of	contraction	required	in	motions	such	as	jumping.	Different	animals	employ	different	types	of	muscles	that	contribute	to	their	achieving	success	In	fish,	the	trunk	muscles	of	the	body	are	divided	into	separate	regions	of	red	slow	muscle	and	white	fast	muscle.	The	muscle	fibers	in	the	two	regions
bear	many	histological,	biochemical,	and	physiological	similarities	to	mammalian	fiber	types.	SO-like	fibers	are	found	in	the	red	muscle	and	FG-like	fibers	in	the	white	muscle.	The	slow	red	muscle	makes	up	less	than	10%	of	the	total	trunk	muscle	in	most	fish	species,	and	it	never	exceeds	25%.	Yet	only	the	slow	red	muscle	is	used	at	all	speeds	of
steady	cruising.	The	white	fast	muscle	that	constitutes	the	great	bulk	of	the	muscle	mass	is	used	only	for	bursts	of	high-speed	swimming,	and	it	fatigues	rapidly.	The	shear	size	of	the	white	muscle	is	a	testimony	to	the	extreme	importance	to	the	fish	of	being	able	to	accelerate	rapidly	through	its	dense	water	environment	when	necessary	to	capture
food	or	escape	a	predator.	Several	animals	possess	exceptional	muscles	that	are	adapted	for	very	rapid	contractions.	Certain	vertebrates	possess	rapidly	contracting	muscles	that	consist	of	fibers	that	are	oxidative	and	fatigue-resistant.	Hummingbird	flight	muscle,	for	example,	can	contract	and	relax	at	frequencies	approaching	80	times/s	(hertz,	Hz),
so	the	contraction–relaxation	cycle	is	completed	in	less	than	15	ms.	Sound-producing	muscles	of	insects,	fish,	birds,	and	bats	can	be	even	faster.10	In	all	of	these	cases	there	are	extreme	adaptations	for	rapid	generation	of	tension,	and	also	rapid	relaxation.	Experimenters	have	shown	that	three	main	factors	contribute	to	increased	speeds	of
contraction:	(1)	myosin	isoforms	capable	of	rapid	cross-bridge	cycling,	(2)	troponin	isoforms	that	have	a	low	affinity	for	Ca2+	so	that	Ca	2+	unbinds	rapidly,	and	(3)	increased	density	of	Ca2+-ATPase	pumps	in	the	SR	and	parvalbumin	in	the	cytoplasm	for	rapid	relaxation.	Large	amounts	of	ATP	are	required	to	support	rapid	cross-bridge	cycling	and
pump	functions,	and	not	surprisingly,	these	muscles	require	a	well-developed	SR,	many	mitochondria,	and	a	rich	supply	of	capillaries	to	deliver	O2	and	nutrients.	The	benefit	of	rapid	contraction	brings	with	it	a	cost	of	limited	ability	to	generate	tension,	because	space	in	cells	is	limited.	In	most	muscles	used	for	locomotion,	about	90%	of	the	space	is
filled	by	myofibrils;	mitochondria,	glycogen,	and	SR	fill	the	remaining	10%	of	the	space.	Consider	the	tail-shaker	muscle	of	the	rattlesnake,	which	can	produce	contractions	at	a	frequency	of	up	to	90	Hz	(at	optimum	temperatures).	Rattlesnakes	make	themselves	conspicuous	by	rattling	their	tails	continuously,	sometimes	for	hours.	The	tail-shaker
muscle	fibers	have	high	metabolic	demands	and	require	reserves	of	fuel,	abundant	mitochondria,	and	also	extensive	SR.	The	space	required	for	these	“supporting”	components	necessarily	limits	the	space	available	for	contractile	proteins	(the	tensiongenerating	components).	Indeed,	in	rattlesnake	shaker	muscle	fibers,	only	about	30%	of	the	space	is
occupied	by	myofibrils.	The	remaining	space	is	filled	by	SR	(26%),	glycogen	(17%),	and	mitochondria	(26%).	The	diminished	contractile	machinery	results	in	less	ability	to	generate	tension.	These	muscle	fibers	illustrate	a	general	point:	that	space	in	cells	can	be	at	a	premium,	and	thus	trade-offs	may	be	required	among	various	cell	components.	In
contrast,	the	asynchronous	flight	muscles	of	some	insects	produce	extremely	high	frequencies	of	robust	contractions,	and	their	fibers	contain	a	large	volume	of	contractile	elements	with	relatively	few	mitochondria	and	little	SR.	In	a	dramatic	departure	from	all	other	known	skeletal	muscles,	the	asynchronous	flight	muscles	of	insects	have	evolved	an
excitation–contraction	mechanism	in	which	one	action	potential	triggers	several	contraction–relaxation	cycles.	In	Drosophila	melanogaster,	for	example,	the	motor	neurons	to	the	asynchronous	flight	muscles	generate	action	potentials	at	a	rate	of	about	5	Hz,	but	the	muscles’	contraction	frequency	is	approximately	200	Hz.	The	wing	beats	of	these
insects	result	from	changes	in	the	shape	of	the	thorax	produced	by	opposing	sets	of	muscles	that	are	alternately	activated	by	stretch.	The	action	potentials	ensure	that	sufficient	Ca2+	is	present	in	the	cytoplasm	to	permit	actin–myosin	cross-bridge	action.	In	Box	20.2	we	compare	asynchronous	and	synchronous	flight	muscles	of	insects.	10	The	sound-
producing	muscles	of	the	male	toadfish	swim	bladder	are	the	fastest	known	vertebrate	muscles,	contracting	at	frequencies	of	up	to	200	Hz.	In	insects,	the	sound-producing	muscle	of	the	shrill-chirping	male	cicada	can	contract	and	relax	at	a	frequency	of	550	Hz!	 	BOX	20.2	Insect	Flight	Spinal	cord	Humans	have	long	admired	and	envied	the	ability
of	other	animals	to	fly.	Insects—from	lazily	looping	butterflies	to	dive-bombing	mosquitoes—have	captivated	our	attention.	Insect	flight	muscles	possess	the	familiar	features	of	striated	skeletal	Honeybee	(Apis	mellifera)	muscle	fibers	found	in	other	animals.	The	myofibrils	are	organized	into	sarcomeres;	t-tubules	and	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	are
present;	and	Ca2+	ions	bind	to	the	TN–TM	complex	to	permit	cross-bridge	cycling	that	produces	tension.	Box	Extension	20.2	describes	the	special	features	of	insect	flight	muscles	that	underlie	insects’	aerial	feats.	Summary	Muscle	Energetics	„„Contractile	activity	requires	the	hydrolysis	of	ATP	to	Gastrocnemius	muscle	of	frog	leg	Motor	neurons
Each	muscle	fiber	receives	a	single	end-plate	contact	from	a	motor	neuron	terminal	branch.	A	motor	unit	consists	of	a	single	motor	neuron	and	all	of	the	muscle	fibers	it	innervates.	KEY	Twitch	muscle	fibers	Motor	unit	1	Motor	unit	2	Motor	unit	3	Figure	20.15 	Vertebrate	skeletal	muscles	consist	of	many	different,	independent	motor	units 	An	action



potential	in	a	motor	neuron	stimulates	an	action	potential	and	contraction	in	all	of	the	muscle	fibers	it	innervates.	Varying	the	number	of	active	motor	units	varies	the	amount	of	tension	produced	by	the	whole	muscle.	„„ATP	is	produced	by	three	principal	means:	(1)	transfer	of	in	a	muscle,	one	exemplified	by	vertebrates	(the	vertebrate	plan)	and	the
other	by	arthropods	(the	arthropod	plan).	In	most	of	the	wellstudied	invertebrate	groups	other	than	arthropods,	muscle	tension	is	controlled	by	variations	on	the	arthropod	plan.	„„Vertebrate	muscle	fibers	are	classified	into	different	The	vertebrate	plan	is	based	on	muscles	organized	into	motor	units	provide	energy	for	cross-bridge	power	strokes	and
to	support	the	Ca2+-ATPase	pumps	of	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum.	the	high-energy	phosphate	from	creatine	phosphate	to	ADP,	(2)	glycolysis,	and	(3)	oxidative	phosphorylation.	types	on	the	basis	of	their	biochemical	and	metabolic	features,	and	each	type	is	adapted	to	serve	different	functions.	Muscles	usually	contain	a	mixture	of	different	fiber	types.
„„Muscles	adapted	for	extremely	rapid	contractions	typically	produce	less	tension	than	muscles	that	contract	at	slower	rates.	The	presence	of	large	numbers	of	mitochondria	and	abundant	SR	reduces	the	crosssectional	area	of	contractile	machinery,	and	therefore	the	ability	to	generate	tension.	Neural	Control	of	Skeletal	Muscle	Whole	skeletal
muscles	in	both	vertebrates	and	invertebrates	produce	smooth,	fluid	movements	that	are	generated	by	continuous	and	finely	controlled	neural	input.	Unlike	smooth	and	cardiac	muscles	(which	may	generate	contractions	endogenously	and	may	respond	to	hormonal	as	well	as	neural	control),	skeletal	muscles	contract	only	when	stimulated	by	motor
neurons.	Two	contrasting	evolutionary	approaches	are	known	to	provide	gradation	of	tension	A	vertebrate	skeletal	muscle	is	innervated	typically	by	about	100	to	1000	motor	neurons.	The	axon	of	each	motor	neuron	branches	to	innervate	several	muscle	fibers,	and	each	muscle	fiber	receives	synaptic	input	from	only	one	motor	neuron.	A	motor	neuron
and	all	muscle	fibers	4E	it	innervates	are	collectively	termed	a	motor	Hill	the	Animal	Physiology	unit	(Figure	20.15).	When	the	motor	neuron	generates	an	action	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	potential,	all	of	the	muscle	fibers	in	the	motor	unit	generate	action	Figure	20.15	10-27-15	11-02-15	potentials	and	contract	to	produce	a	twitch.	Trains	of
action	potentials	of	increasing	frequencies	can	produce	summation	of	twitches	up	to	fused	tetanic	contraction.11	Thus,	as	in	whole	muscles,	the	amount	of	tension	produced	by	a	single	motor	unit	can	be	varied	by	varying	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	generated	by	the	motor	neuron.	Although	the	amount	of	tetanic	tension	varies	in	different
animals,	in	many	vertebrate	muscles	it	is	about	two	to	five	times	greater	than	the	twitch	tension.	A	more	dramatic	effect	on	the	amount	of	tension	developed	by	a	whole	muscle	can	be	accomplished	by	varying	the	number	11	In	mammals,	fused	tetanus	occurs	at	about	300	action	potentials/s	in	slow-twitch,	oxidative	muscle	fibers,	and	at	about	100
action	potentials/s	in	fast-twitch,	glycolytic	fibers.	556	 	Chapter	20	of	active	motor	units.	Increasing	the	number	of	active	motor	units	is	called	recruitment	of	motor	units.	Recruitment	requires	stimulating	increasing	numbers	of	motor	neurons	that	innervate	the	muscle.	For	example,	the	tension	in	a	muscle	innervated	by	100	motor	neurons	could	be
graded	in	100	steps	by	recruitment.	The	amount	of	tension	developed	by	the	whole	muscle	increases	as	more	motor	units	are	activated	(recruited).	Recruitment	is	the	dominant	means	used	to	control	the	amount	of	tension	produced	in	vertebrate	twitch	muscles.	Varying	the	number	of	active	motor	units,	as	well	as	the	timing	of	their	activation,	ensures
precise	and	smooth	movements.	The	elastic	properties	of	the	muscle	also	contribute	to	the	smoothness	of	movement.	The	innervation	of	vertebrate	tonic	muscle	is	intermediate	between	the	vertebrate	and	arthropod	plans	Like	twitch	muscles,	tonic	muscles	also	are	made	up	of	motor	units	that	consist	of	a	single	motor	neuron	and	the	muscle	fibers	it
innervates.	However,	whereas	each	fiber	of	a	twitch	muscle	has	a	single	end-plate	contact	near	the	middle	of	the	fiber,	each	muscle	fiber	of	a	tonic	muscle	receives	many	synaptic	contacts	distributed	over	its	length.	This	pattern,	shown	in	Figure	20.16A,	is	termed	multiterminal	innervation.	An	action	potential	generated	by	a	motor	neuron	produces
an	excitatory	postsynaptic	potential	(EPSP)	at	each	of	the	distributed	junctions	on	all	fibers	in	the	motor	unit.	Tonic	muscle	fibers	have	little	or	no	ability	to	generate	action	potentials.	Instead,	each	depolarizing	EPSP	spreads	passively	over	a	region	of	membrane	and	down	the	t-tubules	in	that	area.	Because	an	EPSP	is	produced	at	each	of	the	many
terminals	along	the	entire	length	of	the	fiber,	the	depolarized	t-tubules	trigger	opening	of	RyRs	at	many	points,	and	contractile	elements	are	activated	along	the	entire	fiber.	The	amount	of	tension	generated	depends	directly	on	the	amount	of	depolarization	produced	by	the	EPSPs.	The	arthropod	plan	employs	multiterminal	and	polyneuronal
innervation	Although	the	fibers	of	arthropod	skeletal	muscles	share	many	features	of	vertebrate	skeletal	muscle,	including	the	organization	of	thick	and	thin	filaments	into	sarcomeres	and	excitation–contraction	coupling	by	way	of	t-tubules	and	SR,	they	show	interesting	differences	in	their	patterns	of	innervation.	A	typical	arthropod	whole	muscle	is
innervated	by	one	to	ten	motor	neurons,	in	contrast	to	the	hundreds	or	thousands	of	motor	neurons	that	innervate	a	whole	vertebrate	muscle.	Most	individual	arthropod	muscle	fibers	are	innervated	by	more	than	one	motor	neuron,	a	pattern	termed	polyneuronal	innervation	(Figure	20.16B).	As	in	vertebrate	tonic	muscle,	each	neuron	in	arthropod
skeletal	muscle	branches	to	provide	multiterminal	innervation	to	several	muscle	fibers.	Arthropod	muscle	fibers	typically	do	not	generate	allor-none	action	potentials.	(Insect	flight	muscles,	which	do	generate	action	potentials,	are	an	exception.)	Because	arthropod	muscle	fibers	are	innervated	polyneuronally,	the	motor	units	of	arthropods	overlap;
each	muscle	fiber	is	part	of	several	motor	units.	Thus	arthropods	have	only	a	few	overlapping	motor	units	per	muscle,	whereas	vertebrates	have	many,	nonoverlapping	motor	units	per	muscle.	Some	arthropod	muscles	are	innervated	by	both	excitatory	and	inhibitory	motor	neurons.	This	feature—distinctly	different	from	vertebrate	muscles,	which	are
innervated	solely	by	excitatory	neurons—allows	peripheral	inhibition.	In	arthropods,	the	excitatory	transmitter	is	typically	glutamate	(not	acetylcholine)	and	the	inhibitory	transmitter	is	gamma-aminobutyric	acid	(GABA).	The	algebraic	summation	of	graded	inhibitory	postsynaptic	potentials	(IPSPs)	and	EPSPs	in	the	muscle	fiber	determines	the	amount
of	tension	developed.	The	greater	the	depolarization,	the	greater	the	amount	of	Ca2+	released	from	the	SR,	and	the	greater	the	tension	developed.	Thus	the	dominant	mechanism	for	controlling	tension	in	arthropod	muscles	is	controlling	the	degree	of	depolarization	of	muscle	(A)	Vertebrate	tonic	muscle	fibers	have	multiterminal	innervation	(B)
Arthropod	muscle	fibers	have	polyneuronal,	multiterminal	innervation	A	motor	neuron	and	the	muscle	fibers	it	innervates	form	a	single	motor	unit.	Each	branch	of	the	motor	neuron	branches	repeatedly	to	form	many	synaptic	contacts	along	the	length	of	each	muscle	fiber.	Excitatory	neurons	Inhibitory	neuron	Motor	neuron	Overlapping	motor	units
Figure	20.16 	Innervation	patterns	of	vertebrate	tonic	muscle	fibers	and	arthropod	muscle	fibers	Acetylcholine	released	at	each	terminal	causes	a	local	EPSP—not	an	action	potential—in	that	region	of	the	muscle	fiber.	Glutamate	released	at	each	terminal	of	the	excitatory	neuron	causes	a	local	EPSP	in	the	muscle	fiber,	and	GABA	released	from	each
terminal	of	the	inhibitory	neuron	causes	a	local	IPSP.	The	EPSPs	and	IPSPs	sum	algebraically.	Muscle 	557	fibers,	which	in	turn	depends	on	the	frequency	of	action	potentials	in	the	excitatory	and	inhibitory	motor	neurons.	Arthropod	muscle	fibers	have	a	range	of	speeds	of	contraction,	but	unlike	in	vertebrate	fibers,	the	velocity	of	contraction	of
arthropod	muscle	fibers	is	associated	with	different	sarcomere	lengths:	Short-sarcomere	fibers	contract	quickly,	and	long-sarcomere	fibers	contract	slowly.	Most	arthropod	muscles	contain	a	variety	of	fibers	with	different	sarcomere	lengths	and	contraction	speeds.	Some	muscles,	however,	are	composed	of	all	long-sarcomere	slow	fibers	or	all	short-
sarcomere	fast	fibers.	For	example,	the	muscles	of	crayfish	and	lobsters	that	control	flexion	and	extension	of	the	abdomen	are	made	up	of	either	all	fast	or	all	slow	fibers.	Thus	there	are	fast	and	slow	flexor	muscles	and	fast	and	slow	extensor	muscles.	The	slow	flexor	and	extensor	muscles	each	receive	up	to	five	excitatory	motor	neurons	and	one
inhibitory	neuron.	Many	of	the	fast	muscles	receive	three	excitatory	axons	and	one	inhibitory	axon.	An	additional	pattern	of	innervation	is	found	only	in	insects.	The	skeletal	muscles	in	insects	receive	synaptic	input	not	only	from	excitatory	and	inhibitory	neurons	but	also	from	a	third	type	of	neuron	that	releases	octopamine	or	tyramine.	The
octopamine/tyramine	transmitters	do	not	directly	trigger	or	inhibit	muscle	contraction,	but	instead	perform	two	different	functions	that	affect	muscle	activity.	First,	they	modulate	neuromuscular	activity	elicited	by	input	from	glutamatergic	excitatory	motor	neurons	and	GABA-ergic	inhibitory	neurons.	For	example,	octopamine	accelerates	the
relaxation	rate	of	muscles	by	influencing	the	functions	of	chloride	and	potassium	channels	in	the	muscle	membrane.	Second,	the	octopamine/tyramine	neurons	to	skeletal	muscle	fibers	also	promote	glycolysis,	and	therefore	ATP	production	from	carbohydrates,	during	contractions.	This	direct	neural	control	of	metabolism	plays	an	adaptive	role	in
adjusting	muscle	ATP	production	to	the	energy	demands	of	motor	behaviors.	Sometimes,	however,	it	is	not	adaptive	to	use	carbohydrates	as	metabolic	fuel.	Indeed,	the	flight	muscles	of	certain	insects	that	possess	synchronous	flight	muscles	(see	Box	Extension	20.2)	switch	from	carbohydrate	to	lipid	metabolism	during	long	flights.	For	example,
locusts	have	synchronous	flight	muscles	and	are	well	known	for	their	ability	to	fly	across	oceans.	In	these	animals,	the	octopamine	neurons	to	the	flight	muscles	stimulate	glycolysis	of	carbohydrate	stores	during	rest,	but	these	neurons	are	inhibited	during	flight.	In	the	absence	of	octopamine	input,	the	flight	muscles	metabolize	lipids	instead	of
carbohydrates.	Summary	Neural	Control	of	Skeletal	Muscle	„„The	neuromuscular	organization	of	vertebrates	is	characterized	by	many	nonoverlapping	motor	units,	each	controlled	by	a	single	motor	neuron.	Each	muscle	fiber	within	a	motor	unit	generates	an	action	potential	that	spreads	rapidly	over	the	entire	cell	membrane	and	triggers	contraction.
„„Vertebrate	tonic	fibers	are	organized	into	nonoverlapping	motor	units.	They	usually	do	not	generate	action	potentials.	Each	fiber	is	innervated	by	a	branch	of	a	motor	neuron	that	makes	multiple	synaptic	contacts	along	its	length.	Excitatory	postsynaptic	potentials	(EPSPs)	produce	local	contractions	near	each	synaptic	contact.	„„The	neuromuscular
organization	of	arthropods	is	characterized	by	few	motor	neurons,	overlapping	motor	units,	and	in	some	cases,	by	peripheral	inhibition.	Each	muscle	fiber	is	typically	innervated	by	more	than	one	motor	neuron,	and	each	neuron	makes	multiple	synaptic	contacts	on	the	fiber.	Arthropod	muscle	fibers	typically	do	not	generate	action	potentials.	Instead,
the	postsynaptic	potentials	produced	at	several	points	along	the	length	of	the	fiber	provide	graded	electrical	signals	that	each	trigger	the	contractile	machinery	in	a	small	section	of	the	fiber	and	control	the	degree	of	tension	developed.	Insect	muscles	are	innervated	not	only	by	excitatory	and	inhibitory	neurons	but	also	by	neurons	that	release
octopamine	or	tyramine	at	synaptic	contacts.	These	transmitters	modulate	neuromuscular	activity	and	regulate	energy	metabolism.	Vertebrate	Smooth	(Unstriated)	Muscle	Whereas	the	main	function	of	skeletal	muscle	in	vertebrates	is	to	accomplish	locomotion,	and	that	of	cardiac	muscle	is	to	pump	blood	through	the	heart,	smooth	muscles	are
important	in	the	homeostatic	functions	of	many	different	systems	within	vertebrate	animals.	Smooth	muscles	are	found	in	the	gastrointestinal,	respiratory,	reproductive,	and	urinary	tracts	and	in	the	blood	vessels.	In	addition,	smooth	muscles	are	in	the	eye	(they	control	the	size	of	the	pupil	and	shape	of	the	lens)	and	at	the	base	of	hairs	or	feathers	(see
Chapter	10,	page	265).	In	hollow	and	tubular	organs,	smooth	muscles	permit	a	variety	of	functions,	including	changing	size	and	volume	(such	as	the	bladder	or	stomach),	propelling	materials	along	a	tube	(such	as	chyme	through	the	intestine	or	urine	through	the	ureter),	and	maintaining	tension	for	long	periods	of	time	(as	in	the	walls	of	arterioles	or
sphincter	muscles).	Compared	with	vertebrate	skeletal	muscles,	which	are	relatively	uniform	in	their	structure	and	function,	smooth	muscles	are	richly	varied	in	their	architectural	arrangement	within	organs,	the	types	of	stimuli	that	trigger	their	contraction,	and	the	types	of	electrical	activities	they	generate.	Smooth	muscles	use	the	contractile
proteins	actin	and	myosin,	but	these	proteins	are	not	organized	into	sarcomeres,	and	so	smooth	muscle	cells	do	not	appear	striated.	Interdigitating	myosin	and	actin	filaments	are	organized	into	bundles	around	the	periphery	of	the	cell,	and	cross-bridge	action	causes	them	to	slide	by	one	another	to	accomplish	contraction	(Figure	20.17A).	Smooth
muscle	cells	have	a	greater	proportion	of	actin	relative	to	myosin	than	do	striated	muscles—a	difference	that	is	reflected	in	the	larger	ratio	of	thin	to	thick	filaments	in	smooth	muscles	(about	12–15	thin	filaments	per	thick	filament)	relative	to	striated	muscles	(about	2–4	thin	filaments	per	thick	filament).	The	actin	filaments	attach	to	dense	bodies	in
the	cytoplasm	and	on	the	inner	surface	of	the	cell	membrane.	Intermediate	filaments	also	attach	to	the	dense	bodies	to	help	form	a	stable	cytoskeleton.	The	thick	myosin	filaments	have	cross-bridges	along	their	entire	length	(unlike	skeletal	and	cardiac	thick	filaments,	which	are	“bald”	in	the	middle).	The	myosin	structure	increases	the	probability	that
actin-binding	sites	will	overlap	cross-bridges	even	when	the	muscle	is	stretched.	558	 	Chapter	20	(A)	Bundles	of	actin	and	myosin	are	arranged	around	the	cell’s	periphery	(B)	Single-unit	smooth	muscle	cells	are	electrically	connected	by	gap	junctions	Dense	body	Postganglionic	axon	of	autonomic	nervous	sytem	Intermediate	filament	Actin	Myosin
Connective	tissue	Varicosity	containing	vesicles	of	neurotransmitter	Gap	junction	Cell	2	Cell	1	The	myosin	filaments	have	cross-bridges	along	their	entire	length,	which	means	they	overlap	over	a	wide	range…	(C)	Multiunit	smooth	muscle	cells	are	excited	independently	Myosin	Postganglionic	axon	of	autonomic	nervous	sytem	Actin	…and	can	generate
tension,	even	when	the	cells	are	stretched.	Varicosity	containing	vesicles	of	neurotransmitter	Figure	20.17 	Smooth	muscles	use	actin	and	myosin	to	generate	tension,	and	they	receive	innervation	from	the	autonomic	nervous	system	Smooth	muscle	cells	range	from	40	to	600	μm	in	length	(shorter	than	most	skeletal	muscle	fibers).	They	are	widest	in
diameter	around	the	single	nucleus	(2–10	μm,	only	somewhat	wider	than	the	1–2	μm	diameter	of	a	single	myofibril	of	a	skeletal	muscle	fiber)	and	taper	toward	the	ends.	This	cell	shape	is	referred	to	as	spindleshaped.	When	a	smooth	muscle	cell	is	stimulated	to	contract,	the	cross-bridge	action	of	the	peripherally	arranged	myofilaments	causes	the	cell
to	shorten	and	plump	up	in	the	center.	Smooth	muscle	cells	are	linked	by	connective	tissue	to	each	other	and	to	surrounding	connective	tissue	to	ensure	transmission	of	contractile	force	throughout	a	tissue	or	organ.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	In	addition	to	their	small	dimensions	and	single	nucleus,	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	cells	are
characterized	by	the	absence	of	transverse	smooth	muscle	Figure	20.17	11-20-15	1-8-16	tubules,	troponin,	and	nebulin.	They	have	a	reduced	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	(SR)	but	typically	have	caveolae,	invaginations	of	the	cell	membrane	that	are	thought	to	contribute	to	the	rise	of	Ca2+	in	the	cytoplasm	when	the	cell	is	activated.	As	in	cardiac	and
skeletal	muscles,	the	myosin	ATPase	of	smooth	muscle	hydrolyzes	ATP	to	power	cross-bridge	motions.	However,	the	smooth	muscle	myosin	ATPase	hydrolyses	ATP	much	more	slowly	than	do	the	ATPases	of	different	types	of	skeletal	and	cardiac	myosins.	Because	of	the	slow	rate	of	ATP	hydrolysis,	myosin	cross-bridges	cycle	at	a	slower	rate	in	smooth
muscle,	resulting	in	slower	speed	of	contraction	and	longer	contraction	time.	Many	smooth	muscles	can	maintain	contractions	for	long	periods	using	only	a	small	portion	of	available	cross-bridges	and	small	expenditures	of	energy.	The	smooth	muscle	of	the	esophageal	sphincter	that	guards	the	opening	of	the	stomach	is	a	good	example.	Except	when
food	is	swallowed,	this	muscle	stays	contracted	continuously	and	prevents	stomach	acid	and	enzymes	from	entering	the	esophagus.	Smooth	muscle	cells	are	broadly	classified	One	useful	classification	scheme	differentiates	vertebrate	smooth	muscle	into	two	main	types:	single-unit	and	multiunit	smooth	muscles.	In	single-unit	smooth	muscle,	the
muscle	cells	are	electrically	coupled	by	gap	junctions	(Figure	20.17B).	Because	of	this	coupling,	groups	of	muscle	cells	are	depolarized	and	contract	together,	functioning	as	a	single	unit.	The	smooth	muscles	of	the	gastrointestinal	tract	and	small-diameter	blood	vessels	are	examples	of	the	single-unit	type.	Single-unit	smooth	muscle	is	often
spontaneously	active,	with	electrical	activity	propagating	from	cell	to	cell	via	the	gap	junctions.	This	type	of	muscle	can	also	be	activated	by	stretch.	Neural	and	hormonal	controls	may	modulate	the	endogenous	activity	to	varying	degrees.	Muscle 	559	Multiunit	smooth	muscles	have	few	if	any	gap	junctions,	so	the	muscle	cells	function	as
independent	units	(Figure	20.17C).	They	are	innervated	by	autonomic	nerves,	and	individual	cells	are	under	more	direct	neural	control	than	are	cells	of	single-unit	smooth	muscles.	Multiunit	smooth	muscles	may	or	may	not	generate	action	potentials,	and	they	may	be	activated	hormonally	or	by	local	chemical	stimuli	as	well	as	neurally.	They	are	not
stretch-sensitive.	Smooth	muscles	of	the	hair	and	feather	erectors,	eye,	large	arteries,	and	respiratory	airways	are	examples	of	multiunit	smooth	muscles.	The	smooth	muscle	of	the	mammalian	uterus	changes	between	multiunit	and	single-unit	depending	on	circulating	levels	of	reproductive	steroid	hormones.	For	example,	during	late	pregnancy,	when
estrogen	is	present	in	the	blood	at	high	levels,	the	uterine	smooth	muscle	cells	form	gap	junctions	that	electrically	couple	adjacent	cells.	Thus	the	uterus	is	able	to	function	as	a	single-unit	smooth	muscle	to	produce	coordinated	contractions	during	the	birthing	process.	A	second	classification	used	to	distinguish	different	types	of	smooth	muscle	is
based	on	contractile	and	electrophysiological	properties.	Tonic	smooth	muscles,	such	as	those	in	the	airways	and	certain	sphincter	muscles,	maintain	contractile	force	(“tone”)	for	long	periods	and	do	not	generate	spontaneous	contractions	or	action	potentials	(although	they	do	undergo	changes	in	membrane	potential).	Phasic	smooth	muscles,	such	as
those	in	the	stomach	and	small	intestine,	produce	rhythmic	or	intermittent	activity.	They	contract	rapidly,	produce	spontaneous	contractions,	and	generate	action	potentials	that	propagate	through	gap	junctions	from	cell	to	cell.	These	gastrointestinal	muscles	can	also	be	classified	as	singleunit	smooth	muscles.	It	is	important	to	keep	in	mind	that
although	classification	schemes	are	useful	when	considering	smooth	muscles	broadly,	smooth	muscles	are	hugely	diverse,	so	not	all	of	them	fit	neatly	into	specific	categories.	Some	smooth	muscle	cells	undergo	slow-wave	changes	in	membrane	potential	in	the	absence	of	external	stimulation.	Slow	waves	recorded	in	these	muscle	cells	may	trigger
action	potentials	if	they	exceed	the	voltage	threshold	of	the	fiber.	In	smooth	muscle,	inward	Ca2+	current	produces	the	rising	phase	of	the	action	potential,	so	action	potentials	lead	to	a	direct	increase	in	intracellular	Ca2+	concentration.	However,	because	action	potentials	are	not	required	to	open	voltage-gated	Ca2+	channels,	even	subthreshold
depolarizations	will	allow	an	influx	of	Ca2+	ions	that	may	produce	measurable	tension	in	the	muscle.	Ca2+	availability	controls	smooth	muscle	contraction	by	myosin-linked	regulation	Like	skeletal	and	cardiac	muscles,	smooth	muscles	maintain	a	low	resting	internal	Ca2+	concentration	(using	pumps	in	both	the	SR	and	the	cell	membrane),	and	a	rise
in	cytoplasmic	Ca2+	initiates	contraction.	As	we	have	seen,	different	smooth	muscle	cells	respond	to	different	types	of	stimuli,	some	respond	to	more	than	one	type	of	stimulus,	and	some	undergo	spontaneous	changes	in	membrane	potential.	The	sum	of	inputs	and	membrane	functions	determines	the	moment-to-moment	level	of	Ca2+	in	the
cytoplasm.	Because	the	amount	of	available	cytoplasmic	Ca2+	determines	the	degree	of	force	generated	by	the	contractile	proteins,	smooth	muscle	cells	produce	graded	contractions.	When	a	smooth	muscle	cell	is	stimulated	to	contract,	Ca	2+	enters	the	cytoplasm	down	its	concentration	gradient	from	both	the	SR	and	the	extracellular	space.	The
cells	are	small,	so	diffusion	distance	for	Ca2+	is	short,	whether	it	enters	from	the	SR	or	across	the	cell	membrane.	Unlike	skeletal	and	cardiac	muscles,	smooth	muscles	do	not	use	the	thin	filament	regulatory	proteins	troponin	(TN)	and	tropomyosin	(TM)	to	regulate	contraction.	Instead,	the	proteins	that	regulate	smooth	muscle	contraction	are	on	the
thick	filament.	Figure	20.18	shows	that	Ca2+	activates	smooth	muscle	predominantly	by	regulating	the	phosphorylation	of	myosin	light	chains	(MLCs)	(see	Figure	20.2D).	In	this	myosin-linked	regulation,12	entering	Ca2+	ions	combine	with	the	Ca2+-binding	protein	calmodulin,	which	is	present	in	the	cytoplasm.	The	Ca2+–calmodulin	complex
activates	the	enzyme	myosin	lightchain	kinase	(MLCK),	which	phosphorylates	one	of	each	pair	of	MLCs	of	individual	myosin	molecules.	Phosphorylation	of	the	MLCs	enhances	the	ATPase	activity	of	the	myosin	heads	and	triggers	them	to	bind	to	actin	filaments	and	generate	cross-bridge	motions.	As	in	skeletal	muscle,	hydrolysis	of	one	ATP	molecule
powers	one	cross-bridge	cycle.	As	long	as	Ca	2+	is	present	and	the	MLC	remains	phosphorylated,	repeated	cross-bridge	cycles	occur.	The	degree	of	force	generated	by	the	contractile	proteins	reflects	the	number	of	active	cross-bridges.	The	number	of	active	cross-bridges	increases	with	increasing	Ca	2+	in	the	cytoplasm.	This	property	of	smooth
muscle,	in	which	the	number	of	active	cross-bridges	is	variable,	is	similar	to	cardiac	muscle.	However	it	is	distinctly	different	from	skeletal	muscle,	in	which	a	muscle	action	potential	triggers	the	release	of	sufficient	Ca2+	from	the	SR	to	allow	every	cross-bridge	to	be	active.	Relaxation	is	accomplished	by	the	pumping	of	Ca2+	from	the	cytoplasm	into
the	SR	or	out	of	the	cell.	As	free	Ca2+	decreases,	Ca2+	unbinds	from	calmodulin,	and	the	MLCK	becomes	inactive.	Another	enzyme,	myosin	light-chain	phosphatase	(MLCP),	dephosphorylates	the	light	chains.	The	processes	shown	in	Figure	20.18	are	often	modulated	by	additional	signaling	molecules	that	influence	the	functions	of	MLCK	and	MLCP.
For	example,	a	smooth	muscle	cell	activated	by	one	type	of	signal	may	also	receive	an	additional	signal	to	turn	on	the	G	protein	RhoA	and	its	effector	Rho	kinase	(ROK).	The	RhoA/	ROK	system	inhibits	MLCP.	By	preventing	the	dephosphorylation	of	MLCs,	more	myosin	heads	retain	ATPase	activity,	so	that—at	any	level	of	Ca2+	in	the	cytoplasm—more
cross-bridges	are	active	and	generating	force.	This	effect	is	referred	to	as	Ca2+	sensitization.	Interestingly,	in	tonic	smooth	muscles	that	produce	especially	prolonged	contractions,	such	as	the	lower	esophageal	sphincter,	the	cross-bridges	remain	attached	to	actin	in	a	latch	state	long	after	cytoplasmic	Ca2+	is	reduced.	In	this	condition,	ATP	replaces
the	bound	ADP	of	the	myosin	head	ATPase	extremely	slowly,	so	the	majority	of	cross-bridges	“latched”	to	actin	maintain	tension	without	using	ATP.	The	mechanisms	responsible	for	maintaining	the	energy-saving	latch	state,	and	terminating	it,	are	not	fully	clarified.	It	is	possible,	for	example,	that	the	relative	activities	of	12	Additional	mechanisms,
including	those	that	involve	proteins	on	the	thin	filament,	also	play	a	role	in	regulating	contraction	in	smooth	muscle.	Caldesmon,	calponin,	and	tropomyosin	are	three	such	proteins	thought	to	influence	cross-bridge	action.	560	 	Chapter	20	Varicosity	containing	vesicles	of	neurotransmitter	Capillary	Hormone	Hormone	or	neurotransmitter	G	protein–
coupled	receptor	Ca	Phospholipase	C	2+	Metabotropic	Ca2+	channel	Ca2+	Voltage-gated	Ca2+	channel	Ca2+	A	variety	of	pathways	can	lead	to	increased	intracellular	Ca2+.	G	protein	IP3	PIP2	Ca2+	IP3	Sarcoplasmic	reticulum	Ca2+	Ca2+	Calmodulin	is	a	cytoplasmic	protein	that	binds	Ca2+	ions.	CaM	CaM	Inactive	MLCK	Increased	intracellular
Ca2+	leads	to	increased	levels	of	Ca2+−calmodulin,	which	activates	MLCK.	Ca2+	Active	MLCK	ATP	ADP	Inactive	myosin	ATPase	Inactive	myosin	As	long	as	MLC	stays	phosphorylated,	myosin	ATPase	catalyzes	repeated	cross-bridge	cycles	to	produce	tension.	Active	myosin	ATPase	Pi	Active	myosin	Activated	MLCK	phosphorylates	MLC,	which
activates	myosin’s	ATPase	activity.	Actin	ATP	Pi	ADP	+	Pi	Figure	20.18 	Myosin-linked	regulation	of	smooth	muscle	contraction	requires	Ca2+	ions,	calmodulin,	and	myosin	light-chain	kinase 	MLC,	myosin	light	chain;	MLCK,	myosin-light	chain	kinase.	MLCK	and	MLCP	are	involved,	or	that	proteins	of	the	thin	filament	play	a	role,	or	that	second
messengers,	such	as	those	influenced	by	the	paracrine	nitric	oxide	(NO),	have	an	effect.	Myosin-linked	regulation	of	contraction	(instead	of	troponin–tropomyosin–actin-linked	regulation)	also	occurs	in	the	muscles	of	molluscs	and	several	other	invertebrate	groups.	The	muscles	that	hold	shut	the	shells	of	bivalve	molluscs	(such	as	scallops)	are	known
to	remain	contracted	for	hours	or	even	days	with	very	little	O2	consumption.	These	muscles	actively	contract,	but	relax	extremely	slowly,	a	condition	termed	the	catch	state.	In	this	state,	the	muscles	are	stiff	and	resistant	to	stretch.	Some	investigators	have	suggested	that	an	intermediate	state	of	actin–myosin–ADP	similar	to	the	latch	state	of
vertebrate	smooth	muscle	could	account	for	the	economical	maintenance	of	tension	in	molluscan	muscle.	An	alternative	idea	is	that	the	catch	state	is	produced	by	the	formation	of	a	rigid	network	of	connections	between	the	myofilaments,	a	condition	not	dependent	on	myosin	cross-bridges.	These	ideas	are	currently	under	investigation.	The	autonomic
nervous	system	(ANS)	innervates	smooth	muscles	Postganglionic	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	axons	branch	and	ramify	among	the	muscle	cells	(see	Figure	20.17).	The	autonomic	axons	have	repeated	swellings,	or	varicosities,	near	their	terminations,	giving	them	a	beaded	appearance.	The	varicosities	of	the	postganglionic	axons	function	in	a
similar	way	to	the	presynaptic	axon	terminals	of	the	somatic	nervous	system.	Neurotransmitters	are	synthesized	in	the	varicosities,	stored	in	vesicles,	and	released	by	exocytosis.	Neural	activity	triggers	transmitter	release,	and	the	transmitter	molecules	diffuse	over	the	surface	of	the	muscle	cells	until	they	encounter	receptor	molecules.	Unlike
skeletal	muscle	fibers,	smooth	muscle	cells	lack	distinct	postsynaptic	regions	such	as	end-plates.	We	conclude	this	section	with	two	comparisons	that	illustrate	the	versatility	of	function	that	can	be	attained	by	interactions	of	the	ANS	and	smooth	muscles.	In	the	first	case,	the	smooth	muscle	of	the	urinary	bladder	wall	is	innervated	by	both	divisions	of
the	ANS.	The	parasympathetic	transmitter	acetylcholine	stimulates	the	smooth	muscle	cells	to	contract	and	cause	voiding	of	urine.	By	contrast,	the	sympathetic	transmitter	norepinephrine	inhibits	the	smooth	muscle	cells	from	contracting	so	that	urine	is	retained.	Thus	different	behaviors	of	the	same	muscle	can	be	achieved	by	activating	different
divisions	of	the	ANS.	A	second	comparison	points	out	that	the	Muscle 	561	same	neurotransmitter	from	the	same	autonomic	division	can	cause	either	relaxation	or	contraction	depending	on	the	type	of	receptor	expressed	by	the	smooth	muscles.	Thus	whereas	norepinephrine	causes	relaxation	of	smooth	muscle	cells	of	the	bladder	wall,	it	causes
contraction	of	the	smooth	muscle	cells	in	most	blood	vessels.	In	sum,	combining	different	presynaptic	and	postsynaptic	elements	permits	rich	versatility	in	controlling	functions	to	achieve	homeostasis.	Chapter	15	provides	a	detailed	description	of	the	autonomic	nervous	system.	Sarcomere	Summary	Vertebrate	Smooth	(Unstriated)	Muscle	„„Smooth
muscles	make	up	the	walls	of	tubular	and	hollow	organs,	and	are	found	in	the	eye	and	at	the	base	of	hairs	and	feathers.	Smooth	muscles	contract	slowly	because	their	myosin	ATPase	isomers	hydrolyze	ATP	very	slowly.	Some	types	of	smooth	muscles	maintain	contractions	for	protracted	lengths	of	time	using	very	little	energy.	„„Smooth	muscle	cells
are	small,	spindle-shaped,	and	uninucleate.	They	contain	thin	actin	filaments	and	thick	myosin	filaments	arranged	around	the	periphery	of	the	cell.	Although	the	thick	and	thin	filaments	overlap	with	each	other,	they	do	not	form	sarcomeres,	which	accounts	for	the	muscles’	“smooth”	appearance.	„„Smooth	muscles	receive	innervation	from	the
autonomic	nervous	system,	and	may	be	influenced	by	hormones,	paracrines,	and	even	stretch.	Smooth	muscles	vary	in	the	number	of	gap	junctions	present	and	in	their	contractile	and	electrophysiological	properties.	Cells	in	single-unit	smooth	muscles	are	connected	by	numerous	gap	junctions	so	that	excitation	spreads	from	cell	to	cell.	Cells	in
multiunit	smooth	muscles	have	few	gap	junctions	and	function	independently	of	each	other.	Tonic	smooth	muscles	contract	for	long	periods	of	time	and	typically	generate	only	graded	membrane	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	depolarizations.	Phasic	smooth	muscles	produce	Sinauer	Associates	rhythmic	or	intermittent	contractions	generate	Moralesand
Studio	action	potentials.	Figure	20.19	10-27-15	„„Smooth	muscle	contraction	is	controlled	by	Ca2+,	which	enters	the	cytoplasm	from	the	extracellular	space	or	SR	and	binds	to	calmodulin.	The	Ca2+–calmodulin	complex	activates	MLCK,	which	phosphorylates	myosin	light	chains	and	thereby	increases	the	ATPase	activity	of	the	myosin	head.	Because
the	number	of	active	cross-bridges	in	a	smooth	muscle	varies	depending	on	the	amount	of	Ca2+	present	at	any	given	time,	smooth	muscle	cells	are	capable	of	producing	graded	contractions.	Relaxation	occurs	when	cytoplasmic	Ca2+	decreases,	Ca2+	unbinds	from	calmodulin,	and	MLCK	is	no	longer	activated.	MLCP	dephosphorylates	the	light
chains.	Other	signaling	pathways	can	influence	MLCK	and	MLCP	activity	and	thus	modulate	the	Ca2+	sensitivity	of	smooth	muscle	cells.	Vertebrate	Cardiac	Muscle	Vertebrate	cardiac	muscle,	the	muscle	that	forms	the	walls	of	the	heart	and	functions	to	propel	blood	through	the	vascular	system,	Mitochondrion	1	µm	Figure	20.19 	Cardiac	muscle 
Striated	cardiac	muscle	fibers	are	connected	by	intercalated	discs	(arrows),	which	include	electrical	gap	junctions	and	two	types	of	mechanical	connections	called	desmosomes	and	fasciae	adherentes.	is	discussed	in	Chapters	12	and	25.	We	note	its	main	features	here	to	provide	a	comparison	with	smooth	and	skeletal	muscle.	Cardiac	muscle	is
classified	as	striated	because	its	myofibrils	are	organized	into	sarcomeres,	which	possess	the	same	structural	and	regulatory	proteins	that	skeletal	muscle	sarcomeres	have	(see	pages	538–539)	(Figure	20.19).	The	cells	are	typically	branched	instead	of	straight	like	skeletal	muscle	fibers	or	spindle-shaped	like	smooth	muscle	cells.	They	are	usually
uninucleate.	In	mammals,	the	SR	and	t-tubules	are	well	developed,	but	they	are	variable	in	other	vertebrate	animals.	Cardiac	muscle	fibers	have	functional	properties	that	contribute	to	their	effectiveness	in	pumping	blood.	First,	they	are	characterized	by	the	presence	of	intercalated	discs	between	adjacent	cells.	Intercalated	discs	include	gap
junctions	and	localized	mechanical	adhesions	called	desmosomes	and	fasciae	adherentes	(singular	fascia	adherens).	The	adhesions	provide	mechanical	strength	so	that	the	force	of	contraction	generated	by	one	cell	can	be	transmitted	to	the	next	to	ensure	coordinated	pumping.	The	electrical	coupling	at	gap	junctions	ensures	that	all	cells	connected
by	gap	junctions	contract	(beat)	nearly	synchronously.	Gap	junctions	and	desmosomes	are	illustrated	in	Figure	2.7.	A	second	property	of	cardiac	muscle	cells	is	that	they	are	capable	of	generating	endogenous	action	potentials	at	periodic	intervals.	Typically,	specialized	pacemaker	cells	with	the	fastest	endogenous	rate	impose	their	rhythm	on	the
contractile	activity	of	the	rest	of	the	heart.	Finally,	the	action	potentials	of	vertebrate	cardiac	fibers	have	very	long	durations,	typically	100	to	500	ms	(see	Figure	12.23).	Their	long	durations	ensure	a	prolonged	contraction	rather	than	a	brief	twitch.	Indeed,	the	action	potentials	last	as	long	as	the	contractions.	Because	the	cardiac	cells	are	refractory
during	the	prolonged	action	potentials,	contractions	cannot	sum;	thus	the	coordinated	pumping	of	blood	is	ensured.	Table	20.3	summarizes	the	properties	of	vertebrate	skeletal,	smooth,	and	cardiac	muscles.	562	 	Chapter	20	Table	20.3 	Characteristics	of	the	three	major	types	of	muscles	in	vertebrates	Skeletal	Multiunit	smooth	Single-unit	smooth
Structure	Large,	cylindrical,	multinucleate	fibers	Small,	spindleshaped,	uninucleate	cells	Small,	spindle-shaped,	Branched	uninucleate	uninucleate	cells	fibers,	shorter	than	skeletal	muscle	fibers	Cardiac	Visible	striations	Yes	No	No	Yes	Mechanism	of	contraction	Thick	myosin	and	thin	actin	filaments	slide	by	each	other	Thick	myosin	and	thin	actin
filaments	slide	by	each	other	Thick	myosin	and	thin	actin	filaments	slide	by	each	other	Thick	myosin	and	thin	actin	filaments	slide	by	each	other	Cross-bridge	action	regulated	by	Ca2+	ions	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Innervation	Somatic	nervous	system	initiates	contractions	Autonomic	nervous	system	initiates	contractions	Autonomic	nervous	system	modulates
contractions	Autonomic	nervous	system	modulates	contractions	Spontaneous	production	of	action	potentials	by	pacemakers	No	No	Yes	Yes	Hormones	influence	function	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	Gap	junctions	present	No	No	(few)	Yes	Yes	Transverse	tubules	Yes	No	No	Yes	Sarcoplasmic	reticulum	Abundant	Sparse	Sparse	Moderate	Source	of	Ca2+	ions	for
regulation	Sarcoplasmic	reticulum	Extracellular	fluid	and	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	Extracellular	fluid	and	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	Extracellular	fluid	and	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	Troponin	and	tropomyosin	Both	present	Tropomyosin	only	Tropomyosin	only	Both	present	Ca2+	regulation	Ca2+	and	troponin;	tropomyosin–troponin	complex	moves	to	expose
myosinbinding	sites	on	actin	Ca2+	and	calmodulin;	phosphorylation	of	myosin	light	chains	Ca2+	and	calmodulin;	phosphorylation	of	myosin	light	chains	Ca2+	and	troponin;	tropomyosin–	troponin	complex	moves	to	expose	myosin-binding	sites	on	actin	Speed	of	contraction	(reflecting	myosin	ATPase	activity)	Varies	from	fast	to	slow	depending	on	fiber
type	Very	slow	Very	slow	Slow	Study	Questions	1.	Knowing	the	dimensions	of	a	vertebrate	skeletal	muscle	and	the	relationship	between	the	SR	and	the	myofilaments,	estimate	the	approximate	distance	that	a	single	Ca	2+	ion	would	travel	from	a	terminal	cisterna	of	the	SR	to	a	TN-binding	site.	2.	Experimenters	can	separate	F-actin	thin	myofilaments
from	myosin	thick	myofilaments.	First	they	homogenize	muscle	cells	in	a	blender	(to	break	cell	membranes);	then	they	place	the	homogenate	in	a	Ca	2+-free	“relaxing	solution”	that	contains	ATP.	Explain	why	ATP	must	be	present	and	Ca	2+	ions	must	not	be	present	in	order	to	isolate	thick	and	thin	myofilaments	from	each	other.	3.	List	and	describe
the	events	that	take	place	(and	the	structures	involved)	between	excitation	of	the	skeletal	muscle	cell	membrane	by	an	action	potential	and	the	initiation	of	crossbridge	action.	4.	Combining	your	knowledge	of	rates	of	diffusion	with	your	knowledge	of	muscle	physiology,	explain	why	it	is	advantageous	for	oxidative	muscle	fibers	(which	depend	on
aerobic	metabolism	to	generate	ATP)	to	have	smaller	diameters	than	glycolytic	muscle	fibers	have.	5.	What	is	the	difference	between	a	single	cross-bridge	power	stroke	and	a	single	twitch	of	a	skeletal	muscle	fiber?	6.	(a)	In	skeletal	muscle,	if	all	cross-bridges	are	activated	when	a	single	action	potential	triggers	Ca2+	release	from	the	SR,	why	is	the
amount	of	tension	produced	by	a	train	of	action	potentials	greater	than	the	amount	of	tension	of	a	single	twitch?	(b)	The	maximum	contractile	response	of	a	muscle	stimulated	by	a	train	of	stimuli	is	called	tetanus.	Tetanus	toxin	prevents	inhibitory	control	of	motor	neurons,	which	as	a	consequence	release	ACh	from	their	terminals	unremittingly.
Describe	the	effects	of	tetanus	toxin	on	contractile	activity	of	skeletal	muscles	in	an	individual	infected	by	Clostridium	tetanii,	the	bacterium	that	produces	tetanus	toxin.	7.	Arthropod	muscle	fibers	typically	do	not	generate	action	potentials.	Using	your	knowledge	of	their	innervation,	explain	how	their	contractile	elements	are	activated	in	a	rapid	and
coordinated	fashion.	Muscle 	563	8.	Describe	the	organization	of	a	motor	unit	in	vertebrate	skeletal	muscle,	and	explain	how	recruitment	of	motor	units	influences	the	amount	of	tension	produced	by	a	whole	muscle.	9.	Two	muscles	have	the	same	diameter,	but	one	is	twice	as	long	as	the	other.	Which	muscle	produces	more	work?	Explain	your
answer.	10.	Contraction	in	both	skeletal	and	smooth	muscles	requires	the	influx	of	Ca	2+	into	the	cytoplasm.	Compare	and	contrast	the	locations	and	functions	of	the	molecules	to	which	Ca	2+	binds	in	skeletal	and	smooth	muscles,	and	explain	the	steps	that	lead	to	cross-bridge	cycling	in	each	type	of	muscle.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for
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Ryanodine	receptors	rapidly	release	Ca2+	from	intracellular	stores.	Knowledge	of	their	structure	aids	in	understanding	their	functions	and	therefore	possible	applications	in	developing	therapies	for	disorders	such	as	muscular	dystrophy	and	heart	failure.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations. 	Movement	and	Muscle	At	Work
Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse	The	success	of	any	living	species	is	achieved	by	the	ability	of	its	individuals	to	pass	their	genes	on	to	their	offspring,	and	to	ensure	survival	of	sufficient	numbers	of	the	offspring	so	that	they	in	turn	reach	reproductive	maturity.	To	achieve	success,	animals	need	to	obtain	nourishment,	grow,	and	reproduce—and
also	escape	predators.	Muscle	tissues	support	all	of	these	abilities.	Indeed,	in	vertebrates,	striated	muscles	constitute	nearly	half	of	the	tissues	of	an	animal.	Muscle	tissue	continually	synthesizes	and	degrades	proteins,	assembles	and	disassembles	contractile	elements,	and	maintains	itself	through	repair.	Imagine	these	processes	occurring	not	only	in
actively	contracting	skeletal	muscles	but	also	in	cardiac	muscle,	which	(in	mammals)	contracts	30–700	times	per	minute!	The	dynamic	nature	of	muscle	tissue	underlies	its	phenotypic	plasticity	(see	Chapter	4,	page	94).	Governed	by	a	myriad	of	controls,	muscle	is	capable	of	changing	in	both	mass	and	cellular	characteristics.	The	remarkable	ability	of
muscle	to	change	with	use	is	especially	interesting	because	muscle	cells	(muscle	fibers)	in	adults	are	postmitotic;	that	is,	once	a	muscle	forms,	the	cells	do	not	divide	by	mitosis,	and	their	number	cannot	increase.	For	example,	we	know	from	Chapters	8	and	20	that	muscles	typically	consist	of	mixtures	of	different	types	of	muscle	fibers	that	are
characterized	by	different	speeds	of	contraction	and	different	metabolic	properties.1	Researchers	have	found	that	a	muscle’s	activity	causes	interconversion	between	certain	of	these	types	of	fibers,	but	not	a	change	in	the	number	of	fibers.	Furthermore,	it	is	widely	agreed	that	when	a	muscle	increases	in	bulk,	it	does	so	by	hypertrophy—that	is,	by
adding	structural	proteins	to	individual	cells—not	by	adding	new	cells	by	mitosis.	When	a	muscle	is	not	used,	it	becomes	smaller	because	the	individual	muscle	fibers	lose	actin	and	myosin	components	1 	The	three	main	types	of	fibers	are	slow-twitch	fibers	(slow	oxidative	[SO])	and	two	types	of	fast-twitch	fibers	(fast	oxidative	gycolytic	[FOG]	and	fast
glycolytic	[FG];	see	Chapter	20,	Table	20.2).	Different	activities	produce	changes	in	skeletal	muscles 	Here	we	see	astronauts	participating	in	extravehicular	activity	outside	the	International	Space	Station	and	basketball	players	fighting	for	possession	of	the	ball.	These	activities	place	very	different	demands	on	skeletal	muscles	and	influence	their
phenotype.	21	566	 	Chapter	21	exercise	to	illustrate	the	ways	in	which	muscle	tissue	changes	to	of	myofibrils.	This	reduction	of	muscle	mass	is	called	atrophy.	Atrespond	optimally	to	different	actions.	Endurance	exercise,	such	rophy	of	a	muscle	can	also	result	from	loss	of	cells,	a	phenomenon	seen	in	some	disease	states	and	also	in	aging.	as	long-
distance	running,	cycling,	or	swimming,	is	exercise	that	Other	changes	also	occur	in	response	to	different	types	of	activinvolves	repetitive	actions	that	generate	relatively	low	forces.	Slowity.	For	example,	a	weight	lifter	does	resistance	exercises	(such	as	twitch	fibers	that	have	narrow	diameters	and	depend	on	aerobic	lifting	free	weights	or	working
against	an	external	resistance	such	metabolism	play	a	dominant	role	in	endurance	exercise.	They	are	as	a	strength-training	machine)	that	lead	to	hypertrophy	of	the	well	designed	for	maintaining	isometric	force	economically	and	for	exercised	muscle	fibers.	These	exercises	stimulate	the	individual	carrying	out	repetitive	isotonic	contractions.	As	we
saw	in	Chapter	fibers	to	increase	their	synthesis	of	actin	and	myosin,	which	form	20,	most	movements	involve	both	isometric	and	isotonic	contracmore	myofibrils.	The	exercised	muscle	fibers	also	add	nuclei	by	fusing	tions.	Isometric	contractions	do	not	shorten	the	whole	muscle	or	with	satellite	cells	(mononuclear	precursors	of	muscle	cells)	that	lie
move	the	limb;	they	typically	occur	at	the	beginning	and	at	the	close	to	a	muscle	fiber’s	cell	membrane.	The	added	nuclei	support	end	of	an	action.	Isotonic	contractions	move	the	limb.	Resistance,	the	overall	functions	of	a	larger-volume	cell.	Recent	experiments	or	strength,	exercise,	such	as	stair	running	or	weight	lifting,	is	in	rodents	showed	that
added	nuclei	persist	even	when	a	onceexercise	that	involves	fewer	repetitions	of	movements	that	generhypertrophied	cell	undergoes	atrophy.	This	result	led	researchers	ate	large	forces.	Fast-twitch	fibers	that	depend	more	on	anaerobic	to	suggest	that	the	nuclei	of	hypertrophied	muscles	may	play	a	role	metabolism	are	important	in	resistance
exercises,	which	are	often	in	“muscle	memory,”	the	ability	of	previously	trained	muscles	to	referred	to	as	power	pursuits.	regain	their	former	strength	with	less	retraining	than	was	required	The	different	types	of	muscle	fibers	contain	different	isoforms	to	gain	strength	initially.	(that	is,	different	molecular	forms)	of	two	important	molecules,	Different
changes	take	place	in	the	individual	fibers	in	the	leg	the	myosin	heavy	chain	of	the	thick	filament	and	the	Ca2+-ATPase	muscles	of	a	person	training	for	long-distance	running.	These	pump	of	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	(SR).	The	different	isoforms	of	muscle	fibers	form	more	and	larger	mitochondria	so	that	more	these	two	molecules	strongly	influence
a	muscle	fiber’s	functional	ATP	is	produced	by	oxidative	phosphorylation.	Unlike	the	fibers	properties.	The	rate	of	ATP	hydrolysis	by	the	ATPase	of	the	myosin	in	resistance-trained	muscles,	the	fibers	in	the	endurance-trained	head	is	directly	related	to	the	rate	at	which	cross-bridges	cycle,	muscles	of	runners	show	relatively	little	hypertrophy.	This
morand	therefore	to	the	speed	of	contraction.	The	rate	at	which	Ca2+	phology	is	in	keeping	with	maintaining	short	diffusion	distances	ions	are	taken	back	into	the	SR	from	the	cytoplasm	also	affects	between	the	blood	in	capillaries	and	the	interior	of	the	muscle	fibers.	the	twitch.	Different	isoforms	of	the	Ca2+-ATPase	pump	have	As	we	will	see,
endurance	exercise	also	stimulates	more	capillaries	different	kinetics	and	are	expressed	at	different	levels	in	muscle	to	form	around	the	muscle	fibers.	Although	the	muscles	of	athletes	fibers.	The	faster	the	cytoplasm	is	cleared	of	Ca2+	ions	by	the	pump,	provide	extreme	examples,	similar	but	more	subtle	changes	occur	the	faster	a	single	twitch	is
completed.	The	different	isoforms	of	in	any	person’s	muscles	over	the	course	of	day-to-day	activities.	myosin	and	the	SR	Ca2+-ATPase	explain	several	of	the	properties	There	is	no	shortage	of	examples	demonstrating	that	muscles	of	the	three	main	types	of	muscle	fibers	described	in	Chapter	20,	Table	20.2—slow	oxidative	(SO),	fast	oxidative	glycolytic
(FOG),	can—and	do—change	in	response	to	functional	demands.	Researchand	fast	glycolytic	(FG).	ers	are	actively	studying	the	signals	that	trigger	these	changes.	How	Table	21.1	shows	that	SO	(also	called	Type	I)	fibers	have	the	does	the	nature	of	a	muscle’s	mechanical	activity	cause	individual	slowest	myosin	isoform	and	thus	the	slowest	rates	of
cross-bridge	muscle	fibers	to	convert	from	one	type	to	another?	What	conditions	cycling.	SO	fibers	also	have	a	slow	Ca2+-ATPase	isoform	in	the	lead	to	atrophy?	Indeed,	the	aim	of	many	ongoing	studies	is	to	find	SR.	They	contain	abundant	mitochondria	and	tend	to	be	fatigueways	to	inhibit	the	muscle	atrophy	that	occurs	under	conditions	such
resistant.	FOG	(also	called	Type	IIa)	fibers	have	a	myosin	isoform	as	microgravity	during	space	travel,	in	diseases	such	as	muscular	that	hydrolyzes	ATP	faster	than	does	the	myosin	isoform	of	SO	dystrophy,	and	in	aging.	What	conditions	lead	to	hypertrophy?	muscle	fibers,	and	a	fast	Ca2+-ATPase	isoform	in	the	SR;	they	are	Answers	to	questions	such
as	these	have	potential	use	not	only	in	relatively	resistant	to	fatigue.	FG	(in	humans,	also	called	Type	IIx)	health	care	but	also	in	economic	contexts.	For	example,	research	in	fibers	have	the	fastest	myosin	isoform	and	a	fast	SR	Ca2+-ATPase	the	meat	and	livestock	industries	is	aimed	at	defining	conditions	that	maximize	growth	rates	and	also	provide
optimum	quality	of	meats.	Studies	of	humans	and	laboratory	Table	21.1 	Muscle	fiber	types	and	molecular	isoforms	mammals	have	contributed	a	great	deal	to	our	Slow	oxidative	Fast	oxidative	Fast	current	understanding	of	use-related	changes	in	General	terms	(SO)	glycolytic	(FOG)	glycolytic	(FG)	muscle.	Studies	of	other	animals	provide
compleHuman	terms	Type	I	Type	IIa	Type	IIxa	mentary	perspectives	of	muscle	function.	In	this	chapter	we	explore	several	studies	on	vertebrate	Myosin	heavy-chain	Slow	cross-bridge	Rapid	cross-bridge	Rapid	crossisoform	cycling	cycling	bridge	cycling	striated	muscles	that	highlight	their	remarkable	2+	2+	phenotypic	plasticity.	Slow	Ca
Sarcoplasmic	Fast	Ca	uptake	Fast	Ca2+	Muscle	Phenotypes	The	phenotype	of	muscle	tissue	depends	on	the	type	of	actions	it	performs.	In	the	following	sections	we	will	use	endurance	exercise	and	resistance	reticulum	Ca2+ATPase	Speed	of	contraction	a	uptake	by	SR	Slow	by	SR	Fast	uptake	by	SR	Fast	Early	studies	on	humans	referred	to	what	are
now	known	as	IIx	fibers	as	IIb	fibers.	In	current	nomenclature,	IIb	fibers	are	a	type	of	fast	muscle	fiber	found	in	small	mammals.	An	additional	type	of	fast	fiber	found	in	small	mammals	is	IId/x.	 	AT	WORK:	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse 	567	isoform.	FG	fibers	have	the	fastest	speed	of	contraction.	Indeed,	in	humans	the	FG	(Type	IIx)
muscle	fibers	can	contract	up	to	ten	times	faster	than	SO	(Type	I)	fibers.	FG	(Type	IIx)	fibers	typically	have	the	largest	diameters	of	the	three	main	fiber	types	(see	Figures	8.13	and	20.14),	contain	relatively	few	mitochondria,	and	fatigue	easily.	Motor	units	composed	of	different	fiber	types	have	different	physiological	characteristics.	The	muscle	fibers
of	any	single	motor	unit	(a	motor	neuron	and	all	of	the	muscle	fibers	it	innervates;	see	Figure	20.15)	are	all	of	the	same	fiber	type.	The	muscle	fiber	type	is	strongly	influenced	by	the	motor	neuron.	We	know	from	early	experiments	that	some	motor	units	could	be	converted	from	one	type	to	another	by	cross-innervation	(cutting	the	original	nerve	fibers
and	allowing	different	ones	to	innervate	the	muscle	fibers).	Typically,	motor	units	are	recruited	in	a	fixed	order:	first	SO,	then	FOG,	and	finally	FG.	The	two	fast	fiber	types	are	recruited	to	produce	more	powerful	isotonic	movements	than	slow	fibers	produce,	or	to	supplement	isometric	contractions	produced	by	slow	fibers.	The	pattern	of	recruitment
and	the	diversity	of	fibers	with	different	velocities	of	contraction	and	fatigability	allow	a	muscle	to	shorten	at	varied,	appropriate	speeds	as	it	generates	the	forces	required	for	different	types	of	movement.	Power	output	determines	a	muscle’s	contractile	performance,	and	changes	in	response	to	use	and	disuse	Power	=	force	×	shortening	velocity
Power	is	the	product	of	force	and	velocity.	Velocity	(m/s)	Power	P0	P0	Force	(N)	The	velocity	of	shortening	is	influenced	by	the	myosin	isoforms	expressed	by	the	motor	units	of	a	muscle.	The	maximum	force	produced	by	a	muscle	is	proportional	to	the	cross-sectional	area	of	its	contractile	elements.	Figure	21.1 	The	power	a	muscle	is	capable	of
generating	determines	its	functional	capabilities 	The	blue	line	repre-	We	know	from	Chapter	20	(see	page	549)	that	the	greater	the	crosssectional	area	devoted	to	the	contractile	elements	in	a	muscle	fiber,	the	greater	the	force	it	can	generate.	We	also	know	that	the	speed	of	contraction	is	determined	by	the	rate	at	which	a	given	myosin	isoform
hydrolyzes	ATP	and	produces	cross-bridge	actions.	These	qualities—force	generated	and	velocity	(speed)	of	shortening—determine	the	contractile	performance	of	a	muscle.	Indeed,	the	force	generated	by	a	muscle	multiplied	by	the	velocity	of	shortening	determines	the	mechanical	power	produced:	Vmax	(21.1)	Figure	21.1	shows	a	power	curve
superimposed	on	the	force–ve-	locity	relationship	described	in	Chapter	20	(see	page	546).	The	force–velocity	(load–velocity)	relationship	reflects	the	interaction	between	the	force	a	muscle	generates	against	a	load	and	the	speed	at	which	it	shortens:	The	velocity	of	shortening	decreases	as	the	load	increases.	Points	on	the	power	curve	are	determined
from	the	instantaneous	product	of	force	and	velocity.	Power	is	zero	(P0)	when	the	muscle	shortens	against	no	load	(at	maximum	velocity,	Vmax	)	and	also	when	the	muscle	contracts	isometrically	but	does	not	shorten.	Power	output	of	most	muscles	is	maximal	when	the	muscle	shortens	at	20%–40%	of	Vmax	and	at	about	30%–40%	of	the	load	that
prevents	it	from	shortening.	Power	is	measured	in	watts:	1	watt	=	1	newton	(N)	×	1	m/s,	or	1	watt	=	1	joule	(J)/s.	We	know	that	in	isotonic	contractions	the	force	generated	by	a	muscle	equals	the	force	of	the	load	it	moves.	Thus	the	x	axis	of	the	graph	indicates	the	force	exerted	by	the	load,	and	it	also	reflects	the	force	produced	by	the	muscle.	For	a
particular	muscle,	the	cross-sectional	area	of	the	myofibrils	in	its	muscle	fibers	determines	the	maximum	force	it	can	produce.	The	y	axis	of	the	graph,	which	indicates	velocity	of	shortening,	is	related	to	the	myosin	isoforms	expressed	by	the	motor	units	of	a	particular	muscle.	Therefore	sents	the	force–velocity	relationship;	the	red	line	represents	the
power	curve.	Power	is	zero	(P0)	when	shortening	velocity	is	at	its	maximum	(no	load;	Vmax)	or	at	zero	(isometric	contraction).	the	force–velocity	relationship—and	thus	the	power	output—of	a	whole	muscle	will	be	determined	by	the	cross-sectional	area	of	individual	muscle	fibers	(how	many	myofibrils	they	contain)	and	the	different	fiber	types	that
make	up	the	muscle.	Because	the	myofibrils	are	structured	similarly	in	all	skeletal	muscle	fiber	types,	a	unit	of	cross-sectional	area	will	generate	the	same	force	in	both	slow	and	fast	types	of	fibers.	However,	the	power	is	much	greater	for	fast-twitch	fibers	than	for	slow-twitch	fibers	because	of	their	greater	speed	of	contraction.	When	the	individual
fibers	of	muscles	change	in	response	to	different	kinds	of	use	or	to	disuse,	Hill	cross-sectional	Animal	Physiologyarea	4E	(determined	by	hypertrophy	or	atrophy)	their	Sinauer	Associates	and	speed	of	contraction	(determined	by	fiber	type)	also	change.	Morales	Studio	The	changes	Figure	21.01	directly	12-17-15affect	power	output	and	therefore
contractile	performance.	Endurance	training	elicits	changes	in	fiber	type,	increased	capillary	density,	and	increased	mitochondrial	density	In	an	average	active	person,	the	muscles	used	in	locomotion	typically	have	a	mix	of	about	half	slow	Type	I	fibers	and	half	fast	fibers;	the	majority	of	fast	fibers	are	Type	IIa.2	Elite	athletes	show	distinct	differences
from	the	average	person	and	also	from	one	another.	These	differences	often	reflect	the	aerobic	demands	of	a	particular	sport.	For	example,	the	leg	muscles	of	marathon	runners	who	train	for	endurance	tend	to	have	a	preponderance	of	small-diameter	Type	I	fibers	and	relatively	few	large-diameter	fast	fibers,	which	are	mainly	Type	IIa.	By	contrast,	the
leg	muscles	of	sprinters	who	2	 Different	muscles	in	the	body	of	a	human	or	other	animal	differ	in	their	composition	of	fast	and	slow	fiber	types	depending	on	the	muscle’s	function	(see	Chapter	20,	pages	552–554).	568	 	Chapter	21	Table	21.2 	Fiber	type	distribution	and	capillaries	around	each	fiber	before	and	after	endurance	training	in	two
studies	Before	Training	Distribution	(%)	(mean	±	S.E.M.)	Capillaries	around	each	fiber	(mean	±	S.E.M.)	Type	I	58.2	±	2.8	4.11	±	0.15	Type	IIa	24.9	±	2.6	Type	IIx	Fiber	type	After	Training	Distribution	(%)	(mean	±	S.E.M.)	Capillaries	around	each	fiber	(mean	±	S.E.M.)	57.5	±	2.9	5.04	±	0.21**	3.4	±	0.16	31.6	±	2.7*	4.15	±	0.21**	11.8	±	2.7	2.33	±
0.19	2.7	±	2.5*	2.68	±	0.14**	5.2	6.9	7.9*	8.0**	7	women	Intermediate	5	men	Type	I	39	±	2.1	3.9	±	0.18	42	±	2.2	5.4	±	0.32*	Type	IIa	36	±	2.9	4.2	±	0.2	42	±	2.4*	5.5	±	0.45*	Type	IIx	20	±1.6	3.0	±	0.22	13	±	1.5*	4.2	±	0.5*	Sources:	After	Ingjer	1979	(women)	and	Andersen	and	Henriksson	1977	(men).	Note:	The	data	shown	from	the	study	on
women	were	based	on	168–265	muscle	fibers	analyzed	per	subject	prior	to	training,	and	137–197	per	subject	after	training.	Asterisks	indicate	significant	differences	from	pre-training	values:	*,	P	<	0.005;	**,	P	<	0.01.	The	intermediate	category	of	fibers	had	histological	properties	intermediate	between	those	of	Type	IIa	and	Type	IIx	fibers,	suggesting
that	different	myosin	isoforms	were	coexpressed	at	the	same	time.	In	the	study	on	men,	1035	±	126	fibers	were	analyzed	per	subject	prior	to	training,	and	937	±	270	fibers	per	subject	after	training.	Asterisks	indicate	significant	differences	from	pre-training	values	(P	<	0.05).	follow	resistance-training	guidelines	tend	to	have	a	preponderance	of	large-
diameter	fast	fibers	(a	mix	of	Types	IIa	and	IIx)	and	relatively	few	Type	I	fibers.	Between	these	extremes,	humans	and	other	animals	show	considerable	variation	in	the	distributions	of	fiber	types	within	their	muscles.	It	appears	likely	that	individuals	vary	genetically,	with	some	programmed	to	have	muscles	more	like	those	of	a	marathoner	and	others
to	have	muscles	more	like	those	of	a	sprinter.	Still,	studies	of	humans	and	experimental	animals	have	shown	that	exercise	training	can	cause	some	degree	of	interconversion	between	these	fiber	types,	in	particular	between	Type	IIa	and	Type	IIx	fibers.	Table	21.2	presents	the	results	of	two	studies	of	endurance	training	in	humans.	These	“classic”
histological	studies	in	both	men	and	women	illustrate	in	single	experiments	the	now	well-known	association	between	endurance	training	and	changes	in	muscle	fibertype	composition	and	also	sprouting	of	new	capillaries	to	improve	circulatory	supply	to	the	muscle.	Subsequent	and	ongoing	studies	have	shed	light	on	the	mechanisms	underlying	these
changes	by	applying	biochemical,	molecular	biological,	genomic,	proteomic,	and	imaging	techniques.	In	one	of	these	early	studies,	seven	previously	untrained	women,	21–24	years	old,	did	supervised	cross-country	running	for	24	weeks,	running	45	min/day,	3	days	a	week.	In	the	other	study,	five	previously	untrained	men,	20–23	years	old,	trained	for	a
period	of	8	weeks	by	pedaling	a	bicycle	ergometer	(a	bicycle	equipped	to	measure	the	work	done	by	muscles)	40	min/day,	4	days	a	week.	In	both	studies,	samples	of	muscle	tissue	were	taken	before	and	after	training	from	the	vastus	lateralis	muscle	of	the	quadriceps	group	(Figure	21.2).	Figure	21.3	illustrates	the	instruments	used	in	a	needle	biopsy,
the	procedure	used	to	obtain	the	samples.	The	vastus	lateralis	is	a	mixed	muscle,	with	representation	of	all	three	fiber	types.	In	an	average	active	person,	the	myosin	isoform	profile	is	about	50%	Type	I,	40%	Type	IIa,	and	10%	Type	IIx.	Rectus	femoris	(cut)	Vastus	lateralis	Vastus	intermedius	Vastus	medialis	Quadriceps	tendon	(cut)	Patella	(kneecap)
Figure	21.2 	Quadriceps	muscles	of	the	anterior	thigh	The	four	muscles	of	the	quadriceps	group	lie	on	the	top	of	the	thigh	and	insert	on	the	quadriceps	tendon.	The	vastus	lateralis,	frequently	biopsied	for	studies	on	human	muscle,	is	the	most	lateral	of	the	four	muscles.	 	AT	WORK:	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse 	569	Figure	21.3 	A
needle	biopsy	is	used	to	(A)	obtain	samples	of	muscle	tissue 	(A)	The	biopsy	sample	is	a	small	plug	of	tissue	removed	from	the	muscle.	(B)	The	biopsy	apparatus	consists	of	a	pointed	outer	needle	and	an	inner	slider	with	a	razor-sharp	cutting	edge.	After	application	of	local	anesthetic,	the	apparatus	is	inserted	into	the	muscle	through	an	incision.	A
small	amount	of	surrounding	muscle	tissue	bulges	into	the	opening	on	the	side	of	the	pointed	needle.	The	inner	slider	is	pressed	forward	to	sever	the	protruding	bit	of	muscle	tissue.	The	slider	is	withdrawn	and	the	tissue	sample	removed	from	the	pointed	needle	using	forceps.	(A	courtesy	of	S.	P.	Scordilis,	Smith	College.)	(B)	VEGF	mRNA	(relative
values)	In	both	studies,	the	proportion	of	Type	I	fibers	remained	The	two	studies	also	showed	that	endurance	training	led	to	an	unchanged	as	a	result	of	training.	However,	endurance	training	increase	in	the	number	of	capillaries	in	contact	with	each	muscle	caused	a	significant	change	in	the	proportions	of	the	two	types	of	fiber.	New	capillaries	grow
by	sprouting	branches	from	existing	fast	fibers	in	the	vastus	lateralis	muscle.	The	proportion	of	Type	IIa	vessels,	a	process	called	angiogenesis.	Subsequent	studies	demfibers	increased	and	was	accompanied	by	a	decrease	in	the	proonstrated	that	exercised	muscles	produce	and	release	the	cytokine	portion	of	Type	IIx	fibers.	The	authors	of	the	study
on	the	women	vascular	endothelial	growth	factor	(VEGF),	which	stimulates	noted	that	the	proportion	of	Type	I	fibers	in	the	tested	muscles	of	angiogenesis	(Box	21.1).	these	subjects	(~58%)	was	greater	than	usually	found	in	untrained	Figure	21.4	shows	the	upregulation	of	VEGF	in	response	to	female	subjects.	Indeed,	the	proportion	of	Type	I	fibers	in
the	vastus	exercise	in	six	untrained	men.	Their	biopsied	muscle	samples	were	lateralis	muscles	of	eight	subjects	who	dropped	out	of	this	study	after	analyzed	biochemically	for	VEGF	content	and	histologically	to	deonly	a	few	weeks	was	approximately	47%.	This	observation	raised	termine	changes	in	the	abundance	of	capillaries.	At	the	beginning	the
question	of	whether	the	anatomy	or	physiology	of	volunteers	of	the	study,	each	subject	exercised	only	the	left	leg	for	30	min.	In	in	long-term	studies	influences	their	interest	in	participating.	The	this	pre-training	knee-extensor	exercise	bout,	the	subjects	repeatedly	authors	suggested	that	the	seven	women	who	completed	the	nearly	half-year	study	may
have	chosen	to	participate	in	(and	stick	with)	it	because	the	fiber-type	composition	of	their	muscles	25	(determined	by	their	genetic	make-up)	contributed	to	their	Rest	inherent	ability	to	respond	to	endurance	training.	Exercise	Because	the	tissue	samples	showed	no	evidence	of	cells	20	*	dying	or	new	cells	being	formed,	the	results	are	interpreted	to
VEGF	increases	with	exercise…	mean	that	Type	IIx	fibers	changed	into	Type	IIa	fibers.	Changes	15	in	gene	expression	must	have	occurred	to	accomplish	the	shift	in	proportions	of	the	fast	fiber	types	observed	in	both	studies.	10	Some	of	the	original	Type	IIx	muscle	fibers	must	have	repressed	their	genes	for	the	faster	IIx	myosin	isoform	and	switched
on	*	…but	increases	less	their	genes	for	the	IIa	myosin	isoform.	The	signals	that	trigger	5	in	trained	muscles	this	change	in	gene	expression—and	subsequent	changes	in	than	in	untrained	muscle	structure—are	topics	of	active	inquiry.	It	is	interestmuscles.	0	ing	that	interconversions	between	the	two	types	of	fast	fibers	Untrained	Trained	appear	to
occur	readily,	whereas	transformations	from	Type	II	fibers	to	Type	I	fibers,	and	vice	versa,	do	not.	Researchers	have	Figure	21.4 	VEGF	responses	to	a	single	bout	of	endurance	exHill	Animal	Physiology	4E	observed	conversions	of	fast	fibers	into	slow	fibers	in	rodent	ercise 	Vascular	endothelial	growth	factor	(VEGF)	mRNA	increased	in	Sinauer
Associates	the	vastus	lateralis	muscle	after	a	single	bout	of	knee-extensor	exercise	in	Morales	treated	Studio	with	more	aggressive	techniques	than	possible	muscles	both	untrained	and	trained	muscles,	but	the	increase	was	attenuated	in	Figure	21.03	12-17-15	in	exercise-training	programs.	Whether	such	changes	could	be	the	trained	muscles.
Morphological	studies	of	the	muscle	tissues	showed	achieved	under	physiological	conditions	over	longer	periods	than	a	significant	increase	in	the	number	of	capillaries	around	each	fiber	after	those	so	far	tested	in	humans	is	still	an	open	question.	It	is	postraining,	from	about	3.6	capillaries	per	fiber	in	the	untrained	muscle	to	about	sible	that
remodeling	of	entire	motor	units,	including	the	motor	4.3	capillaries	per	fiber	in	the	trained	muscle.	Bars	are	means	±	1	S.E.M.,	and	neurons,	is	necessary	to	achieve	more	extensive	interconversions	*	indicates	a	significant	difference	from	untrained	values	(P	<	0.05).	Tissue	between	slow-	and	fast-twitch	muscle	fibers.	samples	were	taken	from	six
subjects.	(After	Richardson	et	al.	2000.)	570	 	Chapter	21	BOX	In	Endurance	Training,	VEGF	Production	Precedes	Angiogenesis,	21.1	and	Angiogenesis	Precedes	Changes	of	Fiber	Type	contracted	the	quadriceps	muscle	group	against	a	load	to	extend	the	leg	from	a	“sitting	angle”	to	a	straightened	position.	About	1	h	after	the	exercise	bout,	biopsies
were	taken	from	the	vastus	lateralis	muscle	of	the	exercised	leg	(Untrained,	Exercise	sample)	and	from	the	same	muscle	of	the	rested	right	leg	(Untrained,	Rest	sample).	The	subjects	then	trained	the	left	quadriceps	muscle	(with	varying	exercises	and	loads	to	optimize	training)	for	a	period	of	8	weeks.	At	the	end	of	the	training	period,	they	performed
the	same	exercise	as	in	the	pre-training	bout	(but	at	a	higher	load),	and	biopsies	of	the	exercised	vastus	lateralis	were	taken	about	1	h	afterward	(Trained,	Exercise	sample).	Two	days	later,	biopsies	were	taken	from	the	same,	now	rested,	muscle	(Trained,	Rest	sample).	The	biopsies	showed	low	levels	of	VEGF	mRNA	at	rest	in	both	untrained	and
trained	muscles.	A	single	exercise	bout	initiated	rapid	upregulation	of	VEGF	mRNA—within	1	h—in	both	untrained	and	trained	muscles.	Interestingly,	the	response	in	the	trained	muscles	was	less	than	that	in	the	untrained	muscles.	Morphological	studies	of	the	same	biopsied	tissues	showed	that	the	training	program	induced	significant	angiogenesis,
with	an	18%	increase	in	the	number	of	capillaries	around	each	muscle	fiber.	When	chronic	exercise	training	upregulates	VEGF	repeatedly,	capillaries	are	stimulated	to	proliferate.	Once	angiogenesis	has	taken	place	in	the	exerciseadapted	muscle,	a	single	bout	of	exercise	appears	to	stimulate	less	upregulation	of	VEGF.	These	studies	strongly	indicate
that	exercise	causes	mechanical	and/or	metabolic	perturbations	in	muscle	cells	that	trigger	increased	expression	of	VEGF.	The	VEGF	released	into	the	interstitial	space	acts	as	a	paracrine	to	induce	angiogenesis.	Endurance	exercise	increases	not	only	the	density	of	capillaries	in	muscles,	but	also	the	number	and	size	of	mitochondria.	Figure	21.5
shows	data	obtained	in	an	experiment	in	which	five	women	and	five	men	(29	±	5.1	years	old)—all	previously	untrained—participated	in	a	6-week	endurance	regimen	using	bicycle	ergometers.	Tissue	samples	were	taken	by	biopsy	from	the	vastus	lateralis	muscle	before	and	after	the	training	period.	Measurements	of	structures	in	electron	micrographs
of	the	tissue	samples	showed	that	the	total	volume	of	mitochondria	per	volume	of	muscle	fiber	increased	by	40%	and	that	the	volume	occupied	by	lipid	droplets	within	the	muscle	fibers	nearly	doubled,	increasing	by	97%.	In	addition,	the	number	of	capillaries	per	muscle	fiber	increased	by	26%.	Recent	and	ongoing	studies	of	mitochondrial	biogenesis
have	shown	that	exercise	also	stimulates	changes	in	the	structural	and	enzymatic	proteins	of	the	mitochondria	themselves.	These	phenotypic	changes	contribute	to	greater	resistance	to	fatigue.	More	mitochondria	permit	the	cells	to	use	more	oxygen	(supplied	by	capillaries).	Furthermore,	the	newly	generated	mitochondria	tend	start	of	running	and
was	followed	by	increased	numbers	of	capillaries	after	about	7	days.	The	conversion	of	the	fastest	muscle	fibers	to	intermediate	Type	IIa	fibers	was	complete	after	14	days.	Data	from	these	experiments	appear	in	Box	Extension	21.1.	to	make	more	use	of	fatty	acids	as	their	primary	substrate	instead	of	glucose.	Using	fatty	acids	decreases	lactic	acid
production,	saves	glycogen,	and	spares	creatine	phosphate	(see	Figure	20.13).	The	increase	in	lipids	within	the	cells	parallels	this	shift.	The	signals	that	transduce	the	effects	of	exercise	into	mitochondrial	biogenesis	appear	within	a	few	hours	of	an	exercise	bout.	In	sum,	endurance	exercise	triggers	multifaceted	responses	in	skeletal	muscles.	Three
main	sets	of	genes	exert	specific	and	independent	effects	that	coincide	to	enhance	the	muscles’	functions	during	endurance	exercise:	(1)	contractile	protein	genes	(for	specific	myosin	isoforms),	(2)	angiogenesis	genes	(for	growth	factors	such	as	VEGF	that	support	angiogenesis),	and	(3)	mitochondrial	genes	(for	mitochondrial	biogenesis).	The	fact	that
all	of	these	phenotypic	features	occur	in	response	to	endurance	training	strongly	suggests	that	a	single	factor	regulates	the	transcriptional	programs	of	all	three	sets	of	these	genes.	Indeed,	investigators	studying	both	human	and	rodent	skeletal	muscles	have	identified	a	transcriptional	*	Before	6	Organelle	volume/fiber	volume	(%)	Experiments	using
laboratory	mice	complement	those	of	human	subjects	in	studies	of	the	effects	of	endurance	training.	Researchers	followed	the	time	course	of	changes	in	the	plantaris	muscle	over	a	period	of	28	days.	(The	plantaris	lies	beneath	the	gastrocnemius	muscle	of	the	lower	leg.)	They	found	that	VEGF	production	occurred	within	3	days	of	the	After	Endurance
training	increases	the	aerobic	capacity	of	muscle	fibers	by	increasing	the	amount	of	mitochondria	and	lipid	droplets.	4	2	*	0	Mitochondria	Lipid	droplets	Figure	21.5 	Endurance	training	increases	the	proportion	of	cell	volume	occupied	by	both	mitochondria	and	lipid	droplets 	Tissue	samples	of	vastus	lateralis	muscle	were	taken	from	five	women	and
five	men	who	trained	on	a	bicycle	ergometer	30	min/day,	5	times	each	week	for	a	period	of	6	weeks.	Bars	represent	means	±	1	S.D.,	and	*	indicates	a	significant	difference	(2P	<	0.05	in	a	paired	t	test).	(After	Hoppeler	et	al.	1985.)	 	AT	WORK:	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse 	571	PGC-1α	is	a	coactivator	that	interacts	with	transcription
factors	(TFs)	to	activate	transcription	from	specific	sets	of	genes.	Eight-week-old	mice	were	housed	individually	in	cages,	half	of	which	were	equipped	with	an	exercise	wheel	connected	to	a	dataacquisition	system,	as	shown	in	Figure	21.7A.	Mice	are	nocturnal,	and	those	in	cages	with	exercise	wheels	ran	voluntarily	during	several	consecutive	nights
(Figure	21.7B).	Mice	housed	in	cages	without	exercise	wheels	remained	sedentary.	Quadriceps	muscles	of	control	(wild-type,	WT)	mice	were	compared	with	those	of	mice	that	were	bred	to	lack	PGC-1α1	specifically	in	skeletal	muscles.	Such	mice	are	called	muscle-specific	PGC-1α	knockout	(MKO)	mice.	After	14	days	of	endurance	training	or	being
sedentary,	the	mice	were	killed	and	the	quadriceps	muscles	cross-sectioned	and	stained	with	a	specific	marker	for	endothelial	cells	(the	cells	that	make	up	capillary	walls).	Figure	21.7C	shows	that	both	WT	and	MKO	mice	that	did	not	exercise	showed	no	evidence	of	angiogenesis.	Interestingly,	although	exercised	WT	and	MKO	mice	both	logged	similar
distances	on	the	exercise	wheel,	only	the	quadriceps	muscles	of	the	WT	mice	had	an	increased	density	of	capillaries.	The	exercised	muscles	of	MKO	mice	did	not	undergo	angiogenesis.	These	data	provide	strong	evidence	that	PGC-1α1	is	required	to	induce	VEGF	and	angiogenesis.	In	further	experiments,	the	investigators	demonstrated	a	link	between
β-adrenergic	sympathetic	stimulation	(which	occurs	in	exercise)	and	induced	PGC-1α1.	Figure	21.8A	summarizes	the	effects	of	the	isomer	PGC-1α1	that	are	triggered	by	endurance	exercise.	Cytoplasm	PGC-1α	Nucleus	TFs	Genes	mRNA	mRNA	Figure	21.6 	PGC-1α	is	a	coactivator	of	muscle	gene	expression 	(After	Carter	et	al.	2015.)	coactivator—
PGC-1α—that	ties	together	these	effects.	PGC-1α	is	a	protein	that	coactivates	many	transcription	factors	(Figure	21.6).	One	of	its	isoforms	is	PGC-1α	1,	which	has	been	shown	to	drive	the	transcriptional	programs	of	mitochondrial	biogenesis,	conversion	of	muscle	fibers	to	oxidative	types,	and	angiogenesis.	We	describe	here	experiments	that	used
wild-type	and	transgenic	mice	to	demonstrate	that	exercise-induced	angiogenesis	requires	the	action	of	PGC-1α1.	Resistance	training	causes	hypertrophy	and	changes	in	fiber	type	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	(A)Morales	The	experimental	setup	Studio	Figure	21.06	12-17-15	Each	exercised	mouse	ran	voluntarily	on	an	activity	wheel



in	its	cage.	Resistance	training	aims	at	increasing	muscle	size	(hypertrophy)	and	strength.	Resistance-exercise	programs	use	repetitions	of	short,	intensive	bouts	of	shortening	and/or	lengthening	contractions	as	well	as	isometric	contractions.	Key	to	resistance	training	is	keeping	exercise	bouts	as	short	bursts	so	that	they	stimulate	hypertrophy	of	the
muscle	fibers	but	not	the	angiogenesis	and	mitochondrial	biogenesis	that	are	produced	by	longer-duration	endurance	exercise.	Therefore	resistance	training	usually	does	not	increase	the	aerobic	capacity	of	the	muscle	or	produce	an	increase	in	capillary	density.	In	addition	to	stimulating	hypertrophy,	resistance	training	produces	changes	in	the
muscle’s	fiber-type	composition	similar	to	those	seen	in	endurance	training.	Biopsies	of	muscle	tissue	taken	from	previously	untrained	human	subjects	who	partici-	…and	sent	output	to	a	computer	for	analysis.	The	data	acquisition	system	monitored	rotations	of	the	activity	wheel…	(B)	Average	activity	levels	24	Wild-type	(WT)	and	PGC-1α	knockout
(MKO)	mice	ran	similar	distances.	Capillary	density	doubled	in	exercised	WT	muscle…	300	Capillaries	per	fiber	(%	of	control)	Turns/minute	18	12	6	0	(C)	The	effect	of	exercise	on	capillary	density	WT	MKO	Sedentary	Running	200	…but	did	not	change	in	exercised	MKO	muscles.	100	0	WT	MKO	Figure	21.7 	Angiogenesis	induced	by	endurance
training	requires	the	transcriptional	coactivator	PGC-1α1 	(A)	Exercised	wild-type	(WT)	and	PGC-1α1	knockout	(MKO)	mice—the	latter	bred	not	to	express	PGC-1α1	in	their	muscles—ran	on	activity	wheels	in	their	cages;	sedentary	mice	did	not	have	access	to	activity	wheels.	(B)	Exercising	WT	and	MKO	mice	logged	similar	numbers	of	revolutions
(turns)	of	their	activity	wheels.	(C)	Exercised	WT	mice	produced	increased	capillaries	in	their	quadriceps	muscles;	however,	even	though	exercised	MKO	mice	ran	a	similar	amount	as	the	WT	mice,	they	did	not	produce	increased	capillaries.	Neither	WT	nor	MKO	sedentary	mice	produced	increased	capillaries.	(B,	C	after	Chinsomboon	et	al.	2009.)	572
 	Chapter	21	(A)	Endurance	exercise	(B)	Training	increased	the	amount	of	Mhc	IIa	isoform	and	decreased	the	amount	of	Mhc	IIx	isoform.	Resistance	exercise	PGC-1α1	PGC-1α4	Mhc	I	&	IIa	Mitochondria	Myostatin	FAO	IGF-1	Different	types	of	exercise	increase	the	expression	of	different	PGC-1α	isoforms,	leading	to	different	changes	in	gene
expression.	Mhc	isoform	(%)	60	*	*	40	**	20	0	VEGF	Mhc	I	Mhc	IIa	Mhc	IIx	**	Pre-training	Post-training	Detraining	had	an	overshoot	effect,	increasing	the	amount	of	Mhc	IIx	isoform	beyond	pretraining	values.	Post-detraining	Figure	21.9 	Fast	myosin	heavy-chain	isoforms	change	Oxidative	muscle	Hypertrophy,	strength	Figure	21.8 	Endurance
exercise	and	resistance	exercise	induce	different	isoforms	of	the	transcriptional	coactivator	PGC-1α 	(A)	Endurance	exercise	induces	PGC-1α1,	and	(B)	resis-	tance	exercise	induces	PGC-1α4.	PGC-1α1	causes	production	of	myosin	heavy-chain	(MhC)	isoforms	expressed	preferentially	in	oxidative	muscles	(Mhc	I	and	Mhc	IIa),	mitochondrial	biogenesis,
fatty	acid	oxidation	(FAO),	and	angiogenesis	through	production	of	VEGF.	PGC-1α4	causes	downregulation	of	myostatin	and	upregulation	of	insulin-like	growth	factor-1	(IGF-1).	(After	Ruas	et	al.	2012.)	pate	in	resistance-training	programs	over	several	weeks	typically	show	little	change	in	the	proportion	of	Type	I	fibers	in	the	trained	muscle.	Instead,
resistance	training	causes	the	transformation	of	Type	IIx	fibers	into	Type	IIa	fibers.	Investigators	have	proposed	that	mechanical	deformations	of	the	muscle	fiber	membrane	and	cytoskeleton	could	stimulate	a	stretch-activated	signal	that	influences	gene	expression.	Such	a	signal	could	promote	expression	of	the	Type	IIa	genes	and	repress	expression
of	the	Type	IIx	genes.	In	addition,	a	second	isoform	of	PGC-1α,	PGC-1α	4,	is	produced	in	response	to	resistance	exercise	and	stimulates	hypertrophy	of	muscle	cells	(Figure	21.8B).	This	isoform	causes	downregulation	of	the	protein	myostatin	and	upregulation	of	insulin-like	growth	factor-1	(IGF-1).	We	will	see	that	both	of	these	molecules	are	involved
in	determining	muscle	mass	by	balancing	protein	synthesis	and	degradation	(see	Figure	21.17).	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauerresistance-trained	Associates	Both	and	endurance-trained	Morales	Studio	muscles	to	remodel	during	taper	Figure	21.08	continue	12-17-15	Athletes	preparing	for	competitions	often	include	a	period	of	reduced	intensity
training,	called	taper,	prior	to	the	competition.	Using	this	strategy	can	yield	a	2%–4%	increase	in	performance.	The	changes	that	occur	during	taper	are	influenced	by	the	type	of	endurance	or	resistance	demands	on	the	muscles	but	always	include	changes	in	fast	myosin	isomers.	Figure	21.9	shows	changes	that	occurred	in	muscles	that	underwent	a
period	of	resistance	training	followed	by	a	period	of	detraining.	This	early	study	provides	a	foundation	for	training	programs	that	incorporate	periods	of	taper	(reducedintensity	exercise)	prior	to	competitions.	Nine	untrained	men,	27	±	3	years	old,	underwent	supervised	resistance	training	of	the	legs	three	times	a	week.	After	90	days	of	training,	the
subjects	returned	during	resistance	training	and	detraining 	Biopsied	tissue	samples	were	taken	from	the	vastus	lateralis	of	nine	subjects	immediately	before	training,	immediately	after	training,	and	after	the	90-day	period	of	detraining.	Tissue	samples	were	analyzed	to	determine	the	composition	of	myosin	heavy-chain	(Mhc)	isoforms,	which
correlated	with	fiber	type.	The	bars	represent	means	±	S.E.M.,	and	*	indicates	a	significant	difference:	*,	P	<	0.05,	**,	P	<	0.01.	(After	Andersen	and	Aagaard	2000.)	to	their	previous	(nontraining)	level	of	activity	for	the	next	90	days	(a	period	of	detraining).	Needle	biopsies	were	taken	from	the	vastus	lateralis	muscle	immediately	before	training,	at
the	end	of	the	training	period,	and	after	90	days	of	detraining.	Analysis	of	the	tissue	samples	showed	that	neither	training	nor	detraining	had	an	effect	on	the	amount	of	myosin	heavy-chain	(Mhc)	I	isoform	present	in	the	vastus	lateralis	muscle	(see	Figure	21.9).	As	expected,	after	3	months	of	training,	the	amount	of	Mhc	IIa	isoform	increased	in	all
nine	subjects,	from	about	42%	to	about	50%,	and	the	amount	of	Mhc	IIx	isoform	decreased,	from	about	9%	to	about	2%.	Interestingly,	additional	changes	occurred	during	the	Hilldays	Animal	Physiology	4E	90	of	detraining	after	resistance	exercises	were	stopped.	The	Sinauer	Associates	Mhc	IIx	isoform	increased	to	about	17%—twice	its	proportion	in
Morales	Studio	untrained	muscles—during	the	detraining	period.	This	increase	was	Figure	21.09	12-17-15	accompanied	by	a	corresponding	decrease	in	the	Mhc	IIa	isoform,	which	declined	to	an	average	of	37%.	Because	large-diameter,	glycolytic	Type	IIx	fibers	produce	the	fastest	and	most	powerful	contractions,	they	offer	sprinters	a	strong
competitive	advantage.	Thus,	to	increase	the	fastest	fibers	in	their	muscles,	sprinters	often	follow	a	heavy	regimen	of	resistance	exercise	with	tapered	training	(not	so	drastic	as	detraining)	for	a	few	weeks	in	advance	of	a	major	competition.	This	training	plan	is	useful	for	specialized	competitions	that	require	the	exertion	of	high	power	over	a	very
limited	period	of	time,	such	as	a	60-	or	100-m	sprint.	However,	because	the	Type	IIx	fibers	are	prone	to	fatigue,	resistance-training	programs	that	aim	toward	more	hypertrophied	Type	IIa	fibers	in	exercised	muscles	will	benefit	performance	in	a	broader	range	of	competitions.	Combined	resistance	and	endurance	training	can	improve	performance	In
exploring	the	effects	of	endurance	and	resistance	training,	we	have	seen	that	both	produce	similar	changes	in	fiber-type	composition.	However,	endurance	training	triggers	increased	capillary	and	mitochondrial	density,	but	not	hypertrophy,	and	resistance	training	 	AT	WORK:	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse 	573	produces	hypertrophy
without	increased	capillaries	and	mitochondria.	Most	studies	on	human	subjects	have	considered	the	effects	of	endurance	and	resistance	training	separately.	What	would	be	the	effects	if	athletes	undertook	both	types	of	training	together?	Recently,	researchers	found	that	combined	resistance	and	endurance	training	improved	the	performance	of	elite
male	cyclists,	who	are	recognized	as	endurance	athletes.	Fourteen	men,	19.5	±	0.8	years	old,	participated	in	16	weeks	of	either	endurance	training	alone	or	a	combination	of	resistance	and	endurance	training	(seven	men	assigned	to	each	training	group).	Both	groups	performed	10–18	h	of	endurance	(cycling)	training	each	week.	In	addition,	the
combined	strength-and-endurance-training	group	followed	a	regimen	of	resistance	exercises	(knee	extension,	incline	leg	press,	hamstring	curls,	and	calf	raises)	with	carefully	timed	rest	periods.	Before	and	after	the	training	period,	biopsies	were	taken	from	the	vastus	lateralis	muscle,	maximum	force	exerted	by	the	quadriceps	muscle	was	measured
as	an	indicator	of	muscle	strength,	and	endurance	was	assessed	by	all-out	cycling	trials	on	an	ergometer.	Compared	with	cyclists	in	the	endurance-training	group,	those	men	who	underwent	combined	endurance	and	resistance	training	showed	greater	endurance	capacity,	increased	muscle	strength,	an	increase	in	Type	IIa	fibers,	and	a	reduction	in
Type	IIx	fibers.	Significantly,	the	endurance	phenotype	of	the	muscle	fibers	was	retained:	They	did	not	show	hypertrophy,	and	there	was	no	change	in	the	number	of	capillaries	around	individual	muscle	fibers.	The	results	of	this	study	suggest	that	combined	resistance	and	endurance	training	can	improve	the	performance	of	endurance	athletes—as
long	as	careful	attention	is	paid	to	the	type	and	timing	of	resistance-training	exercises.	Hypertrophy	also	occurs	in	cardiac	muscles	Like	skeletal	muscle,	mammalian	cardiac	muscle	increases	in	size	by	hypertrophy	(adding	proteins	to	individual	cells),	not	by	hyperplasia	(adding	new	cells).	Normal	physiological	hypertrophy	of	the	heart	occurs	during
growth	from	birth	to	adulthood	as	well	as	in	response	to	changing	physiological	conditions	such	as	exercise	training	and	pregnancy.	Increased	pressure	or	volume	of	blood	in	the	heart	chambers	stimulates	the	heart	cells	(uninucleate	myocytes)	to	add	proteins	to	myofibrils,	which	increases	cross-sectional	area,	and	to	add	sarcomeres	to	the	ends	of
myofibrils,	which	lengthens	the	cells.	The	increased	cross-sectional	area	of	the	myocytes	produces	thicker	heart	walls,	and	the	increased	cell	length	increases	the	internal	diameter	of	the	heart	chambers.	Both	of	these	changes	occur	mainly	in	the	left	ventricle.	New	capillaries	are	also	added	during	hypertrophy	(correlated	with	increased	levels	of
VEGF).	These	morphological	changes	enhance	cardiac	function	by	allowing	increased	oxygen	consumption	by	the	myocytes,	increasing	the	force	and	speed	of	contraction,	and	increasing	the	volume	of	blood	pumped	out	of	the	heart	with	each	heartbeat.	Different	types	of	exercise	have	different	effects	on	the	heart	muscle.	Endurance	training
stimulates	increased	wall	thickness	and	increased	internal	diameter	of	the	left	ventricle.	By	contrast,	resistance	training	such	as	weight	lifting	stimulates	increased	wall	thickness	but	produces	little	change	in	the	internal	diameter	of	the	left	ventricle.	Sports	such	as	cycling	that	involve	both	endurance	and	resistance	training	stimulate	intermediate
changes.	Hypertrophy	in	response	to	imposed	physiological	demands	on	the	heart	is	reversible	when	those	demands	diminish.	For	example,	during	pregnancy	a	woman’s	blood	volume	increases	by	up	to	50%	and	her	circulatory	system	grows	an	entire	new	circuit	of	vessels	through	the	placenta.	Both	of	these	changes	profoundly	affect	the	heart’s
function.	Physiologists	have	equated	a	pregnant	woman’s	cardiovascular	demands	to	those	of	an	endurance-trained	runner.	After	birth,	these	demands	are	reduced,	and	the	heart	muscle	atrophies	to	its	pre-pregnancy	state.	Similarly,	the	hearts	of	grizzly	bears	(Ursus	arctos	horribilus)	undergo	reversible	changes	in	size.	During	summer	months,	the
animals	are	active	and	their	hearts	beat	at	an	average	rate	of	84	beats/min.	During	the	4–6	months	of	winter,	when	the	animals	hibernate,	the	heart	rate	slows	to	an	average	of	19	beats/min.	Along	with	this	reduced	function,	the	mass	of	the	ventricular	tissue	atrophies	by	about	26%.	When	a	bear	arouses	from	hibernation	and	resumes	its	summer
activities,	its	heart	regains	its	summer	size	through	hypertrophy.3	In	humans,	heart	tissue	also	becomes	hypertrophic	under	pathological	conditions	such	as	chronic	high	blood	pressure	or	following	heart	attacks.	Researchers	have	shown	that	cardiac	myocytes	undergo	different	cellular	changes	during	pathological	hypertrophy	than	they	do	during
normal,	physiological	hypertrophy.	For	example,	pathological	hypertrophy	is	associated	with	cell	death,	and	the	remaining	cells	switch	from	using	mainly	lipids	as	an	energy	source	to	using	glucose.	Because	pathological	hypertrophy	is	associated	with	increased	mortality,	researchers	are	interested	in	detailing	the	distinction	between	physiological	and
pathological	hypertrophy	and	designing	therapies	to	prevent	pathological	hypertrophy	or	ameliorate	its	effects.	Recently	they	have	turned	to	an	unusual	model,	the	Burmese	python	(Python	bivittatus,	also	called	P.	molurus),	to	better	understand	normal	hypertrophy.	The	cardiac	myocytes	of	the	Burmese	python	show	an	extraordinary	capacity	to	grow
in	response	to	stimuli.	Metabolically	speaking,	a	python	leads	a	quiet	life	punctuated	by	occasional	large	meals	that	may	be	up	to	50%	of	its	body	mass.	With	eating,	rapid	and	dramatic	changes	occur.	The	alimentary	tract	elaborates	structurally	to	support	digestive	processes	(see	pages	161–162),	and	other	organs	also	increase	in	mass,	including	the
liver,	pancreas,	kidneys,	lungs,	and	heart.	Indeed,	within	48	h	of	feeding,	the	mass	of	the	ventricle	of	the	heart	(pythons	have	just	one	ventricle;	see	Chapter	25)	increases	by	40%	(Figure	21.10)!	The	python’s	enlarged	heart	allows	for	increased	arterial	blood	flow	to	support	the	increased	metabolic	demands	of	digesting	and	assimilating	the	meal.	For
example,	the	digestive	tissues	consume	more	oxygen	as	they	produce	enzymes	and	transport	nutrient	molecules.	Other	tissues	increase	metabolic	activity	to	store	assimilated	nutrients	or	build	structural	and	functional	molecules.	During	digestion,	the	pythons	in	the	study	shown	in	Figure	21.10	increased	their	oxygen	consumption	per	unit	of	mass	of
body	tissue	nearly	sevenfold.	Thus	cardiac	hypertrophy	following	a	meal	provides	an	exquisite	adaptation	to	meet	transiently	increased	metabolic	demands.	And	the	change	is	reversible.	When	digestion	ceases,	the	python’s	heart	diminishes	in	size	until	the	next	meal	is	consumed.	3	Studies	of	heart	functions	in	American	black	bears	(Ursus
americanus)	and	brown	bears	(Ursus	arctos)	have	reported	similar	reductions	in	heart	rate	during	hibernation	(correlating	with	reduced	metabolic	rate),	but	not	all	of	these	investigations	measured	changes	in	muscle	mass	of	the	bears’	hearts.	574	 	Chapter	21	…and	decreased	mRNA	indicates	reduced	protein	synthesis	during	atrophy	28	days	later.
…and	decreased	to	before-meal	mass	within	28	days	after	a	meal.	3	3	2	*	1	Less	DNA	per	unit	of	mass	of	tissue	indicates	that	each	heart	cell	underwent	hypertrophy	during	digestion.	2	1	3	*	DNA	(ng/mg	ventricular	tissue)	other	carnivorous	nonavian	reptiles,	P.	bivittatus	experiences	periods	of	metabolic	quiescence	between	bouts	of	feeding,	and	a
rapid	increase	in	metabolism	shortly	after	a	meal.	Several	tissues	increase	in	mass,	including	the	heart.	The	mass	of	the	ventricle,	cardiac	myosin	heavy-chain	(Mhc)	mRNA,	and	DNA	per	unit	of	mass	of	ventricular	tissue	all	show	significant	changes	within	2	days	of	consuming	a	meal.	The	changes	are	reversible.	Mhc	mRNA	expression	is	shown
relative	to	18S	ribosomal	subunit	mRNA	expression,	which	is	constant.	Six	animals	were	included	in	each	experimental	group.	The	bars	represent	mean	values	±	1	S.E.M.,	and	*	indicates	a	significant	difference	(P	<	0.05)	from	the	fasting	value,	determined	by	a	one-tail	t	test.	(After	Andersen	et	al.	2005.)	Increased	mRNA	for	cardiac	myosin	heavy
chain	indicates	that	the	heart	synthesized	new	protein	after	a	meal…	Cardiac	myosin	heavy-chain	mRNA	(Mhc/18S)	(Python	bivittatus,	also	called	P.	molurus)	undergoes	hypertrophy	within	48	h	of	a	meal 	Like	The	mass	of	the	ventricle	increased	40%	during	digestion…	Ventricular	mass	(g)	Figure	21.10 	The	heart	of	the	Burmese	python	*	2	1	The
study	illustrated	in	Figure	21.10	also	showed	that	the	huge	growth	of	the	python’s	heart	was	0	0	0	accomplished	by	the	synthesis	of	new	contractile	Ventricular	Cardiac	myosin	DNA	per	unit	of	proteins	in	the	cardiac	muscle	cells.	The	researchers	mass	heavy-chain	mass	mRNA	studied	several	different	parameters	in	pythons	under	Fasting	three
different	conditions:	after	fasting	for	28	days,	2	Digesting	days	after	consuming	a	meal	of	rats	equal	to	25%	of	Post-digestion	their	body	weight,	and	28	days	after	the	meal.	First	the	researchers	determined	that	fluid	accumulation	did	not	account	for	the	increase	in	the	mass	of	the	python’s	ventricle.	They	measured	both	the	wet	mass	of	the	ventricle
that	underlie	cardiac	hypertrophy	in	pythons	and	in	mice	(Figure	21.11).	These	researchers	found	that	the	heart	of	a	fasted	python	and	its	dry	mass	(after	removal	of	water).	They	found	that	the	dry	mass	constituted	the	same	proportion	of	the	wet	mass	in	all	three	grew	in	size	when	the	animal	was	infused	with	blood	plasma	conditions.	Had	added
fluid	contributed	to	the	increase	in	size	from	a	fed	python	for	a	period	of	48	h	(see	Figure	21.11A).	(They	of	the	ventricle,	the	dry	mass	sampled	48	h	after	feeding	would	used	a	catheter	inserted	into	the	snake’s	hepatic	vein	to	introduce	have	constituted	a	smaller	proportion	of	the	wet	mass.	Thus	fluid	the	added	plasma.)	This	result	indicates	that
something	in	a	fed	accumulation	did	not	appear	to	contribute	to	the	increased	mass.	python’s	plasma	was	able	to	induce	hypertrophy	in	an	unfed	To	determine	if	increased	protein	synthesis	accounted	for	the	animal.	The	researchers	used	gas	chromatography	to	analyze	increase	in	wet	mass	of	the	ventricle	during	digestion,	the	researchers	the
constituents	of	python	plasma,	and	they	turned	up	three	measured	the	amount	of	mRNA	for	the	cardiac	myosin	heavy	chain,	fatty	acids	that	increased	upon	feeding:	myristic	acid,	palmitic	a	major	protein	constituent	of	cardiac	myocytes.	They	found	that	the	acid,	and	palmitoleic	acid.	When	the	researchers	infused	fasted	amount	of	this	mRNA	more
than	doubled,	indicating	that	myosin	pythons	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Ewith	a	mixture	of	these	fatty	acids	(in	a	molar	ratio	of	1	was	being	synthesized	at	a	greater	rate	during	digestion	thanSinauer	beforeAssociates	palmitoleic	acid	:	6	myristic	acid	:	16	palmitic	acid),	they	observed	Morales	and	after	digestion	(see	Figure	21.10).	The	researchers	also
found	thatStudio	an	increase	in	the	size	of	the	heart	that	was	similar	to	that	seen	21.10	12-17-15	the	mass	of	DNA	per	unit	of	mass	of	the	ventricle	decreasedFigure	during	in	a	fed	python	3	days	after	eating	(days	post-feeding	[DPF];	see	digestion.	This	result	means	that	the	mass	of	the	tissue	increased	Figure	21.11A).	Amazingly,	when	mouse	pups
were	infused	with	without	an	accompanying	increase	in	DNA,	and	it	indicates	that	the	the	same	fatty	acid	mixture	for	7	days,	their	ventricles	grew	by	uninucleate	myocytes	did	not	divide.	Thus	hyperplasia	did	not	account	about	10%	(see	Figure	21.11B).	for	the	increase	in	mass	of	the	ventricle.	Instead	hypertrophy,	the	same	In	different	experiments,
the	researchers	found	that	culture	process	that	accounts	for	increase	of	heart	size	in	mammals,	produced	medium	containing	either	plasma	from	a	fed	python	or	the	fatty	acid	the	increase	in	ventricular	mass	of	the	python	heart.	mixture	stimulated	hypertrophy	of	cultured	rat	ventricular	cells	(see	Cardiac	hypertrophy	clearly	occurs	following	a	meal,
but	Figure	21.11C).	The	molecular	characteristics	of	the	hypertrophic	rat	cells	were	those	of	physiological,	not	pathological,	hypertrophy.	the	signal(s)	that	trigger	it	remain	elusive.	Recently,	researchers	This	study’s	findings	are	encouraging	to	cardiologists	in	their	quest	observed	that	the	increased	metabolic	demands	following	a	meal	for
interventions	that	would	steer	cardiac	myocytes	away	from	cause	reduced	blood	O2	levels,	which	lead	to	increased	contractile	pathological	hypertrophy	in	human	disease	states.	The	finding	work	of	the	heart.	They	proposed	that	the	increased	mechanical	that	the	same	combination	of	molecules	stimulates	physiological	demands	on	the	ventricular
myocytes	are	responsible	for	initiating	hypertrophy	in	widely	divergent	species	is	also	intriguing	from	an	molecular	processes	that	result	in	their	hyptertrophy.	Another	evolutionary	perspective.	research	group	examined	the	molecular	and	cellular	mechanisms	 	AT	WORK:	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse 	575	(A)	(C)	(B)	Three	days	after
feeding,	the	heart	of	a	python	increased	in	size	by	40%.	The	heart	of	a	fasted	python	infused	with	plasma	from	a	fed	python	grew	more	than	that	of	a	python	infused	with	plasma	from	a	fasted	python.	*	60	*	*	40	30	20	10	0	3	DPF	Fasted	plasma	Fed	plasma	BSA	Percentage	change	in	normalized	ventricular	mass	Percentage	change	in	normalized	heart
mass	70	50	The	same	fatty	acids	that	caused	growth	of	the	python	heart	also	stimulated	the	mouse	ventricle	to	grow	by	10%.	Fatty	acids	identified	in	the	plasma	of	a	fed	python	stimulated	cardiac	hypertrophy	more	than	BSA	alone.	FAs	0	DPF	3	DPF	7.0	*	10	µm	6.5	6.0	5.5	Figure	21.11 	Fatty	acids	(FAs)	in	the	plasma	of	fed	Bur-	mese	pythons
stimulate	growth	of	the	python	heart,	mouse	heart,	and	rat	cardiac	cells 	As	described	in	the	text,	research-	ers	identified	three	FAs	that	increased	in	the	plasma	of	fed	pythons.	To	determine	whether	these	FAs	were	acting	to	induce	cardiac	hypertrophy,	the	researchers	infused	unfed	pythons	with	an	artificial	mixture	of	the	three	FAs	dissolved	in	a
bovine	serum	albumin	solution	(BSA).	(A)	Three	pythons	were	infused	for	48	h	with	plasma	from	a	fed	or	a	fasted	python,	with	BSA	alone,	or	with	the	FAs	in	BSA	and	were	then	compared	with	pythons	that	had	been	fed	3	days	earlier	(3	days	post-feeding	[DPF]).	The	python	heart	mass	was	normalized	by	dividing	heart	weight	by	body	weight.	Error
bars	represent	±	SE;	*	indicates	Atrophy	Muscle	that	is	not	used	will	atrophy.	When	a	person	wears	a	cast	on	her	leg,	for	example,	that	immobilizes	the	muscles	of	the	leg,	she	can	lose	as	much	as	20%	of	the	mass	of	the	affected	muscles	in	just	a	few	weeks.	The	tissue	wastes	away,	and	for	this	reason	atrophy	is	also	referred	to	as	wasting.	Clinical
forms	of	disuse	atrophy	arise	not	only	from	limb	casting	but	also	from	bed	rest,	spinal	cord	injuries	that	cut	off	nerve	input	to	skeletal	muscles,	and	direct	injuries	to	nerves	that	innervate	muscles.	Furthermore,	disuse	atrophy	in	sedentary	elderly	persons	adds	to	and	compounds	the	inevitable	atrophy	that	occurs	with	aging.	Because	skeletal	muscles
play	important	roles	in	maintaining	posture	and	producing	body	movements,	impairment	of	their	functions	has	a	strong	impact	both	on	the	quality	of	life	of	individuals	and	on	broader	dimensions	of	public	health.	Prolonged	disuse	can	lead	to	changes	in	muscle	structure	and	function	that	require	lengthy	rehabilitation	programs	and	major
commitments	of	health	care	resources.	Atrophy	also	occurs	during	starvation,	in	chronic	diseases	such	as	HIV/AIDS,	and	in	genetic	diseases	such	as	muscular	dystrophy.	Because	muscle	is	the	body’s	main	protein	store,	all	muscles	continuously	synthesize	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	and	degrade	structural	proteins.	Normally	these	two	processes	are
kept	in	balance.	When	muscles	atrophy,	the	Sinauer	Associates	Moralesfibers	Studiodecrease	their	uptake	of	amino	acids	from	the	circulamuscle	Figure	21.11	12-17-15	tion	and	reduce	protein	synthesis.	However,	the	most	important	cause	of	atrophy	appears	to	be	increased	enzymatic	breakdown	of	proteins.	With	the	loss	of	actin	and	myosin,	the
myofibrils	are	reduced,	and	the	diameter	of	the	muscle	fibers	decreases.	Additional	BSA	FAs	P	<	0.05	for	tested	python	heart	versus	a	fasted	heart.	(B)	Six	mice	were	infused	for	7	days	with	either	BSA	alone	or	the	FAs	in	BSA.	The	mouse	heart	mass	was	normalized	by	dividing	left	ventricular	mass	by	tibia	length.	The	error	bars	represent	±	SE;	*
indicates	P	<	0.05	for	the	effect	of	FAs	versus	BSA	on	mouse	ventricle.	(C)	Cultured	rat	cardiac	myocytes	were	treated	with	plasma	from	fasted	pythons	(0	DPF)	or	from	fed	pythons	(3	DPF).	The	fed	plasma	caused	hypertrophy	of	the	myocytes.	Similar	results	were	obtained	by	treating	cultured	cells	with	the	FA	mixture	(not	shown).	In	these
fluorescence	micrographs,	the	nuclei	are	blue	and	a	cytoskeletal	protein	in	the	cytoplasm	is	green.	(After	Riquelme	et	al.	2011.)	structural	changes	include	a	reduction	in	numbers	of	both	mitochondria	and	nuclei.	Biochemical	changes	reflect	these	structural	changes.	For	example,	atrophic	muscles	have	decreased	amounts	of	actin	mRNA,	cytochrome
c	mRNA,	and	oxidative	enzymes.	As	we	will	see,	the	molecular	signals	that	trigger	these	catabolic	actions	(in	which	protein	degradation	exceeds	protein	synthesis)	are	not	simply	the	opposite	of	those	that	trigger	anabolic	actions	(net	protein	synthesis)	in	hypertrophy.	Humans	experience	atrophy	in	microgravity	One	cause	of	disuse	atrophy	is
weightlessness	during	space	travel.	In	one	study,	researchers	used	electron	microscopy	to	examine	the	fine	structure	of	muscle	tissue	samples	taken	from	four	astronauts	who	spent	17	days	on	a	space	shuttle	mission.	Forty-five	days	before	launch,	tissue	samples	were	taken	from	the	soleus	muscle	by	needle	biopsy.	Within	3	h	after	the	shuttle	had
landed,	postflight	biopsies	were	taken.	In	humans,	the	soleus	consists	of	about	70%	slow	Type	I	fibers.	It	is	an	important	weight-bearing	(“antigravity”)	muscle	that	lies	just	beneath	the	gastrocnemius	muscle	on	the	posterior	of	the	lower	leg	(Figure	21.12).	Electron	micrographs	of	longitudinal	sections	of	two	Type	I	muscle	fibers	(Figure	21.13)
provide	evidence	of	atrophy	that	occurred	in	microgravity.	Compared	with	the	myofibrils	in	the	preflight	tissue,	the	diameters	of	the	postflight	myofibrils	were	drastically	reduced,	indicating	loss	of	both	thick	and	thin	myofilaments.	Indeed,	within	17	days,	the	576	 	Chapter	21	(A)	(B)	Peroneus	longus	Tibialis	anterior	Peroneus	brevis	Extensor
digitorum	longus	Tibia	Peroneus	longus	Gastrocnemius	Tibialis	anterior	Soleus	Peroneus	brevis	Extensor	hallucis	longus	Extensor	digitorum	longus	Figure	21.12 	Major	muscles	of	the	human	lower	leg 	(A)	The	tibialis	anterior	muscle	lies	lateral	to	the	tibia.	(B)	The	gastrocnemius	muscle,	seen	in	profile,	forms	the	calf.	The	soleus	muscle	is	partially
covered	by	the	gastrocnemius.	average	diameter	of	the	Type	I	fibers	measured	from	all	four	astronauts	on	the	mission	decreased	from	96	±	1	micrometers	(μm)	to	88	±	1	μm.	Subsequently	researchers	analyzed	the	effects	of	longer	periods	of	microgravity	on	the	calf	muscles	of	nine	astronauts	who	spent	161–192	days	on	the	International	Space
Station.	While	in	space,	the	astronaut	volunteers	carried	out	prescribed	resistance	and	endurance	exercises.	Despite	the	exercise	regimens,	the	mass	of	the	astronauts’	calf	muscles	decreased,	as	did	that	of	individual	muscle	fibers.	For	example,	the	Type	I	fibers	of	the	soleus	diminished	an	average	of	20%	in	diameter.	In	addition,	the	fiber-type
composition	of	the	gastrocnemius	and	soleus	muscles	shifted	from	slow	to	fast.	The	reductions	in	muscle	size	correlated	with	reductions	in	muscle	strength	tested	before	and	after	flight.	The	researchers	who	carried	out	this	study	noted	that	it	is	possible	that	even	greater	reductions	could	have	occurred	had	the	astronauts	not	exercised	while	on	the
Space	Station.	Because	the	production	of	maximum	force	is	proportional	to	the	cross-sectional	area	of	a	muscle,	atrophy	reduces	both	maximum	force	production	and	power	output.	Decreased	contractile	performance	caused	by	atrophy	could	contribute	to	a	variety	of	risks	during	space	flights,	including	inability	to	perform	emergency	escape
procedures	and	to	carry	out	tasks	specific	to	a	mission.	The	studies	of	astronaut	muscles	emphasize	the	The	sarcomere	length	(distance	between	two	Z	discs)	is	similar	in	both	samples,	but…	(B)	After	17	days	in	microgravity	(A)	45	days	before	launch	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	21.12	12-17-15	0.5	µm	Figure
21.13 	Disuse	atrophy	occurs	during	space	travel	These	electron	micrographs	show	longitudinal	sections	of	Type	I	fibers	from	the	soleus	muscle	of	an	astronaut	(A)	45	days	before	launch	and	(B)	within	3	h	of	landing	after	a	17-day	space	shuttle	mission.	To	minimize	any	effects	of	locomotion	on	the	muscle	fibers,	the	astronauts	used	wheelchairs	after
landing	until	the	biopsies	were	taken.	The	dramatic	reduction	in	myofibrillar	diameter	is	indicated	by	the	…the	diameter	of	the	myofibrils	is	smaller	in	the	tissue	exposed	to	microgravity.	0.5	µm	smaller	Z	discs	(brackets)	in	the	postflight	tissue.	These	slow	Type	I	fibers	have	relatively	little	sarcoplasmic	reticulum.	The	large	lipid	droplets	indicate	that
these	postflight	muscles	accumulated	lipids.	Interestingly,	electron	micrographs	of	muscle	fibers	of	astronauts	who	spent	6	months	on	the	International	Space	Station	showed	reduced	lipid	accumulation.	(From	Widrick	et	al.	1999.)	 	AT	WORK:	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse 	577	importance	of	understanding	the	changes	of	muscle	in
microgravity	and	developing	exercise	plans	that	not	only	stave	off	reduction	of	muscle	mass	but	also	ensure	cardiovascular	fitness.	Until	these	gains	are	made,	atrophy	will	remain	a	major	obstacle	to	long-term	interplanetary	space	travel	for	humans.	Disuse	influences	the	fiber-type	composition	of	muscles	Studies	on	the	soleus	muscles	of	small
mammals	under	conditions	of	disuse	have	shown	increases	in	Type	II	fibers	and	decreases	in	Type	I	fibers.4	These	results	were	observed	using	different	experimental	techniques,	such	as	immobilizing	the	hindlimb	with	a	cast	to	set	the	muscle	in	a	shortened	position	(to	eliminate	the	possibility	of	its	exerting	force	on	a	load	or	receiving	any	mechanical
stimulus)	and	denervation	(to	eliminate	neural	stimulation).	Changes	in	fiber-type	composition	appear	to	occur	very	shortly	after	the	onset	of	disuse.	One	study	reported	that	rat	soleus	muscles	immobilized	in	a	shortened	position	for	5	days	began	to	transcribe	the	fast	Type	IIb	genes	within	1	day	of	immobilization.	In	humans,	some	short-term	studies
of	disuse	(such	as	imposed	bed	rest)	have	found	changes	in	fiber-type	composition,	whereas	others	have	found	little	evidence	of	change.	However,	we	know	that	long	periods	of	no	activity	at	all	produce	profound	changes	in	the	paralyzed	muscles	of	persons	with	spinal	cord	injuries.	Muscles	paralyzed	for	several	years	are	severely	atrophied	and	have
hardly	any	slow	Type	I	fibers.	Instead,	they	consist	of	fast	oxidative	Type	IIa	and	fast	glycolytic	Type	IIx	fibers,	with	a	preponderance	of	Type	IIx	fibers.	These	muscles	also	express	a	fast	SR	Ca2+-ATPase.	Taking	these	observations	into	account,	researchers	have	proposed	that	the	fast	Type	IIx	fiber	is	the	“default”	fiber	type	of	muscles.	If	a	muscle
fiber	does	not	produce	contractions	that	generate	force,	or	is	not	mechanically	stretched,	it	expresses	the	Type	IIx	genes,	produces	the	fastest	myosin	isoform,	and	attains	a	fast	phenotype.	Mechanical	activity	is	thought	to	activate	expression	of	the	Type	I	and	Type	IIa	genes,	and	probably	to	repress	the	Type	IIx	genes.	Muscles	atrophy	with	age
Running	speed	(m/s)	Starting	at	about	age	40,	humans	lose	as	much	as	1%–2%	of	muscle	mass	each	year,	and	this	rate	accelerates	after	age	65.	The	loss	occurs	in	men	and	women	and	all	ethnicities.	It	is	reflected	in	declining	contractile	performance	of	even	the	most	physically	fit	individuals.	Figure	21.14	shows	the	record	speeds	achieved	by	athletes
in	track	and	field	events.	No	matter	the	event,	peak	speed	declines	with	age.	Peak	performance	is	reached	at	different	ages	for	events	of	different	distances.	Thus	sprinters	in	the	200-m	dash	achieve	their	maximum	performance	at	about	21	or	22	years	of	age,	whereas	record	marathon	runners	peak	in	their	late	20s.	In	addition,	the	slopes	of	decline	in
speed	with	age	are	steeper	for	the	fast	events,	which	depend	more	on	power	output,	than	for	the	marathon,	which	requires	endurance.	These	observations	suggest	that	power	output	(combined	force	and	velocity	of	shortening)	decreases	more	rapidly	with	age	than	does	stamina.	What	happens	to	muscles	as	they	age	that	causes	them	to	decrease	in
contractile	performance?	If	disuse	atrophy	were	the	only	change,	then	world-class	athletes	who	maintain	rigorous	exercise	programs	would	not	show	a	decline.	But	they	do.	In	fact,	aging	4	As	in	humans,	the	soleus	is	normally	composed	of	predominantly	slow	muscles	show	not	only	disuse	atrophy	of	individual	fibers,	but	also	muscle	fibers.	The	soleus
muscle	of	rats	consists	of	89%	Type	I	fibers	and	the	loss	of	muscle	fibers.	Age-related	loss	of	muscle	mass,	with	its	11%	Type	IIa	fibers,	whereas	the	soleus	muscle	of	cats	consists	of	99%	Type	I	related	loss	of	strength	and	function,	is	called	sarcopenia.	Initial	fibers	and	only	1%	Type	IIa	fibers.	The	fast	Type	IIb	is	entirely	absent	from	the	soleus	in	both
rats	and	cats.	studies	on	aging	muscles	suggested	that	the	death	of	motor	neurons	in	the	spinal	cord	was	the	main	cause	of	the	loss	of	muscle	fibers.	All	of	the	muscle	fibers	of	a	motor	unit	of	a	dead	motor	neuron	would	lose	their	innervation	and	also	die	(see	Figure	20.15).	(A)	Men	and	women:	400-meter	dash	(B)	Men:	three	events	However,	only
about	10%–15%	of	motor	neurons	die	during	normal	aging.	Current	Even	record-setting	Performance	in	fast	…but	performance	athletes—of	both	events	peaks	at	evidence	suggests	that	some	but	not	all	in	marathons	peaks	sexes—become	about	21	or	22	of	the	distal	branches	of	an	aging	motor	later,	near	30	years.	slower	with	age.	years	of	age…
neuron	become	abnormal	and	disconnect	from	the	muscle	fibers	they	innervate.	12	12	The	slopes	The	disconnected	muscle	fibers	die.	The	of	decline	in	speed	with	remaining	axon	branches	of	the	neuron	10	10	age	are	retain	functional	contacts	with	the	muscle	200	m	steeper	for	fibers,	but	the	muscle	has	lost	a	portion	of	8	8	fast	events.	Men	the
muscle	fibers	of	that	motor	unit.	800	m	Women	6	6	4	4	2	2	0	0	20	40	Age	(years)	60	80	0	Marathon	0	20	40	Age	(years)	Figure	21.14 	Record	speeds	achieved	by	athletes	decrease	with	age 	(A)	Record	60	80	speeds	for	men	and	women	running	in	the	400m	dash.	(B)	Record	running	speeds	for	men	in	events	of	three	different	lengths.	The	curves	were
fitted	to	data	obtained	from	published	records.	(After	Moore	1975.)	578	 	Chapter	21	Other	studies	have	shown	that	aging	muscle	fibers	retain	the	molecular	machinery	for	regeneration.	Through	normal	daily	activities,	muscles	of	all	ages	undergo	minor	injuries	and	continual	processes	of	repair.	Studies	of	aging	animals	show	that	their	muscles
actively	express	molecules	that	trigger	repair	and	regeneration	(including	proliferation	of	satellite	cells;	see	pages	580–581).	Despite	this,	regenerative	processes	of	many	fibers	ultimately	fail	before	completion,	and	atrophy	results.	Numerous	growth	factors	and	hormones	influence	the	maintenance	and	repair	of	motor	neurons,	nerve–muscle
synapses,	and	muscle	cells.	Studies	on	the	effects	of	these	chemical	signals	and	the	roles	they	play	in	the	interactions	between	muscle	fibers	and	motor	neurons	may	yield	information	on	treatments	that	could	prevent	or	delay	the	loss	of	muscle	mass.	The	loss	of	muscle	mass	in	an	elderly	person	contributes	to	an	inability	to	adjust	posture	and	maintain
balance,	which	leads	to	the	potential	for	falls	or	inappropriate	movements	that	lead	to	injury.	However,	encouraging	studies	strongly	suggest	that	resistance	training	maintained	for	prolonged	periods	is	feasible	and	increases	not	only	muscle	strength	but	also	coordination.	Additional	studies	have	shown	that	endurance	exercise	diminishes	the	loss	of
mitochondria	seen	in	aging	muscles	and	therefore	improves	the	cells’	metabolic	activity.5	Thus	caregivers	encourage	elderly	persons	to	remain	active.	Conditioning	exercises	to	prevent	injuries	and	reduce	atrophy	from	disuse	can	forestall	the	effects	of	muscle	fiber	loss	(which	at	present	is	inevitable)	and	contribute	to	ensuring	mobility	and
independence	well	into	old	age.	Additional	studies	also	recommend	appropriate	nutrition	with	adequate	amounts	of	protein	to	5	Interestingly,	studies	on	aging	mice	engineered	to	overexpress	PGC1α	(which	is	stimulated	by	endurance	training)	showed	that	the	muscles	maintained	mitochondrial	biogenesis	and	function.	These	data	indicate	that	PGC-
1α	is	essential	to	reap	the	effects	of	endurance	training	in	aging	muscle	(see	Figure	21.7).	maintain	muscle	mass.	It	is	generally	believed	that	younger	persons	can	also	forestall	some	of	the	effects	of	aging	by	exercising	regularly	to	maintain	endurance	capacity,	muscle	strength,	and	coordination.	Some	animals	experience	little	or	no	disuse	atrophy	As
we	saw	in	Chapter	20,	the	muscles	of	all	vertebrate	animals	are	structurally	and	functionally	very	similar.	Yet	although	humans	and	many	experimental	mammals	experience	notable	losses	of	muscle	after	remarkably	short	periods	of	disuse,	other	animals	can	spend	extended	periods	hibernating	or	estivating	and	have	very	little	loss	of	muscle	structure
and	function.	Box	21.2	describes	the	amazing	resistance	to	atrophy	shown	by	an	estivating	Australian	frog.	Studies	of	hibernating	bears	(Figure	21.15)	also	show	little	disuse	atrophy.	The	bears	remain	inactive	in	their	winter	dens	for	5–7	months	a	year.	Remote	video	recordings	of	hibernating	brown	bears	show	them	lying	in	a	curled	position	for	about
98%	of	each	day.	Nevertheless,	their	muscles	undergo	little	decline	in	contractile	capability.	Field	biologists	give	heart-stopping	accounts	of	accidentally	disturbing	overwintering	bears	and	discovering	that	they	show	no	loss	of	locomotor	ability.	Experiments	performed	to	test	the	strength	of	the	tibialis	anterior	(TA;	see	Figure	21.12)	muscles	of	black
bears	in	the	fall,	shortly	after	they	entered	their	dens,	and	again	in	the	spring,	shortly	before	they	emerged,	revealed	that	the	muscles	lost	only	25%–30%	of	their	strength	(measured	as	production	of	force)	after	110–130	days	of	inactivity.	A	subsequent	study	of	the	TA	muscles	of	bears	in	their	dens	focused	on	measurements	of	contractile	parameters
(such	as	contraction	and	relaxation	times)	and	fatigue.	The	results	showed	only	marginal	reductions	in	contractile	capabilities,	further	supporting	the	idea	that	bears	resist	atrophy	of	locomotor	muscles	despite	inactivity	and	not	eating.	1	Electrical	stimuli	are	applied	to	the	nerve	of	the	tibialis	anterior	muscle.	2	When	the	muscle	contracts,	the	foot
presses	against	a	plate	attached	to	a	force	transducer.	The	contractile	ability	of	a	hibernating	bear’s	muscles	can	be	tested	using	a	force	transducer.	Figure	21.15 	The	American	black	bear	(Ursus	americanus)	spends	several	months	each	winter	in	its	den	without	eating,	drinking,	defecating	or	urinating 	Females	give	birth	and	suckle	their	cubs
during	this	period.	Hibernating	bears	were	anesthetized	in	their	dens	during	early	and	late	winter	and	taken	to	the	laboratory	where	they	were	fitted	with	an	apparatus	used	to	assess	muscle	strength.	After	testing,	the	bears	were	returned	to	their	dens.	(After	Harlow	et	al.	2001.)	3	The	transducer	measures	the	force	generated	by	the	muscle.	 	AT
WORK:	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse 	579	BOX	21.2	No	Time	to	Lose	The	Australian	green-striped	burrowing	frog	(Cyclorana	alboguttata)	can	undergo	months	or	even	years	of	immobility	and	starvation	with	little	muscle	atrophy.	C.	alboguttata	estivates	underground	within	a	cocoon	of	shed	skin	and	mucus	and	emerges	only	during
periods	of	heavy	summer	rains,	which	do	not	necessarily	happen	every	year.	During	the	few	weeks	when	water	is	available,	these	frogs	must	breed	and	feed	before	again	becoming	dormant.	To	be	successful	in	accomplishing	these	goals	in	a	limited	amount	of	time,	they	require	muscles	that	are	immediately	functional.	Several	studies	have	shown	that
frogs	that	estivated	up	to	9	months	showed	remarkable	preservation	of	the	gastrocnemius,	a	large	muscle	required	for	jumping.	Other,	non-jumping	muscles	decreased	somewhat	in	diameter,	and	in	vitro	tests	showed	greater	fatigue	and	somewhat	slower	rates	of	contraction.	However,	the	power	output	of	the	muscles	was	still	similar	to	that	of
controls.	Thus,	over	long	periods	of	disuse	and	anorexia,	the	muscles	of	Cyclorana	show	selective	atrophy	that	allows	them	to	retain	contractile	properties	that	ensure	a	frog’s	ability	to	emerge	and	breed.	Frogs	typically	have	low	metabolic	rates,	which	decrease	to	extremely	low	levels	during	estivation.	Still,	over	several	months	of	anorexia,	lipid
reserves	would	be	depleted	and	proteins	would	be	catabolized	for	fuel	to	maintain	metabolism.	In	Cyclorana,	the	proteins	of	non-jumping	muscles	appear	to	be	catabolized	preferentially	in	order	to	conserve	the	myofibrils	of	the	jumping	Green-striped	burrowing	frog	(Cyclorana	alboguttata)	muscles	for	actions	required	at	emergence.	Consistent	with
the	low	metabolic	rates,	biochemical	studies	very	low	levels	of	ROS	and	keep	protein	of	Cyclorana	skeletal	muscles	showed	degradation	and	atrophy	at	a	minimum.	significantly	reduced	mitochondrial	A	possible	additional	protective	meaproduction	of	reactive	oxygen	species	sure	in	estivating	Cyclorana	is	that	the	(ROS),	such	as	hydrogen	peroxide.
ROS	jumping	muscles	produce	higher	levels	are	released	from	mitochondria	durof	antioxidants	than	do	the	non-jumping	ing	aerobic	metabolism,	and	they	are	muscles.	known	to	cause	cellular	damage	(see	Cyclorana’s	cardiac	muscle	cells	Box	8.1).	To	protect	against	ROS,	many	respond	differently	to	estivation.	Unlike	cells	produce	antioxidants,	such
as	skeletal	muscles	cells,	they	continue	misuperoxide	dismutase,	that	scavenge	tochondrial	production	of	ROS,	reflecting	and	inactivate	ROS.	It	is	possible	that	the	continued	production	of	ATP.	frog’s	low	metabolic	rate	is	one	factor	that	slows	disuse	atrophy	of	its	muscles.	Low	mitochondrial	activity	would	yield	These	and	other	studies	have	led
researchers	to	propose	that	overwintering	bears	(which	do	not	eat,	drink,	urinate,	or	defecate)	may	preserve	skeletal	muscle	protein	by	recycling	nitrogen	from	urea	into	amino	acids	that	can	be	used	in	protein	synthesis.	Indeed,	measurements	of	protein	metabolism	in	biopsied	samples	of	vastus	lateralis	muscles	taken	from	bears	suggest	that
maintained	protein	balance	contributes	to	preserving	the	integrity	of	muscles.	Researchers	collected	biopsies	in	summer	and	during	early	and	late	winter.	Protein	synthesis	was	greater	than	protein	breakdown	in	the	summer,	but	synthesis	and	breakdown	occurred	at	equal	rates	throughout	the	winter;	thus	the	muscles	did	not	experience	net	protein
loss.	In	dormancy,	bears	periodically	increase	the	blood	flow	to	their	limbs	and	shiver	(showing	some	similarity	to	the	bouts	of	arousal	seen	in	small	mammalian	hibernators;	see	Chapter	11,	pages	296–297).	They	may	use	shivering	as	a	form	of	isometric	exercise	to	maintain	a	low	level	of	muscle	use.	Studying	the	functions	of	animals	with	muscles	that
resist	atrophy	may	provide	insights	into	how	to	preserve	structure	and	function	in	animals	(including	humans)	whose	muscles	are	susceptible	to	wasting.	Regulating	Muscle	Mass	Skeletal	muscles	move	all	parts	of	the	skeleton,	generate	heat,	and	are	involved	in	regulating	metabolism.	Maintaining	muscle	mass,	therefore,	is	essential	to	homeostasis.	It
is	not	surprising	that	multiple	(and	overlapping)	controls	influence	the	balance	between	anabolic	and	catabolic	processes	in	this	crucial	tissue.	As	we	know,	net	protein	synthesis	takes	place	in	hypertrophy,	and	net	protein	Hill	Animal	occurs	Physiology	4E	degradation	in	atrophy.	Earlier	we	saw	that	the	coactivator	Sinauer	Associates	PGC-1α4
promotes	hypertrophy	in	response	to	resistance	exercise	Morales	Studio	(see	Figure	21.8B).12-17-15	Here	we	describe	two	mechanisms	that	control	Figure	BX	21.01	hypertrophy	and	atrophy:	myostatin	and	the	PI3K–Akt1	pathway.	Myostatin	Currently	researchers	are	avidly	investigating	the	effects	of	myostatin	on	muscle	mass.	This	growth	factor
(also	called	growth	and	differentiation	factor-8,	GDF-8)	was	discovered	in	1997	and	found	to	be	expressed	specifically	in	developing	and	adult	skeletal	muscles.	Its	function	is	to	regulate	muscle	mass.	Laboratory	animals	with	580	 	Chapter	21	(A)	(B)	Figure	21.16 	Whippets	illustrate	the	role	of	myostatin	as	a	negative	growth	regulator 	(A)	This
double-muscled	dog	is	homozygous	for	a	mutation	of	the	myostatin	gene	that	results	in	impaired	production	of	myostatin.	(B)	This	dog	does	not	have	the	mutation;	it	expresses	myostatin,	which	limits	the	growth	of	its	skeletal	muscles.	of	the	normal	myostatin	gene.	Owners	report	that	the	homozygous	double-muscled	dogs	experience	cramping	in	the
shoulder	and	thigh,	and	they	are	seldom	used	in	racing.	Myostatin	is	of	interest	to	researchers	in	human	medicine,	animal	husbandry,	and	human	performance.	Medical	therapies	that	reduced	myostatin	expression	could	be	used	to	diminish	muscle	wasting	in	disease	states	and	in	aging.	Ongoing	research	efforts	in	animal	breeding	are	aimed	at
selecting,	or	developing	through	genetic	engineering	techniques,	animals	that	produce	high	quantities	of	succulent	meat.	Such	animals	must	also	be	cost-effective	to	breed	(for	example,	the	heavily	muscled	pelvis	of	a	myostatin	mutant	female	can	impede	calving,	making	such	an	animal	cost-ineffective	to	breed).	Following	the	publication	of	a	report	in
2004	of	a	child	possessing	a	myostatin	mutation,	coaches	worldwide	realized	that	reduced	myostatin	expression	could	have	a	positive	effect	on	athletic	ability.	Indeed,	the	mother	of	the	child	was	muscular,	and	other	family	members	were	known	to	be	especially	strong.	Currently	there	is	lively	interest	in	assessing	the	extent	of	polymorphisms	of	the
myostatin	gene	in	the	human	population,	and	the	possibility	of	identifying	“natural”	athletes	who	could	be	trained	to	achieve	peak	performance.	The	PI3K–Akt1	pathway	mutations	of	the	myostatin	gene	that	make	the	myostatin	protein	inactive	show	remarkably	increased	skeletal	muscle	mass.	Thus	myostatin	is	referred	to	as	a	negative	growth
regulator.6	Experiments	using	laboratory	animals	and	animals	with	natural	mutations	indicate	that	without	myostatin’s	regulatory	effects,	hypertrophy	(increase	in	fiber	size)	occurs	as	a	result	of	increased	protein	synthesis	and	satellite	cell	activation.	Myostatin	binds	to	a	receptor	on	the	muscle	cell	membrane	to	induce	intracellular	signaling
sequences	that	control	growth	of	the	cell.	The	growth	factor	negatively	regulates	additional	features	of	the	whole	muscle,	including	the	amount	of	fat	deposited	between	muscle	fibers.	Studies	have	also	shown	that	the	myostatin	gene	is	highly	conserved	in	vertebrate	evolution.	The	coding	sequence	of	the	biologically	active	region	is	identical	in	mouse,
rat,	human,	pig,	chicken,	and	turkey	myostatins.	Myostatin	also	regulates	muscle	growth	in	zebrafish,	but	its	gene	sequence	is	not	identical	to	that	found	in	mammals	and	birds.	Genetic	studies	of	animals	such	as	racing	dogs	and	the	Belgian	Blue	breed	of	cattle—and	now	one	human	child—have	uncovered	natural	mutations	in	the	myostatin	gene	that
render	the	myostatin	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	nonfunctional.	Animal	breeds	with	the	mutation	are	often	referred	Sinauer	Associates	to	as	“double-muscled”	because	of	the	muscles’	extreme	bulk.	For	Morales	Studio	Figure	21.16	Figure	12-17-1521.16	compares	two	whippets	(greyhound-like	example,	racing	dogs).	The	whippet	in	Figure	21.16A	is
homozygous	for	a	mutation	of	the	myostatin	gene	that	causes	reduced	production	of	myostatin	and	a	striking	double-muscled	phenotype.	Breeders	describe	these	dogs	as	“bully”	whippets.	The	whippet	in	Figure	21.16B	is	homozygous	for	the	normal	myostatin	gene.	Whippets	that	are	heterozygous	for	the	myostatin	gene	show	some	increased	muscle
bulk	and	are	swifter	in	races	than	dogs	that	have	two	copies	6	Myostatin	protein	is	synthesized	by	muscle	cells	and	secreted	into	the	extracellular	space.	It	functions	as	an	autocrine	chemical	signal	by	binding	to	its	specific	receptor	on	the	membrane	of	the	muscle	cell	that	secreted	it.	Experiments	using	mouse	models	have	revealed	a	pivotal	protein—
Akt1—in	muscle	cells	that	appears	to	regulate	the	balance	between	synthesis	and	degradation.	Akt1	(also	called	protein	kinase	B	[PKB])	is	a	signal-transduction	molecule	that	regulates	several	molecules	that	promote	both	net	protein	synthesis	and	cell	survival.	Its	function	is	strongly	influenced	by	mechanical	stimuli	(that	is,	use	and	disuse)	and
endocrine	signals.	Figure	21.17	shows	that	Akt1	simultaneously	promotes	protein	synthesis	and	inhibits	protein	degradation.	When	a	muscle	exerts	contractile	force	against	a	load,	its	cells	secrete	IGF-1	(insulin-like	growth	factor-1,	also	referred	to	as	IGF-I).	There	are	several	different	isoforms	of	IGF-1.	Some	circulate	in	the	blood;	for	example,	a
major	producer	of	IGF-1	is	the	liver	in	response	to	growth	hormone.	Other	isoforms	of	IGF1	act	as	paracrines	or	autocrines	within	the	muscle.	In	the	model	shown	in	Figure	21.17,	IGF-1	binds	to	its	receptor	on	the	muscle	cell	membrane	and	triggers	signals	that	involve	phosphoinositol	3-kinase	(PI3K)	and	Akt1	molecules.	When	Akt1	is	activated	by
phosphorylation,	it	sets	in	motion	molecular	processes	that	result	in	increased	protein	synthesis.	At	the	same	time,	some	of	the	phosphorylated	Akt1	molecules	enter	the	nucleus	and	prevent	the	transcription	of	genes	that	turn	on	pathways	leading	to	protein	degradation.	Thus,	in	response	to	contractile	activity,	activated	Akt1	ensures	protein	synthesis
and	limits	protein	degradation.	The	hormone	insulin,	binding	to	its	receptor	on	the	muscle	cell	membrane,	also	stimulates	protein	synthesis	by	the	Akt1	pathway.	The	IGF-1–PI3K–Akt1	pathway	also	balances	protein	synthesis	and	degradation	in	cardiac	muscle	cells.	When	skeletal	muscle	fibers	(which	are	multinuclear)	become	hypertrophic,	they
typically	have	the	same	DNA-to-protein	ratio	as	do	cells	with	smaller	cross-sectional	areas.	To	direct	the	protein	synthesis	necessary	for	repair	and	hypertrophy,	a	skeletal	muscle	cell	incorporates	satellite	cells	that	lie	just	outside	the	muscle	cell	membrane,	and	these	provide	additional	nuclei	(and	DNA)	to	support	its	increased	functions.	Experiments
suggest	that	an	 	AT	WORK:	Plasticity	in	Response	to	Use	and	Disuse 	581	When	muscle	exerts	force	against	a	load,	it	secretes	IGF-1,	which	binds	to	its	receptor	and	triggers	molecular	pathways	for	protein	synthesis.	IGF-1/Insulin	Receptor	Figure	21.17 	The	PI3K–Akt1	pathway	provides	molecular	signals	that	govern	the	balance	between	protein
synthesis	and	degradation 	IGF-1	KEY	Increased	function	Myostatin	regulates	muscle	mass	by	different	molecular	pathways.	Myostatin	Glucocorticoids	inhibit	the	Akt1	pathway	Decreased	function	PI3K	Nucleus	Akt1	(inactive)	Hypertrophy	Akt1	(inactive)	Akt1-P	(active)	Protein	synthesis	Transcription	of	atrophy	genes	Transcription	of	atrophy	genes
Amino	acid	uptake	Protein	synthesis	Atrophy	Protein	degradation	Satellite	cell	Added	nucleus	and	insulin	trigger	the	pathway	that	stimulates	protein	synthesis	and	inhibits	protein	degradation.	When	proteins	are	added	to	the	cell,	satellite	cells	contribute	nuclei	to	support	increased	cellular	functions.	Hormones	and	growth	factors	modulate	the	mass
of	the	muscle	cell	by	mechanisms	that	are	not	yet	fully	elucidated.	Growth	hormone	and	androgens	support	protein	synthesis.	Glucocorticoids	inhibit	the	PI3K–	Akt1	pathway	to	permit	protein	degradation.	Myostatin	limits	protein	production	and	satellite	cell	activation.	Inactive	muscle	does	not	secrete	IGF-1	autocrine/	paracrine,	and	Akt1	is	not
phosphorylated.	The	muscle	atrophies.	Growth	hormone	and	androgens	stimulate	increased	muscle	mass.	important	function	of	locally	acting	IGF-1	is	to	stimulate	satellite	cells	to	proliferate	and	fuse	with	the	muscle	fibers.	Thus	net	protein	synthesis	in	the	muscle	fiber	occurs	in	coordination	with	the	activation	of	satellite	cells.	The	basic	Akt1	pattern
is	intertwined	with	additional	processes.	First,	the	molecules	downstream	from	Akt1	that	are	involved	in	protein	synthesis	are	influenced	by	additional	factors,	including	available	amino	acids	and	ATP	production	within	the	cell.	Second,	several	genes	direct	atrophy,	and	Akt1	may	not	inhibit	all	of	them.	Finally,	there	are	three	isoforms	of	Akt—Akt1,
Akt2,	and	Akt3—each	encoded	by	a	separate	gene.	Whereas	Akt1	regulates	growth,	Akt2	regulates	metabolism	of	muscle	cells	in	response	to	insulin	binding	to	its	receptor	on	the	cell	membrane	(see	Chapter	16,	page	446).	Akt3	is	not	expressed	in	muscle.	Interestingly,	in	muscle	tissue,	IGF-1	and	insulin	overlap	in	function.	Both	stimulate	protein
synthesis	via	Akt1,	and	IGF-1	appears	able	to	regulate	glucose	metabolism	to	some	extent.	In	the	overall	life	cycle,	researchers	have	found	that	IGF-1	is	essential	to	ensure	that	protein	synthesis	exceeds	degradation	during	growth	of	young	animals.	In	adult	animals,	protein	synthesis	is	needed	mainly	for	maintenance	and	repair	and	IGF-1	plays	a
lesser	role—unless	its	secretion	is	stimulated	by	increased	loading	(such	as	resistance	training),	in	which	case	its	action	is	stepped	up	to	produce	hypertrophy.	Insulin	is	essential	for	skeletal	muscle	metabolism	in	both	young	and	adult	animals,	but	it	is	not	so	important	in	hypertrophy.	Growth	hormone	(GH)	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	and	androgens
Sinauer	Associatessuch	as	testosterone	also	promote	protein	synthesis.	Morales	StudiesStudio	are	ongoing	to	clarify	the	molecular	mechanisms	by	which	Figure	12-17-15	these21.17	hormones	work.	Atrophy	occurs	in	an	inactive	muscle	(such	as	one	in	a	cast	that	does	not	exert	force	against	a	load)	because	the	PI3K–Akt1	pathway	is	not	activated,	or
is	activated	to	a	lesser	degree.	Akt1	directs	less	protein	synthesis,	the	atrophy	genes	it	had	kept	in	check	are	expressed,	degradation	of	proteins	exceeds	synthesis,	and	there	is	a	reduction	in	mass	(see	Figure	21.17).	The	Akt1	pathway	is	also	inhibited	by	glucocorticoids.	As	we	saw	in	Chapter	16	(see	pages	443–444),	glucocorticoids	are	secreted	as
part	of	the	stress	response	to	stimulate	protein	catabolism	in	muscles.	The	liver	uses	the	released	amino	acids	as	a	carbon	source	to	produce	glucose	that	is	released	into	the	blood	as	a	fuel,	especially	for	the	brain.	This	response	is	very	important	to	survival	during	starvation,	for	example.	But	corticosteroids	such	as	prednisone,	which	are	prescribed
clinically	to	combat	inflammation,	produce	muscle	wasting	as	an	unwanted	side	effect.	Researchers	are	actively	investigating	possible	interventions	in	the	PI3K–Akt1	pathway	to	prevent	atrophy.	Summary	In	this	chapter	we	have	considered	the	remarkable	malleability	of	striated	muscle.	We	have	seen	that	muscles	respond	to	use	or	disuse,	and	that
they	respond	in	particular	ways	to	specific	kinds	of	use.	Muscle	fibers	decrease	in	mass	by	atrophy	and	increase	by	hypertrophy.	Depending	on	conditions	of	use,	they	express	different	isoforms	of	functional	molecules,	such	as	the	myosin	heavy	chain	of	the	thick	filament,	the	Ca2+-ATPase	pump	of	the	sarcoplasmic	reticulum	(SR),	or	mitochondrial
enzymes.	The	functions	of	muscle	fibers	are	also	influenced	by	their	associations	with	capillaries	(which	582	 	Chapter	21	proliferate	around	muscle	fibers	engaged	in	endurance	exercise),	motor	neurons	(which	control	the	fiber	type	of	an	entire	motor	unit	and	also	maintain	a	muscle	fiber’s	viability),	and	hormones	and	growth	factors	(which	affect
the	balance	of	protein	synthesis	and	degradation	in	the	muscle	fiber).	Although	muscle	fibers	change	in	response	to	specific	activities,	an	individual’s	genetic	make-up	also	influences	muscle	function,	for	example	by	directing	the	proportions	of	different	fiber	types	within	a	skeletal	muscle	or	the	degree	of	hypertrophy	that	muscle	fibers	can	achieve.
Because	research	on	muscle	plasticity	is	motivated	to	a	large	extent	by	interest	in	human	health	and	performance,	humans	and	small	mammals	are	often	used	as	research	subjects.	However,	other	animal	models	(including	amphibians,	nonavian	reptiles,	and	large	mammals)	provide	useful	perspectives	for	understanding	the	plastic	potential	of	muscle.
Study	Questions	1.	List	and	describe	three	changes	in	muscles	that	occur	during	endurance	training	and	explain	how	each	improves	endurance.	2.	Define	and	describe	hypertrophy	of	skeletal	muscles.	What	conditions	stimulate	it?	3.	Discuss	the	adaptive	advantage	of	cardiac	hypertrophy	in	a	human	and	in	a	python.	4.	Myostatin	is	termed	a	negative
growth	regulator.	Explain	the	meaning	of	this	term,	and	describe	the	consequences	of	gene	mutations	that	cause	myostatin	to	be	nonfunctional.	5.	Describe	and	discuss	molecular	mechanisms	that	contribute	to	the	balance	between	protein	synthesis	and	degradation	in	regulating	muscle	mass.	6.	Speculate	on	the	reasons	dormant	animals	experience
little	disuse	atrophy,	despite	inactivity	and	anorexia.	7.	Why	can’t	resistance	exercises	prevent	decreased	power	output	in	aging	muscles?	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Andersen,	J.	L.,	and	P.	Aagaard.	2010.	Effects	of	strength	training	on	muscle	fiber	types	and	size;
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to	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	Physiology	CHAPTER	23 		 	External	Respiration:	The	Physiology	of	Breathing	CHAPTER	24 		 	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids	(with	an	Introduction	to	Acid–Base	Physiology)	CHAPTER	25 		 	Circulation	CHAPTER	26 		 	Oxygen,	Carbon	Dioxide,	and	Internal	Transport	at	Work:	Diving	by	Marine
Mammals	Previous	page	By	making	a	tube	in	which	it	lives,	this	marine	annelid	worm	(Portula	sp.)	is	well	poised	to	defend	itself	against	predators	by	quickly	withdrawing	into	the	tube	when	danger	approaches.	However,	supplies	of	oxygen	(O2)	inside	the	tube	are	too	meager	to	meet	metabolic	needs.	Worms	such	as	this	get	their	O2	from	the	open
water.	For	O2	uptake,	the	worms	have	evolved	elaborate	arrays	of	pinnately	divided	tentacles	that	they	project	into	the	open	water,	as	seen	here.	The	tentacles	serve	as	gills.	They	collectively	present	a	large	surface	area	to	the	water	for	gas	exchange,	and	blood	containing	a	hemoglobin-like	O2-transport	pigment	circulates	between	them	and	the	body
of	the	worm	in	the	tube.	Worms	such	as	these	can	regenerate	the	full	array	of	tentacles	and	even	their	entire	anterior	end,	including	the	brain,	if	a	predator	succeeds	in	nipping	off	exposed	body	parts.	Introduction	to	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	Physiology	These	aquatic	animals	are	collecting	oxygen	(O2)	from	the	water	in	which	they	live.	The	O2	is
dissolved	in	the	environmental	water	and	must	move	from	the	water	to	each	animal’s	cells	for	the	cells	to	use	it.	As	we	discuss	the	movement	of	gases,	we	will	follow	the	same	convention	we	adopted	in	Chapter	5	and	use	the	word	transport	as	a	general	term	to	refer	to	all	movements;	thus	when	we	speak	of	“gas	transport,”	we	will	refer	in	an	entirely
general	way	to	any	and	all	movements	of	gases	from	place	to	place,	regardless	of	mechanism.	An	important	characteristic	of	animals	in	their	relations	to	O2	is	that,	insofar	as	we	now	know,	active	transport	mechanisms	for	O2	do	not	exist	(see	page	113).	Thus,	for	O2	to	move	from	the	environmental	water	to	the	cells	of	an	animal,	conditions	must	be
favorable	for	passive	transport	toward	the	cells	along	the	entire	path	that	O2	follows	to	reach	the	cells.1	The	coral-reef	worms	in	the	photograph	—which	have	gills	composed	of	spectacular	pinetree-shaped	arrays	of	tentacles—have	an	elaborate	circulatory	system,	filled	with	blood	that	is	rich	in	a	hemoglobin-like	O2-transport	1	See	Chapter	5	for	a
rigorous	discussion	of	the	distinction	between	active	and	passive	transport	across	cell	membranes.	A	quick	way	to	distinguish	them	here	is	to	say	that	ATP	is	used	in	active	transport	but	not	passive	transport.	Passive	transport	is	always	in	the	direction	of	equilibrium	(see	page	112).	Active	transport	can	be	opposite	to	that	direction	because	during
active	transport,	metabolic	energy	is	employed.	Because	there	are	no	active-transport	mechanisms	for	O2,	the	direction	of	O2	movement	must	always	be	toward	equilibrium.	22	Both	of	these	kinds	of	aquatic	animals	take	up	dissolved	O2	from	the	water	by	breathing	with	gills 	The	orange,	pinetreeshaped	structures	are	the	gills	of	coral-reef	worms
(Spirobranchus).	These	worms	(often	called	“Christmas	tree	worms”)	live	in	tubes	embedded	in	the	corals.	They	acquire	O2	by	projecting	their	gills—consisting	of	highly	vascularized	tentacles—into	the	water.	The	tentacles	also	collect	food.	Diving	beetles,	which	are	common	inhabitants	of	freshwater	ponds,	ostensibly	breathe	by	acquiring	bubbles	of
air	from	the	atmosphere.	However,	a	beetle’s	bubble	also	serves	as	a	gill	to	acquire	O2	from	the	water	while	the	beetle	is	underwater,	and	this	gill	action	often	accounts	for	most	of	a	beetle’s	O2	uptake	during	a	dive.	586	 	Chapter	22	pigment.	As	their	blood	flows	through	their	gill	tentacles,	O2	enters	the	blood	from	the	environmental	water	by
passive	diffusion,	provided	conditions	are	favorable	for	passive	transport	in	that	direction;	then	the	circulation	of	the	blood	delivers	the	O2	to	all	cells.	The	bubble	carried	by	the	water	beetle	also	acts	as	a	gill.	People	often	think	that	a	water	beetle	gains	O2	solely	by	picking	up	a	bubble	of	air	from	the	atmosphere.	In	reality,	a	beetle	gains	far	more	O2
by	having	the	bubble	serve	as	a	gill	while	the	beetle	is	underwater.	When	a	beetle	is	submerged,	O2	moves	steadily	into	its	bubble	from	the	water,	provided	conditions	are	favorable	for	passive	diffusion	in	that	direction.	The	O2	is	then	distributed	to	all	the	beetle’s	cells	by	entering	a	system	of	gas-filled	tubules	(the	tracheal	system)	that	ramifies
throughout	the	insect	body.	How	can	we	determine	if	conditions	are	favorable	for	O2	to	enter	an	animal	from	its	environment,	rather	than	moving	in	the	opposite	direction?	This	is	one	of	the	central	questions	we	will	address	in	this	chapter.	As	we	discuss	O2	transport,	we	will	also	discuss	carbon	dioxide	(CO2)	transport,	because	O2	and	CO2	are	the
principal	gases	that	are	consumed	by	and	produced	by	cellular	respiration	(aerobic	catabolism).	Together,	O2	and	CO2	are	called	the	respiratory	gases.	Of	all	the	exchanges	of	materials	between	an	animal	and	its	environment,	the	exchanges	of	the	respiratory	gases	are	usually	the	most	urgent.	A	person,	for	example,	dies	within	minutes	if	denied	O2
but	can	live	for	days	without	exchanging	nutrients,	nitrogenous	wastes,	or	water.	The	urgency	of	the	need	for	O2	arises	from	the	role	that	O2	plays	as	the	final	electron	acceptor	in	cellular	respiration.	As	discussed	in	Chapter	8	(see	Figure	8.3),	energy	cannot	be	transferred	from	bonds	of	food	molecules	to	bonds	of	ATP	by	the	aerobic	catabolic
apparatus	of	a	cell	unless	O2	is	available	in	the	cell’s	mitochondria	to	combine	with	electrons	exiting	the	electron-transport	chain.	The	need	to	void	CO2	is	ordinarily	not	as	urgent	as	the	need	to	acquire	O2.	Nonetheless,	export	of	CO2	is	often	a	pressing	concern	because	accumulation	of	CO2	in	the	body	can	rapidly	acidify	the	body	fluids	and	exert
other	harmful	effects.	The	respiratory	gases	move	from	place	to	place	principally	by	two	mechanisms:	simple	diffusion	and	convection	(bulk	flow).	In	the	case	of	O2,	these	in	fact	are	the	only	mechanisms	of	transport	because,	as	already	stressed,	active	transport	of	O2	is	unknown.	Carbon	dioxide,	however,	is	sometimes	actively	transported	across	cell
membranes	in	the	form	of	bicarbonate	ions	(HCO3	–)	formed	by	reaction	with	water.	An	important	first	step	in	understanding	respiratory	gases	and	gas	transport	is	to	address	the	concept	of	chemical	potential	and	how	it	is	expressed	in	studies	of	gases.	In	Chapter	5,	when	we	discussed	the	diffusion	of	glucose	and	other	uncharged	solutes	in	aqueous
solutions,	we	concluded	that	(1)	a	solute	such	as	glucose	always	diffuses	from	regions	of	a	solution	where	it	is	relatively	high	in	concentration	to	regions	where	it	is	relatively	low	in	concentration,	and	that	(2)	the	rate	of	diffusion	of	such	a	solute	from	region	to	region	is	directly	proportional	to	its	difference	in	concentration	between	regions	(see
Equation	5.1).	Whereas	these	principles	apply	to	the	sorts	of	solutes	and	situations	that	have	dominated	our	attention	in	earlier	parts	of	this	book,	the	principles	are	not	in	fact	entirely	general.	A	truly	general	statement	of	the	principles	of	diffusion	is	worded	in	terms	of	chemical	potential.	The	abstract	definition	of	chemical	potential	is	a	topic	in
physical	chemistry;	loosely,	chemical	potential	is	the	strength	of	the	tendency	of	a	chemical	substance	to	undergo	a	physical	or	chemical	change.	A	practical	definition	of	chemical	potential	for	our	purpose	here—the	study	of	chemical	diffusion—is	to	say	that	chemical	potential	provides	the	basis	for	a	truly	general	law	of	diffusion:	In	all	cases	of
diffusion,	without	exception,	materials	tend	to	move	in	net	fashion	from	regions	where	their	chemical	potential	is	high	to	regions	where	their	chemical	potential	is	low,	and	at	a	rate	proportional	to	the	difference	in	chemical	potential.	In	the	study	of	diffusion	within	a	single	aqueous	solution,	the	concentration	of	a	solute	(the	amount	of	solute	per	unit
of	volume)	is	a	useful	surrogate	for	chemical	potential	because,	for	most	purposes,	if	one	uses	diffusion	equations	expressed	in	terms	of	the	concentrations	of	solutes,	one	obtains	correct	answers.	Concentration,	however,	is	not	a	useful	measure	of	chemical	potential	when	analyzing	the	diffusion	of	materials	between	gas	mixtures	and	aqueous
solutions.	Materials	such	as	O2	and	CO2	exist	in	both	phases—both	gas	mixtures	and	aqueous	solutions—and	they	diffuse	between	them.	If	one	attempts	to	analyze	their	diffusion	between	phases	on	the	basis	of	their	concentrations,	grossly	erroneous	conclusions	can	be	reached.	To	analyze	such	diffusion	accurately,	a	direct	measure	of	chemical
potential	(not	an	indirect	or	surrogate	measure)	is	needed.	Physiologists	use	partial	pressure	to	express	chemical	potential	in	the	study	of	gases.	Thus,	as	we	proceed	in	our	study	of	gases,	we	will	often	encounter	the	concept	of	partial	pressure.	We	now	turn	to	a	discussion	of	partial	pressure	itself	and	of	the	relation	of	partial	pressure	to
concentration.	The	Properties	of	Gases	in	Gas	Mixtures	and	Aqueous	Solutions	In	addition	to	existing	in	air	and	other	types	of	gas	mixtures,	gases	also	dissolve	in	aqueous	solutions,	as	already	suggested.	When	a	gas	dissolves	in	an	aqueous	solution,	molecules	of	the	gas	become	distributed	among	the	H2O	molecules	in	much	the	same	way	as	glucose
molecules	or	Na+	ions	are	incorporated	among	H2O	molecules	when	solids	dissolve.	The	molecules	of	a	gas	disappear	when	they	go	into	solution.	They	do	not	appear	as	tiny	bubbles	any	more	than	glucose	in	solution	appears	as	tiny	sugar	grains;	when	we	see	bubbles	of	gas,	they	represent	gas	that	is	not	in	solution.	In	this	section	we	first	address
gases	in	gas	mixtures,	then	gases	dissolved	in	aqueous	solutions.	We	will	sometimes	refer	to	these	two	conditions	as	the	gas	phase	and	liquid	phase,	respectively.	Gases	in	the	gas	phase	The	modern	study	of	gases	in	the	gas	phase	traces	back	to	John	Dalton	(1766–1844),	who	articulated	the	law	of	partial	pressures.	According	to	this	concept,	the	total
pressure	exerted	by	a	mixture	of	gases	(such	as	the	atmosphere)	is	the	sum	of	individual	pressures	exerted	by	each	of	the	several	component	gases	in	the	mixture	(Figure	22.1).	The	individual	pressure	exerted	by	any	particular	gas	in	a	gas	mixture	is	termed	the	partial	pressure	of	that	gas.	An	important	property	of	the	partial	pressure	of	each	gas	in	a
mixture	Introduction	to	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	Physiology 	587	1	atm	1	atm	Percent	of	all	gas	Partial	pressure	in	atmospheres	Oxygen	20.95	0.2095	Nitrogen	78.08	0.7808	0.0093	0.0004	Argon	Carbon	dioxide	0.93	0.04	1	atm	1	atm	∑	=	1	atm	O2	from	a	volume	of	dry	atmospheric	air	at	a	given	temperature	and	pressure	and	we	then	restore	the
remaining	gas	to	the	same	temperature	and	pressure,	the	final	volume	will	be	20.95%	less	than	the	original	volume.	It	is	easy	to	show,	using	the	universal	gas	law	(see	Equation	22.1),	that	the	partial	pressure	exerted	by	each	gas	in	a	mixture	is	“its	fraction”	of	the	total	pressure,	where	“its	fraction”	means	the	mole	fractional	concentration	or	volume
fractional	concentration	of	the	gas.	Expressed	algebraically,	if	Ptot	is	the	total	pressure	of	a	gas	mixture,	Px	is	the	partial	pressure	of	a	particular	gas	(x)	in	the	mixture,	and	Fx	is	the	mole	or	volume	fractional	concentration	of	that	gas,	then	Figure	22.1 	The	total	pressure	exerted	by	a	mixture	of	gas-	es	is	the	sum	of	the	partial	pressures	exerted	by	the
individual	constituents	of	the	mixture 	The	diagram	shows	a	container	surrounding	a	body	of	dry	atmospheric	air	at	sea	level.	Data	on	the	four	most	abundant	constituents	of	dry	air	are	shown.	The	air	exerts	a	total	pressure	of	1	atmosphere	(1	atm),	which	is	the	sum	of	the	partial	pressures.	Each	constituent	would	exert	its	same	partial	pressure	even
if	the	other	constituents	were	absent.	is	that	it	is	independent	of	the	other	gases	present.	Moreover,	in	a	volume	of	mixed	gases,	each	component	gas	behaves	in	terms	of	its	partial	pressure	as	if	it	alone	occupied	the	entire	volume.	Thus	the	partial	pressure	of	each	gas	in	a	gas	mixture	can	be	calculated	from	the	universal	gas	law,	PV	=	nRT	(22.1)
where	P	represents	pressure,	V	is	volume,	n	is	the	number	of	moles	(the	quantity)	of	gas,	R	is	the	universal	gas	constant,	and	T	is	the	absolute	temperature.2	To	use	the	universal	gas	law	to	calculate	the	partial	pressure	of	a	particular	gas	in	a	gas	mixture,	one	sets	n	equal	to	the	molar	quantity	of	the	particular	gas	of	interest	and	V	equal	to	the	volume
occupied	by	the	gas	mixture	as	a	whole.	A	simple	procedure	exists	to	calculate	the	partial	pressure	of	a	Hill	inAnimal	Physiology	gas	a	mixture	if	one4Eknows	the	proportions	of	the	various	gases	Sinauer	Associates	in	the	mixture.	The	proportions	of	gases	in	a	mixture	are	expressed	Morales	Studio	asFigure	fractional	The	mole	fractional	concentration



22.01	concentrations.	12-03-15	of	any	particular	gas	in	a	mixture	is	the	fraction	of	the	total	moles	of	gas	present	represented	by	the	gas	in	question.	To	illustrate,	in	a	volume	of	dry	atmospheric	air	near	sea	level,	the	number	of	moles	of	O2	is	20.95%	of	the	total	number	of	moles	of	all	gases	taken	together;	therefore	the	mole	fractional	concentration	of
O2	in	dry	air	is	0.2095.	The	volume	fractional	concentration	of	a	particular	gas	in	a	mixture	is	the	fraction	of	the	total	volume	represented	by	that	particular	gas.	Equal	molar	quantities	of	different	gases	occupy	essentially	equal	volumes.	Thus	the	volume	fractional	concentration	of	a	gas	in	a	mixture	is	essentially	the	same	as	its	mole	fractional
concentration.	This	means,	for	example,	that	if	we	remove	the	2	The	partial	pressure	of	a	particular	gas	is	symbolized	by	writing	P	with	the	molecular	formula	of	the	gas	as	a	subscript.	Thus,	for	example,	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	is	symbolized	PO2.	In	the	SI,	R	is	8.314	J/mol•K	(where	K	represents	a	Kelvin	and	is	equivalent	to	1	degree	Celsius).
Values	for	R	in	other	systems	of	units	are	listed	in	standard	reference	books	on	chemistry	and	physics.	When	we	say	T	is	absolute	temperature,	we	mean	it	is	temperature	on	the	Kelvin	scale;	in	a	room	at	20°C,	for	example,	T	is	293	K.	Px	=	FxPtot	(22.2)	To	illustrate	the	application	of	Equation	22.2,	let’s	calculate	the	partial	pressures	of	O2,	nitrogen
(N2),	and	CO2	in	dry	atmospheric	air.	Near	sea	level,	dry	air	consists	chemically	of	20.95%	O2,	78.08%	N2,	and	0.04%	CO2.3	If	the	total	pressure	of	the	air	is	1	atmosphere	(atm),	then	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	the	air	is	FxPtot	=	(0.2095)	(1	atm)	=	0.2095	atm,	and	the	partial	pressures	of	N2	and	CO2	are	0.7808	atm	and	0.0004	atm	(see	Figure
22.1).	We	discuss	other	units	for	pressure	later	in	this	chapter.	What	is	the	relation	between	the	partial	pressure	of	a	gas	in	a	gas	mixture	and	the	concentration	(amount	per	unit	of	volume)	of	the	gas	in	the	mixture?	If	one	rearranges	the	universal	gas	law	(Equation	22.1),	one	gets	P	=	(n/V)RT.	If	n	is	the	molar	amount	of	a	particular	gas	in	a	gas
mixture	that	occupies	a	total	volume	V,	then	n/V	is	the	concentration	of	the	gas,	and	P	is	its	partial	pressure.	Moreover,	RT	is	a	constant	if	the	temperature	T	is	constant.	Thus,	in	a	gas	phase,	the	partial	pressure	and	the	concentration	of	any	particular	gas	are	simply	proportional	to	each	other	at	any	given	T.	For	example,	if	there	are	two	gas	mixtures
that	are	identical	in	temperature	and	if	the	concentration	of	O2	is	5	millimole	per	liter	(mmol/L)	in	one	and	10	mmol/L	in	the	other,	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	will	be	exactly	twice	as	high	in	the	latter.	Gases	in	aqueous	solution	The	partial	pressure	of	a	gas	dissolved	in	an	aqueous	solution	(or	any	other	sort	of	solution)	is	defined	to	be	equal	to	the
partial	pressure	of	that	gas	in	a	gas	phase	with	which	the	solution	is	at	equilibrium.	To	illustrate,	consider	what	happens	if	O2-free	water	is	brought	into	contact	with	air	containing	O2	at	a	partial	pressure	of	0.21	atm.	Let’s	assume,	specifically,	that	the	volume	of	air	is	so	great	that	as	O2	dissolves	in	the	water,	there	is	essentially	no	change	in	the	O2
concentration	of	the	air,	and	thus	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	the	air	remains	0.21	atm.	Oxygen	will	dissolve	in	the	water	until	equilibrium	is	reached	with	the	air.	Then	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	the	aqueous	solution	will	be	0.21	atm.	If	this	solution	is	later	exposed	to	air	that	contains	O2	at	a	partial	pressure	of	0.19	atm,	the	solution	will	lose	O2	to
the	air	until	a	new	equilibrium	is	established.	The	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	the	solution	will	then	be	0.19	atm.	The	term	tension	is	sometimes	used	as	a	synonym	for	partial	pressure	when	speaking	of	gases	in	aqueous	solutions,	as	when	the	O2	partial	pressure	is	called	the	“O2	tension.”	We	do	not	use	the	tension	terminology	in	this	book.	3	In	the	mid-
twentieth	century,	the	value	for	CO2	was	0.03%.	Burning	of	coal,	petroleum,	and	forest	wood	has	raised	it	to	0.04%.	588	 	Chapter	22	(A)	A	sealed	sample	bottle	of	cold	creek	water	after	sitting	in	a	warm	room	The	partial	pressure	and	the	concentration	of	a	gas	in	an	aqueous	solution	are	proportional	to	each	other,	but	the	nature	of	this
proportionality	is	more	complicated	than	that	in	gas	phases.	Henry’s	law	is	the	fundamental	law	that	relates	partial	pressure	and	concentration	in	aqueous	solutions.	There	are	several	ways	in	which	this	law	is	expressed,	and	the	various	expressions	employ	several	different,	but	related,	coefficients.4	Our	approach	here	is	to	use	the	absorption
coefficient,	defined	to	be	the	dissolved	concentration	of	a	gas	when	the	partial	pressure	of	the	gas	in	solution	is	1	atm.	If	Px	is	the	partial	pressure	of	a	particular	gas	(x)	in	solution,	Cx	is	the	dissolved	concentration	of	the	gas,	and	A	is	the	absorption	coefficient,	Cx	=	APx	Each	grain	of	salt	increases	salinity	in	its	vicinity,	driving	dissolved	CO2	out	of
solution.	(22.3)	In	gas	phases,	where	Cx	is	also	proportional	to	Px,	the	equation	relating	Cx	and	Px	is	essentially	identical	for	all	gases	(because	all	adhere	to	the	universal	gas	law).	In	aqueous	solutions,	however,	the	proportionality	constant	A	varies	a	great	deal,	depending	on	the	specific	gas	of	interest,	temperature,	and	salinity	(values	of	A	can	be
looked	up	in	reference	books	on	gas	physical	chemistry).	The	coefficient	A,	the	absorption	coefficient,	is	in	fact	a	measure	of	gas	solubility.	A	high	absorption	coefficient	signifies	high	solubility,	meaning	that	a	lot	of	gas	will	dissolve	at	any	particular	partial	pressure.	With	this	in	mind,	three	important	characteristics	of	gases	dissolved	in	aqueous
solutions	come	to	light	when	absorption	coefficients	are	examined:	„„The	solubilities	of	different	gases	are	different.	Specifically,	CO2	has	a	far	higher	solubility	than	O2	or	N2.	The	absorption	coefficients	of	CO2,	O2,	and	N2	in	cold	(0°C)	distilled	water	are	77,	2.2,	and	1.1	mmol/L,	respectively.	These	absorption	coefficients	tell	you	that	if	each	of	these
gases	is	brought	to	a	partial	pressure	of	1	atm	in	cold	distilled	water,	the	amount	dissolved	in	each	liter	of	water	will	be	77	mmol	of	CO2	but	only	2.2	mmol	of	O2	and	1.1	mmol	of	N2.	„„The	solubilities	of	gases	in	aqueous	solutions	decrease	strongly	with	increasing	water	temperature.	This	is	true	of	all	gases.	To	illustrate,	the	absorption	coefficients	of
O2	in	distilled	water	at	0°C,	20°C,	and	40°C	are	2.2,	1.4,	and	1.0	mmol/L,	respectively.	Thus,	if	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	is	1	atm,	a	liter	of	distilled	water	dissolves	2.2	mmol	of	O2	when	at	0°C	but	less	than	half	as	much,	1.0	mmol,	when	at	40°C.	Gases	tend	to	come	out	of	solution	and	form	bubbles	as	water	warms	(Figure	22.2A).	„„The	solubilities	of
gases	in	aqueous	solutions	decrease	with	increasing	salinity.	For	instance,	the	absorption	coefficients	of	O2	at	a	fixed	temperature	(0°C)	in	distilled	water,	80%	seawater,	and	full-strength	seawater	are	2.2,	1.8,	and	1.7	mmol/L,	respectively.	Increasing	the	salinity	of	an	aqueous	solution	tends	to	drive	gases	out	of	solution	by	decreasing	the	solubilities
of	the	gases,	a	phenomenon	called	the	salting-out	effect	(Figure	22.2B).	4	Bubbles	form	when	water	warms	because	a	rise	in	temperature	drives	dissolved	gases	out	of	solution.	(B)	A	carbonated	beverage	to	which	grains	of	salt	have	been	added	During	the	history	of	the	study	of	gases	in	aqueous	solution,	an	uncommonly	large	number	of	coefficients
were	defined	by	various	scientists	working	on	the	subject.	Many	of	these	have	survived	into	the	present	time	and	today	are	referred	to	by	names	such	as	Henry’s	law	coefficients,	the	Bunsen	coefficient,	and	the	Ostwald	coefficient.	Although	differing	in	detail,	all	describe	the	same	principles	and	can	be	interconverted	using	standard	equations.	Grain
of	salt	Figure	22.2 	Everyday	illustrations	of	the	effects	of	tempera-	ture	and	salinity	on	gas	solubility	Summary	The	Properties	of	Gases	in	Gas	Mixtures	and	Aqueous	Solutions	„„The	total	pressure	of	a	gas	mixture	is	the	sum	of	the	partial	pressures	exerted	by	the	individual	gases	in	the	mixture.	The	partial	pressure	of	each	gas	is	independent	of	the
other	gases	present.	„„In	gas	mixtures,	the	concentration	and	the	partial	pressure	of	any	given	gas	are	simply	proportional	to	each	other.	The	proportionality	coefficient	is	the	same	for	all	gases,	at	any	given	temperature,	because	it	is	a	corollary	of	the	universal	gas	law.	„„When	gases	dissolve	in	aqueous	solutions,	they	disappear	into	solution,	just	as
sugars	disappear	when	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	they	dissolve.	Bubbles	of	gas,	no	matter	how	tiny,	are	not	Sinauer	in	Associates	solution.	Morales	Studio	partial	pressure	of	a	gas	dissolved	in	an	aqueous	„„The	Figure	22.02	12-03-15	solution	is	equal	to	the	partial	pressure	of	the	same	gas	in	a	gas	phase	with	which	the	solution	is	at	equilibrium.	„„In
an	aqueous	solution,	the	concentration	and	the	partial	pressure	of	any	given	dissolved	gas	are	proportional.	However,	the	coefficient	of	proportionality,	termed	the	absorption	coefficient,	varies	greatly	from	gas	to	gas,	and	depends	on	temperature	and	salinity.	„„Gas	solubility	decreases	with	increasing	temperature	and	also	with	increasing	salinity.
Diffusion	of	Gases	Simple	diffusion,	as	earlier	noted,	is	one	of	the	two	principal	mechanisms	of	respiratory	gas	transport.	When	gases	diffuse	from	place	to	place,	they	do	so	by	the	same	fundamental	mechanism	by	which	solutes	diffuse	through	solutions	(see	Chapter	5,	page	105).	Gas	molecules	move	ceaselessly	at	random	on	an	atomic-molecular
scale.	Merely	by	the	operation	of	the	laws	of	probability,	when	the	chemical	potential	of	a	gas	differs	from	place	to	place,	these	random	movements	carry	more	gas	molecules	away	from	regions	of	Introduction	to	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	Physiology 	589	high	chemical	potential	than	into	such	regions.	Macroscopically,	therefore,	net	gas	transport
occurs.	The	fundamental	law	of	gas	diffusion	is	that	gases	diffuse	in	net	fashion	from	areas	of	relatively	high	partial	pressure	to	areas	of	relatively	low	partial	pressure.	This	is	true	within	gas	mixtures,	within	aqueous	solutions,	and	across	gas–water	interfaces.	In	view	of	this	law,	the	coral-reef	worms	we	discussed	at	the	start	of	this	chapter	can	get	O2
from	their	environmental	water	only	if	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	dissolved	in	the	water	is	higher	than	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	dissolved	in	their	blood	as	the	blood	flows	through	their	gill	tentacles.	Similarly,	the	water	beetle	can	get	O2	from	the	water	only	if	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	dissolved	in	the	water	exceeds	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	its
bubble	gas.	The	diffusion	of	gases	in	the	direction	of	the	partial-pressure	gradient	does	not	necessarily	mean	that	diffusion	occurs	in	the	direction	of	the	concentration	gradient.	This	is	an	enormously	important	point.	To	see	it	clearly,	we	need	first	to	consider	some	elementary	cases	that	are,	in	a	sense,	deceptively	simple.	Let’s	consider	diffusion
within	a	gas	mixture	of	uniform	temperature—or	within	an	aqueous	solution	of	uniform	temperature	and	salinity.	In	these	cases,	if	the	partial	pressure	of	a	particular	gas	is	greater	in	one	region	than	in	another,	the	concentration	is	also	greater.	Thus,	within	such	gas	mixtures	and	aqueous	solutions,	when	gases	diffuse	from	high	to	low	partial
pressure,	they	also	diffuse	from	high	to	low	concentration.	These	elementary	cases	are	merely	simple	and	special	cases,	however,	and	in	that	way	they	are	deceptively	simple.	Under	more	complex	circumstances,	situations	commonly	exist	in	which	gases—while	obeying	the	fundamental	law	of	gas	diffusion—diffuse	from	low	concentration	to	high
concentration!	Water	beetles	often	exemplify	this	scenario.	If	we	assume	a	uniform	temperature	of	20°C,	and	if	we	assume	a	beetle’s	environmental	water	is	at	equilibrium	with	the	atmosphere	so	that	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	water	is	0.21	atm,	the	O2	concentration	in	the	environmental	water	is	about	0.3	mmol/L	(calculated	from	Equation	22.3
using	the	value	for	A	already	mentioned).	Air	is	dramatically	richer	in	O2	than	water	is	under	most	circumstances,	as	we	discuss	later.	Specifically,	atmospheric	air	at	20°C,	with	an	O2	partial	pressure	of	about	0.21	atm	(see	Figure	22.1),	has	an	O2	concentration	of	about	8.6	mmol/L.	Let’s	consider	a	beetle	that	grabbed	a	fresh	bubble	from	the
atmosphere	a	while	ago	and	has	removed	50%	of	the	O2	from	its	bubble	(Figure	22.3).	The	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	this	beetle’s	bubble	gas	will	be	about	0.1	atm,	and	the	concentration	of	O2	will	be	about	4.3	mmol/L	(50%	of	the	values	in	the	atmospheric	air).	Diffusion	will	steadily	transport	O2	from	the	environmental	water	into	the	beetle’s	bubble
because	the	partial	pressure	of	dissolved	O2	in	the	water,	0.21	atm,	is	far	higher	than	the	partial	pressure	in	the	bubble	gas,	0.1	atm.	The	beetle’s	bubble,	in	other	words,	will	act	as	a	gill!	This	is	true	even	though	the	concentration	of	O2	in	the	beetle’s	bubble	gas,	4.3	mmol/L,	is	far	higher	than	the	concentration	in	the	water,	0.3	mmol/L.	Oxygen	will
travel	from	high	partial	pressure	to	low	partial	pressure,	as	it	always	does,	but	in	this	situation	involving	both	gas	and	liquid	phases,	it	will	move	from	low	concentration	to	high	concentration.	Always,	equilibrium	is	attained	with	respect	to	any	given	gas	when	the	partial	pressure	of	the	gas	is	uniform	everywhere	in	a	system.	Although	we	will	use	the
principles	of	gas	diffusion	in	this	book	primarily	to	analyze	O2	and	CO2,	these	principles	apply	to	KEY	Atmosphere	Partial	pressure	0.21	atm	8.6	mmol/L	Bubble	gas	0.1	atm	4.3	mmol/L	Concentration	O2	Diffusion	Water	0.21	atm	0.3	mmol/L	Comparing	bubble	gas	and	water,	water	is	far	higher	in	partial	pressure	but	far	lower	in	concentration.	Partial
pressure	rules,	and	O2	diffuses	into	the	bubble.	Figure	22.3 	The	function	of	a	water	beetle’s	bubble	as	a	gill:	O2	levels	in	the	atmosphere,	water,	and	bubble	gas—	and	O2	diffusion 	The	upper	value	in	each	box	is	the	partial	pres-	sure	of	O2,	and	the	lower	value	is	the	O2	concentration.	The	beetle	Hill	Animal	Physiology	acquires	each	bubble4E	from
the	atmosphere.	Here	the	beetle	is	asSinauer	Associates	sumed	to	have	used	50%	of	the	O2	originally	in	its	bubble.	The	volume	Morales	Studio	of	the	bubble	is	assumed	to	stay	constant	as	O2	is	withdrawn;	this	Figure	22.03	12-03-15	is	approximately	true	because	the	principal	gas	in	the	bubble,	N2,	tends	to	remain	in	the	bubble	even	as	O2	is	used.
Temperature	is	20°C	everywhere.	See	the	text	for	further	explanation.	all	substances	that	exist	as	gases	under	physiological	conditions.5	Thus,	for	example,	partial	pressures	govern	the	diffusion	of	gaseous	anesthetics	or	gaseous	poisons	into	and	out	of	an	animal’s	body.	Partial	pressures	also	govern	the	diffusion	of	N2,	a	topic	crucial	for
understanding	the	threat	of	decompression	sickness	in	scuba	divers	(Figure	22.4)	and	dolphins	(see	Chapter	26).	When	a	scuba	diver	is	at	any	particular	depth,	his	or	her	lungs	are	kept	normally	expanded	by	the	operation	of	the	scuba	air	regulator,	which	ensures	that	the	air	in	the	lungs	is	at	a	pressure	equal	to	the	ambient	(environmental)	water
pressure	at	that	depth.	Suppose	a	diver	is	at	a	depth	of	20	m,	where	the	ambient	water	pressure	is	3	atm.	The	total	air	pressure	in	the	diver’s	lungs	is	then	also	3	atm,	and	the	partial	pressure	of	N2	in	the	lung	air	is	78%	of	the	total,	or	2.3	atm	(assuming	the	diver’s	tanks	are	filled	with	ordinary	air).	If	the	diver	remains	at	20	m	long	enough	for	his	or
her	blood	to	come	to	equilibrium	with	the	lung	air,	the	partial	pressure	of	N2	dissolved	in	the	diver’s	blood	will	be	2.3	atm.	This	is	not	a	problem	as	long	as	the	diver	stays	at	depth.	However,	the	high	N2	partial	pressure	will	force	macroscopic	bubbles	to	form	in	the	diver’s	blood	5	Water	vapor	(gaseous	water)	is	a	bit	of	a	special	case	because,	unlike
other	gases,	it	does	not	merely	dissolve	in	aqueous	solutions	but	can	become	liquid	water	or	be	generated	from	liquid	water.	It	is	addressed	in	Chapter	27.	590	 	Chapter	22	The	blood	partial	pressures	of	gases	increase	during	diving	because	the	air	in	a	diver’s	lungs	is	at	elevated	pressure.	A	diver	must	correctly	manage	the	increased	blood	partial
pressures	to	dive	safely.	you	will	see,	the	rate	of	diffusion	J	is	directly	proportional	to	the	difference	in	partial	pressures	but	is	inversely	proportional	to	the	distance	separating	the	two	partial	pressures	(see	Table	5.1).	The	diffusion	coefficient	K	depends	on	the	particular	diffusing	gas,	the	temperature,	and	the	ease	with	which	the	gas	is	able	to	pass
through	the	particular	material	separating	the	regions	of	different	partial	pressure.	If	the	two	regions	of	interest	are	separated	by	a	layer	of	tissue	(e.g.,	a	gill	epithelium),	K	is	termed	the	gas	permeability	of	the	tissue.	Gases	diffuse	far	more	readily	through	gas	phases	than	through	aqueous	solutions	Figure	22.4 	The	principles	of	gas	diffusion	are
vital	knowledge	for	scuba	divers	if	he	or	she	suddenly	comes	to	the	surface.	The	reason	can	be	seen	by	imagining	that	an	extremely	minute,	microscopic	bubble	forms	in	the	blood	(some	authorities	think	such	miniscule	bubbles	are	always	present	within	liquids).	Let’s	assume	the	bubble	contains	only	N2	(a	best-case	scenario).	Then,	if	the	diver	has
come	to	the	surface	and	is	under	1	atm	of	pressure,	the	N2	partial	pressure	in	the	minute	bubble	(gas	in	the	gas	phase)	will	be	1	atm.	The	partial	pressure	of	N2	dissolved	in	the	diver’s	blood,	however,	is	2.3	atm.	Thus	N2	will	diffuse	rapidly	from	the	blood	into	the	bubble,	and	the	bubble	will	grow	to	macroscopic	size.	You	can	get	an	excellent	visual
image	of	this	process	by	watching	the	formation	of	CO2	bubbles	within	a	recently	opened	bottle	of	pop	or	beer,	a	situation	that	adheres	to	the	same	physical	laws.	Bubbles	in	the	blood	are	extremely	dangerous	(see	Chapter	26),	and	their	formation	must	be	prevented.	Standard	practice	in	scuba	diving	is	to	avoid	staying	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	too
longAssociates	at	depth.	Suppose,	however,	that	a	diver	has	been	at	20	m	Sinauer	for	suchStudio	a	long	time	that	his	or	her	blood	N2	partial	pressure	is	2.3	Morales	FigureBefore	22.04	surfacing,	12-03-15	the	diver	must	have	adequate	diving	skills	atm.	to	come	partway	to	the	surface	and	remain	there	until	the	blood	N2	partial	pressure	falls	to	a	safe
level.	The	equation	for	the	rate	of	gas	diffusion	is	similar	in	form	to	the	equation	for	the	rate	of	solute	diffusion	presented	in	Chapter	5	(see	page	106).	Consider	a	fluid	system	(consisting	of	a	gas	phase,	liquid	phase,	or	both)	in	which	a	gas,	such	as	O2,	is	at	a	relatively	high	partial	pressure,	P1,	in	one	region	and	a	relatively	low	partial	pressure,	P2,	in
another.	Think	of	an	imaginary	plane	that	is	perpendicular	to	the	direction	of	diffusion	between	the	two	regions.	Let	J	be	the	rate	of	net	movement	of	gas	through	the	plane,	per	unit	of	cross-sectional	area.	Then	P1	−	P2		(22.4)	X	where	X	is	the	distance	separating	P1	and	P2	and	K	is	a	proportionality	factor	that	is	often	called	the	Krogh	diffusion
coefficient.	As	J=K	The	ease	with	which	gases	diffuse	is	far	greater	when	they	are	diffusing	through	air	than	through	water.	The	Krogh	diffusion	coefficient	(K)	for	O2,	for	example,	is	about	200,000	times	higher	in	air	than	in	water	at	20°C!	One	way	to	see	the	enormous	implications	of	this	difference	is	to	consider	O2	diffusing	between	two	regions	that
have	a	particular	difference	in	O2	partial	pressure	(i.e.,	a	particular	value	for	[P1	–	P2]	in	Equation	22.4).	If	the	diffusion	is	occurring	through	air	rather	than	water,	the	length	of	the	diffusion	path	can	be	200,000	times	longer	and	still	have	the	same	rate	of	O2	transport.	An	interesting	application	of	these	principles	is	provided	by	analyzing	the	O2
supply	to	mice	in	underground	burrows,	or	the	O2	supply	to	eggs	of	sea	turtles	buried	in	beach	sand.	If	the	soil	or	sand	is	dry	and	porous,	O2	is	often	supplied	(chiefly	or	entirely)	by	diffusion	directly	through	the	soil	or	sand.	More	specifically,	O2	is	supplied	by	diffusion	through	the	network	of	minute	gas-filled	spaces	among	the	soil	or	sand	particles.
There	are	countless	different	paths—countless	“angles	of	approach”—by	which	diffusion	can	occur	from	the	atmosphere	to	the	underground	animals	or	eggs	through	the	soil	or	sand.	When	transport	along	all	these	paths	is	summed,	diffusion	through	the	gas-filled	spaces	in	soil	or	sand	often	proves	adequate	to	meet	O2	needs.	This	is	true,	however,
only	if	the	spaces	among	the	soil	or	sand	particles	are	gas-filled.	If	the	spaces	become	water-filled,	the	rate	of	O2	diffusion	drops	by	a	factor	of	about	200,000—a	circumstance	that	can	have	drastic	consequences	for	the	underground	animals	or	eggs	(Figure	22.5).	Diffusion	through	water—according	to	a	commonly	used	rule	of	thumb—can	meet	the	O2
requirements	of	living	tissues	only	if	the	distances	to	be	covered	are	about	1	millimeter	or	less	(Box	22.1)!	This	rule	has	many	important	applications.	A	dramatic	application	concerns	the	consequences	of	liquid	accumulation	in	a	person’s	lungs:	Just	a	small	accumulation	of	body	fluids	in	the	terminal	air	spaces	of	a	person’s	lungs	immediately	creates	a
dire	medical	emergency	because	of	the	small	diffusion	distance	that	is	tolerable	with	water	present.	The	difference	between	air	and	water	in	the	ease	of	diffusion	of	CO2	is	less	than	that	for	O2,	but	still	substantial.	The	Krogh	diffusion	coefficient	for	CO2	at	20°C	is	about	9000	times	greater	in	air	than	in	water.	Gas	molecules	that	combine	chemically
with	other	molecules	cease	to	contribute	to	the	gas	partial	pressure	Only	gas	molecules	that	exist	as	free	gas	molecules	contribute	to	the	partial	pressure	of	a	gas.	This	may	seem	an	odd	point	to	stress	until	you	realize	that,	especially	in	body	fluids,	gas	molecules	often	undergo	chemical	reactions.	Molecules	of	O2	in	the	blood	of	a	Introduction	to
Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	Physiology 	591	For	the	first	50	days,	when	the	sand	was	mostly	dry,	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	nest	was	high…	…but	the	O2	partial	pressure	fell	to	zero	for	2	days	when	the	sand	became	temporarily	saturated	with	water.	Figure	22.5 	Replacement	of	air	with	water	in	the	interstitial	spac-	es	of	beach	sand	can	cause
anoxia	in	a	sea	turtle	nest	because	diffusion	is	far	slower	through	water	than	through	air 	Female	O2	partial	pressure	in	nest	(atm)	0.20	Hatching	0.15	0.10	Most	eggs	were	dead	when	hatching	occurred	10	days	later.	0.05	0	loggerhead	sea	turtles	(Caretta	caretta)	come	ashore	to	lay	their	eggs	on	ocean	beaches.	They	bury	the	eggs	about	40	cm
deep	in	the	sand,	cover	them,	and	leave.	The	eggs	are	dependent	on	O2	diffusion	through	the	sand	to	obtain	O2	during	the	long	period	(50–70	days)	they	require	to	become	mature	enough	to	hatch.	The	nest	described	here—which	contained	117	eggs—was	positioned	unusually	close	to	the	surf’s	edge,	and	the	sand	overlaying	the	nest	became
submerged	underwater	when	the	eggs	were	about	54	days	old.	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	nest	was	measured	at	regular	time	intervals	with	a	fiber-optic	probe	permanently	implanted	in	the	nest.	(Data	kindly	provided	by	Nathan	A.	Miller.)	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	Number	of	days	since	eggs	were	laid	70	person	or	coral-reef	worm,	for	example,	combine
chemically	with	hemoglobin	or	hemoglobin-like	pigments,	and	those	molecules	of	O2	then	do	not	contribute	to	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	the	blood.	Only	O2	molecules	that	are	free	in	solution	contribute	to	the	partial	pressure.	Similarly,	CO2	molecules	added	to	blood—or	to	an	environmental	liquid	such	as	seawater—may	react	with	H2O	to	yield
chemical	forms	such	as	HCO3−	(bicarbonate	ions).	Only	the	molecules	of	CO2	that	are	free	in	solution	as	unchanged	CO2	molecules	contribute	to	the	partial	pressure	of	CO2.	One	noteworthy	implication	of	these	principles	is	that	if	you	know	the	partial	pressure	of	a	gas	in	an	aqueous	solution	and	you	use	the	absorption	coefficient	(A)	to	calculate	the
concentration	of	the	gas	in	the	solution	from	the	partial	pressure	(see	Equation	22.3),	the	concentration	you	obtain	is	that	of	gas	free	in	solution	as	unchanged	gas	molecules.	Any	gas	that	is	present	in	chemically	combined	form	(or	chemically	altered	form)	is	not	included	in	the	concentration	calculated	in	this	way.	A	second	noteworthy	implication	is
that	only	the	gas	molecules	that	are	free	in	solution	as	unchanged	gas	molecules	affect	the	direction	BOX	Diffusion	through	Tissues	Can	Meet	O2	Requirements	22.1	over	Distances	of	Only	1	Millimeter	or	Less	August	Krogh	(1874–1949),	one	of	the	great	names	in	respiratory	physiology,	was	the	first	to	quantify	the	distance	over	which	the	simple
diffusion	of	O2	through	tissues	might	meet	the	O2	requirements	of	life.	As	his	model,	he	considered	a	spherical	cell	with	a	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	0.1	mL	O2/g•h	(relatively	low)	and	an	O2	partial	pressure	of	about	0.21	atm	at	the	cell	surface	(relatively	high).	He	calculated	that	diffusion	of	O2	through	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	such
aAssociates	cell	would	meet	the	O2	demands	Morales	Studio	of	all	its	parts	only	if	the	cell	radius	Figure	22.05	12-03-15	were	no	greater	than	0.9	mm!	Modern	recalculations	come	up	with	similar	results.	Thus	Krogh’s	major	conclusion	still	stands:	Diffusion	from	a	high-partialpressure	source	through	the	aqueous	medium	of	tissue	can	be	expected	to
supply	the	ordinary	O2	requirements	of	aerobic	catabolism	over	only	short	distances—approximately	1	mm	or	less.	Over	truly	minute	distances,	such	as	the	distance	across	a	cell	membrane,	diffusion	transport	is	very	fast.	However,	the	rate	of	diffusion	falls	as	distance	increases	(see	Table	5.1).	Thus,	in	general,	for	O2	transA	3-week-old	larva	of	the
anchovy	Engraulis	mordax,	port	to	occur	at	a	rate	common	along	the	West	Coast	of	the	United	States	sufficient	to	supply	the	The	O2	demand	of	the	larva	is	met	primarily	by	diffusion.	The	needs	of	tissues	at	larva’s	average	body	radius	is	about	0.6	mm	and	approaching	the	maximum	that	calculations	for	the	species	indicate	distances	greater	than	is
compatible	with	uptake	of	O2	by	diffusion,	yet	the	circulaabout	1	mm,	convectory	and	gill-breathing	systems	remain	immature.	(Graham	tive	transport—trans1990	provides	a	more	complete	discussion;	after	Kramer	and	port	by	a	moving	fluid,	Ahlstrom	1968.)	such	as	circulation	of	blood—needs	to	deepest	tissues	come	to	be	positioned	supplement
diffusion.	farther	from	its	body	surface.	In	a	3-weekThe	larvae	of	bony	fish—some	of	which	are	the	smallest	of	all	vertebrate	animals—	old	larval	anchovy	(illustrated),	gill	development	and	circulatory	development	are	present	important	examples	of	the	apstill	incomplete,	yet	the	thickness	of	the	plication	of	these	principles.	The	young	of	body	is	close
to	the	maximum	over	which	some	species	are	so	immature	at	hatchdiffusion	can	meet	O2	needs.	As	a	larval	ing	that	they	lack	an	effective	circulatory	fish	develops	through	such	a	transition	system.	Thus	their	interior	tissues	must	receive	O2	from	their	body	surfaces	largely	phase—a	stage	at	which	its	convectiveby	diffusion.	As	a	young	larva	grows,
diffutransport	mechanisms	are	required	but	sion	becomes	less	and	less	certain	to	be	still	immature—it	is	particularly	vulnerable	able	to	meet	all	its	O2	needs	because	its	to	dying	if	it	finds	itself	in	low-O2	water.	592	 	Chapter	22	BOX	Induction	of	Internal	Flow	22.2	by	Ambient	Currents	and	rate	of	gas	diffusion	because	only	those	gas	molecules	affect
the	partial-pressure	gradient.	This	point	is	exceedingly	important	in	many	situations,	one	of	which	is	the	dynamics	of	O2	uptake	by	an	animal’s	blood	as	the	blood	flows	through	the	gills	or	lungs.	Let’s	consider	an	animal	with	hemoglobin	in	its	blood.	When	O2	diffuses	from	the	environment	into	the	animal’s	blood,	the	O2	molecules	that	combine	with
hemoglobin	do	not	increase	the	blood’s	partial	pressure	of	O2.	Thus	the	hemoglobin-combined	O2	molecules	do	not	interfere	with	further	O2	diffusion	into	the	blood.	To	illustrate	with	an	extreme	case,	suppose	that	all	the	O2	that	diffuses	into	an	animal’s	blood	over	a	period	of	time	combines	with	hemoglobin.	In	this	case,	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure
stays	constant,	and	if	the	environmental	O2	partial	pressure	also	stays	constant,	the	difference	of	partial	pressure	driving	diffusion	stays	constant	as	well.	The	rate	of	O2	diffusion	will	then	remain	undiminished	even	as	more	and	more	O2	enters	the	blood.	Animals	are	sometimes	able	to	take	advantage	of	ambient	air	currents	(winds)	or	water	currents
in	such	ways	that	the	currents	induce	fluid	flow	through	their	bodies	or	through	structures	they	build.	Prairie	dogs,	for	example,	construct	their	burrow	systems	in	such	a	way	that	wind	flowing	parallel	to	the	ground	surface	is	Black-tailed	prairie	dog	(Cynomys	ludovicianus)	forced	to	rise	and	fall	as	it	blows	across	some	burrow	openings	but	not
others.	Because	of	Bernoulli’s	principle,	the	pressure	exerted	at	some	burrow	openings	is	lower	than	at	others	as	a	result.	Wind	blowing	parallel	to	the	ground	surface	thus	induces	flow	of	air	through	the	burrows—renewing	O2	supplies	far	underground.	For	a	more	thorough	discussion	of	this	effect	and	other,	similar	cases	of	internal	flow	induced	by
ambient	currents,	see	Box	Extension	22.2.	Summary	Diffusion	of	Gases	„„Gases	always	diffuse	from	regions	of	high	partial	pressure	to	regions	of	low	partial	pressure	and	at	a	rate	that	is	proportional	to	the	difference	in	partial	pressure.	A	gas	is	at	equilibrium	in	a	system	when	its	partial	pressure	is	uniform	throughout.	„„Diffusion	occurs	much	more
readily	through	air	than	water.	Specifically,	the	Krogh	diffusion	coefficient	is	200,000	times	greater	for	O2	and	9000	times	greater	for	CO2	in	air	than	in	water	(at	20ºC).	„„When	gas	molecules	undergo	chemical	combination,	they	cease	to	contribute	to	the	partial	pressure	of	the	gas	in	question	and	thus	no	longer	affect	the	direction	or	rate	of
diffusion	of	the	gas.	Convective	Transport	of	Gases:	Bulk	Flow	Besides	diffusion,	the	second	major	mechanism	of	respiratory	gas	transport	is	convection.	Convective	gas	transport—also	called	transport	by	bulk	flow—occurs	when	a	gas	mixture	or	an	aqueous	solution	flows	and	gas	molecules	in	the	gas	or	liquid	are	carried	from	place	to	place	by	the
fluid	flow.	The	transport	of	O2	by	blood	flow	in	an	animal’s	circulatory	system	provides	an	example.	Convective	gas	transport	is	typically	far	faster	than	gas	diffusion	because	convection	(bulk	flow)	moves	gas	molecules	in	a	deterministic,	forced	fashion	rather	than	depending	on	random	molecular	movements.	The	two	principal	processes	by	which
animals	set	fluids	in	motion	to	transport	gases	are	breathing	and	the	pumping	of	blood.	Both	cost	metabolic	energy.	The	reward	an	animal	gets	for	making	the	metabolic	investment	is	that	it	is	able	to	speed	the	transport	of	O2	and	CO2	from	place	to	place.	Convection	does	not	always	require	muscular	effort	from	an	animal.	Ambient	winds	and	water
currents,	in	fact,	often	move	O2	and	CO2	from	place	to	place	in	the	environments	of	animals	in	ways	that	are	helpful,	as	when	global-scale	water	currents	renew	the	O2	supplies	of	the	deep	sea.	Sometimes,	ambient	winds	and	water	currents	even	induce	internal	flow	within	animals	or	animal-built	structures	(Box	22.2).	The	precise	effects	of	fluid	flow
on	gas	transport	depend	in	part	on	the	geometry	of	the	flow.	Two	geometries	of	importance	are	depicted	in	Figure	22.6.	One	is	unidirectional	flow	through	a	tube,	such	as	the	flow	of	blood	through	a	blood	vessel.	The	second	is	tidal	flow	(back-and-forth	flow)	in	and	out	of	a	blind-ended	cavity,	such	as	occurs	in	the	lungs	of	mammals.	To	exemplify	how
the	rate	of	convective	gas	transport	can	be	calculated,	let’s	use	as	a	model	the	simple	case	of	O2	transport	by	the	unidirectional	flow	of	a	fluid	through	a	tube	(see	Figure	22.6A)	when	there	is	no	exchange	of	gases	across	the	walls.	This	sort	of	model	applies,	for	example,	to	O2	transport	by	blood	flow	through	the	arteries	of	animals	because	arteries
basically	act	as	conduits,	neither	adding	O2	to	the	blood	passing	through	them	nor	removing	O2.	In	this	case,	Rate	of	convective	gas	transport	=	CT	F	(A)	Unidirectional	flow	(22.5)	(B)	Tidal	flow	Figure	22.6 	Two	types	of	convective	transport 	Arrows	depict	bulk	flow	of	fluid.	Introduction	to	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	Physiology 	593	KEY
Convection	Diffusion	1	:	Convection	O2	0.5	m	Blood	flow	Blood	flow	Muscle	cell	Alveolus	of	lung	(gas	filled)	Mitochondria	2	:	Diffusion	0.0001	m	3	:	Convection	4	:	Diffusion	0.6	m	0.00002	m	Pulmonary	blood	capillary	Alveolar	epithelium	RBC	Lung	Heart	Capillary	epithelium	Figure	22.7 	Convection	(bulk	flow)	and	diffusion	alternate	in	transporting
O2	from	the	atmosphere	to	the	mitochondria	in	a	person 	Four	steps	are	recognized,	with	the	distance	covered	in	each	step	shown	in	meters:	➊	Convective	transport	by	flow	of	inhaled	air	from	the	atmosphere	to	the	depths	of	the	lung.	➋	Diffusion	across	a	gas-filled	alveolar	end	sac	(including	alveolus),	then	through	the	alveolar	epithelium	and	the
epithelium	of	a	pulmonary	blood	capil-	where	CT	represents	the	total	concentration	of	gas	in	the	fluid	(including	both	gas	that	is	chemically	combined	[e.g.,	O2	combined	with	hemoglobin]	and	gas	that	is	free	in	solution)	and	F	represents	the	rate	of	fluid	flow.6	As	the	equation	makes	clear,	the	rate	of	convective	gas	transport	can	be	increased	by
increasing	the	concentration	or	the	flow	rate.	Mammals	and	some	other	animals	with	very	high	demands	for	O2	have	evolved	favorable	modifications	of	both	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	of	Sinauer	these	properties	Associates	to	enhance	the	rate	of	convective	O2	transport	byMorales	the	flow	of	blood	through	their	arteries.	The	high	concentration	Studio
22.07	12-03-15	of	Figure	hemoglobin	in	mammalian	blood	enables	each	volume	of	blood	to	carry	50	times	more	O2	than	it	could	carry	in	simple	solution,	and	the	intense	work	done	by	the	mammalian	heart	propels	blood	through	the	arteries	at	very	high	rates	(e.g.,	5	L/min	through	the	systemic	aorta	of	an	adult	person	during	rest,	and	35	L/min	in
trained	athletes	during	high	exertion).	Gas	transport	in	animals	often	occurs	by	alternating	convection	and	diffusion	Although	in	tiny	animals	O2	may	be	able	to	move	as	fast	as	is	needed	from	the	environment	to	all	parts	of	the	body	by	diffusion	(see	Box	22.1),	exclusive	reliance	on	diffusion	is	not	possible	in	animals	that	are	larger	than	2–3	g,	or	even
in	many	animals	that	are	smaller	than	that.	The	reason	is	distance.	In	most	animal	body	plans,	diffusion	6	F	is	used	here	as	a	general	symbol	for	the	rate	of	fluid	flow.	According	to	established	convention	in	circulatory	and	respiratory	physiology,	the	fluid	flow	rate	would	be	symbolized	by	Q	if	the	fluid	were	a	liquid	(e.g.,	blood)	or	V	if	it	were	a	gas
(e.g.,	air).	Systemic	blood	capillary	RBC	lary,	and	finally	into	a	red	blood	cell	(RBC),	where	O2	combines	with	hemoglobin.	Only	the	final	0.000006	m	of	this	step	requires	diffusion	through	tissue	or	liquid;	the	initial	0.000094	m	is	covered	by	diffusion	through	gas.	➌	Convective	transport	by	the	circulation	of	the	blood.	➍	Diffusion	from	an	RBC	in	a
systemic	blood	capillary	to	a	mitochondrion	in	a	muscle	cell.	Mitochondria	are	actually	much	smaller	relative	to	the	muscle	cell	than	shown.	of	O2	within	the	body	occurs	through	liquid	media—body	fluids	and	tissues.	Because	diffusion	through	liquid	media	is	inherently	slow,	it	can	meet	transport	needs	only	over	very	short	distances	(see	Box	22.1).
For	aquatic	animals,	even	O2	transport	to	the	gills	from	the	environment	must	occur	through	a	liquid	medium,	and	thus	again,	diffusion	can	suffice	only	if	the	distances	to	be	covered	are	very	short.	Animals	that	face	these	diffusion	limitations	typically	employ	convective	transport	(bulk	flow)	to	solve	the	problem.	In	animals	that	employ	convective
transport,	diffusion	and	convection	typically	alternate	as	O	2	makes	its	way	from	the	environment	to	the	mitochondria.	During	this	alternation,	diffusion	meets	the	needs	for	gas	transport	over	short	distances,	whereas	convective	transport	is	employed	for	the	long	hauls.	An	apt	example	is	provided	by	O2	transport	from	the	atmosphere	to	the
mitochondria	in	a	person	(Figure	22.7).	The	first	step	in	this	transport	is	that	O2	must	travel	a	distance	of	about	0.5	m	from	the	atmosphere	to	minute	air	passageways	deep	in	the	lungs.	For	this	transport	to	occur	at	an	adequate	rate,	convection	must	be	employed.	Thus	we	breathe,	moving	large	masses	of	air	rapidly	(by	bulk	flow)	over	long	distances
(step	➊	in	Figure	22.7).	Oxygen	then	moves	by	diffusion	over	the	next	0.0001	m	of	distance;	in	this	step	(step	➋),	the	O2	crosses	the	minute	alveolar	end	sacs	deep	in	the	lungs	and	the	two	epithelia	(alveolar	and	capillary)	that	separate	the	lung	air	from	the	blood.	The	next	long	haul	is	the	movement	of	O2	from	the	lungs	to	the	systemic	tissues	(step
➌).	Transport	to	a	muscle	in	the	forearm,	0.6	m	from	the	lungs,	is	an	example.	This	transport	must	be	by	convection—in	this	case,	the	circulation	of	the	blood.	Finally,	594	 	Chapter	22	(A)	A	cascading	stream	O2	must	travel	0.00002	m	from	blood	within	systemic	blood	capillaries	into	mitochondria	within	tissue	cells	(step	➍).	This	last	step	occurs	by
diffusion.	Height	1	Height	2	Height	3	Only	the	potential	energy	that	still	prevails	at	the	top	of	the	last	waterfall	is	available	to	turn	the	waterwheel.	Height	4	Height	5	The	Oxygen	Cascade	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	atmospheres	We	say	“about	0.2	atm”	here	because	in	the	real	world,	air	has	a	variable	content	of	water	vapor	(see	Chapter	27).	In	the
open	atmosphere,	the	gas	other	than	water	vapor	(the	“dry	air”)	is	always	20.95%	O2.	However,	this	gas	is	diluted	when	water	vapor	is	present,	lowering	the	overall	O2	percentage	and	O2	partial	pressure.	capillary	partial	pressure	is	a	useful	concept,	an	important	factor	in	reality,	as	discussed	in	Chapter	24,	is	that	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	in
capillaries	is	actually	not	a	single	number.	Instead,	because	O2	diffuses	out	of	capillaries	all	along	their	lengths,	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	drops	from	a	relatively	high	value	at	the	arterial	ends	of	capillaries	to	a	lower	value	at	the	venous	ends.	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	mm	Hg	7	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	kPa	The	concept	of	the	oxygen	cascade	is	an
especially	informative	way	to	summarize	the	transport	of	O2	from	the	environment	to	the	mitochondria	of	an	animal.	In	everyday	language,	a	cascade	is	a	series	of	steep	waterfalls	along	a	(B)	The	oxygen	cascade	in	people	Only	the	O2	partial	pressure	that	stream.	Suppose	that	a	waterwheel	(or	turbine)	is	posistill	prevails	in	the	systemic	tioned	at	the
base	of	the	cascade	shown	in	Figure	22.8A.	capillaries	is	available	to	drive	O2	160	The	force	available	to	turn	the	waterwheel	is	that	available	diffusion	to	the	mitochondria.	0.2	20	when	the	water	drops	from	height	4	to	height	5.	The	water	starts	at	height	1	as	it	enters	the	cascade,	but	gradually,	as	it	120	flows	through	the	cascade,	it	drops	from
height	1	to	2,	and	then	from	height	2	to	3,	and	so	forth,	so	that	the	final	fall	of	the	water—which	provides	the	actual	force	to	turn	the	80	0.1	10	waterwheel—is	only	from	height	4	to	height	5.	The	oxygen	cascade	is	analogous	to	such	a	water	cascade.	To	construct	40	an	oxygen	cascade,	one	plots	the	O2	partial	pressure	at	successive	steps	along	the
path	between	an	animal’s	environmental	source	of	O2	and	its	mitochondria,	as	shown	in	0	0	0	Ambient	Arterial	Figure	22.8B.	Because	O2	is	not	subject	to	active	transport,	Alveolar	Mitochondria	Average	air	blood	gas	systemic	the	partial	pressure	always	drops	with	each	step,	and	thus	capillary	the	plot	resembles	the	hydraulic	analog	we	have
discussed,	blood	a	cascading	mountain	stream.	Figure	22.8 	The	concept	of	the	physiological	oxygen	cascade	is	Why	is	the	partial	pressure	plotted	in	an	oxygen	cascade?	based	on	an	analogy	with	a	cascade	along	a	mountain	stream	The	answer	to	this	question	is	an	essential	concept	for	hav(A)	In	a	cascading	stream,	water	loses	potential	energy	each
time	it	falls	lower.	(B)	In	a	person,	the	O2	partial	pressure	drops	with	each	step	in	oxygen	ing	a	full	understanding	of	the	physiology	of	O2	transport.	transport.	In	(A),	the	height	numbers	refer	to	sequentially	lower	heights	along	The	mitochondria	of	an	animal	are	where	O2	is	ultimately	the	stream’s	path;	kinetic	energy	is	ignored	but	would	have	to	be
taken	into	used,	and—as	seen	in	step	➍	of	Figure	22.7—O2	enters	the	account	for	a	full	physical	analysis.	In	(B),	the	numerical	values	are	represenmitochondria	by	diffusion	at	a	rate	that	depends	on	the	difference	tative	values	for	a	healthy,	resting	individual	at	sea	level;	the	partial	pressure	in	O2	partial	pressure	between	the	blood	in	systemic
capillaries	and	depicted	for	the	mitochondria	is	estimated	rather	than	measured	and	(as	the	mitochondria	themselves.	Just	as	a	waterwheel	on	a	stream	would	be	true	during	rest	at	sea	level)	is	higher	than	the	minimum	required	for	requires	water	of	a	certain	height	immediately	upstream	unimpaired	aerobic	catabolism.	The	scales	at	the	right	show
O2	partial	pressure	in	kilopascals	(kPa)	and	millimeters	of	mercury	(mm	Hg).	to	function,	the	mitochondria	in	each	cell	require	a	certain	partial	pressure	of	O2	at	the	cell	surface	(i.e.,	in	the	capillary	blood	at	the	cell	surface)	if	they	are	to	receive	O2	fast	enough	by	diffusion	to	meet	their	O2	needs.	From	this	perspective,	the	entire	through	the	epithelia
separating	the	alveolar	gas	from	the	blood,	point	of	the	O2-transport	system	in	an	animal	is	to	maintain	an	adequately	occurs	by	diffusion.	Its	rate	therefore	depends	on	the	difference	high	O2	partial	pressure	at	cell	surfaces	throughout	the	body.	With	each	in	O2	partial	pressure	between	the	alveolar	gas	and	the	blood.	In	step	along	the	oxygen
cascade,	the	O2	partial	pressure	drops.	The	healthy	lungs,	a	partial-pressure	difference	of	about	0.007	atm	is	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	partial	pressure	at	the	cell	surfaces	must	nonetheless	be	kept	high	sufficient	to	cause	O2	to	diffuse	at	the	rate	required.	Lungs	damaged	Sinauer	Associates	enough	for	O2	to	diffuse	to	the	mitochondria	at	an
adequate	rate.Morales	Studio	from	smoking	or	disease	often	require	a	larger	partial-pressure	difFigure	22.08	12-03-15	Let’s	now	review	in	greater	detail	the	particular	oxygen	cascade	ference,	which	might	mean	that	the	blood	partial	pressure	is	lower	shown	in	Figure	22.8B:	the	cascade	in	healthy,	resting	people	at	sea	than	normal.	The	third	step	of
the	cascade	is	the	convective	step	level.	The	first	step,	the	transport	of	O2	from	the	ambient	air	to	the	between	arterial	blood	and	the	blood	in	systemic	blood	capillaries.	gas	in	the	alveolar	end	sacs	in	the	lungs,	occurs	by	convection,	as	Whereas	the	arterial	blood	has	an	O2	partial	pressure	of	about	0.12	we	have	seen.	When	people	breathe	in	their
normal	way,	the	drop	atm,	the	partial	pressure	in	the	capillaries	averages	about	0.09	atm.8	in	O2	partial	pressure	during	this	step	is	from	about	0.2	atm	in	the	8	The	average	partial	pressure	in	the	capillaries	is	dynamically	determined	ambient	air7	to	about	0.13	atm	in	alveolar	gas.	The	second	step	of	by	the	rate	at	which	blood	flow	brings	O2	to	the
capillaries	and	the	rate	at	the	O2	cascade,	the	transport	of	O2	across	the	alveolar	sacs	and	which	diffusion	into	tissues	removes	O2	from	them.	Although	the	average	Introduction	to	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	Physiology 	595	The	final	step	of	the	oxygen	cascade	is	the	“payoff”	of	O2	transport:	the	diffusion-mediated	transport	of	O2	from	the	blood	in
systemic	capillaries	to	the	mitochondria	in	surrounding	cells,	driven	by	the	difference	in	O2	partial	pressure	between	the	blood	and	the	mitochondria.	The	reason	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	mitochondria	is	lower	than	that	in	the	capillary	blood	is	that	the	mitochondria	constantly	draw	down	the	partial	pressure	in	their	vicinity	by	chemically
consuming	O2,	converting	it	to	water.	For	aerobic	catabolism	to	be	unimpaired,	the	mitochondrial	partial	pressure	cannot	be	allowed	to	fall	below	about	0.001	atm.	The	capillary	O2	partial	pressure	must	therefore	be	kept	sufficiently	higher	than	0.001	atm	for	diffusion	to	occur	at	a	rate	equal	to	the	rate	of	mitochondrial	O2	consumption.	Keeping	the
capillary	O2	partial	pressure	from	slipping	below	this	required	value,	as	already	stressed,	is	the	key	task	of	all	the	O2-transport	processes.	In	healthy	people	resting	at	sea	level	(see	Figure	22.8B),	the	average	capillary	O2	partial	pressure	is	well	above	the	minimum	value	required,	providing	a	wide	margin	of	safety.	However,	during	strenuous
exercise,	as	we	shall	see	in	upcoming	chapters,	all	the	systems	responsible	for	O2	delivery	may	need	to	operate	near	their	limits	if	they	are	to	keep	the	capillary	partial	pressure	above	the	minimum	value	required.	Expressing	the	Amounts	and	Partial	Pressures	of	Gases	in	Other	Units	Up	to	now,	to	keep	units	of	measure	simple	while	we	have
developed	the	principles	of	gas	transport,	we	have	always	expressed	the	amounts	of	gases	in	moles	and	the	partial	pressures	in	atmospheres.	Most	of	the	alternative	units	in	use—such	as	expressing	amounts	in	grams	or	pressures	in	kilopascals—are	very	straightforward	(see	Appendix	A).9	What	can	be	confusing	is	that	amounts	of	gases	are	often
expressed	as	volumes	of	gases.	The	amount	of	a	gas	in	moles	is	simply	proportional	to	the	volume	of	the	gas	provided	the	volume	is	expressed	at	standard	conditions	of	temperature	and	pressure	(STP),	meaning	a	temperature	of	0°C	(273	K)	and	a	pressure	of	1	atm	(101	kPa;	760	mm	Hg).	This	relation	is	so	simple	that	it	does	not	even	vary	among
gases;	for	essentially	all	gases,	1	mole	occupies	22.4	L	at	STP.	The	reason	that	volumetric	expressions	can	get	confusing	is	that	the	volume	occupied	by	a	given	molar	amount	of	gas	depends	on	temperature	and	pressure	(see	Equation	22.1).	Because	of	this	dependency,	if	we	are	thinking	about	a	gas	that	is	at	a	temperature	and	pressure	different	from
0°C	and	1	atm,	the	gas	has	two	volumes	of	potential	interest.	One	is	the	volume	the	gas	actually	occupies	under	the	conditions	where	it	exists.	The	other	is	its	volume	at	9	The	units	of	measure	for	pressure,	although	fundamentally	straightforward,	can	present	problems	at	present	because	several	disparate	systems	of	units	exist,	and	different	branches
of	physiology	have	progressed	to	different	degrees	in	adopting	SI	units.	Moreover,	in	the	United	States	(although	not	elsewhere),	there	has	been	great	resistance	in	everyday	life	to	abandoning	old-fashioned	units	of	measure	such	as	millimeters	of	mercury	(mm	Hg)	and	pounds	per	square	inch	(psi).	The	basic	SI	unit	of	pressure	is	the	pascal	(Pa)—
equal	to	a	newton	per	square	meter	(N/m2).	This	is	such	a	tiny	pressure	that	nearly	always	in	physiology,	the	kilopascal	(kPa)	is	the	SI	unit	used.	The	millimeter	of	mercury	(mm	Hg),	although	now	being	left	behind,	has	seen	extensive	use	in	physiology	for	many	decades;	it	is	the	pressure	exerted	by	a	column	of	mercury	1	mm	high	under	standard
gravitational	acceleration.	Another	old	unit	used	often	in	physiology	for	many	decades	is	the	torr	(Torr),	which	is	essentially	identical	to	a	millimeter	of	mercury.	1	kPa	=	~7.5	mm	Hg.	In	addition,	1	kPa	=	~0.01	atm.	An	atmosphere	(atm)	is	760	mm	Hg	or	about	101	kPa.	STP.	Suppose,	for	example,	that	we	are	studying	the	lung	gas	of	a	person	who	is
standing	at	a	location	where	the	barometric	pressure	is	740	mm	Hg	and	we	are	concerned	about	0.0446	mole	of	O2	in	the	lung	gas.	In	the	lungs,	where	this	gas	is	at	a	temperature	of	37°C	and	a	pressure	of	740	mm	Hg,	the	O2	occupies	a	volume	of	1170	mL.	However,	this	same	quantity	of	O2	occupies	only	1000	mL	at	STP.	Appendix	C	provides	more
detail	on	these	calculations.	When	physiologists	use	gas	volume	as	a	way	to	express	the	absolute	amount	of	gas	present	(the	molar	quantity	of	the	gas),	the	volume	at	STP	is	the	volume	used,	because	it	is	this	volume	that	bears	an	unvarying,	one-to-one	relation	to	the	number	of	moles.	Another	aspect	of	volumes	that	can	be	confusing	arises	from	the
common	practice,	among	biologists,	of	expressing	the	amount	of	gas	dissolved	in	an	aqueous	solution	as	a	volume	of	gas	at	STP.	Let’s	illustrate.	Suppose	that	a	liter	of	an	aqueous	solution	has	dissolved	in	it	an	amount	of	O2	that,	in	gaseous	form,	would	occupy	2	mL	at	STP.	Biologists	then	often	say	that	the	concentration	of	O2	in	the	solution	is	“2	mL
O2/L.”	Except	for	the	units	used,	this	expression	is	no	different	from	saying	that	there	is	a	certain	number	of	moles	dissolved	per	liter.	What	can	be	confusing	is	that	the	gas	occupies	the	stated	volume	only	if	it	is	removed	from	solution	and	placed	at	STP.	When	the	gas	is	actually	in	solution,	it—in	essence—does	not	occupy	any	volume	at	all.	The
Contrasting	Physical	Properties	of	Air	and	Water	Air	and	other	gas	phases	differ	dramatically	from	water	and	aqueous	solutions	in	many	physical	properties	that	are	of	critical	importance	for	the	physiology	of	the	respiratory	gases.	We	have	already	stressed	that	gases	diffuse	much	more	readily	through	air	than	through	water.	Other	properties—such
as	density	and	viscosity—also	differ	dramatically.	Water	is	much	more	dense	and	viscous	than	air.	At	20°C,	for	example,	the	density	of	water	(about	1	g/mL)	is	more	than	800	times	higher	than	the	density	of	sea-level	air	(about	0.0012	g/mL).	The	viscosity	of	water	is	35	times	higher	than	that	of	air	at	40°C	and	more	than	100	times	higher	at	0°C.
Because	of	water’s	greater	density	and	viscosity,	water-breathing	animals	must	generally	expend	more	energy	than	air-breathing	ones	to	move	a	given	volume	of	fluid	through	their	respiratory	passages.	Dramatic	differences	also	typically	exist	between	air	and	water	in	natural	environments	in	the	amounts	of	O2	they	contain	per	unit	of	volume	(Table
22.1).	Ordinary	atmospheric	air	is	about	21%	O2,	as	we	have	seen.	This	means	that	if	air	is	at	sea	level	and	at	0°C,	it	contains	210	mL	of	O2,	measured	at	STP,	per	liter.	Warming	the	air	lowers	its	absolute	concentration	of	O2	a	little	because	gases	expand	and	become	more	rarefied	when	they	are	heated,	but	even	at	24°C,	atmospheric	air	at	sea	level
contains	192	mL	of	O2	(measured	at	STP)	per	liter.10	The	amounts	of	O2	per	liter	in	water	are	dramatically	lower	because	they	depend	on	the	solubility	of	O2	in	water,	and	O2	is	not	particularly	soluble.	If	freshwater	at	0°C	is	equilibrated	with	atmospheric	air	at	sea	level	so	that	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	the	10	Air	at	24°C	contains	210	mL	of	O2
per	liter	when	the	volume	of	O2	is	measured	at	24°C.	However,	the	air	is	less	dense	than	air	at	0°C	and	thus	contains	less	mass	of	O2	per	liter	than	air	at	0°C.	This	effect	of	temperature	is	removed	by	correcting	to	STP.	The	O2	that	occupies	210	mL	at	24°C	will	occupy	only	192	mL	at	STP.	596	 	Chapter	22	Table	22.1 The	usual	maximum
concentration	of	O2	in	air,	freshwater,	and	seawater	at	three	temperatures	The	concentrations	listed	are	for	air	at	sea	level	and	for	fully	aerated	freshwater	and	seawater	equilibrated	with	such	air.	In	other	words,	the	O2	partial	pressure	is	0.21	atm	in	all	cases.	For	the	most	part,	actual	O2	concentrations	in	natural	environments	are	either	as	high	as
shown	or	lower	(because	of	O2	depletion	by	organisms).	Concentration	of	O2	(mL	O2	at	STP/L)	at	specified	temperature	0°C	Air	210	12°C	24°C	200	192	Freshwater	10.2	7.7	6.2	a	8.0	6.1	4.9	Seawater	a	The	values	given	are	for	full-strength	seawater	having	a	salinity	of	36	g/kg.	water	is	identical	to	that	in	the	atmosphere	(0.21	atm),	the	water
dissolves	10.2	mL	of	O2	per	liter.	Seawater,	because	of	its	salinity,	dissolves	less	O2	under	the	same	conditions	(see	Table	22.1).	Both	freshwater	and	seawater	dissolve	less	O2	as	they	are	warmed	because	the	solubility	of	O2	decreases	as	temperature	increases.	Overall,	as	is	dramatically	evident	in	Table	22.1,	the	maximum	O2	concentration	likely	to
occur	in	bodies	of	water	is	5%	or	less	of	the	concentration	in	air	at	sea	level.	One	way	to	appreciate	the	quantitative	significance	of	these	numbers	is	to	consider	a	hypothetical	terrestrial	or	aquatic	animal	that	is	trying	to	obtain	a	liter	of	O2	by	completely	extracting	the	O2	from	a	volume	of	its	environmental	medium.	At	0°C,	this	animal	would	need	to
process	4.8	L	of	air,	98	L	of	freshwater,	or	125	L	of	seawater!	Water	actually	presents	animals	with	a	combination	of	properties	that	together	make	water	a	far	more	difficult	place	to	acquire	O2	than	air.	First,	each	liter	of	water	is	typically	more	costly	than	a	liter	of	air	to	pump	during	breathing	because	of	the	relatively	high	density	and	viscosity	of
water.	Second,	each	liter	of	water	has	a	lower	O2	reward	to	provide	(see	Table	22.1).	Together,	these	considerations	mean	that	a	water-breathing	animal	must	often	work	much	harder	than	an	air-breathing	one	to	obtain	a	given	quantity	of	O2,	which	means	that	in	the	water	breather,	a	greater	fraction	of	the	O2	taken	up	must	be	dedicated	to
obtaining	more	O2.	Although	in	resting	people	the	cost	of	ventilating	the	lungs	with	air	is	1%–2%	of	the	whole-body	metabolic	rate,	in	resting	fish	the	cost	of	ventilating	the	gills	with	water	is	probably	near	10%	of	the	whole-body	metabolic	rate.11	The	dramatic	differences	in	the	physical	properties	of	air	and	water	also	undoubtedly	help	explain	why
the	highest	absolute	metabolic	rates	in	the	animal	kingdom	are	found	in	air	breathers:	insects,	mammals,	and	birds.	A	high	absolute	rate	of	O2	uptake	is	far	more	feasible	in	air	than	in	water.	are	diagrammed	in	Figure	22.9.	The	animals	and	plants	living	there	exert	strong	influences	on	the	local	concentrations	and	partial	pressures	of	O2	and	CO2.
During	the	day,	with	adequate	sunlight,	photosynthetic	organisms	add	O2	to	the	air	or	water	and	extract	CO2.	Animals,	bacteria,	and	fungi	remove	O2	and	add	CO2,	and	at	night	the	photosynthetic	organisms	do	the	same.	Any	portion	of	the	environment,	as	the	figure	shows,	exchanges	O2	and	CO2	with	neighboring	regions	by	way	of	diffusion	and
convection	(breezes	or	water	currents).	Diffusion	always	tends	to	equalize	partial	pressures	across	boundaries,	and	convection	usually	does	so	as	well	(by	physical	mixing).	Thus,	in	any	portion	of	the	environment,	it	Gases	are	exchanged	with	adjacent	regions	by	diffusion	and	convection,	which	usually	tend	to	even	out	the	partial	pressures	of	O2	and
CO2.	In	contrast…	Diffusion	11	Measurement	of	the	value	for	fish	has	proved	challenging,	and	a	wide	range	of	values	has	been	reported	in	the	experimental	literature.	The	value	of	10%	is	often	cited	as	a	“best	guess”	of	the	average.	O2	O2	Night	Photosynthetic	organisms	Day	CO2	CO2	O2	CO2	Animals,	bacteria,	fungi,	etc.	Respiratory	Environments
When	we	consider	the	respiratory	environments	of	animals	in	nature,	biotic	processes	are	as	important	as	physical	effects	in	determining	the	concentrations	and	partial	pressures	of	O2	and	CO2.	The	processes	at	work	in	a	portion	of	a	terrestrial	or	aquatic	environment	Convection	…resident	organisms	can	cause	the	local	partial	pressures	of	O2	and
CO2	to	be	far	different	from	those	in	neighboring	regions.	Figure	22.9 	The	processes	that	affect	the	partial	pressures	of	O2	and	CO2	within	a	portion	of	a	terrestrial	or	aquatic	environment 	The	outer	box	(shaded	blue)	symbolizes	a	portion	of	the	natural	world.	Introduction	to	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	Physiology 	597	is	common	to	find	that	the
resident	organisms	collectively	raise	or	lower	the	O2	partial	pressure	relative	to	that	in	neighboring	regions,	whereas	diffusion	and	convection	simultaneously	tend	to	even	out	the	partial	pressure	from	place	to	place.	The	relative	strengths	of	these	processes	determine	whether	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	portion	of	interest	becomes	different	from,
or	remains	similar	to,	the	partial	pressures	in	neighboring	regions.	In	open	environments	on	land,	because	breezes	are	ubiquitous	and	diffusion	occurs	relatively	rapidly	in	air,	the	fractional	composition	of	dry	air	is	virtually	uniform	from	place	to	place,	both	at	sea	level	and	over	the	altitudinal	range	occupied	by	animals.	Oxygen,	for	example,
represents	20.95%	of	the	volume	of	dry	air	just	about	everywhere.	When	the	concentrations	and	partial	pressures	of	gases	vary	from	place	to	place	in	open-air	environments,	they	do	so	principally	because	of	altitude	(see	Figure	1.15);	at	4500	m	(14,800	ft)—one	of	the	highest	altitudes	where	human	settlements	occur—the	concentration	and	the	partial
pressure	of	O2	are	only	about	60%	as	high	as	at	sea	level	because	the	air	(while	still	21%	O2)	is	under	less	pressure.	In	contrast	to	open	terrestrial	environments,	in	secluded	ones,	such	as	underground	burrows,	the	metabolic	activities	of	resident	organisms	often	draw	down	the	local	concentration	and	partial	pressure	of	O2	and	increase	the	level	of
CO2.	These	local	changes	are	possible	in	secluded	places	because	convective	mixing	with	the	open	atmosphere	is	restricted	in	such	places.	Regional	differences	in	the	concentrations	and	partial	pressures	of	O2	and	CO2	are	far	more	common	in	aquatic	environments	than	in	terrestrial	ones	because	in	water	the	processes	that	act	to	even	out	gas	levels
are	weaker	than	in	air.	With	the	evening-out	processes	less	effective,	local	biotic	processes	are	readily	able	to	modify	local	gas	levels.	Thus,	even	in	a	completely	unobstructed	body	of	water	such	as	a	lake,	the	concentrations	and	partial	pressures	of	gases	often	vary	considerably	from	place	to	place	(see	Figure	1.16).	In	secluded	aquatic	environments
populated	by	organisms	having	substantial	O2	demands,	O2	partial	pressures	approaching	zero	can	readily	occur.	Study	Questions	1.	Explain	in	your	own	words	why	the	oxygen	cascade	is	presented	as	a	cascade	of	partial	pressures.	2.	Plot	the	rate	of	O2	consumption	of	a	fish	as	a	function	of	water	temperature	(see	Figure	10.9	if	you	need	help).	Then,
based	on	information	from	this	chapter,	plot	the	O2	concentration	of	fully	aerated	water	as	a	function	of	water	temperature.	Why	do	physiologists	sometimes	say	that	high	water	temperatures	create	a	“respiratory	trap”	for	fish,	a	“trap”	in	which	the	fish	are	caught	between	two	conflicting	trends?	3.	A	team	of	investigators	is	out	on	a	boat	on	a	lake	on
a	marvelous,	sunny	summer	day,	and	they	are	taking	water	samples	from	various	depths	in	the	lake	so	as	to	construct	a	plot	of	dissolved	O2	concentration	versus	depth,	similar	to	the	plot	in	Figure	1.16.	When	the	investigators	bring	up	a	water	sample	from	a	depth	of	20	m,	why	is	it	imperative	that	they	measure	its	dissolved	O2	concentration
immediately,	rather	than	letting	it	sit	on	the	deck	for	5	minutes?	(Hint:	Look	at	Figure	22.2A.)	4.	In	the	sediments	at	the	bottoms	of	ponds	and	lakes,	there	is	often	absolutely	no	O2	at	depths	of	0.5	cm	or	more,	even	if	the	water	above	is	rich	in	O2.	How	is	this	possible?	5.	The	absorption	coefficient	of	O2	in	seawater	at	0°C	is	1.7	mmol/L.	What	is	the
concentration	of	O2	if	the	O2	partial	pressure	is	0.1	atm?	Express	your	answer	first	in	mmol/L,	then	in	mL/L.	6.	Archimedes’	principle	states	that	when	an	object	is	immersed	in	a	fluid,	it	is	buoyed	up	by	a	force	equal	to	the	weight	of	the	fluid	displaced.	Assume	(slightly	incorrectly)	that	tissue	has	the	same	density	as	water.	Using	Archimedes’
principle,	explain	why	the	gill	filaments	of	aquatic	animals	typically	flop	into	a	drooping	mass	in	air	even	though	they	float	near	neutral	buoyancy	in	water.	How	do	these	differences	between	air	and	water	affect	the	ability	of	gills	to	function	in	gas	exchange?	7.	For	a	biologist,	what	are	the	three	or	four	most	important	things	to	know	about	gas
solubility?	8.	Compare	and	contrast	diffusion	and	convection.	In	what	way	do	they	“alternate”	in	the	O2	transport	system	of	a	mammal?	9.	The	hemoglobin	in	mammalian	blood	is	usually	thought	of	simply	as	increasing	the	amount	of	O2	that	can	be	carried	by	each	liter	of	blood.	However,	in	a	lecture	on	hemoglobin,	a	respiratory	physiologist	made	the
following	statement:	“The	presence	of	hemoglobin	in	the	blood	also	makes	possible	the	rapid	uptake	of	O2	by	the	blood	as	it	flows	through	the	lungs.”	Explain	the	lecturer’s	point.	10.	When	a	water	beetle	is	placed	in	a	laboratory	situation	where	the	atmosphere	is	pure	O2	and	the	water	that	the	beetle	is	in	is	equilibrated	with	the	atmosphere,	after	the
beetle	obtains	a	new	bubble	from	the	atmosphere,	it	cannot	stay	underwater	for	nearly	as	long	as	it	can	when	the	atmosphere	is	ordinary	air.	This	is	true	because	the	bubble	does	not	operate	effectively	as	a	gill.	Explain.	Assume	(almost	accurately)	that	CO2	added	to	the	bubble	diffuses	quickly	out	of	the	bubble	into	the	surrounding	water.	(Hint:	What
is	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	the	water	and	in	the	bubble?)	11.	Helicopters	have	been	used	to	move	young	salmon	from	lake	to	lake	for	purposes	of	aquaculture	in	remote	areas	such	as	Alaska.	From	the	viewpoint	of	the	behavior	of	dissolved	gases,	why	is	it	important	for	helicopters	used	in	this	way	to	stay	at	very	low	altitudes?	(Hint:	After	fish	were
transported	at	altitudes	where	the	total	ambient	pressure	was	0.9	atm,	high	percentages	suffered	disease	or	death	because	of	gas	bubble	formation	in	various	tissues.)	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box	extensions,	quizzes,	flashcards,	and	other	resources.	References	Boutilier,	R.	G.	1990.	Respiratory	gas	tensions	in	the	environment.	Adv.
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References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations. 	External	Respiration	The	Physiology	of	Breathing	Tunas	represent	one	of	the	pinnacles	of	water	breathing.	If	they	lived	on	land,	where	they	could	be	readily	observed,	they	would	be	classified	metaphorically	with	wolves,	African	hunting	dogs,	and	other	strong,	mobile	predators.	Judging	by	the	length	of
time	spent	in	motion,	tunas	are	actually	more	mobile	than	any	terrestrial	predator.	Using	their	aerobic,	red	swimming	muscles,	they	swim	continuously,	day	and	night,	at	speeds	of	one	to	two	body	lengths	per	second;	some	species	cover	more	than	100	km	per	day	during	migrations.1	Tunas	thus	rank	with	the	elite	endurance	athletes	among	fish,	the
others	being	salmon,	mackerel,	billfish,	and	certain	sharks.	To	meet	the	relentless	O2	demands	of	their	vigorous	lifestyle,	tunas	require	a	respiratory	system	that	can	take	up	O2	rapidly	from	the	sea	and	a	circulatory	system	that	can	deliver	O2	rapidly	from	the	gills	to	tissues	throughout	the	body.	They	are,	in	fisheries	ecologist	John	Magnuson’s
memorable	phrase,	“astounding	bundles	of	adaptations	for	efficient	and	rapid	swimming.”	Tunas	breathe	with	gills,	as	do	most	fish.	Their	gills	are	hardly	average,	however.	Instead,	tuna	gills	are	exceptionally	specialized	for	O2	uptake,	illustrating	a	general	principle	in	the	1	Burst	speeds	are	12–15	body	lengths	per	second,	but	they	are	not	relevant	to
our	discussion	here	because	they	are	powered	relatively	anaerobically	(by	the	white	swimming	muscles).	23	Throughout	the	animal	kingdom,	species	that	depend	on	vigorous	endurance	exercise	for	survival—such	as	tunas—	must	be	able	to	acquire	oxygen	rapidly	and	steadily 	Although	water	is	not	a	particularly	rich	source	of	O2,	tunas	have	gills
and	breathing	processes	that	enable	them	to	live	as	highly	active	predators.	This	is	a	southern	bluefin	tuna	(Thunnus	maccoyii	).	600	 	Chapter	23	study	of	respiration:	that	a	single	type	of	breathing	system	may	exhibit	a	wide	range	of	evolutionary	refinements	in	various	species.	Based	on	studies	of	yellowfin	tunas	and	skipjack	tunas,	the	gills	of	a
tuna	have	about	eight	times	more	surface	area	than	the	gills	of	a	rainbow	trout—a	relatively	average	fish—of	equal	body	size.	If	the	gas-exchange	membranes	of	the	gills	of	a	small,	1-kg	(2.2-pound)	tuna	were	flattened,	they	would	form	a	square	measuring	1.3	m	on	each	side.	The	gill	membranes	of	tunas	are	also	exceptionally	thin:	Whereas	the
average	distance	between	blood	and	water	is	about	5	μm	in	a	rainbow	trout’s	gills,	it	is	0.6	μm	in	the	gills	of	a	skipjack	or	yellowfin	tuna.	Compared	with	average	fish,	tunas	have	evolved	gills	that	present	an	extraordinarily	large	surface	of	extraordinarily	thin	membrane	to	the	water	for	gas	exchange.	Most	fish,	including	rainbow	trout,	drive	water
across	their	gills	by	a	pumping	cycle	that	is	powered	by	their	buccal	and	opercular	muscles	(discussed	later	in	this	chapter).	Some	species	are	adept	at	alternating	between	this	mechanism	of	ventilating	their	gills	and	another	mechanism	termed	ram	ventilation.	During	ram	ventilation,	a	fish	simply	holds	its	mouth	open	while	it	swims	powerfully
forward,	thereby	“ramming”	water	into	its	buccal	cavity	and	across	its	gills;	in	this	way,	the	swimming	muscles	assume	responsibility	for	powering	the	flow	of	water	across	the	gills.	During	their	evolution,	tunas	completely	abandoned	the	buccal–opercular	pumping	mechanism	and	became	obligate	ram	ventilators,	a	distinction	they	share	with	just	a
few	other	sorts	of	fish.	As	obligate	ram	ventilators,	they	have	no	choice	regarding	how	much	of	their	time	they	spend	swimming.	They	must	swim	continuously	forward,	or	they	suffocate!	Physiologists	debate	whether	ram	ventilation	is	intrinsically	superior	as	a	way	of	moving	water	across	the	gills.	Less	debatable	is	the	fact	that	tunas	achieve
extraordinarily	high	rates	of	water	flow	using	ram	ventilation.	During	routine	cruising,	a	small,	1-kg	skipjack	or	yellowfin	tuna	drives	about	3.6	L	of	water	across	its	gills	per	minute;	this	is	seven	times	the	resting	flow	rate	in	a	1-kg	rainbow	trout,	and	twice	the	maximum	rate	of	the	trout.	Fundamental	Concepts	of	External	Respiration	In	all	animals,
the	systems	used	to	exchange	respiratory	gases	with	the	environment	can	be	diagrammed	as	in	Figure	23.1.	A	gasexchange	membrane	or	respiratory	exchange	membrane	—	a	thin	layer	of	tissue	consisting	typically	of	one	or	two	simple	epithelia—separates	the	internal	tissues	of	the	animal	from	the	environmental	medium	(air	or	water).2	External
respiration	or	breathing	—the	topic	of	this	chapter—is	the	process	by	which	O2	is	transported	to	the	gas-exchange	membrane	from	the	environmental	medium	and	by	which	CO2	is	transported	away	from	the	membrane	into	the	environmental	medium.	Ventilation	is	bulk	flow	(convection)	of	air	or	water	to	and	from	the	gas-exchange	membrane	during
breathing.	Not	all	animals	employ	ventilation;	in	some,	breathing	can	occur	by	diffusion	rather	than	convection.	Oxygen	always	crosses	the	gas-exchange	membrane	by	diffusion,	as	stressed	in	Chapter	22.	This	means	that	for	O2	to	enter	an	animal	from	the	environment,	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	on	the	2	Membrane	is	used	here	in	an	entirely	different
way	than	when	speaking	of	a	cell	membrane	or	intracellular	membrane.	The	gas-exchange	membrane	is	a	tissue	formed	by	one	or	more	layers	of	cells.	External	respiration	(breathing)	is	this	transport	of	O2	and	CO2	to	and	from	the	gas-exchange	membrane.	O2	CO2	Diffusion	Convection	(circulation)	or	diffusion	Convection	(ventilation)	or	diffusion
Convection	(ventilation)	or	diffusion	Environmental	medium	(air	or	water)	Diffusion	(plus	sometimes	active	transport)	O2	Convection	(circulation)	or	diffusion	CO2	Internal	body	fluids	and	tissues	Gas-exchange	membrane	Figure	23.1 	Generalized	features	of	animal	gas	exchange	O2	and	CO2	move	between	the	environmental	medium	and	the	internal
tissues	of	an	animal	across	a	gas-exchange	membrane.	inside	of	the	gas-exchange	membrane	must	be	lower	than	that	on	the	outside.	The	fact	that	O2	enters	animals	by	diffusion	explains	why	the	area	and	thickness	of	the	gas-exchange	membrane	play	critical	roles	in	O2	acquisition.	The	rate	of	diffusion	across	a	membrane	increases	in	proportion	to
the	area	of	the	membrane.	Furthermore,	according	to	the	fundamental	diffusion	equation	(see	Equation	22.4),	the	rate	of	diffusion	across	a	membrane	increases	as	the	thickness	of	the	membrane	decreases.	These	physical	laws	explain	why	an	expansive,	thin	gas-exchange	membrane	is	a	great	asset	for	animals	such	as	tunas	that	must	acquire	O2	at
high	rates.	As	for	CO2,	diffusion	is	the	exclusive	mechanism	by	which	it	crosses	the	gas-exchange	membrane	in	some	animals,	including	humans;	in	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	others,	however,	although	diffusion	is	the	principal	CO2	transport	Sinauer	Associates	mechanism,	active	transport	also	occurs.	Active	transport	of	CO2	(as	Morales	–	Studio
HCO	)	is	best	documented	in	freshwater	animals	(see	Figure	5.15).	Figure3	23.01	12-09-15	1/12/16	Usually,	just	a	single	part	of	an	animal	is	identified	by	name	as	a	“breathing	organ.”	Other	parts	may	participate	in	gas	exchange	with	the	environment,	however.	Let’s	briefly	consider	some	examples	that	illustrate	the	range	of	possibilities.	In	mammals
and	tunas,	most	of	the	body	surface—the	skin—is	of	very	low	permeability	to	gases.	Therefore	just	the	identified	breathing	organs—the	lungs	and	gills—take	up	almost	all	O2	and	void	almost	all	CO2.	In	a	typical	adult	frog,	by	contrast,	the	skin	is	permeable	to	gases;	O2	and	CO2	are	exchanged	to	a	substantial	extent	across	the	skin	as	well	as	the
lungs,	and	therefore	the	identified	breathing	organs—the	lungs—are	not	the	only	breathing	organs.	Similarly,	some	fish	breathe	with	their	stomachs	as	well	as	their	gills,	sea	stars	breathe	with	their	tube	feet	as	well	as	their	gills	(branchial	papulae),	and	some	salamanders,	lacking	lungs,	breathe	only	with	their	skin.	In	organs	that	are	specialized	for
external	respiration,	the	gasexchange	membrane	is	typically	thrown	into	extensive	patterns	of	invagination	or	evagination,	which	greatly	increase	the	membrane	surface	area.	For	physiologists,	gills	and	lungs	are	generic	labels	that	refer	to	two	such	patterns	(Figure	23.2).	Gills	are	respiratory	structures	that	are	evaginated	from	the	body	and
surrounded	by	the	environmental	medium.	Lungs,	by	contrast,	are	respiratory	structures	that	are	invaginated	into	the	body	and	contain	the	environmental	medium.	The	adjective	branchial	refers	to	structures	or	processes	associated	with	gills,	whereas	pulmonary	refers	to	those	associated	with	lungs.	Lungs	are	invaginated	into	the	body	and	contain
the	environmental	medium.	External	gills	are	evaginated	from	the	body	and	project	directly	into	the	environmental	medium.	Internal	gills	are	evaginated	from	the	body	and	project	into	a	superficial	body	cavity,	through	which	the	environmental	medium	is	pumped.	External	Respiration 	601	lungs.	Within	a	diffusion	lung,	the	air	is	still,	and	O2	and
CO2	travel	the	full	length	of	the	lung	passages	by	diffusion.	A	dual	breather,	or	bimodal	breather,	is	an	animal	that	can	breathe	from	either	air	or	water.	Dual	breathers	often	have	at	least	two	distinct	respiratory	structures,	which	they	employ	when	breathing	from	the	two	media.	Examples	include	certain	air-breathing	fish	(with	both	lung-	and	gill-
breathing)	and	amphibians	(with	both	lung-	and	skin-breathing).	Summary	Fundamental	Concepts	of	External	Respiration	„„Oxygen	always	crosses	the	gas-exchange	membrane	Figure	23.2 	Three	types	of	specialized	breathing	structures	Although	exceptions	occur,	water	breathing	is	usually	by	gills,	whereas	air	breathing	is	usually	by	lungs.	The
comparative	method	strongly	indicates	that	lungs	are	adaptive	for	terrestrial	life	(see	Figure	1.18).	One	advantage	of	lungs	on	land	is	that	their	finely	divided	elements	receive	structural	support	by	being	embedded	in	the	body.	The	finely	divided	elements	of	gills	project	into	the	environmental	medium.	This	is	not	a	problem	in	water	because	there,	the
fine,	evaginated	gill	processes	are	supported	by	the	water’s	substantial	buoyant	effect.	Gills	can	be	external	or	internal	(see	Figure	23.2).	External	gills	are	located	on	an	exposed	body	surface	and	project	directly	into	the	surrounding	environmental	medium.	Internal	gills	are	enclosed	within	a	superficial	body	cavity.	Whereas	external	placement
permits	ambient	water	currents	to	flow	over	the	gills,	internal	placement	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	usually	requires	an	animal	to	use	metabolic	energy	to	ventilate	Sinauer	Associates	them.	MoralesInternal	Studio	placement	has	its	advantages	nonetheless.	When	the	gills	are	12-09-15	internal,	the	enclosing	structures	physically	protect	Figure	23.02
them	and	may	help	canalize	the	flow	of	water	across	the	gills	in	ways	that	enhance	the	efficiency	or	control	of	breathing.	Ventilation	of	lungs,	gills,	or	other	gas-exchange	membranes	may	be	active	or	passive.	Ventilation	is	active	if	the	animal	creates	the	ventilatory	currents	of	air	or	water	that	flow	to	and	from	the	gas-exchange	membrane,	using
forces	of	suction	or	positive	pressure	that	it	generates	by	use	of	metabolic	energy	(as	by	contracting	muscles	or	beating	cilia).	Ventilation	is	passive	if	environmental	air	or	water	currents	directly	or	indirectly	induce	flow	to	and	from	the	gas-exchange	membrane	(see	Box	22.2).	Active	ventilation,	although	it	uses	an	animal’s	energy	resources,	is
potentially	more	reliable,	controllable,	and	vigorous	than	passive	ventilation.	Active	ventilation	may	be	unidirectional,	tidal	(bidirectional),	or	nondirectional.	It	is	unidirectional	if	air	or	water	is	pumped	over	the	gas-exchange	membrane	in	a	one-way	path.	It	is	tidal	if	air	or	water	alternately	flows	to	and	from	the	gas-exchange	membrane	via	the	same
passages	(see	Figure	22.6);	mammalian	lungs	illustrate	tidal	ventilation.	Ventilation	is	nondirectional	if	air	or	water	flows	across	the	gas-exchange	membrane	in	many	directions;	animals	with	external	gills	that	they	wave	back	and	forth	in	the	water	exemplify	nondirectional	ventilation.	In	air-breathing	animals	with	lungs,	the	lungs	are	usually



ventilated.	Some	lungs,	however,	exchange	gases	with	the	environment	entirely	by	diffusion	and	are	termed	diffusion	lungs.	Some	insects	and	spiders,	for	example,	are	believed	to	breathe	with	diffusion	by	diffusion.	This	means	that	O2	enters	an	animal	only	if	the	O2	partial	pressure	on	the	outside	of	the	gasexchange	membrane	is	higher	than	that	on
the	inside.	„„Breathing	organs	are	categorized	as	gills	if	they	are	evaginated	structures	that	project	into	the	environmental	medium.	They	are	lungs	if	they	are	invaginated	structures	that	contain	the	medium.	„„Ventilation	is	the	forced	flow	(convection)	of	the	environmental	medium	to	and	from	the	gasexchange	membrane.	It	is	categorized	as	active	if
an	animal	generates	the	forces	for	flow	using	metabolic	energy.	Ventilation	may	be	unidirectional,	tidal,	or	nondirectional.	Principles	of	Gas	Exchange	by	Active	Ventilation	Active	ventilation	is	very	common,	and	its	analysis	involves	several	specialized	concepts	that	apply	to	a	variety	of	animals.	Here	we	discuss	the	principles	of	active	ventilation.
When	an	animal	ventilates	its	breathing	organ	(e.g.,	gills	or	lungs)	directionally—either	unidirectionally	or	tidally—a	discrete	current	of	air	or	water	flows	to	and	from	the	gas-exchange	membrane.	The	rate	of	O2	uptake	by	the	breathing	organ	then	depends	on	(1)	the	volume	flow	of	air	or	water	per	unit	of	time	and	(2)	the	amount	of	O2	removed	from
each	unit	of	volume:	Rate	of	O2	uptake	(mL	O2/min)	=	Vmedium	(CI	–	CE)	(23.1)	where	Vmedium	is	the	rate	of	flow	(L/min)	of	the	air	or	water	through	the	breathing	organ,	CI	is	the	O2	concentration	of	the	inhaled	(inspired)	medium	(mL	O2/L	medium),	and	CE	is	the	O2	concentration	of	the	exhaled	(expired)	medium.	The	difference	(CI	–	CE)
represents	the	amount	of	O2	removed	from	each	unit	of	volume	of	the	ventilated	medium.	The	percentage	of	the	O2	available	in	the	inhaled	medium	that	is	removed	is	100(CI	–	CE)/CI.	This	ratio—known	as	the	oxygen	utilization	coefficient,	oxygen	extraction	coefficient,	or	oxygen	extraction	efficiency—expresses	how	thoroughly	an	animal	is	able	to
use	the	O2	in	the	air	or	water	it	pumps	through	its	lungs	or	gills.	To	illustrate	these	calculations,	consider	a	fish	for	which	the	water	entering	the	mouth	contains	6	mL	O2/L,	the	water	exiting	the	gills	contains	4	mL	O2/L,	and	the	rate	of	ventilation	is	0.5	L/	min.	According	to	Equation	23.1,	the	fish’s	rate	of	O2	uptake	is	0.5	L/min	×	2	mL	O2/L	=	1	mL
O2/min.	Moreover,	its	oxygen	utilization	coefficient	is	33%—meaning	that	the	fish	is	removing	33%	of	the	602	 	Chapter	23	Tidal	gas	exchange	O2	partial	pressure	in	environment	O2	from	each	volume	of	water	it	pumps	and	is	allowing	the	other	67%	to	flow	out	with	the	exhaled	water.	Tunas	are	especially	efficient	in	using	the	O2	in	the	water	they
drive	over	their	gills.	Whereas	rainbow	trout	use	33%,	yellowfin	and	skipjack	tunas	use	50%–60%.	The	O2	partial	pressure	in	blood	leaving	a	breathing	organ	depends	on	the	spatial	relation	between	the	flow	of	the	blood	and	the	flow	of	the	air	or	water	The	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	blood	leaving	a	breathing	organ	can	in	many	ways	be	considered	the
best	single	measure	of	the	breathing	organ’s	effectiveness.	This	is	clear	from	the	oxygen	cascade	concept	(see	Figure	22.8B):	An	animal	with	a	high	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	blood	leaving	its	breathing	organ	is	particularly	well	poised	to	maintain	an	O2	partial	pressure	in	its	mitochondria	that	is	sufficiently	high	for	aerobic	catabolism	to	proceed
without	being	O2-limited.	Breathing	organs	with	different	designs	exhibit	inherent	differences	in	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	they	can	maintain.	These	differences	depend	on	the	spatial	relation	between	the	flow	of	blood	and	the	flow	of	the	air	or	water.	The	differences	are	not	absolute,	because	in	all	designs,	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	is	affected
by	additional	factors	besides	spatial	flow	relations.	Nonetheless,	the	flow	relations	between	the	blood	and	the	air	or	water	have	great	importance.	To	explore	the	implications	of	various	designs,	let’s	start	by	considering	tidally	ventilated	breathing	organs,	such	as	the	lungs	of	mammals	(Figure	23.3).	Tidally	ventilated	breathing	organs	are
distinguished	by	the	fact	that	the	medium	(air	in	this	case)	next	to	the	gas-exchange	membrane	is	never	fully	fresh.	The	explanation	is	that	such	breathing	organs	are	never	entirely	emptied	between	breaths.	Consequently,	when	an	animal	breathes	in,	the	fresh	medium	inhaled	mixes—inside	the	breathing	organ—with	stale	medium	left	behind	by	the
previous	breathing	cycle,	and	because	of	this	mixing,	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	the	medium	next	to	the	gas-exchange	membrane	is	lower—often	much	lower—than	the	partial	pressure	in	the	outside	environment.	The	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	blood	leaving	the	breathing	organ	is	lower	yet	(see	Figure	23.3),	because	a	partial-pressure	gradient	must
exist	between	the	medium	next	to	the	gas-exchange	membrane	and	the	blood	for	O2	to	diffuse	from	the	medium	into	the	blood.	Characteristically,	in	tidally	ventilated	structures,	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	the	blood	leaving	the	breathing	organ	is	below	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	the	exhaled	medium.	When	ventilation	is	unidirectional	rather	than	tidal,
the	two	most	obvious	relations	that	can	exist	between	the	flow	of	the	medium	and	the	flow	of	the	blood	are	cocurrent	and	countercurrent.	In	the	cocurrent	arrangement	(Figure	23.4A),	the	medium	flows	along	the	gas-exchange	membrane	in	the	same	direction	as	the	blood,	resulting	in	cocurrent	gas	exchange.	In	the	countercurrent	arrangement
(Figure	23.4B),	the	medium	and	blood	flow	in	opposite	directions,	and	countercurrent	gas	exchange	occurs.	Concurrent	is	sometimes	used	as	a	synonym	of	cocurrent.	Thus	cocurrent	gas	exchange	may	also	be	called	concurrent	gas	exchange.	In	an	organ	that	exhibits	cocurrent	gas	exchange,	when	O2depleted	afferent3	blood	first	reaches	the	gas-
exchange	membrane,	it	3	Afferent	means	“flowing	toward”;	in	this	case	it	refers	to	blood	flowing	toward	the	gas-exchange	membrane.	Efferent	means	“flowing	away”	and	refers	to	blood	flowing	away	from	the	gas-exchange	membrane.	100	60	Inhalation	Exhalation	Fresh	medium	mixes	with	stale	medium	in	the	lung,	so	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	the
medium	at	the	exchange	surface	with	the	blood	is	below	that	in	the	environmental	medium.	O2	diffuses	into	the	blood	flowing	along	the	exchange	surface.	The	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	blood	rises,	therefore,	toward	that	in	the	lung,	but…	Wall	of	lung	…the	O2	partial	pressure	in	blood	leaving	the	lung	remains	lower	than	that	in	the	exhaled	medium.
Medium	60	30	0	50	55	Blood	Figure	23.3 	Tidal	gas	exchange:	O2	transfer	from	the	en-	vironmental	medium	to	the	blood	in	a	tidally	ventilated	lung 	Because	a	tidally	ventilated	lung	is	never	fully	emptied,	fresh	medium	mixes	in	the	lung	with	stale	medium.	Numbers	are	O2	partial	pressures	in	arbitrary	units:	The	blood	arriving	at	the	breathing
organ	is	arbitrarily	assigned	a	value	of	0,	whereas	the	atmosphere	is	arbitrarily	assigned	a	value	of	100.	meets	fresh,	incoming	medium,	as	shown	at	the	left	of	Figure	23.4A.	Then,	as	the	blood	and	medium	flow	along	the	exchange	membrane	in	the	same	direction,	they	gradually	approach	equilibrium	with	each	other	at	an	O2	partial	pressure	that	is
intermediate	between	their	respective	starting	partial	pressures.	When	the	blood	reaches	the	place	where	it	leaves	the	exchange	membrane,	its	final	exchange	of	O2	is	with	medium	that	has	a	partial	pressure	considerably	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	below	that	of	the	environmental	medium.	Cocurrent	gas	exchange	Sinauer	Associates	therefore
resembles	tidal	exchange,	in	that	the	O2	partial	pressure	Morales	Studio	of	blood	leaving	the	breathing	organ	cannot	ordinarily	rise	above	Figure	23.03	12-09-15	the	partial	pressure	of	exhaled	medium.	In	an	organ	that	exhibits	countercurrent	gas	exchange,	when	O2-depleted	afferent	blood	first	reaches	the	gas-exchange	membrane,	it	initially	meets
medium	that	has	already	been	substantially	deoxygenated,	as	shown	at	the	right	of	Figure	23.4B.	However,	as	the	blood	flows	along	the	exchange	surface	in	the	direction	opposite	to	the	flow	of	medium,	it	steadily	encounters	medium	of	higher	and	higher	O2	partial	pressure.	Thus,	even	as	the	blood	picks	up	O2	and	its	partial	pressure	rises,	a	partial-
pressure	gradient	favoring	further	uptake	of	O2	is	maintained.	The	final	exchange	of	the	blood	is	with	fresh,	incoming	medium	of	high	O2	partial	pressure.	Countercurrent	exchange	is	thus	an	intrinsically	more	effective	mode	of	exchange	than	either	tidal	or	cocurrent	exchange.	One	way	to	see	this	clearly	is	to	note	that	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure
created	by	countercurrent	exchange	is	characteristically	much	higher	than	the	partial	pressure	in	exhaled	medium;	in	principle,	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	the	blood	leaving	the	breathing	organ	might	even	approach	equality	with	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	inhaled	medium.	Moreover,	if	you	compare	Figures	23.4A	and	B,	you	will	see	that	the	O2	partial
pressure	of	the	medium	falls	more—and	that	of	the	blood	rises	more—in	23.4B:	Countercurrent	exchange	achieves	a	more	complete	transfer	of	O2	from	the	medium	to	the	blood	than	cocurrent	(or	tidal)	exchange	under	comparable	conditions.	External	Respiration 	603	(A)	Cocurrent	(concurrent)	gas	exchange	Medium	100	0	70	30	56	44	Cross-
current	gas	exchange	52	48	65	Blood	O2	partial	pressure	100	As	blood	and	medium	flow	in	the	same	direction,	they	gradually	approach	equilibrium	with	each	other.	Medium	50	77	65	74	53	41	48	35	Figure	23.5 	Cross-current	gas	exchange:	A	third	mode	of	O2	transfer	from	the	environmental	medium	to	the	blood	when	ventilation	is	unidirectional 
Numbers	are	O2	partial	pressures	in	arbitrary	units,	as	specified	in	the	caption	of	Figure	23.3.	The	afferent	blood	vessel	breaks	up	into	many	vessels	that	“cross”	the	path	followed	by	the	medium;	each	of	these	vessels	makes	exchange	contact	with	just	a	limited	part	of	the	structure	through	which	the	medium	is	flowing.	These	vessels	then	coalesce	to
form	a	single	efferent	vessel.	Cross-current	exchange	is	intermediate	between	cocurrent	and	countercurrent	exchange	in	its	intrinsic	gastransfer	efficiency.	Distance	along	exchange	surface	(B)	Countercurrent	gas	exchange	Medium	100	75	75	50	25	50	Blood	25	0	100	O2	partial	pressure	89	0	Blood	Blood	0	Medium	50	Blood	As	blood	flows	in	the
direction	opposite	to	the	medium	and	picks	up	O2,	it	steadily	encounters	medium	of	higher	O2	partial	pressure,	so	that	a	partial-pressure	gradient	favoring	O2	diffusion	into	the	blood	is	maintained.	0	Distance	along	exchange	surface	Figure	23.4 	Cocurrent	and	countercurrent	gas	exchange:	Two	modes	of	O2	transfer	from	the	environmental	medium
to	the	blood	when	ventilation	is	unidirectional 	The	upper	diagram	in	each	case	depicts	the	flow	of	medium	and	blood	along	the	gas-exchange	membrane.	Numbers	are	O2	partial	pressures	in	arbitrary	units,	as	specified	in	the	caption	of	Figure	23.3.	The	blood	reaches	a	higher	O2	partial	pressure	when	the	exchange	is	countercurrent	because	in	that
case	the	blood	exchanges	with	fresh	medium	just	before	leaving	the	gas-exchange	membrane.	When	ventilation	is	unidirectional,	a	third	possibility	is	crosscurrent	gas	exchange.	In	this	type	of	exchange,	the	blood	flow	Hill	Medium	100	Animal	Physiology	4E	breaks	into	multiple	streams,	each	of	which	undergoes	exchange	Sinauer	up	Associates	with
theStudio	medium	along	just	part	of	the	path	followed	by	the	medium	Morales	23.0423.5	12-09-15	(Figure	Figure	).	Some	blood	therefore	undergoes	gas	exchange	exclusively	with	O2-rich	medium	(although	other	blood	exchanges	with	O2-poor	medium).	Cross-current	exchange	permits	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	the	mixed	blood	leaving	the	breathing
organ	to	be	higher	than	that	of	exhaled	medium,	but	it	does	not	permit	as	high	a	blood	O2	partial	pressure	as	countercurrent	exchange	under	comparable	circumstances.	The	modes	of	exchange	between	the	blood	and	the	medium	can	be	ranked	in	terms	of	their	intrinsic	ability	to	create	a	high	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	blood	leaving	the	breathing
organ	(corresponding	to	their	intrinsic	efficiency	in	transferring	O2	from	the	medium	to	the	blood):	Countercurrent	exchange	is	superior	to	cross-current	exchange,	and	cross-current	exchange	is	superior	to	cocurrent	or	tidal	exchange.	As	already	noted,	however,	this	ranking	is	not	absolute	because	additional	factors	affect	the	ways	in	which	real
breathing	organs	function	in	real	animals.	Arterial	CO2	partial	pressures	are	much	lower	in	water	breathers	than	air	breathers	Thus	far	we	have	discussed	only	O2	in	the	blood	leaving	the	gasexchange	surface.	What	about	CO2?	The	most	important	pattern	in	blood	CO2	partial	pressure	is	a	distinction	between	water	and	air	breathers.	In	water
breathers,	the	partial	pressure	of	CO2	in	the	blood	leaving	the	breathing	organs	is	always	similar	to	the	CO2	partial	pressure	in	the	ambient	water,	regardless	of	whether	gas	exchange	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	isSinauer	tidal,	Associates	cocurrent,	countercurrent,	or	cross-current.	If	the	ambient	water	is	near	equilibrium	with	the	atmosphere	and
therefore	Morales	Studio	Figure	23.05	12-09-15	near	zero	in	its	CO2	partial	pressure	(see	Figure	22.1),	the	blood	is	also	near	zero	in	CO2	partial	pressure.	For	example,	in	fish	in	aerated	water,	the	partial	pressure	of	CO2	in	blood	leaving	the	gills	is	typically	about	0.3	kilopascals	(kPa)	(2	millimeters	of	mercury	[mm	Hg]).	In	sharp	contrast,	in	air
breathers	the	partial	pressure	of	CO2	in	the	blood	leaving	the	breathing	organs	is	usually	far	above	the	CO2	partial	pressure	in	the	atmosphere.	In	mammals	and	birds,	for	example,	the	partial	pressure	of	CO2	in	blood	leaving	the	lungs	is	more	than	ten	times	the	corresponding	value	in	fish;	in	humans	it	is	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg)!	In	vertebrates,	systemic
arterial	blood	pumped	by	the	heart	to	supply	O2	to	the	body	is	derived	from	the	blood	leaving	the	breathing	organs.	Thus,	from	what	we	have	said,	if	we	survey	species	in	which	arterial	CO2	partial	pressure	has	been	measured,	we	can	understand	why	the	arterial	CO2	partial	pressure	is	typically	only	0.1–0.6	kPa	(1–4	mm	Hg)	in	water-breathing
vertebrates,	whereas	it	is	far	higher,	4.0–5.3	kPa	(30–40	mm	Hg),	in	air-breathing	vertebrates.	When	vertebrates	and	other	animals	emerged	onto	land	in	the	course	of	evolution,	the	level	of	CO2	in	their	blood	and	other	body	fluids	shifted	dramatically	upward.	These	patterns	are	explained	principally	by	the	differing	physical	and	chemical	properties	of
water	and	air.	More	specifically,	they	are	explained	by	the	analysis	of	capacitance	coefficients,	as	explained	in	Box	23.1.	604	 	Chapter	23	BOX	Capacitance	Coefficients	Explain	the	Relative	23.1	Partial	Pressures	of	O	and	CO	in	Arterial	Blood	Hypoxia-inducible	factors	1	and	2	(HIF-1	and	HIF-2)	are	the	most	central	players	in	the	2	2	intracellular
responses.	They	are	closely	related	During	breathing,	the	extent	to	which	transcription	factors,	which	bind	with	specific	medium	(water	or	air),	the	capacitance	hypoxia-response	elements	(nucleotide	base	the	CO2	partial	pressure	of	the	respired	coefficient	is	defined	to	be	the	change	sequences)	of	DNA	to	activate	gene	transcripmedium	changes
relative	to	its	change	in	total	gas	concentration	in	the	respired	tion.	In	the	last	two	decades	there	has	been	in	O2	partial	pressure	tends	to	be	sharply	medium	per	unit	of	change	in	gas	paran	explosion	of	knowledge	regarding	these	different	between	water	breathers	and	tial	pressure	in	the	respired	medium.	Box	transcription	factors,	which	are
implicated	in	air	breathers	because	of	a	property	of	Extension	23.1	explains	by	use	of	a	figmany	disease	states	as	well	as	playing	crucial	water	and	air	called	the	capacitance	ure	how	capacitance	coefficients	place	roles	in	the	ordinary	lives	of	animals.	HIF-1	coefficient.	For	any	particular	gas	(O2	constraints	on	animal	physiology.	is	an	ancient
molecule,	identified	in	inverteor	CO2)	and	any	particular	respired	brates	as	well	as	in	all	groups	of	vertebrates.	HIF-1	and	HIF-2	increase	in	concenSummary	tration	in	a	cell	when	the	cell	experiences	Principles	of	Gas	Exchange	by	Active	Ventilation	hypoxia,	and	they	affect	the	transcription	of	dozens	or	hundreds	of	target	genes,	which	have	been
identified	through	transcription	„„The	oxygen	utilization	coefficient	during	breathing	is	the	profiling	(transcriptomics)	(see	Chapter	3).	HIF-1	and	HIF-2	are	percentage	of	the	O2	in	inhaled	medium	that	an	animal	different	in	their	effectiveness	in	activating	various	genes	in	a	tissue.	removes	before	exhaling	the	medium.	Moreover,	their	target	genes
differ	to	some	extent	from	tissue	to	tissue	„„The	four	major	types	of	gas	exchange	that	can	within	a	single	species,	and	they	also	differ	among	species.	Overall,	occur	during	directional	ventilation	can	be	ranked	HIF-1	and	HIF-2	have	extremely	broad	ranges	of	potential	action,	in	terms	of	their	inherent	ability	to	establish	a	high	O2	and	many	of	their
actions	aid	cells	that	are	confronting	hypoxia.	In	partial	pressure	in	blood	exiting	the	breathing	organ.	Countercurrent	gas	exchange	ranks	highest.	Crossvertebrates	they	cause	certain	types	of	cells	to	increase	secretion	of	current	gas	exchange	ranks	second.	Cocurrent	and	erythropoietin,	which	enhances	production	of	red	blood	cells	(see	tidal	gas
exchange	rank	third.	Box	24.2).	They	also	increase	intracellular	synthesis	of	several	types	Air	breathers	tend	to	have	much	higher	CO	partial	of	molecules,	including	enzymes	of	anaerobic	glycolysis	and	a	form	„„	2	pressures	in	their	systemic	arterial	blood	than	water	of	mitochondrial	cytochrome	oxidase	that	is	particularly	efficient	in	breathers.	This
difference	arises	during	breathing	and	is	using	O2.	Besides	these	effects	and	many	others,	they	also	promote	principally	a	consequence	of	the	differing	physical	and	angiogenesis,	the	development	of	new	blood	capillaries.	The	increase	chemical	properties	of	air	and	water.	in	capillaries	shortens	the	average	distance	between	tissue	cells	and	capillaries,
thereby	aiding	O2	diffusion	into	the	cells.	The	basic	manner	in	which	the	intracellular	concentrations	of	Low	O2:	Detection	and	Response	these	transcription	factors	are	regulated	is	exemplified	in	Figure	23.6	using	HIF-1.	A	complete	HIF-1	molecule	consists	of	α	and	β	Most	animals	are	fundamentally	aerobic.	Thus	when	the	O2	levels	in	an	animal’s
tissues	become	unusually	low,	the	low	O2	levels	typisubunits.	The	β	subunits	are	present	regardless	of	cellular	O2	level.	cally	mean	trouble.	Animals	detect	low	O2	levels—and	respond	Moreover,	the	α	subunits	are	constantly	being	not	only	synthesized	to	them—at	two	different	scales.	The	mechanisms	involved	in	but	also	tagged	for	breakdown	by	the
ubiquitin–proteasome	system	detection	and	response	are	elaborate.	Their	elaborateness	reflects	(see	Figure	2.23).	When	the	O2	level	in	a	cell	decreases,	breakdown	the	extreme	importance	of	O2.	of	α	subunits	is	inhibited.	Therefore	the	concentration	of	α	subunits	One	scale	of	response	to	low	O2	is	that	of	the	whole	body:	the	scale	of	organ	systems.
In	many	types	of	animals,	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	circulating	blood	is	monitored	continuously,	and	if	the	blood	β	O2	partial	pressure	falls,	the	function	of	the	breathing	system	is	Synthesis	modulated	to	reverse	this	trend.	Water	breathers,	for	example,	of	α	subunits	Nuclear	envelope	commonly	respond	to	a	decreased	blood	O2	partial	pressure	by
α	α	β	increasing	their	rate	of	gill	ventilation.	Air	breathers	may	increase	α	β	DNA	their	rate	of	lung	ventilation	by	breathing	at	a	higher	rate.	Responses	Breakdown	such	as	these—which	we	will	discuss	often	in	this	chapter—help	of	α	subunits	HIF-1	protect	an	animal’s	cells	from	experiencing	hypoxia.4	The	second	scale	of	response	is	intracellular,	in
cells	throughout	the	Hypoxia-response	…promoting	body.	The	intracellular	responses	are	elicited	if	the	rate	at	which	element	Low	intracellular	dimerization	of	the	breathing	and	circulatory	systems	supply	O2	fails	to	keep	pace	O2	inhibits	breakβ	subunits	with	HIF-1	enters	the	nucleus	with	the	rate	of	mitochondrial	O2	utilization—resulting	in	cellular
down	of	α	subα	subunits	to	form	and	combines	with	hypoxiaunits,	thereby…	HIF-1.	hypoxia.	response	elements	in	DNA.	4	Hypoxia,	as	mentioned	in	Chapter	8,	refers	to	an	especially	low	level	of	O2	in	tissues	or	cells.	Figure	23.6 	Formation	and	action	of	HIF-1	External	Respiration 	605	3.0	Lived	steadily	in	aerated	water	Experienced	hypoxia	to	a
major	role	for	the	HIF	signaling	system	in	allowing	these	people	to	succeed.	The	two	scales	of	response	to	low	O2	that	we	noted	at	the	start	of	this	section	in	fact	interact	with	each	other.	As	already	mentioned,	for	example,	in	vertebrates	HIF-1	and	HIF-2	play	central	roles	in	controlling	the	production	of	red	blood	cells.	In	this	way,	HIF-1	and	HIF-2
help	control	the	O2-carrying	ability	of	each	unit	of	volume	of	blood,	which	is	a	major	factor	at	the	scale	of	organ	systems.	Relative	messenger	RNA	expression	2.5	2.0	1.5	Introduction	to	Vertebrate	Breathing	1.0	0.5	0.0	hif-1	hif-2	phd1	Gene	studied	phd2	fih	Figure	23.7 	A	genomic	assessment	of	acclimation	in	the	HIF	signaling	system 	Expression	of
five	genes	that	code	for	compounds	in	the	HIF	signaling	system	was	measured	in	the	heart	in	two	groups	of	epaulette	sharks	(Hemiscyllium	ocellatum).	One	group	lived	continuously	in	aerated	water.	The	other	experienced	eight	brief	(2-h)	episodes	of	hypoxic	water	over	a	period	of	4	days.	Expression	is	measured	on	a	relative	scale.	For	each	group,
the	upper	and	lower	box	limits	correspond	to	the	75th	and	25th	percentiles	of	the	data,	the	line	in	the	box	marks	the	median,	and	the	bars	extending	from	the	box	show	the	data	range.	The	differences	between	the	two	groups	were	statistically	significant	for	the	hif-1	gene	(which	codes	for	HIF-1)	and	the	phd2	gene.	(After	Rytkönen	et	al.	2012.)	rises,
and	more	HIF-1	molecules	are	formed	by	dimerization	of	α	and	β	subunits.	The	HIF-1	molecules	enter	the	nucleus,	where	they	bind	with	specific	DNA	sequences	(the	hypoxia-response	elements),	which	in	turn	control4E	gene	transcription.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	Sinauer	SomeAssociates	species	of	animals	are	well	adapted	to	living	in	environMorales
Studio	ments	ambient1/12/16	O2	level	is	prone	to	fall	to	low	levels.	For	Figurewhere	23.07	the	12-16-15	example,	the	epaulette	shark	(Hemiscyllium	ocellatum)	lives	in	places	where	it	experiences	periods	of	very	low	environmental	O2.	In	a	recent	genomic	study,	researchers	asked	whether	the	HIF	signaling	system	undergoes	acclimation	when	fish
that	have	been	living	in	high-O2	water	begin	to	experience	low	O2.	One	can	reason	that	if	a	fish	that’s	been	living	in	high-O2	water	is	about	to	confront	a	period	of	low	environmental	O2,	the	fish	might	profit	by	upregulating	its	HIF-1	signaling	system,	recognizing	that	it	will	depend	on	the	HIF	signaling	system	to	help	its	tissues	cope	with	the	hypoxia
they	may	soon	experience.	Using	genomic	methods,	researchers	measured	the	expression	in	the	heart	muscle	of	five	genes	that	code	for	HIF-1	and	other	compounds	in	the	HIF	signaling	system.	Sharks	that	were	exposed	to	a	series	of	eight	brief	episodes	of	low	O2	in	their	environment	showed	upregulation	of	expression	of	some	of	these	genes,
compared	with	sharks	that	lived	in	high-O2	water	all	the	time	(Figure	23.7).	Some	human	cultural	groups	live	at	high	altitudes,	where	they	steadily	experience	low	atmospheric	O2	concentrations.	As	we	will	discuss	later	in	this	chapter	(see	Box	23.2),	recent	evidence	points	The	vertebrates	living	today	are	usually	thought	of,	in	a	rough	way,	as
representing	an	evolutionary	sequence.	In	actuality,	of	course,	today’s	fish	were	not	the	progenitors	of	today’s	amphibians,	and	today’s	lizards	(or	other	nonavian	reptiles)	were	not	the	progenitors	of	today’s	mammals	and	birds.	Thus	when	we	think	of	the	sequence	from	fish	to	mammals	and	birds,	caution	is	always	called	for	in	thinking	of	it	as	an
evolutionary	sequence.	Comparisons	among	today’s	animals	nonetheless	often	provide	revealing	insights	into	trends	that	occurred	during	evolution.	Before	we	start	our	study	of	breathing	in	the	various	vertebrate	groups,	an	overview	of	general	trends	will	help	place	the	individual	vertebrate	groups	in	a	larger	context.	One	property	of	breathing
organs	that	is	of	enormous	importance	is	the	total	surface	area	of	the	gas-exchange	membrane.	This	area	is	typically	an	allometric	function	of	body	size	among	species	within	any	one	group	of	phylogenetically	related	vertebrates.	The	allometric	relation	differs,	however,	from	one	group	to	another,	as	seen	in	Figure	23.8A.	To	explore	Figure	23.8A,	let’s
first	focus	on	the	lines	for	amphibians	and	reptiles	other	than	birds.	These	lines	are	similar.	Moreover,	the	lines	for	most	groups	of	fish	(e.g.,	toadfish	and	dogfish)	are	also	similar.	These	similarities	tell	us	two	things.	First,	the	total	lung	area	of	a	nonavian	reptile	is	roughly	similar	to	the	total	lung	area	of	an	amphibian	of	the	same	body	size.	Second,
the	total	gill	area	of	a	fish	of	particular	body	size	is	roughly	similar	to	the	total	lung	area	of	an	amphibian	or	reptile	of	that	size—suggesting	that	when	vertebrates	emerged	onto	land,	there	was	not	immediately	much	of	a	change	in	the	area	of	the	gas-exchange	surface	in	their	breathing	organs.	If	we	now	turn	our	attention	to	the	lines	for	mammals
and	birds,	we	notice	that	those	groups,	although	independently	evolved,	are	similar	to	each	other.	Moreover,	they	exhibit	a	dramatic	step	upward	in	the	area	of	gas-exchange	surface	in	their	lungs	by	comparison	with	amphibians	or	nonavian	reptiles.	In	brief,	the	mammals	and	birds	independently	evolved	lungs	with	markedly	enhanced	gas-exchange
surface	areas—probably	in	association	with	their	evolution	of	homeothermy.	As	we	saw	in	Chapter	10,	homeothermy	increases	an	animal’s	metabolic	rate	by	a	factor	of	at	least	four	to	ten.	Thus	lungs	with	an	enhanced	ability	to	take	up	O2	and	void	CO2	are	required	by	homeothermic	animals.	Remarkably,	tunas—noteworthy	for	being	extremely	active
fish,	as	discussed	at	the	opening	of	this	chapter—have	gill	surface	areas	that	approximate	the	lung	surface	areas	of	equal-sized	mammals	and	birds!	The	fact	that	mammals	and	birds	have	exceptionally	large	gas-exchange	surface	areas	does	not	mean	that	they	have	large	lungs	compared	with	reptiles	or	amphibians.	In	fact,	the	opposite	is	often	true.
For	example,	if	a	rodent	is	compared	with	a	like-size	lizard,	snake,	or	turtle,	the	lung	volume	of	the	reptile	is	likely	to	be	(A)	Area	of	the	gas-exchange	membrane	vs.	body	size	(B)	Thickness	of	the	gas-exchange	membrane	vs.	body	size	10,000	Dogfish	5000	Mammals	Birds	1000	Reptiles	other	than	birds	Thickness	(µm)	on	log	scale	Yellowfin	tuna	Area
(cm2)	on	log	scale	Dogfish	10	50,000	Toadfish	Crocodile	Monitor	lizard	Lacerta	lizard	1	0.5	Yellowfin	tuna	Turtle	Mammals	Snake	Teju	lizard	Birds	0.1	10	Amphibians	500	Rainbow	trout	5	Rainbow	trout	50	100	500	1000	Body	weight	(g)	on	log	scale	5000	10,000	Ray	KEY	Toadfish	100	10	50	100	500	1000	Body	weight	(g)	on	log	scale	5000	10,000
Mammals	Amphibians	Birds	Fish	Reptiles	other	than	birds	Figure	23.8 	Total	area	and	thickness	of	the	gas-exchange	membrane	in	the	gills	or	lungs	of	vertebrates	as	functions	of	body	size 	The	lines	for	mammals	and	birds	in	both	(A)	and	(B)	and	those	for	amphibians	and	reptiles	other	than	birds	in	(A)	are	for	many	species	(e.g.,	about	40	species	of
mammals,	ranging	in	size	from	shrews	to	horses).	The	lines	for	fish	in	(A)	are	for	various-sized	individuals	of	single	species.	The	thickness	in	(B)	is	the	average	distance	between	the	blood	and	the	water	or	air.	(After	Perry	1990.)	at	least	five	times	greater	than	that	of	the	rodent.	Yet	the	surface	area	of	the	gas-exchange	membrane	is	likely	to	be	ten
times	greater	in	the	rodent	than	in	the	reptile!	The	explanation	for	the	high	gasexchange	surface	area	in	the	lungs	of	a	mammal	or	bird	is	that	the	lungs	of	these	animals	are	extraordinarily	densely	filled	with	branching	and	rebranching	airways,	as	we	will	see	in	this	chapter.	In	nonavian	reptiles	and	amphibians,	in	contrast,	the	lungs	typically	have
parts	that	are	simply	like	balloons—little	more	than	a	sheet	of	tissue	surrounding	an	open	central	cavity—and	even	the	parts	that	are	subdivided	are	much	less	elaborately	subdivided	than	mammalian	or	avian	lungs.	Thus,	whereas	the	lungs	are	large	in	a	reptile	compared	with	a	rodent,	they	provide	the	reptile	with	a	comparatively	small	area	of	gas-
exchange	membrane.	The	thickness	of	the	barrier	between	the	blood	and	the	environmental	medium	also	shows	significant	evolutionary	trends	in	the	major	vertebrate	groups.	In	most	fish,	the	sheet	of	gill	tissue	between	blood	and	water	is	roughly	5–10	μm	thick.	Vertebrate	lungs	uniformly	have	a	much	reduced	barrier	between	blood	and	air	(Figure
23.8B).	Mammals	tend	to	have	a	thinner	sheet	of	tissue	Hill	Animal	Physiology	between	blood	and	air4E	than	lizards,	crocodilians,	or	other	nonavian	Sinauer	Associates	reptiles.	To	a	dramatic	extent,	the	tissue	in	birds	is	thinner	yet,	Morales	Studio	roughly	0.2	μm.	Tunas,	which	are	highly	specialized	for	O2	uptake	Figure	23.08	12-09-15	compared
with	most	fish,	have	a	blood–water	barrier	in	their	gills	that	is	similar	in	thickness	to	the	blood–air	barrier	in	mammals.	The	skin	varies	widely	in	its	role	as	a	gas-exchange	site	in	vertebrates	(Figure	23.9).	Some	fish	and	most	reptiles	have	evolved	skins	that	permit	little	O2	or	CO2	exchange.	In	contrast,	the	skin	can	be	responsible	for	25%	or	more	of
gas	exchange	in	other	fish,	in	certain	snakes	and	turtles,	and	in	many	amphibians;	in	the	lungless	salamanders,	which	not	only	lack	lungs	but	have	an	epidermis	that	Brown	trout	Salmo	trutta	Goldfish	Carassius	carassius	Flatfish	Pleuronectes	platessa	European	eel	Anguilla	anguilla	Mudpuppy	Necturus	maculosus	Bullfrog	(larva)	Rana	catesbeiana
Bullfrog	(adult)	Rana	catesbeiana	Lungless	salamander	Ensatina	eschscholtzii	Boa	constrictor	Constrictor	constrictor	Southern	musk	turtle	Sternotherus	minor	Red-eared	turtle	Trachemys	scripta	Green	lizard	Lacerta	viridis	Chuckwalla	lizard	Sauromalus	obesus	Big	brown	bat	Eptesicus	fucus	O2	CO2	Human	Homo	sapiens	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	80
Gas	exchange	through	skin	(%)	90	Figure	23.9 	The	percentage	of	O2	and	CO2	exchange	that	occurs	across	the	skin	in	vertebrates 	The	exact	extent	of	skin	breathing	within	a	species	often	depends	on	environmental	conditions	(e.g.,	temperature).	Some	authorities	place	the	bullfrog	in	the	genus	Lithobates.	(After	Feder	and	Burggren	1985.)	100	In
the	intact	preparation,	rhythmic	motor	impulses	were	detected	in	all	the	nerves	studied.	However,	after	the	preparation	was	severed	into	two	parts,	the	nerves	posterior	to	the	cut	went	silent.	(B)	Severed	(A)	Intact	Hypoglossal	cranial	nerve	Figure	23.10 	A	central	pattern	generator	in	the	brainstem	originates	motor-neuron	impulses	that	produce	the
breathing	rhythm 	An	isolated	portion	of	the	central	nervous	system	of	a	neonatal	rat,	cut	free	from	all	connections	with	the	rest	of	the	animal,	was	used	for	this	study.	It	included	the	brainstem	and	spinal	cord.	Recording	electrodes	were	attached	to	two	cranial	nerves	(hypoglossal	and	glossopharyngeal)	and	the	ventral	roots	of	three	spinal	nerves:
C4	and	C5	(C	=	cervical)	and	T6	(T	=	thoracic).	Records	show	electrical	activity	as	a	function	of	time.	(From	Feldman	et	al.	1988.)	Brainstem	Glossopharyngeal	cranial	nerve	When	the	preparation	was	severed	into	two	parts,	the	cut	was	made	here	(equivalent	to	a	high	neck	fracture).	External	Respiration 	607	C4	C5	T6	5	sec	Ventral	roots	of	spinal
nerves	is	vascularized	(highly	unusual),	100%	of	gas	exchange	occurs	across	the	skin.	Most	mammals	and	birds	resemble	humans	(see	Figure	23.9)	in	relying	almost	entirely	on	their	lungs.	Among	terrestrial	vertebrates,	the	role	of	the	skin	in	breathing	is	related	to	the	skin’s	desiccation	resistance.	Groups	of	terrestrial	vertebrates	that	are	well
defended	against	water	loss	through	their	skin,	such	as	mammals	and	birds,	tend	to	exhibit	little	exchange	of	O2	or	CO2	through	their	skin,	whereas	groups,	such	as	frogs	and	salamanders,	that	are	poorly	defended	against	cutaneous	water	loss	tend	to	engage	in	significant	cutaneous	breathing.	Modifications	that	render	the	skin	poorly	permeable	to
water	(see	page	771)	also	make	it	poorly	permeable	Hill	Animal	Physiologyto	4EO2	and	CO2.	Sinauer	Associates	The	control	of	the	active	ventilation	of	the	gills	or	lungs	is	the	Morales	Studio	final	subject	that	deserves	mention	in	introducing	vertebrate	breathFigure	23.10	12-09-15	ing.	Of	central	importance	is	the	control	of	the	rhythmic	muscle
contractions	that	produce	breathing	movements,	such	as	our	own	inhalation	and	exhalation	movements.	The	muscles	responsible	for	breathing	movements	in	all	vertebrates	are	skeletal	muscles.	They	therefore	require	stimulation	by	motor	neurons	for	each	and	every	contraction	they	undergo.	The	breathing	rhythm	originates	in	sets	of	neurons	that
form	central	pattern	generators	(see	Chapter	19);	in	a	process	called	rhythmogenesis,	these	sets	of	neurons	initiate	rhythmic	outputs	of	nerve	impulses	(action	potentials)	that	travel	to	the	breathing	muscles	and	stimulate	them	into	rhythmic	patterns	of	contraction.	The	central	pattern	generators	for	breathing	in	all	vertebrates	are	believed	to	be
located	in	the	brainstem:	in	the	medulla,	and	sometimes	other	associated	parts,	of	the	brain.	Although	outside	influences	routinely	play	roles	in	controlling	breathing,	these	central	pattern	generators	are	absolutely	essential	for	creating	the	breathing	rhythm.	Accordingly,	if	a	vertebrate’s	spinal	cord	is	severed	just	posterior	to	the	brainstem,	breathing
stops	instantly,	because	the	neuronal	outputs	from	the	brainstem	are	unable	to	travel	to	the	breathing	muscles	by	way	of	spinal	nerves.	Experiments	that	illustrate	these	vital	points	have	been	carried	out	on	the	type	of	preparation	shown	at	the	left	in	Figure	23.10,	consisting	of	the	brainstem	and	spinal	cord	of	a	young	rodent,	isolated	from	the	rest	of
the	body.	The	medulla	of	the	brain,	isolated	in	this	preparation	from	any	sensory	neuronal	input,	endogenously	generates	rhythmic	bursts	of	ventilation-driving	motor-neuron	impulses	that	are	detectable	in	multiple	cranial	and	spinal	nerves	(see	Figure	23.10A).	However,	if	the	spinal	cord	is	severed	(see	Figure	23.10B),	the	spinal	nerves	posterior	to
the	injury	go	silent,	paralyzing	the	ventilatory	muscles	they	service.5	Humans	and	most	other	mammals	exhibit	continuous	breathing,	meaning	that	each	breath	is	followed	promptly	by	another	breath	in	a	regular,	uninterrupted	rhythm.	Birds	and	most	fish	also	usually	display	continuous	breathing.	Lizards,	snakes,	turtles,	crocodilians,	amphibians,
and	air-breathing	fish,	in	contrast,	usually	exhibit	intermittent	breathing,	or	periodic	breathing,	defined	to	be	breathing	in	which	breaths	or	sets	of	breaths	are	regularly	interrupted	by	extended	periods	of	apnea	—that	is,	periods	of	no	breathing.	During	intermittent	breathing	in	these	vertebrates,	each	period	of	apnea	follows	an	inspiration.	The	lungs,
therefore,	are	inflated	during	apnea.	The	glottis—the	opening	of	the	airways	into	the	buccal	cavity—is	closed	during	apnea	in	the	groups	of	vertebrates	that	display	intermittent	breathing.	Because	of	this	glottal	closure,	the	inspiratory	muscles	can	relax	during	the	apnea	without	causing	air	to	be	expelled	from	the	lungs.	Summary	Introduction	to
Vertebrate	Breathing	„„The	gill	surface	area	of	most	fish	of	a	given	body	size		5	is	similar	to	the	lung	surface	area	of	amphibians	and	nonavian	reptiles	of	the	same	size.	Compared	with	the	latter	groups,	mammals	and	birds	have	much	more	lung	surface	area—helping	to	meet	their	far	higher	needs	for	gas	exchange.	The	barrier	between	the	blood	and
the	air	or	water	in	the	breathing	organs	is	notably	thin	in	mammals	and	thinnest	in	birds.	(Continued	)	More	information	on	rhythmogenesis	is	presented	later	in	this	chapter	in	the	discussion	of	mammals.	608	 	Chapter	23	Figure	23.11 	The	branchial	breathing	system	in	teleost	(bony)	fish 	(A)	The	lateral	view	shows	the	orientation	of	the	gill	arches
under	the	operculum.	(B	and	C)	Consecutive	enlargements	show	the	structure	of	the	gill	array.	(D)	An	enlarged	view	of	a	filament	and	three	of	the	secondary	lamellae	on	its	upper	surface	(those	on	the	lower	surface	not	shown),	showing	that	blood	flow	within	the	secondary	lamellae	is	countercurrent	to	water	flow	across	them.	Blood	flows	in	a	sheet
through	each	secondary	lamella,	as	seen	in	the	section	of	the	foremost	one.	(After	Hill	and	Wyse	1989.)	(A)	(B)	Operculum	(covers	gills)	Secondary	lamellae	Arch	skeleton	Buccal	cavity	Gill	arch	Efferent	filament	vessel	Afferent	filament	vessel	Lateral	view	Mouth	Opercular	cavity	Water	flow	Gill	arch	Buccal	cavity	Gill	arch	Gill	filaments	Gill	filament
Opercular	cavity	Gill	slit	KEY	Operculum	Water	flow	(C)	Gill	arch	Secondary	lamellae	Horizontal	section	through	head	Blood	flow	Efferent	filament	vessel	„„The	skin	can	account	for	25%	or	more	of	gas	exchange	in	some	fish,	turtles,	and	other	nonavian	reptiles,	and	up	to	100%	in	some	amphibians.	The	skin	is	a	minor	contributor	to	gas	exchange,
however,	in	mammals	and	birds.	Afferent	filament	vessel	„„The	breathing	muscles	of	vertebrates	are	skeletal	muscles	activated	by	motor-neuron	impulses.	The	breathing	rhythm	originates	in	a	central	pattern	generator	in	the	brainstem.	Breathing	by	Fish	Many	fish	start	life	as	tiny	larvae	that	breathe	only	by	diffusion	of	gases	across	their	general
body	surfaces	(see	Box	22.1).	Because	fish	larvae	lack	specialized	breathing	organs,	it	can	be	easy	to	disregard	these	early	stages	in	the	study	of	breathing.	However,	gas-exchange	insufficiencies	are	sometimes	responsible	for	mass	deaths	of	larvae.	Thus	the	physiology	of	early	diffusion–respiration	stages	can	be	of	great	importance	ecologically	and
evolutionarily.	As	a	young	fish	grows,	its	body	becomes	too	thick	for	diffusion	to	suffice	(see	Box	22.1).	At	the	same	time,	its	gills	develop	and	mature—as	does	its	circulatory	system,	which	is	required	for	O2	from	the	gills	to	reach	the	rest	of	its	body.	For	our	study	of	gill	breathing,	we	focus	here	on	teleosts,	the	principal	group	of	bony	fish.	The	buccal
cavity	of	a	teleost	communicates	with	the	environment	not	only	by	way	of	the	mouth	but	also	by	way	of	lateral	pharyngeal	openings,	the	gill	slits.	The	gills	are	arrayed	across	these	lateral	openings,	and	a	protective	external	flap,	the	operculum,	covers	the	set	of	gills	on	each	side	of	the	head.	Looking	in	detail	at	the	structure	of	the	gill	apparatus,	there
are	four	gill	arches	that	run	dorsoventrally	between	the	gill	slits	on	each	side	of	the	head	(Figure	23.11A);	the	arches,	which	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	are	reinforced	with	skeletal	elements,	provide	strong	supports	for	Sinauer	Associates	the	gills	proper.	Each	gill	arch	bears	two	rows	of	gill	filaments	Morales	Studio	splayed	out	laterally	in	a	V-
shapedFigure	arrangement	(Figure	23.11B);	23.11	12-09-15	Gill	filaments	Water	flow	(D)	Secondary	lamella	Opercular	cavity	Lamella	opened	to	show	blood	flow	inside	Buccal	cavity	Afferent	filament	vessel	Water	flow	Water	flows	through	the	spaces	between	secondary	lamellae	from	the	buccal	side	to	the	opercular	side.	Efferent	filament	vessel	Blood
flows	through	the	secondary	lamellae	in	the	opposite	direction.	collectively,	the	rows	of	filaments	form	a	continuous	array	shaped	like	a	series	of	Vs	(VVVV)	separating	the	buccal	cavity	on	the	inside	from	the	opercular	cavity	on	the	outside.	Each	gill	filament	bears	a	series	of	folds,	called	secondary	lamellae,	on	its	upper	and	lower	surfaces	(Figure
23.11C);	the	lamellae	run	perpendicular	to	the	long	axis	of	the	filament	and	number	10–40	per	millimeter	of	filament	length	on	each	side.	The	secondary	lamellae—which	are	richly	perfused	with	blood	and	are	thin-walled—are	the	principal	sites	of	gas	exchange.	External	Respiration 	609	Water	flows	along	the	surfaces	of	the	secondary	lamellae	from
the	buccal	side	to	the	opercular	side.	Conversely,	blood	within	the	secondary	lamellae	flows	in	the	opposite	direction,	as	seen	in	Figure	23.11D.	Countercurrent	gas	exchange,	therefore,	can	occur	along	the	gas-exchange	membranes.	The	percentage	of	O2	extracted	from	ventilated	water	by	resting	teleosts	has	been	reported	to	range	from	very	high
values	of	80%–85%	down	to	30%	or	less;	the	latter	values	raise	questions	about	the	exact	nature	of	gas	exchange	in	the	fish	involved,	because	the	values	are	lower	than	would	be	expected	from	effective	countercurrent	exchange.	1	pand	and	contract	its	opercular	cavities	by	lateral	movements	of	its	opercular	flaps	and	other	muscular	actions.	Running
around	the	rim	of	each	operculum	is	a	thin	sheet	of	tissue	that	acts	as	a	passive	valve,	capable	of	sealing	the	slitlike	opening	between	the	opercular	cavity	on	the	inside	and	the	ambient	water	on	the	outside.	The	negative-pressure	phase—suction	phase—of	the	opercular	pump	occurs	when	the	opercular	cavity	is	expanded.	At	this	time,	the	pressure	in
the	cavity	falls	below	the	pressures	in	the	buccal	cavity	and	the	ambient	water.	The	negative	pressure	in	the	opercular	cavity	sucks	water	from	the	buccal	cavity	into	the	opercular	cav-	Opercular	valve	–	–––	Suction	pump	2	4	–	In	general,	water	flow	across	the	gills	of	a	teleost	fish	is	maintained	almost	without	interruption	by	the	synchronization	of	two
pumps:	a	buccal	pressure	pump,	which	develops	positive	pressure	in	the	buccal	cavity	and	thus	forces	water	from	the	buccal	cavity	through	the	gill	array	into	the	opercular	cavity,	and	an	opercular	suction	pump,	which	develops	negative	pressure	in	the	opercular	cavity	and	thus	sucks	water	from	the	buccal	cavity	into	the	opercular	cavity.	The	relative
dominance	of	the	two	pumps	varies	from	species	to	species;	here	we	take	a	generalized	view.	We	look	first	at	the	action	of	each	pump	separately	and	then	at	the	integration	of	the	pumps	over	the	breathing	cycle.	It	will	be	important	to	remember	throughout	that	water	flows	from	regions	of	relatively	high	pressure	to	ones	of	relatively	low	pressure.	the
opercular	suction	pump 	A	teleost	fish	is	able	to	ex-	Opercular	cavity	Oral	valve	Gill	ventilation	is	usually	driven	by	buccal–	opercular	pumping	the	buccal	pressure	pump 	The	stage	is	set	for	the	buccal	pressure	pump	to	operate	when	a	fish	fills	its	buccal	cavity	with	water	by	depressing	the	floor	of	the	cavity	while	holding	its	mouth	open.	The
lowering	of	the	buccal	floor	increases	the	volume	of	the	buccal	cavity,	thereby	decreasing	buccal	pressure	below	ambient	pressure	and	causing	an	influx	of	water.	The	mouth	is	then	closed,	and	the	buccal	pump	enters	its	positive-pressure	phase.	The	fish	raises	the	floor	of	the	buccal	cavity	during	this	phase.	This	action	increases	the	buccal	pressure
above	ambient	pressure	and	drives	water	from	the	buccal	cavity	through	the	gills	into	the	opercular	cavities.	Thin	flaps	of	tissue,	which	act	as	passive	valves,	project	across	the	inside	of	the	mouth	opening	from	the	upper	and	lower	jaws.	During	the	refilling	phase	of	the	buccal	cycle,	when	buccal	pressure	is	below	ambient,	these	flap	valves	are	pushed
inward	and	open	by	the	influx	of	water	through	the	mouth.	During	the	positive-pressure	phase,	however,	the	flap	valves	are	forced	against	the	mouth	opening	on	the	inside	and	help	to	prevent	water	from	exiting	the	buccal	cavity	through	the	mouth.	Gill	array	Buccal	cavity	+	+	–	3	+++	+	Pressure	pump	Figure	23.12 	The	breathing	cycle	in	teleost
fish 	Plus	(+)	and	minus	(–)	symbols	indicate	pressures	relative	to	ambient	pressure.	The	buccal	and	opercular	pumps	are	represented	by	pistons.	Blue	arrows	represent	water	flow.	Arrows	through	the	gill	array	indicate	water	flow	over	the	gills.	Stages	➋	and	➍	are	transitional	and	short	in	duration.	(After	Hughes	1961,	Moyle	1993.)	ity	through	the
gill	array.	Water	would	also	be	sucked	in	from	the	environment	were	it	not	for	the	action	of	the	opercular	rim	valve,	which	is	pushed	medially	against	the	fish’s	body	wall	by	the	higher	ambient	pressure,	sealing	the	opercular	opening	and	preventing	influx	of	ambient	water.	After	its	sucking	phase,	the	opercular	pump	enters	its	discharge	phase.	The
cavity	is	contracted,	raising	the	pressure	inside	to	be	higher	than	ambient	pressure;	this	pressure	difference	forces	the	rim	valve	open	and	discharges	water	through	the	opercular	opening.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	integration	of	the	two	pumps	produces	nearly	conSinauer	Associates	tinuous,	unidirectional	flow 	The	temporal	integration	Morales
Studio	of	the	23.12	buccal12-09-15	and	opercular	pumps	is	diagrammed	in	Figure	Figure	23.12.	In	stage	➊,	the	buccal	cavity	is	being	refilled.	Expansion	of	the	buccal	cavity	produces	a	pressure	below	ambient;	therefore,	if	the	buccal	pump	were	the	only	pump,	flow	of	water	through	the	gills	from	the	buccal	side	would	not	occur	at	this	time,	and	in
fact,	there	would	be	backflow	through	the	gills	into	the	buccal	cavity	because	of	the	lowered	buccal	pressure.	It	is	during	stage	➊,	however,	that	the	opercular	pump	is	in	its	sucking	phase.	The	pressure	610	 	Chapter	23	in	the	opercular	cavity	is	reduced	to	a	level	far	below	buccal	pressure,	and	water	is	drawn	through	the	gills	from	the	buccal	cavity.
Stage	➋	is	a	short	transition	period	in	which	the	opercular	pump	is	completing	its	sucking	phase	and	the	buccal	pump	is	beginning	its	pressure	phase.	In	stage	➌,	the	opercular	pump	is	in	its	discharge	phase,	and	the	pressure	in	the	opercular	cavity	is	elevated.	However,	because	the	buccal	pump	is	simultaneously	in	its	pressure	phase,	the	buccal
pressure	exceeds	opercular	pressure,	and	water	again	flows	through	the	gills	from	the	buccal	cavity.	Only	in	stage	➍,	which	occupies	just	a	short	part	of	the	breathing	cycle,	is	the	pressure	gradient	in	the	direction	favoring	backflow	of	water	through	the	gills.	In	all,	therefore,	the	two	pumps	are	beautifully	integrated	to	produce	almost	continuous,
unidirectional	flow	across	the	gills:	The	opercular	pump	sucks	while	the	buccal	pump	is	being	refilled,	and	the	buccal	pump	develops	positive	pressure	while	the	opercular	pump	is	being	emptied.	Many	fish	use	ram	ventilation	on	occasion,	and	some	use	it	all	the	time	When	a	swimming	fish	attains	a	speed	of	50–80	cm/s	or	greater,	its	motion	through
the	water,	if	it	holds	its	mouth	open,	can	itself	elevate	the	buccal	pressure	sufficiently	to	ventilate	the	gills	at	a	rate	adequate	to	meet	O2	requirements.	Many	fast-swimming	fish,	in	fact,	cease	buccal–opercular	pumping	when	they	reach	such	speeds	and	employ	ram	ventilation,	which	in	theory	lowers	the	metabolic	cost	of	ventilation	(because
ventilation	is	achieved	simply	as	a	by-product	of	swimming).	As	mentioned	at	the	start	of	this	chapter,	in	ram	ventilation	the	gills	are	ventilated	by	a	swimming	fish’s	forward	motion,	and	ventilation	is	therefore	powered	by	the	swimming	muscles.	Tunas,	mackerel,	dolphinfish,	bonitos,	billfish	(e.g.,	marlins),	and	lamnid	sharks	swim	continuously	and
use	ram	ventilation	all	the	time.	In	the	tunas,	at	least,	ram	ventilation	is	obligatory,	as	already	mentioned,	because	the	buccal–opercular	pumping	mechanisms	have	become	incapable	of	producing	a	sufficiently	vigorous	ventilatory	stream.	Fish	physiologists	have	long	wondered	whether	the	delicate	structures	of	the	gills	might	be	thrown	into	disarray
by	the	forces	of	high-speed	water	movement	over	the	gills	when	powerful	swimmers	such	as	tunas	employ	ram	ventilation.	Recently	progress	has	been	made	in	better	understanding	gill	structure	in	these	fish.	The	gills	of	tunas	and	some	other	powerful	swimmers,	it	turns	out,	have	evolved	structural	reinforcements	(Figure	23.13).	These	structural
specializations	are	believed	to	stabilize	the	geometry	of	the	filaments	and	secondary	lamellae	when	the	gills	are	subjected	to	high-velocity	water	flow.	Decreased	O2	and	exercise	are	the	major	stimuli	for	increased	ventilation	in	fish	Fish	are	capable	of	as	much	as	30-fold	changes	in	their	rates	of	gill	ventilation	by	buccal–opercular	pumping.	One	potent
stimulus	to	increase	the	rate	of	ventilation	is	a	decrease	in	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	the	environment	or	blood,	detected	by	chemoreceptor	cells	in	the	gills.	Exercise	also	is	a	potent	stimulus	of	ventilation	in	fish.	Carbon	dioxide,	however,	tends	to	be	a	relatively	weak	ventilatory	stimulus	in	fish—in	sharp	contrast	to	mammals,	in	which	ventilation	is
extremely	sensitive	to	elevated	CO2.	The	(A)	Ordinary	structure	Secondary	lamellae	Gill	filament	Secondary	lamellae	Water	between	two	filaments	(B)	Specialized,	structurally	reinforced	structure	seen	in	tunas	Specialized	tissue	stabilizes	the	geometry	of	the	secondary	lamellae:	the	gas-exchange	surfaces.	200	μm	Figure	23.13 	Specialized	gill
reinforcements	in	tunas 	Each	part	shows	a	longitudinal	section	through	three	vertically	adjacent	gill	filaments	on	a	single	gill	arch.	For	orientation,	compare	with	Figure	23.11C.	(A)	The	ordinary	structure	of	the	gills	in	teleost	fish.	(B)	The	specialized	structure	seen	in	parts	of	the	gills	of	many	species	of	tunas,	in	which	tissue	not	only	connects	the
outer	ends	of	all	the	secondary	lamellae	on	each	filament	but	also	bridges	the	lamellae	on	one	filament	to	those	on	the	next	adjacent	filament.	(After	Wegner	et	al.	2013.)	question	arises	as	to	why	CO2	plays	such	different	roles	in	the	two	groups.	The	answer	probably	lies	in	the	high	solubility	of	CO2	in	water	(see	Box	23.1	for	a	more	rigorous
treatment).	Put	loosely,	for	a	water	breather,	although	O2	can	be	difficult	to	acquire,	CO2	Animal	Physiology	4Ediscussed	earlier,	water	breathers	never	inisHilleasy	to	excrete.	As	Sinauer	Associates	crease	CO2	partial	pressure	by	much	in	the	water	passing	over	Moralesthe	Studio	Figuregills;	23.13	therefore	01-21-16	CO2	is	unlikely	to	be	a	sensitive
indicator	of	their	their	ventilatory	status.	Changes	in	the	rate	of	ventilation	are	not	the	only	means	employed	by	fish	to	adjust	gill	O2	exchange.	Some	fish,	for	example,	exhibit	lamellar	recruitment,	by	which	they	adjust	the	proportion	of	the	secondary	lamellae	that	are	actively	perfused	with	blood.	Whereas	only	about	60%	of	lamellae	may	be	perfused
at	rest,	100%	may	be	perfused	during	exercise	or	exposure	to	reduced	O2.	Several	hundred	species	of	bony	fish	are	able	to	breathe	air	Many	species	of	bony	fish	have	evolved	mechanisms	for	tapping	the	rich	O2	resources	of	the	air.	Nearly	400	species	of	air-breathing	fish	are	known,	especially	in	freshwater.	Most	retain	functional	gills	and	External
Respiration 	611	are	dual	breathers,	acquiring	O2	from	both	water	and	air.	The	extent	to	which	these	fish	rely	on	the	atmosphere	depends	on	several	factors.	They	typically	increase	their	use	of	air	as	the	level	of	dissolved	O2	in	their	aquatic	habitat	falls.	They	also	tend	to	resort	increasingly	to	air	breathing	as	the	temperature	rises,	because	high
temperatures	elevate	their	O2	needs.	Notably,	air-breathing	fish	typically	void	most	of	their	CO2	into	the	water—across	their	gills	or	skin—even	when	relying	on	the	atmosphere	for	most	of	their	O2.	What	is	the	adaptive	value	of	air	breathing?	The	usual	hypothesis	is	that	air	breathing	arose	in	groups	of	fish	that	were	living	over	evolutionary	scales	of
time	in	O2-poor	waters	(see	page	23),	as	a	means	of	solving	the	problem	of	O2	shortage	in	the	water	(see	also	page	687).	Some	air-breathing	fish	lack	marked	anatomical	specializations	for	exploiting	the	air.	American	eels	(Anguilla	rostrata)	are	examples.	They	sometimes	come	out	onto	land	in	moist	situations,	and	they	then	meet	about	60%	of	their
O2	requirement	by	uptake	across	their	skin	and	40%	by	buccal	air	gulping.	Their	gills,	which	are	quite	ordinary,	are	probably	the	primary	site	of	O2	uptake	from	the	air	they	gulp.	In	most	air-breathing	fish,	some	part	or	branch	of	the	alimentary	canal	has	become	specialized	as	an	air-breathing	organ.	The	specialized	region	varies	greatly	among
species—reflecting	the	fact	that	air	breathing	has	evolved	independently	more	than	20	times.	The	specialized	region	is	always	highly	vascularized,	and	its	walls	may	be	thrown	into	extensive	patterns	of	evagination	or	invagination.	In	some	species	the	buccal	cavity	is	specialized	for	air	breathing—as	is	true	in	electric	eels	(Electrophorus	electricus),
which	have	vast	numbers	of	vascularized	papillae	on	the	walls	of	their	buccal	cavity	and	pharynx.	The	opercular	cavities	form	airbreathing	organs	in	some	species;	mudskippers	(Periophthalmus),	for	example,	breathe	air	using	expanded	gill	chambers	lined	with	vascularized,	folded	membranes.	Many	air-breathing	species	employ	suprabranchial
chambers,	situated	in	the	dorsal	head	above	the	gills.	Quite	a	few	air-breathing	fish	employ	vascularized	portions	of	the	stomach	to	breathe.	Others,	notably	species	of	armored	catfish	(family	Callichthyidae),	employ	the	intestine;	in	these,	half	or	more	of	the	intestinal	length	is	highly	vascularized	and	devoted	to	breathing	from	air	that	is	swallowed
and	later	expelled	via	the	anus.	The	swim	bladder	(gas	bladder)	is	used	as	an	air-breathing	organ	by	many	fish.	The	“tinkering”	aspect	of	evolution	(see	page	10)	is	nowhere	better	illustrated	than	in	the	fantastic	diversity	of	body	parts	that	fish	have	diverted	from	old	functions	to	the	task	of	getting	O2	from	the	atmosphere.	The	air-breathing	organs	of
fish	are	most	often	inflated	by	buccal	pumping.	A	fish	takes	air	into	its	buccal	cavity,	then	closes	its	mouth	and	compresses	the	buccal	cavity.	In	this	way,	air	is	driven	into	its	stomach,	swim	bladder,	or	other	air-breathing	structure.	A	potential	problem	for	air-breathing	fish	is	that	O2	taken	up	from	the	atmosphere	may	be	lost	to	O2-poor	water	across
their	gills!	This	possibility	probably	helps	explain	why	the	gills	of	these	animals	are	often	reduced	in	comparison	with	those	of	other	fish.	In	extreme	cases,	the	gills	are	so	atrophied	that	air	breathing	is	obligatory—as	is	true	of	electric	eels,	which	drown	if	they	cannot	obtain	air.	Many	air-breathing	fish	have	also	evolved	specialized	circulatory	shunts
by	which	oxygenated	blood	can	bypass	the	gas-exchange	surfaces	of	their	gills,	thereby	limiting	O2	loss	across	the	gills.	Of	all	air-breathing	fish,	the	six	species	of	lungfish	(dipnoans)	(Figure	23.14A)	have	received	the	most	attention	because	they	(A)	An	African	lungfish	in	the	genus	Protopterus	(B)	The	inner	wall	of	a	lungfish	lung	Figure	23.14 
Lungfish	and	their	lungs 	This	figure	features	African	lungfish	(genus	Protopterus);	two	other	genera	of	lungfish	occur	in	South	America	and	Australia.	(A)	Protopterus	dolloi.	(B)	The	inner	wall	of	part	of	a	lung	of	Protopterus	aethiopicus.	The	respiratory	surface	area	of	the	lung	is	greatly	enhanced	by	a	complex	pattern	of	vascularized	folds.	The	side
compartments	in	the	wall	of	the	lung	open	to	a	central	cavity	that	runs	the	length	of	the	lung.	The	cavity	communicates	anteriorly	with	a	short	pulmonary	canal	leading	to	the	esophagus.	(B	from	Poll	1962.)	are	believed	to	be	the	modern	fish	that	most	closely	resemble	the	ancestral	fish	that	gave	rise	to	terrestrial	vertebrates.	The	walls	of	the	lungs	of
lungfish	(Figure	23.14B)	are	thrown	into	complex	arrays	of	interconnected	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	folds—with	the	folds	arranged	roughly	in	Sinauer	Associates	tiers	from	low	folds	to	high	folds—resembling	the	walls	of	many	Morales	Studio	amphibian	lungs.	Why	are	the	air-breathing	organs	of	lungfish	Figure	23.14	12-09-15	called	lungs,	and	why
are	the	fish	themselves	named	lungfish?	These	names	arose	decades	ago	because	the	air-breathing	organs	were	viewed	as	being	“particularly	homologous”	to	the	lungs	of	terrestrial	vertebrates.	Many	morphologists	now	conclude,	however,	that	swim	bladders	could	just	as	justifiably	be	called	lungs	by	this	standard.	To	a	physiologist,	all	invaginated
breathing	organs	are	lungs	(see	Figure	23.2),	and	thus	all	of	the	air-breathing	organs	of	fish	are	lungs.	612	 	Chapter	23	Summary	Breathing	by	Fish	(A)	Salamander	larva	with	gills	Gills	„„The	secondary	lamellae	are	the	principal	sites	of	gas	exchange	in	fish	gills.	Countercurrent	gas	exchange	occurs	in	the	lamellae.	„„Water	flow	across	the	gills	is
essentially	unidirectional.	It	is	driven	by	a	buccal	pressure	pump	and	an	opercular	suction	pump	that	act	in	an	integrated	rhythm,	so	that	the	buccal	pump	drives	water	across	the	gills	when	the	opercular	pump	is	being	emptied	of	water	and	the	opercular	pump	sucks	water	across	the	gills	while	the	buccal	pump	is	being	refilled	with	water.	„„Some	fish
turn	to	ram	ventilation	when	swimming	fast	enough.	Others,	such	as	tunas,	are	obligate	ram	ventilators	and	must	swim	all	the	time	to	avoid	suffocation.	(B)	Frog	lungs	Lungs	Partitions	on	inner	wall	of	lung	Glottis	Larynx	„„A	lowered	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	blood	is	a	more	potent	stimulus	for	increased	ventilation	in	fish	than	an	elevated	CO2	partial
pressure.	„„Most	of	the	400	or	so	species	of	air-breathing	fish	have	an	air-breathing	organ	that	is	derived	from	the	buccal	cavity,	opercular	cavity,	stomach,	or	intestines—or	one	that	originates	as	an	outpocketing	of	the	foregut	(e.g.,	swim	bladder).	Breathing	by	Amphibians	Amphibians,	of	all	the	vertebrate	groups,	mix	water	and	air	breathing	to	the
greatest	extent.	Many	move	from	an	aquatic	environment	to	a	terrestrial	one	during	their	individual	development,	and	many	are	dual	breathers	as	adults.	The	gills	of	aquatic	amphibian	larvae	(tadpoles)	are	of	different	origin	and	structure	than	the	gills	of	adult	fish.	They	develop	as	outgrowths	of	the	integument	of	the	pharyngeal	region	and	project
into	the	water	from	the	body	wall	(Figure	23.15A).	The	gills	are	external	in	all	young	amphibian	larvae;	in	salamander	larvae	they	remain	so,	but	in	the	larvae	of	frogs	and	toads	(anurans),	an	outgrowth	of	the	integument,	termed	the	operculum	(different	from	the	bony	operculum	of	a	fish),	soon	encloses	the	gills	in	a	chamber	that	opens	to	the	outside
posteriorly.	Ventilation	of	the	gills	enclosed	in	the	opercular	cavity	is	accomplished	by	buccal	pumping.	The	gills	of	amphibians	are	generally	lost	at	metamorphosis,	but	external	gills	remain	throughout	life	in	certain	aquatic	salamanders,	such	as	mudpuppies	(Necturus).	Mudpuppies	ventilate	their	gills	by	waving	them	back	and	forth	in	the	water	and
increase	the	frequency	of	these	movements	in	response	to	decreased	O2	or	increased	temperature.	In	most	amphibians,	paired	lungs	develop	from	the	ventral	wall	of	the	pharynx	near	the	time	of	metamorphosis.	Each	lung	is	classified	as	unicameral	(uni,	“one”;	cameral,	“chamber”)	because	it	is	a	single	sac	with	an	open,	undivided	central	cavity	that
provides	access	to	any	side	compartments	that	may	be	formed	by	the	folding	of	the	walls.	The	lungs	of	many	adult	amphibians	are	simple,	well-vascularized	sacs;	their	internal	surface	area	is	increased	little,	if	at	all,	by	folding,	and	in	this	respect	they	are	less	well	developed	than	the	lungs	of	lungfish.	The	inner	walls	of	the	lungs	of	frogs	and	toads	are
often	more	elaborate;	they	may	be	thrown	into	complex	Bronchus	Figure	23.15 	Breathing	organs	of	amphibians 	(A)	The	external	gills	of	a	3-week-old	salamander	larva	(Ambystoma	maculatum).	(B)	The	lungs	of	a	frog	(Rana	temporaria).	The	dorsal	half	of	one	lung	has	been	cut	off	to	reveal	the	compartmentalization	of	the	inner	wall	by
interconnected	folds	in	multiple	tiers.	Modern	amphibians	lack	a	trachea;	their	lungs	connect	almost	directly	to	the	pharynx.	(B	after	Poll	1962.)	patterns	of	interconnected	folds	in	multiple	tiers,	giving	them	a	honeycombed	appearance	(Figure	23.15B).	Lunged	amphibians	fill	their	lungs	by	buccopharyngeal	pressure.	This	basic	mechanism	is
presumably	carried	over	from	their	piscine	ancestors	and,	as	mentioned	earlier,	is	often	employed	by	amphibian	larvae	to	ventilate	their	gills.	In	frogs,	although	several	patterns	differing	in	detail	have	been	reported,	the	essentials	Physiology	4E	ofHill	the	Animal	buccopharyngeal	pressure	pump	are	uniform.	Air	is	taken	Sinauer	Associates	into	the
buccal	Morales	Studio	cavity	through	the	nares	or	mouth	when	the	pressure	inFigure	the	cavity	reduced	by	lowering	its	floor.	Then,	when	the	floor	23.15	is12-09-15	of	the	buccal	cavity	is	raised	with	the	mouth	closed	and	the	nares	at	least	partially	sealed	by	valves,	the	increase	in	pressure	forces	air	into	the	lungs.	The	inflation	of	the	lungs	elevates
the	air	pressure	within	them.	Thus	the	lungs	would	discharge	upon	opening	of	the	mouth	or	nares	were	it	not	for	the	glottis	(see	Figure	23.15B),	which	is	closed	by	muscular	contraction	after	inhalation.	A	period	of	apnea	(no	breathing),	with	the	lungs	inflated,	then	follows	(i.e.,	breathing	is	intermittent).	The	nares	are	opened	during	the	apneic	period,
and	a	frog	often	pumps	air	in	and	out	of	its	buccal	cavity	through	its	nares	at	that	time	by	raising	and	lowering	the	floor	of	the	buccal	cavity,	termed	buccopharyngeal	pumping.	Then	the	glottis	is	opened,	and	air	from	the	lungs	is	exhaled.	Exhalation	in	a	frog	results	in	part	from	elastic	recoil	of	the	expanded	lungs	and	may	also	be	promoted	by
contraction	of	muscles	in	the	walls	of	the	lungs	and	body	wall.	Exhalation	is	described	as	having	both	passive	and	active	components.	In	the	study	of	the	forces	that	drive	lung	volume	changes,	passive	means	“not	involving	contraction	of	muscles”	and	refers	to	forces	developed	by	simple	elastic	rebound.	Active,	by	contrast,	refers	to	forces	developed
by	muscular	contraction.	Naris	External	Respiration 	613	Glottis	1	2	3	Lung	O2	uptake	(%)	100	In	tadpoles,	gills	and	skin	each	account	for	about	half	of	O2	exchange.	80	Lungs	60	40	Gills	20	Skin	0	name	this	species	Lithobates	catesbeianus.	(After	Gans	1970.)	The	bullfrog	(Rana	catesbeiana)	provides	a	well-studied	specific	example	of	the	pulmonary
breathing	cycle.	A	bullfrog	fills	its	buccal	cavity	in	preparation	for	inflation	of	its	lungs	before	it	empties	its	lungs;	to	do	so,	with	its	glottis	closed,	it	inhales	air,	which	mostly	comes	to	lie	in	a	posterior	depression	of	the	buccal	floor	(step	➊,	Figure	23.16).	Next	(step	➋),	the	glottis	is	opened,	and	pulmonary	exhalant	air	passes	in	a	coherent	stream
across	the	dorsal	part	of	the	buccopharyngeal	cavity	to	exit	through	the	nares.	The	fresh	air	in	the	depression	of	the	buccal	floor	is	then	driven	into	the	lungs	when	the	buccal	floor	is	raised	with	the	nares	closed	(step	➌).	An	important	effect	of	the	buccopharyngeal	pumping	between	breaths	is	that	it	washes	residual	pulmonary	exhalant	air	out	of	the
buccal	cavity,	so	that	when	the	next	pulmonary	ventilatory	cycle	begins,	the	is	filled	Hill	buccal	Animalcavity	Physiology	4E	with	a	relatively	fresh	mixture.	Sinauer	Associates	Gills,	Moraleslungs,	Studio	and	skin	are	used	in	various	Figure	23.16	12-09-15	combinations	to	achieve	gas	exchange	A	central	question	in	amphibian	respiratory	physiology	is
how	the	total	gas	exchange	of	an	individual	is	partitioned	among	the	available	gas-exchange	sites:	the	gills,	lungs,	and	skin.	Bullfrogs,	to	continue	with	them	as	an	example,	start	their	lives	without	lungs,	and	when	they	are	living	at	20°C	as	aquatic	tadpoles,	their	gills	and	skin	each	account	for	about	half	of	their	O2	and	CO2	exchange	(Figure	23.17).
As	bullfrog	tadpoles	mature	and	their	lungs	become	functional,	their	lungs	gradually	assume	primary	responsibility	for	their	O2	uptake.	In	adulthood,	the	lungs	take	up	most	O2.	The	lungs,	however,	do	not	play	a	large	role	in	CO2	exchange	at	any	age;	instead,	when	the	gills	are	lost	at	metamorphosis,	the	skin	increases	its	role	in	eliminating	CO2	(see
Figure	23.17).	The	pattern	seen	in	adult	bullfrogs	at	20°C—that	the	lungs	are	primarily	responsible	for	O2	uptake,	whereas	the	skin	eliminates	most	CO2—is	common	in	amphibian	adults	at	such	temperatures.	Some	species	of	frogs	in	temperate	regions	of	the	world	hibernate	at	the	bottoms	of	ponds	and	lakes	during	winter.	All	their	O2	and	CO2
exchange	is	then	across	their	skin.	One	reason	the	skin	can	suffice	under	these	circumstances	is	that	the	hibernating	animals	have	very	low	needs	for	O2	and	CO2	exchange	because	of	their	low	body	temperatures	and	seasonal	metabolic	depression.	The	relatively	high	permeability	of	the	skin	is	also	important:	Whereas	it	increases	rates	of
dehydration	on	land,	it	makes	underwater	breathing	by	adults	possible.	CO2	excretion	(%)	100	Figure	23.16 	The	three	major	steps	in	the	ventilatory	cycle	of	an	adult	bullfrog	(Rana	catesbeiana) 	Some	authorities	In	adult	frogs,	the	lungs	take	up	most	O2…	Skin	80	…but	the	skin	eliminates	most	CO2.	60	40	Gills	20	Lungs	0	Aquatic	tadpoles	Air-
breathing	Gills	well	tadpoles	developed,	lungs	developing	but	nonfunctional	Gills	well	developed,	lungs	developed	and	used,	hindlimbs	emerging	Postmetamorphic	Adults	froglets	Gills	resorbed,	lungs	well	developed,	tail	being	resorbed	Figure	23.17 	The	development	of	external	respiration	in	the	bullfrog	(Rana	catesbeiana)	 	Shown	are	the
percentages	of	O2	uptake	and	CO2	excretion	that	occur	across	the	gills,	lungs,	and	skin	of	bullfrogs	as	they	develop	from	tadpoles	to	adults.	The	animals	were	studied	at	20°C	and	had	free	access	to	well-aerated	water	and	air.	Some	authorities	name	this	species	Lithobates	catesbeianus.	(After	Burggren	and	West	1982.)	Breathing	by	Reptiles	Other
than	Birds	When	we	consider	the	lizards,	snakes,	turtles,	and	crocodilians,	an	important	first	point	to	make	is	that	in	most	of	them,	the	lungs	take	up	essentially	all	O2	and	eliminate	essentially	all	CO2.	The	skin	of	reptiles	is	generally	much	less	permeable	than	amphibian	skin,	meaning	that	it	protects	far	better	against	evaporative	dehydration,	Hill
Animal	Physiology	4E	but	it	does	not	readily	allow	the	respiratory	gases	to	pass	through.	Sinauer	Associates	TheStudio	simplest	type	of	reptilian	lung—seen	in	most	lizards	and	Morales	snakes—is	(single-chambered);	it	is	a	saclike	structure	Figure	23.17	unicameral	12-09-15	with	an	open	central	cavity.	Unicameral	lungs	are	sometimes	well	perfused
with	blood	throughout,	but	sometimes	they	are	well	perfused	only	at	the	anterior	end	and	are	balloonlike	at	the	posterior	end	(Figure	23.18A).	In	the	well-perfused	parts	where	O2	and	CO2	are	principally	exchanged	with	the	blood,	the	walls	are	thrown	into	a	honeycomb-like	pattern	of	vascularized	folds,	increasing	their	surface	area	(Figure
23.18B,C).	Air	flows	in	and	out	of	the	central	cavity	during	breathing,	but	gas	exchange	between	the	central	cavity	and	the	depths	of	the	honeycomb-like	cells	on	the	walls	is	probably	largely	by	diffusion.	A	major	evolutionary	advance	observed	in	several	groups	of	nonavian	reptiles	is	that,	in	each	lung,	the	main	lung	cavity	has	become	subdivided	by
major	septa	into	numerous	smaller	parts,	forming	a	multicameral—multiple-chambered—lung,	as	seen	in	Figure	23.18D.	A	multicameral	lung	can	provide	a	great	deal	more	614	 	Chapter	23	(A)	Unicameral	lungs	of	a	plated	lizard	Some	unicameral	lungs	are	perfused	with	blood	principally	at	just	the	cranial	(anterior)	end.	Figure	23.18 	Lizard
lungs 	(A)	Freshly	dissected	unicameral	lungs	from	an	African	plated	lizard	(Gerrhosaurus	sp.).	Blood	trapped	within	the	tissue	is	responsible	for	the	red	color.	The	highly	localized	presence	of	blood	at	the	cranial	(anterior)	ends	of	the	lungs	reflects	the	fact	that	virtually	all	perfusion	takes	place	within	the	cranial	portions	of	the	lungs	in	some	species
with	unicameral	lungs.	(B)	A	drawing	of	the	gross	internal	structure	of	the	unicameral	lung	of	another	type	of	lizard,	the	green	lizard	(Lacerta	viridis).	(C)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	the	lung	wall	of	a	tegu	lizard	(Tupinambis	nigropunctatus),	showing	the	honeycomb-like	pattern	of	vascularized	partitions.	Magnification:	25×.	(D)	Gross	internal
structure	of	the	highly	developed	multicameral	lung	of	a	monitor	lizard	(Varanus	exanthematicus).	(A	courtesy	of	Tobias	Wang;	B	and	D	courtesy	of	Hans-Rainer	Duncker,	reprinted	from	Duncker	1978;	C	courtesy	of	Daniel	Luchtel	and	Michael	Hlastala.)	(B)	A	unicameral	lung	in	a	lacertid	lizard	(C)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	the	wall	of	a	tegu
lizard	lung	(D)	The	elaborate,	multicameral	lung	of	a	monitor	lizard	A	bronchus	allows	air	to	flow	to	the	multiple	chambers	of	this	type	of	lung.	surface	area	of	gas-exchange	membrane	per	unit	of	lung	volume	than	a	unicameral	lung	because	the	septa	between	lung	chambers,	not	just	the	outer	walls,	can	develop	elaborate,	highly	folded	gas-exchange
surfaces.	The	multicameral	type	of	lung	occurs	in	monitor	lizards	(see	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4Enoted	for	their	dramatically	active	ways	of	life	Figure	23.18D),	reptiles	Sinauer	Associates	and	relatively	high	aerobic	competence.	It	is	also	found	in	crocodilians	Morales	Studio	Figure	23.18	12-09-15	and	turtles.	These	groups	all	resemble	each	other	in
their	septation,	in	that—when	viewed	in	three	dimensions—each	lung	is	divided	into	three	rows	of	chambers,	with	four	or	more	chambers	in	each	row.	A	noteworthy	evolutionary	development	in	the	multicameral	lung	is	the	appearance	of	a	cartilage-reinforced	tube	(bronchus)	that	runs	lengthwise	through	the	lung	(see	Figure	23.18D).	This	tube	allows
air	to	flow	to	all	of	the	multiple	chambers	in	the	lung.	During	ventilation	the	lungs	in	nonavian	reptiles	are	filled	principally	or	exclusively	by	suction	(also	termed	aspiration)	rather	than	by	buccal	pressure:	Air	is	drawn	into	the	lungs	by	an	expansion	of	the	lung	volume,	which	creates	a	subatmospheric	pressure	within	the	lung	chambers.	This	mode	of
ventilation	represents	a	major	evolutionary	transition	from	the	earlier	buccal-pressure–filled	lungs	of	air-breathing	fish	and	amphibians.	It	is	a	transition	that	is	carried	forward	to	the	mammals	and	birds,	which	also	employ	suction	to	fill	their	lungs.	Because	suction	is	created	by	the	action	of	thoracic	and	abdominal	muscles,	not	by	buccal	muscles,	the
evolution	of	suction	ventilation	liberated	the	buccal	cavity	from	one	of	its	ancient	functions,	allowing	it	to	evolve	in	new	directions	without	ventilatory	constraints.	Suction	is	developed	in	the	lungs	of	reptiles	in	two	different	ways.	In	one	sort	of	breathing	cycle,	seen	in	at	least	some	snakes,	thoracic	and	abdominal	expiratory	muscles	compress	the
lungs	to	a	volume	smaller	than	their	passive	relaxation	volume	during	the	exhalation	of	air;	suction	for	inhalation	is	then	developed	when	the	lungs	later	rebound	elastically	to	larger	size.	In	the	other	sort	of	breathing	cycle,	seen	in	lizards	and	some	crocodilians,	inspiratory	muscles	actively	create	suction	in	the	lungs	during	inhalation	by	expanding	the
lungs	to	a	size	larger	than	their	passive	relaxation	volume;	then,	when	the	muscular	activity	stops,	the	lungs	rebound	elastically,	becoming	smaller,	and	the	elastic	rebound	contributes	to	exhalation.	Lizards	provide	an	instructive	example	to	study	in	more	detail.	Unlike	modern	amphibians,	lizards	have	well-developed	ribs.	Running	over	and	between
the	ribs	on	each	side	of	the	body	are	intercostal	muscles	(costa,	“rib”)	that—by	means	of	their	contractions—can	expand	or	contract	the	volume	enclosed	by	the	rib	cage.	When	a	resting	lizard	inhales,	certain	of	its	intercostal	muscles	are	activated	and	expand	the	rib	cage,	a	mechanism	sometimes	called	the	costal	suction	pump.	After	the	inflation	of
the	lungs	has	occurred,	the	glottis	is	closed	and	the	inspiratory	muscles	relax.	The	inhaled	air	is	then	held	in	the	lungs	for	several	seconds	to	several	minutes	of	apnea,	while	often	the	buccal	cavity	is	ventilated	by	buccopharyngeal	pumping,	thought	generally	to	aid	olfaction.	Exhalation	then	occurs,	followed	quickly	by	another	inhalation.	Recent
research	has	demonstrated	that	when	lizards	are	walking	or	running,	some	of	their	intercostal	muscles	help	produce	the	back-and-forth	flexions	of	the	body	that	are	so	characteristic	of	lizard	External	Respiration 	615	locomotion.	This	involvement	of	the	intercostals	in	locomotion	can	interfere	with	their	ability	to	develop	ventilation	forces.	Some,	but
not	all,	species	of	lizards	overcome	this	problem	by	using	buccal	pressure	to	help	fill	their	lungs	while	they	are	walking	or	running.	Sea	turtles	and	some	crocodilians	exhibit	the	most	structurally	elaborate	lungs	seen	in	the	nonavian	reptiles.	(A)	The	finest	airways	of	the	mammalian	lung,	ending	in	alveoli	The	terminal	bronchioles,	with	diameters	of	0.5
mm	or	less	in	humans,	are	the	final	branches	of	the	conducting	(nonrespiratory)	airway	system.	Alveoli	first	appear	along	the	respiratory	bronchioles	and	form	a	continuous	lining	along	the	alveolar	ducts	and	sacs.	Alveolar	duct	Breathing	by	Mammals	Mammals	and	birds	possess	the	most	elaborate	lungs	of	all	animals.	Their	lungs	are	independently
evolved	and	built	on	very	different	principles.	The	extreme	intricacy	of	mammalian	lungs	is	illustrated	by	the	plastic	cast	of	a	person’s	airways	shown	in	Figure	23.19.	The	lung	system	of	an	adult	human	consists	of	23	levels	of	airway	branching.	The	trachea	first	branches	to	form	two	major	airways,	the	primary	bronchi	(singular	bronchus),	which	enter
the	two	lungs	(see	Figure	23.19).	Each	primary	bronchus	then	branches	and	rebranches	dendritically	(as	a	tree	branches)	within	the	lung,	giving	rise	to	secondary	and	higher-order	bronchi	of	smaller	and	smaller	diameter,	and	then	to	ever-smaller	fine	tubes	known	as	bronchioles.	At	the	outer	limits	of	this	branching	tree	of	airways,	23	branches	away
from	the	trachea,	the	final	bronchioles	end	The	trachea	divides	here	to	give	rise	to	two	major	airways,	the	primary	bronchi,	that	enter	the	two	lungs.	Terminal	bronchiole	Respiratory	bronchioles	Alveolus	Alveolar	sac	The	walls	of	the	alveoli	are	richly	invested	with	blood	capillaries.	(B)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	an	alveolar	region	in	a	human
lung	A	D	Pulmonary	artery	Pulmonary	vein	100	µm	Figure	23.20 	Respiratory	airways	of	the	mammalian	lung 	(A)	Longitudinal	section	of	the	final	branches	of	the	airways	in	a	mammalian	lung,	showing	respiratory	bronchioles,	alveolar	ducts,	alveolar	sacs,	and	alveoli.	(B)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	a	0.4-mm2	area	of	a	human	lung,	showing
alveolar	ducts	(D)	and	alveoli	(A).	(A	after	Hildebrandt	and	Young	1960;	B	courtesy	of	Ewald	Weibel.)	Figure	23.19 	Human	lungs 	The	lung	on	the	left	shows	only	the	airways,	whereas	the	lung	on	the	right	shows	the	airways	and	blood	vessels.	Note	the	large	sizes	of	the	major	blood	vessels,	reflecting	the	high	rates	at	which	blood	must	flow	through
the	lungs.	To	visualize	the	airways,	the	lung	passages	were	injected	with	a	yellow	plastic.	Similarly,	the	arteries	and	veins	were	injected	with	red	and	blue	plastic,	respectively.	After	the	plastic	hardened,	the	tissue	was	removed,	leaving	just	the	plastic	to	mark	the	airways	and	blood	vessels.	Only	the	airways	and	vessels	of	relatively	large	diameter	are
preserved	with	this	technique:	The	airway	system	and	the	arterial	and	venous	systems	branch	far	more	finely	than	seen	here.	Note	that	the	arteries	and	veins	tend	to	branch	in	parallel	with	the	airways.	(Courtesy	of	Ewald	R.	Weibel,	Institute	of	Anatomy,	University	of	Berne,	Switzerland.)	blindly	in	alveolar	ducts	and	alveolar	sacs,	the	walls	of	which



are	composed	of	numerous	semispherical	outpocketings,	each	called	an	alveolus	(alveolus,	“hollow	cavity”)	and	collectively	termed	alveoli	(Figure	23.20).	The	structure	is	so	elaborate	that	describing	it	quantitatively	is	a	great	challenge,	and	estimates	still	undergo	revision.	According	to	the	latest	values,	as	summarized	HillEwald	Animal	Physiology	4E
are	almost	500	million	alveoli	in	the	two	by	Weibel,	there	Sinauer	Associates	lungs	(taken	together)	of	a	human	adult;	they	vary	in	size	but	Morales	Studio	average	about12-09-15	0.25	mm	in	diameter.	The	alveoli	make	up	a	total	Figure	23.20	area	of	gas-exchange	membrane	averaging	about	130	m2!	The	floor	of	an	80-student	classroom	is	likely	to
have	a	similar	area.	Thus,	by	virtue	of	elaborate	branching,	a	highly	vascularized	interface	between	air	and	blood	that	is	the	size	of	a	large	classroom	floor	is	fit	within	the	compact	volume	occupied	by	our	lungs.	The	trachea	and	bronchi	and	all	but	the	last	few	branches	of	bronchioles	in	a	mammal’s	lungs	are	not	much	involved	in	gas	exchange;	they
are	thus	known	as	the	conducting	airways	and	are	said	to	constitute	the	anatomical	dead	space	of	the	lungs.	616	 	Chapter	23	They	are	lined	with	a	relatively	thick	epithelium	and	do	not	receive	a	particularly	rich	vascular	supply.	Gas	exchange	between	air	and	blood	occurs	in	the	respiratory	airways	of	the	lungs	(see	Figure	23.20A),	which	consist	of
respiratory	bronchioles	(the	last	two	or	three	branches	of	bronchioles),	alveolar	ducts	(through-passages	lined	with	alveoli),	and	alveolar	sacs	(end	sacs	lined	with	alveoli).	The	pulmonary	walls	of	the	respiratory	airways	are	composed	of	a	single	layer	of	thin,	highly	flattened	epithelial	cells	and	are	richly	supplied	with	blood	capillaries.	The	alveoli
constitute	most	of	the	gas-exchange	surface.	In	them,	blood	and	air	are	separated	by	just	two	thin	epithelia	(the	pulmonary	alveolar	epithelium	and	the	capillary	epithelium)	and	a	basement	membrane	in	between.	The	total	average	diffusive	thickness	of	these	structures	is	only	0.3–0.6	μm.	Recent	research	indicates	that	type	IV	collagen	in	the
basement	membrane	is	critical	for	imparting	mechanical	strength	to	these	very	thin	structures:	strength	adequate	to	prevent	them	from	rupturing,	despite	the	fact	that	they	are	exposed	to	considerable	physical	stresses	during	breathing.	The	total	lung	volume	is	employed	in	different	ways	in	different	sorts	of	breathing	When	mammals	breathe	at	rest,
they	do	not	come	close	to	inflating	their	lungs	fully	when	they	inhale,	and	they	do	not	come	close	to	deflating	their	lungs	fully	when	they	exhale.	Thus	a	wide	margin	exists	for	increasing	the	use	of	total	lung	volume.	The	tidal	volume	is	the	volume	of	air	inhaled	and	exhaled	per	breath.	In	resting	young	men,	the	volume	of	the	lungs	at	the	end	of
inhalation	is	about	2900	mL,	whereas	that	at	the	end	of	exhalation	is	about	2400	mL.	Thus	the	resting	tidal	volume	is	about	500	mL	(Figure	23.21).	The	maximum	volume	of	air	that	an	individual	can	expel	6	5	Vital	capacity	(4800	mL)	Inspiratory	reserve	volume	(3100	mL)	4	3	Resting	tidal	volume	(500	mL)	Expiratory	reserve	volume	(1200	mL)	Volume
attained	by	maximum	inspiratory	effort	(6000	mL)	2	1	Residual	volume	(1200	mL)	Volume	at	the	end	of	resting	inspiration	(2900	mL)	Volume	at	the	end	of	resting	expiration	(2400	mL)	Volume	attained	by	maximum	expiratory	effort	(1200	mL)	0	Volume	(L)	Figure	23.21 	Dynamic	lung	volumes	in	healthy	young	adult	men 	The	lung	volumes	shown
include	the	anatomical	dead	space	as	well	as	the	respiratory	airways.	The	inspiratory	and	expiratory	reserve	volumes	shown	are	the	reserves	available	during	resting	breathing.	The	residual	volume	is	the	volume	remaining	in	the	lungs	after	maximum	expiratory	effort.	Values	shown	are	averages	for	70-kg	men.	beyond	the	resting	expiratory	level	is
termed	the	resting	expiratory	reserve	volume.	In	healthy	young	men,	it	is	about	1200	mL;	that	is,	of	the	2400	mL	of	air	left	in	the	lungs	at	the	end	of	a	resting	exhalation,	1200	mL	can	be	exhaled	by	maximum	expiratory	effort,	but	1200	mL	(termed	the	residual	volume)	cannot	be	exhaled	at	all	(see	Figure	23.21).	The	maximum	volume	of	air	that	can
be	inhaled	beyond	the	resting	inspiratory	level	is	the	resting	inspiratory	reserve	volume.	In	healthy	young	men,	it	is	about	3100	mL;	thus	the	total	lung	volume	at	the	end	of	a	maximum	inspiratory	effort	is	about	6000	mL	(see	Figure	23.21).	Using	the	terminology	developed	here,	when	mammals	increase	their	tidal	volume	above	the	resting	level,	they
do	so	by	using	parts	of	their	inspiratory	and	expiratory	reserve	volumes.	The	maximum	possible	tidal	volume,	sometimes	termed	vital	capacity,	is	attained	by	fully	using	both	reserves	and	thus	is	the	sum	of	the	resting	tidal	volume	and	the	resting	inspiratory	and	expiratory	reserve	volumes:	about	4800	mL	in	young	men.	The	vital	capacity	of	humans
tends	to	be	increased	by	physical	training,	but	advancing	age	and	some	diseases	tend	to	decrease	it.	The	gas	in	the	final	airways	differs	from	atmospheric	air	in	composition	and	is	motionless	The	gas	in	the	alveoli,	which	is	the	gas	that	undergoes	exchange	with	the	blood,	differs	dramatically	in	composition	from	atmospheric	air	in	all	mammals.	The
most	fundamental	reason	is	that	the	alveolar	sacs	form	the	blind	ends	of	tidally	ventilated	airways	that	are	never	fully	emptied.	To	see	the	implications	of	this	anatomical	fact,	consider	a	resting	person.	At	the	end	of	a	resting	exhalation,	the	lungs	contain	2400	mL	of	stale	air,	about	170	mL	of	which	is	in	the	anatomical	dead	space	(the	conducting
airways).	When	the	person	then	inhales,	the	stale	air	in	the	anatomical	dead	space	moves	deeper	into	the	lungs,	into	the	respiratory	airways,	meaning	that	the	entire	2400	mL	of	stale	air	is	in	the	respiratory	airways	after	inhalation.	Of	the	500	mL	of	fresh	atmospheric	air	inhaled	during	a	resting	breath,	about	330	mL	passes	through	the	anatomical
dead	space	and	enters	the	respiratory	airways;	the	other	170	mL—the	last	of	the	air	to	be	inhaled—simply	fills	the	anatomical	dead	space	and	is	later	exhaled,	unused.	All	things	considered,	at	the	end	of	a	resting	inhalation,	the	gas	in	the	respiratory	airways	consists	of	a	mix	of	2400	mL	of	stale	air	and	330	mL	of	fresh	atmospheric	air.	Accordingly,	the
O2	partial	pressure	in	the	alveoli	is	bound	to	be	far	below	the	atmospheric	O2	partial	pressure,	and	the	CO2	partial	pressure	in	the	alveoli	is	far	above	the	atmospheric	partial	pressure.	Another	significant	property	that	arises	from	these	quantitative	realities	is	that	the	gas	partial	pressures	in	the	alveoli	do	not	change	much	between	inhalation	and
exhalation.	Using	the	values	for	resting	humans,	only	about	12%	of	the	air	in	the	respiratory	airways	at	the	end	of	an	inhalation	is	fresh,	whereas	88%	is	carried	over	from	previous	breaths.	The	large	carry-over	from	breath	to	breath	helps	impart	stability	to	the	gas	composition	deep	in	the	lungs.	The	exact	partial	pressures	of	gases	that	prevail	in	the
alveoli	depend	dynamically	on	the	rate	at	which	fresh	air	is	brought	into	the	depths	of	the	lungs	and	the	rate	of	gas	exchange	with	the	blood.	Ventilatory	control	systems	(to	be	discussed	later)	ordinarily	adjust	the	rate	of	ventilation	relative	to	the	rate	of	gas	exchange	with	the	External	Respiration 	617	Terminal	bronchiole	The	forces	for	ventilation
are	developed	by	the	diaphragm	and	the	intercostal	and	abdominal	muscles	KEY	Convection	(bulk	flow)	Diffusion	through	motionless	air	Alveolus	Figure	23.22 	Mechanisms	of	gas	transport	in	the	final	branches	of	mammalian	lungs	during	inhalation 	Although	gases	are	drawn	by	convection	(bulk	flow)	into	the	finest	bronchioles,	the	gases	in	the
alveolar	sacs	and	alveoli	are	motionless.	Therefore	O2	must	travel	by	diffusion	across	the	final,	very	short	distance	it	must	cover	to	reach	the	gas-exchange	membrane,	and	CO2	must	diffuse	in	the	opposite	direction.	(After	Weibel	1984.)	blood	so	that	certain	set-point	partial	pressures	of	O2	and	CO2	are	maintained	in	the	alveolar	gas.	In	humans	near
sea	level,	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	in	alveolar	gas	is	nearly	always	about	13.3	kPa	(100	mm	Hg),	and	that	of	CO2	is	about	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg).6	The	gas	occupying	the	final	respiratory	airways	of	a	mammal	is	essentially	motionless	(Figure	23.22).	This	unexpected	property	is	still	another	consequence	of	the	anatomical	fact	that	the	alveolar	sacs	are
the	blind	ends	of	a	tidally	ventilated	airway	system.	During	inhalation,	convective	air	movement	carries	air	rapidly	down	the	trachea	and	through	the	various	bronchi.	As	the	air	flows	ever	deeper	into	the	lungs,	however,	it	slows,	because	the	collective	volume	of	the	airways	rapidly	increases	as	the	airways	branch	into	Hill	Animal	4E	greater
andPhysiology	greater	numbers.	Convective	airflow	ceases	before	the	Sinauer	Associates	air	reaches	the	alveolar	sacs.	Morales	Studio	Because	gas	in	the	blind	ends	of	the	airways	is	motionless,	Figure	23.22	the	12-09-15	O2	and	CO2	transport	through	that	gas	must	occur	by	diffusion	(see	Figure	23.22).	The	layer	of	motionless	gas	is	very	thin	(recall,
for	instance,	that	human	alveoli	average	only	0.25	mm	in	diameter).	Therefore	diffusion	across	the	motionless	layer	of	gas	can	readily	occur	fast	enough	for	rates	of	O2	and	CO2	exchange	between	the	lung	air	and	the	blood	to	be	adequate	(see	Table	5.1).	This	happy	situation	is	contingent,	however,	on	the	alveoli	being	filled	with	gas,	not	water.	If	the
alveoli	become	filled	with	body	fluid,	rates	of	diffusion	sharply	plummet.	That	is	why	any	disease	that	causes	even	a	minute	chronic	accumulation	of	body	fluid	within	the	airways	is	a	mortal	threat.	6	There	are	some	data	that	indicate	that	these	values	vary	with	body	size	among	species	of	mammals,	and	a	partial	explanation	for	this	pattern	would	be
the	regular	relation	between	breathing	rate	and	body	size.	Smallbodied	mammals	take	many	more	breaths	per	minute	than	large-bodied	ones	(see	Chapter	7).	Correlated	with	this	potentially	greater	influx	of	fresh	air	relative	to	lung	volume,	mammals	smaller	than	humans	may	have	consistently	higher	values	for	the	alveolar	partial	pressure	of	O2
than	humans	(e.g.,	14.5	kPa	measured	in	rats).	Conversely,	mammals	larger	than	humans	may	have	lower	values	than	humans	(e.g.,	10	kPa	in	horses).	Unlike	other	vertebrates,	mammals	have	a	true	diaphragm:	a	sheet	of	muscular	and	connective	tissue	that	completely	separates	the	thoracic	and	abdominal	cavities	(see	Figure	1.18).	The	diaphragm	is
dome-shaped,	projecting	farther	into	the	thorax	at	its	center	than	at	its	edges.	Contraction	of	the	diaphragm	tends	to	flatten	it,	pulling	the	center	away	from	the	thorax	toward	the	abdomen.	This	movement	increases	the	volume	of	the	thoracic	cavity,	resulting	in	expansion	of	the	lungs	and	inflow	of	air	by	suction.	The	external	and	internal	intercostal
muscles	that	run	obliquely	between	each	pair	of	adjacent	ribs	are	also	important	in	ventilation.	Contraction	of	the	external	intercostals	rotates	the	ribs	anteriorly	and	outward,	expanding	the	thoracic	cavity.	The	contractile	filaments	of	the	internal	intercostals	run	(roughly	speaking)	perpendicular	to	those	of	the	externals,	and	in	general	their
contraction	rotates	the	ribs	posteriorly	and	inward,	decreasing	the	volume	of	the	thoracic	cavity.	You	can	easily	demonstrate	the	action	of	these	muscles	on	yourself	by	consciously	expanding	and	contracting	your	rib	cage	while	monitoring	your	ribs	with	your	fingers.	To	fully	understand	ventilation,	it	is	essential	to	recognize	that	the	lungs	and	thoracic
wall	together	form	an	elastic	system.	Much	like	a	hollow	rubber	ball	with	a	hole	on	one	side,	they	assume	a	certain	equilibrium	volume,	known	as	their	relaxation	volume,	if	they	are	free	of	any	external	forces.	For	the	volume	of	the	lungs	to	deviate	from	the	relaxation	volume,	muscular	effort	must	be	exerted.	In	adult	human	males,	the	relaxation
volume	of	the	lungs,	measured	as	the	volume	of	gas	they	hold	at	relaxation,	is	about	2400	mL.	This	volume	is	the	same	as	that	of	the	lungs	after	a	resting	exhalation	(see	Figure	23.21):	The	lungs	and	thorax	are	in	their	relaxed	state	after	a	resting	exhalation.	Inhalation	in	humans	at	rest	is	active	(meaning	that	it	entails	muscular	effort).	During
inhalation,	the	lungs	are	expanded	to	greater	than	their	relaxation	volume	by	contraction	of	the	diaphragm,	external	intercostal	muscles,	and	anterior	internal	intercostals.	Mammals	do	not	close	the	glottis	during	ordinary	breathing.	Thus	inhalation	continues	only	as	long	as	the	inspiratory	muscles	contract.	Exhalation	in	resting	humans	is	largely	or
completely	passive	(meaning	that	it	does	not	entail	muscular	effort).	When	the	inspiratory	muscles	cease	to	contract	at	the	end	of	inhalation,	lung	volume	returns	elastically	to	its	passive	equilibrium	state:	the	relaxation	volume.	When	mammals	exercise,	they	typically	increase	not	only	their	tidal	volume	but	also	their	breathing	frequency.	Additional
muscular	activity	is	required,	therefore,	both	to	amplify	changes	in	lung	volume	during	each	breath	and	to	hasten	the	inspiratory	and	expiratory	processes.	In	people,	the	external	intercostal	muscles	assume	a	greater	role	in	inhalation	during	exercise	than	they	do	during	rest;	whereas	expansion	of	the	rib	cage	by	these	muscles	during	quiet	breathing
is	of	relatively	minor	importance	compared	with	the	action	of	the	diaphragm,	expansion	of	the	rib	cage	by	the	external	intercostals	during	heavy	exertion	accounts	for	about	half	of	the	inspiratory	increase	in	lung	volume.	Active	forces	also	contribute	to	exhalation	in	people	during	exercise.	The	most	important	muscles	in	exhalation	are	the	internal
intercostals,	which	actively	contract	the	rib	cage,	plus	the	muscles	of	the	abdominal	wall,	which	contract	the	abdominal	cavity,	forcing	the	diaphragm	618	 	Chapter	23	upward	into	the	thoracic	cavity.	These	muscles	hasten	exhalation	during	exercise	and	may	also	compress	the	lungs	beyond	their	relaxation	volume,	thereby	enhancing	tidal	volume	by
use	of	some	of	the	expiratory	reserve	volume.	Although	all	mammals	tend	to	use	the	same	basic	groups	of	muscles	for	ventilation,	the	relative	importance	of	the	muscle	groups	varies.	In	large	quadrupeds,	for	example,	movements	of	the	rib	cage	tend	to	be	constrained,	and	the	diaphragm	bears	especially	great	responsibility	for	ventilation.	The	control
of	ventilation	We	can	think	of	ventilation	as	consisting	of	a	rhythm—inhalation	alternating	with	exhalation—that	is	modulated	from	time	to	time	to	meet	changing	demands	for	O2	and	CO2	exchange.	a	key	site	of	origin	of	the	ventilatory	rhythm	is	the	pre-bötzinger	complex 	The	location	of	the	specific	neu-	rons	that	are	most	important	for
rhythmogenesis—generation	of	the	breathing	rhythm—is	now	well	established.	These	neurons	are	found	in	a	bilaterally	arrayed	pair	of	neuron	clusters,	called	the	pre-Bötzinger	complex,	within	the	ventrolateral	medulla	of	the	brainstem.	Thin	medullary	tissue	slices	containing	the	preBötzinger	complex—slices	that	are	entirely	isolated	from	the	rest	of
the	body—endogenously	produce	neural	outputs	that	control	the	routine	breathing	rhythm	and	that	evidently	also	play	roles	in	controlling	sighs	(Figure	23.23).	A	question	that	remains	is	whether	the	central	pattern	generator	in	the	pre-Bötzinger	complex	can,	in	itself,	produce	the	fully	formed	rhythmogensis	observed	in	intact	animals.	Current
evidence	indicates	it	must	interact	with	one	or	more	additional,	nearby	central	pattern	generators	to	achieve	this.	ventilation	is	modulated	by	chemosensation	of	co2,	h+,	and	o2 	As	briefly	mentioned	earlier,	the	partial	pressures	of	O2	and	CO2	in	alveolar	gas	are	ordinarily	held	at	set-point	levels	under	a	wide	range	of	functional	states.	In	humans	at
rest,	for	example,	the	alveolar	O2	partial	pressure	is	13.3	kPa	(100	mm	Hg),	and	the	CO2	partial	pressure	is	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg).	These	partial	pressures	remain	the	same	during	light	to	moderately	intense	exercise.	Only	during	heavy	exertion	do	the	gas	partial	pressures	in	the	alveoli	deviate	more	than	slightly	from	the	resting	values.	To	explain	the
stability	of	alveolar	gas	composition,	ventilatory	controls	based	on	chemosensation	of	CO2,	H+,	and	O2	are	critical,	although	they	are	not	the	only	important	controls	of	ventilation.	Controls	based	on	sensation	of	CO2	and	H+	are	the	most	potent	chemosensory	controls	of	ventilation	in	mammals.	When	the	concentration	of	CO2	in	the	blood	or	other
body	fluids	rises,	the	concentration	of	H+	typically	increases	in	parallel,	and	vice	versa	(see	page	659).7	Thus	the	blood	concentrations	of	CO2	and	H+	vary	together.	The	blood	concentrations	of	both	CO2	and	H+	are	independently	sensed	by	chemosensitive	neural	zones	near	the	ventral	surface	of	the	medulla	(the	retrotrapezoid	nucleus	being	of
particular	importance).	A	deviation	of	either	concentration	from	its	normal	level	potently	influences	breathing,	and	because	both	concentrations	tend	to	vary	together,	they	often	exert	synergistic	effects.	Ventilation	increases	or	decreases	so	as	to	bring	the	concentrations	of	CO2	and	H+	back	toward	normal—a	negative	feedback	system.	For	example,
if	the	CO2	concentration	of	the	blood	is	elevated,	ventilation	is	increased,	resulting	in	a	greater	rate	of	CO2	exhalation.	The	potency	of	these	effects	is	illustrated	by	the	fact	that	an	increase	of	just	0.5	kPa	(4	mm	Hg)	in	a	person’s	arterial	partial	pressure	of	CO2—from	5.3	to	5.8	kPa	(40	to	44	mm	Hg)—will	cause	the	volume	of	air	ventilated	per	minute
to	approximately	double.	During	high-intensity	exercise,	as	discussed	in	Chapter	8,	production	of	lactic	acid	by	anaerobic	glycolysis	7	CO2	has	been	aptly	termed	a	“gaseous	acid”	because	it	reacts	with	H2O	to	form	carbonic	acid	(H2CO3),	which	then	dissociates	to	form	H+	and	HCO3	–.	The	changes	in	H+	concentration	are	sometimes	expressed	as
changes	in	pH.	When	H+	concentration	increases,	pH	decreases,	and	vice	versa.	Figure	23.23 	The	likely	fountainhead	of	breathing 	A	1-mm-thick	slice	of	the	medulla	of	the	brain	of	a	nestling	mouse	produces	electrical	signals	that,	judging	from	their	patterns,	control	the	rhythm	of	ordinary	breathing	and	sighs.	Each	heavy	black	line	is	a	recording
of	electrical	activity	as	a	function	of	time.	The	recordings	presented	here	have	been	integrated	to	remove	random	noise,	explaining	why	they	are	smoother	than	those	in	Figure	23.10.	(After	Lieske	et	al.	2000.)	Dorsal	motor	nucleus	of	vagus	The	breathing	rhythm	is	relayed	to	the	hypoglossal	nucleus	from	the	pre-Bötzinger	complex.	Simultaneous
recordings	from	hypoglossal	nucleus	(above)	and	pre-Bötzinger	complex	(below)	Slice	of	medulla	Hypoglossal	nucleus	2s	Pre-Bötzinger	complex	Recording	from	pre-Bötzinger	complex	Electrical	output	controlling	normal	breathing	2s	Electrical	output	for	a	sigh	Time	Voltage	The	pre-Bötzinger	complex	originates	signals	that	control	both	normal
breathing	and,	it	is	postulated,	sighs.	External	Respiration 	619	often	increases	the	H+	concentration	of	the	blood,	in	addition	to	the	effects	of	CO2	on	H+.	Ventilatory	drive	caused	by	this	acidification	sometimes	is	so	potent	that	it	gives	athletes	a	sense	of	profound	discomfort	because	of	the	intensity	of	their	breathing.	Let’s	now	turn	to	the	role	of
O2.	Blood	hypoxia	in	mammals	is	detected	principally	by	chemoreceptive	bodies	outside	the	central	nervous	system:	the	carotid	bodies	and	aortic	bodies.	There	are	two	carotid	bodies	(each	measuring	about	0.5	cm	in	humans),	positioned	along	the	two	common	carotid	arteries,	near	where	each	branches	to	form	internal	and	external	carotids.	The
carotid	bodies	receive	blood	flow	from	the	carotid	arteries	and	relay	sensory	information	on	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	to	the	brainstem	via	the	glossopharyngeal	nerves.	Although	humans	have	only	O2-sensing	carotid	bodies,	dogs,	cats,	and	many	other	mammals	also	have	O2-sensing	aortic	bodies,	located	along	the	aortic	arch.	Both	the	carotid	and
aortic	bodies	are	richly	perfused	with	blood	from	major	arteries,	and	because	of	this	they	are	in	excellent	positions	to	monitor	arterial	O2	partial	pressure.	Ordinarily	the	arterial	O2	partial	pressure	must	fall	far	below	normal	before	ventilation	is	reliably	stimulated.	Sensation	of	CO2	and	H+	by	the	medulla	of	the	brain	is	therefore	paramount	in
regulating	ventilation	under	usual	resting	conditions.	In	humans,	if	the	arterial	O2	partial	pressure	falls	below	7–8	kPa	(50–60	mm	Hg)	(as	compared	with	a	normal	arterial	value	of	~12.7	kPa	[~95	mm	Hg]),	marked	stimulation	of	ventilation	occurs.	Such	a	large	drop	in	arterial	O2	partial	pressure	is	unusual.	Thus	sensation	of	O2	partial	pressure	is	of
key	importance	in	ventilatory	regulation	only	under	specialized	circumstances.	One	of	these	is	exposure	to	high	altitude	(Box	23.2).	The	carotid	and	aortic	bodies	become	more	sensitive	to	lowered	O2	when	the	blood	concentration	of	CO2	or	H+	is	elevated.	BOX	Mammals	at	High	Altitude,	23.2	With	Notes	on	High-Flying	Birds	The	environment	at	high
montane	altitudes	is	challenging	in	many	respects.	It	can	be	cold,	windy,	dehydrating,	and	high	in	ultraviolet	radiation.	The	most	immediate	challenge	for	a	mammal	or	bird	at	high	altitude,	however,	is	to	meet	the	O2	demands	of	its	cells,	because	the	source	of	O2—the	atmosphere—is	rarefied.	This	low	level	of	O2	cannot	be	escaped.	People	can	escape
cold	temperatures	by	building	dwellings,	and	animals	can	do	so	by	building	nests,	but	the	low	level	of	O2	in	the	ambient	air	at	high	altitude	exists	everywhere,	including	in	a	dwelling	or	nest.	Here	we	discuss	several	dimensions	of	this	challenge;	other	as•	pects	are	discussed	in	Boxes	8.3	(VO	max)	2	and	24.5	(blood	and	circulation).	Permanent	human
settlements	occur	at	3500–4500	m	(11,500–15,000	ft)	on	the	Andean	and	Tibetan	Plateaus.	The	people	in	these	settlements	have	ordinary	resting	and	maximum	rates	of	O2	consumption	compared	with	members	of	the	general	population	at	sea	level,	and	they	lead	active	lives—despite	the	fact	that	the	atmospheric	O2	partial	pressure	is	only	60%–65%
as	high	as	at	sea	level.	Evolutionary	adaptation,	based	on	natural	selection	and	gene-frequency	changes,	has	probably	occurred	in	the	high-altitude	populations	in	the	Andes	and	Tibet.	These	populations,	which	began	independently,	have	existed	now	for	10,000–20,000	years—representing	hundreds	of	generations.	Recent	research	has	established
beyond	doubt	that	the	Andean	and	Tibetan	populations	differ	in	striking	ways	in	their	physiological	attributes	at	high	altitude.	When	a	person	born	and	reared	at	low	altitude	moves	to	the	high	mountains,	his	or	her	functional	traits	change	over	time	as	acclimatization	occurs.	However,	such	a	person	may	never	acquire	a	close	physiological
resemblance	to	people	born	and	reared	at	high	altitude.	From	what	we	have	said	thus	far,	you	can	see	that	for	analyzing	people	at	high	altitude,	we	need	to	distinguish	three	groups:	newly	arrived	lowlanders,	acclimatized	lowlanders,	and	native	highlanders.	Moreover,	we	need	to	recognize	distinct	populations	of	native	highlanders.	Among	other
mammals,	many	species	resemble	humans	in	being	predominantly	of	lowland	distribution,	and	they	therefore—at	least	in	principle—present	the	same	complexities.	By	contrast,	some	species,	such	as	llamas,	are	endemic	to	high	altitudes	(found	only	there	in	a	wild	state).	In	the	study	of	mammals	that	have	principally	lowland	distributions—including
humans—a	major	theme	is	that	exposure	to	high	altitudes	may	sometimes	trigger	responses	that	evolved	for	reasons	other	than	adaptation	to	high	altitude.	Consider	a	population	living	at	low	altitude.	Tissue	hypoxia—a	state	of	too	little	O2	in	the	tissues—will	arise	inevitably	in	individuals	of	such	a	population	from	time	to	time.	Tissue	hypoxia	will
occur,	for	example,	in	people	with	anemic	diseases	or	in	individuals	who	suffer	severe	blood	loss	in	accidents	or	wars.	Accordingly,	defenses	against	tissue	hypoxia	will	evolve.	Such	defenses	are	well	known	in	modern	lowland	populations,	as	we	discuss	later	in	this	box	and	in	Box	24.5.	If	individuals	from	such	a	lowland	population	go	to	high	altitude,
their	whole	body	will	be	subjected	to	hypoxia	because	of	the	new	environment.	This	hypoxia	caused	by	high	altitude	may	then	trigger	responses	that	evolved	to	defend	against	hypoxia	occurring	at	low	altitudes	(caused,	for	example,	by	anemia	or	blood	loss).	Such	responses	may	be	detrimental	(maladaptive)	at	high	altitude.	In	brief,	we	must	be
(Continued	)	620	 	Chapter	23	BOX	Mammals	at	High	Altitude,	23.2	With	Notes	on	High-Flying	Birds	Mixed	of	newly	arrived	lowlandvenous	Alveolar	Arterial	Ambient	ers	accelerates	the	flux	of	blood	gas	blood	air	kPa	mm	Hg	fresh	air	to	their	lungs	and	160	clearly	helps	them	maintain	Sea	level	20	a	relatively	high	O2	partial	140	pressure	in	their
alveolar	gas	despite	the	fact	that	120	they	are	breathing	rarefied	15	air.	Nonetheless,	based	on	100	the	information	available,	4500	m	hyperventilation	gradu80	10	ally	subsides	if	lowlanders	60	spend	extended	lengths	of	time	at	altitude.	Among	40	native	highlanders,	Tibetans	5	and	Andeans	differ	strikingly.	20	Tibetan	highlanders	exhibit	marked
chronic	hyperven0	0	tilation;	at	a	given	O2	demand,	their	ventilaOxygen	cascades	of	people	at	sea	level	and	high	altitude 	Two	groups	of	native	male	Peruvians	were	studtion	rate	is	roughly	twice	ied	at	their	altitudes	of	residence.	(Data	from	Torrance	et	al.	that	of	people	residing	1970.)	at	sea	level.	For	them,	hyperventilation	is	permanent!	Andean
highlanders	exhibit	less	of	a	hyperventilation	tissue	hypoxia	are	common,	either	as	a	response.	Most	species	of	nonhuman	consequence	of	acclimatization	or	as	a	mammals	at	high	altitude	display	some	result	of	adaptive	evolution.	degree	of	hyperventilation.	Genomic	scientists	are	trying	to	idenAlthough	processes	such	as	hypertify	genes	that	have
been	subject	to	ventilation	(and	others	discussed	in	natural	selection	in	native	highland	popBox	24.5)	help	keep	O2	partial	presulations.	These	studies	have	recently	hit	sures	in	the	systemic	blood	capillaries	pay	dirt	in	finding	that	genes	in	the	HIF-2	from	falling	excessively	at	high	altitude,	signaling	pathway	(see	page	604)	have	capillary	O2	partial
pressures	do	in	fact	been	subject	to	strong	positive	natural	decline.	In	the	people	at	sea	level	in	the	selection	in	Tibetan	highlanders	during	figure,	blood	enters	the	systemic	capilthe	approximately	20,000	years	since	laries	at	an	arterial	O2	partial	pressure	the	Tibetan	Plateau	was	colonized	with	of	about	12.5	kPa	(94	mm	Hg)	and	exits	permanent
human	settlements.	These	at	a	mixed	venous	O2	partial	pressure	of	genes	may	prove	to	affect	HIF-2	signalabout	5.2	kPa	(39	mm	Hg).	In	the	people	ing	in	ways	that	aid	life	at	high	altitude,	at	4500	m,	blood	enters	at	a	much	lower	such	as	by	controlling	red	blood	cell	partial	pressure,	5.9	kPa	(44	mm	Hg),	and	production	in	advantageous	ways	(see
exits	at	a	modestly	lower	one,	4.4	kPa	(33	Box	24.5).	Box	Extension	23.2	discusses	mm	Hg).	Thus	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	elevated	pulmonary	blood	pressure	in	the	capillaries—which	drives	O2	diffusion	humans	at	high	altitude,	specific	tissueto	the	mitochondria	in	cells—is,	on	averlevel	adjustments,	HIF	involvement,	and	age,	reduced	at	high
altitude,	a	comllamas	as	examples	of	native	highland	mon	circumstance	in	mammals.	Great	mammals.	It	also	addresses	high-flying	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	interest	is	focused	at	present	on	how	the	birds,	especially	the	bar-headed	goose	Sinauer	Associates	tissues	of	mammals	accommodate	(see	page	22).	Morales	Studioto	FigureofBox	23.02	12-10-
15	this	condition.	Investigations	various	species	indicate	that	tissue-level	adjustments	that	offset	the	effects	of	chronic	O2	partial	pressure	alert	to	the	possibility	that	some	of	the	responses	seen	at	high	altitude	may	be	misplaced	responses!	Let’s	now	look	at	some	of	the	information	available	on	high-altitude	physiology.	The	figure	depicts	the	oxygen
cascades	of	native	lowland	Peruvians	living	at	sea	level	and	of	native	Peruvian	highlanders	at	4500	m	in	the	Andes.	You’ll	notice	that	despite	the	large	drop	in	ambient	O2	partial	pressure	at	4500	m,	the	venous	partial	pressure	of	the	highlanders	is	reduced	only	a	little.	Comparing	the	two	populations,	the	venous	O2	partial	pressure	is	kept	similar:	It	is
conserved.	To	understand	why	this	occurs,	physiologists	study	all	the	steps	in	the	oxygen	cascade	(see	page	594).	From	inspection	of	the	figure,	you	can	see	that	the	conservation	of	venous	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	Andean	highlanders	results	from	significant	reductions	in	two	of	the	partial	pressure	drops	(steps)	of	the	oxygen	cascade.	The	drop	in
partial	pressure	between	ambient	air	and	alveolar	gas	is	about	4.3	kPa	(32	mm	Hg)	at	high	altitude	and	therefore	is	much	smaller	than	the	drop	at	sea	level,	5.7	kPa	(43	mm	Hg);	and	the	drop	between	arterial	blood	and	mixed	venous	blood	is	about	1.5	kPa	(11	mm	Hg)	at	high	altitude,	versus	7.3	kPa	(55	mm	Hg)	at	sea	level.	The	arterial-to-venous
drop	is	a	topic	in	blood	gas	transport	and	is	discussed	in	Box	24.5.	Here	we	examine	lung	function	and	systemic	tissue	physiology.	One	of	the	most	important	defenses	that	lowland	people	marshal	at	high	altitude	is	hyperventilation,	defined	to	be	an	increase	in	the	rate	of	lung	ventilation	associated	with	any	given	rate	of	O2	consumption.	When
lowlanders	first	move	to	high	altitude,	a	prompt	(acute)	increase	in	their	rate	of	ventilation	occurs;	this	increase	is	probably	activated	principally	by	the	reduction	in	their	arterial	O2	partial	pressure,	sensed	by	the	carotid	bodies.	As	lowlanders	pass	their	first	days	at	high	altitude,	their	rate	of	ventilation	becomes	even	higher,	evidently	because	of	an
increasing	physiological	sensitivity	of	the	breathing	control	mechanisms	to	hypoxic	stimulation.	The	hyperventilation	(Continued	)	External	Respiration 	621	ventilation	is	also	modulated	by	conscious	control,	lung	mechanosensors,	and	direct	effects	of	exercise 	The	most	obvious	type	of	modulation	of	ventilation	in	humans	is	conscious	control.	We
can	temporarily	stop	breathing	by	choosing	to	stop.	There	are,	in	addition,	other	types	of	control	besides	the	chemosensory	ones.	One	well-understood	set	of	controls	is	based	on	mechanoreceptors	in	the	lungs,	which	sense	stretch	or	tension	in	the	airways.	Information	from	these	receptors	is	relayed	via	sensory	neurons	to	the	brainstem,	where
signals	for	inhalation	tend	to	be	inhibited	by	lung	expansion	and	excited	by	lung	compression.	Certain	of	these	mechanosensory	responses	are	known	as	the	Hering-Breuer	reflexes.	It	is	now	well	established	that	during	exercise	there	are	controls	operating	in	addition	to	chemosensory	ones.	Whereas	these	other	controls	are	important,	they	are	not
well	understood.	As	already	stressed,	the	arterial	partial	pressures	of	O2	and	CO2	remain	little	changed	from	resting	values	during	light	to	moderate	exercise.	This	stability	results	because	of	adjustments	in	the	ventilation	rate,	which	is	increased	in	tandem	with	the	metabolic	rate.	However,	arterial	gas	partial	pressures	are	far	too	stable	during	light
to	moderate	exercise	to	account	for	observed	increases	in	ventilation	on	the	basis	of	the	simple	chemosensory	negative	feedback	systems	we	have	discussed	up	to	here;	for	example,	whereas	an	increase	of	about	0.5	kPa	(4	mm	Hg)	in	the	arterial	CO2	partial	pressure	is	required	to	bring	about	a	doubling	of	ventilation	rate,	the	measured	CO2	partial
pressure	during	exercise	may	not	be	elevated	to	that	extent	even	when	ventilation	has	reached	10–15	times	the	resting	rate!	In	addition	to	the	controls	mediated	by	gas	partial	pressures,	there	is	increasing	evidence	for	the	existence	of	controls	that	are	initiated	in	direct	association	with	the	muscular	movements	of	exercise.	These	controls	are
postulated	to	take	two	forms:	First,	parts	of	the	brain	that	initiate	motor	signals	to	the	exercising	muscles	might	simultaneously	initiate	stimulatory	signals	to	the	breathing	centers.	Second,	sensors	of	movement	or	pressure	in	the	limbs	might	stimulate	the	breathing	centers	based	on	the	vigor	of	the	limb	activity	they	detect.	One	persuasive	piece	of
evidence	for	these	sorts	of	controls	is	that	when	people	suddenly	begin	to	exercise	at	a	moderate	level,	their	ventilation	rate	undergoes	a	marked	increase	within	just	one	or	two	breaths;	this	response	is	far	too	rapid	to	be	mediated	by	changes	in	the	chemical	composition	of	the	body	fluids.	Another	piece	of	evidence	is	that	in	many	species	of
mammals,	breathing	movements	and	limb	movements	are	synchronized	during	running.	both	tidal	volume	and	breathing	frequency	are	modulated	by	control	systems 	The	overall	rate	of	lung	ventilation	depends	on	two	properties:	the	tidal	volume,	VT	,	and	the	frequency	of	breaths,	f,	usually	expressed	as	the	number	of	breaths	per	minute.	The
product	of	these	is	the	respiratory	minute	volume:	Respiratory	minute	volume	=	VT	×	f		(23.2)	(mL/min)	(mL/breath)	(breaths/min)	To	illustrate,	resting	humans	have	a	tidal	volume	of	about	500	mL	and	breathe	about	12	times	per	minute.	Thus	their	respiratory	minute	volume	is	about	6	L/min.	Both	tidal	volume	and	breathing	frequency	are	increased
during	exercise	and	during	other	states	that	increase	the	rate	of	metabolism.	Humans	and	other	mammals,	however,	cannot	maximize	both	of	these	variables	simultaneously	because	the	time	needed	for	one	breathing	cycle	tends	to	increase	as	the	tidal	volume	increases.	Nonetheless,	during	vigorous	exercise,	trained	athletes	are	able	to	maintain	a
tidal	volume	of	at	least	3	L	while	breathing	at	least	30	times	per	minute.	In	this	way,	their	respiratory	minute	volume	can	reach	greater	than	100	L/min—more	than	15	times	the	resting	value.	The	alveolar	ventilation	rate,	typically	expressed	as	the	alveolar	minute	volume,	is	defined	to	be	the	rate	at	which	new	air	is	brought	into	the	alveoli	and	other
respiratory	airways.	This	rate	is	important	because	the	air	that	reaches	the	respiratory	airways	is	the	air	that	can	undergo	gas	exchange	with	the	blood.	The	alveolar	minute	volume	is	calculated	by	subtracting	the	volume	of	the	anatomical	dead	space,	VD	,	from	the	tidal	volume	and	multiplying	by	the	breathing	frequency:	Alveolar	minute	volume	=
(VT	–	VD	)	×	f	(23.3)	Another	property	of	importance	relating	to	the	respiratory	airways	is	the	fraction	of	all	inhaled	air	that	reaches	them.	This	fraction—	calculated	by	dividing	the	alveolar	minute	volume	(Equation	23.3)	by	the	total	minute	volume	(Equation	23.2)—is	(VT	–	VD)/VT	.	From	the	expression	just	described,	you	can	see	that—with	VD
assumed	to	be	constant—the	fraction	of	air	reaching	the	respiratory	airways	increases	as	the	tidal	volume	increases.	This	fact	helps	resolve	a	paradox.	When	the	overall	ventilation	rate	is	increased,	the	oxygen	utilization	coefficient	increases.	Although	humans,	for	example,	use	about	20%	of	the	O2	in	the	air	they	breathe	when	their	tidal	volume	is	500
mL,	they	use	about	30%	when	their	tidal	volume	is	2000	mL.	How	is	this	possible	if,	as	we	have	often	emphasized,	the	control	systems	typically	keep	the	alveolar	O2	partial	pressure	constant?	The	paradox	is	resolved	by	recognizing	two	aspects	of	gas	exchange.	First,	air	that	reaches	the	respiratory	airways	always	gives	up	about	the	same	fraction	of
its	O2	(accounting	for	the	constancy	of	alveolar	O2	partial	pressure).	Second,	however,	a	greater	proportion	of	all	the	air	that	is	breathed	actually	enters	the	respiratory	airways	as	the	tidal	volume	increases.	In	species	of	different	sizes,	lung	volume	tends	to	be	a	constant	proportion	of	body	size,	but	breathing	frequency	varies	allometrically	If	we	look
at	the	full	range	of	mammals,	ranging	in	size	from	shrews	to	whales,	there	is	a	strong	inverse	(and	allometric)	relation	between	breathing	frequency	and	body	size.	Humans	breathe	about	12	times	per	minute	at	rest.	A	mouse	breathes	100	times	per	minute!	This	dramatic	effect	is	a	logical	consequence	of	several	facts.	First,	lung	volume	tends,	on
average,	to	be	a	relatively	constant	fraction	of	total	body	volume:	Lung	volume	in	liters	averages	about	6%	of	body	weight	in	kilograms.	Second,	resting	tidal	volume	tends	consistently	to	be	about	one-tenth	of	lung	volume	or	0.6%	of	body	weight.	Third,	related	to	these	points,	when	mammals	of	all	sizes	are	at	rest,	the	amount	of	O2	they	obtain	per
breath	is	approximately	a	constant	proportion	of	their	body	weight.	However,	as	emphasized	in	Chapter	7,	the	resting	weight-specific	rate	at	which	mammals	metabolically	consume	O2	increases	allometrically	as	body	size	decreases.	If	the	O2	demand	per	unit	of	body	weight	in	a	small	mammal	is	greater	than	that	in	a	large	mammal,	and	yet	the	small
animal	obtains	about	the	same	amount	of	O2	per	breath	per	unit	of	weight,	then	the	small	animal	must	breathe	more	frequently.	622	 	Chapter	23	Pulmonary	surfactant	keeps	the	alveoli	from	collapsing	The	alveoli	may	be	thought	of	as	aqueous	bubbles	because	their	gas-exchange	surfaces	are	coated	with	an	exceedingly	thin	water	layer.	If	the
alveoli	were	composed	only	of	water,	they	would	follow	the	physical	laws	of	simple	aqueous	bubbles.	One	such	law	is	that	the	tendency	of	a	bubble	to	collapse	shut	increases	as	its	radius	decreases.8	Thus,	during	exhalation,	there	is	a	risk	that	as	the	radius	of	an	alveolus	decreases,	the	alveolus	might	collapse	shut	by	emptying	entirely	into	the	airways
of	the	lung.	This	possibility	may	sound	like	a	remote	conjecture	from	a	physics	book.	In	fact,	however,	until	this	application	of	physics	to	biology	was	appreciated,	thousands	of	human	babies	died	every	year	because	of	bubble	physics,	as	we	discuss	soon.	The	alveoli	in	normal	lungs	do	not	behave	as	simple	aqueous	bubbles	because	of	the	presence	of	a
complex	mixture	of	metabolically	produced	lipids	and	proteins	called	pulmonary	surfactant	(surfactant,	“surface	active	agent”).	About	90%	of	pulmonary	surfactant	is	lipids,	mostly	phospholipids	(amphipathic	molecules,	as	seen	in	Chapter	2).	Pulmonary	surfactant	is	synthesized	by	specialized	pulmonary	epithelial	cells,	which	secrete	the	lipoprotein
complex	as	vesicles.	After	secretion,	phospholipids	from	the	vesicles	associate	with	the	surface	of	the	thin	water	layer	that	lines	each	alveolus,	where	they	radically	alter	the	surface-tension	properties	of	the	water.	Their	overall	effect	is	to	reduce	the	surface	tension	below	that	of	pure	water.	This	effect	in	itself	helps	prevent	alveoli	from	collapsing	shut
because	the	tendency	of	bubbles	to	collapse	decreases	as	their	surface	tension	decreases	(explaining	why	soap	bubbles	linger	longer	than	bubbles	of	pure	water).	The	most	profound	effect	of	pulmonary	surfactant,	however,	is	that	it	gives	the	alveoli	a	dynamically	variable	surface	tension.	With	surfactant	present,	as	an	alveolus	enlarges,	its	surface
tension	increases,	an	effect	that	impedes	further	enlargement	and	helps	prevent	the	alveolus	from	expanding	without	limit.	Conversely,	as	an	alveolus	decreases	in	size,	its	surface	tension	decreases,	helping	to	prevent	any	further	decrease	in	size.	Surfactant,	therefore,	helps	keep	all	alveoli	similar	in	size.	Infants	born	prematurely	sometimes	lack
adequate	amounts	of	pulmonary	surfactant.	Their	alveoli	therefore	lack	the	protections	of	surfactant,	and	many	alveoli	collapse	shut	during	each	exhalation.	An	affected	infant	then	must	inhale	with	sufficient	force	to	reopen	the	alveoli.	The	process	is	tiring	and	damages	the	alveoli.	Death	rates	were	very	high	until	therapies	based	on	knowledge	of
pulmonary	surfactant	were	introduced.	The	use	of	knockout	mice	and	other	genomic	methods	is	leading	to	rapid	advances	in	understanding	of	the	surfactant	proteins.	One	of	them,	protein	B,	is	now	known	to	be	essential	for	life,	evidently	because	it	plays	indispensable	roles	in	controlling	the	distribution	of	surfactant	lipids.	Pulmonary	surfactants	that
share	basic	chemical	similarities	have	been	reported	from	the	lungs	of	all	groups	of	terrestrial	vertebrates,	lungfish,	and	some	other	air-breathing	fish.	Thus	the	pulmonary	surfactants	have	a	long	evolutionary	history,	dating	back	at	least	8	This	is	an	implication	of	Laplace’s	Law,	which—applied	to	bubbles—	states	that	ΔP	=	2T/r,	where	r	is	the	radius
of	a	bubble,	ΔP	is	the	pressure	difference	between	the	inside	and	outside	of	the	bubble,	and	T	is	the	tension	in	the	walls	of	the	bubble.	If	everything	is	considered	constant	except	ΔP	and	r,	the	pressure	difference	required	to	keep	a	bubble	open	is	seen	to	increase	as	the	radius	r	decreases.	to	the	origins	of	vertebrate	air	breathing.	The	roles	of
pulmonary	surfactants	in	animals	other	than	mammals	are	incompletely	known	but	are	gradually	being	better	understood.	Summary	Breathing	by	Mammals	„„The	lungs	of	mammals	consist	of	dendritically	branching	airways	that	end	blindly	in	small,	thinwalled,	well-vascularized	outpocketings,	the	alveoli.	The	airways	exhibit	23	levels	of	branching	in
the	human	adult	lung,	giving	rise	to	500	million	alveoli.	The	airways	in	a	mammalian	lung	are	categorized	as	conducting	airways,	where	little	gas	exchange	with	the	blood	occurs,	and	respiratory	airways,	where	most	gas	exchange	with	the	blood	takes	place.	„„Because	of	the	blind-ended	structure	of	the	mammalian	lung,	the	gas	in	the	alveoli	always
has	a	substantially	lower	O2	partial	pressure	and	higher	CO2	partial	pressure	than	atmospheric	air.	„„Contraction	of	the	diaphragm	is	a	principal	force	for	inhalation	in	mammals,	especially	large	quadrupeds.	External	intercostal	muscles	may	contribute	to	inhalation;	internal	intercostal	muscles	and	abdominal	muscles	may	contribute	to	exhalation.
Inhalation	occurs	by	suction	as	the	lungs	are	expanded	by	contraction	of	inspiratory	muscles.	At	rest,	exhalation	occurs	passively	by	elastic	rebound	of	the	lungs	to	their	relaxation	volume	when	the	inspiratory	muscles	relax.	„„The	breathing	rhythm	in	mammals	originates	in	a	central	pattern	generator	in	the	pre-Bötzinger	complex	in	the	medulla	of
the	brainstem.	„„The	most	potent	chemosensory	stimulus	for	increased	ventilation	in	mammals	is	a	rise	in	blood	CO2	partial	pressure	and/or	H+	concentration,	sensed	in	the	medulla.	The	blood	O2	partial	pressure,	ordinarily	a	less	influential	factor	in	controlling	ventilation,	is	sensed	by	the	carotid	bodies	along	the	carotid	arteries	(humans)	or	by
carotid	and	aortic	bodies	(certain	other	mammals).	The	control	of	ventilation	during	exercise	involves	stimuli	generated	in	association	with	limb	movement	as	well	as	chemosensory	controls.	„„Pulmonary	surfactant,	a	mix	of	lipids	and	proteins	that	affects	surface	tension,	makes	a	critical	contribution	to	maintaining	the	proper	microscopic
conformation	of	the	lungs	in	all	air-breathing	vertebrates.	Breathing	by	Birds	The	lungs	of	birds,	although	they	are	logical	derivatives	of	the	types	of	lungs	thought	to	exist	in	the	common	ancestors	of	birds	and	mammals,	differ	in	fundamental	structural	features	from	the	lungs	of	mammals	and	all	other	modern	vertebrates	except	certain	crocodilian
reptiles.	The	structural	difference	between	avian	and	mammalian	lungs	inevitably	invites	comparison.	Are	avian	lungs	functionally	superior	to	mammalian	lungs?	Some	authorities	conclude	that	the	designs	of	the	lungs	in	birds	and	mammals	are	“different	but	equal”—that	is,	equal	in	their	gas-exchange	ability.	Other	authorities	conclude	that	the	lungs
of	birds	are	in	fact	superior	organs	of	gas	exchange.	As	evidence,	they	point	to	the	fact	that	bird	(A)	Anatomy	Anterior	secondary	bronchi	Parabronchi	External	Respiration 	623	Posterior	secondary	bronchi	Figure	23.24 	Airflow	in	the	lungs	and	air	sacs	of	birds	(A)	Basic	anatomy	of	the	avian	lung	and	its	connec-	Anterior	air	sacs	Primary	bronchus
Mesobronchus	tions	with	the	air	sacs.	In	this	presentation,	the	anterior	and	posterior	groups	of	secondary	bronchi	are	each	represented	as	a	single	passageway.	The	tubes	labeled	parabronchi	are	those	of	the	dominant	paleopulmonal	system.	(B,	C)	Airflow	during	(B)	inhalation	(when	the	air	sacs	undergo	expansion)	and	(C)	exhalation	(when	the	air
sacs	undergo	compression).	Posterior	air	sacs	Neopulmonal	parabronchi	Air	flows	through	the	parabronchi	from	posterior	to	anterior.	(B)	Inhalation	The	anterior	air	sacs	expand	and	fill	with	gas	that	has	passed	across	the	respiratory	exchange	surfaces.	The	posterior	air	sacs	expand	and	fill	with	fresh	air	coming	directly	from	the	environment.	(C)
Exhalation	As	during	inhalation,	air	flows	through	the	parabronchi	from	posterior	to	anterior.	The	anterior	air	sacs	are	compressed,	discharging	stale	gas	stored	in	them.	The	gas	that	is	exhaled	has	passed	across	the	respiratory	exchange	surfaces	even	if	temporarily	held	in	the	anterior	air	sacs.	Outflow	to	the	environment	along	the	length	of	the
mesobronchus	is	minimal,	according	to	available	evidence.	lungs	have	relatively	large	surface	areas	for	gas	exchange	and	thin	gas-exchange	membranes	(see	Figure	23.8).	They	also	point	to	the	fact	that	some	birds,	such	as	certain	geese,	cranes,	and	vultures,	can	fly—not	just	mope	around	and	survive—near	or	above	the	altitude	of	Mt.	Everest.	The
design	of	the	bird	lung,	in	comparison	with	the	mammalian	lung,	may	be	an	advantage	at	high	altitude,	in	part	because	(as	we	will	see)	cross-current	gas	exchange	prevails	in	the	bird	lung	instead	of	tidal	exchange.	High-flying	birds	are	discussed	in	Box	23.2.	A	bird’s	trachea	bifurcates	to	give	rise	to	two	primary	bronchi,	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E
which	the	lungs.	Here	the	similarity	to	mammals	ends.	The	Sinauerenter	Associates	Morales	Studio	primary	bronchus	that	enters	each	lung	passes	through	the	lung,	Figure	known	23.24	12-09-15	being	as	the	mesobronchus	within	the	lung.	Two	groups	of	branching	secondary	bronchi	arise	from	the	mesobronchus.	One	group,	which	arises	at	the
anterior	end	of	the	mesobronchus,	spreads	over	the	ventral	surface	of	the	lung.	The	other	group	originates	toward	the	posterior	end	of	the	mesobronchus	and	spreads	over	the	dorsolateral	lung	surface.	For	simplicity,	we	call	these	the	anterior	and	posterior	groups	of	secondary	bronchi,	although	The	posterior	air	sacs	are	compressed.	The	fresh	air	in
them	is	directed	primarily	into	the	posterior	secondary	bronchi.	KEY	Fresh	air	Stale	gas	(i.e.,	depleted	in	O2,	enriched	in	CO2)	they	are	formally	termed	the	medioventral	and	mediodorsal	groups,	respectively.	Also	for	simplicity,	each	group	is	represented	as	just	a	single	passageway	in	Figure	23.24A.	The	anterior	and	posterior	secondary	bronchi	are
connected	by	a	great	many	small	tubes,	0.5–2.0	mm	in	internal	diameter,	termed	tertiary	bronchi	or	parabronchi	(four	are	shown	in	Figure	23.24A).	As	depicted	in	Figure	23.25,	the	central	lumen	of	each	parabronchus	gives	off	radially	along	its	length	an	immense	number	of	finely	branching	air	capillaries.	The	air	capillaries	are	profusely	surrounded
by	blood	capillaries	and	are	the	sites	of	gas	exchange.	They	are	only	3–14	μm	in	diameter	(large	birds	tending	to	have	diameters	greater	than	those	of	small	birds),	and	collectively	they	form	an	enormous	gas-exchange	surface	amounting	to	200–300	mm2/mm3	of	tissue	in	the	parabronchial	walls.	Air	flows	through	the	central	lumen	of	each
parabronchus,	but	exchange	between	the	central	lumen	and	the	surfaces	of	its	air	capillaries	is	probably	largely	by	diffusion.	The	parabronchi,	air	capillaries,	and	associated	vasculature	constitute	the	bulk	of	the	lung	tissue	of	a	bird.	624	 	Chapter	23	(A)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	parabronchi	in	longitudinal	section	(C)	A	parabronchus	and
associated	vasculature	Air	capillaries	Efferent	blood	vessel	Parenchyma	(intermingled	air	capillaries	and	blood	capillaries)	Openings	such	as	these	lead	to	air	capillaries.	(B)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	a	parabronchus	in	cross	section	Parabronchus	0.5	mm	This	tissue	consists	of	intermingled	air	capillaries	and	blood	capillaries.	Air	flow	Afferent
blood	vessel	Blood	flow	Figure	23.25 	Parabronchi	and	air	capillaries:	The	gas-exchange	sites	in	avian	lungs 	(A)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	the	lung	of	a	chicken	(Gallus).	Magnification:	12×	(B)	Scanning	electron	micrograph	of	a	single	parabronchus	of	a	chicken	lung	in	cross	section.	Magnification:	43×	(C)	Diagram	of	the	structure	of	a
parabronchus	and	how	blood	flow	relates	to	the	parabronchus.	(A	and	B	courtesy	of	Dave	Hinds	and	Walter	S.	Tyler.)	A	bird’s	air	sacs,	which	are	part	of	the	breathing	system,	are	located	outside	the	lungs	and	occupy	a	considerable	portion	of	the	thoracic	and	abdominal	body	cavities	(Figure	23.26).	Usually	there	are	nine	air	sacs,	divisible	into	two
groups.	The	anterior	air	sacs	(cervical,	anterior	thoracic,	and	interclavicular)	connect	to	various	anterior	secondary	bronchi.	The	posterior	air	sacs	(abdominal	and	posterior	thoracic)	connect	to	the	posterior	portions	of	the	mesobronchi.	(Each	mesobronchus	terminates	at	its	connection	with	an	abdominal	air	sac.)	The	air	sacs	are	thin-walled,	poorly
vascularized	structures	that	play	little	role	in	gas	exchange	between	the	air	and	blood.	Nonetheless,	as	we	will	see,	they	are	essential	for	breathing.	The	structures	of	the	lung	described	thus	far	are	present	in	all	birds,	and	their	connections	with	the	air	sacs	are	similar	in	all	birds.	These	lung	structures	are	collectively	termed	the	paleopulmonal	Hill
Animal	Physiology	4E	system	or	simply	paleopulmo.	Most	birds,	in	addition,	have	a	Sinauer,	Associates	more	or	Studio	less	extensively	developed	system	of	respiratory	paraMorales	Figure	23.25	12-09-15	bronchial	tubes—termed	the	neopulmonal	system	—running	directly	between	the	posterior	air	sacs	and	the	posterior	parts	of	the	mesobronchi	and
posterior	secondary	bronchi	(see	Figure	23.24A).	The	neopulmonal	system	is	especially	well	developed	in	songbirds.	The	paleopulmonal	system,	nonetheless,	is	always	dominant.	Ventilation	is	by	bellows	action	Avian	lungs	are	compact,	rigid	structures.	Unlike	mammalian	lungs,	they	undergo	little	change	in	volume	over	the	course	of	Anterior
secondary	bronchi	Cervical	sac	Primary	bronchis	Posterior	secondary	bronchi	Abdominal	sac	Trachea	Syrinx	Anterior	thoracic	sac	Posterior	thoracic	sac	Mesobronchus	Interclavicular	sac	Figure	23.26 	The	air	sacs	of	a	goose	and	their	connections	to	the	lungs 	Air	sacs	are	blue,	lungs	are	light	orange.	All	the	air	sacs	are	paired,	except	the	single
interclavicular	sac.	(After	Brackenbury	1981.)	External	Respiration 	625	each	breathing	cycle.	The	air	sacs,	by	contrast,	expand	and	contract	substantially	and,	like	bellows,	suck	and	push	gases	through	the	relatively	rigid	airways	of	the	lungs.	To	a	dramatic	extent	relative	to	mammalian	ventilation,	this	avian	process	is	an	energetically	inexpensive
way	to	move	air.	The	part	of	the	rib	cage	surrounding	the	lungs	themselves	is	relatively	rigid.	During	inhalation,	other	parts	of	the	rib	cage	(especially	those	posterior	to	the	lungs)	are	expanded	by	contraction	of	internal	intercostal	muscles	and	certain	other	thoracic	muscles,	and	the	sternum	swings	downward	and	forward.	These	movements	enlarge
all	the	air	sacs	by	expanding	the	thoracoabdominal	cavity.	Some	of	the	external	intercostals	and	abdominal	muscles	compress	the	thoracoabdominal	cavity	and	air	sacs	during	exhalation.	Resting	birds	typically	breathe	at	only	about	one-half	or	one-third	the	frequency	of	resting	mammals	of	equivalent	body	size,	but	the	birds	have	greater	tidal
volumes.	Air	flows	unidirectionally	through	the	parabronchi	Air	flows	unidirectionally	through	the	parabronchi	of	the	paleopulmonal	system.	To	see	how	this	occurs,	we	must	describe	the	movement	of	air	during	both	inhalation	and	exhalation.	During	inhalation,	both	the	anterior	and	posterior	sets	of	air	sacs	expand.	Suction,	therefore,	is	developed	in
both	sets	of	air	sacs,	and	both	receive	gas.	As	depicted	in	Figure	23.24B,	air	inhaled	from	the	atmosphere	flows	through	the	mesobronchus	of	each	lung	to	enter	the	posterior	air	sacs	and	posterior	secondary	bronchi.	Simultaneously,	the	air	entering	the	posterior	secondary	bronchi	is	drawn	anteriorly	through	the	parabronchi	by	suction	developed	in
the	expanding	anterior	air	sacs.	Three	aspects	of	the	events	during	inhalation	deserve	emphasis.	First,	the	posterior	air	sacs	are	filled	with	relatively	fresh	air	coming	directly	from	the	environment.	Second,	the	anterior	air	sacs	are	filled	for	the	most	part	with	stale	gas	that	has	passed	across	the	respiratory	exchange	surfaces	in	the	parabronchi.
Finally,	the	direction	of	ventilation	of	the	parabronchi	in	the	paleopulmonal	system	is	from	posterior	to	anterior.	During	exhalation,	both	sets	of	air	sacs	are	compressed	and	discharge	gas.	As	shown	in	Figure	23.24C,	air	exiting	the	posterior	air	sacs	predominantly	enters	the	posterior	secondary	bronchi	to	pass	anteriorly	through	the	parabronchi.	This
air	is	relatively	fresh,	having	entered	the	posterior	sacs	more	or	less	directly	from	the	environment	during	inhalation.	Gas	exiting	the	parabronchi	anteriorly,	combined	with	gas	exiting	the	anterior	air	sacs,	is	directed	into	the	mesobronchus	via	the	anterior	secondary	bronchi	and	exhaled.	Recall	that	the	anterior	air	sacs	were	filled	with	stale	gas	from
the	parabronchi	during	inhalation.	Thus	the	exhaled	gas	is	mostly	gas	that	has	passed	across	the	respiratory	exchange	surfaces.	Three	aspects	of	the	expiratory	events	deserve	emphasis:	First,	the	relatively	fresh	air	of	the	posterior	air	sacs	is	directed	mostly	to	the	parabronchi.	Second,	most	of	the	gas	that	is	exhaled	from	the	lungs	has	passed	across
the	respiratory	exchange	surfaces.	Finally,	air	flows	through	the	parabronchi	of	the	paleopulmonal	system	from	posterior	to	anterior,	just	as	it	does	during	inhalation.	One	of	the	greatest	remaining	questions	in	the	study	of	avian	lungs	is	how	air	is	directed	along	its	elaborate	(and	in	some	ways	counterintuitive)	paths	through	the	paleopulmonal	system
and	air	sacs.	Passive,	flaplike	valves	appear	to	be	entirely	absent.	Active,	BOX	Bird	Development:	Filling	the	23.3	Lungs	with	Air	Before	Hatching	The	lungs	of	both	mammals	and	birds	initially	develop	in	a	fluid-filled	condition.	Young	animals	of	both	groups	therefore	face	the	problem	of	filling	their	lungs	with	air	so	as	to	be	able	to	breathe	when	they
are	born	or	hatched.	When	mammals	are	born,	they	are	able	to	fill	their	lungs	sufficiently	to	survive	by	inflating	them	suddenly	with	their	first	breath	from	the	atmosphere	(all	nonavian	reptiles	do	likewise).	Birds,	however,	cannot	inflate	their	lungs	in	this	way:	The	air	capillaries	in	their	lungs	cannot	be	inflated	suddenly	out	of	a	collapsed	state
because	the	lungs	are	relatively	rigid	and	the	air	capillaries	have	extremely	small	diameters.	Another	obstacle	to	a	sudden-inflation	strategy	for	birds	is	that	avian	lungs	probably	will	not	work	correctly	unless	every	critical	airway	becomes	gas-filled,	because	the	pattern	of	airflow	through	the	lungs	is	determined	by	complex	aerodynamic	interactions
among	the	airways.	Birds	have	thus	evolved	a	way	to	fill	their	lungs	with	air	gradually	before	the	lungs	become	essential	for	breathing.	During	most	of	a	bird’s	development	inside	an	egg,	its	breathing	organ	is	a	highly	vascular	chorio-allantoic	membrane	pressed	against	the	eggshell	on	the	inside.	Oxygen	and	CO2	pass	between	the	atmosphere	and
the	membrane	by	diffusion	through	gas-filled	pores	in	the	eggshell.	As	an	egg	develops,	it	dehydrates	by	controlled	loss	of	water	vapor	outward	through	the	eggshell	pores,	a	process	that	leads	to	the	formation	of	a	gas-filled	space,	the	air	cell,	inside	the	egg	at	its	blunt	end.	About	1–2	days	before	a	young	bird	hatches,	it	starts	to	breathe	from	the	air
cell,	inhaling	and	exhaling	gas.	During	the	ensuing	hours	until	it	hatches,	the	bird	makes	a	gradual	transition	from	gas	exchange	across	its	chorio-allantoic	membrane	to	full-fledged	pulmonary	breathing.	The	air	capillaries,	in	fact,	undergo	most	of	their	prehatching	development	during	this	period.	The	airways	and	air	capillaries	in	the	lungs	fill	with
gas	and	thus	are	already	gas-filled	by	the	time	hatching	begins	and	the	chorio-allantoic	membrane	is	left	behind.	muscular	valves	could	be	present,	but	evidence	for	their	existence	is	at	best	circumstantial.	Most	present	evidence	suggests	that	the	complex	architecture	of	the	lung	passages	creates	aerodynamic	conditions	that	direct	air	along	the
inspiratory	and	expiratory	paths	without	need	of	either	passive	or	active	valves.	Ventilation	of	the	neopulmonal	system	is	incompletely	understood.	Probably,	however,	airflow	through	many	of	the	neopulmonal	parabronchi	is	bidirectional	(see	Figure	23.24B,C).	As	discussed	in	Box	23.3,	birds	face	unique	challenges	at	hatching	because	of	their	lungs,
which	at	that	point	must	take	over	full	responsibility	for	gas	exchange.	The	gas-exchange	system	is	cross-current	When	the	unidirectional	flow	of	air	through	the	paleopulmonal	parabronchi	in	the	lungs	of	birds	was	first	discovered,	countercurrent	exchange	between	the	blood	and	air	was	quickly	hypothesized.	Soon,	however,	this	hypothesis	was
disproved	by	clever	experi-	626	 	Chapter	23	ments,	which	showed	that	the	efficiency	of	gas	exchange	between	air	and	blood	is	not	diminished	if	the	direction	of	airflow	in	the	parabronchi	is	artificially	reversed.	Morphological	and	functional	studies	have	now	shown	convincingly	that	blood	flow	in	the	respiratory	exchange	vessels	of	the	circulatory
system	occurs	in	a	crosscurrent	pattern	relative	to	the	flow	of	air	through	the	parabronchi	(see	Figures	23.5	and	23.25C).	Many	small	aquatic	invertebrates,	and	some	large	ones,	have	no	specialized	breathing	organs.	They	exchange	gases	across	general	body	surfaces,	which	sometimes	are	ventilated	by	swimming	motions	or	by	cilia-	or	flagella-
generated	water	currents.	Many	larvae	and	some	adults	also	lack	a	circulatory	system.	Thus	gases	move	within	their	bodies	by	diffusion	or	by	the	squishing	of	body	fluids	from	place	to	place.	To	the	human	eye,	these	sorts	of	gas-exchange	systems	are	confining.	They	suffice	only	if	the	animals	are	tiny	(see	Box	22.1)	or	have	specialized	body	plans,
such	as	those	of	flatworms	and	jellyfish.	Most	cells	of	a	flatworm	are	near	a	body	surface	because	the	worm’s	body	is	so	thin.	Most	cells	of	a	jellyfish	are	near	a	body	surface	because	a	jellyfish’s	body	is	organized	with	its	active	tissues	on	the	outside	and	primarily	low-metabolism,	gelatinous	tissue	deep	within.	Adults	of	the	relatively	advanced	phyla	of
aquatic	invertebrates	typically	have	gills	of	some	sort.	The	gills	of	the	various	major	phyletic	groups	are	often	independently	evolved.	Thus,	whereas	they	all	are	evaginated	and	project	into	the	water	(meeting	the	definition	of	gills),	they	vary	widely	in	their	structures	and	in	how	they	are	ventilated	(Figure	23.27).	internal	gills	(see	Figure	23.2).
Certain	of	the	aquatic	snails	provide	a	straightforward	example.	In	them	(Figure	23.28A),	a	series	of	modest-sized	gill	leaflets	hangs	in	the	mantle	cavity	and	is	ventilated	unidirectionally	by	ciliary	currents.	Blood	flow	through	the	leaflets,	in	at	least	some	cases,	is	opposite	to	the	direction	of	water	flow.	Thus	countercurrent	gas	exchange	occurs.	One
major	modification	of	the	gills	in	molluscs	is	the	evolution	of	extensive	sheetlike	gills	in	the	clams,	mussels,	oysters,	and	other	lamellibranch	(“sheet-gilled”)	groups.	In	these	groups,	four	gill	sheets,	or	lamellae,	composed	of	fused	or	semifused	filaments,	hang	within	the	mantle	cavity	(Figure	23.28B).	Cilia	on	the	gill	sheets	drive	incoming	water
through	pores	on	the	gill	surfaces	into	water	channels	that	run	within	the	gill	sheets;	the	water	channels	then	convey	the	water	to	exhalant	passages.	The	direction	of	water	flow	within	the	water	channels	is	opposite	to	the	direction	of	blood	flow	in	the	major	gill	blood	vessels,	meaning	that	countercurrent	gas	exchange	can	again	occur.	The	specialized
sheetlike	gills	of	these	molluscs	represent,	in	part,	an	adaptation	for	feeding:	As	the	abundant	flow	of	incoming	water	passes	through	the	arrays	of	pores	leading	to	the	interior	water	channels	of	the	gill	sheets,	food	particles	suspended	in	the	water	are	captured	for	delivery	to	the	mouth	(a	type	of	suspension	feeding;	see	page	145).	In	some	(not	all)
molluscs	with	sheetlike	gills,	the	food-collection	function	has	become	paramount:	Respiratory	gas	exchange	across	general	body	surfaces	suffices	to	meet	metabolic	needs.	Thus	the	“gills”	have	become	primarily	feeding	organs.	In	the	cephalopod	molluscs—the	squids,	cuttlefish,	and	octopuses—it	is	not	so	much	the	gills	that	are	specialized,	but	the
mechanism	of	ventilation.	The	gills	are	feathery	structures	that	follow	the	usual	molluscan	plan	of	being	positioned	in	the	mantle	cavity	(Figure	23.28C).	They	are	ventilated,	however,	by	muscular	contraction	rather	than	beating	of	cilia.	Cephalopods	swim	by	using	muscular	contractions	of	the	mantle;	they	alternately	suck	water	into	the	mantle	cavity
via	incurrent	openings	and	then	drive	it	forcibly	outward	through	a	ventral	funnel	by	mantle	contraction,	producing	a	jet-propulsive	force.	The	gills	are	ventilated	(in	countercurrent	fashion)	by	the	vigorous	flow	of	water	used	for	propulsion.	Some	species	move	so	much	water	for	propulsion	that	they	use	only	a	small	fraction	of	the	O2	in	the	water:	5%–
10%.	A	final	specialization	worthy	of	note	in	molluscs	is	the	evolution	of	the	mantle	cavity	into	a	lung	in	the	dominant	group	of	snails	and	slugs	that	live	on	land,	a	group	known	aptly	as	the	pulmonates	(Figure	23.28D).	In	the	terrestrial	pulmonates,	gills	have	disappeared,	and	the	walls	of	the	mantle	cavity	have	become	highly	vascularized	and	well
suited	for	gas	exchange.	Some	species	are	thought	to	employ	the	mantle	cavity	as	a	diffusion	lung,	but	others	ventilate	it	by	raising	and	lowering	the	floor	of	the	cavity.	Molluscs	exemplify	an	exceptional	diversity	of	breathing	organs	built	on	a	common	plan	Decapod	crustaceans	include	many	important	water	breathers	and	some	air	breathers	The
phylum	Mollusca	nicely	illustrates	that	within	a	phyletic	group,	a	single	basic	sort	of	breathing	apparatus	can	undergo	wide	diversification.	In	molluscs,	outfolding	of	the	dorsal	body	wall	produces	a	sheet	of	tissue,	the	mantle	(responsible	for	secreting	the	shell),	that	overhangs	or	surrounds	all	or	part	of	the	rest	of	the	body,	thereby	enclosing	an
external	body	cavity,	the	mantle	cavity.	The	gills	of	molluscs	typically	are	suspended	in	the	mantle	cavity	and	thus	are	In	the	decapod	crustaceans—which	include	many	ecologically	and	commercially	important	crabs,	shrimps,	lobsters,	and	crayfish—the	head	and	thorax	are	covered	with	a	continuous	sheet	of	exoskeleton,	the	carapace,	that	overhangs
the	thorax	laterally,	fitting	more	or	less	closely	around	the	bases	of	the	thoracic	legs.	The	carapace	encloses	two	lateral	external	body	cavities—the	branchial	chambers	—in	which	the	gills	lie	(Figure	23.29A).	Summary	Breathing	by	Birds	„„The	lungs	of	birds	are	relatively	compact,	rigid	structures	consisting	mostly	of	numerous	tubes,	running	in
parallel,	termed	parabronchi.	Fine	air	capillaries,	extending	radially	from	the	lumen	of	each	parabronchus,	are	the	principal	sites	of	gas	exchange.	Air	sacs,	which	are	nonrespiratory,	are	integral	parts	of	the	breathing	system.	„„The	lungs	are	ventilated	by	a	bellows	action	generated	by	expansion	and	compression	of	the	air	sacs.	„„Airflow	through	the
parabronchi	of	the	paleopulmonal	system	(the	major	part	of	the	lungs)	is	posterior	to	anterior	during	both	inhalation	and	exhalation.	Crosscurrent	gas	exchange	occurs.	Breathing	by	Aquatic	Invertebrates	and	Allied	Groups	External	Respiration 	627	(A)	Polychaete	annelid	with	gill	tufts	(B)	Polychaete	annelid	with	tentacular	fan	Gills	The	tentacles
function	as	gills.	They	also	collect	food	particles.	(D)	Horseshoe	crab	(ventral	view)	showing	a	single	gill	composed	of	many	gill	sheets	This	gill	plate	has	been	pulled	back	to	show	the	gill	sheets	beneath	it.	(C)	Sea	star	with	branchial	papulae	and	tube	feet	used	as	gills	Radial	canal	Sea	star	showing	major	internal	parts	of	water	vascular	system	Water
ring	Gill	sheets	KEY	Convection	Diffusion	Gill	plates	Branchial	papulae	Radial	canal	of	water	vascular	system	Digestive	cecum	The	branchial	papulae	are	gills…	Perivisceral	coelom	filled	with	coelomic	fluid	Gonad	Oral	side	…and	the	tube	feet	function	partly	as	gills.	Figure	23.27 	A	diversity	of	gills	in	aquatic	invertebrates 	(A)	This	terebellid	worm
(Amphitrite),	a	type	of	marine	annelid,	lives	inside	a	tube	it	constructs	and	can	pump	water	in	and	out	of	the	tube.	(B)	This	fanworm,	another	type	of	marine	annelid,	also	lives	in	a	tube,	but	when	undisturbed,	it	projects	its	well-developed	array	of	pinnately	divided	tentacles	into	the	ambient	water.	The	tentacles	are	used	for	both	feeding	and
respiratory	gas	exchange;	they	are	ventilated	by	the	Hillof	cilia	Animal	4E	(C)	Sea	stars	bear	many	thin-walled,	action	onPhysiology	the	tentacles.	Sinauer	Associatesfrom	their	coelomic	cavity,	termed	branchial	fingerlike	projections	Morales	Studio	papulae	(“gill	processes”),	on	their	upper	body	surfaces;	respiratory	Figure	23.27	12-10-15	gases	pass
between	the	coelomic	fluid	and	ambient	water	by	diffusion	through	the	walls	of	the	papulae.	Similarly,	gases	diffuse	between	the	coelomic	fluid	and	ambient	water	through	the	tube	feet	and	associated	parts	of	the	water	vascular	system.	Cilia	accelerate	these	processes	by	circulating	fluids	over	the	inner	and	outer	surfaces	of	the	papulae	and	tube
feet.	(D)	Horseshoe	crabs	(Limulus)	have	unique	book	gills,	consisting	of	many	thin	gill	sheets	arranged	like	pages	of	a	book.	The	book	gills	are	protected	under	thick	gill	plates,	which	undergo	rhythmic	flapping	motions	that	ventilate	the	gills.	(D	after	a	drawing	by	Ralph	Russell,	Jr.)	628	 	Chapter	23	(A)	A	transverse	section	through	the	thorax	of	a
crayfish	(A)	Aquatic	snail	Gut	Gill	leaflets	hanging	in	the	mantle	cavity	are	ventilated	by	water	currents	generated	by	ciliary	action.	Shell	Mantle	cavity	Heart	Pericardial	sinus	Branchial	chamber	…encloses	a	branchial	chamber	on	each	side.	The	gills	are	in	the	branchial	chambers.	Gills	Gills	Lateral	carapace	Muscle	KEY	Base	of	leg	Convection	Foot
Ventral	nerve	cord	(B)	A	lateral	view	showing	the	gills	under	the	carapace	(B)	Clam	(a	lamellibranch	mollusc)	Gill	Shell	Visceral	mass	Foot	Gill	lamella	Carapace	Water	for	gill	ventilation	is	drawn	into	and	expelled	from	the	mantle	cavity	through	openings	called	siphons.	Mantle	cavity	Scaphognathite	Exhalant	siphon	Shell	The	scaphognathite	beats,
driving	water	out	of	the	branchial	chamber.	Because	of	the	suction	thus	produced	in	the	chamber,	water	enters	at	multiple	places.	Mantle	cavity	Foot	Inhalant	siphon	Gill	lamella	with	pores	and	internal	channels	Cilia	on	the	sheetlike	gills	drive	water	through	pores	into	internal	water	channels,	which	convey	the	water	to	the	exhalant	siphon.	(C)	Squid
(a	cephalopod)	Mantle	cavity	Funnel	(formed	from	mantle)	Gills	Squid	gills	are	ventilated	by	muscle	power.	They	are	positioned	in	the	muscle-driven	water	stream	the	animal	uses	to	swim	by	jet	propulsion.	(D)	Pulmonate	land	snail	Lung	(mantle	cavity)	A	pulmonate	land	snail	lacks	gills,	but	has	a	lung	derived	from	the	mantle	cavity.	Shell	Figure
23.28 	The	diversification	of	the	breathing	system	in	molluscs	The	carapace—a	sheet	of	exoskeleton—overhangs	the	body.	It	thus…	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	23.28	12-10-15	Figure	23.29 	The	gills	and	ventilation	in	a	crayfish	The	gills	arise	from	near	the	bases	of	the	thoracic	legs.	Each	gill	consists	of	a
central	axis	to	which	are	attached	many	richly	vascularized	lamellar	plates,	filaments,	or	dendritically	branching	tufts.	The	gill	surfaces—like	all	the	external	body	surfaces	of	crustaceans—are	covered	with	a	chitinous	cuticle.	The	cuticle	on	the	gills	is	thin,	however,	and	permeable	to	gases.	Ventilation	in	crustaceans	is	always	accomplished	by
muscular	contraction,	because	the	body	surfaces	of	crustaceans	lack	cilia.	In	decapod	crustaceans,	each	branchial	chamber	is	ventilated	by	a	specialized	appendage—the	scaphognathite	or	gill	bailer—located	toward	its	anterior	end	(Figure	23.29B).	Beating	of	this	appendage,	under	control	of	nerve	impulses	from	a	central	pattern	generator	in	theHill
central	nervous	system,	Animal	Physiology	4E	generally	drives	water	outward	through	Associates	anSinauer	anterior	exhalant	opening.	Negative	pressure	is	thus	created	Morales	within	theStudio	branchial	chamber,	drawing	water	in	at	various	openings.	Figure	23.29	12-10-15	Ventilation	is	unidirectional,	and	countercurrent	exchange	may	occur.
Some	crabs	and	crayfish	have	invaded	the	land,	especially	in	the	tropics.	All	the	semiterrestrial	and	terrestrial	species	retain	gills,	which	are	supported	to	some	degree	by	their	cuticular	covering.	One	trend	observed	in	semiterrestrial	and	terrestrial	crabs	is	that	the	gills	tend	to	be	reduced	in	size	and	number	by	comparison	with	aquatic	crabs.	A
second	trend	is	that	the	branchial	chambers	tend	to	be	enlarged	(“ballooned	out”),	and	the	tissue9	that	lines	the	chambers	tends	to	be	specialized	by	being	well	vascularized,	thin,	and	thrown	into	folds	that	increase	its	surface	area.	These	trends—the	reduction	of	the	gills	9	This	tissue	is	called	the	branchiostegites.	External	Respiration 	629	and	the
development	of	lunglike	branchial	chambers—are	strikingly	parallel	to	those	seen	earlier	in	air-breathing	fish	and	air-breathing	(pulmonate)	snails.	The	branchial	chambers	of	crabs	on	land	are	typically	ventilated	with	air	by	beating	of	the	scaphognathites.	In	the	species	that	are	semiterrestrial	(amphibious),	the	gills	are	kept	wet	by	regular	trips	to
bodies	of	water.	Recent	evidence	suggests	that	in	these	crabs,	O2	is	chiefly	taken	up	by	the	branchial-chamber	epithelium,	whereas	CO2	is	chiefly	voided	across	the	gills.	In	fully	terrestrial	species	of	crabs,	water	is	not	carried	in	the	branchial	chambers,	and	the	branchial-chamber	epithelium	may	bear	chief	responsibility	for	exchange	of	both	O2	and
CO2.	Summary	Breathing	by	Aquatic	Invertebrates	and	Allied	Groups	„„The	gills	of	various	groups	of	aquatic	invertebrates	are	often	independently	evolved.	Wide	variation	thus	exists	in	both	gill	morphology	and	the	mode	of	gill	ventilation.	„„A	single	basic	sort	of	breathing	apparatus	can	undergo	wide	diversification	within	a	single	phyletic	group.
This	general	principle	is	illustrated	by	the	molluscs,	the	great	majority	of	which	have	breathing	organs	associated	with	the	mantle	and	located	in	the	mantle	cavity.	Whereas	both	aquatic	snails	and	lamellibranchs	employ	ciliary	ventilation,	the	gills	are	modest-sized	leaflets	in	snails,	but	expansive	sheets	(used	partly	for	feeding)	in	the	lamellibranchs.
Cephalopods,	such	as	squids,	ventilate	their	gills	by	muscular	contraction.	Most	land	snails	lack	gills	and	breathe	with	a	lung	derived	from	the	mantle	cavity.	Breathing	by	Insects	and	Other	Tracheate	Arthropods	The	insects	(Figure	23.30)	have	evolved	a	remarkable	strategy	for	breathing	that	is	entirely	different	from	that	of	most	metabolically	active
animals.	Their	breathing	system	brings	the	gasexchange	surface	itself	close	to	every	cell	in	the	body.	Thus,	with	some	thought-provoking	exceptions,	the	cells	of	insects	get	their	O2	directly	from	the	breathing	system,	and	the	circulatory	system	plays	little	or	no	role	in	O2	transport.	Insect	blood,	in	fact,	usually	lacks	any	O2-transport	pigment	such	as
hemoglobin.	The	body	of	an	insect	is	thoroughly	invested	with	a	system	of	gas-filled	tubes	termed	tracheae	(Figure	23.31A,B).	This	system	opens	to	the	atmosphere	by	way	of	pores,	termed	spiracles,	located	at	the	body	surface	along	the	lateral	body	wall.	Tracheae	penetrate	into	the	body	from	each	spiracle	and	branch	repeatedly,	collectively	reaching
all	parts	of	the	animal	(only	major	branches	are	seen	in	Figure	23.31).	The	tracheal	trees	arising	from	different	spiracles	typically	join	via	large	longitudinal	and	transverse	connectives	to	form	a	fully	interconnected	tracheal	system.	The	spiracles,	which	number	from	1	to	11	pairs,	are	segmentally	arranged	and	may	occur	on	the	thorax,	abdomen,	or
both	(but	not	the	head).	Usually	they	can	be	closed	by	spiracular	muscles.	Although	tracheal	breathing	is	best	understood	in	insects,	there	are	other	tracheate	arthropods:	Most	notably,	certain	groups	of	spiders	and	ticks	have	tracheal	systems.	Some	spiders	and	other	arachnids	have	book	lungs,	unique	breathing	Figure	23.30 	A	praying	mantis,	one
of	the	largest	existing	insects 	To	look	at	a	praying	mantis,	one	could	imagine	it	breathing	through	its	mouth.	Nothing	could	be	further	from	the	truth.	organs	that	sometimes	function	in	parallel	with	tracheal	systems	and	sometimes	are	the	sole	breathing	organs	(Box	23.4).	The	tracheae	of	an	insect	develop	as	invaginations	of	the	epidermis	and	thus
are	lined	with	a	thin	cuticle.	Typically	the	cuticle	is	thrown	into	spiral	folds,	providing	resistance	against	collapse.	The	tracheae	become	finer	with	increasing	distance	from	the	spiracles	and	finally	give	rise	to	very	fine,	thin-walled	end-tubules	termed	tracheoles,	believed	to	be	the	principal	sites	of	O2	and	CO2	exchange	with	the	tissues.	Tracheoles	are
perhaps	200–350	μm	long	and	are	believed	to	end	blindly.	They	generally	taper	from	a	lumen	diameter	approximating	1	μm	at	their	origin	to	0.05–0.20	μm	at	the	end.	The	walls	of	the	tracheoles	and	the	finest	tracheae	are	about	0.02–0.2	μm	thick—exceedingly	thin	by	any	standard	(see	Figure	23.8B).	Although	the	layout	of	the	tracheal	system	varies
immensely	among	various	species	of	insects,	the	usual	result	is	that	all	tissues	are	thoroughly	invested	with	fine	tracheae	and	tracheoles.	The	degree	of	tracheation	of	various	organs	and	tissues	tends	to	vary	directly	with	their	metabolic	requirements.	For	the	most	part,	the	tracheoles	run	between	cells.	However,	in	the	flight	muscles	of	many	species,
the	tracheoles	penetrate	the	muscle	cells,	indenting	the	cell	membranes	inward,	and	run	among	the	individual	myofibrils,	in	close	proximity	to	the	arrays	of	mitochondria.	The	average	distance	between	adjacent	tracheoles	within	the	flight	muscles	of	strong	fliers	is	often	only	about	3	μm.	The	nervous	system,	rectal	glands,	and	other	active	tissues—
including	muscles	besides	the	flight	muscles—also	tend	to	be	richly	supplied	by	the	tracheal	system,	although	intracellular	penetration	is	not	nearly	as	common	as	in	flight	muscles.	In	the	epidermis	of	the	bug	Rhodnius,	which	has	been	carefully	studied,	tracheoles	are	much	less	densely	distributed	than	in	active	flight	muscles,	but	nonetheless,	cells
are	usually	within	630	 	Chapter	23	BOX	23.4	The	Book	Lungs	of	Arachnids	Some	arachnids	possess	a	novel	type	of	respiratory	structure,	the	book	lung.	Scorpions	have	only	book	lungs.	Many	species	of	spiders	also	have	book	lungs,	but	they	may	have	systems	of	tracheae	as	well.	The	number	of	book	lungs	in	an	individual	arachnid	varies	from	a
single	pair	(as	in	certain	spiders)	to	four	pairs	(in	scorpions).	Book	lungs	are	invaginations	of	the	ventral	abdomen,	lined	with	a	thin	chitinous	cuticle.	Each	book	lung	consists	of	a	chamber,	the	atrium,	which	opens	to	the	outside	through	a	closable	ventral	pore,	the	spiracle	(see	figure).	The	dorsal	or	anterior	surface	of	the	atrium	is	thrown	into	many



lamellar	folds:	the	“pages	of	the	book.”	Blood	streams	through	the	lamellae,	whereas	the	spaces	between	adjacent	lamellae	are	filled	with	gas.	The	lamellae	commonly	number	into	the	hundreds,	and	the	blood-to-gas	distance	across	their	walls	is	often	less	than	1	μm.	Some	book	lungs	may	function	as	diffusion	lungs,	whereas	others	are	clearly
ventilated	by	pumping	motions.	They	oxygenate	the	blood,	which	then	carries	O2	throughout	the	body.	30	μm	of	a	tracheole.	In	other	words,	no	cell	is	separated	from	a	branch	of	the	tracheal	system	by	more	than	two	or	three	other	cells!	The	terminal	ends	of	the	tracheoles	are	sometimes	filled	with	liquid	when	insects	are	at	rest.	During	exercise,	or
when	the	insects	are	exposed	to	O2-deficient	environments,	the	amount	of	liquid	decreases	and	gas	penetrates	farther	into	the	tracheoles.	This	process	facilitates	the	exchange	of	O2	and	CO2	because	of	the	greater	ease	of	diffusion	in	gas	than	liquid.	Distensible	enlargements	of	the	tracheal	system	called	air	sacs	are	a	common	feature	of	insect
breathing	systems	(Figure	23.31C)	and	may	occur	in	the	head,	thorax,	or	abdomen.	Some	air	sacs	are	swellings	along	tracheae,	whereas	others	form	blind	endings	of	tracheae.	Air	sacs	tend	to	be	particularly	well	developed	in	active	insects,	in	which	they	may	occupy	a	considerable	fraction	of	the	body	volume.	Diffusion	is	a	key	mechanism	of	gas
transport	through	the	tracheal	system	The	traditional	dogma	has	been	that	the	tracheal	system	of	most	insects	functions	as	a	diffusion	lung,	meaning	that	gas	transport	through	the	system	occurs	solely	by	diffusion.	This	dogma	is	presently	undergoing	profound	revision.	Diffusion,	nonetheless,	seems	likely	to	be	an	important	gas-transport	mechanism
in	subparts	of	the	tracheal	system	in	most	or	all	insects	and	may	be	the	sole	transport	process	in	some.	Diffusion	can	occur	fast	enough	to	play	this	role	because	the	tracheae	are	gas-filled.	Because	of	the	importance	of	diffusion	in	insect	breathing	and	because	diffusion	transport	tends	to	be	slow	when	distances	are	great,	physiologists	have	long
wondered	whether	insect	body	size	is	limited	by	the	nature	of	the	insect	breathing	system.	A	recent	study	using	a	new	X-ray	technique	to	visualize	the	tracheal	system	(see	Figure	23.31B)	revealed	that	in	beetles	of	different	body	sizes,	the	volume	of	the	tracheal	system	is	disproportional	to	body	size.	In	stark	contrast	to	mammals,	a	greater	proportion
of	body	space	is	devoted	to	the	breathing	system	in	big	beetles	than	in	small	Atrium	Lamellae	Air	spaces	Spiracle	A	book	lung 	The	section	shows	the	internal	structure	of	a	book	lung	in	a	two-lunged	spider.	(After	Comstock	1912.)	ones.	This	trend	could	represent	an	evolutionary	compensation	for	diffusion	limitations	in	large-bodied	insects.	If	so,	the
trend	would	suggest	that	a	tracheal	breathing	system	poses	obstacles	to	the	evolution	of	large	body	size.	When	considering	an	individual	insect,	a	question	that	arises	is	how	the	rate	of	diffusion	can	be	varied	to	correspond	to	the	insect’s	needs	for	O2.	Although	diffusion	may	sound	like	a	process	that	is	purely	physical	and	therefore	independent	of
animal	needs,	in	fact	its	rate	responds	to	an	insect’s	metabolic	needs	because	the	animal’s	metabolism	alters	the	partial	pressures	of	gases.	Suppose	that	an	insect	breathing	by	diffusion	has	an	adequate	rate	of	O2	Hillwhen	Animal	4E	transport	(1)Physiology	the	atmospheric	O2	partial	pressure	is	at	the	Sinauer	Associates	level	marked	➊	in	Figure
23.32A	and	(2)	the	O2	partial	pressure	Morales	Studio	at	the	inner	end	its	tracheal	system	is	at	the	level	marked	➋.	If	Figure	Boxof23.04	12-10-15	the	insect	suddenly	increases	its	rate	of	O2	consumption,	its	endtracheal	O2	partial	pressure	will	fall	because	of	the	increased	rate	of	O2	removal	from	the	tracheae.	This	decline	in	the	end-tracheal	partial
pressure	will	increase	the	difference	in	partial	pressure	between	the	two	ends	of	the	tracheal	system	and	thus	accelerate	O2	diffusion.	Suppose	that	the	difference	in	partial	pressure	between	level	➊	and	level	➌	in	Figure	23.32A	is	sufficient	for	O2	to	diffuse	fast	enough	to	meet	the	insect’s	new	(higher)	O2	need.	The	end-tracheal	partial	pressure	will
then	fall	to	level	➌	and	stabilize.	In	this	way,	the	rate	of	diffusion	will	automatically	increase	to	meet	the	insect’s	heightened	O2	need.	Of	course,	there	are	limits	to	the	ability	of	the	process	just	described	to	increase	the	rate	of	O2	diffusion.	The	end-tracheal	O2	partial	pressure	must	itself	remain	sufficiently	high	for	O2	to	diffuse	from	the	ends	of	the
tracheae	to	the	mitochondria	in	cells.	If	an	insect’s	oxygen	cascade	follows	line	➊-➋-➍	in	Figure	23.32B	when	the	insect	has	a	low	rate	of	cellular	O2	use,	it	might	follow	line	➊-➌-➎	when	the	insect’s	rate	of	O2	use	is	raised.	The	mitochondrial	O2	partial	pressure	would	then	be	very	low,	and	a	further	increase	in	the	rate	of	O2	diffusion	might	not	be
possible	while	keeping	the	mitochondrial	O2	level	adequate.	(A)	Major	parts	of	the	tracheal	system	in	a	flea	Abdominal	spiracles	1–7	Thoracic	spiracle	1	External	Respiration 	631	(C)	Air	sacs	in	the	abdomen	of	a	worker	honeybee	Abdominal	spiracle	8	Air	sac	Origins	of	tracheae	Transverse	tracheal	connective	Tracheae	0.5	mm	Figure	23.31 	Insects
breathe	using	a	tracheal	system	of	gas-filled	tubes	that—	branching	and	rebranching—reach	all	tissues	from	the	body	surface 	(A)	The	principal	tracheae	in	a	flea	in	the	genus	Xenopsylla—an	insect	that	has	ten	pairs	of	spiracles	(two	thoracic	pairs	and	eight	abdominal).	(B)	The	tracheae	in	a	tiny	living	adult	carabid	beetle	in	the	genus	Notiophilus,
visualized	by	a	cutting-edge	technique,	synchrotron	X-ray	phase-contrast	imaging.	(C)	Air	sacs	and	associated	tracheae	in	the	abdomen	of	a	worker	honeybee	(Apis).	Additional	air	sacs	occur	in	the	head	and	thorax.	(A	after	Wigglesworth	1935;	B	from	Socha	et	al.	2010;	image	courtesy	of	Jake	Socha.)	(B)	Tracheae	in	a	carabid	beetle	A	new	X-ray
method	is	permitting	physiologists	to	see,	for	the	first	time,	large	parts	of	the	tracheal	system	in	living	insects.	Trachea	in	head	Location	of	a	spiracle	(note	tuft	of	tracheae	originating	here)	Ambient	air	(A)	O2	partial	pressure	Eye	Trachea	in	leg	Some	insects	employ	conspicuous	ventilation	Conspicuous	(macroscopic)	ventilation	of	the	tracheal	system
occurs	in	some	large	species	of	insects	at	rest	and	is	common	among	active	insects.	Grasshoppers	and	locusts,	for	example,	are	easily	seen	to	pump	their	abdomens,	and	abdominal	pumping	occurs	also	in	bumblebees,	ants,	and	some	other	insects.	The	abdominal	pumping	motions	alternately	expand	and	compress	certain	of	the	tracheal	airways,	either
causing	tidal	ventilation	or	causing	air	to	be	sucked	in	via	certain	spiracles	and	expelled	via	others,	flowing	unidirectionally	through	parts	of	the	tracheal	system	in	between.	Animal	Physiology	AirHillsacs,	when	present4E	(as	they	are	in	grasshoppers	and	bumbleSinauer	Associates	bees,	for	example),	commonly	act	as	bellows	during	such	muscular
Morales	Studio	pumping	movements;	they	may	be	compressed	to	only	25%–50%	Figure	23.31	12-10-15	of	their	full	size	during	each	cycle	of	compression.	A	mechanism	of	O2	partial	pressure	1	mm	1	2	Slow	O2	transport	3	Fast	O2	transport	Ambient	air	(B)	Inner	end	of	tracheal	system	Inner	end	of	tracheal	system	Mitochondria	in	cells	1	2	4	Slow	O2
transport	3	5	Fast	O2	transport	Figure	23.32 	Insect	oxygen	cascades	assuming	oxygen	transport	by	diffusion 	These	diagrams	outline	simplified	thought	exercises.	(A)	A	drop	in	the	O2	partial	pressure	at	the	inner	end	of	the	tracheal	system	from	level	➋	to	level	➌	will	speed	diffusion	through	the	tracheal	system	by	increasing	the	difference	in	partial
pressure	from	one	end	to	the	other.	(B)	For	the	rate	of	diffusion	to	the	mitochondria	to	be	accelerated,	the	difference	in	partial	pressure	between	the	inner	end	of	the	tracheal	system	and	the	mitochondria	must	be	increased—as	well	as	the	difference	between	the	ambient	air	and	the	inner	tracheae.	Eventually	no	further	increase	in	the	rate	of	diffusion
will	be	possible	because	the	mitochondrial	partial	pressure	will	become	too	low	for	mitochondrial	function.	632	 	Chapter	23	conspicuous	tracheal	ventilation	that	is	important	in	many	insects	during	flight	is	autoventilation:	ventilation	of	the	tracheae	supplying	the	flight	muscles	driven	by	flight	movements.	Physiologists	have	generally	hypothesized
that	during	conspicuous	ventilation,	air	is	forced	to	flow	only	in	major	tracheae,	with	diffusion	being	the	principal	mode	of	gas	transport	through	the	rest	of	the	tracheal	system.	According	to	this	hypothesis,	the	function	of	conspicuous	ventilation	is	essentially	to	reduce	the	path	length	for	diffusion	by	moving	air	convectively	to	a	certain	depth	in	the
tracheal	system.	Microscopic	ventilation	is	far	more	common	than	believed	even	15	years	ago	A	revolution	is	underway	in	the	understanding	of	microscopic	ventilation:	forced	airflow	that	occurs	on	such	fine	scales	that	it	is	impossible	to	detect	without	the	use	of	technology.	Probably	the	most	dramatic	recent	discovery	is	that	when	microscopic	X-ray
videos	are	made	of	various	insects—such	as	beetles,	crickets,	and	ants—the	major	tracheae	in	the	head	and	thorax	are	observed	to	undergo	cycles	of	partial	compression	and	relaxation,	a	process	named	rhythmic	tracheal	compression.	These	pulsations	occur	every	1–2	s	and	are	substantial:	Each	compression	reduces	the	volumes	of	the	tracheae	to
50%–70%	of	their	relaxed	volumes.	These	microscopic	cycles	of	tracheal	compression	probably	move	gases	convectively.	They	may	be	particularly	important	for	O2	delivery	to	the	head	and	brain,	recognizing	that	tracheae	to	the	head	connect	to	the	atmosphere	at	thoracic	spiracles	and	thus	may	be	long.	Similar	X-ray	studies	have	revealed	that	in
some	insects	under	some	conditions,	tracheae	undergo	massive	rhythmic	collapsing	movements	during	which	they	completely	empty	and	refill.	This	is	observed,	for	example,	in	some	moth	caterpillars	exposed	to	hypoxia.	One	of	the	first	sorts	of	evidence	for	microscopic	ventilation	was	the	discovery	and	analysis	of	discontinuous	gas	exchange	in
diapausing	pupae10	of	moths	some	decades	ago.	The	hallmark	and	defining	feature	of	discontinuous	gas	exchange	is	that	an	insect	releases	CO2	to	the	atmosphere	in	dramatic,	intermittent	bursts,	whereas	the	insect	takes	up	O2	from	the	atmosphere	at	a	relatively	steady	rate.	The	observed	pattern	of	CO2	release	arises	in	large	part	from	spiracular
control.	In	the	periods	between	one	burst	of	CO2	release	and	the	next,	the	spiracles	are	closed	or	partly	closed,	and	CO2	produced	by	metabolism	accumulates	in	body	fluids	by	dissolving	and	reacting	to	form	bicarbonate	(HCO3	–).	Because	O2	is	removed	from	the	tracheal	airways	by	metabolism	during	these	periods,	but	the	CO2	produced	by
metabolism	temporarily	accumulates	in	the	body	fluids	rather	than	in	the	airways,	a	partial	vacuum—a	negative	pressure—can	develop	in	the	airways.	When	such	a	negative	pressure	develops,	it	sets	the	stage	for	microscopic	ventilation	because	atmospheric	air	can	be	sucked	into	the	tracheal	airways	convectively	on	an	inconspicuous,	microscopic
scale	when	the	insect	partly	or	fully	opens	its	spiracles.	Investigators	have	directly	assessed	in	several	species	whether	inward	suction	of	air	actually	occurs,	and	it	does	in	some	(not	all)	of	the	species	tested.	No	one	knows	the	depth	to	which	air	is	drawn,	but	it	travels	by	convection	at	least	through	the	spiracles	and	into	the	major	tracheae.
Discontinuous	gas	exchange	is	known	today	to	occur	widely	in	quiescent	or	resting	insects,	plus	certain	ticks,	mites,	and	spiders.	10	Diapause	is	a	programmed	resting	stage	in	the	life	cycle.	In	addition	to	the	forms	of	microscopic	ventilation	we	have	already	discussed,	several	other	types	have	been	reported	during	the	last	25	years.	These	include
processes	named	miniature	ventilation	pulses	in	grasshoppers	and	tiny	Prague	cycles	of	CO2	release	in	beetles.	According	to	the	old	dogma,	insects	that	were	not	conspicuously	pumping	their	abdomens	or	ventilating	in	other	conspicuous	ways	were	breathing	entirely	by	diffusion.	The	evidence	is	now	overwhelming	that	convective	phenomena	are
widely	employed	by	visibly	motionless	insects,	but	many	mysteries	remain	regarding	the	exact	interplay	of	convection	and	diffusion	in	the	tracheal	system.	Control	of	breathing	A	vulnerability	of	the	insect	respiratory	system	is	that	it	can	permit	rapid	evaporative	loss	of	body	water.	The	gas	in	the	tracheal	airways	is	humid—ordinarily	saturated	with
water	vapor—and	when	the	spiracles	are	open,	only	a	minute	distance	separates	the	humid	tracheal	gas	from	the	atmosphere.	Outward	diffusion	of	water	vapor	can	accordingly	be	rapid.	Insects	commonly	solve	this	problem	by	keeping	their	spiracles	partly	closed—or	by	periodically	opening	and	closing	them—whenever	compatible	with	their	needs
for	O2	and	CO2	exchange.	If	the	spiracles	of	resting	insects	are	experimentally	forced	to	remain	fully	open	all	the	time,	the	rate	of	evaporative	water	loss	increases	2-	to	12-fold,	demonstrating	the	importance	of	keeping	them	partly	closed.	In	insects	using	diffusion	transport,	it	is	common	for	the	spiracles	to	be	opened	more	fully	or	frequently	as	the
insects	become	more	active.	The	greater	opening	of	the	spiracles	facilitates	O2	transport	to	the	tissues,	although	it	also	tends	to	increase	evaporative	water	loss.	Insects	that	ventilate	their	tracheal	systems	by	abdominal	pumping	or	other	conspicuous	mechanisms	are	well	known	to	increase	their	rates	of	ventilation	as	they	become	more	active.	What
is	the	chemosensory	basis	for	spiracular	control?	The	most	potent	stimulus	for	opening	of	the	spiracles	in	insects	is	an	increase	in	the	CO2	partial	pressure	and/or	H+	concentration	of	the	body	fluids.	A	decrease	in	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	body	fluids	may	also	stimulate	spiracular	opening	but	typically	offers	far	less	potent	stimulation.	In	these
respects,	the	control	of	the	spiracles	in	insects	resembles	the	control	of	pulmonary	ventilation	in	mammals.	Aquatic	insects	breathe	sometimes	from	the	water,	sometimes	from	the	atmosphere,	and	sometimes	from	both	Many	insect	species	live	underwater	in	streams,	rivers,	and	ponds	during	parts	of	their	life	cycles.	The	aquatic	life	stages	of	some	of
these	species	lack	functional	spiracular	openings	and	obtain	O2	by	taking	up	dissolved	O2	from	the	water	using	superficial	arrays	of	fine	tracheae.	These	insects	often	have	dense	proliferations	of	fine	tracheae	under	their	general	integument.	Many	have	tracheal	gills:	evaginations	of	the	body	surface	that	are	densely	supplied	with	tracheae	and
covered	with	just	a	thin	cuticle—a	remarkable	parallel	with	the	evolution	of	ordinary	gills	in	numerous	other	groups	of	aquatic	animals.	Tracheal	gills	may	be	positioned	on	the	outer	body	surface	or	in	the	rectum.	In	aquatic	insects	that	breathe	with	tracheal	gills	or	other	superficial	tracheae,	the	tracheal	system	remains	gas-filled.	Oxygen	diffuses	into
the	tracheal	airways	from	the	water	across	the	gills	or	other	superficial	tracheae.	Thereafter	External	Respiration 	633	the	gas-filled	tracheal	system	serves	as	the	path	of	least	resistance	for	the	O2	to	move	throughout	the	body.	Other	aquatic	insects	retain	functional	spiracles	and	have	evolved	alternative	ways	of	interfacing	their	tracheal	breathing
systems	with	the	ambient	water	or	air.	The	aquatic	insects	with	functional	spiracles	breathe	from	external	gas	spaces.	There	are	three	distinctive	ways	in	which	they	do	so.	The	simplest	to	understand	is	the	system	used	by	insects	such	as	mosquito	larvae,	which	hang	at	the	water’s	surface	and	have	their	functional	spiracles	localized	to	the	body	region
that	contacts	the	atmosphere.	Such	insects	breathe	from	the	atmosphere,	much	in	the	way	that	terrestrial	insects	do.	A	second	strategy	employed	by	aquatic	insects	with	functional	spiracles	is	to	carry	a	conspicuous	bubble	of	gas	captured	from	the	atmosphere.	Many	water	beetles,	for	example,	carry	a	conspicuous	bubble	either	under	their	wings	or
at	the	tip	of	their	abdomen	(see	opening	photo	of	Chapter	22).	Their	functional	spiracles	open	into	the	bubble	and	exchange	O2	and	CO2	with	the	gas	in	the	bubble.	As	explained	previously	(see	Figure	22.3),	a	remarkable	attribute	of	a	bubble	like	this	is	that	it	acts	as	a	gill:	Dissolved	O2	from	the	water	diffuses	into	the	bubble.	Thus	the	insect	is	able	to
remove	much	more	O2	from	the	bubble	than	simply	the	amount	captured	from	the	atmosphere.	A	conspicuous	bubble	gradually	shrinks,	a	process	that	decreases	its	surface	area	and	impairs	O2	diffusion	into	the	bubble	because	the	rate	of	diffusion	depends	on	bubble	surface	area.	A	bubble	of	this	sort	must	therefore	be	periodically	renewed	with	air
from	the	atmosphere.	The	third	strategy	employed	by	aquatic	insects	with	functional	spiracles	is	certainly	the	most	unexpected.	It	is	also	a	type	of	bubble	breathing,	but	a	very	different	type.	In	some	aquatic	insects,	parts	of	the	body	surface	are	covered	extremely	densely	with	fine	waterrepelling	hairs;	the	bug	Aphelocheirus	aestivalis,	for	example,
has	2–2.5	million	of	these	hairs	per	square	millimeter!	Such	densely	distributed	water-repelling	hairs	on	the	body	surface	trap	among	themselves	a	thin,	almost	invisible	film	of	gas	that	cannot	be	displaced.	This	film	of	gas,	known	as	a	plastron,	is	incompressible	and	permanent.	Thus	its	surface	area	remains	constant,	and	it	can	serve	as	a	gill	(an	air
space	into	which	O2	diffuses	from	the	water)	for	an	indefinite	period.	Some	plastron-breathing	aquatic	insects	remain	submerged	continuously	for	months!	Summary	Breathing	by	Insects	and	Other	Tracheate	Arthropods	„„Insects	and	many	arachnids	breathe	using	a	tracheal	system	that	connects	to	the	atmosphere	by	way	of	spiracles	on	the	body
surface	and	ramifies	throughout	the	body	so	that	gas-filled	tubes	bring	O2	close	to	all	cells.	„„The	modes	of	gas	exchange	through	the	tracheal	system	include	diffusion,	conspicuous	ventilation	(such	as	abdominal	pumping	and	autoventilation),	and	several	forms	of	microscopic	ventilation.	„„Aquatic	insects	may	lack	functional	spiracles	and	breathe
using	superficial	tracheal	beds.	Alternatively,	they	may	have	functional	spiracles	and	breathe	from	the	atmosphere,	large	bubbles,	or	plastrons.	Study	Questions	1.	Lungs	ventilated	with	water	occur	in	some	animals—most	notably	sea	cucumbers—but	are	rare.	Why	would	water	lungs	be	unlikely	to	be	favored	by	natural	selection?	Give	as	many	reasons
as	possible.	2.	In	Chapter	1	we	discussed	François	Jacob’s	question	of	whether	evolution	is	more	like	tinkering	or	engineering.	Jacob’s	view	is	that	tinkering	is	a	far	better	analogy	than	engineering.	How	could	the	evolution	of	air	breathing	in	fish	be	used	to	argue	for	the	validity	of	the	tinkering	analogy?	3.	Outline	the	differences	among	the	three	most
sophisticated	lungs	found	in	modern	animals:	the	mammalian	lung,	the	avian	lung,	and	the	insect	tracheal	system.	4.	Suppose	a	mammal’s	tidal	volume	is	2	L,	its	tracheal	volume	is	80	mL,	its	anatomical	dead	space	volume	is	350	mL,	and	its	breathing	frequency	is	9	breaths	per	minute.	What	is	its	alveolar	minute	volume?	5.	When	researchers	first
discovered	that	airflow	through	a	bird’s	paleopulmonal	parabronchi	is	unidirectional,	the	question	arose	as	to	whether	gas	exchange	is	countercurrent,	cocurrent,	or	crosscurrent.	Some	ingenious	investigators	carried	out	experiments	in	which	they	measured	the	efficiency	of	gas	exchange	between	air	and	blood	in	duck	lungs	when	parabronchial
airflow	was	in	its	normal	direction	and	when	the	direction	of	parabronchial	airflow	was	artificially	reversed.	The	efficiency	did	not	change.	How	is	this	evidence	against	countercurrent	and	cocurrent	gas	exchange?	How	is	this	evidence	for	cross-current	exchange?	6.	What	is	the	evidence	that	the	breathing	rhythm	in	mammals	originates	in	the
brainstem?	7.	Explain	mechanistically	how	hyperventilation	alters	the	oxygen	cascade	of	an	animal.	8.	Arthropods	are	distinguished	by	having	an	exoskeleton	and	lacking	external	cilia.	How	do	these	traits	of	the	phylum	affect	the	breathing	structures	and	ventilation	modes	of	arthropods?	9.	Why	do	fish	suffocate	when	taken	out	of	the	water	and
placed	in	air,	whereas	mammals	suffocate	if	the	air	in	their	alveoli	is	replaced	with	water?	10.	In	your	own	words,	explain	how	a	person’s	pulmonary	oxygen	utilization	coefficient	can	increase	as	the	person’s	rate	of	ventilation	increases	even	though	the	composition	of	alveolar	gas	is	held	constant	by	negative	feedback	controls.	11.	Insects	of	giant	size
compared	with	today’s	insects	are	found	in	the	fossil	record.	There	were	times	in	the	past	when	the	atmospheric	concentration	of	O2	was	1.5	times	today’s	concentration.	Some	investigators	hypothesize	that	insect	gigantism	was	permitted	by	high	O2	levels.	Explain	why	this	hypothesis	is	plausible.	Go	to	sites.sinauer.com/animalphys4e	for	box
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Neural	control	of	breathing	and	CO2	homeostasis.	Neuron	87:	946–961.	An	accessible	article	on	one	of	the	central	contemporary	research	areas	in	mammalian	respiratory	physiology,	including	up-to-date	material	on	effects	of	exercise.	Kaiser,	A.,	C.	J.	Klok,	J.	J.	Socha,	and	three	additional	authors.	2007.	Increase	in	tracheal	investment	with	beetle	size
supports	hypothesis	of	oxygen	limitation	on	insect	gigantism.	Proc.	Natl.	Acad.	Sci.	U.S.A.	104:	13198–13203.	Maina,	J.	N.	2000.	What	it	takes	to	fly:	The	structural	and	functional	respiratory	refinements	in	birds	and	bats.	J.	Exp.	Biol.	203:	3045–3064.	An	intriguing,	comparative	inquiry	into	the	question	of	how	the	respiratory	systems	of	bats	and	birds
are	adapted	to	meet	the	high	gas-exchange	requirements	of	flight.	Scheid,	P.,	and	J.	Piiper.	1997.	Vertebrate	respiratory	gas	exchange.	In	W.	H.	Dantzler	(ed.),	Comparative	Physiology,	vol.	1	(Handbook	of	Physiology	[Bethesda,	MD],	section	13),	pp.	309–356.	Oxford	University	Press,	New	York.	An	overview	of	gasexchange	principles	and	the
comparative	physiology	of	breathing	in	vertebrates,	written	by	two	long-term	leaders	in	these	fields.	An	excellent	source	to	master	the	quantitative	analysis	of	tidal,	cocurrent,	countercurrent,	and	cross-current	gas	exchange.	Scott,	G.	R.	2011.	Elevated	performance:	the	unique	physiology	of	birds	that	fly	at	high	altitudes.	J.	Exp.	Biol.	214:	2455–2462.
Semenza,	G.	L.	2007.	Life	with	oxygen.	Science	318:	62–64.	A	short	but	stimulating	introduction	to	the	molecular	biology	of	oxygen	in	animals.	Use	it	as	a	launching	point	into	the	literature	it	cites.	Storz,	J.	F.,	G.	R.	Scott,	and	Z.	A.	Cheviron.	2010.	Phenotypic	plasticity	and	genetic	adaptation	to	high-altitude	hypoxia	in	vertebrates.	J.	Exp.	Biol.	213:
4125–4136.	In	terms	of	achieving	clarity	within	an	extremely	complex	area	of	research,	probably	the	best	paper	ever	written	on	high-altitude	physiology	of	animals;	emphasizes	mammals	and	birds.	Weibel,	E.	R.	1984.	The	Pathway	for	Oxygen.	Harvard	University	Press,	Cambridge,	MA.	One	of	the	all-time	great	treatments	of	its	subject,	the	pathway
that	oxygen	follows	from	atmosphere	to	mitochondria,	written	by	a	founder	of	the	field	of	morphometric	lung	analysis.	Becoming	dated,	unfortunately.	Weibel,	E.	R.	2009.	What	makes	a	good	lung?	The	morphometric	basis	of	lung	function.	Swiss	Medical	Weekly	139:	375-386.	A	stimulating	and	easy-to-read	review	of	the	latest	information	on	human
lung	structure	and	function,	including	numerous	illustrations.	West,	J.	B.,	and	A.	M.	Luks.	2015.	West’s	Respiratory	Physiology:	The	Essentials,	10th	ed.	Lippincott	Williams	&	Wilkins,	Philadelphia.	An	articulate,	compact	treatment	of	medical	respiratory	physiology.	See	also	Additional	References	and	Figure	and	Table	Citations. 	Transport	of	Oxygen
and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids	(with	an	Introduction	to	Acid–Base	Physiology)	A	developing	mammalian	fetus	receives	oxygen	and	voids	carbon	dioxide	by	means	of	a	close	juxtaposition	of	its	own	blood	vessels	with	those	of	its	mother’s	circulatory	system	in	the	placenta.	The	fetus’s	heart	pumps	blood	through	the	umbilical	cord	to	the	placenta,
where	that	blood	picks	up	O2	that	its	mother’s	blood	has	brought	there	from	her	lungs.	The	nowoxygenated	fetal	blood	returns	to	the	fetus	through	the	umbilical	cord	and	is	circulated	to	all	the	parts	of	the	body	of	the	fetus.	By	10	weeks	after	conception,	a	human	fetus	already	has	hemoglobin-rich	blood.	At	that	age,	the	amount	of	hemoglobin	per	unit
of	volume	in	the	fetus’s	blood	has	reached	50%	of	the	adult	concentration	and	is	increasing	rapidly,	so	that	it	will	be	about	80%	of	the	adult	value	at	20	weeks	of	age.	In	the	placenta,	O2	must	cross	from	the	mother’s	blood	to	the	fetus’s	blood	by	diffusion	through	tissues	separating	the	two	circulatory	systems.	The	detailed	way	in	which	this	occurs
remains	a	topic	of	active	research.	The	basic	options	for	the	mode	of	gas	transfer	are	countercurrent	gas	exchange,	cross-current	gas	exchange,	and	cocurrent	(concurrent)	gas	exchange—the	same	options	we	discussed	in	Chapter	23	(pages	602–603)	for	the	transfer	of	O2	between	fluid	streams.	The	mode	of	gas	transfer	in	the	human	placenta
remains	uncertain	for	two	reasons.	First,	experiments	cannot	be	done	on	human	fetuses.	Second,	other	24	A	human	fetus	obtains	oxygen	(O2)	by	pumping	blood	along	its	umbilical	cord	to	the	placenta,	where	its	blood	picks	up	O2	from	its	mother’s	blood 	Hemoglobin	plays	a	major	role	in	the	acquisition	and	transport	of	O2	by	the	fetus.	In	the	mother,
O2	taken	up	in	her	lungs	combines	with	hemoglobin	in	her	red	blood	cells	and	is	carried	by	blood	flow	to	the	placenta	in	that	form.	In	the	placenta,	the	fetus’s	hemoglobin	combines	with	O2	that	is	released	from	the	mother’s	hemoglobin.	The	O2	combined	with	fetal	hemoglobin	is	then	carried,	by	the	circulation	of	the	fetus’s	blood,	from	the	placenta
into	the	body	of	the	fetus,	where	the	O2	is	used.	636	 	Chapter	24	species	of	placental	mammals	exhibit	such	wide	diversity	in	the	morphology	and	physiology	of	their	placentas	that	researchers	are	not	certain	which	animal	model	would	best	reveal	how	the	human	placenta	works.	Enough	is	known	about	placental	physiology	in	several	mammalian
species	to	make	clear,	however,	that—contrary	to	expectation—substantial	impediments	to	O2	transfer	from	maternal	to	fetal	blood	often	exist	in	mammalian	placentas.1	Placentas	are	emphatically	not	like	lungs,	in	which	high	rates	of	air	and	blood	flow	and	minutely	thin	intervening	membranes	result	readily	in	dramatic	blood	oxygenation.	An
important	reason	a	human	fetus	can	in	fact	obtain	enough	O2	from	its	placenta	is	that	the	fetus	produces	a	different	molecular	form	of	hemoglobin	from	the	one	its	mother	produces.	This	is	also	true	in	many	other	species	of	placental	mammals	that	have	been	studied.	For	reasons	we	discuss	principally	later	in	this	chapter,	fetal	hemoglobin	has	a
higher	affinity	for	O2	than	adult	hemoglobin	does.	This	greater	affinity	has	two	important,	interrelated	consequences.	First,	the	difference	in	affinity	between	the	maternal	and	fetal	hemoglobins	means	that	O2	has	a	chemical	tendency	to	leave	the	lower-affinity	hemoglobin	of	the	mother	to	bind	with	the	higher-affinity	hemoglobin	of	the	fetus.	Second,
the	high	absolute	affinity	of	fetal	hemoglobin	means	that	it	can	become	well	oxygenated	even	if	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	fetal	blood	remains	relatively	low,	as	it	typically	does.	The	hemoglobins	are	one	of	several	types	of	respiratory	pigments	or	oxygen-transport	pigments	that	animals	have	evolved.	The	defining	property	of	the	respiratory
pigments	is	that	they	undergo	reversible	combination	with	molecular	oxygen	(O2).	Thus	they	can	pick	up	O2	in	one	place,	such	as	the	lungs	of	an	adult	or	the	placenta	of	a	fetus,	and	release	the	O2	in	another	place,	such	as	the	systemic	tissues2	of	the	adult	or	fetus.	All	the	types	of	respiratory	pigments	are	metalloproteins:	proteins	that	contain	metal
atoms,	exemplified	by	the	iron	in	hemoglobin.	In	addition,	all	are	strongly	colored	at	least	some	of	the	time,	explaining	why	they	are	called	pigments.	The	most	straightforward	function	of	the	respiratory	pigments	is	to	increase	the	amount	of	O2	that	can	be	carried	by	a	unit	of	volume	of	blood.	Although	O2	dissolves	in	the	blood	plasma3	just	as	it
dissolves	in	any	aqueous	solution	(see	Chapter	22),	the	solubility	of	O2	in	aqueous	solutions	is	relatively	low,	meaning	that	the	amount	of	O2	that	can	be	carried	in	dissolved	form	per	unit	of	volume	is	not	high.	When	a	respiratory	pigment	is	present	in	the	blood,	however,	the	blood	can	carry	O2	in	two	ways:	in	chemical	combination	with	the	pigment	as
well	as	in	simple	solution.	Therefore	a	respiratory	pigment	increases	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of	blood,	meaning	the	total	amount	of	O2	that	can	be	carried	by	each	unit	of	volume.	In	some	cases,	the	increase	is	very	large.	For	example,	when	the	blood	of	an	adult	person	leaves	the	lungs,	it	contains	1	The	placental	O2	partial	pressure	is	strikingly
low	during	the	first	trimester	of	human	intrauterine	development,	for	example.	To	explain	this	unexpected	state,	one	hypothesis	is	that	the	low	partial	pressure	helps	limit	formation	of	reactive	oxygen	species	(see	Box	8.1),	which	might	be	particularly	damaging	to	the	early	developmental	stages.	The	systemic	tissues	are	all	tissues	other	than	the
tissues	of	the	breathing	organs.	2	3	The	plasma	of	the	blood	is	the	aqueous	solution	in	which	the	cells	are	suspended.	Operationally,	plasma	is	obtained	by	removing	all	cells	from	blood	(e.g.,	by	centrifugation).	almost	200	mL	of	O2	per	liter	of	blood	in	chemical	combination	with	hemoglobin	and	about	4	mL	of	O2	per	liter	in	solution.	Thus	the	blood’s
concentration	of	O2	is	increased	about	50-fold	by	the	presence	of	hemoglobin.	This	means,	among	other	things,	that	the	heart	can	work	far	less	intensely;	roughly	calculated,	the	circulation	of	1	L	of	actual	human	blood	delivers	the	same	amount	of	O2	as	would	the	circulation	of	50	L	of	blood	without	hemoglobin.	Multiple	molecular	forms	of
hemoglobin	occur,	as	already	exemplified	by	the	contrast	between	fetal	and	maternal	hemoglobins.	Not	only	may	one	species	have	multiple	molecular	forms,	but	different	species	have	different	forms.	Thus	the	word	hemoglobin	refers	to	a	family	of	many	compounds,	not	just	a	single	compound.	To	emphasize	this	fact,	we	refer	to	these	compounds	as
hemoglobins	(plural)	rather	than	just	hemoglobin	(singular).	All	the	hemoglobins—plus	a	great	diversity	of	other	globin	proteins—are	coded	by	genes	of	a	single	ancient	gene	family.	Natural	selection	and	other	processes	have	modified	the	genes	in	this	gene	family	over	evolutionary	time,	giving	rise	to	the	great	diversity	of	hemoglobins	and	other
globin	proteins	in	modern	organisms.	Hemoglobins	have	several	functions;	that	is,	their	functions	are	not	limited	just	to	increasing	the	blood’s	oxygen-carrying	capacity.	Blood	hemoglobins,	for	example,	play	important	roles	as	buffers	and	participate	in	blood	CO2	transport	as	well	as	O2	transport.	Moreover,	specialized	hemoglobins	are	found	within
muscle	cells	or	nerve	cells	(neurons),	where	they	often	facilitate	diffusion	of	O2	into	the	cells	and	potentially	serve	as	intracellular	storage	depots	for	O2.	Fast-breaking	research	indicates	also	that	hemoglobins	within	some	muscle	cells	serve	in	intricate	ways	both	to	synthesize	and	break	down	intracellular	nitric	oxide	(NO),	a	compound	that	potently
controls	mitochondrial	respiration	(mitochondrial	O2	consumption	and	ATP	production)	in	the	muscle	cells.	This	chapter	emphasizes	the	role	of	hemoglobins	in	blood	O2	transport	but	touches	on	the	other	functions	as	well.	One	could	aptly	say	that	a	revolution	is	currently	underway	in	the	study	of	the	respiratory	pigments.	The	driving	forces	in	this
revolution	are	molecular	sequencing,	genomics,	applications	of	advanced	chemical	analysis,	and	phylogenetic	reconstruction.	For	instance,	because	of	the	availability	of	relatively	cheap	molecular	sequencing	tools,	it	is	becoming	routine—as	it	has	not	been	before—to	know	the	entire	amino	acid	sequences	of	respiratorypigment	molecules	that	are
being	compared.	Genomics	facilitates	the	widespread	search	for	respiratory-pigment	molecules	and	has	led	to	the	discovery	of	new	ones.	A	final	introductory	point	worth	noting	is	that	when	hemoglobins	or	other	respiratory	pigments	combine	with	O2,	they	are	said	to	be	oxygenated,	and	when	they	release	O2,	they	are	deoxygenated.	They	are	not	said
to	be	oxidized	and	reduced.	The	reason	for	these	distinctions	is	that	the	process	by	which	a	respiratory	pigment	combines	with	O2	is	not	chemically	equivalent	to	oxidation.	During	the	oxygenation	of	a	hemoglobin	molecule,	for	example,	although	electrons	are	partially	transferred	from	iron	atoms	in	the	hemoglobin	molecule	to	the	O2,	the	transfer	is
not	complete,	as	it	would	be	in	full-fledged	oxidation.	In	fact,	if	a	hemoglobin	molecule	accidentally	becomes	truly	oxidized	(so	that	its	iron	atoms	are	converted	from	their	ordinary	ferrous	state	to	the	ferric	state),	the	molecule	(now	called	methemoglobin)	loses	its	ability	to	combine	with	O2!	The	prefixes	oxy-	and	deoxy-	are	used	to	specify	the
oxygenated	and	deoxygenated	states	of	respiratory-pigment	molecules.	Hemoglobin,	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	637	BOX	24.1	Absorption	Spectra	of	Respiratory	Pigments	hospital	patients.	Box	Extension	24.1	explains	how	a	pulse	oximeter	measures	the	percentage	of	oxygenated	heme	groups	in	arterial	blood	and	why	it
is	called	a	“pulse”	oximeter.	Absorption	spectra	for	fully	oxygenated	and	fully	deoxygenated	human	hemoglobin 	To	measure	absorption,	light	of	each	wavelength	is	passed	through	a	hemoglobin	solution	of	defined	concentration	and	optical	path	length	(in	the	case	shown	here,	the	concentration	was	1	mM,	and	the	light	path	through	the	solution	was
1	cm	long).	The	fraction	of	the	incoming	photon	energy	that	fails	to	pass	through	the	solution	is	measured.	From	the	data,	one	calculates	the	extinction	coefficient,	which	is	a	measure	of	the	absorption	of	the	light	by	the	hemoglobin:	A	high	extinction	coefficient	signifies	high	absorption.	(After	Waterman	1978.)	for	example,	is	called	oxyhemoglobin
when	it	is	combined	with	O2	(oxygenated)	and	deoxyhemoglobin	when	it	is	not	combined	with	O2	(deoxygenated).	Respiratory	pigments	change	color	when	they	are	oxygenated	and	deoxygenated,	and	measures	of	these	color	changes	can	be	used	to	monitor	the	oxygenation	and	deoxygenation	of	blood	(Box	24.1).	The	Chemical	Properties	and
Distributions	of	the	Respiratory	Pigments	Four	chemical	categories	of	respiratory	pigments	are	recognized:	hemoglobins,	hemocyanins,	hemerythrins,	and	chlorocruorins.	The	prefix	hemo-	is	from	the	Greek	for	“blood,”	explaining	its	use	in	the	names	of	three	of	the	pigment	categories.	Like	the	hemoglobins,	the	other	categories	are	groups	of	related
compounds,	not	single	chemical	structures.	Many	of	the	important	chemical	properties	of	the	respiratory	pigments	resemble	the	properties	of	the	enzyme	proteins	we	studied	in	Chapter	2.	The	parallels	are	so	great,	in	fact,	that	biochemists	have	occasionally	dubbed	the	respiratory	pigments	“honorary	enzymes.”	The	point	of	mentioning	these	parallels
is	not	to	suggest	that	respiratory	pigments	are	enzymes;	in	terms	of	their	principal	functions,	they	are	not.	The	point,	instead,	is	to	highlight	that,	based	on	your	knowledge	of	enzyme	proteins,	you	will	find	that	you	already	know	a	great	deal	about	the	molecular	features	of	respiratory	pigments.	When	a	hemoglobin	molecule,	for	example,	combines
with	O2,	it	does	so	at	defined	binding	sites,	resembling	the	way	in	which	16	Oxygenated	Deoxygenated	14	Extent	to	which	each	wavelength	is	absorbed	(measured	as	the	extinction	coefficient)	The	hemoglobins	and	other	respiratory	pigments—like	all	pigments—differentially	absorb	various	wavelengths	of	light.	The	pattern	of	absorption	by	a	pigment
when	expressed	as	a	function	of	wavelength,	is	known	as	an	absorption	spectrum	(plural	spectra).	The	absorption	spectrum	of	a	specific	respiratory	pigment	(e.g.,	human	hemoglobin)	changes	with	the	oxygenation	or	deoxygenation	of	the	pigment,	as	shown	in	the	accompanying	figure.	These	changes	are	qualitatively	evident	to	our	eyes:	We	know,	for
example,	that	oxygenated	hemoglobin	(bright	red)	differs	in	color	from	deoxygenated	hemoglobin	(purple-red).	By	using	quantitative	light-absorption	measurements,	the	percentage	of	heme	groups	that	are	oxygenated	in	blood	can	be	determined.	This	is	the	principle	behind	the	finger	probes—	known	as	pulse	oximeters—that	are	used	to	monitor
arterial	blood	oxygenation	in	12	10	8	6	4	2	0	650	600	550	Wavelength	of	light	(nm)	500	enzymes	combine	with	their	substrates	at	defined	binding	sites.	Moreover,	the	combination	of	the	O2-binding	sites	with	O2	is	highly	specific	and	occurs	by	noncovalent,	weak	bonding	(see	Box	2.1),	just	as	enzyme–substrate	binding	is	specific	and	noncovalent.
Accordingly,	O2	is	a	ligand	of	hemoglobin,	based	on	the	definition	of	“ligand”	we	developed	in	Chapter	2.	When	a	hemoglobin	molecule	combines	with	O2,	it	undergoes	a	change	in	its	molecular	conformation	(shape)	that	is	analogous	to	the	conformational	change	an	enzyme	molecule	undergoes	when	it	combines	with	its	substrate;	the	ability	of	a
hemoglobin	molecule	to	flex	in	this	way	is	an	essential	attribute	of	its	function,	just	as	molecular	flexibility	is	critical	for	enzyme	function.	One	of	a	hemoglobin	molecule’s	most	important	properties	is	its	affinity	for	O2,	meaning	the	ease	with	which	it	binds	with	the	O2	molecules	it	encounters;	thus	a	hemoglobin	molecule	(like	an	enzyme)	is
characterized	in	part	by	how	readily	it	binds	with	its	primary	ligand.	A	hemoglobin	molecule	also	has	specific	sites	at	which	it	combines	with	ligands	other	than	O2.	Using	the	same	terminology	we	used	in	Chapter	2	in	connection	with	enzymes,	such	ligands	(e.g.,	H+	and	CO2)	are	allosteric	ligands	or	allosteric	modulators,	because	when	they	bind	with
their	specific	sites	on	a	hemoglobin	molecule,	they	affect	the	ability	of	the	hemoglobin	to	bind	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	with	its	primary	ligand,	O2.	Associates	Allosteric	ligands,	for	example,	can	Sinauer	potently	affect	a	hemoglobin	molecule’s	affinity	for	O2.	Within	a	Morales	Studio	12-11-15molecule,	allosteric	hemoglobin	molecule,Figure	just	Box
as	in24.01	an	enzyme	ligands	exert	their	effects	at	a	distance;	that	is,	the	binding	sites	for	allosteric	ligands	on	a	hemoglobin	molecule	are	separate	from	the	O2-binding	sites,	and	when	allosteric	ligands	affect	O2	binding,	they	do	so	by	modifying	the	conformation	and	flexibility	of	the	molecule	as	a	whole.	638	 	Chapter	24	Hemogloblin	molecules	are
usually	multisubunit	proteins;	that	is,	each	whole	molecule	consists	of	two	or	more	proteins	bonded	together	by	noncovalent	bonds.	Multisubunit	hemoglobins	have	an	O2-binding	site	on	each	subunit	and	thus	have	multiple	O2-binding	sites.	In	common	with	multisubunit	enzymes	that	exhibit	cooperativity	among	substrate-binding	sites,	multisubunit
hemoglobin	molecules	exhibit	cooperativity	among	their	O2-binding	sites,	meaning	that	binding	of	O2	to	any	one	site	on	a	molecule	affects	how	readily	the	other	sites	bind	O2.4	These	interactions	among	O2-binding	sites	themselves	occur	at	a	distance;	the	various	O2-binding	sites	on	a	multisubunit	hemoglobin	are	separate	and	distinct,	and	they
influence	each	other	by	effects	that	are	relayed	through	the	structure	of	the	whole	multisubunit	molecule,	rather	than	by	direct	site-to-site	effects.	The	points	we	have	made	using	hemoglobin	as	an	example	apply	to	the	other	categories	of	respiratory	pigments	as	well.	Thus,	in	the	study	of	all	respiratory	pigments,	it	is	helpful	to	keep	these	points	in
mind.	Despite	sharing	many	key	properties	with	enzymes,	the	respiratory	pigments	differ	from	enzymes	in	a	major	way:	They	do	not	modify	their	primary	ligand.	After	they	combine	with	O2,	they	later	release	the	same	molecule,	O2.	Hemoglobins	contain	heme	and	are	the	most	widespread	respiratory	pigments	The	chemical	structures	of	all
hemoglobin	molecules	share	two	features.	First,	all	hemoglobins	contain	heme	(Figure	24.1A),	which	is	a	particular	metalloporphyrin	containing	iron	in	the	ferrous	state	(ferrous	protoporphyrin	IX).	Second,	the	heme	is	noncovalently	bonded	to	a	protein	known	as	a	globin	(Figure	4	In	the	terminology	developed	in	Chapter	2,	this	is	homotropic
cooperativity.	See	page	49	for	more	on	cooperativity	within	multisubunit	proteins.	(A)	Heme	CH3	H	C	C	C	HC	H3C	C	C	H2C	C	C	C	CH2	COOH	HC	Heme	C	CH	N	C	C	C	C	CH2	CH3	H2C	C	C	CH3	C	C	C	H	The	iron	and	nitrogen	atoms	in	heme	form	a	planar	structure.	(C)	Mammalian	adult	blood	hemoglobin:	A	tetramer	consisting	of	four	heme–globin
subunits	β-Globin	β-Globin	α-Globin	α-Globin	N	Fe	N	(B)	Whale	myoglobin:	An	example	of	a	single	heme–globin	complex	CH2	N	24.1B).	The	combination	of	heme	with	globin	accounts	for	the	name	hemoglobin.	Oxygen	binds	at	the	heme	site	at	a	ratio	of	one	O2	molecule	per	heme.	In	all	hemoglobin	molecules,	the	heme	is	identical.	The	multiple
molecular	forms	of	hemoglobin	differ	in	their	protein	(globin)	structures	(and	in	the	numbers	of	unit	molecules	of	hemoglobin	that	are	linked	together).	Biochemical	studies	reveal	that	small	changes	in	the	protein	structure	of	a	hemoglobin	molecule	can	cause	highly	significant	alterations	in	the	functional	properties	of	the	molecule.	There	are,	to
illustrate,	more	than	100	known	mutant	forms	of	human	hemoglobin.	Each	human	globin	protein	consists	of	more	than	140	amino	acids,	and	most	of	the	mutant	forms	differ	from	the	normal	form	in	just	one	of	those	amino	acids.	Nonetheless,	many	mutant	forms	differ	markedly	from	the	normal	form	in	their	functional	properties;	they	may	differ	in
their	affinity	for	O2	or	in	other	key	properties,	such	as	their	solubility	or	structural	stability.	The	blood	hemoglobins	of	vertebrates	are	almost	always	fourunit	(tetrameric)	molecules	(Figure	24.1C)	that	can	bind	a	total	of	four	O2	molecules.	The	molecular	weight	of	each	unit	molecule	is	typically	about	16,000–17,000	daltons	(Da).	Thus	the	four-unit
blood	hemoglobins	have	molecular	weights	of	approximately	64,000–68,000	Da.	Two	types	of	globins,	termed	α	and	β,	are	found	in	adult	blood	hemoglobins.	Most	biochemists	agree	that	the	ancestral	genes	for	the	two	types	originated	by	gene	duplication	about	500	million	years	ago.	Each	molecule	of	adult	blood	hemoglobin	consists	of	two	α	units	and
two	β	units.	The	human	α-globin	contains	141	amino	acids,	whereas	the	human	β-globin	contains	146	amino	acids.	Although	other	vertebrate	species	are	also	described	as	having	α-	and	β-globins,	the	particular	chemical	structures	of	those	globins	vary	from	species	to	species.	Relatively	huge	hemoglobin	molecules	are	found	in	the	blood	of	some
invertebrates,	as	we	will	soon	see.	CH2	O2	binds	here.	CH	COOH	Figure	24.1 	The	chemical	structure	of	hemoglobin 	(A)	The	structure	of	heme:	Ferrous	iron	forms	a	complex	with	protoporphyrin.	The	positions	assigned	to	double	and	single	bonds	in	the	porphyrin	ring	are	arbitrary	because	resonance	occurs.	(B)	A	single	heme–globin	complex.	The
specific	molecule	shown	is	myoglobin	(muscle	hemoglobin)	taken	from	the	muscle	of	a	whale.	The	structure	of	the	globin	protein	includes	eight	segments	in	which	the	amino	acid	backbone	of	Globin	the	protein	(seen	spiraling	inside	the	cylindrical	outline)	forms	a	helix.	The	outer,	cylindrical	part	of	the	drawing	shows	the	major	contours	of	the	globin
structure.	(C)	A	tetrameric	hemoglobin	molecule	of	the	sort	found	in	mammalian	red	blood	cells.	In	adults,	each	tetramer	consists	of	two	α-globins,	two	β-globins,	and	a	total	of	four	heme	groups.	(B	and	C	after	Dickerson	and	Geis	1983.)	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	639	Embryonic	globin	synthesis	Fetal	globin	synthesis
Figure	24.2 	Human	developmental	changes	in	the	types	of	globins	synthesized	for	incorporation	into	blood	hemoglobins 	Each	blood-hemoglobin	molecule	α-Globin	Percentage	of	total	globin	synthesis	50	β-Globin	40	30	ε-Globin	20	ζ-Globin	10	0	γ-Globin	6	12	18	24	30	Time	(weeks)	between	conception	and	birth	36	6	Birth	12	18	24	30	36	Postnatal
age	(weeks)	Animals	sometimes	have	hemoglobins	inside	muscle	cells	or	inside	the	cells	of	other	tissues	besides	blood.	Such	hemoglobins	typically	differ	from	blood	hemoglobins	in	their	chemical	structure.	The	muscle	hemoglobins,	termed	myoglobins	(myo-,	“muscle”),	of	vertebrates	provide	apt	examples.	Located	in	the	cytoplasm	of	muscle	fibers
(muscle	cells),	they	tend	to	be	especially	abundant	in	cardiac	muscle	fibers	and	in	the	slow	oxidative	(SO)	class	of	skeletal	muscle	fibers	(see	page	202).	When	present	at	high	concentrations,	they	impart	a	reddish	color	to	the	tissue;	“red”	muscles	are	red	because	of	myoglobins.	Unlike	blood	hemoglobins,	vertebrate	myoglobins	appear	always	to	be
single-unit	(monomeric)	molecules	(see	Figure	24.1B).	They	also	have	distinctive	globins.	In	adult	humans,	for	example,	the	globin	of	myoglobin	is	of	different	structure	than	the	α-	or	β-globins.	In	addition	to	varying	spatially—from	tissue	to	tissue—within	an	animal,	the	chemical	nature	of	hemoglobin	often	also	changes	temporally	over	the	life	cycle.
For	example,	as	already	mentioned,	the	blood	hemoglobin	of	fetal	mammals	is	often	different	from	that	of	the	adults	of	their	species.	In	humans,	fetuses	synthesize	α-globin	(as	adults	do)	and	γ-globin	(gamma-globin),	which	differs	from	the	β-globin	synthesized	by	adults	(Figure	24.2);	each	fetal	blood-hemoglobin	molecule	consists	of	two	α-globin	and
two	γ-globin	subunits.	Earlier	in	development,	as	Figure	24.2	shows,	still	different	globins	are	expressed.	Although	the	adult	blood	hemoglobin	of	many	animals	(e.g.,	humans	and	most	other	mammals)	is	of	essentially	uniform	composition,	in	many	species	of	poikilothermic	vertebrates	and	invertebrates,	the	blood	of	adults	normally	consists	of	mixes	of
two,	three,	or	even	ten	or	more	chemically	different	forms	of	hemoglobin.	A	relatively	simple	example	is	provided	by	the	blood	hemoglobin	of	the	sucker	fish	Catostomus	clarkii,	which	consists	of	about	80%	ofHill	oneAnimal	majorPhysiology	type	of	hemoglobin	and	20%	of	another.	When	mul4E	Sinauer	Associates	tiple	chemical	forms	of	hemoglobin
occur	in	a	species,	the	forms	Morales	Studio	sometimes	differ	substantially	in	their	O2-binding	characteristics.	Figure	24.01	12-10-15	Possession	of	multiple	blood	hemoglobins	may	thus	permit	a	species	to	maintain	adequate	O2	transport	over	a	broader	range	of	conditions	than	would	be	possible	with	only	a	single	hemoglobin	type.	the	distribution	of
hemoglobins 	Hemoglobins	are	the	most	widely	distributed	of	the	respiratory	pigments,	being	found	in	at	least	nine	phyla	of	animals	(Figure	24.3)	and	even	in	some	42	48	consists	of	four	globin	units	plus	four	O2-binding	heme	groups	(see	Figure	24.1C).	In	early	embryos,	the	principal	globins	synthesized	are	α-globin,	ε-globin	(epsilon-globin),	and	ζ-
globin	(zeta-globin);	embryonic	hemoglobins	are	made	up	principally	of	these	globins	(e.g.,	one	common	form	consists	of	two	α-globin	and	two	ε-globin	units).	By	about	8	weeks	after	conception,	α-globin	and	γ-globin	(gamma-globin)	are	the	principal	globins	synthesized,	and	most	hemoglobin	molecules	are	fetal	hemoglobin	molecules	consisting	of	two
α-globin	and	two	γ-globin	units.	Following	birth,	synthesis	of	γ-globin	ebbs,	whereas	that	of	β-globin	increases,	so	that	by	20	weeks	of	postnatal	age,	the	blood	hemoglobin	is	predominantly	adult	hemoglobin	consisting	of	α-	and	β-globins.	The	dashed	part	of	the	β-globin	curve	is	postulated	rather	than	empirical.	(After	Wood	1976.)	protists	and	plants.
They	are	the	only	respiratory	pigments	found	in	vertebrates,	and	with	a	few	interesting	exceptions	(see	Chapter	3),	all	vertebrates	have	hemoglobin	in	their	blood.	The	blood	hemoglobins	of	vertebrates	are	always	contained	in	specialized	cells,	the	red	blood	cells	(erythrocytes),	discussed	in	Box	24.2.	Among	the	invertebrates,	the	distribution	of
hemoglobins	is	not	only	wide	but	sporadic.	Hemoglobins	may	occur	within	certain	subgroups	of	a	phylum	but	not	others,	and	even	within	certain	species	but	not	other	closely	related	species.	Sometimes,	among	all	the	members	of	a	large	assemblage	of	related	species,	only	an	isolated	few	possess	hemoglobins.	The	evolution	of	the	wide	but	sporadic
distribution	of	hemoglobins	certainly	provokes	curiosity.	According	to	the	prevailing	view	at	present,	the	hemoglobin	gene	family	originated	even	before	animals	did,	and	therefore	genes	of	the	family	are	potentially	present	in	all	evolutionary	lines	of	animals.	The	genes	are	sometimes	fully	functional	and	expressed	in	modern	animals,	and	sometimes
not—accounting	for	the	hemoglobin	distribution	observed.	The	circulating	hemoglobins	of	invertebrates	may	be	found	in	blood,	or	they	may	occur	in	other	moving	fluids,	such	as	coelomic	fluids.	Sometimes,	as	in	vertebrates,	these	hemoglobins	are	contained	within	cells	and	thus	categorized	as	intracellular.	The	intracellular	hemoglobins	of
invertebrates	are	always	of	relatively	low	molecular	weight	(~14,000–70,000	Da);	structurally,	they	are	generally	one-,	two-,	or	four-unit	molecules.	By	contrast,	the	blood	hemoglobins	of	some	invertebrates	are	dissolved	in	the	blood	plasma	and	thus	categorized	as	extracellular.	Earthworms	(Lumbricus),	for	example,	have	hemoglobin	dissolved	in
their	blood	plasma,	which	when	held	to	the	light	is	wine	red	and	clear—quite	unlike	vertebrate	bloods,	which	are	opaque	because	of	their	high	concentrations	of	red	blood	cells.	The	extracellular,	dissolved	hemoglobins	of	invertebrates	are—almost	always—relatively	huge,	multiunit	molecules,	having	molecular	weights	of	0.2–12	million	Da.	There	are
144	O2-binding	sites	in	each	molecule	of	earthworm	(Lumbricus)	hemoglobin!	The	concentration	of	blood	hemoglobin	in	some	invertebrates	changes	so	dramatically	from	one	environment	to	another	that	the	animals	change	color.	Water	fleas	(Daphnia),	for	example,	have	little	hemoglobin	and	are	pale	when	they	have	been	living	in	O2-rich	waters.
However,	if	they	are	placed	in	O2-poor	waters,	they	increase	their	levels	of	hemoglobin	within	days	and	become	bright	red	(see	Figure	24.20).	640	 	Chapter	24	Figure	24.3 	The	distribution	of	the	two	major	respiratory	pigSponges	Ctenophores	Cnidarians	Chaetognaths	Flatworms	Lophotrochozoans	Protostomes	Ectoprocts	Rotifers	Nemerteans
Brachiopods	Phoronids	Annelids	Molluscs	Ecdysozoans	Priapulids	Kinorhrynchs	Loriciferans	Nematomorphs	Nematodes	ments—hemoglobins	and	hemocyanins—in	animals 	A	red	square	indicates	that	hemoglobins	occur	in	solid	tissues	such	as	muscle	or	nerve	tissues.	Red	circles	indicate	that	hemoglobins	occur	in	circulating	body	fluids.	A	single
small	red	circle	indicates	the	presence	in	circulating	body	fluids	of	hemoglobins	consisting	of	one	unit	molecule	of	heme	plus	globin:	hemoglobin	monomers.	A	pair	or	foursome	of	small	red	circles	symbolizes	hemoglobin	dimers	or	tetramers,	respectively.	A	large	red	circle	indicates	polymeric	hemoglobins	of	high	molecular	weight,	consisting	of	many
joined	unit	molecules.	The	polymeric	hemoglobins	are	always	extracellular—dissolved	in	the	circulating	fluid.	The	monomeric,	dimeric,	and	tetrameric	forms	of	hemoglobin,	with	few	exceptions,	are	intracellular—	contained	within	circulating	cells	such	as	erythrocytes.	A	large	blue	circle	indicates	polymeric	hemocyanins	of	high	molecular	weight
dissolved	in	the	blood;	this	is	the	only	circumstance	in	which	hemocyanins	occur.	In	each	group	labeled	here	as	having	hemoglobin	or	hemocyanin,	not	all	species	in	the	group	have	it;	nor	does	each	species	with	hemoglobin	necessarily	have	all	the	chemical	forms	of	hemoglobin	shown.	In	vertebrates,	for	example,	although	most	have	blood
hemoglobin,	icefish	do	not	(see	Chapter	3);	and	the	monomeric	and	dimeric	forms	of	blood	hemoglobin	occur	only	in	cyclostome	fish,	with	tetrameric	forms	being	found	in	all	other	vertebrates	that	have	blood	hemoglobin.	Similarly,	whereas	some	arthropods	and	molluscs	have	hemoglobins	as	symbolized	here,	the	majority	lack	them.	This	summary	is
not	exhaustive,	and	it	assumes	echiurids	are	annelids.	(Hemoglobin	data	from	Terwilliger	1980;	cladogram	after	Sadava	et	al.	2008.)	Onychophorans	Tardigrades	Arthropods	Hemichordates	Deuterostomes	Echinoderms	Urochordates	Cephalochordates	Vertebrates	KEY	Hemoglobin	in	muscle,	neurons,	neuron-support	cells	(glial	cells),	or	other	solid
tissue	Hemoglobin	in	blood	or	other	circulating	fluid:	Monomers	Dimers	Usually	intracellular	Tetramers	Polymers	–	Extracellular	Hemocyanin	in	blood	Polymers	–	Extracellular	Hemoglobins—usually	single-unit	molecules—are	found	widely	in	solid	tissues	of	invertebrates,	not	only	in	muscles	but	also	in	certain	other	tissues.	Both	muscle	and	nerve
hemoglobins	occur,	for	example,	in	a	wide	variety	of	molluscs	and	annelids;	the	nerve	hemoglobins	may	be	present	in	neurons	per	se	or	in	support	cells	(glial	cells),	but	either	way,	they	sometimes	impart	a	striking	pinkish	or	red	color	to	the	ganglia	or	nerves.	Although	insects	usually	lack	circulating	respiratory	pigments,	large	numbers	of	insect
species	have	hemoglobins	in4E	the	fat	body	or	parts	of	the	tracheal	system.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	Sinauer	Associates	in	some	backswimmer	bugs,	for	example,	store	Such	hemoglobins	Morales	Studio	O	2	for	release	to	the	tracheae	during	diving.	Figure	24.03	12-10-15	Copper-based	hemocyanins	occur	in	many	arthropods	and	molluscs	Hemocyanins
are	found	in	just	two	phyla—the	arthropods	and	the	molluscs	(see	Figure	24.3)—but	clearly	rank	as	the	second	most	common	class	of	respiratory	pigments.	In	turning	to	the	hemocyanins,	we	encounter	a	minor	problem	that	they	share	with	the	chlorocruorins	and	hemerythrins:	The	names	given	to	these	compounds	provide	no	clue	to	their	chemical
structures.	Hemocyanins	do	not	contain	heme,	iron,	or	porphyrin	structures.	The	metal	they	contain	is	copper,	bound	directly	to	the	protein.	The	arthropod	and	mollusc	hemocyanins	exhibit	consistent	structural	differences	and	are	clearly	of	separate	evolutionary	origin.	Thus	they	are	distinguished	as	arthropod	hemocyanins	and	mollusc	hemocyanins.
Each	O2-binding	site	of	a	hemocyanin	contains	two	copper	atoms;	thus	the	binding	ratio	is	one	O2	molecule	per	two	Cu.	In	both	phyla,	hemocyanins	are	invariably	found	dissolved	in	the	blood	plasma,	not	in	cells,	and	are	typically	large	molecules	(4–9	million	Da	in	molluscs,	0.5–3	million	Da	in	arthropods)	that	have	numerous	O2-binding	sites.	The
number	of	binding	sites	per	molecule	is	as	high	as	160	in	some	cases.	Although	hemocyanins	are	colorless	when	deoxygenated,	they	turn	bright	blue	when	oxygenated.	Species	that	have	high	concentrations	of	hemocyanins	are	dramatically	blue-blooded!	The	molluscs	that	possess	hemocyanins	include	the	squids	and	octopuses	(cephalopods),	many
chitons	and	gastropods	(snails	and	slugs),	and	a	relatively	small	subset	of	bivalves.	Hemocyanins	are	not	present	in	most	bivalve	molluscs	(clams,	scallops,	and	the	like);	indeed,	bivalves	usually	lack	circulating	respiratory	pigments	of	any	kind.	Groups	of	arthropods	in	which	hemocyanins	are	important	include	the	decapod	crustaceans	(crabs,	lobsters,
shrimps,	and	crayfish),	the	horseshoe	crabs,	and	the	spiders	and	scorpions.	Even	some	(relatively	primitive)	insects	have	recently	been	discovered	to	have	hemocyanins.	Hemocyanins	are	never	found	within	muscle	or	other	solid	tissues.	Certain	molluscs	that	have	blood	hemocyanins	have	hemoglobins	in	their	muscles,	neurons,	or	gills.	Transport	of
Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	641	BOX	24.2	Blood	Cells	and	Their	Production	The	red	blood	cells	(erythrocytes,	RBCs)	The	process	by	which	the	body	makes	of	vertebrates	vary	in	size,	shape,	and	RBCs	is	called	erythropoiesis.	Because	other	properties.	Mammals	have	relativeRBCs	have	relatively	short	life	spans,	they	ly	small	RBCs,
usually	4–10	μm	in	diamare	continually	being	replaced.	The	rate	eter;	human	RBCs,	for	example,	average	of	turnover	seems	to	be	particularly	rapid	7.4	μm.	Some	other	groups	of	vertebrates	in	mammals,	possibly	because	mature	have	distinctly	larger	RBCs;	the	oval	RBCs	mammalian	RBCs—lacking	a	nucleus	of	frogs	and	toads,	for	example,	average
and	ribosomes—lack	any	ability	to	repair	23	×	14	μm	in	their	major	dimensions.	proteins.	The	average	human	RBC	lasts	A	significant	difference	between	the	4	months.	We	replace	almost	1%	of	our	RBCs	of	mammals	and	those	of	other	RBCs	every	day,	meaning	that	we	make	vertebrates	is	that	the	mature	RBCs	of	about	2	million	new	RBCs	per
second!	mammals	are	essentially	devoid	of	cell	The	principal	site	of	erythropoiesis	in	organelles;	they	have	no	nucleus,	mitoadult	mammals	is	the	soft	interior	of	the	chondria,	or	ribosomes.	The	RBCs	of	all	bones,	the	bone	marrow.	other	vertebrates,	and	all	the	respiratory	Erythropoiesis	is	under	endocrine	conpigment–containing	blood	cells	of	introl.
In	mammals,	the	principal	control	vertebrates	that	have	been	studied,	are	is	exerted	by	a	glycoprotein	hormone,	nucleated,	emphasizing	how	distinctive	erythropoietin.	When	low-O2	conditions	are	detected	in	the	body,	erythropoietin	mammalian	RBCs	are	in	this	regard.	One	is	secreted	in	increased	amounts	and	way	of	expressing	the	blood’s	content
accelerates	erythropoiesis.	The	kidneys	of	RBCs	is	as	the	hematocrit,	defined	to	are	the	principal	site	of	erythropoietin	be	the	percentage	of	total	blood	volsecretion	in	adult	mammals.	Molecular	ume	occupied	by	the	RBCs.	The	normal	probes	for	erythropoietin	messenger	hematocrit	for	people	at	sea	level	is	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	RNA	(mRNA)
have	now	established	that	42%–45%.	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	Box	24.02	12-11-15	Chlorocruorins	resemble	hemoglobins	and	occur	in	certain	annelids	Chlorocruorins,	also	sometimes	called	green	hemoglobins,	occur	in	just	four	families	of	marine	annelid	worms,	including	the	fan	worms	and	feather-duster	worms	that	are	so	popular
with	aquarists.	Chlorocruorins	are	always	found	extracellularly,	dissolved	in	the	blood	plasma.	They	have	close	chemical	similarities	to	the	extracellular	hemoglobins	found	dissolved	in	the	blood	plasma	of	many	other	annelids.	Like	the	extracellular	hemoglobins,	they	are	large	molecules,	with	molecular	weights	of	close	to	3	million	Da,	composed	of
unit	molecules	consisting	of	iron-porphyrin	groups	conjugated	with	protein.	They	bind	one	O2	per	iron-porphyrin	group.	The	chlorocruorins	differ	from	hemoglobins	in	the	type	of	iron	porphyrin	they	contain.5	This	difference	gives	the	chlorocruorins	a	distinctive	and	dramatic	color.	In	dilute	solution,	they	are	greenish.	In	more	concentrated	solution,
they	are	deep	red	by	transmitted	light	but	greenish	by	reflected	light.	Iron-based	hemerythrins	do	not	contain	heme	and	occur	in	three	or	four	phyla	Hemerythrins	have	a	distribution	that	is	puzzling	because	it	is	culating	hemerythrins	occur	in	a	single	family	of	marine	annelid	worms	(the	magelonids),	in	the	sipunculid	worms	(which	have	been	a
separate	phylum	but	might	be	annelids),	in	many	brachiopods	(lamp	shells),	and	in	some	species	of	the	small	phylum	Priapulida.	Despite	their	name,	hemerythrins	do	not	contain	heme.	They	do	contain	iron	(ferrous	when	deoxygenated),	bound	directly	to	the	protein.	Each	O2-binding	site	contains	two	iron	atoms,	and	there	is	one	such	site	per	13,000–
14,000	Da	of	molecular	weight.	In	some	instances	(including,	for	example,	some	annelids	that	lack	circulating	hemerythrin),	single-unit	hemerythrins,	known	as	myohemerythrins,	occur	within	muscle	cells.	Better	known	are	the	circulating	hemerythrins,	which	are	always	located	intracellularly,	in	blood	or	coelomic	cells,	and	typically	have	molecular
weights	of	40,000–110,000	Da;	many	are	octomers,	having	eight	O2-binding	sites	per	molecule.	Hemerythrins	are	colorless	when	deoxygenated	but	turn	reddish	violet	when	oxygenated.	Summary	The	Chemical	Properties	and	Distributions	of	the	Respiratory	Pigments	„„The	four	chemical	classes	of	respiratory	pigments	are	all	both	limited	and	far-
flung,	encompassing	three	or	four	phyla.	Cir5	The	porphyrin	differs	from	heme	in	that	one	of	the	vinyl	chains	(—CH=CH2)	on	the	periphery	of	the	protoporphyrin	ring	in	heme	(see	Figure	24.1A)	is	replaced	with	a	formyl	group	(—CHO).	erythropoietin	is	synthesized	by	secretory	cells	in	interstitial	tissue	located	between	adjacent	nephron	tubules	in
the	cortex	of	the	kidneys	(see	Figure	29.6).	Hypoxia—a	low	level	of	O2—in	the	kidneys	causes	increased	transcription	of	the	erythropoietin	gene	in	the	secretory	cells,	thereby	increasing	formation	of	mRNA	for	synthesis	of	erythropoietin.	The	erythropoietin	then	travels	in	the	blood	to	the	bone	marrow,	where	it	stimulates	production	of	RBCs.
Upregulation	of	the	erythropoietin	gene	by	hypoxia	is	mediated	by	the	transcription	factor	hypoxia-inducible	factor	1	(HIF-1),	discussed	in	Chapter	23	(see	Figure	23.6).	This	transcription	factor,	now	known	to	be	enormously	significant	in	responses	to	hypoxia	throughout	the	animal	kingdom,	in	fact	was	discovered	through	studies	of	the	regulation	of
the	erythropoietin	gene.	HIF-1	plays	multiple	regulatory	roles,	including	the	upregulation	of	pathways	that	aid	delivery	of	iron	to	the	bone	marrow	when	erythropoiesis	is	stimulated.		metalloproteins.	They	bind	reversibly	with	O2	at	specific	O2-binding	sites	associated	with	the	metal	atoms	in	their	molecular	structures.	(Continued	)	„„In	hemoglobins,
the	unit	molecule	consists	of	heme	bonded	with	protein	(globin).	The	heme	structure—an	iron	(ferrous)	porphyrin—is	identical	in	all	hemoglobins.	The	globin,	however,	varies	widely	among	species	and	among	different	molecular	forms	of	hemoglobin	within	any	single	species.	„„Hemoglobins	are	the	most	common	and	widespread	respiratory	pigments,
occurring	in	at	least	nine	phyla.	Virtually	all	vertebrates	have	blood	hemoglobin.	The	blood-hemoglobin	molecules	of	vertebrates	are	usually	tetramers	consisting	(in	adults)	of	two	α-globin	and	two	β-globin	unit	molecules;	they	always	occur	in	red	blood	cells.	Although	many	invertebrates	also	have	hemoglobins	in	blood	cells,	some	invertebrates	have
hemoglobins	dissolved	in	their	blood	plasma.	(A)	Percentage	of	heme	groups	oxygenated	as	a	function	of	O2	partial	pressure	100	Percentage	of	heme	groups	oxygenated	642	 	Chapter	24	80	60	40	20	0	0	20	0	in	only	four	families	of	marine	annelid	worms,	and	are	always	dissolved	in	the	blood	plasma.	„„Hemerythrins	are	non-heme,	iron-containing
respiratory	pigments	that	have	a	limited	and	scattered	distribution,	occurring	in	three	or	four	different	invertebrate	phyla.	The	O2-Binding	Characteristics	of	Respiratory	Pigments	A	key	tool	for	understanding	the	function	of	a	respiratory	pigment	is	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve.	In	a	body	fluid	containing	a	respiratory	pigment,	there	is	a	large
population	of	O2-binding	sites.	Human	blood,	for	example,	contains	about	5.4	×	1020	heme	groups	per	100	mL.	The	combination	of	O2	with	each	individual	O2-binding	site	is	stoichiometric:	One	and	only	one	O2	molecule	can	bind,	for	example,	with	each	heme	group	of	a	hemoglobin	or	with	each	pair	of	copper	atoms	in	a	hemocyanin.	However,	in
blood,	where	there	are	great	numbers	of	O2-binding	sites,	all	sites	do	not	simultaneously	bind	with	O2	or	release	O2.	Instead,	the	fraction	of	the	O2-binding	sites	that	are	oxygenated	varies	in	a	graded	manner	with	the	O2	partial	pressure.	The	oxygen	equilibrium	curve,	also	sometimes	called	the	oxygen	dissociation	curve,	shows	the	functional	relation
between	the	percentage	of	binding	sites	that	are	oxygenated	and	the	O2	partial	pressure	(Figure	24.4A).	The	respiratory	pigment	in	the	blood	of	an	animal	is	said	to	be	saturated	if	the	O2	partial	pressure	is	high	enough	for	all	O2-binding	sites	to	be	oxygenated.	Accordingly,	the	percentage	of	binding	sites	that	are	oxygenated	is	often	termed	the
percent	saturation.	The	blood’s	oxygen-carrying	capacity,	an	important	property	mentioned	earlier,	is	the	amount	of	O2	carried	per	unit	of	volume	at	saturation.	Ordinary	human	blood,	for	example,	has	an	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of	about	20	mL	O2	per	100	mL	of	blood	100	80	120	mm	Hg	16	kPa	(B)	Blood	O2	concentration	as	a	function	of	O2	partial
pressure	This	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	shows	the	total	amount	of	O2	per	unit	of	blood	volume,	including	both	hemoglobin-bound	and	dissolved	O2.	20	mL	of	O2	per	100	mL	of	blood	(vol	%)	„„Chlorocruorins,	which	are	similar	to	hemoglobins,	occur	60	4	8	12	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	„„Hemocyanins	are	the	second	most	common	of	the
respiratory	pigments	in	animals.	They	contain	copper	and	turn	bright	blue	when	oxygenated.	There	are	two	types	of	hemocyanins,	which	are	of	separate	evolutionary	origin:	arthropod	hemocyanins	(occurring	in	crabs,	lobsters,	crayfish,	horseshoe	crabs,	spiders,	and	some	other	arthropods)	and	mollusc	hemocyanins	(occurring	in	squids,	octopuses,
many	snails,	and	some	other	molluscs).	Hemocyanins	are	always	dissolved	in	the	blood	plasma.	40	This	plateau	(relatively	flat	part)	in	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	means	that	a	wide	range	of	blood	O2	partial	pressures	is	sufficient	to	cause	virtually	full	hemoglobin	saturation.	15	Oxygen	equilibrium	curve	(total	O2)	10	5	Dissolved	O2	0	0	0	20	40	60
80	4	8	12	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	100	120	mm	Hg	16	kPa	Figure	24.4 	A	typical	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	for	human	arterial	blood	presented	in	two	different	ways 	(A)	The	per-	centage	of	heme	groups	oxygenated	as	a	function	of	the	O2	partial	pressure.	(B)	The	total	blood	O2	concentration—including	both	hemoglobin-bound	and	dissolved
O2—as	a	function	of	the	O2	partial	pressure;	the	portion	of	the	total	O2	present	as	dissolved	O2	is	plotted	at	the	bottom.	Normal	arterial	values	of	CO2	partial	pressure,	pH,	and	temperature	are	assumed.	In	humans,	as	in	other	animals,	significant	individual	variation	occurs.	Partial	pressure	is	shown	in	two	systems	of	units,	the	SI	system	(kPa)	and	a
traditional	system	(mm	Hg)—as	will	often	be	the	case	in	this	chapter.	(After	Roughton	1964;	B	assumes	an	O2	concentration	of	20	vol	%	at	16	kPa.)	and	actually	has	that	concentration	of	O2	when	saturated.6	The	volume	of	gas	carried	per	100	volumes	of	blood	is	often	termed	the	volumes	percent	(vol	%)	of	gas.	In	that	system	of	units,	the	oxygen-
carrying	capacity	of	ordinary	human	blood	is	20	vol	%.	6	Gas	volumes	are	always	expressed	at	standard	conditions	of	temperature	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	and	pressure	(see	Appendix	C)	unless	otherwise	stated.	Such	volumes	are	Sinauer	Associates	proportional	to	molar	quantities,	as	discussed	in	Chapter	22.	Morales	Studio	Figure	24.04	12-10-15
Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	643	The	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	can	be	presented	in	two	ways.	Figure	24.4A—showing	the	percentage	of	oxygenated	binding	sites	(the	percent	saturation)	as	a	function	of	O2	partial	pressure—exemplifies	one	of	these.	The	alternative	presentation,	seen	in	Figure	24.4B,	shows	the	blood	O2
concentration	as	a	function	of	the	O2	partial	pressure.	To	calculate	this	alternative	form	of	the	curve	from	the	first	form,	one	needs	merely	to	convert	the	percentage	of	oxygenated	binding	sites	at	each	partial	pressure	into	the	corresponding	blood	O2	concentration.	For	most	purposes,	this	conversion	can	be	carried	out	by	use	of	the	oxygen-carrying
capacity:	The	O2	concentration	at	each	partial	pressure	is	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	multiplied	by	the	percentage	of	oxygenated	binding	sites.7	Because	O2	dissolves	in	the	blood	plasma,	blood	in	fact	contains	O2	in	two	forms:	dissolved	and	bound	to	the	respiratory	pigment.	The	amount	of	dissolved	O2	per	unit	of	blood	volume	simply	follows	the
principles	of	gas	solution	(see	Equation	22.3).	Therefore	it	is	proportional	to	the	O2	partial	pressure,	producing	a	straight-line	relation	as	seen	at	the	bottom	in	Figure	24.4B.	In	humans	and	most	other	vertebrates,	dissolved	O2	accounts	for	just	a	small	fraction	of	all	O2	in	the	blood	(see	Figure	24.4B).	Later	in	this	chapter,	we	will	see	that	the	O2-
binding	properties	of	respiratory	pigments	are	often	affected	by	temperature,	pH,	and	other	properties	of	the	blood	chemical	environment.	We	will	also	discuss	the	reason	for	the	sigmoid	shape	of	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	(see	Figure	24.4).	Before	we	consider	those	factors,	however,	it	is	important	to	understand	the	basic	principles	of	respiratory-
pigment	function	in	living	animals	and	to	appreciate	the	interpretive	value	of	oxygen	equilibrium	curves.	To	these	ends,	and	recognizing	that	refinements	will	later	be	needed,	let’s	look	at	the	fundamentals	of	O2	transport	by	our	own	blood.	Human	O2	transport	provides	an	instructive	case	study	To	understand	the	uptake	of	O2	by	the	blood	in	a
person’s	lungs,	it	is	important	to	recall	from	Chapter	23	that	breathing	maintains	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	alveolar	gases	of	our	lungs	at	about	13.3	kPa	(100	mm	Hg).	Blood	arriving	at	the	alveoli	has	a	lower	O2	partial	pressure.	Thus	O2	diffuses	into	the	blood	from	the	alveolar	gas,	raising	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	as	the	blood	passes
through	the	lungs.	As	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	rises,	at	each	partial	pressure	the	hemoglobin	in	the	blood	takes	up	the	amount	of	O2	that	is	dictated	by	its	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	(see	Figure	24.4).8	If,	in	the	lungs,	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	the	blood	were	to	rise	to	the	alveolar	partial	pressure,	13.3	kPa	(100	mm	Hg),	we	can	see	from	Figure
24.4	that	the	hemoglobin	in	the	blood	would	become	virtually	saturated	with	O2.	In	fact,	mixed	blood	leaving	the	lungs	is	at	a	somewhat	lower	O2	partial	pressure:	12.0–12.7	kPa	(90–95	mm	Hg)	in	a	person	at	rest.	This	lower	partial	pressure	hardly	affects	the	blood	O2	content,	however,	because	as	shown	by	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve,	there	is	a
plateau	in	the	relation	between	the	blood	O2	concentration	and	the	O2	partial	pressure	at	these	high	7	For	exacting	work,	the	dissolved	O2,	discussed	in	the	next	paragraph,	has	to	be	calculated	separately	from	the	pigment-bound	O2	and	the	two	amounts	added.	8	Hemoglobin	also	plays	an	important	role	in	speeding	the	uptake	of	O2	by	the	blood,	as
discussed	in	Chapter	22	(see	page	592).	partial	pressures;	provided	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	is	high	enough	to	be	in	the	plateau	region,	hemoglobin	will	be	almost	saturated	with	O2	regardless	of	the	partial	pressure.	The	alveolar	O2	partial	pressure	could	even	vary	a	bit,	and	still,	because	of	the	plateau—a	property	of	the	hemoglobin—the	blood
leaving	the	lungs	would	remain	almost	entirely	saturated.	The	close	“matching”	of	the	saturation	partial	pressure	of	hemoglobin	and	the	alveolar	partial	pressure	represents	a	striking	evolutionary	coadaptation:	The	hemoglobin	molecule	has	evolved	O2-binding	properties	that	suit	it	to	oxygenate	well	at	the	O2	partial	pressures	maintained	in	the	lungs
by	the	breathing	system.	After	leaving	the	lungs,	blood	flows	to	the	left	side	of	the	heart	and	is	pumped	to	the	systemic	tissues.	To	understand	the	events	in	the	systemic	tissues,	it	is	crucial	to	recall	that	in	the	mitochondria,	O2	is	continually	being	combined	with	electrons	and	protons	to	form	H2O.	By	this	process,	O2	molecules	are	removed	from
solution,	and	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	and	around	the	mitochondria	is	lowered.	Blood	arriving	in	capillaries	of	systemic	tissues	from	the	lungs	has	a	high	O2	partial	pressure;	O2	thus	diffuses	from	the	blood	to	the	mitochondria	(see	Figure	22.7).	During	this	diffusion,	dissolved	O2	leaves	the	blood,	and	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	the	blood	falls.	As	this
occurs,	hemoglobin	releases	(unloads)	O2,	thereby	making	hemoglobin-bound	O2	available	to	diffuse	to	the	mitochondria.	The	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	(see	Figure	24.4)	is	a	key	to	understanding	the	unloading	of	O2	from	hemoglobin:	As	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	falls,	the	amount	of	O2	released	from	hemoglobin	at	each	O2	partial	pressure	is
dictated	by	the	curve.	Knowing	that	hemoglobin	leaves	the	lungs	in	a	virtually	saturated	condition,	we	can	calculate	its	yield	of	O2	to	the	systemic	tissues	by	obtaining	a	measure	of	its	degree	of	saturation	after	it	has	passed	through	the	systemic	tissues.	The	simplest	way	to	obtain	this	measure	is	to	determine	the	degree	of	saturation	in	blood	drawn
from	the	great	veins	leading	back	to	the	heart;	such	blood	is	termed	mixed	venous	blood	because	it	represents	a	mixture	of	the	venous	blood	coming	from	all	parts	of	the	body.	In	people	at	rest,	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	mixed	venous	blood	is	about	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg).	From	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	(see	Figure	24.4B),	we	can	see	that	blood	at
this	partial	pressure	contains	about	15	mL	of	O2	/100	mL.	Recalling	that	arterial	blood	contains	about	20	mL	of	O2/100	mL,	we	see	that	the	O2	content	of	the	blood	falls	by	about	5	mL	of	O2/100	mL	when	the	blood	circulates	through	the	systemic	tissues	in	humans	at	rest.	In	other	words,	as	shown	by	the	“Rest”	arrow	in	Figure	24.5,	about	5	mL	of	O2
is	released	from	each	100	mL	of	blood.	The	release	of	O2	from	the	blood	is	often	expressed	as	the	blood	oxygen	utilization	coefficient,	defined	to	be	the	percentage	of	arterial	O2	that	is	released	to	the	systemic	tissues.	In	people	at	rest,	recognizing	that	arterial	blood	contains	about	20	mL	of	O2/100	mL	and	that	about	5	mL	of	O2/100	mL	is	released	to
the	tissues,	the	oxygen	utilization	coefficient	is	about	25%.	That	is,	only	one-fourth	of	the	O2	brought	to	the	systemic	tissues	in	the	arterial	blood	is	actually	used	at	rest.	the	significance	of	mixed	venous	o2	partial	pressure 	The	O2	partial	pressure	of	mixed	venous	blood	represents	an	average	of	the	O2	partial	pressures	of	blood	leaving	the	various



systemic	tissues.	It	thus	allows	us	to	gauge	the	blood’s	overall	drop	644	 	Chapter	24	Arrows	show	the	drop	in	blood	O2	concentration	as	blood	from	the	lungs	flows	through	the	systemic	tissues.	Each	100	mL	of	blood	yields	much	more	O2	during	vigorous	exercise	(right	arrow)	than	during	rest	(left	arrow),	because	oxygenation	in	the	lungs	remains
similar	but	deoxygenation	in	the	systemic	tissues	is	increased.	O2	concentration	of	blood	(mL	O2/100	mL)	20	delivery	of	o2	during	exercise 	As	discussed	in	Chapter	23,	Systemic	tissues	at	rest	15	Lungs	Rest	Exercise	O2	(mL)	released	to	tissues	by	each	100	mL	of	blood	10	5	0	Systemic	tissues	during	exercise	0	0	20	40	4	to	yield	more	O2	in	its
passage	through	the	tissue,	and	therefore	the	venous	partial	pressure	will	decline.	Similarly,	an	increase	in	the	rate	of	O2	consumption	by	a	tissue	will	cause	a	decrease	in	the	tissue’s	venous	partial	pressure.	The	venous	partial	pressures	normally	seen	in	people	at	rest	result	from	the	set	of	conditions	that	ordinarily	prevail	at	rest.	60	8	80	100	12	120
mm	Hg	16	kPa	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	Figure	24.5 	Oxygen	delivery	by	human	blood	at	rest	and	during	vigorous	exercise 	The	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	shown	is	that	for	human	arterial	blood	(see	Figure	24.4B).	The	thickened,	shaded	areas	on	the	curve	show	representative	ranges	of	blood	O2	concentration	and	O2	partial	pressure	in	the
lungs	(blue),	the	systemic	tissues	during	rest	(green),	and	the	systemic	tissues	during	vigorous	exercise	(red).	The	vertical	purple	arrows	to	the	right	show	how	much	O2	is	delivered	to	the	tissues	by	each	100	mL	of	blood	during	rest	and	exercise.	All	values	are	semi-quantitative;	the	intent	of	this	diagram	is	conceptual	rather	than	literal.	Tissue	values
are	mixed	venous	blood	values.	Effects	of	pH	and	other	variables	of	the	blood-hemoglobin	milieu	are	not	included.	in	O2	partial	pressure	during	circulation	through	all	tissues	combined.	It	does	not	necessarily	reflect,	however,	the	drop	in	partial	pressure	as	the	blood	flows	through	any	particular	tissue;	blood	entering	a	particular	tissue	at	a	partial
pressure	of	12.7	kPa	(95	mm	Hg)	might	exit	at	a	partial	pressure	that	is	either	higher	or	lower	than	the	mixed	venous	partial	pressure.	The	mixed	venous	partial	pressure	is,	in	fact,	a	weighted	average	of	the	O2	partial	pressures	of	blood	leaving	the	various	tissues.	It	is	weighted	according	to	the	rate	of	blood	flow	through	each	tissue;	tissues	with	high
rates	of	blood	flow	influence	the	mixed	venous	partial	pressure	more	than	those	with	low	rates	of	flow	do.	the	determinants	of	a	tissue’s	venous	o2	partial	pressure 	The	O2	partial	pressure	to	which	the	blood	falls	in	its	passage	through	a	particular	tissue	is	not	a	static	property	of	that	tissue.	Instead,	it	is	a	dynamic	and	changing	property.	It	depends
Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	on	the	rate	of	blood	flow	through	the	tissue,	the	arterial	O2	partial	Sinauer	Associates	pressure,	the	amount	of	hemoglobin	per	unit	of	blood	volume,	Morales	Studio	Figure	24.05	12-10-15	and	the	tissue’s	rate	of	O2	consumption.	To	illustrate,	if	the	rate	of	blood	flow	through	a	tissue	decreases	while	all	the	other	relevant
factors	remain	unchanged,	each	unit	of	blood	volume	will	have	controls	on	breathing	tend	to	keep	the	alveolar	O2	partial	pressure	stable,	near	13.3	kPa	(100	mm	Hg),	as	people	exercise	more	and	more	intensely.	During	vigorous	exercise,	however,	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	reached	in	the	lungs	tends	to	decline,	compared	with	the	resting	blood
partial	pressure;	this	decline	occurs	in	part	because	blood	passes	through	the	pulmonary	circulation	faster	as	the	intensity	of	exercise	increases,	thus	decreasing	the	time	available	for	equilibration	between	the	alveolar	gas	and	blood.	The	relative	flatness	of	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	at	high	O2	partial	pressures	again	comes	to	the	rescue	(see
Figure	24.4).	Even	if	the	blood	passing	through	the	lungs	reaches	a	partial	pressure	of	only	11	kPa	(80	mm	Hg)—which	is	often	the	case	during	intense	exercise—the	O2	content	of	the	arterial	blood	is	hardly	affected.	For	simplicity,	we	treat	the	O2	content	of	the	arterial	blood	as	a	constant	as	we	discuss	exercise	in	more	detail.	The	modest	utilization
of	blood	O2	at	rest	leaves	a	large	margin	to	increase	utilization	during	exercise.	As	we	have	seen,	only	about	25%	of	the	O2	carried	by	the	systemic	arterial	blood	is	used	when	people	are	at	rest.	The	remaining	amount,	the	amount	of	O2	in	mixed	venous	blood,	is	called	the	venous	reserve.	During	exercise,	more	O2	is	withdrawn	from	each	unit	of	blood
volume	as	the	blood	passes	through	the	systemic	tissues,	and	the	venous	reserve	becomes	smaller.	A	highly	significant	attribute	of	blood	O2	transport	during	rest	is	that	the	resting	mixed	venous	O2	partial	pressure,	averaging	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg),	is	low	enough	to	be	below	the	plateau	displayed	by	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	at	high	partial
pressures	(see	the	green-shaded	part	of	the	curve	in	Figure	24.5).	During	exercise,	therefore,	when	the	venous	O2	partial	pressure	declines	below	its	resting	value,	it	does	so	on	the	steep	part	of	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	(Figure	24.6).	Consequently,	relatively	small	decreases	in	the	venous	O2	partial	pressure	result	in	relatively	large	increases	in
the	yield	of	O2	from	the	blood.	This	point	is	illustrated	in	Figure	24.6.	For	discussing	the	figure,	recall	first	that	at	rest,	a	drop	in	partial	pressure	from	an	arterial	value	of	12.0–12.7	kPa	(90–95	mm	Hg)	to	the	resting	venous	value	of	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg)—a	total	drop	of	6.7–7.4	kPa	(50–55	mm	Hg)—causes	release	of	about	5	mL	of	O2	from	each	100	mL
of	blood.	As	the	figure	shows,	a	further	drop	of	just	2	kPa	(15	mm	Hg)	to	a	venous	partial	pressure	of	3.3	kPa	(25	mm	Hg)	causes	the	blood	to	release	another	5	mL	of	O2	from	each	100	mL	of	blood,	thus	doubling	the	O2	yield.	Moreover,	a	still	further	drop	of	just	1.3	kPa	(10	mm	Hg)	to	a	venous	partial	pressure	of	2	kPa	(15	mm	Hg)	triples	the	yield	of
O2	from	the	blood!	This	steep	release	of	O2	is	a	consequence	of	the	binding	characteristics	of	the	hemoglobin	molecule.	How	great	is	the	actual	O2	delivery	during	exercise	in	mammals?	Over	a	wide	range	of	exercise	states,	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	blood	leaving	the	working	skeletal	muscles	is	about	2.7	kPa	(20	mm	Hg)	in	humans	and	also	in
several	other	species	on	which	measurements	have	been	made.	At	this	value,	the	oxygen	utiliza-	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	645	O2	concentration	of	blood	(mL	O2/100	mL)	20	˜	120	mm	Hg	kPa	(16–20	mm	Hg)	in	humans,	even	during	strenuous	work,	because	blood	from	the	exercising	muscles	mixes	in	the	great	veins
with	blood	from	other	parts	of	the	body	in	which	O2	utilization	is	not	so	great.	The	whole-body	oxygen	utilization	coefficient	therefore	rises	to	a	peak	of	about	60%–75%	during	exercise—indicating	that	2.5–3.0	times	more	O2	is	extracted	from	each	volume	of	blood	than	is	extracted	at	rest,	as	illustrated	in	Figure	24.5.	In	average	young	people,	the	rate
of	blood	circulation	can	be	increased	to	4–4.5	times	the	resting	level.	These	values,	taken	together,	show	that	the	total	rate	of	O2	delivery	by	the	circulatory	system	can	increase	to	10–13	times	the	resting	rate.	Trained	athletes	often	achieve	still	higher	O2	delivery	rates,	principally	because	endurance	training	increases	the	rate	at	which	a	person’s
heart	can	pump	blood.	16	kPa	the	“molecular	design”	of	human	hemoglobin	5	mL	O2/	100	mL	15	˜	5	mL	O2/100	mL	However,	when	the	blood	is	already	at	a	lowered	partial	pressure,	its	partial	pressure	must	fall	only	a	little	(green	arrow)	for	5	mL	of	O2	to	be	released	from	100	mL	of	blood	(red	arrow).	10	˜	5	mL	O2/100	mL	5	0	0	0	20	40	4	60	8	When
the	blood	starts	at	a	high	partial	pressure	of	O2,	its	partial	pressure	must	fall	greatly	(green	arrow)	for	5	mL	of	O2	to	be	released	from	100	mL	of	blood	(red	arrow).	80	100	12	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	We	have	seen	in	this	section	that	(1)	human	hemoglobin	is	nearly	saturated	at	the	O2	partial	pressures	that	are	maintained	Figure	24.6 	As	the
O2	partial	pressure	of	blood	falls,	less	and	less	of	in	the	lungs	by	breathing;	(2)	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	of	a	drop	in	partial	pressure	is	required	to	cause	unloading	of	5	mL	of	hemoglobin	is	nearly	flat	at	pulmonary	O2	partial	pressures,	O2	from	each	100	mL	of	blood 	Each	green	horizontal	arrow	depicts	the	so	that	high	oxygenation	is	ensured
regardless	of	variation	in	drop	in	O2	partial	pressure	required	to	cause	the	unloading	depicted	by	the	red	vertical	arrow	to	its	right.	The	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	shown	is	that	for	human	pulmonary	function;	and	(3)	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	arterial	blood	(see	Figure	24.4B).	is	shaped	in	such	a	way	that	90%	of	the	O2	bound	to	hemoglobin	can	be
released	for	use	at	blood	partial	pressures	that	tion	coefficient	for	blood	flowing	through	the	working	skeletal	are	compatible	with	full	mitochondrial	function.	These	functional	muscles	is	about	65%	(as	compared	with	25%	at	rest).	We	have	said	properties	of	human	hemoglobin	are	consequences	of	its	chemical	that	a	partial	pressure	of	about	2.7	kPa
(20	mm	Hg)	prevails	in	the	structure,	and	its	normal	chemical	structure	is	but	one	of	thousands	blood	leaving	the	muscles	over	a	wide	range	of	exercise	states;	that	of	possible	structures.	Many	physiologists	have	concluded	that	the	is,	even	as	the	muscles	work	harder	and	demand	more	O2,	in	this	human	hemoglobin	molecule	provides	a	particularly
convincing	range	little	change	occurs	in	their	venous	partial	pressure	or	in	the	example	of	“evolutionary	molecular	design.”	Natural	selection	has	amount	of	O2	they	obtain	from	each	unit	of	blood	volume.	This	produced	a	molecule	with	functional	properties	that	are	integrated	stability	of	venous	partial	pressure	occurs	because	the	rate	of	blood	in
strikingly	harmonious	ways	with	the	attributes	of	the	organs	that	flow	to	the	muscles	is	adjusted:	As	the	O2	demand	of	the	muscles	provide	O2	to	the	blood	and	draw	O2	from	the	blood.	rises,	their	rate	of	blood	flow	increases	in	parallel,	enabling	them	A	set	of	general	principles	helps	elucidate	O2	to	draw	O2	from	an	enhanced	volume	of	blood	per	unit
of	time.	Of	transport	by	respiratory	pigments	course,	the	rate	of	blood	flow	cannot	increase	indefinitely.	Once	it	is	maximized,	further	increases	in	a	muscle’s	intensity	of	work	From	our	study	of	hemoglobin	function	in	people,	we	can	state	result	in	further	decreases	in	the	venous	O2	partial	pressure.	Indeed,	four	key	principles	that	are	useful	for
understanding	the	function	during	extreme	exertion,	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	blood	leaving	of	blood	respiratory	pigments	in	general:	some	muscles	may	fall	close	to	zero,	signifying	virtually	complete	1.	To	determine	the	extent	of	pigment	oxygenation,	ask	first:	deoxygenation	of	the	blood,	corresponding	to	100%	O2	utilization.	What	are	the	blood	O2
partial	pressures	established	in	the	As	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	blood	in	the	systemic	capillaries	breathing	organs?	Then	examine	the	oxygen	equilibrium	declines,	there	is	a	risk	that	the	rate	of	O2	diffusion	from	the	blood	to	curve	to	determine	the	extent	of	pigment	oxygenation	at	the	mitochondria	will	become	too	low	to	support	aerobic	catabolism.
those	partial	pressures.	The	venous	O2	partial	pressure	below	which	aerobic	catabolism	becomes	impaired	is	known	as	the	critical	venous	O2	partial	2.	To	determine	the	extent	of	pigment	deoxygenation	in	pressure.	It	is	approximately	1.3	kPa	(10	mm	Hg)	in	mammalian	systemic	tissues,	start	by	acquiring	information	on	blood	muscles.	As	we	have
seen,	the	rate	of	blood	flow	through	muscles	O2	partial	pressures	in	those	tissues.	The	mixed	venous	O2	is	usually	increased	sufficiently	to	maintain	the	venous	O2	partial	partial	pressure	is	a	useful	and	easily	measured	indicator,	pressure	above	this	critical	level	over	a	wide	range	of	exercise	states.	although	one	must	remember	that	it	does	not
necessarily	Human	hemoglobin	yields	about	90%	of	its	O2	before	the	venous	provide	information	on	O2	release	in	any	particular	tissue.	partial	pressure	falls	below	the	critical	level	(see	Figure	24.4A).	In	After	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	systemic	tissues	Hill	Animal	Physiology	this	respect	we4Esee	once	more	that	the	O2-binding	properties	of	has
been	measured	or	estimated,	examine	the	oxygen	Sinauer	Associates	hemoglobin	are	closely	integrated	with	other	physiological	features.	equilibrium	curve	to	determine	the	extent	of	pigment	Morales	Studio	Let’s01-19-16	now	look	briefly	at	whole-body	O2	utilization	and	O2	delivery	deoxygenation	in	the	systemic	tissues.	Figure	24.06	during
exercise.	Although	blood	draining	active	muscles	may	be	3.	To	compute	circulatory	O2	delivery,	the	rate	of	blood	flow	rather	thoroughly	deoxygenated	during	heavy	exercise,	the	partial	is	as	important	as	the	yield	of	O2	per	unit	of	blood	volume,	pressure	of	mixed	venous	blood	generally	does	not	fall	below	2.1–2.7	646	 	Chapter	24	(A)	The	oxygen
equilibrium	curve	for	human	myoglobin	100	because	O2	delivery	is	the	product	of	flow	rate	and	O2	yield	per	unit	of	volume.	Complexity	is	introduced	by	the	fact	that	these	two	factors	are	not	independent:	The	rate	of	blood	flow	helps	to	determine	the	venous	O2	partial	pressure	and	thus	the	yield	of	O2	per	unit	of	blood	volume.	Percent	saturation	(%)
80	4.	The	function	of	the	O2-transport	system	is	strongly	affected	by	exercise.	Full	understanding	of	the	function	of	an	O2-transport	system	requires	that	animals	be	studied	over	a	range	of	physiological	conditions.	Human	blood	hemoglobin	40	0	9	Because	the	four	O2-binding	sites	are	located	within	the	four	different	protein	subunits	of	the
hemoglobin	tetramer,	the	cooperativity	displayed	by	the	tetramer	is	often	termed	subunit	interaction.	It	used	to	be	termed	heme–heme	interaction,	but	this	term	has	been	dropped	because	the	interaction	between	the	O2-binding	sites	is	indirect,	not	directly	between	one	heme	and	another.	20	40	4	60	80	8	100	12	120	mm	Hg	16	kPa	Partial	pressure	of
O2	(B)	Hypothetical	respiratory	pigments	that	differ	in	cooperativity	100	No	cooperativity	Cooperativity	Percent	saturation	(%)	80	The	pigment	that	shows	no	cooperativity	requires	a	very	low	O2	partial	pressure	of	5	mm	Hg	(0.7	kPa)	to	release	80%	of	its	O2,	but…	60	40	…the	pigment	that	exhibits	cooperativity	unloads	80%	of	its	O2	at	a	much	higher
O2	partial	pressure	of	22	mm	Hg	(3	kPa).	20	0	(24.1)	where	Mb	is	a	molecule	of	deoxymyoglobin	and	MbO2	is	one	of	oxymyoglobin.	According	to	the	principles	of	mass	action	(see	page	50),	increasing	the	partial	pressure	(and	thus	the	chemical	potential)	of	O2	will	shift	this	reaction	to	the	right,	increasing	myoglobin	oxygenation.	Mass-action
principles	applied	to	such	a	simple	chemical	reaction	also	predict	that	the	fraction	of	myoglobin	molecules	oxygenated	will	increase	as	a	hyperbolic	function	of	the	O2	partial	pressure,	as	is	observed	(see	Figure	24.7A).	Because	vertebrate	blood	hemoglobins	have	four	O2-binding	sites	within	each	molecule,	the	opportunity	exists	for	cooperativity.	In
fact,	positive	cooperativity	occurs	in	these	hemoglobins:	Binding	of	O2	at	one	or	two	of	the	O2-binding	sites	on	a	molecule	of	blood	hemoglobin	alters	the	conformation	of	the	molecule	in	ways	that	enhance	the	affinity	of	the	remaining	sites	for	O2,	meaning	that	a	partially	oxygenated	molecule	is	more	likely	than	an	entirely	deoxygenated	one	to	bind
additional	O2.9	The	consequence	is	a	sigmoid	oxygen	equilibrium	curve,	exhibiting	a	particularly	steep	relation	between	O2	binding	and	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	mid-range	of	O2	partial	pressures.	Figure	24.8	presents	oxygen	equilibrium	curves	for	the	blood	of	11	animal	species,	including	6	vertebrates	that	have	four-unit	hemoglobins	and	5
invertebrates	that	have	high-molecular-weight	hemoglobins	or	hemocyanins	0	0	What	determines	the	shape	of	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve?	As	we	explore	this	question,	vivid	parallels	to	principles	we	addressed	in	the	study	of	enzymes	will	again	be	evident.	In	Chapter	2	(see	page	46),	we	saw	that	when	the	catalytic	sites	of	a	particular	enzyme
function	independently	of	each	other,	a	hyperbolic	relation	exists	between	enzyme	activity	and	substrate	concentration;	when	the	sites	exhibit	cooperativity,	however,	a	sigmoid	relation	occurs.	Similarly,	when	the	O2-binding	sites	of	a	respiratory	pigment	function	independently,	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	is	hyperbolic,	but	when	they	exhibit
cooperativity,	a	sigmoid	curve	results.	Hyperbolic	oxygen	equilibrium	curves	are	exemplified	by	the	vertebrate	myoglobins	(Figure	24.7A).	The	vertebrate	(and	most	invertebrate)	myoglobins	contain	just	one	O2-binding	site	(heme)	per	molecule.	Thus	their	O2-binding	sites	function	independently	of	each	other,	and	the	chemical	reaction	between	a
myoglobin	and	O2	can	be	written	simply	as	Mb	+	O2	~	MbO2	60	20	The	shape	of	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	depends	on	O2-binding	site	cooperativity	Human	myoglobin	0	0	20	40	4	60	80	8	100	12	120	mm	Hg	16	kPa	Partial	pressure	of	O2	Figure	24.7 	Respiratory	pigments	display	hyperbolic	or	sigmoid	oxygen	equilibrium	curves	depending	on
whether	they	exhibit	cooperativity	in	O2	binding 	(A)	The	hyperbolic	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	of	human	myoglobin—a	pigment	that	exhibits	no	cooperativity—compared	with	the	sigmoid	curve	of	human	blood	hemoglobin—a	pigment	that	displays	cooperativity.	Both	curves	were	determined	under	similar	conditions:	38°C,	pH	7.40.	(B)	Comparison	of
oxygen	equilibrium	curves	for	two	hypothetical	pigments	that	reach	saturation	at	about	the	same	O2	partial	pressure,	but	differ	in	whether	they	exhibit	cooperativity.	(A	after	Roughton	1964.)	with	numerous	O2-binding	sites.	All	the	curves	are	sigmoid	to	some	degree,	indicating	that	intramolecular	cooperativity	occurs	in	all	cases.	The	extent	of
cooperativity,	which	varies	from	one	respiratory	pigment	to	another,	is	usually	expressed	using	a	mathematical	index	called	the	Hill	coefficient	(n),	named	after	A.	V.	Hill	(1886–1977),	a	Nobel	laureate.	The	coefficient	is	1.0	for	pigments	that	show	no	cooperativity	(e.g.,	myoglobins)	and	reaches	6	or	more	in	some	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	high-
molecular-weight	pigments	with	very	high	cooperativity.10	Sinauer	Associates	Although	in	the	last	paragraph	we	emphasized	the	effect	of	Morales	Studio	cooperativity	the	oxygenation	(loading)	of	respiratory	pigments,	Figure	24.07	on	12-10-15	cooperativity	also	affects	deoxygenation	(unloading).	During	deoxygenation	of	a	molecule	that	exhibits
cooperativity,	removal	of	O2	from	some	of	the	O2-binding	sites	tends	to	decrease	the	affinity	of	the	remaining	sites	for	O2,	thereby	promoting	even	further	deoxygenation.	10	Mammalian	hemoglobins	exhibit	values	of	2.4–3.0.	30	100	Percent	saturation	(%)	25	20	Human	Giant	earthworm	15	Mackerel	50	…read	down	to	determine	the	required	O2
partial	pressure.	25	P50	Partial	pressure	of	O2	Carp	Figure	24.9 	How	to	measure	P50	10	Iguana	Lugworm	Common	earthworm	5	Bullfrog	Octopus	Spiny	lobster	0	0	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	4	8	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	80	90	100	mm	Hg	12	kPa	Figure	24.8 	A	diversity	of	blood	oxygen	equilibrium	curves 	The	blood	oxygen	equilibrium	curves
of	11	animal	species	vary	in	two	ways.	First,	they	vary	in	shape,	a	property	that	reflects	the	different	molecular	forms	of	the	respiratory	pigments	in	different	species.	Second,	they	vary	in	height,	a	property	that	reflects	how	much	respiratory	pigment	is	present	per	unit	of	blood	volume	(oxygencarrying	capacity).	Species:	bullfrog,	Rana	catesbeiana
(sometimes	called	Lithobates	catesbeianus);	carp,	Cyprinus	carpio;	common	earthworm,	the	nightcrawler	Lumbricus	terrestris;	giant	earthworm,	the	1-m-long	South	American	earthworm	Glossoscolex	giganteus;	iguana,	Iguana	iguana;	lugworm,	the	seacoast	annelid	Arenicola	sp.;	mackerel,	Scomber	scombrus;	octopus,	the	giant	octopus	Enteroctopus
dofleini	of	the	North	American	Pacific	coast;	spiny	lobster,	Panulirus	interruptus;	Weddell	seal,	Leptonychotes	weddelli.	(After	Hill	and	Wyse	1989.)	Figure	24.7B	shows	the	consequences,11	using	two	hypothetical	pigments	that	are	similar	in	the	O2	partial	pressure	at	which	they	become	saturated,	but	differ	in	that	one	exhibits	cooperativity	whereas
the	other	does	not.	If	we	assume	that	both	pigments	are	initially	fully	oxygenated	and	ask	how	they	behave	during	deoxygenation,	it	is	clear	Hill	in	Animal	Physiology	4E	that	the	mid-range	of	O2	partial	pressures,	the	pigment	showing	Sinauer	Associates	cooperativity	deoxygenates	more	readily,	giving	up	more	of	its	O2	at	Morales	Studio	any	given	O2
12-10-15	partial	pressure.	In	a	sentence,	whether	a	molecule	of	a	Figure	24.08	respiratory	pigment	is	loading	or	unloading,	cooperativity	enhances	the	responsiveness	of	the	process	to	changes	in	the	O2	partial	pressure	within	the	mid-range	of	partial	pressures.	Respiratory	pigments	exhibit	a	wide	range	of	affinities	for	O2	The	respiratory	pigments	of
various	animals	vary	widely	in	how	readily	they	combine	with	O2,	a	property	known	as	their	affinity	for	O2.	Pigments	that	require	relatively	high	O2	partial	pressures	11	75	0	Figure	24.6	also	does	so.	for	full	loading	and	that	conversely	unload	substantial	amounts	of	O2	at	relatively	high	partial	pressures	are	said	to	have	a	relatively	low	affinity	for	O2.
Pigments	that	load	fully	at	low	partial	pressures	and	consequently	also	require	low	partial	pressures	for	substantial	unloading	are	said	to	have	a	relatively	high	affinity	for	O2.	Affinity	for	O2	is	an	inverse	function	of	the	O2	partial	pressure	required	for	loading:	The	higher	the	O2	partial	pressure	required	to	load	a	pigment,	the	lower	is	the	pigment’s
affinity	for	O2.	The	hemoglobins	of	humans	and	carp	(see	Figure	24.8)	provide	examples	of	pigments	that	differ	in	their	affinity	for	O2.	Human	hemoglobin	requires	a	far	higher	O2	partial	pressure	to	become	saturated	than	carp	hemoglobin,	indicating	that	the	human	hemoglobin	combines	less	readily	with	O2	and	has	a	lower	affinity.	A	convenient
index	of	O2	affinity	is	P50	(pronounced	“P	fifty”),	defined	to	be	the	partial	pressure	of	O2	at	which	a	pigment	is	50%	saturated.	Figure	24.9	shows	how	P50	is	measured.	With	Figure	24.9	in	mind,	a	glance	at	Figure	24.8	reveals	that	human	hemoglobin	has	a	much	higher	P50	(≅	3.5	kPa	in	arterial	blood)	than	carp	hemoglobin	(≅	0.7	kPa).	Affinity	and
P50	are	inversely	related:	As	P50	increases,	O2	affinity	decreases.	In	the	jargon	of	respiratory-pigment	physiology,	lowering	the	O2	affinity	is	said	to	“shift	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	to	the	right.”	To	explain,	Figure	24.10	shows	that	a	rightward	shift	(a	shift	from	the	blue	to	the	red	curve)	reflects	a	higher	P50	and	therefore	a	lower	O2	affinity.
Raising	the	O2	affinity	(decreasing	the	P50)—as	would	occur	by	shifting	from	the	red	to	the	blue	curve—is	said	to	“shift	the	curve	to	the	left.”	100	Percent	saturation	(%)	O2	concentration	of	blood	(mL	O2/100	mL)	Weddell	seal	From	the	point	at	which	50%	oxygen	saturation	is	attained…	A	shift	to	the	right	means…	…the	O2	partial	pressure	needed	to
saturate	is	higher,	and…	50	P50	P	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	50	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	24.09	12-10-15	0	…the	P50	is	higher.	Thus…	…O2	affinity	is	lower.	Partial	pressure	of	O2	Figure	24.10 	A	“shift	to	the	right” 	Such	a	shift	reflects	decreased	O2	affinity.	648	 	Chapter	24	(A)	Human	hemoglobin	at	various	pH	levels	100	90
Affinity	for	O2	decreases	as	blood	pH	decreases.	As	affinity	decreases,	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	shifts	to	the	right.	Percent	saturation	(%)	80	70	pH	=	7.6	60	pH	=	7.4	50	pH	=	7.2	40	30	20	10	0	0	20	40	4	0	60	80	8	100	12	120	140	mm	Hg	20	kPa	16	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	(B)	Dog	hemoglobin	at	various	CO2	partial	pressures	100	90
Affinity	for	O2	decreases	as	the	CO2	partial	pressure	of	the	blood	increases.	Percent	saturation	(%)	80	70	0.7	kPa	5	mm	Hg	60	50	40	30	20	1.3	10	2.7	20	5.3	40	10.7	80	CO2	partial	pressures	10	0	0	0	20	40	4	60	8	80	100	12	120	16	140	mm	Hg	20	kPa	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	Figure	24.11 	The	Bohr	effect:	Affinity	for	O2	decreases	as	pH
decreases	or	CO2	partial	pressure	increases 	(A)	Oxy-	gen	equilibrium	curves	of	human	hemoglobin	at	three	different	pHs	at	38°C.	In	resting	humans,	the	normal	pH	of	arterial	blood	is	about	7.4,	whereas	that	of	mixed	venous	blood	is	about	0.04	unit	less.	(B)	Oxygen	equilibrium	curves	of	dog	hemoglobin	at	five	different	CO2	partial	pressures	at
38°C.	The	data	in	part	(B)	are	from	the	original	work	of	Bohr	and	his	coworkers.	(After	Roughton	1964.)	The	Bohr	effect:	Oxygen	affinity	depends	on	the	partial	pressure	of	CO2	and	the	pH	In	a	body	fluid	or	tissue	containing	a	respiratory	pigment,	a	decrease	in	the	pH	or	an	increase	in	the	CO2	partial	pressure	often	causes	the	O2	affinity	of	the
respiratory	pigment	to	decrease,	thus	shifting	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	to	the	right.	This	effect,	illustrated	Hill	Animal	forPhysiology	the	blood4Ehemoglobins	of	humans	and	dogs	in	Figure	24.11,	Sinauer	Associates	is	known	as	the	Bohr	effect	or	Bohr	shift,12	in	commemoration	of	Morales	Studio	Figure	24.11	12-11-15	12	In	unusual	cases,	such
as	some	species	of	molluscs	and	spiders,	Bohr	effects	opposite	to	the	usual	direction,	termed	reverse	Bohr	effects,	are	observed.	Christian	Bohr	(1855–1911),	the	prominent	Danish	physiologist	(and	father	of	Nobel	laureate	Niels	Bohr)	who	led	the	discovery	of	the	effect	in	1904.	Part	of	the	reason	that	an	increase	in	CO2	partial	pressure	causes	such	a
shift	is	that	the	pH	of	a	solution	tends	to	decline	as	its	CO2	partial	pressure	is	increased.13	However,	CO2	also	exerts	a	direct	negative	effect	on	the	O2	affinities	of	some	respiratory	pigments,	such	as	the	blood	hemoglobins	of	humans	and	other	mammals.	Recognizing	that	protons	(H+	ions)	and	CO2	itself	can	exert	independent	affinity-lowering
effects,	modern	workers	often	distinguish	two	types	of	Bohr	effects:	a	fixed-acid	Bohr	effect	—which	results	from	influences	of	the	proton	(H+)	concentration	on	respiratory-pigment	molecules—and	a	CO2	Bohr	effect—which	results	from	the	immediate	influences	of	increased	CO2	partial	pressure.	Species	that	show	these	effects	vary	widely	in	the
magnitudes	of	the	effects.	One	reason	is	that	Bohr	effects	have	probably	evolved	several	times	independently	and	thus	have	a	different	molecular	basis	in	some	animals	than	others.	Even	species	with	the	same	molecular	mechanism	often	vary	widely	in	details.	Protons	exert	their	effects	on	O2	affinity	by	combining	with	pigment	molecules.	Referring	to
hemoglobin	(Hb)	as	a	specific	example,	we	can	write	the	following	strictly	conceptual	equation	to	summarize	the	effects	of	protons	on	O2	affinity	(the	equation	does	not	reflect	the	true	stoichiometry	of	the	reaction):	HbO2	+	H+	~	HbH+	+	O2	(24.2)	Increasing	the	H+	concentration	tends	to	increase	the	combination	of	Hb	with	H+,	thus	shifting	the
chemical	reaction	in	Equation	24.2	to	the	right	and	favoring	dissociation	of	O2.	The	H+	ions	bind	at	sites	on	the	hemoglobin	molecules	(e.g.,	at	histidine	residues)	different	from	the	O2-binding	sites.	Thus	H+	acts	as	an	allosteric	modulator	of	O2	binding.	CO2	also	combines	chemically	with	pigment	molecules	and	functions	as	an	allosteric	modulator	in
cases	in	which	it	exerts	direct	effects	on	affinity.	The	Bohr	effect	often	has	adaptive	consequences	for	O2	delivery.	The	CO2	partial	pressure	is	generally	higher,	and	the	pH	is	generally	lower,	in	the	systemic	tissues	than	in	the	lungs	or	gills.	Because	of	this,	a	respiratory	pigment	that	displays	a	Bohr	effect	shifts	to	lower	O2	affinity	each	time	the	blood
enters	the	systemic	tissues	and	reverts	back	to	higher	O2	affinity	each	time	the	blood	returns	to	the	breathing	organs.	The	shift	to	lower	affinity	in	the	systemic	tissues	promotes	release	of	O2	because	it	facilitates	deoxygenation.	Conversely,	the	shift	back	to	higher	affinity	in	the	breathing	organs	promotes	uptake	of	O2	by	facilitating	oxygenation.
Figure	24.12	illustrates	the	net	effect	of	this	shifting	back	and	forth	between	two	oxygen	equilibrium	curves	as	the	blood	flows	between	the	breathing	organs	and	systemic	tissues.	At	any	given	O2	partial	pressures	in	the	arterial	and	venous	blood,	more	O2	is	delivered	to	the	systemic	tissues	than	would	be	if	the	pigment	followed	just	one	or	the	other
equilibrium	curve	alone.	During	exercise,	the	CO2	partial	pressure	in	the	systemic	tissues	often	rises	above	that	prevailing	during	rest	because	of	the	increased	production	of	CO2.	Furthermore,	the	pH	in	the	systemic	tissues	often	falls	below	the	resting	pH,	not	only	because	of	the	elevated	13	As	already	noted	in	Chapter	23,	CO2	has	been	aptly
termed	a	“gaseous	acid”	because	it	reacts	with	H2O	to	produce	H+.	The	chemistry	of	these	reactions	is	presented	at	length	later	in	this	chapter.	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	649	O2	concentration	of	blood	(mL	O2	/100	mL)	The	vertical	arrows	show	the	drop	in	blood	O2	concentration	as	blood	from	the	breathing	organs
flows	through	the	systemic	tissues.	15	A	alone	(3.3	mL)	12	This	is	the	assumed	venous	O2	partial	pressure.	V	alone	(6.5	mL)	9	6	A	Oxygen	delivery	to	the	tissues	is	greater	in	the	presence	of	the	Bohr	shift	(shift	from	curve	A	to	curve	V	)…	V	3	0	0	0	20	Shift	between	A	and	V	(7.2	mL)	40	60	4	8	kPa	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	80	mm	Hg	…than	it
would	be	if	the	blood	were	to	adhere	exclusively	to	curve	A	or	curve	V.	This	is	the	assumed	arterial	O2	partial	pressure.	CO2	partial	pressure	but	also	because	acid	metabolites—such	as	lactic	acid—often	accumulate	during	exercise.	These	changes	often	augment	the	Bohr	shift	during	exercise,	thereby	enhancing	O2	delivery	to	the	active	tissues.	Now
it	will	be	clear	why	we	indicated	earlier	in	this	chapter	that	refinements	would	ultimately	be	needed	to	our	initial	analysis	of	O2	delivery	in	humans.	We	based	our	earlier	analysis	on	the	arterial	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	alone	(see	Figure	24.4),	whereas	in	reality,	Bohr	shifts	occur	as	blood	flows	between	the	lungs	and	systemic	tissues.	In	humans	at
rest,	venous	blood	is	slightly	more	acidic	(pH	7.36)	than	arterial	blood	(pH	7.40).	Moreover,	the	CO2	partial	pressure	is	higher	in	mixed	venous	blood	than	in	arterial	blood:	about	6.1	kPa	(46	mm	Hg)	in	venous	blood	and	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg)	in	arterial.	Looking	at	Figure	24.11,	you	can	see	that	these	differences	in	pH	and	CO2	partial	pressure	are
sufficient	to	cause	small	but	significant	Bohr	shifts	of	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	as	blood	flows	between	the	lungs	and	systemic	tissues.	To	fully	understand	respiratory-pigment	function,	it	is	important	that,	before	closing	this	section,	we	consider	not	only	how	pH	can	affect	oxygenation,	but	also	how	oxygenation	can	affect	pH.	Let’s	return	to	the
conceptual	equation,	Equation	24.2,	that	describes	the	reaction	of	H+	ions	with	respiratory	pigments	(assuming	that	a	fixed-acid	Bohr	effect	exists).	Earlier	we	stressed	one	perspective	on	this	equation;	namely,	that	an	increase	in	H+	concentration	will	push	the	chemical	reaction	to	the	right,	decreasing	the	tendency	of	pigment	molecules	to	bind	to
O2.	Now	we	also	stress	that	the	equation	has	a	complementary	and	equally	important	property:	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Removal	of	O2	from	pigment	molecules	will	pull	the	chemical	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	reaction	to	the	right,	causing	the	pigment	molecules	to	take	up	H+	Figure	24.12	from12-11-15	their	surroundings.	When	blood
passes	through	the	systemic	tissues,	metabolism	tends	to	increase	the	H+	concentration	of	the	blood	solution.	Simultaneously,	however,	because	of	the	diffusion	of	O2	out	of	the	blood,	respiratory-pigment	molecules	unload	O2	and	thus	bind	with	H+.	This	removal	of	free	H+	from	the	blood,	induced	by	the	deoxygenation	of	the	pigment	molecules,
limits	the	increase	in	the	blood	concentration	of	H+—and	the	decrease	in	blood	pH—caused	by	the	metabolic	addition	of	CO2	and	H+.	Figure	24.12 	The	Bohr	effect	typically	enhances	O2	delivery	in	an	animal 	The	diagram	shows	oxygen	equilibrium	curves	for	arterial	blood	(A)	and	venous	blood	(V)	in	a	hypothetical	animal.	The	venous	blood
displays	a	reduced	O2	affinity	because	its	CO2	partial	pressure	and	H+	concentration	are	higher	than	those	in	arterial	blood.	The	magnitude	of	this	Bohr	shift	is	exaggerated	for	clarity.	The	three	bold	arrows	show	unloading	under	three	different	assumptions.	The	top	of	each	arrow	is	the	O2	concentration	of	blood	as	it	leaves	the	breathing	organs;	the
bottom	is	the	O2	concentration	of	the	blood	as	it	leaves	the	systemic	tissues.	The	numeric	values	next	to	the	arrows	are	the	volumes	of	O2	delivered	per	100	mL	of	blood.	The	Root	effect:	In	unusual	cases,	CO2	and	pH	dramatically	affect	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of	the	respiratory	pigment	In	some	types	of	animals,	because	of	distinctive	properties
of	their	respiratory	pigments,	an	increase	in	the	CO2	partial	pressure	or	a	decrease	in	the	pH	of	the	blood	not	only	causes	a	Bohr	effect,	but	also	reduces	the	amount	of	O2	the	respiratory	pigment	binds	when	saturated.14	The	reduction	in	the	amount	of	O2	bound	to	the	pigment	at	saturation	(Figure	24.13)	is	termed	the	Root	effect,	after	its
discoverer.	Root	effects	of	sizable	magnitude	are	not	common.	Among	vertebrates,	they	are	observed	only	in	fish,	principally	teleost	fish.	Some	molluscs	also	show	either	normal	or	reversed	Root	effects.	Root	effects	provide	a	mechanism	by	which	the	O2	partial	pressure	of	even	well-oxygenated	blood	can	be	dramatically	increased	under	the	control	of
blood	pH.	To	see	this,	consider	the	hemoglobin	in	the	blood	of	eels	when	it	is	fully	loaded	with	O2	(see	Figure	24.13).15	At	a	pH	of	7.54,	the	hemoglobin	is	chemically	combined	with	about	12.6	mL	of	O2	per	100	mL	of	blood.	Acidification	to	a	pH	of	7.35	lowers	the	O2-binding	capacity	of	the	hemoglobin	because	of	the	Root	effect,	so	that	the
hemoglobin	can	chemically	combine	with	only	about	9.4	mL	O2/100	mL.	In	this	way	O2	is	forced	off	the	hemoglobin	by	the	change	of	pH.	The	acidification	from	pH	7.54	to	7.35	forces	the	eel	hemoglobin	to	unload	3.2	mL	of	O2	into	each	100	mL	of	blood!	The	O2	released	goes	into	blood	solution;	it	has	no	other	immediate	place	to	go.	By	dissolving,	it
dramatically	elevates	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure.	The	Root	effect	is	employed	in	various	species	of	teleost	fish	to	help	create	high	O2	partial	pressures	in	two	regions	of	the	body:	the	swim	bladder	and	the	eyes.	In	both	types	of	organs,	the	pH	of	well-oxygenated	blood	is	lowered	by	a	tissue-specific	addition	of	lactic	acid,	which	induces	a	rise	in	the
blood	O2	partial	pressure	14	Some	modern	authorities	view	the	Root	effect	as	an	exaggerated	Bohr	effect.	15	 Although	Figure	24.13	serves	as	a	useful	visual	guide,	the	insight	it	provides	into	hemoglobin	function	is	qualitative,	not	quantitative,	because	the	O2	concentrations	shown	include	dissolved	O2.	650	 	Chapter	24	100	90	80	pH:	8.20	7.93
7.54	16	12	7.35	7.17	8	Percent	saturation	(%)	O2	concentration	of	blood	(mL	O2	/100	mL)	20	70	60	13°C	50	19°C	40	25°C	31°C	37°C	30	20	6.99	43°C	10	0	4	Dissolved	O2	0	0	0	40	4	80	120	8	12	16	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	0	0	160	mm	Hg	20	kPa	Figure	24.13 	The	Root	effect	in	eels:	Acidification	lowers	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of
hemoglobin 	Oxygen	equilib-	rium	curves	are	shown	for	the	whole	blood	of	eels	(Anguilla	vulgaris)	at	six	different	pH	levels	(at	14°C).	Saturation	of	hemoglobin	is	indicated	when	the	slope	of	an	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	parallels	the	slope	of	the	dissolved	O2	line.	Experiments	on	some	fish	have	shown	that	O2	binding	by	hemoglobin	is	reduced	at	low
pH	even	when	the	hemoglobin	is	exposed	to	an	O2	partial	pressure	of	140	atmospheres	(atm)	(14,000	kPa)!	(After	Steen	1963.)	because	of	the	Root	effect.	Moreover,	in	both	types	of	organs,	this	rise	in	the	blood	O2	partial	pressure	is	amplified	by	a	countercurrent	vascular	arrangement	(a	rete	mirabile)	that	favors	multiplication	of	the	initial	effect.16
The	creation	of	a	high	O2	partial	pressure	helps	inflate	the	swim	bladder	in	many	fish	(swim-bladder	gas	is	often	principally	O2).	The	retinas	of	some	fish	are	so	poorly	vascularized	that	they	require	a	high	surrounding	O2	partial	pressure	to	acquire	enough	O2	to	function	properly.	Recently,	a	convincing	case	has	been	made	that,	in	the	course	of
evolution,	the	first	role	of	the	Root	effect	in	fish	was	oxygenation	of	the	retina.	Later,	at	least	four	different	lines	of	fish	independently	evolved	the	use	of	the	Root	effect	in	O2	secretion	to	inflate	the	swim	bladder.	Thermal	effects:	Oxygen	affinity	depends	on	tissue	temperature	The	O2	affinity	of	respiratory	pigments	is	often	inversely	depen-
onPhysiology	temperature	Hill	dent	Animal	4E	(Figure	24.14).	Increases	in	temperature	deSinauer	Associates	crease	affinity,	whereas	decreases	in	temperature	increase	affinity	Morales	Studio	in	temperature	only	rarely	affect	the	O	content	of	blood	(changes	2	Figure	24.13	12-11-15	at	saturation,	however).	When	humans	or	other	mammals	exercise,
if	the	blood	temperature	in	their	exercising	muscles	exceeds	the	temperature	in	their	lungs,	thermal	shifts	in	affinity	will	enhance	O2	delivery	to	the	muscles	in	a	manner	much	like	that	already	described	for	the	Bohr	effect	(see	Figure	24.12).	In	total,	therefore,	unloading	of	O2	to	the	exercising	muscles	will	be	promoted	in	a	concerted	manner	by	both
a	temperature	effect	and	a	Bohr	effect,	both	of	which	independently	tend	to	decrease	the	O2	affinity	of	the	respiratory	pigment	(and	thereby	facilitate	O2	unloading)	when	the	blood	passes	through	the	muscles.	Conversely	to	this	happy	state,	16	The	process	of	countercurrent	multiplication	is	explained,	in	a	different	context,	in	Chapter	29	(see	pages
792–793).	20	40	60	4	8	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	80	100	mm	Hg	12	kPa	Figure	24.14 	An	increase	in	temperature	typically	causes	a	decrease	in	O2	affinity 	Oxygen	equilibrium	curves	are	shown	for	human	blood	at	six	different	temperatures,	with	pH	held	constant	at	7.4.	These	results	show	the	pure	effect	of	changes	in	temperature	because	of
the	constancy	maintained	in	pH.	The	results,	however,	tend	to	understate	the	effects	of	temperature	in	many	real-life	situations	because	when	the	pH	is	not	artificially	controlled,	a	rise	in	blood	temperature	typically	induces	a	decrease	in	blood	pH,	as	discussed	later	in	this	chapter	(see	Figure	24.24),	meaning	that	the	immediate	effects	of	temperature
are	often	reinforced	by	thermally	induced	fixed-acid	Bohr	effects.	The	CO2	partial	pressure	was	held	constant	during	the	studies	shown.	(After	Reeves	1980.)	temperature	effects	may	become	a	problem	in	the	hypothermic	limbs	of	mammals	in	Arctic	climates—a	matter	addressed	in	Box	24.3	in	relation	to	recent	studies	of	a	resurrected	ancient
protein,	the	hemoglobin	of	the	woolly	mammoth.	Organic	modulators	often	exert	chronic	effects	on	oxygen	affinity	Organic	compounds	synthesized	by	metabolism	often	play	major	roles	as	allosteric	modulators	of	the	function	of	respiratory	pigments.	In	vertebrates,	the	principal	compounds	acting	in	this	role	are	organophosphate	compounds	within
the	red	blood	cells,	which	affect	hemoglobin	O2	affinity.	The	organophosphate	of	chief	importance	in	most	mammals,	including	humans,	is	2,3-bisphosphoglycerate,	which	is	synthesized	in	red	blood	cells	from	intermediates	of	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	glycolysis.	This	compound	is	sometimes	called	BPG	or	2,3-BPG,	Sinauer	Associates	but	moreStudio
commonly,	for	historical	reasons,	the	abbreviated	name	Morales	2,3-DPG	(standing	for	2,3-diphosphoglycerate)	is	used.	The	effect	Figure	24.14	12-11-15	of	2,3-DPG	is	to	reduce	the	O2	affinity	(raise	the	P50)	of	the	hemoglobin	molecules	with	which	it	binds.	As	shown	by	the	black	line	in	Figure	24.15,	hemoglobin	O2	affinity	is	therefore	a	function	of
the	2,3-DPG	concentration.	The	hemoglobin	of	humans	and	most	other	mammals	is	continuously	exposed	to	and	modulated	by	2,3-DPG	within	the	red	blood	cells.	Thus,	as	stressed	in	Figure	24.15,	the	“normal”	O2	affinity	of	human	hemoglobin	in	the	red	blood	cells	is	in	part	a	consequence	of	modulation	by	a	“normal”	2,3-DPG	concentration	within	the
cells.17	17	Some	mammals	have	hemoglobins	that	are	not	modulated	by	organophosphate	compounds	under	ordinary	physiological	conditions.	Included	are	some	ruminants,	cats,	civets,	and	related	species.	Their	hemoglobins,	within	the	red	blood	cells,	display	functionally	appropriate	O2	affinities	without	2,3-DPG,	and	the	red	blood	cells	of	adult
animals	of	these	types	usually	contain	little	2,3-DPG.	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	651	mm	Hg	45	kPa	The	blue	shaded	area	shows	the	normal	P50	values	of	hemoglobin	within	red	blood	cells.	6	P50	Relation	between	P50	and	2,3-DPG	concentration	4	The	green	shaded	area	marks	the	range	of	2,3-DPG	concentrations
typically	observed	in	red	blood	cells.	2	15	0	4	8	12	blood	cells	depends	on	a	normal	intracellular	concentration	of	2,3-DPG 	There	is	usually	about	one	2,3-DPG	molecule	per	hemo-	globin	molecule	in	human	red	blood	cells.	The	temperature	(37°C),	CO2	partial	pressure	(5.3	kPa),	and	extracellular	pH	(7.4)	were	held	constant	during	the	measurements
presented	here.	(After	Duhm	1971.)	35	25	Figure	24.15 	The	normal	P50	of	human	hemoglobin	within	red	16	20	24	Concentration	of	2,3-DPG	(µmole/g	erythrocytes)	In	nonmammalian	vertebrates,	modulation	of	hemoglobin	O2	affinity	by	red	blood	cell	organophosphates	is	also	very	common,	although	the	specific	phosphate	compounds	that	bind	with
and	allosterically	affect	hemoglobin	vary	from	one	taxonomic	group	to	another	and	usually	do	not	include	2,3-DPG.	ATP	and	guanosine	triphosphate	(GTP)	are	generally	the	principal	organophosphate	modulators	in	fish.	In	birds,	inositol	pentaphosphate	(IPP)	and	ATP	are	especially	important.	As	in	mammals,	when	organophosphates	act	as	modulators
in	these	other	groups,	their	effect	is	to	lower	O2	affinity.	Chronic	changes	in	the	concentration	of	organophosphate	modulators	in	red	blood	cells	serve	as	mechanisms	of	acclimation	or	acclimatization	in	many	vertebrates.	People	suffering	from	anemia,	to	mention	one	example,	often	exhibit	a	chronic	increase	in	the	concentration	of	2,3-DPG	in	their
red	blood	cells;	the	O2	affinity	of	their	hemoglobin	is	thereby	lowered	by	comparison	with	the	usual	affinity.	The	resulting	shift	to	the	right	in	their	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	is	not	great	enough	to	cause	any	substantial	impairment	of	O2	loading	in	their	lungs,	but	it	significantly	facilitates	O2	unloading	in	their	systemic	tissues	(Figure	24.16).	Thus
each	molecule	of	hemoglobin,	on	average,	delivers	more	O2	from	the	lungs	to	the	systemic	tissues	during	each	passage	through	the	circulatory	system.	In	anemic	people,	this	effect	helps	offset	the	disadvantage	of	having	a	reduced	amount	of	hemoglobin	per	unit	of	blood	volume.	BOX	Resurrection	of	the	Blood	Hemoglobin	of	the	Extinct	Woolly
Mammoth:	24.3	Evidence	for	an	Ancient	Adaptation	to	the	Challenges	of	Regional	Hypothermia	Using	genomic	methods,	researchers	recently	resurrected	the	hemoglobin	of	the	extinct	woolly	mammoth	(Mammuthus	primigenius)	so	they	could	study	the	hemoglobin	directly.	The	mammoth	was	an	abundant	resident	of	Arctic	and	subArctic
environments—in	sharp	contrast	to	its	extant	relatives,	the	African	and	Asian	elephants.	Arctic	mammals	often	permit	tissue	temperatures	in	their	appendages	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	to	fall	far	below	the	temperature	of	the	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio(see	Figure	10.32),	raising	the	body	core	Figure	24.15	12-11-15	possibility	that	the	O2
affinity	of	hemoglobin	might	be	raised	to	such	a	high	level	by	low	tissue	temperatures	that	the	appendage	tissues	are	subjected	to	impaired	O2	offloading.	Was	this	a	problem	for	woolly	mammoths?	By	study	of	the	resurrected	mammoth	hemoglobin,	the	researchers	concluded	that,	in	fact,	the	blood	hemoglobin	of	the	woolly	mammoth	had	adaptive
specializations	that	made	it	relatively	insensitive	to	low	temperatures.	The	researchers	extracted	DNA	from	a	43,000-year-old,	permafrostpreserved	mammoth	femur	collected	in	Siberia.	They	then	amplified	and	sequenced	the	genes	in	the	DNA	that	coded	for	the	α-	and	β-globin	chains	of	hemoglobin	(they	located	these	genes	based	on	homology	with
the	known	genes	in	today’s	African	and	Asian	elephants).	Using	the	ancient	DNA	nucleotide	sequences	to	predict	the	amino	acid	sequences	in	the	ancient	α-	and	β-globin	chains,	they	discovered	that	the	mammoth’s	αand	β-globin	proteins	differed	from	those	of	the	Asian	elephant	at	one	and	three	amino	acid	positions,	respectively.	The	researchers
then,	in	essence,	introduced	the	genes	for	Asian	elephant	globins	into	the	bacterium	Escherichia	coli,	which	faithfully	synthesized	elephant	hemoglobin.	Finally,	by	use	of	site-directed	mutagenesis,	the	researchers	modified	the	in-	troduced	elephant	genes	at	the	positions	that	needed	to	be	changed	for	the	E.	coli–synthesized	globin	proteins	to	match
those	once	circulating	in	the	blood	of	the	extinct	woolly	mammoth.	Thereafter	the	E.	coli	produced	authentic	woolly	mammoth	hemoglobin,	which	was	purified	and	studied	to	determine	its	thermal	and	O2-transport	properties.	Box	Extension	24.3	discusses	additional	details	and	provides	references.	652	 	Chapter	24	100	A	reduction	in	affinity
enhances	unloading	of	O2…	90	Percent	saturation	(%)	80	Summary	The	O2-Binding	Characteristics	of	Respiratory	Pigments	…more	than	it	impairs	loading.	Consequently…	70	…each	100	mL	of	blood	delivers	more	O2	from	the	breathing	organs	to	the	systemic	tissues	during	each	passage	through	the	circulatory	system	when	the	affinity	is	reduced.	60
Normal	affinity	50	Reduced	affinity	40	30	10	0	Loading	partial	pressure	Unloading	partial	pressure	20	0	0	20	40	60	4	8	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	80	100	mm	Hg	12	kPa	Figure	24.16 	A	decrease	in	the	O2	affinity	of	hemoglobin	can	aid	O2	delivery	to	the	systemic	tissues	when	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	breathing	organs	remains	high 	Two
human	oxygen	equilibrium	curves,	representing	normal	and	reduced	O2	affinities,	are	shown.	The	loading	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	lungs	is	assumed	to	be	12.7	kPa	(95	mm	Hg),	and	the	unloading	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	systemic	tissues	is	assumed	to	be	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg).	The	green	vertical	arrows	show	the	changes	in	percent	saturation	at
these	two	partial	pressures	caused	by	the	shift	from	normal	affinity	to	reduced	affinity	(for	simplicity	and	clarity,	other	effects	on	affinity,	such	as	Bohr	effects,	are	ignored,	and	the	reduction	in	affinity	is	exaggerated).	The	principles	elucidated	here	apply	to	gill	breathers	as	well	as	lung	breathers.	The	arthropod	hemocyanins	are	well	known	to	be
modulated	by	organic	compounds	such	as	lactate	ions,	dopamine,	and	trimethylamine.	In	many	crustaceans,	for	example,	O2	affinity	is	elevated	by	increasing	plasma	concentrations	of	lactate	ions	(specifically	l-lactate	ions),	which	exert	their	effects	by	binding	to	specific	allosteric	sites	on	the	hemocyanin	molecules.	When	animals	such	as	blue	crabs
(Callinectes	sapidus)	engage	in	exercise	that	produces	lactic	acid	(see	Chapter	8),	the	affinity-increasing	effect	of	the	lactate	ions	offsets	the	large	affinity-decreasing	effect	of	the	acidification	of	their	blood	(Bohr	effect),	helping	to	ensure	that	their	hemocyanin	remains	capable	of	fully	loading	with	O2	in	the	gills.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Inorganic
ions	may	also	act	as	modulators	Sinauer	Associates	of	respiratory	pigments	Morales	Studio	Concentrations	of	specific	inorganic	ions	in	blood	cells	or	Figure	24.16	12-11-15	blood	plasma	sometimes	allosterically	modulate	the	O2	affinity	or	other	attributes	of	respiratory	pigments.	Recent	research,	for	example,	has	revealed	that	in	many	ruminant
mammals	and	certain	bears,	the	concentration	of	Cl–	in	the	red	blood	cells	is	a	critical	allosteric	modulator	of	hemoglobin	function.	The	divalent	ions	Ca2+	and	Mg2+	are	important	allosteric	modulators	of	hemocyanin	in	crustaceans.	Blue	crabs	exposed	to	O2-poor	waters,	for	example,	increase	their	blood	Ca	2+	concentration,	which	raises	the	O2
affinity	of	their	hemocyanin.	„„The	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	of	a	respiratory	pigment,	which	shows	the	relation	between	the	extent	of	O2	binding	by	the	pigment	and	the	O2	partial	pressure,	is	a	key	tool	for	interpreting	respiratory-pigment	function.	The	shape	of	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	depends	on	the	degree	of	cooperativity	among	O2-binding
sites	on	respiratory-pigment	molecules.	When	there	is	no	cooperativity—as	is	the	case	when	each	molecule	has	only	a	single	O2-binding	site—the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	is	hyperbolic.	The	curve	is	sigmoid	when	molecules	have	multiple	O2-binding	sites	that	exhibit	positive	cooperativity.	Hyperbolic	curves	are	the	norm	for	myoglobins;	sigmoid
curves	are	the	norm	for	blood	pigments.	„„The	Bohr	effect	is	a	reduction	in	O2	affinity	caused	by	a	decrease	in	pH	and/or	an	increase	in	CO2	partial	pressure.	The	Bohr	effect	typically	enhances	O2	delivery	because	it	promotes	O2	unloading	in	systemic	tissues	while	promoting	loading	in	the	breathing	organs.	„„The	Root	effect,	which	occurs	only
rarely,	is	a	substantial	reduction	of	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of	a	respiratory	pigment	caused	by	a	decrease	in	pH	and/or	an	increase	in	CO2	partial	pressure.	In	teleost	fish	it	helps	inflate	the	swim	bladder	and	oxygenate	the	retina.	„„Elevated	blood	temperatures	often	decrease	the	O2	affinity	of	respiratory	pigments.	„„Organic	molecules	and
inorganic	ions	frequently	serve	as	allosteric	modulators	of	respiratory-pigment	function.	2,3-DPG	(2,3-BPG)	in	the	red	blood	cells	of	mammals,	for	example,	chronically	decreases	the	O2	affinity	of	the	hemoglobin	in	the	cells.	The	Functions	of	Respiratory	Pigments	in	Animals	It	would	be	hard	to	exaggerate	the	diversity	of	functional	properties	found
among	animal	respiratory	pigments.	The	oxygen	affinity	(P50)	of	respiratory	pigments	varies	from	less	than	0.2	kPa	to	more	than	7	kPa.	Cooperativity	(the	Hill	coefficient,	n)	varies	from	1	to	more	than	6.	The	concentration	of	the	respiratory	pigment	in	an	animal’s	blood	may	be	so	low	that	the	pigment	merely	doubles	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of
the	blood	in	comparison	with	the	dissolved	O2	concentration;	alternatively,	a	pigment	may	be	so	concentrated	that	it	allows	blood	to	carry	80	times	more	O2	than	can	be	dissolved.	A	respiratory	pigment	may	or	may	not	exhibit	a	Bohr	effect	or	temperature	effect.	One	pigment	may	be	modulated	by	2,3-DPG,	another	by	ATP.	With	this	diversity	of
properties,	even	when	the	respiratory	pigments	of	various	animals	carry	out	a	single	function,	they	do	so	in	a	diversity	of	detailed	ways.	Respiratory	pigments,	moreover,	are	presently	known	to	carry	out	at	least	eight	different	functions—meaning	that,	overall,	they	have	a	very	wide	range	of	action.	The	functions	are	not	mutually	exclusive;	often	a
single	respiratory	pigment	carries	out	two	or	more	functions	simultaneously.	Although	we	will	cover	only	a	few	functions	in	any	detail,	all	eight	deserve	recognition:	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	653	and	it	transports	S2–	as	well	as	O2	from	the	gills	to	the	organ	in	which	the	bacteria	live.	1.	Respiratory	pigments	in	blood	(or
other	circulating	body	fluids)	typically	aid	the	routine	transport	of	O2	from	the	breathing	organs	to	the	systemic	tissues.	This	is	the	function	to	which	we	have	devoted	most	of	our	attention	up	to	this	point	in	the	chapter.	8.	Finally,	the	fastest-breaking	story	in	the	contemporary	study	of	respiratory	pigments	is	the	increasing	recognition	that	at	least	in
mammals,	myoglobins	are	sometimes	intimately	involved	in	several	tissue	functions	other	than	O2	supply,	especially	the	regulation	of	mitochondrial	respiration,	as	addressed	in	Box	24.4.	2.	Respiratory	pigments	in	the	blood	of	some	invertebrates	3.	Blood	respiratory	pigments	often	serve	as	major	buffers	of	blood	pH	and	thereby	play	key	roles	in
blood	acid–base	regulation.	As	already	mentioned	(see	Equation	24.2),	this	buffering	is	often	of	an	“active”	sort,	in	the	sense	that	the	affinity	of	the	respiratory	pigments	for	H+	changes	as	they	unload	and	load	O2.	The	pigments	tend	to	remove	H+	from	solution	as	they	become	deoxygenated	and	release	H+	into	solution	as	they	become	oxygenated.
We	return	to	this	topic	later	in	this	chapter	(e.g.,	see	Figure	24.23).	4.	Blood	respiratory	pigments	often	play	critical	roles	in	CO2	transport,	as	we	will	also	see	later	in	the	chapter.	5.	Hemoglobins	in	the	cytoplasm	of	muscle	cells	(myoglobins),	or	in	the	cells	of	other	solid	tissues,	play	two	principal	respiratory	roles.	First,	they	increase	the	rate	of	O2
diffusion	through	the	cytoplasm	of	the	cells,	a	phenomenon	that	in	muscle	cells	is	called	myoglobin-facilitated	O2	diffusion:	At	any	given	difference	in	O2	partial	pressure	between	the	blood	capillaries	and	the	mitochondria	of	the	cells,	O2	diffuses	through	the	cytoplasm	to	the	mitochondria	faster	if	myoglobin	is	present.	The	second	role	played	by
hemoglobins	within	solid	tissues	is	O2	storage	for	the	tissues.	The	myoglobin-bound	O2	store	in	skeletal	muscles,	for	example,	can	be	called	upon	at	the	start	of	sudden,	vigorous	muscular	work	to	help	sustain	aerobic	ATP	production	while	circulatory	O2	delivery	is	still	being	accelerated	to	meet	the	heightened	O2	need.18	6.	Sometimes,	respiratory
pigments	act	as	enzymes,	not	in	carrying	out	their	roles	in	O2	transport,	but	in	other	contexts.	At	least	in	mammals,	for	example,	deoxymyoglobin	and	deoxyhemoglobin	catalyze	the	local	formation	of	the	critically	important	signaling	compound	nitric	oxide	(NO)	from	nitrite	in	certain	settings.	7.	Respiratory	pigments	occasionally	play	nonrespiratory
transport	roles.	In	at	least	some	species	of	worms	that	have	symbiotic	sulfur-oxidizing	bacteria	(see	Figure	6.16),	for	example,	the	blood	hemoglobin	has	sulfide-binding	sites,	18	This	role	is	discussed	at	length	in	Chapters	8	and	20.	Patterns	of	circulatory	O2	transport:	The	mammalian	model	is	common	but	not	universal	Circulatory	O2	transport	in
most	animals	qualitatively	follows	the	pattern	we	described	earlier	for	mammals	(see	Figure	24.5).	This	pattern	has	several	major	features,	which,	for	example,	can	be	seen	in	the	O2	transport	physiology	of	rainbow	trout	(Figure	24.17).	First,	the	blood	respiratory	pigment	reaches	near-saturation	in	the	lungs	or	gills	when	the	animals	are	living	in	well-
aerated	environments.	Second,	the	respiratory	pigment	yields	just	a	modest	fraction	of	its	O2	to	the	systemic	tissues	during	circulation	at	rest,	meaning	that	venous	blood	in	resting	individuals	is	far	from	being	fully	deoxygenated.	Third,	the	large	resting	venous	O2	reserve	is	used	(i.e.,	venous	blood	becomes	more	deoxygenated)	during	exercise	or
other	states	of	heightened	metabolism.	Thus	increased	tissue	O2	demands	are	met	by	increasing	the	amount	of	O2	delivered	per	unit	of	blood	volume,	as	well	as	by	increasing	the	rate	of	blood	flow.	Squids	and	octopuses	are	important	examples	of	animals	that	follow	a	different	pattern	of	circulatory	O2	transport,	and	thus	The	arterial	blood	remains
nearly	saturated	at	all	levels	of	exertion.	On	the	other	hand…	97.0%	10	O2	concentration	of	blood	(mL	O2	/100	mL)	probably	function	primarily	as	O2	stores,	rather	than	participating	in	routine	O2	transport.	The	pigments	that	fit	this	description	have	very	high	O2	affinities.	Consequently,	they	hold	so	tightly	to	O2	that	they	probably	do	not	unload
under	routine	conditions.	Instead,	they	seem	to	release	their	O2	when	animals	face	severe	O2	shortages.	In	certain	species	of	tube-dwelling	marine	worms,	for	example,	O2	bound	to	a	high-affinity	blood	hemoglobin	is	believed	to	be	unloaded	primarily	during	periods	when	the	worms	do	not	breathe,	when	their	tissue	O2	partial	pressures	fall	very	low.
96.0%	99.7%	98.8%	98.5%	Arterial	O2	concentration	8	…the	O2	concentration	in	venous	blood	decreases	as	swimming	speed	increases.	Thus…	6	4	Venous	O2	concentration	2	0	Rest	50	60	70	80	Swimming	speed	(%	maximum)	90	100	…the	O2	delivery	per	unit	of	blood	volume	increases	about	2.5-fold	as	trout	swim	faster.	Figure	24.17 	Blood	O2
transport	in	rainbow	trout	in	relation	to	exercise 	The	lines	show	the	average	O2	concentration	of	arterial	and	venous	blood	in	trout	(Oncorhynchus	mykiss)	at	rest	and	swimming	at	various	speeds	in	well-aerated	water.	The	numbers	above	the	arterial	points	show	the	average	arterial	percent	saturation	of	the	particular	fish	studied	at	each	speed.	As
fish	increase	their	speed	from	rest	to	maximum,	they	increase	O2	delivery	per	unit	of	blood	volume	about	2.5-fold.	Trout	also	increase	their	rate	of	circulation	about	3-fold.	Thus	the	trout	increase	the	total	rate	of	O2	delivery	to	their	tissues	about	7-fold.	(After	Jones	and	Randall	1978.)	654	 	Chapter	24	Figure	24.18 	Blood	O2	delivery	in	an	octopus:
Even	at	rest,	octopuses	have	almost	no	venous	reserve 	The	octopuses	(En-	Arterial	values	of	percent	O2	saturation,	O2	partial	pressure,	and	CO2	partial	pressure	normally	fall	within	the	dark	purple	area.	On	the	other	hand…	Partial	pressure	of	CO2	0.4	0.05	6.0	mm	Hg	0.8	kPa	3.2	0.4	100	Percent	saturation	(%)	80	60	40	…venous	values	fall	within
the	light	purple	area.	Even	when	the	octopuses	are	at	rest,	their	venous	blood	is	almost	entirely	deoxygenated!	20	0	40	0	0	4	120	80	8	12	16	Partial	pressure	of	O2	in	blood	160	mm	Hg	20	24	kPa	teroctopus	dofleini)	studied	were	resting	or	only	moderately	active	in	well-aerated	water.	The	three	oxygen	equilibrium	curves	correspond	to	three	different
blood	CO2	partial	pressures	(i.e.,	the	hemocyanin	exhibits	a	Bohr	effect).	All	the	data	obtained	on	arterial	blood	fall	within	the	dark	purple	area,	whereas	the	data	on	venous	blood	fall	within	the	light	purple	area.	The	two	dots	represent	the	approximate	means	for	arterial	and	venous	blood.	(After	Johansen	and	Lenfant	1966.)	illustrate	that	the	pattern
observed	in	mammals	and	fish	is	not	universal.	The	squids	and	octopuses	that	have	been	studied	have	only	a	very	small	venous	O2	reserve	when	they	are	at	rest:	Inactive	individuals	use	80%–90%	of	the	O2	available	in	their	arterial	blood	(Figure	24.18).	Thus,	when	the	animals	exercise,	they	have	little	room	to	increase	unloading	of	O2	from	their
hemocyanin,	and	they	must	meet	their	heightened	O2	demands	almost	entirely	by	increasing	their	circulatory	rates.	This	pattern	places	high	demands	on	their	hearts	and	constrains	their	ability	to	exercise,	as	we	will	see	in	more	detail	in	Chapter	25	(see	Box	25.3).	The	inherently	small	venous	O2	reserve	of	the	squids	and	octopuses	also	limits	their
ability	to	live	in	poorly	aerated	waters.	If	a	squid	or	octopus	ventures	into	O2-poor	waters	and	consequently	can’t	oxygenate	its	arterial	blood	fully,	it	can’t	compensate	to	any	great	degree	(as	a	fish	can)	by	enhancing	the	deoxygenation	of	its	venous	blood,	because	the	venous	blood	is	already	highly	deoxygenated	even	in	aerated	waters.	Squids	and
octopuses	are	notoriously	intolerant	of	low-O2	environments.	BOX	Heme-Containing	Globins	in	Intracellular	Function:	24.4	Myoglobin	Regulatory	and	Protective	Roles,	Neuroglobins,	and	Cytoglobins	A	revolution	is	underway	in	the	understanding	of	the	roles	of	globins	in	intracellular	function.	New	roles	of	myoglobin	are	being	documented	or
hypothesized.	In	addition,	new	intracellular	globins—	not	known	in	the	twentieth	century—	have	been	discovered.	Based	on	research	using	myoglobin	knockout	mice	and	other	methods,	researchers	now	hypothesize	that	in	cardiac	muscle	and	possibly	other	types	of	muscle,	myoglobin	plays	a	key	role	in	the	regulation	of	mitochondrial	respiration,
serves	as	a	defense	against	reactive	oxygen	species	(see	Box	8.1),	and	helps	control	mitochondrial	substrates.	We	say	more	here	about	just	the	first	of	these	roles.	Nitric	oxide	(NO)	potently	inhibits	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	cytochrome	oxidase	(see	Figure	8.3)	and	Sinauer	Associates	in	thisStudio	way	serves	as	a	key	regulator	of	Morales	Figure	the
24.18	rate	of12-11-15	mitochondrial	O2	consumption	and	ATP	synthesis	in	at	least	certain	muscles	(notably	cardiac).	When	O2	is	relatively	abundant	in	a	cell,	myoglobin	becomes	oxygenated,	forming	oxymyoglobin	(oxyMb).	OxyMb	breaks	down	NO,	a	process	that	prevents	NO	inhibition	of	cytochrome	oxidase,	thereby	permitting	the	mitochondria	to
use	O2	to	synthesize	ATP	when	O2	is	available.	Conversely,	when	O2	is	low	in	abundance	in	a	cell,	deoxymyoglobin	(deoxyMb)	forms.	DeoxyMb	acts	as	an	enzyme	that	catalyzes	NO	synthesis;	the	NO	inhibits	cytochrome	oxidase	and	thereby	inhibits	mitochondrial	use	of	O2	and	ATP	synthesis.	In	these	ways,	myoglobin	is	a	principal	player	in	regulating
mitochondrial	function	to	match	the	availability	of	O2.	In	2000,	a	heme-containing	globin	expressed	in	the	brain	of	humans	and	mice	was	discovered	(based	on	genomics	research)	and	named	neuroglobin	(Ngb).	Neuroglobins	are	now	known	to	occur	in	most	(possibly	all)	vertebrates.	They	are	intracellular	(in	cytoplasm)	and	have	been	observed
(usually	at	low	concentration)	in	most	brain	neurons,	peripheral	neurons,	the	retina,	some	endocrine	glands	(e.g.,	adrenal),	and	the	sperm-producing	tissues	of	the	testicles.	The	functions	of	neuroglobins	are	gradually	being	elucidated.	They	bind	O2	reversibly	with	high	affinity	(like	myoglobins).	Their	chief	function	may	be	to	act	as	O2	stores	for	the
central	nervous	system	and	retina.	Animals	genetically	engineered	to	overexpress	neuroglobins	recover	from	strokes	better	than	controls	do,	suggesting	that	the	neuroglobin	O2	store	helps	protect	neurons	when	their	external	O2	supply	is	cut	off.	Neuroglobins	might	also	function	in	antioxidant	defense	(see	Box	8.1)	or	as	sensors	of	metabolic	stress.
Box	Extension	24.4	discusses	neuroglobin	structure	and	another	recently	discovered	set	of	cytoplasmic	globins,	the	cytoglobins.	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	655	Regardless	of	the	exact	pattern	of	circulatory	O2	delivery	an	animal	displays,	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of	its	blood—which	depends	on	the	amount	of
respiratory	pigment	per	unit	of	blood	volume—is	a	key	determinant	of	how	much	O2	can	be	delivered	to	its	tissues.	As	already	seen	in	Figure	24.8,	animals	display	a	wide	range	of	oxygen-carrying	capacities.	The	range	of	known	values	in	animals	that	have	blood	respiratory	pigments	is	from	about	30–40	mL	O2/100	mL	of	blood	in	some	diving
mammals	to	just	1–2	mL	O2/100	mL	in	many	crustaceans	and	molluscs.	Among	vertebrates,	a	rough	correlation	exists	between	metabolic	intensity	and	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of	the	blood;	mammals	and	birds	usually	have	carrying	capacities	of	15–20	mL	O2/100	mL,	whereas	fish,	amphibians,	and	nonavian	reptiles	usually	have	less	hemoglobin
per	unit	of	volume	and	have	carrying	capacities	of	5–15	mL	O2/100	mL.	Active	species	of	fish	such	as	tunas	and	lamnid	sharks	tend	to	have	higher	oxygen-carrying	capacities	than	do	related	sluggish	species.	Animals	with	hemocyanin	tend	to	have	low	oxygen-carrying	capacities.	Squids	and	octopuses	exhibit	the	highest	carrying	capacities	known	for
hemocyanin-containing	bloods,	and	their	carrying	capacities	are	just	2–5	mL	O2/100	mL	(at	or	below	the	lower	end	of	the	range	for	fish).	Animals	with	hemocyanin—which	is	always	dissolved	in	the	blood	plasma,	not	contained	in	blood	cells—probably	cannot	have	much	higher	carrying	capacities	because	the	hemocyanin	concentrations	needed	for
higher	capacities	would	make	their	blood	too	viscous	to	pump.	Individual	animals	can	vary	their	oxygen-carrying	capacity	by	raising	or	lowering	the	amount	of	respiratory	pigment	per	unit	of	blood	volume.	The	most	common	responses	of	this	sort	are	long-term,	occurring	during	acclimation	or	acclimatization	to	changed	environments	(to	be	discussed
shortly).	Some	vertebrates,	however,	can	acutely	change	their	carrying	capacity	because	they	can	remove	red	blood	cells	from	their	blood,	store	the	cells,	and	quickly	release	them	back	into	the	blood.	Horses,	dogs,	and	some	seals	are	well	known	to	store	massive	quantities	of	red	blood	cells	in	their	spleen	when	at	rest.	When	the	cells	are	needed
during	exercise,	they	are	quickly	released	back	into	the	blood	under	control	of	the	sympathetic	nervous	system.	Foxhounds,	for	example,	can	promptly	increase	their	oxygen-carrying	capacity	from	16	to	23	mL	O2/100	mL	in	this	way.	Respiratory	pigments	within	a	single	individual	often	display	differences	in	O2	affinity	that	aid	successful	O2	transport
Two	respiratory	pigments	often	exist	within	one	animal	and	pass	O2	from	one	to	the	other.	Most	commonly,	this	occurs	in	animals	that	have	myoglobins.	In	these	animals,	the	blood	respiratory	pigment	(hemoglobin	or	hemocyanin)	and	the	myoglobin	act	as	a	sort	of	“O2	bucket	brigade”:	The	blood	pigment	carries	O2	from	the	lungs	or	gills	to	the
muscles,	and	then	passes	the	O2	to	the	myoglobin	in	the	muscle	cells.	This	process	is	typically	aided	by	differences	in	O2	affinity.	Specifically,	the	myoglobin	typically	has	a	higher	O2	affinity—a	lower	P50	—than	the	blood	pigment;	one	can	see	in	Figure	24.7A,	for	example,	that	the	P50	of	human	myoglobin	(about	0.8	kPa,	6	mm	Hg)	is	far	lower	than
that	of	human	blood	hemoglobin	(about	3.5	kPa,	27	mm	Hg).	The	higher	O2	affinity	of	the	myoglobin	means	that	it	tends	to	load	with	O2	at	the	expense	of	unloading	of	the	blood	hemoglobin.	Thus	the	difference	in	affinity	promotes	transfer	of	O2	from	the	blood	to	the	muscle	cells.	Affinity	relations	also	promote	the	transfer	of	O2	from	mother	to	fetus
across	the	placenta	in	placental	mammals.	Generalizing	across	species,	the	P	50	of	fetal	blood	is	typically	less	than	the	P	50	of	maternal	blood	by	0.4–2.3	kPa	(3–17	mm	Hg).	Because	the	fetal	blood	has	a	higher	O2	affinity,	it	tends	to	oxygenate	by	drawing	O2	from	the	maternal	blood.	The	relatively	high	affinity	of	the	fetal	blood	also	means	that	it	is
able	to	become	relatively	well	oxygenated	even	if	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	placenta	is	relatively	low.	Several	specific	mechanisms	account	for	the	differences	in	O2	affinity	between	fetal	and	maternal	bloods	in	various	species.	In	humans	and	other	primates,	the	difference	occurs	because	the	chemical	structures	of	the	fetal	and	maternal
hemoglobins	are	different,	as	mentioned	at	the	beginning	of	this	chapter.	One	key	effect	of	these	structural	differences	is	that	the	fetal	hemoglobin	is	less	sensitive	to	2,3-DPG;	because	2,3-DPG	lowers	affinity,	the	diminished	sensitivity	of	fetal	hemoglobin	to	2,3-DPG	raises	its	O2	affinity.	In	some	other	species,	such	as	dogs	and	rabbits,	the
hemoglobins	in	the	fetus	and	mother	are	chemically	the	same;	the	reason	the	fetal	affinity	is	higher	is	that	fetal	red	blood	cells	have	lower	intracellular	concentrations	of	2,3-DPG	than	maternal	red	blood	cells.	In	still	other	species	of	mammals,	additional	mechanisms	of	raising	the	fetal	O2	affinity	are	observed;	ruminants,	for	example,	have	fetal	forms
of	hemoglobin	that	are	intrinsically	higher	in	affinity	than	maternal	hemoglobin,	without	2,3-DPG	modulation.	The	relatively	high	O2	affinity	of	fetal	hemoglobin	is	not	necessarily	the	only	factor	that	promotes	O2	transfer	from	the	mother’s	blood	to	the	blood	of	the	fetus.	An	extremely	interesting	additional	factor	is	that	often	the	loss	of	CO2	from	the
fetal	blood	to	the	maternal	blood	induces	a	synchronous	rise	in	fetal	O2	affinity	and	fall	in	maternal	O2	affinity	because	of	Bohr	effects	in	the	two	hemoglobins:	Bohr	effects	that	have	these	opposing	but	reinforcing	consequences!	Evolutionary	adaptation:	Respiratory	pigments	are	molecules	positioned	directly	at	the	interface	between	animal	and
environment	A	dramatic	property	of	the	respiratory	pigments	is	that	they	are	molecules	that,	in	a	way,	actually	form	part	of	the	interface	between	an	animal	and	its	environment:	They	pick	up	O2	from	the	environment	and	deliver	it	to	cells	deep	within	tissues.	Moreover,	evolution	has	produced	hundreds	of	different	molecular	forms	of	the	respiratory
pigments.	Because	of	these	considerations,	the	respiratory	pigments	have	long	been	regarded	as	prime	subjects	for	the	study	of	evolutionary	molecular	adaptation.	Such	studies	have	revealed	that	often	species	that	have	long	histories	of	existence	in	low-O2	environments	have	evolved	respiratory	pigments	with	higher	O2	affinities	than	related	species
living	in	high-O2	environments.	This	common	pattern	is	well	illustrated	by	the	fish	in	Figure	24.8	and	by	other	fish:	Carp	and	catfish,	which	often	inhabit	waters	low	in	O2,	have	average	P50	values	of	0.1–0.7	kPa	(1–5	mm	Hg)—meaning	their	hemoglobins	load	particularly	well	at	low	O2	partial	pressures—whereas	mackerel	and	rainbow	trout,	which
live	in	well-aerated	waters,	have	far	higher	P50	values	656	 	Chapter	24	mm	Hg	kPa	5	Ring-tailed	lemur	35	Black	lemur	P50	Rhesus	monkey	30	Gibbon	4	Human	Chimpanzee	25	Orangutan	Gorilla	3	1	10	100	Body	weight	(kg)	on	log	scale	1000	Figure	24.19 	The	O2	affinity	of	the	hemoglobin	in	the	whole	blood	of	primates	is	a	regular	function	of	body
size 	Smallbodied	species	tend	to	exhibit	lower	O2	affinity—and	thus	higher	P50—than	large-bodied	ones.	(After	Dhindsa	et	al.	1972.)	of	2.1–2.4	kPa	(16–18	mm	Hg).19	One	reason	goldfish	survive	the	tender	loving	care	of	kindergarteners	is	that	these	members	of	the	carp	family	have	high-affinity	hemoglobins	that	can	load	well	in	O2-poor	water.
Mammal	species	that	live	underground	typically	have	evolved	higher	O2	affinities	than	aboveground	species	of	the	same	body	size.	Similarly,	some	species	native	to	high	altitudes	have	evolved	higher	O2	affinities	than	lowland	species	(see	Box	24.5).	Another	thought-provoking	evolutionary	pattern	that	has	been	discovered	is	the	relation	between	O2
affinity	and	body	size	in	groups	of	related	species.	In	mammals	and	some	other	vertebrate	groups,	the	O2	affinity	of	blood	hemoglobin	tends	to	decrease	as	body	size	decreases:	Small	species	have	relatively	high	P50	values	and	therefore	relatively	low	O2	affinities	(Figure	24.19).	Natural	selection	is	hypothesized	to	have	favored	this	pattern	because
of	the	inverse	relation	between	weight-specific	metabolic	rate	and	body	size	(see	Chapter	7).	Arterial	blood	oxygenates	similarly	in	all	species	of	aboveground	mammals	near	sea	level	because	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	lungs	is	high	enough	in	all	such	species	to	be	on	the	plateaus	of	their	oxygen	equilibrium	curves	(where	differences	in	affinity
have	little	effect;	see	Figure	24.16).	The	lower-affinity	hemoglobins	in	the	smaller	species	unload	O2	to	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	the	tissues	moreAssociates	readily,	however.	In	this	way,	the	lower	affinity	in	Sinauer	the	smallMorales	species	is	hypothesized	to	help	them	meet	their	higher	Studio	Figure	24.19	12-11-15	weight-specific	O2	needs.	Of
course,	it	is	exciting	to	find	trends	that	make	sense,	but	sometimes	when	physiologists	have	compared	the	O2	affinities	of	related	species,	they	have	found	no	clear	patterns,	or	even	trends	opposite	to	those	expected.	At	present,	a	comprehensive	predictive	theory	of	affinity	adaptation	does	not	exist.	An	important	reason	is	that	when	affinity	is	modified
in	the	course	of	evolution,	the	changes	can	potentially	affect	both	loading	and	unloading.	Although	a	decrease	in	affinity,	for	example,	could	aid	O2	delivery	by	promoting	O2	19	These	measurements	were	made	at	approximately	the	same	CO2	partial	pressures	and	temperatures.	unloading	in	the	systemic	tissues,	it	could	potentially	also	diminish	O2
delivery	by	interfering	with	O2	loading	in	the	breathing	organs.	For	sorting	out	these	complexities,	a	crucial	question	is	whether	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	breathing	organs	is	high	enough	to	cause	full	oxygenation.	To	explain,	consider	a	case	in	which	arterial	O2	partial	pressures	are	consistently	high	enough	for	respiratory	pigments	to	be	well
oxygenated	regardless	of	O2	affinity.	In	this	case,	the	principal	effect	of	low	affinity	is	to	promote	unloading	of	O2	in	the	systemic	tissues,	which	augments	O2	delivery.20	You	will	recognize	this	argument.	It	is	exactly	why	researchers	think	that	small-bodied	mammals	living	aboveground	near	sea	level	can	benefit	by	evolving	relatively	low	affinities
(see	Figure	24.19).	The	respiratory-pigment	physiology	of	individuals	undergoes	acclimation	and	acclimatization	When	individual	animals	are	exposed	chronically	to	reduced	O2	availability	in	their	environments,	they	often	respond	with	chronic	alterations	of	their	respiratory-pigment	physiology.	The	most	common	response	of	this	sort	in	both
vertebrates	and	invertebrates	is	for	the	concentration	of	the	respiratory	pigment	in	the	blood	to	be	increased.	Fish,	for	example,	often	increase	the	concentration	of	red	blood	cells	in	their	blood	when	they	live	in	poorly	oxygenated	waters.	In	addition	to	the	“quantitative	strategy”	of	increasing	the	amount	of	respiratory	pigment	per	unit	of	blood
volume,	animals	also	often	modify	the	O2-binding	properties	of	the	pigments.	Sometimes	this	is	achieved	by	synthesizing	different	molecular	forms.	A	dramatic	example	is	provided	by	the	water	flea,	Daphnia,	a	small,	hemoglobin-synthesizing	crustacean	common	in	freshwater	ponds.	When	Daphnia	that	have	been	living	in	O2-rich	water	are
transferred	into	O2-poor	water,	hypoxia-inducible	transcription	factors	(HIFs)	are	released	and	affect	DNA	transcription	by	modulating	hypoxia-response	elements	in	the	promoter	regions	for	the	globin	genes	(see	page	604).	Multiple	globin	types	can	be	synthesized,	and	after	the	transfer	to	O2-poor	water,	the	mix	of	globins	is	modified.	In	fact,	new
mRNAs	can	appear	within	minutes,	and	new	hemoglobin	molecules—composed	of	different	proportions	of	globin	subunits	than	the	preexisting	molecules—can	appear	within	18	h.	The	new	molecular	forms	of	hemoglobin	have	a	higher	O2	affinity	than	the	preexisting	ones.	Thus,	over	the	first	11	days	in	O2-poor	water,	the	O2	affinity	rises	(P50	falls)	as
the	concentration	of	hemoglobin	also	rises	(Figure	24.20)!	Together,	these	changes	give	the	Daphnia	a	greatly	enhanced	capability	to	acquire	O2	from	their	environment.	The	Daphnia	also,	as	mentioned	earlier,	change	color.	Pale	at	the	start,	they	turn	brilliant	red	(see	Figure	24.20).	For	modifying	the	O2-binding	properties	of	respiratory	pigments,
perhaps	a	more	common	strategy	is	not	to	alter	the	molecular	forms	of	pigments	synthesized	but	to	modulate	preexisting	types	in	advantageous	ways.	When	fish,	for	example,	are	transferred	from	well-aerated	to	poorly	aerated	waters,	they	do	not	typically	alter	their	hemoglobin	types,	but	they	often	decrease	the	concentrations	of	ATP	and	GTP	within
their	red	blood	cells	over	time.	These	chronic	changes	in	the	intracellular	modulators	of	hemoglobin	raise	its	O2	affinity.	Blue	crabs,	as	noted	earlier,	chronically	raise	the	concentration	of	Ca2+	in	their	blood	when	exposed	to	O2-poor	20	Figure	24.16,	although	it	applies	to	changes	in	O2	affinity	within	a	species,	illustrates	this	effect.	Transport	of



Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	657	P50	(kPa)	…the	total	concentration	of	hemoglobin	in	the	blood	sharply	increases	to	a	new	plateau.	1.2	Icefish	live	without	hemoglobin	500	1.0	400	0.8	300	0.6	200	0.4	P50	0.2	0.0	0	100	Hemoglobin	concentration	2	4	6	8	10	Days	after	transfer	to	low-O2	water	0	12	Figure	24.20 	When	water	fleas	are
transferred	to	O2-poor	water,	their	O2-transport	system	undergoes	rapid	acclimation	because	of	altered	gene	expression 	The	water	fleas	(Daphnia	magna)	had	been	living	in	well-aerated	water	and	were	transferred	at	time	0	to	water	in	which	the	O2	partial	pressure	(3	kPa)	was	only	15%	as	high	as	in	well-aerated	water.	The	composition	and
concentration	of	their	blood	hemoglobin	were	then	monitored	for	11	days.	The	animals	change	color,	as	shown	by	the	photographs.	Symbols	are	means;	error	bars	delimit	±	1	standard	deviation.	(After	Paul	et	al.	2004;	photos	courtesy	of	Shinichi	Tokishita.)	Hemoglobin	concentration	(µM	heme)	The	O2	affinity	of	hemoglobin	dramatically	rises	(P50
falls)	because	of	synthesis	of	new	molecular	forms	while	simultaneously…	waters,	apparently	by	mobilizing	Ca2+	from	the	exoskeleton;	the	effect	is	to	raise	the	O2	affinity	of	their	hemocyanin.	Box	24.5	discusses	how	mammals	respond	to	the	low	atmospheric	O2	partial	pressures	of	high	altitudes.	We	now	end	our	discussion	of	the	transport	of	O2	by
respiratory	pigments	by	recalling	a	group	of	unusual	and	puzzling	vertebrates,	the	Antarctic	icefish:	animals	that,	although	reasonably	large,	have	no	O2	transport	by	blood	hemoglobin	because	they	have	no	hemoglobin	in	their	blood.	Of	all	vertebrates,	the	icefish—	which	we	discussed	at	length	in	Chapter	3—are	the	only	ones	that	lack	blood
hemoglobin	as	adults.	As	stressed	earlier,	their	habitat	is	undoubtedly	critical	in	permitting	them	to	live	without	blood	hemoglobin.	The	Antarctic	seas	tend	to	be	consistently	well	aerated,	and	the	temperature	of	the	water	is	typically	frigid	(near	–1.9°C)	year-round.	Because	of	the	low	temperature,	the	solubility	of	O2	is	relatively	high,	not	only	in	the
ambient	water	but	also	in	the	fish’s	blood.	Despite	the	advantages	of	high	O2	solubility,	the	blood	oxygen-carrying	capacities	of	icefish	(about	0.7	mL	O2/100	mL)	are	only	about	one-tenth	as	high	as	those	of	related	red-blooded	Antarctic	fish	(6–7	mL	O2/100	mL).	The	icefish	circulate	their	blood	exceptionally	rapidly,	evidently	to	compensate	for	the
fact	that	each	unit	of	blood	volume	carries	relatively	little	O2.	They	have	evolved	hearts	that	are	dramatically	larger	than	those	of	most	fish	of	their	body	size;	with	each	heartbeat,	they	therefore	pump	at	least	four	to	ten	times	more	blood	than	is	typical.	In	the	microcirculatory	beds	of	their	tissues,	they	also	have	blood	vessels	that	are	of	exceptionally
large	diameter.	These	large	vessels	allow	rapid	blood	flow	to	occur	with	exceptionally	low	vascular	resistance.	BOX	Blood	and	Circulation	in	Mammals	24.5	at	High	Altitude	The	study	of	blood	O2	transport	in	humans	and	other	mammals	at	high	altitude	is,	in	its	own	particular	way,	one	of	the	most	intriguing	chapters	in	the	annals	of	evolutionary
physiology.	This	is	true	because	in	the	past	30	years,	the	blood	responses	of	lowland	people	at	high	altitude	have	morphed	from	being	touted	as	exceptional	examples	of	adaptation	to	being	cited	as	defining	examples	of	maladaptation.	A	key	reason	for	the	change	of	perspective	has	been	a	gradual	recognition	of	the	important	point	discussed	in	Box
23.2	that	responses	of	predominantly	lowland	species—such	as	humans—at	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	high	altitude	may	sometimes	represent	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	misplaced	expressions	of	responses	that	Figure	24.20	12-11-15	evolved	in	lowland	populations	to	meet	lowland	challenges.	For	example,	when	the	low	atmospheric	O2	partial
pressure	at	altitude	induces	tissue	hypoxia,	the	hypoxia	might	trigger	responses—	not	necessarily	advantageous	at	high	altitude—that	evolved	to	help	with	lowland	anemia.	As	we	discuss	blood	and	circulation	at	high	altitude,	keep	in	mind	a	critical	point	emphasized	in	Box	23.2:	Lowland	people	and	lowland	species	spending	time	at	high	altitude	need
to	be	distinguished	from	native	highland	groups.*	If	you	think	back	to	the	oxygen	cascade	for	people	in	the	high	Andes	in	Box	23.2,	you	will	recall	that	when	people—	whether	native	lowlanders	or	highlanders—are	exposed	to	the	reduced	atmospheric	partial	pressure	of	O2	at	high	*	Altitude	physiology	is	discussed	also	in	Boxes	8.3	and	23.2	(which
includes	information	on	high-flying	birds).	altitude,	they	do	not	experience	an	equal	reduction	in	their	venous	O2	partial	pressure.	The	venous	partial	pressure,	in	fact,	is	reduced	far	less	than	the	atmospheric	partial	pressure.	A	key	reason	for	this	conservation	of	venous	O2	partial	pressure	is	blood	O2	transport.	The	drop	in	O2	partial	pressure
between	arterial	and	venous	blood	is	much	smaller	at	high	altitude	than	at	sea	level	(see	Box	23.2).	This	smaller	drop	in	O2	partial	pressure	is		(Continued	)	BOX	Blood	and	Circulation	in	Mammals	24.5	at	High	Altitude	(Continued	)	important	because	it	helps	keep	the	O2	partial	pressure	in	the	systemic	tissues	from	falling	too	low.	The	principal
explanation	for	the	reduced	arteriovenous	(a-v)	drop	in	O2	partial	pressure	at	high	altitude	does	not	entail	any	special	adaptations.	Instead,	the	reduced	a-v	drop	is	simply	a	consequence	of	the	shape	of	the	mammalian	oxygen	equilibrium	curve.	Living	at	high	altitude	lowers	the	arterial	O2	partial	pressure.	Figure	24.6	illustrates	the	consequence:
When	the	arterial	O2	partial	pressure	is	moved	off	the	plateau	of	the	equilibrium	curve,	there	is	a	sharp	reduction	in	the	a-v	drop	in	partial	pressure	required	for	the	blood	to	yield	any	particular	quantity	of	O2.	In	the	search	for	special	high-altitude	adaptations,	three	aspects	of	blood	and	circulation	have	been	studied:	(1)	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity
of	the	blood,	(2)	the	hemoglobin	O2	affinity,	and	(3)	the	rate	of	blood	circulation.	Regarding	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity,	when	lowland	people	and	some	other	species	of	lowland	mammals	go	to	high	altitude,	their	oxygen-carrying	capacities	typically	rise	to	well	above	sea-level	values.	Secretion	of	erythropoietin	(see	Box	24.2)	is	increased,	causing	an
increase	in	the	number	of	red	blood	cells	(RBCs)	per	unit	of	blood	volume:	a	state	known	as	polycythemia	(“many	cells	in	the	blood”).	This	change	can	be	dramatic.	For	example,	if	lowland	people	go	from	sea	level	to	4000–5000	m,	their	oxygen-carrying	capacity	may	increase	from	20	to	28	mL	O2	per	100	mL	of	blood.	This	sort	of	response	was	long
touted	as	a	vivid	illustration	of	adaptative	phenotypic	plasticity.	By	now,	however,	sufficient	comparative	data	have	accumulated	that	we	can	make	the	following	statement	with	good	confi-	dence:	Species	of	mammals	(and	birds)	that	are	native	to	high	altitudes	do	not	have	unusually	high	RBC	concentrations	or	oxygen-carrying	capacities.	Moreover,
among	people,	some	native	highland	peoples—notably	the	Tibetan	highlanders—do	not	exhibit	the	strong	erythropoietin	response	shown	by	lowlanders	and	have	oxygen-carrying	capacities	near	those	of	lowlanders	at	sea	level.	Why	is	an	elevated	RBC	concentration	in	general	not	favored	at	high	altitude?	Researchers	now	have	evidence	that	an
elevated	RBC	concentration	can	make	the	blood	too	viscous,	placing	a	greater	workload	on	the	heart	and	sometimes	interfering	with	regional	blood	flow.	In	an	effort	to	carry	out	a	direct	test,	researchers	have	medically	removed	RBCs	from	lowland	people	displaying	high	RBC	concentrations	at	high	altitude;	some	(but	not	all)	studies	of	this	sort	have
found	that	the	subjects	experienced	either	no	change	or	an	improvement	in	their	ability	to	function.	Overall,	careful	comparative	studies	have	shown	that	evolution	favors	little	or	no	increase	in	RBC	concentration	at	high	altitude.	The	response	of	lowland	people	probably	evolved	as	a	mechanism	for	lowlanders	near	sea	level	to	compensate	for	anemia
(caused	by	disease	or	blood	loss)	and	is	a	misplaced	response—triggered	erroneously—at	high	altitude.	With	regard	to	O2	affinity,	lowland	humans	and	some	other	lowland	species	undergo	an	increase	in	the	concentration	of	2,3-DPG	in	their	RBCs	at	high	altitude.	When	this	change	was	first	discovered,	it	was	claimed	to	help	prevent	tissue	hypoxia	by
lowering	the	O2	affinity	of	hemoglobin	and	thus	promoting	O2	unloading	into	the	systemic	tissues.	By	now	we	realize	that	this	claim	might	not	be	even	theoretically	correct	because	it	is	myopically	focused	on	just	one	part	of	the	oxygen	equilibrium	curve	and	fails	to	consider	effects	on	loading	as	well	as	unloading.	More	to	the	point,	the	collection	of
comparative	data	on	many	additional	species	now	permits	confidence	in	the	following	conclusion:	Species	of	mammals	(and	birds)	native	to	high	altitudes	typically	have	either	ordinary	O2	affinities	or	particularly	high—sometimes	dramatically	high—O2	affinities	(which	help	hemoglobin	take	up	O2	in	the	lungs).	Thus,	if	lowland	humans	at	high	altitude
have	a	reduced	affinity,	we	must	be	wary	of	interpreting	it	as	being	beneficial.	This	topic	is	discussed	further	in	Box	Extension	24.5.	Regarding	the	rate	of	circulation,	although	an	increase	might	at	first	seem	logically	to	be	expected	at	high	altitude,	cardiac	output	is	not	systematically	elevated	in	humans	or	other	mammals,	either	at	rest	or	at	any
given	level	of	exercise.	An	increase	in	circulatory	rate	is	not	a	general	attribute	of	high-altitude	animals,	and	theoretical	analyses	discussed	in	Box	Extension	24.5	clarify	why.	This	said,	researchers	recently	found	that	in	the	special	case	of	Tibetan	highlanders,	circulatory	rate	is	unusually	high	and	a	key	to	limiting	tissue	hypoxia.	In	all,	the	study	of
blood	and	circulation	at	high	altitude	has	a	complex	history,	which	we	can	see	in	retrospect	got	off	on	the	wrong	foot	because	researchers	sometimes	assumed	uncritically	that	the	responses	of	lowland	humans	must	be	beneficial.	Taking	a	broad	view,	hemoglobin	O2	affinity	is	often	particularly	high	in	native	highland	mammals	and	birds,	and	this	is
the	most	convincing	generality	now	known	in	the	study	of	blood	and	circulation.	Summary	The	Functions	of	Respiratory	Pigments	in	Animals	„„Respiratory	pigments	are	diverse	in	their	functional	properties.	The	functions	they	can	potentially	perform	include	O2	transport,	facilitation	of	CO2	transport,	transport	of	substances	other	than	respiratory
gases,	blood	buffering,	facilitation	of	O2	diffusion	through	the	cells	of	solid	tissues	such	as	muscle,	and	O2	storage	in	blood	or	solid	tissues.	„„Blood	respiratory	pigments	typically	become	well	oxygenated	in	the	breathing	organs,	and	when	animals	are	at	rest,	the	respiratory	pigments	typically	release	only	a	modest	fraction	of	their	O2	to	the	systemic
tissues	(25%	in	humans).	During	exercise,	O2	delivery	is	enhanced	by	increases	in	both	the	extent	of	pigment	unloading	and	the	rate	of	blood	flow.	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	659	„„The	O2	affinities	of	respiratory	pigments	are	often	critical	for	pigment	function.	When	O2	is	transferred	from	one	respiratory	pigment	to
another	in	an	individual	animal—	as	when	blood	hemoglobin	donates	O2	to	myoglobin—	it	is	usual	for	the	pigment	receiving	the	O2	to	have	a	higher	O2	affinity.	Comparing	related	species,	those	with	long	evolutionary	histories	in	O2-poor	environments	often	have	evolved	blood	respiratory	pigments	with	particularly	high	O2	affinities.	„„Respiratory-
pigment	physiology	undergoes	acclimation,	as	by	changes	in	pigment	amounts,	synthesis	of	new	molecular	forms,	or	modulation	of	preexisting	forms.	Carbon	Dioxide	Transport	Carbon	dioxide	dissolves	in	blood	as	CO2	molecules,	but	usually	only	a	small	fraction	of	the	carbon	dioxide	in	blood	is	present	in	this	chemical	form	(about	5%	in	human
arterial	blood).	Thus	the	first	step	in	understanding	carbon	dioxide	transport	is	to	discuss	the	other	chemical	forms	in	which	carbon	dioxide	exists	in	blood.	Because	carbon	dioxide	can	be	present	in	multiple	chemical	forms,	not	just	CO2,	we	must	distinguish	the	material	from	its	exact	chemical	forms.	We	do	this	by	speaking	of	“carbon	dioxide”	when
we	refer	to	the	sum	total	of	the	material	in	all	its	chemical	forms	and	by	specifying	the	chemical	form	(e.g.,	CO2)	when	we	refer	to	a	particular	form.	When	carbon	dioxide	dissolves	in	aqueous	solutions,	it	undergoes	a	series	of	reactions.	The	first	is	hydration	to	form	carbonic	acid	(H2CO3):	CO2	+	H2O	~	H2CO3	(24.3)	The	second	is	dissociation	of	the
carbonic	acid	to	yield	bicarbonate	(HCO3	–)	and	a	proton:	H2CO3	~	H+	+	HCO3−	(24.4)	Bicarbonate	can	then	dissociate	further	to	yield	carbonate	(CO32–)	and	an	additional	proton.	This	final	dissociation,	however,	occurs	to	only	a	small	extent	in	the	body	fluids	of	most	animals.	Moreover,	although	carbonic	acid	is	an	important	intermediate
compound,	it	never	accumulates	to	more	than	very	slight	concentrations.	For	most	purposes,	therefore,	the	reaction	of	CO2	with	water	can	be	viewed	simply	as	yielding	HCO3	–	and	protons:	CO2	+	H2O	~	HCO3−	+	H+	(24.5)	Equation	24.5	emphasizes	that	carbon	dioxide	acts	as	an	acid	in	aqueous	systems	because	it	reacts	to	produce	H+;	as
mentioned	earlier,	it	has	been	aptly	termed	a	“gaseous	acid.”	The	extent	of	bicarbonate	formation	depends	on	blood	buffers	Almost	no	bicarbonate	is	generated	when	CO2	is	dissolved	in	distilled	water	or	a	simple	salt	(NaCl)	solution.	However,	bicarbonate	is	typically	the	dominant	form	in	which	carbon	dioxide	exists	in	the	bloods	of	animals.	How	can
we	explain	these	two,	seemingly	contradictory,	statements?	The	answer	lies	in	the	factors	that	affect	bicarbonate	formation,	which	we	now	examine.	Suppose	that	we	bring	a	liter	of	an	aqueous	solution—initially	devoid	of	carbon	dioxide—into	contact	with	a	gas	that	acts	as	a	source	of	CO2,	and	that	this	gas	remains	at	a	constant	CO2	partial	pressure
regardless	of	how	much	CO2	it	donates	to	the	solution.	From	Chapter	22,	we	know	that	after	the	solution	comes	to	equilibrium	with	the	gas,	the	concentration	of	carbon	dioxide	in	solution	in	the	form	of	CO2	will	be	simply	proportional	to	the	CO2	partial	pressure.	Thus	the	amount	of	CO2	taken	up	in	dissolved	form	by	our	liter	of	solution	will	depend
simply	on	the	principles	of	gas	solubility.	In	contrast,	the	extent	of	bicarbonate	formation	is	governed,	not	by	the	principles	of	solubility,	but	by	the	action	of	compounds	that	act	as	buffers	of	pH.	In	blood,	these	are	the	blood	buffers.	For	our	immediate	purposes,	the	function	of	the	blood	buffers	that	deserves	emphasis	is	that,	under	conditions	when	the
concentration	of	H+	is	being	driven	upward,	they	are	able	to	restrain	the	rise	in	concentration	by	removing	free	H+	ions	from	solution	(we’ll	return	to	a	fuller	description	of	buffer	function	shortly).	How	do	blood	buffers	determine	the	amount	of	HCO3	–	formation?	A	straightforward	way	to	see	the	answer	is	to	return	to	the	analysis	of	the	solution
mentioned	in	the	last	paragraph	and	apply	the	principles	of	mass	action	(see	page	50)	to	Equation	24.5.	According	to	the	principles	of	mass	action,	the	following	equation	holds	true	at	equilibrium:	_	éë	HCO3	ùû	éë	H	+	ùû	(24.6)	=	K	[CO2	]	where	the	square	brackets	signify	the	concentrations	of	the	various	chemical	entities,	and	K	is	a	constant.	Because
[CO2]	is	a	constant	at	equilibrium	in	our	solution	at	a	given	CO2	partial	pressure,	and	because	K	is	also	a	constant,	Equation	24.6	reveals	that	the	amount	of	HCO3	–	formed	per	unit	volume	of	solution	depends	inversely	on	the	H+	concentration.	If	[H+]	is	kept	relatively	low,	[HCO3	–]	at	equilibrium	will	be	relatively	high,	meaning	that	a	lot	of	HCO3	–
will	be	formed	as	the	system	approaches	equilibrium.	However,	if	[H+]	is	allowed	to	rise	to	high	levels,	[HCO3	–]	at	equilibrium	will	be	low,	meaning	little	HCO3	–	will	be	formed.	When	carbon	dioxide	enters	our	solution	from	the	gas	and	undergoes	the	reaction	in	Equation	24.5,	the	degree	to	which	the	H+	made	by	the	reaction	is	allowed	to
accumulate,	driving	[H+]	up,	is	determined	by	the	buffers	in	the	solution.	If	the	buffers	are	ineffective,	the	H+	produced	by	the	reaction	will	simply	accumulate	as	free	H+	in	the	solution;	thus	[H+]	will	rise	rapidly	to	a	high	level,	and	the	entire	reaction	will	quickly	reach	an	end	point	with	little	uptake	of	carbon	dioxide	and	little	formation	of	HCO3	–.
However,	if	the	buffers	are	highly	effective,	so	that	most	H+	is	removed	from	solution	as	it	is	formed,	[H+]	will	stay	low,	and	a	great	deal	of	carbon	dioxide	will	be	able	to	undergo	reaction,	causing	a	large	buildup	of	HCO3	–.	Let’s	now	speak	about	buffers	in	more	detail.	Buffer	reactions	are	represented	by	the	general	equation	HX	~	H+	+	X−	(24.7)
where	X–	is	a	chemical	group	or	compound	that	can	combine	reversibly	with	H+.	When	H+	is	added	to	a	buffered	solution,	the	buffer	reaction	is	shifted	to	the	left,	removing	some	of	the	H+	from	free	solution	(as	already	stressed).	However,	if	H+	is	extracted	from	a	buffered	solution,	the	reaction	shifts	to	the	right,	releasing	free	H+	from	compound
HX.	In	brief,	a	buffer	reaction	acts	to	stabilize	[H+].	Together,	HX	and	X–	are	termed	a	buffer	pair.	According	to	660	 	Chapter	24	the	principles	of	mass	action,	the	following	equation	describes	a	buffer	reaction	at	equilibrium:	Carbon	dioxide	transport	is	interpreted	by	use	of	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curves	Blood	equilibrium	curves	for	carbon
dioxide	have	interpretive	value	similar	to	that	of	oxygen	equilibrium	curves.	To	understand	the	use	of	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curves,	we	must	first	establish	the	meaning	of	the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	of	the	blood.	Suppose	that	some	blood	is	brought	to	equilibrium	with	an	atmosphere	containing	no	CO2,	so	that	the	CO2	partial	pressure
of	the	blood	is	zero.	Suppose	that	the	blood	is	then	exposed	to	an	atmosphere	containing	CO2	at	some	fixed,	positive	partial	pressure.	And	suppose	that	as	the	blood	comes	to	equilibrium	with	the	new	atmosphere,	we	measure	the	total	quantity	of	CO2	it	takes	up,	regardless	of	the	chemical	form	assumed	by	the	CO2	in	the	blood.	This	quantity—the
total	amount	of	CO2	that	must	enter	each	unit	of	blood	volume	to	raise	the	blood	CO2	partial	pressure	from	zero	to	any	particular	positive	CO2	partial	pressure—is	termed	the	blood’s	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	at	that	partial	pressure.	A	plot	of	the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	as	a	function	of	CO2	partial	pressure	is	known	as	a	carbon
dioxide	equilibrium	curve	or	carbon	dioxide	dissociation	curve	(Figure	24.21A).	What	determines	the	shape	of	the	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curve?	In	mammals,	carbon	dioxide	exists	in	blood	in	three	principal	(A)	Human	arterial	blood	Carbon	dioxide	concentration	(mL	CO2	/100	mL)	70	60	50	40	Bicarbonate	formation	in	the	blood	accounts	for	most
of	the	difference	between	the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	and	the	dissolved	CO2	concentration.	Carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curve	(total	carbon	dioxide	concentration)	30	20	10	0	Dissolved	CO2	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	80	mm	Hg	8	kPa	4	Partial	pressure	of	CO2	in	blood	0	(B)	Blood	of	nine	species	90	Total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	(mL	CO2
/100	mL)	éë	H	+	ùû	éë	X	–	ùû	(24.8)	=	K′	[	HX	]		where	K′	is	a	constant	that	depends	on	the	particular	buffer	reaction	and	the	prevailing	conditions,	notably	temperature.	The	negative	of	the	common	logarithm	of	K′	is	symbolized	pK′,	just	as	the	negative	of	the	logarithm	of	[H+]	is	called	pH.	The	effectiveness	with	which	a	particular	buffer	reaction	(a
particular	buffer	pair)	is	able	to	stabilize	[H+]	is	greatest	when	half	of	the	X–	groups	are	combined	with	H+	and	half	are	not;	that	is,	the	change	in	pH	caused	by	the	addition	or	removal	of	H+	is	minimized	when	[HX]	=	[X–].	From	Equation	24.8,	it	is	clear	that	for	[HX]	and	[X–]	to	be	equal,	[H+]	must	equal	K′;	that	is,	pH	must	equal	pK′.	Therefore	the
buffering	effectiveness	of	any	given	buffer	reaction	is	greatest	when	the	prevailing	pH	matches	the	pK′	of	the	reaction.	Applying	this	principle	to	the	blood	of	an	animal	(it	also	applies	to	other	solutions),	we	can	say	that	the	blood	may	contain	an	enormous	variety	of	potential	buffer	pairs,	but	typically	the	buffer	reactions	that	are	important	will	be
those	with	pK′	values	within	one	pH	unit	of	the	pH	prevailing	in	the	blood.	The	blood	of	mammals	and	most	other	vertebrates	is	highly	effective	in	buffering	the	H+	generated	from	CO2	because	the	blood	has	a	high	concentration	of	effective	buffer	groups.	These	groups	are	found	mostly	on	blood	protein	molecules,	especially	hemoglobin!	Two	types	of
chemical	groups	are	particularly	noteworthy	as	buffer	groups	because	they	are	abundant	and	have	appropriate	pK′	values:	the	terminal	amino	groups	of	protein	chains	and	the	imidazole	groups	found	wherever	the	amino	acid	histidine	occurs	in	protein	structure.	The	imidazole	groups	are	the	dominant	buffering	groups.	The	buffering	of	human	blood	is
so	effective	that	when	CO2	undergoes	the	reaction	in	Equation	24.5,	forming	HCO3	–	and	H+,	the	buffer	groups	remove	more	than	99.999%	of	the	H+	produced	from	free	solution!	This	buffering	permits	a	great	deal	of	HCO3–	to	be	formed.	Thus	the	blood	can	take	up	a	great	deal	of	carbon	dioxide.	80	Turtle	70	Human	blood	at	20°C	60	50	Mudpuppy
40	Mackerel	Bullfrog	Lobster	30	Lungfish	Octopus	20	Toadfish	Seawater	at	15°C	10	0	0	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	80	mm	Hg	8	kPa	4	Partial	pressure	of	CO2	in	blood	Figure	24.21 	Carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curves 	(A)	The	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curve	of	fully	oxygenated	human	blood	at	normal	body	temperature.	The	portion	of	the	total	carbon
dioxide	concentration	attributable	to	dissolved	CO2	is	shown	at	the	bottom.	(B)	Carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curves	for	oxygenated	blood	of	nine	species	at	15°–25°C.	Because	all	curves	were	not	determined	at	exactly	the	same	temperature,	some	of	the	differences	among	curves	Hill	arise	Animal	Physiology	4E	effects.	Species:	bullfrog,	Rana
catesbeimay	from	temperature	Sinauer	Associates	ana	(sometimes	called	Lithobates	catesbeianus);	lobster,	Panulirus	Moraleslungfish,	Studio	Neoceratodus	forsteri;	mackerel,	Scomber	scomvulgaris;	Figure	24.21	12-11-15	brus;	mudpuppy,	Necturus	maculosus;	octopus,	Octopus	macropus;	toadfish,	Opsanus	tau;	turtle,	Pseudemys	floridana.	(After
Hill	and	Wyse	1989.)	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	661	The	Haldane	effect:	The	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curve	depends	on	blood	oxygenation	Total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	(mL	CO2	/100	mL)	Total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	(mL	CO2	/100	mL)	chemical	forms,	and	thus	the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	has
three	components.	Two,	as	we	have	already	discussed,	are	dissolved	CO2	and	HCO3	–.	The	third	is	carbon	dioxide	that	is	directly	chemically	combined	(in	a	reversible	manner)	with	amino	groups	on	hemoglobin	and	other	blood	proteins,	forming	carbamate	groups	(—NH—COO	–)	(also	called	carbamino	groups).	Typically,	in	both	mammals	and	other
types	of	animals,	the	great	preponderance	of	blood	carbon	dioxide	is	in	the	form	of	HCO3	–;	90%	of	the	carbon	dioxide	in	human	blood,	for	example,	is	in	that	form.	The	shapes	of	the	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curves	of	animals	are	thus	determined	largely	by	the	kinetics	of	HCO3	–	formation	in	their	bloods.	This	means	that	the	shapes	depend	on	the
blood	buffer	systems:	the	concentrations	of	buffer	groups,	their	pK′	values,	and	the	extent	to	which	their	capacities	for	H+	uptake	are	being	called	upon	to	buffer	acids	other	than	CO2.	A	diversity	of	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curves	is	found	in	the	animal	kingdom	(Figure	24.21B).	If	we	compare	air-breathing	and	water-breathing	animals,	we	find	that
they	typically	operate	on	substantially	different	parts	of	their	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curves.	The	reason,	as	discussed	in	Chapter	23	(see	Box	23.1),	is	that	air	breathers	typically	have	far	higher	arterial	CO2	partial	pressures	than	water	breathers	do.	For	example,	the	systemic	arterial	CO2	partial	pressure	in	resting	mammals	and	birds	breathing
atmospheric	air—	being	at	least	3.3	kPa	(25	mm	Hg)—is	far	higher	than	that	commonly	observed	in	gill-breathing	fish	in	well-aerated	waters,	0.1–0.4	kPa	(1–3	mm	Hg).	In	air	breathers,	the	CO2	partial	pressure	of	blood	rises	from	a	high	arterial	value	to	a	still	higher	venous	value	as	the	blood	circulates	through	the	systemic	tissues,	meaning	that	the
part	of	the	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curve	that	is	used	is	the	part	at	relatively	high	CO2	partial	pressures.	In	water	breathers,	by	contrast,	both	the	arterial	and	venous	CO2	partial	pressures	are	relatively	low;	the	part	of	the	equilibrium	curve	that	is	used	by	water	breathers	is	therefore	the	steep	part	at	relatively	low	CO2	partial	pressures.	70	60	50
Fully	deoxygenated	blood	40	30	Fully	deoxygenated	V	70%	oxygenated	50	Fully	oxygenated	A	30	4	20	40	50	6	Partial	pressure	of	CO2	in	blood	60	mm	Hg	8	kPa	Figure	24.22 	The	Haldane	effect	and	its	implications	for	human	carbon	dioxide	transport 	The	principal	graph	(left)	shows	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	10	0	60	40	Fully	oxygenated	blood	The
carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curve	of	an	animal’s	blood	commonly	changes	with	the	state	of	oxygenation	of	the	respiratory	pigment	(the	O2-transport	pigment)	in	the	blood,	a	phenomenon	named	the	Haldane	effect	after	one	of	its	discoverers.	When	a	Haldane	effect	is	present,	deoxygenation	promotes	CO2	uptake	by	the	blood,	whereas	oxygenation
promotes	CO2	unloading.	Thus	the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	at	any	given	CO2	partial	pressure	is	greater	when	the	blood	is	deoxygenated	than	when	it	is	oxygenated	(Figure	24.22).	The	reason	for	the	Haldane	effect	is	that	the	buffering	function	of	the	respiratory	pigments—which	play	major	buffer	roles—depends	on	their	degree	of
oxygenation.	Deoxygenation	of	a	respiratory	pigment	alters	its	buffering	function	in	such	a	way	that	it	tends	to	take	up	more	H+	and	lower	the	blood	concentration	of	H+.	According	to	Equation	24.6,	this	means	that	when	a	respiratory	pigment	becomes	deoxygenated,	more	HCO3–	can	form,	and	the	blood	therefore	reaches	a	higher	total	carbon
dioxide	concentration.	This	phenomenon	is	the	necessary	converse	of	the	Bohr	effect,	as	noted	earlier	(see	page	648).	The	functional	significance	of	the	Haldane	effect	is	illustrated	in	the	inset	of	Figure	24.22	using	CO2	transport	in	resting	humans	as	an	example.	Point	A	shows	the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	and	CO2	partial	pressure	in
arterial	blood,	whereas	point	V	shows	the	values	in	venous	blood.	The	arrows	between	A	and	V	represent	the	functional	relation	between	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	and	CO2	partial	pressure	in	the	body,	where	oxygenation	changes	simultaneously	with	the	uptake	and	release	of	CO2.	Note	that	the	slope	of	this	functional	relation	is	steeper	than
the	slope	of	any	of	the	equilibrium	curves	in	Figure	24.22	for	blood	at	a	fixed	level	of	oxygenation	(red	and	purple	lines).	Thus,	when	the	CO2	partial	pressure	shifts	back	and	forth	between	its	values	in	arterial	and	venous	blood	(A	and	V),	the	blood	takes	up	and	releases	more	0	0	10	20	30	40	50	4	Partial	pressure	of	CO2	in	blood	60	8	kPa	70	mm	Hg
curves	for	fully	oxygenated	and	essentially	fully	deoxygenated	human	blood,	illustrating	the	Haldane	effect.	The	inset	(above)	summarizes	carbon	dioxide	transport	in	humans	at	rest.	Point	A	represents	arterial	blood,	which	is	fully	oxygenated	and	has	a	CO2	partial	pressure	of	about	5.3	kPa	(40	mm	Hg).	Point	V	represents	mixed	venous	blood,	which
is	about	70%	oxygenated	and	has	a	CO2	partial	pressure	of	about	6.1	kPa	(46	mm	Hg).	The	arrows	show	the	functional	relation	between	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	and	CO2	partial	pressure	as	blood	circulates	through	the	body,	becoming	alternately	arterial	(A)	and	venous	(V	).	662	 	Chapter	24	CO2	than	would	be	possible	without	the
Haldane	effect.	In	this	way,	hemoglobin	function	simultaneously	aids	CO2	transport	and	O2	transport!	also	found	associated	with	the	inner	endothelial	walls	of	blood	capillaries,	such	as	lung	or	skeletal	muscle	capillaries.	A	key	point	is	that	CA	is	both	essential	and	localized.	With	this	in	mind,	let’s	discuss	what	happens	when	CO2	from	metabolism
enters	the	blood	in	a	systemic	capillary	(Figure	24.23).	CO2	diffuses	readily	into	the	red	blood	cells	(possibly	mediated	in	part	by	aquaporin	AQP-1).	There	it	encounters	CA	and	is	quickly	converted	to	HCO3	–	and	H+.	In	fact,	if	there	is	no	membrane-bound	CA	in	the	capillary	walls	or	other	CA	outside	the	red	blood	cells,	virtually	all	the	reaction	of	CO2
to	form	HCO3	–	and	H+	occurs	inside	the	cells.	Hemoglobin—the	most	important	blood	buffer—is	immediately	available	inside	the	red	blood	cells	to	take	up	H+	and	thus	play	its	critical	role	in	promoting	HCO3	–	formation.	In	fact,	because	hemoglobin	is	undergoing	deoxygenation	as	CO2	is	added	to	the	blood,	hemoglobin	develops	a	greater	affinity
for	H+	just	as	it	is	needed.	The	red	blood	cell	membranes	of	nearly	all	vertebrates	are	well	endowed	with	a	transporter	protein—a	rapid	anion	exchange	protein	(often	termed	the	band	3	protein)—that	facilitates	diffusion	of	HCO3	–	and	Cl–	across	the	membranes	in	a	1:1	ratio.	The	HCO3	–	that	is	formed	and	buffered	inside	red	cells	thus	tends	to
diffuse	out	into	the	plasma,	so	that	the	plasma	ultimately	carries	most	of	the	HCO3	–	added	to	the	blood	in	the	systemic	capillaries.	As	HCO3	–	diffuses	Critical	details	of	vertebrate	CO2	transport	depend	on	carbonic	anhydrase	and	anion	transporters	An	important	attribute	of	the	hydration	of	CO2	to	form	bicarbonate	(Equation	24.5)	is	that	it	occurs
relatively	slowly	in	the	absence	of	catalysis	(requiring	a	minute	or	so	to	reach	equilibrium).	The	native	slowness	of	this	reaction	presents	a	potential	bottleneck	in	the	blood’s	ability	to	take	up	CO2	as	bicarbonate	in	the	systemic	tissues	and	release	CO2	from	bicarbonate	in	the	lungs.	The	enzyme	carbonic	anhydrase	(CA)	greatly	accelerates	the
interconversion	of	CO2	and	HCO3	–,	thereby	preventing	this	reaction	from	acting	as	a	bottleneck.21	The	reaction	is	the	only	one	in	CO2	transport	known	to	be	catalyzed.	The	morphological	location	of	CA	has	important	consequences	for	CO2	transport.	In	vertebrates,	CA	is	found	within	the	red	blood	cells	but	almost	never	free	in	the	blood	plasma.
Sometimes	CA	is	When	CO2	is	hydrated	to	form	HCO3	–	by	carbonic	anhydrase	catalysis,	H2CO3	is	not	formed	as	an	intermediate.	Instead,	the	reaction	proceeds	by	a	pathway	not	involving	H2CO3	formation.	21	Wall	of	blood	capillary	(endothelium)	Cell	membrane	Imidazole	groups	on	hemoglobin	(Hb)	take	up	H+	in	their	role	as	buffers.	They
increase	their	affinity	for	H+	when	Hb	is	deoxygenated.	Some	bicarbonate	buffered	in	the	RBC	is	carried	inside	the	RBC…	Red	blood	cell	Rapid	anion	exchange	protein	HCO3–	+	Im	ImH	HbO2	Hb	+	H	+	HCO3	H2O	O2	Carbamate	formation	CO2	Carbonic	anhydrase	in	the	RBC	catalyzes	this	reaction.	CO2	Tissue	(e.g.,	muscle)	…but	most	diffuses	out
of	the	RBC	via	the	rapid	anion	exchange	protein.	This	bicarbonate	is	carried	in	the	plasma,	although	buffered	in	the	RBC.	Pr–	HPr	Bicarbonate	produced	in	the	plasma	is	buffered	by	plasma	proteins	(Pr).	Blood	plasma	O2	Cl–	Chloride	shift	+	NHCOO	+	H	NH2	Cl–	Catalyzed	hydration	–	HCO3–	–	H	2O	HCO3–	+	H+	Catalyzed	hydration	CO2	Some
vertebrate	tissues	have	a	membrane-bound	carbonic	anhydrase.	Figure	24.23 	The	major	processes	of	CO2	uptake	by	the	blood	in	a	systemic	blood	capillary	of	a	vertebrate 	The	molecules	boxed	in	red	and	purple	(HbO2	and	Hb)	represent	oxygenated	and	deoxygenated	hemoglobin,	respectively.	Three	elements	of	molecular	structure	are	highlighted
in	each	hemoglobin	molecule:	the	O2-binding	site	(symbolized	Hb),	an	imidazole	buffering	group	(Im),	and	an	amino	group	(NH2)	that	can	participate	in	carbamate	forma-	tion.	The	processes	shown	in	this	figure	occur	in	reverse	in	the	lungs	or	gills.	Where	the	labels	refer	to	the	site	of	buffering,	they	are	specifying	where	the	H+	generated	during
bicarbonate	production	is	taken	up	by	buffering	compounds.	Carbamate	formation	occurs	to	a	significant	extent	in	mammals,	but	not	necessarily	in	other	vertebrates.	Hb,	hemoglobin;	RBC,	red	blood	cell;	Pr,	plasma	proteins.	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	663	Summary	Carbon	Dioxide	Transport	„„The	carbon	dioxide
equilibrium	curve,	which	shows	the	relation	between	the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	of	blood	and	the	CO2	partial	pressure,	is	a	key	tool	for	analyzing	carbon	dioxide	transport.	In	water	breathers,	the	CO2	partial	pressures	of	both	systemic	arterial	blood	and	systemic	venous	blood	are	typically	low	and	on	the	steep	portion	of	the	carbon	dioxide
equilibrium	curve.	In	air	breathers,	blood	CO2	partial	pressures	tend	to	be	far	higher	and	therefore	on	the	flatter	portion	of	the	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curve.	„„Most	carbon	dioxide	carried	in	blood	is	typically	in	the	form	of	bicarbonate,	HCO3–.	The	extent	of	HCO3–	formation	depends	on	blood	buffers	and	determines	the	shape	of	the	carbon
dioxide	equilibrium	curve.	Because	respiratory	pigments	are	major	blood	buffers,	they	play	major	roles	in	carbon	dioxide	transport.	„„The	Haldane	effect,	which	is	in	part	the	necessary	converse	of	the	Bohr	effect,	is	an	increase	in	the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	of	the	blood	caused	by	deoxygenation	of	the	respiratory	pigment.	The	Haldane
effect	aids	carbon	dioxide	transport	by	promoting	CO2	uptake	by	the	blood	in	the	systemic	tissues	and	CO2	loss	from	the	blood	in	the	breathing	organs.	„„Rapid	uptake	of	CO2	by	the	blood	or	loss	of	CO2	from	the	blood	requires	the	action	of	carbonic	anhydrase,	an	enzyme	localized	to	certain	places	(e.g.,	red	blood	cells).	Acid–Base	Physiology	The	pH
of	the	body	fluids	cannot	vary	far	from	normal	levels	without	serious	functional	consequences.	In	humans,	for	instance,	the	normal	pH	of	arterial	blood	at	37°C	is	about	7.4,	and	a	person	will	lie	near	death	if	his	or	her	pH	rises	to	just	7.7	or	falls	to	6.8!	Abnormal	H+	concentrations	inflict	their	adverse	effects	to	a	large	extent	by	influencing	the	function
of	proteins.	As	buffer	groups	on	a	protein	molecule	take	up	or	lose	H+,	the	electrical	charge	of	the	whole	molecule	is	rendered	more	positive	or	negative;	beyond	certain	limits,	these	changes	result	in	changes	in	molecular	conformation	or	other	properties	that	interfere	with	proper	protein	function.	For	the	electrical-charge	and	ionization	status	of	a
protein	molecule	8.5	Turtle	Bullfrog	Toad	Trout	Crab	Human	Lugworm	8.0	pH	out	of	the	red	blood	cells	into	the	plasma,	Cl–	diffuses	into	the	cells	from	the	plasma—a	process	called	the	chloride	shift.	In	tissues	that	have	a	membrane-bound	CA	associated	with	the	blood-capillary	endothelium,	such	as	the	skeletal	muscles	of	at	least	certain	vertebrates,
some	rapid	formation	of	HCO3	–	and	H+	occurs	in	the	plasma,	where	the	HCO3	–	must	be	buffered	by	plasma	proteins.	All	these	events	occur	in	reverse	when	the	blood	flows	through	the	lungs	or	gills.	The	operations	of	these	kinetic	details	govern	the	exact	ways	in	which	CO2	is	transported	under	any	set	of	conditions.	For	example,	from	recent
research,	we	know	that	the	operations	of	the	kinetic	details	differ	during	exercise	and	rest—a	difference	that	may	ultimately	prove	to	be	critical	for	a	full	understanding	of	exercise	physiology.	7.5	Blood	pH	The	neutral	pH	(the	pH	of	pure	water)	varies	with	temperature.	The	pH	values	of	animal	bloods	often	vary	in	parallel.	7.0	Neutral	water	pH	6.5	0
5	10	15	20	25	30	Body	temperature	(°C)	35	40	Figure	24.24 	Normal	blood	pH	is	a	temperature-dependent	variable 	As	the	neutral	pH	varies	with	body	temperature,	blood	pH—which	is	more	alkaline	than	neutral—often	varies	in	parallel;	in	species	that	follow	this	pattern,	the	blood	pH	tends	to	remain	alkaline	to	a	fixed	extent.	Data	are	shown	for
six	poikilothermic	species	and	for	humans.	Species	differ	in	how	alkaline	their	blood	is	relative	to	the	neutral	pH.	(After	Dejours	1981.)	to	remain	within	limits	compatible	with	protein	function,	the	pH	must	remain	within	parallel	limits.	The	neutral	pH	is	defined	to	be	the	pH	of	pure	water.	By	this	definition,	as	shown	in	Figure	24.24,	the	neutral	pH
varies	with	temperature,	being	higher	at	low	temperatures	than	at	high	ones.	In	poikilotherms,	the	normal	blood	pH	often	varies	with	body	temperature	in	parallel	with	the	neutral	pH.	Specifically,	a	common	pattern	is	that,	within	a	species,	the	blood	pH	is	displaced	by	a	relatively	fixed	amount	to	the	alkaline	side	of	the	neutral	pH,	rising	and	falling
with	body	temperature	to	maintain	this	fixed	displacement	(see	Figure	24.24).	A	species	that	follows	this	pattern	is	said	to	maintain	a	constant	relative	alkalinity	of	blood	pH.	In	a	species	of	this	sort,	the	pH	inside	cells,	the	intracellular	pH,	also	Hillparallels	Animal	Physiology	4E(although	intracellular	pH	and	blood	pH	are	neutral	pH	Sinauer
Associates	different	from	each	other).	Morales	Studio	In	the	early	days	of	the	study	of	acid–base	physiology,	studies	Figure	24.24	12-11-15	of	humans	and	other	large	mammals	gave	rise	to	the	notion	that	the	pH	in	any	particular	region	of	the	body	is	always	regulated	at	a	single,	invariant	level	(e.g.,	7.4	in	human	arterial	blood).	We	now	realize	that
this	type	of	pH	regulation	is	a	special	case	that	occurs	only	in	animals	that	maintain	a	constant	deep-body	temperature.	Considering	all	animals	taken	together,	the	pH	that	is	maintained	by	acid–base	regulatory	mechanisms—whether	in	the	blood	or	inside	cells—is	more	commonly	a	temperaturedependent	variable.	What	advantage	might	animals	gain
by	increasing	their	pH	as	their	body	temperature	falls?	According	to	the	leading	hypothesis,	the	alphastat	hypothesis,	the	changes	in	pH	are	a	means	of	maintaining	a	constant	state	of	electrical	charge	on	protein	molecules.	664	 	Chapter	24	The	reason	that	changes	in	pH	are	required	is	that	changes	in	temperature	alter	the	chemical	behavior	of	the
buffer	groups	on	protein	molecules.	Most	importantly,	as	temperature	falls,	the	pK′	values	of	imidazole	groups	increase.	This	means	that	at	reduced	temperatures,	imidazole	groups	increase	their	inherent	tendency	to	combine	with	H+.	If	this	change	in	chemical	behavior	were	unopposed,	more	of	the	imidazole	groups	on	proteins	would	be	combined
with	H+	at	low	temperatures	than	at	high	ones.	Decreasing	the	H+	concentration	(raising	the	pH)	at	low	temperatures	serves	to	oppose	the	heightened	tendency	of	the	imidazole	groups	to	take	up	H+.	Accordingly,	it	helps	prevent	the	proportion	of	positively	charged	groups	on	proteins	from	changing.	Acid–base	regulation	involves	excretion	or
retention	of	chemical	forms	affecting	H+	concentration	When	a	process	occurs	that	tends	to	cause	a	protracted	increase	in	the	amount	of	acid	in	the	body	of	an	animal,	maintenance	of	the	animal’s	temperature-dependent	normal	pH	requires	that	other	processes	be	set	in	motion	that	will	either	export	acid	from	the	body	or	increase	the	body’s	content
of	base.	Conversely,	if	a	disturbance	occurs	that	decreases	body	acid,	acid–base	regulation	requires	a	compensating	uptake	of	acid	or	export	of	base.	There	are	two	competing	“worldviews”	of	acid–base	regulation.22	In	our	brief	overview	here,	we	adopt	the	simpler	of	the	two,	which	focuses	on	adjustments	in	CO2,	H+,	and	HCO3	–.	The	concentration
of	CO2	in	the	body	fluids	of	an	animal	can	be	raised	or	lowered	to	assist	acid–base	regulation.	This	is	especially	true	in	terrestrial	animals,	which	(in	contrast	to	aquatic	ones)	normally	have	relatively	high	blood	partial	pressures	of	CO2.	Suppose	that	a	person’s	blood	becomes	too	acidic.	One	possible	compensatory	response	is	for	the	person	to	increase
lung	ventilation,	thereby	lowering	the	CO2	partial	pressure	in	the	blood	and	other	body	fluids.	Lowering	the	blood	CO2	partial	pressure	will	pull	Equation	24.5	to	the	left	and	thus	lower	the	blood	H+	concentration.	Slowing	of	lung	ventilation,	by	contrast,	can	assist	with	acid–base	regulation	if	the	body	fluids	become	too	alkaline.	The	slowing	of
ventilation	will	promote	accumulation	of	CO2	in	the	body	fluids	and	cause	Equation	24.5	to	be	shifted	to	the	right,	providing	more	H+.	Animals	often	have	the	ability	to	exchange	H+	itself	with	the	environment,	and	this	ability	also	can	be	used	for	acid–base	regulation.	Because	H+	is	not	a	gas,	it	must	be	transported	in	liquid	solution.	In	terrestrial
animals,	responsibility	for	the	export	of	H+	from	the	body	rests	with	the	kidneys.	Humans,	for	example,	are	routinely	confronted	with	an	excess	of	H+	from	their	diet,	and	they	void	the	excess	principally	in	their	urine;	this	urinary	elimination	of	H+	can	be	curtailed	entirely,	however,	when	appropriate.	In	aquatic	animals,	including	both	fish	and
crustaceans,	H+	is	exchanged	with	the	environment	by	the	gill	epithelium	(see	Box	5.2,	for	example).	Bicarbonate	ions	are	also	exchanged	with	the	environment	to	assist	acid–base	regulation.	The	HCO3	–	exchanges	are	mediated	22	The	books	by	Davenport	and	Stewart	in	the	References	and	Additional	Readings,	respectively,	provide	readable
introductions	to	these	two	worldviews.	For	those	who	become	interested	in	the	strong	ion	difference	approach,	not	covered	here,	the	reference	by	Johnson	et	al.	in	the	Additional	Readings	is	also	worthwhile.	principally	by	the	kidneys	in	terrestrial	animals	but,	it	appears,	principally	by	the	gill	epithelium	in	fish	and	crabs	(see	Box	5.2).	Bicarbonate
functions	as	a	base.	If	retention	of	HCO3	–	in	the	body	is	increased,	Equation	24.5	is	shifted	to	the	left,	tending	to	remove	H+	from	solution	in	the	body	fluids,	making	the	body	fluids	more	alkaline.	Conversely,	increased	elimination	of	HCO3	–	tends	to	raise	the	H+	concentration	of	the	body	fluids.23	Disturbances	of	acid–base	regulation	fall	into
respiratory	and	metabolic	categories	Disturbances	of	the	pH	of	the	body	fluids	are	categorized	as	acidosis	or	alkalosis	.	Acidosis	occurs	when	the	pH	of	the	body	fluids	is	shifted	to	the	acid	side	of	an	animal’s	normal	pH	at	a	given	body	temperature.	Alkalosis	is	a	shift	in	pH	to	the	alkaline	side	of	an	animal’s	normal	pH.	Disturbances	of	pH	are	also
classified	as	respiratory	or	metabolic	according	to	their	primary	cause.	The	respiratory	disturbances	of	pH	are	ones	that	are	brought	about	by	an	abnormal	rate	of	CO2	elimination	by	the	lungs	or	gills.	Respiratory	alkalosis	arises	when	the	exhalation	of	CO2	is	abnormally	increased	relative	to	CO2	production,	causing	the	CO2	partial	pressure	in	the
body	fluids	to	be	driven	below	the	level	needed	to	maintain	a	normal	pH.	Panting	by	mammals,	for	example,	sometimes	causes	respiratory	alkalosis	(see	page	272).	Respiratory	acidosis	occurs	when	the	exhalation	of	CO2	is	impaired	and	metabolically	produced	CO2	therefore	accumulates	excessively	in	the	body.	Prolonged	breath-holding,	for	example,
can	cause	respiratory	acidosis.	Whereas	the	blood	property	that	is	initially	altered	in	respiratory	disturbances	of	pH	is	the	CO2	partial	pressure,	metabolic	disturbances	of	pH—by	definition—initially	alter	the	blood	bicarbonate	concentration.	Metabolic	alkalosis	and	metabolic	acidosis	both	have	numerous	possible	causes.	Metabolic	acidosis,	for
example,	can	result	from	excessive	loss	of	HCO3	–	in	gastrointestinal	fluids	during	chronic	diarrhea.	Metabolic	acidosis	can	also	result	from	excessive	addition	of	H+	to	the	body	fluids,	as	when	lactic	acid	is	accumulated	during	vigorous	exercise;	the	added	H+	from	lactic	acid	reacts	with	the	pool	of	HCO3	–	in	the	body	fluids,	lowering	the
concentration	of	HCO3	–.	Animals	typically	respond	to	disturbances	of	pH	by	marshaling	their	acid–base	regulatory	mechanisms.	Lung	ventilation	by	human	athletes	performing	work	of	ever-increasing	intensity	provides	a	striking	and	interesting	example.	When	athletes	are	not	accumulating	lactic	acid,	they	simply	increase	their	rate	of	lung
ventilation	in	parallel	with	their	rate	of	CO2	production.	However,	when	athletes	work	intensely	enough	that	they	accumulate	lactic	acid,	they	increase	their	rate	of	lung	ventilation	more	than	their	rate	of	CO2	production.	This	disproportional	increase	in	ventilation,	an	example	of	hyperventilation,	causes	CO2	to	be	exhaled	from	the	body	faster	than	it
is	being	produced.	The	CO2	partial	pressure	in	the	blood	and	body	fluids	is	thereby	lowered,	helping	to	limit	the	degree	of	acidosis	caused	by	the	accumulation	of	lactic	acid.	In	the	study	of	global	climate	change,	a	concern	that	has	recently	become	a	primary	focus	is	ocean	acidification	(Box	24.6).	23	One	way	to	view	this	effect	of	HCO3	–	elimination
is	to	recognize	that	HCO3	–	originates	from	H2CO3;	when	HCO3	–	is	eliminated,	just	the	H+	of	H2CO3	remains	in	the	body	fluids,	acidifying	them.	Transport	of	Oxygen	and	Carbon	Dioxide	in	Body	Fluids 	665	BOX	24.6	Acidification	of	Aquatic	Habitats	Compared	with	the	bloods	of	animals,	the	waters	of	most	natural	aquatic	habitats,	such	as	the
oceans,	are	not	buffered	in	a	way	that	would	significantly	impede	a	rise	in	H+	concentration	caused	by	addition	of	acidic	materials.	Acid	rain	has	been	a	recognized	problem	in	bodies	of	freshwater—streams,	ponds,	and	lakes—for	many	decades.	It	is	often	caused	by	sulfur	and	nitrogen	oxides	liberated	into	the	atmosphere	by	the	combustion	of	fossil
fuels.	The	oxides	react	with	water	to	form	acids,	such	as	sulfuric	acid.	Acidification	caused	by	atmospheric	CO2	is	a	more	recently	identified	challenge.	The	CO2	concentration	of	Earth’s	atmosphere	has	risen	from	about	300	parts	per	million	(ppm)	to	about	400	ppm	in	the	past	century	because	of	the	burning	of	wood,	coal,	and	petroleum.	Because	of
the	principles	we	have	discussed,	the	CO2	concentration	in	the	waters	of	the	ocean	has	increased	(see	Chapter	22),	and	this	has	made	the	oceans	more	acidic	by	about	0.1	pH	unit	by	driving	the	reaction	shown	in	Equation	24.5	to	the	right.	Animals	are	not	always	able	to	regulate	processes	that	are	affected	by	the	environmental	acidification.	For
example,	the	acidification	tends	to	erode	certain	types	of	animal	skeletons	that	are	composed	of	calcium	carbonate	(e.g.,	skeletons	of	reef	corals)	or	to	interfere	with	production	of	such	skeletons.	It	can	also	interfere	with	sensory	and	developmental	processes.	Box	Extension	24.6	provides	references	for	further	reading.	CO2	HCO3–	+	H+	CO2	+	H2O	_
H+	+	CO32	HCO3–	_	CaCO3	Ca2+	+	CO32	(calcified	skeletons	and	other	structures)	Rising	atmospheric	CO2	acidifies	oceans,	leading	to	chemical	reactions	that	can	dissolve	calcium	carbonate	skeletons	Summary	Acid–Base	Physiology	„„The	neutral	pH	varies	with	temperature,	being	higher	at	low	temperatures	than	at	high	ones.	In	animals	with
variable	body	temperatures,	the	normal	blood	pH	often	varies	in	parallel	with	the	neutral	pH,	being	displaced	in	the	alkaline	direction	to	a	constant	extent	(constant	relative	alkalinity).	„„Acidosis	and	alkalosis	are	categories	of	acid–base	disturbance.	They	occur,	respectively,	when	the	blood	pH	is	to	the	acid	or	alkaline	side	of	an	animal’s	normal	pH
for	the	prevailing	body	temperature.	Either	sort	of	disturbance	can	be	respiratory	(originating	because	of	changes	in	CO2	loss	by	breathing)	or	metabolic	(originating	because	of	changes	in	the	blood	bicarbonate	concentration).	„„Within	their	range	of	acid–base	regulation,	animals	correct	chronic	acid–base	disturbances	by	modulating	the	elimination
of	CO2,	H+,	and	HCO3–	in	regulatory	ways.	Study	Questions	1.	While	touring	a	saltwater	aquarium,	suppose	you	see	a	striped	bass,	a	hammerhead	shark,	an	octopus,	a	feather-duster	worm,	Hill	and	Animal	Physiology	4E	type	of	respiratory	a	lobster.	What	pigment	youfrom	expect	This	coral	reef	iswould	modified	a	LIFE	figure.	O	Sinauer	Associates	to
find	in	the	blood	of	each?	Morales	Studio	Figure	Boxcould	24.06	say	12-17-15	2.	One	that	a	respiratory	pigment	with	relatively	low	O2	affinity	is	potentially	disadvantageous	for	loading,	but	advantageous	for	unloading.	Explain	both	parts	of	this	statement.	3.	In	most	species	of	mammals,	the	O2	affinity	of	a	fetus’s	blood	hemoglobin	is	greater	than	that
of	its	mother’s	blood	hemoglobin.	However,	mammal	species	are	not	all	the	same	in	the	mechanism	that	causes	the	affinities	to	be	different.	Specify	three	distinct	mechanisms	for	the	difference	in	affinity	between	fetal	and	maternal	blood	hemoglobin.	Recall	from	Chapter	1	that	François	Jacob	argued	that	evolution	is	analogous	to	tinkering	rather
than	engineering.	Considering	the	mechanism	of	the	fetal–maternal	difference	in	O2	affinity,	would	you	say	that	the	evolution	of	the	mechanism	provides	evidence	for	Jacob’s	argument?	Explain.	4.	Outline	the	ways	in	which	mammalian	hemoglobin	simultaneously	plays	important	roles	in	O2	transport,	CO2	transport,	and	control	of	blood	pH.	666	 
Chapter	24	5.	A	fish	swims	from	a	body	of	cool	water	into	a	body	of	warm	water.	As	its	body	temperature	rises,	its	rate	of	O2	consumption	increases.	The	warm	water,	however,	is	likely	to	have	a	lower	concentration	of	dissolved	O2	than	the	cool	water	because	the	solubility	of	O2	in	water	decreases	as	temperature	increases.	These	two	factors	taken
together—an	increase	in	the	fish’s	rate	of	O2	consumption	and	a	decrease	in	the	dissolved	O2	concentration	of	its	environmental	water—can	make	it	difficult	for	the	fish	to	obtain	enough	O2	to	meet	its	needs.	The	two	factors	can	act	as	a	two-pronged	trap.	Actually,	however,	the	fish	may	face	a	threepronged	trap.	How	is	the	increase	in	temperature
likely	to	affect	the	O2	affinity	of	the	fish’s	hemoglobin,	and	how	could	the	effect	on	hemoglobin	add	even	further	to	the	challenge	the	fish	faces?	Does	global	warming	pose	concerns	of	this	sort?	6.	When	fishing	boats	pull	trawling	nets	through	the	water,	many	fish	avoid	being	caught	by	vigorously	swimming	away.	Others,	after	vigorous	escape
swimming,	get	caught,	but	later	are	released	because	they	are	not	of	legal	size	or	are	not	the	species	desired.	Fish	that	escape	or	are	released	sometimes	die	anyway.	The	accumulation	of	lactic	acid	from	anaerobic	work	in	such	fish	seems	in	certain	cases	to	be	a	key	factor	in	their	deaths.	How	could	a	large	lactic	acid	accumulation	in	a	fish	interfere
with	its	ability	to	obtain	enough	O2	to	survive?	7.	To	study	the	chemical	properties	of	the	blood	hemoglobin	of	a	vertebrate,	it	might	seem	convenient	to	remove	the	hemoglobin	from	the	red	blood	cells	so	that	the	hemoglobin	is	in	simple	aqueous	solution.	However,	removing	the	hemoglobin	from	red	blood	cells	often	promptly	alters	its	O2-binding
characteristics.	Why?	8.	Give	an	example	of	respiratory	alkalosis	and	one	of	metabolic	acidosis.	In	each	case,	explain	how	your	example	illustrates	that	type	of	acid–base	disturbance.	9.	As	noted	in	this	chapter,	respiratory	pigments	that	are	dissolved	in	the	blood	plasma	usually	have	very	high	molecular	weights.	The	statement	has	been	made	that	in
animals	with	dissolved	respiratory	pigments,	“the	polymerization	of	unit	respiratorypigment	molecules	into	high-molecular-weight	polymers	allows	the	blood	solution	to	have	a	high	oxygen-carrying	capacity	without	having	its	osmotic	pressure	boosted	to	high	levels	by	the	presence	of	the	respiratory	pigment.”	Explain.	(Hint:	Review	in	Chapter	5	how
dissolved	entities	affect	the	colligative	properties	of	solutions.)	10.	Among	related	species	(e.g.,	vertebrates),	there	is	often	a	positive	correlation	between	the	oxygen-carrying	capacity	of	blood	and	the	height	of	the	carbon	dioxide	equilibrium	curve	(the	total	carbon	dioxide	concentration	at	high	CO2	partial	pressures).	Why?	11.	Studies	have	shown
that	reindeer	and	muskox,	two	Arctic	mammals	(see	Chapter	11),	have	evolved	hemoglobins	that	are	unusually	low	in	their	sensitivity	to	temperature	compared	with	the	hemoglobins	of	most	large	mammals.	The	researchers	who	made	this	discovery	hypothesized	that	a	particularly	low	thermal	sensitivity	is	required	for	hemoglobin	to	unload	O2	to	an
adequate	extent	in	the	distal	parts	of	these	animals’	legs,	where	tissue	temperatures	may	be	25°C	cooler	than	in	the	thorax	(see	Figure	10.32).	Explain	the	rationale	for	this	hypothesis.	In	answering,	discuss	how	the	temperature	of	the	hemoglobin	molecules	changes	as	blood	flows	between	the	lungs	and	the	legs	in	cold	weather.	If	possible,	design
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muscles,	however,	can	be	only	as	effective	as	their	circulation	permits	them	to	be.	For	each	cell	in	a	muscle,	the	streaming	of	blood	in	nearby	capillaries	is	a	lifeline	for	resupply	with	O2	and	other	necessities.	Although	a	muscle	may	have	a	highly	developed	contractile	apparatus,	it	is	able	to	contract	only	with	as	much	endurance	and	power	as	its	rate
of	ATP	production	permits,	and	during	sustained	exertion,	the	capacity	of	a	muscle	to	produce	ATP	is	determined	by	the	rate	at	which	O2	is	brought	to	it	by	the	circulation	of	the	blood	(see	Chapter	9).	In	ancient	human	societies,	food	was	obtained	and	battles	were	fought	with	human	muscles.	Thus	the	rate	of	O2	supply	to	the	muscles	by	the
circulation	helped	determine	whether	people	and	their	families	thrived	or	perished.	In	industrialized	societies,	the	rate	of	O2	supply	to	the	muscles	by	the	circulation	helps	determine	whether	a	person	can	perform	a	job	requiring	hard	manual	labor—or	be	a	successful	basketball	player,	long-distance	runner,	or	tennis	champion.	Besides	transporting
commodities	such	as	O2,	the	circulatory	system	also	performs	other	vital	functions.	Blood	pressure	is	used	to	initiate	the	formation	of	urine.	Blood	pressure	is	25	The	heart	circulates	blood	to	every	tissue	and	organ,	sustaining	all	bodily	strength 	For	most	of	human	history,	people	did	their	work	and	fought	their	wars	with	human	muscle—at
intensities	dependent	on	blood	circulation.	For	the	most	part	today,	we	realize	the	potency	of	muscle	action	only	in	more	limited	contexts,	such	as	participation	in	sports	or	outdoor	recreations.	Circulation	is	always	the	indispensible	companion,	nonetheless.	The	muscles	can	work	no	harder	than	their	circulation	permits	during	most	forms	of	exertion.
668	 	Chapter	25	also	used	to	stiffen	erectile	tissues	in	both	sexes	during	sexual	intercourse.	In	men,	the	circulatory	system	of	the	testes	plays	a	thermoregulatory	role,	helping	to	keep	the	testes	cooler	than	the	abdominal	organs.	Vascular	heat	exchangers	in	the	arms	of	both	women	and	men—and	in	the	appendages	of	various	other	species	of
mammals—reduce	energy	costs	by	limiting	heat	losses	from	the	body	in	chilly	environments.	Ancient	people	undoubtedly	were	as	aware	as	we	are	that	when	the	body	is	cut,	it	oozes	blood	regardless	of	where	the	cut	is	made.	This	observation	was	the	first	sign	that	blood	at	high	pressure	streams	through	every	region	of	tissue.	The	idea	that	the	blood
makes	a	round-trip	through	the	body—the	concept	that	it	circulates—was	first	put	forth	by	William	Harvey	in	1628.	However,	Harvey	and	his	contemporaries	could	not	possibly	have	understood	the	circulation	as	we	do	today,	because	blood	capillaries	were	unknown	in	his	time,	and	O2	was	not	identified	as	a	defined	chemical	element	for	another	150
years.	From	Harvey’s	time	to	the	present,	scientists	have	learned	steadily	more	about	the	tasks	that	are	accomplished	by	the	circulation	of	the	blood.	The	very	word	circulation	has	taken	on	a	progressively	different	meaning	as	knowledge	has	expanded.	For	Harvey,	circulation	meant	round-trip	blood	flow	in	major	blood	vessels.	A	generation	after
Harvey,	early	microscopists	discovered	that	minute	blood	vessels	just	barely	wider	than	red	blood	cells—the	capillaries—weave	among	the	cells	of	every	tissue.	Circulation	then	included	tissue	blood	flow,	and	bleeding	from	every	cut	could	finally	be	understood.	In	the	nineteenth	century,	scientists	demonstrated	that	the	blood	brings	O2	to	cells	(see
Box	7.1).	In	the	twentieth	century,	hormones,	antibodies,	and	immune	cells	were	discovered,	and	the	concept	of	circulation	was	expanded	to	include	the	transport	of	these	agents	from	one	region	of	the	body	to	another.	To	define	circulation	today	in	a	way	that	is	relevant	to	all	kinds	of	animals,	two	perspectives	can	be	taken.	From	the	perspective	of
mechanics,	circulation	is	the	pressure-driven	bulk	flow	of	a	body	fluid	called	blood	through	a	system	of	tubular	vessels	or	other	passages	that	brings	the	fluid	to	all	parts	of	the	body.	The	system	of	vessels	or	other	blood	passages—plus	the	blood	itself—is	called	the	circulatory	system.	When	we	think	of	circulation,	however,	we	usually	do	not	think	of	it
in	only	these	mechanical	terms.	From	a	second	perspective,	circulation	is	defined	by	what	it	accomplishes.	Thus,	for	us	today,	circulation	is	a	pressure-driven	bulk	flow	of	fluid	that	rapidly	transports	O2,	CO2,	nutrients,	organic	wastes,	hormones,	agents	of	the	immune	system,	heat,	and	other	commodities	throughout	the	body	and	that	often	provides	a
source	of	hydraulic	pressure	for	organ	function.	The	speed	of	transport	by	the	circulation	is	one	of	its	most	central	and	defining	attributes.	As	we	first	saw	in	discussing	Table	5.1,	diffusion	through	aqueous	solutions	is	too	slow	to	transport	commodities	at	biologically	significant	rates	over	distances	exceeding	1	mm	or	so.	Only	very	small	animals,
therefore,	can	depend	on	diffusion	as	their	sole	means	of	internal	transport	(see	Box	22.1).	Convective	transport—transport	by	bulk	flow	of	body	fluids—is	intrinsically	far	faster	than	diffusion.	Consequently,	as	stressed	in	Chapter	22	(see	Figure	22.7),	animals	that	are	larger	than	1	mm	or	so	generally	require	blood	circulation	(or	some	other	form	of
bulk	flow	of	body	fluids)	to	move	commodities	from	place	to	place	in	their	bodies	at	adequate	rates.	As	we	study	the	circulation,	both	of	the	defining	perspectives	we	have	identified	will	be	important.	Looking	back	at	the	person	in	our	opening	photograph,	for	example,	one	of	our	two	key	questions	must	be	how	his	circulatory	system	itself	works:	How
do	his	heart	and	vascular	system	function	to	bring	blood	to	and	from	the	cells	in	his	head,	hands,	skeletal	muscles,	and	all	other	parts	of	his	body	at	the	rate	required,	and	how	are	these	processes	regulated?	Our	second	key	question	must	focus	on	consequences:	What	functions	are	accomplished	by	his	circulation?	In	humans	and	in	most	other	types	of
animals,	the	transport	of	O2	is	by	far	the	most	pressing	and	urgent	function	performed	by	the	circulation.1	That	is,	of	all	the	commodities	that	tissues	require	to	be	brought	to	them	by	the	circulation	of	blood,	O2	is	the	one	that,	by	far,	they	can	least	afford	to	have	brought	more	slowly.	This	observation	has	both	evolutionary	and	contemporary
implications.	In	most	types	of	modern	animals,	metabolic	intensity	and	the	peak	capacity	of	the	circulatory	system	to	transport	O2	are	strongly	correlated.	These	properties	have	likely	coevolved	over	the	course	of	evolutionary	time,	neither	getting	far	ahead	of	the	other	because	there	would	be	few	selective	factors	favoring	a	mismatch.	Similarly,	when
we	look	at	minute-by-minute	variations	in	the	circulatory	function	of	individual	animals,	we	find	usually	that	tissue	O2	needs	drive	changes	in	blood-flow	rates:	The	rate	of	blood	flow	rises	and	falls	as	the	metabolic	need	for	O2	increases	and	decreases.	These	principles	explain	why	O2	transport	often	receives	paramount	attention	in	the	study	of
circulatory	systems,	even	though	circulation	is	essential	for	a	great	many	functions.	Hearts	A	logical	starting	point	for	study	of	the	circulation	is	the	hearts	of	animals.	A	heart	is	a	discrete,	localized	pumping	structure.	Some	animals	that	have	a	circulatory	system	lack	a	heart;	in	many	annelid	worms,	for	example,	the	blood	is	propelled	through	the
circulatory	system	entirely	by	peristaltic	contractions	of	blood	vessels.	Hearts	are	very	common	in	circulatory	systems,	however,	and	often	assume	principal	responsibility	for	driving	the	flow	of	blood	through	the	blood	vessels.	In	some	types	of	animals,	such	as	arthropods,	the	heart	is	single-chambered,	consisting	of	a	single	muscular	tube	or	sac.	In
others,	such	as	vertebrates,	the	heart	is	composed	of	two	or	more	compartments	through	which	blood	passes	in	sequence,	and	thus	is	multichambered.	Many	types	of	animals,	in	addition	to	their	principal	heart,	possess	other	hearts	that	assist	with	the	pumping	of	blood	through	localized	parts	of	the	body.	Such	secondary	or	local	hearts	are	called
accessory	hearts	or	auxiliary	hearts.	The	muscle	tissue	of	a	heart,	composed	of	cardiac	muscle,	is	known	as	the	myocardium	(myo,	“muscle”;	cardium,	“heart”).	Cardiac	muscle,	one	of	the	major	types	of	muscle,	typically	has	distinctive	structural	and	physiological	properties	in	comparison	with	other	types	of	muscle	(e.g.,	skeletal	muscle).	Box	25.1
highlights	the	distinctive	properties	of	vertebrate	cardiac	muscle.	Some	of	those	properties	are	discussed	principally	in	other	chapters,	and	in	those	cases,	Box	25.1	provides	cross-references	to	the	relevant	text.	To	study	the	morphology	of	a	heart	in	detail,	there	is	no	more	appropriate	example	than	our	own	(Figure	25.1).	The	hearts	of	1	Insects	and
other	tracheate	arthropods	are	dramatic	exceptions	to	this	statement,	as	discussed	later	in	the	chapter.	Circulation 	669	BOX	The	Structure	and	Function	of	25.1	Vertebrate	Cardiac	Muscle	Membrane	potential	(mV)	Vertebrate	cardiac	muscle	has	distinctive	traits	that	suit	Cardiac	it	for	its	specialized	role.	Some	0	muscle	cell	of	these	traits	are
discussed	fully	in	this	chapter.	Others	are	discussed	in	detail	in	ChapNeuron	ters	12,	13,	and	20.	Here	we	briefly	note	the	properties	that	receive	detailed	treatment	in	the	other	chapters.	Structurally,	cardiac	muscle	is	a	type	of	striated	mus–100	0	300	cle,	and	in	this	respect	it	reTime	(ms)	0.5	µm	sembles	skeletal	muscle	(see	Table	20.3).	Cardiac
muscle	Figure	A 	Cardiac	muscle	cells	with	intercaFigure	B 	Action	potentials	lated	disc	is	structurally	very	different	from	skeletal	muscle,	however,	in	that	adjacent	muscle	cells	(muscle	potential	and	contracts,	adjacent	cells	each	heartbeat	for	the	heart	to	pump	fibers)	are	joined	by	specialized	interquickly	generate	action	potentials	and	blood
effectively.	calated	discs	(Figure	A;	see	also	page	contract	almost	synchronously.	Because	The	cellular	process	that	initiates	561)	that	impart	important	mechanical	of	the	control	of	contraction	in	this	way,	each	heartbeat	is	also	a	property	of	the	and	electrical	properties.	Where	two	cells	all	the	cells	in	the	wall	of	a	heart	chamcardiac	muscle.	The
pacemaker,	which	meet	at	an	intercalated	disc,	they	are	ber	contract	together.	initiates	each	beat,	is	composed	of	spejoined	together	by	strong	mechanical	Individual	action	potentials	in	cardiac	cialized	muscle	cells.	Although	we	say	adhesions,	so	that	mechanical	forces	muscle	cells	are	long,	drawn-out	events	much	about	this	topic	in	this	chapter,
developed	in	one	cell	are	transmitted	by	comparison	with	those	in	neurons	the	electrical	properties	of	the	cells	that	to	the	other,	helping	to	achieve	mutu(Figure	B).	During	an	action	potential	in	compose	the	pacemaker	are	discussed	ally	reinforcing	force	generation.	The	two	a	cardiac	muscle	cell,	depolarization	in	Chapter	12.	As	explained	there	(see
cells	that	meet	at	an	intercalated	disc	of	the	cell	membrane—which	is	the	impages	329–330),	the	membrane	potenare	also	joined	to	each	other	there	by	mediately	effective	stimulus	for	contractial	across	the	cell	membrane	in	these	gap	junctions	(see	Figures	2.7	and	13.2),	tion—lasts	about	100–500	milliseconds	cells	does	not	stay	at	a	stable	resting
meaning	that	the	cytoplasm	of	each	cell	(ms),	whereas	depolarization	in	neurons	value	between	beats.	Instead,	after	a	is	continuous	with	that	of	the	other	cell.	typically	lasts	less	than	1	ms.	The	mechaheartbeat,	the	membrane	potential	At	the	gap	junctions,	an	action	potential	nism	of	the	long	depolarization	is	disspontaneously	drifts	in	the	direction	of
(wave	of	cell-membrane	depolarization)	cussed	in	Chapter	12	(see	Figure	12.23).	ever-increasing	depolarization.	Because	in	one	cell	is	transmitted	electrically—	Its	function	is	to	ensure	that	contraction	of	this	drift,	the	membrane	potenHill	Animal	Physiology	4E	and	therefore	very	rapidly—to	the	other	is	prolonged,	rather	than	being	just	a	Associates
tial	eventually	becomes	depolarized	Sinauer	Hill	AnimalThus	Physiology	cell	(see	pages	338–339).	when4E	one	brief	twitch.	Cardiac	muscle	cells	Morales	must	Studioenough	to	initiate	a	new	action	potenFigure	Box	25.01B	02-26-16	Sinauer	Associates	cardiac	muscle	cell	generates	an	action	contract	for	about	100–500	ms	during	tial,	which	triggers
the	next	heartbeat.	Morales	Studio	Figure	Box	25.01A	03-04-16	other	mammals	and	of	birds	are	similar.	The	left	side	of	the	human	heart,	which	consists	of	two	chambers—a	weakly	muscular	atrium	and	a	strongly	muscular	ventricle	—receives	freshly	oxygenated	blood	from	the	lungs	and	pumps	it	to	the	systemic	tissues	of	the	body.2	Blood	arrives	in
the	left	atrium	via	the	pulmonary	veins	that	drain	the	lungs.3	It	leaves	the	left	ventricle	via	a	single	massive	artery,	the	systemic	aorta,	which	branches	to	send	arterial	2	The	systemic	tissues	are	all	the	tissues	other	than	the	tissues	of	the	breathing	organs.	3	By	definition,	veins	are	vessels	that	carry	blood	toward	the	heart,	and	arteries	are	vessels	that
carry	blood	away	from	the	heart.	vessels	to	the	head,	arms,	abdomen,	and	all	other	body	regions,	even	the	myocardium	itself.	Passive	valves,	consisting	of	flaps	of	connective	tissue	covered	with	endothelial	tissue,	are	positioned	between	the	atrium	and	ventricle	(the	left	atrioventricular	valve)	and	between	the	ventricle	and	aorta	(the	aortic	valve);
these	valves	allow	blood	to	flow	freely	in	the	correct	direction	but	prevent	it	from	flowing	backward.	After	blood	leaves	the	systemic	aorta,	it	passes	through	the	systemic	circuit—the	blood	vessels	that	take	blood	to	and	from	the	systemic	tissues—and	ultimately	returns	in	the	great	collecting	veins	(venae	cavae;	singular	vena	cava)	to	the	heart,	where
it	enters	the	right	atrium	and	then	the	right	ventricle.	The	function	of	the	right	side	of	the	heart	is	to	pump	670	 	Chapter	25	Figure	25.1 	The	human	heart 	A	section	through	the	heart,	shown	in	relation	to	the	attached	blood	vessels.	Vessels	are	colored	red	if	they	carry	freshly	oxygenated	blood	and	blue	if	they	carry	partly	deoxygenated	blood.
Systemic	aorta	Pulmonary	trunk	Pulmonary	artery	Pulmonary	valve	To	lung	To	lung	Left	atrium	Superior	vena	cava	Pulmonary	veins	From	lung	From	lung	Right	atrium	1	Blood	that	has	been	oxygenated	in	the	lungs	travels	to	the	heart	in	the	pulmonary	veins	and	enters	the	left	atrium.	2	Blood	flows	through	the	left	atrioventricular	valve	to	enter	the
left	ventricle.	4	After	passing	through	the	systemic	circuit,	the	blood—now	partly	deoxygenated—flows	into	the	venae	cavae,	then	into	the	right	atrium.	3	The	strongly	muscular	left	ventricle	pumps	the	oxygenated	blood	through	the	aortic	valve	into	the	systemic	aorta,	from	which	it	flows	to	the	entire	systemic	circuit.	5	Blood	flows	through	the	right
atrioventricular	valve	to	enter	the	right	ventricle.	Left	ventricle	Inferior	vena	cava	Aortic	valve	6	The	right	ventricle	pumps	the	deoxygenated	blood	through	the	pulmonary	valve	into	the	pulmonary	trunk,	from	which	it	flows	to	the	lungs	in	the	pulmonary	circuit.	blood	through	the	pulmonary	circuit—the	blood	vessels	that	take	blood	to	and	from	the
lungs.	The	right	ventricle	propels	blood	into	a	large	vessel,	the	pulmonary	trunk,	which	divides	to	form	the	pulmonary	arteries	to	the	lungs.	As	in	the	left	heart,	passive	flap	valves	prevent	backward	flow	in	the	right	heart;	these	valves	are	positioned	between	the	atrium	and	ventricle	(the	right	atrioventricular	valve)	and	between	the	ventricle	and
pulmonary	trunk	(the	pulmonary	valve).	After	blood	has	been	oxygenated	in	the	lungs,	it	returns	to	the	left	atrium.	The	heart	as	a	pump:	The	action	of	a	heart	can	be	analyzed	in	terms	of	the	physics	of	pumping	During	the	beating	cycle	of	any	type	of	heart,	the	period	of	contraction	is	called	systole	(pronounced	with	a	long	e:	sis-tuh-lee),	and	the	period
of	relaxation	is	termed	diastole	(dy-as-tuh-lee).	The	Animal	Physiology	4E	heart	is	a	pump,	and	we	Hill	can	understand	its	workings	as	a	pump	by	Sinauer	Associates	analyzing	pressure,	flow,	and	volume	during	these	periods.	Here,	Morales	Studio	as	an	example,	we	analyze	the	workings	of	the	human	left	heart	Figure	25.01	03-08-16	(left	atrium	and
ventricle)	shown	in	Figure	25.2.	At	the	time	marked	by	the	arrow	at	the	bottom	of	Figure	25.2,	ventricular	systole	begins.	Whereas	the	pressure	inside	the	ventricle	was	lower	than	that	inside	the	atrium	during	the	time	just	before	the	arrow,	as	soon	as	the	ventricle	starts	to	contract	(marked	by	the	arrow),	the	ventricular	pressure	rises	abruptly	to
exceed	the	atrial	pressure,	causing	the	atrioventricular	valve	between	the	chambers	to	flip	shut.	For	a	brief	interval	of	time	(about	0.05	s),	however,	the	ventricular	pressure	remains	below	the	pressure	in	the	systemic	aorta,	meaning	that	the	aortic	valve	is	not	forced	open.	During	this	interval,	therefore,	both	the	inflow	and	outflow	valves	of	the
ventricle	are	shut.	The	volume	of	blood	in	the	ventricle	during	this	time	is	thus	constant,	and	the	interval	is	called	the	phase	of	isovolumetric	contraction	(“contraction	with	unchanging	volume”)	or	isometric	Myocardium	contraction.	The	contraction	of	the	ventricle	on	the	fixed	volume	of	blood	within	causes	the	blood	pressure	inside	the	ventricle	to
rise	rapidly.	As	soon	as	the	ventricular	pressure	rises	high	enough	to	exceed	the	aortic	pressure,	the	aortic	valve	flips	open,	and	the	blood	in	the	ventricle	accelerates	extremely	rapidly,	gushing	out	into	the	aorta	(thus	increasing	aortic	pressure).	The	opening	of	the	aortic	valve	marks	the	start	of	the	phase	of	ventricular	ejection.	Toward	the	end	of	this
phase,	the	aortic	pressure	comes	to	exceed	the	ventricular	pressure	slightly,	but	ejection	of	blood	into	the	aorta	continues	for	a	while—at	a	rapidly	falling	rate—because	of	blood	momentum.	Ultimately,	the	ventricle	starts	to	relax.	The	ventricular	pressure	then	falls	rapidly	away	from	the	aortic	pressure,	and	the	aortic	valve	shuts.	A	period	of
isovolumetric	relaxation	follows,	as	ventricular	pressure	falls	with	both	the	inflow	and	outflow	valves	shut.	When	the	ventricular	pressure	drops	below	the	atrial	pressure,	the	atrioventricular	valve	opens	inward	to	the	ventricle,	and	ventricular	filling	begins.	Most	filling	of	the	ventricle	occurs	before	atrial	systole—that	is,	before	the	atrial	muscle
contracts;	the	motive	force	for	this	filling	is	the	pressure	built	up	by	accumulation	of	pulmonary	venous	blood	in	the	atrium.	When	atrial	systole	occurs,	it	forces	some	additional	blood	into	the	ventricle	just	before	the	next	ventricular	systole.	In	thinking	of	any	heart	as	a	pump,	its	most	important	attribute	is	the	volume	of	blood	it	pumps	per	unit	of
time,	known	as	the	cardiac	output.	(In	the	case	of	the	mammalian	or	avian	heart,	the	term	cardiac	output	refers	specifically	to	the	output	of	the	left	ventricle	into	the	systemic	aorta	unless	stated	otherwise.)	The	cardiac	output	is	the	product	of	the	heart	rate	and	the	stroke	volume,	the	volume	of	blood	pumped	per	heart	cycle:	Cardiac	output = heart
rate × stroke	volume	(mL/minute)	(beats/minute)	(mL/beat)	(25.1)	Isovolumetric	contraction	Ventricular	Atrial	ejection	systole	Voltage	ECG	Circulation 	671	Isovolumetric	relaxation	(A)	Compact	myocardium	with	coronary	arteries	and	veins	Ventricular	filling	Coronary	artery	R	Coronary	vein	T	P	Q	S	Ventricular	systole	mm	Hg	120	kPa	Aortic
blood	pressure	Myocardium	16	Ventricular	lumen	(B)	Spongy	myocardium	with	little	or	no	development	of	coronary	vessels	100	12	Myocardium	Blood	pressure	80	Ventricular	blood	pressure	60	40	4	Atrial	blood	pressure	20	(C)	Myocardium	composed	of	outer	compact	tissue	and	inner	spongy	tissue	0	0	Atrioventricular	valve	Closed	Aortic	valve



Volume	(mL)	8	Open	Open	Closed	120	80	Ventricular	volume	40	0	Blood	flow	through	heart	lumen	400	Flow	(mL/s)	KEY	Ventricular	outflow	200	Blood	flow	through	coronary	vessels	Figure	25.3 	Three	systems	evolved	by	animals	to	supply	O2	0	0	0.2	0.4	Time	(s)	0.6	Figure	25.2 	The	heart	as	a	pump:	The	dynamics	of	the	left	side	of	the	human	heart 
The	heart	cycle	is	divided	into	five	phas-	es,	labeled	at	the	top	and	demarcated	by	the	vertical	lines	that	run	through	the	diagram.	The	diagram	shows	the	synchronous	changes	that	occur	in	left	ventricular	blood	pressure,	systemic	aortic	blood	pressure,	left	atrial	blood	pressure,	ventricular	volume,	the	rate	of	blood	flow	out	of	the	ventricle,	and	the
closing	and	opening	of	the	atrioventricular	and	aortic	valves	in	humans	at	rest.	The	arrow	at	the	bottom	marks	the	start	of	ventricular	systole.	The	ECG	(see	top	panel)	is	the	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	electrocardiogram,	discussed	later	in	this	chapter.	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	25.02	03-08-16	The	circulation	must	deliver	O2	to	the
myocardium	The	myocardium	of	any	heart	(the	“heart	muscle”)	performs	sustained,	vigorous	work,	and	its	cells	therefore	are	especially	dependent	on	a	steady	O2	supply.	In	most	vertebrates,	the	ventricular	myocardium	is	second	only	to	the	brain	in	its	reliance	on	aerobic	catabolism	and	in	the	urgency	with	which	it	requires	O2.	to	the	myocardium 
The	myocardium	is	sometimes	supplied	with	O2	by	blood	flowing	through	a	coronary	circulatory	system,	whereas	sometimes	it	is	supplied	by	blood	flowing	through	the	heart	lumen.	A	major	reason	to	be	aware	of	this	distinction	is	that,	although	blood	pumped	into	coronary	arteries	is	always	well	oxygenated,	the	blood	flowing	through	the	heart	lumen
may	not	be.	Each	drawing	shows	a	stylized	heart.	(A)	The	compact	myocardium	of	mammals	and	birds	is	supplied	by	coronary	arteries	and	veins.	(B)	A	fully	spongy	myocardium	(e.g.,	characteristic	of	most	teleost	fish)	is	oxygenated	mostly	by	luminal	blood.	(C)	Sometimes	the	ventricular	myocardium	consists	of	an	outer,	compact	layer	with	a	coronary
circulation	and	an	inner	spongy	layer;	this	arrangement	is	seen	in	salmonid	fish,	tunas,	and	sharks.	In	mammals	and	birds,	the	ventricular	myocardium	is	classified	as	compact	because	its	muscle	cells	are	packed	closely	together,	much	as	cells	are	in	other	sorts	of	muscles.	Blood	passing	through	the	ventricular	lumen—the	open	central	cavity	of	the
right	or	left	ventricle—cannot	flow	directly	among	the	myocardial	muscle	cells	because	of	their	close	packing.	The	myocardium,	therefore,	is	not	oxygenated	by	the	blood	flowing	through	the	heart	lumen.	Instead,	the	ventricular	myocardium	in	mammals	and	birds	is	supplied	with	tissue	bloodPhysiology	flow	and	Hill	Animal	4EO2	by	a	system	of	blood
vessels	called	the	Sinauer	Associates	coronary	circulation	(Figure	25.3A).	Coronary	arteries	branch	from	Morales	Studio	Figure	25.03	03-08-16	672	 	Chapter	25	the	systemic	aorta	at	its	very	beginning	and	carry	freshly	oxygenated	blood	to	capillary	beds	throughout	the	myocardium;	the	blood	then	flows	into	coronary	veins,	which	carry	it	out	of	the
myocardium	and	into	the	right	atrium.	If	a	coronary	artery	becomes	blocked,	the	part	of	the	myocardium	it	supplies	quickly	deteriorates	because	of	O2	deprivation,	explaining	why	occlusions	in	the	coronary	arteries	are	extremely	dangerous.	The	original,	evolutionarily	primitive	arrangement	for	oxygenation	of	the	myocardium	in	vertebrates4	is
believed	to	be	that	shown	in	Figure	25.3B.	This	arrangement	is	common	today	in	teleost	(bony)	fish,	amphibians,	and	nonavian	reptiles.	The	ventricular	myocardium	is	classified	as	spongy	because	the	muscle	tissue	is	thoroughly	permeated	by	an	anastomosing	(branching	and	rejoining)	network	of	open	spaces.	The	blood	that	is	passing	through	the
lumen	of	the	ventricle—ventricular	luminal	blood—flows	among	the	spaces	of	the	spongy	tissue,	and	the	myocardial	cells	obtain	their	O2	from	the	luminal	blood.	A	shortcoming	of	this	arrangement,	as	we	will	see	later	in	this	chapter,	is	that	luminal	blood	is	not	always	well	oxygenated.	In	some	fish—including	salmonids,	tunas,	and	sharks—as	well	as
some	amphibians	and	nonavian	reptiles,	the	ventricular	myocardium	consists	of	an	outer	compact	muscle	layer	and	an	inner	spongy	layer	(Figure	25.3C).	The	compact	layer	is	supplied	by	coronary	blood	vessels	that	receive	freshly	oxygenated	blood.	The	spongy	layer	obtains	O2	from	the	luminal	blood,	although	it	may	also	receive	branches	of	the
coronary	circulation.	Recent	studies,	discussed	later,	have	revealed	that	in	hearts	of	this	sort,	the	proportions	of	compact	and	spongy	myocardium	sometimes	vary	dramatically	within	a	single	species.	In	some	animals,	each	electrical	impulse	to	contract	originates	in	muscle	cells	or	modified	muscle	cells;	the	hearts	of	such	animals	are	described	as
myogenic	(“beginning	in	muscle”).	In	other	animals,	each	impulse	to	contract	originates	in	neurons	(nerve	cells),	and	the	heart	is	termed	neurogenic	(“beginning	in	neurons”).	Let’s	explore	some	of	the	attributes	of	myogenic	and	neurogenic	hearts	by	looking	at	a	classic	example	of	each.	myogenic	hearts 	The	hearts	of	vertebrates	are	myogenic.	 To
refresh	your	memory	regarding	the	meaning	of	depolarization,	see	page	313	in	Chapter	12.	Cardiac	muscle	cells	often	exhibit	specialized	depolarization	processes	by	comparison	with	neurons.	The	specialized	depolarization	of	vertebrate	cardiac	muscle	cells	is	described	in	Box	25.1.	Depolarization	refers	to	a	decrease	in	the	absolute	value	of	the
voltage	difference	across	the	cell	membrane,	such	that	the	inside	becomes	less	negative.	In	almost	all	cases,	they	are	innervated,	but	they	continue	to	beat	even	if	all	nervous	connections	are	stripped	away.	An	important	feature	of	vertebrate	heart	muscle	is	that	adjacent	muscle	cells	are	electrically	coupled.	As	discussed	in	Box	25.1,	electrical
coupling	occurs	at	gap	junctions,	which	in	humans	and	other	mammals	occur	primarily	at	specialized	regions	of	intercellular	contact	known	as	intercalated	discs.	Because	adjacent	cells	are	electrically	coupled,	depolarization	of	any	one	cell	in	the	myocardium	directly	and	quickly	causes	depolarization	of	neighboring	cells.	In	turn,	those	cells	induce
their	neighbors	to	depolarize,	and	so	on.	Thus,	within	large	regions	of	the	heart	muscle,	once	depolarization	is	initiated	at	any	point,	it	rapidly	spreads—directly	from	muscle	cell	to	muscle	cell—to	all	cells	in	the	region,	leading	all	to	contract	together,	as	a	unit	(illustrated	in	Box	7.5).	Most	or	all	of	the	muscle	cells	in	a	vertebrate	heart	possess	an
inherent	ability	to	undergo	spontaneous	rhythmic	depolarization	and	contraction.	Thus	pieces	of	muscle	cut	from	any	part	of	the	heart	will	beat.	In	the	intact	heart,	of	course,	individual	bits	of	heart	muscle	do	not	depolarize	and	contract	on	their	own—at	their	own	rhythms.	Instead,	all	the	cells	in	the	myocardium	are	controlled	by	a	particular	group	of
specialized	muscle	cells:	the	pacemaker.	In	fish,	amphibians,	and	nonavian	reptiles,	the	pacemaker	is	located	in	the	wall	of	the	sinus	venosus,	the	first	heart	chamber	(see	Figure	25.14B),	or	at	the	junction	of	the	sinus	venosus	and	atrium.	In	birds	and	mammals,	in	which	the	sinus	venosus	has	become	incorporated	into	the	atrium,	the	pacemaker	is
located	in	the	wall	of	the	right	atrium	(Figure	25.4)	and	is	known	as	the	sinoatrial	(S-A)	node	(sinus	node).	The	cells	of	the	pacemaker	are	modified	in	comparison	with	most	heart	muscle	cells;	for	example,	they	have	a	relatively	poorly	developed	contractile	apparatus.	They	are	fundamentally	muscle	cells,	however,	meaning	that	the	heart	is	myogenic.
A	critical	attribute	of	the	pacemaker	cells	is	that	they	exhibit	the	highest	frequency	of	spontaneous	depolarization	of	all	cells	in	the	heart,7	and	therefore	are	normally	the	first	to	depolarize	at	each	heartbeat.	By	thus	initiating	a	wave	of	depolarization	that	spreads	throughout	the	heart	(in	the	form	of	action	potentials),	they	impose	their	rhythm	of
depolarization	on	the	heart	as	a	whole.	The	process	by	which	depolarization	spreads	through	the	vertebrate	heart	or	any	other	myogenic	heart	is	known	as	conduction.	Critical	details	of	conduction	in	the	mammalian	heart	depend	on	key	structural	features	of	the	heart.	The	myocardium	of	the	two	atria	of	the	heart	is	separated,	for	the	most	part,	from
the	myocardium	of	the	two	ventricles	by	a	layer	of	fibrous	connective	tissue	across	which	myocardial	cells	are	not	electrically	coupled	by	gap	junctions	and	through	which	depolarization	therefore	cannot	pass.	In	the	mammalian	heart,	the	one	“electrical	window”	through	this	6	7	The	electrical	impulses	for	heart	contraction	may	originate	in	muscle
cells	or	neurons	The	rhythmic	contraction	of	a	heart	reflects	a	rhythmic	depolarization	of	the	cell	membranes	of	its	constituent	muscle	cells.	As	described	in	Chapter	20,	the	cell	membranes	of	muscle	cells	are	polarized	electrically;	when	a	muscle	cell	is	at	rest,	its	cell	membrane	is	polarized	with	the	inside	negative	and	the	outside	positive,	but	a	wave
of	depolarization—an	action	potential—spreads	along	the	cell	membrane	during	contraction.	In	fact,	depolarization	of	the	cell	membrane	of	a	muscle	cell	is	the	immediate	stimulus	for	the	cell	to	contract	(see	Chapter	20).5	A	key	question	about	any	heart	is:	Where	does	the	impetus	for	the	rhythmic	depolarization	of	the	muscle	cells	originate?	Do	the
muscle	cells	themselves	spontaneously	depolarize	in	a	rhythmic	manner?	Or	are	they	induced	to	depolarize	by	electrical	impulses	arriving	from	other	cells?	In	either	case,	which	are	the	cells	that	originate	depolarization?	A	heart’s	pacemaker	is	the	cell	or	set	of	cells	that	spontaneously	initiates	the	rhythm	of	depolarization	in	the	heart.6	4	In	general,
relatively	little	is	known	about	myocardial	O2	supply	in	invertebrates.	5	See	Box	25.1	for	discussion	of	the	cellular	physiology	of	pacemaker	depolarization.	The	concept	of	spontaneous	depolarization	is	discussed	in	Box	25.1	and	in	Chapter	12	(see	p.	329).	Circulation 	673	(A)	The	conducting	system	and	sinoatrial	node	Sinoatrial	(S-A)	node	Figure
25.4 	The	conducting	system	and	the	process	of	Right	atrium	Left	atrium	Atrioventricular	(A-V)	node	Fibrous	connective	tissue	Atrioventricular	bundle	Right	bundle	branch	Left	bundle	branch	Right	ventricle	conduction	in	the	mammalian	heart 	(A)	The	morphological	arrangement	of	the	conducting	system	and	the	position	of	the	sinoatrial	node.	The
branches	of	the	right	and	left	bundle	branches	are	in	fact	more	elaborate	than	shown;	traveling	along	the	inner	surfaces	of	the	ventricles	and	across	the	ventricular	cavities,	they	run	to	much	of	the	inner	wall	of	each	ventricle.	(B)	The	initiation	and	conduction	of	depolarization	during	a	heartbeat.	Box	7.5	shows	actual	images	of	the	spread	of
depolarization	in	the	surface	layers	of	the	ventricles.	(A	after	Scher	and	Spach	1979;	B	after	Rushmer	1976.)	Left	ventricle	Interventricular	septum	KEY	Depolarized	(B)	The	initiation	and	spread	of	depolarization	during	a	heartbeat	S-A	node	Not	depolarized	A-V	node	Bundle	branches	1	Depolarization	begins	in	the	S-A	node	and	spreads	outward
through	atrial	muscle.	2	Although	depolarization	spreads	rapidly	throughout	the	atrial	muscle,	its	spread	into	the	A-V	node	is	delayed.	The	depolarized	atria	start	to	contract.	3	Once	the	A-V	node	becomes	depolarized,	the	depolarization	spreads	very	rapidly	into	the	ventricles	along	the	conducting	system.	Atrial	muscle	starts	to	repolarize.	fibrous
layer	is	provided	by	a	conducting	system	composed	of	specialized	muscle	cells.	As	shown	in	Figure	25.4A,	the	conducting	system	starts	with	a	group	of	cells	in	the	right	atrial	wall	known	as	the	atrioventricular	(A-V)	node.	Emanating	from	this	node	is	a	bundle	of	cells	called	the	atrioventricular	bundle	(common	bundle,	bundle	of	His),	which	penetrates
the	fibrous	layer	and	enters	the	interventricular	septum—the	wall	of	tissue	that	separates	the	right	and	left	ventricles.	Once	in	the	septum,	the	atrioventricular	bundle	divides	into	right	and	left	portions,	the	bundle	branches,	which	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	travel	along	the	right	and	left	surfaces	of	the	septum	and	connect	Sinauer	Associates	with
systems	Morales	Studioof	large,	distinctive	muscle	cells,	the	Purkinje	fibers,	Figure	25.04	into03-08-16	that	branch	the	ventricular	myocardium	on	each	side.	The	conducting	system	of	the	mammalian	heart	has	two	key	functional	properties:	(1)	Depolarization	enters	and	traverses	the	A-V	node	relatively	slowly,	and	(2)	depolarization	spreads	down	the
atrioventricular	bundle,	bundle	branches,	and	systems	of	Purkinje	fibers	much	more	rapidly	than	it	could	travel	through	ordinary	ventricular	muscle.	The	implications	of	these	properties	become	apparent	when	we	consider	the	sequence	of	events	during	a	heartbeat,	shown	in	Figure	25.4B.	Steps	➊	and	➋	show	that	once	the	sinoatrial	(S-A)	node
initiates	a	heartbeat	by	depolarizing	spontaneously,	the	depolarization	spreads	rapidly	throughout	the	muscle	of	both	atria,	leading	to	atrial	contraction.	Spread	into	the	4	The	nearly	simultaneous	depolarization	of	cells	throughout	the	ventricular	myocardium	leads	to	forceful	ventricular	contraction.	ventricular	muscle	does	not	occur	as	rapidly,
however,	because	it	is	dependent	on	activation	of	the	conducting	system,	and	the	spread	of	depolarization	into	and	through	the	initial	part	of	the	conducting	system—the	A-V	node—is	relatively	slow	(step	➋).	This	slowness	of	depolarization	of	the	A-V	node	is	responsible	for	the	sequencing	of	contraction:	atrial	contraction	distinctly	first,	ventricular
contraction	distinctly	second.	Once	the	A-V	node	is	activated,	depolarization	sweeps	rapidly	down	the	conducting	system	into	the	ventricles	(step	➌),	precipitating	wholesale	ventricular	depolarization	and	contraction	(step	➍).	The	rapid	delivery	of	the	depolarizing	wave	to	far-flung	parts	of	the	ventricular	tissue	by	the	conducting	system	ensures	that
all	parts	of	the	ventricular	myocardium	contract	approximately	together.	neurogenic	hearts 	The	defining	feature	of	neurogenic	hearts	is	that	the	rhythmic	depolarization	responsible	for	initiating	the	heartbeats	originates	in	nervous	tissue.	The	hearts	of	lobsters	are	well-documented	examples.	Each	muscle	cell	in	a	lobster	heart	is	innervated	and
typically	contracts	when	and	only	when	stimulated	to	do	so	by	nerve	impulses	(neuronal	action	potentials).	As	shown	in	Figure	25.5,	a	cardiac	ganglion	consisting	of	nine	neurons	is	attached	to	the	inside	of	the	dorsal	wall	of	the	heart.	The	axonal	processes	of	the	five	most	anterior	neurons	(numbered	1–5)	674	 	Chapter	25	Heart	The	cardiac	ganglion
—shown	in	yellow—is	composed	of	nine	neurons.	The	cell	bodies	of	the	neurons,	centered	where	marked	by	purple	ovals,	are	located	where	labeled.	Anterolateral	nerve	Posterolateral	nerve	Dorsal	nerve	Cell	5	9	8	7	6	Small	cells	Cell	3	Cell	1	Anterior	nerves	Cell	4	Cell	2	Ostium	1	mm	Figure	25.5 	The	neurogenic	heart	of	a	lobster	and	the	cardiac
ganglion	that	initiates	and	controls	its	contractions 	A	dorsal	view	of	the	heart	of	the	American	lobster	(Homarus	americanus),	showing	the	cardiac	ganglion,	which	is	positioned	on	the	inside	of	the	dorsal	heart	wall.	Neuronal	processes	go	out	from	each	of	the	nine	cell	bodies	in	the	ganglion	and	together	form	the	structure	of	the	ganglion.	The
posterior	four	neurons	(numbers	6–9)	are	small,	whereas	the	anterior	five	are	large.	Neuronal	processes	exit	the	ganglion	to	innervate	the	cells	of	the	heart	muscle.	Regulatory	neurons	from	the	central	nervous	system	enter	the	ganglion	in	the	dorsal	nerve.	The	ostia	(slitlike	openings	through	the	heart	wall)	are	discussed	later	in	this	chapter.	(After
Hartline	1967.)	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	Figure	25.05the	03-08-16	innervate	heart	muscle.	Those	of	the	four	posterior	neurons	(numbered	6–9)	are	confined	to	the	ganglion	and	make	synaptic	contact	with	the	five	anterior	neurons.	One	of	the	posterior	neurons	ordinarily	assumes	the	role	of	pacemaker.	This	neuron
functions	as	a	cellular	oscillator	and	central	pattern	generator	(see	Chapter	19):	Periodically	and	spontaneously,	it	produces	a	train	of	impulses,	which	excite	the	other	posterior	neurons.	The	impulses	from	the	posterior	neurons	activate	the	five	anterior	neurons,	which	in	turn	send	trains	of	impulses	to	the	muscle	cells	of	the	heart,	causing	the	latter
to	contract	approximately	in	unison.	If	the	ganglion	and	heart	muscle	are	dissected	apart,	the	ganglion	continues	to	produce	bursts	of	impulses	periodically,	but	the	muscle	ordinarily	stops	contracting!	Other	animals	known	or	believed	to	have	neurogenic	hearts	include	other	decapod	crustaceans	(e.g.,	crabs,	shrimps,	and	crayfish),	horseshoe	crabs
(Limulus),	and	spiders	and	scorpions.	A	heart	produces	an	electrical	signature,	the	electrocardiogram	When	a	mass	of	heart	muscle	is	in	the	process	of	being	depolarized,	such	that	some	regions	of	cells	are	depolarized	already	and	others	await	depolarization,	a	difference	in	electrical	potential	exists	between	the	extracellular	fluids	in	the	depolarized
regions	of	the	muscle	and	those	in	the	undepolarized	regions	(Figure	25.6A).	A	voltage	difference	of	this	sort	within	the	heart	muscle	sets	up	ionic	currents,	not	only	in	the	muscle	but	also	in	the	tissues	and	body	fluids	surrounding	the	heart.	In	this	way,	the	voltage	difference	within	the	heart	induces	voltage	differences	elsewhere	in	the	body,	even
between	various	parts	of	the	external	body	surface.	Electrocardiograms	(ECGs,	EKGs)	are	measurements	over	time	of	voltage	differences	of	this	sort.	They	are	recorded	using	extracellular	electrodes,	usually	placed	on	the	body	surface.	To	record	the	elementary	ECG8	of	a	person,	a	physician	or	nurse	places	electrodes	on	the	skin	of	the	person’s	two
arms	and	left	leg.	The	electrodes	detect	voltage	differences	on	the	skin	surface	that	are	induced	by	voltage	differences	within	the	heart	muscle.	The	ECGs	of	two	species,	human	and	octopus,	are	shown	in	Figure	25.6B.	The	waveforms	in	the	human	ECG	are	named	with	letters	(Figure	25.6C).	The	P	wave	is	produced	by	the	depolarization	of	the
myocardium	of	the	two	atria	(=	atrial	contraction).	The	Q,	R,	and	S	waves,	together	known	as	the	QRS	complex,	arise	from	the	depolarization	of	the	myocardium	of	the	two	ventricles	(=	ventricular	contraction).	Repolarization	of	the	ventricles	generates	the	T	wave.9	Figure	25.2	shows	the	relation	of	the	ECG	waveforms	to	mechanical	events	during
the	heart	pumping	cycle.	Heart	action	is	modulated	by	hormonal,	nervous,	and	intrinsic	controls	Heart	action	is	subject	to	hormonal,	nervous,	and	intrinsic	controls.	The	controls	we	are	typically	most	aware	of	are	hormonal.	When	we	are	frightened	and	our	heart	pounds	and	races,	the	hormones	epinephrine	and	norepinephrine,	secreted	by	the
adrenal	medullary	glands,	are	in	part	responsible	for	the	heart	stimulation	we	experience.	Nearly	all	hearts—whether	myogenic	or	neurogenic—are	innervated	by	neurons	coming	from	the	central	nervous	system,	termed	regulatory	neurons.	Some	of	these	neurons	stimulate	increased	heart	action,	whereas	others	are	inhibitory.	In	the	mammalian
heart,	both	the	sinoatrial	node—the	pacemaker—and	the	muscle	cells	of	the	myocardium	are	profusely	innervated	by	the	sympathetic	and	parasympathetic	divisions	of	the	autonomic	nervous	system.	Sympathetic	impulses	delivered	to	the	S-A	node	increase	the	frequency	of	spontaneous	depolarization	by	the	pacemaker	cells	(by	affecting	ion	channel
proteins)	and	thus	raise	the	heart	rate,	whereas	parasympathetic	impulses	exert	opposite	effects.	Sympathetic	impulses	delivered	to	the	cells	of	the	myocardium	markedly	enhance	the	force	and	speed	of	their	contraction,	whereas	parasympathetic	impulses	reduce	the	force	and	speed	of	contraction.	When	people	exercise,	sympathetic	stimulation	of
the	heart	is	increased.	Most	vertebrates	are	similar	to	mammals	in	that	their	hearts	receive	both	sympathetic	excitatory	innervation	and	parasympathetic	inhibitory	innervation.10	In	lobsters,	the	cardiac	ganglion	is	innervated	by	both	excitatory	and	inhibitory	regulatory	neurons;	these	neurons	modulate	both	the	frequency	and	intensity	8	More
advanced	electrocardiograms	used	for	detailed	diagnostic	purposes	require	the	attachment	of	electrodes	at	numerous	additional	positions	on	the	chest.	9	The	waveform	produced	by	repolarization	of	the	atria	is	typically	not	seen	because	it	is	obscured	by	the	QRS	complex.	10	Some	teleost	(bony)	fish	are	exceptions	in	that	they	have	only
parasympathetic	inhibitory	innervation.	In	hagfish	(primitive	jawless	fish),	the	heart	seems	to	lack	any	innervation.	Circulation 	675	(A)	Relative	charges	in	myocardial	extracellular	fluids	as	the	human	ventricular	myocardium	depolarizes	++	++	++	–	–	+	–	–	–	+	–	–	–	+	–	–	–	+	–	–	++	–	–	–	+	+++	–	+	–	+	+	–	–	–	–	–	–	+	+	+	–	–	–	–	–	+	+	–	–	+	+	+	+	+
(B)	Electrocardiograms	of	human	and	octopus	Ventricular	depolarization	Potential	difference	(mV)	Human	1	mV	1s	Time	of	the	bursts	of	impulses	generated	by	the	ganglion	and	thus	affect	the	heart	rate	and	the	force	of	heart	contraction.	Intrinsic	controls	of	heart	action	are	controls	that	occur	without	the	mediation	of	hormones	or	extrinsic	neurons.
The	Frank–Starling	mechanism	refers	to	a	vitally	important	intrinsic	control	of	the	vertebrate	heart;	namely,	that	stretching	of	the	cardiac	muscle	tends	to	increase	the	force	of	its	contraction	by	an	effect	at	the	cellular	level.	This	mechanism	plays	an	important	role	in	enabling	the	heart	to	match	its	output	of	blood	to	its	input.	Consider,	for	example,
what	happens	when	the	rate	of	blood	flow	into	a	heart	chamber	is	increased.	Because	the	heart	chamber	then	tends	to	take	in	more	blood	in	the	time	between	beats,	it	becomes	more	stretched	(distended)	between	beats.	Because	of	the	Frank–Starling	mechanism,	the	heart	muscle	then	intrinsically	contracts	more	forcefully,	which	enhances	ejection	of
blood—a	response	that	tends	to	match	heart	output	to	the	increased	blood	received.	The	Frank–Starling	mechanism	is	important	in	all	vertebrate	hearts	studied.	It	is	particularly	dramatic	in	its	effects	in	fish	hearts.	Lobster	hearts	function	similarly	to	vertebrate	hearts	in	that	they	intrinsically	increase	both	the	rate	and	force	of	their	contraction	as
they	are	stretched.	The	mechanism	of	this	response	in	lobsters	is,	at	least	in	part,	quite	different	from	that	in	vertebrates,	however,	because	the	cardiac	ganglion	is	involved.	Stretch	induces	the	ganglion	to	fire	more	frequently	and	intensely.	Ventricular	depolarization	Octopus	0.2	mV	Summary	Hearts	„„The	output	of	a	heart,	known	as	the	cardiac
output,	depends	on	the	heart	rate	and	stroke	volume.	1s	„„The	cells	in	the	heart	muscle,	the	myocardium,	must	Time	(C)	Waveforms	in	the	normal	human	electrocardiogram	Atrial	depolarization	R	Potential	difference	(mV)	+1	Ventricular	depolarization	Ventricular	repolarization	P	„„A	heart	is	mywogenic	if	the	depolarization	impulses	required	for
heartbeats	originate	in	muscle	cells	or	modified	muscle	cells.	A	heart	is	neurogenic	if	the	impulses	originate	in	neurons.	Vertebrate	hearts	are	myogenic.	Hearts	of	adult	decapod	crustaceans	are	neurogenic.	T	0	Q	S	–1	0	have	means	of	receiving	O2.	In	some	hearts	the	myocardium	is	spongy,	and	blood	flowing	through	the	heart	chambers	flows
through	the	spongy	spaces,	supplying	O2	to	the	cells.	In	other	hearts,	including	those	of	mammals,	the	myocardium	is	compact	and	is	supplied	with	blood	and	O2	by	means	of	coronary	blood	vessels.	„„In	the	mammalian	heart,	the	sinoatrial	node	in	the	wall	0.5	Time	(s)	1	Figure	25.6 	Electrocardiography 	(A)	Relative	electrical	charges	in	the
extracellular	fluids	of	the	human	ventricular	myocardium	at	an	instant	during	passage	of	a	wave	of	depolarization.	The	part	of	the	ventricular	myocardium	lying	nearest	the	ventricular	chambers	depolarizes	first	because	it	is	the	part	supplied	immediately	by	the	branches	of	the	conducting	system	(see	Figure	25.4).	(B)	Electrocardiograms	of	a	human
and	an	octopus	(Eledone	cirrhosa)	during	three	heartbeats.	The	human	ECG	was	obtained	using	electrodes	placed	on	the	skin	surface	of	the	right	arm	and	left	leg.	Electrodes	attached	to	the	surface	of	the	ventricle	(main	body)	of	the	systemic	Hill	were	Animal	Physiology	4E	the	octopus	ECG.	(C)	A	human	ECG	durheart	used	to	record	Sinauer
Associates	ing	one	heartbeat	with	waveforms	identified.	(Octopus	ECG	after	Morales	Studio	Smith	1981.)	Figure	25.06	03-08-16	of	the	right	atrium	acts	as	pacemaker,	initiating	waves	of	depolarization.	Conduction	of	a	wave	of	depolarization	from	the	atria	to	the	ventricles	occurs	through	the	conducting	system,	which	ensures	both	that	the	ventricles
contract	later	than	the	atria	and	that	the	entire	ventricular	myocardium	contracts	approximately	at	once.	„„When	a	part	of	the	myocardium	is	in	the	process	of	contracting,	voltage	differences	in	the	extracellular	fluids	develop	between	regions	of	muscle	cells	that	have	already	undergone	depolarization	and	regions	that	have	not.	These	differences	can
be	detected	on	the	body	surface.	The	electrocardiogram	is	a	recording	of	such	differences	as	a	function	of	time.	„„The	rate	and	force	of	heart	contraction	are	governed	by	nervous,	endocrine,	and	intrinsic	controls.	(A)	The	physics	of	fluid-column	effects	in	an	unobstructed	vertical	tube	Principles	of	Pressure,	Resistance,	and	Flow	in	Vascular	Systems
Having	discussed	the	fundamental	features	of	the	hearts	of	animals,	we	now	need	to	turn	our	attention	to	the	perfusion	of	the	vascular	system.	Perfusion	refers	to	the	forced	flow	of	blood	through	blood	vessels.	The	blood	pressure	produced	by	the	heart—or,	in	some	animals,	by	other	muscular	activity—is	the	principal	factor	that	causes	blood	to	flow
through	the	vascular	system.	What	we	mean	by	blood	pressure	is	the	amount	by	which	the	pressure	of	the	blood	exceeds	the	ambient	pressure.	Blood	pressure	is	often	expressed	in	kilopascals	(kPa)	by	physiologists,	but	usually	in	millimeters	of	mercury	(mm	Hg)	in	medicine	and	related	disciplines.11	When	we	say	that	the	blood	pressure	in	a	vessel	in
an	animal	is	10	kPa	(=	75	mm	Hg),	this	means	that	the	pressure	there	is	10	kPa,	or	75	mm	Hg,	higher	than	the	pressure	simultaneously	present	in	the	animal’s	surrounding	environment.	In	arteries,	the	blood	pressure	rises	and	falls	over	the	heart	cycle.	The	highest	pressure	attained	at	the	time	of	cardiac	contraction	is	termed	the	systolic	pressure,
whereas	the	lowest	pressure	reached	during	cardiac	relaxation	is	the	diastolic	pressure.	In	young	adult	humans	at	rest,	the	systolic	pressure	in	the	systemic	aorta	is	usually	about	16	kPa	or	120	mm	Hg,	and	the	aortic	diastolic	pressure	is	about	10	kPa	or	75	mm	Hg.	When	these	pressures	are	measured	for	clinical	reasons,	the	results	are	often
expressed	as	a	pseudo-ratio—for	example,	120/75	(“120	over	75”).	The	mean	pressure	in	an	artery	is	obtained	by	averaging	the	pressure	over	the	entire	cardiac	cycle;	it	usually	does	not	equal	the	average	of	the	two	extreme	pressures,	systolic	and	diastolic,	because	the	systolic	and	diastolic	phases	are	not	the	same	in	duration.	In	resting	young	adults,
the	mean	pressure	in	the	systemic	aorta	is	ordinarily	about	12.7	kPa	or	95	mm	Hg.	In	addition	to	the	pressures	produced	dynamically	by	the	beating	of	the	heart,	pressures	resulting	from	fluid-column	effects	can	also	be	important	in	circulatory	systems.	Any	unobstructed	vertical	column	of	fluid	exerts	a	pressure—termed	a	hydrostatic	pressure—that
increases	as	its	height	increases	(Figure	25.7A).	Because	blood	in	the	vessels	of	an	animal	forms	fluid	columns,	fluidcolumn	pressures	are	present	in	circulatory	systems.	The	pressure	produced	by	the	beating	of	the	heart	is	added	(in	an	algebraic	sense	discussed	in	the	next	paragraph)	to	the	fluid-column	pressures	that	are	present	in	arteries	to
determine	the	total	arterial	blood	pressure.	These	relations	are	relevant	for	the	clinical	measurement	of	blood	pressure.	The	pressure	of	interest	during	clinical	measurement	is	that	produced	by	the	heart,	unconfounded	by	fluid-column	effects.	The	measurement	device	should	therefore	be	in	the	same	horizontal	plane	as	the	heart.	In	a	vertical	column
of	blood,	each	13	cm	of	height	exerts	about	10	mm	Hg	of	pressure.	At	levels	of	the	body	below	the	heart,	this	hydrostatic	fluid-column	pressure	adds	to	the	pressure	contributed	by	the	heart;	thus,	in	a	person	standing	up,	the	blood	pressure	in	arteries	in	the	legs	is	far	above	that	in	the	systemic	aorta	(Figure	25.7B).	At	levels	of	the	body	above	the
heart,	some	of	the	pressure	developed	by	the	heart	is	lost	in	simply	supporting	the	fluid	column	of	blood.	Thus	the	blood	pressure	in	the	arteries	of	the	neck	and	11	Appendix	A	and	footnote	9	on	page	595	of	Chapter	22	discuss	the	relations	among	these	units.	P	h	P	+	ρgh	If	the	pressure	at	this	height	is	P…	…then	the	pressure	at	this	height	is	greater
by	ρgh	because	pressure	increases	in	proportion	to	the	height	(h)	of	the	fluid	column.	(B)	Mean	blood	pressure	in	major	arteries	of	a	quietly	standing	person	Greatest	height	to	which	heart	can	lift	blood	Pressure	of	blood	in	brain	mm	Hg	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	80	90	100	110	120	130	140	150	160	170	Above	the	heart,	arterial	pressure	decreases	with
height.	Mean	arterial	blood	pressure	676	 	Chapter	25	kPa	0	4	8	12	16	Below	the	heart,	fluid-column	effects	increase	the	arterial	pressure.	20	Figure	25.7 	Fluid-column	effects	on	blood	pressure	in	the	arterial	vascular	system 	(A)	The	physics	of	fluid-column	effects	in	an	unobstructed,	vertically	positioned	tube	filled	with	a	nonmoving	fluid.	The
symbol	h	represents	the	difference	in	height	between	two	points	within	the	fluid	column,	ρ	is	the	mass	density	of	the	fluid,	and	g	is	acceleration	due	to	gravity.	(B)	Fluid-column	effects	on	arterial	blood	pressure	in	a	person	standing	quietly.	(B	after	Rushmer	1976.)	head	decreases	by	approximately	10	mm	Hg	for	every	13	cm	of	height	above	the
heart.12	Considering	all	the	factors	that	could	influence	blood	flow,	how	can	we	predict	the	direction	of	flow?	Throughout	most	of	this	chapter,	we	will	make	simplifying	assumptions	so	that	we	will	be	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	able	to	analyze	blood	flow	based	just	on	the	pressures	produced	by	Sinauer	Associates	Morales	Studio	the	beating	of	the
heart.	However,	it	is	important	to	be	aware	of	a	Figuregeneral	25.07	concept—the	03-08-16	more	total	fluid	energy	of	the	blood—that	allows	one	to	analyze	blood	flow	in	any	situation,	without	simplifying	assumptions.	Blood	can	possess	three	forms	of	energy	that	affect	its	flow,	and	the	total	fluid	energy	of	the	blood	is	the	sum	of	these	three	forms,	as
shown	in	Figure	25.8.	The	first	form	of	energy	(labeled	➊	in	Figure	25.8)	is	the	pressure	the	blood	is	under	because	of	the	beating	of	the	heart;	this	is	a	form	of	potential	energy,	which	means	that	it	can	produce	motion,	but	is	not	motion	itself.	The	second	form	of	energy	(➋)	is	the	blood’s	energy	of	motion—its	kinetic	energy.	The	third	form	(➌)	is	the
potential	energy	the	blood	possesses	because	of	its	position	in	Earth’s	gravitational	12	These	same	relations	do	not	hold	in	any	sort	of	simple	fashion	in	veins	because	the	veins,	instead	of	being	unobstructed,	are	obstructed	by	venous	valves.	2	1	Total	fluid	energy	of	blood	=	Potential	energy	of	pressure	produced	by	the	heart	+	Kinetic	energy	+
Potential	energy	of	position	in	Earth’s	gravitational	field	Figure	25.8 	Total	fluid	energy:	The	true	driving	force	for	blood	flow 	Kinetic	energy	is	energy	of	motion.	Potential	energy	is	not	motion	but	can	produce	motion.	field.	Blood	always	flows	from	where	its	total	fluid	energy	is	higher	to	where	its	total	fluid	energy	is	lower.	Why	be	concerned	with
this	complex	concept?	Actually,	we	have	already	encountered	two	situations	in	which	the	total	fluid	energy	must	be	taken	into	account	to	explain	the	flow	of	blood.	First,	we	saw	in	Figure	25.2	that	toward	the	end	of	ventricular	systole	in	the	human	heart,	blood	briefly	continues	to	flow	out	of	the	left	ventricle	into	the	systemic	aorta,	even	though	the
blood	pressure	in	the	ventricle	(factor	➊	in	the	total	fluid	energy)	has	fallen	below	the	pressure	in	the	systemic	aorta.	If	flow	were	governed	only	by	simple	pressure	differences,	blood	would	not	flow	out	of	the	ventricle	when	the	pressure	in	the	ventricle	is	lower	than	that	in	the	aorta.	Blood	in	fact	flows	out	of	the	ventricle	at	the	end	of	ventricular
systole,	however,	because	at	that	time,	the	blood	on	the	ventricular	side	of	the	aortic	valve	has	a	greater	forward	momentum—a	greater	kinetic	energy	(factor	➋)—than	that	on	the	aortic	side.	Thus	the	total	fluid	energy—the	true	driving	force	for	blood	flow—is	higher	in	the	ventricle	than	in	the	aorta.	The	second	case	we	have	encountered	that	cannot
be	understood	without	taking	account	of	total	fluid	energy	is	the	flow	of	blood	in	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	arteries	into	our	legs	when	we	are	standing	up.	Looking	at	Figure	Sinauer	Associates	25.7,	you	can	see	that	at	any	given	time,	if	one	uses	a	simple	pressureMorales	Studio	Figure	25.08	device	03-08-16	measurement	to	measure	the	existing
pressure	in	the	systemic	aorta	of	a	person	standing	up	and	the	simultaneous	pressure	in	the	arteries	in	the	lower	legs,	the	pressure	in	the	lower	legs	is	perhaps	70–80	mm	Hg	higher.13	Thus,	if	pressure	alone	governed	blood	flow,	blood	would	flow	from	the	legs	into	the	aorta,	not	the	other	way	around.	Here	again,	to	understand	the	flow	that	actually
occurs,	one	must	analyze	the	total	fluid	energy.	A	simple	pressure-measurement	device	confounds	and	confuses	two	distinct	factors	in	the	total	fluid	energy:	the	pressure	produced	by	the	beating	of	the	heart	(factor	➊)	and	the	blood’s	potential	energy	of	position	in	Earth’s	gravitational	field	(factor	➌).	These	factors	become	confounded	by	a	simple
pressure-measurement	device	because	in	parts	of	the	body	below	the	heart,	high	potential	energy	of	position	in	the	blood	near	the	heart	is	recorded	as	high	pressure	in	the	blood	below	the	heart.	To	analyze	blood	flow	accurately,	one	must	go	back	to	the	equation	for	total	fluid	energy	and	analyze	its	three	components	in	an	unconfounded	way.	The
pressure	produced	by	the	heart	(factor	➊)	is	slightly	higher	in	the	aorta	than	in	the	major	leg	arteries,	and	furthermore,	the	blood	in	the	aorta	has	a	greater	potential	energy	of	position	(factor	➌)	than	that	in	the	leg	arteries	because	it	is	at	a	greater	elevation	(put	loosely,	the	blood	in	the	aorta	tends	to	“fall”	into	the	legs).	Considering	all	three	factors,
the	total	fluid	energy	is	higher	in	the	aorta,	and	therefore	blood	flows	into	the	legs.	For	many	purposes,	the	analysis	of	blood	flow	can	be	usefully	simplified	by	making	two	assumptions	that	in	fact	are	often	reasonably	realistic:	(1)	Assume	that	the	kinetic	energy	of	the	blood	13	Circulation 	677	3	The	true	value	depends	on	how	tall	the	person	is.
(factor	➋)	does	not	vary	from	place	to	place	within	the	system	being	analyzed.	This	assumption	is	often	quite	realistic.	For	example,	in	human	arteries,	kinetic	energy	accounts	for	a	very	small	fraction	of	the	total	fluid	energy	(only	1%–3%	in	the	systemic	aorta),	and	therefore	little	accuracy	is	lost	by	disregarding	it.	(2)	Assume	that	the	animal	under
study	is	in	a	horizontal	posture.	For	a	person	or	other	animal	lying	on	a	horizontal	surface,	all	blood	is	roughly	in	one	horizontal	plane,	and	one	can	therefore	reasonably	assume	that	potential	energy	of	position	(factor	➌)	is	equal	everywhere.	The	horizontal	posture	is	in	fact	the	posture	usually	used	for	experiments	or	analysis,	and	one	can
demonstrate	that	its	use	usually	does	not	detract	from	the	generality	of	conclusions	reached.	With	these	simplifying	assumptions	made,	blood	flow	can	be	analyzed	using	the	pressure	developed	by	the	heart	as	the	sole	driving	force.14	This	is	the	approach	we	will	use	except	in	special	cases.	The	rate	of	blood	flow	depends	on	differences	in	blood
pressure	and	on	vascular	resistance	Already	in	the	nineteenth	century,	physiologists	were	seeking	to	understand	the	perfusion	of	blood	vessels	by	analyzing	the	steady,	nonturbulent	flow	of	a	simple	liquid	such	as	water	through	a	horizontal,	rigid-walled	tube	(Figure	25.9A).	Their	analyses	led	to	insights	that	are	still	considered	important	today.	The
factors	that	determine	the	rate	of	flow	(mL/minute)	from	one	end	of	a	tube	to	the	other,	they	discovered,	are	the	pressure	at	the	entry	to	the	tube	(Pin),	the	pressure	at	the	exit	(Pout),	the	radius	of	the	lumen	of	the	14	Under	these	simplifying	assumptions,	the	total	fluid	energy	is	equal	to	the	pressure	developed	by	the	heart—factor	➊	in	Figure	25.8—
because	factors	➋	and	➌	do	not	apply.	Thus	blood	flows	from	where	the	pressure	developed	by	the	heart	is	high	to	where	it	is	low.	(A)	Pressures	and	dimensions	that	affect	the	rate	of	flow	Length	(l)	Radius	(r)	Pressure	at	entrance	(Pin	)	(B)	The	velocity	profile	of	laminar	flow	Pressure	at	exit	(Pout	)	The	length	of	each	arrow	is	proportional	to	the	linear
velocity	of	the	flowing	liquid.	The	velocity	immediately	next	to	the	tube	wall	is	zero.	Figure	25.9 	The	physics	of	flow	through	tubes 	(A)	Critical	factors	for	understanding	the	rate	of	flow	using	the	Poiseuille	equation.	(B)	Linear	velocity	as	a	function	of	distance	from	the	tube	wall.	A	microscopically	thin	layer	of	liquid	touching	the	tube	wall	does	not
move	at	all.	The	velocity	profile	seen	here	applies	when	a	simple	liquid	such	as	water	flows	in	a	laminar	fashion	through	a	tube;	the	velocity	profile	for	blood	differs	from	that	for	a	simple	liquid.	678	 	Chapter	25	tube	(r),	the	tube	length	(l),	and	the	viscosity	of	the	liquid	(η).15	The	formula	relating	these	quantities	is	named	the	Poiseuille	equation	or
Hagen–Poiseuille	equation,	after	Jean	Poiseuille	(1797–1869)	and	Gotthilf	Hagen	(1797–1884),	who	derived	it:	π	æ	1	ö	æ	r4	ö	Flow	rate	=	(	Pin	−	Pout	)	æç	ö	ç		ç			è	8	ø	è	ηø	è	l	ø	(25.2)	According	to	the	Poiseuille	equation,	increasing	the	difference	in	pressure	between	the	ends	of	a	tube	increases	the	rate	of	flow	through	the	tube.	Raising	the	viscosity	of	the
fluid	diminishes	the	rate	of	flow.	The	final	term	in	the	equation	is	an	important	geometric	term:	It	shows	that	the	rate	of	flow	through	a	tube	is	a	direct	function	of	the	fourth	power	of	the	radius	of	the	lumen.	Because	of	this	relation,	the	rate	of	flow	is	extraordinarily	sensitive	to	changes	in	the	radius	of	the	lumen.	If	water	is	flowing	through	a	tube	at	a
certain	rate	and	the	radius	of	the	lumen	is	reduced	to	half	of	the	starting	radius,	the	rate	of	flow	falls	to	1⁄16	of	the	original	rate!	The	Poiseuille	equation,	as	mentioned,	was	derived	to	apply	to	simple	liquids	such	as	water	flowing	through	unbranched,	rigid-walled	tubes.	Blood	is	not	a	simple	liquid	because	it	contains	suspended	cells,	and	blood	vessels
are	not	unbranched	or	rigidwalled.	Nonetheless,	the	Poiseuille	equation	often	proves	to	be	a	useful	approximate	model	for	understanding	the	flow	of	blood	through	blood	vessels.	From	the	Poiseuille	equation,	we	see	that	when	muscles	in	the	walls	of	a	blood	vessel	change	the	radius	of	the	vessel	by	contracting	or	relaxing,	they	exert	profound	(fourth
power)	control	over	the	rate	of	flow	through	the	vessel.	Another	equation	that	is	useful	for	understanding	the	rate	of	steady	blood	flow	through	a	horizontal	system	of	blood	vessels	is	Flow	rate	=	∆P		R	(25.3)	where	ΔP	is	the	difference	in	blood	pressure	between	the	entry	vessels	of	the	vascular	system	and	the	exit	vessels,	and	R	is	the	resistance	to
flow	through	the	system,	termed	the	vascular	resistance.	This	equation	is	analogous	to	Ohm’s	law	in	electrical	circuits.	It	simply	says	that	the	rate	of	flow	increases	when	the	difference	in	pressure	increases,	but	the	rate	of	flow	decreases	when	the	vascular	resistance	increases.	If	we	consider	a	simple	tubular	vessel,	an	easy	relation	exists	between
Equation	25.3	and	the	Poiseuille	equation.	Because	ΔP	and	(Pin	–	Pout)	represent	the	same	quantity	in	this	case,	the	resistance	R	is	equal	to	8ηl/πr	4.	One	can	see	that	resistance	is	inversely	proportional	to	the	fourth	power	of	the	vessel	radius.	Halving	the	radius	of	a	vessel	increases	the	resistance	to	flow	through	the	vessel	by	a	factor	of	16.	The
dissipation	of	energy:	Pressure	and	flow	turn	to	heat	during	circulation	of	the	blood	When	blood	flows	through	a	horizontal	blood	vessel	or	system	of	vessels	in	an	animal,	the	heart	maintains	a	high	pressure	at	the	entry	end.	This	pressure	drives	the	blood	through	the	vessel	or	system	of	vessels.	However,	as	the	blood	passes	through,	the	pressure
becomes	diminished.	Why?	To	answer	this	question	accurately,	we	need	to	look	briefly	in	more	detail	at	the	nature	of	flow	through	a	tube	or	blood	vessel.	The	15	We	will	describe	viscosity	shortly.	For	the	moment,	it	refers	to	how	syruplike	a	liquid	is.	linear	velocity	of	a	bit	of	liquid	in	a	stream	flowing	through	a	tube	is	defined	to	be	the	length	of	the
tube	traveled	per	unit	of	time.	According	to	ideal	flow	theory,	when	the	flow	of	a	liquid	through	a	tube	is	steady	and	nonturbulent,	the	liquid	moves	in	a	series	of	infinitesimally	thin,	concentric	layers	(laminae)	that	differ	in	their	linear	velocities.	This	type	of	flow,	called	laminar	flow,	is	illustrated	in	Figure	25.9B.	The	outermost	of	the	concentric	layers
of	liquid—the	layer	immediately	next	to	the	wall	of	the	tube—does	not	move	at	all.	Layers	closer	and	closer	to	the	center	move	faster	and	faster.	A	crucial	aspect	of	this	sort	of	flow	is	that	the	adjacent	layers	of	the	liquid	that	are	moving	at	different	linear	velocities	do	not	slip	effortlessly	past	each	other.	Instead,	there	is	a	sort	of	friction	that	must	be
overcome	to	make	them	move	relative	to	each	other.	The	total	magnitude	of	this	internal	friction	in	a	moving	liquid	depends	in	part	on	the	dimensions	of	the	tube.	In	addition,	it	depends	on	a	property	intrinsic	to	the	particular	liquid,	namely	the	viscosity	(specifically,	dynamic	viscosity)	of	the	liquid.	Viscosity	refers	to	a	lack	of	intrinsic	slipperiness
between	liquid	layers	moving	at	different	linear	velocities;	liquids	that	are	particularly	low	in	internal	slipperiness	have	high	viscosities	and	exhibit	syruplike	properties.	The	internal	friction	within	a	moving	liquid	is	very	real	and,	like	other	friction,	results	in	the	degradation	of	kinetic	energy	(energy	of	motion)	into	heat.	Thus,	as	a	liquid	flows	through
a	tube,	some	of	its	kinetic	energy	is	steadily	degraded.16	Understanding	that	energy	of	motion	is	degraded	to	heat,	we	can	now	see	the	broad	outlines	of	the	energetics	of	blood	flow	through	a	horizontal	system	of	blood	vessels.	The	pressure	provided	at	the	entry	end	by	the	heart	is	a	form	of	potential	energy.	Some	of	this	potential	energy	is	converted
to	kinetic	energy:	energy	of	motion	of	the	blood.	Then,	along	each	millimeter	of	the	tubular	system	through	which	the	blood	flows,	some	of	the	kinetic	energy	is	lost	as	heat	in	overcoming	internal	friction.	Ultimately,	therefore,	pressure	is	converted	to	heat.	During	horizontal	flow,	the	drop	in	pressure	from	one	point	in	a	tubular	system	to	another
point	downstream	is	in	fact	a	good	index	of	the	heat	produced	in	overcoming	opposing	viscous	forces.	Thus	the	drop	in	blood	pressure	from	place	to	place	can	be	used	as	a	measure	of	the	energy	cost	of	blood	flow.	To	apply	these	concepts,	let’s	consider	blood	flow	through	arteries	and	capillaries	in	our	circulatory	system.	From	one	end	of	an	artery	to
the	other,	the	mean	blood	pressure	caused	by	pumping	of	the	heart	changes	by	only	a	small	amount;	for	example,	the	pressure	in	an	artery	in	our	wrist—0.7	m	from	our	heart—is	only	about	0.4	kPa	(3	mm	Hg)	lower	than	the	pressure	in	our	systemic	aorta.	This	small	drop	in	pressure	tells	us	that	the	cost	of	driving	blood	through	the	arteries	is	low.
Shortly	we	will	see	that	in	blood	capillaries	the	blood	pressure	drops	precipitously	as	blood	flows	through.	This	steep	pressure	drop	signifies	that	capillaries,	unlike	the	arteries,	are	very	costly	to	perfuse.	16	See	Chapter	7	for	a	discussion	of	energy	and	energy	degradation.	Sometimes	people	say	that	pumping	the	blood	through	vessels	involves
overcoming	friction	between	the	blood	and	the	vessel	walls.	This	is	not	correct.	In	fact,	there	is	no	frictional	force	to	be	overcome	between	a	laminarly	flowing	liquid	and	the	walls	of	a	tube	because	no	relative	motion	occurs	between	the	walls	and	the	liquid	layer	next	to	them	(that	layer	is	still).	The	frictional	resistance	to	the	flow	of	a	liquid	is	entirely
internal	to	the	liquid.	Circulation 	679	(B)	A	schematic	of	the	circulatory	plan	emphasizing	that	the	systemic	and	pulmonary	circuits	are	connected	in	series	(A)	The	circulatory	plan	Head	Right	heart	Lungs	Figure	25.10 	The	circulatory	plan	in	mammals	and	birds 	(A)	The	circula-	Great	veins	Ra	La	Pulmonary	artery	Rv	Lv	Systemic	circuit	Pulmonary
circuit	Systemic	aorta	Limbs,	body	wall,	abdomen,	systemic	circulation	of	thorax	Summary	Principles	of	Pressure,	Resistance,	and	Flow	in	Vascular	Systems	„„Blood	pressure	is	measured	relative	to	environmental	pressure;	it	is	the	extent	to	which	the	pressure	in	the	blood	exceeds	that	in	the	environment.	„„During	steady	flow	of	blood	through
horizontal	vessels	or	systems	of	vessels,	the	rate	of	blood	flow	is	directly	proportional	to	the	difference	of	pressure	between	the	inlet	and	outlet.	It	is	also	inversely	proportional	to	vascular	resistance.	Thus	the	equation	describing	blood	flow	(Equation	25.3)	is	analogous	to	Ohm’s	law.	According	to	the	Poiseuille	equation	(Equation	25.2),	vascular
resistance	varies	inversely	with	the	fourth	power	of	vessel	radius.	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	pressure	declines	during	the	flow	of	blood	through	„„Blood	Sinauer	Associates	vessels	because	the	potential	energy	represented	by	Morales	Studio	the	pressure	is	converted	to	kinetic	energy,	which	then	Figure	25.10	03-08-16	is	converted	to	heat	in
overcoming	viscous	resistance	to	flow.	During	steady	flow	through	a	horizontal	system,	this	drop	in	blood	pressure	is	a	measure	of	the	energy	cost	of	perfusion.	Circulation	in	Mammals	and	Birds	We	will	talk	about	the	circulatory	systems	of	mammals	and	birds	together	because	both	groups	have	four-chambered	hearts,	and	they	have	essentially
identical	circulatory	plans.	Mammals	and	birds	evolved	these	properties	independently,	however.	As	shown	by	the	circulatory	plan	in	Figure	25.10A,	O2-depleted	blood	returning	from	the	systemic	tissues	enters	the	right	heart	via	the	great	veins	and	is	pumped	by	the	right	ventricle	to	the	lungs,	where	O2	is	taken	up	and	CO2	is	released.	The	blood
oxygenated	in	the	lungs	then	travels	to	the	left	heart	and	is	pumped	by	the	left	ventricle	to	the	systemic	aorta,	which	divides	to	supply	all	the	systemic	tissues.	A	key	feature	of	this	circulatory	plan	is	that	it	places	the	lungs	in	series	with	the	systemic	tissues.	This	series	arrangement,	emphasized	in	Figure	25.10B,	maximizes	the	efficiency	of	O2
delivery	to	the	systemic	tissues:	All	the	blood	pumped	to	the	systemic	tissues	by	the	Left	heart	tory	plan	as	it	exists	geometrically	in	the	body.	(B)	The	same	plan,	redrawn	as	a	schematic	to	emphasize	the	arrangement	of	the	pulmonary	and	systemic	circuits	in	series	with	each	other.	Red	and	blue	portions	carry	relatively	oxygenated	and	deoxygenated
blood,	respectively.	Ra,	right	atrium	of	the	heart;	La,	left	atrium;	Rv,	right	ventricle;	Lv,	left	ventricle.	heart	is	freshly	oxygenated,	and	the	tissues	receive	blood	that	is	at	the	full	level	of	oxygenation	achieved	in	the	lungs.	These	features	are	important	ways	in	which	the	circulatory	systems	of	mammals	and	birds	are	able	to	meet	the	high	O2	demands	of
these	animals.	The	circulatory	system	is	closed	Circulatory	systems	are	classified	as	open	or	closed,	depending	on	whether	the	entire	circulatory	path	is	enclosed	in	discrete	vessels.	In	an	open	system,	the	blood	leaves	discrete	vessels	and	bathes	at	least	some	nonvascular	tissues	directly.	In	a	closed	system,	there	is	always	at	least	a	thin	vessel	wall
separating	the	blood	from	the	other	tissues.	The	distinction	between	open	and	closed	systems	is	relative	because	there	are	many	intergradations.	Mammals	and	birds,	as	well	as	other	vertebrates,	have	essentially	closed	circulatory	systems.	Each	part	of	the	systemic	vascular	system	has	distinctive	anatomical	and	functional	features	The	blood	vessels
at	various	points	in	the	systemic	vascular	system	differ	anatomically	and	functionally	in	important	ways.	In	this	section	we	discuss	the	major	types	of	vessels	in	the	order	in	which	blood	passes	through	them.	A	significant	point	to	mention	at	the	start	is	that	in	vertebrates,	all	types	of	vessels—and	the	chambers	of	the	heart—are	lined	on	the	inside	with
a	single-layered	epithelium	termed	(for	historical	reasons)	the	vascular	endothelium.	The	cells	of	the	endothelium	are	exceedingly	important:	They	perform	many	functions,	which	are	only	gradually	being	understood.	For	example,	some	endothelial	cells	secrete	agents	into	the	blood—	such	as	nitric	oxide	or	prostacyclin	(prostaglandin	I2)—that	affect
the	contraction	and	relaxation	of	vascular	smooth	muscle	or	help	control	clotting.	Endothelial	cells	also	sometimes	synthesize	active	hormones	from	hormone	precursors	in	the	blood	or	terminate	hormone	action	(e.g.,	by	degrading	hormones).	Endothelial	cells	also	participate	in	immune	responses.	arteries 	The	great	arteries	have	thick	walls	that	are
heavily	invested	with	smooth	muscle	and	with	elastic	and	collagenous	connective	tissue.	Thus	they	are	equipped	to	convey	blood	under	considerable	pressure	from	the	heart	to	the	peripheral	parts	of	the	circulatory	system.	The	elasticity	of	the	great	arteries	enables	them	to	perform	important	hydrodynamic	functions.	If	the	heart	were	to	680	 
Chapter	25	discharge	blood	into	rigid,	inelastic	tubes,	the	blood	pressure	would	oscillate	violently	upward	and	downward	with	each	contraction	and	relaxation	of	the	heart.	Instead,	the	arteries	are	elastic.	They	stretch	when	they	receive	blood	discharged	from	the	heart.	Some	of	the	energy	of	each	heart	contraction	is	thereby	stored	as	elastic	potential
energy	in	the	artery	walls,	and	consequently	the	increase	in	arterial	pressure	during	systole	is	limited	to	some	extent.	The	energy	stored	elastically	at	the	time	of	systole	is	released	as	the	arteries	rebound	to	their	unstretched	dimensions	during	diastole.	In	this	way,	some	of	the	energy	of	heart	contraction	is	used	to	maintain	the	pressure	in	the	great
arteries	between	contractions.	The	end	result	is	that	arterial	elasticity	has	two	effects:	Variations	in	arterial	pressure	over	the	cardiac	cycle	are	reduced—termed	the	pressure-damping	effect—and	a	substantial	pressure	is	maintained	in	the	arteries	even	when	the	heart	is	at	rest	between	beats—termed	the	pressure-reservoir	effect.	The	arteries
become	smaller	as	they	branch	outward	toward	the	periphery	of	the	circulatory	system.	The	walls	of	the	arteries	simultaneously	become	thinner,	a	fact	that	at	first	appears	paradoxical	when	we	recall	that	the	mean	blood	pressure	diminishes	hardly	at	all	in	the	arteries.	The	paradox	is	resolved	in	good	measure	by	a	principle	identified	by	the	great
mathematician	Pierre	Simon,	the	Marquis	de	Laplace	(1749–1827),	and	now	known	as	Laplace’s	law.17	This	law	deals	with	the	relation	between	the	pressure	in	the	lumen	and	the	wall	tension	in	hollow	structures.	As	applied	to	tubes,	it	says	that	when	the	pressure	in	the	lumen	of	a	tube	exceeds	that	outside	the	tube	by	any	given	amount,	the
circumferential	tension	(stretch)	developed	within	the	walls	of	the	tube	is	directly	proportional	to	the	tube	radius:	T	=	r∆ P	(25.4)	where	T	is	wall	tension,	r	is	the	radius	of	the	lumen,	and	ΔP	here	represents	the	pressure	difference	across	the	walls.	Because	of	this	relation,	even	though	a	small	artery	may	be	exposed	to	the	same	blood	pressure	as	a
large	one	(and	therefore	have	the	same	ΔP),	the	tension	developed	within	its	walls	is	lower	than	that	developed	within	the	walls	of	the	large	artery.	Accordingly,	the	walls	of	small	arteries	need	not	be	as	well	fortified	as	those	of	large	arteries	to	resist	overexpansion.	The	same	principle	explains	why	blood	capillaries	can	be	exceedingly	thin-walled	and
yet	resist	substantial	pressures.	microcirculatory	beds 	The	systemic	arteries	ultimately	deliver	blood	to	networks	of	microscopically	tiny	blood	vessels	in	all	the	systemic	organs	and	tissues.	These	microcirculatory	beds,	diagrammed	in	Figure	25.11,	consist	of	three	types	of	vessels:	arterioles,	capillaries,	and	venules.	Arterioles,	although	minute,	have
the	same	basic	structure	as	arteries:	Their	walls	consist	of	smooth	muscle	and	connective	tissue.	The	mean	diameter	of	the	lumen	of	the	arterioles	of	humans	is	about	30	micrometers	(μm).	Notably,	the	walls,	which	average	about	20	μm	in	thickness,	are	so	invested	with	muscle	and	connective	tissue	that	they	are	almost	as	thick	as	the	lumen	is	wide.
The	smooth	muscles	in	the	walls	of	the	arterioles	are	exceedingly	17	Laplace’s	law	applies	quantitatively	only	to	simple	elastic	materials	such	as	rubber.	It	is	a	useful	principle	for	analyzing	complex	elastic	structures	like	arterial	walls,	but	the	detailed	study	of	arteries	involves	additional	considerations.	Blood	enters	the	microcirculatory	bed	through
an	arteriole	at	a	rate	determined	in	part	by	the	arteriole	radius,	controlled	by	smooth	muscle	cells	in	the	arteriole	wall.	Precapillary	sphincters,	composed	of	rings	of	smooth	muscle	cells,	act	as	muscular	valves.	Arteriole	Venule	Red	blood	cell	Arteriolar–venular	anastomoses	are	direct	connections	between	arterioles	and	venules	that,	when	open,
provide	a	way	for	blood	to	bypass	capillary	beds.	Capillary	Central	channel	Blood	leaves	the	microcirculatory	bed	through	a	venule.	KEY	Smooth	muscle	cell	in	cross	section	Region	of	nucleus	of	endothelial	cell	50	µm	Venule	Figure	25.11 	A	microcirculatory	bed 	In	this	microcirculatory	bed	of	a	mammal,	capillaries	form	an	anastomosing	network
between	an	arteriole	at	the	top	and	a	venule	at	the	bottom.	The	endothelial	cells	that	line	the	arterioles	and	form	the	walls	of	the	capillaries	are	thin	and	flat,	except	where	each	cell	is	thickened	in	the	region	of	its	nucleus.	Precapillary	sphincters	and	arteriolar–venular	anastomoses	are	opened	and	closed	by	smooth	muscle	cells.	(After	Copenhaver	et
al.	1978.)	important	because	they	are	responsible	for	the	vasomotor	control	of	blood	distribution.	The	adjective	vasomotor	refers	to	changes	in	the	radius	of	the	lumen	of	blood	vessels.	A	decrease	in	the	radius	of	the	lumen	is	called	vasoconstriction,	whereas	an	increase	is	called	Hill	Animal	Physiology	4E	vasodilation	.	In	our	earlier	discussion	of	the
Poiseuille	equation	Sinauer	Associates	(see	Equation	Morales	Studio	25.2),	we	noted	that	the	rate	of	flow	through	a	tubular	Figure	25.11	03-04-16	vessel	is	extremely	sensitive	to	the	radius	of	the	lumen	of	the	vessel.	By	contracting	and	relaxing,	the	smooth	muscles	in	the	wall	of	an	arteriole	control	the	radius	of	the	lumen	of	the	vessel	and	thereby
profoundly	affect	the	rate	of	blood	flow	into	the	capillary	beds	that	the	arteriole	supplies.	Control	of	the	arteriolar	muscles	is	mediated	by	the	sympathetic	division	of	the	autonomic	nervous	system,	by	circulating	hormones,	and	by	chemical	mediators	at	the	local	tissue	level,	such	as	nitric	oxide	(NO),	a	vasodilator	that	is	released	from	the	vascular
endothelium.	In	addition	to	the	arterioles,	both	precapillary	sphincters	(see	Figure	25.11)	and	small	terminal	arteries	also	participate	in	controlling	blood	flow	to	capillary	beds.	Circulation 	681	An	especially	familiar	example	of	the	control	of	tissue	perfusion	by	arterioles	is	provided	by	the	responses	of	skin	blood	flow	to	warm	and	cold	environments.
As	we	discussed	in	Chapter	10	(see	pages	267–268),	humans	and	other	mammals	often	maintain	relatively	vigorous	blood	flow	to	their	skin	surface	in	warm	environments,	but	reduce	blood	flow	to	the	skin	surface	in	cold	environments.	When	flow	is	reduced,	the	effect	occurs	because	arterioles	supplying	blood	to	the	superficial	microcirculatory	beds
of	the	skin	are	vasoconstricted	by	the	action	of	the	sympathetic	nervous	system	and	local	vasoconstrictive	agents.	Modulation	of	arteriolar–venular	anastomoses	(see	Figure	25.11)	also	plays	a	role.	Changes	in	the	perfusion	of	skeletal	muscles	during	exercise	provide	another	important	example	of	arteriolar	control:	Blood	flow	through	a	skeletal
muscle	can	be	increased	by	a	factor	of	ten	or	more	in	a	person	during	exercise.	Part	of	the	reason	for	the	increased	blood	flow	is	arteriolar	vasodilation,	which	appears	to	be	mediated	principally	by	local	effects	of	metabolites	produced	in	exercising	muscles.	A	final	familiar	example	of	the	control	of	tissue	perfusion	by	arterioles	and	small	arteries	is	the
erection	of	the	penis.	During	sexual	arousal,	parasympathetic	neurons	and	cells	in	the	local	vascular	endothelium	of	the	penis	release	nitric	oxide,	which	acts	as	a	potent	signal	for	dilation	of	the	arterioles	and	small	arteries	that	supply	blood	to	the	penis’s	spongy	erectile	tissues	(see	page	490	for	more	detail).	Arteriolar	control	of	microcirculatory	beds
is	one	of	the	premier	attributes	of	closed	circulatory	systems.	The	heart	produces	pressure	that	is	transmitted	to	all	the	microcirculatory	beds	in	the	body	by	way	of	the	arteries.	This	driving	force	is	always	available	at	the	entry	to	each	microcirculatory	bed,	ensuring	that	vasodilation	or	vasoconstriction	of	arterioles	will	cause	immediate	changes	in
tissue	perfusion.	Each	microcirculatory	bed	has	its	own	arterioles—which	determine	the	rate	of	flow	into	the	bed—and	thus	is	readily	controlled	independently	of	other	microcirculatory	beds.	These	features	permit	highly	sensitive	temporal	and	spatial	control	of	blood	distribution.	From	the	arterioles,	the	blood	typically	enters	the	capillaries.	The	walls
of	capillaries	consist	of	only	the	vascular	endothelium—a	single	layer	of	highly	flattened	cells	resting	on	an	outer	basement	membrane	(see	Figure	2.6C).	The	walls	of	capillaries	are	very	thin	(
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